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jr you're decorating for «igh- -We^Ve also, 
century elegance or twentieth- to choose car 
/ excitement, there's a carpet about which 
Armstrong Lancaster Line" to >es1   '    - 
ur taste. The Armstrong carpet each ki 
here, Happening™, is a luxuri- 
ag nearly two inches deep, the fiB 
that's only the start. You can 
from hundreds of colors in Cali 

plushes, sculptured designs. 

t .worry 
lorand is 

for 

eaier nearest you: (800) 243-6000. 
In Connecticut, call: (800) 942-0655. 

Furniture t>y Thomasville, a subsidiary of Arrnstrcmg 

S. CARPET JiY 

Armstrong 



Founders has a sofa to go under your Alexande 
Calder mobile—for bunging in sable pajamas whik 
Beulah peels you a grape. Its our idea of a hammock — 
suspended from a rosewood & metal frame. Most sofas 
are better off with their backs to the wall. This one wanti 
to be seen from every angle. Sumptuously comfortabld 
its a great centerpiece to build your most exciting rooni 
around. 

Sophisticated people like the simplest things. 

Founders Furniture, Inc.. Pleasant Garden. North Carolina 27313 FOUNDERS 
FURNITURE 

FOUNDERS  FURNITURE FROM   Armstrong    CREATORS OF H > THE INDOORWORLD 
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Lennox 
central air conditioning: 
the outdoor fun machine 
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We help keep the outdoors fun 
by keeping the indoors cool and dry 
and quiet and clean. 
A retreat where sleep is quick, 
the nights long, the kitchen cool, 
the children quiet. 

Outdoors we leave your fun alone. 
We won't hit you with 
a blast of hot air. 

mm mm 
warn - *M 

AIR CONDITIONING • HEATING 

We blow upward, not out at 
you or your plants. 
So you can hide us anywhere. 
Low. Quiet. Trim. 

And the comfort's carefree, too. 
Rain washes coil and fan clean. 
We're weatherproof. Waterproof. 

Call your Lennox dealer, in the 
Yellow Pages. Or write for 
free "Total Comfort" booklet. 
Lennox Industries Inc., 
781 S. 12th Avenue, 
Marshalltown, Iowa 50158. 

f,   1970 

More families own Lennox central heating & air conditioning than any other brand. 
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On the cover: The living room of 

Mrs. Robert F. Kennedy's pool house in 

McLean, Va. is ready for a party. Un- 

conventionally, gaily, the flowers are all 

up in the air: four fragrant chande- 

liers. Designed by architect John Carl 

Warneke, the pool house is not only a 

king-size cabana, but also the Kennedy 

children's playhouse, ballroom (the juke- 

box is a permanent fixture), movie 

theatre (the screen pulls down over a 

wall-hung Kennedy family album), and 

reading room. For the rest of this little 

home-away-from-home,    see    page    32. 
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A Two-Letter Course in Fine French Wines. 

B & G. In a word, it's 
245 years of wine making. 

Two letters that have 
meant the pick of all the 
reds and the whites from 
the great wine provinces 
of France since 1725. 

It's the easy way to be 
choosy about French 
wines. 

In a word. 

f ■ •: UK 

B&G. French made easy. 
BARTON & GUESTIER.36 FINE WINES IN ONE FINE FAMILY. 

Imported by General Wine and Spirits Company. Browne-Vintners Division, NYC. 
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Contemporary 8b-inch sofa in lime-tone textured fabric of 100% 
Herculon. Extra seat depth of luxurious wrapped cushions. Sofa 
S299. Matching love seat $229. 

<■■5?* TK 

If 

Contemporary 96-inch sofa in black and white houndstooth 
pattern fabric of 100% Herculon. Bold contrasting strap detail with 
elegant loose cushion seat and back. Sofa $299. Companion white 
chair $149. 

{^jet together with ftoehk 



n yourself with the money 
Tese Kroehler speciak. 

You owe it to yourself for being such a smarty. For picking   "»«■ f/l! 
i  , , , , , i       , . DECORATING /// 
furniture designs that are the last word in fashion. For   QUIDE- 

... , ,iii i. A8ADVERTI8ED 
putting your money in designer-matched, color-coordi-   ONTV. 

nated groupings. For knowing that fabrics of Herculon®   paltieiplSngK?oehie°dSJrl! 
olefin fiber resist soil, scuffing, and stains. You're a know-   HOTLINE: For the name and 

th© 3d dress of vour nGsrsst 
t-all... about fashion and price. And, to a sensible girl,   participating Kroehier Dealer 
, ►,, i /•    i . —call this number toll-free: 
hat ados up to a lot of shopping sprees. eoo-243-eooo. 

oletm tiber resist soil, scuffing, and stains. You re a know- 

it-all ... about fashion and price. And, to a sensible girl, 
that ado's up to a lot of shopping sprees. 

0 KROEHLER + HERCULON = VALUE 

Contemporary 80-inch sofa in glen-gold random texture fabric 
of 100% Herculon. Long, low California look with rich foam biscuit 
back and gracious curved lines. Sofa $299. Matching love seat $229. 

mporarv , uv i: - : in deep olive and gold-tone textured 
obric (Also available in fabrics of 100% Herculon.) Exquisite shape 

and finely detailed tufted back. Sofa $299. Matching chair $149. 

Note- Prices may vary slightly-, depending on dealer's location and/or your choice of fabrics. 
Herculon8 is a registered trademark of Hercules, Incorporated, for its Olefin fiber. 

d beautiful things happen 



Teople Are Talking About... 

PEOPLE AND THINGS IN 

VOGUE 

VOGUE is renowned 

as a fashion magazine, 

but to those in the know, 

it is also a showcase for what 

is classic as well as avant-garde 
among the world's creative forces 

Here are the best of VOGUE's articles and 
impact people are talking about! 
You'll meet people with unique talents . . . You'll discover the 
ideas, the places, the objects of beauty that have delighted 
Vogue's readers over the years ... You'll read articles covering 
a wide range of interests from art, music, and literature, to the 
theatre and cinema, medicine, anthropology—even tulips! 
. . . And you'll treasure the magnificent full-color reproductions 
of great paintings and performances, together with extraordi- 
nary portraits by such photographers as Cecil Beaton, Irving 
Penn, Richard Avedon, Lord Snowdon. Henri Carticr-Bresson. 

The table of contents reads like a who's - who in the arts. Dag 

247 pages/over 70 illustrations 
People Are Talking About... People 
and Things in VOGUE 

A  magnificent  collection  of  the  People  and 
Things that have built and are building the exciting 

world of yesterday, today and tomorrow. 
Skillfully edited by Allene Talmey, Vogue's Associate 

Editor, who has guided Vogue's features for over two 
decades, this is a book you'll want to own! 

illustrations-each one with the creative 

Hammarskjold. . . Marianne Moore. . . Robert Motherwell, a 
superb artist in his own right, discussing David Smith, A Major 
American Sculptor . . . Notes On Leningrad by Pauline de 
Rothschild . . . The Unique Ross by Janet Flanner . . . Leopold 
Sedar Senghor, President of Senegal, on Black African Art . . . 
revealing commentaries on William Faulkner, Andrew Wyeth, 
Barbra Streisand. Ed Murrow, Eunice Kennedy Shriver . . . 
selections by Penelope Gilliatt, Anthony Powell, Harold 
Rosenberg, Frank O'Connor, Truman Capote, Boris Pasternak 
. . . over 40 articles in all! 

A MUST FOR YOUR LIBRARY 
OF FINE BOOKS-oras a present 
for someone special! 

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY! 

Conde Nast Books P.O. Box 3308, Grand Central Station, New York, New York 10017 

I would like to order copies of 

HG-70 

People and Things in VOGUE 
@ $16.95 each. 

□ My check or money order  for 
$ , payable to Conde Nast 
Books, is enclosed. 
Please charge my account: 

□ American Express 

Name 

Only $16.95 will bring 
People   and   Things   in  i 
VOGUE to your door fully  | 

\( Mil   L    postpaid. It you prefer, you   J    □ BankAmericard  Exp. date 
may chargt it to your 

American Express 
or BankAmericard account.        Signature 

Acct. #. 

Address 

Citv                                       State                           Zip 

This is a gift order. Send book and card to: 

Name 

Address 

Citv                                     State                         7ip 

Card to read: "Frnm 

HOUSE & GARDEN 



Just two more miles 
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reat Indoors? That's your 
- with Bryant central air con- 

something to look forward to 
ou're stuck behind traffic, 
n it's a muggy 98° out and the 
ives are rising off the pave- 
,ou won't mind it so much, 
ig you're heading for cool 

comfort at home. 
And you can have that cool com- 

fort in either gas or electric. 
That's important. Because in some 

areas, gas costs less to operate. In 
some areas, electric costs less. 

So, with Bryant, you can choose 
the type that's most economical for 
you. 

The whole story is in our free 
booklet, "The Great Indoors". 

Get a copy from your nearest 
Bryant dealer. Or write Bryant Air 
Conditioning Company, 7310 W. 
Morris Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 
46231. 

The Great Indoors" 
People brqant 
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'i Brothi i  , I in 
M Allen Blvd 
Farmingdale, Ni w   , 
(.r>l(i) 249-1298 
Nanco Refri  eral ion 
3298 Elliot Blvd 
I d i anside, New York 
Nassau (Mil) OH 8 3 
Suffolk (516) MO  , i,:::, 
Prompl III;:  & Coolini  Serv. 
35 Woodwaye Road 
Plainview, New York 
(516) 487 0 
Tempaire Mechanical Corp. 
15 Alabama Avenue 
Island Park, New York 

132 2905 
I hree ViMage lit;   & Air Cond. 

45 Terry Road 
Smithtown, New York 
(516) . >1   1666    724-9350 
Total Air < Conditioning   Inc 

I 51 'i W. [ndustrj Ct. 
Deerpark, New York 
(516) 586-1859 
Vinro Service Air Cond. (!o. 
7,(i (Corona Avenue 

itream, New York 
(516) 561-9 

NEW JERSEY (All Residents) 
Bryan! Air Conditioning Co 
785 E. 27th Street 
Paterson, New Jersey 
(201 | 274-6700 

irp. 
NEW YORK 
A. G. Shed Meta 
20 Eighth Street 
New Rochelle, New York 
(914) 632-0912 
Car,- & Walsh, Inc. 
230 N. Washington St. 
No. Tarrytown, New York 
(914) 631  ". 100 
Gasco I "(ilitv Corp 
1012 Saw Mill River Road 
Y nnkcrs. New York 
(914) 963-7447 
Julian Sheet Meta!  Inc 
806 Arthur Kill Road 
Staten Island. New York 
(212) YU 4-8888 
Lockwood Conditionaire Corp, 
9 Marble Avenue 
Pleasantville. New York 
(914) 769-4000 
Maherft Son 
43-27 Bowne Sti 
Flushing, New York 
(212) FLit 

Bob MimsRfg.&Sht. Metal Wks 
103 Brook Street 
Staten Island. New York 
(2)2l GI 7-8986 
R.A.W. Air Conditioning Inc. 
Hi Bank Street 
White Plains. New York 
(914) 761-5175 
Rohison. Inc. 
100 E. Hartsdale Avenue 
Hartsdale. New York 
(914) 723-8000 
Tempaire of Westchester 
161 Brady Avenue 
Hawthorne. New York 
(914) 769-1612 
Yost and Campbell Installations 
3433 East Tremont Avenue 
Bronx. New York 
(212) TA 3-9408 

970 



With hardly a sound, this unique and powerful Braun 
fan will keep you and those around you cool. 

The drum-like fan blades provide a gentle, even flow 
of air. And because you can direct the flow by turning 
the plastic hood, the Braun fan never creates a draft. Nor 
does it ruffle papers. Or blow ashes out of ash trays. 

Its small size lets you create your own private breeze 
anywhere. On a desk. Card table. Workbench. Kitchen 
counter. Has 2 speeds. Only 4'/:" high. Now at a special 
price, $16.95.* ^Suggested retail price. 

The biggest, little fan in the world. 

/   r 

Christmas 

Cards and 

Gifts from The Metropolitan 
Museum or ArtTheMctropolitanMuseum,sl00th 

anniversary catalogue of Christmas cards and presents — rare American 

blown glass, sculpture, ancient jewelry in gold and silver, and for the 

first time a selection of rings; new books and prints, and the magnifi- 

cent 1971 Engagement Calendar, "Flowers for All Seasons", "y? New 

designs for the famous Museum cards include works by Fra Angelico, 

Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Rembrandt, El Greco, Breughel, and Degas, 

medieval enamels, frescoes, della Robbias, and early American crewel 

embroidery. All Christmas cards and presents, except the books, are 

made especially for the Museum and can be bought only by mail or at 

the Museum itself. The catalogue will be mailed about September first. 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
2JJ Grade Station, New York 10028 ci 

Please send me the Museum's new catalogue of Christmas cards, 25 cents enclosed 

Name  .  

Address^ 

A   UFA OH AT OH   SPEAKS   HIS   MEND 

"How to turn all outdoors into 

an enchanting 
summer room!) 
«1    WILLIAM  BALDWIN 

#—^ecentK I was the guest of a woman whose pride and 

M %J joy was her tropical rooftop garden, a beautiful 

terraced roofscape of fruit trees, ferns, exotic flowers, and 

orchids. In this delightful setting, we had cocktails before a 

dinner party, and it would have been perfectly wonderful ex- 

cept for one thing. That night there was, not a breeze, but a 

gale wind. Women's hair whipped into their eyes. Napkins 

blew off tables and ashes out of ashtrays. Nerves were wracked, 

composures frazzled. Yet our hostess was oblivious. She was 

so in love with her rooftop paradise that she gave no thought 

whatsoever to its faults. 

Summer's treasures are like uncut stones 

—to make them gems, you've got to do 

some polishing. That roof garden could 

have been protected by wind screens. For 

Vlauina tag dinner   on  the  terrace   when   the   wind 

trith thv wind threatens to blow charcoal-cooking 

smells into your fruit-and-rum hors 

d'oeuvres, you can set up the party up- 

wind. If everything fails, be wise enough 

to give up and go inside. 

/ M/#uch as everyone loves Old Sol, he can sometimes 

-X- T—M-.become overbearing. Always provide some shade, 

especially when you eat outdoors, as a buffer between the heat 

of the sun and cool serenity. Shade can be as simple as a covered 

porch or awninged terrace, or, on the lawn, a gazebo or vine- 

covered trellis, an umbrella, or even a big tree. In Maryland, 

where 1 grew up. we'd all have after-tennis mint juleps under 

a catalpa tree so sprawling it formed an actual room. In 

another part of Maryland, some clever people I knew formed 

an outdoor room with an octagon of clipped privet hedge that 

had an archway cut into one side and a tree for a roof. A 

beautiful garden in Nassau is divided by the plantings into 

rooms—one for cocktails, one for after-dinner coffee—each 

with plentj of shade trees and lots of open sunshine. Another 

family 1 know planted an orange tree in the greenhouse they 

use as a summer room. It reaches to the glass ceiling, making 

wonderful, scented shade. All around the side walls are upside- 

dow n roll shades that pull upward along the slant of the glass. 

I found a most ingenious way to make shade in Jamaica, where 

a C-shaped house is built around an open pool. When the sun 

gets too strong, strips of canvas 36 inches wide can be pulled 

across one at a time from the roof of one wing to the other, 

forming a fabric ceiling over part or all of the pool area. 

HOUSE & GARDE 



With every sunny day, you gel its trouble- 

some by-producl glare. How often have 

you stood on a beautiful terraci looking 

oul to sea and been blinded In the glare? 

Or, when sitting opposite someone luck) 

enough to have the sun behind him, 

found you were talking to a dark sil- 

houette? 1 once decorated a loggia in 

Mallorca, where traditional Mediterrane- 

an draw curtains failed to eliminate the 

problem—they gave us total darkness. 
Staving off We  finally  hit  on  the  idea   of   Roman 

th*> squints shades—the same as you might use in a 

living room—that can be lowered as you 

need them. They cut the upper glare with- 

out cutting out light entirely or separat- 

ing people in the shade from people in 

the sun. They can be made almost limit- 

lessly wide or can be divided into sections 

for more flexible light control. One Medi- 

terranean tradition that does help to cut 

glare: painting the porch ceiling blue or 

sea-green rather than white. The differ- 

ence that makes is amazing. 

/■ summer night outdoors, unless there is a brilliant 

■A—A. moon, brings its own lighting problems—bright spots 

in your eyes, or no light at all so that everyone sits in total 

darkness, uncomfortably talking to disembodied voices and 

the ends of glowing cigarettes. Although there are some beau- 

tiful electric fixtures designed for outdoors, candles are still 

my favorite summer lights. On a dining terrace or outdoor 

sitting area, I would have them all around the edges, always in 

hurricane globes, plus a few on the table for sparkle. 

No one who has given it any thought 

ever claimed that the upkeep of an out- 

door room is less work than one inside. 

People sometimes have an it-doesn't- 

matter-because-it's-only-outdoors at- 

titude. But the reason you are outdoors in 

the first place is to enjoy the cleanness, 

the freshness. If you let the chairs rust 

and the cushions mildew, you destroy 

that pleasure. Make sure ashtrays are 

deep enough to keep the ashes inside. Use 

plates and glasses heavy enough so they 

won't be blown away. Why not vinyl 

covers on everything—and a box or closet 

to keep them in during sudden squalls, 

overnight, and whenever you're away? I 

sometimes suggest building a banquette 

with a flip-up seat for the cushions, or a 
Continued on the next page 

Hood 

hounvkevpinq tor 

outdoor room N 

he secretary too beautiful 
to live in an office. 
But beautiful enough to grace any room 
of any home. Henredon's handsome 
English-style secretary organizes your 
life beautifully—with slots for letters, 
small drawers for paper clips and the like, 
and 'arge drawers for filing and storing. 
Not to mention shelves for display or what 
you will. It serves a function both attractive 
and practical. And is only one of many 
like-minded pieces from Folio Four. For 
brochure showing Henredon's Folio Four 
Collection, send 500 to Henredon, Dept. 
HG7-70, Morganton, North Carolina 28655. 

Henredon |^U^ 
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How to 
get good 
windows 

1 

Mfriyj.;1.1;1.',. 

Free! 
Get this 16-page Window- 
Planning Guide .to help you 
make the right window 
decisions for your new home 
or remodeling project. 

Send today for informative, 
full-color folder packed with 
helpful hints and facts 
plus a description of the 
Andersen Window line. 

Please send me your free booklet, "How to get good windows." 

I plan to build. O     I plan to remodel a  

Name. 

Address_ 

City .State. -Zip. 

Andersen Windows ii^> 
^ Window beautv is Andersen     »     ▼ Anrlpr^pn Own   Rpvrvirl Umnpqnia ^CK) Window beauty is Andersen    ▼    ▼ Andersen Corp . Baypon. Minnesota 55003 

I  
HG-70 

The 
Meadow Rose 

Collection 

the elegant one... 
in perfect taste ... in any setting. 
Flawlessly crafted. 
At fine stores everywhere. 

fl/eado w craft 
BIRMINGHAM ORNAMENTAL  IRON COMPANY.   J 

P.O   BOX   1911,  BIRMINGHAM. ALABAMA 

SHOWROOM   LOCATIONS    Chicago    Merchandise  Mar!:   Dallas—Horn!  Furnishings  Mart; 
High Point-Southern Furniture i   . B New York-TU Decorative 
S.\n  FrancSseo—The  Ice  tlou I 

A DECORATOR SPEAKS HIS MIND 
continued from preceding page 

big padlocked box. painted to malcb ibe 

furniture. If your outdoor room is a 

gazebo with latchable shutters, it forms 

its own box. 

I ■/ hile we often speak of bringing the look of the out- 

r V doors in. it turns out lo be more of a problem to keep 

the real outdoors out. especially if there's a beach or a swim- 

ming pool nearb) . No hostess likes to follow her guests around, 

mopping behind them. Vlosl quests will respect your house 

and do everything ihev can to preserve its contents. It's up 

to v ou to provide the means. If you're planning a new house, 

a verj good idea i- a mud room or a dressing room for swim- 

mers with a cabinet full of towels, hooks for clean clothing, 

and perhaps an adjoining bath with a shower. In an older 

house, you ma\ have to improvise. In one house I know, the 

hostess rolls strips of heav) awning canvas that match the 

carpeting over the most heavily trafficked areas. In another 

house, where the painted floors are smooth as cream, there are 

good-sized woven mats at every doorway. In still another, the 

most inspired idea of all: in even first-floor bath, not a window, 

but an outside door. Even if you can't be that elaborate, you 

can at least provide a faucet, a bucket, and a towel. 

Summer's 

playthingH an> 

pari at thr look 

Lots of people think sports equipment is 

untidv looking and worry about where 

to put the inevitable badminton birdies 

that appear with summer flowers. 1 don't 

think the paraphernalia that is so much 

a part of summer life should be hidden 

at all. Think of those charming English 

halls, the long bench stacked with tennis 

rackets and boxes of balls, with a golf 

bag leaning nearby. The fun of summer 

i- part of the decoration. 

^^^ ome things belong uniquely to summer. The smell of 

r- ' boxwood  is to nie the essence of a summer dav—no 

one in Maryland was without at least one box bush, and 

that fragrance, brought out bv the heat of the sun, seemed 

to permeate the whole world. At night, there are all kinds of 

beautiful perfumes, yours for the planting: honeysuckle, orange 

trees, heliotrope, nicotiana, white petunias. And there are the 

summer sounds—crickets, rustling trees with hidden wind- 

bells tinkling in their branches, the roar of the ocean or the 

splash of a stream or a fountain in the garden. In a tropical 

house I once visited, there was a slat house beyond the terrace 

where the owner kept, along with her orchids and seedlings, 

three tree toads that serenaded us all evening long. Let nature 

help you decorate an outdoor room: Hang baskets of ferns in 

an apple tree. Let the back lawn grow tall and meadowy. 

Invite ducks to the pond or a family of sparrows to a whimsical 

ante-bellum birdhouse. Then, in the middle of it all, nature 

will work her own miracle of the lightning bugs, the most 

magical thing in the world. 

!2 HOUSE & GARDEN 



> Over 1,000,000 womc: i paid 7" for this cook hook 

^bu can include it 
as one of your choices whenyou 

Goodtiouse, 

Take any 3 
cook books 

for$l 
if you join now and agree to accept only four selections 

or alternates over the next two years. 

gwSrwflM^y5 

wonmak '"# 

>v 

Ei^ 
ETTY CROCKER'S COOK- 
. The long-awaited new 
on-revised cover to 

Exciting new recipes, 
in all' Nearly 500 pic- 

-270 in full color! Big 
i 8'/4" book. Publish- 

dition $5 95 

365   WAYS   TO   COOK 
IRGER by DOYNE NICK- 
. Includes devilburg- 
jmburger upside-down 
neapple meat loaf, di- 
patties - even ham- 

ikiyaki 
Wisher's edition $4 50 

767. LEONE'S ITALIAN COOK- 
BOOK. Gene Leone. Over 300 
of the great recipes that 
made ""Mama" Leone — and 
her son, Gene - famous 
throughout the country for 
their cooking genius. 

Publisher's edition $650 

i MEAT 
I® 

y_vraV*!8l*^ 

717. THE COMPLETE ROUND 
THE WORLD MEAT COOK. 
BOOK. Mjra Waldo. Over 600 
glorious meat dishes from 
all over the world . . . with 
helpful tips on when and 
how to buy each meat. 

Publisher's edition $6.95 

Large 
Type 

~;3oKbook 

194 THE NEW VORK TIMES 
LtRGE TTPE COOKBOOK 
Jean Hewitt. No more squint- 
ing or losing your place 300 
new recipes set in jumbo 
type you can read from 4 
feet away with average vis 
ion. Publisher's edition $9 95 

300.    THE 
6000   HOUSE- 

KEEPING COOK- 
BOOK. America's 
favorite cook- 

book! Over 3.500 
recipes   kitchen- 

tested by the Good 
Housekeeping   Insti- 

tute. Special features 
include Gourmet dishes. 

Foreign treats, Dieter's 
delights, Cooking for a 

Crowd, Teen Age Cooking, 
Meals-in-a-hurry,   Menu 

planning,   Outdoor   barbe- 
cues, Entertaining. Illus- 

trated with color photos, 
charts,  drawings. Big 7'/a" x 

lOVi". 45 chapters, over 800 
pages. 

732 HELOISE'S KITCHEN 
HINTS I HELOISE ALL 
AROUND THE HOUSE. Clever 
ways to save time and mon- 
ey in the kitchen; ingenious 
ideas for brightening your 
home and life. 

Publisher's editions{7.90 

>E BLENDER COOK 
A. Serrane & E. 

. Want to take the 
ry out of meai prep- 
- and save precious 

too? Try any of these 
ity recipes designed 
Jr electric blender 
'uolisher's ed. $4.95 

742.CASSEROLE TREASURY 
Lousene Rousseau Brunner 
From the world's great 
chefs, a superb collection of 
435 gourmet recipes, broken 
down into numbered, easy- 
to-follow steps. 

Publisher's edition $4 95 

772. THE NO.WILLPOWER 
DIET. Helen A Davis. How to 
slim down without giving up 
favorite foods 500 lavish 
recipes and menus, with cal- 
orie chart and sound advice 
for "diet dropouts". 

Publisher's edition $6.95 

THE FAMED Good Housekeeping Cook- 
book belongs in every norm-maker's 

library because it's a veritable encyclo- 
pedia of cooking knowledge. Now this 
completely new and revised edition is bet- 
ter than ever. It's packed with more reci- 
pes (3,500 of them) . . . more helpful 
photographs . . . more "how-to-cook-it 
better" tips . . . more creative mealtime 
ideas . . . more menu suggestions . . . more 
of everything you want in a cook book. No 
wonder it's America's favorite! 

Now you can include America's favorite 
cook book as one of your 3 introductory 
books for only $1 plus shipping and han- 
dling, as a trial member of the famous 
Cook Book Guild. 

Yes, choose any 3 cook books on this 
page, filled with up to 6,000 original and 
imaginative recipes. These books are 
worth up to $25.00 in publishers' editions. 
Take any 3 lor only $1, plus a modest 
shipping and handling charge. 

From appetizers to desserts...snacks to 
company dinners...all-American favorites 
to exotic delicacies, you get everything 
you need to become a better cook, a more 
gracious hostess, and a more creative 
homemaker. 

For example, next time you serve veal, 
try it in a creamed casserole combined 
with noodles and liberally laced with al- 
monds and poppy seeds (from The Good 
Housekeeping Cookbook). Or surprise 
your guests with stuffed crown roast or 
veal cordon bleu (from Betty Crocker's 
Cookbook) ... or win raves at parties 
for tasty cannelloni alia romano (from 
Leone's Italian Cookbook). 

This is just a sample of what The Cook 
Book Guild offers. For here is a club de- 
voted exclusively to seeking out the world's 
outstanding cook books and making them 
available at guaranteed savings of at least 
30%, plus shipping and handling. As a 
member, you'll learn what great chefs 
look for when selecting ingredients . . . 
budget-stretching tips . . . family and re- 

gional cooking secrets. Discover delicious 
ways to diet . . . ways to save time and 
trouble . . . how to set an elegant table for 
gracious dining. 

Selections are described in the free 
monthly bulletin, Cook Book News. You 
may take as few as four selections or 
alternates within two years. With every 
fourth book you accept, choose a FREE 
bonus book on cooking, gardening, decor- 
ating, etc., from a special catalog provided. 
SEND NO MONEY! TO join The Cook Book 
Guild and get any three of these books 
for only $1.00, plus shipping and han- 
dling, just mail the coupon today. If you 
wish, you may include The Good House- 
keeping Cookbook as one of your three 
selections. Your two free gifts will be in- 
cluded with trial membership. The Cook 
Book  Guild,  Garden  City,  N.Y.   11530. 

712. A WORLD OF BREADS. 
Dolores Casella. 600 delight- 
ful international recipes... 
from lusty American corn- 
bread to croissants and brio- 
ches, to holiday breads in 
prolusion 

Publisher's edition $5.95 

with trial 
memberthip 

Recipe Finder. A thumb- 
indexed cross reference 
instantly locates any rec- 
ipe, sends you to the 
right cook book and page. 

2 Way Cook Book Shelf. 
Stands on counter or 
hangs on wall. Holds up 
to 12 books. Handsome 
black wroughtiron effect. 

£& 

REEZING L CANNING 
0CK. Farm Journal Ed- 
Complete "how-to's" 
ne freezing, canning 
jring of meat. Over 
pried recipes from 
pi ol America. Pub- 
»edition $5.95 

714. A WORLD OF BAKING. 
Dolores Casella. Fill your 
home with the fragrance of 
home baked cakes, pies, pas- 
tries, cookies, biscuits 200 
favorite recipes. Publisher's 
edition (6.95 

749. MENUS FOR ENTER- 
TAINING. James Beard. Fore 
most cookbook author Is 
also a master entertainer. 
Over 100 menus (with re- 
cipes) for all occasions: pic- 
nics to formats. 

Publisher's edition $8.50 

759. THE PLAH-AHEAO COOK- 
BOOK. Ceil Oyer. Cut food 
bills! Fix 3, 4 or more meals 
at one "cooking" and freeze 
(or future use. Plus 300 ways 
to use leftovers. Publisher's 
edition $5.95 

7151 COOKIE COOKERY. John 
and Hazel lender. Drop cook- 
ies, pressed,cut, decorated 
cookies; fillings, icings. 300 
recipes, plain and fancy-all 
delicious. IMus. Publisher's 
edition $5.95 

The Cook Book Guild,    %____-._ — ,. 
Dept. 07-HG1, Garden City, N.Y. 11530 
Please accept my application for membership in the Cook Book f 
Guild and send me the THREE books whose numbers I have 
printed in the boxes. Bill me only $1, plus a modest charge for j 
shipping and handling. My 2 FREE gifts will be included with 
trial membership. 

Each month new selections will be described in advance in the 
Guild's free monthly bulletin. Cook Book News. If I do not wish 
to receive the monthly selection or prefer an alternate, I simply 
give instructions on the convenient form provided. I need take 
only 4 selections or alternates within the next two years at guar- 
anteed savings of at least 30%, plus shipping and handling, and 
may resign any time after that. With every fourth selection or 
alternate I accept, I may choose a free bonus book from a special 
catalog provided. 
NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted with my introduc- 
tory shipment, I may return it in 10 days and my membership 
will be canceled. 

Mr. 
Mrs.. 
Miss Please Print 

Address- 

City- 

Book Club editions are sometimes reduced in size, but they are all full-length, hard-cover books you wil 

I 
I 
I 
I 

*   Members accepted in U.S.A. and Canada only.        10-C54H^/ 

be proud to add to your permanent library. 

State. -Zip. 

J Y.  1970 

a , 



UNION-NATIONAL 
fine bedroom, dining room and occasional furniture Notes for 

BOMBE' 
WALL CABINET 

At leading stores everywhere. Permanent displays may 
be seen through your dealer or decorator at 964 Third 
Ave., New York City. Merchandise Mart, Chicago. 
9000 Beverly Blvd.. Los Angeles. Furniture Industries 
Mart, Philadelphia. 

Send 75 cents to Department G for brochure, "Furniture for Gracious Living" 

UNION-NATIONAL  INC.     •      JAMESTOWN,   N . Y.  14701 

Curtains? Not for you. 
Drapes? They've had it. 

Shades? Forget it. 

What should you do? 

Bead it with Beadangles. Ik smart modern, wild, sophisticated, gorgeous 
way to give all your windows an exciting new outlook. Fact is, Beadangles— 
the famous unbreakable nylon-strung beads that come in all sorts of fasci- 
nating shapes and colors—can add extra elegance to 
your entire home. For hundreds of ideas on what to 
do with room dividers, doorway etc., send 250 for 
"Decorating With Beadangles.' We'll also tell you 
which stores to go to. 

me in all sorts of iasci- 

Alanco Industries. Division of Odell. Inc., 261 Fifth Ave, N.Y., N.Y. 

the hostess 
Bl   MARY MOOM BEMtXGWAY 

John Montagu, fourth Earl of Sandwich, would hrook no 

interruption at cards, least of all time out for dinner. His 

solution and namesake, the sandwich, is very much part of 

today's life st\ le, hut too many still treat it with casual con- 

tempt as a makeshift convenience, a lunch hox necessity, or 

at best finger food for ladies' teas. Yet created with imagina- 

tion, the sandwich can be both a culinary gem and a visual 

delight. What better time of the year than now to cast aside 

old prejudices and cliches when so much of summer living 

is literally and pleasantly hand to mouth. 

There are many different t\pes of sandwiches—dear and 

dainty or big and hefty; open or closed; hot or cold; morn- 

ing sandwiches, midnight specials, teatime, noontime, any old 

time sandwiches. You can even make breadless sandwiches. 

Scandinavia's triumphant accomplishment is the crea- 

tion of open face sm0rrebrpd or butter bread—succulent 

mosaics laid on superior breads spread with sweet butter and 

subtly garnished. Platters of them appear seemingly from 

nowhere around midnight just before the guests go home: 

salmon twists decked with lemon flowers; rolls of rare roast 

beef spiced with shredded horseradish; cheese crosshatched 

with anchovies; fluted vegetables. You can make them up in 

advance, lay them out in glorious array, many kinds together 

on their platters or serving boards, then cover them with 

plastic wrap, platter and all. A smprrebrod buffet makes a 

wonderful summer lunch party. 

Another form of sandwich that gives you scope for dec- 

orative artistry is the fancy loaf, a handsome main course 

for a summer luncheon. You make it from two long unsliced 

loaves of bread—one white, one whole wheat. Slice them 

lengthwise, trim the crusts and stack the layers, alternating 

light with dark, ^ ou might spread the bottom layer with 

chopped cucumber and sour cream, and the second layer with 

minced chicken and curried mayonnaise. Add a top layer and 

mask the whole with softened, flavored cream cheese or 

smooth cottage cheese and mayonnaise. Then decorate with 

olives, capers, pimientos, parsley, red caviar, hard-cooked 

egg, or whatever suits your fancy. 

Almost the reverse of the fancy loaf is the hollowed- 

ont-and-stuffed loaf, easy to carry on a picnic to be sliced 

as appetites prompt. This type of sandwich may be a hearty 

meal or a subtle snack. For a no-nonsense version, brush a 

hollowed-out loaf with melted herb butter inside and out, and 

fill it with your favorite meat loaf mixture. Tie the cut end 

back into place, wrap the loaf in foil, bake, and cool. You 

can carry it along right in its foil wrapping. Or fill French 

bread w ith pate, refrigerate, then slice into pretty rounds. 

Small hard rolls, stuffed with a variety of mixtures, are also 

\er\ packable and make particularly neat finger food. The 

Swedes have a loaf type of open face sandwich, the "gang- 

plank," a loaf-long slice of bread usually topped with beef, 
Continued on page 93 
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Beautiful hand tufted love seat 
is quality crafted of the finest 

materials to bring lasting beauty and comfort 
to your home at moderate prices. Upholstered in a 

vast   selection   of  elegant   fabrics,   with   rich   wood 
finishes   in   antique   fruitwood   and   antique custom 

colors, hand rubbed to a soft, glowing patina. 

See ]D Originals tit your favorite store 
Send 50** in coin for 
illustrated brochure 

MOVlyyG? 
PLEASE NOTIFY HOUSE & GARDEN AND THE 

POST OFFICE WHEN YOU MOVE AND BE SURE 

TO FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW. 

For FASTEST service on address change, missing copies, 
etc., attach old mailing label in first space below. Other- 
wise please print clearly your address as we now have it. 

OLD ADDRESS (Attach old label here if available) 

i      NAME 
1 

'%   ADDRESS # 
1 
*    CITY 

1 

l      STATE ZIP CODE 

NEW ADDRESS DON'T FORGET YUUR ZIP NUMBER: ITS IMPORTANT! 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP CODE 

MAIL TO House & Garden 
Please allow 6 weeks foi change to take effect. 

BOX 2202 

BOULDER 
COLORADO 80302 

V 
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^OOD LOOKS 
& GOOD HEALTH  I 

BY   REBECCA   WAKHELD 

TOMORROW IS ANOTHER FACE 

Of course women—under the influence of whatever era they 

are living through—create their own faces. To sense how lit- 

tle The Creator has to do with the face of an adult woman, 

you might dig out some old magazines and really dig The 

Face of the early sixties. It will probably come as a shock and 

surprise and seem far longer ago than a mere eight or nine 

years—a whole world away. To begin with, the hair was a 

Nothing, as Kenneth (that's The Kenneth) feels "there was so 

little real quality to hair itself then, that's why it was so often 

hidden under hats." The Face was boneless, an ominous white 

with sullen eyebrows, unimpressive eyes, and a red mouth 

that ran away with the whole thing. Walking around spooky? 

No. what actually comes through is a feeling of someone badly 

in need of a Physical. 

And, by contrast, that explains Today's Face perfectly. 

If there is any one fashion in faces now, it is a glorious— 

almost obligatory—Look of Health. For many of us the look 

will have to do until the real thing comes along, but you can 

hear that stirring in the wings. When Pablo, the Artist at 

Elizabeth Arden. was thinking about the fashion of the future, 

he decided '"Skin Care," and Durrani, the make-up whiz at 

Revlon said "Skin Care." and Kenneth "a really, intensive, 

massive, fantastic boom in Hair Care." 

In the meantime, all the creating women are having a 

marvelous time pouring on the health. It comes from glazes, 

from gloss and gleamer, from foundations with a shine in 

them from all sorts of gels, from everything that makes a 

woman look as if she had been exercising madly, tearing 

down along a beach recently, breathing unpolluted air, and 

reeking of energy. What it takes is a point of view followed 
closely by techniques. 

SOME NO NO'S. . . . Nothing changes an expression so sud- 

denly and for so long as the change of eyebrow 

shape. So say no to busy tweezers. Wait and 

plan for narrow brows. Darkening may give a 

cross look, lightening a pleasanter impression. 

Revlon's Platinum is one of the happiest light 

brow colors around. 

Red lipstick creates more myths probably 

than any other cosmetic. Myth—it makes your 

face brighter. Fact—it makes it duller, older, 

out of it. If you're still stuck on red, and over 

twenty, you might try a colored gloss. . . . 

Dandrea's Regular Gloss is a reddish, glinty 

cream you put on with your finger, red that 

is contemporary and not so red either. 

An uptight band of color just above the 

lash line is a dateline—yesterday. 

Continued on page 20 
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Take a vacation 
from odors and household germs 

Get away from 
bathroom odors 

...odors 
everywhere 

LYSOL* Spray eliminates 
bathroom odors, cooking 
dors, smoking odors — all 

kinds of odors. Actually 
cleans the air. Smells fresh 

— never lingers. 

Slip into 
fresher shoes 
Spray inside shoes to | 

eliminate foot odors. Also j 
spray damp bathing suits, 

towels, other things to 
eliminate odors. 

Takestaleness 
out of air- 
conditioned air 
Spray the intake vent of 
your air-conditioner to 
freshen the air it circulates. 
And for extra freshness, 
spray around the room, too. 

Sleep in a 
fresher bed 
Once over lightly with LYSOL 
Spray is like giving your 
bedding a good airing. It 
keeps sheets, pillow, 
blanket and mattress 
smelling fresh and clean. 

Who needs mildew 
and athlete's 
fungus? LYSC 
mildew from grov 
places like showe 
under the sink. It al 
athlete's foot fungus on 
bathroom and shower floor 

SPRAY 
DISINFECTANT 

■■/ sto? 

QMS 

KtllS 

I 
Hthn&Fink Products 

Don't worry about 
germs others 
leave behind 
LYSOL Brand Spray Disinfectant 
kills household germs you find 
on telephones, washbasins, 
other surfaces. Use it in public 
washrooms, motels, wherever 
you go this summer. 
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THE NEW HOUSE & GARDEN 

E 
GIVES YOU 

%\$&mi®o% 'S 

WITH OR WITHOUT 

REMODEL/A© 

This great guidebook from 
House and Garden contains 
ideas galore that you can use 
to decorate the kitchen and bath 
you have or creafe new ones. 
See 50 kitchens and 50 baths to 
guide your remodeling plans, 
decorating ideas to inspire you 
even if you are not remodeling. 
Now you can turn wasted space 
into storage space or make two 
baths out of one. You can give 
your kitchen the distinction of 
looking like the central room of 
your house—the real headquar- 
ters for family living (and even 
entertaining). 
Turn your Spring fever into a 
creative fling, with House and 
Garden Kitchen and Bath Guide. 

KITCHEN & BATH 
MKIICHMS    50 BATHS 

Now at your newsstand $135 
If you are unable to obtain a copy at your favorite newsstand, you may send 
check or money order for $1.35, payable to HOUSE & GARDEN KITCHEN & 
BATH GUIDE, to the following address: 

HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. HGKB, P.O. Box 1910 
Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 

; 

GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH 

continued from page 18 

SOME RIGHT-ON'S. . . . Lashes should go right on to 
lids that have never worn them hefore. 
This summer lashes come in droves, light- 

er, longer, a lot easier to deal with. They 

always fall off when yoii try them ? Maybe 
you don't let the glue dry for a whole min- 
ute hefore putting them on. This is a very 
simple trick for a long-time stick-on. 

Some health in a jar is called Cheek 

Tint by Estee Lauder. On forehead and 
cheekbones, in fact, the whole face, it's 

fashion as well. The shade that really 
shines—Afternoon Bronze. Seems to have 

the quality of attracting compliments. 
A little difference that makes a lot of 

difference—the simple idea of using a 
small mirror for all your make-up (par- 

ticularly eyelashes, because you should 
look down to put them on best). A bril- 
liant, tiny enameled mirror from Nancy's 

Fancy in New York fits into the palm of 

your hand and on the back asks the ques- 
tion "Snow Who?" 

MORE NO NO'S. ... NO more pallor but health bursting all 

over with Yardley's Cellophanes—a cream 

blusher of the most see-through kind. 

No such word as hair style now. Kenneth 

thinks long hair or long-short but believes it's 

anybody's ball game, as long as yours is the 

best hair in the world. 

MORE RIGHT-ON's. ... Put on the sort of smile that's not 

the fixed smile of false friendship nor the 

pained expression of Yesterday's Face because 

this is a smile from the eyes. Evelyn Marshall 

believes that brightness next to them makes 

your whole face smile, uses two of her Water 

Color eye shadows, Rosy Dawn to go from the 

corners of the eyes right out to the temples, 

and a little Coral Reef follows just below on 

the cheekbones. Miss Marshall says that this 

is an old theatrical trick but there's no trick 

to it, just add water, and go. 

PERFUME AND THE PLANETS. Eleanor Shoemaker, our 

Astrological Consultant, believes that people born 

from June 21 through July 20 and ruled by the Moon 

are very much under the moon's influence—in an un- 

usual way—this sign is known, in fact, as the Paradox 

of the Zodiac. And unexpectedly the Moon children 

are happy people by day, often depressed at twilight 

and in the early evening. For this reason, Mrs. Shoe- 

maker would like to see them heighten their magnet- 

ism at this time (these women are the most naturally 

magnetic of all the signs, attracting men by their sweet- 

ness and psychic ability to say the right thing at all 

times). Mrs. Shoemaker couldn't find any flower fra- 
Continued on page 140 
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Now, lor every woman: 

you may need whether you 
know it or not. 

Norforms," 
the I internal I deodorant, 

stop feminine odor 
where it starts. 

Sure, your underarm deodorant protects 
3u. Under your arms. 
But what about an even more serious odor 

roblem—internal feminine odor? For that 
3u need Norforms, the second deodorant1". 
It's every woman's worry... 
Internal feminine odor is different from 

ie feminine odor that starts on the outside of 
ie vaginal area, the type that sprays deal 
'ith. Internal odor is caused by germs inside 
v'ery woman, germs present every day—not 
ist once a month. 
What can you do about it? 
Many doctors say you shouldn't douche 

aily. (It's so time-consuming and messy any- 
'ay!) Even bathing every day or a feminine 

•ILY, 1970 

hygiene spray won't solve the problem. They 
can't get inside to give protection internally 
where this problem starts. 

That's why Norforms are the perfect sec- 
ond deodorant. It's the internal deodorant. 

Why are Norforms better? 
These tiny suppositories spread an antisep- 

tic film that kills germs. The size of your fin- 
gertip, Norforms are so easy to insert...stop 
odor internally where it starts. 

Yet doctors have found Norforms so safe, 
you can use them as often as necessary to feel 
clean, fresh and secure. 

Now you can stop   -dor internally. Make 
your second deodorant, Norforms, the inter- 
nal deodorant. 

Norforms are 
so small and 
easy to use. 

FREE • • • 12-page booklet, "Answers to Ques- 
tions Women Ask Most Often." Send coupon to: 
The Norwich Pharmacal Company, Dept.HC-07, 
Norwich, New York 13815. 
Name  

Street. 

City_ 

State_ _Zip. 
Don't forget to use your zip code. 

The Norwich Pharmacal Company 



What's at the base of 
gay New Orleans' joie de vivre? 

An Acrilan® Odyssey exposing what's afoot across America. 
In the October issue. 

What's your I.Q. on 
home furnishings 
brand names? 

AMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE 
8ERKLINE 
A  BRANDT 
BROYHILL 
CUSHMAN 
DAYSTROM 
DREXEL 
ECLIPSE 
ETHAN ALLEN 
FOX 
GALLO 
GERNERAL FELT 
HERITAGE 
HEYWOOD WAKEFIELD 
JOHNSON CARPER 
KARASTAN 
KROEHLER 
LAZBOY 
MEADOWCRAFT 
QUARTITE CREATIVE 
RCA 
SEALY 
SERTA 
SIMMONS 
SPRING AIR 
STANLEY 
SYROCO 
TELL CITY 
THOMASVILLE 
TYNDALE 
VIRTUE 
WESTWOOD 
WILLIAMS 

How many of these famous names do you recognize? 
If  you don't recognize at least half of these names, you might not be ready to buy 
furnishings for your home. 
Why'    Recause when your furnish you home, you are making an investment for the 
future.   You wain the assurance that you will be proud to live with the merchandise you 
select.     When  the  maker  puts his name on a product, he is giving you his personal 
assurance   of   quaiity   in   workmanship...satisfaction   in   performance. 
Brand names are your guide to easier, safer buying.   You can be com-   , 
pletely confident that you are getting the very best for your money 
with a brand name. 
Be brand conscious. Remember, when you buy a brand name product- 
it costs no more. 
We'd be delighted to send you our booklet Know How To Buy Home 
Furnishings", a buying guide for all categories of home furnishings. 
Just write to Brand Names Foundation, 477 Madison Avenue. Now 
York, New York 10022, and enclose 25«! for handling 

BRAND. 
NAMES 
SATISFACTION 

Questions 
& answers 

antiques 
BY LOUISE ADE ltoi.l-.lt 

GEORGE   II   CARD   TABLE 

My grandmother oivned this antique table. As you can see, it 

has a double-hinged extension rather than a swing-out leg. 1 do 

hope you can tell me more about it.       E.C.W.—Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Your early Georgian hinged-top card table probably dates from 

around the 1740s. This kind of folding frame supporting the 

hinged top is called a "concertina movement," and became popu- 

lar in England after 1715. 

PICKLE   CASTER 

/ inherited this cube-sugar holder and 

tongs made, I think, of pewter and glass. 

Vve sketched the mark on it. Can you 

date it. R.W'.M.—Dillingham, Alas. 

You have a silver-plated pickle caster 

—not a sugar holder—made by the 

Meriden Britannia Co., of Meriden, 

Conn, around the 1870s. The pickle 

caster was a fashionable piece of Vic- 

torian tableware, and is now very popu- 

lar with collectors. 

Can you identify my china 

dog inkwell? My great- 

grandmother, who gave it to 

me, said it was supposed to 

have been used b\ Santa 

Anna, the president of Mex- 

ico. On the underside are the 

marks "j p." 

T.S.C.—Mobile. Ala.   M      1.HI,J41 
FRENCH   INKWELL 

The initials "j p" are probably those of Jacob Petit, a French 

potter, who, with his brother Mardochee, bought a porcelain 

factory at Fontainebleau in 1830. They later started a branch 

at Belleville. The models, molds, and marks were used until 1886. 

Continued on page 26 
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Do you know these 12 
professional decorating "secrets"? 

1. How inexpensive wallpaper "tiles" can be 
used to add character to a room that lacks 
architectural   interest. 

2. How ordinary wooden "cubes" can be pa- 
pered to provide a bright focal point (and bonus 
stow-away space) for any room. 

3. How printed shades and an easy-to-make 
lambrequin give your windows a custom-made 
look-without expensive drapery. 

4. How you can save space and add an intrigu- 
ing decorative note to your living room — by 
displaying hi-fi components as modern art. 

5. How plants, fresh color and an unusual acces- 
sory (try a lamppost) can give your bathroom a 
fresh new look. 

6. How to make a room mote dramatic by mix- 
ing   two  distinctly  different   mood; 
wicker furniture and modern art. 

7. Why you should look for a perfec:tly fitting 
drawer that slides on a center track when shop- 
ping for a quality chest or desk. 

8. How a bamboo divider offers privacy in a 
bedroom shared by children-yet rolls up con- 
veniently for a more spacious feeling. 

*)•  How to give your bathroom instant elc- 

mirror with an antique 01 

10. How art ordinary < losel b< 
ful  bar or  stereo center with  jusl  .1  •■■■ 
shade and ilor. 

11. How (olor can make a long, narrow 
look squan nl the two end walls .1 dif 

1 color from the rest). 

12. How to create an impressive entryway with 
coordinated patterns of self-sticking paper on a 
wall, mirror frame and table. 

COUJMttlS CO»t| 01*  '.HiDI   B»«U»»CTU«I«*  I'.-.OC 

number 8 above. See number 2 above. See number 3 above. See number 12 above. 

With professional 'secrets" like these, you can make 
your home more attractive, more comfortable—more you! 

PROFESSIONAL decorators do have "secrets". Not 
just 12, but literally thousands of imaginative, 

solid techniques that make the most of every 
possibility. 

You can learn these secrets—and apply them as 
a professional would — through The Doubleday 
Home Decorating Program. 

It's specially designed to help you achieve the 
results you want (and have fun doing so)—all 
within your budget. Best of all, this wonderful 
new Program will help you gain confidence in 
your own taste, help you develop a decorating 
style and flair that expresses you! 

We'll send you the introductory package de- 
scribed here as a tree gift—and with no obliga- 
tion on your part. In this way, you can see for 
yourself the creative scope and immense useful- 
ness of this unique Program. 

For example, you'll find your gift Handbook— 
25 Decorating Ideas Under $100—typical of those 
that follow; it's lively, filled with ideas, colorfully 
and practically detailed, thorough. 

Every month, a whole package 
of decorating guidelines and ideas 

Once you decide to continue, every month 
you'll receive a colorful new Handbook—each 
prepared exclusively for our members by an out- 

standing professional in the field. Each Hand- 
book gives you in-depth treatment of a specific 
aspect of home decorating; bedrooms, terraces, 
accessories, studio apartments, lighting and an- 
tiques are just a few of the topics covered. 

In addition, you'll receive each current issue 
of the Program's monthly Newsletter—also ex- 
clusive. It's an "insider's" report on new products 
and trends, on the latest decorating innovations, 
interviews with top decorators and more. 

The price for all this expert help is just $1.49 
per month, plus a small shipping and handling 
charge. And you continue only for as long as 
you wish. There is no obligation of any kind and 
you may cancel at any time. 

Three valuable decorating aids 
are yours to keep—free of charge 

It costs you nothing-you risk nothing-when you 
accept   this   special   invitation   to   try   the   new 

Doubleday Home Decorating Program. And you 
begin by receiving these professional aids—free: 
25 Decorating Ideas Under $100. This 72-page 
introductory handbook is typical of those sent 
each month to members. Filled with fresh ideas, 
full instructions and color photos, it has been 
written by the well-known decorating magazine 
editor, Carolyn Bishop. 
Specially Prepared Room Planning Kit. Plan any 
room without moving furniture, using this pro- 
fessionally inspired device. Shift "templates" 
(cut-out furniture) around on scaled paper for 
the best arrangement. 
Exclusive, Monthly Newsletter. A lively report 
filled with up-to-the-minute tips on new prod- 
ucts and trends plus the latest ideas from leading 
decorators on making your home more attractive. 

Mail the postpaid card today. No obligation. 

Don't pass up this chance to make the most of 
your creativity. The postpaid card will bring you 
all you need to begin on a more beautiful home: 
the introductory Handbook . . . the useful Room 
Planning Kit. . . and the current issue of the Pro- 
gram's Newsletter. If the card is missing from 
your copy of this magazine, send your name and 
address To The Doubleday Home Decorating 
Program, Garden  City, New York, 11530. 

THE DOUBLEDAY HOME DECORATING PROGRAM 
starts with this exciting triple package      the newest decorator innovations 
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travelog 

\i;\\ JERSEY 

ATLANTIC CITY 
■■■MMHHI^nBH 

filenbeun 
ON THE BOARDWALK AND OCEAN 
Time-honoured as a "mark of excel- 
lence" in exquisite charm, unsur- 
passed personal service and eminent 
clientele. Situated on 5 Magic Acres 
at Park Place in America's famous 
ocean resort, ATLANTIC CITY. 
69 Years White 
Family Ownership- 
Management 
Elliot S. Ryan, 
General Manager 
Atlantic City 06404 

NORTH CAROLINA 

(   ISHIERS 

lli-h Hampton Inn ,ni<l Country Club. Mtn. resort. 
Spectacular scenery. Private 18-hole, pai 7] ^<>lf 
course. Tennis. Stables. I lakes. Early May lo 
I.ii,■ ii, i. Write Dcpl. II. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

MM.ION Ili.Mi ISLAND 

Port Royal Plantation Inn 

Now, your family can enjoy a vacation 
together, with an extra vacation treat 
for the children. Port Royal Planta- 
tion Inn and Golf Club has a special, 
9:00 am to 5:00 pm, children's pro- 
gram supervised by trained counselors. 
They'll have their own world of fun 
while you're free to enjoy all Port 
Royal Plantation has to offer —■ and 
that's a lot! Twenty-seven holes of 
championship golf, swimming, sailing, 
fishing, exploring beaches and nature 
trails, all in a sub-tropical paradise. 
Write or call today for reservations: 
Port Royal Plants ion Inn and Golf 
Club, Hilton Head Island, S.C. 
Telephone:   (803)  785-3381. 

VIRGINIA 

IKVINf.TON 

THE TIDES 
&TheTidesGolf Lodge 
Yachting, golfing, tennis and all the 
rest in an unsurpassed rural Virginia 
atmosphere of luxurious informality, 
within a day's drive of much of the 
South and East. 
Box 109, Irvington. Va.      (703) 438-2611 

Has House & Garden 

Travelog helped you in 

deciding where your va- 

cation or holiday will be 

spent? If so, when writ- 

ing to the hotels or re- 

sorts for literature, or 

when making your reser- 

vation, inquiries men- 

tioning House & Garden 

will he given special con- 

sideration. 

HELP YOUR POST OFFICE 

USE ZIP CODES 

ANTIQUES 
continued from page 22 

What are the essential charac- 

teristics of a If inthrop secre- 

tary? Here are photocopies oj 

two different desks, both, I 

think,  in  /his style. 

F.J.C.—San Juan, P.R. 

Essentially, there is no such 

tliinjr as a Governor Winthrop 

<|e>k because what we call by 

that name was made long after 

the two governors Winthrop died (John Winthrop, 1588-1649, 

Massachusetts; John Winthrop, 1607-1676, Connecticut). The 

lower portion of your two illustrations corresponds to what we 

like to call a Governor Winthrop desk, which is always designed 

in the Chippendale style, in fashion around 1750-1780. The so- 

called Governor Winthrop desk, however, never has an upper 

section with glass doors as do your examples. 

PSEUDO-WINTHROP   DESKS 

IRONSTONE   TEAPOT 

/ have made a thawing oj the marl: on my light cream marbleized 

teapot and hotel, as the antique dealers here are unfamiliar 

with it. Can you identify and date the pieces? 

N.C.—Albuquerque, N.M. 

\ our ironstone china with marbled surface was made by the 

Staffordshire potter John Wedge Wood who was active from 1841 

to 1860. This mark has often been mistaken for that of Josiah 

Wedgwood. This latter firm did not use the "J" in its mark. 

Our little olijet d'art was given 

US l>Y my aunt who received it 

fifty years ago. It is a foot high. 

II e'd like to know something about 

it. M.F.—La Canada, Calif. 

Your Parian figure—made by 

Copeland, who has operated the 

Spode Works at Stoke-on-Trent 

from 1847—dates between 1847 

and 1867. It might have been in- 

spired by Charles Kingsley's book, 

'/ he II ater Babies. 
PARIAN   FIGURE 

Can you tell from the sketch of its 

mark how old my stone china is? 

E.RM.—Loudonville, N.Y. 
EARLY   STAFFORDSHIRE 

The Staffordshire potters John and William Ridgway operated the 

Cauldon Place and Bell Works, Shelton, Hanley, from 1814 to 

about 1830. Your sketch, including the pattern name "India 

Temple," is one of their accepted marks. Stone china is the same 

as ironstone china and was first patented by Charles Mason in 1813. 
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With a Sears electric range, neither 
side has to compromise. 

Neither him.       Nor you. 

Sears service 

It's fast and competent. 
And it's available 
anywhere in the 
United States. 

Built-in design 

It gives you a custom look 
without the work and 
expense. Like instant 
remodeling. 

Rotisserie  
It's built into the self- 
cleaning oven. Now your 
wife won't mind broiling 
your chicken. 

Built for long life — 

Tough steel cabinet is rust 
resistant inside and out. 
Oven interior is porcelain 
finished. 

Available at most larger Sears stores and through the catalog. 

Live ca ref ree... Live Better Electrically 
Edison Electric Institute, New York, N.Y. 

Electric clock 

Controls both ovens and 
outlet. Lets you cook 
automatically. Gives you 
more free time. 

Flameless heat 

Fast, clean, odorless. And 
each unit unplugs for easy 
cleaning. 

Two ovens 
Upper oven gives you extra 
cooking space. You can 
bake a pie above while 
you're roasting a turkey 
below. 

Self-cleaning oven 

Set the controls and it 
cleans up after itself — 
even in the corners. Cleans 
iners from top oven, too. 

•ears Kenmore Range. It's designed for you# but built for your husband. 
Sears, Roebuck and Co. 



THEBES 
NO ACCOUNTING 
FOB HOUSES BY   I I ON \HI>   LYO\M 

Barbara llufloii once told me she'd said 

to Doris Duke: "W e must he a bit mad; 

you built a Persian house in Hawaii, and 

1 built a Japanese house in Mexico." 

Tbc Ira 4.<T>lm ins had a proper 

California house in Beverly Hills. Thev 

liked the neighborhood but not the house. 

The) razed it and built a new one on that 

very site. 

After studying the quadruplex apart- 

ment be bought in Manhattan, Mike 

iVirbols was tempted to follow the Gersh- 

wins' suit. The spectacular view from his 

tower room was invisible because the win- 

dows were more than 20 feet above the 

floor. And the room was bare because the 

stairwa) into it was too narrow for bring- 

ing in furniture. Nichols turned for help 

to Billy Baldwin, the interior designer, 

who built a platform over the floor as a 

sort of permanent ladder to bring the 

windows within range. Then Baldwin's 

stafl built the furniture right inside that 

room. The view was unmarred. 

Salvador Dali has a different con- 

cept of what constitutes a good view. His 

summer home in Port Lligat was com- 

bined from three houses he bought from 

Spanish fishermen. During our \ isit. Dali 

led us first to the terrace and its rocking 

chair made from an elephant skull. Then 

he pointed to ih    offshore landscape. 

"Sensational, isn't it?" Dali beamed. 

"Looks like a dead cow. Marvelous!" 

Inside the house are some of his early 

canvasc.-. a Pianola, and a statue of Venus 

wearing a Daw Crockett hat. There are 

portraits of other mustached men: Nietz- 

sche, kaiser \\ ilhelin. and Stalin "The) 're 

all anti-Communist now,    said Dali. 

The homes of our artist fri inds are 

28 

the most interesting: Man Hay has an 

utterly charming but unheated one-story 

studio in Paris. Joan Miro's gleaming 

while bouse, Son Abrisas, is on the sea at 

Palma de Mallorca. It's dotted with bis 

sculpture. 

Mart- Chagall owns two homes in 

France: One is in Paris, overlooking the 

Seine, next door to the house where Bau- 

delaire lived. Chagall and hi- wife occupy 

a third-floor walk-up there. They spend 

most of their time in a house they built 

at St. Paul-de-Vence, complete with push- 

button devices for storing his canvases. 

Chagall called his water-hose leaks "the 

fountains of my Versailles." 

llufino Tamayo's house in Mexico 

City is a treasure-trove of pre-Columbian 

sculpture. 

Jacques I i|" •''< '■'* bouse at Hast- 

ings-on-Hudson has one wing full of sculp- 

tures dating back to early Chinese dynas- 

ties. In that house, Mrs. Lipchitz cooks the 

dinner for the hundred guests who come 

to their parties. The) have a summer home 

in Pieve di Camaiore, Italy, furnished 

with huge Italian items bought in New 

^ ork for low prices because they're just too 

big to use in Manhattan homes. Lipchitz 

thrive- at Pieve di Camaiore because of 

the historic garden and because it's near 

the Foundry that casts hi- massive umU 

In Italy, the U. S. horn artist. Bev- 

erly Pepper, does her sculpture in an 

odd-shaped, multileveled house she shares 

with her husband, Curtis Hill Pepper, and 

their children. To their Sunda) luncheons. 

Pepper sometimes bring- his barber to 

liini the hair of those guests too bus) u< 

visit   their own barbers during the week. 

In   Manhattan.   Chaim   Gross  took 

over and refurbished a building in the 

bohemian neighborhood where he creates 

his sculptures. 

Sidney Kingslcy. the playwright, 

maintains a charming loft in the East 

Twenties for his sculpture work. On the 

wall- are window-box displays of the sets 

used in bis memorable stage productions. 

A few blocks away is perhaps the 

most magnificent town house in America. 

It belongs to Benjamin Sonncnbcrg, 

the public-relations man whose function 

once was defined as "placing pedestals un-. 

der shy and insecure men." The house has 

exquisite period pieces discovered by him 

in furniture hunts in England and Ireland. 

It also has enough shiny brass objects to 

require the full-time services of two polish- 

ers—one just to buff. 

Eleanor (pinibel's twin town house 

in Manhattan has a valuable collection of 

paintings on the walls. That's because she 

dislikes the bother of repainting. Behind 

each canvas, she says, is a stain or a crack 

on the wall. 

Wherever I've visited William Sa- 

royan—in Fresno, San Francisco, or 

Paris—I've never seen a rug on an) of his 

floors. That's because he's sensitive about 

the Armenian-rug jokes. 

Justice William 41. Douglas's 

mountain homes are even more sparsely 

furnished than Saroyan's. There was a 

time when Justice Douglas had no beds at 

all in his cabin—only a collection of sleep- 

ing bags. His wife, Cathy, took charge of 

furnishing their retreat in Gooseprairie, 

\\ ash. It has beds and rugs but no tele- 

phone. A houseguest of the Douglases in 

Gooseprairie sometimes aw akes to see a 

bear staring at him through the window. 
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tBAUMRlTTES CORP , NEW YORK 

Wirm, elegant, formal or functional? 
Kling shows you there's more than one way 

to decorate with Traditional* 
Which of these rooms is really you? 
Kling gives you a great choice — and marvelous 

decorating flexibility —expressed in fine American 
cabinet woods and selected matching veneers. 

Like it warm and mellow? That's Kling Coun- 
try Hearth. An inviting, exciting collection for liv- 
ing room, den, bedroom or dining room. Many 
Country Hearth accent pieces come in rich tradi- 
tional colors. 

Kling can also be elegant, as in our Olde Deer- 
fielde solid maple dining room. It features a rich 
brown Williamstown hand-distressed finish. Olde 
Deerfielde designs are also available for bedroom, 
living room and den. 

Kling can be formal, as in our Cambridge 
Court master bedroom. It's crafted of solid cherry 
and beautiful matching veneers. 

And Kling can be efficiently functional. The 
Roomates collection has 27 designs that solve hun- 
dreds of "how to conquer space" problems. Here it 

works to make a practical, handsome bedroom for 
a growing young man. 

For expert help on how you can decorate your 
way with Kling, see the store that offers Kling in 
your area. Or send this coupon. 

ING 
OLONIAL 

Dept. HGK-770, P.O. Box 288 
Murray Hill Station, New York, N.Y. 10016 

I I Send me the name of the store nearest me who 
carries Kling. 

I I I enclose one dollar and fifty cents ($1.50) for the 
colorful, 84 page "Kling Decorating Guide." 

Name  

Address  

City  

ty  

-State.. 

. Zip Code_ 
 J 



Our thick, lush, new shag is every bit 
as soft and yielding as it looks. But it bounces back 

after every step. And goes right on puffing 
and preening itself, proud as the peacock whose colors 

it comes in. Only Monsanto's Acrilan® acrylic 

Itdoes surprising things behind your back.^^^^Se8^^ 
Shrugging off soil, wear and just about everything. 

We do things with carpet nobody's done before. 
Ask for Casual Elegance. 

It's a lot like the way you live. 

Carpet by Roxbury 
Framingham, Massachusetts 
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w hat people 
are doing.... 

The most talented people have a way of coming up with 

disarmingly practical  ideas. . . . Robert Motherwell, 

shopping for a new studio, discovered it took him longer 

to drive to one in Greenwich Village from his house in 

Manhattan's upper East Side than from there to one in 

Greenwich, Conn. So he chose the one in Greenwich, 

Conn.—an old barn with a door gratifyingly large enough 

to accommodate his very largest paintings. Top floor will 

be his country pied-a-terre—a mini-apartment where he 

can cook and serve lunch to students and visitors, spend 

the night if inspiration keeps him working late. ... To 

satisfy the nonstop thirst of eleven young throats and re- 

duce the empty can and bottle problem, Mrs. Robert 

F. Kennedy has installed a soft drink dispenser in her pool 

house (see page 32) The William McCormick Blairs 

(he's director of the Kennedy Arts Center, former ambas- 

sador to Denmark and the Philippines) have added a roll- 

back canvas cover to their Washington, D.C. swimming 

pool. Push a button and cover rolls back for swimming; 

push another and it rolls into place, keeping water at an 

even temperature, screening out dust and leaves. In winter 

the Blairs can dash out from their basement sauna and 

plunge into their heated pool—surrounded by snow—for 

a cozy swim. . . . The Duchess of San Vito has reshaped 

her Paris dining room from square to round, built shallow 

drawers for silver and linens in the cut-off corners. . . . 

Pablo, creative director of Elizabeth Arden, is planning 

a party. "It must be a Tuesday," he insists—to fit his do- 

it-himself schedule. Saturday: marketing; taking party 

paraphernalia from closets. Sunday: basic cooking. Mon- 

day: maid cleans apartment and silver. Monday evening: 

Himself sets tables, sets up folding chairs. When he ar- 

rives home on Tuesday, all that's left to be done is "pick 

up the flowers from my doorstep, dress myself and my 

maid, shove everything into the oven." . . . The one window 

in Jim Beard's powder room (see his kitchen on page 76) 

opens on a sooty little yard. Sc most of the time he closes 

the inside shutters, which are lined on the back with mirror, 

JSE & ©ARDEN, JULY, 1970 

to give a prettier view, reflect light, make the tiny room look 

larger. . . . The blue latticework in the James Coburns' 

"Persian pavilion" (see page 42) is backed with silver vinyl 

that makes the walls and ceiling look transparent in the 

daytime, makes them sparkle at night in the candlelight 

Mrs. Coburn favors for parties. . . . Another Coburn idea: 

stereo speaker enclosures lacquered Chinese red, screened 

with matching fabric, finished off with brass corner mounts 

and tasseled ornaments of red braid, the whole works 

suggesting Chinese chests. . . . Julia Child says the num- 

ber one, couldn't-live-without-it item in her kitchen (see 

page 74) is the instant boiling water tap next to the sink. 

.. . Actor E. G. Marshall has devised a neat, out-of-sight, 

out-of-smell container for his garden compost: a big plastic 

garbage can with the bottom cut off. It's sunk in the ground 

outside the greenhouse, with just enough rim exposed to 

let the cover fit tightly. . . . Marshall's friend and fellow 

gardener, mystery writer Rex Stout, has figured out a 

way to protect his corn from a hungry raccoon: a 7-foot- 

high fence topped with a string of aluminum foil baking 

plates. When the raccoon tries to climb over the fence, 

the plates flop over, making quite a clatter and scaring the 

appetite out of him. . . . Granted comedian Dan Rowan 

has a large wardrobe, his closet (see page 51) wouldn't 

have to be all that large if it weren't for certain extras, 

which more than pay their way as timesavers: the see- 

everything-at-a-glance arrangement; the on-site tailor shop 

where pants can be pressed or a button sewn on (no need to 

cart the suit to another room); the stretch of hanging space 

for shirts, saving the laundress the finicky job of folding 

them, saving their owner the frustration of creases discov- 

ered at the last moment. . . . Novelist Kathleen Winsor 

Porter, another believer in see-at-a-glance storage, has 

had shelves built into her dressing room in the Porters' 

new Manhattan apartment specifically for her costume 

jewelry. Long necklaces and chunky bracelets are carefully 

laid out individually—as if in a window display—so that 

each can be seen immediately, and nothing gets tangled. 

31 
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MRS. ROBERT F. KENNEDYi 

ur pool 
house is the children's 

escape hatch.9 

■Ichind her house on IIickor> Hill in McLean. Vn.. >lrs. Hubert Kennedy has found the 

answer to I In- need of her eleven iiiini-lo-nii<li children for extra elbowroom—a pool- 

side playhouse. "Somehow, it turned out to be more for them than for me.** Designed 

by arehiteet John tail Warnckc in the manner of a little French manoir. the pool 

house (its main room is on our cover) offers enough spare for raising a rumpus, 

curling up with a book, watching movies, dancing to a jukebox, rooking up a storm. 

"I'm a terrible cook," says Mrs. Kennedy "but the girls nrv^ amazingly good, espe- 

cially, you might know, with rich things like chocolate cake and brownies. And they 

much prefer eating indoors, which seems a little odd of them. More grown up, I 

suppose,  than  munching  a   ound  the   pool,  which   is  what  I   like." (Continurd) 
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KENNEDY POOL HOUSE continued 
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A1NEDY. POOL HOUSE continued 

liis is whoro I liko 

hoar I ho pallor oft 

Ho haro wot feet— 

ill ii |» at I ln» lion NO. ^ 

^^eanlif ulI v organised. \|( s. 

HKI'IIIM'IIV   could   probably 

,^keep her children busy 

il amused if they lived in 

shot'. Even NO, although 

i-korv Hill i.s a big house, Un- 

til house is called a godsend 

Ii    reason.    (In    murr    ways 

in  :   loriv  children  were 

I anil bedded down in it dm - 

; IIM- \ icluaui Moratorium 

I November.) In addition (o 

' living-room core, (here arc 

l> «iii»s—one a ladies* ilicss. 

frooni, apposite page and 

oirj the other, right, for gen- 

iiien. Children file left or 

t lit according to gender. The 

ehen, he/on right, part of the 

iies" wing, is where the tyro' 

•Its of the elan perform. On 

iwn-up party nights, how- 

•r, brownies give way to more 

•stantial fare; and when the 

iiily is away, Inner City cltil- 

'ii have daily use of both 

•   pool   and   the   playhouse. 

B S 
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THE WALTER MATTHAUS: 

e've given our house 
a country-look and 

a country feeling*9 

Carol and Walter Matthau's recently acquired California house, a typical ex- 

ample of 1920s suburbia, became pleasantly untypical with discreet remodeling 

and a gardenful of flowered fabrics. Interior designer Gerald Miller, who "be- 

lieves in sticking to existing architecture," made only a few structural changes, all 

of them subtle. The kitchen was enlarged and white-shuttered bays were added 

to the living and dining rooms; country-fresh colors and fabrics work beautifully 

to create the illusion of the outdoors. As Mrs. Matthau says, "I love flowers 

inside and outdoors. In California,  I  have the best of two worlds."  (Continued) 

by knocking out a few small rooms, designer Miller created a spacious country 
kitchen where Walter Matthau, above, relaxes—by rooking. "Most creative 

men enjoy rooking and are belter. I think, than women." says Mrs. Matthau. 

Upstairs, riyht. she "wrltejfe dresses, telephones." in a flowery retreat of melting 

pinks anil soft fabric. The big collage was a gift from the artist—Gloria Vanilerbilt. 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY BEADLE 
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MATTHAU  HOUSE continued 

In the Matthaus* living and 

dining rooms, fresh greens, 

white, anil the sparkle of rosy 

red niake the perfeet bridge be- 

tween indoors and outdoors. Del- 

ieate green bouquets on a white 

baekground cover most of the 

versatile dining room, left, where 

"an oval table can be pulled up 

to the bay area for more seating. 

We've only been in the house 

since September, so we haven't 

done much entertaining. Actual- 

ly, I'm just finding out how to 

ive in the house.*' In the living 

room, above, a garden pattern 

of flowers and butterflies covers 

furniture and window seat; a 

Portuguese needlepoint rug 

lights up the floor. In one corner, 

right, an eighteenth-century cup- 

board   makes  a   triangular   bar. 

•The outdoors flow* 

right; into our house- 
flowers and all. 9 

*;f^'f *? ,?> 
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THE JAMES HUHHXS: 

house of travel 
treasures.9 

If anyone ever lived with 

the things they love,*' 

say aetor James Cobnrn and j 

his wife Beverly, "'we do. 

We've toted all kinds of 

things back from trips and 

far-flung movie locations." 

Yet, with the help of interior 

designer Tony Duquette, the 

house is far more than a collec- 

tor's paradise. "'For all its 

glitter and color and Moroccan 

pattern, it's surprisingly se- 

rene." And completely 

exotic. The temple bells 

jangling over Mr. Co- 

burn's head, lelt, came 

from Bangkok, as did 

the guardian dogs at 

the front door, be- 

low, left. The Co- 

burns' pet mon- 

key haunts the 

Persian pavilion, 

below right and 

right—a lattice- 

work room with 

banquettes which 

are upholstered in 

Kelim rugs. 
^N {Continued) 
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kipling to ■ ■■ •- contrary. 
East and West blond 
,_ beautifully in tho Co- 

burns" living room. A beamed 
ceiling, 1, that was "very 
Spanish, very stark," became 
a fantasy canopy with Indian 
fabric, gold paint, mother-of- 
pearl shells. "The whole fam- 
ily worked on it." Designer 
Duquette outlined the gener- 
al plan of the house, then let 
the < oburns execute much of 
the work. "In this way, the 
house really belongs to its 
owners." A rich Indian fabric 
stretched on the walls by 
Mrs. Coburn turned a small 
closet, 2, into a handsome 
bar. She also bordered a door 
framing of old tiles with 
black and white stenciling, it. 
"We always keep the house 
loaded with flowers. They 
make the dark spots come 
alive." By day, vivid yellows 
and oranges light up the once 
austere living room. -1 and ."». 
and at night, the < oburns and 
daughter Lisa relax in the 
glow of candlelight, ft. "Life 
in this house is as casual as 
we can make it."   (Continued) 

COBURN HOUSE 

continued 

£ We are very happy living with 
all this vivid color and pattern. 3 
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COBURN HOUSE 

continued •We collect atmosphere sis well as things.^ 

-J- 
■ ho ( iihiirii»' house is like 

I looking into a \von«li>rful 

^^ ol<l chest—ih«' more MMI 

look (lie more you discover. 

Tueked into a stairwell, a lit- 

tle music room. I. is washed in 

six subtle shades of turquoise. 

The eolleetion of instruments. 

2. is more than exotie deeoru- 

tion. "Many of our parties end 

up here beeause we have a 

liroup of friends who play the 

flutes and drums. My husband, 

particularly, is a great drum- 

mer.*" As interesting as the in- 

struments and painted Indian 

furniture are sueh imaginative 

lunches as a tray of randies 

and a burst of flowers plared. 

votivelike. in a niche with an 

Oriental statue. .'I: a black 

and white border. 1. painted 

around a window hung with 

an Indian fabric. The guest 

hedroom. 5 antl H. is gloriously 

l-'ar Eastern with a fabric-pan- 

eled ceiling, colorful doors, 

and a magnificent Chinese bed. 
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THE »AJV ROIVAIVS: 

c lead an easy, 
en lerlai n i ng life.9 

The old Spanish hacienda recently acquired by comedian Dan Rowan 

and his wife, Adriana, suits what they call their "free and easy" life \ 

style perfectly. Gourmets, oenologists, they keep the pleasantest kind 

of open house—"with no frills." An enormously accomplished cook, Mrs. 

Rowan devotes as much expertise to a good, simple soup as she does to 

croquembouche (you may possibly get both at the same sitting), 

does everything from scratch, including curing her own olives. (Continued) 

<• liked the house NO niueh to start with,"' 

Nays Mrs. Rowan, ''that we did nothing 

to it exeept make it more workable." I'ndcr 

interior «lesifj;ner Welter llolden's supervi- 

sion, the library beeame a billiard room. 

above, in whieh Mr. Itowan perfects his style 

surrounded by show business paraphernalia 

and, in one eorner. right, the trappings of a 

hospitable bar. On fine days. .Mrs. Ilowan sets 

the table in the patio, opponite page, for a 

luuebeo.i of soup (always her own), bread, 

cheese,   and   a    bottle   of   "beautiful"    wine. 

I 48 PHOTOGRAPHS BY BEADLE 
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MAN  HOUSE continued 

■0HH 

have my live-in 

kit<*hon. Dan has his 

,augh-Iii closet.^ 

*?&»*■ 

lore   to   I'ook,"   says   Mrs.   Itonan, 

]L"and   spend   hours   in   the   kin Inn 

ving   all   kinds   of   wonderful   dishes 

Italian,   <>rriiian.   Spanish.   French, 

cxiean.   I've   even   learned   how   to 

ire olives, which all come from our 

tvn   trees."   Mr.   Holden   helped   the 

I iraans remodel the kitchen, opposite 

age,    hvlou    left,   from    three   small 

IIOIIIS. In keeping with the old haci- 

nda's  tiletl   floors  and   beamed  eeil- 

igs. tiles from Spain and Italy were 

*ed to brighten the kitchen floor and 

ove hood. Marble—which has proved 

<ost   practical—covers   the   counter- 

»ps.   In   the   dining   room,   oppo*ite 

»?/«'.   the   windows   are   all   recessed 

«>eply  enough   for  window  seats.  "A 

onderful  place for nccdlcpointing.* 

pstairs,   right,   a   one-time   veranda 

ith a beamed ceiling was converted 

■ to  an  enormous  closet for  Mr.  Ilo- 

an's fabulous wardrobe, so often an 

musing   subject   on   the   Rowan   and 

fart in   television   show,   "Laugh-In." 

ouble    rows   of    poles    and    various 

vpes  of  shelves  and  cubbyholes  dis- 

may    the    comedian's    extraordinary 

ollecliou of suits and haberdashery, 

nd there is even room for an ironing 

oard   that  conies  out  of  the  wall,  a 

s hie  made from an old ship's hatch. 

/l 



ftertoo 
much moving ••• 

cheerful rooms to live in,   , 
a private plaee to work. 
BY GLORiA STEiNEM 

One day I figured out that I had not been completely unpacked in eight 

years. College books were still stored in some dormitory attic, patient 

friends were keeping more books plus mementos of two years in India, and 

my mother was looking after clothes and letters unsorted since high-school 

days. I'd had several apartments but none I really liked. For three years, 

I'd been living in a studio that was pleasant but much too small: Friends 

referred to its decor as "Pop-Art-Collier-Brothers." Since I work at home, 

I was determined to find a decent-sized apartment and to do something I 

about making it a cheerful place to be. This may not sound unusual to 

normal people who live in houses and work from nine to five, but for a 

transitory New Yorker, especially a free-lance writer who lives an odd I 

unstructured life, it was a major decision. It took nearly a year to find the 

apartment, and a year after that I still have things to do. The decoration I 

got done in fits and starts: First, a junkyard yielded fragments of some- 

body's old front porch, which made a perfect sleeping balcony; then I 

found an out-of-work art director to nail it up. Finally, Jane Holzer, an 

actress with a genius for color and beautiful bargains, helped me find 

printed fabric for the curtains and walls and Indian scarves for the alcove 

under the  balcony  because  I  wanted  a  reminder of  India.     (Continued) 

J- 
he sleeping balcony, right, allows 

I me to IIN«- ih«' oilier room in mv 

^. hiouiisioiii' door-through .-is an of- 

fice. The corner under the balcony 

was useless anyway except as a dining 

room for the sit-down dinners I never 

give. [Vow, it's good for sprawling 

around and listening to music or just 

talking. The big pillows cost all of S7 

each (an invention of .lane's small 

decorating firm, Hitana), the little 

plastic tables came from Albrizzi, and 

the Indian dishes are the rewards of 

travel. The whole balcony is bolted to 

the wall and can be taken away—a 

necessity imposed by ,\ew York land- 

lords. If I'm smiling. left, it's because 

I have a grown-up apartment at last. 

PHOTOGRAPHS 6Y HORST 
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STEIN EM  APARTMENT continued 

-J- 
I he couches at the other 

I end of the living room, 

^^ /<'<>. are good ones, down 

filled, bought secondhand, and 

slipcovered with the wall fab- 

ric. The Italian benches are 

remnants of another apart- 

ment, as is the Bermuda bed in 

my workroom, right. Its cotton 

flame-stitch cover dictated the 

wall and curtains, but I liked 

Jane's idea of adding an under- 

curtain for depth. Posters and 

friendly faces disguise a big 

cupboard. The 12-inch cubicles, 

below, are my favorite kind of 

bookcase, the country roulette 

wheel was another wrecking 

company find, and that's actress 

Jeanne Moreau in the fireplace. 

*•■!*■ don't work well in this room, 
the fault can only be minis* 







Howty ^MUSICIANS 
LIVE l\/f. 

M'JTH±fJL VSIC 
To work without being disturbed and to work without disturbing is the contrapuntal 

need of anyone who plays music, composes it, or listens to it seriously. Space lor spe- 

cial sound or silence, lor storage, lor fellow musicians or guests may also he basic to 

the planning of a music room. Cellist Gerald Warburg built his ''ideal studio with 

faultless acoustics," left, as a wing of his country house—a room with hare brick 

walls, high wooden ceiling, tile floors, doors open wide to a garden and to the many 

guests who come for chamber-music rehearsals or candle-lit galas. Composer Stephen 

Sondheim (see next page) works in the carpeted quiet of a narrow town house, his 

upstairs retreat jammed with piano, desk, "thinking couch," floor-to-ceiling record 

storage, masses of photographs and mementos. For relaxing, he has a living room 

with another piano and an enormous collection of games "that are also playable." 

GEUALDWARinHG: 

We love this studio for its serenity, its acoustics, 
its openness to the sfy and apple trees. 
^ Veve had some wonderful parties here, too! 

The music room reflected in the mirror, left, 

duplicates in size and materials a sculptor's 

studio the Warburgs rented in New York 

when they were first married. It proved so 

good for music that, when they built on 

Long Island, they copied it even to the sky- 

light. It is 32 by 20 feet, with a ceiling 23 

feet at the peak. Thirty-five years, four chil- 

dren, nine grandchildren later, they still 

cherish this room, as do other artists who 

have partied and played here. Mr. Warburg, 

right, plays in an Empire lyre-back chair 

near a lyre music stand of black lacquer and 

gilt. Mrs. Warburg has changed nothing in 

the room, except periodically to duplicate 

the linen upholstery and muslin curtains. 

One acquisition has a lore as rich as its tone: 

Mr. Warburg's Stradivarius cello. It was 

made in Cremona in 1711; played by Du- 

port, with Beethoven at the piano, at the first 

performance of Beethoven's two cello sona- 

tas; played by Franchomme, with Chopin at 

the piano, at Chopin's last public concert. A 

scratch on it is ascribed to Napoleon, who 

tried to play it while booted and spurred. 
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Stephen Sondheim was a musician 

famous for his words (West Side 

Story, Gypsy) before his words 

and music made Broadway hits 

of A Funny Thing Happened on 

the Way to the Forum and the cur- 

rent Company. His study, left, 

also produced a particularly 

wicked crossword series for New 

York magazine. An avid collector 

of records ("everything but op- 

era") and challenging games 

(dozens are arranged in his living 

room, above and right), he also 

has a talent for making the most 

of wall space. "How many rec- 

ords? Ten thousand, I think. I 

bought up cartons of empty six- 

sleeve albums, added two sleeves 

to each so that each album holds 

eight records. If it didn't, I'd need 

another wall." The wall above his 

spinet, left, holds a collection of 

happy birthday songs by Leonard 

Bernstein. Sondheim's other pi- 

ano draws guests not snagged first 

by the skittles-billiards or the old 

verrillon, "the true 'harmonica,' 

which looks somewhat like a box 

of musical beer glasses, and is." 

STEPHEN SONDHEIM: 

'This is wherelwrote Company and 
where I listen to my records. But if I 
have company, we playthe piano hi 
the h\ ing room - or some of the games' 
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1930s-. 
Likf a roof-garden supper club of    .   " 

fort) years ago, the Egyptian Sculpture Court - 

a blaze of turquoise columns}''silver lame: 

scarlet tables; jeweled rcdlgrccn. ami 

blue ceiling; "moonlight": and a forest of orchid* 

('ock'tails and canapes of the thirties'and 

.Ht'iiT Davis himself. Designed /<> 

Angclo Donghia of Ihirge-P 

:  

^4 
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The Metropolitan Museum 

Centenniaf Ball 

Mi 

iPECTACULAR 
DECORATING 

FOR A GREAT PARTY 
Four famous decorating talents 

recreate four decades in New York 





1900s: 
The Belle Ejfoque in the Blumenthal Patio— 

a Spanish Renaissance background for tangos, 

tlms, banana trees, cineraria; two Turkish 

corners in dessert pinks, vanilla, and chocolate 

ink and cerise draped tables; flower-collared 

cathedral candles; ices, pastries, strawberries, 

pink champagne. Designed by McMillen, Inc. 

Tub plants throughout from Julius Ruehrs. 
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ROM PALYTKItS 
\ND SCULPTORS-     - - 

(OOMS AMI FURMTU5E TIL VT SI Itl'ltlM, A^> K11 Itl S! I 

I walk-in Mondrian painting 

'let Mondrian, whose paintings have had a strong influence on 

ontemporary interior design, now turns out actually to have 

(signed a room that was never executed—the "Salon de Madame 

...a Dresden." With the Formica Corporation, New York's Pace 

'tilery has reproduced the room to the painter's specifications, 

'^suiting environment: a wall-to-wall, floor-to-ceiling Mondrian. 

Wood sculptures that 
work for a living 

Sculptor Mike Nevelson looks at common household 

objects as if they were people. "Drawers look like 

human rib cages, and round-shaped clocks with mov- 

ing hands are like expressive faces." Fooling the eye 

and conjuring up a chuckle, Nevelson's inventive, 

individualistic forms and furniture are shaped of the 

simplest, most straightforward of woods, plain pine. 

CATALANO 



Lithe and 
spirited eh airs 

and benches—  * 
ail of bronze \*^~ 

Each piece of sculptor Diego 

Giacometti's furniture is a viva- 

cious work of art —not simply 

something lo sit on. His deep 

understanding of bronze and use 

of long tactile lines stem from the 

many years he worked with his 

late brother, the sculptor Alberto 

Giacometti. Diego Giacometti 

never stops exploring the pos- 

sibilities of the material, seeking 

always to Bring out its mobile, 

active spirit. The stool on which he 

is seated, above, and the hand- 

wrought chair, right, are two varia 

tions of his highly decorative work. 

FROM PAINTERS 
AND SCULPTORS 

continued 

Sensuous 
forms 

exploit the beutttu of nteta 
Sculptor Philippe Hiquily, above, delights in the sheen ai 

strength of brass and steel. Two samples of his skill: a cockt; 

table, above top, created for interior designer Henri Sami 

and formed of interlaced brass arches supporting a jewcl-li 

slab of petrified wood. Opposite page, top left: polished stc 

dining table and chairs that derive their elegance from tj 

architectural precision of their design, the mirrorli 

clarity of the steel, black horsehair backs and seai 

^ 

Strict shapes 
strut hed in fount 

Sculptor Cesar, above, recently switched from working in metal to polyurethane foam because 

"it's the important new expression of today, the freest of the new materials."' Two examples 

of the wit with which he plays the softness of the foam against the hard-edge geometry of 

familiar household forms: He envelops a television box. left, in a cocoon of orange and yellow 

foam, and pours a thick frosting of black foam, dribbles and all, as cushioning for a contem- 

porary chaise longue, above right, constructed of a sleek wedge of 3eep burnt orange Altuglas. 



Harpsichords that 
enchant the cue 

as irell as the ear 
In Roberl Bucker'a hands, key 

board instruments shed their 

mourning dress to wear a i on 

temporary equivalenl of the 

rich decoration  with  which 

t hej were embellished in 
the seventeenth and eighl 

eenth centuries. However, 

M r. Hucker's harpsi- 

chords, clavichords, and 

spinets, right, "arc not 

really  copied   from 

antiques, but are per- 

mutations thai meld 

form and sounc. 

At the  Richard 

Feigen  Gallery. 

Playful sculptural shapes with 
down-to-eurth usefulness 

Standing in his studio, Guy de Rouge- 

mont, left, is surrounded by the clean, 

sharp shapes of his aluminum and 

painted sculpture—some of which turns 

out to be as useful as it is handsome. 

You can't be sure if you're looking at 

a pure shape —or at a table or a desk 

ora wastebasket. A perfect example 

is the undulating steel sculpture, 

below, that serves as a console in 

Gilbert Halbers's apartment. Hard- 

edge painting is another example 

of Mr. de Rougemont's work. 



y 
FROM PAINTERS AND SCULPTORS continued 

n 
Francois and Claude LalanfTe's wonderful animals are as much a delight to adults as to children —per- 

haps more so because they work. A few years ago, the Lalannes stirred up excitement with a flock of 

handmade sheep they kept in their country house. Today, their menagerie knows no limit. A fat blue 

hippopotamus, opposite page, tbff, holds a washbowl in his mouth, a bathtub i the Lalannes are loung- 

ing in it) in his midriff. Two porcelain ostriches, 

left and right, commissioned by f 
Fabulous 

animals that 
earn their keep 

French artist Alex- 

andre Babeanu writes 

with iron and steel. 

"This sculpture re- 

minds me of a forest 

of people  who are 

always on the move," 

he says of the jagged 

iron screen, above, that 

serves him as a room 

divider. A sweeping wrought- 

iron doodle dotted with ostrich 

eggs makes a headboard, right; 

a scribble of steel is the "shade" 

for a treelike standing lamp. 

68 
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> exciting potential 
of molded plastic 

I iter-sculptor Frangois Arnal works in 

tic with an artist's imagination and an 

it's concern for the special qualities of 

.iterial. He cuts and bends clear plastic 

a hexagonal table, below bottom, that 

puzzle of interlocking, light-conducting 

es, and "floats" a cocktail table, right, 

ransparent hemispheres. Both pieces 

e for decorator Henri Samuel. Mr. 

i\ is also interested in plastic for rhass- 

luced furniture. The molded plastic 

r—a scooped-out pyramid—in which he 

•dining, below, is one of the designs     || 

i his Studio A—a center he has organ- 

r for a miscellany of mass-produced 

Jets by himself and artist associates, 
i    i 
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The very pcrsomtlgarden 
of Jean Arthur 

1 WHI$FEBm& 
X ill 

Fog, salt wind, and sunshine   ' 

shaped the Monterey cypresses 

—TStest of North American 

trees— that stand guard over Jean 

Arthur's house. A quiet pool 

reflects the resijess'treetops, 

and ancient redwood rounds 

set in drifts of mossy Helxine ,    . 

seernalmos! to lloat on 

their tranquil green sea; 
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A WHISPERING GARDEN continued 

>\ ^ 

Jean Arthurs garden is 
bounded by a pulsing 
highway. Yet when 
you go through the gate 
and are enclosed, 
you are in another world. 
Its the kind of 
garden that makes 
you want to whisper J 

fd&i 

W* 

\^:\_ 

'hen Jean Arthur's friends speak of her garden (she herself will 

neither praise nor explain it, only praise those who helped her build 

this private world), they choose words rather rare for gardens—words 

like "extraordinary texture," "sensitivity," "restraint." And curiously, 

the words conjure up not only her garden but also the timbre of the ac- 

tress's quite indescribable, unforgettable voice. The subtle interplay of smooth 

and rough textures, the sensitive use of scale and hushed color make her garden 

catch at the heart. But because it suits its terrain so perfectly and seems so com- 

pletely indigenous, it belies the thought and discipline that went into its creation. It was meticulously 

planned and planted, is meticulously maintained. 

A need for privacy inspired the Japanese-style, 6-foot, redwood wall, above left, now silvery gray 

from the sea wind. The torii-like gate looks out to ground-hugging ice plant, Montbretia, clumps of 

bromeliad, flowering Senecio, spiny Aloe. White pebble paths lead inward past an old greenhouse— 

now a teahouse-toolhouse, past changing patterns of ground cover—sometimes Helxine, sometimes 

Erodium, past rocks and ornamental grasses like Liriope, above, delicately bordered with Erodium. 

Inside the house, there is another cloistered spot, the Kwannon garden, above, top right, and right, 

seen only from a bedroom and an adjoining plant room. Ferns and subtropical plants are sunlit 

through translucent plastic supported by redwood rafters and shoji panels that slide apart to reveal 

the Zen garden of Kwannon, the goddess of bounty and femininity. 

Most of the design for the outer and inner gardens was the work of George Hoy, who also dis- 

covered the enormous redwood rounds at a logging site and brought them to the garden as "little oases 

to rest the eye, to sit on, to stretch out on in the sun." Mr. Hoy also tapped designer Brad Bowman for 

his expertise in stonework and walkways. In recent years, Yoshiko Tanamoto, master teacher of 

ikebana, has renewed the plantings. "What Jean wanted and achieved," said a friend of many years, 

"was a sanctuary, a quiet place so necessary for well-being. There is serenity in her garden because 

everywhere there is something to contemplate—something green and growing, something timeless." 
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KITCHEN SECKETS Ol 

MASTER 
COOKS 

By Jose Wilson 
They are known as America's Food Establishment, the taste- 

makers everyone reads, watches, and quotes. Now meet 

Julia Child, James Beard, Michael Field, Dione Lucas, Craig 

Claiborne cooking and conversing in their own kitchens. 

SHRIMP A LA GRECQUE 

LE DINDON  DE  DIDON* 
SAVAKIN WITH WHIPPED CREAM 

WINES:   CHATEAU LATOUR   1963 

CHATEAU D'YQUEM   1962 
*For recipe, see page 84 

JULIA 1 

"Chopping mushrooms is dog ivork," says Julia Child, wielding her great 

three-bladed chopper from Dehillerin in Paris, 1, "but it's the things people 

don't want to do that make all the difference between good French cooking 

and sloppy cooking. You have to like the mechanics." She does. Order, or- 

ganization, and professionalism pervade her kitchen with its chef-size gas 

range, 2, where she works out recipes for her TV show, now being taped 

in color, and the second volume of Mastering the Art of French Cooking, to 

be published in October. Some neat ideas: pinned to reference-book shelves 

by refrigerator and pastry-making pantry, a list of sizes and capacities of 

baking pans and dishes, conversions from French to American measures, 

3; butcher's block and tools for meat preparation, 4; pans sketched in sil- 

houette on pegboard to speed replacement after use, 6; punched-tape direc- 

tions on nail over sink for hand-washing knives, operating disposal, 7; spices 

keyed by marked-on letter, grouped alphabetically, S. Julia and her husband, 

Paul, like to give small informal dinners in the kitchen, 5, where "we can 

see our friends and have drinks while the food cooks." Handing a guest a 

plate of Dindon de Didon, paneed turkey breast on creamed mushrooms with 

broccoli and cherry tomato garnish, 9, she remarks with characteristic 

enthusiasm, "Cooking is a life work. As an old chef friend used to say, 

'There's not a day I don't learn something new.' Isn't that a lovely thought?" 
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TARAMASALATA 
GIGOT BEARNAISE 

VEGETABLE MELANGE 
COUNTRY-STYLE CHERRY TART 
WINE: CABERNET SAUVIGNON 

*For recipe, see page 85 

JAMES BEAR!) 
"I'm an enquiring cook. I like to evolve my own things." With the 

dexterity born of long practice, James Beard slides one of his inven- 

tions, a vegetable melange, from a big Teflon-coated skillet into a 

serving dish, 1, and continues, "People are too afraid to do some- 

thing that doesn't follow the norm. Of course, you have to know 

what you are doing. When you test a recipe, you should try it out 

the way it's written first to know how it's supposed to taste, then 

you can do all the changing you like." The kitchen where he tests, 

gives cooking classes and big, bounteous buffet parties is full of 

color, charm, and clutter—workmanlike tools and equipment all 

mixed up with the antiques he can't resist buying. Every inch of 

space is productively packed. On a marble-topped chest, a bouquet 

of spatulas nested in a pommes vapeur, or potato steamer, nudges 

sturdy old scales on which flour is weighed for bread, 2. Huge jars 

of staples (flour, sugar, vinegar) are tucked away on the floor be- 

neath the cooking island, which has a narrow shelf for potholders, 

hot pads, saucepans, and lids, 3. Formidable chopping and slicing 

knives are safely sheathed in the slots of a roll-around table, 4. A 

cluster of man-size skillets and saute pans fills in the corner between 

wall racks of bottled spirits and glasses, G. All kitchen activities 

revolve around the central work island of chopping tops and electric 

surface units, S, a form of cooking Mr. Beard considers "the most 

efficienj of all provided you use it properly. You have to learn to 

anticipate the heat and manipulate the controls like a keyboard." 

Second only to knives, which he handles as if they were an extension 

of his right arm, 7, Mr. Beard admits to a penchant for really good 

gadgets, such as the lemon stripper, S. "I like to use lemon zest in 

many different vegetables; it gives a wonderful freshness. I always 

play around with seasonings. Our herb for today is going to be dill." 
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CREPES   FARCIES* 

ROAST  PORK  LOIN 

STUFFED  WITH   PRUNES 

AND  APPLES 

ROESTI   POTATOES 

FRESH   SPINACH  SALAD 

WITH  MUSTARD  DRESSING 

LEMON  MERINGUE  SOUFFLE 

WINE:   ALSATIAN   SYLVANER 
"For recipe, see page 85 

MICHAEL FIELD 
"/ think I've defied every rule in the book—and I've read them all. 

I refuse to accept the time-honored notions without putting them to 

the test. Some are true, but you'd be astonished hoiv incorrect most 

of them are." To Michael Field, who sees his special function in the 

food ivorld as that of an investigative writer and teacher, there need 

be no unpredictability about cooking. "When I teach cooking or 

write a recipe, 1 want to ensure that the process can be understood 

thoroughly and technically. The hit-or-miss department is definitely 

not my style." His kitchen, neatly tucked between the dining room, 

I, and his office, 4, is the proving ground where he will test a recipe 

twenty-five times until he is satisfied with the result. "Finally, it has 

got to taste good, and I don't believe you can arrive dt this acciden- 

tally. There are very few marvelous intuitive cooks around. With 

most of these so-called creative cooks, perhaps one time in ten you 

can possibly eat their food." Making Crepes Farcies, he whirls the 

batter in a blender ("Much simpler than making it by hand, such a 

bore"), then allows it to rest in a bowl to let the gluten in the flour 

expand, 2. By the time the filled crepes are gratineed under the 

broiler, 3, he has gone through, step by step, the method he has 

worked out for his new teaching series based on his techniques which 

will be published once a month by Doubleday fa condensed form of 

the recipe is^on page 85). Functional to the point of severity, the 

kitchen is dominated by a restaurant-size gas range with burners 

large enough to take the professional heavy-duty pots and pans that 

hang on pegboard walls and fill the high shelves above the shutter 

doors to the dining room, 5. Like other serious cooks, Mr. Field 

picks his equipment for performance, disdaining "the lightweight 

stuff sold in hardware stores," and always beats egg ivhites for a 

souffle in the classic French copper bowl with a huge whisk, to get 

the maximum expansion, 6. Selecting a whisk from a row handily 

hung from hooks screwed into the underside of the shelf, 7, he re- 

marks, with the impish wit that tempers his perfectionist attitude, 

"If you don't have a whisk, just stop cooking. Buy TV dinners." 
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CONSOMME  PRINTANIER 
FILET  DE   SOLE   WALEWSKA* 

SALADE  FRANCAISE 
HOT  FRENCH   BREAD 

MOUSSE  AU   CHOCOLAT 
WINES:   MONTRACHET   1967 

DOM  PERIGNON   1962 
"For recipe, see page 86 

DIO\E LUCAS 
"The reason I love cooling so much," says Dioae Lucas, "is that I 

get intense enjoyment out of the feel and color of the foods I work 

with, especially vegetables. When you cut an onion in cross section, 

it's the most beautiful thing you ever saw. I think my love for the ma- 

terials and tools of cooking must have come from making jeivelry 

with my father when I was young. A lot of my cooking techniques 

came from that—they are very alike in many ways. You have to have 

a sense of order and know what you're going to do before you start." 

Whether she is stirring a bechamel sauce to velvety smoothness with 

a whisk, 1, or fluting a mushroom with incredible dexterity and 

swiftness, 2, every move that Dione Lucas makes in the kitchen of 

her Cooking Center, where she teaches and demonstrates, shows the 

complete mastery of her craft that has caused other supercooks to 

call her "a great, great talent ... a superb technician." The mush- 

rooms, lightly sauteed, 3, are skillfully arranged on top of Filet de 

Sole Walewska, 4, a classic French dish in ivhich the mushroom, 

lobster, and truffle stuffing of the sole is carried out in the elements of 

the garnish. Most of Mrs. Lucas's recipes are in the tradition of French 

haute cuisine, ivhich she learned in a Paris restaurant while in her 

teens. She feels it is very important to be traditional, although "it's 

all right to add something of yourself, your own little touches. You 

get a certain style of your own." In the kitchen, as in her cooking, she 

is a stickler for order and precision. Whisks, beaters, and baking 

molds are neatly grouped in pegboard-lined cabinets; metal spatulas 

cling to a magnetic knife rack behind the door, 5. Pans hang from 

overhead racks within arm's reach of the cooking island, 6; copper 

molds and casseroles are housed in slide-out racks: small tools and 

gadgets in baskets, 7; tiny pots of herbs line up in a gravel-filled 

planter, S. Her pride of razor-sharp knives is safely cached in the 

slots of a baize-lined leather roll, 9, that she has toted all over the 

world. "There's one little knife in here Vve had for almost thirty- 

eighty ears. You look after your knives and they become your friends." 





TOMATO   SOUP* 

POACHED   STRIPED  BASS, 

TARRAGON  MAYONNAISE 

CUCUMBER   SALAD 

STRAWBERRIES   WITH 

RASPBERRY PUREE 

WINE:   CHABLIS 
*For recipe, see page 88 

CRAIG CLAIBORNE 
"Cooking interests me more than eating," admits Craig Claiborne, 

ivho as food editor and restaurant reviewer for the New York Times 

spends more time eating out than he can stomach. On weekends he 

escapes to his Long Island house, where in the open-plan kitchen— 

with Mahler on the stereo as counterpoint to the kitchen symphony 

of chopping and beating—he can cook in the company of friends such 

as chef Pierre Franey and artist Ed Giobbi. To Mr. Claiborne, "The 

most invaluable things in a kitchen are a wire whisk and an apron." 

Whisks, strainers, and "the greatest American invention, the rubber 

spatula" are always at hand on the countertop, 1. His preferred 

apron is the bib type that hangs around the neck, a protection against 

splashy jobs like draining a poached fish, 2. A chronic collector of 

cooking equipment, he is perpetually running out of storage space. 

"Every time I build more shelves, I find more things to put on them." 

He even built shelves across the uindoiv to hold gram and ounce 

scales needed to test recipes for the Times and his own books (the 

latest, Craig Claiborne's Kitchen Primer embodies his cooking phi- 

losophy) and "a phenomenal secondhand slicing machine for pro- 

sciutto and the meat for a Chinese chrysanthemum pot," 3. Outsize 

pots lurk on top of cabinets, a wire fish grill and Chinese wok ("the 

most efficient thing for deep-frying") dangle from a beam, and onions 

keep fresh in midair in an ingeniously pulley-rigged salad bowl, 4. 

The shapes are decoration in themselves—a couscousiere, three-tier 

Chinese steamer, and antique huo kuo on top of the cabinets between 

kitchen and dining area, 5; a smoked salmon board on the wall; a 

duck press on one end of the bar counter and, on the other, a copper 

mold bristling with attelets, 7'; the menu-visitors book, open to a 

page on which Ed Giobbi captured a summer dinner in watercolor, 

S. As stock simmers, striped bass poaches, and tomatoes bubble on 

his professional gas range, S, Mr. Claiborne says, "You have to be 

flexible in cooking. There are so many variables, so much latitude, 

the seasons change and you adjust. In this tomato soup you could use 

parsley or dill, which I didn't. I used thyme. I grow herbs here, and 

to me thyme's the essential one—it goes with everything." Questioned 

as to the contents of the covered jar in the corner, he answers, "I've 

got my mother in there," adding reassuringly "my vinegar mother." 
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5 MASTER COOKS continued 

GREAT 
RECIPES 
1 Julia 

Child's 
recipe for 

Le I Minion de I Melon 
x/-> frozen turkey breast. 3% to 4 pounds, 

thawed or partially thawed 

2 shallots, finely chopped 

1 small black truffle, finely chopped 
J/4 cup cognac 
x/x cup dry port 

iy2 pounds mushrooms, washed, dried, and 

minced 

3 tablespoons butter 

l\-2 tablespoons flour 

% cup heavy cream 

Salt, freshly ground black pepper 

2 eggs 
2 tablespoons vegetable oil 

1 cup flour 

1 cup fine fresh bread crumbs 

1 cup clarified butter 

2 dozen cherry tomatoes 

Melted butter 

] bunch fresh broccoli 

Sauce  Colbert  Perigourdine 

(see recipe below) 

Remove all skin and fat from the turkey 

breast. Bone the breast by cutting along and 

under each side of the breastbone with a 

sharp boning knife (the bone and any meat 

left on it can be used for stock). Slice the 

meat on the bias into 8 even pieces about 

% inch thick, as for veal scaloppine. Place 

them between sheets of wax paper and flatten 

with a meat pounder. Arrange the pieces in 

a large baking dish and sprinkle with half 

the chopped shallot and all the chopped 

truffle. Pour the cognac and port over them 

and marinate for 30 minutes or more, turning 

the pieces once or twice during this time. 

Meanwhile, make the duxelles. Twist 

the minced mushrooms, a handful at a time, 

in the corner of a dish towel and squeeze the 

liquid, out into a bowl. Set this aside. Melt 

the butter in a skillet over moderately high 

heat, add the mushrooms and remaining 

shallot and cook, stirring, for 4 to 5 minutes, 

until all the moisture has evaporated and the 

mushroom pieces begin to separate from each 

other. Mix in the flour and cook about 2 

minutes. Stir in the heavy cream and simmer 

several minutes until thickened. Taste for 

seasoning and add salt (^4 teaspoon or more) 

and pepper to taste. 

Beat the eggs, oil, and 2 tablespoons of 

the liquid squeezed from the mushrooms in 

a pie plate. Fill 2 other pie plates with the 

flour and bread crumbs and arrange them 

in a row—flour, the egg mixture, and lastly 

the bread crumbs. One by one, remove the 

turkey pieces from the marinade with a 

spoon and fork and drain. Dip first in the 

flour, then in the egg, and finally in the 

bread crumbs, coating well. Put on a baking 

sheet lined with wax paper. 

Heat some of the clarified butter in a 

large Teflon-lined frying pan until it has 

turned a deep yellow (do not allow it to 

brown), add the coated turkey pieces, a few 

at a time so as not to crowd the pan. and 

saute for 3 or 4 minutes on each side, until 

nicely browned. Add more butter to the pan 

as needed. When done, remove them to a 

lightly buttered baking sheet. 

When all the turkey pieces are browned, 

put them in a 300° oven to finish cooking and 

keep warm. At the same time, toss the cherry 

tomatoes in melted butter, sprinkle them with 

salt and pepper, and put in the 300° oven 

for 10 to 15 minutes, until just cooked 

through but still firm. 

Shortly before serving, trim the broccoli, 

peeling the stalks. Cook in a large kettle of 

Iroiling salted water for 5 to 6 minutes, or 

until tender but still crisp. Drain it well. 

To assemble, make a bed of the crearr. 

mushrooms on a warm platter. Arrange I 

turkey pieces on top. Garnish with the br. 

coli, season it, and pour over it the remaini 

melted clarified butter. Arrange the tomaU 

around the platter. Serve with Sauce Colb 

Perigourdine. Serves 8. 

Sauce  < IIIIMII   Porigourdine 

Marinade for turkey pieces 

3 egg yolks 

1 tablespoon lemon juice 

Salt 

1 tablespoon cold butter 

6 ounces  (1% sticks)  melted butter 

Put the marinade into a small saucepan ai 

cook down until reduced to 3 tablespoor 

Cool. 

Beat the egg yolks in a small enameb 

or stainless-steel saucepan with a wire whii 

until they become thick and sticky. Add tl 

lemon juice, turkey marinade, and a b 

pinch of salt and beat about \'-> minute mor I 

Put the saucepan over very low heat aril 

stir with a whisk until the egg mixture slow ■ 
thickens to a smooth cream, about 1 to I 

minutes. (You can do this over hot wate 

but it takes much longer.) When the mixtui 

starts to steam slightly and you can see til 

bottom of the pan between strokes, the mi: 

ture is thick enough. Immediately remo% 

from the heat and stir in the cold butter t 

stop the cooking. Then beat in the melte 

butter in little driblets until the sauce b< 

gins to thicken to a very heavy cream con 

sistency, then you can pour the butter ii 

more rapidly. When all the butter is al 

sorbed, season to taste. Set the sauce asid 

until the dish is assembled, it will thicke 

more as it cools. 
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recipe for 

egeliible Molality1 

hblespoons olive oil 

iiediiini unions, peeled and 

lliinh sliced 

treen peppers, seeded and 

cut in strips 

medium tomatoes, peeled, 

seeded, and sliced 

-love garlic, minced 

tablespoon chopped 

fresh dill 

lit, freshly 

ground black pepper 

or 3 small strips of lemon rind 

eat the oil in a large frying pan that has 

tight-fitting cover. Add the onions and 

feppers, the onions at one side of the pan 

id the peppers at the other. Cover the pan, 

Sduce the heat, and let the vegetables steam 

a about 10 minutes. Remove cover and add 

imatoes, garlic, dill, salt and pepper to taste, 

id lemon rind. Cover and cook another 5 

6 minutes; the vegetables should still re- 

lin some of their crispness and texture, 

erve with  the  roast  lamb.  Serves 4  to  6. 

IOVE 

4r. Beard steams his vegetable melange in 

f Teflon-lined pan with a tight fitting lid. 

'You use a minimum of oil; it never burns." 
EFT : 

vlrs. Child uses fork and spoon to dip 

mrkey pieces in flour, egg, crumbs. "It saves 

'our fingers from getting all sticky-gooey." 
SIGHT: 

Mr. Field cooks crepe to be filled and grat- 

need on one side only. "It must be thin as 

i handkerchief, a texture enclosing a taste." 

3USE & GARDEN, JULY, 1970 

t) Michael 
\ I leld s 

\^J rwipc for 

Crepes hircies 

TIN,   I:A INK: 

:;. cup milk 

••••1 cup It tllCI 

3( 65° 
1 ',2 cups sifted flour 
:4  teaspoon salt 

3 tablespoons   butter,   cut  into  small  pieces 

2 tablespoons  butter,  melted 

THE CREAM  SAUCE: 

4 tablespoons  butter,  cut  into  hits 

6 tablespoons flour 

21/2 cups milk 

y% cup cream 

% teaspoon salt 
1 g teaspoon freshly ground white pepper 

y^ teaspoon lemon juice 

THE   FILLING: 

1 pound shrimp 

2 tablespoons  butter 

1 tablespoon chopped shallots or scallions 

1 tablespoon finely chopped fresh dill 

^4 teaspoon salt 

Vs teaspoon freshly ground white pepper 

Y^ teaspoon lemon juice 

THE   TOPPING: 

1 tablespoon  bread crumbs 

1 tablespoon grated Stviss cheese 

1 tablespoon butter, cut into bits 

To make the crepe batter: Combine the milk, 

water, eggs, sifted flour, salt, and butter 

pieces in the blender, and cover the jar se- 

curely. Blend at high speed for about 10 

seconds. Stop the machine, and with a rubber 

spatula, scrape down the flour streaking the 

sides of the jar. Recover and blend again at 

high speed for about 40 seconds. Pour the 

batter into a medium-size bowl, and if pos- 

sible, lei the battel rest i overed with pla tii 

wrap and unrefi igi i ati d  foi  30 minuti 

I o li \ the ere pe , u e an '<', inch Teflon- 

lined pan with a 6 on li bottom. Place the 

pan ovei moderate heal foi I or 2 minutes. 

Tesl ii foi heal l>\ brushing with a littli 

melted butter. It il sizzles, il is hoi enough. 

'I he pan sh »uld nol be so hoi thai the buttei 

burns. Wipe the pan with a paper towel. 

Then, w ii li a pastry brush, lightly buttei 

the pan. 

Grip the handle of the pan s\ilh a pol 

holdei and hold ii over the l>ov\l of batter. 

Ladle about 3 tablespoons of battel into the 

pan and slowly lip the pan from side to side 

until the entire surface is covered. Immedi 

ly tilt the pan and allow all the excess batter 

to fall back into the howl, leaving the bottom 

of the pan covered with the thinnest film of 

batter. 

Return the pan to the heat and cook the 

crepe for about 1 minute, or until the gleam- 

ing surface of the batter loses all its gloss, 

indicating that the crepe is done. With a 

small spatula or table knife, loosen the small 

tonguelike flap (formed when you poured the 

excess batter back into the bowl) from the 

sides of the pan. then grip the handle of the 

pan with the potholder once more and hold 

(he pan over a waiting plate. Slide the crepe 

out uncooked side up. Don't tamper with the 

shape of the crepe. Although it may look 

uneven, the flap will not only serve a purpose 

but will be concealed when you roll up the 

crepe later. 

Make the remaining crepes exactly as 

you did the first, piling them on top of each 

other until you have used up all the hatter. 

This should make 16 to 18 crepes 6 inches 

in diameter. 

Let the crepes cool on the plate for 10 

minutes, then cover them with plastic wrap 

and leave at room temperature while you 

make the sauce and the filling. 

First make the sauce: Melt butter in a 

2-quart enameled cast-iron, stainless-steel, or 

tin-lined copper saucepan. Remove the pan 

from the heat and add flour, stirring with a 

wooden spoon until the roux is smooth. Then 

pour in 2 cups of the milk all at once. Beat 

the roux and milk together with a whisk until 

the roux has partially dissolved. Return the 

pan to high heat and, whisking constantly, 

bring the sauce to a boil. When the sauce is 

thick and smooth, lower the heat and simmer 

for 2 or 3 minutes. 

Pour ?4 cup of the sauce into a medium- 

size mixing bowl (to be used later for the 

shrimp filling)   and set aside. 

Then pour the remaining Yo cup milk 

and the cream into the sauce in the saucepan. 

Add the salt, white pepper, and lemon juice 

and whisk until smooth. Taste for seasoning 

To make the filling: Shell and devein the 

shrimp. With a small sharp knife cUt each 

shrimp crosswise into slices about J j-inch 

thick. Melt the butter in a 10-inch saute 

Continued on the next page 
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5 MASTER COOKS continued 

from preceding page 

pan set over moderate heat. When the butter 

begins to foam, add the chopped shallots or 

scallions. Fry them for about 1 minute, stir- 

ring constantly. Add the shrimp, and still 

stirring, fry the shrimp for about 2 minutes 

or until they are pink and firm. Transfer the 

entire contents of the frying pan to the bowl 

of sauce. Add the dill, salt, white pepper, 

and lemon juice and gently mix all the in- 

gredients together with a wooden spoon. Taste 

for seasoning. 

You may fill the crepes immediately, but 

if you refrigerate the filling for about an 

hour, it will firm up considerably and be 

easier to handle. 

To assemble, lay 12 crepes side by side 

on a long strip of wax paper, browned side 

up and the small flaps facing you. With a 

tablespoon, divide the filling equally among 

the crepes, placing the mounds on the lower 

third of each crepe and leaving the flap ex- 

posed. Lift up the flap and bring it up over 

the filling. Then gently roll up the crepes, 

but don't tuck in the sides. 

Slide an oven shelf into the upper slot of 

the oven, then preheat the oven at 375° for 

15 minutes. 

Place the pan of cream sauce over mod- 

erate heat and heat it 2-3 minutes, until it is 

lukewarm, stirring constantly. Pour about 

i/4 cup of the sauce into an oven-proof baking 

dish large enough to hold the crepes in a 

single layer. There should be enough sauce 

after you tip the baking dish from side to 

side to coat the bottom lightly and evenly. 

Carefully place the crepes in the dish 

seam sides down, side by side down the cen- 

ter. (Place 1 or 2 on each side lengthwise 

if your baking dish is too small.) With a large 

spoon coat the crepes with the sauce, letting 

it flow off the spoon in a slow stream as you 

move it along the length of each crepe. They 

needn't be completely coated, so don't fuss 

too much with this. Any sauce remaining in 

the pan may be used to cover any exposed 

surfaces of the crepes, or if you like, merely 

poured between them or along their sides. 

Now scatter the bread crumbs and grated 

Swiss cheese evenly over the sauced crepes 

and dot each crepe with butter bits, distribut- 

ing them over the i repes as evenly as you can. 

Place the filled dish in the upper third 

of the oven and bake for about 15 minutes, 

or until the sauce has barely begun to bubble. 

Remove the dish from the oven and raise the 

heat of the broiler to high. 

Slide the dish under the broiler with the 

rack about 3 inches from the heat for about 

2 minutes or until the top is a golden crusty 

brown. Serve at once on heated plates. A 

suitable garnish for the crepes might be a 

tablespoon of chopped fresh dill or parsley. 

Serves 6 as a first course. 
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4 Dione 
Lueas'k 
recipe for 

Flirt de Sole 
Wulewska 

6 ounces firm uhite mushrooms 

5 tablespoons salt butter 

Salt, freshly ground white pepper 

Lemon juice 

1^4 pound lobster, cooked 

1 tablespoon chopped fresh chives 

1 tablespoon coarsely 

chopped black truffles 

1 tablespoon Calvados 

■;4 cup good dry white wine 

Small bay leaf 

6 filets of Dover or gray sole, 

long, narrow, 

and of even size 

Melted butter 

6 tablespoons sweet butter 

4 tablespoons flour 

Cayenne pepper 

3/4 cup light cream 

2 egg yolks 

2 tablespoons cognac 

3 tablespoons heavy cream 

6 small firm white mushrooms 

Salt butter 

Slices of black truffle 

Vegetable oil 

Wipe and slice the mushrooms, reserving the 

stems. Melt 3 tablespoons salt butter in a 

small saute pan and add the mushrooms. 

Coat them with butter and season with salt, 

white pepper, and 1 teaspoon lemon juice. 

Saute briskly for 1-2 minutes. Remove lobster 

meat from the small claws, chop coarsely, and 

add to mushrooms with the lobster liver, 

chives, and chopped truffles. Mix in Calvados 

and cook 1-2 minutes. 

Melt 2 tablespoons salt butter in a saute 

pan and add about x/i cup reserved mush- 

room stems. Coat them with butter, add 1 

teaspoon lemon juice, and a little salt and 

white pepper and saute briskly 1-2 minutes. 

Pour in white wine and 1 cup water. Add 

bay leaf, bring to a boil, and simmer the 

fumet 1-2 minutes. 

Wash filets of sole in lemon juice and 

w iter and dry on paper towels. Place skin 

side down on a sheet of wax paper and spread 

1 tablespoon of the mushroom mixture on 

the narrow end of each filet, pressing the 

filling down with a spatula, and fold over the 

other half of the filet. Brush a shallow bakino- 

dish with melted butter and arrange the 

stuffed filets in the dish. Spoon the fumet 

over the filets, cover with a double piece of 

buttered wax paper, and poach in a preheated 

350° oven for 15 minutes. Remove from the 

oven, pour off the stock, and cover the filets 

to keep warm. 

Prepare a fish veloute sauce: Strain the 

stock in which the fish was poached into a 

pan and boil to reduce it to l1/^ cups. Melt 

5 tablespoons sweet butter in a small tin- 

lined copper saucepan. Stir in flour, and 

season with a little salt and cayenne pepper. 

Mix well with a wire whisk and off the heat 

stir in the reduced fish stock. Stir over the 

heat until it begins to thicken and add the 

cream, stirring on the heat until it comes 

to a boil. Reduce the heat to a simmer and 

add 1 tablespoon sweet butter bit by bit. 

Mix the egg yolks, cognac, and heavy cream 

in a small bowl. Pour a little of the sauce 

into this mixture, mix well, and return to 

the pan. Cook over very low heat until slight- 

ly thickened; do not allow to come to a boil. 

Carefully remove the remaining lobster 

meat without breaking the shells. Put the 

shells in lemon juice and water for the gar- 

nish and set aside.  Slice the lobster meat. 

Flute 6 small mushrooms, and saute in 

a little hot salt butter seasoned with salt, 

white pepper, and a few drops of lemon juice. 

To assemble, arrange the filets on a hot 

flat oval serving platter. Arrange the sliced 

lobster meat on top. Spoon the fish veloute 

sauce over all. Arrange the garnish: Place 

slices of truffle on top of each filet of sole 

and the mushrooms at the sides. Drain the 

head and tail shells, remove all contents, and 

brush the outside with a little vegetable oil. 

Arrange the shells at eaeh end of the platter 

to simulate a lobster and serve immediately. 

Serves 6. Continued on page 88 

Mrs. Lucas puts filling on narrow end of sole 

filet, presses it down, folds wide end over, 

"to cover up the filling and keep it intact." 
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hicken-a-la-clean. 

The new Tappan gas range 
cleans while it cooks. 

And does it at no extra cost. 
You don't spend any time or 
money cleaning the oven in 
the new Tappan: it works 
while you cook. At regular 
cooking temperatures. 
It's actually a Continuous 

Cleaning* oven. (There's a 
"catalyst" in the oven liners 
which keeps spills and spat- 
ters from baking on.) 

The Tappan gas range is 
a great cook, too. It has 
the Burner-with-a-Brain* 
to keep your pots from 
boiling over...An infra- 
red waist-high gas broiler. 
There's even a warming 
shelf to keep everything 
ready 'til you're ready. 
See your Tappan dealer 
or your gas company for 

thetappan "Gallery"—the 
range with all the advan- 
tages only gas can give 
you—for people who 
like to cook. Period. 

TfkPPAll 
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION, INC. 

A 

•AG.A. Mark 
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Learn cancer's warning 
signals. You'll be in 
good company. 
1. Unusual bleeding or discharge. 
2. A lump or thickening in the 

breast or elsewhere. 
3. A sore that does not heal. 
4. Change in bowel or bladder 

habits. 
5. Hoarseness or cough. 
6. Indigestion or difticulty in 

swallowing. 
7. Change in size or color of 

a wart or mole. 
If a signal lasts longer than two 
weeks, see your doctor without 
delay. 
And be sure to have a health 
checkup once a year, no matter 
how well you may feel. 
Fight Cancer with a checkup 
and a check 

American Cancer Society 

5 MASTER COOKS continued from page 86 

5 Craig 
Claiborne's 
recipe for 

Tom;ilo Soup 
12 tablespoons butter 

2 luolespoons olive oil 

1 large oniqn, thinly sliced (about 2 cups) 

2 sprigs fresh thyme or ^ teaspoon dried 

4 basil leaves, chopped, or a/2 teaspoon 

dried basil 

Salt, freshly ground black pepper 

2V2 pounds fresh, ripe tomatoes, cored, 

or 1 2-pound, 3-ounce can Italian tomatoes 

3 tablespoons tomato paste 

V4 CUP flour 

3% cups fresh or canned chicken broth 

1 teaspoon sugar 

1 cup heavy cream 

Croutons for garnish 

Heat 8 tablespoons butter and the oil in a 

heavy kettle. Add onion, thyme, basil, salt 

and pepper to taste. Cook, stirring, until onion 

is wilted. Add tomatoes and tomato paste, 

blend. Simmer 10 minutes. 

Put the flour in a small mixing bowl and 

add about 5 tablespoons chicken broth, stir- 

ring to blend. Stir this paste into the tomato 

mixture. Add the remaining broth and sim- 

mer 30 minutes, stirring frequently all over 

the bottom of the kettle to make certain that 

the soup does not stick, scorch, or burn. 

Put the soup through the finest possible 

food mill or sieve. Return it to the heat and 

add the sugar and cream. Simmer, stirring 

occasionally, for about 5 minutes. Add the 

remaining butter, swirling it around in the 

soup. Garnish with croutons. Serves 8. 

Croutons 

Preheat the oven to 400°. Rub both sides of 

8 slices crusty, day-old French or Italian 

bread with 1 large split garlic clove, then 

brush generously with about 8 teaspoons 

olive oil. Place on a baking sheet and bake 

until golden, turning once if necessary. 

Mr. Claiborne rubs tomato soup through 

a conical strainer. "Fantastic for pureed 

soups, you get so much smoothness, texture." 

o&warded 
the Seal 

of Approval 

Shenandoah 
CORNISH GAME HENS 
For your circle of friends, 
your family or yourself, 
nothing beats the 
extraordinary taste and 
flavor of Shenandoah 
Cornish Game Hens... 
the delectable difference 
in dining. Once a 
gourmet-only favorite, 
Shenandoah has made 
the Cornish Hen an 
everyday treat for 
everybody. Each bird is 
U.S.D.A. Grade "A" 
quality and each is 
plump, meaty and bred to 
be small-boned. Extra 
flavorful, everytime! 
At your neighborhood 
food market now. 

\F0R FREE DINNER-WINNER POULTRY RECIPES, WRITE: DEPT. HG7, SHENANDOAH, P.O. BOX 3815, GRAND CENTRAL STATION, NEW YORK 10017 

ftfi HOUSE & GARDE 
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like to drink 

H 
ire are some delicious new  drinks and sound 

little" wines discovered by people who are nol 

afraid  to trv   something  new. Craig Claiborne, 

the Neu )"il, Times food editor, enjoys a BI- 

CYl l.HTl'i:. His recipe: "Put 1 teaspoon of eieme de eassis in 

llit* bottom ol a stemmed wine glass. Add '/£ jigger of dry 

vermouth, one ice cube, and fill with champagne." ( In Paris, 

the popular new aperitif is champagne washed to a rosy glow 

w ith a few drops of eassis. I . . . Cooking expert Dione Lucas 

still prefers a Lillet, but sparks it up willi burnt orange peel, 

fare ofl a twist ol orange, light a match to it. and drop the 

twist in the glass. . . . Dan Rowan of "Laugh-In" likes Lillet, 

too. He uses it instead ol vermouth in a martini. "We don i 

like dry. dr\ martinis, so we make them with Lillet—five to 

one.'" . . . Mrs. Leland Hayward prefers a Cinzano Cin with 

orange peel on the rocks. '"It's really lovely and lighter than 

a Lillet." she thinks. 

The Skitch Hendersons rave about the BLOODY PIL- 

GRIM they found in Ply mouth. Mass.. fifteen years ago. They 

make it in a pitcher: ■ •• vodka. % cranberry juice, plenty of 

ice. and lemon and lime slices to float on top. At the Hender- 

son- new restaurant in St. Thomas, they serve a superrefresh- 

ing SUMMEI; BEEI;: Put lots of ice in a 3-quaii pitcher, add V-. 

cup lemon juice.. 3. heaping teaspoons sugar, 2 thinly sliced 

lemons: then foam up carefully with light American beer. Stir 

with a wooden spoon. 

When jewelry designer Kenneth Lane prepares drinks 

for a crowd, he picks vodka giving it a sting by putting three 

bottles of vodka in a large pail of ice and flavoring each dif- 

ferently—perhaps with a chili pepper, black peppercorns, a 

strip of green pepper, orange or lemon peel. After dinner he 

stays with white alcohol, offers three varieties: poire, mira- 

belle. framboise—look alikes with very different flavors. 

P'hotographer David Massey likes to serve NEGRONIS to 

a crowd. '"Underestimated and economical," he points 

out. The recipe: ':; each vodka, Campari, and Punt e Mes with 

orange slices and/ or orange bitters and soda. For an aperitif, 

Mr. Massey is most fond of Bourkha. the fig liqueur from Tu- 

nisia, diluted with lime, lemon, or orange juice. . . . Making 

this Caribbean cocktail is a nightly ritual for cellist Gerald 

Warburg: Barely cover the bottom of an old-fashioned glass 

with Falernum I almond flavored syrup from the Bahamas). 

Squeeze into it V4 of a good-sized lime. Fill halfway up with 

dark Puerto Rican rum. Add ice and stir. . . . Composer 

Stephen Soiulheim goes for a SANGRITA: tequila, tomato 

juice, lemon juice, and Tabasco. "Good any time of the year." 

Contributing editor Bettina MeNulty whips up a super 

after-school pick-me-up for her daughter and friends: 1 ba- 

nana to 4 cups grapefruit juice whirled in a blender and 

chilled with ice. For the VIcNullys own pick-me-up hour, 

Henry MeNulty makes a martini a la Harry's Bai in Venice: 

"'add mini leaves. ',.i sleins. to the martini and -hake like hell 

until the mini looks like confetti." 

Julia Child's current "find" in wines was made al Man- 

hattan's La Grenouille restaurant w here she praised die authen- 

tic flavor of the sauces, then discovered the) were made with 

California jug wine- Roma Burgund) for red sauces. Roma 

Chablis for the delicate white ones. . . . Lee Penrose, wife of 

ICA head Sir Roland Penrose, found her guests and familv 

rilled the while port, Marsala, and sherrv for cooking. She 

outfoxed them b\ following the meal kitchen tradition of 

salting the bottles. 

^^um Aaron, head ol Sherry, Lehman, one of the largesl 

fs.^'wine dealers. sa\s: "Right now I'm drinking Beaujolais 

Brouill) 1969. Chateau de La Chaize. e\er\ da\ and I love it." 

The wine served slightly chilled or al cellar temperature goes 

w ith an) thing off the prill. And from Mr. Aaron a tip for those 

who like Pouilly Fuisse but balk at a price over $3—"the ideal 

alternative is Beaujolais Villages Blanc. 1969. estate bottled. 

Rt. Hon. Ernest Marples, about •1>2.5() Also from the Pinol 

Chardonnay grape, it is light, bone dry, and an ideal summer 

white wine. It makes the best vix BLANC CASSIS in the world. 

Add 1 teaspoon cassis to a -lass of the wine." 

James Beard likes Julienas. a red wine from the Beaujo- 

lais district. "I like it with most reddish meats and veal and 

chicken. In the summer I'm apt to cool it a bit—not chill il. 

just cool il." . . . Michael Field finds the vins du p<i\s of l!u 

mania excellent. "They're exporting more and more, and I 

particularly like Cotnari Natur from the Cotnari Vinevards— 

a very delicate sweet dessert wine—and Feteasca from the 

Tirnave Vineyards, which is sharper, more like a Riesling. 

Mrs. Richard Rodgers was introduced to her most 

recent favorite, a Pomerol, Chateau Petit-Village, bv the wine 

steward of a French restaurant. . . . Designer Molly Parnis 

considers Chateau Bouscaut '64 a find. 

\/m rs. Carter Burden enjoys Verdicchio for summei 

_X_ f M drinking, serves it with vitello tonnato and any pasta 

dishes. . . . Pablo of Elizabeth Arden serves guests Fior de 

California. He buys it by the gallon. . . . TV's Hugh Downs 

discovered two New \ ork State wines on a trip to Hammonds- 

port, N. \.—Great Western's Diamond and Delaware. 

The Skitch Hendersons, who enjoy rose wines, are 

fond of Chateau de Selle. . . . Hair stylist Kenneth is happy 

w ith Chateau Shan for which he pays about $3—"a lovely red 

wine for everything you serve red wine with!" 

The James Cohurns serve Strawberry Wine by Windsor 

of California. "It's a super wine for after dinner." 
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cook with cheese 

A FINEC00KB00K.. 
Hal Rothschild has prepared 
125 exciting recipes featur- 
ing cheese. This attractive 
cookbook on sale in Hickory 
Farms stores for $1.49 . . . 
or you can order by mail. 
Send $1.49 plus 25c(postage 
and handling) to P. O. Box 
7208-A, Toledo, Ohio 43615. 

Star-spangled key 
to a home of your own 

Buy 
United States Savings Bonds 

See our picture show. 

For just 50 cents, we'll boggle your 
imagination with all our latest color 
brochures. The feature attractions? Our 
many exciting thru-thc-home collections 
of fine furniture. (The above example 
from our High Rise grouping is but one 
short subject.) The address: Carolyn 
Langley, Dept. HG-770, American of 
Martinsville, Martinsville, Va. 24112. 

IMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE 

Notes of a happy 

ltV   M.UtY   FAAi..\R¥.Ttl   FALTER 

At the Stillmans' party last week, we were much taken by the 

extra tables and chairs they had set up in the library. No 

ugly caterer's chairs for Anne Stillman. Instead she had 

bought a dozen inexpensive ladder-backed chairs at an 

unpainted furniture store and painted them four different key 

colors to harmonize with the floor-length tablecloths covering 

the round tops that expand her card tables. The chairs are 

comfortable, too. They have rush seats, and between parties 

they simply hang on pegs on the cellar walls. Shaker fashion. 

We're off on an extended fishing and camping trip pretty soon, 

and we've been busy getting all the equipment ready. Decided 

to waterproof most of it, since there's no comfort in soggy 

boots and a damp tent. Prowling around my favorite haunt, 

the local sporting goods store, I came upon a silicone water- 

repellent called Camp Dry, made by Dow Corning. Comes 

in a spray can, and you can use it on tents, tarps. outdoor 

clothes, leather boots and shoes. It's supposed to keep them 

pliable and spot resistant as well as waterproof—also to let 

the canvas or leather "breathe." They say Camp Dry is great 

protection from salt-water damage, too—good for sails and 

other boating gear. 

Bill Todd came by the other night and showed us his newest 

bit of camping equipment. It's a little kit called TRAK 

(about 2 by 7 inches) that contains a tube of highly concen- 

trated soapless soap and a tiny vial of liquid dentifrice. A 

little plastic collar hitches both of these indispensables to- 

gether so they can be hung on a tent pole or a tree. You can 

use the soapless soap (only very sparing amounts are needed) 

for anything from shaving and bathing to dishwashing and 

laundi \. The dentifrice you use two drops at a time for brush- 

ing teeth, or you can dilute it to make a mouthwash. The tube 

and vial come wrapped in two generous, long-lasting cellulose 

towels, which are ultimately disposable. All this means a sav- 

ing of countless ounces of weight and square inches of space. 

Last winter I had two wool jersey dresses with white turtle- 

neck collars that had a way of getting soiled after one or two 

wearings. My dry-cleaning bill was becoming astronomical, 

so next time the dresses were fresh from the cleaners. I de- 

cided to try spraying the white collars with a soil repellent 

—Hagerty's Fabric Guard. I'm happy to report it realK 

\\ uiked. All I have to do now is give the collars a light spotting 

once in a while with cleaning fluid. Then every time the dresses 

are dr) (leaned. I use more Fabric Guard. Now I've started 

to spray the necklines of all my clothes, Toms jackets, too. 

how to be a 

gourmet 

the easy way 
Just follow the delectable reci] 
published monthly in House 
Garden's gourmet Cook Book s 
tions. Detachable, you can : 
them for quick reference in H&< 
handsome new binder. Bindt 
$2.00 each. 

To: 
House & Garden Cook Books 
Dept.   7-70,   P.   O.   Box   1910 
Grand Central Station 
New York, N. Y. 10017 

Please send the following: 

 Binders @ $2.00....  

 Cook Book Inserts 

(Checked Below)  @ $.25 _ 
(Postage & Handling)... $ .25 

Total amount enclosed....$^__ 
Please make check or money 
order payable to HOUSE & 
GARDEN 

□ 43 Chocolate & Coffee 
□ 52 Summer Refreshment 
D  53 Fruit 
D 63 Summer Vegetable 
□ 64 American Outdoor 
□ 65 Sandwich 
□ 70 Short Cut 
□ 75 Terrace 
□ 86 Summer Dessert 
□ 87 On-the-move 
□ 97 Frozen Foods 
□ 100 Hawaiian 
□ 102 Indian % 

□ 103 Sportsman's 
D 107 German 
□ 110 Wedding 
□ 112 Outdoor Menu Cook 

Book 
□ 113 Iced Food Cook Book 
D 119 Greek Cook Book 
□ 120 Salmon and Trout Cook 

Book 
□ 130 Caribbean Cook Book 
□ 132 Soup and Salad Supper 

Cook Book 
□ 136 Summer Party Cook 

Book 
Z! 147 Salades Composees 
3 159 Picnic Loaves and 

Pastries 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP CODE 
Allow 3 weeks for delivery. 
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•      A,. *   ' JUJL O \ v to make 
aplastic cube 

\ (in can now make lo whatever size you want, a decorative Plexiglas cube, table, plinth, 

record-charmer cover, or protector for a \\i\'/i\v objet d'art. All you need are the simplest 

nl tools, do-it-yoursell acr\ lie sheets, and a solvent ( ement on hand at main hardware and 

building suppl) stores. The sheets have a protective masking paper that prevents scratches 

and aids in marking dimensions.  Plexiglas,   's-ineli thick, can In- cut In  hand with a mat 

knife or scribe. For sturdier objects, ' finch Plexiglas is cut with a fine-toothed -aw. Ma- 

terials and tools: Plexiglas; mat knife or Plexiglas scribe (or power saw I: wood block 

and sandpapers #80, #220. #320, #400; hand drill with buffing wheel and jewel i 

rouge; masking tape: a Plexiglas solvent cement such as \IDC or EDC; gun-oiler or othei 

needle-nose applicator: lint-free wiping cloth. Steps: 1. Mark dimension-. I oi   1-inch, five- 

sided display cube of1 s-inch Plexiglas make base and two sides l In   I. two other 

>ide>   I In  o::
(. lor  Id-inch table, ^-inch thick, make two of the sides  Id In 

171 j. 2. Score four or five times with cutting tool, then place cut line at table 

edge and press downward for controlled breakage. (0: use power saw. I 3. Sand 

all edijes with wood block wrapped in #80 sandpaper. With finer papers rr220. 

#320, then #400 sand all edges of base piece and an) two contiguous 

edges of each side panel, then polish with rouged buffing wheel 

for transparency. 4. Remove masking paper and 

assemble with tape. Brace sides on base piece. One 

#400-sanded  edge  should   be  at  top:   the  othei 

should cover a #80-sanded edge of adjoining pan- 

el. 5. Pour solvent into applicator and applv  spar- 

ingly from inside of cube along seams where panels 

adjoin base. Wait twenty minutes. Turn cube on side 

and cement side joinings. To make a plinth or record- 

changer cover follow the same procedure. Cube kits 

with five precut pieces of Plexiglas plus MDC are avail- 

able   from   Plastic-Craft   Products   Corp..   4   Station 

Plaza, West Nyack, N. Y., 10994: 4-inch display cube, 

$3.95 ppd.: 18-inch table, $29.95. Gun-oilers are $2 at 

Continental Arms Corp., 697 Fifth Ave., New York, 

N. Y., 10022. If you cannot find Plexiglas sheets or 

scribes, write Rohm and Haas Co.. Plastics Dept.. 

Independence   Mall   West,   Philadelphia.   Pa., 

19140; for project booklet, send 25c to Box 9730. 

Easy-to-make 

plinth, cube table, 

display  case,   cover 

\for record player. 

OUSE & GARDEN. JULY,  1970 
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Align pieces and se- 

cure with masking tape. Use *s needle-nose   applicator   to 

squeeze fine line of special sol- 

vent that fuses joinings.          ^% 

Dry  twenty  min- 

utes, remove tapes. 

i 

_~ 



VUOIGHTS   AND   THINGS   I <Ht   ENTEHTAMNiNG 

and 

1 bold combination for (TSfzlingparty tables 

Jet black and icj white add as much dash to a part) setting as a mul- 

titude of colors—and they're very much a part of today's scene. 

1. Wide-oval black candle with the scent of golden fern. 10 inches 

high, S3. Oval-shaped rhodium stand, $16.50. Both b\ Lenojc at 

Richs. 2. A circle of zebras gamboling on white china by Crown 

Staffordshire. Six 7-inch plates, $25. Jungle scenes drawn in black 

on white china eggs. With stand. ST.50. Both at Kaufmanns. 3. Sleek 

two-textured black porcelain teapot, $70 and 4, white cup. black sau- 

cer, $19, designed b) Walter Gropius. At Rosenthal Studio. 5. Omx 

glass salad plate, 7 inches in diameter. $4.25 and 6, white goblet 

with black stein. $5.25. Both by Fostoria." 7. Stackable black-and- 

white acrylic see-through canisters. Set of four, $30 at Blooming- 

dale's. 8. Graphics-on-the-rocks—set of four, stackable glasses. $2 

by Libbey.* 9. Magnified dots and waves on black-and-white vinyl 

place mats by Vera. Jumbo jigsaw mat by Stotler. $1.25 each at 

Macy's. 10. Lucite triangles, one white, one black, hold a trio of 

wines. s25 1>\ Briard Designs at W ilburt's. 11. Geometries sparking 

up black-and-white china. 5-piece setting, $25 by Mikasa." 12. Deli- 

cate black flowers on white Italian porcelain. 5-piece setting. $22 at 

Ginori. 13. Hefty black crystal goblet. $5 at Four Seasons Gift Shop. 

'NATIONALLY DISTRIBUTED. ALL FKICES AFFKOXIMATE. 
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HOSTESS NOTES continued frontpage 16 

fried mushrooms, pate, bacon, and some kind <>f fish with 

dill plus hard-cooked egg. A meal in itself, nol finger food 

Imi iniPir manageable than man) an overloaded "hero." 

Succulent sauteed sandwiches arc fried lightl) <>n both 

sides in butter, the edges previousl) pressed together to keep 

in the filling. Meltable cheeses combined with anything from 

ratatouille in boned chicken do ver) well. Instead of frying, 

you can butler llie sandwiches mi die outside and cook lliciu 

in a waffle iron. 

Breakfast sandwiches are a delicious timesavei when 

\ on have A crowd. To make them, cook little sausage link- 

until almost done, then roll them up in refrigerated crescent 

roll dough and bake. Or scoop out a brioche, butter the inside, 

drop in an egg, recap with the knoli and bake until set. 

I also like to make sandwiches ivith crepes, rolling 

them around all sorts ol Idlings firm enough to handle, such 

as chopped black olives mixed with chopped egg, anchovies 

held together with butter, Boursin cheese and black c;i\i,n. 

or smoked lish and celery with cream cheese. 

To make breadless sandwiches, you substitute Swiss 

cheese or tomato slices for the bread. Or if vou have the cour- 

age, Bermuda onion. Spread with chicken liver pate or a 

spiced sardine mixture, onion sandwiches are great—heaven 

with beer on a hot daj . 

My newest treasure is a beautiful Utile W aterford glass 

vase that Sally Miller brought to me from Ireland. It's about 

4 inches high and holds just one or two flowers or a tinv bou- 

quet. I keep it on the living room table and now that we have 

plenty of flowers in the garden again it's never emptv. I think 

I'll commission my next Ireland-bound friend to pick up one 

or two more for my dressing table and the bathroom. 

Have you ever thought: 

Of using orange juice and grated orange rind in a spin- 

ach salad in place of vinegar—or lime juice with endive? 

Of placing card tables point to point like squared dia- 

monds for an outdoor dinner or lunch party? Makes for 

freer table talk, less formalit) . 

Of bringing meadow freshness into the house by burning 

Lenox's Air Fresh candles that dispel fusty odors, pleasantly 

scenting the air at the same time? They even come with prett), 

frosty votive-cup holders. 

Of substituting little cutting boards for plates at a sand- 

wich party? The handles make them easy to carry. 

Of going back to those fancy lace paper doilies for an 

informal porch or patio party? They look quite dramatic 

placed over a bold, solid color, paper cloth. 

STORE ADDRESSES FOR BLACK AND W HITE ACCESSORIES! Opposite page 

BLOOMINGDALE'S, Lexington Ave. at 59th St., New York, N. Y.. 10022. 
FOUR SEASONS 01II   SHOP, 35 S.  Middle Neck Rd., Great Neck, 

L.I., N.Y., 11021. 
CINORI, FIFTH AVENUE, 711 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y„ 10022. 
KM FMANN'S, Fiftli Ave. & Smithfield St., Pittsburgh. Pa.. 15219. 
MACY'S, Herald Square. New York. N. Y.. 10001. 
RICH'S, Broad & Alabama  (P. 0. Box 4539). Atlanta, Ca., 30302. 
WILBURT, INC., 194 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., 10003. 

She Needs You... 
She needs \ on to love her. Little Lin 
Tai has just been abandoned at our 
Pine Hill Babies Home in Hong 
Kong. Police doubt her parents or 
relatives will ever be found. So wc 
must find an American sponsor 
for her. 

How can you sponsor a child like 
Lin Tai ? Your questions answered: 
Q. What does it cost to sponsor a 
child? A. Only SI2 per month. 
(Your gifts are tax deductible.) 
Q. May I choose the child I wish to 
help? A. You may indicate your 
preference of boy or girl, age, and 
country. Many sponsors allow us to 
select a child from our emergency 
list. 
Q. Will I receive a photograph of 
my child? A. Yes, and with the 
photograph will come a case history 
plus a description of the Home or 
project where your child receives 
help. 
Q. How long does it take before I 
learn about the child assigned to me ? 
A. You will receive your personal 
sponsor folder in about two weeks, 
giving you complete information 
about the child you will be helping. 
Q. May I write to my child ? A. Yes. 
In fact, your child will write to you 
a few weeks after you become a 
sponsor. Your letters are translated 
by one of our workers overseas. 
You receive your child's original 
letter, plus an English translation, 
direct from the home or project 
overseas. 
Q. How long has CCF been helping 
children? A. Since 1938. 
Q. What help does the child receive 
from my support? A. In countries 
of great poverty, such as India, 
your gifts provide total support for 
a  child.   In  other countries your 

sponsorship gives the children bene- 
fits that otherwise they would not 
receive, such as diet supplements, 
medical care, adequate clothing, 
school supplies. 
Q. Are all the children in orphan- 
ages? A. No, some live with wid- 
owed mothers, and through CCF 
Family Helper Projects they are en- 
abled to stay at home, rather than 
enter an orphanage. 

Q. What type of projects does CCF 
support overseas? A. Besides the 
orphanages and Family Helper 
Projects CCF has homes for the 
blind, abandoned babies homes, 
day care nurseries, health homes, 
vocational training centers, and 
many other types of projects. 
Q. Who owns and operates CCF? 
A. Christian Children's Fund is an 
independent, non-profit organiza- 
tion, regulated by a national Board 
of Directors. CCF cooperates with 
both church and government agen- 
cies, but is completely independent. 
Q. Who supervises the work over- 
seas ? A. Regional offices are staffed 
with both Americans and nationals. 
Caseworkers, orphanage superin- 
tendents, housemothers, and other 
personnel must meet high profes- 
sional standards—plus have a deep 
love for children. 
Q. How do you keep track of all the 
children and sponsors? A. Through 
our IBM data processing equip- 
ment, we maintain complete infor- 
mation on every child receiving 
assistance and the sponsor who pro- 
vides the gifts. 

Children on our emergency Ii—t 
this month live in India, Brazil. 
Taiwan (Formosa) and Hong 
Kong. 

Write todav: Yerent J. Mills 

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc. Box 511 
Richmond, Va. 23204 

I wish to sponsor □ boy   □ girl in 
(Country)  
□ Choose a child who needs me most. 
1 will pay $12 a month. I enclose first 
payment of $  
Send me child's name, story, address 
and picture. 
I cannot sponsor a child but want to 
give $  

^O Please send me more information. 

Name  
Address. 
City  
State  _Zip_ 
Registered (VFA-080) with the U. S. 
Government's Advisory Committee 
on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Gifts are 
tax deductible. 
Canadians: Write 1407 Yonge, 
Toronto 7. HG6no 
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11 lt\l11 Itl    \\ nil   A   FUTURE 

Compact and comfortable 

little desks 

Designed for superefficiency in a minimum of 

each of these desks adds cachet to a room. 1. The traditio 

campaign desk with pecan veneer, perched on a pewter j 

base. Each tambour door hides a shelf. 54% inches wide, 34 

high. $350 by Drexel. 2. Slim, two-part mahogany secret; 

steeped in the tradition of James River furniture. Together, 

inches high. $510 by Hickory Chair. 3. Oak drop-front d< 

taking its inspiration from Brittany design. 30 inches wi 

39 high. $100 by Kenlea. 4. White cabinet with a whole bag 

of tricks: Doors pivot at right angles to form a double pedes 

desk 521/> inches wide. Top flips back providing a 26-inch-df 

work surface with pigeonholes. $400. Designed by Cesare L 

nardi; imported from Italy by Moreddi. 5. Drop front dt 

with six ample drawers. In antique white with green and go 

leaf molding, brass hardware. 27% inches wide. 41% hij 

$250. Imported from Spain by Broyhill. 6. On casters, a ch 

brilliantly painted with supergraphics design. In orange a 

pink, black and white, or olive and purple. Only 251/:> incl 

wide, 39V2 high and it houses a drop-lid desk, lift-top dictic 

ary rack, and an ample file drawer. $625. Designed by M; 

and Dupont and imported from Germany by Harvey Probb 

DAVID MASSEY 
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"The incredible Wew^ 

SAUNA BELT 
WAISTLINE REDUCER 

IM 

GUARANTEED TO TAKE FR( 
WAISTLINE IN JUST 3 DAYS 

SAUNA BELT 
WAISTLINE REDUCER 
-the first really new idea in slenderizing 

n years produces sensationally rapid 

esults in reducing the waistline —for 

nen or women — and without the 

leed for dieting. Users report 

inbelievable results like these 

-results which speak for them- 

selves: 

Irs. Irene Johnson: "/ decided 
p try your Sauna Belt and I think 

is great. Waistline before using 
auna Belt: 27 inches. Waistline 
Iter Sauna Belt: 221fr inches." 

lildred Ivie: "/ relax with my 
auna Belt while I watch TV and I 
ave lost 4 inches in just 4 days." 

■ob Butler: "The Sauna Belt has 
elped me to melt the inches away 
2 inches oil my waistline the very 

rst time I used it — a total loss of 4 

iches in 6 days." 

Irs. Carol Sudol:  "Lost 6 inches from 
|iy waist and abdomen in 3 weeks' The 
wstest and easiest thing I have done in my 

\ntire life." 

'HAT IS THIS SENSATIONAL NEW "SAUNA BELT 
'AISTLINE REDUCER"? The Sauna Belt waist reducer 

made from a special non-porous plastic material. It is placed 
round your waist, directly against the body, and then by use of the spe- 
ial tube provided, the belt is inflated — just like blowing up a balloon. 
s the belt is inflated it will tighten itself around your waist and you will 
otice a snug, comfortable feeling of warmth and support throughout your 
aistline and lower back. After the belt is in place and inflated, you will 
•en perform the two 'magic' waistline reducing exercises specially adapted 
ir use with this remarkable belt. This will take just a few minutes and then 
)u will relax, while leaving the belt in place on your waist, for another 20 
inutes or so. That is all there is to it. This inflated belt is specially designed 

' provide resistance to the movements and to provide heat and supporting 
-essure to every area of your waist —back, front and sides —and when you 
rniove the belt— voila! — a tighter, firmer waistline from which the excess 

ches are already beginning to disappear. 

1 TO 3 INCHES OFF YOUR 

HOW LONG MUST I USE THE SAUNA BELT 
WAISTLINE REDUCER?   That depends on 

your goals, how many inches you want 
to lose from your waistline and the rate 

at which your body responds. Each 
person's body make-up is different, 

therefore the degree of loss will 
vary with individuals. It is recom- 

mended that you use the belt 
for a few minutes each day for 
3 days in a row when you first 
get the belt and then about 2 
or 3 times a week until you 
have acnieved your maximum 
potential for inch loss. After 
that, for waistline mainte- 
nance, you can use the belt 
about twice a month, or as 
often as you feel the need. 

'     Many, many people  lose an 
inch or more the very first day 

they use the belt. There are 
those who have lost as much as 3 

inches on their waistlines from just 
one session with this 'magic' belt.The 

results from the Sauna Belt waist re- 
ducer have  been dramatic, to  say the 

least, but whatever speed and degree of 
inch loss your particular metabolism allows you 

with this belt, remember this: You must lose from 
1 to 3 inches from your waistline in just 3 days or you 

may return the belt and your entire purchase price will be 
immediately refunded. 

THE PRICE IS ONLY $9.95... NOTHING ELSE LIKE IT... AND AVAIL- 
ABLE ONLY FROM SAUNA BELT INC. No other belt that makes reducing 

claims, no imitation can offer the sensational results of the Sauna Belt 
waistline reducer. Only Sauna Belt has the copyrighted program that allows 
this belt to perform so wonderfully well —only Sauna Belt gives an uncon- 
ditional Money Back Guarantee of inch loss to every user. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. We are so convinced that Sauna Belt has the 
fastest, surest, most convenient, most comfortable, most sensationally effec- 
tive waistline  reducer ever discovered  that we offer this  unconditional 
Money Back Guarantee:  Man or woman, if your waistline is not 1 to     ^ 
3 inches smaller after using the Sauna Belt waistline reducer for      y^ 
only 3 days, you may simply return the belt to us and your     y 

money will be refunded promptly and without question.      /^& 

So if you want a trimmer, slimmer, firmer, tighter      ^'K^   sev<<o^ 
waistline and you want it now —send for your      y^&* ,•»^NO^AVX^ 

Sauna Belt waist reducer today and dis- 
cover what a remarkable difference 
it can make in the way you look 
and the way you feel. It will 
be the best investment 
in your appearance 

e*' 

>S*. 
Slip the belt around 
ur waist —inflate — 
id you are ready to do 
ur two 'magic' waist 
dicing exercises: 5 to 

1 minutes. 

2. After your exercises, 
you simply relax for 
about 20 minutes while 
keeping the belt around 
your waist. 

3. Then remove the belt. 
Your waist will already 
feel tighter and trimmer. 
Many have lost an inch 
or more the very first 
day. 

you will ever 

make. /..v^   ^sT 

<^^ e -y 

-;Mmm^,^ 
Sauna Belt Inc. 1970 P. O. Box 3984, San Francisco, CA94119/Pat. Pend 
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CREWEL 
SIAMESE 

CAT 
PILLOW 

Here's a beauty of a 

Siamese cat to stitch 

in crewel embroidery 

on creamy linen 17" 

x 17". The design is 

10" x 10" with head, 

legs and tail in browns 

and tans. The eyes 

are magnificent clear 

blue. Kit comes with 

design on linen, crewel 

wools, needle and in- 

structions. Only $3.95 

plus  35c  postage. 

Send 25c for Next 3 Issues 
Of Our Art Needlecraft Catalog 

The Stitchery Dept. HG707A, 204 Worcester Turnpike 

Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181 

NEW 9th EDITION 

ANTIQUES 
and Their Current Prices 

Contains 400 pages telling the average values of 
rach of over 32.000 antique items. This is the only 
accredited antique dealer's handbook in the country, 
now available to the public. Includes pictures, prices 
of glass, china, furniture, toys, metal and pewter 
ware   plus   200   other   antique   groups. *« QF 
Gives   dealer's   prices   and   should   save #/.TJ 

PPD. 
Tor • Sorry No din's 

you  some   money. 

Pa. Res. Add 6 

TAYLOR GIFTS 
Dept. 2, 2II Conestoga Rd., Wayne. Pa. I9087 

SHRINKS STOMACH 
Feel  muscles tighten and see stomach shrink 
trom   first   day.   A  few   rolls   back   and   forth 
with    Wonder    Wheel 
equals 100 sit ups. 
Single Wonder Wheel 

from     knee     position 

Dual Wonder Wheel 

Calif. 

$3.98 
Mailing 75c 

$5.98 
Mailing 95c 

faction guarantt ■ d. 

Anthony Enterprises    Dept. HG-7O 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

Road Runner Clock 
An exceptionally different horologe by Couroc, 
which features originality, richness of materials 
and careful hand craftsmanship. Birds are per- 
manently fused into the Couroc phenolic resin 
face which is burnished satin black, having an 
unique lustre. 14" diameter, 
seven   jewel,   West  German $*2Q.95 
battery operated movement *Jw"  
—one  of  the   best. 

All,I    - "'III   llilmlh ill) 

Pa. Res.   UM e< ,   lai  • Soi -; \.i i OD'a 
SEND  10c FOR GIFT CATALOG 

Clymer's of Bucks County 
Dept. HG7-0, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950 

ENGRAVED CRYSTAL PLATES. The classic 
design of these 8" crystal plates is perfect for 
desserts, salads, fruit and cheese. Matching 4" 
bread and butter. Hand engraved with 2 or 3 
initials. Set of 8—$8.98 ppd.—please specify size. 

STEMMED ON THE ROCKS. 8 oi. glasses are 
great for all your favorite drinks and cocktails. 
Hand engraved with 2 or 3 initials. Perfect gift 
for men. Set of 4—5.98 ppd. Set of 8—10.98 ppd. 

nu t>j,  HG-770 • Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
WITH BETTY FAGAN 

ORDER MERCHANDISE BY WRITING 
DIRECTLY TO SHOPS. ENCLOSE 
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. ADD 
SALES TAX WHERE APPLICABLE. 
ANY UNUSED ITEM (NOT 
PERSONALIZED) MAY BE RETURNED 
BY INSURED MAIL FOR REFUND. 
PLEASE INCLUDE ZIP CODE. 

JEFFERSON JOY 

Is there a room in the 
house where the Jeffer- 
son ladderback's good, 

clean  lines and 
solid comfort wouldn't be 

welcome? Handwoven seat; 
hardwood frame. 42V2" 

h. over all. Unfinished, 
$12.95; natural, $13.95; 

pine,  walnut,  maple, 
$15.95; antique, green, 

red, white, $16.95. Exp. 
coll. Marion Travis, HG7, 

Box 292,  Statesville. 
N. C. 28677. 

LADY LIKE! 

Carry-on travel bag for 
long hauls, short junke' 
Light-weight, leather-loo 
material. Takes eight 
dresses and lots of other 
gear. 21" by 9" by 13" 
Outside zippered pocke 
too! Golden beige or sky 
blue. $19.95 plus $1 
post. J. Carlton's,  F159 
176 Madison Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 10016. 

KING OF 

THE FOUNTAIN 

Handsome copy of an Old 
English lavabo. Complete- 

ly self-contained foun- 
tain for a dramatic en- 

trance hall, sunny patio, 
town terrace. Hang, fill 

with water, plug into any 
electric outlet and 

it operates beautifully. 
Cast aluminum in white, 

lead or black; antique 
white or antique bronze. 

32" by 19" w.; 12" 
projection. $130 ppd. 

Moultrie Mfg. Co., HG7, 
Moultrie, Ga. 31768. 
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DBSTERS 

BY 

ly lobsters, sea-fresh and succulen' B""! ' 

i all from Maine de^y^j^ PeaTSOR Of Mil 
ainer. Shinnir"- O / 
on  TO MARK EDEN I HAVE GAINED OVER • 

FROM A 34A TO A Fl 

crai.wO ciifOi.it i..>_..^. picn^u 

jsing; hand-wind movement. 
By Westclox, it's 5¥i" in 

fiameter; 7Vz" tall. Wake up! 
$40 plus 75c post. Timely 

nostalgia from Hobi, 
HG7, 35 Engel St., 

Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

DECISION  DICE 

The original floating crap game! 
Two dice suspended in a many- 
faceted, diamond-cut, clear lu- 
cite cube. Shake and decide who 
buys lunch, whether to buy or 
sell. 21/4" cube, $7.77; 3", $11.11. 
Add 50c post. Another collector's 
cube from Postamatic Co., 
HG770, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444. 

THONG SONG 

it as a lilt, the summer sandal 
urnished mahogany 
her. Big brass eyelets, 
cake heel. From Italy 
•'hoecraft in full sizes 
i 13. $8.85 ppd. Free 
sage catalogue. Shoecraft, Inc., HG7, 603 Fifth Ave., 
/York, N. Y. 10017. 

MINI 

MASTER-   4 
PIECES 

lector's miniatures for dollhouse or display. 2%" high table, $2; 
flower bowl, $1; 2V2" lamp, $3; IVz" by 2V*" calendar, 50c; 
" ladder back chair, $2.19; 3" by 5V2" fringed rug, 59c. 
state case with wallpaper background and wood-like floor 
;how and store (not shown), 6%" by 5" by 8" high, $2. Ppd. 
es Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901. 

ADDRESS LABELS  with  NICE  DESIGNS 
Any Initial, American Flag, Pine, Gull, Palm, Roadrunner, Saguaro, Rose. (Also available 
are Texas Flag, Maple Tree, Treble Clef, and Palette.) Up to 20 letters per line, 4 lines. 
Printed in black on white or gold gummed labels T/2 x 72"- Packed in neat plastic box. 
500 on white or 250 on gold for $2 ppd. Or on DELUXE size, 1% x 5/8" for $3 ppd. Specify 
Initial or Design desired. Via air, add 30c per order. Bruce Bolind, 27-L Bolind Bldg., 
Boulder, Colo. 80302. Thank you kindly! 

Dress up your mailbox stand in a pretty 
petticoat of cast aluminum that will give 
your home the appearance of a lovely 
country estate. Mailbox, nameplate and 
stand complete as illustrated. $49.95 ppd. 
Style meets all postal regulations. Mail- 
box measures 8" wide, 10" high, and 20 
deep. Send for free catalog of aluminum 
products for the home and garden. 

I'noulhie  QWfg.   Go. 
MOULTRIE.   GA.   31768 

adjustable 

Hi-Low 
T.V. POLE 

STAND 
For the bedroom, living 
room, kitchen, family 

room, porch . . . 
no matter where 
you're viewing this 
smart new T.V. 
Pole Stand holds 
your portable at 
the level and 

place best suited for com- 
fort . . . without taking up 
valuable floor or table- 
top space. Takes any 
width, up to 14" front to 
back, up to 17" top to 
bottom. Easy to install and 
move, black decorator 
pole has spring tension 
rod at top to adjust to 
your ceiling height, can 
be set up in Hi or Low 
position. Hi position is 
great for reclining watch- 
ers. Made in USA. 

ppd. $11-95 

We ship in 24 hrs. 

Write tor FREE catalog of gifts. 

Holiday Gifts oePt.307.A 
7047 Pecos St.. Denver. Colorado 80221 

NEW LOW PRICE ! 
A one-time buy- 
stock clearance 

of 24-kt. 
(Electroplated) 

GOLD 
ICE TEA 
SPOONS 

SET OF SIX 

ONLY $gse 

Stir all tall drinks 
with these striking, 
impressive 24-Kt. 
gold (electro-plated) 
ice tea spoons in 
sparkling star pat- 
tern. An Importer's 
close-out, handsome 
set of 6 normally 
sells for much, much 
more. Lovely gift. 
Limited supply. Only 
$3.88. (Add 300 post.) 

Greenland Studios 
3717 Greenland Bldg. 
Miami, Florida 33054 

-Y,   1970 

I 

Chosen exclusively by the Conrad Hilton Hotel for 
tteir Imperial and Bridal Soites! Washable ace- 
tate satin in Sold, Black, Mint, Lilac, Orchid, 
Pink, White, Bine or Red! 

SHEET SETS (2 straight sheets, 2 cases) 
Double Set (90x108) $17.50 
Twin Set (72x108) 17.25 
Queen Set (90x122-1/2) 20.49 
King Set (108x122-1/2) 23.99 
3 Ittr. monogram on cases        1.50 

For fitted bottom sheet, add $2.00 to double or 
twin price; $2.50 to queen price; $3.00 to king 
price.   Send  check  or  m.o.   50%  deposit  on 

SCWT/LL/f INC. E0.TK7 

"Satin Originals for 20 Years." 
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SAFETY is for KEEPS with the patented MEYCO*SAFETY SWIM- 

POOL COVER. You can be assured of safe protection to children 

playing around your pool. It will support children and adults in any 

emergency. It's an all-year-round safety swimming pool cover. 

The MEYCO*SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER outomatic anchoring 

system with stainless steel tension springs that lock it in place allow 

the pool to be covered or uncovered in two minutes. Leaves and 

debris cannot get in and maintenance is cut to a minimum. Saves 

on heat and chlorine and discourages algae. It's custom made to 

fit   any   size   or   shape   pool   and   it   carries   a   five   year   warranty. 

15' x 30' Cover. $229.00 complete. 

We ihi not make covers for ahovi ground circular pools. 

Send for complete information and free booklet on "How to Have a  Carefree Pool." 

SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVERS HG-7 
138  Haven Ave.,  Port Washington,   N.Y.   11050 (516)   767-6700 

O 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

♦Patent #2 958 872 ESTABLISHED    1898 

ORIGINAL COLOR / FASHION PHONE ' 
Complete with       ij... .... .      I 

rinner, dial, plus      51Q95 Add$l.:>0   \ 
»ndcable. I *J pstK/hdlf;   • 

Luxurious styling to accent a conversation 
piece. Highlight your room with an extra con- 
venient phone. Colors to fit your decorating 
creativity: beige, green, red, blue, block, 
white, ivory, pink, grey, yellow, COLOR 
COORDINATE! (Indicate 2nd choice.) 

PHONE EXTENSION CORDS 
S099 

ea. 25' length 

Save a dollar while you save steps and energy. '■?"'■ 
Enables your phone to reach all parts of the room 
Off-white color. Add 60c psl/; hdla 

HAIL II FOS OUR IIIUSTIMTCD CATALOG 
FULL REFUND WIIH f IBST OROf R 

Send check, money order- add proper tax. 

METROPOLITAN Teletronics Corp. 
DEPT. HG7,      35  WEST  35th   STREET 

New York, N.Y. 10001 • LW 4-4030 

DINGY TEETH made 
RADIANT WHITE 

inetnntlul Like a Movie-Star smile Ifiarnnriy. with new Cosmetic Enamel! 
Are you smile shy because of discolored, 
dull and unattractive teeth? Then try 
WYTEN, a marvelous new "Dental Cos- 
metic" for an attractive new glamorous look. 
Just brush on and instantly you transform 
discolored, yellow and dingy teeth into a 
sparkling; white finish that appears so pearl- 
like and natural. WYTEN is used by thou- 
sands of women and theatrical folks to cover 
up stains, blemishes and even gold fillings. 
Dental formula is completely safe and 
harmless for natural as well as false teeth. 

SEND NO MONEY I Free 10 Day Trial I 
Pay postman on delivery $1.98 plus postage 
for a 3-4 months supply IAB. TESTED. Or send 
only $1.98 with order and we pay postage. 
(2 Wyten $3.50, 3 Wyten $5.00) 10 day trial 
must satisfy or money will be refunded. 

NU-FIND   PRODUCTS   CO.,  Dept.T 476 
■ox 205 Church St., New York, N. Y. 1000S 

Foot Lawn Aerator 
Not only conditions your lawn with 
needed oxygen, but prepares it for seed- 
ing too. Each Poly non-skid sole has 13 
replaceable steel spikes that pierce 
ground I1 2" deep. Non-slip buckles on 
heavy duty straps. PAIR >■ ge 

ONE FOOT $4.50 Add 50c Postage 

Quality Gift Catalog on Request 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
3023 Crane Drive. G7-0 
Falls Church. Va. 22042 

FLYING 
HORSE 
WIND 
CHIMES 
MAKE 
EXOTIC 
MUSIC 

Our Flying Horse wind chimes, made of 
solid brass, are adapted from antique 
Oriental designs. Seven horses, each in a 
different pose, swing on gold nylon cords 
from larger winged-horse at top. As air 
moves them their exotic musical chimes 
enchant young and old. Overall height, 
22 inches. 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

$3.95 
Postpaid 

2100   B-7   No. Haskell 

Artisan \M Galleries 
Dallas,   Texas  75204 

CHEc OK 

SALES TAX WHERE AFTLiV 

ANY UNUSED ITEM (NOT 

PERSONALIZED) MAY BE RETURNED 

BY INSURED MAIL FOR REFUND. 

PLEASE INCLUDE ZIP CODE. 

JEFFERSON JOY 

Is there a room in the 
house where the Jeffer- 
son ladderback's good, 

clean  lines and 
f r     —''   -1:  ■•^"jHn't   Kr 

SHAKE AND POUR 
Surefire way to concoct the bes 
ever salad dressing (summer' 
the best time for good greens) i: 
the proper utensil. Joan Cook ha: 
come up with a great cruet 
measure lines are etched on thi 
hand-cut clear crystal: perfec 
proportions guaranteed. 7" high 
$4.25 ppd. Joan Cook, HG7 
1241 N.E. 8th Ave., Fort Lauder 
dale, Fla. 33304. 

Beautiful rosewoud stands, hana 
carved in century-old Orienta 
patterns are superb show-of 
spots. Decorative to display i 
treasured figure, a flowering 
plant. Shown is the low base 
model at $2.50 and the footec 
version at $6.75. Both are 4" ir 
dia. Ppd. Other sizes. A. C. Gifts 
HG7, 2642 Central Ave., Yonkers 
N. Y. 10710. 

IT'S A NATURAL 
Take a tip from the wondrou: 
world of nature and stitch up i 
leaf-stamped 13" dia. round bo> 
pillow following easy instruc 
tions, stitch diagrams. Red, gold 
green, brown leaves on blact- 
background. Heavy yarns, blacr 
cording, needle included. $5.95 
plus 50c post. Crewel World 
HG7, Box 303, Huntingdon Val 
ley, Pa. 19006. 

MIRACLE MENDER 
Glass in liquid form creates ar' 
iron-hard adhesive to piece to-1 

gether the broken fragments ol 
porcelain, china, jewelry, glass 
and tile treasures. Further, the 
bond is a permanent, washable 
one that scoffs at heat or cold. 
Each tube, $1.49 plus 15c post- 
age. Order from Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG7, 585 Market St., San 
Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

PUBLICITY POSTERS 
Americana 1774-1890: Ships 
guns, political and reward no- 
tices. Texas Jack, Abraham Lin- 
coln—reproduced for framing. 
Sizes: 2" by 5" to 10" by 12". 
20 assorted posters per set. On 
white paper: 1 set, $2; 3, $5; 6, 
$9. On heavy antique tan stock: 
1 set, $4; 3, $10; 6, $18. Ppd 
Authentic Distributors, HG7, Bo> 
414, St. James, N. Y. 11780. 
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THROUGHOUT AMERICA WOMEN ARE REPORTING 

by using the 

Mrs. Margaret Pearson of Milwaukee, Wisconsin says: "THANKS 
TO MARK EDEN I HAVE GAINED OVER 3 INCHES ON MY BUSTLINE AND HAVE GONE 

FROM A 34A TO A FULL 36C IN JUST 8 WEEKS" 

Margaret Pearson of Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
before her Mark Eden Course. 

BUST: 34A 

Margaret Pearson after practicing the 
Mark Eden Course for 8 weeks. 

BUST: 36C 

NOW READ WHAT OTHER WOMEN HAVE TO SAY ABOUT THE MARK EDEN DEVELOPER: 
MRS. MARGIE DAVIS, MACON, GA.: "I am so pleased with myself and my developer and so is my husband. I went from 32 A to 
a36B." 

DOROTHY MORGAN, PITTSBURGH, PA.: "I'm so thrilled with the results. I went from a 32A to 36B in just 8 weeks. No words 
can express how thrilled I am with your course." 

MRS. JAMES FOSTER, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.: "I have been flat chested all my life. I had tried, without success, many creams, 
lotions, etc. When I started with my Mark Eden Program I only measured 31 inches. I now measure 34 V2 inches." 

MYRALIN COLLINS, GRAND PRAIRIE, TEXAS: "1 can hardly believe my own results. I have increased my bust from a 34B to a 
36D in just 30 days with the Mark Eden Developer." 

WHAT IS THE MARK EDEN METHOD? The Mark Eden Method is a tremendously excit- 
ing concept of bustline development. It is not a cream, not an artificial stimulator. 
It is an exerciser that employs special techniques, safely and effectively — the 
degree of effectiveness turning upon factors which vary among individuals — with 
thousands of women throughout America reporting remarkable success in enlarg- 
ing, shaping and firming their bustlines to their loveliest proportions. 
THE MARK EDEN EXCLUSIVE MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: Margaret Pearson is just one of 
many, many women who are reporting gains of from 2 to 4 inches on their bust- 
lines— and while we do not state that every woman will receive results, thou- 
sands upon thousands of women are reporting that the Mark Eden Developer 
has given them the kind of bustline development they have always dreamed of . . . 
And if the Mark Eden Developer does not produce for you the results which have de- 
lighted so many of our customers, this guarantee is your protection: If after using the 
Mark Eden Bustline Developer and Course for only two weeks, you do not see a 
significant difference in your bustline development, simply return the developer 
and course to Mark Eden and your money will be promptly refunded. 
THE PRICE IS ONLY $9.95 COMPLETE! You receive the fabulous Mark Eden Devel- 
oper . . . You receive a complete course of instructions, fully illustrated by photo- 
graphs, which shows and tells you exactly how to use this remarkable developer 
for your maximum results . . . and you receive the Mark Eden MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE. 

©MARK EDEN 1969, P. 0. BOX 7843, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94119 

G tM^dett P. 0. Box 7843, Dept. HG-2 
San Francisco, CA 94119 

Please send me my Mark Eden Developer and Bustline 
Contouring Course. I understand that this course is com- 
plete and that there will be nothing else to buy, and 
thai if I do not see satisfactory results in bustline 
development within two weeks, I can return everything 
to Mark Eden and receive my money back. 
For tie above complete course and Bustline Developer I 
enclose $9.95 □ Cash □ Check □ Money Order (No 
C. 0. D.'s accepted) 
Shipped in plain wrapper. 

\ 

Name . 

Address 

City  

I   State 
\ 

.Zip Code 
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r WICKER WONDERLAND 

HANDWOVEN WILLOW OTTOMAN—Im- 
ported from Europe, is marvelous for resting 
weary feet or for extra seating. Seat will sup- 
port a 300 pounder. 24" dia., 14" high, $11.95 
postpaid. Corduroy cushion 13" dia., to fit on 
seat, SI .95 (gold, avocado, black or tangerine). 

in its own natural rich golden color. 
20" long x 14" x 14" $13.50 postpaid 
24" long x 16" x 16" $15.20 postpaid 
28" long x 17" x 17" $17.40 postpaid 
30" long x 18" x 18" $19.50 postpaid 

WILLOW ON 

THE WALL- 
As versatile as 
it is attractive! 
Use it in so 
many ways in 
the kitchen, 
bath or foyer. 
Hand woven. 3- 
tier shelf stands 
alone or hangs 
on wall. 18" x 
6" x 20" high. 
$7.95postpaid. 

LOTUS 

LAMP — A 
rattan hang- 
ing light adds 
a touch of the 
unusual to 
your special 
scenic 
scheme. Com- 
pletely wired 
with 9 ft. 
rattan chain 
and bracket, 
U. L. approv- 

ed. $9.95 
postpaid. 

WICKER IN HOUSE & GARDEN COLORS—Pro- 
fessionally spray-painted in: Pineapple Yellow, 
Parrot Green, Space Blue, Azalea, Bittersweet, 
Black & White, add 20^b. 

Send 2 5c for catalog. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

N.J. Res. add .<' <   sales  tax. 
VISIT OUR WAREHOUSE SHOWROOM. 

FRAN'S 

d$(L6fij<rf Tfoii/ye. 
89 W. Main St.. Dept. HG7, Bockaway, N.J. 07866 

Imagine ... Growing in Your 
Home, Luscious Pineapples 
on Our Amazing IN ROAR 

PINEAPPLE 
{/    PLANT 

Come to you with actual 
growing pineapple as shown. 

Now you can pick and 
f enjoy delicious juicy, ripe 
plantation pineapples right 
from these amazing guaran- 

teed yield pineapple plants- 
right in your own home. These 

remarkable true pineapple 
plants grown and developed 
for indoors, are guaranteed 

to blossom, thrive all year 
'round. Not grafts but well- 

rooted, potted plants about 
2 feet tall. Grow delicious 

juicy, ripe pineapples 
indoors After picking 
fruit, they bud, burst 

into masses of fragrant 
snow-white blooms and 

bear fruit again and 
again. Overall size 

grows to about 4 feet. 
Can be planted outdoors 

in summer for larger fruit. Easy to grow indoors. 

Indoor Pineapple Plant (with growing fruit) in pot 
1/$4.95, 3/$14.00, 6/$25.00 

Please add 70c) per plant for postage & handling 

B & G NURSERY SALES, Dept. 7HG 
2 First St., East Norwalk, Conn. 06880 

100 

Our artist captures the exact expression! 

PET   PORTRAIT   in   OILS 
painted  from  your favorite photo  .   .   . 

full color 
All the irresistible appeal of your pet is 
caught in a splendid oil portrait by artist 
Betfy Kendall. Her expert craftsmanship is 
reflected in every stroke. Send color photo 
of your pet. Finished antique plaque is 
5'/2 x 7 in.; ready to hang. 

rare value at just '15 postpaid 

Send 25c for catalog of handcrafts. 
I isii our shops near Blowing Rock, 
\. C, and at ',',1 McCallie Ave., 
Chattanooga, Tennessee. 

CREATIVE CRAFTS' 
Dept.   393    Rt.   rl,   Box  lOl-C 

Blowing  Rock. NX. 2860S 

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN 
Lock out disturbing noise that robs you of 
refreshing sleep . . . even snoring! Ear-Drum 
Silencers designed by a sound engineer. 
Medically accepted. Soft, pliable, with 
easy-to-grasp safety flange. 
Ear-Drum Silencers 

$1.49 + 15c Mailing Each 
Calif, residents mid :,< ,  sales m,. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-7O 
585 Market St.. San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

The only 
man-made jewel 
that can be worn 
side by side with 
the diamond; 
expertly cut in 58 
facets, its beauty lies 
in its prismatic fire. 
Men's and women's 
rings priced from 
$50. Terms. 

FREE! 
Send for 

lllustrsted 
Booklet 

KEINYA GEM CORP. 
Division HG70 / Philadelphia,  Pa. 19122 

SHOPPING AROUND 

'(•Of. 
^ 

TRIPLE SERVER 
Maple finished wooden stand has 
three little copper colored buck- 
ets with matching ladle trio. Per- 
fect for salad dressings, condi- 
ments, sauces or dessert top- 
pings. Non-tarnishing buckets 
remove to clean. Charming touch 
on the table. $3.45 plus 25c post. 
World Co., HG7, 1 Park Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 10016. 

WINGED VICTORY 
Bird watchers need not take to 
the woods to view the brilliant 
plumage of these finely feathered 
friends. Life-like colored ceramic 
birds include Wood Duck, Mal- 
lard, Canadian Goose and Pintail. 
For collectors and connoisseurs. 
4" by 4" each. Set of four, $4.95 
ppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. 
BLE-34, 20 Bank St., White 
Plains, N. Y. 10606. 

PLANNING A PICNIC? 
Then a heavy duty clear plastic 
table cover is one of your essen- 
tials. It protects tables and 
benches from rain, dust, birds, 
tree sap. Heavy duty clamps hold 
cover and napkins down in any 
weather. Fits tables up to eight 
feet long. 100" by 96". $1.98 
plus 35c post. Harriet Carter, 
Dept. HG-7, Plymouth Meeting, 
Pa.19462. 

STERLING SIMULATION 
An inexpensive way to dress a 
table—Blue Willow flatware. It 
has the best manners too—the 
stainless blades are dishwasher- 
proof. Service includes 8 dinner 
knives, 8 forks, 8 soup spoons, 
8 teaspoons. Bonus: 12 ser- 
rated steak knives. All for $19.95 
plus $1.25 post. Pegasus, HG- 
770, 1855 Imperial Ave., New 
Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040. 

DELICIOUS PILLOW 
Luscious red strawberries, shad- 
ed green leaves, white flowers 
with yellow centers, already 
worked for you on 14" by 14" 
canvas. The ivory wool for back- 
ground and edging, pre-worked 
design on canvas, linen for back- 
ing and directions, $12.95 plus 
65c post. The Stitchery, HG7, 
Wellesley, Mass. 02181. 

SPICE LABELS 
Add some spice to your kitchen 
life with rich gold labels. Boldly 
printed in black and handsomely 
decorated with illustrations taken 
from an old calligraphy book. 
Spice labels (Parsley. Sage, Rose- 
mary, Thyme) are self-stick. 50, 
all different. Each 1" by IV2" in 
5" long plastic box. $2 ppd. Via 
air mail, add 40c. Bruce Bolind, 
HG7, Boulder, Colo. 80302. 

HOUSE & GARDt 
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WW...WORLD'S FIRST 
OW-COST IMPORTED 

ULLS WEEDS FAST! MELTS ICE IN WINTER " 

FLAME GUN 
MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY 

. FINE BUY at regular price—a give-away value at special super-sale price! You save $15! 
rom the land of pretty gardens comes this amazing jet Flame Gun that kills weeds in sum- 
ler, melts ice in winter. Clears a 6-foot path in 3-5 minutes . . . melts a half-inch of ice in 
3 seconds . . . kills a weed dead in just 2 seconds! No cumbersome cords, no expensive 
atteries, no costly fuel! Easy, clean, one-hand operation does the job fast from comfortable 
anding position—no bending—no back strain! Never any ugly grass stains on your clothing! 

SAFE ... SIMPLE .. . COSTS MERE PENNIES PER USE! 

i'rilizes ground, gets rid of insect nests, keeps flagstone and cement walks clear, trims 
arders! Less than 2 pints of kerosene gives 30 minutes continuous use. Completely safe; 
eighs under 5 lbs.; full instructions included. Order today—you will soon be paying $15 
lore! This season, do your weeding without bending. 

ONLY $14.98 plus $1.00 for postage and handling. 

ATISFACTION 
iUARANTEED JP.DARBY.Esa.. Dept. G-70, Engel Street, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 

J. P. Darby, Esq.. Depl. G 70 
Engel Street, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 

Please rush imported Flame Guns (Catalog -1073) 
at special sale price of only $14.98 each plus $1.00 for 
postage and handling. If  I am not absolutely delighted. 
I may return order for prompt refund, or full cancellation 
of charges any time within 10 days. 
N.Y. resident'., add sales tax. 

□ Check or □ Money Order enclosed for S  

□ Charge my 
Diners Club -  

(signature) 

\ame  

Address. 

City  

State_ -Zip_ 
□ Check here for FREE catalog of unique gifts 

-Y,   1970 



AMAZINGLY PRICED 
FULL ADULT SIZE 

Inflatable chairs of durable, heavy-duty 

opaque vinyl. Casual and comfortable 

. . . instant seating for any room, patio 

or pool. Lightweight and tales only sec- 

onds to inflate. Choice of white, black, 

red,  yellow,  orange  or  blue. 

■Nimbus' us      $9-99 

$9 .99 "Centuro" 

PiER16 
Check or M.O. only. Please give alter- 
nate color selection. PIER 16 INC., 
Dept. HG770, Box 211 Central Station, 
Jamaica, N. Y. 11435. N. Y. residents 
add sales tax. No C.O.D.'s. Add $1.00 
postage per chair East of Miss., $2.00 
West of Miss. 

Visit one of our Pier 16 stores in New 
York, New Haven, Conn, and Princeton, 
N. J. for more exciting items. 

INDOOR OR OUTDOOR 

Genuine Steerhide 

HUARACHES 
for all the family 

Real leather relaxes tired feet as nothing 
else can. Uppers are woven of supple 
leather thongs in never repeated patterns. 
Sturdy leather soles wear like a shoe. This 
is the original "air conditioned" sandal, 
the finest made. Natural beige only. 
Send shoe size or foot outlines. We guar- 
antee the fit. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY $6.50 
pr. plus 50c postage. All sizes for men, 
women, children. 

7/*QLD kJEXBCO §HOP 
Patio 2, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501 

MINIATURE BOTTLES 6 for $2.98 
Perfect replicas of museum Americana! Radiant 
amber, green, blue, ruby colors—especially 
eye-catching in a sunny window! Fascinating 
shapes and designs—most have quaint printed 
bas relief labels. Sizes vary—about 3" high. 
Set of 6, all different, with real corks. 
-6586—Miniature Bottles  1   Set $2.98 

Pleasi add IScpostagt and handUna 

I II I IAN VFRNflN Dept. G71, 560 S. 3rd Ave. 
LILLIAN VLKNUN Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550 

STONE 
FIGURE 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Elsewhere 

$85. Exp. Col. 

SCULPTORS STUDIO 
P. 0. Box 858, Dept. HG 

Lucerne Valley, Calif. 92356 

GOLDEN  FILIGREE 

SWITCHPLATES 
Add a touch of charm to your home at little 
cost with our golden sw'tchplates. Brass- 
plated, antique non-tarnish finish, screws in- 
cluded. Also availablein wrought-iron black. 
SINGLE—3" x 41 ."  SI.00 each 

3 for $2.95 
DOUBLE—4','• x 4',"     SI.50 each 
TWIN OUTLET—3' x 4' .."     SI.00 each 

3 for S2.95 
TRIPLE—6'A" X A'/z"     S2.95 each 
COMBINATION—4' ." x ■»'*"         Sl.SOeach 
QUADRUPLE—8"  X 4'/' S3.95 each 

PLUS 45c POSTAGE & HANDLING 
Pa   Bi •     Idd  6       Si lea  I ■<    ?orru n'o ' OD's. 

THE ADDED TOUCH 
12-H Water St.,  Bryn Mawr,  Pa.  19010 

PORCELAIN PIN 
You'd better believe that a View 
of the Bridge, a rare covered one 
in Bucks County, turns out to be 
one of the best accessories of the 
season. Original painting by L. 
Hager's reproduced on porcelain 
in all the natural colorings. Set- 
ting's golden equipped with a 
safety clasp. 1%" by 1%". $4.25 
ppd. Clymer's of Bucks County, 
HG7, Pt. Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

ENGLISH MILK BOTTLES 
Original Thatcher one-quart milk 
bottles dated 1884 with old Bos- 
sy herself at milking time and 
raised printing "absolutely pure 
milk." Airtight caps seal bottles. 
Perfect for decanting gallon con- 
tainers. Two, $5.95; six for col- 
lectors, $16.95. Ppd. Colonial 
Garden, HGE7, Valley Stream, 
N. Y. 11582. 

DESIRABLE INCREASE 
Now there is a way to add inches 
to your bustline safely! Glamour 
exerciser strengthens and firms 
pectoralis muscles of chest in- 
creasing bustline measurement. 
Exerciser and illustrated instruc- 
tion course sold with 21 day trial 
money back guarantee. $4.95 
ppd. Glamour Plan, HG7, Box 
3426, Granada Hills, Cal. 91344. 

TRAIN WITHOUT PAIN 
Hi-FiDo is a palm-sized sounding 
device that teaches any com- 
mand. Stops puppy's bad habits 
before they start. Learning sound 
gains pet's instant response. Of- 
fer includes artist's wall display 
of "Dog-ese," language of dogs, 
paintings. $11.95 ppd. Canine 
Behavior Institute, HG7, 11927 
Montana Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 
90049. 

i 

NO-SHINE DISCOVERY 
Simple cotton cover for steam 
irons is the solution for ironing 
serge, gabardine, dull-surfaced 
silks, woolens and knits. Permits 
a smooth shaping or blocking job 
without any ugly shiny areas. 
Slips on with elastic to hold in 
place. Two for $1.29 plus 15c 
postage. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG7, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 

WICKER WINNER 
Telephone or end table, bookcase 
or night stand, versatile piece is 
designed in curlicue wicker. 22" 
by 22" by 11" w. Spray painted 
in seven H&G colors; Pineapple 
yellow, Parrot green, Space blue, 
Azalea, Bittersweet, black and 
white. $29.95 ppd. Add $3 for 
painting. Catalogue, 25c. Fran's 
Basket House, Dept. HG7, 89 W. 
Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 
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IMRERTSTUDIOS-FINE ART PRINTS 
■ If I   J Ell    I °RDER DIREXT FR0M THE PUBLISHCR & SAVE! 

OIL PAINT • ARTIST CANVAS • HAND SILKSCREENS • LITHOGRAPHS 

• —   **»"^n\« '2&\ 

?    s100    ■.    A, 

261   PICASSO    BUtlflCHI 
SllksLroen  on  jrllst (.inv.f, 
Black and While 

»20   WANDA IMHHT 
full color on lino art ^toc^^ 
Tho 46th annunl New York Art Director'! Club Show's 
f'jlntod Lady. Lit* like. Lite »irt. 12" » 83", 
Only 4.95 

20). ' hi I»N HUM   OANCfRt !M. PICASSO Ml, I00IAC Ht   PICASSO 
IACCHAMI .. rn on DON ouiiorr 

in ariM ■ ■ Dayti^    ' Alack and win 
nij 299 , M) ■ 

271. VAN COCH   '.IIIKKICKI       i 

-ia^ felFJ - * 
110   MODICUANI 301. PICASSO   MOMENT 2bO   MOOIGIIANI 311   PILASSO. TOROS 
PORTRAIT OF A GIRL. OF TRUTH. Sllkscreen RECLINING NUDE 
snkserttn on cinvn on artist canvas. Slack > snvil   Olack and 
16" x 27". Only 5.95 and white. 18" x 24", white. 18" x 24". 
533. On p,iper 2 99 Only 3.93 16    ' . V    Only 3 95 Only 3 98 

ni. WIHH CHRISTINAS 
WORLD. Collolypo on fine 
arl slock. Full color 

22" « 2«". Only 5 IS 

:A* 

V 

% s><&*< 
rtKm 

i 24". Only 2.11 

314 0R07C0 
ZAPATISTAS 
Silkscreen on arl 

18" x 22". Only? 

322. DA VINCI. 
MONA LISA, lltho 
graph on artist 
' ani/as   Full color 
16" i 24". Only 395 

247. PICASSO. BLUE NUDE. 

W-, 

19" x 24", Only 7.9S 

547   PICASSO. 
TOROS EN VALLAVRIS. 
Silkscreen on fin8 art 
stock. Black and white 
20" i 21". Only t.98 

328. RENOIR. LITTLE 532. MATISSE. BLUE 319. DfKAT. 777. OM MANDALA 
IRENE. Lithograph on NUDE. Sllkscreen on TIGER. Sllkscreen poster 
artist canvas. Full Darchment paper. Lithograph on artist on paper. Greens 

Blue   16" i 23". canvas  Full color. & gold. 24" i 24". 
Only 4.95 Only 2.98 18" x 24". Only 5.95 Only 1.91 

%l*J 
316   MUNCH. THE 
KISS, lithograph on 
artist canvas. Grays 

282. HUG   THE CAT. 
Lithograph on canvas. 
Browns, tans, yellows, 
22" x28". Only 5.95 
508. On piper 2.98 

150   MUSIC MANUSCRIPT 542  ZONK. 283. HUG. THE TIGER 
WITH ASTROLOGERS. On fine art stock. Lithograph on canvas 
Sllkscreen on parch- Oayglo cnli rs on black Browns, tans, yellows 
ment paper. Full color. 39" x 39". 22" X 28", Only 5.95 
20" I 30". Only 3.95 Only 2.49 509. On paper 2 98 16" x 20". Only 2.98 

568. A27ECA. 284. HUG. THE LION. 
Silkscreen poster Lithograph on artist canvas. 
on paper. Dayglo Browns, tans, yellows. 
colors. 26" i 27". 22" x 28". Only 5.95 
Only 1.98 510. On paper 2.98 

0   >  -V. 

541. SYNCOPATED 
RHYTHM. Silhscreen 
on paper. Dayglo 
colors on black. 
23"X29". Only 1.98 

<?oikqi 
is Itic 

first Onu 
offhc" 

rest of your 
lift 

552. TODAY. 
Poster on papi 
Black & gold. 

20" x 24". Only 5.95 18" x 24"  Only 2.98 < 25". Only 1.98 

543. TARGET. 298. HOLTZ. SCHOONER 
Poster in red. Lithograph on artist 
yellow, black. canvas. Full color. 
and white. 40" 22" x 28". 
x 40". Only 1.91 Only 5.95 

Kh 

295   RTER.SEATED 
NUDE. Lithograph on 
canvas   Full color. 
18"x29". Only 5.95 
518. Paper   2.98 

299. DAUMIER. MAN 323. DEGAS. THE 540. SPHERES. 534. ART EXHIBITION POSTERS. 
GLASS OF ABSINTHE. Dayglo colors. Set of four. Heavy art stock. CTPRESS ROAD. 
Lithograph on artist Fine art stock. Full color. KLEE. MIRO, OUF>, Silkscreen on artist paper. Dayglo 

CHAGALL  20"x 30" ea. 
Only 1.98 All four only 3.95 21" x 28". Only 4.9S Only 1.98 

**S!:KT1 less     mfttf •■•flfll 

JMhfllnxnui  wm 

IDT. MAN 
N HELMET. 

Full color 

y 595 517. On p 

CASSO   THE TRAGEDY    519   KWAN YIN. 327   BORCH, THE 
LETTER. Lithograph i 
artist canvas. Full 
color. 18" x 24". 
Only 4.95 

341. DEGAS. BALLERINA. TOULOUSE LAUTREC POSTERS 255. REDON. WILD- 
Silkscreen on artist 531. Set of four collotype posters. FLOWERS. Silkscree 
canvas. Full color. Each 20" x 28". Aristide Bruant, on artist canvas. 
18" x 27". Moulin Rouge, Jane Avril and Divan Color. 19" x 26". 
Only 5.9S Japonais. Special all four 3.95 Only 2.98 

260. MATISSE. PAIR OF 564. EVERYONE'S 279. FRAGONARD. YOUNG 
GONE TO THE MOON. GIRL READING. Silkscreen DEATH & THE DEVIL. 
Poster on paper. on artist canvas. 

color   13" x 28" each. Black and white. Full color. 
Pair only 6.95 20" x 30". Only 1,98 20" x 26". Only 6.95 Only 2.98 

570. PETER MAX. 
TOP CAT. Poster o 
paper Full color. 

302. PICASSO. FAUN WITH 
LEAVES. Silkscreen on 
artist canvas. Black & 
white. 18" x 24". 
Only 2.98 

285.  HUG. THE LEOPARO. 
Lithograph on artist canva 
Browns, tans, yellow, 
22" x 28". Only 5.95 
511. On paper   2.98 

572. PETER MAX. 
TOULOUSEIAUTREC. 
Poster on paper. 
Full color. 24" x 36". 
Only 1.98 

230. PICASSO. GUERNICA. 
Lithograph on artist canvas in grays 
and black. Impressive and poignant 
war protest  16" x 35". Only 6.95. 
164. Above on paper. Only 3.95 

MAIL COUPON TODAY 
LAMBERT STUDIOS: Dept. G-9        910 NO LA CIENEGA BLVD-. L°S ANGELES. CALIF. 90069    , 
Gentlemen: Please rush the 
my order totals S10 or mi 
PICASSO. PROFILE. 

whose numbers are circled at right, if 
will  also include my FREE print of 

FREE 
if your order totals 

StO or more 

PICASSO, PROFILE. 

irl slock. 18" ■ 24". 

PRINTS ON CANVAS 

237 245 

268 269 

287 288 

201 204 206 

247 252 254 255 258 

270 271 275 276 277 

290 291 295 298 299 

312 313 314 315 316 

327 328 335 337 341 

750 

When in New York visit our Studios: 
Please add $1.00 per print tor 

delivery outside U.S. 

We do not offer a catalog because our 
selections are constantly changing. If 
you are not satisfied with your order, 
return it within 10 days with evidence 
of purchase for full credit or cash re- 
fund. 

310 311 

324 325 

PRINTS ON PAPER 103 ItO 112 

508 509 510 511 517 518 519 

531 532 534 535 538 539 540 

552 553 556 561 564 565 568 

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. 

209 210 212 215 230 231 234 

260 261 262 264 265 266 267 

279 280 281 282 283 284 285 

300 301 302 305 306 308 309 

317 318 319 320 321 322 323 

150 164 165 171 186 196 198 

520 523 526 527 528 529 530 

541 542 543 546 547 548 549 

570 572 777 871 

THIS IS YOUR SHIPPING LABEL 

i  FAMOUS    LAMBERT    CUARANTEE  . 



.98 
Postaje Decorator Area Rug \L 

Magnificently woven by hand into a lacy pattern of exceptional intricacy! Remarkably durable oval 
rug is completely finished on both sides making it reversible for even wear. Made of rugged, sisal like 
fiber, its natural color complements any decor. Can be used indoors or out. Superb in living room, 
bedroom, bath or patio. Large 3 ft. by 5 ft. A terrific value—comparable to rugs selling for more 
than twice our low price. 

4 ft. X 6 ft. $19.98 plus $2.00 post. || y| 4 ft. X 6 ft. $19.9* 
MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED 

-770, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462 

in an heirloom tradition 
An exact replica of a famous old sterling 
pattern, with graceful pistol hollow 
handled knives, 3 fined forks and rat- 
tailed spoons. In heavy, hand-forged satin 
finished stainless. Service for eight in- 
cludes 8 dinner forks. 8 dinner knives, 8 
salad forks, 8 soup spoons, IG teaspoons, 
plus 2 serving spoons. 

50-piece service for    8   S29.95 
75-piece service for 12     44.95 
Steak Set. 8-piece pistol handles (not 
shown). Gift boxed. $16.95 

OPEN STOCK AVAILABLE 
Also  available:   BETSY   ROSS   FIDDLE 
BACK    stainless    steel.    Complete    50- 
piece    service    for    8,    $29.95.    75-piece 
service   for   12.   $44.95.   All   prices   ppd. 

i Dipt.   HG-70.   Great   Barrington,   Mass.   01230 

Vest Pocket Pipe 
Fine Italian import for the dedi- 
cated pipe smoker who likes the 
unusual. Beautifully grained Wal- 
nut with finest quality Briar and a 

stem that swivels over the bowl for 

vest-pocket carrying. Makes a per- 
fect gift for your favorite man. 

$5.00 
Add 50c for postage. 

New Hampton General Store S 
731 Main St., Hampton. N.J. 08827 

Write For Free Catalog 
»>-- 

FROM THIS 

TO T+412 -rr*       %& 

Paints Premixed 

THE ORIGINAL PORTRAIT KIT 
We. the originators of oil-portrait number kit*. 
have enabled thousands of people with no prior 
experience to paint quality portraits of loved 
ones. Our exclusive system gives you the finest 
reproduction at the lowest possible price. No 
misshaped abstracts! From your photo or color 
slide (any size) every brush stroke area is out- 
lined and numbered on a fine mounted 16" s 20" 
canvas (standard portrait size). Twenty-four 
cups of individually-mixed artist's oil paints 
marked for the numbered areas are provided with 
screw cap lids to preserve freshness. The kit 
also includes: an artist's palette, fine brushes, 
brush cleaner. Please indicate hair and oyc 
coloring. All photos returned unharmed. 

Send Only $14-95 

SO lur postage 

PORTRAIT CRAFT w 
Box 577-H 

ilmington. Calif, 'HI; I I 

Magnify your love and marital joy with 
every passing year! Discover mutual de- 
light and increased physical compatibility 
through use of the Compat-A-Pillow. De- 
signed in accord with Marriage Counselors 
—religious and medical. This new inflatable 
marital cushion provides unique resiliency, 
adjustable elevation, more sensitive align- 
ment and better pelvic support. Pink satin 
zipper cover. Includes concise text by John 
Baird. M.D., for improved communications. 

60- Day Money Back Guarantee. 
Send check tor $7 00 to 

.Jrte'j Stesp- fur. 
Boa GP, New Providence, New Jersey 07974 

SHOPPING AROUND 

.   - / 

WE PRINT 

ANYTHING 

GLEAM SCHEME 
In the direct lighting of a beauti- 
ful pagoda lamp. Complete with 
six foot chain, 12" diameter 
shade. Choose from a host of 
smart colors: red, avocado, rasp- 
berry, lime, kelly, hot or light 
pink, turquoise, white, black, 
blue, lilac, yellow, orange, purple, 
etc. $9.99 ppd. Catalogue, 35c. 
Joan C. Luchs, HG7, 8010 Old 
York Rd., Elkins Park, Pa. 19117. 

STEAM AWAY TENSION 
With a Vita-Master steam bath in 
your own home! Watertight, 
molded fiberglass unit with auto- 
matic thermostat and timing con- 
trol moves on casters. Rustproof 
cast aluminum cabinet in blue, 
pink or white. No plumbing; just 
5 sq. ft., plug into HOv. outlet. 
Catalogue, 25c. Ibem Sales Corp., 
HG7, 24-08 Jackson Ave., Long 
Island City, N. Y. 11101. 

FASHION FOOTNOTE 
Multi-color pastel, two-toned 
beige, combination gray-black- 
white, pink-blue; blue to royal 
ombre, or solid navy, beige, 
black or white. Called the Glenda, 
it's all in kid for widths AAAA to 
EE. 1%" wedge heel, sizes 2V2 to 
10, $19.95; IOV2 to 12, $20.95. 
Add 50c post. Free catalogue. 
Write Solby Bayes, HG7, 45 Win- 
ter St., Boston, Mass. 02108. 

WILD, WACKY SLOGANS 
Choose any message or slogan up 
to 30 letters—it's printed on 
swinging sweatshirt or T-shirt. 
Great for clubs, any "in" group. 
Quality cotton: machine wash- 
able; non fading printing. Navy 
or powder blue. S. M, L, XL. 
Sweatshirt, $3.95 plus 50c post. 
T-shirt, $2.95 plus 25c post. 
Holiday Gifts, Dept. 307-D, 7047 
Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221. 

UNDER OR OVER 30 
Is there anyone who wouldn't fjip 
for several copies of "The Flap- 
per", the 1920's publication for 
whippersnappers of the day: 300 
pages of provocative pieces and 
pictures. So, to savvy town talk 
beyond recall, here's your chance 
for fantastic reproductions. Sev- 
en copies are $3 ppd. Flapper 
Magazine, HG7, P.O. Box 412- 
126, Danvers, Mass. 01923. 

NEW'SMARTY TABLE 
Some years ago we showed you 
the original collapsible paper 
table. Note the new version you 
can put your feet under! Perfect 
for intimate dinners. Round flat 
corrugated top holds 200 lbs. 
Cover with 72" felt, paint it, pa- 
per it. 27%" h. Folds flat. $3.95 
plus $1 post. Smarty Paper Prod- 
ucts, HG7, 75 Colonial Rd.r New 
Canaan, Conn. 06840. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
HOSE TOP HIDEAWAY 
Perfect travel companion is the 
stocking wallet that keeps bills 
secure between thigh and stock- 
ing top. Insert money, fold, pull 
long loop through short loop. Put 
loop over garter button and the 
cash is safe as can be. Pink nylon 
satin, washable. $1.98 plus 15c 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG7, 
585 Market St., San Francisco, 
Cal. 94105. 

COVER LOTS OF GROUND 
With the four-season beauty of 
Periwinkle! It spreads and thrives 
in sun or shade, giving delicate 
blue flowers in early spring, green 
foliage all year. It never gets 
more than four to six inches tall. 
25 plants, $1.98; 50 plants, 
$2.98; 100 plants, $4.98. Ppd. 
House of Wesley, Dept. 3638-38, 
Bloomington, III. 61701. 

A TALE HAS BEEN TOLD 
And many times over dating as 
far back as the ancients that solid 
copper is a mystic marvel! They 
say that by wearing it one wards 
off aches and pains of arthritis. 
Believe that or not, the obvious 
beauty of this solid copper bangle 
bracelet is no mystery. One size 
fits all. $9 ppd. Charm & Trea- 
sure, HG7,1201 Ave. of the Amer- 
icas, New York, N. Y. 10036. 

METAL MINIATURES 
A set of six Colonial utensils with 
tiny moving parts makes a mag- 
nificent display, hand-wrought 
from copper and brass in minia- 
ture form. Included are coffee 
pot and mill, coal scuttle, milk 
jug, tea pot, lamp, with maple- 
finished wood shelf. $5.95 ppd. 
Colonial Studios, Dept. AME-16, 
20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 
10606. 

PRESTO, A PILLOW 
Take this new tropical fruit pillow 
kit, add just 11 hours. When 
time's up you've created a 14" 
by 14" pillow cover in yellows, 
orange and red combined with 
greens and browns. Yarns, in- 
structions, needle, cover, zipper 
included. $4.95 plus 45c post. 
The Stitchery, HG7, Wellesley 
Hills, Mass. 02181. 

TOP SECURITY 
The Toni Safety Baby Chair is a 
mobile marvel. Stows in small 
space, totes like a handbag. Set 
up, it slips onto table. Baby's 
weight holds it firm. Will not tip 
over. Hi-impact plastic and steel 
with safety straps. White, pink, 
blue. 12" by 14". $6.95. Add 
75c post. Gift catalogue 25c. 
House of Minnel, HG7, Deerpath 
Rd., Batavia, III. 60510. 

During our between-season lull... 
3 kinds of discount savings on 

Fiberglas Bedspreads and Draperies 
for people of different speeds 

'   ii 

ORDER ON OR BEFORE 

Septo 15th 
You save 

20 % 

ORDER ON OR BEFORE 

Septo 30th 
You save 

15 % 

ORDER ON OR BEFORE 

Oct. 15th 
You save 

10 % 

(\ /     "''"wait     \ /       "'        \ 
"I'll get it right      m a   a couple of weeks   m #    never can find    1 

in the I I      untii we return     I I     a stamp when      I 
mail tonight."     J \from our vacation."J \       I need it."        / 

Normally, buying direct from Ronnie, the manufacturer, you'd save 
up to 40% on Fiberglas Bedspreads and Draperies. But this is our 
between-season lull. Right now, our workrooms are at their slowest pace 
so you can earn an additional 20% discount. Procrastinate a fortnight 
— when we start to get busy —and you earn only 15%. Sit around and 
stall for a whole month and you pick up a mere 10% savings. Be quick, 
be alert. Get that coupon in the mail now. 

Send for FREE catalog. Order before Sept. 15-save a full 20%! 
•OWENS   CORNING  TRADEMARK 

Ronnie Fiberglas Center, Dept.4H-4 
145 Broad Ave., Fairview, N.J. 07022 

Please rush me, absolutely free, the 
Ronnie Fiberglas Bedspread-Drapery 
Catalog that offers me special additional 
discounts of 20%, 15%, and 10% during 
your between-season lull. 

iurauixs 
2^«O"MCS 

■20% Order on or before' 
September 15th 

Discount 

Name 

Order on or before 
September 30th 

Discount 

Order on or before 
October 15th 

Discount 
10% 

Address 

City State Zip 
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For 
Black 
& 
White 
Or 
Color 
Sets 

IMPROVED* 
Model... 

ables." Our handsome "run- 
about" holds even the larger 
color sets. It swivels on big 
casters, rolls from room to room in 
a breeze—enjoy TV anywhere 
Stores huge supply of magazines 
newspapers, too. Hand crafted solid 

ggeil birch logs. In honeytone pine or maple 
antique pine or walnut finish. Shipped flat for econ 
■■my—easy assembly. 27"H I4"D. Two widths- 2fl"u 
(25'/4" between legs) $29.95. Unfin. $26.95 
J3%"W (30' betw. legs) $36.95. Unfin. $32.95 
Postpaid.  Add $2.50 each West of  Mississippi. 

Dept. G7-0 
North Conway, N.H. 03860 

HAND EMBOSSER 
For Personalized Stationery 
Emboss your own personal stationery for a life- 
time by just pressing a handle. Makes expensive 
looking raised letter impressions of any 3 line 
name & address on PAPER & ENVELOPES (re- 
versible). Requires no inks, accessories, service or 
maintenance. Ideal for adults, teenagers, home or of- 
fice, clubs, etc. Print clearly 3 lines 
desired. No more than 24 letters or 
numbers per line. For 4 lines add $1.00. 
EXTRA   PLATE ALONE  (no frame) $7-50 

$8-95 
lus 35c 
ostage 

FREE   POSTAL   SCALE    INCLUDED   WITH 
ORDERS OF 2 OR MORE   EMBOSSERS 

Send 10c for catalog • /'«. res. add G'/r sales tax 
I So C.O.D.'s 

POSTAMATIC   CO.   Lafayette HiH."pa. 19444 

0*r 

SELF-STICKING 
TUB TAPE 

Self-adhesive   tape   seals    cracks 
and   openings   around   tub,   sink 

• or basin.  Press self-adhesive tape 
•'. onto  clean,   dry  surface  and   it's 
■^ ready  to  work.   11   foot  roll. 

^B Tub Tope 
$1.98   |   30c Mailing Each 

Calif   residents add :•',  sales tax. 
Satisfaction guafanU < d 

^|    Anthony Enterprises 
585  Market St..  Dept.  HG-70 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

/ 

fhf^/l  
SLEEP COOL ON HOT NIGHTS I 

Why let hot, sweltering nights steal your pep 
and leave you sleepless? Our Self-Cooling 
Head Pillow, with its luxuriously-smooth, pink 
acetate satin zipper cover, cushions your 
head and shoulders in soft coolness. Ingeni- 
ously simple—no electrical connections. Its 
scientific secret is based on the "Heat Ex- 
change" principle. ABSOLUTELY GUARAN- 
TEED to keep your head and shoulders cool 
and comfortable all night long or your money 
back. You know when your head and shoulders 
are cool, you feel cooler all over—sleep comes 
easier—you awake refreshed. Send $6.69 today 
via Air Mail and we will ship both the pillow 
and cover within 6 hours via Air Mail or speedy 
United Parcel Service. 

$tffoi Ship (K£.   
B
O

X
 

GM 

New Providence, New Jersey 
= MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

New Jersey 07974 Jl 
UARANTEE =■**£> 

The 
Vf SAEE 
Ij. 2-Way 

\J8  PET 
DOOR 

Much safei than 
■at" solid hinged 

m / doo). 
Your /" i is <-""i - 
pit tt hi prott '■>• d, 
ll< cannot bt 
trapped ■ 
or   hare   his   tail 
Sh    i > <! Of). 

FlexPort 
Why be a doorman for your pet? FlexPort 
ends scratched doors and whining. Keeps 
out flies, wind, rain. Gives f 
you and pet complete J 

freedom. Soft plastic tri- 
angles close gently and ' 
tightly. Easily installed. | 
Send for free folder. 

TUREN, Inc., Dept. HG-7 jV 
2 Cottage Ave.. 

Danvers. Mass. 01923 

SHOPPING AROUND 

WANTED: A t K^^       From  the  ancient  Egyptian   Middle  Kingdom  to 
^^^i      America, 1970, for over 5,000 years, copper brace- 
tin    lets have been worn to ward off aches and pains. 
^B\ , Copper, with its amazing versatility and endurance, 

;   is more than any other metal "the human element." 
IfXm)   Let authentic Turtle Bay copper cast its rosy glow 
W . \        around your wrist. We don't claim a Turtle Bay 
™       copper bracelet will cure   your ills ... . but it 

will give you a unique fashion accent and a conver- 
m%        sation piece steeped in history. 

^-^        Turtle   Bay's   hand-buffed   pure   copper  bracelet: 
Am        ladies, $6, gentlemen, $8. Write: 

^_#*% TURTLE BAY, Ltd. 
^ C$j       J% P.O. Box 25 / Annapolis, Md. 21404 

bill? i 
TURTLE! i 
COPPER Bi 

BRACELET W 
For Its effect... 
For its style...     1 
For Its mystery... " 

Am fife' n ■TW 

» 1 '        1V 
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EASY DOES IT 
Lie back and relax in a super- 
comfortable lounger. A mere shift 
of weight changes position, and 
no screws, bolts or moving parts, 
just welded aluminum tubing, 
individually attached straps. Av- 
ocado, white or citron. 22" w., 
74" I., 38" h., 12" seat h. $85 
ppd. Mode Merchandise Co., 
HG7, 1607 Summer St., Phila- 
delphia, Pa. 19103. 

GIVE DINNER A LIFT 
Use giant forks to lift and turn 
heavy roasts or poultry easily. 
Specially constructed of heavy 
duty steel with cool, solid wood 
handle and leather thong, they 
hold securely, allow juices to 
drain. 12" long. One set of two 
forks, $1.49 plus 25c post. The 
Country Gourmet, Dept. G7, 545 
So. Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 
10550. 

LIGHT YOUR WAY 
With something out of the ordi- 
nary, a pair of candle sconces 
and planters ingeniously fash- 
ioned for complimentary com- 
ment. Lit up and laden with 
greenery, these replicas of dainty 
blue Delft china highlight a break- 
fast alcove, a flowery guest room. 
4" by 8". $3.50 pair, ppd. Seth 
& Jed, Dept. G-70, Great Bar- 
rington, Mass. 01230. 

NO VISITORS 
Keep your pool protected! While 
you are away from home, a sum- 
mer safety cover keeps out unin- 
vited visitors, curious children, 
stray pets. Of sturdy, woven 
mesh, it installs or removes in 
minutes, remains taut and neat 
constantly. 15' by 30'. $197 
F.O.B. Clifton, N. J. Major Pool 
Equipment Corp., HG7, 200 En- 
tin Rd., Clifton, N. J. 07014. 

SOARING SEAWARDS » 
Nothing like the sight of a gull in 
flight to recall the delights of 
summer through woeful wintry 
weather. Aluminum gulls enam- 
eled in natural colors. Hang sin- 
gly or in a group. Gulls are 5" to 
10" h, with 15" wingspread. 
Choose A, B, C, E or F. Two gulls, 
$4.75; 5. $10.95. Add 50c post. 
Clymer's of Bucks County, HG7, 
Pt. Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

BIG GAME 
To hang in the studio, a striking 
color lithograph: brown, tan and 
yellow in various shades. Size is 
splendidly impressive (22" by 
28"). By Hug on artist-canvas, 
terrific tiger's a natural for the 
hunter and/or any wild life fan- 
cier. And we're legion! $5.95 plus 
45c post. Lambert Studio, Inc., 
Dept. 116, 910 No. La Cienega 
Blvd.. Los Angeles, Cal. 90069. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
HOW TO WIN FRIENDS 
Remember their names! At your 
next party, write name and 
choice of beverage your guests 
are drinking on these labels that 
stick to glass or plastic. Makes 
a great impression to know you 
haven't forgotten. Ideal hostess 
gift idea, too. Set of 50 for $1; 
three sets for $2.68 plus 15c 
post. Handy Gifts, HG7, Culver 
City, Cal. 90231. 

CARRY-ALL COLORS 
Hurrah for the purse-size palette! 
Five shades of lipstick (one's iri- 
descent white) in a case whose 
plastic cover protects the lot. 
Gives a girl plenty of color to 
play around with! She can refill 
from her reserve stock. Included: 
a sable brush. $3.98 ppd. Bleu- 
ette, Inc., Dept. HG7, 509 Fifth 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017. 

WICKER WINNER 
Relax a little in an arm chair and 
sofa hand-woven of natural blond 
willow with protective varnish fin- 
ish. Chair, 38" h., 25" w., seat, 
15" h., $24.95. Corduroy on 
foam seat and back cushions, 
avocado, black, gold or tangerine, 
$8.50 set. Exp. charges coll. Cat- 
alogue, 25c. Fran's Basket 
House, HG7, 89 W. Main St., 
Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

TAKES CARE OF GLARE 
Keep your home glare-free, pre- 
vent fading of home furnishings 
with self-adhering, transparent, 
blue-green poly film on windows. 
Cuts heat radiation in half; won't 
tear, buckle or crinkle. Remov- 
able, re-usable. Cut to any size. 
I6V4" by 105". $1.99; two for 
$3.79. Ppd. Breck's of Boston, 
W07, Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
02210. 

SAFETY IN AND OUT 
Keyless patio door lock for slid- 
ing patio doors, keeps children 
safe inside, stray animals and in- 
truders out. Lock cannot be pried 
or jimmied and its heavy gauge 
aluminum is padded to prevent 
marring. $2.95; two, $5.19. Ppd. 
West-Berg Enterprises, Ltd., HG7, 
Box 4184, Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 80910. 

HEIRLOOM IN HAND 
Once in a lifetime gift—a fine 
13V2"-sq. handmade handker- 
chief in Irish linen for a favorite 
bride. French lace trim, 2xk" w., 
has Lily of the Valley pattern. 
Names in white, with the date of 
marriage in white or blue. In 
white ribboned box with orange 
blossoms. $16.50 ppd. Villari, 
HG7, 30 W. 54 St., Room 516, 
New York, N. Y. 10019. 

/\5 soon as the rush is over I'm 901119 to 

have a nervous breakdown 

I vo^UeJ for it. I owe it to myself arid 

nobody is 90^9 to deprive me of it 

"RUSH"MOTTO 
Mab«   f h 11   witty 
needlepoint motto 
for yourself or the 
busiest person you 
know. The block let- 
ters and red border 
have already been 
worked on 12" t ?4" 
canvas. Only S7.95 
plus 55c pstg. Add 
$4.80 for ivory 
background y<jrn. 

% 4r*^ 

VtOU MM 

STANDING 
IN THE 

RAIN 
This delightful 
picture, import- 
ed from Swe- 
den, will bright- 
en any day. Kit 
includes design 
stamped on 
heavy cream 
linen, embroi- 
dery yarns in 
shades of yel- 
low, blue, brown 
and   black;  wide  white  mat,  mounting   board    rings  for   hanging   and   instructions.   Size   8" 
x 17", S9.95 plus 75c pstg. 

THE GROUP 
We see this "fun" pic- 
ture on a family room 
wall. Four white sheep, 
two grey and a lone 
black sheep are worked 
in basic crewel stitches 
against a gold back- 
ground. Kit includes 
design stamped on 14'/y 
x 36" gold homespun; 

yarns  in  white,  charcoal,   black,  brown,  gold  and  green;   instr.  Only  $5.95   plus  50c   pstg. 

WOODLAND 
SCENE 
PILLOW 

Pillow cover features 
a rabbit, squirrel, frog, 
snail, butterfly, bee, 
ladybug and flowers. 
Kit includes design on 
natural linen for front 
and back of 14" x 14" 
knife edge pillow; 
crewel yarns in soft 
green, blues, yellows, 
reds with brown and 
grey; green cording, 
zip, needle, instruc- 
tions. $5.50 plus 50c 
pstg. 

Send 25c For Next 3 Issues of Our Art Needlecratt Catalog 

)ept. HG707, 204 Worcester Turnpike, 

Wellesley Hills,  Mass. 02181 The Stitchery * 

ONLY 

m 

L '- - v , 

PER  CARAT 

FINE CUT 
^& 58 FACETS 

/f  PUM   WHITI •  FLAWLESS 

rRONGITE is a remark- 
able, hard and brilliant syn- 
thetic stone the most con- 
vincing laboratory-made 
product, at the fraction of 
the cost of a diamond. 

STRONGITE'S amazing 
hardness enables us to offer 
ycu an UNCONDITIONAL 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE in 
writing against scratching, 
chipping or loss of brilliance. 
Available in every popular 
gem shape, up to 20 carat 
diamond size, and larger. 
Sold on our easy payment 
plan and a MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE within 10 
days. You take no risk! 

SEND NO MONEY. 
Just  write  for   FREE   BRO- 
CHURE showing a wide va- 
riety of settings for men and 
women. 

THE STRONGITE co. 
DEPT. 99G. 2 WEST 47TH  ST. 

NEW YORK. N. Y. 10036 

LEARN FLOWER ARRANGING at home. 
Make professional corsages, arrange- 
ments, wedding designs. Unusual spare, 
full time money making opportunities, or 
hobby. Free information on exciting home- 
study course. 

_MAIL  COUPON  TODAY 

Norm & Sue Morris 
LIFETIME  CAREER  SCHOOLS       DEPT.   B-10 
2251 Barry Avenue, Los Angeks. Calif. 90064 

Please send me your free information "Oppor- 
tunities in Floristry." 

Name  

Address^ 

City  .State. .Zip, 
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ALARM 
LAMP or 
PLANTER 

LOUD PIERCING SOUND 
WILL AWAKE Y00 

SHOULD FIRE BREAK OUTv 

THIS LAMP 
or PLANTER 

COULD SAVE 

YOUR BABY'S 
LIFE & HOME 

Now have peace of mind with this Fire Alarm 
Lamp or Planter Guarding your home against 
fire. Made in the U.S.A. with money back guar- 
anteed if returned postpaid within 30 days. 
Makes an ideal gift. Available only through 
this  Advertisement. 

S.?r 995 SAVE 11895 
Plus 75c postage (or each item—N. Y. Res. add 6°o Sales 
Tax —Flowers   not   incl.— Send   Check  or   Money  Order  to 

SHOPPING AROUND 

CENTURY HOME GUARD SYSTEMS, Inc. 
STREET. JAMAICA.   N   Y.   11435 

DISCOVER THAT WONDERFUL WALKING-ON-AI 
Enjcy  the   comfort   and   satisfaction   from   these   sh 

won the hearts of millions of women 
—the    shoes   that    made 
Portsmouth famous. Each    Jp>= 

style available BLACK 
BEIGEand WHITE 

'. ■■;/'■'■'*'\        Loft crushed kid. l-\ '.;•.'■• 

SLING"       N^; 

Comfort You Can Feel 
Both styles available In these full and half sizes 

■-..'" . •    • " •   • /- y 
"TIE" 

Quality You Can Rely On 
Slender width for AAAA i- AAA 6 to 

12 ; Narrow width for AA & A 5% to 12; Medium width for B & (.' 5 to 12 ; Wide tor D& E 
5 to 12. Buy direct for only $12.95, plus 75c for postage. $1 extra sizes over 10. 
J   money  order or   check  <snrrn  HO COD)    DnDTCMflllTU    CUflT    Pfl       Mail Order Div.slon HG 
■.ifyilig  stale,   size Olid  coloi   desired,  to:    rUK I OlVl UU I M    OnUt    l/U.   Portsmouth. Ohio 45662 

Maple Leaf Sconces 
PAIR $5 .95 

Beautify living room, dining room, hall or 
bedroom with our all new maple leaf and 
flower wall candelabra. They're made of 
wrought iron and elegantly finished in an- 
tique white & gold or antique black & gold. 
Please specify. Unbelievably fine detail in 
each leaf and blossom. Each piece is 16" 
tall, 10" wide. Candles not included. 

MONEY   BACK   IF   NOT   DELIGHTED 

|](rf& ̂  
Dcpt.    HG-770.   Plymouth   Meeting.   Pa.    19462 

2"-thick Butcher Block on matte 
THE      black base with casters. 29" high. 

BUTCHER BLOCK 
48" x 24" $123.00 
48" x 30" $132.50 
60" x 24" $132.50 
60" x 30" $144.50 

Order direct. Check or 
Money Order. No C.O.D.'s. 

Express charges collect. NYC, 
6% tax. Elsewhere in 

N.Y. State taxes applic- 
able. Catalog, 50C 

J&DBRAUNER.INC. 
298 Bowery, N.Y.  10012 (Dept. HG7), GR 7-2830 

Tighten-Up! 
Wheel-in a slim, trim figure in 
just 2 weeks. Simply use Slim- 
Wheel a few minutes a day to 
reduce midriff and strengthen 
lower back. In no time at all, 
you'll look and feel better. 
5876 - Slim-Wheel $2.98 

Postage and  Handling  Add 50( 

GRACIOUS LIVING 
D-786   BERKELFY, R.  I. 02864 

,av you be in 
"heaven **& 

>a half hour before 
the Devil 

J   knows you re dead. 

ALONG SINUOUS LINES 
Striking the newest fashion note, 
a nylon tricot shirt ensnared in 
a slithery snakeskin print. He'll 
enjoy its button front design, 
lightweight and easy washability. 
Python in gray and black or 
cobra in tan and dark brown. 
Sizes S-M-L-XL. $15.95 plus 50c 
post. Catalogue, 25c. Ah Men, 
HG7, 8933 Santa Monica Blvd., 
West Hollywood, Cal. 90069. 

SMOOTH SAILING 
Ship ahoy to your parties this 
summer on board or ashore with 
yachting glasses refreshingly 
reminiscent of ships and skiffs 
and the deep-blue, depicting 
class boats in full sail, on-the- 
rocks in true life colors. Handy 
for highballs, punches or iced 
drinks. Set of six, 14-oz. capacity, 
$12.95 ppd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, ' 
HG7. Northport, N. Y. 11768. 

LAST LOOK GLASS 
Smallish looking glass is what a 
lass  needs  during  rush   hours. ■ 
She'll   be  grateful  for  a  pretty \ 
primping mirror in the hall: oval , 
shape's framed in an old walnut 
finished wood, hanger's a brass 
ring. Highly decorative, just right 
size. 8VA" by 7" $5.50 each; two- 
for   $10.65.   Add   65c   postage. 
Clymer's of Bucks County, HG7, 
Pt. Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

POLY  POOL 
Your garden takes on a new look 
with the addition of a sunken 
pool. Molded of water-tight poly- 
propylene, it is 8" deep, requires 
no special plumbing. Just fill it 
by hose. 3'5" by 2'3" with pot 
for lily bulbs. To sit by and reflect 
upon. $3.98; two for $7.65. Add 
50c post. Free lily bulb. Michigan 
Bulb, BP-1478, Grand Rapids, 
Mich. 49502. 

SMILING IRISH AYE 
Tis a happy thought that graces 
this 6" square ceramic tile. It's 
an Irish toast printed on white 
with green lettering. Hang it on 
wall to merrily greet your guests 
or use as trivet. It makes a fine 
hostess gift. $2.98 plus 40c post- 
age each tile. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG7, 585 Market St., San 
Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

NAME-CALLING 
Personalized name tapes identify 
your clothes to prevent laundry 
room mix-up, loss of possessions 
at camp. For heavies too: coats, 
sweaters and hats. Choose laun- 
dry-proof black, blue, or red 
printed on white; iron-on or sew- 
on tapes. Set of 100: one-line 
imprint $1.25, two-lines $2. Ppd. 
Holiday Gifts, 307-C, 7047 Pecos 
St., Denver, Colo. 80221. 

^ 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
I HOT STUFF! 
I Keep melted butter, sauces, 

gravies and etceteras warm and 
tasty all through the meal with 
this attractive candle-heated 
stainless buffet warmer. Splurge 
on several—they make lovely 
hostess presents. The ladle and 
all for just $5.95 plus $1 post, 
from J. Carlton's, Dept. F165, 
176 Madison Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 10016. 

SONGBIRD SANCTUARY 
Help the martin help you rid the 
place of bugs without using poi- 
son insecticides. Purple songster 
eats pests with impunity. Give 
him a house to call his own: the 
Trio-Musselman's all aluminum 
12-compartment construction's 
designed to lure the bird. 18" 
by 19" by 16", $29.95 plus $2 
post. World Co., HG7, 2 First St., 
E. Norwalk, Conn. 06880. 

COIN  CASES 
For the coin collector! Cases in 
many sizes with glass front in 
solid walnut, maple or other fin- 
ishings, velvet linings in any col- 
or choice or black. Send $1 for 
complete line of showcases for 
all kinds of collections in new col- 
or catalogue. $1 refunded with 
first order. Award Maker, Dept. 
HG7, 12495 N.E. 8th Ave., No. 
Miami, Fla. 33161. 

FIRST, FOREMOST 
You may think you can get by 
with any sofa until you spot An-- 
drew Wilkes' Victorian-Empire 
piece reproduced in loving de- 
tail: of solid mahogany with 
carved fruit center panel, 90" I., 
37" h. in many fabrics. $389.95 
exp. coll. Catalogue of Victorian 
furniture plus swatches $1. Mag- 
nolia Hall, HG7, 726 Andover, 
Atlanta, Ga. 30327. 

WISE AND WEIGHTY 
American primitive—an enchant- 
ing little owl, butterfly and mush- 
room already worked on canvas 
in grospoint in soft golds, browns, 
red, green and grey. You com- 
plete the background in ivory or 
forest green wool and what do 
you have?—a doorstop! Com- 
plete kit, except for brick, $6.95 
plus 45c post. The Stitchery, 
HG7, Wellesley, Mass. 02181. 

BOUQUETS OF LIGHT 
Hand-cut crystal showered with 
prisms give a soft diffused light 
on dining room buffet or the ends 
of a mantel. The light bulb is al- 
most concealed by the crystal 
flower-like drops. I6V2" high, 9" 
diameter. $29.95 a pair. Exp. 
coll. Perfect 15th wedding an- 
niversary remembrance! Luigi 
Crystal, HG7, 7332 Frankford 
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19136. 

JULY, 1970 

4 Magnificent Ancient Dynasty Panels Reproduced in Full Color 

ii 

*    & 

t 

a* 

Bamboo Shoots Horsemen in Lake Birds Green Mountain 
Ku An Ch'ln Ying Wang Yuan Yuan Yao 

Original Publisher's List price $20. . . complete set now only $3 
EXQUISITE MUSEUM MASTERPIECES YOURS AS LARGE 36" x 15" 
FULL COLOR PRINTS FOR YOUR HOME OR OFFICE —ALL 4 ONLY $3 
So you can add a final decorator touch of quiet beauty and elegance to your decor, 
we've taken these four exquisite hand painted panels and reproduced them with the 
delicacy and brilliance of the museum originals. Each lithograph captures the silvery 
iridescence and jewel like colors that make these paintings so subtle and mystical. 
Unfortunately it is impossible to reproduce the delicacy and craftsmanship in each 
panel from the small black and white illustrations here. Only when you actually see 
these   lovely   masterpieces   will 
you be fully able to appreciate 
their quality and  appeal. 

OFFER WILL NOT BE REPEATED 
THIS SEASON 

We urge you to order your Dy- 
nasty Panels now, while the 
supply lasts. Each magnificent 
panel is reproduced in full color 
and is 36" x 15" with crisp white 
borders— MORE THAN FOUR 
TIMES LARGER THAN THIS EN- 
TIRE PAGE. But hurry, this offer 
will not be repeated this season 
in this magazine. 

COLONIAL  STUDIOS,  DEPT. AP-10 
20 Bank St., White Plains, New York 10606 

I Please send me the four 36" x 15" full color An- 
I cient Dynasty Panels for only $3 postpaid on full 
I money back guarantee if I am not delighted. 
I Enclosed is $     (Print Clearly) 

I Name   

I Address  .   

I City State . Zip   
|        SAVE  SFECIAL OFFER:  Order two  sets  of  all 

four panels for only $5. 

^£     #x SNORE NO MORE 

J* 
Scientifically    designed    anti-snore 
mask   insures   sound,   silent   sleep. 
Washable    nylon    mask    fits    over 

^^tU   chin,   keeps   jaws   closed,   prevents 
^U         I   snoring     by     encouraging     proper 

^flj           1   breathing.   Adjustable   to   fit   men, 
^^d          P   women. 

%—t Ik 
Anti-Snore Mask 

dB                 $2.98 + 20c Mailing Each 
""jjH      Calif, residents add 57,   sales tax 
MjGM                  Satixftictioil fjttarnntet >l. 

^^■^^      Anthony Enterprises 
'tijij^r                             585   M'""k'''   St..    Dc-pt.    HG-70 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

ELECTRIC WATERLESS COOKER 
(Big 3' 2 Quart Capacity) 

^ 

Pop in food and run off for the afternoon— 
care-free. Dinner is ready and waiting when 
you get home. Stoneware cooking is still king! 

tnery" cooker brings back the advantage of 
tional crockery pot with the convenience of 

controlled electric heating. Retains the natural flavors 
and vital nutrients. No water required and no need 
for constanl attention. Perfect for soups and stews of 
all kinds, beans, meat balls, goulash, pot roasts. 
Thrifty, too! Cooks your whole main course for only 
lie worth 'it electricity! Heavy brow n crock set in 
white enamel housing. Two speed switch allows both 
rapid and slow cooking. Universal heating element 
for AC and DC. International recipe booklet included 
ni ■ i   each cooker. 

Waterless  Cooker $13.95   plus  ST.25  P&H 

///. Res. Add 5% Tax—Gift Catalog .25c 

3(hu&e oJ?*y(finite/ 
Dept. HG-7A, Oeerpath Rd., Batavia, 111. 60510 

Shopping H1DOOR 
atthe       I!STORE 

JOF WASHINGTON. D C 

The True Bentwood Rocker All graceful 
proportions and intricate curls Black, white, 
walnut, natural finish. Hand-caned seat and 
back. $82. Express Charges Coll. No 
COD's. A full range of Bentwood designs 
shown in our new 56-page catalog. Send $1. 

Door Store of Washington, D.C. 
3140 M St. N.W. (HG7) Wash., D.C. 20007 
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PERMANENT HAIR REMOVER 

SAFELY 

REMOVES *^^r 

UNWANTED 

HAIR 

FOREVER 

SHOPPING AROUND 

PERMA TWEEZ—Revolutionary 'one-step' home electrolysis device safely and 

permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. This is the 

only instrument with special U.S. patented safety feature that destroys the hair 

root without puncturing skin. Automatic 'tweezer-like' action gives safe and per- 

manent results. Professionally endorsed. «**_ - —. — ■ 

Advertised  with                                          $|4«95      PPC1. 

Send check or M.O. AMERICAN  MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 

14 DAY 

MONEY BACK 

GUARANTEE 

GENERAL MEDICAL COMPANY, Department HG-90 
57(11 West Adams Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90016 

Name  

I 
I 
I   Address. 

j   City/State. 

.L 
-Zip- 

ctuier of Professional and Home Electrolysis Equipme 

Old- 
Fashioned 
Homespun 
Tablecloths 

Loomed by 
The 

Mountain 
Weavers 

Loomed in the Appalachian Mountains by 

mountain weavers, a skill handed down by 

their forefathers. Real homespun cotton in 

a host of marvelous sunny colors, these 

self-fringed tablecloths are reversible for 

double wear, washable, never touches an 

iron. In gold, red, blue, olive, brown, 

orange and Sahara sand. 

52» J "" $&\95 U" Sq- Na»kins 5'" |)r. 
62" % 90 '      I L95 12" x 18" Place Mats. 
62" x  108"    13.95 $2.50 pr. 

72" Round Tablecloth $14.95 

All j>r,ces vpd.       Send 2~t lor ntalog 

" & Dept. G-70 
GREAT  BARRINGTON,   MASS.   012 30 

EMBROIDERIES 

MARGIT AND LARS. Big sister and 
little brother tiptoe through the 
sunflowers. This to go on a needy wall. 
Needs nothing but basic embroidery 
stitches. Pink and orange sunflowers. 
Lavender costumes. Blue linen 
ground. 12" x 14". $13.95. Send $1 
for color embroidery catalog. 
^^ 1_ 11 _— 55 Lambert Lane 
SKOll New Rochelle, N.Y. 
EMBROIDERIES     10804 Dept. HG110 

Spanish      Lantern 
Imported from Mexico! Elegant scroll de- 
sign, antiqued copper-tone metal trims 
pebbled glass sides! Use with candle, or 
wire electrically. 14" high, extends lO1^". 
Order #0244-4, ea. $4.99 + 35« shipping. 

Dept. 107 
Peoria, Illinois 61601 
Include Zip Code 

jfoiwe 

Fiske 
WEATHER VANES 

and Cupolas 
Original Designs 

AMERICA'S FINEST 
FOR 100 YEARS 

Established 1S58 
Fiske   originals   have 
topped homes for  100 
years. Time does not 
dim   their   beauty   or 
reliability. All are of 
hand-hammered     cop- 
per, finished with 22k 
gold leaf. All are fur- 
nished complete with 
the four points of the 
compass. 

Fiske offers a wide range of hand- 
some ready-built cupolas. Write 
for catalog. 

Vane   illustrated   .   .   .   ri31 
ARROW,    24"    long.    Price    S49. 

--200 ETHAN ALLEN, Jr 
HORSE % fu||-bodied 
26" long.  Price $105. 

= 332   ROOSTER,  36 
full-bodied, 13" high. 
Price S54. 

Prices F.O.B. point of shipment 
Write for Complete Weather  Vane and  Cupola  Catalog. 

J. W.  FISKE ARCHITECTURAL  METALS,   INC. 
113 Pennsylvania Ave., Paterson 3, N.J. 

HOLLY 
10/5/63 

M*ia^Mii 

FOR KEEPSAKE 
Have that treasured wallet size 
photo permanently engraved on 
a golden or silver metal charm 
shaped to the sihouette. First 
name and birthdate are on the 
reverse. Each is l"h., untamish- 
able, and comes with a mounting 
ring. $2.95 ppd. Photo will be 
returned. Dyna Process Corp., 
Dept. VP7, P.O. Box 126, Belle- 
fonte, Pa. 16823. 

STERLING THIMBLE 
Pretty little thimble is a sterling 
find, all dressed up in delicate 
hearts and flowers. Happy choice 
for the lucky lady who embroi- 
ders, sews, or does crewel work. 
Sterling silver with antique finish, 
hand-crafted, 1" deep, and im- 
ported from Mexico. Magnifico 
at $2.98 each; two for $5.75! 
Ppd. The Ferry House, Inc., 
HG7, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522. 

GIANT MAGNIFIER 
Want to read the stock market 
quotations and get the entire pic- 
ture at a glance? Use the page 
magnifier, a 7" by 10" magnify- 
ing sheet. It is great for tele- 
phone directory or legal docu- 
ments and maps. The broad view 
makes reading fine print a pleas- 
ure. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony- 
Enterprises, HG7, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

WILD LOUNGE 
A solid hardwood Nordic chair is 
given jungle allure with polyfoam 
cushions in animal fur fabrics of 
tiger, zebra, leopard, black or 
white seal. Full size lounge chair, 
hand-rubbed walnut finish. 26" 
w., 30" d.. 29" h.; 4" thick cush- 
ion. 3" back. $39.95 exp. chg. 
coll. Catalogue 50c. Genada Im- 
ports, Dept. HG7, P.O. Box 204, 
Teaneck, N. J. 07666. 

FINGERTIP TYPE ■ 
If you long to give a lift to a bath- 
room, consider new guest towels, 
more especially Scintilla adora- 
bles, in washable satin edged 
with a widish band of frothy lace. 
Colors are loves: mint, gold, pink, 
black, lilac, orchid, blue, red or 
white. $1 each; three for $2.75. 
Ppd. One initial 50c a towel. Scin- 
tilla. HG7. 4802 No. Broadway, 
Chicago, III. 60640. 

BUY JUPITER! 
It's as smart and comfortable a 
shoe as you'll find. And what 
a color and size selection! Gray 
or black shag; black, red, bone, 
beaver brown or white baby calf. 
Jupiter side tie saddle, crepe 
sole. Widths AAAA to EE; 2V2 to 
10, $20.95; IOV2 to 12, $21.95. 
Add 50c post. Free catalogue. 
Solby Bayes, HG7, 45 Winter 
St., Boston, Mass. 02108. 

I 10 HOUSE & GARD 



SHOPPING AROUND 
LIVE DONKEYS! 
New idea in pets: a miniature 
donkey! The affectionate, intelli- 
gent, gentle animal seen under 
the Sardinian and Sicilian sun. 
Now bred in this country to 
charm you. Grows approx. 34" 
h., weighs about 200 lbs. Can 
pull a cart full of children. Write 
for free information to Miniature 
Donkey Registry, HG7, 1108 
Jackson St., Omaha, Neb. 68102. 

CAREFREE DRIVING 
Can be yours all summer under 
the most grueling conditions! 
One quart of a new chemical for- 
mula, Engine Kool, in car radia- 
tor prevents heat build-up, lubri- 
cates all vital parts by circulating 
through cooling system. Fully 
tested and approved. One quart 
in plastic container, $2.98 ppd. 
Hobi, Dept. HG-7, 35 Engel St., 
Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

RING AND REMEMBER 
Upright phone recalls the down 
right upbeat days of raccoon 
coats, Rudolph Valentino, and 
such. Perfect on desk or bar, 12" 
high phone's complete with dial, 
ringer, cord and plug. Black 
$39.95, brass finish add $10. 
Add $1.50 post. Metropolitan 
Teletronics Corp., HG7, 35 W. 
35 St., New York, N. Y.  10001. 

FREE FORM 
We're happy to report on a splen- 
did table whose solid support is 
designed to slide under a chair 
for buffet use, letter writing and 
the like. Pull-up lap piece has a 
walnut finish marlite top that's 
stain and heat-resistant. 15" by 
23]/2", 24" high. $16.95 plus 
$1.75 post. Camalier & Buckley, 
HG7, 1141 Connecticut Ave., 
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036. 

BRILLIANT! 
Kenya gems are man-made jew- 
els to rival the beauty of the finest 
sparklers. Available in 14k gold 
his and hers settings or as stones 
in all shapes and sizes to fit your 
own, match your best. At only 
$45 per carat with payment plans 
optional, they could be a man's 
best friend! Free catalogue in- 
cludes testimonials. Kenya Gem, 
HG7, Philadelphia, Pa. 19122. 

MAKE A NOTE OF IT 
Tiny memo pads are just right to 
scribble notes during the day. 
Pad of about 20 pages is 2" by 
3" with name imprinted in gold 
on each pad. Pads are in assorted 
cheerful colors. Tuck a pad in 
each purse, one by each phone. 
Send names. Set of 10, $1.50 
ppd. Order from Bruce Bolind, 
HG7, Boulder, Colo. 80302. 

*m 
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WAIST-AWAY™ reduces stomach 
bulge for men and women! 

RELAX INTO A YOUTHFUL 

SHAPE   WITHOUT   EXERCISE 

Athletes don't exercise to lote weight or 
reduce midriff fdt! They "sweat it off" with 
special rubber suits. You can now use their 
proved, fast method. No weights! So sim- 
ple, it's amaiing how easy it works while 
you relax. WAIST-AWAY is a pliable wide 
belt of soft rubber-like composition that 
you wear ne»t to your skin. It makes your 
body hput melt away excess "flab" while 
you rle housework, jog or just sit and 
watch TV. 

The soothing massage effect relieves 
back and waist tensions. The heating effect 
developed by WAIST AWAY helps to ease 
backache and stiffness. Posture improves, 
too. A wonderful aid to athletes, business- 
men, housewives. 

Velcro®    adjustment    keeps    belt    snug. 
Specify man's or woman's model. 

SEND  YOUR  WAIST  MEASUREMENTS. 
Check or money order; no COO. 

appearances 

10 day-money-back guarantee 

WAIST-AWAY Belt $1 1.95 
postpaid 

Add loc.il sales taxes (NYC G%) 

Wonderful news for Women! 

THIGH  REDUCER  Belts 
Spot-reduce legs the sure, fast way. 

It you've struggled to reduce your thighs with exercise, 
massage, dieting, but have had disappointing results, take 
heart. There's a new woy fo slim those thighs where exercise 
alone can't help. IBEM's THIGH REDUCER Belts spot- 
reduce the heaviness at the top of the thigh while you 
walk, work, or just sit. Based on the same proved, effective 
principle as the WAIST-AWAY (see above)—using body 
heat to melt away excess fat with a relaxing massage effect. 

Here's a sure way to slim thighs. Now you, too, can wear 
these revealing mini-fashions. Do it now—get results in 
time for the summer beach scene. 

IBEM's Thigh Reducer Belts are soft, pliable, rubber-like 
composition. Adjustable Velcro® fastening keeps them 
snug as your thighs get thinner, ^end your upper thigh 
measurements   at   point   indicated   by   arrow. 

Whatever method of thigh reducing you've tried with- 
out success, don't give up. Order a pair of IBEM Belts 
today on 10 day money-back guarantee. Check or money 
order, no COD. 

ONE PAIR postpaid $16.95 
Add local sales taxes (NYC 4%) 

IBEM SALES CORP.,      Dept. HG-371,      509 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 

COUNT COINS FAST 

Sort, count, wrap pennies, nick 

els, dimes, quarters in seconds 

Simply slide coins into 4 chan 

nels. Shows the total as you go 

No more fumbling with the wrap 

per. Real timesaver for merchants 

cashiers, clubs, collectors, etc. 

COIN TRAY 
$1.98   +   30c Mailing Each 

Cali/. residents add 5% s<ir>.< lax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed, 

Anthony Enterprises 
585   Market  St..   Dept.   HG-70 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

Hcr.tliJ * ■iriounc 
LiwIU-rgli \MU\> Safely in I';iri»^i 
3,800-Milo Fiighl in ■tthlfot^ 

v\M 
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DATED 

NEWSPAPER COPY 

Find out what happened the day you 

were born—or any other special date. 

You pick the date—any time from Jan. 

1, 1900 through Dec. 31, 1964; you'll 

get the front page copy of the New 

York Herald Tribune for that day. 

Please specify exact dates. $1.00 Ppd. 

Write lor FREE catalog of gifts. 

Holiday Ul111* D.Pt. so? B 
7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colorado 80221 

■J OO SP/iccll /A 

MERCERIZED THREAD 

50 DIFFERENT COLORS come in 
mighty handy no matter how much 
or how little sewing you do! Now you 
never have to settle for a match that 
doesn't quite make it, or put off re- 
pairs till you buy the right hue—every 
imaginable shade in finest quality 
mercerized thread is ready for you. 
30-ft. per spool. 
20008 (100 Spools). 1 Set, 2.99 

"D"D Tpr*Tr*CZ    OF   BOSTON 
JOXV-HivyJV  O   SINCE    1818 

B40 BRECK  BLOC,  BOSTON,  MASS.  02210 

JULY,  1970 I ! 



BEAUTY   AND 

THE   BLEACH 

No fairy tale this, but a fact! 

Problems fade with Jolcn Creme 

Bleach . . . the fabulous new 

cosmetic that bleaches superfluous 

hair on face, arms and legs. Like 

magic, medically approved Jolen 

turns dark hair pale blond to 

blend with your own skin tones. 

Be a beauty ... try JCB now! 

JOLEN 

Box 561, H7, Fairfield, Conn. 06430 

Name   _ 

Address 

City  

_□  $2.20 Reg. Size 

_□  $5.50 Giant Economy Siie 

_Zone_ -State 
No C.O.D.'s/Price incl. pp./Money back guarantee 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Award 
,.Mater 
Showcase 
Collection 

FOR PRIZED POSSESSIONS 
THE ONLY CATALOG OF ITS KIND. A must for every 
home, office, military unit & school. This handsome, 20- 
page, full color catalog contains every conceivable means 
of displaying & preserving personal collections ... medals, 
spoons, watches, coins, shells, ribbons, etc. There are 
cases for trophies & pistols. Cases with or without shelves. 
A complete section featuring plastic laminations  & 
laminated  plaques for diplomas  & awards. And more! 
BankAmericard honored. Truly a "Treasure-Chest" of 
a catalog. 

SEND FOR YOUR PERSONAL COPY TODAY! ONLY $1.00 
(REFUNDED WITH YOUR FIRST ORDER.) 

AWARD MAKER 
12495 N.E. 8th AVE.   Dept. 740     N. MIAMI, FLORIDA 33161   j 

jBBffil 

SPANISH    PROVINCIAL   CHAIRS,   which   suggest 
the   antique   but   blend   perfectly   with   classic 
 lem  Interiors    Made bj  hand In Mexli ■ 
ii.o e tradltii mal Spanish pea sanl carvii 
and back oi handwoven rush; frame of sturdy 
Mexican wood. 37" ii . seat 18" w., 17" from 
ii.n.i. Choice of: Antique < harcoal Stain. $28.oo 
ran. rnfinishL'd Won.i i■ ra  526.00 pair. Lac- 
quered frame, $32.oo pair [lime, lemon, black, 
olive and white), SPECIAL OFFER: Deduct I09i 
on i "i mon chaii - Express < hai ■■■■- collect.} 

\ i ■   . i    i atalog 25c. 

FEMALE 
OF THE  SPECIES 

HANDMADE WICKER ATTACHE CASE 

Here's an attache you could really get attached 
to! For club women and career girls, a femme 
fatale briefcase in weather proofed natural 
wicker. Wood frame 16x11x3" case is beauti- 
fully hand-crafted and lined, with brass locks 
and 4 compartments for books, papers, reports, 
music. Looks great with any outfit! $9 plus 
75c postage money back guarantee. 

JOAN  COOK Dept 2 
1241 N.E. 8th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33304. 

Or phone 305-523-0171 for immediate COO delivery. 

GIANT 
MEXICAN 
HAMMOCK    *Oeach 

Fill a corner 
of the garden 

with the brilliance 
of a tropical rainbow! 

The   gayest   multicolor 
_,.-        hemp in all of Mexico has 

r       been twisted and braided by 
hand   into   this   big   127"   long 

hammock. Heavy woven rope ends. 
Weatherproof. Like sleeping on a cloud! 

Order -7751-1 $3.98 + 35? shipping chge. 

JrTostrr dinner 
Dept. 107. Peoria, Illinois. 61601 
phase include ynttr zip code 

niimii . a    p» 
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EAST MEETS WEST 
When the sun goes down, it's 
dress up time. Entertain at home 
or lounge lazily in a bewitching 
Daharrafrom Morocco. Shimmer- 
ing, silky white cotton with 
dramatic black stripes lavished 
with hand embroidery. One size 
fits all—washable, wrinkle-resist- 
ant. $19.98 plus 75c postage. 
Imported by Hobi, Inc., HG7, 35 
Engel St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

DRIP DRYS 
Don't fault the bride when she 
wants new curtains. Nothing 
gives a girl more pleasure than 
Colonial floral tiebacks. Cotton 
prints: blue or red with green; 
yellow or rust with brown on an 
off-white ground. 45", 54", 63", 
72" long $6.50; 81", 90" $8. 
(70" wide per pair) plus 50c 
post. Country Curtains, HG7, 
Stockbridge, Mass. 01262. 

FOR SECURITY'S SAKE 
This home burglar alarm devised 
with the safety of you and your 
family in mind. A new and im- 
proved model, it is super-sensi- 
tive and its loud alarm frightens 
any possible intruders or bur- 
glars. Two UM-3 flashlight bat- 
teries included. $3.95; two for 
$7.75. Ppd. Collier's, GE770, 
P.O. Box 585, Skokie, III. 60076. 

ABSTRACT AN IDEA 
A splash of colors, painting sur- 
face, brush and instructions are 
all included for you to paint and 
frame two modern abstracts. Sign 
them and nobody will ever know 
you had some help! 20 by 20", 
$14.95; 14 by 14", $10.95. Ppd. 
25c buys a colorful catalogue of 
kits. Decorative Adventures, P.O. 
Box 228EV, Abington, Pa. 19001. 

SCENT-SATIONAL » 
Delightful air freshener—decora- 
tive Perm-A-Scent wall vases turn 
stale room odors into sheer am- 
brosia. Fragrance is released— 
continuously. With French floral, 
lily (shown) or ribbed vase. Gift 
set: any vase with four months' 
supply of trefle or blue spruce 
fragrance, $3.95 ppd. Edco Fra- 
grance, HG7, 17-30 166 St., 
Whitestone, N. Y. 11357. 

LOVE-LADEN 
Bring the garden into your home 
with pure linen towels embla- 
zoned with the au courant mes- 
sage of love 'mid a floral bower 
of posies. Crispy-fresh color bril- 
liance! Full 16" by 30". Gold, 
pink or blue predominate. Each 
$1.29; three for $2.98. Add 25c 
post. The Country Gourmet, G7, 
545 So. Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
N. Y. 10550. 
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SHARPEN  UP 
Your lawnmower with a power 
drill sharpener to shape up your 
lawn easily! Attachment goes on 
in seconds. Long-lasting reversi- 
ble grinding stone, beveled sur- 
face for correct angle on cutting 
edge. Good for any rotary mower 
blade, workshop tools, too. $1 
ppd. Write Walter Drake, HG-61 
Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, 
Col. 80901. 

FINE FRENCH HAND 
If you want nutritious delicious 
vegetables, do it the French way: 
folding basket keeps sprouts, 
beans or whatever above the wa- 
ter in any saucepan—makes like 
a double boiler. Imported steam- 
ing device measures 6" across 
all sides up, 9" closed. $3.49 
plus 40c postage each. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG7, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

PLAIN AND FANCY 
Table's got everything going for 
it: plain 2" butcher block top, 
slick and polished; fancy wrought 
iron base fashioned by hand. 60" 
by 30" $175.50; 60" by 36" 
$187.50; 72" by 30" $187.50; 
72" by 36" $201.50; 84" by 36" 
$216; 84" by 42" $263. Pair of 
bases $110. Exp. coll. Catalogue 
50c. J & D Brauner, Inc., HG7, 
298 Bowery,  New York  10012. 

SOLED FOR GARDENERS 
Comfortable, flexible vinyl gar- 
den moccasins are made non-slip- 
with a ripple sole and wedge 
heel. Easy to slip on and off, 
they hose clean; fold into poly 
case. Great for sports too! Sizes: 
Sm. (b-bVz), Med. (6-6V2), Med. 
Lg. (7-7%), Lg. (8-8%), XLg. (9- 
9%). $3.99 ppd. Breck's of Bos- 
ton, W05 Breck Bldg., Boston, 
Mass. 02210. 

THE POSHEST STONE 
Any girl has a secure and scrump- 
tious feeling when she wears a 
ring designed with Strongites, 
the pure-white and flawless 
stones guaranteed against chip- 
ping and scratching. Center 
carat's encircled with 32 smaller 
stones, set in a 14k white gold 
band. $96 ppd. Free catalogue of 
gifts. Strongite Co., HG7, 2 W. 
47th St., New York, N. Y. 10036. 

AUTO VALET 
Jet-o-matic auto vacuum cleaner 
makes tidying your car a simple 
chore. It plugs into cigarette 
lighter for instant, powerful ac- 
tion, clears away dirt and dust 
completely. With ten-ft. cable, 
extra-slim nose attachment. For 
12 volt use. $7.98 ppd. Standard 
American, Dept. HG7, 1 Park 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Sell exclusive, fine quality Personal Christmas Cards. The variety 
of design and the range of price will please the most discriminating 
buyers. Outstanding selections for individual, professional and 
business use. Also Popular Priced Personal Christmas Cards, fine 
Personal Stationery and Holiday Gift items. 

Mute Jodai// 
There is no hotter or easier uav to earn extra money 

PEERLESS   GREETINGS 
1920 West Sunnyside, Dept. G-2, Chicago, III. 40440 

Name 

Address 

City 

Send For Samples at Once —Season Now in Full Swing 

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" 
Water plants while you're away. 
Amazing wicks feed moisture to 
plants for up to 8 weeks. One end 
inserted in water, other end in soil. 
Will not rot or mildew. Set of 4. 

NURSEMAIDS 
SI.98        15c Mailing Each 

I all/, r< sidi ins adtl S< i  -•■ 

Anthony Enterprises 
585   Market St..   Dept.   HG-70 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

DECORATORS: 
PLEASE NOTE! 

Wrought 
Iron 

PLANT 
STAND 

$9-95 

TWO for $18.95 
Add 95c Post. 

• ADJUSTABLE 
• ADAPTABLE 
• ATTRACTIVE 
An Important piece 
thai will add Medi- 
terranean flavor to 
your room, patio or 
terrace. Height ad- 
justs from 32" to 47" 
for your own desired 
effect. Top is 12" di- 
ameter, base i- 9" \ 
9*. Heavy wrought Iron 
in black, white, gold or 
green antique pecj 
fy), you will warn 
several at these prices, 
Tot not incl. 

Prompt Shipment 
/»_,____i- MONEY BACK 
UOOper S GUARANTEE 
Dept. G70. 7840 Rugby Bldg., Phila., Pa. 19150 

$4.95 

play-full 

TERRY 

ROMPETTE 

in 

s-t-r-e-t-c-h 

Nylon Cotton 

For lounging, sunning, exercising. Soft, 
absorbent TERRY, comfortable and perfect 
fitting, with elasticized top and legs, built- 
in French bra; rope-tie belt. White, Aqua, 
Sun  Gold,   Hot  Pink.  S-M-L.  Satisf.  Guar. 

•   IMMEDIATE DELIVERY  •       $4-95 

(Sorry, no COD's) plus 30c postage 

MlfUl UJAVUC 610-H7M-SO. Country Club 
Vllirtl    WAT lit Tucson, Arizona 85716 

(Div. Old Pueblo Traders) 
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HOMESPUN HOUSE—CUSTOM DRAPERIES 
WITHOUT SEAMS! 

"^•0 Woven 10 ft. wide to 
"upend" —only $3.98 yd! 

Decorators "up end" one piece to drape the 
widest window floor-to-ceiling—no seams to sew 
or show. Airy open weaves. Sturdy primitive 
cottons that launder, fluff dry, never ironed. 
Smart, too, for slip-covers, bedspreads, table- 
cloths. Natural, white or color-matched, $3.98 a 
yard and up. Just arrived - 100% imported 
polyester (voile or batiste), 118" wide, 19 dec- 
orator colors, $5.98 & $6.25 yd. 

New *'Fan Pleating" 
Where space is a problem! Unlike-anything you've 
ever seen, stacks luxurious 2% fullness into less 
than half the rod space required for our pinch 
pleating. Compare and choose the one best for you! 

Pinch Pleating 
Your choice of yardage, do-it yourself, pleating 
materials—or complete, made-to-measure draperies 
(handsomer at low, low cost because they're seam 
less!). Factory direct prices. Money-back guarantee. 
For brochure & swatches, send 25c (or 50c for 
special handling). 

Visit our NEW Showrooms in 
Northfield, III. & San Diego, Calif. 

\ II 

HOMESPUN HOUSE 
Our 17th Year 

9026 Lindblade Street 
Culver City, Calif. 90230 

V 
PROTECT  EYES  FROM   GLARE 

Now you can enjoy comfortable vision in 
strong sunlight while playing tennis, sailing, 
golfing, motoring, reading on the beach. 
Adjustable dark green plastic shield slips 
on your specs in a jiffy. 
Sport Visor ....SI .49    |    20c Mailing  Each 

Calif, residents add 3< i  salt -  ta.i 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Anthony Enterprises   Dent. HG-7O 
585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

Roto- 
Recipe 

A   File 
holds 
up to 

500 

recipes 
Compact rotating file holds recipes in see- 
thru picture window pockets, safe from 
flour and batter. Included are 20 dividers 
printed with 32 titles from Appetizers to 
Vegetables, index cards, pockets for 160 
recipes 3'/2" x 5". Each refill holds 
another 32 favorite recipes. For phone num- 
bers, household notes, too. T/2" tall. 

6334 Roto-Recipe File $6.00 ppd 
6335 Refill Binder  $1.00 ppd 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
"   '/   \ Please, your zip code is required. 

\^SC/Z4/rl<>     EVANSTON, ILL. 40204 

Romantic Victorian 
solid   mahogany,   hand-carved  furniture 

New way to save on finest quality furniture. 
Shipped direct from factory to your home (plus 
small freight). All tables have marble tops 
from Italy. Large choice of sofas, chairs, lamps, 
bedroom, dining room. Superb workmanship 
at modest prices. America's largest selection 
here. And, costly fabric cuttings are sent free! 

I. 

Magnolia Hall, 726 Andover/Atlanta, Ga. 30327 
To   get  big  catalog   G-70  and  costly  fabric cut- 
tings,   just   send   SI.    which   will   be 
with  a $2 certificate,  good  on  your first order. 
(Stamps,   dollar   bill   or   check   arc   all   fine.) 
Name  
Address  
 Zip  

I 14 
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TURN    ON   to   that    Mediterranean   feet 
in'.:   with   these   handsome   cast   aluminum 
switchplates.   Decorators   accessorize   rooms 
with this distinctive Spanish look.   Spec'ifj 
color,    either   black   or   verdigris,    triple, 
$3.50; double.  $2.50: single   le,   double 
outlet,   S2.50;  double  outlet.   $1.25-    in   li 
$1.25. Postpaid 

free catalog 

CREAIIVE HOUSE 
Dent. HG770* 221 W.9th St. • Kansas City. Mo.64105 

SHOPPING AROUND 
PICK A PAIR 
Of brass bedwarmer planters. 
Imported from England, minia- 
ture versions can do much to 
perk up a dowdy wall. Approx. 6" 
dia., 9"h., each stemmed with 
spindle-detailed wood in walnut 
finish, ready for your signature of 
artificial flowers or ivy. $6.99 
plus 50c post, the pair. Order 
from Foster House, Dept. 107- 
6970-8, Peoria, III. 61601. 

TABLE TREE 
Novelty that's bound to be a con- 
versation piece at table: branches 
of a red metal tree dangle ceram- 
ic salts and peppers shaped like 
fruits: strawberry, orange. Two 
relish dishes, replete with covers 
and spoon. Could you ask for 
more from this Yum Yum tree? 
$4.95 plus $1 post. Henry R. 
Smith Studios, HG60, 39 Crest- 
line Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087. 

MATTRESS MATE 
Finally somebody has provided 
us with a filler for the gap be- 
tween mattress and bed that the 
pillow disappears into. Adds 4" 
of sleeping area, fits all sofa 
beds. Non-allergenic polyure- 
thane. White. 48" or 60", $6.95; 
72" or 84", $8.95 ppd. Toni 
Stern, HG7. 54 W. So. Orange 
Ave., South Orange, N. J. 07079. 

STITCH IN TIME 
Instruction now leaves plenty of 
time to save money by making 
your own fashionable clothes. 
Learning's done at home with 
easy-to-read texts, fabric sam- 
ples, fully-illustrated lessons. 
Certificate awarded. Send for ex- 
citing free booklet to Lifetime 
Career Schools, Dept. C-221, 
2251 Barry Ave., Los Angeles, 
Cal. 90064. 

GRAND EXIT FOR PETS 
Quaiity-built for long service, 
two-way pet door automatically 
closes by patented magnetic de- 
vice. Looks good, too! Has nylon 
lock with weathertight, either 
side lock-up. Easy installation 
with furnished kit. 11" by 13", 
13" by 15%" overall. $16.95 
ppd. Plaza Enterprises, P.O. Box 
411-H-7, LaCygne, Kans. 66040. 

COOL MAN COOL 
Come summer and swelter, be 
prepared. And how better than 
to have on hand the one and only 
air conditioned cap: resistant 
cotton job whose built-in cooling 
system's patented. Not only for 
guys, it's also a boon for gals and 
all the kids! Natural, adjustable 
head size. $4.95 ppd. A Man's 
World, HG7, 35 Engel St., Hicks- 
ville, N. Y. 11802. 

HOUSE & GARDE 
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WATCHFUL VERSATILITY 
Multi purpose Swiss sport watch 
combines stop watch with tele- 
meter and tachometer. Precision- 
nude to check distances, speed, 
time with Swiss movement plus 
45 min. and 6 hr. registers. Gold- 
en metal top, stainless back, 
leather strap, shock resistant. 
$12.95 plus 50c post. Standard 
American, Dept. HG7, 1 Park 
Ave., New York 10016. 

SAFE ELECTROLYSIS 
What with all the emphasis on a 
perfect skin, do remove any hair 
from face, arms, legs. Use Per- 
ma Tweez with ease: safely de- 
stroys roots with tweezer-like ac- 
tion; does not puncture or irritate 
skin. Accepted for advertising by 
AMA. $14.95 ppd. General Medi- 
cal Co., HGE-15, 5701 W. Adams, 
Los Angeles, Cal. 90016. 

WALL DRAMA 
Imported hand-crafted wallcover- 
ings lend a distinctive aura to 
home interiors. Choose from 
grass cloths, burlaps, corks, 
heavy textured weaves. Send 25c 
for over 40 samples, full informa- 
tion and wholesale prices. Do-it- 
yourself instructions and tools 
available. Shibui Wallcoverings, 
HG7, Box 1268, Santa Rosa, Cal. 
95403. 

QUEEN ANNE'S LACE 
Now is a good time to try your 
hand at needlework! The delicate 
white blossoms and green leaves- 
of this countryside flower are 
worked against a soft blue back- 
ground. Kit includes everything 
for a 14" round pillow cover; de- 
sign on linen, crewel yarns, blue 
cording, zipper and instructions. 
$7.95, 65c post. The Stitchery, 
HG7, Wellesley, Mass. 02181. 

DRUM UP A SCHEME 
For this unfinished 18 inches 
high hardwood lamp that's ready 
for you to decoupage or antique 
to suit your fancy. Fully wired, 
three-way switch, 8-ft. cord. 
Shade: White or beige shantung; 
oyster or natural burlap. $9.95 
each; $19.50 the pair. Ppd. Free 
brochure. Order from Baxwood 
Crafters, Dept. HG7, P.O. Box 
7012, Lexington, Ky. 40502. 

COMMUNICATIVE ART 
What appears to be shell-like 
sculpture, springs open to an all- 
in-one phone that fits in the palm 
of the hand. Winner of the fa- 
mous European Design Award! 
Jet dial; cushioned base. Bisque 
white. 6%" long by 2%" high. 
$59.95 plus $1.50 post. Metro- 
politan Teletronics, HG7, 35 W. 
35th St., New York, N. Y. 10001. 

.shiBui 
'wAllcoveRinqs 
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FAMOUS 
FLIGHT 
BAG 

SALE! 
SAVE $10.00! The one-suiter flight luggage that was designed to hold all the luggage 
you need... yet fit right under your airplane seat... is now yours for a limited time 
only at $9.95 ... an amazing value! 
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED! Do not be confused by cheap imitations ... this luggage is 
currently advertised at $19.95... and worth every penny of it. It's a special purchase 
... a fabulous buy on a top-quality flight bag. 
EXCLUSIVE SPRING STEEL FRAME! Keeps its shape whether empty or full. This flight 
bag  has  a   unique  spring  steel  frame... it  means  your  bag  will  always   look  neat. 
stand erect. An expensive quality feature. 
MADE OF FINE WATER BUFFALO GRAIN 
MATERIAL! The rugged grain of Water Buf- 
falo in a fine quality expanded vinyl that 
will not crack, peel, or craze. Outlasts 
leather by six times . . . wipes clean with a 
clamp cloth. Stainproof. 
FINEST QUALITY! Durable zipper, locks, 
handles and hardware. The distinctive look 
in fine luggage that you will be proud to 
carry into the best hotels. It has a true 
executive look. 
AVOID BAGGAGE CHECK-OUT LINES! 
Meets all airline carry-on requirements: 
weighs slightly over five lbs. and is only 
22" x 13" x 9". The secret of the enormous 
capacity is in the expanding side pockets: 
one full-size pocket and two smaller pock- 
ets for extra convenience. Mail coupon 
now! This amazing sale price is for a 
limited time only. SATISFACTION GUAR- 
ANTEED OR MONEY BACK! 

#1672 Olive Brown or Black . $9.95 
plus $1.00 p.p. & hdlg. 

J. Carlton's Inc., 176 Madison Ave., N.Y. 10016 

I: 
— __ _ MAIL HANDY COUPON ^— —i . 

J. Carlton's, Dept. FDOS 
76 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016 

Kindly rush #1672 Flight Bags at 
the amazing sale price of $9.95 each 
(plus $1.00 postage and handling 
charges). If I am not completely satis- 
fied, I will return for refund or can- 
cellation of all charges. 
Specify: □ Olive Brown     □ Black 
Enclosed is $.  

(Check or Money Order) 
Charge my: 
□ Diners Club □ American Express 
□ Master Charge □ BankAmericard 

My Account #  

Name- 

Address. 

.State- City  
N.Y. Residents Add Sales Tax 

zip- 

Golden Treasury of Labels 

Stock up on a supply of elegant address 

labels. This set -features variety: 250 black- 

on-gold script initial address labels [I'/V 

x V2"] ar|d 125 matching gold initial en- 

velope seals [1" x 1"]. Packed in 2" x 3" 

plastic box. Complete set for $3 [via air, 

add 40c]. Write for fund raising folder, 

too. Bruce Bolind, 27 Bolind Bldg., Boul- 

der,   Colorado   80302.  Thank  you   kindly! 

u 
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Parents 

Creed 
EACH 

$0,30 

Two lor 
$$.45 

This is a formula for parents on how and how 
not to act in front of their young 'uns. What the 
child sees and learns in his formative years can 
affect his entire life. This Creed, if followed 
faithfully by Ma and Pa, can't help but make 
better men and women out of the young peo- 
ple. Written by Dorothy Law Nolte, printed in 
black and tan on white felt. 25'/2" long x 14" 
with tan wood top and bottom for easier 
hanging. 

Pa, Ret    1      ■        Tax * ?orr» Kn con's 
SEND    IOC    FOR    GIFT   CATALOG 

Clymer's of Bucks County 
Dept. HG7-0, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950 

Red Summer Flowers 
Evergreen Winter Foliage 

oMmmMmm *-S5* 

CREEPING 

RED SEDUM 
4 for $1.00        12 for $2.50 
8 for $1.75      24 for $4.75 

48 for $9.25 
Cover problem areas with the carefree beauty 
of the perfect ground cover—Creeping Red Se- 
dum (Sedum Spurium. Dragon's Blood). Grows 
in any soil, in sun or partial shade, on slopes 
and banks—all hard to cover spots. Each plant 
will spread to cover I sq. ft. Satisfaction Guar- 
anteed—or RETURN SHIPPING LABEL 
ONLY for refund. Order now and we'll pay 
the postage. 
— — — — -please Print Plainly" ~~ ~~ ~~ — 

HOUSE OF WESLEY. NURSERY DIVISION 
R.R.   I.   Dept.  3242-38.   Bloomington    III.  61701 

Please send Sedum plants.    $ Enclosed. 

Name 

I   City State Zip    I 

|Y,  1970 



WASTKfAN 
S. Pat. 

3,425.765        *' 

TROIXEY 
Arc waste-cans a problem in your pretty kitch- 
en? Nov keep them out of sight and still 
within easy reach! Our ingenious under-cab- 
inel "trolley" hides them- under the sink— 
in any cabinet—but you'll nevi t havi to reach 
tor them! Attaches in minutes (detaches 
easily) -holds atrj size wastecan (not inch)— 
glides out to meel you .1- door opens, disap 
pears like- magic as dooi 1 loses! Now you can 
have waste-cans wherever you m-e-d them with- 
out offense! In honey tone- pine stain finish. 
16"L  12"W S3.50 plus 50c postage e-ach. 
BEAUTIFUL   NEW   FREE   CATALOG— lOOO   PIECES 

Finished and   Kit Furniture in  Friendly Pine 

500 RETURN ADDRESS LABELS 

500 

FREE  HANDY  BOX 

USE  YOUR 

ZIP" CODE 

RICH   GOLD   TRIM 

Quick and easy way to put your name and 
return address on letters, checks, books, 
records, etc. ANY name, address and Zip 
code up to 4 lines, beautifully printed in 
black on white gummed labels with rich 
gold trim. 2" long. Free decorative box for 
purse or desk. Set of 500 labels just 50C 
postpaid. Shipped within 48 his. Money 
back if not pleased. Don't know the Zip 
Code? Add 10<t per set and we will look it 
up. Send for free catalog. 

Walter Drake & Sons 
3027 Drake Building 

Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901 

SHOPPING AROUND 

REPAIR EYEGLASSES 
This handy kit is invaluable 
whenever glasses come apart, 
at home, at the office or when 
traveling. Kit includes an opti- 
cal screwdriver and an assort- 
ment of hinge screws. 

Glasses Kit 

$1.19  4-  15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add ■':',   sales tax 
Satis/action mat  1    • 

Anthony Enterprise* 
585  Market St.,   Dept.   HG-70 

San Francisco. Calif. 9-410.5 

Glowing Glass Birds 
Three of our native songbirds done in ancient 
glass fragments hand set in lead outlines. For 
decorating and adding a dash of color to an I 
otherwise plain window. Handcrafted in Sand- 
wich, Mass. Beautiful with the light shining; 
through. Chickadee is on a Pine branch, Cardi- 
nal on Holly, and the Blue Jay on a Dogwood J 
limb.   Appr.  6"  to  7"  in   length.   State  choice. 

CHICKADEE $6.50 CARDINAL $7.95 

BLUE   JAY   S9.95 Aild 35c ...   post. & handling 

fa. Res     i.M ',       / ,1,   • sorry No 1 '»/>■• 
SEND    10c    FOR   GIFT   CATALOG 

Clytner's of Bucks County 
Dept. HG7-0, Point Pleasant. Pa. 18950 

authentic colonial 
SAILING SHIP 

Cross stitch reproduction from our 
primitive American painting. Beauti- 
fully detailed on fine quality blue 
homespun 12" x 15". Exclusively ours. 
All materials included except frame 
Specially priced to acquaint you with 
our elegant painting, stitchery, and 
wood cabinet assembly kits. 

$2.50 VALUE FOR JUST $1.25 ppd. 
Po. Res. odd 6% Soles Tox 

For complete catalog send 25< 

P.O. Box 228 V 
dECORATJVE     Abington, Pa. 19001 

MdvENTURES 

EXOTIC 

Safari Glasses 
Serving drinks to your guests with 
these "fabulous" glasses is almost 
as exciting as actually being on a 
Safari. Available in HtbaM or Exe- 
cutive-shaped Double Old Fash- 
ioneds (please specify), with full 
color decorations of African Wild 
Game with their young. We repeat, 
thoy're   "fabulous" ! 

Camalier 
s (^Buckley*; 

^ $13.50    Set (6) 

SEND FOR GIFT CATALOG 
Dept. HG7-0. 1141 Conn. Ave.. N.W.. Washington. 

ISI add floe i 
Sorrjj \ 

O.C. 20030 

/ 

LOUD AND CLEAR 
Stand up and be heard with ; 
bull horn, a portable transistor 
ized megaphone first used by the 
U.S. Navy. With pistol grip, trig 
ger switch, adjustable volume 
it's lightweight, cannot rust oi 
corrode. Operates on four stan 
dard batteries. $12.95 plus 50< 
post. Westport World Art, HG7 
606 Post Rd., Westport, Conn 
06885. 

CORNUCOPIA CONCEIT 
Treat the wall to a treat with un 
usual wrought iron plaque: 
whose design appears as bou 
quets of flowers and bunches o 
fruit. Size comes 18" by 11" t: 
cover large areas: a welcome 
change and a lot less expensive 
than pictures. In antique gok 
and black. $4.98 a pair plus 75( 
post. Harriet Carter, HG7, Plym 
outh Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

SQUIRES DESK 
Designed on a nostalgic note 
solid maple desk makes youi 
homework easier with well-organ 
ized drawer space: file drawei 
in pedestal is 15" front-back 
10%" w., 11" deep; two above; 
overall size. 46" w., 22" d., 35" 
h. Lots of room for a lamp, too! 
$109.95 exp. coll. Catalogue 
25c. Ephraim Marsh, Dept. 764 
Box 266, Concord. N. C. 28025 

HELP FOR HOME SEWER 
No more tacking, notching with 
instant pattern marker! Now 
mark both fabric layers at same 
time with Tack-It and transfer 
paper. Slip paper between lay- 
ers, tap Tack-It once, and mark- 
ing is done! Transfer paper for 
25 garments included. $1.98 plus 
25c post. Greenland Studios, 
7247 Greenland Bldg., Miami, 
Fla. 33054. 

HAIR  BEGONE! ' 
Treatment kit of special ingredi- 
ents includes probe and epilator. 
Safe to use on face, arms, legs. 
Home electrolysis is easy and it 
works. No bristly regrowth, no 
chemicals, no odor. And you may 
use make-up right after treat- 
ment. 14-day money back guar- 
antee. $14.50 plus 75c post. 
Anne James, Dept. H7, 1226 No. 
Fuller,   Hollywood,   Cal.   90046. 

IT'S PERSONAL 
Three mini-drawers stashed with 
goodies bring spring fever into 
summer: 12 each of folded notes 
3V2" by 4V2", lavender envelopes 
and self-adhesive heart labels in 
a chest delicately pictured with 
a generous helping of hearts and 
flowers in pink, lavender, purple. 
$1. Personalized, $1.98. Add 
25c post. Gracious Living, Dept. 
789, Berkeley, R. I, 02864. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
A TYPICAL TURTLE 
Holds fast all your favorite little 
objects, jewelry, goodies! Turtle 
box delightfully designed in 
earthy colors of papier mache. 
It's a gift item of attractive prac- 
ticality, a most unusual keeper 
of trinkets or even candy for the 
children. 5". $3 ppd, Another 
joyous idea from Merri Makers, 
HG7, 502 So. Broad St., Thomas- 
ville, Ga. 31792. 

FOND MEMORIES 
Photos and documents will not 
fade or finger mark in this new 
type paste-no-more album. A 
film cover process keeps them in 
place and dust free. Easy to re- 
move and replace. Beautifully 
bound, 20 pages. $5.95; refill set 
of five double face pages, $1.98. 
Add 30c post. Standard Amer 
ican, HG7, 1 Park Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 10016. 

SONGS ON THE WALL 
Gilded plaques to hang in a 
child's room conceal a Swiss 
music box. The Renoir girl plays 
Edelweiss when the hidden knob 
is pulled and the enchanting boy 
plays Try to Remember. 18-note 
movement rewinds automatical- 
ly. 7%" by 6". $9.95 ea. plus 
65c post. Catalogue, 55c. Hilde- 
garde's. HG7, 597 Farmington 
Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105. 

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY 
White ceramic tile bears a mes- 
sage that keeps tempers in check 
in these hectic times, "May the 
Good Lord take a liking to you— 
but not too soon." Hung on the 
wall by a breakfast table, it's a 
great family soother. 6" sq. $2.98 
plus 40c postage each tile. An- 
thony Enterprises, HG7, 585 Mar- 
ket St.,San Francisco,Cal.94105. 

A BARN BUILT BY YOU 
Attractive little red barn makes 
the perfect set-up for a work 
shop, play house, motorcycle ga- 
rage, dog kennel. Of V2-inch ex- 
terior plywood; mounted on skids 
for portability. Step-by-step plans 
for 8' by 12' by 9' high with 4' 
sliding door. Also a 6' by 8' size 
with dutch doors. $2 each ppd. 
Hammond Barns, HG7, Box 
39027, Indianapolis, Ind. 46239. 

PURELY PRIVATE 
Kitty's litter is constantly dried 
by screen filtration and ventila- 
tion. To prevent odor and keep 
litter fresh give an occasional 
whoosh with the generous supply 
of special spray included. 20" 
by 14" by 6" non-corrosive box 
is cleaned with wide scoop. $7.95 
plus $1 post. Special Products 
Co., HG7, Box 861, Traverse 
City, Mich. 49684. 

\5 ^P^- 

CHEF'S WOODtN TOOLS (above)       Set of 5 SI.59 
    ' I   ■     ontial   utoi 

chofi    w dn'l     »-■   without   thorn I   ftpooni   thai   g*t     | 
into cornort.   with   holei   '•••   mi*   dougl     ■•    Joti 
for draining,  p.-i<idi<- ihapod  for  folding,   each  differ- 
. nil   Natural   wood,   9-14"   |< •.•>/1 

PAELLA PAN (above right)   S2.98 
A   gourmet  delight   and   Spain'i   .(r...t.   t   export    the 
delcetablt    oni  dl  h    moal    ■ ■ I   paella!   Our   »t«>H 
12"   pan   is   the   perfect   ■! '•    and   ft nape <   ha 
grip  2"   handles,   gooi   handsomely  to   the   table   for 
serving. Authentic Spanish recipe incl. '. , i». 

WROUGHT IRON NAPKIN HOLDER (right)       $2.98 
Fabulous   indoors   or   out!   Center   rod   hold*   na 

o  they  pun   out  one  .it  •■   time   on   porch or    >al   • 
keepi them from blowing away. Imagine anyth i   . 
practical   bring   so   handsome,   too!    In   black   wrought 
iron,   7  x  7   x  6V4" hi«,h,   takes a   big   fttach 1202 

rh add 35c posiavt and ft 

«< c I he COUntry Gourmet inc.    Dept. G7, 545 Fourth Awe., Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550 

ZODIAC all- weather MATS 
12 different ZODIAC designs 18" x 27" color-fast 
indoor-outdoor mats featuring attractive gold on blue. 
Ideal for home, office, hobby areas ... in kitchens, 
dens, entrances, basements, bathroom, patios . . . 
these lightweight durable nylon faced mats are easy 
to clean, ultra-durable, fast drying, colorful, vinyl 
backed to prevent slippage . . . provide the elegant 
look wherever used. Ideal in high traffic areas, or as 
wall decorations. 
In ordering, specify zodiac symbol ($9.95©), and 
quantity desired (save: full set of 12 only $99.50). 
A'o  C.O.D.s.  Pa.   residents  add 6%   sales   IOJT. 

FIBERTRENDS 
P.O. BOX 800, CONSHOHOCKEN, PA. 19428 

Aquarius Leo 
Pisces Virgo 
Aries Libra 
Taurus Scorpio 
Gemini Sagittarius 
Cancer Capricorn 

Send Today for FREE 
64 page Shoe Booklet H 
See how easy it is to be fit- 
ted Direct via Mail in Shoe- 
craft Famed Fifth Avenue 
Shoes. Great values now 
at Low Money Saving Prices. 

NO  RISK TO  YOU! 
\   Satisfaction Guaranteed 

or Your Money Back. 

SAVE MORE MONEY! 
No Extra Charge for 
Any Sizes 9 to 13 

PICC0  $10.00 
Pleased as Punch ... a pic- 
ture worth a thousand 
words. It's the real low down 
... on ground level chic. 
A carefree casual way — to 
feel about Summer. Cloud 
white, black or tobacco 
leather. Padded sole. 

SHCECRAFT 603   FIFTH   AVE. 

NEW  YORK  10017 

ANTI-INFLATION CHAIR 
King-size  lounge  chair,   extremely  comfort- 
able and portable. Use in your living-room, 
around  the  pool,  or at the  beach. 
Our   exclusive   triple-laminated   5mm   vinyl 
construction   is  fully guaranteed. 
The double heat sealed seams on this chair 
make   all   other   inflatables   obsolete. 
Available   in   black,   white,   yellow,   orange 
and green. 

Our deflated price: 

$12 " 
plus Si.00 postage 

Fla. Residents add 52c 

DESIGN sales'" 
nwii^s.f 108 Aragon Ave. 
HELIOS Coral Gables, Fla. 33134 

KEEP HIM DRY NIGHT AND DAY 

MALE-DRI SUPPORT 
Here's the sensible sanitary way to stop the embarrassment 
of wet garments and bedding. MALE-DRI gives day-and- 
night protection and confidence without the bulk and 
bother of diaper-like garments. Helps train him to stop 
bedwettlng. Elastic belt, wet proof pouch. Quilted, ab- 
sorbent, washable cotton pads snap in—snap out for easy 
laundering. Only $5.95. Guaranteed to satisfy or money 
back if returned postpaid in 30 days. Send waist measure. 
Add 45c for postage. 

PIPER  BRACE  COMPANY,   Dept.   HNG-70MD,  811   Wyandotte  St.. 

J5v5 
complete with 
J washable, 
snap in 
absorbent pads 

Patented /■■ 
/ 

Worn by intahds and 
thousand* oj adults, too. 

Kansas City.   Mo.  64105 
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QUAIL 
LODGE 

Golfers' 
Garden 

of 
Eden 

at the Carmel 
Valley Golf & 
Country Club 
Ideal golfing weather 
year 'round, in the 
land of the California 
Dons.  Luxurious, 
lakeside bungalows, 
or main lodge, plus 
Clubhouse facilities, 
18 hole championship 
golf course, pro shop. 
Perfect for golfing 
vacations, executive 
conferences.   For 
brochures on Quail 
Lodge and Club 

imesites, write: 
8205 Valley Greens 
Dr., Dept. P, Carmel, 
Calif. 93921. Or call 
(408) 624-1581. 

OUAII    I CARMEL 

LODGE I ROAD 

Awarded AAA's 
highest rating, "Out- 
standing" 

Golf •Tennis»Swimming«Shops & Beach 

BIRdfEEVERS! 
BEAUTIFUL, HANDMADE STONE- 
WARE. Fascinating for Birdwatchers. 
Hang these decorative ceramics from 
trees or rafters outside your windows. 
Bark Brown base, glazed white top. 5" 
high. 41 2" wide, white cords. Use singly 
or in groups. Single: $4.95. Pair: $4.50 
each. 3 or more @ $4.25 ea. All ppd. 
No COD's. Calif, res. add 5'v   tax. 

Mail orders to: 

ADAM FOX INC. 
Box 1177, Carmel, Calif. 93921 

It's a bag! It's a pillow! 
It's Super-Tote!! 

NEW! Whimsical -TIGER-TOTE" 
carryall of tiger-striped terrycloth in 
gold tones & black. Lined with wa- 
terproof vinyl. Blows up to be a 
beach or car cushion! Carries wet 
swim suits, etc., dry sundries, or 
doubles as litter bag. Versatile, 
washable, simply great! 16 x 11',". 
Only $5.50 ppd. No COD's. Calif, 
res. add 5% tax. 

Carmel Valley Village 
Carmel Valley, Calif. 93924 

Chandeliers Drip-Dry 
with Crystal Clean! 

Cleans  Artificial  Flowers, too 
Use this amazing, new miracle cleaner that 
sprays crystal chandeliers to sparkling bright 
ness in a jiffy. No need to take down, disas- 
semble, remove or polish parts and pendants. 
Grease, grime, dust, etc., disappear when 
you use this finger tip spray on the large, 16 
oz. plastic bottle, $4.75. Order now to make 
your home sparkle. No COD's please. Cal. 
res. add 5°'o tax. 

Kellum's CRYSTAL CLEAN 
Dept. HG7 

652 Lighthouse, Monterey. Calif. 93940 

Worth Looking Into . . . 
Ever considered selling your particular product or 
service by mail? 

Write us tor complete information on how you can 
sell profitably, here, in House & Garden's Shopping 
Around Section—America's favorite shop-by-mail- 
center 

House & Garden's 
SHOPPING AROUND 

420 Lexington Avenue,  New York,  N. Y. 10017. 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

SHIRT 

SHIFT 

Button up a breezy 
summer shift and 
you're smartly set for 
shopping,  committee 
meetings.   No-care 
polyester and cotton in 
great colors: mustard, 
avocado, true blue, 
crimson. 8-18, $21; 38- 
44, $25. Roadrunner 
pin to match buttons, 
$2. Ppd. Pernie's, HG7, 
Box 5725, Carmel, 
Cal. 93921. 

IT'S YOUR  BAG! 

Monogrammed,  of course!   Panier arm 
style, 15" by 14". $26.50. Trim box, 
5" by 12". $29. Ppd. Both beauties 
in leather look red, 
tobacco, navy, gold. 
Patents   in  alabaster, 
black, white, yellow. 
Underline   letter  for 
center of  monogram. 
The Pro Shop, HG7, 
8000 Valley Greens Dr. 
Carmel, Cal. 93921. 

For bed and bath. Volante Carlin's butterfly. Permanent 
press sheets of pink, blue, yellow. Extra long 
twin, $9; full/queen, $13; king, $16. 
Cases, $6 pair; king, $6.50. Ppd. Matching print acetate- 
crepe comforter. Twin/double, $100; queen, $170; king, 
$240. Add $3 post. Thick sheared terry towels: 
bath, $5; hand, $2.50; face cloth, $1.15. Ppd. 
The Pampered Hamper, HG7, Carmel Valley, Cal. 93924. 

HOUSE & GARDEN 
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MONTEREY 
'vRMEL      MONTEREY 

STORK SET 

As snippy a set of scissors as ever you'll find! 
A trio of storks in gold- and silver-toned metal 
from Solingen, Germany, the center for fine 
cutlery. Zlh" size, $5 each; two or more, $4.50 
each. 4", $6 each; two or more, $5.50 each. 
6V2", $10 each; two or more. $9.50 each. Ppd. 
Adam Fox, Inc., HG7, Box 1177, 
Carmel, Cal. 93921. 

TOPPER TIP 

Big, bold, brilliant 
blossoms from the 

islands. Hawaiian 
cotton topper in sea 

blue and aqua. 
Wear with pants, 

set atop shorts, 
skirts, swimsuits. Smart 

shirtmaker style with roll- 
up sleeves, self buttons. 

10-18, $12.95 plus 55c post. 
Nicholson  Imports of 

Carmel, HG7, Box 4335, 
Carmel, Cal. 93921. 

CRYSTAL COUP 

arly decorative and 
emarkably  priced, 
-light (one hidden) 
ystal chandelier in 
Spanish brass with 
e imported crystal 
isms. 18" wide by 
18" high with 24" 

ging chain. $49.50 
exp. coll. Kellum's 
-ighting, HG7, 652 
nthouse Ave., Mon- 
terey, Cal. 93940. 

-Y,  1970 

Electric 

BOILS 
Stainless steel kettle boils up to 21 ? 
qts. in a jiffy. Great time saver for 
instant foods and beverages. Ideal for 
home or office, trailers, boats, m't cab- 
ins, ski lodges. Award-winning design. 
Automatic "Boil Control". Automatic 
shut-oft, if you forget. Safe & effec- 
tive room humidifier. Removes creases 

R FAST! 
from clothing. Scald &. drip-proof. 
Cool plastic handle, cool bottom. 
Built-in cord. 110 V. heat-saver. A 
fine quality. Canadian Import, U.A.L. 
approved. I yr. guarantee. Unique gift 
for home or business. $13.95 ppd. No 
COD'S. Calif, res. add 5% tax. Ours 
exclusively  in  U. S. Order now  from 

JOHN  HARDY 
Box  1596, Carmel, Calif. 93921. 

"Tropical Flowers" Shift 
FROM HAWAII comes this easy to wear 
charmer in two lovely versions—in dreamy 
moonlight colors of lilac and soft blue 
splashed with white and a dash of soft gold 
and green, or in sunlight colors of lilting 
yellow, persimmon, soft pink and white 
touched with silver gray. Carefree arnel 
sharkskin—wash and wear. Beautifully de- 
tailed—back darted and zipped. Choose 
MOONLIGHT or SUNLIGHT colors. Sizes 10 18 
$22.50 plus 55c shipping. No COD's. Calif. 
Res.  add  5%   sales tax.   Mail  orders to: 

NICHOLSON 
P.O. Box 4335 

IMPORTS OF CARMEL 
Carmel, Calif. 93921 

Pineapple Cardigan 
GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT! Luscious 
knit of 100% acrylic orlon, that easy- 
care stuff. Machine wash & machine 
dry. Superb for summer. In white, blue, 
beige or black. A great size range—38 to 
48. $16.95. ppd. Calif, res. add 5% tax. 
No COD's. Order now from 

& 
£rmc6 
OF    CARMEL 

Box 5725,  Dep't H7, Carmel, Calif. 93921 

LNJUY great golf In great 

weather, year 'round, at the 

MARK THOMAS INN 
SMILING SERVICE, luxurious ac- 

commodations, excellent cuisine, 
dancing. 6 acre garden setting. Ban- 

quet conference facilities. Golf on 
adjoining Del Monte course and other 

famous Monterey  Carmel Peninsula 
courses nearby. Join the INN group! 

Write  lor our  "Great 
Golf Package and 

free brochure 

^otoffiiJriU Hit 

■Excellent" by 3A 
•4 Star" by Mobil 

Dept. H 
Mark Thomas Drive 
Monterey. Calif. 93940 

Ph (408) 372-8101 

FLAG POLE BRACKET 
OR, complete flag kit 

A STAMPED STEEL, rust-resistant 
bracket. Holds 34" flag pole. Incl. 3 
screws to attach bracket horizontally 
(window sill), or vertically (wall or 
fence). $2.25 ppd. 

OR. order complete American Flag Kit. 
Incl. 3x5 flag, eagle ornament. 6' metal 
pole, cord, instructions, above men- 
tioned bracket. $7.95 kit. ppd. No COD's 
please. Calif, res. add 5% tax. 

BRINTON'S CARMEL 
RANCHO HARDWARE 

546Carmel RanchoC't'r, Carmel, Calif. 93921 
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REALLY 
TOUGH 

We lake the finest, toughest U.S. Govt. Spec, canvas, carefully cut and sew it, to 
build these handy canvas bags. Then we sell them to you at a cost hard to match. 

BIG 
CARRYALL 
We have some very fine 
21-oz canvas duck that is 
used to cover Navy ships. 
We make it into these big 
7-inch wide, 14-inch deep 
bags in several lengths. 
Note the handles: they go 
all the way into the double 
bottom. Easily carries hun- 
dreds of pounds. Use it for 
carrying groceries, beach 
gear, books, even baby! 
24-inch @ $7.95, 21-in. @ 
$6.95. 18-in. @ $5.95. 
Mail check or money order 

Please Rush the Foil 
QUANTITY ITEM 

24" Carry-All 
21" Carry-All 
18" Carry-All 
School Bag 
Shoulder Bag 

TOUGH 
SCHOOL BAG 
This is maybe the last 
school bag you'll ever 
have to buy. Carries a boy 
without breaking! 21-oz 
duck, double bottom, side 
pocket, rivets. Rain flap 
covers books, lunch, gym 
clothes. Red, white & blue. 
12-in.   by   18-in.   @   $8.95. 
We guarantee our products. If you don't like what you've 
bought, send it back in 10 days for a full refund. (Natu- 
rally, there will be a $2 deduction if used or soiled.) If 
it breaks, we replace it for a $1.50 handling charge. 

(NoC.O.D.) to Bags & Bags, Dept. HG7,   Roanoke, Ala 36274 " 

lowing items 

SHOULDER 
BAG 
Can be used as a purse, 
for travel articles, or baby's 
bag. Heavy, strong duck, 
bwt beautifully finished. 
Simple closure. 12 x 13 x 
4 in white with blue trim. 
$7.95. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

< > 
< ) 
t ) 
< ) 
< ) 

EACH 

$7.95 
6.95 
5.95 
8.95 
7.95 

TOTAL Enclosed  Check/M.  O.  lor $_ 

Name  

Address^ 

City  -State Zip- 

Marglo 
MARBLE  STAIN   REMOVER 

and POLISHING KIT 
Stains, rings—yes, even discolorations on ANY mar- 
ble surface can now be easily cleaned and repol- 
ished like new with MARGLO—the only complete 
marble care kit! Contains a generous supply of 
marble stain remover, marble polishing powder, 
sturdy applicator and 2-year supply of MARGLO 
MARBLE SEALER WAX that gives protection and 
shining beauty to your marble. No C.O.D.'s, please. 
Complete Marglo $ C95 Marble Sealer      $ 095 
Kit (postpaid)       9 Alone (postpaid) A 

MARGLO   CO. 
P.O. Box 114. Dept. HG-70, Niles. Illinois 60648 

RECIPE-GO-ROUND 

Put your favorite recipes at your fingertips! 
Keep your special cakes, casserales, etc. in full 
view on your counter, housed in this pretty, 
practical revolving file. Holds up to 500 index 
cards or recipe clippings in protective trans- 
naif nt windows. Has sturdy metal frame and 
oval shaped base and turning knobs of fine, 
highly polished inlaid hardwood. Comes com- 
plete with V/z"x5" envelopes for 160 recipes and 
asst. colored index cards for 32 cooking cate- 
gories. $10.95 plus 85c postage. Envelopes for 
32 extra recipes are $1.00. 

FERRY  HOUSE  {ft*- f*n M ¥ Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 

Record Browser$fi99 
ON   WHEELS' " 

plus SI-OO postage 

ROLL IT right up to your easy chair and browse 
through your records in comfort. Roll it out to the 
patio, or to family room or den. or take it along in 
the car. Holds over 101 LP records. Beautiful brass 
finish, quality made. 18" high x 24" long x 13" wide. 

I&tntp &. g>mtth fetubioflS** 
Dept. G70,  39 Crestline  Rd.,  Wayne,   Pa.  19087 

END  SHIRT 
COLLAR "SQUEEZE" 

C o 11 a r - Ex t e n d e r button 
"loosens" tight shirt collars. 
Ends all-day tugging. Expands 
collar up to '/i size larger for 
that "just right" feeling. In- 
visible behind tie. Can be 
transferred from shirt to shirt 
in seconds. Set of 4. 
Collar Extenders 

SI.00 + 15c Mailing 
r alii 

Sai tefaction guaranteed 

Anthony Enterprises 
585  Market St..   Dept.   HG-70 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

*#% 

Tfi m 

il I 

MRS. LILLIAN SMITH 
BJ      11454 Washington Blvd 

Los Angeles. Calif. 90066 

KITCHEN CAMP 
Wanna piece of Pop Art? Status 
pot holder will get you every- 
where in the kitchen bending 
over a hot stove. Campbell Soup 
shapes, made of quilted percale 
padded on the heavy side, comes 
scorch resistant. What more to 
ask for in the way of a bouquet 
to Ma herself. Set $1.29 ppd. 
Breck's of Boston, W08, Breck 
Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210. 

SPEEDY RETENTION 
Students and eager readers 
triple reading speed by this meth- 
od or money will be refunded. 
Recording and six booklets in- 
cluded with special course, "Re- 
corded Listen & Learn Memory 
Building," as a bonus offer. $9.50 
ppd. Write to Astronetics Insti- 
tute, Dept. SR-69, P.O. Box 5457, 
Mission Hills, Cal. 91340. 

DODGE CITY BRICK 
Buy a bit of history, a brick re- 
moved from Dodge City's Front 
Street structure, numbered and 
registered with the Marshall's Of- 
fice and accompanied by a parch- 
ment certificate. A paperweight, 
door stop, lamp base, or bookend. 
Tough, durable coating. $5.95 
each ppd. Casual Living, HG7, 
Route 6,  Bethel,  Conn.  06801. 

STRAWBERRY FESTIVAL 
All the fixin's for home grown 
strawberries in a matter of 
weeks. Unit comes with seeds, 
growing materials, pots and a 
pretty green box. Plant now in or 
outdoors, and you'll not only have 
luscious berries but also lush fo- 
liage and blossoms. $1.49 plus 
25c post. World Co., HG7, 2 First 
St., East Norwalk, Conn. 06880. 

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY 
Beautiful Satingold labels cling 
to almost anything! Personalize 
letters, envelopes, records, 
books, glass cases in seconds. 
Now is your chance to get 250 
gold labels with name and ad- 
dress plus 125 golden monogram 
labels. All 375 labels, $2.50 plus 
15c post. Handy Gifts, HG7, 711 
Jasperson Bldg., Culver City, Cal. 
90230. 

FOUNTAIN FANTASY 
For fountain fanciers, cheerful 
cherub sits with pet pals upon 
electric fountain that recirculates 
water without pipes. Statue 21" 
h.; shell basin 24" by 20" by 8". 
Pompeian gray, Carrara white, 
or painted (specify) any color. 
$95 FOB. Pedestals also avail- 
able. Catalogue, 50c. Bello Grop- 
pi Studios, HG7, 421 W. Wiscon- 
sin, Chicago, III. 60614. 
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SWITCH TO SWEDISH 
For the making of a Rya wall- 
hanging done by one simple 
stitch. Kit imported from Sweden 
includes Persian yarn in blues, 
greens, yellow, black, color chart, 
easy instructions, board and 
rings for hanging. 45" by 18". 
$41.95 ppd. Color catalogue, $1. 
Skbn Rug Craft, Dept. HG7, 53 
Lambert Lane, New Rochelle, 
N. Y. 10804. 

SIGHTLY STORAGE 
Plant pots of geraniums atop this 
spacious storage box of weather- 
proof, prime painted plywood. 
Paint it to match house trim and 
present a bright face to neigh- 
bors. Holds two cans, lid raises, 
doors open wide. 35V2" h., 45" 
w., 21" d. $34.95. Exp. chgs. 
coll. Metal units, without planter, 
available. Yield House, HG7, No. 
Conway, N. H. 03860. 

SECRET OF THE WOK 
Proper saute and steam method 
is guaranteed with the dome lid 
of an authentic, centuries-old de- 
sign of the Chinese Wok. The 
stand holds it steady, provides 
even heat. Only drops of oil or 
water needed. Steel pan, 12" 
dia. Recipes included. $3.98 
plus 75c post. The Country Gour- 
met, G7, 545 Fourth Ave., Mt. 
Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

PARADISE PLUS 
That's condominium living in St. 
Croix, Virgin Islands. It's a care- 
free life in a luxurious setting 
that combines tropical sunshine 
and relaxing trade winds near 
clear blue waters. For free infor- 
mative fact sheet on condomini- 
um living, write to long estab- 
lished Pivar Real Estate, Dept. 
HG7, 54 King St., Christiansted 
St., St. Croix, V. I. 00820. 

DOUBLE HOOK-UP 
Two-way hose from one faucet. 
Just attach this double control 
and sprinkle a large area in no 
time. Control screws right onto 
faucet; each hose connection has 
its own on-off valve to regulate 
water flow. Rugged plastic for 
years of carefree service. Just 
$1.29 ppd. from Walter Drake 
& Sons, HG60 Drake Bldg., Colo- 
rado Springs, Colo. 80901. 

FOR TEA AND EMPATHY 
Happy is she who remembers the 
anniversary of another in such a 
tea-totally charming way! This 
exquisitely decorated tea set by 
Lefton includes tea pot, sugar 
holder and creamer, each boldly 
marked with the Happy Anniver- 
sary greeting. Tea set, $9.50; 
four matching mugs, $6.50. Ppd. 
Imre Ban, HG7, 3050 Lake Shore 
Dr., Chicago, III. 60613. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

•a -f?A 
Jady be good to your feet 

Enjoy buying our very choice 
quality shoes by mail from our 
world-famous catalog showing 
huge array of smart styles for 
every occasion — and our vast 
range of sizes insures you 
perfect fit — or your 
money refunded! 

•x 

45 Winter Street (Dept. 6R > Boston, Moss. 02108 

^e Steak to 
have an Affair With,! 

It's delicious. You couldn't stop if you 
wanted to. Your first taste-a Pfaelzer 
steak-you knew this was it. Pfaelzer 
luxury is the kind you owe yourself 
often. Someone told you they were only 
served in elegant clubs and restaurants. 
They were right in a way. You can t buy 
them in any retail market. But you can 
order them by mail... fast-frozen, 
packed in dry ice for guaranteed perfect 
arrival. Pfaelzer steaks. ..flavorful, flaw- 
less, aged to perfection. Your first 
Pfaelzer will mark the start of a very 
tender affair. 

Box of 16,6-oz. each, IV4" thick #30405 

$37 
Shipped 
Prepaid 

KA 4i» *#i. 

pfaelzer BROTHERS 
(pronounced FELZER) 

Dept. LH-0,  Chicago, 111.60632 
Available in Canada 

HAND EMBROIDERED 
CREWEL   from   INDIA 

In stock for immediate delivery. 

Multicolored floral pattern delicately hand 
embroidered in wool on natural hand-woven 
Indian cotton from Kashmir. Ideal for 
elegant draperies, upholstery, bedspreads, 
pillows, etc. Available by the yard in 
50" width—only $9.95 per yard, post paid. 

CREWEL PILLOW COVERS 
I2','2" sq. or rd. $5.00 ea. ppd. 
NEW   COLOR   CATALOG   AND 

SAMPLE CUTTING, 50c   IN  COIN 
FEATURING NUNDAH RUGS & CREWEL PRODUCTS 

GURIAN'S 
11   East 33 Sti eet—Dept.  HG-6 

10016 

W$t "&tepfjanie 
Let there be a permanent "Charm-In. 
Beauty-In Happening" with the Stephanie 
—one or a pair—in your home. Native 
hardwood frame in 12 hand rubbed wood 
finishes. Upholstered in varied fine fabrics. 
H. 35", W. 23". Seat H. 19", Seat D. 17". 
S89.00 ea.. £174.00 pr.; Ship Wt., 30 lbs. 
Express Charges Collect. No C.O.D. Send 
^1.00 for our latest 1970 40-page Furni- 
ture Catalogue and  Fabric Samples. 

Over 40 years* experience 
n manufacturing of Fine Furniture 

Satisfaction Guar ant Ltd or Monty Refunded 

HUNT  GALLERIES,  INC. 
2920 N. Center St., HG7, Hickory, N. C. 28601 

Craftsmen in Charm^ 

STUDY AT HOME 

INTERIOR 
DECORATION 

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career 
Famous course offered by the leading school of 
interior decoration in the U.S. Individual pro- 
gram prepared and supervised by prominent N.Y. 
decorators on faculty of long established, repu- 
table school with successful graduates all over 
the world. Lessons cover Textiles: Furnishings; 
Arrangements; Color Harmony; Period; Modern 
and Antique Furniture; Rugs and Floor Cover- 
ings. Period and Modern Wall Treatments: Wall 
Papers; Draperies; Lighting; Pottery; Porcelain, 
Glass & accessories. Details on how to set up your 
own business or start a career. Lessons beautifully 
illustrated — complete with necessary samples 
of fabrics, colors, etc. which you retain 11 >i 
future reference. Certificate awarded. jm_ __^_^ 
No obligation, no solicitors. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL      £J fPf 
OF INTERIOR DESIGN     KITm 

135 East 56th St.. New York 10022    I    WIT^R 

New York School of Interior Design^^ 
155 East 56th St., New York 10022 
Please send me, without cost or obligation. 
Catalog C21. 

name   

address     

city   state   
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HAVE YOU TRIED 
ANAGLYPTA*? 

■ Now you can enhance 
your home with high relief 
ornamentation that will 
enrich your surroundings 
at surprisingly low cost. 
Add decorative mouldings 
to doors and walls, grace 
ceilings with anaglypta 
centers. Can be painted or 
gilded to resemble wood, 
plaster or stone. Send 25c 
today for complete catalog 
of anaglypta decorations 
and price list to nearest 
W.H.S. Lloyd office. 
*Anaglypta from the Greef; words 

"Ana"—raised, and "Glypla"—cameo. 

W.H.S. LLOYD COMPANY, INC. 
33-20 48th Avenue 

Long Island City, N. Y. 11101 
730 North Franklin Street 

Chicago, III. 60610 

W.H.S. LLOYD CO., INC.HS-OM 
33 20 48th Avenue 

Long Island City, N. Y. 11101 
730 North Franklin Street 

Chicago, III. 60610 
Send me complete Anaglypta cata- 
log and price list. Enclosed is 25« 

Name., 

Address. 
City & 
State  Zip. 

>    DRVOHOLM 
CHAIR 

ALL PI RPOSE LOUNGE CHAIR 
Directly   imported   from   Europe,   a   full 
size  lounge  chair,   made  of  solid   liard- 

wnlnut finish, with heavy woven 
rope si ;n and back. Adjustable back for 
additional comfort. Chair seat 22" deep, 
and -I" wide. Ideal for use in livingroom, 
bedr i, den. pencil or patio. 

Send 25c for complete 
Danish Furniture Catalog. 

Shipped    unassembled. $10.95 
Money   back   guarantee. only     I # 

i.D.'s. Shpg. Chgs. Col. 

GENADA IMPORTS 
Oeut.   G7.   P.O.   Box 204.   Teaneck.   N.J. 07600 

ildents add 3< , tax. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Initialled  Swingalong  Bag 
VERY PERSONALLY YOURS,  WITH 

ITS GIANT STENCIL LETTERS! 

$4.98 

A new look for the canvas carryall—very chic 
with its giant stencilled letters! And what cargo 
space—a zip section atop the flap, another 
beneath, plus room galore inside—it's 101 

x 13'/2 x 3%" overall! Staunch natural cotton 
canvas with bold black accents, sturdy binding, 
snap closing. Tough webbing strap adjusts for 
over-shoulder or over arm use—it's just the 
perfect gadabout! PRINT initials. 

Order =2516 Bag $4.98 
Add 35c postaoi and handling 

LILLIAN  VERNON 
Dept. G71, 560 S. Third Avenue 

Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550 

JET-ACTION 
DISHWASHER 
Easily portable . . . 
no special fittings 
or i nsta Nation 
needed. Connects 
easily and quickly 
to any make faucet 
...delivers con- 
stant Jetstream 
washing action. 
Detergent corn- 
pa rtmentinhandle. 

$6-95 ppd 

money order '•> 

.Vo C.O.D.s pleas 

Dept. HG-770 
Box 585 
Skokie. III. 
60076 

CREWEL BEASTIES 
Embroider one of these enchanting creatures in le 
than three hours. Enlivens any room. Each kit is 
complete and includes design stamped on colorful 
Belgian linen, tapestry wool in vibrant colors, Eng- 
lish embroidery needle, wood mounting plaque, 
brass hanging ring, stitch diagram, and 
follow instructions. Size: 10" x 6". 

Mouse on Green (shown) $1.95 
Moose on Turquoise  (shown) $1.95 
Turtle on Yellow $1.95 
Bee on Orange $1.95 

PLUS 35c  POSTAGE &  HANDLING 

Pa  Ret    Idd 6 ■.  Salei Tat   Si  n   Vo ( 01>'i 

VICTORIA GIFTS 
12-H Water St.. Bryn Mawr. Pa. 19010 

HELP A FOOT 
Orthopedic pad helps straighten 
out crooked toes that cause pain 
and embarrassment to the bare- 
foot set. Unique wedge does the 
job—even toe tip corns disap- 
pear. Elastic yarn slips over toe. 
Washable. Specify shoe size. 
$2.29 pr. plus 15c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG7, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

CUBE KIT 
Adaptable addition to any setting, 
the bare cube. Ready for you in 
kit form—assemble and paint, 
stain or cover. It's a base, a 
table, an extra seat. 16" birch 
cube, soundly constructed and 
waiting for your creative touch. 
Just $12.95, express charges col- 
lect from The Storehouse, HG7, 
1923 Peachtree Rd.. Atlanta, Ga. 
30309. 

AZTEC TIME 
An Aztec calendar makes a fasci- 
nating contemporary wall plaque! 
Reproduced in Malaquita, a rock- 
like substance of green and 
white crystals, it's been reduced 
in size to a 17" diameter and set 
on a dark wood background. 
$24.95 ppd. Trade Winds Import- 
ing Co., Dept. HG7, P.O. Box 
10714, El Paso, Tex. 79997. 

PERK UP! 
Imagine waking up in the morn- 
ing to the arcma of freshly 
brewed coffee. It's a cinch: fill 
your electric percolator the night 
before, plug into this automatic 
starter, set it for when you want 
the coffee to start. Plug the start- 
er into any outlet—voila: 3V2" 
by 2YA", $6.95 ppd. Artisan Gal- 
leries, HG7, 2100 No. Haskell 
Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204. 

WILLOW THE WALL 
To use for plant arrangements, 
hand-woven willow baskets with 
metal liners. Trim half rounds 
come in three sizes: 10" by 7" by 
6Vz", 9" by 6V2" by 6", and 8" 
by 6" by 5Vz". Small planter 
could be used for colorful bars of 
soap. $5.95 for set of three. Add 
$1 post. Catalogue 25c. Fran's 
Basket House, HG7, 89 W. Main 
St.. Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

CRYSTAL SALTS 
Americans favor the taste and 
zest that salt imparts to all types 
of dishes. We've bought open salt 
dishes at country auctions and 
are delighted to find these hand- 
cut reproductions. Little beauties 
in clear crystal with spoons. Set 
of six, $1.98 plus 25c post. World 
Co., Dept. 7HG, 1 Park Ave., New 
York, N. Y. 10016. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

SEE-ALL RAIN GAUGE 
Clear, weatherproof plastic rain 
gauge clearly marked to record 
up to 5" of rainfall. In metal 
stand to nail on fence or drive in- 
to ground. 16" tall with four inch 
opening at top. Old Dad finds it 
great for figuring lawn mowing 
and garden watering schedule. 
$6.50 ppd. Order from Downs, 
Dept. 1407, Evanston, III. 60204. 

QUITE A DISH 
Complement your table with an 
oriental flair of Formosan plates, 
made of tightly woven strips of 
bamboo to last and last for in- 
door snacking, outdoor picnick- 
ing. Alcohol or water can't de- 
stroy them and they're unbreak- 
able, too! 6lA" dia., $3.98 plus 
35c post., the set of six. Taylor 
Gifts, HG7, 211 Conestoga Rd., 
Wayne, Pa. 19087. 

PEARLY WHITE TEETH 
Wyten is a remarkable formula 
developed by dentists to cover 
discolorations and fillings. Ac- 
tresses use it to keep their teeth 
sparkling and white. The formula 
may be used on false teeth as 
well as your own. Just brush on 
Wyten and smile. 3 to 4 months' 
supply. $1.98; 2, $3.50; 3, $5, 
Ppd. NuFind, HGW-7, Box 205, 
Church St., New York 10008. 

SPANISH ACCENT 
For you who appreciate the dif- 
ference between ordinary con- 
tainer and top drawer planter, we 
applaud the Spanish type. 
Wrought iron grace (black, white 
or antique green, specify), em- 
phasizes artistry of plantings. 
17" by 13" by 5V2" with remov- 
able bottom tray. $6.99 plus 99c 
post. Cooper's, HG7, 7840 Rugby 
St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19150. 

MADE BY MOM 
After laughing all the way 
through "How to make booze at 
home," she'll brew fine whisky, 
wine, beer, brandies, liqueurs for 
less than $1 a quart. And it's all 
legal! "How to" booklet's author's 
personal research. $2.98 plus 
30c first class postage. Free cat- 
alogue. West-Berg Enterprises, 
Ltd., HG7, Box 4177, Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 80809. 

LIKE THE REAL THING 
Vega is one of the brightest stars 
shining in the heavens and the 
Vega man-made gem is pure 
white brilliance. Each crystalline 
stone with 58 facets expertly cut 
and polished. Won't scratch, chip 
or discolor. $22 per carat. Free 
booklet includes styles for men 
and women. Vega Co., HGE7, 
Box 465, Radio City Sta., New 
York, N. Y. 10019. 

*»&' 

«0\fMf 

Plaques! 
of lilisbont 

anb 
inspiration 
THE ELEGANCE 
of these hand- 

some plaques 

matches their 

eloquence: Saiin- 

qold inscription, 

Whil^ initial 

letter, Slate-tone 

background, 

Hand-crafted 

wood frame, 

Walnu' finish. 

Tasteful size (7" 

x 7"), In gift box. 

Also available: 
" God's peace be 
in this /tome. 
And vtt who live 
here." 
JUST $3.95 EACH 
PLUS 25c POSTAGE. 
ALL FOUR S14.75 
PLUS 50c POSTAGE. 

Satisfaction 

SEND CHECK OR   guaranteed 
MONEY ^= -~^_ 
ORDER to:      house of goodspeed 
Dept. 07GL          
Fed. Square Bldg., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

STEREO 
TAPE 

SISWS 

FOR 
4 INCH 
TAPES 

, |  |MI; lllilden  toll 
bearing   wive]   al a touch for instan    n        Portable 
(shown)   lira n I   I --"H 

q    SIB.50.   End   Table 
17"ll   K;'." .i    $22.M.   Cassette,   bra 
[Ol    ".'\i"  tapca    1 <-."I■   S"-q    $15.95.   EASY   KITS: 
Portable $12.50;  End Table $15.50; Cassette $10.50. 
Ppd.  Add $1.00 each Weal  c,t  Ml 

BEAUTIFUL  FREE CATALOG—1000 PIECES 
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine 

FACE SAVER 
Glamorous jeweled mask stops 
breathing in of hair spray, keeps 
hair spray out of eyes, and leaves 
make up untouched. Furthermore. 
the clear plastic lets you see what 
you're doing. Triangle shape 
forms' a  cone over your face. 

HAIR SPRAY  MASK 
$1.29        20c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents ndd & 
tit Marti nlrcd. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585   Market  St. 

San Franci- 
Dept.   HG-70 

Calif. 94105 

oonl0; /. <*3* SOLID BRASS 22041 /6      T~ 
SH.00       Q REPRODUCTIONS 

Band crafted of gleaming, pol- 
ished brass—lacquered fur long-lastin 
beauty. Chandelier has live graceful arm 
- bulbs are imported and cost 60c extra— 
available in candelabra base, 10, 25, 10 
and 60 W. Size 19 in. spread & 20 in, 
in in. drop. $65.00. With six arms *7 
Express Collect, 
Solid   forged   l>rass   sconce   is   11   in.   high 
projects   in   in.   Matches  chandelier    No, 
1WS,   1   light,   $34.00.   No.   115-2W,   2   I 
$13.00. Postage Extra. 

and 
115- 
ght, 

BUILT 

1776 
HISTORICAL 

DATE 
MARKER 

is cast aluminum and measures 13% in. x 
7'/2 in. Lettering is black and raised. Cus- 
tom made with any date you desire. In- 
dispensable for buildings whose historical 
background merits marking. $16.00 post- 
age paid. 

Send 25c 
For 

196 Page 
Catalog 

JERSEY   08060 

enter 
RANCOCAS    WOODS.    NEW 

Turtle Bottle Opener 
fr D lc rom uenmar 

Let this teak turtle bite into your 
bottle caps with his stainless steel 
jaws. Cleverly designed by Dan- 
ish craftsmen, he stands on rub- 
ber feet and also makes a unique 
adornment for bar or kitchen 
counter. 4" long, 21/2" wide. 

$2*5 
ppd- 

Send 25c for our new •       Visit our World 
■48-page catalog n( 500 •       Handicraft ' i ■■■'■ i 

ft 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

416 Shopping International Bldg. 
NORWICH.  VERMONT 05055 

DOG DROPPINGS GONE 
WITH "DOGGIE DOOLEY" 
All metal Doggie Dooley works like a miniature septic tank 
utilizing enzyme and bacteria action to automatically reduce 
dog waste to ground absorbing liquid. It's neat, fast, clean, 
sanitary, convenient, inconspicuous, odorless, insect free 
and ends annoying nuisance of stool burying or other dis- 
posal. Harmless to pets, lawns, shrubbery. To use simply 
install in ground; put in dog stools with shovel provided; 
occasionally sprinkle in enzymes and it works 24 hours a 
day year around to handle waste of 1 to 3 dogs. 14'.i" x 
ll'/z" with lid, shovel, 6 mo. supply of enzymes only $9.95 
ppd. Extra 6 mos. enzymes $2.00 ppd. Add $1.00 west of 
Mississippi River. 

DOGGIE DOOLEY 
Manufacturel by Huron Products Co. 

Dept. HG7, P.O. Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811 
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CREATIVE CREWEL! 
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS. AVAILABLE 

ONLY FROM CREWEL WORLD! 

^       *»,   1 ^p1 <% so *>•' 

F.RUIT MEDLEY: A serene still life arrangement, 
colorful on a natural background. Kit contains: 
Stamped fabric, fruit color yarns, needles, dia- 
grams and complete instructions. Finished size: 
13"   x   19".   Kit   #55FM.   $9.50  plus 80e  postage. 

Send check or money order only. No C.O.D.'s. 
Pa.  residents  add  6%   sales  tax  to  kit  prices. 

G§w§l©World 
BOX 303, DEPT. HG7 

HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA. 19006 
Send 50c for color brochure.   Free with order. 

W, 

MODE 

The 
"NEW DIMENSION" 

Table 
Our N. D. 124 TR holds 
a full meal. Roomy top 
11" x 27". Fits over lap, 
25" high. Ail steel, stain 
resistant for Indoor-Out- 
door occasions. Red-side, 
T.V. Dinner. Pool-side, 
Parties or study. Rrass 
Plated Caddy Cart rolls on 
plastic wheels, stores in 
small space. Use as Table 
or Tray. Design choice 
Penna. Dutch, Classic Gre- 
cian, Walnut Grain. Ma- 
terial and workmanship 
guaranteed. 

CART & 
FOUR TABLES 

$24-50 

Shipped Ppd. 

Sorry No C.O.D. 

lercliandtic 
1607 Summer Street.  HG-7, Philadelphia. Pa. 19103 

1000  NAME & ADDRESS LABELS  $1 
Your name & addri ss handsomely printed on  1000 
finest   quality   gum I   labels.   Use  on   stationery. 
1000 HANDY  LABELS $1.00 3/$2.7S 
HOMESPUN   GUMMED   LABELS:   printed   in 
black.  Borders, main  colors, Approx. 2x^4". 
300 packed in Plastic Box $2.00 
QUIK-STIK   self   adhesive   labels.   Sticks  on  any 
surface; glass, metal, plastic, etc.. with only a touch. 
Ideal gift, satisfaction Kttarai I 

500 1':J x Yi in plastic box I set S2.00. 
300 Approx. 2 x ?4" .... ....$2.50 
Add 10c postage & 5',;  tax in Calif. Write for Fund 
raising plan. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Mr. & Mrs. A. K. Johnson 
1934 Mariin Avenue 

Martindale, Calif. 93107 

HANDY    LABELS    711 Jasperson Bldg., Culver City. Calif. 90230 

TAPERED-ALL 
FIBER GLASS POLES 

• Color to 
Match 
Decor 

• Beautify 
your 
grounds 

Gleaming permanent finish 

Stronger lhan aluminum 

Easy to install 

sizes 20 ft. to 60 ft. 

Special 20 ft. pole 
complete with <£f\ £\    Cl\ 

accessories ^>l|U-3U 

Express prepaid     W 

THE FLAG CENTER 
(since 1939) 

1865 Massachusetts Ave. 
Cambridge, Mass. 02140 

U. S. Flags all sizes in stock 
Other flags made to order 

Free catalog 

NEW  YORK   •   LONDON   •   PARIS  •   MILAN 

PORTRAIT 
IN  OILS 

Magnificently 
painted on canvas 
from old or new 
photos, by outstand- 
ing European and 
American portrait 
painters. A superb 
living likeness in full 
color is executed in 
rich oils. 
12*'xl6" to 30"x40". 

Our portraits in oil are TRUE WORKS OF ART, 
painted on pure linen canvas from your photo- 
graph and NOT painted on top of an enlarge- 
ment of your photo, as is the method of other 
commercial portrait services. No longer need 
you envy those fortunate enough to own a 
family oil portrait. Have you a photo of some 
loved one whose memory you wish to perpetu- 
ate? Compare our works of art with others sell- 
ing up to $2,000. "Living Likeness Guaranteed." 

> UNBELIEVABLE WORKS OF ART 
• AT UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICES 

FROM $79-50 JO «795-00 

THE PERFECT GIFT 

Beautifully    Illustrated     Catalog    and 
Book "How Tn Order An Oil Portrait". 25c 

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd. 
DEPT. R. 153 EAST 57 ST., N.Y., N.Y. 10022 

"Largest in the field of oil portraiture" 
MASTER   CHARGE   CREDIT   PLAN   AVAILABLE 

BEWITCHING WICKER 
LAMPS 

Beautiful Lotus Lamp Sprayed to youi decor, 
(jhi direct n^lii on work. Complete 6' chain 
and brack) >    $10.50 ppd 
Adorable    Monkey    Lamp    Perfect    fur    child's 
room,  >!<-n   porch,  etc    Monkey   comes  in  Lime, 

.1       rd    llcii   Pink,   Gold.   Shade coloi 
below   to match your decor.   516.95  ppd 
Decorator   colors:   White    Black,   Gold,    Royal 
Mine,   Light  Blue   ivocado    Lime,   Kellj    Re 

n. Orange, Hoi Pink. LIKIH Pink, 
Brown Mustard, ITellow, Purple, Turquoise, 
i 

42 page catalogue 35c 

8010  Old   York   Road.   Elkins  Park,   Pa.   19117 

^*r%f0&   %f^^lft^ 

SIDE 0FJH£. 
ROAD--: 

EYE FLUTTERERS 
Lashes Galore—yours to use as 
capriciously as your mood dic- 
tates. In this paired sextet ot 
100% human hair, hand-tied 
lashes you have a chance to 
wreak your feminine wiles with 
dreamy, sexy, starry or long, silky 
ones, With adhesive, easy to put 
on. Six pair, $6 plus 50c post. 
MS, Inc., HG7, 1433 So. Wabash 
Ave., Chicago. III. 60605. 

CLEARLY ELEGANT 
A bud vase of crystal to hold the 
perfect rose, the last petals of a 
delicate spring lilac. Elegant in 
the simplicity of design, personal 
in the added touch of a single en- 
graved initial, it is a thoughtful 
gift, a keepsake to charm a table- 
top. Please specify one initial 
when ordering. $3.98 ppd. Order 
from Wales, HG7, Hartsdale, 
N. Y. 10530. 

FESTOONS OF FLOWERS 
Blue morning glories grace sta- 
tionery gift set that includes: 16 
Just-a-Notes, 53/4" by 8V8"; 20 
sheets, 6 1/16" by 9 5/16"; 
40 handy Post-a-Notes, 3 5/16" 
by 53/s"; 16 envelopes; and 18 
gold seals. Send $2.50 for sample 
set and details for fund-raising 
plan. Ppd. Current, Inc., HG7, ■ 
Box 2020, Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 80901. 

ROADSIDE RHYME 
Remember the good old Burma 
Shave signs? In long ago pre-TV 
days they were the real fun com- 
mercials. Here are all 600 verses 
in a hard-bound book. "Verse by 
the Side of the Road" is a neat 
bit of nostalgia for anyone who 
fondly recalls those once familiar 
red and white signs. $4.75 ppd. 
Sleepy Hollow, HG7, 3023 Crane 
Dr.,   Falls   Church,   Va.   22042. 

TAPPING TAPESTRY * 
Walls have eyes for clever ideas 
and here's a handsome one: a 
Flemish country scene woven in 
Belgium into a tapestry of fine 
cotton. The softly muted blues, 
clarets, browns and greens prom- 
ise to enhance any decor. 20" by 
20", $5 ppd. Color brochure 50c. 
Lovelia Enterprises, Inc., HG7, 
Box 1845, Grand Central Sta., 
New York, N. Y. 10017. 

CROSS SOUND BARRIER 
And save your breath, parents, 
with protest posters! Pop posters 
in pow colors get your message 
across visually with such oft- 
repeated but usually unheard 
phrases as, "Clean your room!" 
"Hang up your clothes!" "Have 
you forgotten anything?" 12^" 
by 19". Set of four, $2.25 ppd. 
Creative House, HG7, 221 W. 
9th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

POOL JEWEL 
Paddle the pool in comfort in 
Aqua Chaise, a buoyant delight 
with comfortable arm rests, seat 
strap for sitting or lying flat. High 
back helps keep hair dry, inflates 
separately from arms. 20" by 
30" for riding the waves, resting 
in bed, sun-worshiping! $6.98 
ppd. Order several from Better 
Sleep, Inc., Dept. HG7, New 
Providence, N. J. 07974. 

OTHER WORLDLY 
Are you reaching for the moon? 
Meantime, man, settle for a sim- 
ulated fragment of same, to 
place on the wall of your office 
or a young scientist's den. Work 
of modern art's made of a unique 
substance that looks like wood, 
with an oxidized silver finish. 
39" by 26" $34.95 F.O.B. Chi 
cago. Roma Studio, GE, P.O. Box 
3402, Chicago, III. 60654. 

NEATNESS COUNTS 
Black wrought iron end tables 
take the prize! Pretty practical, 
they provide stacking for 100 
magazines, keep them in easy 
reach. Carry handles for added 
convenience, hand-polished pine 
top with honey tone or maple, 
antique pine or walnut finish. 21" 
by 15" by 25" h. $24.95 exp. 
chges. coll. Yield House, HG7, 
No. Conway, N. H. 03860. 

WEEDING OUT 
Weed-O-Matic gets right to the 
root of the matter: a gentle push 
on the conveniently long handle,' 
a mere twist, and—eureka!—the 
whole weed comes out automati- 
cally, roots and all, never to grow 
back. Sturdy all-metal construc- 
tion insures this garden gem for 
years. $3.95 ppd. Order from 
Walter Drake, HG-59 Drake Bldg., 
Colorado Springs,  Colo.  80901. 

MIRRO WAX 
How to clean a crystal chandelier 
in just two shakes: fabulous new 
formula appears in concentrated 
form to make a gallon of liquid; 
just spray with the pistol applica- 
tor that's included. Yes, indeed, 
you can use this drip dry method 
on any kind of glass—even the 
plexi variety. $5.95 ppd. Tru Kern 
Lab, HG7, P.O. Box 2246, West- 
minster, Calif. 92683. 

MONEYS THE OBJECT 
Of this magnificent collection of 
14 brilliant uncirculated coins 
each identified in English and its 
native language. Mounted on four 
color world map under plexiglass 
with 10" by 12" walnut frame 
gold trimmed. Each $7.95; two 
for $15. Add 50c post. Novel 
Numismatics, Dept. T-43, 31- 
2nd Ave., New York, N. Y. 10003. 

^WOODSALf 
MILL 

Our little 
French im- 

port, 3'/2" tall, releases the full savor of 
every salt crystal to draw out the flavor 
in meats, seafood, vegetables. All wood, 
no   metal   parts  to  corrode.   $2.75   ppd. 

MALDON SALT CRYSTALS 
"Panned" from the sea off Suffolk, Eng- 
land, since Roman times, this rare salt 
is particularly acclaimed by food au- 
thorities.  1   lb.  box ST.98  ea.  ppd. 

Send check or money order. 
Money-back guarantee. 

COLONIAL 
GARDEN •zm>, 

2 70 W.  Merrick Road, 
Valley  Stream,  N.Y.   11582 

Designer's Print Mugs 
These fine china mugs by LEFTON 
bring you the cheeriness of an English 
garden in their skillfully designed print. 
Yellow, orange, green, blue and a 
touch of lavender combine to achieve 
this result. Hanging from their match- 
ing stand they make a "garden spot" 
in any location. Their thin edge for 
extra sipping pleasure makes them our 
choice. Set of 4 with stand, ~6095— 
$5.50 ppd. 

J5c Colored Brochure free with order. 

Imre   Ban   Studio 
3950 Lake Shore Drive, Dept. HG-770 

Chicago. III. 60613 

PROVINCIAL 
SWITCHPLATES 

Switch  to  beauty  in  your  home  with   little  enst 
with our golden brass-plated  switchplates.  Non- 
tarnish  finish,  screws  included.  Also  in  antique 
white. 
SINGLE—3 ' X 5"   SI.00 each 

3 FOR S2.95 
DOUBLE—4'2" x 5"             SI.50 each 

3 FOR S3.95 
TWIN  OUTLET—3" x 5" SI.50 each 
TRIPLE—6x5" S2.95 each 
COMBINATION—5" x 5" SI.95 each 
DOOR  KNOB w spindle & rosette     SI .95 each 

PLUS 45c POSTAGE & HANDLING 
Pa   Res. Add 6% Sales Tax. Sorry No COU's 

THE ADDED TOUCH 
12-H  Woter  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,   Pa.  19010 

STACKABLES 
for neat storage 

only *495 

PER  SET OF 3  CUBES 
Ideal where hazards or economy prevent use of 
costly furniture. Designed of RIGID FIBER 
BOARD on basic 12-inch cube. Set cubes side 
by side or on top one another to form room 
divider, wall or section for storage of books, 
toys, clothing, radio, documents, knitting— 
anything! Great for playroom, den, basement, 
attic. In Oyster White for use as is or decorate 
to taste. Add $1 per Set postage. 3 Sets (9 
Cubes) $14.95 postpaid. 

PEGASUS   Dept. HG 770 
1855 Imperial Ave., New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040 

TWISTY   KEY   RING 
No links to loosen ... no chains to break. In- 
triguing twist-lock opens easily—stays closed. 
Holds 25 keys. Withstands pull of 150 lbs. 
Made  of  aircraft cable   in  smart  gold  finish. 
KEYRING $1.19   -   15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents <><!<! ■',■ ,  salt 
Satis/nclioii guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-/O 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

PUSSYFOOTING 
AROUND12 93 

Pu::/iooters are cot-talk for 
: on-the-prowl pi ay- 

shoes. Custom-made of 
kitten soft suede leather 

tor barefoot comfort. 
Saddle-stitched on to 
flexible cowhide soles 

. . . anl:le-tied with a 
cat's whisker bow. 

Women's Size 4 thru 10 
in 6 fashion-purrfect 

colors—Siamese Tan, 
Siamese Mustard, Tom- 

ack, Angora 
White, Per- 

Red 
Golden Brown 

all 2.98 
per pair / 

Cal Leather Co.. Dept. HG-70 
525 W.  Windsor Rd..  Glendale.  Cal. 91204 

Calif.   Residents  add  5%  tax. 
Send        prs. of Pussyfooters @ S2.98 pr. 
Check Q M.O. 'J No C.O.D.'s 

CIRCLE SIZE AND COLORS DESIRED 

She;: 4      5      6      7      8      9      10 
Colors:  Red White  Black  Mustard Tan 

Brown 
Name  

Addre; 

City  _State_ 
PLEASE PRINT 
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i nnn   NAME AND 
I UUU ADDRESS LABELS 

Your name, address and zip code 

are on labels made of fine white or 

gold paper and you'll use them on 

envelopes, personalized checks, 

stationery, books — anything you 

want to mark as your own! Have up 

to four lines of printing in sharp 

black on V2x2" white labels or on 

%xlV2" gold labels. Both come in 

pad form in a little plastic box. 

RF 365-6, White, 1 pack of 1000, $1; 

RF 452-6, Gold, 1 pack of 500, $2 ppd. 

Write For New Free Gift Catalog! 

Miles Kimball 
61   Bond, Oshkosh,  Wis.   54901 

w 

FERN PRINTS 
The delicate, airy, ligfythearted fern is 
the subject of Ebb Pate's newest port- 
folio of original lithographs. This set 
of two, large (10" x 12") fern prints 
comes in its own portfolio and is per- 
sonally signed by the artist. Printed on 
beautiful paper in color. The set of 
2—$10, ppd. 

Send for our catalog of other delights, 
25 refundable cents] 

CMERRI (MAKERS 
502 S.   Broad      Thomasville, Ga.   31792 

SHOPPING AROUND 

II It! WHITE lllilliim 
at $22 Per carat 

Luxurious simulated DIAMONDS—man made, in- 
credibly like the real thing in beauty, brilliance, 
whiteness and hardness, at a fraction of the cost. 
The VEGA is UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED 
FOR LIFE not to scratch, break, chip, dim or discolor, 
or will be replaced at NO COST. Cut and polished 
on diamond wheel by experts to full 58 facets for maxi- 
mum brilliance. Cost, not thousands, just $22 a carat! 
EASY PAYMENTS. Sold on 10 day MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE. 
For FREE CATALOG of styles set in 1 >,K white nr 
yellow gold, tor men and women, write: 

VEGA Co. Dept. HG-7. Box 465, 

Radio City Sta..  New York, N. Y.  10019 

HAND-MADE  METAL 
SCULPTURE ZODIAC PLAQUES 
Take   your   choice   of    month 
the most unusual wall  plaque 

or   months   for 
on the market. 

Each   plaque   measures   6V2"   x   9*'4ff  and   is 
constructed   from    a   steel    background    with 
a   brass figure  on   it.   These   plaques are then 
coated   to   protect   them   from   color   change. 
A   work   of   art   from   a   welde 's   torch. 
Choose   from   the   following   zodiac   signs: 
Aquarius            Gemini 
Jan.20-Feb. 18    May21-June21 
Pisces                Cancer 
Feb. 19-Mar.20   June 22-July 22 
Aries                   Leo 
Mar.21-Apr.19   July 23-Aug. 22 
Taurus                Virgo 

Libra 
Sept.23-Oct.23 
Scorpio 
Oct. 24-Nov. 22 
Sagittarius 
Nov.23-Dec.21 
Capricorn 

Apr.2O-May20    Aug,23-Sept. 22   Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
Send check or M.0. for $8.95 (Postage included) 

LEWIS  IMPORT 

Now! Our First 
PRICE-BREAKTHROUGH 

in developing 
KodaCOLOR Film! 

SO    E8°r12 
*    X^   exposure 

Roll 

3 20 
Exposure 

Roll 

A  "Plus"  Extra:  We  Pay  Postage  Both  Ways! 

Imagine! Crystal-clear vivid color prints from 
Kodacolor film at a never-before-so-low price. 
We're not talking about S3.15, $2.85, or 
$2.69. We mean just $2.00 for perfect V/2" x 
3VV full color prints. Only genuine Kodak 
paper and chemicals are used. We guarantee 
satisfaction or your money back. And you get 
full credit if any of your negatives are un- 
printable for any reason. Try us today. Mail 
your film and $2 now. Or drop a card for our 
special mailer. 

! 

P.O. Box H-144 
Mystic, Conn. 

06355 

CURTAIN CHARM 

MATCHING VALANCE 

11" x 74"    2.25 

Please add 51 ic 

For years. New England housewives have made 
these charming BLEACHED MUSLIN curtains 
for every room in the house. Now you can buy 
them direct with all the original simplicity and 
handmade look. Practical, long-wearing, these 
unusually attractive curtains of bleached, pre- 
shrunk muslin retain their crisp appearance with 
a minimum of care. Also available in unbleached 
muslin. 

Satisfaction guaranteed Check or money ordet 
\.> cOD's please. Writi foi brochurt showing 
full in" <■! curtains in many styles and 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
At the Red Lion Inn 

Dept. 73, Stockbridge, Mass. 01262 

UNFURL THE FLAG 
Aglow with patriotic fervor, a flat- 
tering, costume-sparking jewelry 
ensemble is designed in red, 
white and blue rhinestones set in 
silver and gold metal. Great bon 
voyage gift! Two inch flag pin, 
$2.50; clip-on earrings, $2.25; 
adjustable ring, $1.75. All, $5.95. 
Ppd. Sturbridge Workshop, HG7, 
Sturbridge, Mass. 01566. 

CALL IT CAMP 
A phone with a French accent 
and a flavor of jazz from the 
1920's, its vintage year, sits com- 
pactly on an oval base with dial, 
cable and 4-prong plug. Yellow, 
black, white, beige, ivory or 
green $19.95. Separate ringer 
box $6.95. Add $1.50 post. Met- 
ropolitan Teletronics, PHG7, 35 
W. 35 St., New York, N. Y. 10001. 

BRING ON THE BACON 
Just the way your family likes it! 
With the new Baconer by West- 
inghouse bacon cooks itself. All 
you have to do is drape bacon 
strips over Teflon surface, shut 
flap and dial desired crispness. 
Easy to clean, fun to use. $19.95 
plus $1 postage. Order from J, 
Carlton's, Dept. F164, 176 Madi- 
son Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

PARTY TIME 
All set for giving parties is a stun- 
ning tray with ceramic tile for 
cutting cheese to serve the 
crowd. In dark walnut-finished 
hardwood. Large, 16%" by 10y2" 
with two cracker wells, knife, $8 
plus 85c post. Small, 11%" by 
8V2" with knife and thong for 
hanging, $4.50 plus 50c post. 
World Co., HG7, One Park Ave., 
New York. N. Y. 10016. 

H&G  '71   COLORS * 
Give a today look to your decor 
with Sherwin Williams pre-mixed 
paints. Super Kem-Tone for inte- 
riors dries in an hour, cleans up 
with soap and water. One gal., 
$9.95. Use Kem-Glo semi-gloss 
enamel for inside and out. One 
gal., $12.95. Add $1 post. Send 
$1 for 36 H&G color chips. Wick- 
er Garden. HG7, 400 Jackson- 
ville Rd.. Hatboro. Pa. 19040. 

STONE STATUE 
Sculpture of a charming child 
cosseting the bird ever enhances 
its place in the sun or on the ter- 
race, even inside a house. Stone's 
reinforced with steel for all kinds 
of weather wear. Statue's yours 
for a surprisingly low $19.95. Ex- 
press charges collect. Sculptors 
Studio, HG7, P.O. Box 858, Lu- 
cerne Valley, Calif. 92356. 

HOUSE & GAR 



SHOPPING AROUND 
SUMMER SHORT CUT 
The Link Suit courts him in a 
casual mood with Pincord, a San- 
forized, permanent-press sports- 
weave in a brisk, breezy blend of 
Kodel (R) polyester and combed 
cotton in blue and white duo- 
tones, $17.95. Classic pincord 
jump suit, $22.50. Both in men's 
sizes S, M, L, XL from Joel Mc 
Kay, Dept. HG-051, 707 So. Ray- 
mond, Pasadena, Cal. 91105. 

HANDWOVEN HANDY 
Three tier shelf, made up in wil- 
low—stands alone or hangs. For 
a variety of color schemes, Fran 
spray painted it H&G colors: pine- 
apple yellow, parrot green, space 
blue, azalea, bittersweet or black 
and white. 18" by 6" by 20". Nat- 
ural $7.95 ppd. Add $1.50 for 
color. Catalogue 25c. Fran's Bas- 
ket House, HG7, 89 W. Main St., 
Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

WISH OE THE IRISH 
Creamy ceramic tile bears the 
old Gaelic blessing. Six-inches 
square, it has a hanger for the 
wall or it is handsome under a 
potted plant—including sham- 
rocks. It works splendidly be- 
neath a hot pot of coffee or 
steaming strong tea, too. $2.98 
plus 40c post. ea. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG7, 585 Market St., San 
Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

GIVE THE BRUSH-OFF 
To dirt on screens electrically 
with a Vac-Brush. The job is done 
by two revolving heavy-duty fiber 
bristle brushes in a 5V2" by 2%" 
steel and poly device that at- 
taches to any vacuum hose. No 
need to remove screen; suction 
power scoops up the dirt! $1.99 
ppd. Breck's of Boston, W06 
Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
02210. 

LITHE LEGS 
There's just one trouble to look- 
ing wonderful in pants—heavy 
legs. You can easily acquire the 
slim shape; only 15 minutes daily 
will do it. Book, "How to Slender- 
ize Heavy Legs" shows the way to 
take inches off hips, thighs, 
knees and legs. Pictures accom- 
pany text. $1.98 ppd. Nu-Find, 
HGH-7, Box 205, Church St. Sta., 
New York, N. Y. 10008. 

FLOWER PICTURES 
Creative stitchery in posy pic- 
tures. Exquisite floral designed 
kit includes homespun material, 
gay-colored wool, floss, needle, 
simple directions, 12" by 15" 
white molded frame. Daisy on 
blue, Queen Anne's lace on gold, 
black-eyed Susan on olive. Each 
$3.50 plus 45c post. The Added 
Touch, 12H Water Street, Bryn 
Mawr, Pa. 19010. 
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HEAVY LEGS 

Stained 
Glass 

Lantern 
Five glowing multi 
colored panels that 
give 1 leaded glass 
effect, resplendent on 
a base of It.iliun 
marble, and rich 
heavy Rogers gold 
plated castings. A 
tal' 33" (8'/2" wide), 
this magnificent 
lamp, reminiscent of 
,in <jge of luxury, is 
a true beauty—one 
you will be proud to 
have in your home. 
An unbelievably low 
price. 

SPECIAL! 

$49.95 
No rwr« Plcm 

SHIPPED EXPRESS 
CHARGES COLLECT 
Pa   Ret. Add r,% Tax 
Send 10c tor Catalog 

LUIGI CRYSTAL 
Dept. HG7-0. 7332 
Frankford Avenue 
Phila., Pa. 19136 

PARSONS TABLES 
The classic, versatile Parsons table for 
the most parsimonious price! These are 
sturdy tables of selected clear hard- 
wood, smoothly sanded, ready for you 
to finish (stain, paint or cover). Shipped 
with legs detached for great savings 
on freight. Legs are 2'/2" stock. All or- 
ders shipped freight collect, no C.O.D. 
orders, please. 

18"x18"x18" $19.95 
24"x24"x24" 29.95 
30"x30"x30" 39.95 

25c brings our catalog, a storehouse 
of   furnishing   ideas! 

storehouse, inc 
1923   PEACHTREE   RD  ,   ATLANTA,   GA.   30309 

ConvQrfQ InQtenily 
Your typewriter and writing m 

concealed in 19" x 20" x 25'L>" high con- 
sole. Spring operated. French Provincial 
shown, also Early American, Oriental. 
It.Hi.m Provincial or Contemporary. 
$ll!l.<)5 and up for portables. Matching 
File. WRITE FOR  INFORMATION. 

Ask about models for standard type- 
writers. Also the "Little Home Theatre" 
console for movie and slide projectors. 

little home office® 
1566 FUk Rd., S. E. Crond   Rapids,  Mich. 

XVIII 
CENTURY 
ROCKING 
CHAIR 

Bone weary from establishing a nation, our 
forefathers rested in their rocking chairs. Re- 
produced for your comfort, ours is solid ma- 
hogany with goose neck and carved top, covered 
in tapestry. Available as a base rocker at $10.00 
additional. W 26 D 20 H 43 inches. No C. 0. D. 
$89.95 each. Custom covered (send 3 yds. 54" 
fabric) $84.50. Shipping charges collect. 

Send 25c foi catalog of reproductions 
Dept.   763,   Box  266,   Concord,   N.  C.   28025 

Iphraim Marsh 

Q/A& (c/mjrtrf@/e& 
STAINLESS! in extra heavy 

STEEL by REGAL — the lead- 
ing name in quality flatware. 

INTRIGUE     -> 
This award-winning pattern is the 
ultimate in sophisticated modern. 
Superbly crafted in a rich, patine- 
satin finish. Will harmonize with 
any decor. 

ESTRELLITA 
A luxurious flower and leaf design 
in the Spanish Mediterranean 
style. Recaptures the sculptured 
Moorish elegance of old Granada. 

50 piece service for 8. Incredibly 
priced at $29.95. Includes 16 tea- 
spoons, 8 each soup spoons, din- 
ner forks, knives, salad forks plus 
2 serving spoons. 

74 piece service for 12  $44.95 
7 pc. Hostess serving set 

(Estrellita only) . $9.95 

We pay postage. Conn, residents 
add 5% sales tax. 

Designers Group Products Co. 
Dept. HG770 P.O. Box 1455 

New Haven, Conn. 06513 
Tel: (203) 562-5379 

MOIST  HEAT 
RELIEVES PAIN. 

The principle isn't new. Your grand- 
mother dipped towels in boiling water, 
applied them to painful areas—and they 
worked. The THERMOPHORE* uses 
same principle without hot towels, 
scalding water. Large 27"x13" electric 
unit generates its own moisture, pro- 
vides intense moist heat, relieves pain 
of arthritis, rheumatism, bursitis, muscle 
soreness  .  .   .   relieves misery of  colds 
and    flu.    Two    thermostats uniform 
heat distribution. Automatic turn-off. 15 
DAY FREE TRIAL. MAIL THIS COUPON, 
READ WHAT DOCTORS AND USERS SAY. 

BATTLE CREEK 
EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
BATTLE CREEK,  MICHIGAN E3 

BATTLE CREEK Equipment Company 
Oept. 4S0,307 West Jackson, B3ttle Creek, Mich. 49016 
Please rush information on THERMOPHORE. 

Name. . __ 

Address___  

City ^S 
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rs-W IS S ~CH 0 CO L AT El 
DIRECT FROM 

SWITZERLAND! 

Direct   to   you   from   ZURICH—the   home   of ' 
the   world's   finest   chocolate—this   beautiful I 
TREASURE    CHEST    containing    60    different 
chocolate   bars—each   a   delightful   taste   sen- I 
sation such as you've never experienced. Swiss i 
chocolate is world-famous for smooth consist- ' 
ency and rich, chocolaty flavor—makes a sen- I 
sational  treat for guests and family.  The  in- 
triguing Treasure Chest packaging will delight | 
any recipient.  Order 1  Chest for yourself, ad   ■ 
ditional Chests for special friends. Prompt de- I 
livery  guaranteed.   Just  mail   $5.50  plus  50c I 
postage  per Chest.  2 Chests $11.50  ppd.  3 
Chests $17 ppd.  (Airmail  postage to Switzer- | 
land is 20c.) 

PIZ PALU  LTD..  Dept.  HG-7 
FRIEDENSGASSE 3 

8039 ZURICH. SWITZERLAND 

I USED LIKE A BELL... 
■ 'WORKS LIKE MAGIC" 

Just a quick shake in your hand and ... a new world of 
understanding for you and your dog. Hi-FiDo is a scien- 
tifically engineered sound device which literally translates 
words to any dog. Puppies... dogs of all ages. Never fails' 

TEACHES AMY C0MMAN 0 ... IN MINUTES 

Come-at all times! Sit—Stay—Heel—Fetch, etc. 

STOPS ANNOYING HABITS ... INSTANTLY 

Housesoiling-Chewing-Jumping-Digging, etc. 

Imagine! Control your dog without a leash ... anywhere! 
Totally kind, amazingly effective. Quick and so easy to use. 

Recommended by leading veterinarians, breeders. 
Four demonstrations on Art Link letter. CBS TV. 

Home-proven by more than 60,000 satisfied users: 
"Hi-FiDo accomplished more in 3 minutes... than 3 years 

of regular dog-training." Mrs. F.C. Moore, Berlin, Conn. 
"Not only does your dog become more loving, you become 

that way, too!" Mrs. Fred Peters, Dearborn, Mich. 

FREE! "DOG-ESE" (dog-language) wall display. 
26 beautiful artists' renditions depict how your 
dog tries to communicate with you. 

ONLY   $11.95.    MONEY    BACK    GUARANTEE 

State age and breed with check or money order: 
I CANINE BEHAVIOR INSTITUTE 

11927 Montana Avenue 
| Dept.   HG7-0    tos Angeles, California 90049 

Early Imcrican lantern 535   Town Crier Lantern $35 

Hand-crafted from solid brass or copper 

RARE, ANTIQUE 
LAMP REPRODUCTIONS 

We build these lamps entirely by hand, in the 
old-fashioned way. The designs are authentic 
copies of lamps that lighted streets and houses 
200 years ago (except, of course, they are 
electrified). Available as wall fixtures (shown 
above) or table lamps ($4 more). Our littlefac- 
tory can't make too many of these; order early. 

Send  $1.00 for  beautiful full-color lightino catalog 
writ annul ujith $t off on first order. 

THE   LAMP   CRAFTERS    (Dept.   G-70) 
Box 501, Lawrenceville, Ga. 30245 

\, 
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A GAL'S BEST FRIEND 
Sculptured nylon money cache is your best 

ti ii against purse snatchers. Snaps 
onto bra or slip straps. Holds folding money 
or other valuables. Plastic lined with fold- 
over flai . 
Hide It  SI.98 +  20c Mailing Each 

Calif, r, eidents add 5* > sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-7O 
585 Market St., San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

SHOPPING AROUND 

FAVORITE RECIPES 
from House & Garden 

Paperback edition—S3.95 

(All the recipes and instructions 
from   the   $7.50  edition   originally 
published as House & Garden's Cook 
Book) 

Delicious recipes tor every course from hors 
d'oeuvre to dessert—all of them by such ex- 
perts as Dione Lucas, James A. Beard, Myra 
Waldo, and others. Clear, easy-to-follow in- 
structions guarantee results that will delight 
your family and guests. 324 pages in all, in- 
cluding index and. an invaluable Dictionary 
of < ooking TernTv 

S 3.95 per copy postpaid 
Send check or money order. Sorry, no COD': 

FAVORITE RECIPES FROM HOUSE & GARDEN 
Box 5308, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 
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FILLET THAT FISH! 
Even the angler's wife can han- 
dle the catch on a deeply grooved 
styrene board. Clean fresh fish 
with heavy, notched steel clamp 
to keep it from wiggling. Easy to 
clean, non-porous, non-absor- 
bent, very sanitary. 6" by 24". 
$6.95 plus $1 post. J. Carlton's, 
Inc., Dept. F155, 176 Madison 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

PAINT BY NUMBERS 
Take brush in hand and as long 
as you can count, you can be an 
artist. Paint your wall in 3 to 5 
hours. Do it up Modern, Oriental, 
or Provincial and save a mint! 
Pros charge to $350. The com- 
plete "Paint Your Own Mural" kit 
is $12.95 up. "How To" details 
incl. Free catalogue plus 10c 
post. Mural Arts, HGP7. 14713 
Keswick, Van Nuys, Cal. 91405. 

TRICK AND TREAT 
Among fey items that caught 
your editor's fancy is the bottle 
that simulates a light bulb: to use 
as salt and peppers—tops are 
perforated, or a cruet for oil and 
vinegar or a flower vase. In trans- 
lucent glass. Thinking of sending 
a most pleasant present? Set of 
two, $1.98 plus 25c post. Lillian 
Vernon, G71, 560 So. Third Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

SUPER SUNNERS 
Astronauts wear special Calolite 
green optically ground lenses on 
the moon and that's about as 
safe as sunglasses can be. De- 
signed to resist impact shatter; 
with plexiglass nose piece and 
temple bars, they're safe. 24- 
hour casting makes for scratch- 
resistance. $16.98 plus 50c post. 
A Man's World, HG7, 35 Engel 
St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

BOUND FOR THE BRINY* 
Double handled straw basket 
from Madeira comes all ready for 
monogram to be needlepointed 
in colorful International Code 
flags. Tapestry yarns, chart, can- 
vas for monogram, lining, needle, 
instructions included. Basket, 9" 
by 4" by 5Yz" h. Perfect for tot- 
ing to beach. $3.50 plus 50c 
post. What's New Shop, 12H 
Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

STYLED IN TILE 
Practically yours as a hot plate or 
a handsome wall plaque, 6" by 
6" Clock of Life ceramic tile has 
indissoluble hand-screened de- 
sign in color, fired for perma- 
nence. Finished with 100% cork 
backing with built-in hanger. 
$2.98 plus 40c postage each tile. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG7, 585 
Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 
94105. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
PICASSO PRINT 
You've only seen The Man of La 
Mancha once? Well then, Picas- 
so's silkscreen of Don Quixote is 
for you, too. On canvas in black 
and white, it's a stirring portrayal 
of the chivalrous figure in charac- 
teristic pose. Consider it for the 
boy's room. 18" by 24". $2.98 
plus 45c post. Lambert Studios, 
Dept. 117, 910 No. La Cienega 
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. 90069. 

KEEP SLIM KIT 
Investigate Exerciser in order to 
do your own thing: stretch to stay 
lithe and slender. Youthquake's 
choice includes 3-piece item 
(rubber rope arrangements that 
offer high resistance), 30-day 
chart, pictures, clear instruc- 
tions. All a body needs for fun 
and fitness, $4.95 plus 35c post. 
Ayers Plastics, HG7, Box 12088, 
Kansas City, Mo. 64152. 

REFURBISH WITH COLOR 
That old director's chair looking 
dull, but much too comfortable 
to give away? All can be saved! 
Give it a new refill of heavy can- 
vas. Choose from a rainbow of 
colors: red, orange, gold, dark 
blue, olive, black or white. $4 
plus 50c post. Pier 16 Inc., Dept. 
HG270, Box 211, Central Station, 
Jamaica, N. Y. 11435. 

AMERICANA 
A switchplate cover you'll proud- 
ly display! Engraved with a Thom- 
as Jefferson quotation, it is de- 
signed of sturdy jeweler's metal 
finished in antique bronze with a 
golden American eagle and shield 
of stars and stripes. 4" by 6V2". 
$1.98 plus 25c post. Pegasus, 
Dept. HG-670, 1855 Imperial 
Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 
11040. 

SET FOR ALL SEASONS 
When necessities are all paid for, 
it's time to consider a luxury— 
i.e., set of corn holders that dou- 
ble for spearing hors d'oeuvres 
at the party. Steel skewers come 
equipped with great looking rose- 
wood handles. No buttery fingers! 
Box of eight $2.85; two for $5.45. 
Add 50c post. New Hampton 
General Store, 731 Main St., 
Hampton, N. J. 08827. 

RED, WHITE AND BLUE 
Nautical welcome mat for cruis- 
er, summer cottage or even a 
sunporch is made of handsome, 
almost indestructible Goodrich 
vinyl in red/white/blue. Fade, 
sun and waterproof and ridges 
scrape dirt, mud, leaves off 
shoes. 17" by 30". $9.95 plus 
75c post. Postamatic Co., HG70, 
Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444. 

Hostess helper for plotting parties- 
records guests, menus, wines, seating, 
table decorations and notes. A per- 
fect ahead-of-time reference — ideal 
for future use so that dinner menus 
are not duplicated. Handsomely gilt 
edged. Refillable insert bound in 
Black   top  grain  Cowhide cover. 

$15. plus 75* pp 
N. Y. State residents, add proper sales tax 

No C.O.D 's please 

ACTION AIDS 
P.O.   Box   180,   Dept.   HG-7 

Centuck Station. Yonkers, N. Y.  10710 

a most delightful pet 

As a child's pet . . . for your own 
amusement ... or just for instance . . . 
we can suggest nothing more suitable 
than a miniature donkey to ride—to 
drive—or simply to love. Supply lim- 
ited. Order now for Spring or Christ- 
mas 

WRITE  TODAY 
...  for information about this rare and 
delightful animal. 

JURE DONKEY REGISTRY 
OF THE UNITED   STATES 

1108 Jackson Street • Dept. HG-7 
Omaha. Nebraska 68102 

BURNS   TRASH 
Safely Outdoors! 

Burn household and yard 
refuse safely outdoors in 
any weather without 
watching. Scientific draft 
design ends neighbor an- 
noyance of sooty fly ash, 
smoke, smell. Will burn 

|JM.damp, green material to 
fine ash. Made of alumi- 
num bonded to steel. 
World's finest. 2 bu. cap. 
$16.95 complete with 
money-back    guarantee. 

3-6-10-15-20 bt 
s.zes available 

ULTRASONIC ALARM PROTECTS 
HOME FROM PROWLERS 

New device emits invi 
ultrasonic waves to fill an entire room. Movement 
within protected zone immediately sets off system 
in 6 changeable combinations of lights and bells. 
Unit plugs into electric outlet to operate imme- 
diately to protect home or business against thieves 
and prowlers. SI 15.00 complete postpaid. Send for 

ALSTO COMPANY   D«t HG-7 
11032 Pearl  Road. Cleveland.  Ohio 44I3G 

MAKE WINE 
AT HOME! 

Federal law permits heads of households to produce, 
tax free, up to 200 gallons of wine annually for 
home use. 
All new VINO KITS include complete equipment for 

. I wine making . . . reuscable fer- 
menting,aging tanks, compact water-seal valves, 
and a saccharometer to scientifically measure sugar 
content for finest wines every time. 
23-page booklet with all season recipes i 
practical instruction for year 'round enioyment of 
this fascinating hobby! Satisfaction guaranteed if 
used as directed. 
Standard Kit (Reuseable, 10 bottle capacity) $6.98 
Master's Kit (Reuseable, 35-bottle capacity) $9.98 
Citation Kit(Reuseable,75bottle capacity)$12.98 

POST PAID (No C.O.D.'s) 

V1IXO CORPORATION 
Box 7885-BD, Rochester, N. Y. 14606 

REFRESHINGLY PINK 
with life like green leaves growing from the 
binding just as they were growing out of the 
earth. 100% Belgium linen background. 
Kit includes needle. Instructions, cording, and 
tagged crewel yarn. Complete pillow size 
H" x 14". 

K-69 Geraniums—$8.95 prepaid 
Florida residents odd 4% 

Full color brochure of additional kits $1.00 

THE NEEDLEWORK STUDIO 
P. O. Box 1754 

Pompano Beach, Florida, 33061 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afford 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value Vi to Vi higher. 

Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG. 
EMPIRE  DIAMOND  CORP..  Dept.  12 
Empire State Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10001 
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"THE KANGAROO" 
TRAVEL   BAG 

A blessing for travellers! Fold it to portfolio 
size (only 2" x 8" x 15'V')—then pack it away 
in your suitcase! While touring, fill it with 
purchases and souvenirs and carry it home com- 
fortably. Unfolds to a BIG l5'/2" X l5'/2" x 2" 
to hold loads of items securely. Designed like 
fine luggage of highest quality Duck Canvas 
with Scotchgard finish backed with heavy 10- 
gauge vinyl. Completely waterproof. Wipes clean 
inside and out with damp cloth. Has giant brass 
tuck locks and luggage handle. Choose from 
NAVY BLUE with RED trim; BLACK with 
TAN   trim;  BRASS with  TAN  trim. 

ONLY $11.95 plus $1 postage. 

Two for $19.95 plus $1.50 postage. 

PEGASUS   Dept. HG-7 
1855   IMPERIAL  AVE. 

NEW   HYDE   PARK,   N.Y.   11040 

^iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiitiiiiN mi imiimiii'iiNiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiitiiiimiiN.iniM!;.!. 

STONE 
{FOUNTAINS 

RECIRCULATES WATER! NO PIPES!" 

$110 
F.O.B. Chicago 

Includt t Statue, 
Shell, Electric Prims 
■md Crating. 
What a delightful 
electric fountain ! 
Recirculating water 
flows from flutes into 
shell helow. Statue 
32", Shell 24"x22". 
Pedestals of vari- j 
QUS heights avail- 
able. In natural 
Pompeian (Gray), 
natural Carrara 
(White) or painted 
color of your choice. 

VISIT  OUR   MAGNIFICENT   GARDEN 
AND   INDOOR  SHOWROOMS 

SEND SOc for complete catalog of more 
than 50 beautiful recirculating stone foun- 
tains and statues in a wide range of prices. 

BELLO-GROPPI STUDIO 
Dept. G70      •      421 W. Wisconsin Ave. § 

Chicago. III. 60614   •    (312) WH 3-1557 j 
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The new THERMO-SPOON SET features the popular THERMO- 
SPOON (combination thermometer and cooking serving spoon) with 
three   interchangeable   reinforced   nylon   bowls. 
The SET includes a solid spoon bowl for general use and for candy 
making; a slotted spoon for deep-fat frying; and a soup ladle. A 
special clip attached to the handle enables the user to easily attach 
and  lock-in-place  any of the  three spoon  bowls. 
A very accurate, durable, bi-metallic thermometer is built-in the 
spoon handle. The thermometer features a fixed pointer and revolving 
dial—so that precise temperatures from 8(TF to 450CF are clearly 
visible "at your fingertips". 

Constructed with a black melamine handle, non-hreakable LEXAN 
dial viewer and hard chrome finish, the unit is virtually indestructible. 
is completely dishwasher safe, and carries a one year guarantee. Com- 
plete instructions and a list of "cooking hints" are included in the 
package. 

Model No. 312 $5.98 plus 40c postage 

OASIS ENTERPRISES 
Dept. HG 70, 855 Harrigan Rd., Fallon, Nevada 89406 

Needlepoint Kit 
For the Bride 

WEDDING  SAMPLER 

A unique and personalized wedding or 
anniversary gift! Design adapted from 
an 18th century family heirloom. To 
be worked in soft shades of coral, 
white, blue, avocado and brown on 
golden wheat background. 
Kit contains imported English canvas, 
Persian yarns, needle; chart for design, 
bride and groom's names, date, etc., 
and directions. Frame not included. 
Canvas size 11" x 14". Finished design 
9" x 10". Copyrighted. $18.00 ppd. Send 
check or money order to: 
JOANNE CALDWELL NEEDLEWORK SHOP 

P. 0. BOX 212 
Lookout Mountain, Tenn. 37350 

Elegance at your window with this lovely cot- 

ton Quaker Lace. No stretching, no starching, 

little or no Ironing. Sold by the pair, 90" 

wide, 64" Ig. $12.95 pr., 72" $14.25. 81" 

$16.95, 90" $18.95. 108" Ig. $21.95 pr. 

These curtains will give you many, many years 

of service. Color: White or Shell. Other cur- 

tains available up to 126" long. Swatches 25c, 

Curtain Catalog 65c. 

Dept. HG7 
597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105 

SHOPPING AROUND 
COPPER CRAZE 
No one knows for sure but the 
good word is that the continuec 
wearing of copper bracelets re 
lieves arthritis and other ache: 
and pains. However, we do knov 
as fact that link bangles show uf 
in town as mighty attractive ac 
cessories. Each 7" long. A $2.75 
B $3.75; C $5; D $6 ppd. Charrr 
& Treasure, HG7, 1201 Ave. o 
the Americas, New York 10036 

WONDERS CONTINUE 
Now it's avocados and vitamin; 
for Cinderella's face. Scientific 
discovery combines seven organ 
ic oils to moisturize the skin, tc 
keep it smooth and wrinkle free 
This extraordinary cream's hypo 
allergenic, which means it's com 
patible with all complexions. New 
formula's tariff's only $3.50 ppd 
Formulex Labs, HG7, Box 6508 
Houston, Tex. 77005. 

BEAUTY MARK 
Richly designed in solid beecr 
with a handsome seat and back 
ing of cane, the Regence flowei 
armchair is perfect in a perioc 
room, eclectic enough to mix anc 
match with other pieces. 38"h. 
23"w., 19"d., 17V2" seat h. 
$90 exp. coll. Send $1 for nev 
catalogue. Door Store of Wash 
ington. D.C., HG7, 3140 M Stree 
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007. 

MEXICAN MUZZLE 
Borrowed from the burro, an idee 
for a plant holder with fiesta fla 
vor. Muzzle's made of natura 
rope-like palm, braided for extra 
strength. Muzzle holds mucho 
too, since it's 9V2" long and 6' 
wide, hanging from a 6' rope 
$1.95 ppd. Shopping Internation 
al, Inc., 415 Shopping Interna 
tional Bldg.. Norwich, Vt. 05055 

WAY FOR A WALL » 
You don't have to travel any far 
ther than this splendid column tc 
find luscious looking plaques 
Sculptured fruit of the Florentine 
variety shows up in a golder 
sheen, mounted on an Italianate 
red mat; frames are gold plated 
properly antiqued. 4" dia. Set ol 
three, $3.98 plus 25c post. Lil- 
lian Vernon, G71, 560 So. Thirc 
Ave., Mt. Vernon. N. Y. 10550. 

WELCOME THE WEDGE 
It's back and this smart versior 
has side gores that let the fool 
flex. IV2" heel, ridged rubber 
sole that skims along pavements 
or rough ground. Black, mink 
brown, bone, red, white smooth 
leather. S, 6V2 to 10; M, 4V2 tc 
10; wide, 4V2 to 10. $9 plus 75c 
post. Portsmouth Shoe Co., HG7, 
1007 Gallia St., Portsmouth, 
Ohio 45662. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
LIKE OLD TIMES 
Authentic Village Smithy repro- 
ductions of Victorian ice cream 
parlor furniture with antique brass 
finish and genuine white marble 
tops. Heart-back chairs have vi- 
nyl-padded seats in green, blue, 
red, or red/white or navy/white 
stripes. Each chair, $26; 24" dia. 
table, $57, 36" dia., $86. Exp. 
coll. TVS, Inc., Dept. E., 1103 E. 
Princess St., York, Pa. 17403. 

AERONAUTIC DISPLAY 
Based on the design of an out- 
dated airplane, an assemblage of 
real nuts, bolts, washer and as- 
sorted pieces of metal welded to- 
gether results in a stylized ver- 
sion of same. An interesting 
showpiece and no two alike. AV2" 
by 4". Each, $2.98; two for 
$4.98. Add 25c post. Harriet 
Carter, Dept. HG-7, Plymouth 
Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

"HOW-TO" 
Serendipitous sampling of up-to- 
date wall coverings and ideas 
takes the worry out of wall 
decor. "Wallcoverings and You" 
displays paisleys, florals, flocked 
designs; explains how to meas- 
ure, suggests where to put what. 
Do-it-yourself booklet, 25c ppd. 
United-De Soto, HG7, 3101 So. 
Kedzie Ave., Chicago, III. 60623. 

SUMMER STYLE 
You don't have to love mush- 
rooms to adore this handsome 
handbag whose original design 
honors the famous fungi. Sensa- 
tional looking, it's made of sturdy 
linen, in patriotic red, white and 
blue print. 12" by 9" by 5" with 
a taffeta lining, turn the clasp 
closing. $6 ppd. Johnny Apple- 
seed, HG7, Box 700, Beverly, 
Mass. 01915. 

SUSPENDED HIGHLIGHT 
An authentic reproduction of a 
traditional Mediterranean hang- 
ing lantern, hand-crafted by Mex- 
ican artisans in matte black 
wrought iron with amber glass 
inserts for indoor or outdoor use. 
All wired, two feet of chain. 14" 
h. by 12" w. $12.95 plus 95c 
post. Catalogue, 25c. Mexico 
House, HG7, 7742 Herschel Ave., 
La Jolla.Cal. 92037. 

SERVICE FOR SWELLS 
Ten to one, you'd swear they're 
glassware: smart plates and 
glasses show up here as shatter- 
proof re-usable plastic. What bet- 
ter boon for parties than a sani- 
tary service that's eccentrically 
priced: little more than paper! 25 
stem or 14 oz. $2.98; 12 plates 
(9") $2.98. Add 50c post. Am- 
tech Creations, HG7, 108 New 
South Rd., Hicksville, N.Y. 11802. 

£\ 

'DEMI-BRA"  (inflly Pat.) 
I'm   II     pel lal 'If    0    lli.it   1 In' :i minimum 
nl    l-r.    bin I.   -1      1 1(1. 1       UPLIFTS   an.I 
FIRMS iii-iiuiiinlh.  llcavenlj comforl   No bonea 
cr wires.   Velvety  60ft fabric Nude color.  
A.  B and  C cups   I     Ma 35c Mail   fc Hdl'' 
Pkq 
pen 

ge. of 2   5,;.|   BLEUETTE, INC.  | 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
DEVELOPED t PRINTED from 

K0DAC0L0R 
8 or 12 EXP. 
$150 KODAK FILM| 

ONLY 

Orders 20 Exp. $2^ 
returned Postpaid 

same day WITH THIS AD 
received 

LIMIT. . . ONE ROLL PER AD 
No credit — 6 or more prints 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
OFFER EXPIRES 
AUGUST 31st 

YANKEE PHOTO SERVICE 
P.O. Box 1820 • Dept. A 

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 06601 

AT   LAST! 

Do   the  tops  of YOUR  curtains 
and drapes  hang  WONDERFULLY 
STRAIGHT   and  SMART   like  this? 

or do they DROOP and SAG like this? 

NOW this informative NEW pamphlet 
tells you the SECRET that DECOR- 
ATORS have known for many years — 
WHY the tops SAG! — HOW YOU 
CAN EASILY MAKE the tops of YOUR 
curtains or drapes with pinch pleats 
HANG NATURALLY STRAIGHT and 
BEAUTIFUL. 

Send   $2.00  TODAY  for   complete 
ILLUSTRATED  GUIDE 
Results guaranteed 

SLF PUBLICATIONS    Dept. HG-7 
P.  O.   Box   4477 

Wichita   Falls,  Texas   76308 

DECORATORS CHOICE 
Divide a room, 
Accentuate a 
cornor, or en- 
hance the decor 
of your home 
with this free 
standing, three 
panel screen 
made of solid 
mahogany. 
Comes in dart 
or light, ma- 
hogany finish. 
Please specify. 
The upholstered 
center can be easily recovered to 
match the decor of your room. Each 
panel measures 16'/2" x 70" with an 
overall size of 49'/2" x 70". 

Three Panel Screen $36.00 Ppd. 

For additional information 

please write: 

Robert Allan Interiors 
22 Hackberry Lane 

Houston, Texas 77027 

ifc' ct'! ' 

Free 
COAT OF ARMS 
RESEARCH REPORT! 
Send us your family name and we'll 
research it FREE. Tf we find a coat 
of arms recorded, we'll send you a 
written report. The report will in- 
clude our source, a written descrip- 
tion of the arms, and the family 
motto if recorded. You will also re- 
ceive literature describing our line of 
heraldic items. There is no obliga- 
tion so why not write us today. 

HALBERTS DEPT. HG-77 
3687 IRA ROAD, BATH, OHIO 44210 

Send today for colorful ideas on how you 
can transform walks, driveways, pool decks, 
patios, tennis or badminton courts with Per- 
manent Concrete Stain by Kemiko. Easy to 
apply. Won't peel, crack or chip. Choice of 
architects since 1930. Clip and mail coupon 
for free color brochure. 

|     KEMIKO, INC., DEPT.HG7 
1    918 North Western Avenue 

Hollywood, Calif. 90029 

NAME 
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I    ADDRESS 
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SAFEGUARD 
YOUR HOME 

Electric Eye 

TURNS LIGHTS 

OFF 

While on vacation 
Sentinel auto- 
matic light control 
turns lights on at 
sunset and off at 
sunrise. Helps 
prevent burglary, 
vandalism, accidents. Needs no special 
installation—just plug in. Works auto- 
matically. 3 year guarantee. $7.50 value 

$yi95 4 add 2Si postage 

P O   Box 36 
Livonia, 

Mich. 48152 

PRODUCTS COMPANY 

r, 

LIFE LONG ID TAG FOR PETS 
Don't worry about your dog or cat 
getting lost. This Identification Tag 
has all the necessary information for 
his safe return - pet's name, your 
name, address and phone number — 
all embossed free. Lifetime polished 
stainless steel, complete with collar 
hook. $1.00 ppd. Your order will be 
sent by FAST FIRST CLASS MAIL 
at no extra charge! 
WEST-BERG ENTERPRISES. LTD. 

Dept.207, 2842 E. Serendipity Cr. 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80917 

=AH MEN 
COTTON BOXER swimsuit, 
low-rise, zipper fly, fully 
lined, button front tab with 
contrast waistband piping, 
an Ah Men original design 
. . . odd & even sizes 
28 thru 36 (white, navy 
or powder blue) 
$9.95. 
for under swimwear: 
(a)BRIEF-ERS of 
fast drying nylon- 
tricot, bikini styling 
(blue, white, black 
or nude) S-M-X-XL 
$3.00 
(b) SWIM CUP of 
shaped foam 
rubber, nylon- 
tricot covered 
(white or black) 
$2.00 
with elastic 
strings...$2.50 

LOOK 

Send 25c for 
New Catalog 

^ 

Add 50c 
postage 
No C.O.D 

AU MEM  Dept. HG 
nil l»lLn  8933 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Shop for Men W. Hollywood 69, Calif. 

From Exotic INDIA . . . 
Sheesham wood boxes, delicately 
hand-carved, to hold whatever you 
fancy, even an Indian bib necklace, 
silver finish $6.00, gold finish $7.00 
Boxes, 5" x 7" $5.00, 4" x 6" $3.00, 
all PPD. plus 50* for shipping and 
handling charges. 

Brochure on unusual clothes, jewelry, 
gifts, incense and Hindu posters—25$ 

SPECTRUM INDIA, INC. P.O. Box 
489, Dept. I, Providence, R.I. 02903 

SHOPPING AROUND 

BUY 

UNITED STATES 

SAVINGS 

BONDS 

,>A* 

o§^ 
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FAR EAST FASHION 
Every kind of service in Japar 
plans for man's particular plea 
sure and convenience. So it i: 
with the 4" square Hibachi: wal 
nut finish wood tray has section; 
for canapes, hors d'oeuvres, twe 
wooden sauce bowls, 50 bamboc 
skewers. Mini Hibachi takes char 
coal of course. $7.73 ppd. Work 
Co.. HG7, 1 Park Ave., New York 
N. Y. 10016. 

STRAW STORER 
Soda-straw jar brings back mem 
ories of the "bicycle built for two' 
days, and does the up-to-date 
service of keeping straws dust 
free and safe from crushing 
Heavy clear molded glass in i 
stainless steel base and top 
10%" h., 3V2" dia. Straws incl 
$5.98 plus 50c post. Maisor 
Michel, Ltd., HG7, Michel Bldg. 
Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

BLESS YOU 
Stitch up a stunning tapestry ir 
needlepoint that brings an Ok 
Irish Blessing into your home ir 
lovely color and mood. Hand 
stenciled pattern on homespur 
fabric, wool yarn, embroider; 
floss, needle, print and instruc 
tions included. 14V2" by llVz" 
$2.95 plus 25c post. J. Carlton's 
Dept. F162, 176 Madison Ave. 
New York 10016. 

POSTER POWER 
Magnify yourself! Wow, you oi 
your favorite one is big postei 
size! Any black and white or col 
or photo makes a sensationa 
poster: think in terms of you 
beau, godchild. Original photo re 
turned in tube with your poster 
IVz' by 2', $3.95; for 2' by 3 
size, $4.95; 3' by 4', $7.95. Ppd 
Photo Poster, Dept. ED65, 21C 
E. 23 St., New York, N. Y. 10010 

GIANT THERMOMETER * 
Everyone's ready for temperature 
surprises when recorded on jum 
bo thermometer with big black 
letters, a red indicator readable 
100' away. Fasten it to wall, tree 
garage. It is 10 inches wide sc 
all viewers can learn the best oi 
worst to be expected of weather 
$4.95 plus 75c post. Pegasus 
HG770. 1855 Imperial Ave., New 
Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040. 

TAKE IT EASY 
Nylon hammock, weighing just £ 
ozs., fits in the palm of your hand 
yet supports 800 pounds of peo- 
ple. Great to relax by, also help- 
ful in emergencies as a rope, lit- 
ter, cargo carrier, safety line. 
Approx. 10' by 7' it comes with a 
12' ski-tow-line for attaching and 
a carry pouch. $6.95 ppd. Fran- 
zen Gifts, HG7, 110 Franzen 
Bldg.. Flanagan, III. 61740. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
SNtAKY SOCK 
Haven'1 all LIS birds been looking 
for go-go cotton stretch socks 
that keep their cool? You betcha! 
For ultimate suntan, only the 
pompons show—prevent slip- 
page too. 8 to 11 in white, white 
I maize or blue; pink/ blue. Cush- 
ion lined. Three pair, $2.95; Or- 
ion, $3.95. Add 25c post. Sports 
Boutique, G-70, P.O. Box 251, 
Manhasset, N. Y. 11030. 

MAGNIFICENT MIDGET 
For the sports car buffs, home- 
handy types (male and female), 
the complete tool kit. Pliers, 
open-end wrenches, adjustable 
wrench, regular and Phillips head 
screwdriver blades, socket with 
five awl, too. All in smart 5" by 
3%" black leather case. $5 ppd. 
Perfect gift for him. Downs, Dept. 
1407, Evanston, III. 60204. 

SIT-IN COMFORT 
Room or terrace, a winsome wil- 
low chair enhances the place. 
Showing off here's a tightly wov- 
en type in lovable honey color: 
30" h., 25" w. with a seat height 
of 16", $10.99. Corduroy cushion 
in black, olive, dark blue, red, 
orange or gold. $7.99. Add $1 
handling per chair. Exp. coll. 
Pier 16, HG770, Box 211, Cen- 
tral Sta., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435. 

LOUD AND CLEAR 
Gold-colored metal desk plaque 
proclaims in black lettering: It's 
hard to be humble when you're 
as great as I am. No false mod- 
esty here, or is it ego-assuaging? 
It'll give friends a joshing good 
laugh! 4" by 4" on stained wood- 
en stand. $1.98 plus 20c post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG7, 585 
Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
94105. 

BILLOWING POLYESTER 
Imagine imported polyester ba- 
tiste or voile 118" wide! Home- 
spun has a new brochure devoted 
to this man-made fiber. The 
beauty of polyester is that it 
washes in cold water and needs 
little ironing. The voile and ba- 
tiste come in 19 colors. Brochure 
and swatches, $1. Homespun 
House, HG7, 9026 Lindblade, 
Culver City, Cal. 90230. 

FIRST-CLASS 
Address labels help insure the 
speedy return of mail, abolish 
the task of writing your return 
address. No-need-to-squint size, 
17s" I., 26 letters per line, up to 4 
lines. $2 for 500 printed in black 
Gn white gummed paper, or 250 
on gold; both in a plastic box with 
50 air-mail labels. Via air, add 
30c. Bruce Bolind, HG7, Boulder, 
Colo. 80302. 

great a* * 

Wonderful! 

All thi m ibi ml what's hap- 
pened to Wallcoverings, .ill in a 

full i olor booklet. Read 
and see how easy it is to make 
your home a do-it-yourself para- 
d       rou < an /novc it fast! 

Send 25<f to 
TJrxtt**c3L~IDe&crto 
3101 S. Kedzie Ave., 

Chicago, III. 60623, Dept. OS-4 

* 

It's New! fromTOWLE 

VERSATILE PARTY BOWL 
3.95 

Imaginative gift idea! A thick hand-blown, 
smoke-color bowl sets on a gleaming silver 
base. A petite 3'/?" tall. So many uses . . for 
flowers, cigarettes, peanuts, candy, pret- 
zels, even ashes. Add 25c for postage. No 
postage on 2 or more. Mass. residents 
add 3% tax. 

SEND 25c FOR GIFT CATALOG 

JEWELERS      AND       SILVERSMITHS 

21 Grove St., Wellesley, Mass. 02181 

MATUTINA, Early Morning 
More sunshine in your Home, 
Studio or Office. Fantastic 
for your wall, something new, 
unique, different. Printed on 
heavy paper ready for fram- 
ing. 

Each 16" x 17" In black and 
white. 
The pair $3.98 postpaid. 

PETER  PATRUCCO 
2055 St. Mathiew #610 

Montreal 108, P. Q. Canada 

What Size Film 
IS IN 
YOUR 
CAMERA? 

IF IT'S 126 
K0DAC0L0R here's what 
we will do for you ! 

We specialize in developing and printing 
126 KODACOLOR film. We guarantee 
finest quality and fastest service—your 
finished prints mailed first class within 
one day after order received. Look at 
the special prices we offer you! 

126 KODACOLOR—12 Exposures $2 
126 KODACOLOR—20 Exposures $3 

Add 25c for handling. Kentucky residents 
add 5% sales tax. You save more than 
enough to buy your new film. Act now! 
Wrap film carefully, enclose money and 
mail to us. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

BLUE GRASS MAIL PHOTO 
P. O. Box 478 Lexington, Ky. 40501 

^^ N 

NEEDLEPOINT KITS 
Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand- 
painted in oils complete with Persian 
yarn, needles and instructions. 
Checkbook cover (CK. BK 100)—Purple 
and pink on blue background—;t14 
mono canvas 7"x7V2"—$15.00 
"LOVE" tennis racquet cover (TR 44)— 
Fun design—red and blue letters on 
gray background. Fits all racquets— 
#10 mono canvas—$30.00 

Order  by  (slock  no.)  Add  $1.00  lor 
mailing. 
New NEEDLE NUTS' 20-page catalog 
with over 150 original designs—$1.50 
post. paid. 

Check or money order 

NEEDLENUTS 
3302 Mercer 

Houston,   Texas  77027 

(Texas  residents add 
local sales  tax) 

How to Sell Housewares 
by Mail Order Advertising 

Our readers, in furnishing their homes, are shopping for all kinds 
of housewares. To discover how to sell your housewares in Shop- 

ping Around, write: HOUSE & GARDEN, 420 Lexington Ave., 
New York City 10017 
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new9 revised edition of 
'The Bride3s Notebook33 

What come? first, the wedding dress, the guest list or the selection 
of your silver pattern? How is an invitation addressed? What 
should the groom wear? Today's bride can find answers to these 
and many other questions when and where she needs them by 
using the all-new BRIDE'S Notebook, prepared by the editors of 
The BRIDE'S Magazine. 

Whether a wedding is large or small, the best way to keep track of 
details is to write them all down in one place —and the best place 
to do it is in the BRIDE'S Notebook. Filled with charts and check- 
lists, it's a real workbook to help a bride to organize her wedding 
plans—from the first name on the guest list to the last kitchen 
utensil in her new home —in logical order. 

The Notebook is divided into sections dealing with the wedding 
and reception, invitations and announcements, wedding gifts, the 
groom's responsibilities, the bride's trousseau and outfitting a new 
home. Each section is loaded with useful fill-in charts, important 
facts and lots of space for notes. 

The wedding section includes a complete breakdown of who- 
wears-what for each type of wedding, a fill-in-the-blanks seating 
plan for the bridal table, sketches showing who stands where in 
the receiving line, and reminder lists for the bride to check off the 
responsibilities that need first attention. The pages are full of lists 
which include spaces for noting everything from the maid of 
honor's dress size to the reception menu. 

Directions for addressing and mailing invitations abound. The 
bride using the Notebook will be able to record the names and 
addresses of hundreds of guests, then check off the acknowledge- 
ments as they come in. 

The Notebook gives suggestion- [or avoiding duplicate wedding 
gifts, and ideas forthank-you notes I including correct signatures). 
It includes places to record all the pertinent information about 
hundreds of gifts. Gummed and numbered labels are also sup- 
plied to stick on gifts and help keep the all-important record of 
who sent what straight. 

The groom, too. is included in the Notebook. He'll find a complete 
calendar of his responsibilities, as well as charts for noting such 
things as the best man's shirt size, the time of the bachelor 
dinner, the clergyman'* fee. anil, of course, that very important 
wedding date. 

The Notebook give- concrete tip- on how to choose a trousseau to 
last a full year, incorporating the clothes a bride has on hand. 
This section deals with selecting the right types of clothes for the 
type of life the prospective bride will lead I house clothes, work- 
ing-day clothes, evening fashions, etc.). It contains detailed charts 
to record everything she ha- or needs: lingerie, dresses, sports- 
wear, outerwear and accessories. 

Finally, there's a section on the new home, designed so that the 
future bride can make note- from room to room. She'll see at a 
glance her color scheme, floor coverings, furniture and the con- 
tents of her closets. She'll learn the difference between china and 
earthenware, crystal and glass, percale and muslin. And she'll be 
able to list every single item -he needs for every room of her house 
or apartment, right down to the can opener. 

64 pages plus a sheet of 288 gummed and numbered labels. 
Spiral bound with embossed cover. 

designed to open and lie flat for easy use. 

MAIL  THIS  MONEY-BACK-GUARANTEE  ORDER  FORM  NOW     ^Jr 

BRIDES H£  70 

DEPT. BX,   BOX   1809.  CRAXD  I I MRVL STATION.  NEW   YORK,   N.  V.   10077 

Please send me_ _cop5 i ies i of THE BRIDE'S NOTE-    I 
BOOK,   postpaid,   for   which   1   enclose  S2.50  per  copy, 

] check.  [] monev   order.  If for any   reason  I  am  not 
delighted. I may return the book(sl  within five davs and 
mv monev  will be refunded at once. j 

NAME. 

ADDRESS. 

CITY .STATE. ZIP. 

(This offer good only in Continental United States and Possessions.] 

I 

A 

! 

W 

77*-BRINK'S \otrbml 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
GRILL WILL TRAVEL 
Portable safari newspaper grill 
broils franks, hamburgers, 
steaks, chicken, quickly, deli- 
riously! Uses no fuel, starts in- 
stantly. No dangerous lighter 
fluids, Collapses into carrying 
case. Heavy-gauge steel-plated 
basket-type grill, 12" by 12" by 
6V2". $10.95. Add $1 postage. 
World Co., Dept. HG7, 2 First St., 
E. Norwalk, Conn. 06880. 

WHITHER THE WEATHER 
Grasshopper specimen's fash- 
ioned of cold rolled copper (the 
arrow) and cast aluminum 
(arms). Vanes have 2lM" flange 
base, turn on solid bronze ball. 
Height 23", arrow's 19" to 21". 
All finished in weather-worthy 
flat black finish. $14.95 ppd. 
Cape Cod Cupola, HG7, Box 
A-2096, New Bedford, Mass. 
02741. 

WISDOM TO KNOW 
Ceramic tile in white with purple 
and black Old English lettering 
bears the serenity prayer that 
ends with, "And wisdom to know 
the difference." Fine thought for 
one and all! Six inch square. 
$2.98 plus 40c postage each tile. 
Order from Anthony Enterprises, 
HG7, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 

CORRECT COMFORT 
Stride along in cowhide leather 
oxfords and feel no pain: shoe's 
made with a built-in arch lift for 
maximum comfort and corrective 
walking posture. All this and 
good looks, too. 4-10, M and W. 
5-10, N, M, W. Black, natural or 
white. $9.95 plus 75c post. Old 
Pueblo Traders, 600-H7G, So. 
Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 
85716. 

STITCHABLE ART 
Pretty poppy and butterfly pic- 
ture on 13" by 13" natural Bel- 
gian linen for you to embroider in 
two-ply crewel wool. Also avail- 
able: Companion buttercup pic- 
ture. Each kit with linen, wool, 
needle, instructions, $2.95. Wal- 
nut finished 13" sq. wood frame 
with gold trim, $1.95. Add 45c 
post. What's New Shop, 12H 
Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

PUFF  POW! 
Buoyant and beautiful, the Avant- 
Garde inflatable sculpture seat 
brings a contemporary look to the 
indoor or outdoor summer scene. 
A noteworthy novelty, it is made 
of triple-laminated vinyl in red, 
yellow, orange, blue, white or 
black. $9.95 plus 85c post. 
Please specify color. The Avant 
Garde Emporium, HG7, 110 W. 
40 St., New York, N. Y.  10018. 
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STUDY 
the 

DECORATIVE & FINE ARTS 
in 

LONDON 
at the 

INCHBALD SCHOOL 
of 

DESIGN 

Situated in Londt n'i * entrc for the 
Decorative Sf Fine Arte, tin- tnchbald 
School of I)«-sij,:n provideai 

1 A year's study tours** in the Fine and 
Decorative Arte, i ommencing October 
1970, covering the History of Architec- 
ture     Furniture,   Painting   3c   Sculpture. 

2. A One-Year Diploma Course in In- 
terior I •< i(■ r> commencing October 
1970. 

i. Concentrated ten week courses, com- 
mencing October 1970, January 1971 
and April 1971, includes History of 
Architecture, Art, Antiques, and Prac- 
tical Designing. 

Details of all courses from the School 
Secretary, 7 Eaton Gate, London SWl, 
England    (telephone   01.730.5508) 

ORIGINAL   WOODCUTS 
AND   LITHOGRAPHS 

Original Woodcuts and Lithographs by G. A. 
deStetano, well known for his artistic original- 
it/ and craftsmanship, are now presented in 
limited edition, signed and numbered by the 
Artist. The black and white detailed woodcut 
featured above of the eagle "Thucydides" 
will enhance any home or office decor while 
providing a focal point for conversation. This 
naturally grained, exceptional value of $15.00 
gives a print size of 24" x 24" in a limited 
edition of 200. Free catalogue mailed with 
each order or send 50c for catalogue with 
fifteen other original selections. 
Certificates of originality with each print. 

G.S.D. LITHOGRAPHIC ARTS 
6447 Meadowvista Court. Cincinnati. Ohio 45224 

Embarrassed by age-revealing 
wrinkles,    puffiness,    lines? 
Now an amazing international beauty discovery smooths 
them away instantly right before your eyes. You look 
10 even 15 years younger for hours at a time. Not 
a greasy cream or cakey coverup. Protein-rich Facial 
Oeliner Lotion immediately tightens facial skin surfaces 
leaving a satin smooth, petal soft, youthful complexion. 
This clean natural formula contains no hormones, is safe 
for sensitive skin, takes to makeup beautifully. Your 
dewey-fresh complexion lasts for hours! One month sup- 
ply only $1.98. 3 months supply only $5.00. Fully Guar- 
anteed. Sorry, No C.O.D.'s. 

AMERICAN   IMAGE   CORP..   Dept.  J-269-A 
276 Park Avenue South, New York, NY. 10010 

Ugly Blackheads -Out in Seconds 

■uracil 
Instantly    Scientif- 
ically ilniKrir-l 
tacuura     pumD     (t*ntly      "lift*. ' 
out   uiIT   blackheads   safely    No 
luni-hinjc   or   «iur*7.ing     Made   In   V S A -Beware   of 
lailons    Try   10   dayi-if  nol  dellihted  return   for  refund 
s. ml   $1 98   IN>sl pud   for  Vacutti.   AMERICAN   IMAGE 
CORP..   Dept. D-269-A, 276 Park Ave. So., N.Y., N.Y. 10010 

upress 
freight 
No COD.' 

ORIENTAL  CRAFTS - 
36 West 46th Street. New York. New 

(Tel.— 212-581-6486) 
Other  locations in New York: 

Send for 1.   1654 Second  Avenue,  N.Y-C. 
■ brochure      2. 87-01  Jamaica Avenue.   N.Y.C. 

of 140  items       3.   191  Canal  Street.  N.Y.C. 

FREE SAMPLE, if you're interested In 

ANTIQUES 
Fascinating new newspaper devoted to Antiques, 
is chock-full  of  interesting  items for collectors 

At last. America has its own sprightly, wide- 
awake newspaper devoted to Antiques. Edited 
with skill and knowledge. This big 28-page 
newspaper i- full ol good reading, to keep you 
interested by the hour! Oversized, clear pictures. 
Authoritative articles by experts. Collectors in- 
terested in furniture, china, glass, prints, silver, 
etc. . . . write us "Your newspaper is the besl 
thins I've read!". Also, up-to-the-minute news 
aboul shows, exhibits, forums, historic sites. 
Plus a delightful clas ifled section, where the 
bargains are! 

Xoir in- want yon to enjoy Intiqw Monthly, 
without risking a penny We'll send you the 
current big issue, postage paid, FREE. No 
further obligation. Fill in coupon and get set 
for lots of reading enjoyment. 

FREE  SAMPLE  OFFER: 

I Antique Monthly. Dwr. 2. Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401 
I (    )  Send me free sample copy, your issue No. 
I G-70.   (     )   Send   me  full   12-months'   subscrip- 
I tion  at special  reduced   price  of  S3.99.   Bill   me 1 later.   (Your money refunded after 30-day trial. 
| if not pleased) 

I   Name       

Address 

Zip 

(I. to r.) Mrs. Dennis Borchardt with Claybank 
Royal Duke and Claybank's Sweet Sam. 

"Thank heaven — no more 
snarls!" 

Janice Borchardt of Milwaukee, Wiscon- 
sin, uses Mr. Groom Shampoo on her 
English Setters. She says, "Thank heaven 

... no more snarls! My dogs 
have long feathering and this 
was a problem. I have been fully 
satisfied with your products." 

Mr. Groom Shampoo is recom- 
mended by pet stores every- 
where. For a generous sample. 

^f ^   send 25c to: 

MR. GROOM, Dept. HG-05 
1495 E. Warner, Santa Ana, Calif. 92705 
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24-PAGES 
IN FULL COLOR 

ALL NEW WINDOW IDEAS 
Before you build, buy or remodel, 
send for this helpful book. See 
how to eliminate storm window 
and screen chores . . . what win- 
dows best suit the design of your 
home . . . and why   
PELLA   WOOD   WIN- 
DOWS   protect   best 
against winter cold .  - 
and  summer  heat, i 
Send for your free 
copy today. 

THIS  COUPON  ANSWERED WITHIN  24  HOURS 
ROLSCREEN COMPANY, Dept. wc 38 
PELLA, IOWA 50219 
Please  send   FREE  full-color  24-page 
PELLA Window  Idea Book. 

ADDRESS 

CITY    &    STATE ZIP    (IF    KNOWN) 

PELLA  MAKES QUALITY WOOD WINDOWS, 
WOOD   FOLDING   DOORS   &   PARTITIONS   AND 

WOOD  SLIDING   GLASS   DOORS 

Holidays 

are what you 

make them. 

Make them 

safer with 

safety belts. 

What's vour excuse? 

FREE 
CATALOG 
from the 
world's 
largest 
nursery 

STARK BRO's All-New Free Catalog Shows How 
You Can Have an Orchard In Your Backyard with 
STARK DWARF TREES   that   Bear Giant Size Fruit. 
STARK  BRO'S    BoxAFX070. Louisiana. Mo. 63353 

rsMrtKTR^S~NurserTeT&^rchards Co. 
Box AFX070.  Louisiana.   Missouri 63353 
□ Rush  New Color Catalog...FREE! 
MIM I 

P.O. Stale 
O CHECK HERE lor Free MonerM.king Outfit. 

GARDENER'S 
NOTES BY JAMES FANNING 

Traveling gardeners are espeeially fortunate in summer 
—the time when gardens everywhere are most worth visiting. One great spot for 

a gardener's pilgrimage is the Berkshire Garden Center at Stockbridge, Mass.. not 

far from the famous music shed at Tanglewood. Here the rolling and ledge-studded 

terrain of the Berkshire Hills has been shaped to hold an example of almost every 

kind of garden you could ask for: herb, shrub, annual, perennial, a bog garden, 

even a display of different kinds of lawn grasses, each in its own neatly labeled plot. 

Of course there is a greenhouse, too, plus a couple of lath houses and numberless 

plants in pots and other containers. Admission to all of this is free, but since the center 

is supported by memberships, you can help to keep the ball rolling by signing up. 

Pond weeds ran be a nui- 
sanee. even a danger, for swim- 

mers, hut a new kind of reinforced 

plastic sheeting offers the best 

means yet devised for controlling 

them. Aqua-Sheet, distributed by 

Male International Corp. (516 

Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y., 

10036), is held flat on the pond 

bottom by weights along the edge, 

and smothers the weeds beneath 

it so effectively that they are com- 

pletely killed in three or four 

weeks. Aqua-Sheet may be left 

permanently in one spot or moved 

around as needed, and it is much 

more pleasant to walk on than a 

mucky pond bottom. The small- 

est, 20 by 30 feet, is $228. 

Flaming torehes are far 
■■lore festive than any other 

kind of outdoor light. They're also 

effective bug killers and easy to move 

from spot to spot as the occasion de- 

mands. Keeping the reservoir of a 

torch filled with kerosene is a bit of a 

nuisance, but this problem has finally 

been solved by a torch that might be 

called an inside-out candle. It consists 

of a cylinder of colored wax (gala 

shades of blue, green, and orange) 

with a woven wax-impregnated sleeve 

around the outside to serve as a 

wick. Mounted on a wooden dowel, 

the Faroy Garden Torch (Faroy, Inc., 

Houston, Tex., 77042) gives a noble 

flame for a good three hours. Each 

torch looks like an exotic flower spike. 
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Spiking lloOS yOlir lstWII IllOrc £00«l than any other treatment 

in the hot dry days of midsummer. It lets water from rain or irrigation into the soil 

much more quickly than it would otherwise get there, also lets essential air down 

to the grass roots. A hollow-tine mechanized spiker does the best job, since it 

actually pulls out a plug of soil, leaving a hole that stays open for weeks. A top 

dressing of sand and humus applied after spiking will work its way into the holes, 

help lighten a heavy soil. 

A happy acci- 
dent   can   add   a 

touch of color and 

beauty to an other- 

wise ordinary gar- 

den. A sunflower, 

for instance, grow- 

ing from a seed 

dropped by a bird 

in a hedge, adds an 

offbeat but bright 

and cheerful grace 

note to the hedge. 

Don't be too hasty 

about snatching 

bright-flowered 

weeds out of the 

lawn—a buttercup 

or hawkweed can 

be allowed to grow 

long enough to 

show its blossoms, 

then mowed down 

with no ill effects. 

Fare   I ho   fart*   about   starlings. 
They're everywhere, and one of their favorite pas- 

times is pecking holes in almost-ripe tomatoes. Dan- 

gling aluminum strips and other scarecrow gadgets 

don't seem to faze the birds for long, so the only 

real way of saving the tomato crop is some kind of 

covering. Cotton mosquito netting is probably best, 

since it is light enough to be draped over whatever 

supports the tomatoes are growing on and is easy to 

lift aside for picking fruit or tending vines. Inelegant 

to be sure, but effective. 

All the uproar about IMH is having one 

beneficial effect: It is prompting gardeners everywhere 

to adopt a new, safe-and-sane approach to the whole 

matter of applying pesticides. This may be summed up 

in three basic rules: 1. Don't spray unless you have to. 

2. Know what particular insect or disease you have to 

cope with and use a pesticide intended for that par- 

ticular pest. 3. Read the manufacturer's instructions 

carefully and follow them religiously. 

A small, simple inexpensive book on elementary gardening is something most of us 

wish for from time to time. Happily, not just one but two of these are now avail- 

able. One is titled Plants and How They Cirow. the other, In- 

door Cvardening. and they are part of Ladybird Publications series from 

Merry Thoughts, Inc., Pelham, N. Y., 10803. The illustrations are clear and simple 

and so is the writing—although with a slight English accent—and the price is a 

mere seventy-five cents per volume. 

- 

^/SNAP-CUT/ 

GRASS SHEARS 
The lightest, the sharpest, the smooth- 

est cutting, the best handling ALL NEW 
GRASS SHEARS you can buy! We've got 
hundreds of letters telling us how WAY- 
OUT they are ... they honestly take a lot 
of the work out of edging and trimming 
your lawn. 

TWO GREAT MODELS 

The 727 ... full size, 
full 5" cut, self sharp- 
ening, light weight, 
dynamically balanced 
for non-tiring trim- 
ming. Vertical sweep 
blade slices across 
stationary bed knife 
for smooth, easy cut- 
ting of all kinds of 
grass! Only $3.49. 

/ 

The 77 ... just a bit 
smaller than the 727 
(4V2" cut) and packed 
with the same easy- 
to-use features! Light 
as a feather and it 
really cuts and cuts 
and cuts . . . self 
sharpening too. 

Only $2.49. 

Ask your hardware, garden supply, farm 
store or department store for one of these 
fabulous new grass shears. 

/*<^>- We'll be glad to send you a copy 
of our big 28 page PRUNING HAND BOOK . . . 
just send 25$ in coin along with your name 
and address. 

/SNAP-CUT/ 

SEYMOUR SMITH & SON, INC. 
Oakville, Conn. 06779 
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t^iem tninai ex/wete individaaMa and taste do utell 
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807 MILLING ROAD. HOLLAND.MICHIGAN 4D4-2.T 

NEW    YORK    •     CHICAGO    •     LOS    ANGELES    •    PHILADELPHIA   •    CLEVELAND 

SAN    FRANCISCO     •     ST.     LOUIS     •     DALLAS     •     ATLANTA     •     GRAND    RAPIDS 

^ 

§ 

f^j^SHs^sii' zliviiien (</ - /tie ,. flaanarox Jooni/mna L$r!MH£%;^4 

FOR   THE   FINEST   CARE   OF   YOUR   FINEST   FURNITURE.   USE   SAINT   S   SATIN   WAX.  • 
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GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH 

continued from page 20 

grance that she felt to he deep enough until she came 

to Tuvache's fabled Jungle Gardenia—that, she soys, 

will give a Cancer woman the strength to go on from 

twilight until later when the moon is full and she is 

more like herself. Diorissimo. a pleasant tangle of 

flowers is another choice, hut the mot juste is Valenti- 

na's My Own—a definite spellbinder. 

Mrs. Shoemaker was fascinated to learn that Eva 

Marie Saint, now starring in Loving and a Cancer per- 

son wears Yardley's April J inlets Cologne incessantly, 

is known by it and for it. Mrs. Shoemaker agrees but 

feels that the perfume would be even more potent, 

even luckier. Phyllis Diller. who is convinced that she 

is a true Cancer personality, has a definite program 

for perfuming . . . she puts scent on in layers. First she 

rubs a man's deodorant stick all over her body, next 

she "splashes on buckets" of Tussy's pleasant Mid- 

night Cologne (there's the night mystique). Then over 

that goes a long spray from Ma Griffe Mistifier. Phyllis 

Diller explains "W hen you look like this, you have to 

smell good. Why this makes my skinny little arms 

smell like stems of some wonderful flower." 

NEW THIS MONTH IN THE STOKES 

CLINIQUE: Golden Ipricot Suntanning Lotion. A delicate sort 

of cream that gives dry skin strong moisturizing attitude in 

the sun, $5. Sun Stayaway Lotion. As the\ say. this really 

"clings to the skin," blocks out the blazing >un. $5. At Bloom- 

ingdale's: Marshall Field: J. \\. Robinson. 

DU BARRY: Bath Kit. Flavored with Surrender that smells like 

a garland of flowers and grasses that has just been rained on. 

. . . Bath Gelee, Body Cologne, and Bath Oil. $6 at Arnold 

Constable; Marshall Field: Macy's. Los Angeles. 

MAX FACTOR: California Frosticles. A creamy glaze is w rapped 

around color for a two-in-one layered lipstick. Five shades, 

among them Snowbunny Beige, Icicle Pink. $1.35. Lipgloss 

that's silvery or golden, each in a little see-through dish (can 

polish cheekbones, too i. $1.25. At Airman's; Marshall Field; 

I. Magnin. 

ESTEE LAUDER: Azuree Anti-perspirant Deodorant Spray. 

Ever so faintly fragranced with Azuree, the spray is a delicate 

mist that comes on with a cooling quality. S5 at Blooming- 

dale's; Carson. Pirie. Scott: Neiman-Marcus. Tender Lip 

lints. Five new shades of this ethereal lip make-up: Cinnamon 

Ice, Polished Beige. Sunny Melon. Pink Lights. Golden Coral. 

$3 at Bonwit Teller: I. Magnin; Marshall Field. 

REVLON: Moondrops. A series of shining new lipsticks to cre- 

ate the Rich Girl's Mouth with such .shades as Baby Doll Pink 

and Rich Girl Red. 81.60 at Macy's. Ultima II. Some roman- 

tic lip colors in a group called The Summer Place Face—Peach 

Comber, Sand Castle. Coral Summerset, Rose Sun Down Red. 

$3.50 in silvery case, 82.75 in a plastic one at Bonwit Teller; 

Marshall Field: I. Magnin. 

YARDLEY: Frosted Topping. A most unusual idea in a summer 

when everything shimmers—some shimmer to gleam \our eye 

shadow. It's called an Eyeliner Shiner. 82 at Bloomingdale's; 

Marshall Field; The Emporium. San Francisco. 

HOUSE & G, 
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The 
Sunshine 

Room 
Its wherever you put an 
Armstrong vinyl floor 

Any room becomes a sunshine room 
when the floor is Armstrong Vinyl 
Corlon'. Deep-glow colors in spar- 
kling, easy-to-clean vinyl create a 
bright, cheerful mood that makes j 
you feel sunny all day. 

This gleaming country kitchen 
has a new kind of Armstrong floor I 
that   adds   still   another   welcome | 
dimension . . . cushioned comfort. | 

Its Cushioned Coronelle 
Below the hefty, vinyl wear sur- 

face is a foamed vinyl backing 
called Cushioncord". 

Because this backing "gives" 
under pressure, Cushioned Coro- 
nelle is quieter, warmer, more com- 
fortable to walk on. And the Cush- 
ioncord is not affected by moisture, 
so the floor can be installed almost 
anywhere, even in a basement. 

Best of all, Cushioned Coronelle 
is available in two stunningly real- 
istic designs: the graceful Palerma 
styling shown here and a natural- 
looking brick. 

To be sure of a trouble-free in- 
stallation, buy Cushioned Coronelle 
from a store that has been certified 
by Armstrong to install this exclu- 
sive, new flooring. To find the one 
nearest you, call this number, toll- 
free: (800) 243-6000. (In Connect- 
icut, call (800) 942-0655.) Ask for 
the name of the retailer who sells 
Cushioned Coronelle. 

If you'd like more facts about 
Cushioned Coronelle, plus a picture- 
packed booklet showing our other 
fine floors, write Armstrong, 7008 
Maple Ave., Lancaster, Pa. 17604. 
Floor design copyrighted by Armstrong 

/-—\ VINYL FLOORS  BY 

(Armstrong 
w CREATORS OF M-  ^m  THE INDOOR WORLD 



There are two sides to a 
Sears electric dryer. 

Your side.      His side* 

Electronic sensing - 

It "feels" your clothes, tells 
when they're dry. Saves 
you a lot of guessing when 
you set the timer. 

Wrinkle Guard 
Keeps permanent-press 
clothes from wrinkling if 
you're not home the 
minute they're dry. Tumbles 
them without heat every 
5 minutes for IVi hours. 

Dry rack 
A blessing when you have 
to dry things you can't 
tumble. Like teddy bears 
and sneakers. 

Load-A-Door 
Now you can unload with- 
out dropping clean clothes 
on the floor. 

Available at most larger Sears stores and through the catalog. 

Live ca refree... Live Better Electrically 
Edison Electric Institute, New York, N.Y. 

Sears service 
It's fast and competent. 
And it's available 
anywhere in the 
United States. 

Easy-care lint syster 

A light tells you when 
screen needs cleaning. 
Helps you keep dryer at 
peak efficiency. 

Accessible lighting 
Console and interior ligf 
are removable from the 
front—easy to replace 
when they burn out. 

Acrylic enamel 

Each of two coats is bake 
on. It's the same type of 
enamel that's on a $7,00 
car. 

»ears Kenmore Dryer. It's designed for you, but built for your husband* 
Sears, Roebuck and Co. 



Enrolling in LaSalle's decorating course 
#as an inspiration. Your training 
wiped me develop mv own successful 
jallcry of art for decoration. I've cn- 
'Oyed increased earnings and recogni- 
ion beyond my dreams. I'm so proud!" 
— Lucy Kovesi, Town Gallery, New 
York, New York 

"I have accomplished much from this 
course. I decorated eleven very nice 
model homes during my months .1! 
study . . . all a success."—Patricia 
Meine, Polos Verdes Estates, California 

'I will be the new interior decorator for Sears in Painesville. I never dreamed I wfinld 
have .in opportunity like this so soon."—Mrs. Joan Koston, Willoughby, Ohio 

Who else wants a rewarding 
career as an interior decorator? 

Read how you too can get into this exciting money-making field for women 

ed of monotony? Meager income? You can 
inge your whole life by learning how to be- 
ne a successful interior decorator. 
)ecorating is a profession that is made to 
ier for women. It is just the place where 
1 can put your natural love of beauty to 
ictical use. 
The women pictured on this page are only a 
v of the many who have recognized this op- 
tunity and who are now on the happy road 

success in the decorating field, 
fust as they did, you can train with La Salle 

the same kind of career—in your spare 
ne at home. You can qualify for a great 
Dice of positions leading to fine salaries—or 
in to go into a profitable business of your own. 

A tremendously expanded field 
corators are now used to beautify homes, 
tels, business offices, building lobbies, clubs 
d institutions. That's why the profession has 
3wn so enormously. 
Your work as a decorator is varied and inter- 
:ing. It frequently takes you and your clients 
to plush showrooms and exclusive shops 
ed with treasures. You move in a world of 
ihion, creativity and ever-new challenge. 
Designing and furnishing even a single room 
n earn a decorator hundreds of dollars; 
rger assignments much more. Many women 
> extremely well in just part-time work; their 
vn homes often serve as showcases for pro- 
active clients. 

What the La Salle course teaches you 
The La Salle course in Interior Decorating has 
been prepared to give you comprehensive 
preparation for this exciting modern career. 
Lessons come to you by mail; they are as en- 
joyable as the professional work itself. Much 
of the study material included is unusual in a 
course of this kind. For instance, you get an 
attractive, simple-to-operate slide projector 
with color slides that show interiors as big as 
life on your wall. You also get professional 
sketching equipment, coloring materials, sten- 
cils that make it easy for you to draw room 
plans and furniture arrangements, and much 
more. 

Step by step, you are shown how to develop 
your creative ability. You are taught the prin- 
ciples of color and design, trained in the selec- 
tion and use of furniture, fabrics, accessories, 
lighting. You learn how to achieve beautiful 
settings for any kind of room. Even before you 
have finished the course you will be able to 
apply your new knowledge to glorifying your 
own home. 

At each step you are given practical assign- 
ments which are then carefully reviewed by 
your instructors and returned to you. You are 
well prepared for your work as a professional 
decorator. 

Mail coupon for free booklet 
More than 2,000,000 people have enrolled in 
LaSalle's home-study programs. If you are 

seriously interested in a decorating career 
send for LaSalle's beautiful free booklet which 
tells how you can get started. There is no obli- 
gation. (You may be surprised by the low cost 
of the course.) LaSalle, 417 S. Dearborn Street. 
Chicago, Illinois 60605. 

Mail coupon 
today for 
FREE booklet 

© WO LoSo/lc Exl. 

,  
LASALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY 

A Correspondence Institution 
417 S. Dearborn Street, Dept. 56-091, Chicago, Illinois 60605 

Please mail me your free illustrated booklet 
"Your Career in Interior Decoration," describ- 
ing the LaSalle home study course. 

■ Age. 
Mr. 
Mrs  
Miss (Circle title and please print) 

Apt. 
Address No. 

City. 

L52 
State  Zip. 

JGUST,  1970 



House & Garden 
INCORPORATING LIVING FOR YOUNG HOMEMAKERS 

I.S.V.-PATCEVITCH, CHAIRMAN PERRY  L.  RUSTON,   PRESIDENT ALEXANDER LIBERMAN,  EDITORIAL  DIRECTOR 

HORST 

On the cover: In the heart of Wash- 

ington, D.C., Mrs. Mellon Byers's garden 

room is a charming example of how to 

live "outdoors" in a city where neigh- 

bors are often only a yard away. Air- 

conditioned, glass-enclosed, the room 

can be masked for shade and privacy 

with match-stick blinds, is always bright 

with flowers, ivy, and little orange trees. 

Like most Washingtonians, Mrs. Byers 

loves cooking and eating outdoors 

(which she does in her garden), but 

when the temperature soars, steaks and 

chops are brought from the garden to 

the garden room and enjoyed in the 

coolness of a very reasonable facsimile 

of open-airness. Interior design by Par- 

rish-Hadley. For more of the room, 

please turn to page 44. 

AUGUST, 1970 

Special feature: Washington, D.C. 
Random thoughts on moving to Washington 

by Lorraine S. Cooper 

A Washington householder speaks his mind: 

Art Buchwold 

What people are doing (Editorial) 

Rooms they love to live in: The David K. E. Bruces 

Rooms they love to live in: Mrs. Stephenson Mahoney 

Rooms they love to live in: M.rs. Mellon Byers 

Ideas you'd love to live with 

Official Washington: Ideas for entertaining 

Menus and recipes from Washington parties 
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Decorating 
A decorator speaks his mind: "To top off a beautiful 

floor, you need the right ceiling." 

by William Baldwin 

Rooms they love to live in 

Ideas you'd love to live with 

Ready-to-use decorating 

Architecture and Building 
Ideas you'd love to live with 

Entertaining 
Official Washington: Ideas for entertaining 

Notes for the hostess by Mary Moon Hemingway 

House & Garden Cook Book: Menus and recipes 

from Washington parties 

Thoughts and things for entertaining: Summer party 

ideas from a country restaurant 

Beauty and Health 
Some notes on good looks & good health 

by Rebecca Warfield 

Gardening 
Water gardens of Japan Expo '70 

The very personal garden of Dorothy Hirshon: 

An old-fashioned country garden 

Gardener's notes by James Fanning 

Travel 
Water gardens or Japan Expo '70 

Japanese gardens on a jumbo jet 

Features 
Questions & Answers: Antiques by Louise Ade Boger 

Random thoughts on moving to Washington 

6/ Lorraine S. Cooper 

What people are doing (Editorial) 

Reader's Service 
Information for shopping 

Shopping Around with Betty Fagan 

Best in booklets 
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J/yow want real silver, you have to polish it. 

embroidery and thought how it looks almost 

like Wedgwood? 

Or opened the linen closet door just to 

enjoy seeing them there all tied up with green 

and pink and white ribbons? 

Jhen you're the reason we're still mak- 

ing Supercale. 

Just as we always have since your great 

great grandmother chose her trousseau linens. 

We're still choosing the cotton just as 

carefully as we did in 1846. All pure natural 

D^s, polishing silver can be something embroidery and thought how it looks almost cotton. And only the longest, most lustrous, 

of a nuisance. So can watering a plant every like Wedgwood? flawless strands of it. 

day to keep it growing. Or tending a log to Or opened the linen closet door just to          We're still combing and combing it un- 

Veep a fire crackling. enjoy seeing them there all tied up with green til it feels almost like silk. Still weaving it 

Or ironing a hand-embroidered pure and pink and white ribbons? so close and firm and strong that Supercale 

zotton sheet. Jhen you re the reason we're still mak- sheets are still being handed down from 

But have you ever slipped into a bed ing Supercale. mother to daughter, 

made with percale sheets so smooth you could Just as we always have since your great          D^es, a Wamsutta Supercale sheet is an 

almost glide on them? Have you ever caught great grandmother chose her trousseau linens, out and out luxury, 

the scent of them when they're freshly We're still choosing the cotton just as           But it is one third of your life. Spend] 

ironed? Or run your hand over the raised carefully as we did in 1846. All pure natural it dreaming in Wamsutta Supercale. 
SHOWN: "ELEGANCE" IMPORTED SWISS EMBROIDERY ON SUPERCALE®. HEMSTITCHED. IN BLUE, PINK OR WHITE EMBROIDERY ON WHITE. WAMSUTTA MILLS (DIVISION OF M. LOWENSTEIN & SONS, INCl), I ; 
1430 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10018. ALSO FROM WAMSUTTA®, FOR THE FAMILY: ULTRACALE®, LUSTERCALE®, BABYCALE®, AND HERITAGE TOWELS. IN FINE STORES FOR THE FINEST HOMES.I! I 



Frigidai 
Skinny 
Mini- 
Fits 
almost 
anywhe 

(only 2 feet wide) 

Model LCT-2 



rigidaire introduces 
le skinniest washer/dryer ever made. 
/ carry a mountain of dirty laundry all through your house 
when you can put your Skinny Mini Laundry Center near 
r mountain of dirty laundry. Skinny Mini is only two feet 
e, five and one half feet tall. So it fits almost anywhere in 
r home . . . bathroom, kitchen, basement or closet (with 
quate wiring, plumbing, and venting, of course). Ideal, too, 

imobile homes, vacation homes, and apartments. 
\  And Skinny Mini is full of surprises. Like the washer and 
i dryer work at the same time. (Or, you can use either unit 
|9pendently.) Eye-level controls, and the convenience of 
ing able to wash, dry and fold without moving a step. 
-my Mini Dryer: A three position fabric selector for Regular- 

Permanent Press, Delicate-Sheer, and No Heat-Air Fluff. 
Skinny Mini Washer: Fourwash and rinse temperaturecombina- 
tions.Three soil settings. A lint removal system without a lint trap 
to clean. One more thing. Skinny Mini is available in Copper/ 
White, Gold/White, Green/White or solid Snowcrest White. 
5-year nationwide Protection Plan backed by General 
Motors. 1-Year Warranty for repair of any defect in the entire 
product, plus a 4-Year Protection Plan (parts only) for furnish- 
ing replacement for the following. In the Washer: defective 
washer tub, water seal, transmission (except belts), drive 
motor, water pump impeller and seal. In the Dryer: the drive 
motor, driver, and idler assembly. 

Fits here. It's both at once. 

Frigidaire bothers to build in more help. 



Add color charisma 
to your private life...at 

WHITE SALE 
SAVINGS 

Printed no-iron percale sheets of polyester 
and cotton, by J. P. Stevens. "Big Red 
Flower," splashy red floral with blue and 
green. "Mini Dot," white dots on red, blue or 
green. Bottom sheets reverse the colorings. 
Flat sheets, now 6.00 to 12.50, fitted sheets 
now 6.20 to 13.00. All, regularly 7.00 to 15.00. 
Cases, now 2.10 and 2.50, reg. 2.60 and 3.00. 

Also: an introductory offer: "Lausanne" 
sheets, multicolor embroidery bordering 
white unbleached no-iron polyester and cot- 
ton flat sheets,6.50 to 13.50. Cases, 2.50 and 
3.00. After September 1, sheets will be 7.50 
to 15.00; cases will be 3.00 and 3.50. 

Blue Heaven" pillows.. .three blissful com- 
forts. Permanent press ticking. 

Down (soft) or down and feathers (medium), 
cotton ticking striped and sprinkled with 
blue roses. Standard, queen or king, now 
18.00 to 30.00, reg. 21.00 to 35.00. 

Dacronk polyester filled, blue and white 
striped cotton and polyester ticking. Stand- 
ard, queen and king, now 6.00 to 10.00/ reg. 
8.00 to 12.00. 

Molded foam latex, blue and white striped 
cotton ticking. Baby, standard, supreme, 
queen and king, now 4.00 to 14.00, reg. 4.50 
to 16.00. 

Also: 1" thick latex foam mattress toppers. 
By B. F. Goodrich. Twin, full, queen, king, 
now 9.00 to 19.00, reg. 11.00 to 21.00. 

"Mini Dot" comforter.. .white dots on red, 
blue or green, reversing to matching solid 
color. Cotton, with Dacron" polyester fiber- 
fill. Twin, full, king, now 18.00 to 36.00, reg. 
21.00 to 42.00. 

Come shop our White Sales 
through August 31st 

Altman's fourth floor, Fifth Avenue, 
and branches. Come in, or call 

(212) MU 9-7000 for our 
24-hour a day, 7-day a week 

phone order service. 

HOUSE & GARDEI 



wonderful offer from PARENTS' MAGAZINE, America's famed authority on bringing up children 

Her,CHARLIE BROWN 
plus four books more... including 
WINNIE-THE-POOH for fun galore! 
For $1.59 your child will see 
How much pleasure books can be! £ 

OOKS . . . »18.75 VALUE . . . FOR ONLY 91.59 

(EY-DONKEY by Caldecott 
I Winner Roger Duvoisin. A 
donkey is unhappy about his 
which are so long and stand 
;ht up. How he seeks a so- 
i makes a gay story. "One 
\ Duvoisin's best." — Pub- 
s' Weekly. Pub. price $3.95 

THE POOH STORY BOOK by A. A. Milne, with 
new illustrations in full color by E. H. Shep- 
ard. Three of the most memorable of the 
Pooh stories are included in this beautiful, 
entertaining volume. "An inviting introduc- 
tion to the well-loved books." — Horn Book. 
Publisher's price $3.95 

MMJL 
others and fathers frankly acknowledge that they 
either the time or the perspective to choose precisely 
t books for children not yet ready to read or who are 
;inning to read. That is why parents are happily 
this problem over to the highly qualified editors of 
Magazine ... by enrolling their youngsters in the 

oud and Easy Reading Program for Little Listeners 
inning Readers. 
Dership brings to your home each month an out- 
;, carefully selected book which you may read to or 
ih your little one. Each book will charm and capti- 
ir child — from its bright, colorful cover through its 
ustrated pages, with a story appealing and under- 
le to even the youngest mind. 

Save up to 50% — and more! 

the assurance of good entertainment, and the won- 
iad-together sessions each selection provides for you 
r child, you will be pleased by the savings on every 
ember's price is only $1.59 each (plus small mailing 
for books regularly priced up to $3.95. 
Iiil postpaid card to receive your 5 books for only $1.59 

2hild is of "beginning reader" or "read to me" age, 
our youngster now — and receive the introductory 
of 5 books shown above — all for only $1.59, plus 

ading charge. You must be convinced of the pleasure 
ents this highly praised Program offers your child— 
nay return the books in 10 days and owe nothing. 
' Magazine's Read Aloud and Easy Reading Pro- 
•O. Box 161, Bergenfleld, New Jersey 07621. 

»19U by United taura Syndicate. Inc 

YOU'RE IN LOVE. CHARLIE BROWN by Charles 
M. Schulz. Hilarious, heart-warming adventures 
of love-sick Charlie Brown and all his pals in a 
delightful hard-cover book with color illustra- 
tions. "One of the finest books for young and 
old alike."—Doylestown, Pa. Intelligencer. Pub- 
lisher's price $2.95 

HOW FLETCHER WAS HATCHED! by 
Wende and Harry Devlin. A large 
hound dog decides it's time for 
him, too, to be hatched when he 
sees what a big fuss his young 
mistress makes over baby chicks 
emerging from their shells. Col- 
or pictures. Pub. price $3.95 

THE KING WITH SIX FRIENDS by 
Jay Williams. Young King Zar loses 
his throne and goes job hunting, 
aided by six resourceful friends. 
He regains not only a kingdom 
but a lovely princess. "Lively 
colored illustrations."— Library 
Journal. Publisher's price $3.95 

iftffflP 
with trial enrollment in PARENTS' MAGAZINE'S 

Directed by 

PARENTS' 

Magazine 

"T^T 

'RPADALOUD 
AND EASY READING 

PROGRAM 
Selected Picture and Story Books for Little Listeners and Beginning Readers 

RECOMMENDED  BY 
KINDERGARTEN 

AND EARLY GRADE 
TEACHERS 

Every year thousands of kin- 
dergarten and first and sec- 
ond grade teachers make a 
special effort to introduce 
their pupils' parents to Par- 
ents' Magazine's Read Aloud 
and Easy Reading Program. 
They like the quality of books 
offered through member- 
ship; they note the enthusi- 
asm which greets each new 
book's arrival, and the bene- 
ficial effect on reading skills 
and school work. Parents are 
equally pleased. 

IF CARD HAS BEEN REMOVED, MAIL THIS COUPON 
Parents' Magazine's 
READ ALOUD AND EASY READING PROGRAM,® Dept. BU-2 
P.O. Box 161, Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621 
Please enroll the child named below as a member. In accordance with your offer, 
please send, as an introductory package, the five books: "Donkey-Donkey," "The 
Pooh Story Book," "You're In Love, Charlie Brown," "How Fletcher was Hatched!" 
and "The King with Six Friends" . . . total value $18.75. Bill me only $1.59 plus 
small mailing charge, for the entire package of 5 books. If not thoroughly pleased, 
I may return all the books within 10 days and owe nothing. Otherwise, you will 
send a new book each month at the member's price of only $1.59 each. I may cancel 
membership any time after the child has received four monthly selections. 

Child's 
Name.. 

( PLIASI PRINT) 
.Age. 

Boy n 
.Girl D 

Address. 

City & 
State.. 

Zip 
.Code. 

Signature of 
Parent or Donor. 

Canadian orders will be shipped from Canada for a slightly higher price. 

.J 



A   l»l I Olt MOIt   SPEAKS   Ills   MIMI 

To top off a beautiful room, 

■""""'the 

right,. 
ceiling! 

IIY   WILLIAM    It M.UW IN 

J often wonder win even my most sophisticated clients— 

those who plan a room's colors, fabrics, furniture, and 

objects down to the last ashtray—almost always fail to look 

up. There was a time when the ceiling was the glory of a room. 

Think of those beautiful old ceilings in Italy and Spain, arched, 

sculpted, painted with stars. Or the great English Adam ceil- 

ings of the late eighteenth century, elaborately plastered and 

painted—ceilings so wonderful that carpeting was often woven 

to match. Today, with some striking exceptions, the ceiling 

is largely ignored. 

It amazes me that in New York, the tall city 

with the short rooms, where people ought to 

be concerned with raising the roof, so many 

merely give the ceiling a lick of white paint 

and let it go at that. Unless the walls are stark 

white, too, white paint is guaranteed to bring 
It you ||iat ceiling down all over your shoulders. In- 

ii nili to lift   deed, if vou really want to lift the ceiling, YOU 

the ■'■iliiia. 
paint 

it darker 

should paint it darker than the walls—any- 

where from one tone darker to almost black. 

Then it will recede like a clear sk\ at midnight 

and be more dramatic. Many rooms in Latin 

countries where plaster-white walls prevail, 

have ceilings of sk\ blue or sea green. Not only 

does the color heighten the room, it also makes 

the room incredibly cool looking, and helps 

cet rid of that old villain, glare. 

»-f ven a room with dark walls can have a dark ceiling 

. ■ -J if there are enough windows all around t<> give good 

crosslight. \\ ith only one exposure, though, a dark ceiling can 

be fatal. A friend of mine once painted his living room, with it> 

single row of windows, a dark, shin) brown—ceiling and all. 

At night, it was magic. The ceiling disappeared right into the 

New York skyline, and the whole room sparkled. But during 

the day, you would open the door and see absolutely nothing 

but black, with glare at the far end. It was like living in the 

Holland Tunnel. My friend repainted his ceiling within a 

month. It is now a buff color, and that makes all the difference 

in the world. When a ceiling must be pale, even a few drops of 

the wall color in the ceiling white keeps the ceiling a comfort- 
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able distance awaj. To raise a lighl ceiling even more, install a 
narrow cornice molding painted to match the walls. In small 
rooms like ciit1.1iiri- halls or dressing-room passageways where 
\<>u don'l staj very long, ;i delightful ceiling raiser is mirror. 
I>ni I would never mirror the ceiling in .1 room where you lingi 1 
\«'i\ long it's quite unnerving i<> glance up and Bee yourseli 
standing on your head. 

There are some rooms, believe il or not, whose 
ceilings are i<><> high. < reneralf). the small;-' the 

nidlll. ill*- lower llic ccilinj! should  lie. lo avoid 

the Feeling that you're silling in the bottom of 

a well. ^ oil can lower the ceiling physically l>\ 

building a whole new one. One corridor I 

know has one wall ol built-in cabinets, the other 

of paintings and drawings. The ceiling is un- 

bleached muslin stretched on a frame. And 

above it. diffused by the muslin's irregular 

weave, is a row of lights directed at the pictures. 

Thai ceiling is functional, attractive, and gives 

the hall much better proportion. You can also 

lower the ceiling visually. The simplest way is 

to paint the cornice molding to match the ceil- 

ing, or install the molding a little way down 

the wall and paint everything from there up in 

the ceiling color. 

» .MI ran 

lower ihv 
rriling a nh 

mohlinnn or 

wallpaper 

f-/eams in ceilings were once considered such terrible 

M W eyesores that they were painted out at once, but they 

can be great assets. If you have plastered beams, you can wall- 

paper them or decorate them with stenciling. I've even gone so 

far as to paint the bottom of the beam pale blue, the sides green, 

and over each color, thin lines of scarlet. On the other hand, if 

the beams are only around the edges of a room, I recommend 

painting them the same color~as the wall. They make a kind of 

frame for the furniture and look built in rather than stuck on. 

If you have wood beams, you can darken them, lighten them, 

wax them, paint them, or make them look old and rustic. And 

who says the panels between beams must be a single color, or 

even painted at all? One ceiling I know in Peru has wood 

beams and between them, a herringbone pattern of terra-cotta 

brick. Another ceiling is hung between pale beams with silver 

paper, glazed with umber to a bronzed, nonshiny glow. 

It is imagination that makes a ceiling, like 

anything else, something glorious. Recently I 
.4 living worked on one in Florida, a tray-shaped wood 

eeilinq ceiling that rose from wall height to 20 feet, 

with exposed beams crisscrossing one another 

in marvelous patterns. We glazed the whole 

thing with clear transparent colors—deep blue 

and green for the beams, paler shades for the 

panels between. The result is striking: subtle 

color plus that beautiful wood grain. In an- 

other house I worked on, the bedroom ceiling 

is dominated by a huge circular skylight. I 

worried for a while that the couple might be 

disturbed by the early morning light stream- 

ing through, but to my great relief, they love 

it. Theirs is a living ceiling, thrilling as a thun- 

derstorm, and as romantic as a starlit night. 

>UST,   1970 

How Come? 
Saturday night oat you 
treat yourself to Daiquiris, 
Mai-Tais, Martinis... 
But at home it's the 
usual drab routine. 
It doesn't have to be. Not when you have your pick of 
18 superbly delicious Heublein Cocktails. All made from the 
finest liquors. AH full-strength. Nothing to add. 
Nobody to tip. Taste something exciting at a first-rate bar. 
Then bring that excitement home with Heublein. 

A good drink out is a good drink in. 

Full-Strength Cocktails 
Available in bottles and cans 

50-75 PROOF © 1970. HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD   CONN   CANS AVAILABLE IN MOST STATES 



Questions 
& answers 

What is Kittinger? 
More than furniture —almost a legend —certainly a tradition. Kittinger, 
the finest English and American traditional furniture ever made. The 
entire Kittinger Story is contained in "A Library of 18th Century 
English and American Designs," 180 pages, profusely illustrated. Send 

three dollars to: KITTINGER 

a division of General Interiors/   1889 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14207 

We'd rather you buy 
another brand of piano 
than no piano at all 
We think everybody ought to 
have music in his soul. It 
could make quite a difference. 
Oh, we don't claim it would 
save the world or feed the 
hungry masses. But it could 
make life a lot more pleasant 
in the face of all the problems 
we have to live with. And it's 
available to anyone who'll try. 

We don't expect everyone to 
become a concert artist. But 
we do believe that everyone 
can learn to make music. 

Especially on a piano. That's 
the best place to begin. It's 
the foundation instrument, 
embodying all the theory, all 
the beauty of music. Our 
piano. Anybody's piano. 

Ask about the Yamaha School of Music, a uniquely rich educational experience for young children 4-8 years 

AMERICAN   EMPIRE   SOFA 

/ inherited this sofa from relatives who in turn had inherited it 

from their father, born in 1766. It has a brass inlay in the rosewood 

back strip. When the sofa was first restored, we found the claw feet 

had a Chinese stain. Can you possibly tell me more about the piece 

and determine its date? J.B.L.—Pasadena, Calif. 

Your sofa, designed in the Grecian manner, is in the American 

Empire style, dating around the 1820s. With its graceful lines and 

bold carving, it represents the finest quality of workmanship of that 

era. The sofa was probably made by a New York cabinetmaker. 

My great grandmother bought these 

plates when the English home of the 

Empress Eugenie was vacated. Were 

they made for Napoleon III as I've 

been led to believe? Eve included the 

design on the side and center of each 

plate. One stamp on the back says "E. 

Leveille, 74 Bt. Haussmann. Paris"; 

another, "B. H . M. & Co.. Romeo" 

R.C.—Stone. It. 
STAFFORDSHIRE 

PLATES 

The Staffordshire potters Brown, Westhead, Moore & Co., who « 

made your plates, worked at Cauldon Place, Hanley, 1862-1904. 

They registered the pattern "Romeo" at the London Patent Office, 

January 25, 1868. Leveille was the Parisian shop where the plates 

were purchased, which makes it unlikely that they were made spe- 

cifically for Napoleon III. They might have been owned by him. 

but to prove that would take considerable research—possibly a 

hunt through old bills and inventories. 

In our small library, we have 

limited resources, and we're try- 

ing to identify this bronze turtle, 

hand-carved with a hole in the 

center top. 

II .('... librarian—Cairo, Ga. 

Your turtle is a Chinese water dropper, a very important part of 

the calligrapher's equipment, as he had to drop the water on the 

ink stone lo make ink. It looks like a rather nice one, probably 

eighteenth century. 

HOUSE & GARDEI 



Watercolor Rose is a sheet to make you lazy. 
Up in the morning and back to bed. For a nice, quiet 

breakfastwith no intrusions. Surely yourday will wait 
just a few minutes more for you to get started. 

And once you're started, you'll be glad all over again 
for Watercolor Rose. It's a no-iron blend of 50% cotton and 
50% polyester that needs practically no care. 

Just one of many happy-time sheets from Cannon Royal 
Family now at White Sale prices. 

CANNON 

ROYAL FAMILY 
Cannon® Watercolor Rose sheets indulge you in shades of pink, blue or yellow. At fine department stores. Cannon Mills, Inc., New York 10020. 



SOME   XOTES   ©>' 

Next time you're in town, 
stop by and 

Fascinating city, Washington. We say enjoy every 
golden moment of your stay. Then, before heading 
home, slip over the line into Maryland. Visit the 
United States Naval Academy in historic Annapolis; 
visit the world seaport of Baltimore, the National 
Anthem City; bask on the beach at Ocean City; enjoy 
the charm of the Eastern Shore or scenic Western 
Maryland. Once you've said hello to Maryland ... 
you'll find it hard to say goodbye! 

May we send you a colorful Maryland Travel Kit? Write: 
Maryland Department of Economic Development 
Suite HG 80, State Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland 21401 

SO MUCH OF AMERICA DID 
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GOOD LOOKS 
& GOOD HEALTH 

BY   REBECCA   \\ MSI II I l> 

THE WASHINGTON BEAUTY SCENE . . . 

SOME ENDEARING PLACES 

Washington is a city where visitors tend to feel extremely 

well with themselves. Attractive. Unfurled. Infused with the 

charisma of the Capital. For one thing we own the place ( New 

York belongs to Them whoever They are. San Francisco be- 

longs to Them, even Perth Amboy is Theirs but Washington 

is just simply Ours I, and this gives a becoming, proprietary 

air to the way everybody walks, particularly on the broad 

sidewalks down near the seats of power. 

Here is the Alabaster City side of Washington, white with 

marble that seems to be washed invisibly, daily, live with the 

incessant movement of fountains, heroic with Jefferson and 

Lincoln, green-green-green for many months w ith old, hea\ \ 

trees and miles and miles of grass. Cropping most casuallv 

anywhere here—a quick call-up of the birth of this nation. As 

an example, there was a moment lately when the custodian of 

the house that belonged to Stephen (My Countn Right or 

Wrong) Decatur stood in the beautiful Federal doorway and 

looked down to the Y\ hite House across Lafayette Square. 

'"This whole park," she explained, "was supposed to be part 

of that site, but Mr. Jefferson thought that that much grounds 

for a Presidential residence might be a little pretentious. So 

he decided against it." 

This instinct—on a national scale—for the exact pro- 

portions of good manners is still part of the sensitivity of 

this city. Washington may not be all the wa\ with Lord Ches- 

terfield when he wrote "Everything is Best at Capitals, the best 

masters, the best companions, the best manners." but apart 

from the follies and vanities of politics, it does behave in a 

dependably easy, human way. For instance, a visitor wander- 

ing near the \\ hite House and seized w ith a longing to polish 

up her looks, might ordinarily hesitate to seek out the Best 

Place and just walk in cold. Not in \\ ashington. Just a few 

blocks up Connecticut Avenue she can find a place where there 

is a particular kind of Washington excellence and absolutely 

no put on or put down. . . . 

THE PLACE     Many pretty Government girls, quite a 
OF THE few Diplomatic ladies, most of the peo- 

LITTLE RED        ... ,     • . , .   , 
.        .. P'e who invent ami reinvent the social 
DOOK * 

scene and Mrs. Nixon—who has a tiny, 
tranquil pale pink room reserved for her—just natu- 
rallv gravitate to Elizabeth Arden's. This long, low 
white place is actually two houses rambling together 
and Miss Mildred Gouthrie, who has been directing it 
for years, admits "It's a funny old building." But ob- 
viously no new. impersonal, steel and glass structure 
could ever reproduce this irreplaceable atmosphere— 

Continued on page 22 
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Would you clean an oven 
for 2i cents? 

a Roper gas range will 
This 1970 Roper Gas Range has an oven that cleans itself automatically. At much less 

than you'd pay for cleaning materials. Cooks automatical ly, too. Turns things off, 
keeps them warm. Then there's the automatic Tem-trol (Burner-With-A-Brain*). 

Infra-radiant smokeless gas broiling. Lift up/off cooktop. Find out 
more at your Roper dealer or gas company. Gas gives you a better deal. A    • 

•A.G.A. Mark 

MJGUST,  1970 

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION, INC. 
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r-     5= 

513. LOSING BATTLES 
by EUDORA WELTY 
(Retail price $7.95) 

406.LOCAL 
ANAESTHETICS 
GUENTER GRASS 
(Retail price $6.95) 

206. EVERYTHING 
YOU ALWAYS WANTED 

TO KNOW 
ABOUT SEX by 

DAVID REUBEN, M.D. 
(Retail price $6.95) 

everything J* 
»always wanted to 

know about sex 
* 

**.. 
Explained by^ 

David Reuben- !■" 

^CeUT WERE AFRA|D 
ASK 

William LShirer 
il TIKIS Of 1 he !i<» and Ml 

of Ikr Third R<-irb 

THE(OLL\PSE 
OFTIIE THIRD 

RKPIBLK 

319. THE COLLAPSE 
OF THE THIRD 
REPUBLIC: An Inquiry 
into the Fall ol France in 
1940 by WILLI.-. 
SHIRER. Maps 
(Retail price $12.50) 

251. TIME AND AGAIN 
by)\CK FINNEY 
(Retail price $7.95) 

ELKAXOBCLAXK 
BALDURS 

GATE 

199. BALDUR'S GATE 
by ELEANOR CLARK 
(Retail price $7.95) 

368. WELLINGTON 
The Years of the Sword 
by ELIZABETH 
LONGFORD. IlluS. 
(Retail price $10) 

254. A QUIET 
VOYAGE HOME J> 
RICHARD ;FSSUP 
(Retail price $5.95) 

^ 328. MARY QUEEN 
OF SCOTS by 

ANTONIA FRASER 
Photographs 

(Retail price $10) 

130. THE GRAHAM 
KERR COOKBOOK 

by THE GALLOPING 
GOURMET. PhotOS 
(Retail price $7.50) 

All books distributed by the BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB are identical to the publishers' editions 

174   IN SOMEONE'S 
SHADOW, LISTEN TO 
THE WARM, STANYAN 
STREET & OTHER 
SORROWS by ROD 
MCKUEN. (Retail 
prices total $13.50) 

S55BS5 
EMILY POSTS 

ETIQUETTE 

REVISED W 
ELIZABETH L.IH)ST 

184. EMILY POST'S 
ETIQUETTE. New 12th 
edition. Revised by 
ELIZABETH L. POST 
(Ret.iil price $6.95) 

| 
^ 

' 

THE OXFORD 
DICTIONARY 

m 
QUOTATIONS 

SECOND EDITION 
REVISED and RESE1 

260. THE OXFORD 
DICTIONARY OF 
QUOTATIONS 
(Retail price $11) 

HISTORY OF 
THE AMERICAN 

PEOPLE 
fiy Samuel 

EliotMorison 

234. THE OXFORD 
HISTORY OF THE 
AMERICAN PEOPLE 
by SAMUEL 
ELIOT MORISON 
Illustrated 
(Retail price $15) 

GRAHAM 
GREENE 
TRAVELS 
WITH MY 

AUNT 

357. TRAVELS 
WITH MY AUNT by 
GRAHAM GREENE 
(Retail price $5.95) 

SIBERIA 
SPANISH TRAVELS 

UND REFLECTIONS 

JAMES A. 
IMICHENER 

414. IBERIA: Spanish 
Travels and Reflections 
JAMES A. MICHENER 
Photographs 
(Retail price $10) 

*£S 
THE 

NAKED 
APE * 

by 
DESMOND 

MORRIS 

387. THE NAKED APE 
by DESMOND MORRIS 
(Retail price $5.95) 

Poetry y 
of    >7J 

'  Robert , 
I  Frost   f 

.he Rise and 
Fall of the 

Third Reich 

127. THE POETRY 
OF ROBERT FROST 
Edited by EDWARD 
CONNERY LATHEM 
(Retail price $10.95) 

William L. Shirer 

431. THE RISE AND 
FALL OF THE THIRD 
REICH by WILLIAM L. 
SHIRER. (Retail 
price $15) 

The     A 
11/-.,        fflusMled 
"dy f, .vrlnpeds 

Things',: 
Work 

■r". 

107. THE WAY 
THINGS WORK: An 
Illustrated Encyclopedia 
of Technology 
(Retail price $9.95) 

Miss Craig's 

21-DAY 
SHAPE-UP 
PROGRAM 

I BotMen&Women 

104. MISS CRAIG'S 
21 DAY SHAPE UP 
PROGRAM: For Men 
and Women. Illustrated 
(Retail price $6.95) 

RUMER 
CODDEN 

iN this 
house OF 

tmetx 

322. IN THIS 
HOUSE OF BREDE 
by RUMER GODDEN 
(Retail price $6.95) 

^FearlSBuck 
J      The 

Three 
Daughters 

of 
Madami 

Liang 

204. THE THREE 
DAUGHTERS OF 
MADAME LIANG 
by PEARL S. BUCK 
(Retail price $6.95) 

Hawaii 
JAMES AjflCHENffi 

' 
186. HAWAII by 
JAMES A. MICHENER 
(Retail price $7.95) 
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CATCH UP ON 
THE BOOKS 
you have promised 

yourself to read 

ANY 
THREE 

ONLY*l 
in a short experimental 

membership in the 
BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB® 

THE SUGGESTED TRIAL: You simply agree to buy three 
Club choices within a year at special members' prices 

THE EXPERIMENTAL MEMBERSHIP Suggested 
here will prove, by your own actual experi- 

ence, how effectually membership in the Book- 
of-the-Month Club can keep you from missing, 
through oversight, books you fully intend to read. 

As long as you remain a member, you will re- 
ceive, each month, the Book-of-the-Month Club 
News, which describes the monthly Selection, as 
well as scores of other important books, most of 
which are available at substantial discounts—up 
to 40% on more expensive volumes. All of these 
books are identical in every respect to the 
publishers' editions. There is no obligation to 
purchase any particular volume, and a conven- 
ient instruction form is provided each month so 
that instead of the Selection you may order an 
Alternate—or no book at all, if you wish. 

If you continue after this experimental mem- 
bership, you will earn, for every Book-of-tbe- 
'Montb Club Selection or Alternate you buy, a 
Book-Dividend Credit. Each Credit, upon pay- 
ment of a nominal sum, often only $1.00 or $1.50 
—somewhat more for unusually expensive vol- 
umes or sets — will entitle you to a Book- 
Dividend® which you may choose from over a 
hundred fine library volumes available over the 
year. This unique library building system, to- 
gether with the sizable discounts on Selections 
and Alternates, enables members to save over 
60% of what they would otherwise have to pay 
for books they are eager to read and own. 

I )l AN 
ACHESON 
PRESEN1 

\l  Mil 
CREATION 

. Ml'. IN   Ml' 
• I M I   I >l I   \l« I Ml N I 

101. PRESENT AT THE 
CREATION: My Years 

ite Department 
I   . A( III SON 

(Retail price $12.50) 

FIRE FROM 
HEAVEN 

nn fianr OP aviuxMUM 

493. EIRE FROM 
HEAVEN by ■in,   ii NAULT 

I price $7.<>5) 

510.ZELDA 
by NANCY MILFORD 

Photographs 
(Retail price $10) 

, TheComplete 
J Medical Guide 

rHtRD REVISED kND 
i n>\]H)H>m<>\ 

BCTJsminF. Miller. M.D. 

fusseaw 

wn.i—• AHIl.I 

DURANT 

381. ROUSSEAU AND 
REVOLUTION by W in. 
and AH.H I. DURAN1 
Illus. I Ret. price $15) 

THE DEATH 
of a 

PRESIDENT 

Nmrab«rl063 

WILLIAM 
MANCHESTER 

355. THE DEATH 
OF A PBESIDf NT 
WILLIAM MAN! 

mil maps 
(Retail price $10) 

201. LOVE AND WILL 
by ROLLO MAY 

(Retail price $6.95) 

PLUS   « v#lu»M« 
[   fUtU.1 «£D«*1  8ECOM BOO« 

140. THE COMPLETE 
MEDICAL GUIDE •', 
BENJAMIN F. MILLER, 
M.D. 3rd rev. ed. Illus. 
(Retail price $9.95) 

%s& 
I   MIL Ml PI RPOSE COOKBOOK 

THESE 
TWO 

COUNT 
AS ONE 
BOOK 

333. AMERICA'S 
KNITTING BOOK ' 
GERTRUDE TAYLOR 
Illustrated 
(Retail pnee $9.95) 

200. HOW CHILDREN 
LEARN and HOW 
CHILDREN fMlby 
JOHN HOLT. (Retail 
prices total $9.45) 

JOY 
OF COOKING 

'    brIRMAS ROMBAUERaBd 
,M UilON ROMRAUER BECKFR 

161. JOY OF 
COOKING £>IRMAS. 

ROMBAUER and 
MARION R. BECKER 
Illustrated 
(Retail price $6.95) 

MASTERING i 
THE ART OF | 

French 
Cooking £ 

-■■I—CREWEL 
»"""NDTm"fKoml     EMBROIDERY 

148. MAKING THINGS 
GROW iryTHALASSA 
CRUSO. Illusttated 
(Retail price $6.95) 

485. KNOW YOUR 
ANTIQUES by RALPH and 
TERRY KOVEL. PhotOS 
(Retail price $7.50) 

198. CREWEL 
EMBROIDERY by 
ERICA WILSON. Illustrated 
(Retail price $7.50) 

B00K-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, INC., 280 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 

580. MASTERING 
THE ART OF FRENCH 
COOKING by JULIA CHILD, 
LOUISETTE BERTHOLLE, 
SIMONE BECK 
Illustrated 
(Retail price $10) 
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Wake up your living room. 

Creation from the land of Verdi, Caruso and Vivaldi! Magnifi- 
cent reproduction in Finished Old Gold recaptures the rhythms 
of the Masters, graces the home with timeless beauty. One of 
many designed to wake up any wall in your home. For the list 
of nearby dealers and complete color catalog from the world's 
largest mirror manufacturer, send 50tf to: 

Carolina Mirror Corporation 
North Wilkesboro, North Carolina 28659 

YodW never see more authentic styling than this. 
Only more of it. And you can see it all for a dollar. 

Id like to see it all. Here's my dollar. Please send your 
color catalogs sloou ingyour Early American collections 
My name k__  
and my address is  
at) :  
state. .zip. AMERICAN A DREW 

North Wilkesboro, N.C _ - 

GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH 

continued from page 16 

sunlighted. chintz-hung, as effortlessly attractive as an 

English country house on a weekend. The top floor is 

for exercise and the province of Mrs. Mona Joseph 

\*ho appears to have remarkahle drawing power: 

Airs. Arthur Gardner who lives almost in the country 

-ays. "I just throw on something over my hlue exercise 

suit and dash down to Mrs. Joseph every chance I get 

—she's a cozy disciplinarian" and a young staff work- 

er for Senator Javits. "Mrs. Joseph got me totally in- 

volved in exercise." The other three floors are devoted 

to hair, to massage, to make-up and face treatments 

(this almost transcendental Arden experience always 

winds up with the customer lying in a darkened pale 

pink room with some pink stuff on her face wrapped 

in a pink security hlanket next to a tahle with a pink 

rose on it). The tah for some of these services: sham- 

poo and set start at 87.50. hody massage. 89. an hour 

of face treatment and make-up. 812.50. Although it 

is possihle to drop in on these activities out of the hlue. 

it is more possihle if you call ahead. The telephone 

number is (202) 638-6212. The address. 1147 Con- 

necticut Avenue. 

THE PLACE You might keep on walking down Connecticut 

w HERE THEY Avenue until it becomes imperceptibly and 

puzzlingly all at once—Seventeenth Street. 

Right about here is a restaurant with one of the most scintillat- 

ing reputations in Washington—the Sans Souci. Inside there s 

a largish, sguare room lined with quilted green leather b 

quettes and attractive, often famous, faces—seeming almost 

more a setting than a place to eat. However the food is 

fine (in season the soft crabs, as they are called in this part 

of the country, are tinier, tastier, exquisiter than anywhere). 

And it's possible to honor a diet here by ordering melon and 

prosciutto as a main course. The number to call, and the day 

before at that, is (202) 298-7424. The address to reach, 726 

Seventeenth Street, N. W. 

A PLACE TO    In Washington, even more than in other 
TLR\ yoiR    parts  (possibly because there's  always 

FIGURE ,       , , 
the threat of a news camera popping out 

of nowhere ). setting and keeping a fig- 

ure is truh the gut issue. Conversations circle the twin 

problems of diet and exercise and who's lost weight 

note (everyone mentions Mrs. Mesta's new figure). 

Vow one place that subscribes to all schools of exercise 

thought is the H atergate Health Spa. down near the 

river. Winding underground in the big U atergate Ho- 

tel this place is a cool, efficient, contemporary Baths of 

(.aracalla. There's a magnificent large economy sized 

pool, sauna rooms, steam baths, a whirlpool massage 

bath, booths for body massage, rooms for suf)ervised 

exercise, a sort of fun house room with every kind of 

mechanical exerciser dreamed of by the mad scientist, 

a sleep and rest and 1 oga meditation area, an outdoor 

deck for sunning, and. leaving no exercise stone un- 

turned. Yoga classes. There has been, particularly 

among students, a gradually increasing interest in this 
Continued on page 95 
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Thermador Goes 
to All Lengths 
to Give Tou a 

Choice of.... 

BILT-IN SINGLE THERMA- 
TRONIC RANGE. It's the new mi- 
crowave range complete \siili browning 
element that does all the hurry-up 
chores that the big oven can't handle. 
Warms up the party dinner that was 
cooked yesterday without the dry-up of 
ordinary reheating. When you want a 
hasty but tasty frozen meal when there is 
no time for details, the Thermatronic 
will cook it right in the tray it comes in. 
Fresh meats and vegetables are cooked to 
the gourmet's taste. Thermador thinks 
you should have this speedy "extra 
range." It really cooks and really browns. 

0 r 

BILT-IN THERMATRONIC 
RANGE AND SELF-CLEANING 
OVEN COMBINATION. The Ther- 
matronic Microwave Wonder is a perfect 
complement to the beautiful Thermador 
Bilt-in Self-Cleaning Oven. Thermatronic 
added to the Self-Cleaning Oven will give 
you all the cooking convenience avail- 
able anywhere. 

Choose the Thermatronic Bilt-in singly 
or in combination each with beautiful 
black glass doors. 

For detailed information write 

^HiErmmliir 
5119 District Boulevard, Los Angeles, 

California 90022. Department HG 

The Elegant Difference 

Division of Norris Industries 

Model MTR 11, 120V 

Model MTR 12, 240V 
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Model MTR 24, 240V 
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jfyndom thoughts OIIJJJOVIR 
toVffishington 
from aQenatofs wife 
er K^/ By Lorraine S. Coop 

EDITOR'S NOTE : As the wife of the Senator 

from Kentucky, Mrs. John Sherman Cooper 

has lived in Washington, during the 

months when Congress has been in session, 

for over fifteen years. Before that, 

she was a diplomatic liostess in India 

while her husband was U.S. Ambassador there. 

w* ashington is unlike any other place in 

this country. It is not a state, it is 

not a county, it is simply a government 

town, and power in government is its 

concern. In other cities the president of 

a bank or a success story in any 

field is the yardstick of achievement. 

That achievement is often measured by money. 

Here the people who live on government 

salaries are comparatively poorer, and 

their success is measured by their political 

power in their stales and in the capital. 

In no other city do you meet such a 

mixture of people. I imagine the I.Q. here 

is higher than in any other place in the country. 

There are many knaves but few fools. 

Washington is friendly because people in 

politics and government know the importance 

and rewards of good manners— 

but also very impersonal. As there 

is a huge turnover with every new 

administration, people are glad to see you 

come and often utterly unaware of your 

departure. Newcomers to Washington must 

make their own w ay. For anyone moving into 

this odd limbo, here are a few suggestions. 

If possible, try to live in Washington 

itself. The big advantage of being 

in town is mobility. During your first 

5 ear here, v ou niav be inv ited to join 

a number of different groups. My advice 

i- in jni:i evei 5 thing. Later \ ou can decide 

what is m<>-1 interesting to you. 

Never underestimate the importance of 

protocol. All government people have 

a certain rank, and recognizing this helps 

you throughout every difficull social 

situation. You do not have to won \ about 

how to seat a dinner. You simply 

rail the Protocol Division of the State 

Department. No one can be annoyed by where 

he is placed as that is where he belongs. 

The Social List, known to all as the Green 

Book, by Carolyn Hagner Shaw, lists 

every government official and member 

of Congress and stales the official 

precedence starting w ith the President and 

going down to the ordinary citizen. 

Everyone who has lived here know s this, 

and the only people who will tell you 

it is silly are those who do not have any 

rank at all. Believe them not. 

An incorrectly placed government official will 

hopefully be polite enough not to 

mention your faux pas, but he won't forget it. 

Administrations come and go, but the 

continuity in Washington is preserved by 

the Supreme Court, Senate, House of 

Representatives and governmental 

departments. Of course, the whole town is 

not made up of transients. The "cliff 

dwellers" have lived here since Washington 

was founded, and their lives are comparable 

to those in any other city of the 

United States. They too have had a 

native-son President—George Washington. 

Xoli olitical Washington has ironically been 

called a town made up of successful men 

and the women they married when they were 

young. Do not be deceived. The cement 

of Washington's political and social life is 

the wives of these successful men. 

It isn't clothes that count here, it's 

power, brains, and ability. And a wife 

can use these talents at home just as 

her husband can at work. This is w hv v ou 

hear so much about Washington 

entertaining, which is usually a 

continuation of government concerns. Fur 

example, when a foreign minister arrives 

in \\ ashington, his embassy will 

arrange a dinner with the U. S. 

officials who are his counterpart. 

That is also why you hear so much about 

\\ ashington food. The French Embassj i^ 

especially noted for its cuisine. 

Madame Lucet. w ife of the Ambassador, sent 

me the menu for the dinner that the President 

and Madame Pompidou gave in honor of the 

President and Mrs. Nixon at the Embassy. 

It was a formal state dinner with guests seated 

at an E-shaped table. The menu: Homards 

grilles Maitre d'Hotel, Baron de 

Pauillac Vert Pre, Foie gras des Landes, 

Fromages de France, Souffle glace a la 

framboise, Riesling "Les Murailles" 1967, 

Chateau Margaux 1959, Romance Saint- 

Viv ant 1959, Dom Perignon 1962. 

K or American cuisine, I consider the 

dinners I for from four to twenty-four guests) 

given by Alice Roosevelt Longworth 

the best. Her menu rarely changes: 

Crab meat soup, Filet of beef or saddle of lam 

Vegetables, Tiny hot biscuits, Salad and chees 

Vanilla mousse served with Vermont maple 
s\ rup. 

You read a great deal about entertaining 

for large numbers in Washington, but often 

the most valued invitations are to small 

dinners where policy is made when, alas, 

the ladies leave the room. These 

usually consist of from eight to tv\ elve guests 

and vary from seated to buffet to 

a combination of the tw o, w ith help 

provided by waiters who come out for 

the night from the catering establishments. 

Every hostess arranges her dinner in 

the way easiest for her household. 

The minute the first azalea comes intd 

blossom, spring fever hits the tow n. and 

until the winter frost, many parties are 

held out of doors as there are so 

many large and small gardens in \\ ashington. 

Our postage stamp of a garden becomes 

another living-dining room where we 

can serve breakfast, lunch, or dinner. 

\\ illiam \\ alton in hi> book The Evidena 

of Washington quoted me as saying 

something 1 believe is true: 

""\\ ashington is like those Chinese 

boxes that contain another box and then 

another and another. Each one you 

open is, you're sure, the last one. but 

then \ ou find there's still something 

else, something more inside. 

You can feel it. I've liv ed here 

many years, and I still keep opening new 

boxes. I begin to wonder if I'll 

ever open the final one—or if there is one." 
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bu can frame it. 
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A   WASHINGTON   HOUSEHOLDER   SPEAKS   HIS  MIND 

J±rtjBuchwald 
'Ive set up a whole 

system to make 
sure my wife does 

all the work.J 
ARRY DALINSK. 

A man of unlimited words, Art Buchwald always has a phrase for 

everybody—war watchers, revolutionaries, happy householders— 

most of which turn up in his world-wide syndicated newspaper col- 

umns. Having learned from inside sources that he also had an uncom- 

monly efficient home-maintenance system, House & Garden inter- 

viewed him at his house in the Wesley Heights section of Washington, 

D. C.—a meticulously kept, French-inspired house surrounded by a 

manicured lawn and spotless swimming pool. Seated on a silk sofa in 

his comfortable living room, Mr. Buchwald divulged his carefully 

researched method. 

w hat inspired i/<»" to 
work out your home-main tenanee system? "1 have this phi- 

losophy that there are millions of people who were born to do physi- 

cal work and a few who were born not to. I consider myself one 

of the fortunate ones born not to. Shortly after my marriage, I discov- 

ered that my wife was born to labor, and I encouraged this. In fact, I 

began to train her to do things around the house—repairing, garden- 

ing, all the heavy work. I'm not cruel about this. I think it's made a 

better woman of her." 

1'on mean domestie labor is eharaeter building? "That's it. 

I consider it character building and people are constantly congratu- 

lating me on what a fine character my wife has. They do not realize 

that it comes from my careful training. Incidentally, I was in the 

Marine Corps, and that's where I got this ability to train people." 

II o many men ash you hoir you do it? "Yes, lots of men ask 

me. I'm very much admired by my friends. The thing that flabber- 

gasts them the most is how I can get away without driving a car. 

Some men have been able to get their wives to do some type of hard 

work, but I'm the only one in the croud who also doesn't drive. 1 

blame most divorces on husbands doing too much work around the 

house and not letting their wives do it because if a wife doesn't have 

enough work to do around the house or in the garden or on the lawn, 

she starts thinking about her situation, and then she gets very upset 

with it. I have almost an acre of land here and that can keep any 

woman busy. 1 have a feeling that's why m\ w ife has stuck along this 

long—she hasn't had time to think about her situation." 

26 

11 o  you  yire  her 

in nth guidance? "I'm always here on a consultancy basis, and that's 

very helpful to her. I think she's grateful. I've also helped her get 

started in man) new fields—cleaning the swimming pool, for ex- 

ample. I showed her what valve she had to turn on and off." 

Hare you helped her in any 

other outdoor projeets? "I think that behind every woman cutting 

the grass, there should be a man urging her on. Now one thing we 

do in this family is to play touch football, and that's why I want her 

to keep the lawn manicured. She doesn't play in the games. She's 

just in charge of the grounds. She has to supply the beer and food and 

stuff. And she does it quite well. But I think it's sort of nice to say to 

your wife—instead of 'would you cut the lawn?'—'would you cut the 

playing field?' " 

it sounds like more fun. "Right. The trick is never make your 

wife think that it's work. You can't be too obvious about what you're 

doing. You have to use great subtlety. You might call out from an 

upstairs window 'It looks beautiful. Mother' or 'My God, you got all 

the grass by the tree. I never thought you'd get it.' r 

ayement and praise? "That's what wives really want—encourage- 

ment and praise. The greatest mistake most men make is not taking 

a few minutes now and then to admire their wives' work. There's no 

reason why you can't stop during the commercial of a TV golf game 

and give her some encouragement. Many men act like plantation 

owners—die women think they're slaves, which becomes a problem." 

What  about   the  Women's  Liberation   morement? 

"If there is going to be a Women's Liberation movement. 1 think it 

should start in the garden. I can't think of any better wa\ for women 

to work off this desire for freedom than with crab grass and lawn 

mowers. I'm very sympathetic with women who want their place in 

the sun—particularly when the sun is shining on my property. I think 

if the \\ omen's Lib is going to work, the women are going to have to 

learn to do these things. I'm giving m\ wife very good training. She 

knows how to repair a lawn mower, how to drive, and how to replace 
Continued on page 28 



Nothing lasts forever. 
But a KitchenAid dishwasher 

comes close. 
Many people trade in their cars every 3 

years, and give up the ghosts on their tele- 
vision sets. 

While a KitchenAid dishwasher just 
keeps running. It doesn't need a 10,000 mile 
check-up, or a new tube. 

It gives years of dependable service 
with few service headaches, if any. 

It  works so well and  lasts 
so long because it's made by 
a company with more experi- 
ence in making dishwashers 
than anyone else. 

We've been making home 
dishwashers for 20 years, and 
commercial dishwashers for 
more than 80 years. 

And even though we've been making 
dishwashers fora long time, we still test every 
dishwasher that comes out of our factory. 
Which is your assurance that a KitchenAid 
dishwasher will stand the test of time. 

But don't just take it from us. Ask some- 
one who owns a KitchenAid dishwasher. 

And a car. And a tv set. 
If you still believe in good 

old-fashioned quality in this 
impermanent world of ours, see 

your KitchenAid  dealer. He's 
listed in the Yellow Pages. For 

free literature, write KitchenAid 
Dishwashers,  Dept. ODA-8, 
The Hobart Manufacturing 

Company, Troy, Ohio 45373. 

henAid 
Dishwashers and Disposers 

By the makers of Hobart commercial dishwashers and disposers. 
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ART BUCHWALD continued from page 26 

the parts in a washing machine. What else is there to Women's Libera- 

tion? Oh, there are some spoilsports who say I'm exploiting my wife, 

but actually I'm training her to be brave. She has some time off and 

icebox privileges." 

D oes she ever 

complain? "Yes, there are occasions, I must admit, when my wife 

goes a little bit berserk and says 'All I'm doing around here is run- 

ning a hotel!' But I can spot these moments about Torty-eight hours 

before they come, and then I might recommend a trip to New York 

to buy some grass seed or a new power saw sbe has set her heart on. 

I have bought her a toolbox on occasion. That's the kind of thing I 

encourage in my wife—creativeness." 

M Inn about little 

things around the house, like decorating? "About decorating 

I always have two words to say to her: 'How much?' But I find she 

and the decorator both lie to me. She knows I'm wise to the decorator, 

so she has sort of stopped asking my advice. See those fabric samples 

over there in the chair—they've been there for about six months. As 

a matter of fact that might be a clever decorating system—just to get 

samples and throw them on the chairs as if you're about to redecorate. 

A good tip for people who can't afford to redecorate." 

w hat happens it gou're going to entertain? Do gou 

erer help irith parties? "Yes. I'll give you a perfect example of 

how we operate. We have a very big Easter party for about 175 peo- 

ple. I'm the Easter bunny. We split the duties. My wife gets the food, 

she gets the help, she gets the caterer, she sets up the tables, puts up 

the decorations, gets the eggs dyed, and I rent the bunny suit. So that's 

where we do the sharing. That's togetherness." 

II oes she eome as an Easter bunng too? 
'i\o, she does the labor and I'm the bunny. But that's show business." 

Ito  gou  have 
ang advice tor Mr. Nixon? "No, I don't. Until you brought it up 

I forgot that the Nixons live in Washington. Yes, they do live here. 

Well, you know there's a twenty minute attention span in this country 

on any subject. It used to be called beautification, now it's called 

ecology. I think Lady Bird did a good job of getting the ball rolling." 

Would gou send gour ivile 
out to work on something like that? "No, we have enough ecol- 

ogy to do right around here. Conservation starts at home, and if you 

can keep the grass growing and the trees blooming and the paint from 

cracking, you've done your job." 

s. 'o on the whole, gou feel gour sgstem 

is a success? "Look at this: We've been married eighteen years and 

this thing is working. W hatever I'm doing, I'm doing right. It gives 

me time to become better acquainted with things that are much more 

important. What it really boils down to is who's going to paint that 

fence. I think that's what it's all about. That's what marriage is all 

about. Who is going to paint that fence?" 

a beautiful new contemporary 
mural that will add charm and 
grace to any room. In four lovely 
colorways including: parrot green 
(shown), gold and yellow, aqua and 
green, orange and white on a 
metallic gold ground. Montego 
covers a 7' lineal wall area. 
Additional lattice available. 

SEND FOR A FULL COLOR MINIATURE. 
DESIGNATE YOUR COLOR CHOICE  $1.00 
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RICHARD E. THIBAUT INC., 
(SHOWROOMS) 204-206 EAST 58th ST. 
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Nearly lost forever—this rare sculpture 

! by£*2 
iw beautifully recast in Foundry-Stone, 
'ours as a gift with membership 
The Sculpture Collectors Limited 

...and no obligation 
to buy anything now or ever. 

ECAUSE Degas worked in wax or clay and 
never bothered to cast his sculpture in 

nze, much of it crumbled during his lifetime 
. was lost forever. Luckily, Danse d'Espagne 
vived and a small number of bronzes were 
t a few years after the artist's death in 1917. 
Jow, from one of the original bronzes, part 
the collection of The Sculpture Collectors 
lited, a Foundry-Stone casting has been 
de of this masterpiece of form and captured 
tion. This work is not available except with 
Tibership in Sculpture Collectors. It is not 
sale, and no more will be cast after these 
spoken for. 

Jut Danse d'Espagne can now be yours as a 
-with an entirely new kind of membership 
t never obligates you but privileges you to 
uire fine works by outstanding living artists, 
prices far below those commanded by deal- 
and galleries. 

You become an art collector and patron 
; Sculpture Collectors Limited makes all this 
isible by going directly to the creative source, 

BOARD OF ADVISORS 

Vlark Zucker 
Lecturer in Fine Arts 
Syracuse University 

Pierre-Eugene Clairin, Professeur 
Ecole Nationale des Beaux Arts 
Paris, France 

Marvin Wildstein, Director 
Horizon Gallery 
New York, New York 

David F. H. C. Russell, Esq. 
Collector 
London and Surrey, England 

Fred Conway 
Professor of Drawing & Painting 
Washington University 

Aldo Ponziam 
Dottore in Storia e Filosofia 
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci 
Roma, Italia 

Siegfried Reinhardt 
Artist in Residence 
Southern Illinois Universi 

the artists themselves, commissioning original 
works exclusively for members. In much the 
same way the Medicis collected their Michel- 
angclos and Raphaels, your membership admits 
you to a community of patrons of contemporary 
sculptors and makes you an immediate bene- 
ficiary of their talents. 

All commissions are awarded by the Curator 
guided by a distinguished Board of Advisors 
consisting of art historians, critics, collectors 
and appraisers. Their selections are based upon 
both artistic merit and value. 

Specially commissioned works 
for members only 

Each work is individually signed, then hand- 
cast in Foundry-Stone—a newly developed poly- 
ester miracle that permits a wide variety of 
textures, colors and finishes. Each piece will be 
cast in an edition sufficient to meet the needs 
of membership and will not be offered for sale 
by us outside the membership. However, mem- 
bers may resell to other collectors with no re- 
strictions of any kind, including price. 

As a member, you will hcve the opportunity 
—but never the obligation—to add fine multiple 
sculpture to your collection. 

Four times a year you will be advised of 
Sculpture Collectors' new offerings. If any of 
the works described and pictured appeals to 
you and you would like to see it in your home- 
discover it from different angles and in various 
lights, try it to the touch, see how it fits in a 
number of room settings—you are invited to 
live with it for a 30-day trial period and you 
still retain the option to decline it. 

No obligation to buy anything—ever 
Each quarterly offering will feature three ex- 
clusive, signed works by artists such as Dali, as 
well as other outstanding European and Amer- 
ican sculptors—among them, Dehner, Denhof, 
Ente, Glinsky, Hartwig, Minaux—all important 
artists whose works have been appreciating in 
value. Yet, their prices to you are as low as 
$25 and never more than $45. 

Each work will arrive accompanied by a cer- 
tificate of authenticity, a biography of the art- 
ist and an appreciation of the work. Each piece 
is handsomely mounted on a stone base de- 
signed to present it most effectively. 

Lifetime membership just $10 
Only $10 makes you a lifetime member of 
Sculpture Collectors. Immediately upon joining 
you receive a replica of Degas' graceful Danse 
d'Espagne as a gift. And membership brings 
you still another benefit: a complimentary sub- 
scription to The Foundry Mark, an authorita- 
tive sculpture journal, illustrated in full color, 
and designed for people who are knowledge- 
able about art, but not necessarily expert. 

Your membership begins with a gift—and can 
lead to a lifetime of pleasure and profit col- 
lecting art. To enjoy the adventure of owning 
handsome works by contemporary masters, sim- 
ply mail the postpaid card. You need not send 
any money now; we'll bill you for your $10 life- 
time membership dues. 

Sculpture 
Collectors 
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WJmtp eople 
mvdoing.... 

This summer in Washington, D. C Mrs. Thoma> Allen 

is directing a hundred volunteers who are helping with "In 

the Swim," the cool-off project the Reverend Mr. and Mrs. 

Allen started three years ago to bus ghetto children for the 

day to private or country club swimming pools. Among pool 

owners who have signed up for this season: the John Hechin- 

gers, the Joseph Rauhs, the Edward P. Morgans, the Philip 

Geyelins... Mrs. Paul Ignatius, Mrs. Richard Helms, 

and Mrs. Russell Train are hard at it checking research 

and reading proofs for the second issue of Eco-Tips, a purse- 

size shopping guide put out by the group they formed last 

April —Concern, Inc. Its aim: to guide women all over the 

country who want to do something to alleviate the environ- 

mental crisis. Eco-Tips covers detergents, plastic containers, 

over-packaging, pesticides, and soft drink containers. For 

more information write Concern, Inc., 2100 M Street, N. W, 

Washington, D. C. 20037... .Mrs. Eleanor Israel and 

Mrs. Dudley Owen are calling on newly arrived diplo- 

matic families (who keep moving to the city all year at 

the rate of nearly fifty a month), offering them a trio 

of practical pamphlets —The Kitchen, Your Home in 

Washington, Schools in the Washington Area — put out by 

THIS. Initials stand for The Hospitality & Information Service 

for diplomatic residents and their families that Mrs. Israel 

and Mrs. Owen organized nine years ago. It provides 

embassy newcomers (focusing especially on the lower 

echelon) with facts they need to know to cope with the nitty- 

gritty of living and raising children in the U.S. capital. Cur- 

rent president is Mrs. J. Edward Day, wife of the former 

Postmaster General. Current sponsors, headed by Mrs. 

William P. Rogers, include all Cabinet wives and wives of 

top D. C. officials... .Mrs. Dean Rusk, while making ready 

BOUSE A GARDEN,  iVGVST, 1U70 

to move away from Washington to Athens, Ga. (where the 

former Secretary of State will be University of Georgia's 

Samuel H. Sibley Professor of International Law), has L 

actively involved in planring a repeat of this year's new 

feature of the American Field Service's student program: 

bringing foreign high school students to live with families 

within the city and attend urban schools One day a week, 

Mrs. Edward P. Morgan is making rounds of the mater- 

nity ward of D.C. General Hospital talking to new mothers 

about various methods of birth control, making arrangements 

for each to be given detailed advice when she returns for her 

six-week check-up. Working as a volunteer for Planned 

Parenthood-World Population, Mrs. Morgan, in the fall, 

goes on the national board... .Mrs. Henry Strong 

is overseeing upwards of thirty helpers following up on 

the hundred calls a day that come into the City Hall Com- 

plaint Center, Washington's local branch of "Call for 

Action." "Now that the children are grown, we just take off 

a week here, a week there," says Mrs. Strong; "... makes for 

a fractured summer but a happy one." By pleasant coinci- 

dence, her co-chairman, Mrs. Madison Jones is planning 

to be in town —and ready to take over —during exactly the 

period when the Strongs will be away....Mrs. Gilbert 

Hahn, Jr., and Mrs. Robert H. Finch are talking over 

plans for a reprise of the "Clothing for Children" project they 

organized last year. Having discovered that over 10,000 

children who should be going to school were not because 

they had no clothes, the two government wives "mobilized 

the troops," lined up local police stations as deposit centers, 

collected children's clothes from all over town, distributed 

them to eighty-five of the city's elementary schools. They also 

raised $15,000 in cash, which they spent on shoes, buying 

them virtually at wholesale. "It took three months of slug- 

ging," said Mrs. Hahn, "but we were helped enormously by 

Station WTOP, the CBS outlet here-they ran radio and TV 

spots for us every day for a month. This situation— ghetto 

children without clothes —must exist in every big city in the 

country. I wish more people would do more about it." 

THATS IIOH 
mSHIIVGTOIV IS.... 
A mini-mirror-image of the U.S. To begin with, the city is made up of people from all over the country (when 

you include the diplomatic community, from all over the world). It is neither a Northern city, nor a Southern 

city. Among the people responsible for its chief product —government —there is an impressive range in age all 

the way from senior statesmen to the bright young lawyers on Capitol Hill. And an impressive range in jobs 

from the highest federal officials to the most modest members of the working press, a can't-live-without-them 

sector of the capital's community. Even Washington's weather ranges representatively from Minneapolis cold 

(not, to be sure, for long) to New Orleans heat and humidity. Small wonder that you find in Washington all 

life styles, all kinds of homes, a cross section in fact of the way Americans live and entertain today. On the fol- 

lowing pages you will see how people —official and unofficial —are living attractively in Washington in 1970. 
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in 
Somewhere in almost every house there is a room so personal, or so beautiful, or both, 

that it is loved with almost the affection one would give to a human being. This is as true 

in Washington as it is anywhere else, and in the rooms here and on the following pages, 

you will find the stamp of three life styles, three ways of creating aliveness with inani- 

mate objects. Since favorite rooms become so for an infinity of reasons, the first of our 

trio is almost autobiographical in that everything in it is a memento of travel, of living 

abroad, of a long slow accumulation of possessions that could no more be parted with 

than old friends. In the second, the owner indulges two passions: collecting porcelains 

and objets tVart, most of them Chinese, all very old, and arranging them side by side 

with modern paintings in a juxtaposition that is as harmonious as it is unexpected. The 

lady of the third house shuttles between two favorite rooms—one a garden-room annex 

of the other—as her mood impels her, exchanging soft luscious color, the sensuous silk- 

iness of fabric, and the beautiful glow of paintings for hot color, simple furniture, and 

a little forest of greenery. To ask why these women love their rooms is to ask a mother 

why she loves her child. For each has created something all her own and no one else's. 

THE   DAVID   K.   E.   Itltl < I S 

w W we use our living room 
for everything. Its filled with 
things we've collected from 

L I-        \9 everywhere we ve lived. 
"We added this room to the house—it's 24 by 35 feet—before we left for London, but we didn't do 

the decorating until we got back last year," explains Mrs. Bruce, referring to the famih "s eight years 

in Great Britain while her husband was U. S. Ambassador there. "To me it seems very different from 

our living room in London, but our friends say it has the same feeling—very personal and lived in. 

Of course, we have some of the same things here. The painting over this sofa [where she is sitting, 

right] is one of a set of four seventeenth-century Dutch panels that ue got in Paris. Those white and 

gold chairs? I love them, too. They're English Regency. We found them in a little country antique 
shop in England—already covered in that wonderful gold silk." (Continued i 
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^ BRUCE  HOUSt coniiniK'n I 

W Another of the Dutch panels, opposite page, 
hongs in the Bruces' living roomovei ;i settee 
oi extraordinary shape, covered with 
seventeenth-cental y Dutch trompe I'oeil needlepoint 
In anothei coi ner, below, a Chinese papei 
Mien and a table covered with eighteenth-century 

Mid-Eastern Fabric, 
perhaps Circassian. 
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BRUCE HOUSE continued 

I ts a big room, so we arranged 
it to break up into small pockets? 

Many of the objects in their Washington living room have moved around as much as the Bruces: He was 

U. S. Ambassador to France in the early fifties and to West Germany in the late fifties as well as to Great 

Britain in the sixties. "My favorite thing in the whole room," says Mrs. Bruce, "is that painted wooden 

panel over die curved-back sofa [above]. We got that while we were in London. It's Louis Quatorze—a 

French warship with ropes modeled in gesso—and the frame is of the same period. The sofa came from 

London, too. And the fringe on the curtains. Actually, they were made when the room was built—they're 

part Thai silk, part taffeta. But the walls were white. When I came home last year, I tried every color I 

could think of with the lime curtains and finally decided on this watermelon. \\ e found the mantel [op- 

posite page] in Charleston, S. C.—it had come out of an old house there. The painting is Flemish. That 

long rug? It's Bessarabian. Aren't the designs naive? They look even odder the closer you get to them." 
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MAHONEY  HOUSE continued 

\ singular blend of wit, erudition, and humanitarianism, Mrs. Mahoney studied to be a doctor, stopped only because "in my day, ladies w 

doctors. That theor) has been disproved." She entertains a good deal, works constant!) on health committees ("I was lobbying for birth c< 

when the subject was almost taboo.") and occasional!) jet- oil to Portugal to search for chinoiserie. "It's the best place. They were the first tr 

with China and brought back the cream." Sometimes she goes to Bangkok, where she found the temple-step ram, 1, she tethers to a needle 

bench. She is fond of arranging little still lifea with, say, a Kan- llsi stag, an elephant, and a chop plate, 2. In the dining room, 3, sang-de- 

porcelain sits in an etagere next to a Regency chair from Brighton. Her most prized possession, 4, is a tureen made for the Marquis of Bi 

I 750. It- handles are Chinese heads—benign, amused. A Tobacco Leaf pattern vase and plate, 5, make a little garden with a Strawberry pi 

mug—all K'ang Hsi, and a Baltimore cabinet in the garden room, opposite page, holds a dazzling collection of K'ang Hsi—all blue and \ 
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ROOMS THEY LOVE TO LIVE IN 

"You wouldn't believe it," says Mrs. Mellon Byers, "but this house 

is forty years old and, in the sense of lack of light, a shady cus- 

tomer. Somehow, sunshine had to come from somewhere, hence 

the yellow living room, which, thanks to Sister Parrish [Mrs. 

Henry Parrish II of Parrish-Hadley, Inc.] looks young and bright 

and makes me feel the same way. [Mrs. Byers is all of twenty-eight.] 

The yellow is really laid on—glazed yellow walls that they combed 

with a curry comb, I think, to get the striated finish: a yellow back- 

ground for the furniture fabric, and yellow faille curtains. They're 

faced on the window side with powder blue, so pretty when you're 

out in the garden room and nice for the neighbors. The blue and 

white rug steps up the freshness—or will, until the dogs send it to 

the cleaners. There are four of them, three Pekes and a sort of 
Labrador, and they rule the roost. They also like the furniture, 

which is very comfortable—about all I ask of furniture. Paintings 

I love, and I ask a great deal of them. That's a Pissarro over the 

mantel, and there's a Bonnard at the other end of the room, a 

Redon in the library, and a Fantin-Latour in the dining room. In 

a way, they're my Chippendale and Hepplewhite." (Continued) 

MRS. MELLON BYERS 

111 y 
living room 
is full of flowers 
and a yellow 
so sunny 
it makes me feel 
the same way.9 
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BYERS  HOUSE continued 

he garden room is my ivory tower 

A terrace that "was nothing much but hot" Mrs. Byers replaced with a glassed-in garden room (see it again on our 

cover) "where I practically live. It's very cool, and the dogs love to stretch out on the floor. Or on me. This is Adam, 

who is very loving and very wise. The floor tiles came from Portugal, and I wish a Portuguese had come with them to 

lay them. Very difficult. And this is one of my favorite fabrics. I wanted something really wild and finally found it. 

Sister Parrish was a little startled, but she said as long as the colors were repeated in the living room in a gentle way, 

it would work. People are fond of this room, and we lunch out here a lot. I like formal dinners, but only for twelve. 

When you have exactly twelve dining chairs, that settles that. For more people, we do a buffet, and eat where we like. 

My idea of fun is a really relaxed Sunday lunch with a quiche or something grilled in the garden, salad, and straw- 

berries that have spent the night in a bowl of wine. So easy, and somehow, so refreshing. I like candles and glitter 

and a lot of flowers, but on a hot, lazy weekend, almost nothing can touch a real hair-down, feet-up lunch out here." 
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From Washington's 
uses, gardens, 

parlies 
l<le«*is 

wu'd love 
to live with 

iOWWiniJ garden I'OOinm built on the 14-foot-wide strip of land 
n'tiveen the 1810 Georgetown house of Mr. and Mrs. Ron land Evans, Jr., and the 

house next door, gives the syndicated columnist and his family 

a place to be "outdoors" the year round under glass. The 25-foot-high 

is heated by hot-water pipes under its slate floor and by hot air above—and cooled in 

miner. Architect: Albert G. Mumma, Jr.; Landscape architect: Lester A. Collins. 

Leafy sentinels growing 
in square planters guard the 

stairway at the James Biddies'. He is Director 

of the National Trust for Historic Preservation. 

From an oval dining table 
in an oval dining room. 

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Klotz's guests look through a wide doorway into a light bright 

garden room brimming with potted plants and hanging baskets. 

Black and white for 
Mner on the terrace overlooking the 

swimming pool at the Arthur Wendell Gardners': 

s. Gardner serves cocktails at 

one end, sets a table at the other end 

with dashing polka-dot vinyl mats, zebra 

patterned plates, six-sided Mexican hurricanes. 



IDEAS YOU'D LOVE TO LIVE WITH 
continued 

African masks 
and artifacts brought 

back from numerous 

safaris are displayed 

in a room of their own 

in the house of The Secretary 

of Commerce and Mrs. Stans. 

A Study for tWO gives Benjamin C. Brddlee, 

Editor of the Washington Post, and his painter-sculptor 

wife each a personal desk recessed in a wall of books that frames a 

ceramic fountain. White shape atop the plinth is one of Mrs. Bradlee's works. 

Long-legged bamboo chairs 
around an oval bar in the Mandel OuHsmi 

pool house provide perches from which guests can keep 

tabs on swimmers while listening 

to the record player housed in the armoire nearby. 

Gothic arched 
hoolicasCS lined with 

marbleized paper circle 

the library in 

the Victorian house of the 

Honorable and Mrs. 

Robert H. Charles. They 

were designed by Grace 

Fakes of McMillen, Inc. 
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Enclosing 
a porch at the back 

of Kentucky Senator and 

hs. John Sherman Cooper's 

house with translucent 

vinyl sheets turns it 

into a conservatory in 

winter, makes it 

possible to leave 

open the French doors 

of the adjoining library. 
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Antique Sevi'e 
1792 for Prince Louis de Roi 

was Mrs. Merriweather 

personal choice for a smal 

luncheon on the 

table of her octagonal break 

Chandelier was maa 

for the Palace of Pavlovsk 

Leningrad. Potted orchids 

around bay window get ex 

light from mirrors on ct 

of bay and beside it. Last 

year Mrs. Post deeded 

and its spectacular collection 

to the Smithsonian Institu 





IDEAS YOU'D  LOVE TO  LIVE 
cont 

Hold black and white grid marls of) 
plank floor of the hunt room The Under Secretary of t) 

Navy and Mrs. Warner added to the house on their work 

farm in nearby Virginia. Floor pattern was first score* 

with an electric needle, then painted. 

«■ 

A screening room in 
the basement of the Jack J. Valentis' 

house is where the President of the 

Motion Picture Association of America and 

Mrs. Volenti shoiv films before taking their guests 

upstairs for a buffet supper. 

Sofa in a niche makes the most of the 
space in Mrs. Frank G. Wisner's library. She had 

bookshelves built against every available inch of one 

wall, leaving only enough free to accommodate sofa. 

A family sitting room 
plus a greenhouse was the 

result of enclosing and air conditioning a porch 

at the William R. Merriams'. He is a 

vice-president of A.T.&T. Roof over 

greenhouse end consists of wood louvers 

topped by frosted glass. 
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Ovul ceiling recess tops 
an OVttM Imfl looking out on the swimming pool 

from the slate-floored game room in the house oj 
Assistant Secretary oj State and Mis. 

„irlcs   t   Meyer. Architect. Dean Philpot; 

interior designer, George Doan. 
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A terraced garden for dining at top level, cocktailing at mid level 
—both to the tinkle of fountains in lower-level pools—fills a slope outside the house of the 

Honorable and Mrs. Norman S. Paul. He tvas formerly Under Secretary of The Air Force. 
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IDEAS YOU'D LOVE 

TO  LIVE WITH 

continued 
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A stairwell is a showcase for 
citations* photographs, and 

memorabilia in the duplex 
apartment of Mr. and Mrs. John Duncan. 

He is a former District of Columbia Commissioner. 

Smoked salmon is the first eoMirse in 
the salmon-walled dining room 

of Mr. and Mrs. Clive Livingston DuVal II. He is 

a member of the Virginia House of Delegates. Dolly 

Madison took refuge in this house when a fire 

at the White House left her a homeless First Lady. 
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A collection of 
antique handbags 

studs a stairwell in 

Frankie Welch of Virginia's 

dress shop and home— 

an historic house that ivas once 

George Washington's bank. 
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A walled garden used for outdoor dining is one of 
the cool delights of the Georgetown home of the Honorable and Mrs. William Chapman Foster. 

He was formerly Director of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. 

Contemporary bedroom 
dern as the painting on one wall in Mr. and Mrs. 

Eric Ravenal's once traditional house. All 

ziior space was completely 

redesigned, reorganized, updated. 

HOUSE & GARDEN, 'AUGUST, 1970 

Antique furniture, all of it 
wearing a beautiful patina, is 

contrasted with swats of vividly contemporary 

color in the Georgetown drawing 

room of Mrs. B. Lauriston Hardin, Jr. 



Chintz on everything gives the Uvin 
room of the Charles Leffingivell Bartletts 

—he's the syndicated columnist— 

an English country house air. Soft 

beige carpeting quiets the flood of pattern. 

Scarlet walls, boiserie. 
and toile de Joity fill 

Rhode Island Senator and Mrs. Claiborne Pell's library, 

a warm and enormously personal room 

enriched with a collection of art and artifacts. 

The surprise oi steel 
and glass with Chippendale and 

gilt in the eclectic living room oj 

the Honorable and Mrs. James H. Scheuer. 

The wife of the representative from New York is 

interior designer Emily Malino. 

A tree house and 
an ancient trolley car are the 

highlights of a country playground on Mrs. Drew Pearson's farm. Probably i 

much fun as Disneyland, they keep the Pearson grandchildren high—am 
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An artist puts his 
work to work in his 

own house. At the Sam Gilliams7, Mr. Gilliam 

has used one. of his paintings as a room divider and 

swagged one wall with a painted canvas construction. 

A Corot-like view 
of the Potomac 

is the reward of 

Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt 

Dicherson, Jr.'s, eagle's-nest terrace. 

She is the well-known Washington 

correspondent for NBC's 

"Today" show. 

Dining room fresh as a garden at the 
Oliver Mallory Walkers'. Windows are hung with treillage-patterned shades 

and framed with forest green lambrequins. 
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WATER GARDENS 
JAPAN EXPO70 

There is a fresh kind 
of beauty and many 
ideas to bring home 
from the water, 
flowers, trees, and 
rocks at Expo *70. 
Here, for example 
are four of the 
nine fountains 
designed by sculptor 
Isamn Noguchi for the 
Pond of Dreams. 
Two are elevated 
cubes of perforated 
metal that jet water 
down and outward. 
Two are called 
Golden Mushrooms: 
As one rises from the 
water, the other — 
in a kind of aquatic 
counterpoint — 
descends to wait its 
turn to rise again. 
(Continued) 
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WATER GARDEN 
Water runs through Expo '70 like music. A rill called the South Broo 

rippling through a bed of polished stones to drop in a waterfall intc 

Water Spider's Pond. Outdoor cobblestones at the Algerian Pavi 

2, also laid indoors to meet a paving of glazed tile. A giant bin outsidi 

Ricoh Pavilion. 3. filled with rocks decofatively colored blue and gi 

A sculpture garden, 4, of great pieces of wood set in a shallow poi 

the Canadian Pavilion. A little man-made mountain, 5, part of the 

ish Columbian Pavilion, bathed with two waterfalls. The Glass Ca 

6, a restaurant of glass cages hung on a mirrored wall in Expoland 

amusement park. Each cage wears a cascade spouting from its roc 

give guests the feeling of dining under a waterfall. A garden of var 

levels of limpid water, 7, at the Indonesian Pavilion. Giant mushr 

lights, 8, with beds of enormous yellow pansies in the garden of 

French Pavilion. A stylized steel tree, 9, jeweled with reflecting sph( 

This, the Swiss Pavilion, is called the Radiant Structure.      {Contini 
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WATER GARDENS 
Water flows in a rippling stream around the Sanyo Pavilion, 1. where 

is fed by a waterfall gushing over a wall. A fluorescent sphere, 2, the Ge 

man Pavilion is set in a garden of spring flowers planted in tiers. Pyi 

midal steps inside the Canadian Pavilion, 3, are planted on one side wi 

flowers, descend to quiet pools in which tree-topped island gardens see 

to float. In the terraced gardens of the German Pavilion, 4, a bed of ci 

ceolarias framed in latticework baskets. Cool water rushes down a w< 

over lighted arches, 5, at the Indian Pavilion. Snow white planters 

bright flowers, 6, set in a pool of water in front of the Takara Beautilio 

which was designed by Noriaki Kurokawa. Built of steel units, the Bea 

tilion has the fantasy of an intricate metal sculpture, heroically scale 

DAVID MASS 

HOUSE & GARDEN, AUGUST, IS 





he new 
zest of ideas and 

things-now in 
the stores 

Some of the best ideas are ready-made. 1. Sharp supergraphic 3-foot canvas squares, easy to hook up as 

screens, cubes, or angled wall hangings. By Joe Grimaldi for Supergraphic Originals. 2. Ruffles up- 

dated . . . bed pillow shams of no-iron white cotton, edged with eyelet embroidery. By Howard Curtains. 

3. A splendid "Bean-bag" chair in House & Garden's Sun Yellow. Packed with polystyrene pellets and 

ready to toss anywhere in a room. By Craft Associates. This flowered room, right, great for parties or 

privacy, began with yards and yards of pleated curtains stretched between horizontal Kirsch rods to 

create a shirred tent ceiling and to cover the walls. The banquettes are foam rubber mattresses with 

throw bedspreads tucked around them, resting on wicker table-benches. Curtains, moire upholstered 

chairs, flowered table skirt, and bedspreads by Bloomcraft, through their complete-in-six-weeks decorat- 

ing service. India silk and cotton scarves tied bandanna-style around pillows at hand introduce dozens 

of shimmering little prints. Finishing touches ... an English chrome and glass coffee table, green leaf 

and fluted white dinner plates, gilded flatware and milk-white goblets—all available at Bloomingdale's. 

READY-TO-USE 
DECORATING 

Giving any room a fresh, exuberant new look ran be easier (ban you think these days. 

The strategy is to tap the super ready-made furnishings either in stork or simple to order 

in many stores aeross the country. Then put your ehoices together in strong now ways— 

for example, stretrhing flowers by the yard across a corner, concocting a conch that ran 

swing from the reiling, raising up room dividers to work as skylights. In short, let imagi- 

nation  lead  the  way  to a  freewheeling  style of decorating  that  is very   much  your  own. 

Shopping information, page 96; store directory, page 139. 
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READY-TO-USE DECORATING 

continued 

i 
Wll<k lHkW 
zest of bold 

patterns 

1. Peter Max sky on a cotton window shade. By Cameo Curtains. 2. Cu 

with sizzling colors inside. By Selig. it. Triangle-topped "Multiplicatii 

tables. By Samsonite. 4. Stretch couch cover, as easy to slip on as a leoU 

By Sure Fit. ."». Lacquered secretary bar. By Bern- 

hardt. 6. In this flexible party room, the airborne 

"couch" is a foam rubber pad. sheet-covered, rest- 

ing on a door. "Curtains" are striped sheets with 

poles through their hems. The tables stacked as 

sculpture, cubes, fold-up chairs—all at Macy's. i 

Vera-designed  sheets  by   Burlington   House." ,j| 

7. Monsanto  carpet   tiles.   By   CBS  Mfg 

8. Benches shaped like Savonarola chairs. 

By Globe. 9. A Joe Colombo chaise, made of foam rubber wedges you a 

or subtract to change its length. By Probber. lO. Savonarola benches, gla 

topped, make a table. By Globe. 11. Vinyl prints, adhesive-backed. T 

Con-Tact patterns, left; two Cohere designs, right. 12. This custom-lc 

bed canopy, right, is actually shirred curtains and valances hung fron 

frame. Curtains, bedspread, headboard by Nettle Creek, via their decorati 

service offered through stores. Chest, lamps, tables—all at Lord & Tayl 



g information, 

ectory, page 139. 



READY-TO-USE DECOR 

con 

he nq 
zest ofeoloi 

in a whii 
bathroom 
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In   white   bath- rooms, sleek accessories and bright 

prints ore "the deco- ration." 1. Silver Mylar on accordion 

walls and mirrored tiles above the tub seem to expand the space 

Plants glimpsed just beyond plastic window panels give the effect of an in- * 

door/outdoor garden. Twin sinks, one- piece fiberglass tub-shower and "Triangle" toilet by f| 

Eljer. "Atlantis" towels by Martex; window panels by American Cyanamid; towel racks by Jakson.B 

2. A slim, plexiglass, battery-run timepiece. "Accent," a sunny op print on cotton, it. A curvy foam I 

rubber chaise that looks great slipcovered or left in its natural state. By Quasar Khanh. 4. An ele- - 

gant television, encased in white plastic. By RCA. 5. Chrome cube, 24 inches square. 6. Nature is 

indoors here with ferns and ivy flourishing on many levels. Swinging from the ceiling, a see-through 

shelf unit by John Harris frees counter space for subtly colored minerals mounted as sculpture. Paisley 

"Soroya" towels and matching vinyl shower curtain by Fieldcrest. 7. In this bathroom—part gallery, 

part exercise room—art is mounted in snap-in frames, towels slipcover pillows and a latex foam rub- 

ber mat, set out for Yoga. Smoothed on the walls—"Accent," a Con-Tact-backed print by Riverdale. 

"Trio" and "A Maze" towels by Stevens;  shower curtain by Ames;  louvered blinds by Thru-Vu. 
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I. More geometric supergraphics by Joe Grimaldi. In New York at W & J Sloane's. 2. Handsome cam- 

paign chest with silk-screened surface designs. By Drexel. 3. A new generation of Parsons tables, light- 

weight and seamless, made by injecting plastic into a mold. Available in House & Garden's Parrot Green, 

Sun Yellow, Flag Red. By Medallion. 4. Freed from its flat, vacuum-packed box, the "Swell" chair 

expands to its final size in seconds. By Craft Associates. 5. This glass-topped table comes as a kit. Its 

acrylic legs notch together. At Lucidity 6. A new, deep-dye processed Fiberglas curtain, striped almost 

every color in the rainbow. By Burlington House. 7. An extra-flexible wall system—part bookcase, part 

desk, part cabinet. By Bernhardt. 8. An honestly easy-to-put-together see-through table. In a kit from 

Plexicraft. 9. In this blue and white bedroom, arranging beds along the walls creates flexible space for 

quests or entertaining. And imported and "everyday" furnishings are used in inventive ways. The sky- 

light is really three room dividers made of Sheesham wood from India and painted white. Mattresses 

and box springs, angled around the Hardwick & Magee jacquard-patterned rug, are slipcovered widi white. 

quilted mattress pads, as are the rows of bed pillows. Crisp and compatible—-white round tables that 

nest, a bamboo-edged white Parsons table, and cool tabletop collection of Imari ware—all at Altman's. 

Shopping information, page 96; store directory, page 139. 
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f&mi itwrvpersonalgarden of Dorothy Hfrshon 

WOLD-FASHldNED 
From spring to late summer, Mrs. Hirshons garden yields "masses 

of flowifs for the house"—daffodils planted to look like ivild flowers 

down a grassy slope, lilies in pots from an airy-shed, OPPOSITE PACE, TO; 

organically grown roses and dahlias. Hers is also a garden 

nf rustic, hridee. OPPOSITE PACE. BOTTOM anddreamine Donds: 



OLD-FASHIONED GARDEN continued 

Hike to 
growflowers 
with colors 
and shapes 
happiest 
for myhouse. 

M   lush place of long perspectives and charming nooks, Mrs. Hirshon's garden is surprisingly stric 

fl     its planning and cultivation. It is an organic garden. "I rely on ladybugs and natural sprays 

/    II    P>retnrum ar,d sulphur and have for years." Flower colors are limited to white, mauve, and pur 

L H     An interior designer, she thinks they are best for her house, ''though 1 love all flowers, even 

/ often despised gladiolus, which I find indispensable." Indoors and out, her flowers thrive. E 

«^^L. _^^^_peri>lialilr phlox la-t» a week in bouquet, possibly because she always carries tall cans of w; 

with her to the cutting garden. Lest cutting near the house leave a picked-over garden, she makes a point of us 

pot plants and ivy in the area adjoining the house. Impatiens in pots and tuberous begonias in a basket hang 

from a well head brighten the terrace, 1. A shed with fiberglass roof and bamboo awning, 2, has a tile sink 

cutting and potting. Mrs. Hirshon often arranges dahlias, zinnias, and roses for her library, 3, or the terrace ta 

whose parasol is an apple tree, 4. The patio, 5, is cooled by English ivy and porcelain vine I turquoise-berried A 

pelopsis, heterophylla amurensis), with a swizzle of elephant ears. Lilies are a summer favorite arranged in sn 

bouquets for the dining table, 6, in pots around a fountain, 7, or massed under a Childe Hassam painting, 
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Official 
Washington Ideas for 

entertaining 
THE 
WHITE 
HOUSE, fringed by | 
magnolias, above, is Washing- I 

ton's hub. A live-in museum, very |fe 

much a home, it changes with | 

the tenure of each president. 

During the past ten years, it has 

also reflected a rebirth of in- 

terest in Americana. The man- 

sion's public rooms have become 

more historical, its private rooms 

more personal, more familial. A 

little library, left, has been re- 

stored in the style of the early I 

nineteenth century with rich I 

cream paint, Charles Bird King's I 

famous Indian paintings, and su- I 

perb Duncan Phyfe furniture. In I 

the State Dining Room, right, 

Mrs. Nixon has revived the E- 

shaped table. For Prime Minister 

Wilson, she used the latest Cas- 

tleton dinner service commis- 

sioned   for   the   White   House. I 

\ 

i 
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BLAIR 
HOUSE 
The nation's official guesthouse 

is slowly reaching perfection. 

Each time a room is refurbished, 

its decoration, as a rule, is a gift 

-—or an amalgam of gifts. The 

Margaret Truman suite, occu- 

pied by the President's daughter 

when the White House was re- 

modeled twenty years ago, was 

recently redecorated—a gift 

from Mrs. Arthur Gardner. The 

two rooms, left and above, were 

given a coat of sunshine with 

pale yellow paint, a pretty back- 

ground for flowered chintz 

spiced with apricot accents. 

In another bedroom for distin- 

guished guests, right, is an ex- 

traordinary needlepoint rug. The 

work of a group of women from 

Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Michi- 

gan, the rug is an Audubon's 

dream of flora and fauna native 

to the woodlands of these states. 

: 



ENTERTAINING IDEAS continued 

Each embassy in Washington brings to it a different bit of the world. Although the exteriors of the buildings are sometimes impersonal, the in- 

teriors are enormously individual. Antiques, paintings, and the crafts of the ambassadors' countries become transatlantic roots that create set- 

tings for endless parties. At the BRITISH EMBASSY, above right, afternoon tea is a daily rite for Mrs. Freeman, wife 

of the Ambassador, and daughter Lucy. But at night, the drawing room is used for large predinner gatherings. The silver and white 

room with its touches of scarlet, and an adjacent hall, above left, with its deep blue, statue-filled niches and shrimp pink chairs could easily 

exist in an English Stately Home. In the VEIVEZTEEAX EMBASSY, below left, white wicker furniture and a forest of 

greenery and flowers bring an aura of the tropics to Massachusetts Avenue. In this window-wrapped room, the Ambassador and Senora 

Sosa-Rodriguez introduce their guests to rare orchids, exotic ferns, and South American coffee. At the KIAVAIT EMBASSY, in the 

Omayyad Room, below right, the Ambassador and Mrs. Al-Ghoussein offer their brand of coffee-—Arabian. Carved and painted walls 

and ceiling, Damascene silk, inlaid furniture, Kuwaiti chests, and rare opaline are woven together into a mysterious but beautiful lushness. 



((18%,// ; 

\t the ITAEIAIV EMBASSY, above left, an elaborate dinner given by the Ambassador and Signora Ortona. Superb Venetian glass 

nd gold-banded china fill the table, rainbowed by the multicolored Murano chandeliers in this white and gold dining room. Not far away, but a far cry 

om Italian dazzle, is MAYOR WALTER WASHINGTON'S OFFICE, above right, where pure Americana prevails. The eagle-fin- 

aled Victorian side chairs and mahogany sofa were donated by the Smithsonian Institution, and the nineteenth-century mantelpiece more often 

nan not displays gifts given to the Mayor by visiting dignitaries. At a party in the John Quincy Adams room at the OEPARTMENT OF 

♦TATE, below left, dignitaries were treated to more American antiques such as the President's armchair, a fine example of New York Chippen- 

ale. A drafting table designed by Thomas Jefferson is shown to the party's hosts, The Secretary of State and Mrs. Rogers, by the curator of the 

iplomatic rooms at the State Department and the White House, Clement Conger. The Ambassador of Israel and Mrs. Rabin do a certain amount 

f entertaining at the I SUAE El EMBASSY, surrounded by their fascinating collection of Israeli art. The main living room, below right, 

olds three groups of "functional American furniture," a painting by Jenny  Kali,  and a swirling  metal sculpture symbolizing   Israel's first air force. 



POLAROIDS 

Polaroid 
Copies and 

Enlargements. 
Look what 

you get 
when you 

order now! 

BONUS-FREE 
PICTURE FRAME 

Order color copies and enlarge- 
ments of your favorite Polaroid 
picture — through Polaroid's own 
Copy Service. 

When you order with this cou- 
pon, you get a picture frame for 
two VA" x 41A" Polaroid Land 
pictures free. 

Write the quantity and "copy" or 
"enlargement" on the back of each 
mounted original color picture. 

Fill in the coupon, mail together 
with your payment and your orig- 
inal picture(s) to this address: 

POLAROID COPY SERVICE 
BOX 311 

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 02139 
or 

POLAROID COPY SERVICE 
BOX 911 

EL SEGUNDO, CALIF. 90245 
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Orders are not binding until accepted by 
Polaroid Corporation. 

Prices subject to change without notice. 
Offer expires December 31. 1970. 

Notes for 

the hostess 
BY   MARY   MOO>'   HEMINGWAY 

Nothing so stimulates the appetite as eating by the water, 

on the water, near the water. On a boat, it's fun to spoof those 

Lucullan banquets so dear to the hearts of ocean-going chefs 

by bringing aboard a mini-feast that requires no further prep- 

aration. Fill one properly cooled freezer chest with cold 

stuffed crab trimmed with hard-cooked egg. dill, and capers. 

In a large plastic bag inside another chest, carry your salad— 

endive, artichoke hearts, hearts of palm, and fresh spinach— 

to be tossed in a bowl at mealtime. For openers, why not 

hearts of celery, stuffed with caviar, sour cream, and cream 

cheese, plus sliced raw mushrooms and thin rounds of zuc- 

chini to be dipped in seasoning salt. Cool the champagne I what 

else? ) by trailing it behind in a net buffered with foam rub- 

ber. For the finale, miniature eclairs and a variety of melon 

balls (Spanish, honeydew, casaba, cantaloupe, watermelon) 

freshened with mint. 

By the side of a stream, what more appropriate fare 

than trout? You can get good ones now in tins. They're easy 

to carry in a picnic basket and particularly delectable served 

with a mustard sauce. Along with the little fish, lots and lots 

of watercress salad, small buttered hard rolls, and Camem- 

bert. This time cool your white wine in the running brook. 

For a sweet, why not apple turnovers or fruit tarts? 

On the beach aim for a happy medium between the 

clambake and the sand-seasoned hot dog. In the Northwest, 

we used to enjoy digging a small pit. laying it with hot coals 

on which to bake a salmon (any big moist fish will do I. cov- 

ering the fish with seaweed and foil, topping it with sand, 

bringing it forth at its succulent peak. With this, we liked 

boded new potatoes and corn on the cob. cooked right on the 

spot. If you are not fish minded, try lamb steaks marinated 

with mint and garlic and grilled over the fire. Surprising ac- 

companiment, surprisingly good: cold petils pois salad with 

Green Goddess dressing. If you don't want to boil potatoes, 

try baking them in the coals. Vin rose cools beautifully buried 

at the water's edge. Small babas au rhum make a satisfactorj 

conclusion. 

A leisurely breakfast by the pool—sheer bliss. Fresh 

peach juice made in a blender, sweetened with honey, and 

iced. Then prosciutto with melon or fresh figs, if you can gel 

them, oatmeal bread-and-butter sandwiches, pots and pots of 

coffee, lots and lots of sun. 

OPPOSITE PAGE: 

The lull/room of "Foxridge," interior designer Richard L. Ridge's 

ante-bellum house in Middleburg, I a., is arranged for a 

dinner for twenty-four guests who a ill serve them selves in 

the dining room, dine here, dance Liter. From party In 

party, Mr. Ridge switches the color and pattern of the 

tablecloths (lie keeps I :u sets) l"tt always sticks to Swedish 

crystal and Italian pottery plates. "If someone 

drops one, I haven't lost an heirloom." 

PHOTOGRAPH Br HORST 

howtobea 

gourmet 

the easy way 
Just follow the delectable recipe 
published monthly in House I 
Garden's gourmet Cook Book sec 
tions. Detachable, you can fil 
them for quick reference in H&G' 
handsome new binder. Binder 
$2.00 each. 

To: 
House & Garden Cook Books 
Dept.   8-70,   P.   O.   Box   1910 
Grand Central Station 
New York, N. Y. 10017 

Please send the following: 

 Binders @ $2.00... 

 Cook Book Inserts 

(Checked Below)  @ $.25  
(Postage & Handling)....$ .25 

Total amount enclosed. ...$  
Please make check or money 
order payable to HOUSE & 
GARDEN 

□ 43 Chocolate & Coffee 
□ 48 Omelette 
□ 49 Specialty Meats 
□ 50 Quick Mix 
D 52 Summer Refreshment 
□ 53 Fruit 
□ 56 Buffet 
□ 57 Ham 
□ 58 Bean & Lentil 
□ 63 Summer Vegetable 
□ 64 American Outdoor        , 
□ 65 Sandwich 
3 67 Chinese: Part II 
□ 68 At-the-Table 
□ 70 Shortcut 
□ 72 Rice & Grain 
□ 73 Seasoning 
□ 74 French 
□ 75 Terrace 
3 76 Washington 
□ 77 Pickles & Preserves 
3 81 Party 
3 82 .In A Pot 
3 83 Middle East 
□ 84 Egg 
□ 85 Sausage 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP CODE 
Allow 3 weeks for delivery. 
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The Vermouth that' 
good enough to eai 

Imported Martini & Rossi has 
a taste that comes through, even 
when it's grilled, chilled, 
sauteed or souffleed. A taste so 
delicious, M&R is the nation's 
favorite vermouth. Use Sweet 
Vermouth to add intrigue to 
countless dishes. And Extra 
Dry Vermouth in any recipe that 
calls for white wine. Here's 
what can happen when M&R 
and your imagination get 
together: 

(1) M&R and Tonic. 
Pour 2 ozs. M&R Sweet Vermouth 
over ice in an old-fashioned 
glass. Fill with tonic. Add twist 
of lemon peel. 

(2) Vodka Martini. 
Stir 3 parts vodka with 1 part 
M&R Extra Dry, over ice. Strain into 
chilled glass. Twist of 
lemon peel optional. 

(3) Chicken Livers Reale. 
1 pound chicken livers 
2 tablespoons butter 
V2 teaspoon salt 
Dash of pepper 
1 tablespoon chopped parsley 
V2 cup Martini & Rossi 

Extra Dry Vermouth 

Wash and dry chicken livers. Remove 
connective tissue. Brown livers 
in butter in chafing dish or skillet. 
Add salt, pepper, parsley, and 
M&R Extra Dry. Simmer 10 minutes. 
Serves 8 to 10 as an appetizer. 

(4) Orange Cloud Souffle. 
1 can (6 oz.) frozen orange juice, 

defrosted 
1 envelope unflavored gelatin 
V2 cup sugar 
4 egg yolks, slightly beaten 
V2 cup Martini & Rossi 

Sweet Vermouth 
1 cup heavy cream, whipped 
4 egg whites 
Dash of salt 

Fasten a wax paper collar, lightly 
rubbed with cooking oil, around 
top of 1-quart souffle dish, extending 
2 inches above top. Soak gelatin 
in concentrated orange juice 5 
minutes. Add 'A cup sugar and egg 
yolks; mix. Cook and stir until 
mixture thickens and simmers. Add 
M&R Sweet Vermouth, chill until 
thickened. Fold in whipped cream. 

Beat egg whites, with salt and 
remaining % cup sugar, until stiff. 
Fold into orange mixture. Pour 
into souffle dish. Chill. Remove wax 
paper. Garnish with orange slices 
and additional whipped cream. 
Serves 6. 

Recipe can be doubled and made 
in a 2-quart casserole. 



(5) Rice Torino. 
1/3 cup butter 
IV2 cups long grain rice 
1 cup chopped onions 
1 clove garlic, mashed 
V2 pound sliced mushrooms 
1 cup Martini & Rossi 

Extra Dry Vermouth 
3V2 cups hot chicken broth 

1 teaspoon salt 
VA teaspoon pepper 
1 cup cooked peas 
V2 cup grated Parmesan cheese 

Lightly brown rice in 3 tablespoons 
butter. Add onions and garlic. 
Cook 2 minutes. Brown mushrooms 
in remaining butter; add to rice 
with M&R Extra Dry Vermouth, broth, 
salt and pepper. Cover, simmer 
25 minutes until liquid is absorbed. 
Add peas. Serve topped with cheese. 
Serves 6 to 8. 

(6) Lobster Tails Rossi. 
6 lobster tails, 8 oz. each, defrosted 

with membrane on underside 
removed. 

6 tablespoons Martini & Rossi 
Extra Dry Vermouth 

2 tablespoons butter 

Broil lobster tails, shell side up, 
5 inches below heater unit or flame, 
5 minutes. Turn, flesh side up, 
pour 1 tablespoon M&R Extra Dry 
Vermouth over each lobster tail, 
dot with butter, broil 7 minutes.* 
Serves 6. 

"Broil smaller lobster tails 1 
minute less, broil larger ones 
2 minutes longer. 

(7) Ham Jubilee. 
5 pound smoked, boned ham 
IV2 tablespoons cornstarch 
1/3 cup sugar 
VA teaspoon cinnamon 
Va teaspoon cloves 
Grated rind of 1 orange 
1 pound can pitted bing cherries, 

drained 
3/A cup Martini & Rossi 

Sweet Vermouth 

Bake ham uncovered at 325° F. 
for 50 minutes. Combine cornstarch, 
sugar, cinnamon, cloves, orange 
rind, % cup bing cherry juice, and 
M&R Sweet Vermouth. Heat until 
sauce simmers 2 minutes. Add 
cherries. Baste ham with part of the 
sauce, bake 20 minutes longer. 
Serve remaining sauce with ham. 
Serves 8. 

RENFIELD IMPORTERS, LTD.. N.Y. 



ENUS 
AND 

FROM WASHINGTON PARTIES 
Washington is a city of great party-going, party-giving. As 

the capital, it is a fusion of people from all over the world, 

hosts and hostesses who for the most part entertain at home. 

Most of those we spoke to prefer dinners for ten or more and 

buffet parties for a great crowd. In summer, parties are more 

informal, with many hostesses doing the cooking themselves. 

THE PRESIDENT AND MRS. NIXON 

DINNER 
IN HONOR OF THE 

PRESIDENT OF FRANCE 
AND MADAME POMPIDOU 

At the state dinner given by The President 

and Mrs. Nixon in honor of The President of 

France and Mme. Pompidou during their visit 

to the U. S. in February, 110 guests sat at an 

E-shaped table in the State Dining Room. 

"LE SAUMON LA FAYETTE 

LE CONTRE FILET DE BOEUF AUX CEPES 

LES POMMES NOUVELLES 

LES ASPERGES FRAICHES HOLLANDAISE 

LA LAITUE DE KENTUCKY 

LE FROMAGE DE CAMEMBERT 

LE MELON GLACE A LA VIGNERONNE 

LES PETITS FOURS 

WINES: PULIGNY-MONTRACHET 1966 

CHATEAU AUSONE 1962 

LOUIS ROEDERER CRISTAL 1962 

I.«' Saiiinon La Fayette 

2 cups water 

1 tablespoon vinegar 

Juice of 1 lemon 

1 cup diced onion, carrots, and celery 

2 teaspoons salt 

8 6-ounce slices fresh salmon 

V2 cup dry white wine 

Vegetable Salad (see recipe below) 

2-pound lobster, cooked, with tail meat cut 

into 8 even slices and remaining meat diced 

Cucumber Salad Cups (see recipe below) 

12 cherry tomatoes 

1 lemon, cut into 8 wedges 

Parsley sprigs 

Sauce Verte (see recipe below) 

Combine   the   water,   vinegar,   lemon   juice, 

diced vegetables, and salt in a heavy 12-inch 

saute pan. Bring to a boil, reduce the heat, 

and simmer for 5 minutes. Add the salmon 

slices and wine and cook for 3 or 4 minutes. 

Remove from heat and cool fish in the stock. 

To assemble the platter, mix the Vege- 

table Salad with the chopped lobster and ar- 

range on an oval 16-inch platter. Drain the 

salmon slices and arrange down the length 

of the platter. Place the slices of lobster meat 

on top of the salmon. Arrange the Cucumber 

Cups and cherry tomatoes alternately around 

the dish. Decorate the rim of the platter with 

lemon wedges and sprigs of parsley. Serve 

Sauce Verte separately. Serves 8. 

Vegetable Salad 

1 cup diced carrots 

1 cup tiny green peas 

1 cup diced celery 

1 cup homemade mayonnaise 

Cook the carrots and peas in boiling salted 

water until tender. Drain and cool. Mix with 

the celery and mayonnaise, and refrigerate. 

C'ueumber Salad Cups 

6 medium cucumbers 
x/2 teaspoon Tabasco sauce 

y<> tablespoon chopped chives 

1 teaspoon salt 

Pinch white pepper 

1 cup sour cream 

Peel, seed, and thinly slice 4 of the cucum- 

bers. Mix with the Tabasco sauce, chives, 

salt, pepper, and sour cream. Peel the re- 

maining 2 cucumbers and cut each into 4 

slices about 1^4 inches thick. Scoop out cen- 

ter with a melon ball cutter to form small 

cups and fill with the cucumber-sour-cream 

mixture. Chill. 

Sauee Verte 

1 bunch watercress 

V/2 cups homemade mayonnaise 
1-2 tablespoon W orcestershire sauce 

Reduce the watercress to a puree in a blender 

and push through a sieve. Mix with the may- 

onnaise and Worcestershire sauce. 

MRS. DAVID K. E. BRUCE 

LUNCHEON FOR SIX 

The Honorable and Mrs. David K. E. Bruce 

are far-famed and greatly experienced hosts, 

due, in part, to Mr. Bruce's many years of 

service as the U. S. Ambassador to France, 

Germany, and Great Britain. 

JELLIED SALMON TROUT      GREEN SAUCE 

CHICKEN STUFFED WITH CHIPOLATA 

NEW POTATOES GREEN PEAS 

"CHOCOLATE SOUFFLE 

WINE:  BERNKASTEL RIESLING 1966 

Chocolate Souffle 

Butter 

Cake flour 

2 ounces bitter chocolate, cut in pieces 

l1/^ cups hot milk 

3 tablespoons butter 

3 tablespoons flour 

V2 cup superfine sugar 

4 eggs, separated 

Salt % 

2 to 3 tablespoons dark rum or cognac 

Butter well an 8-inch souffle dish and roll 

with cake flour to coat sides and bottom. 

Shake out excess. 

Melt chocolate in milk in top of double 

boiler, stirring until smooth and hot. Melt 

butter and blend with flour and sugar. Add 

chocolate mixture and stir over low heat until 

mixture starts to boil. Remove from heat. 

Beat egg yolks and stir 3 tablespoons of 

hot chocolate mixture into them. Then pour 

egg volks into chocolate, and add salt to ta>te 

and rum or cognac. Cook over low heat for a 

minute until mixture thickens slightly. Re- 

move from heat and allow to cool. Beat the 

egg whites until stiff and gently fold into 

chocolate mixture. Pour into souffle dish and 

set in pan of hot water. Bake in a 325° to 3503 

oven for 45 minutes or until firm. Serve imme- 

diately with whipped cream. Serves 6. 
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1/ II) l\ll:    [HOI   t 

II VCHEOA   FOR   TWELVE 

Mme   Mi'Mi.i. the wife "I the \mbassad I 

the [vory Coast, especially enjoys entertain 

ing at Mn.ill ladies' luncheons Eoi tw< Ive  I oi 

III < 11 diplomatic receptions, the Amba adoi 

and Mme. Ahoua serve buffel dinners com 

bining African and  European dishes. 

MIXED MELON BALLS \\ I'l'll  KIRSCII 

"CHICKEN A LA N'GATIETRO 

RICE GREEN SALAD 

MOUSSE DE CITRON 

IVOR'S   ( OAST COFFEE 

WINE: ROSE 

Chicken a la V<i;ilirli(t 

3-pound f)} ing <htt hen. cut up 

1 tablespoon cooking oil 

1 medium onion, diced 

2-3 green onions, sliced 

1 large tomato, diced 

1 tablespoon tomato paste 

3V2 Cups Weak chicken broth 

Vz <""/' smooth peanut butter 

1 teaspoon salt 

1 teaspoon cayenne pepper 

1 bay leaf 

Wipe chicken pieces dry with paper towels. 

Heat cooking oil in skillet, put in chicken 

pieces, cover, and brown 5 to 10 minutes, turn- 

ing 2 or 3 times. Add onion, green onions, 

tomato, and tomato paste, and cook mixture 

1 minute. Stir in chicken broth, and bring to 

a boil. Let boil, covered, about. 8 minutes. 

then reduce heat to very low. Put peanut but- 

ter in a bowl and stir in enough warm (not 

boiling) liquid to make it light and creamy. 

Add to chicken, and mix in salt, pepper, and 

bay leaf. Simmer 30 minutes. Serves 6. 

MRS. DONALD BURROS 

BUFFET DINNER 
FOR  TWENTY 

Marian Burros, food editor of Washington's 

Evening Star, naturally loves to cook and 

finds that her guests expect it of her. But as 

she also likes to be with her guests, she relies 

on advance preparation. "Dinner is almost 

always buffet if there are more than eight." 

NOVA SCOTIA MOUSSE 

"SPINACH CHEESE ROLLS 

MUSHROOM TOASTIES 

VEAL AND WATER CHESTNUTS 

ARMENIAN VEGETABLE SALAD 

PINE NUT BULGUR 

SAVORY BUTTERFLAKE LOAF 

PARAGON QUEEN'S HEART 

DEMITASSE 

WINE: SCHLOSS VOLLRADS 

Spinach Cheese Itollw 

I medium onion, finely chopped 

' 1 cup "In e oil 

IQ-ounce package \ro en chopped spinach, 

defrosted and u ell drained 

Y2 pound feta chci se 

6 ounces pot cheese 

3 eggs, well beaten 
1 1 cup bread crumbs 

L0sheets 1 eady made ph yllo ></ strudel pasti \ 
1 2 cup melted buttei 

Saute the onion in olive oil lor 5 minutes. 

Add the spinach and simmer until most ol the 

moisture has evaporated. Crumble the feta 

cheese and combine with the pot cheese. Add 

the eggs and mix well. Toss bread crumbs 

with spinach mixture, then mix in the cheese. 

Tut each phyllo sheet in quarters. Lay 

one piece on .1 damp towel, and cover the oth- 

ers with a damp cloth. Work quickly so dough 

will not dry out. Brush each sheet with melted 

butter. Place 1 tablespoon of Idling along 

narrow end I inch from edge, fold the inch 

margin over the Idling, and fold long sides 

in. Brush again with butter and roll com- 

pletely. Place rolls on rookie sheets, brush 

lops with butter, and bake in a 425° oven 

for 20 minutes or until lightly browned. Serve 

warm. Makes  10 pieces. 

MRS. GILBERT HAHN, JR. 

SUNDAY NIGHT SUPPER 
 FOR SIX  

Mrs. Halm, w hose husband is chairman of the 

City Council ol the District of Columbia. 

loves suppers in the kitchen. This recipe for 

Spinach Gateau comes from a friend, Mrs. 

Sander Vanocur, wife of the TV newsman. 

BROILED BABY LAMB CHOPS 

"SPINACH GATEAU EDITH VANOCUR 

BitiE AM) 1 I;I;M:H BREAD 

ENDIVE AND WATERCRESS SALAD 

LEMON SHERBET IN HOLLOWED LEMONS 

\\ INK:   BEAUNE 

Spinach Gateau Eriilh 
Vanocur 

iy2 cups Bisquick baking mix 

I4 teaspoon salt 

V-A cups milk 

% stick sweet butter 

4 10-ouncr packages frozen chopped spinach 

4 tablespoons sweet butter 

4 tablespoons all-purpose flour 

1^ teaspoon salt 

Freshly ground black pepper 

1 cup milk 

2 ounces thinly sliced Swiss cheese 

Place the Bisquick, salt, egg, and milk in a 

large bowl and mix lightly with a fork. The 

mixture should be slightly lumpy. Melt the 

buttei in a mall saucepan -mil -in into the 

pancake mixtun   1 e an 8-inch -killet 01 

gi iddle and poui in 1 6 ol the mi ntun , about 

1 1 00k ovei medium heat until bubbles 

appi 11. turn, and continue cooking foi I or 2 

minutes until underside is lightly browned. 

Make 6 pancakes; they will be quite thick. 

I leap on platter and keep warm. 

1 00k the spinach accoi ding to the pack 

igi direction   and keep warm. 

I leal the buttei in a sma II saucepan, -iii 

in the flour, salt, and a few grind- ol pepper, 

and cook, stirring,  foi   I   minute.  Heat  the 

milk and add all at once. Stir until sail 

smooth and iliick. Stii into spinach. 

Spread   the  spinach   between   the   pan 

cake-, stacking them. Top with  the 1 

and heal in a 350   oven for about 15 minutes. 

If made in advance, refrigerate and heat for 

about 30 minutes. Serves 6 to H. 

MRS. TIMOTHY W. STANLEY 

WEEKEND SUPPER 
FOR SIX 

Mrs. Timothy W. Stanley likes to entertain 

at dinner for twelve in formal European 

style. Her luncheon parties are less formal— 

for six to eight guests—and she loves to cook 

for those. I111 self. 

SORCI VERDI 

VEAL SCALOPPINK WITH  MUSHROOMS 

TINY GARDEN PEAS, ITALIAN ST'i LE 

WATERCRESS AND BELGIAN ENDIVE SALAD 

STRAWBERRY AND ORANGE SALAD 

WINE: BEAUJOLAIS-VILLAGES 

Sorei V«*r«Ii 

2 packages frozen chopped spinach 

1 pound ricotta cheese 

1 egg 
2 egg yolks 

Pinch of nutmeg 

Salt, freshly ground black pepper 

V2 rup freshly grated Parmesan cheese 

4 tablespoons melted butter 

Cook spinach according to package direc- 

tions, but do not overcook. Drain and cool. 

Squeeze out all moisture by hand. Drain the 

ricotta and place in a mixing bowl with the 

spinach, egg and yolks, nutmeg, and salt and 

pepper to taste. Mix well and chill in refrig- 

erator. Half an hour before serving, bring a 

large kettle of salted water to a boil. Dust 

your hands with flour and form the spinach 

mixture into small balls the size and shape 

of a walnut or just a bit larger. Drop the 

dumplings into the boiling water a few at a 

time. When they rise to the surface (after 

about 3 or 4 minutes) remove them with a 

skimmer and place on a heated serving plat- 

ter. When all are cooked, sprinkle with grated 

Parmesan, pour the melted butter over them, 

and serve immediately. Serves 6. 
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WASHINGTON  PARTIES COOK  BOOK 
continued 

MRS. FRANK G. W1SNER 

DINNER FOR EIGHT 

Mrs. Frank G. Wisner, who entertains at din- 

ners for twelve to sixteen, seats her guests at 

one large table plus one or two smaller ones. 

Together with her cook, she considers this 

one of her nicest menus. 

MELON AU PORTO 

"TRUITES FARCIES POMMES VAPEUR 

FOIE GRAS EN ASPIC 

SALADE BIBB 

SOUFFLE GLACE GRAND MARNIER 

WINES: TRAMINER 1966 

CHATEAU MOUTON-ROTHSCHILD 

1959 
DOM PERIGNON 1962 

Truites Farcies 

8 1/2-pound brook trout 

Salt, freshly ground black pepper 

2 cups fish stock or clam juice 

2 cups dry white nine 

FOR THE STUFFING: 

8 tablespoons sweet butter 

1 tablespoon chopped shallots 

i/4 pound mushrooms, chopped 

1 cup freshly made white bread crumbs 

2 tablespoons finely chopped parsley 

FOR Tin; SAUCE: 

1 tablespoon flour 

8 tablespoons sweet butter 

FOR THE GARNISH I 

2 dozen button mushroom caps 

1 tablespoon sweet butter 

Chopped parsley 

Arrange the trout in a pan about 2^2 inches 

deep, season to taste with salt and pepper, 

cover with fish stock and white wine, and 

bake in a 400° oven for 15 minutes. Remove 

to a platter and bone by carefully lifting out 

the backbone. Keep trout warm. Strain and 

reduce the stock by half, and set aside. 

Meanwhile, make the stuffing. Heat 1 

tablespoon of the butter in a heavy frying 

pan and saute the shallots until tender. Add 

I lie mushrooms and cook until almost dry, 

aboul ri minutes. Add the bread crumbs and 

chopped paisley, season with salt and pepper, 

and cook slowly for about 3 minutes, stirring 

constantly. Add remaining butter, cool, and 

use to stuff trout. 

To make the sauce, mix the flour and 1 

tablespoon of butter together and stir into 

the reserved fish stock, cooking over low heat 

until thickened. Adjust seasoning and stir in 

the remaining butter. Keep warm. 

Heat butter in heavy skillet and saute 

the mushroom caps until lightly browned. 

Pour the sauce over the trout and gar- 

nish with the mushroom caps and chopped 

pa 1 sley. Serves 8. 

MRS. ARCHIBALD B. ROOSEVELT, JR. 

DINNER FOR  TWELVE 

Mrs. Archibald B. Roosevelt. Jr., whose hus- 

band is a grandson of President Theodore 

Roosevelt, thinks "your entertaining is dic- 

tated by your house. You adapt a party to set 

off the house—they set off each other. I have 

never liked the intimata»dii.iner for eight to 

ten. I prefer dinners for sixteen to twenty— 

conversation is better." 

CHICKEN AND CLAM CONSOM ME 

ROAST LOIN OF PORK 

"PUREE OF CHESTNUTS 

SMALL PEAS AND SAUTEED MUSHROOMS 

WATERCRESS SALAD 

RASPBERRY SOUFFLE 

\\ I\E: CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE 

Puree of Chestnut* 

2 pounds fresh chestnuts, or f pound whole 

canned chestnuts 

2 stalks ce/ei \ 

2 cups chicken stock 

Salt, freshly ground black pepper 
1 s teaspoon cinnamon 
1'4 teaspoon nutmeg 

1 teaspoon glace </<• viande (meat glaze) 

3 tablespoons sweet butter 

Cut a i^-m'l' gash on the flat side of each 

chestnut, place in a hot oven or under the 

broiler for about 5 minutes, and peel off the 

shells and inner skins with a sharp knife. 

Place in a saucepan with the celery 

stalks and chicken stock, bring to a boil, 

cover, reduce the heat, and simmer gently 

for about 20 minutes, or until they are tender. 

Drain, reserving stock but discarding celery. 

Put through a ricer or sieve, and season with 

salt and pepper to taste, cinnamon, nutmeg, 

and glace tie viande melted in a little hot 

water. Beat in the butter. If the puree is too 

thick, thin with a little of the reserved stock. 

It using canned, cooked chestnuts, heat in 

stock and then follow recipe. Serves 6. 

MRS. EDWARD P. MORGAN 

SI MM Eli DINNER FOR SIX 

Mrs. Edward P. Morgan, wife of the ABC TV 

correspondent, likes the more informal re- 

laxed atmosphere of summer parties, prefer- 

ring to entertain on the terrace if it is not hot. 

COLD BORSCHT 

HOT BUTTERED NORWEGIAN  FLATBREAD 

"CRISP ( I1I\ESE-STYLE DUCK 

FINE EGG NOODLES 

MIXED GREEN SALAD 

BLACKBERRY MOUSSE 

MOLASSES COOKIES 

WINE: ST. EMILION 

MOET ET CHANDON CHAMPAGNE 

Crisp Chinese-Style Duck 

2 4-5 pound ducklings 

V2 cup soy sauce 

2 tablespoons ground ginger 

V2 CUP honey 

Vk cup dry sherry 

1 clove garlic, coarsely chopped 

FOR THE SAUCE: 
x/2 cup red currant jelly 

V2 cup strained orange juice 

H cup red nine 

1 teaspoon arrowroot or cornstarch 

l'ull out and discard any loose fat from 

around the neck and cavity of the birds. \\ ash 

and pat dry inside and out. Prick skin all 

over to release fat. Mix 3 tablespoons of the 

soy sauce with 1 tablespoon of the ginger 

and brush over ducklings, inside and out. 

Leave at room temperature for 30 minutes 

for flavors to penetrate. 

Preheat oven to 325°. Place the duck- 

lings on roasting pan rack, cook 1 hour. 

Meanwhile combine the remaining soy 

sauce and ginger with the honey, sherry, and 

garlic, mix well, and simmer, stirring occa- 

sionally, for 10 minutes. Prick surface of 

ducks all over a second time to ensure a ei isp 

skin. Remove and discard garlic from soy 

sauce mixture, then brush all over the duck- 

lings. Continue cooking, brushing the skin 

with this mixture every 15 minutes until the 

ducklings are glazed and the juices run clear 

when the flesh is pierced, about 1 more hour. 

For well done, cook 15 minutes more. 

Heat the currant jelly, orange juice, and 

wine in a saucepan, add the arrowroot or 

cornstarch mixed with 1 tablespoon of cold 

water, and cook until the sauce is slightly 

thickened. Serve warm. Serves 6 to 8. 

MRS. RAYMOND E. COX 

INFORMAL  DINNER 
FOR SIX 

Mrs. Raymond E. Cox claims "the whole art 

of cooking is in the seasoning" and is proud 

of her marvelous cook who seasons beauti- 

fully. "You can follow a recipe exactly from 

a gourmet cook book, and it won't taste the 

way you like because you cannot measure 

seasoning," she maintains. 

''CONSOMME BELLE VUE 

POULET ROTI A L*ESTRAGON 

LEEKS ALA NORM WIH". 

SOUFFLE AU CHOCOLAT 

WINE: MONTRACHET 

4 on-mil 111 <-  llcllc Vlie 

Combine equal amounts of chicken broth and 

clam juice. Bring to a boil and season with 

a pinch of cayenne pepper. Simmer for 5 min- 

utes. Serve hot in cups with 1 teaspoon of 

whipped cream on top. 
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SIGNORA OliTONA 

U VCHEON FOR EIGHT 

Signora Ortona, wife ol the Ambassadoi ol 
Italy, enjoys informal entertaining as well as 
diplomatic receptions (see page 81). For 
informal parties, such as ihi-. luncheon, she 
seals her guests al five or six round tables in 
the Emhass) dining room. 

Tivir. Vl.l.o  Dl  TAGLIOLINl   \l.l.\  CREMA 

SELLA Di YITEI.I.OCOX i I'OKI Di i \i;< • *>i <> 

INSALATA PRIMAVERA 

SI MIFREDDO 1)1  V.LBH OC< III: 

FRUTTA 

WINKS: \ ii. I. \ \\ TINORI 1966 

BARBERA D'ASTI  1 * ><» I 

\l \i;s\l.\ FLORIO RISERVA 1 !!(>() 

Timliallo ili Tagliolini alia 
Crema 

THE TAGLIOLINl : 

I cups all-purpose flour 

■I large eggs 

6 tablespoons cold water, approximately 

THE SAI CE: 

8 tablespoons butter 

8 tablespoons flour 

4 cups milk 

1 teaspoon salt 

Freshly ground black pepper 

2 ounces freshly grated Parmesan cheese 

THE FILLING: 

1 pound chicken livers 

2 tablespoons sweet butter 

Salt, freshly ground black pepper 

1 package frozen peas ■    ' * 

To make the tagliolini, sift the Hour into a 

large bowl. Make a well in the center and 

add the eggs, one at a time, mixing lightly. 

Gradually add the cold water until the dough 

is quite stiff. Turn out onto a lightly Homed 

surface and knead until the dough is elastic. 

Divide the dough in half and roll out each 

half until almost thin enough to see through. 

Leave for 30 minutes, then cut into thin 

strips, less than ^4-inch wide. Have ready a 

very large pot of boiling salted water and 

cook the tagliolini at a brisk boil until they 

rise to the top, about 7 minutes. Tesl for 

doneness—they should be al dente. 

For the sauce, melt the butter in a heavy 

saucepan, add the flour, and took, stirring 

constantly, for 1 minute. Heat the milk and 

add all at once, stirring until the sauce is 

smooth. Season to taste with salt and pepper. 

Stir in the cheese. 

Make the filling: Cut the chicken livers 

in halves or quarters. Heat the butter in a 

heavy frying pan and saute the chicken livers 

until done. Cook the peas according to the 

package instructions, drain, and mix with the 

livers. Fold the mixture into half of the sauce. 

Butter a deep bowl or serving dish and 

fill with half the tagliolini. Add the chicken 

liveiB .mil pea . i ovei  with remaining ta ;Iio 
lini. Allow  to stand, keeping  warm,  foi    !0 
minute    Turn onto   erving plattei and p  
iemainins   am e ovei. .Sei \r» (> to 8. 

i//,s   11; iNCIS SHOR 

LUNCIIEOA   FOR SI* 

Mrs. Francis Shor, whose husband is an \ o 

eiaie Editoi "I the National Geographic So- 

ciety, like-, in gather a huge group "I friends 

al cocktail buffets oi give small carefull) pul 

together dinners. "For a dinnei party, it's 

important for a hostess to choose guests foi 

compatibility politically and international- 

ly," she says. 

SALADE PRO\ l.xe vl.K 

PISSALADIER \ 
: HOT FISH  MOUSSE Willi  LEMON 

CREAM SAUCE 

BROILED 1)11.1.Kl) TOM \ ID II \l.\ ES 

PINE VPPLE ICE \\ till FRESH  MINT 

SABLES DE (  11. \ 

WINE:  Mil RSAULT 

llol    lisli   >IOIlSM' 

Butter 
1 er)  hue. dry bread rrumbs 

2 pounds fresh haddock or pike 

2 teaspoons salt 

1 cup light cream 

4 egg whites 
2 tablespoons cornstarch 

1 teaspoon lemon juice 

Dash nutmeg 
11) teaspoon freshly ground white pepper 

1 cup hem \ ci i am. whipped 

Lemon (.ream Sauce isee recipe below) 

Preheat oven to 350°. Butter a lV^-quart 

mold well, and coal with bread crumbs. Cut 

fish into small pieces, pick over carefully to 

remove all bones. Put in bowl, sprinkle with 

salt, and pour in cream. Turn blender con- 

trol to highest speed. Drop only a small 

amount of fish and cream at a time directly 

in over the blender blades. Switch control on 

and off, using scraper to push down mixture, 

until blended. Pour out as soon as it is 

smooth, and continue until all is done. Add 

2 egg whites to blender, and half the pureed 

mixture, and blend again. Pour into a large 

mixing bowl; add 2 more egg whites to 

blender jar and blend with second half of 

fish puree, and add to mixing bowl when it 

is smoothly blended. Sprinkle cornstarch, 

lemon juice, nutmeg, and pepper over fish; 

beat 200 strokes with a whisk or slotted 

spoon. Fold whipped cream gently into the 

fish puree. Pour into mold, cover with heavy 

aluminum foil, set in a larger pan, and add 

hot water :!4 of way up sides of mold. Bake 

for 1 hour. Test by inserting a silver knife 

blade: when it comes out clean, mousse is 

cooked. Remove from water, and keep in 

warm place until ready to serve. Unmold on 

a  heated  platter, .ham, tra  liquid 

ili.  in.,M   >   .- nil Lemon ' r< am Sauce, 
h   with   parsley,  ami   pa--   additional 

-. i  .    i, 

i.i i Cream Sauce 

3 egg i"//. s 
I tablespoons lemon juii e 

3 cups hoi line/, Sauce Bechamel, made fiom 
1   ■ I ///) battel,  ' ., i IIp limn . 

3 CUpS milk 
1 2 teaspoon grated lemon rind 

up lieui \ cream 

Cayenne pepper, salt 

Mix   egg   volk-   ami   lemon   juice,   ami   -til    in 
1 /■_, cup hoi Bechamel. Pom mixture into re 

maining Bechamel in a saucepan, ami lei 

cook verj gentl) for 3 or I minutes to thicken. 

Mix in grated rind and heavy cream, and 

season to taste with cayenne peppei and - alt 

MRS. JOHN ROBSON 

DINNER FOR SIX 

Mrs. John Robson, whose husband was the 

Under Secretary in the Department ol Trans- 

portation during the Johnson administration, 

loves to cook and "wouldn'l think ol having 

a caterer." Mrs. Robson usually inviie- eight 

ecu for dinner and seals them at round tables. 

CHILLED WATERCRESS SOUP 

"LAMB CHOPS ELEANORE 

CARROT SOUFFLE RING WITH FRESH 

GREEN PEAS       < I CUMBER SALAD 

MINIATURE LEMON MUFFINS 

VANILLA POTS DE CREME WITH WILD 

RASPBERRY SAUCE 

WINES: ANJOU 1967 
CHATEAU L\ LAGUNE 1966 

CHATEAU LA TOUR BLANCHE L'J6L 

Lanih Chops EI<>aiioi*<> 

6 chicken liters 

V2 pound mushrooms 

5 tablespoons butter 

Salt, freshly ground black pepper 

1 tablespoon finely chopped parsley 

6 double-rib lamb 1 hops 

Chopped parsley 

Trim and finely chop the chicken livers and 

mushrooms. Saute them over low heat in 2 

tablespoons of the butter, stirring frequently, 

without letting them brown. Season with salt 

and pepper to taste and add the parsley. Trim 

fat from the lamb chops and slit them to make 

a pocket. Stuff them with the chicken liver 

mixture. Heat remaining butter in a heavy 

casserole, add the chops, and sear them over 

high heat on both sides. Cover the casserole 

and bake the chops in a 350° oven for 25 min- 

utes or until tender. Or skewer the chops to 

close the pockets and broil them on both sides 

until they are brown and crisp. Arrange the 

chops on a heated platter, pour the juice- 

over, and sprinkle with parsley. Serves 6. 
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ALL STYLES    SIZES    PRICES 
.._it FEATURES: RESOflT & VACATION DESIGNS    KITCHENS & BATHS 

MANUFACTURED HOtffiS    FIREPLACES    STAIRWAYS    BARS    ENTRANCE. 

4 

JR aim "%\      •' i * Jsflr Z JS *^ ' 

You've found the perfect setting for your dream house. 
And here is your chance to compare floor plans and styles. 

Look ahead . . . with exciting ideas in the Fall-Winter 1970-71 
issue of 

HOUSE & GARDEN 

BUILDING GUIDE 
A complete survey of the latest developments in home con- 
struction, including plans and prices for 54 houses. Basic 
building tips help you avoid the pitfalls that often trap en- 
thusiastic but unwary, planners. Discoverwhat's available in 
resort and vacation designs, kitchens and baths, fireplaces, 
stairways, and much more—ALL in the new Fall-Winter 
1970-71   issue of HOUSE & GARDEN BUILDING GUIDE. 

$135 AT YOUR NEWSSTAND JULY 30TH $1 
If you are unable to obtain a copy at your favorite newsstand, you 
may send check or money order for $1.35, payable to HOUSE & 
GARDEN BUILDING GUIDE, to the following address: 

HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. HGB, P.O. Box 1910 
V   Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017    1 

WASHINGTON  PARTIES COOK  BOOK continued 

MRS. IRVING BERGER 

 DINNER FOR  TWELVE  

Mrs. Berger entertains formally hut very imaginatively. She offers 

a wide variety of cocktails hefore dinner including mimosas— 

% orange juice to % champagne (Blanc de Blancs). Later in the 

evening, after the brandy, she refreshes guests with a cool pitcher 

of fresh pink grapefruit juice. As an hors d'oeuvre she might 

serve tiny pullvI vaas (Hard cook eggs and scoop out al- 

most all yolk. Fill with fresh caviar.) 

FONDUE DE CRUSTACES 

FILET DE BOEUF A LA GIRONDINE 

BOUQUET OF VEGETABLES 

BIBB LETTUCE, ENDIVE, AND CHIVE SALAD 

WHEEL OF BRIE, TOPPED WITH TOASTED 

SLIVERED ALMONDS I SERVED WARM) 

GATEAU FAVORITE      CANDIED FRUIT 

ESPRESSO     CAFE HAGUE 

WINES: MONTRACHET JACQUES PRIEUR 1961 

CHATEAU LAFON ROCHET 1959 

DELBECK CHAMPAGNE 

MRS. CHISHOLM LIXDSEY 

BLACK-TIE DfXXER FOR SIX 

Mrs. Lindsey likes to entertain at small cocktail buffets with "rib- 

sticking" food served on one plate ("in Washington this means 

eighteen to twenty-four people") and seated dinners for six to ten. 

"''BEEF ROULADES   HOMEMADE MELBA TOAST 

BAKED RED SNAPPER WITH CORN 

BREAD STUFFING    HOT SHRIMP SAUCE 

FRESH ASPARAGUS 

FLAN GARNISHED WITH ORANGES AND STRAWBERRIES 

WINES: CRIOTS-BATARD-MONTRACHET 1962 

CHATEAU CLIMENS 1966 

B<wf IKoula<l<»s 

Roll paper-thin slices of cold, rare roast beef around homemade 

pate maison (chicken liver, perhaps). Set on a lettuce leaf and 

garnish with 2 quarters of roasted marinated green peppers, with 

an anchovy on each quarter, and thinly sliced tomatoes. 

MRS. PRESTON BROWN 

BUFFET D/XXER FOR  TWELVE 

Mrs. Brown, wife of a young Washington lawyer, entertains a 

great deal, usually for small groups in an informal atmosphere. 

THINLY sLICEl) CORNED BEEF 

REMOULADE SAUCE AND WATERCRESS 

ZUCCHINI FRITTATA 

SALAD OF CHINESE PEA PODS AND SHALLOTS 

"POTATO CRISPS 

FRESH CHERRIES AND MUENSTER CHEESE 

WINE: POLTLLY-FUME 1969 
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I'oiiiio Crisps 

Soak peels ol new red potatoes in salted water in refi igeratoi foi 

I hour. Drain and place on a rack mi baking sheel and sprinkle 

generously with olive oil, lemon juice, Tabasco same, coarse 

salt, and freshly ground black pepper. Roasl in a 400° oven until 

slightly puffed and very brown and crispy. Sprinkle with chopped 
paisley and serve immediately. 

MRS. JOHN SHERMAN COOPER 

SUMMER LUNCHEON FOR SIX 

Mrs. John Sherman Cooper, wife of the senior senator from Ken 

I inky, is one of Washington's most celebrated hostesses. 'This 

menu is typical of the luncheons Mrs. Cooper gives in summer. 

COLD EGGS IN ASPIC 

ESCALOPE [)E VEAU A LA MARSALA 

ENDIVE AND WATERCRESS SALAD 

"APPLE AND OKANGE TART 

WINES: DRY WHITE       LIGHT RED 

Apple ami Orang:*' T»rJ 

Butter 

2 pounds cooking apples, 

peeled, cored, and sliced 

2 oranges 

2-3 tablespoons sugar 

V'l cup apricot glaze 

9-inch precooked pastry shell 

( baked in a flan ring) 

Butter a large casserole, add the apples, cover, and cook, stirring 

occasionally, without adding any liquid, until the apples are ten- 

der. Put through a sieve, return to the casserole with the grated 

rind of the oranges, and 2 or 3 tablespoons sugar, depending on 

the tartness of the apples, Gook until thick and well blended. Cool. 

Pour into the pastry shell. 

Cut all the white pith away from the oranges and slice into 

thin rounds. Arrange in an overlapping pattern on top of the 

apple puree. Brush warm apricot glaze over the orange slices. 

Serves 6. 

MISS ELIZABETH BURTON 

DINNER FOR  TWELVE 

Miss Burton, who loves to give formal parties for which she herself 

is the cook, finds a formal dinner for eighteen or twenty-four as 

easy to prepare as one for only ten. 

FLOUNDER NICOISE 

CROWN ROAST OF LAMB     GLAZED SMALL ONIONS 

CASSEROLE OF FRENCH GREEN BEANS 

GREEN SALAD      CHEESE PLATTER 

"ORANGE ICE WITH GINGER TOPPING 

WINES: PAVILLON BLANC DU CHATEAU MARGAUX 1964 

LADOIX, COTE DE BEAUNE 1962 

KRUG BRUT 1961 

Ginger Topping 

Scatter over the top of ice, which has been chilled in a melon 

mold, a mixture of Vo crumbled ginger snaps and Yi candied 

ginger, finely chopped. 

E«it the Foods You Love— 
And Still Lose Weight! 

Now for the in -i time, you ran . .ii 
fried chicken, cheesecake, milkshakes, and 
brownies- and Mill lose weight with the 
Slim Pak Plan I 

Thousands Do! You Can Too! 
N en can •." i • Inn and sta v   Mm « hile you 

i njoj  : i  favoriti   food     waffles <>v p; 
\ HI. maple s> rup ! ( hili ! Hot muf 

tins'   Turkey   with   dressing!   Goulash! 

!,|!I1IIIIII Ill Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 

RESULTS  GUARANTEED 
Tin 
were  unsolicited.   Your di 

ess u iili the Slim Pak Plan "I. 
\ iously depends on YOU, bul re 
member; 

WEIGH   LESS- 
OR   PAY   NOTHING! 

Beef Stroganoff ! [ce cream sundae ! Pol 
roast!   Mashed  potatoes and  gravy I   Pie 
u ilh  v\ hipped cream  P i] 

The Dime-a-Day Diet! 
And the Slim-Pak Plan is not only safe, 
easy, and effective, il costs yen just a 
dime a daj ! Even less when yon buy the 
60 o! 'MI day I'Ian ! For a Dime-a-Day, 
you can have the figure you'll love, Me able 
in near the clothes everyone will admire! 

Lose  Weight—'Without  Starving!' 
The Slim-Pak  Plan  is not a  fad or crash 
did, contains no dangerous drugs    I    pi 
ciallj   formulated  for  the dieter  who has 
"tried everything"—and failed! 

Slim-Pak is Personalized! 
Slim-Pak can work for you where other 
duts have failed because only your 
Slim-Pak    Plan    takes   into   account   the 
I Is you  like to eat. your sex. your ajre, 
your height, your present weight, and 
what you'd  like to weigh! 

Calls Slim-Pak 'A Blessing' 
"Never found a diet so easy to .stick with, 
nor a plan that really worked for me as 
Slim-Pak does. What a blessing it is to be 
able to lose weight without starving, (led 
Mess you and the medical scientists." 

WEIGHT  LOSS GUIDE 
Mow   much  weight would you like to 
take  off—and  keei off?   Our  records 
show: 

People who Usually 
want to lose: order: 
1-11 pounds 30-day Plan 

12-19 pounds 60-day Plan 
Over 20 lbs. 90-day Plan 

Ask your doctor aboi t the Slim-Pak Plan 
hrst!    Your   Persona lized    Plan    includes 
tablets that  supplement  food  but  play  no 
rule  in   weight   loss! Registered  by  name, 
U.S.  Patent Office Ti 1541. 

c,   1970—Northwestern   Pharmaceuticals,  466 
North Western. Los Angeles. Calif. 90004 

Lose 6 to 16 pounds in the next 
30 days—without ever going hungry 

—or money back! 

liiiiiiipiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiipiii 

Loses 27 Pounds in 60 days! 
"I have just completed my second bottli 
of Slim-Pak tablets. Winn I started I 
H i ighed 180 pounds and measured 40 
inches around the waist. I now weigh 15.3 
pounds and have a 34 inch waist." 

Teenager Loses Pound a Day! 
"I am 16 years old and have been on the 
diet for 2 weeks and have lost 14 pounds. I 
have dieted  many  other times, but   I   have 
gotten the greatest satisfaction from the 
Slim-Pak diet. I am very seldom tired and 
usually do not get hungry between meals." 

'I was Getting Desperate!' 
"I was getting desperate. Now I have lost 
inches ami pounds making it possible to 
get back in m\  size 9 again." 

Loses 10 Pounds in One Week! 
"Slim-Pak is marvelous. I have lost in 
pounds in one week and am recommending 
it to my club members." 

'Without Nervous Tension' 
"Without fear of getting off my diet or 
nervous tension and that empty feeling, I 
have   lost   3 J/   inches   from   my   hip 5 
inches from my waist. I have lost 18 
pounds." 

'Miraculous' Says Lady, 70 
"1 am 70 years of aj;e and they have- 
helped me miraculously. Besides losing 
weight I have gained considerable 
strength and desire to live." 

More than 10.000.000 vitamin-fortified 
Slim-Pak tablets have keen dispensed 
Based mi an audit of refund records. THE 
SLIM-PAK PLAN HAS SATISFIED 
99.1% OF ITS USERS. And Slim-Pak 
must satisfy you—or your money will be 
promptly  refunded ! 

 MAIL  NO-RISK  COUPON   NOW!  
NORTHWESTERN 
466 No. Western Ave., Dept. 119-A, Los Angeles, Calif. 90004 

YES, I'd like to try Slim-Pak at your risk! I would like to lose o to 16 pounds in the next 
I understand that there is a money-back guarantee that I must lose those unwantei 
without starving, needless calorie counting, or giving up many of my favorite to, 
Please rush my Personalized Slim-Pak Kit! It contains everything 1 need to take, evei 
need to know, to lose weight while I enjoy three big, satisfying, vitamin-rich me; 
snacks—every day!  Please include the tablets indicated: 

□ 30-day supply—$3 
□ 60-day supply—$5 (save $1) 
□ 90-day supply—$7 (save $2) 
Please add extra 50c for postage and handling ! 
□ Send C.O.D., I enclose $1 deposit 

Please complete: 

□ Male □  Female Age  
I am feet inches tall. 

3u days. 
1 pounds 
ids! 
ything  I 
1 plus 

I now weigh  
I would like to weigh_ 

-pounds. 
-pounds 

Name. 

Address- 

City  -State -Zip  
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Beautiful Gardens 
Send for NEW fall catalog with 
144 pages, over 1,500 subjects 
Considered by many to be America's finest gar- 
den catalog: superb selections of favorite bulbs, 
shrubs, plants—plus unusual and exotic special 
offerings. Every item tested and guaranteed. 

± Wayside Gardens 
America's Home Gardening Headquarters 

V 

WAYSIDE'S CATALOG 
NOW COSTS NOTHING! 
Send $2 deposit; we'll 
enclose a $2 refund 
certificate good on your 
first order. Hurry, quan- 
tities are limited. 

WAYSIDE GARDENS      . 
203 Mentor Avenue, Mentor, Ohio 44060 
Please   rush   new   Fall  Catalog    I   enclose   $2 
deposit which will be refunded on myfirst order. 
Print Name  

Address  
City State Zip  

STEREOPHONIC 

HIGH-FIDELITY 

CREDENZA 

Available for your own components or complete with Grammes 
stereo/monophonic hi-fi. At leading stores. Permanent displays may 
be seen through your dealer or decorator at 964 Third Ave., New 
York City • Merchandise Mart, Chicago • Furniture Industries Mart, 
Philadelphia  •  9000 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles. 

Send 75 cents to Department 6 for booklet. 
UNION-NATIONAL,   INC.      •      JAMESTOWN,  N.Y. 14701 

LOOSENS  RUSTED  BOLTS, 
NUTS,   SCREWS  &   PARTS. 

AT  HARDWARE AND AUTO 
STORES  EVERYWHERE. 

When brand names compete, 

products get better. 

BRAND NAMES FOUNDATION  INC. 

THOSE HORRID 

AGE SPOTS* 

Send money. 

Nothing bis. you understand. For just 
50 cents, we'll reciprocate with lots and 
lots of our new color brochures, fea- 
turing our many exciting thru-the-home 
fin nit me collections. (For example, this 
Foyer Commode is from our Royal Tri- 
bune grouping.) The address: Carolyn 
Langley, Dept. HG-870, American of 
Martinsville, Martinsville, Va. 24112. 

"-AMI MERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE 

FADE THEM   OUT 
'Weathered brown spots 
on the surface of your 
hands and face tell the world you're 
yetting old — perhaps before you 
really arc. Fade them away with 
ESOTERICA, that medicated cream 
that breaks up masses of pigment on 
the skin, helps make hands look white 
and young again. Not a cover-up. Acts 
in the skin—not on it. Equally effective 
on the face, neck and arms. Fragrant, 
greaseless base for softening, lubricat- 
ing skin as it clears up those blemishes. 
Distributed by the trustworthy 56-year- 
old Mitchum laboratory. ESOTERICA 
at leading toiletry and drug counters. $2. 

IIIOI (.11 is   AND   THINGS   FOIl   ENTERTAINING 

PARTYIDEAS 
FROM A c 'oi mm' REsmjRAm 
Definitely no rural innocent when it comes to good food. The 

Farmer's Daughter in Orland Park. 111., outside Chicago, is a 

restaurant where each dish is presented with charming pas- 

toral style. Seen here are some of the original serving ideas 

created by the owner, Kandy Henely, and perfectly adaptable 

for summer parties on the patio or at the poolside. From 

her forthcoming cook book, Mrs. Henely suggests a delicious 

dessert, Irish Whiskey Pie, given below, for a supper buffet. 

Whimsical turtle breads 

might be adapted for 

children s parties. They're 

easier to make than you 

might imagine. Form the 

body first. Head. legs, and 

tail are shaped separately. 

moistened with water, then 

attached to the main loaf. 

HELMS 

,r 
1 

Amber-colored Rhine 

nine goblets cosset 

an ambrosial dessert, 

zaba) on con fresones, 

a specialty of the chef, 

Dietrich Schrocder. 

Ice cream is served 

imaginatively in floiver- 

pots (Why not plant a real 

/Ion er for each guest?). 

Irish Whiskey Pic 

1 tablespoon and x/-? teaspoon gelatin   lA cup sugar 

V2 cup water 

Salt 
1 i cup milk 

2 squares unsweetened choc 

I egg yolks 

2 egg whites 

\y± cups heavy cream 

■/4 cap sliced almonds 

late 2 tablespoons Irish whiskey 

9-inch baked pie shell 

Toasted sliced almonds 

Dissolve gelatin in cold water. Melt over double boiler until 

hot and clear. Mix a pinch of salt, milk, chocolate, egg yolks, 

and 14 cup and 2 tablespoons sugar. Cook until chocolate and 

sugar are dissolved. Put in bowl. Add gelatin mixture. Chill 

over crushed ice until s\ rap). Beat egg whites until stiff, add- 

ing 2 tablespoons sugar gradually. Fold in chocolate mixture, 

then % cup cream whipped. Add nuts and whiskey. Fold until 

smooth. Pour into 9-inch baked pie shell. Top with remaining 

cream whipped and toasted sliced almonds. Serves 8. 
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t no the i unusual dessert idea 

I   for a picturesque part) 

,   finale    the grape tree. 

£   Sculptured from nothing nunc than 

a piece of driftH ood mill 

festooned i< ith clusters of 

fruit. Scissors and finger 
bonis me on hnml. 

A milk can makes </ 

$reat outdoor wine-cooler. 

Ij you haven I an old 

one. Saks Fifth Avenue 

has a copper edition. 

>u might build a whole part) around two ideas from The Farmei - 

uighler—the sausage tree cart, Arbol de Chorizos, and the mobile 

■eese board. Both roll around conveniently indoors or outdoors 

tr guests to serve themselves. Sausage, served with crust) bread, 

sliced onto wooden paddles. The cheese, aboard a wheel-about 

teller's block, goes with halos of crisp. Swedish Kings-Bread. 

,  • 

Spicy sausage tree hors d'oeuvre 

trolley, LEFT. Two-tier plant, top 

serving cart with hardwood surface, 

black metal frame at Hammacher 

Schlemmer. Similar charcuterie 

stand and individual paddles 

of Burma teak by MilNor at 

Carson, Pirie Scott. The mobile 

cheese board, ABOVE, is a 

butcher's block on casters. 

Block at The May Co. 
FOR STORE ADDRESSES, SEE PAGE   1 39 

Trees 
Grow 
On Ideas... 
ideas that help nature enrich the soil around them— 
ideas that make war on the thousands of insects that 
attack them—ideas that offset smog, pollution and other 
hazards with which people unintentionally hurt the health 
of their trees. 

Like so many things in our changing world, shade 
trees in our cities and suburbs are becoming more and 
more dependent on scientific research and care for sur- 
vival. For more than sixty years the Bartlett Tree Research 
Laboratories have continuously been developing ideas 
from the experimental to the production stage, providing 
Bartlett fieldmen with the solutions to individual shade 
tree problems and the latest in tree care techniques. 

You get complete professional service that extends far 
beyond local knowledge when you put your trees in the 
hands of a Bartlett Tree Expert. He is a technician skilled 
in expert diagnosis and trained to apply the techniques 
developed by our research scientists to regional condi- 
tions. That's why it will pay you the next time a tree prob- 
lem arises to consult your local Bartlett Tree Expert. 

BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS 
Home Office, 2770 Summer Street, Stamford, Conn. 

Research Laboratories and Experimental Grounds. 

Local Offices from Maine to Florida and west to Illinois and Alabama. 
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GOING PLACES, FINDING THINGS 

EACH SECTION HAS 

ITS OWN 

GARDEN MOTIF. 

SWEATERS AND COATS 

ARE   STASHED OUT OF SIGHT 

IN OVERHEAD LOCKER. 

AT YOUR SEAT, 

A LITTLE JAPANESE FAN. 

SLIPPERS AND A 

HAPPI COAT FOR YOU 

TO RELAX IN. 

WARM SAKE 

COMES IN A 

PORCELAIN CARAFE. 

JAPANESE 
GARDEN 

ON A IjjMBO JE1 
What you ought to know 

about traveling on a 74 

Boeing's jumbo jet, the 747, has brought new ease to long distance flights, not so 

through speed (although it does shave a few minutes off flight time), as with new sp, 

Space in the seats, which are 2 inches wider, softer, more cupped to rest your head.! 

to stretch your legs. Space in the aisles for transcontinental pacing. There's even 

space for shaving (mirrors and outlets throughout the plane). And although the luj 

allowance is the standard sixty-six pounds for first class, forty-four pounds for ecoi 

you can carry more of it into the cabin. Above your seat is a snap-shut slot 

locker that will take a full flight bag or a small attache case, and below the scat is 

for a soft duffel. There is also a place in the cabin where you can hang small garmenl 

on coat racks. 

First airline off the ground with a 717 was Pan Am. Now nine others are flying 

Each fleet has the flavor of its home country, plus its own special comforts, gadget' 

services since Boeing designed the interiors to each airline's specifications. BOAC 

"baby bar" with two banks of bottle warmers. TWA reserves a special area for 

smokers. Alitalia offers a super executive chair designed by Sergio Lend: the whol 

tips back for reclining, has fingertip controls for lights, music, movies. Air France 

a library of detective novels in French. English, and Spanish. 

The interiors of Japan Air Lines's 717s, just put into service in time for the 

weeks of Japan's Expo '70, were inspired by traditional Japanese g'artli 

Designed by Isamu Kenmochi, each of the four passenger sections has its own g; 

atmosphere, its own predominant color and motif—wisteria, wild orange, pine, or rr 

The mural decorations, the stewardesses' kimonos, the china, the menus, even tin 

tion's boarding passes, all carry out the garden's color and motif. When you come ab 

you can relax in slippers and a happi coat designed by Japan's famous fashion desi 

Hanae Mori, and practice using the tiny Japanese fan you'll find in your seat p 

along with a cache of information on shopping and sightseeing in Japan. Or froi 

first-class section, you can wander upstairs to the lounge designed as a "Teah«i 

in the Sky" and sip green tea or a cocktail. 

For your dinner, you can order a classic Japanese appetizer — sushi (rice i 

with raw fish or vegetables and seaweed), or Sashimi (marinated raw fish), ot 

broiled with ginger and soy sauce, then go on to beef teriyaki, or grilled fish, or nil 

(braised vegetables). Warm sake will come in a little carafe set on its own lacqi 

coaster. After dinner you can watch a movie, or a filmed lesson in basic Japane? 

listen to a special Japanese hit parade — Ryuko. Or just pour over the maps of the w< 

capitals you'll find in your seat pocket. 

Until mid-September the airline's "Garden Jets'" will whirl crowds to take in 

70 (see the Expo Water Gardens, page 58)—after that to enjoy such excitemen 

Japan's spectacular autumn with its brilliant foliage: The Autumn Fe< 

with its ancient Shinto ceremonies is held in October at the ancient Toshogu Shri: 

Nikko. In Nov ember, in the Shinjuku Gyoen (Garden) in Tokyo, there is a specta 

Chrysanthemum Show where the blooms from several-hundred-year-old bushes ai 

inches in diameter. Japan Air Lines's Garden Jets fly daily from Honolulu to Tokyo 

four times a week from Los Angeles, stopping in Honolulu. 



GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH 

continued from page 22 

since there is nothing like the power «»/ an idea whose 

lime is about /<» come. Giselle Fitch, a young tmerican 

who was horn in Hong Kong and studied Yoga in India, 

is a persuasive teacher, easily able h> convince anyone 

yearning /<» be fascinated by some form «»/ nonboring 

exercise. The M atergate has a club membership /»»■«»- 

gram and weekly mid daily arrangements. The tele- 

phone number is (202) .'i27-7().~>.~>. 

THE BOAT     Nearby, a restauranl Floats at the end of a 
i ii vi SA       |(je|.   ||1(, Qang   Plank,  the  mosl   irresistiblj 

PLACETOEAT -i i     n        I  alluntiji place possible. One deck    all glassed 

in—at water le\el lets you eal with llie river lapping at your 

elbow and all the busy little boal life going on around. There 

aren't am   particular items thai  watch  weight  because the 

whole menu—chief!) steaks and fish    -does that anyway   (in- 

cluding the lobster, which they say is Mown down from Maine 

on the Gang Plank plane). The Gang Plank stavs open until 

midnight, is handy   for supper after, and very  close to, the 

Arena Theatre. The telephone  number  i-   12021   554-5000. 

THE BIG       Today when people think of tin' Top, 
LITTLE HAIR   tne |n   ,ju>v al„lost invariably think b-i- 

PLACE ....       „   '   , .   "      , 
1-1-1-1-g. nut the most swinging, the most 

successful hair place in Washington is in a tiny little 

Victorian house on Wisconsin Avenue, Georgetown's 

main drag. It is called Jean Paul et Norbert and a small 

swinging sign says "Art et Coiffures." You come into 

a big chaotic square room hung with a string of little 

paintings: Jean Paul, himself an artist, says "I didn't 

paint them but I chose them." Everyone seems to be 

democratically sitting out in the open under the dry- 

ers, and in certain Washington circles there was some 

debate "Jackie used to sit out here in the Room with 

everybody." "No she didn't, she was always tucked 

some place upstairs or downstairs." In any case, there 

Mlt'f any downstairs anymore but a charmingly fur- 

nished blue and white toile ghost room. Jean Paul 

says "I had this done for myself, but I had to abandon 

it because I couldn't control things from down here." 

And that's perhaps the secret of the whole successful 

operation. Jean Paul, who is a Frenchman ("I only 

have French working here"), is a perfectionist and 

keeps his artist's eye on absolutely everything that goes 

on. Everything has gone so swimmingly that he owns a 

superior French restaurant. La Provencale nearby at 

1616 Wisconsin Avenue and a Men's Boutitpie almost 

next door. Shampoo and set here is $9.50. The tele- 

phone number is (202) 965-1646. 

THE SUS-       One of the newer and certainly one of the 

PENSEFUL      mos| aston;shing places to eat is not far away 
PLACE TO        .     „ .      ...      .        TL. ,, 

DINE m Georgetown—La Nicoise.  I his rather con- 

ventional-seeming restaurant offers French 

food served a point and has a clientele with a great deal of 

eclat. But for some arcane reason, at dinner, the waiters 

swoop up to your table on roller skates. (No one knows whether 

they train the waiters to skate or skaters to wait.) Will two 

skating waiters collide? Will your order reach its destination 

safely? And if not, at what point between the kitchen and 

Continued on page 142 

Iff your wiffe 
thinks furniture is fun 

••• profit by it. 

If she's the kind of woman other women call for help 

with their decorating problems, she probably already 

knows all about the exciting possibilities of our wall-hung 

furniture. It's a modular system of real furniture, 

from a manufacturer who's been in business since 1916. 

Now consider an exciting opportunity for profit: 

You and your wife can own an Interior Systems furniture 

and accessories store for $14,500 down, plus working 

capital. We guarantee a minimum $10,000 income the first year. 

What's more, we supply the beautifully decorated store. 

We'll even send your wife to school where she'll 

learn everything she needs to know —at our expense. 

An Interior Systems store only takes one to operate. 

Your wife, with occasional part-time help — like you. 

Use the coupon below or phone collect (213) 478-0433 

for all the business facts you need. An Interior Systems 

store franchise could be big enough for both of you. 

Interior Systems, 10889 Wilshire Boulevard, Dept. U8 
Los Angeles, California 90024 

Please send me, without obligation, your Franchise Information Kit. 

SNTHIiiOi; ̂ SYSTEMS 
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travelog 
NEW JERSEY 

VI LAN IIC CITY 

ON THE BOARDWALK AND OCEAN 
Time-honoured as a "mark of excel- 
lence" in exquisite charm, unsur- 
passed personal service and eminent 
clientele. Situated on 5 Magic Acres 
at Park Place in America's famous 
ocean resort, ATLANTIC CITY. 
69 Years White 
Family Ownership- 
Management 
Elliot S. Ryan, 
General Manager 
Atlantic City OB404 

-jg£Lag ■-.!.-■*.• 

NORTH CAROLINA 
i  VSHIERS 

High Hampton Inn ami Country Club. Mtn. resort. 
Spoctaculai   scenery.   Private   18-hole,   par  71   -nil 
 se.   Tennis.   Stables.   -1   hikes.   Early   May   lo 
In- Oct. Write Dept. II. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 

Port Royal Plantation Inn 

Now, your family can enjoy a vacation 
together, with an extra vacation treat 
for the children. Port Royal Planta- 
lion Inn and Golf Club has a special, 
9:00 am to 5:00 pm, children's pro- 
gram supervised by trained counselors. 
They'll have their own world of fun 
while you're free to enjoy all Port 
Royal Plantation has to offer — and 
I hat's a lot! Twenty-seven holes of 
championship golf, swimming, sailing, 
fishing, exploring beaches and nature 
trails, all in a sub-tropical paradise. 
Write or call today for reservations: 
Port Royal Plantation Inn and Golf 
Club, Hilton Head Island, S.C. 
Telephone:   (803)   785-3381. 

VIRGINIA 
IIU INGTON 

THE TIDES 
& The Tides Golf Lodge 
Yachting, golfing, tennis and all the 
rest in an unsurpassed rural Virginia 
atmosphere of luxurious informality, 
within a day's drive of much of the 
South and East. 

Irvinqton, Va.      (703) 438-261 

Information for 

shopping 
ALL PBICES QUOTED THROUCHOUTTW. KDIIORUL 

PAGES  OF   HOUSE  &   GARDEN   ARE   APPROXIMATE. 

"CONSULT YOUR INTERIOR DESIGNER 

OR STORE DECORATING DEPARTMENT. 

INSTANT   DECORATING-* 
Page 6 I : 

1. "Direction" 6-part silk screen on 

3' x 3' canvases by Joe Grimaldi for 

Supergraphic Originals, limited edi- 

tion of 150, $500 the set exclusively 

at W & .1 Sloane, 414 Fifth Ave., 

New York, N. Y., 10018. 

2. "Heidi" pattern bed pillow shams, 

20" x 2(>". Kodel polyester and 

combed cotton, durable press finish, 

$7.50 each (matching bedspread 

available!  I>>  Howard Curtain Co. 

3. Bean Bag Chair in wet-look vinyl 

(available in small, medium, and 

large sizes in all fabrics!, medium 

size shown $102 by Craft Associates. 

land-molded hexagon 

4"  thick, by Structural 

Pago 65 : 

"Cascade 111 

tiles,  8"  x  " 

Stoneware. 

All multicolored and printed pillows 

covered with scarves of Indian cotton 

tie dyes, printed silk, and silk tie 

d>es. Ottoman covered in one-of-a- 

kind sari material. By Far Eastern 

Fabrics. 

Three wicker table/benches with 

black Formica tops form base of 

banquette, 6%' x 28" x 12%" high, 

designed by Danny Ho Foil", for 

Tropi-Cal. $250. "Golden Cane- 

gilded jktware, 8 place settings $100. 

"Primavera" green leaf dessert plates 

made in Italy. $3.25 each. "Elegance" 

white dinner plates, $2.25 each. 

"Latham'' water goblets, $4.50 each. 

Svvi-s linen napkins available in as- 

sorted colors, $1 each. White ceramic 

ashtray. 9%" diam., $10.50. Coffee 

table, ■"• 1" glass top on chrome base, 

30" wide x 48" long x 12'," high, 

$500. Mirrored pillow with velvel 
back. If)" square. $22.50. Solid col- 

or pillows of linen, silk, and cotton. 

Chairs upholstered in "Royal Moire" 

cotton/rayon fabric, in brass and 

pink carrara with contrast welting, 

about $200 each. Twin size throw 

style bedspreads on banquette in 

"Tulipa" outline-quilted cotton ray- 
on fabric, Scotchgard finish, kodel 

polyestei fiber fill, $160 each. "Tu- 

lipa"' table skirt. 90" round, $45. 

"Tulipa" fabric on shirred ceiling, 5 I" 

wide, 23%" repeat, $9 yard. Walls 
covered in "Tulipa" made-to-measure 

unlined curtains for shirred look. By 
Bloomcraft,    "(.old    Seal"    drapery 

hardware b> Kirsch. All at l!l ling- 

dale's. Lexington Ave. at 59th St., 

New   York, N. Y., 10022. 

Pus<- 66 : 
1.   "Celestial'   cotton   window   -hade 

in other sizes, by the yard, or in 

draperies, bedspreads, pillows, and 

valances), $16.50 as shown by Cameo 
Curtains. 

2. Plexiglas Color Cube with 3 tri- 
angles in the primary colors arranged 

inside, colors change when seen 

through each other as cube is turned. 

10". $150 by Selig. 

3. Multiplication Tables in many col- 

ors, stackable for storage with re- 

movable legs, legs in chrome or gold, 

$12.50 each table, or in white. $11.50, 

by Samsonite. 
4. "Gemini'" slipcover in acrylic, cot- 

ton, and nylon stretch fabric. Fabri- 

gard finish, fits 2-cushion sofa with 

arms 5" to 11" wide and backs 64" 

to 84" long, b> Sure Fit. 

5. Campaign style secretary/bar from 

the Independents Group, drop-front 

desk top in center with mirror and 

light inside, bottom doors hide pull- 

out tray, drawer, in ebony, white, red, 

yellow. Bittersweet, and walnut. 30" 

wide x 15" deep x 78" high, $220 by 

Bernhardt Furniture. 

6. Cork wall tiles by Decro Wall, 12" 

square, adhesive back, $3.39 package 

of 9. White fiberglass stools (shown 

-talked as sculpture), $8.49 each. 

Whit,' fiberglass table, $12.49. 

"\\ hatchamacallits" vinyl-finished 
15" cube (stacked beside windows for 

shelvesi. $15 each. White matchstick 

blinds. <>' x 3'. $5 each. Cotton tie- 

hack- foi curtains, $1.70 each. Hard- 

man walnut hab> grand piano, $1995. 

Wood and canvas folding chairs. $50 

each. Denon stereo with speakers, 

$180. Floor lamp with chrome base 

and white plastic globe. $80. "Shad- 

ows" print, $60. "Rainbow Stripe" 
No-Iron cotton Kodel percale sheets 

designed bj Vera for Burlington 
House, from S7.25 lor twin flat to 

$15 for king fitted. All at Macy's. 

Herakl Square, New York. N. Y., 
10001. White vinyl floor tiles, 12" 

square, b)  Goodyear. 
7. Seagreen "Starburst" carpet tiles 
from the Geometric Series. Cumuloft 

nylon    flocked    onto    solution-dyed 
\ciilan.    self-adhesive    backing,    12" 

s(|uaies (also available in 18" squares 

and 8 different colors), $1.12 per 12" 

square, hv (lis Mfg. 

Pag.- 67 : 

;;. ( hrome bench from the Dimensions 

Collection designed hv Ralph Logan. 

base i- inii lot chrome finish on steel 
with butterscotch leather cushion. 

20" wide X 15" deep x 20" high. $235. 
9. Interlocking latex foam cushions on 

aluminum  track  form   Italian  chaise. 

by Peter Max, 45" x 70"  (available      each cushion separated   upholstered 

96 

in stretch fabric available in 7 colors. 

66" long x 30" wide, SHOO at Prob- 

ber,* 979 Third Ave., New "^ mk. 

N. Y.,  10022. 

(10. Cocktail table formed by bench 

on its side and %" plate glass top. 

40" square x 15%" high, S250. i I'.v 

Globe Furniture. 

11. Self-adhesive covering: "Ameri- 

cana" Con-Tact. 18" wide, 49c vard. 

"Ascot"' polished patent Con-Tact, 
18" wide. 98c yard. Both by Comark 

Plastics. "Chevron" Cohere, 49c yard. 

"Basket Weave"' Cohere, 18" wide. 

49c yard. Both by Clopay. 

12. Curtains at corners of bed and 

valance are made-to-measure panels 

shirred on rods, in pink "Lilly" pat- 

tern chintz. Inside valance and cur- 

tains at corners and back of bed are 

made-to-measure panels in lime 

"Ginghamette" chintz. Upholstered 

headboard and tailored "Sophisti- 

cated" double bedspread in block- 
quilted lime "Ginghamette" .hint/. 

Round table cover, 90" diam., in pink 

"Lilly" chintz. All by Nettle (nek 

through their complete-in-six-weeks 

decorating service. "Gold Seal" cur- 

tain rods by Kirsch. Natural rattan 

screen from Hong Kong, 20" x 72" 

panels, $70. Tilt-top pedestal table of 

pine. Swedish antique c. 1750, $675. 
Tvndale lamps with ceramii base, -'7" 

high. $60 each. Straw floor matting 

(available in anv sizr and main col- 

ors), $1.65 square foot. Vntique 

Portuguese camphorwood chesl with 

brass fittings, c. 1850. $495. lied 

frame by Harvard Bed Co.. $18. Lord 
& Taylor's double bed mattress and 

springs, $90 each. Alfat Lord v\ 

Taylor, 421 Fifth Ave.. New York, 

N. Y., 10018. 

Pajr 68 : 

1. "Granada" one-piece seamless fi- 
berglass tub and shower wall. I 1" 

tub height. "Barrow" vitreous china 

lavatory. "Triangle" toilet. "Temper- 

fix" controls on tub and lavatory, re- 

act to fluctuations in watei pressure 

and temperature to maintain desired 

setting. All by Eljer. 

Silver Mylar on accordion wall-. 51" 

wide, $9 yard at Allume, Inc 
Third \ve.. New York, N. Y., 10022: 

Amtico "Kaleidoscope" vinvl tiles, 

12" square x 'N" thick. 
"Mirror-Lite Strips" with 1 bulbs, 

brass or chrome, self-adhesive, 19%" 

long, $15 pair at Hammacher Schlem- 

mer. 147 E. 57th St., New York, \. 1 .. 

10022. 

Decocraft   mirror  tiles over  bathtub, 

12" square" $10 box of 12. 

Sonj I ligita] clock-radio, $50. 
Clear   plastic    towel    bar.    18",    .mil 

towel    ring,    6"    diam..    both    with 

chrome fitting-, "-It each h> Jakson. 

Crystal decanters, $18 to $40 al Bac- 
carat Inc.. 55 F. 57th St.. New York, 

V  1.. 10022. 
Hanging Plexiglas shelf. 13" wide x 

16" deep x 13" high, $375 at Bloom- 
ingdale's. Lexington Ave. & 59th St.. 

Vvv York, Y V. 10022. 
Nest of 3 plastic tables 1 largest shown 

a- stool), 12" x 16" x 16%" high to 

12" x 14" x 14%" high. $135 for nest 
of 3 at  The  Shop of John  Simmon-. 

HOUSE & GAR 
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I iii (.in\. Pai k li<l., Memphis, Tenn., 

38117. 
Wliii.' telephone Jack by Marco Za 

nuso, $50 .ii s. arabaeua Ltd., 223 i 

Mill, St., New York, N. V., 10022. 

Chrome cube, -I". $95 al Bonniers, 

605 Madison \v... New York, N. ,>., 

10022 and Utman's, Fifth Ave al 

34th St., New York, Y V. L0016. 

- Vtli s" towels: bath $3.50; hand 

$2: washcloth 80c. Luxor quality 

white towels; bath $4.50; hand $2.25; 

washcloth 79c. Both by Martex, a 

product of WestPoinl Pepperell. 
Latex foam rubber mat on platform 

covered with white towels. 

Cosmetics l>> Kenneth. 

2. "Stix" plastic pedestal clock, bal 

tci\ run, 12" high \ 1" square, $1(1 

from \ incent Lippe's Bath X Boudoir. 

"Accent" pattern Cotton fabric willi 

Con-Tact backing, Scotchgard finish, 

23" wide, $'■> yard by Riverdale Fab- 

rics. 

3. While urethane loam chaise cov 

end u illi  layei  ol  v m\ I. available in 

25 colors, 60" long, $340 by Quasai 

International. 

4. "Exquisite" pedestal TV of white 

molded plastic, 15" x 15" \ 16" high, 

$115 by   R.C.A. 

5. Chrome cube, 24", $95 at Bonniers 

and   Utman's. 

(>. "Soroya" towels: bath $4; hand 

$2.30: fingertip 95c~; washcloth 85c. 

"Soroya" shower curtain, double-pol- 

ished clear vinyl, $10. Both by Field- 

crest. 

"Dmhair" ribbed weave 

ing of goat's hair, 6V/ 

Durkan (iarpel (!o. 

Plastic towel bar and 

chrome fittings, $14 each by Jakson. 

"Exquisite" pedestal TV (see #4 

above*. "Goblet" pedestal clock- 

radio (AM) of white molded plastic, 

battery-operated, 6%" high x 1:V 
wide x 4%", $30. Both by R.C.A. 

All minerals on stands by Arthur 

Court. $35 to $200 at Luten, Clarey, 

Stern.* 1059 Third Ave.. New York, 
N. V. 10021. 

All plants from Terrestris, 409 East 
60th Street. New York. N. Y., 10022. 

PaK<- t,9 : 

"A Maze" towels: bath 14.50: hand 

$2.25. "Trio" towels: bath $5.50; 

hand $2.75. "Grand Velour" solid 

color towels: hath $4.50; hand $2.25; 

fingertip $1. All by Stevens-Utica. 

Pillows covered in "A Maze" and 
"Trio" patterns. Latex foam rubber 

mat covered in "Grand Velour"' 
towels. 

"Accent" pattern shower curtain, ma- 

chine-washable, Scotchgard finish. 
6' x 6', $17 by Ames. 

Walls covered in "Accent"' cotton 

fabric with Con-Tact backing, Scotch- 

gard finish, 23" wide, $5 yard by 

Riverdale Fabrics. 

Sea grass covered basket, $14 at 

Paper Moon, 1192 Madison Ave., New 

York, N. Y., 10028. 

Lucite picture frames, $5 to $15. 

Orange earthenware mug, $3.50, and 
covered dish, $5. Yellow plastic soap 

dish, $2. Assorted combs, 75c each. 
All at Bonniers. 

White vertical window blinds with 

louvers of Triglas fabric made to or- 

Hoor-cover- 

vvidth,   by 

ring    with 

dcr b) Thru \ u Vet lii il Blind < !orp., 

615    Fenimorc    Rd.,    VI i ironeck, 
N. V   1054 I 

vinyl bathtub tray with 3 

brushes, $7 by Jakson. "Stix" plustii 

pedestal clod ' abovi I 

Toi tm h> Polly Bergen. 

Page 70: 

1. " Vction" 2 p.in. I ilk screen on 

I' \ 6' canvases by Joe < •> imaldi foi 

Supergraphic Originals, limited edi- 

tion ..I  150, $600 the pair exclusively 
.il  Vv   &   I  Sloan. . 

2. Campaign chesl designed b\ Don 

W i ■ lit in pecan veneers from the (>\- 

Ford Square Collection, silk-screened 

surface, brass hardware, stain and 

spill resistant Drexelguard finish, 32" 

\ 19" x 21" high, $1 13 bj Drexel. 

3. Parsons tables of seamless molded 

plastic: House & Garden Parrot 

Creen dining table. IK" long x 21" 

wide \ 28" high, $45; Tangerine 

game table, 34" square \ 28" high. 
$50; Sun Yellow cocktail table. 34" 

square x 16" high. SKI. By Poly form 

(!orp. of America. 

I. Swell Chair of molded polyure- 

thane covered in Vntron in Ion stretch 

l.ilu u. self-inflates in seconds to 95 

ol its size, I hour to completely inflate 
and set, available in black, copper, 

fuchsia, red yellow, and Ultramarine 

Blue. 35" diam. \ 35 Ms" high, $150 
by ('rait Vssociates. 

5. Assemble-it-yourself table by kip 

Coburn,  16" legs and 30" glass top. 
$135 at Lucidity. 959 Second Ave.. 

New York, N. Y., 10(122. 

0. Pacificolor "San Mateo" draperies, 

woven deep (Ived Fiberglas vain 

available in many colors and ready- 

made sizes. 90" width $17. I'.v Bur- 

lington   House. 

7. Tri-section wall system from the 

Gemini Collection finished in white 

lacquer with polished chrome haul 

ware: bookcase with 5 shelves, $165; 

cabinet with 3 open top shelves and 

bottom shelves behind doors, $209; 

cabinet with 2 open top shelves, drop- 

shelf desk, and 3 bottom drawers. 

$242. Each section 32" wide x 15" 

deep \ 79" high, also available in 

walnut finish. Bv Bernhardt Furni- 

ture. 
8. Sofa table in a kit, includes cut 

sheets of Plexiglas, polishing ma- 

terials and adhesive. 4' square x '-j" 

thick top and 14 V base, $175 ($185 

with color base) by mail from Plexi- 

craft Products. Inc. 33 Cranston 

Road, Kendall Park. N. .).. 08824. 

Page 71 : 
9. "Treillage" rug from the Boutique 

Collection, 9' x"l2', $400. (Available 

in other sizes from 4M>' x 6' to 12' x 
18'. Matching solid color cat peting in 

12' widths available at $28 square 

yard. I By Hardwick & Magee. 
White plastic bar/serving cart I fore- 

ground) with steel ball casters and 

bottom shelf, made in Italy by Kartell. 

221/a" square x 24" high. $105. Imari 
ware covered dish made in Japan. 

$95. Imari ware ashtray. 7"i" \ 41-..". 

$15. White plastic radio made in 

Italy by Brionnega, $135. "Baita Bed- 
ding" beds forming banquette, box 

spring and mattress combination. 33" 

(Continued on page 139) 

SHE NEEDS YOUR LOVE 
Little Mie-Wen in Formosa already 

knows many things ... the gnawing 
of hunger ... the shivering of fear 
. . . the misery of being unwanted. 

But she has never known love. 
Her mother died when she was born. 
Her father was poor—and didn't 
want a girl child. So Mie-Wen has 
spent her baby years without the 
affection and security every child 
craves. 

Your love can give Mie-Wen, and 
children just as needy, the privileges 
you would wish for your own child. 

Through Christian Children's Fund 
you can sponsor one of these young- 
sters. We use the word sponsor to 
symbolize the bond of love that exists 
between you and the child. 

The cost? Only $12 a month. Your 
love is demonstrated in a practical 
way because your money helps with 
nourishing meals . . . medical care 
. . . warm clothing . . . education 
. . . understanding housemothers . . . 

And in return you will receive 
your child's personal history, photo- 
graph, plus a description of the 
orphanage where your child lives. 
You  can  write and send  packages. 

Your child will know who you are 
and will answer your letters. Cor- 
respondence is translated at our over- 
seas offices. 

(If you want your child to have a 
special gift— a pair of shoes, a 
warm jacket, a fuzzy bear—you can 
send your check to our office, and 
the entire amount will be forwarded, 
along with your instructions.) 

Will you help? Requests come 
fxJm orphanages every day. And 
they are urgent. Children wrapping 
rags on their feet, school books years 
out of date, milk supplies exhausted, 
babies abandoned by unwed mothers. 

Since 1938,thousands of American 
sponsors have found this to be an 
intimate person-to-person way of 
sharing their blessings with young- 
sters around the world. 

Little Mie-Wen and children like 
her need your love—won't you help? 
Today? 

Sponsors urgently needed this month 
for children in : India, Brazil, Taiwan 
(Formosa) and Hong Kong. (Or let 
us select a child for you from out 
emergency list.) m Write today: Verent J. Mills I (=}" 

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc. 
Box 511, Richmond, Ya. 23204 

I wish to sponsor □ boy □ girl in 

(Country)   

fj Choose a child who needs me 

most. I will pay $12 a month. 

I enclose my first payment of 

$ Send me child's name. 
story, address   and picture. 

I cannot sponsor a child but want 
to give $  
□ Please send me more informa- 

tion. HG4080 

Name  

Address 

City  

State   Zip 

Registered   (VFA-080)   with  the 
U. S. Government's Advisory Com- 
mittee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. 
Gifts are tax deductible. 

Canadians: Write 1407 Yonge, 
Toronto 7 
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Giant Antique Map 
Exquisitely Beautif 

In Antiqued Go 
ul Old World Map 
Id Wood Frame 

JSMCtogT   ■ 

i 

beauty to any room in your home. The char- 
acter of Ihis fine art is so excellent thai they 
find an enthusiastic audience of art lovers, 
decorators and appreciative homemakers 
wherever   they   are  exhibited. 

You'll understand whj they are so fomiiiaujf^ 
ing once you see the exquisite craftsmanship 
employed by the map maker. The small black 
and white illustration shown at left cannot 
convey the dramatic beaut) and rich engraved 
look of these magnificent laminated reproduc- 
tions fitted, ajid framed in solid wood with 
antique gold finish. You must see them in 
lar»e   full  color  to appreciate  their  beauty. 

Each map is a large 16" \ 18" with lovely 
embellished borders. You will he thrilled with 
the grace and heautv it will add to your home, 
office or club. 

Map of the World circa 1651 

Sold   in   art   stores   for  SI5-   Now  yours   for   just 
$1.98. Antique gold wood frame included. 
Imagine decorating your home with this su- 
perb antique map . . . This breathtakingly 
beautiful   map   in   color   will   bring   rich   new 

Wood 
Frame 

Included 
$1 .98 

Westport's World Art & Gift Shop 
606 Post Road. Westport, Conn. 06880 
Studio 8HG 
Please send me the Antique Map in solid wood 
gold antiqued frame for only $1.98 plus 50c pp and 
handling on full money-back guarantee if 1 am not 
satisfied. 
Enclosed   is   S  
NAME   

ADDRESS ZIP    
□ SAVE!    SPECIAL   OFFER:    Order   i   framed 

maps for only $3.50 postpaid. Extra map makes 
perfect gift. 

BUY YOURSELF AN HEIRLOOM! 
Your pride in 
owning this beau- 
tiful highboy will 
be exceeded only 
by your joy in 
having so many 
drawers. (My 
mother kept her 
secrets in one like 
this, among Dad's 
sox, ties, and col- 
lar buttons.) But 
best of all, it is 
the epitome of 
your own good 
taste. 

Made of cherry 
with a rich brown 
tone finish, brass 
hardware, and 
broken pediment 
with finial. Eleven 
drawers with cen- 

ter guides, dovetail joints. 
The simple Queen Anne styling accents the 
beauty of the cherry wood. Use it with 
prized antigues or contemporary furnish- 
ings, in bedroom, hallway, or as Colonial 
Americans did, in the living room. W AV/i, 
D 19i/2, H 75'/2 inches. 

$259.95. shpg. chgs. coll. No C. O. D. 
Send 25c for catalog of reproductions. 

Dept. 770, Box 266, Concord, N. C. 28025 

OCphraim Marsh 

DANISH STYLE 
FULL SIZE LOUNGE CHAIR 

European imported solid hardwood frame, wal- 
mii finish, with authentic gracious curved Danish 
arm. 281 ;." wide, 29" high. Thicfc I" poly- 
urethane foam seat cushion, 22" x J2": :i" thick 
back cushion ! 7" x '2 2". At one price, your 
choice oi expandable supported viny] oi eavj 
tweed fabric. < olors—Olive, Tangerine, Black, 
Blue   or    l, r   furnish   two   yards,    o-l"   wide, 
your fabric. Cushions zippered, fully welt< 
reversible 

pie swatches and 
lete Danish living room catalog. 

Shipped unassembled, easily setup in 10 minutes. 
ONLY 

ShllWi'"yt-harf„-'si>rolIvct. S 24.95 
Send check or money order. T 

GENADA IMPORTS 
Dept. G8, P.O.Box 204,Teaneck. N.J. 07666 

X.J. Residents add J' V  tax 

Free 
COAT OF ARMS 
RESEARCH REPORT! 
Send us your family name and we'll 
research it FREE. If we find a coat 
of arms recorded, we'll send you a 
written report. The report will in- 
clude our source, a written descrip- 
tion of the arms, and the family 
motto if recorded. You will also re- 
ceive literature describing our line of 
heraldic items. There is no obliga- 
tion so why not write us today. 

HALBERTS DEPT. HG-S? 
3687 IRA ROAD, BATH, OHIO 44210 

GAZE  INTO THE  FUTURE? 
Here is a "crystal" ball, complete with 

pedestal that mates an interesting con- 

versation piece for office or home. 

Give him the future for his desk. Ball 

is three inches in diameter and is sup- 

ported on a hardwood pedestal. $£.95 

WORLD ARTS 
Box   577-K,    Wilmington,    California    90744 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
WITH  BETTY FAGAN 

ORDER MERCHANDISE BY WRITING DIRECTLY 

TO SHOPS. ENCLOSE CHECK OR 

MONEY ORDER. ADD SALES TAX WHERE 

APPLICABLE. ANY UNUSED ITEM 

(NOT PERSONALIZED) MAY BE RETURNED 

BY INSURED MAIL FOR  REFUND. 

PLEASE INCLUDE ZIP CODE. 

ROSE 
MEDALLION 

Oriental opulence 
in a magnificent 

hand-painted   bowl. 
Touched with gold on 
traditional alternating 

panels of figures, birds 
butterflies, flowers, a 

brilliant enamel. 8" 
3Yz" h. $14.50; a 

$28. Ppd. Downs, Dept 
1408, Evanston, 111.60204 

NIGHT SCENE 

Every bedside table needs a 
gleaming crystal carafe and 

glass for a cool drink during 
sleepless moments.  Perfect 

for nighttime medication, too. 
Hand-engraved rose design. 

3%" glass fits into 6V2" pitch- 
er. $5.95 set ppd. Jenifer 

House,  G80,  Gt.   Barrington, 
Mass. 01230. 

LOOK! 

The crafty ladies in Blowing 
Rock found a mountain crafts- 
man to hand fashion this 
charming primping mirror of 
solid walnut or cherry. Mahogany, 
too, on special order. Pattern is 
from Colo- 
nial   times. 
18", $22.50; 
21" $28.50. 
Add $1.50 
post.   Craft 
catalogue, 
25c. Crea- 
tive Crafts, 
HG8. Rt. 
#1,   Box 
101C,   Blow- 
ing  Rock, 
N.C. 28605. 
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IT FOLDS! 

Handsome and handy— 
extra seating for 

kitchen pow wows, 
your card crowd. Red, 
white or blue enamel 
with  natural  caned 

seats.  17'/4" by 18" 
by 31" high. $16.95; 

$30 pr. Exp. coll. 
From  Italy by way 

of  Storehouse,   Inc., 
HG8,   1923 

Peachtree   Rd., 
Atlanta, Ga. 30309. 

TIMELY HUTCH 

A bit of Americana, reproduced in miniature 
with interesting detail. Little Meissen-like 
plates, pitcher and candlesticks in a wood 
tone cabinet atop the electric clock base. 
11%." high, 5%" wide, 2Vz" deep. $7.95 plus 
50c post. Colonial Studios, Dept. AHE-8, 
20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 10606. 

SWISS  IMPORTS 

Wonderfully washable, 
no-iron polyester 

batiste. 72" cafes, 
24" long, $12.50 pr.; 

30", $13.50; 36", 
$14.50; 45", $16.50. 

Valance, 72" by 12", 
$6.95 each.  Ppd. 

Catalogue,  65c; 
swatch, 35c. 

Hildegarde, HG8, 597 
Farmington Ave., 

Hartford, Conn. 06105. 

ROBIN  PIN 

Porcelain  pin  in soft  natural colors 
from a painting by Bucks County 

artist, L. Hager. Golden setting with 
safety clasp. l7/8" by 1%". Just 

$4.25 from Clymer's of Bucks County, 
HG8, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

LEVI   PLACEMAT 

Red-bordered blue denim mat with 
leather Levi patch stitched securely 
to serve as a coaster. 18" square red bandana 
napkin tucks into left hand pocket. 
Western flavor for cook outs and cook 
ins. $2.75 each; four for $10.50. Ppd. Holly 
House, HG8, 9924 Edgecove, 
Dallas, Tex. 75238. 

An Amazing Value /or only s2^ 

Lighted Pineapple Centerpiece 
With many luscious fruits 
around its base gives delight- 
ful "dining in the tropics" 
atmosphere! Light shines 
through the translucent true- 
to-life color of the pineapple, 
making a unique centerpiece 
sure to be admired by guests! 
Uses 2 "C" batteries, not incl. 
A great buy for only $2.98 

MAIL 10-DAY 
NO RISK COUPON 

I   GREEENLAND STUDIOS 
3776 Greenland Bide . Miami, Fll. 33054 

Enclosed is check or mo. for 
$  

141 Pineapple Lamps @ 
$2.98 (Add 35? post, each) 

Zip  J 

No. 212. Mellow 
pine case with hand 
painted dial 22'A 
in. H. x 11 % in. W.x 
5% in. deep. With 
chime $85.00. Pen- 
dulum Movement 

4. $75.00. 

SHELF 

No. 219 

Mellow pine 6'A 
in. H x 15 in. W. 
x S% in. D. $18. 

Postage extra. 

<Ia<me& ffir'cet ,/ — — 
KNOCKER (<f 

Solid  forged   brass knocker is ;  !' 

2 in. x 7'/2 in. Weighs a very I 

hefty II/2  lbs.  Postage $1.50. I ,gjj 

Handsorn.. $16.50   J*J 

SEND 25c FOR 196 PAGE CATALOG 

enter 
RANCOCAS WOODS. N. J. 08066 

Telephone BEImont 5-1830 

2,000 EARLY AMERICAN 
REPRODUCTIONS 

Direct by mail, huge selection of 
hard-to-find items. Colonial furniture, 
early colored glass, pewter, dinner- 
ware, hand-forged latches and hinges, 
chandeliers, candle holders, clocks, 
fire-tools, switch plates, much more! 
Great way to gift-shop for Early 
American fans. Send 25c for 80-page 
catalog, many full color illustrations. 

(§tf> (Smlfarfc itegp 
85   Broad St.,  Guilford,  Conn.  06437 

HAND   EMBRO 
CREWEL   from 

DERED 
INDIA 

In stock for immediate delivery. 

Multicolored floral pattern delicately hand 
embroidered in wool on natural hand-woven 
Indian cotton from Kashmir. Ideal for 
elegant draperies, upholstery, bedspreads, 
pillows, etc. Available by the yard in 
50" width—only S9.95 per yard,  post paid. 

CREWEL PILLOW COVERS 
l2'/2" sq. or rd. $5.00 ea. ppd. 
NEW   COLOR   CATALOG   AND 

SAMPLE CUTTING, 50c   IN COIN 
FEATURING NUNDAH RUGS & CREWEL PRODUCTS 

GURIAN'S 

Delicate 
Dogwood 
Design 
ETCHED IN   '- 
ICED 
CRYSTAL 
8" GLOBE 
Fashioned by Old 
World Craftsmen 
to give new light 
to any decorating 
scheme. Three 
charming enchan- 
tresses of Rogers 
gold circle base 
of imported Ital- 
ian marble, show- 
ered with hand 
cut imported crys- 
tal pendants. 
Completely elec- 
trified. Overall 
height   26".   An 

p'flct  $39.95 t 
Sorry Yo COD't 

LUIGI CRYSTAL 
Dept.   HG8-0,   7332 
Frankford Avenue 
Phila.. Pa. 19136 
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WONDERFUL WILLOW 
Imported from Europe 

FLOOR   STAND— 
Versatile! Attractive! 
Has three shelves for 
cosmetics, towels, etc. 
Handwoven. finished in 
its own natural rich 
willow color. 13" x 13" 
x 30" high. S12.30 
postpaid. 

WILLOW ON THE 
WALL—Use it in so 
many ways in the 
kitchen, bath or foyer. 
Stands alone or hangs 
on wall. 18" x 6" x 20" 
high. $7.95 postpaid. 

u 
- A,A. 

HANDWOVEN WILLOW OTTOMAN—Handsome globe is mar- 
velous for resting weary feet or for extra seating. Seat will support 
? 300 pounder, 24" dia.. 14" high. SI 1.95 postpaid, torduroy cush- 
ion 13  dia., to fit on seat. SI .95 (gold, avocado, black or tangerine). 

9 WICKER IN 
HOUSE & GAR- 
DEN COLORS- 

IS Professionally 
spray-pai nted in : 
Pineapple Yellow. 
Parrot Green. Space 
Blue. Azalea. Bit- 
tersweet. Black & 
White,   add  20%. 

Buy D 

VIS 

SEND 25c FOR CATALOG 
■f  ami  Sin .    I  MST/7  /   ,,,n s.  C1inr</rs 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
.  i   Res   add 5< ,  sales ia, 

IT OUR WAREHOUSE SHOWROOM 

Fran's 

TRejyfLoz yfouAe 
89 W. Main St., Dept. HG8, Rockaway, N.J. 07866 

SHOPPING AROUND 

House & Garden Readers ONLY 

DRESS 
SPECIAL 

Reg. $25.00 

Only $14.99 
"Wonder Fabric," 
washable, drip-dry, 
silky 100% Acetate 
Knit. Flattering, all- 
occasion style. 
Red/White or 
Green/White. Sizes 
10-20 & 12l/2-24'/2- 

$14.99 
Plus 60c post. 

$S deposit 
tor COD 

Satisf. 

guar. 

OLD   PUEBLO  TRADERS 
6OO-H8M-S0. Country Club, Tucson, Arizona 85716 

GIVEN ANY THOUGHT TO 
SOLVING THIS PROBLEM? 
Well, fox your weary mind no more — iolve it easily, 
economically (AND serve two purposes) by sending 
your friends our new, original-design "We've Moved" 
Christmas Cards, imprinted with your name & NEW 
address, to sove YOU time and trouble. Choose from 
5 clever designs, each specifically aimed at telling 
your friends you've moved, and making sure you re- 
ceive your mail. Send name and address to receive 
FREE FULL-COLOR BROCHURE on these expertly de- 
signed cards. Even if you're not moving, send for 
future reference! 

CURRENT, INC. 
Dept. U18, Box 2020,   Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901 

in an heirloom tradition 
An exact replica of a famous old sterling 
pattern, with graceful pistol hollow 
handled knives. 3 tined forks and rat- 
tailed spoons, in heavy, hand-forged (these 
are not stamped) satin finished stainless. 
Service for eight includes 8 dinner forks, 
8 dinner knives, 8 salad forks, 8 soup 
spoons, 10 teaspoons, plus 2 serving spoons. 

50-piece service for    8 
75-piece  service for  12 

S29.95 
44.95 

Steak   Set.   8-piece   pistol   handles    (not 
shown). Gift boxed. S16.95 

OPEN STOCK AVAILABLE 
Also   available:   BETSY   ROSS   FIDDLE 
BACK     stainless     steel.     Complete     50- 
piece    service    for    8.    $29.95.    75-piece 
service   for   12.   $44.95.   Ml   prices   ppd. 

SETH^JED 
Dept.   HG-80,   Great   Barrington.   Mass.   01230J 

The 
"NEW  DIMENSION" 

Table 
Our N. 0. 124 TR holds 
a full meal. Roomy top 
11" x 27". Fits over lap. 
25" high. All steel, stain 
resistant for Indoor-Out- 
door occasions. Red-side. 
T.V. Dinner, Pool-side, 
Parties or study. Rrass 
Plated Caddy Cart rolls on 
plastic wheels, stores In 
small space. Use as Table 
or Tray. Design choice 
Penna. Dutch, Classic Gre- 
cian, Walnut Grain. Ma- 
terial and workmanship 
guaranteed. 

CART & 
FOUR TABLES 

$24 so 
Shipped Ppd. 

Sorry No C.O.D. 

MODE     WercLnJise   Co 
1607 Summer Street.  HG-8,  Philadelphia, Pa.  19103 

It's \v arAi«* 

^a^.-jsx^-sv* 

LOUD AND CLEAR 
Gold-colored metal desk plaque 
proclaims in black lettering: It's 
hard to be humble when you're 
as great as I am. No false mod- 
esty here, or is it ego-assuaging? 
It'll give friends a joshing good 
laugh! 4" by 4" on stained wood- 
en stand. $1.98 plus 20c post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 585 
Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
94105. 

FOR FERTILE SOIL 
Custom care here for soil and 
foliage consists of a soil test kit, 
'XYZ' fertilizer with potent in- 
gredients to mix with water, a 
proportioning sprayer to give 
just the right amount of foliar, 
deep root feeding. All three, and 
a promise never to burn your 
lawn in any weather, $12.95 ppd. 
Sudbury Lab., Inc., 2720 Dutton 
Rd.,  Sudbury,  Mass. 01776. 

BABY SAMPLER 
Make an enchanting crewel baby 
sampler from a complete kit that 
includes a darling design with 
young one's name and birthdate. 
Stamped on 15" by 17y4" linen; 
crewel yarns in pinks, blues, 
green and white. $2.95 plus 35c 
post. Fruitwood finish frame, 11" 
by 14". $3.50 plus 45c post. The 
Stitchery, HG8, Wellesley Hills, 
Mass. 02181. 

PILLOW PUNCH 
Walk on the wild side with plump 
white pillows bearing jungle de- 
signs. Choose a tiger, lion or 
zebra. Each measures a handy 
17" by 17" just for throwing, to 
make a big impression on a 
sofa, chair or bed. In super smart 
black on white. $6.95 plus 75c 
post. ea. Elizabeth McCaffrey, 
HG8, Northport, IM. Y. 11768. 

SMALL TALK , 
Dial "Darling" for the latest word 
in imported telephones. Go-with- 
everything white atop a shiny 
gold base with a gold dial, re- 
tractable handset cord, standard 
length cable, plus a melodious 
bell tone to boot. Lightweight, 
compact. $29.95 plus $1.50 
postage. Order from Metropolitan 
Teletronics, HG8, 35 W. 35th St., 
New York, N. Y. 10001. 

It LI)   A   GREEN 
CHRISTMAS   LABELS 

Make your Christmas mailings merry and 
efficient. Personalized in red with your 
name md address "i an\ message that 
fits, printed on while non-curling gum 
paper. Tree i.- green, (.teat for letting 
youi Christmas card list know your cur 
rent address. An) I lin< s > about 20 chai 
actet - per line). .">()(> foi $2 I \ ia an 
$2.30). Thank you kindly. Bruce Bolind 
28-X Bolind Bldg., Boulder, Colo. 80302 
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MIRACLE VALUES by mail! 

GARDEN  TRIUMPH!  Grows Year 

After Year—Hundreds of Bananas 

PLANTATION 
BANANA TREES 

Start it growing in your home! A beautiful mass 
ot colored blooms followed by luscious edible 
bananas year after year. This amazing dwarf ba 
nana tree grows about 5 feet high so that deli 
cious fruit is within easy reach. Imagine picking 
bananas for breakfast, cereal, TV. snacks. Use 
the surplus crop for banana cream pie, fritters, 
banana splits. 

EASY  TO  GROW—NO   SPECIAL  CARE  NEEDED! 
Your trees will thrive indoors, on window sills or 
patios in summer. Our grower ships only well 
rooted trees. Now available to you at our incredi- 
bly low price of only $4.95. Satisfaction Guaran- 
teed BANANA PLANTATION TREE: $4.95 each, 
2/$9.00, 4/$17.00. Plus 35c pp. & hdlg. 

Save time and money . . . 

New, professional-style 

PAINT SPRAYER 

Sprays an Even, 
Smooth Coat, 

AUTOMATICALLY 
In Any Position! 

$1298 

only 

plus $1.50 pp. & hdlg. 
2 for $25.00 

Save $100, $200, $300 up to $500 on all paint- 
ing, spraying and touch up jobs around your 
home. Save time with this pushbutton sprayer 
and get professional results. Just plug in, pull 
trigger with one finger and you are painting 
doors, ceilings, walls—exterior walls, garage, 
boats, cars. Paints anything twice as fast. Also 
sprays varnish, polyurethane. New improved Jewel 
No2zle adjusts for any type of paint (latex, enamel, 
flat, PVC, etc.). Adiusts for proper consistency— 
and holds it. Guaranteed electromagnetic motor 
needs no oiling, no adjustment, 100% rustproof. 
Professional results guaranteed—or money back. 

H 
amazing 

offer 
magnificent dynasty 

Figurines 
Magnificent dynasty 
figures antiqued in   , 
sol id ivory color sell   ' 
in   fine   art   stores 
for up to $10—now 
yours   for   only   $1 
while  supply  lasts. 
Each   antiqued   ivory 
colored  figure   meas- 
ures  6"  tall.   Exqui-      ,< 
sitely     mounted     on 
solid   ebony   black 
pedestal.   Create a 
corner   of   old   world 
beauty   in   your   own 
home   by   ordering   these 
magnificent figures on this 
amazing offer. Order now. 
G Fisherman $1, fj War 
rior $1, G Chinese Lord 
$1, G Chinese Lady $1. 
Please add 25c for safe pp 
& hdlg. SAVE! Order com- 
plete set of 4 for only $3. 
(SAVE $1) 

IMAGINE! GROWING IN YOUR HOME 

LUSCIOUS PINEAPPLES WITH OUR AMAZING 

INDOOR PINEAPPLE 
PLANT 

Comes to you with growing pre ripened fruit Now 
you can pick and enjoy delicious juicy ripe planta 
tion pineapples right from these amazing guaran 
teed yield pineapple plants—right in your home 

These remarkable true pineapple plants grown 
and developed for indoors, are guaranteed to bios 
som, thrive all year 'round. Nov grafts, but well 
rooted, pre potted plants. Grow delicious juicy, 
ripe pineapples indoors. After picking fruit, they 
bud, burst into masses of fragrant snow white 
blooms and bear fruit again and again. Overall 
size grow to about 4 feet. Can be planted outdoors 
in summer for larger fruit. Easy to grow indoors. 
Indoor Pineapple Plant (with growing fruit). In 
pot l/$3.98, 3/$11.00, 6/$20.00. Please add 
50c per plant for postage and handling. 

RTSI 

:> 

Special   European  Art  Purchase! 

ORIGINAL OIL 
PAINTINGS 

From  France, Austria, Holland 

(Not Reproductions) 
Come to you on artist's canvas, mounted and 

mat framed, ready to hang! 
Amazing offer. Each painting originally $20, now 
yours for $2.95 on special sale! Not reproductions 
but original framed oil paintings you will be proud 
to hang in your home. Not only for their exquisite 
full-color beauty, but for their possible increase 
in value. The artists finally selected (after 2 years 
of searching) are from Holland, France and Aus 
tria. They are fine and unusually talented crafts 
men . . . men who we think may achieve great 
ness. Each painting on heavy artist's canvas is 
signed by the artist. Comes to you mounted and 
mat framed ready to hang. Large 14" x 17" size. 
Country of origin is indicated on back. 
Indicate choice of subject mutter. 

Please add 35c per painting for Postage & 
Handling. 

G Add   $1   per  painting  and  we  frame  in  antique 
gold   color   gallery   styro   frame   shown   (overall 
contour size 16" x 20"). With this frame add 50c 
postage and hdlg. 

□ Landscape Q Seascape □ Floral □ Paris 7 Fruit 
I for 2.95      2 for 5.75      4 for 11 

WOfUD^T GROUP^eTtsrTG-' 
2 First St., East Norwalk, Conn. 06880 

Gentlemen: 
Please   rush   me   the   items   I    have   checked   I 
below. Satisfaction Guaranteed. I 
□ Banana Tree G Pineapple Plant □ Paint Sprayer   . 
□ Chinese Carvings   n Original Oil Paintings 

Enclosed is $ 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

CITY  STATE ZIP 

Game-Bird Classics 

Big, 10-inch Golden-Rimmed BONE CHINA Display Plates 

from STOKE-ON-TRENT in England ... Irresistably Priced! 

Quality that will delight you — white, white 
china, so substantial each plate weighs over 
IV2 lbs.! Bird pictures in full, lovely, rich yet 
soft colors, so detailed they could be used for 
a naturalist's lesson. Each feather and detail 
exquisitely rendered by superb artists, then 
captured permanently by English artisans who 
have been at their craft for generations. 

COLOR AND DESIGN SO BEAUTIFUL THEY 
"GLOW," ADD A CLASSIC DECORATOR TOUCH 
AND ACCENT TO LIVING ROOM, DINING AREA, 
LIBRARY, BUSINESS OFFICE, CLUB. 

Show them off to admiring friends and guests 
on wall, mantle, plate rack, plate stands. 

Plates like these are displayed in some of 
the finest English and American homes. Often 
they are heirlooms, treasured and handed down 
in wills to favored children. Few wall orna- 
ments have such a "classic" feel, put so much 
glowing beauty in one spot. Behind each de- 
sign are centuries of tradition. The birds seem 
alive, so magnificently are they depicted! The 
picture seems three-dimensional, so cunningly 
shown are the birds against their natural 
background. 

Use your decorator's skill—your eye will 
tell you how to place these for most striking 
effect iii any room. Singly, each can transform 
a dull area into a proud feature of your room. 
In groups, they can be shown in a row, tri- 
angle, or as your own creativity dictates. For 
any room a man shares, they add a classic, 
sportsman touch he will enthuse over. 

WONDERFUL AS GIFTS! 

if you don't agree with every word of descrip- 
tion above! You will treasure these plates, ad- 
mire them endlessly, we are sure. 

OPTIONAL - 3 PLATE HANGERS 
ONLY 50c EXTRA 

Sturdy wire hangers protect your precious 
Game Bird Classics while giving full display. 
Put them up in just a few minutes, on any 
wall. Worth far more than this nominal price. 

10 
M.lil.lil.li 

Actual size of 
each magnificent 
plate! 

These are called "ten inch" in the trade ■ 
measure over 9V2" rim to rim. 

Can you think of a more perfect gift for those 
who appreciate fine craftsmanship, tradition, 
and Nature's beauty? Give them with pride. No 
one will guess how little they cost—thanks to 
our fortunate "buy." The famous name "Stoke- 
on-Trent" is on the back of every plate. We 
have a sizeable supply, but they will go fast— 
we advise you to get yours without delay. Full 
money back guarantee. Return within 10 days 

WORLD ART GROUP, Dept. 8HG 
2 First St., E. Norwalk, Conn. 06880 

Please rush me the complete collection set 
of 3 Engraved Game Bird Plaques-Plates in 
English China (golden-rimmed) at $6.95 (ea. 
plate 10" dia.) on full-money-back guaran- 
tee if not delighted. Please add 50£ for 
safe postage and handling. 

I enclose $  

Name 

Address 

City State _?!P_ 

G SAVE! Order 2 complete sets for $12. 
G SPECIAL! Complete set of 6 Game Birds 

on magnificent English Bone China (3V2" 
size for display as dessert, nut dish, ash 
trays, plaques for hanging — only $8.95 
plus 25<: for safe postage & handling.) 
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INTRODUCING STACKABLES PU7NVPELRACEH,NG 

CREATE A WALL OF CUBES 
AT LOW COST 
NOTHING STACKS UP 
TO STORAGE LIKE 
STACKABLES 
In situations where hazards or 
economy prevent the use of costly furniture, 
STACKABLES are ideal. Think about it. 
It's tougher to find a place STACKABLES 
wouldn't be in place. 
Put STACKABLES anywhere and anyway you 
want. Put them side by side, make a room 
divider, or a storage wall. Designed of RIGID 
FIBERBOARD on a functional basic 12" Cube. 
Here's intelligent and attractive storage for 
books, toys, records, Hi Fi, clothes; ANY- 
THING. Sets up in seconds. GREAT for the 
Den, Children's Rooms, Office, Boat or where- 
ever Decorative Storage is needed. 
STACKABLES are available in Oyster White which 
works nicely in any interior or they can be 
personalized with Spray Paints, decorative 
STICK-ONS or Magic Markers. 

SOLD AS SET THREE 12x12x12 inch cubes. 
$^.95   Per SET (add $1.00 p.p.) 

SAVE $2.90 
ORDER 3 SETS 

(9 STACKABLES) 
ONLY $12.95 
+ $2 POSTAGE 
TOTAL $14.95 

Pegasus DEPT.   HG-870,   1855  IMPERIAL AVE. 
NEW HYDE PARK, N. Y. 11040 

FOR 
HOT POTS 

TURTLE 
TRIVET 

SILHOUETTED TURTLE is hand- 
some, practical trivet —lets heat from 
hot pots escape thru openwork in his 
shell. Heavy black wrought iron with 
head, feet & tail in textured detail. 
68304 Turtle Trivet; 6V2X7V2".   1.00 

«TJ Tj!/""«Tir»G   OF   BOSTON 
I>±\HlKs JL\.   O    SINCE     1818 
B47  BRECK  BLDC,  BOSTON,  MASS.  02210 

DINGY TEETH made 
RADIANT WHITE 

■'nrfnntlirl Like a Movie-Star smile 
inSiunriy. with new Cosmetic Enamel! 
Are you smile shy because of discolored, 
dull and unattractive teeth? Then try 
WYTEN, a marvelous new "Dental Cos- 
metic" for an attractive new glamorous look. 
Just brush on and instantly you transform 
discolored, yellow and dingy teeth into a 
sparkling white finish that appears so pearl- 
like and natural. WYTEN is used by thou- 
sands of women and theatrical folks to cover 
up stains, blemishes and even gold fillings. 
Dental formula is completely safe and 
harmless for natural as well as false teeth. 

SEND NO MONEY! Free 10 Day Trial! 
Pay postman on delivery $1.98 plus postage 
for a 3-4 months supply LAB. TESTED. Or send 
only $1.98 with order and we pay postage. 
(2 Wyten $3.50, 3 Wyten $5.00) 10 day trial 
must satisfy or money will be refunded. 

NU-FIND  PRODUCTS   CO.,   Dept.T497 
Box 205 Church St., New York, N. Y. 10008 

\, 

V 

fc 

A GAL'S BEST FRIEND 
Sculptured nylon money cache is your best 
protection against purse snatchers. Snaps 
onto bra or slip straps. Holds folding money 
or other valuables. Plastic lined with fold- 
over flap. 
Hide It  $1.98 +  20c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5°„ sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises oept. HG-SO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

CREATIVE CREWEL! 
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS. AVAILABLE 

ONLY FROM CREWEL WORLD! 

VEGETABLE POTPOURRI: A bright, gay and con- 
temporary interpretation. Kit contains: Stamped 
natural color fabric, yarns of orange, reds and 
greens, needle*, diagrams and complete instruc- 
tions. Finished sue: 13" x 19". Kit #65VP. $9.50 
plus 8 Or postage. 

Send check or money order only. No C.O.D.'s. 
Pa.  residents  add 6%  sales  tax  to  kit  prices. 

G&v§l©Wory 
BOX 303, DEPT. HG8 

HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA. 19006 
Send 50c for color brochure.    Fr< 

SHOPPING AROUND 

ft 
.** 

4 

fcs^iJl 

FUN AT THE ZOO 
All set for playroom capers a 
complete set of 20 giant zoo ani- 
mals is done up in storybook col- 
ored rubbery washable plastic. 
A marvelous menagerie delights 
small fry for many a happy hour. 
2" high. All 20, $1 plus 25c post; 
three sets, $2.50 ppd. Colonial 
Studios, Dept. GZE-2, 20 Bank 
St., White Plains,  N. Y.  10606. 

SAFE ELECTROLYSIS 
What with all the emphasis on a 
perfect skin, do remove any hair 
from face, arms, legs. Use Per- 
ma Tweez with ease: safely de- 
stroys roots with tweezer-like ac- 
tion; does not puncture or irritate 
skin. Accepted for advertising by 
AMA. $14.95 ppd. General Medi- 
cal Co., HGE-17, 5701 W. Adams, 
Los Angeles, Cal. 90016. 

SHOW ROOM 
Display a collection of spoons to 
their best advantage. Space for 
18 in a well designed two-shelf 
rack that is pretty enough to 
hang alone. Satin smooth colo- 
nial brown pine with a carved 
angel furbelow, it's a handsome 
show-off. 13" by 14". $6.95 ppd. 
Art Guild Enterprises, HG8, Box 
23201, Minneapolis, Minn. 55423. 

BOOTS ARE BEST! 
Sleek boots with smart buckled 
instep strap are terrific with 
tweeds, stretch pants or pants- 
suits. Genuine cowhide with 
sturdy sole and heel. White, black 
or bone leather, or natural deer- 
skin. Sizes 4 to 10 M and N; Vz 
sizes, too. $9.50 plus 60c post- 
age. Order from Old Pueblo 
Traders, 600-H8G, So. Country 
Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716. 

TIFFANY SETTEE » 
Bench in Art Nouveau style could 
be a fine focal point in your living 
room. 28 colors in spot-resistant 
velvet or other fabrics. Foam 
padded hardwood in 12 hand- 
rubbed finishes, 54" I., 14" w., 
17y2" h. $71 each; $136 pr. exp. 
chgs. coll. Ship. wgt. 30 lbs. Cat- 
alogue, swatches $1. Hunt Gal- 
leries, HG8, 2920 No. Center St., 
Hickory, N. C. 28601. 

PERSONAL AWAKENER 
Electric alarm clock is person- 
alized with "Wake up," followed 
by the name of the sleepyhead 
in big letters. Case is gleaming 
white plastic 2Yz" by 3%" by 
4V2" with four-foot cord. Saves 
mom at home, roommate in dor- 
mitory. Specify name. $6.49 ppd. 
Order from Miles Kimball Co., 
100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 
54901. 
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COOL  II 
Keep him one jump ahead in a 
one-piece jump suit. Wash and 
wear for lounging. Stretch waist- 
band, full-length zipper in S, M, 
L, XL; black, gold, medium or 
powder blue, olive, beige; rayon 
acetate, glen plaid fortrel/cotton 
or poplin/ dacron/ cotton. $12 ea. 
Corduroy $15. Ppd. Omar of Hol- 
lywood, Dept. 008, 1130 E. 12th 
St., Los Angeles, Cal. 90021. 

HANDY LITTLE NUMBER 
Trendline puts the dial and recall 
button in the palm of your hand. 
Adjustable ringer. Low, sleek and 
well-designed. Extra long cord; 
illuminated dial for night time 
use. Wall or desk models. Green, 
pink, blue, beige, white, tur- 
quoise, red, ivory, yellow or black. 
$59.95. Add $1.50 post. Metro- 
politan Teletronics, HG8, 35 W. 
35 St., N. Y. 10001. 

WISDOM TO KNOW 
Ceramic tile in white with purple 
and black Old English lettering 
bears the serenity prayer that 
ends with, "And wisdom to know 
the difference." Fine thought "for 
one and all! Six inch square. 
$2.98 plus 40c postage each tile. 
Order from Anthony Enterprises, 
HG8, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 

"HOW-TO" 
Serendipitous sampling of up-to- 
date wall coverings and ideas 
takes the worry out of wall 
decor. "Wallcoverings and You" 
displays paisleys, florals, flocked 
designs; explains how to meas- 
ure, suggests where to put what. 
32 page do-it-yourself booklet, 
25c ppd. United-De Soto, HG8, 
3101 So. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 
III. 60623. 

RATTAN WITH ELAN 
Bring the gaiety of color into 
your bath with an Oriental rattan 
basket. Choose from a spectrum 
of H & G colors: pineapple yel- 
low, parrot green, space blue, 
azalea, bittersweet, black or 
white. 11" dia. by 10" high. 
$3.95 plus 90c post. Deduct $1 
for natural. Catalogue 25c. Fran's 
Basket House, HG8, 89 W. Main 
St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

IT'S THE NUTS! 
And bolts too. They're both em- 
bedded within the 3" lucite cube. 
A natural for your favorite ty- 
coon's office where he gets down 
to the nuts and bolts of business. 
Clearly an interesting addition to 
any paperweight collection. $15 
plus $1 postage. Order from 
Postamatic Co., HG870, Lafay- 
ette Hill, Pa. 19444. 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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QooJ i«u> £y mAi£ \yeno Walter Drake 
4028   DRAKE   BUILDING,   COLORADO   SPRINGS,   COLORADO  80901 

SELF-STICK 
NO 

MOISTENING 

\ 
k 1 

SELF-STICK GOLD FOIL LABELS MAKE BIKE AN INDOOR SLIMMER! 
Gleaming gold foil labels stick anywhere-a smart touch Great exerciser! Just attach rear bike wheel ' 
to personalize letters, books, cameras, briefcases, rec- heavy tubular sleel stand - raise or lower wheel against 
ords, etc. Classic border, handsome black printing 1" x rollers to get everything from "on the level' to vigor- 
IV Up to 4 lines, 27 letters and spaces per line. ous "up hill" pedaling Bike comes off for riding 

P4010 250 Gold Foil Labels $1.98 F6061 Bike Exereitor(fits 26"-28"bikes)$9.98 

RETURN ADDRESS TAG FOR PET $1 
No need to worry about your pet getting lost1 This life- 
time return address tag shows the pet's name, plus your 
name, address and phone number - all engraved in pol- 
ished stainless steel Easy to put on collar. 48 hr service. 

P4008 Pel Return Address Tag ...... $1 

50 PERSONAL NAME TAPES $1 
Low-cost way to mark clothes for school, camp, gym. 
Printed in indelible red ink on white tape. Laundry 
proof Letters are 'A" high 48 hour service. 

P4006 SO Sew-On Name Tapes $1 
P4007 SO Iron-On Name Tapes $1 

12 PERSONALIZED PENCILS 69«       500 RETURN ADDRESS LABELS 50<t 
Any lust and last name you want, beautifully imprinted 
in gold letters on high quality Venus pencils Great for 
school, home, business. Kids love 'em because they are 
personalized. Full size, No. 2 lead. 48 hour service. 

S854 Set of 12 Pencils      69c 

Quick, easy way to put your name and address on letters, 
records, books. Any name, address & Zip code up to 4 
lines, beautifully punted in black ink on white gummed 
labels; rich gold trim. Free handy box. 48 hour service. 

S714 500 Labels       50« 

BILL-PAYING ENVELOPES 
Why scramble for envelopes at bill-paying time, or break 
up good stationery sets' Mail checks, orders, etc. in 
these 6V2" crisp white envelopes made for this job! Re- 
turn shows name, address, Zip code, 48-hour service. 

P3003 75 Envelopes $1 

PERSONALIZED VINYL DOOR MAT 
For your own home and for gifts! Tough, springy vinyl 
tips trap sand, grass, dirt. Self-draining. Name is molded 
in white letters (max. 17) on blue, green, red, brown or 
black 19" x 30" mat. Specify color. 2-4 weeks delivery. 

D7053 Door Mat $6.98 

WST 
2-FT. x 3-FT. POSTER 

Send in any picture, document, marriage license, birth 
certificate, wedding invitation, black and white or color 
snapshot (no negatives)... or a 35mm color slide .. . 
and have it enlarged into a giant 2-ft. x 3-ft. black and 
white poster. Comes rolled in a mailing tube to prevent 
creasing. Your original returned safe and sound. A real 
conversation piece for any room or office! 5 day service. 

D5009 Giant Photo (from photo) .... $3.98 
D5010 Giant Photo (from slide) $4.50 

Walter Drake & Sons 
4028 Drake Building 

I Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901 
FAST SERVICE 

We ship in 24 hours 

(except as noted) 
1     SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Charge to my 
INTERBANK 

MASTER CHARGE 
account number. 

Fill in and moil today — SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK! 

ADDRESS. 

CITY & STATE . 

ITEM NO     HOW MANY' NAME Of ITEM 

WE PAY POSTAGE    Colorado residents add 3% sales lax    TOTAL 

Print the 4 numbers and letter „.,.„ Mn 

from the lower lelt corner ol card DHI™ l,u 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

BUTCHER BLOCK 
36" diameter, $115.90 

Ck     42" diameter, $142.90 
jy?     48" diameter, $172.90 

Order direct. Check or Money 
Orders. No C.O.D.'s. Express 

charges collect. NYC, 6% tax. 
Elsewhere in N.Y. State taxes 

applicable. Catalog, 50c 

JSDBRAUNER.INC. 
298 Bowery, N. Y.  10012 (Dept. HG8) GR 7-2830 

SPRAY THE EASY WAY 
Re-decorate your home and save 
up to $500 with push-button 
paint sprayer. Viscometer unit 
adjusts for thin, medium and 
thick sprays; paints twice as fast; 
gives smoother professional coat- 
ing from any angle. No skipping, 
clogging with jewel nozzle. 
$12.98; two for $25. Add $1.50 
post. World Co.. Dept. HG8, 1 
Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

MEET DEBRA" 
For strolling in the park or shop- 
ping, here's the perfect-fitting, 
quality kid-leather walking shoe. 
Zigzag rubber sole, IVA" wedge 
heel. 2V2-13, AAAA-EE (D and EE 
to size 12); 2V2-10 $20.95; IOV2- 
12 $21.95; 12V2 and 13 $22.95. 
Bone/malt, beige/otter, navy/ 
light blue; black, white. Add 50c 
post. Solby Bayes, HG8, 45 Win- 
ter St., Boston, Mass. 02108. 

MIRACLE MENDER 
Glass in liquid form creates an 
iron-hard adhesive to piece to- 
gether the broken fragments of 
porcelain, china, jewelry, glass 
and tile treasures. Further, the 
bond is a permanent, washable 
one that scoffs at heat or cold. 
Each tube, $1.49 plus 15c post- 
age. Order from Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG8, 585 Market St., San 
Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

BOUND FOR THE BRINY 
Double handled straw basket 
from Madeira comes all ready for 
monogram to be needlepointed 
in colorful International Code 
flags. Tapestry yarns, chart, can- 
vas for monogram, lining, needle, 
instructions included. Basket, 9" 
by 4" by 5V2" h. Perfect for tot- 
ing to beach. $3.50 plus 50c 
post. What's New Shop. 12H 
Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

an heirloom of tomorrow* 
Church Christmas Plate 

A collector's item! Exquisite porcelain plate i 
third of a limited yearly series of famous Danisl 
churches. 1970 design shows the marble churcl 
of King Frederic V., Marmorkirken, in Copen 
hagen (c.1749). Fine imported underglaze i 
midnight blue and white; smoothly finished 
7%",  pierced for hanging. Order today! 

7310 1970 Church Plate     ppd, S12.0I 
6974 Walnut Plate Holder ppd,     2.51 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

"- J    ) Please, your zio code is required 

6/t 'PUttSt™' EVAN5TON.ILL.60204 

So versatile—It's a portable campstool, 
a sportseat, a fiberglas insulated thermo 
bag and a leakproof food container. Made 
of laminated sailcloth with folding alumi- 
num legs, zips open to large container for 
ice, 3 smaller ones for food. Makes 14'/V' 
seat. For picnics, camping, <CA Qft 
fishing—get an extra. *«r-  

Add SI.OO po.srooc 
TWO for $19.98 ppd. 

Pa. Res. Add 6<",   Tor • Sorry  Vo ' OD'a 
SEND    FOR    FREE   CATALOC 

TAYLOR  GIFTS 
Dept. 2, 211 C toga  B.I  . Wayne 

Tune: "Edelweiss" or "Yellow Bird" or "Born Free" 
"Whistle While You Work" "The Impossible Dream" "Somewhere My Lo< 

Sturdy wooden MUSIC BOXES Walnut finish, have laminated Hummel p 
ture on top $8.95 each. When lid opened, music plays. 18 notes, 4 x 3 x 2y>" 
Every hox is inspected and oiled befpre shipped to you INSURED. Catalog 5 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

II il«l«*li;ir«l«»*S GM, 597 Farmington Avenue, Hartford, Conn. 061 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

CAUSE FOR REFLECTION 
Place a handsome mirror and 
shelf set in your living room, cen- 
ter hall or dining room. Enjoy the 
favorable reaction from admiring 
guests. It's stunningly created in 
baroque style, finished in antique 
gold. Mirror, 14" by 9V2"; shelf, 
7V2" by 6". Set $3.98 plus 75c 
post. Harriet Carter, Dept. HG8, 
Plymouth   Meeting,   Pa.   19462. 

PET COAT CODDLER 
Grooming mist for pets removes 
coat tangles and snarls in min- 
utes, relieves skin dryness, itchi- 
ness in seconds. Spray-button 
conditioner makes coat easier to 
brush and groom; adds sheen 
and pleasant fragrance after 
brushing or toweling. $2.39 ppd. 
Mr. Groom Products Inc., Dept. 
HG10, 601 E. Alton St., Santa 
Ana, Cal. 92705. 

STITCH IN TIME 
From a primitive American paint- 
ing, cross-stitch a colonial sailing 
ship and ship ahoy with an origi- 
nal idea for a wall hanging! De- 
tailed on blue homespun, every- 
thing you'll need is included ex- 
cept frame. 12" by 15", $1.25 
ppd. Catalogue of painting, 
stitchery and wood cabinet kits, 
25c. Decorative Adventures, P.O. 
Box 228EX, Abington, Pa. 19001. 

LIKE THE REAL THING 
Vega is one of the brightest stars 
shining in the heavens and the 
Vega man-made gem is pure- 
white brilliance. Each crystalline 
stone with 58 facets expertly cut 
and polished. Won't scratch, chip 
or discolor. $22 per carat. Free 
booklet includes styles for men 
and women. Vega Co., HGE8, 
Box 465, Radio City Sta., New 
York, N. Y. 10019. 

SHAG CARPET RAKE 
This super heavy duty specifically de- 
signed hard wood rake is ideal for re- 
storing crushed and packed carpet. 
The carefully arranged round-end 
metal tangs do an excellent job of 
bringing up crushed and matted car- 
pet without catching in the yarn or 
loops. This is a must for all shag and 
plush carpet owners. 

enclose 

$4.95 
plus 90c postage 

No C.O.D.'s please 

RAK-A-SHAG EBERLINE PRODUCTS 
P. O. BOX 205 

TRENTON, MICHIGAN 48183 

irv<'i 

At Last. . a Place to Put 
Ice Teaspoons . . in Our 

CRYSTAL SPOON COASTERS 
Now you can protect table linens from staining 
or dampness with our new crystal spoon coasters. 
Made of pressed glass in the Old Cape Cod de- 
sign, so elegant they'll complement your finest 
china and silver. Coasters accommodate any tum- 
bler—attached spoon rests hold teaspoons to 
prevent dripping. 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

Set of fo 

$4.50 

rtisan jjtj Galleries 
2I00-B8    No.    Haskell,    Dallas.    Tc»as   75204 

€! 
SUPERWIDE SHEERS FABRIC SHADES & CORNICES PANELS 

During our 
between-season lull 
3 kinds of discount 

savings 
for people of 

different speeds 
order on 

or before 
SEPT. 30th 

order on 
or before 
OCT. 15th 

order on 
or before 
OCT. 31st 

20 
DISCOUNT 

15 
DISCOUNT 

10 
DISCOUNT 

X 

'0 

"I'll get it 
right in 
the mail 
tonight." 

"I'll wait 
until we 
pay this 
month's 
bills." 

I never 
can find 
a stamp 
when  I 
need it." 

- 

FIBERGLAS BEDSPREADS 

SWAGS & JABOTS 

Normally, buying direct from 
Ronnie, you'd save up to 40rf 
on Fiberglas Bedspreads and 
Draperies. Right now — is our 
between-season lull and our 
workrooms are at their slowest 
pace. By acting now you can 
save an additional 20%. Pro- 
crastinate a fortnight — when 
we start to get busy — and you 
earn only 15%. Stall for a whole 
month and you pick up a mere 
109r savings. Be quick, be alert. 
Get that coupon in the mail now! 

*OWE:NS-CORNING  TRADEMARK 

Send for FREE Catalog.Order before Sept.30-save a full 20% 
Ronnie Fiberglas Center, Dept. 4B-5 145 Broad Ave., Fairview, N.J. 07022 

RONNIE FIBERGLAS CENTER, Dept. 4B-5,145 broad ave., fairview, n.j. 07022 

Please rush me, absolutely FREE, the until 
Ronnie Fiberglas Bedspread-Drapery SEPT. 30th 
Catalog that offers me additional OAO/ 
discounts of 20%, 15% and 10% I}) /O 
during your between-season lull. Discount 

until until 
OCT. 15th OCT. 31st 

15% 10% 
Discount Discount 

NAME 

ADDRESS. 

CITY  _STATE_ .ZIP. 
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Maple Leaf Sconces 

SA E ?--~^™CT"™M   £E£o $ IMPORTER & SAVE! 
Beautify living room, hall, dining room or bedroom w ith our maple 
leal   &   Rower wall candelabra.  They're made o(   wrought   iron  and 
i hv.iiiilv linishi' 1 in antique \\hiu- A- ^>|.| oi antique black & gold. 
Please specify. Unbelievably fine detail in each leaf and blossom. 
Only because we now import this item ourselves in huge quanti- 
ties   can   we   make   this   money-saving   offer.    Each   piece    17"   tall, 

Pair 

. 45 $6.60   *< ■'™ 
NOW 

ra 

4 
ii .i, :i. 'I V0det(Me % 

MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED Dent. HG-870. Plymouth Meeting. Pa. 19462 

Box 239F Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352 

If you ever come looking for us, we're 
easy to find. We're on the square, just 
across from the Moore County court 
house in the community of Lynchburg, 
Tennessee. And Lynchburg's just 70 miles 
south of Nashville, in the foothills of the 
Cumberland Mountains. If you just fol- 
low Route 82 to Lynchburg, you can't 
miss us or our town. 

Granny Print 

Cotton 
Sunbonnet 
A colorful sun- 
bonnet, just 
like our grand- 
mothers used to wear. 
(Yours probably did too). 
Hand-made by the ladies of Lynchburg, 
they come in a variety of granny prints. 
Fine to wear anytime the sun comes up. 
They come in red, blue or yellow prints, 
but if you'd like some other color, let us 
know and we'll do our best to send you 
back what you want. $7.00. Postpaid. 

Authentic Replica 

Jack Daniel's 
Old-Time 
Whiskey Jug 
Sturdy half-gallon 
jug, just like the 
kind Jack Daniel 
used to sell his whis- 
key from, before 

glass bottles were thought up. Glazed 
ceramic with natural stone color bottom, 
chestnut top, blue writing. Stands ')' ■" 
tall. Sold only through our hardware 
store, thanks to our friends at the dis- 
tillery. $5.00. Postpaid. 

Check or Money Order 
(Tennessee residents, add 3% sales tax) 

r Send for our catalog. ^ 
Send 25d to cover handling charges 

and we'll get one njf to you. 

1ST 

ri\_ 

^sssss "•tea* 

SHOPPING AROUND 

OLD TIME 
MAGAZINES 

Complete, colorful reproductions of the May 
6, 1905 Saturday Evening Post and an 1890 
issue of the ever favorite Ladies' Home Journal 
tell it like it was at the turn of the century. 
Young and old will be amused and intrigued 
with the features, ads, articles 
and fashions from the "then" each TI.98 

generation. Add ~5c 

TWO for $3.75 Postage 

Pa   Res   \ihic,   Tax • Sorry So COD's 
SEND   10c  FOR   GIFT  CATALOG 

Clymer's of Bucks County 
Dcpt. HG8-0, Point Pleasant. Pa. 18950' 

JA 

ZODIAC   INFLATABLE  PILLOWS 

Everybody's going mad for Zodiart . . . 

and why not? Inflatable pillows with to- 

day's wet look in vinyl . . . stunning color 

combinations. 12 original Zodiac designs 

with corresponding horoscope on flip 

side. Approximately 19" in diameter, and 

so tough you can stand on them. Appeal- 

ing to all ages. Please state sign desired. 

$3.75 
ea. Ppd. 

/;/. Res. add 5% tax. Gift Catalog  25c 

HOUSE OF MINNEL 
Deerpath Rd. Dept. HG-80 

Batavio, III. 60510 

Wk- '.V 
* 

——i 

BRIGHT CONTROL 
Never mind that double check tc 
be sure the lights are out. Hate 
to come home to a dark house? 
The solution is simple—just at- 
tach your control to any indoor 
lamps, plug into any outlet, sel 
it for when you want the lights 
on or out—and voila! A usefu 
luxury for $5.95 postpaid frorr 
Collier's, Dept. HG8. 9933 Law- 
ler Ave., Skokie, III. 60076. 

HIDDEN ASSETS 
Adjustable money belt is worr 
under clothing around waist. In 
ner pockets hold folded bills oi 
important papers. For men tc 
wear under business suits, ladies 
might conceal it beneath dark 
slacks. Slim construction makes 
it virtually invisible. $3.98 plus 
15c post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG8, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 

WORLD OF STITCHES 
Three to make ready all mannei 
of pretties—over 300 items oi 
creative needlework. Pictures 
pillows, tablecloths, rugs, fash- 
ions, handbags. There are needle- 
point, crewel, cross-stitch, acces- 
sories, supplies, kits to choose 
from. Send 25c for next three is- 
sues to The Stitchery, HG8; 

Wellesley, Mass. 02181. 

HEADS  UP 
Or feet up, whichever you choose 
—either way. Sleeping comfort's 
assured with the buoyant Foam- 
Slant. Head and shoulders are 
raised without piles of pillows; 
aching legs get relief. 27" I. with 
washable white cover. 4" h., $10; 
7Y2" h., $12; 10" h., $15; 12'/2" 
h., $18. Ppd. Better Sleep, Inc., 
Dept. HG8, New Providence, N.J. 
07974. 

DON'T   PULL   MAII 
FROM   NOSE! 

Why risk infection? Unsigt 
hair can be trimmed ea: 
and safely with "Groomett 
Merely insert in nostril and tv 
knob. Hair is snipped off pi 
lessly and neatly. Fine surgi 
steel. Use it to remove ti 
from ears, too. 

GROOMETTE 
SI.49        15c Mailing Eocl 

Calif, residents add 5% sales i 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enter prist 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-80 
San Francisco. Calif. 04105 

nu- 
ll mi 

Minis 

ill.-.i 1 orvour 
\nni il-.ir\ 

1R 6 

rf^-" 

Your Name on Studio Card 
Cards aren't just personalized — your name is actually pi 
as part of the message on these sophisticated Slim Jim ( 
all in  impeccable taste   Custom  printed  in full  colors, 
for Birthdays, get-well, anniv's and congrat'ns. Money refi 
if  not   delighted.   Cards  shipped   within  48   hours.  An 
gift!  Use  either first  names  (Ann  and  Joe)  or family 
(The  Wilsons)   Send  printing advice  and  $5.95 for 18 
"Connoisseurs Assortment.'' 

COLLEGE HALL CARDS. Dept. 3A 

199 HICKORY DRIVE, IARCHMONT, N   Y.  10538 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
THE WORD APROPOS 
A doormat meaningfully inscribed 
with one word, scram, clues in 
bill collectors, peddlers, bores as 
to their reception. What a laugh 
for friends who know they're al- 
ways welcome! Hand-woven in 
India of tough tan fibers, black 
letters. Shakes clean, 16" by 
27". $5.98 plus 50c post. A 
Man's World, HG-8, Engel St., 
Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

HERE'S "JUDY" 
She's footloose and fancy free. 
Comfortable sandal with wafer- 
thin cushion platform on fash- 
ionable 1%" heel. Choose blue 
to royal ombre, bone to brown, 
all black, white or brown kid 
leather. For widths AAAA to EE, 
2V2 to 10, $19.95. 10V2 to 12, 
$20.95. Add 50c post. Free cata- 
logue. Solby Bayes, HG8, 45 
Winter St., Boston, Mass. 02108. 

BLOT OUT SPOTS 
From a ballpoint pen? Marmax 
stain remover does away with 
those formerly ineradicable ball- 
point inkstains from clothing, 
walls, floors, anything that can be 
washed or dry cleaned, except 
paper. $1., two for $1.89. Ppd. 
Order from West-Berg Enter- 
prises, Ltd., HG8, P.O. Box 4177, 
Colorado Springs,  Colo. 80909. 

JUST YOUR DISH 
When you share a treasured reci- 
pe with a friend make sure your 
cuisine gets proper credit. Per- 
sonalized 3" by 5" cards printed 
in red with your name in bold 
black type insure immortality for 
your cookery. Welcome gift for a 
bride. 100 for $2.75; 200 for $5. 
Ppd. Without name, 100 for $1. 
Bruce Bolind, HG8, Boulder, 
Colo.  80302. 

imMJl'llihlJ.-tiMJJI'HJIIMJ 

AGODA ROOF CUPOLA 
nd 25c today for 

new color cata- 

g   illustrat- 

J   with   prices 

any,    many 

les  and  sires 

Cupolas and 

ndreds  of 
que weather- 

nes. 

eathervanes from $12.50 - $375.00 
jpolas priced from $20.50 - $586.50 

IAPE COD CUPOLA CO. 
P. O. BOX A2096. DEPT. C5 

NEW BEDFORD. MASS. 02741 

HANDCRAFTED COLLECTOR'S PIECE 
ing Mirr< 
land mad 
Beauty   to 

of solid walnut or < 
and finished by Mo 
race   many  generati 

GOLDEN SWITCH PLATES 
Rich did-world 
in lovely swirls! Gleaming 
Cold plated metal, antiqued 
Bnd iMM.illy finished—no 
tarnishing. no polishing. 
Single switch and twin out 
let are 4x7". douhle switch 
la 5x8". triple It 8' «8" 
Mounting    srrews    included. 

SI id 
II.'IB 
13.50 
SI.'IB 

1.120 Single Switch 
' 1321 Douhle Switch 
" I i.'i, Triple Switch 
-1325 Twin   Outlet 

WATCH STAND 
matic display tor that 

heirloom watch—lavish IBK 
Gold plated antique stand l< 
made Irom the original mold! 
Watch hangs from a loop, is 
carefully cradled on lush pro- 
tective velvet, 0'/' high. A 
work of  art ! "2130 

PERSONALIZED DOOR KNOCKER        S2.98 
Pure classic beauty and a triumph of craftsmanship! 
R" knocker of sturdy solid metal, heavily antiqued 
for dramatic depth of design, lacquered to resist 
the elements. Solid brass plate is custom engraved 
with   any   name.   Mounting   screws   included.    -143. 

ANTIQUE GOLD PLATED KEYS Set of 3 $1.98 
Unlock a new world of decorating ideas! Group them 
on a wait for a fresh new look, use them singly as 
stunning paperweights! Sculptured metal, antique 
gold   plated,   each   5"   long.   Gorgeous   gift!   -2(104. 

HANDSOME GOLDEN HOOKS Set of 4 Sf.00 
Authentic classic design in cast metal, plated in 18K 
Gold, lacquered for permanence. Endless uses in bath. 
powder room, kitchen, den, office. 2" hooks have 
handy screw backs, easily mounted in mere seconds. 
- 1356  (set of 4)       I  set $1.00. 3 sets $2.50 

GOLD PLATED LIGHT PULLS Each $1.00 
Glamorize without expensive electrical work—pick 
these glittering pulls for closets and fixtures all 
through the house! Richly gold plated, each on 36" 
golden link chain, each so elegant! -1532 Birdcage. 
-1526    Filigree    Teardrop.    -1529    Pierced    Globe. 

dressing table 
18" high 12" wide   S22.50 
22" high 14" wide   $28.50 

Please state choice of wood and size of mirror. 
Add $1.50 for shipping charges. No C. O. D., 
please. 

Send Joe for catalog oi handcrafts, i islt 
our shops  at   Lost   Sea,   Tvnn.:   Cherokee, 
Beech   Mtn.,   and   Blowing   Hock,   N.   C. 

. CREATIVE CRAFTS 
taJjL Dept.  39S    Box lOl-C 

Blowing  Rock,  N. C 28605 

ELEGANT SILVERWARE STACKERS 
Beautify your buffet table! Stunning new stackers 
cradle flatware, keep service clutter-free, save space! 
Cast metal, lavishly I8K Gold plated. Each holds 12. 
= 4075—Slotted  Knife Stacker          Each $3.98 
= 407-1—Fork-Spoon Stackers Set of 2 $3.98 
= 4077—Super savings! All 3 stackers Set $7.50 

18K GOLD 
PLATED 

TOOTHBRUSH 
HOLDER 
SI.98 

Hold   every- 
th i ng-tooth- 

FINE-MIST SPRAYER $2.98 

ble 
s. tu 

the 
handiest pret- 
tiest way yet! 
Enchanting 
filigree hold- 
er on scal- 
loped nor) tip 
base,     plated 

unbreakable 
tumbler. 
-1469. 

The professional way to pamper house plants and cut 
flowers! Solid brass sprayer gently bathes them in 
a super-fine film of water, can't injure fragile leaves 
and stems—great for tender seedlings. Fabulous for 
ironing, too—dampens evenly without too-wet or 
too-dry areas. Carefully crafted in glowing solid 
brass,   richly  lacquered.   7"   high. -64U 

Please add 35c for posfoge and handling 

PRINT names for personalized items 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

LILLIAN  VERNON, oePt. GAI 
560 S. Third Ave.. Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550 
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CREWEL 

SIAMESE 

CAT 

Here's a beauty of a 

Siamese cat to stitch in 

crewel embroidery on 

creamy 17" x 17" lin- 

en. The design is 10" 

x 10" with head, legs 

and tail in browns and 

tans. The eyes are a 

magnificent clear blue. 

Kit comes with design 

on linen, crewel wools, 

needle and instructions. 

Use as picture or pil- 

low top. Only $3.95 

plus 35c postage. 

PONY IN 

WREATH OF 

FLOWERS 

A colorful garland wreath 

of blue daisies encircles 

this adorable brown and 

tan pony. Kit includes de- 

sign on linen for front, 

back and sides of 14" pil- 

low, crewel yarns, blue 

cording, needle and direc- 

tions. Only $5.95 plus 45c 

postage. 

Send 25c for Next 3 Issues 
Of Our Art Needlecraft Catalog 

The   Stitchery 
Dept.   HG708,  204  Worcester  St. 

Wellesley  Hills,  Mass.  02181 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Personalized Tree Twinkles 

TO START A CHRISTMAS TRADITION! 
SAVE OVER 20°0 ON A DOZEN OR MORE! 

Christmas is a family time—and here's one of 
the warmest family traditions! Each twinkle is 
engraved with a name—each member of the 
family hangs his own as a finale to the tree 
trimming! Wafer thin 3" metal swingers are 
Gold plated to dance with highlights, and 
unbreakable. 

i:1056—Angel Twinkle   =1044—Star Twinkle 
SI.00 each; orders of 12 or more, 79c each 

PRINT names, add 25c postage and handling 

LILLIAN  VERNON 
Dept. GA1, 560 S. Third Ave. 

Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550 

Delft Birth Plate 
WILL   BE   CHERISHED   for   a   LIFETIME 
The perfect commemoration for a new born 
child—will arrive in less than 3 weeks by air, 
direct from Royal Delft factories in Holland. 
Give FULL NAME, TIME OF BIRTH (desig- 
nated by clock hands), A.M. or P.M., WEIGHT 
(designated on child stork is carrying), DATE 
OF BIRTH and PLACE OF 
BIRTH. Be sure to include all tfl* Qe 
information for this handpainted T* l*T» * J 
plate. PPD 

/•.;,  /,', s.   \<l>l '.• i   Tax •   Soi i   ■ Vo I OD's 

POSTAMATIC COMPANY 
Dept. HG-870, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444 

VfltfllMtiin^lMPI'fri i 
1 

MiH m" 

NO MORE WEEDS 
Rid your lawn of weeds, dandeli- 
ons, poison ivy with the hook. 
Just stick weed puller in, twist 
wrist, hook weed, pull it out. In 
minutes your lawn looks beauti- 
ful! No bending, no stooping. 
Positive results without damag- 
ing chemicals. Easy storage. 
$2.95 plus 25c post. World Co., 
Dept. HG8, 2 First St., E. Nor- 
walk, Conn. 06880. 

GRACEFUL PIECE 
Addition to a place where space 
is at a premium: magazine rack 
that attaches to a wall or stands 
free. Made of wrought iron, in 
avocado, black or white; useful 
with telephone tomes encased. 
20" by 14" by 8" $8.75. Black 
or white with gold 75c extra. Add 
$1 post. Henry R. Smith Studios, 
HG-80, 39 Crestline Rd., Wayne, 
Pa. 19087. 

PRIZE CATCH 
Net a real winner: in the manner 
of the French, broil fish in the 
oven or over barbecue grill with 
an aluminum rack. It preserves 
the shape, flips over for even 
browning and keeps up a good 
appearance to bring the day's 
catch right to the table. 22" I. 
with handle, 7" w. by 5" h. $3.98 
plus 50c post. Hobi, Dept. HG-8,' 
Engel St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

DRAMATIC BACKDROP 
Floor-to-ceiling draperies for 
strikingly effective window cover- 
age. Made to order in sturdy 
primitive cottons, airy open 
weaves, polyester sheers in voile 
or batiste. All 118" wide, no 
seams to show or sew. From 
$3.98 per yd. Send $1 for three 
brochures, swatches. Homespun 
House, Dept. HG8, 9026 Lind- 
blade, Culver City, Cal. 90230. 

FAIR FERNERY 
A delicate, airy fern is the subject 
and his treatment superb in the 
original lithographs by celebrated 
artist, Ebb Pate. Printed in color 
on fine paper, signed by the 
artist and each in its own port- 
folio, set of two is $10 ppd. 10" 
by 12" ea. Catalogue, a refund- 
able 25c. Merri Makers, HG8, 
502 So. Broad St., Thomasville, 
Ga. 31792. 

SEND 
FOR 
FREE 

CATALOG 

GLEAMING  COPPE 
For fun. an Indian Kachina PE 
DANT on 30" chain $3.00; zin 
adiustable RING $1.75; intricati 
wrought BRACELET $3.00; or 
chain link BRACELET in ladii 
size $2.75; men's size $3.50. / 
in SOLID COPPER with non-ti 
nish finish.  Ppd. 

T 
*&m race 

fO\ASC 
Dept.   4S-HG,   Box   11114 
Albuquerque. N.M.  8711: 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
CASUAL CAPER 
Whether town shopping or coun- 
try hopping, corduroy shirtwaist 
dress is perfectly at ease with 
snap-fastener front, action back 
and 4-gore skirt. Choose flatter- 
ing gold, moss green, geranium 
pink, Liberty blue or desert tan. 
Washable. 10-44, 12V2-24V2. 
$16.95 plus 60c post. Western 
Classics, 606-H8D, So. Country 
Club, Tucson, Ariz. 85716. 

GOOD CALIBRE 
69-calibre flintlock pistol, a re- 
production of the Tower model, 
can be fired—if you can find a 
lead ball, flint and black powder! 
15V2", with solid brass trim it 
weighs a hefty three pounds. 
$40. Sure-fire decorative idea 
with its 8" by 3%" powder flask 
companion, $10.75. Ppd. William 
Spencer, HG8, Rancocas Woods, 
N. J. 08060. 

CLEAR CUT 
Quintessence of elegance— 
brandy snifters of heavy cut crys- 
tal, letter perfect with two or 
three initials hand cut on the 
surface. Try yours to toast the 
end of summer at an intimate 
tete-a-tete, complement a hand- 
some bar, gift a gracious hostess. 
$6.98 for the set of four. Please 
specify initials. Wales, HG8, 
Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530. 

SANTA REPORTS 
Shopping Around suggests Christ- 
mas labels that add a really per- 
sonal touch to holiday greetings. 
Dash off a bit of family news arid 
have it printed in black on gold 
labels bearing a Christmas tree 
seal. Any message, up to 220 
characters. Just $3.95 for 125, 
IV2" by 2" labels in a plastic box. 
Add 30c via air. Bruce Bolind, 
HG8, Boulder, Colo. 80302. 

THE INDIAN WAY 
Walk softly along quiet pine- 
scented paths or from living 
room to bedroom and all through 
the house. Glove leather natural 
tan shoes have foam rubber in- 
soles and flexible cowhide soles. 
Shoe conforms to the shape of 
foot, just as a moccasin does. La- 
dies' 5 to 10, $4.98 plus 50c post. 
Cal-Leather, HG8, 525 W. Wind- 
sor Rd., Glendale, Cal. 91204. 

Contest 
and Win 
Prizes!!! 

2 1ST PRIZES 
Brand  New $229.95 VALUE 
DRESSMAKER  ZIG-ZAG 
24  CAM  Sewing   Machines 

2ND PRIZES 
(2)-Adjustable  Dress Forms 

3RD PRIZES 
(5)—Transistor Radios 

4TH PRIZES 
(5)-Pairs Electric Scissors 

CONTEST RULES 
1. Any resident of the United States may 
enter except employees and suppliers of 
CITY SEWING MACHINE CO., Marysville, Ks., 
and their immediate families. Void where 
prohibited or restricted by Federal, state 
or local laws. 
2. All entries become the property of CITY 
SEWING MACHINE CO., Marysville, Kansas. 
3. Hurry, mail the entry form or a reason- 
able facsimile today' Winners of the Sewing 
Machines, Adjustable Dress Forms, Tran- 
sistor Radios and Electric Scissors will be 
selected by drawing from among all correct 
entries. All prize winners will be notified 
by mail. All other persons entering this 
contest will receive a coupon offer on a 
sewing machine. 
4. Only one entry permitted from each 
contestant. 
5. Decision of the judges is final. 
6 No representative will call or come to 
your home. 
7. Entries must be postmarked no later than 
Aug. 29, 1970. 

JIFFY CAR PARKER 
Ends guesswork, frayed nerves 
and   scraped   Fenders.   Makes 
parking    easy—even    in    the 
tightest spots.  Park  perfectly 
the   first    time—every    time! 
Used by many driving schools. 

CAR PARKER 
SI .98 -f 15e Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-80 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

Simply Unscramble The Words 
And Mail Today! 

IT'S EASY-IT'S FUN! 
NO PURCHASE 

REQUIRED! 

MAIL THIS OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK TO 
City Sewing Machine Co. 

818 Broadway 
Marysville, Ks. 66508 

Enter This CONTEST 
and WIN PRIZES! 

ENTER TODAY! 

ENTRY 
FORM 

DON'T WAIT! 
Unscramble These Words—Hint: They All Pertain to Sewing 
WESNGI. 
AMSE  
MHE  
LENEDE. 
EMDN  

CTISTH  
UOTTBN_ 
REPZIP  
NRETTAP— 
SROSSICS. 

NAMF 

ADnRFSS 

PITY 
Mail Entry to CITY SEWING MACHINE CO 

STATE 
., 818 Broadway, Marysv 

7IP 
lie, Kansas 66508 
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Mail this coupon to Miles Kimball Co., 
550 Bond   Street,  Oshkosh,  Wisconsin   54901 

SEND ME-FREE- 
the 40 - page Miles Kimball special catalog of 

unique new Christmas Card ideas — some deeply 

religious, some light hearted, all completely per- 

sonal and guaranteed to express your origijiality. 

My Name.  

Address  

City & State. ZIP. 

Our stainless steel flatware authentically repro- 
duced from an antique English design. Classic 
pistol handle knives, 3 fined forks . . . and a 
mellow pewter look. Dishwasher safe. Service 
for eight includes: 8 dinner forks, 8 dinner 
knives, 8 salad forks, 8 soup spoons, 16 tea* 
spoons and 2  serving  pieces. 

Service for    8 $29.98 
Service for  12 $44.98 

Prices include postage *C bundling 

Dept. HG87, 

Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530 Wales, 

S 

Send Today for FREE 
64 page Shoe Booklet H 
See how easy it is to be fit- 
ted Direct via Mail in Shoe- 
craft Famed Fifth Avenue 
Shoes. Great values now 
at Low Money Saving Prices. 

NO  RISK TO  YOU! 
,   Satisfaction Guaranteed 

or Your Money Back. 

SAVE MORE MONEY! 
No Extra Charge for 
Any Sizes 9 to 13 

POW  POW $11.00 
We've gone softie on this 
bootie of suede. With the 
rugged good looks we love. 
A waft of fringe . . . skinny 
tied. Espresso or bone suede 
.. . it's really a buy! 

SHOECRAFT 603   FIFTH   AVE 
NEW YORK  1001? 

Wee Crystal Vases 
Darling for buds or short stem flowers, 

to put at each guest's place with a 

small posy or two ... to hold tooth- 

picks, for collector's display on a shelf 

or for prism color on a windowsill. Lead 

crystal, imported from West Germany; 

cleverly shaped to reflect brilliant 

sparks of light, l^/i" tall; set of 3 in 

assorted shapes. Perfect for gifts! 

No. 6454 I  Set. $2.75 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

—j   \ Please, your zip code is required. 

l/t vwrzsr",mA 
EVANSTON, ILL. 60204 

CREWEL BEASTIES 
Embroider one of these enchanting creatures in less 
than three hours. Enlivens any room. Each kit is 
complete and includes design stamped on colorful 
Belgian linen, tapestry wool in vibrant colors, Eng- 
lish embroidery needle, wood mounting plaque, 
brass hanging ring, stitch diagram, and easy-to- 
follow instructions. Size: 10" x 6". 

Mouse on  Green  (shown)    $1.95 
Moose on  Turquoise   (shown)         $ 1.95 
Turtle on Yellow $1.95 
Bee on  Orange        $1.95 
Porcupine  on   Red        $1.95 
Fox on Gold   $1.95 

PLUS 35c  POSTAGE &  HANDLING 

Pa. Res   Idu '■      -  i , 2io I OD's 

VICTORIA GIFTS 
12-H Water St.. Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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KIDS' STUFF 
Doll of a house keeps little 
housekeepers busy-as-bees. Made 
of durable wipe-clean fiberboard. 
Doors open to three floors with a 
five-pc. bedroom, five-pc. living 
room and a three-pc. kitchen 
set. Use as a spare book or stor- 
age cabinet. 53" by 13" by 28". 
$9.98 plus $1 post. Pegasus. 
HG-8, 1855 Imperial Ave., New 
Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040. 

INDISPENSABLE! 
Here, an 11%" straw dispenser 
to turn everyday soda sipping in- 
to old-time reminiscing. It keeps 
straws neat, clean, out-of-sight 
and the colorful wooden lid 
makes dispensing easy. Perky 
hand-decoration will brighten up 
a kitchen or bar. Assorted colors. 
Straws not included. $2.99 ppd. 
Breck's, W19 Breck Bldg., Bos- 
ton, Mass. 02210. 

GROOM THE BATH 
No need to have ugly cracks and 
openings around tub, sink or ba- 
sin marring the beauty of your 
bathroom. Seal them up with 
self-sticking tape. Merely press 
tape on clean, dry surface and 
the job is done. 11 foot roll, $1.98 
plus 25c postage. Order from 
Anthony Enterprises, Dept. HG8, 
585 Market St., San Francisco, 
Cal. 94105. 

EASY DOES IT 
The home passenger elevator is 
a superb aid in households where 
an occupant is suffering from 
heart trouble, arthritis or rheu- 
matism. It requires no special 
wiring and installs in two hours, 
plugs in and leaves stairs free to 
use. Rental or purchase plan. 
American Stair-Glide, HG8, 201 
W. 80th Terr., Kansas City, Mo. 
64114. 

DECORATING PLANS » 
Three-dimensional room planning 
kit with Styrofoam forms that can 
represent over 150 different 
pieces of furniture scaled V2" to 
a foot. Shapes may be covered 
with fabric, painted. Arrange 
as many as three rooms on graph 
paper equivalent to 27' by 44'. 
Walls, windows, doors, too. $7.95 
ppd. Plan-lt-Kit, Inc., HG8, Box 
429, Westport, Conn. 06880. 

STONE STATUE 
Sculpture of a charming child 
cosseting the bird ever enhances 
its place in the sun or on the ter- 
race, even inside a house. Cast 
stone reinforced with steel with 
old weathered stone finish. 25" 
high statue yours for a suprising- 
ly low $19.95. Express charges 
collect. Sculptors Studio, HG8, 
P.O. Box 858, Lucerne Valley, 
Calif. 92356. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
BIG BOOM! 
Safe, fast-firing, heavy cast iron 
carbide cannon's roar echoes for 
blocks. The bigger the cannon, 
the bigger the boom! 9" field 
cannon, $5.95; extra loud 17" 
modern field cannon, $10.95; 
mammoth 25" field cannon, 
$13.95; ammunition tube, 59c; 
three tubes, $1.50. Add 55c post. 
Standard American, Dept. HG8, 
1  Park Ave.,  New York  10016. 

ECONOMY OF SPACE 
Easily accomplished with wood- 
grain looking four-drawer chest! 
Front framed in wood, its non- 
stick heavy fibreboard drawers 
have triple-thick fronts and 
backs. Brass plated knobs. 
Roomy, low-priced, too! 28" h., 
12" w., 12" d. Each, $6.98; two 
for $13. Add $1.50 post. J. W. 
Hoist, Inc., Dept. HGA-8, 1005 E. 
Bay St., East Tawas, Mich. 48730. 

BE SEATED 
The "Miss-ln-Between" has the 
perfect measurements to sit 
prettily in a small room or study: 
59" I., 30" d., 28" h. (seat 18" 
h., 21" d.). Hardwood frame; 
hand-tufted back; reversible, zip- 
pered cushions. $176; $345 pr. 
Exp. coll. (Ship wgt. 100 lbs.) 
Catalogue, swatches, $1. Hunt 
Galleries, HG8, 2920 No. Center 
St., Hickory, N. C. 28601. 

SHEER FABRICATION! 
Miniature factory spins a fascinat- 
ing cycle bound to produce real 
silk—and make a bit of an en-" 
tomologist out of you! Watch the 
complete metamorphosis from 
egg to caterpillar, to spinning silk 
cocoon, to adult moth in the un- 
breakable, escape-proof con- 
struction. $5.98 plus 65c post. 
Harriet Carter, Dept. HG8, Plym- 
outh Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

COOKIE CRISPER 
A nifty gadget that promises to 
put the crunch back into soggy 
cookies, nuts, potato chips, pret- 
zels. The lid stores absorbent 
crystals which draw out moisture, 
work indefinitely—just reactivate 
them in the oven now and then. 
7" jar holds a big boxful. $4; two 
for $7.50. Add 50c post. Joan 
Cook Co., HG8, 1241 N.E. 8th 
Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33304. 

LITERARY AVIARY 
Two thousand North American 
birds and 699 species held cap- 
tive in this invaluable one-vol- 
ume field guide for birdwatchers. 
Full-color illustrations, sono- 
grams, maps of winter and sum- 
mer ranges and migration pat- 
terns included. 4V2" by 7V2". 
$3.95 plus 35c post. Clymer's of 
Bucks County, HG8, Pt. Pleasant, 
Pa. 18950. 
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Magnificent Old Fashioned 
Colored Glass Collectors' Decanters Benjamin 

Franklin 
Decanter 

A- lual 
Size 3V. 

(A) Apple Jack;  (8)  Trap  Drum;  (C)  Horseshoe;  (D) 
Liberty Bell; (E) Tonic; (F) Dolphin Jug; (G) Cooper's Authentic Replicas of Original 
Barrel; (H) Nectar ol Lite; (I) Vegetable Bitters; (J) Handblown Decanters from the 
Brandy   Keg;   (K)   Whiskey;   (L)   Benjamin   Franklin. Americana Collection 
The art ol yesteryear comes vibrantly alive in this magniticent collection ol Old Fashioned deco- 
rator decanters. Original handblown glass has become a prized collector's item, their direct and 
honest beauty bringing a classic charm to any setting. Washed by the light trom a window the 
clear, liquid topaz, deep cobalt blue and limpid seagreen glass giows with a warm internal beauty. 
Among the designs in this collection are the Benjamin Franklin decanter, the Liberty Bell Medicine 
Bottle, the Dolphin Jug and nine more Just as famous. Limited editions of these decanters sell 
for up to $25.00 or more, and the 12 in this collection represent the most precious designs in 
the history of American glass making. A superb decorating collection, you'll want to order several 
sets as special gifts. 

Offer Will Not Be Repeated This Season 
Because of the unusual opportunity to get 
these collector classics, we urge you to 
order now while our special mint edition 
supply lasts. The 12 decanters in this col- 
lection in Topaz. Cobalt Blue and Sea- 
green Glass are all authentic replicas 
recreated from original molds that cap- 
ture the craftsman handiwork of the origi- 
nals. Each decanter is approximately 3" 
high and is yours lor only 50 cents each. 
(Because of the unique value, minimum 
order is selected for you by our own deco- 
rating staff, or you may order the complete 
assortment of 12 for just $4 95.) You must 
be absolutely delighted with their authen- 
ticity and charm or your money will be 
completely refunded, but hurry, order now. 
this offer will not be repeated this season. 

| COLONIAL STUDIOS, DEPT. SB-18 
1 20 Bank Street, While Plains, N. Y. 10606 
| Please   send   me   the   Collector   Decanters   in   the 
I amounts selected below on full money back guar- 

antee if I am not absoluuy delighted. (Please en- 
■ cjose 25< postage and handling with each order.) 
" rj 4 (Min. Order) $2 Q Complete Set of 12 only $4 95 
I Enclosed is $  (Print Clearly) 

I NAME     

I ADDRESS   

I CITY     

I STATE    ZIP   
■ □ SAVE!   SPECIAL   OFFER:   Order   two   complete 

sets (12 bottles in each) for only $8.95. 

IMPROVED* 
Model... 

Budget priced regulation phone, reconditioned 
"like new" in the original black. Fully 
equipped and ready to plug in and use with- 
out any increase on your phone bill. 

25 FT. PHONE 

EXTENSION 

CORD 
$9 99 With jack    ,   , 
*£•""• Let   your   phone   reach ami plug    a||   par(s  of  ,he   rQ0m 

Add 60cpstg/hdlg   off-white color. 
MAI LSI FOR COMPLETE PHONE CATALOG. 

FULL REFUND  WITH  YOUR  FIRST ORDER. 
Send check or M.O.; add proper Sales Tax 

METROPOLITAN Teletronics Corp. 
Dept. HG8. 35 WEST 35th STREET 
New \ ork, N.Y.  I000I   • LW 4-4030 

HAND EMBOSSER 
For Personalized Stationery 
Emboss your own personal stationery for a life- 
time by Just pressing a handle. Makes expensive 
looking raised letter impressions of any 3 line 
name & address on PAPER &. ENVELOPES (re- 
versible). Requires no inks, accessories, service or 
maintenance. Ideal for adults, teenagers, home or of- 
fice, clubs, etc. Print clearly 3 lines 
desired. No more than 24 letters or 
numbers per line. For 4 lines add $1.00. 
EXTRA  PLATE ALONE  Ino frame) S7.50 Postage0 

FREE   POSTAL   SCALE    INCLUDED   WITH 
ORDERS OF 2 OR MORE  EMBOSSERS 

Send 10c for catalog • fa. res. add '!' , sales rax 
Sorry So C.n.D.'s 

I Uo I AMA I lb   UU.  Lafayette Hill. Pa. 19444 

$8-95 

FAT   FREE   BROILER 
Heavy cast iron pan broils on top 
of stove, steaks, fish or chicken, 
without grease. Heat pan and place 
meat on ribbed bottom. Drippings 
drain away—flavor sealed in. 
BROILER, 9 inch $5.98 

Mailing SI   OO 
BROILER,  11 inch $6.98 

Mailing SI.35 
Calif, residents add 5°o sales tax. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-80 
San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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HOMESPUN HOUSE- 

HOMESPUN HOUSE 
Our 17th Year 

9026 Lindblade Street 
Culver City, Calif. 90230 

■CUSTOM DRAPERIES 
WITHOUT SEAMS! 

Woven 10 ft. wide to 
"upend" —only $3.98 yd! 

Decorators "up end" one piece to drape the 
widest window floor-to-ceiling—no seams to sew 
or show. Airy open weaves. Sturdy primitive 
cottons that launder, fluff dry, never ironed. 
Smart, too, for slip-covers, bedspreads, table- 
cloths. Natural, white or color-matched, $3.98 a 
yard and up. Just arrived - 100% imported 
polyester (voile or batiste), 118" wide, 19 dec- 
orator colors, $5.98 & $6.25 yd. 

New "&m Pleating" 
Where space is a problem! Unlike anything you've 
ever seen, stacks luxurious 2\'2 fullness into less 
than half the rod space required'for our pinch 
pleating. Compare and choose the one best for you! 

Pinch Pleating 
Your choice of yardage, do-it-yourself, pleating 
materials—or complete, made-to-measure draperies 
(handsomer at low, low cost because they're seam- 
less!). Factory direct prices. Money-back guarantee. 
For brochure & swatches, send 25c (or $1.00 for 
all 3 catalogs w/86 swatches). 

Visit our NEW Showrooms in 
San Francisco & San Diego, Calif.; 

Northfield, III. 

!■■■■■ 
SPANISH    PROVINCIAL   CHAIRS,   which   suggest 
the   antique   but   blend   perfectly   \\iih   classic 
i lei teriors.   Made by hand in Mexico, they 
h.,\, I, .■•lit I-MI.I1 Spanish peasant carving. Seat 
and hack <u nandwoven rush; frame of sturdy 
Mexican wood. 37" h.: seat 18" w., 17" from 
floor, Choice <>i: Antique I harcoal stain, $28.00 
pair. Unfinished Wood Frame. $26.00 pair. I.ac- 
quered frame, $32.00 pair rlime, lemon, black, 
olive and white), SPECIAL OFFER: Deduct 10i i 
on 4 or more chairs. ^Express charges collect.) 

M 354. Catalog  25c. 

ELIZABETH  McCAFFREY 
Department   HG8C.   Northport,    New   York   11768 

FORUM: Bniliani Reds, oranges 

One simple stitch makes these 
pre-started wool rya wallhangings, 
rugs or cushions. Kits imported from 
Sweden feature lustrous rug wools, 
easy to follow color charts and English 
directions. Send $1. for new color 
catajog of award winning designs. 

53 Lambert Lane 
New Rochelle, N.Y. 

RUG CRAFTS 10804   Dept. HG8 
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BURNS   TRASH 
Safely Outdoors! 

Fire 
Dept. 
App'd 

3-6-10 15-20 bu. 

Burn household and yard 
refuse safely outdoors in 
any weather without 
watching. Scientific draft 
design ends neighbor an- 
noyance of sooty fly ash, 
smoke, smell. Will burn 

,„ damp, green material to 
fine ash. Made of alumi- 
num bonded to steel. 
World's finest. 2 bu. cap. 
^ 16.95 complete with 
money-back    guarantee. 

ULTRASONIC ALARM PROTECTS 
HOME FROM PROWLERS 

New device emits invisible 
ultrasonic waves to fill an entire room. Movement 
within protected zone immediately sets off system 
in 6 changeable combinations of lights and hells. 
Unit plugs into electric outlet to operate imme- 
diately to protect home or business against thieves 
and prowlers. $115.00 complete postpaid. Send for 
literature. 

ALSTO COMPANY    D ent. HG-8 
1052 Pearl  Road, Cleveland. Ohio 44136 

Thigh Slim Belts 
Don't give up in despair if you 
haven't been able to reduce thighs 
with exercise or diets. Use these 
new thigh slim belts, and as you 
walk, work or sit, your own body 
heat melts away weight as the 
belts gently massage. Rubbertex 
material will not irritate skin. 
Velcro fasteners are adjustable. 
One size fits all. Shipped postpaid. 
0094-6-Thigh Belts 1 pair, $7.95 

Write   Today   for   Exciting    196- 
r^       I   poge Catalog of Gift Ideas. 
7lu 

SHOPPING AROUND 

72 Bond SC Oshkosh, Wis. 54901 
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ITS THE BERRIES 
A radiantly red ceramic straw- 
berry holds superb strawberry 
preserves made the old-fash- 
ioned way from fresh berries 
grown in the Ozark mountains. 
Beautiful to behold, it's a color- 
ful addition to a kitchen, a taste- 
ful hostess gift. 6" by 6". $6.25 
ppd. The House of Webster, Box 
N-488, Rogers, Ark. 72756. 

PUTTER WITH CLUTTER 
Constructively! Keep desk in or- 
der by filing it all away in a Multi- 
File, handsome four-compart- 
ment units, used vertically, hori- 
zontally, singly or in groups. Of 
heavy bookbinders board, kid- 
grained leatherette covered. 9" 
by 12V2" by 13" high. Red, blue 
or black. $7.95 ppd. Art Guild, 
HG8, Box 23201, Minneapolis, 
Minn. 55423. 

GIANT THERMOMETER 
Everyone's ready for temperature 
surprises when recorded on jum- 
bo thermometer with big black 
letters, a red indicator readable 
100' away. Fasten it to wall, tree, 
garage. It is 10 inches wide so 
all viewers can learn the best or 
worst to be expected of weather. 
$4.95 plus 75c post. Pegasus, 
HG8, 1855 Imperial Ave., New 
Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040. 

KEEP UP-TO-DATE 
Glean the latest and greatest in 
ideas on homemaking, sewing, 
handicrafts with the brand new 
digest-size monthly magazine, 
FRIENDLY NEIGHBORS. Features 
include patterns, recipes, garden 
plans, reader exchanges. A home- 
maker's delight! 12 issues a year, 
$3 ppd. Friendly Neighbors, Box 
412-157, Danvers, Mass. 01923. 

LOVERS AS THEME » 
Brightly colored music box com- 
bines the wistful Romeo and 
Juliet melody, "A Time For Us," 
with revolving figurines in deli- 
cate bisque finish. Created with 
an heirloom tone, this enchant- 
ing musical gem is a delightful 
remembrance for all. 6V4" high, 
4" wide. $5.98 ppd. Colonial 
Studios, Dept. ROE-7, 20 Bank 
St., White Plains,  N. Y.  10606. 

HOW THEY LOOKED THEN 
Other places as seen in other 
times on authentic full-color re- 
productions of four antique maps 
of the World, North and South 
America, Europe and Africa. 
Printed on heavy weight antique 
stock. Frame for den, office, liv- 
ing room. 17" by 24". Set of 
four, $3.95 ppd. The Collector, 
HG8, Box 161, Tuxedo Park, N. Y. 
10987. 
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SAFETY SEAT 
A must for the tub is this sturdy 
seat. Strong grips assure safety 
and comfort. Aids in bathing chil- 
dren; for footbaths, shampoos 
and sit-down showers. White en- 
ameled metal, non-skid rubber 
feet. Fits any tub: choice of 3 
positions, with 20" h. ends, 11" 
by 16" seat. $7.98 ppd. Walter 
Drake & Sons, HG57, Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 80901. 

LITTLE HOME OFFICE 
What a way to work at home! 
Marseilles, a complete office in 
French Provincial manner. Con- 
cealed casters, takes standard 
typewriter. 27" h., 26%" w., 
21%" d. Cherry or fruit wood, 
$199.95; Antique white with 
gold, $239.95. F.O.B. Free bro- 
chure of many styles. Little Home 
Office, 1566 Fisk Rd., S.E., 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506. 

SCOOP ON SNACKS 
Remember how the old country 
store fetched up staples in 
scoops? Here's a set of three 
scoops, all polished as containers 
for candy, nuts, chips in hard- 
wood with a hand-rubbed finish, 
flat bottoms, and leather thongs 
for stacking, hanging. 10", 12", 
lSVfe" long, the set is $5.99 ppd. 
Breck's of Boston, W20 Breck 
Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210. 

LITHE LEGS 
There's just one trouble to look- 
ing wonderful in pants—heavy 
legs. You can easily acquire the 
slim shape; only 15 minutes daily 
will do it. Book, "How to Slender- 
ize Heavy Legs" shows the way to 
take inches off hips, thighs, 
knees and legs. Pictures accom- 
pany text. $1.98 ppd. Nu-Find, 
HGH-8, Box 205, Church St. Sta., 
New York, N. Y. 10008. 

NO-SHINE DISCOVERY 
Simple cotton cover for steam 
irons is the solution for ironing 
serge, gabardine, dull-surfaced 
silks, woolens and knits. Permits 
a smooth shaping or blocking job 
without any ugly shiny areas. 
Slips on with elastic to hold in 
place. Two for $1 plus 15c post- 
age. Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 
585 Market St., San Francisco, 
Cal. 94105. 

PRESS YOUR ADDRESS 
In seconds on correspondence, 
sporting equipment, camera with 
self-stick address labels that stay 
put permanently. Any message 
to four lines, 26 letters each. 
Black ink on silver, gold or white 
pressure-sensitive labels. Plastic 
dispenser. 1%" by V2". 225, $3; 
450, $5; 1000, $10; via air, add 
30c. Bruce Bolind, HG8, Boul- 
der, Colo. 80302. 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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ITALY'S FAMOUS •/>«! ((>-/, ■/.< i 

"tenderizing" roasting crock 

Tou9End2  Moist. 

Can Carve , 
With * Bu«e 

Never use chemical softeners . . . 
Forget your electric carving knife! 

It's fantastico! You put in an "end cut" . . . you take 
out a "silver tip"—or so it seems! Used for centuries 
by the fabulous chefs of Italy Dolcezza, a specially 
designed covered, unglazed earthenware roaster made by 
a secret process that tenderizes, self-bastes naturally! 
No ordinary earthenware cooker. Imparts never-before 
flavor and succulence without fat, water, spices or addi- 
tives of any kind Actually draws out bitterness, fats 
and acids. 
Unlike traditional roasting in metal. DOLCEZZA cooks 
at low temperatures, preserves precious juices, keeps 
meat from shrinking and toughening. Does beautiful 
things with beef, lamb, veal, pork. ham. No oven mess, 
kitchen stays cool. lO'/i" x 8'/." wide, 5 lb. capacity. 
Try it for "bargain cut" butcher has on sale—if you've 
ever had better eating, your money back! 

We have enclosed in your Dolcezza a collection of 
original recipes, along with instructions on how to care 
for the earthenware cooking crock: Included are: 
Couhbiac • Boeuf Braise a la Francfort • Roast beef 
with Yorkshire Pudding • Boeuf Braise DuBarry • 
Boeuf a la Mode • Veau Roulade • Stuffed Veal Roast 
• Cotes de Veau aux  Marsala •  Stuffed Leg of Lamb 
• Crown Roast of Lamb • Jambon en Croute • Crown 
Roast of Pork*  Roast Pork with glazed apples 

Send check or money order — No C.O.D.'s 

AWARDED  COVETED 
OIONE  LUCAS     ROOSTER 

SEAL OF  EXCELLENCE 

Dionc Lucas, recog- 
nized as the ultimate 

| authority in French 
cooking. Cordon Bleu 
Master Chef, author of 
3 internationally fa 
mous cookbooks; Di- 
rector Dionc Lucas 

| Cooking School in 
New Yoik Mrs. Lucas 

states " . I tannin stress enough 
the importance of proper cookware 
in preparing foods. It is the basic 
essential the   difference   between 
success and failure of every culinary 
creation Uv roast dishes achieved a 
new peak in flavor and moist tender 
ness cooked in ttte Docezza. I rec- 
ommend it !o you ior roasting 
excellence 

DOLCEZZA ROASTINGt 
CROCK (#5196) 

pins  75c  postage  A   handling. 

[DIONE LUCAS 
GOURMET CENTER 
Dept.G -80,226 East 51st St. 
New York, New York 10022 

'$9.98 

DECISION DICE 
PAPERWEIGHT 

Make a hit with this provocative desk orna- 

ment and conversation piece. Diamond-cut 

lucite cube encloses regulation dice that 

are easy to shake, easy to read. A natural 

for executive "decisions" like . . . who picks 

up   the   lunch  tab,   etc. (jk ^^    *7*7 

2'/»",  gift  boxed.   Looks        S 

more expensive than ™ 
Add 50c Postage 

Pa. Ret. Add 6% Tax • Sorry No COD s 

SEND   10c   FOR  GIFT  CATALOG 

POSTAMATIC COMPANY 
Dept. HG 870, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444 

The only 
man-made jew el 
that can be worn 
side by side with 
the diamond; 
expertly cut in 58 
facets, its beauty lies 
in its prismatic fire. 
Men's and women's 
rings priced from 
$50. Terms. 

FREE! 
Send for 

lllustialed 
Booklet 

KEINYA GEM CORP. 
Division  HG80 /  Philadelphia,   Pa.  19122 

ROLLING PLANT STAND 
Eliminates lifting, pulling, straining— 

Ball-bearings roll heavy plants with ease 
New    Plant    Caddy    protects    your 
floors   and   carpets   from    ir 
tions,    scratches,    dirt    and 
spots.   Permits   you   to   simply   roll 
plant to sink for watering. You can 
rotate  plant  for  equal   lighf 
bution to assure even growth.  Dec- 
orative   platform   wi*: 

bearing     cas'e ires     12" 
across,   3"   high.   Has   a 
tant walnut wood-grain  top.  S4.95 
p'js 70e postage. 

THE   FERRY   HOUSE 
Dept. G-870, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522 
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SAFETY is for KEEPS with the patented MEYCO*SAFETY SWIM- 
POOL COVER. You can be assured of safe projection to children 
playing around your pool. It will support children and adults Tn any 
emergency. It's an all-year-round safety swimming pool cover. 

The MEYCO*SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER automatic anchoring 
system with stainless steel tension springs that lock it in place allow 
the pool to be covered or uncovered in two minutes. Leaves and 
debris cannot get in and maintenance is cut to a minimum. Saves 
on heat and chlorine and discourages algae. It's custom made to 
fit   any   size   or   shape   pool   and   it   carries   a   five   year   warranty. 

15' x 30' Cover. $229.00 complete. 
IVi  do not make cures for above-around circular pools. 

for complete information and free  booklet on  "How to  Have a   Carefree Pool." 

SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVERS HS-J 

138   Haven  Ave.,   Port  Washington,   N.Y.   11050 
•Patent #2 958 872 

(516)   767-6700 
ESTABLISHED    1898 

office 
From 
S8.95 

Send25<forl28page 

Ship 
<^Sea 
CATALOG^ 
Fully Illustrated 
Catalog shows 43 
ship models, over 
100 pictures; and 
decorative Marine 
items by the score. 

MARINE 
PICTURES 

Full color 
reproductions 
of world famous 
ship and sea 
pictures. 

w 

SHIP'S 
FIGUREHEADS: 

Replicas of £4\ 
decorative .VU 
carved fig- /*5 
ures from old fj-'l 
sailing ship-. ^» 
From $12.95.    *NT|' 

SHIPS' 
WHEELS 
Of mahogany 
or oak; for tables 
ceiling lights or 
wall decorations. 

128 pages of unusual nautical iu>m for 
the borne or office. Send 25c for catalog to: 

PRESTONS 
101-V Main St. Wharf. Grcenport. N. Y.11944 

MINIATURE 
CANNON 
IN BRASS:  Hand 
built or in kits — for 
bookends, shelf or 
desk. From 
$6.95. 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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TURN ON III that Mediterranean reel- 
ing with these handsome casl aluminum 
switchplates. Decorators accessorize rooms 
with  this distinctive Spanish look.  Specifs 
color, eiilicr black or verdigris, triple. 
$3.50; double, $2.50: single toggle, double 
outlet, $2.50: double outlet, $1.25' single 
$1.25. Postpaid 

free catalog 

CREATIVE HOUSE 
Dept. HG870 • 221 W.9th St. • Kansas City, Mo.641051 

A TISKET, A TASKET, 
INITIALS ON YOUR BASKET 

Take a shapely straw carryall, add your mono- 
gram in needlepoint, tie on a pretty ribbon and 
bow, and you're ready for any occasion. Complete 
kit includes handsome Madeira hasket, tapestry 
yarn, chart and canvas for monogram, easy in- 
structions, and your choice of a rose, gold, 
brown, blue, black, red. or green velvet ribbon. 
Basket Kit (shown) 12" x 8" x 6'/2" high S3.95 
Basket Kit with Straw Lid $4.95 

PLUS   50c   POSTAGE    EACH    ITEM 
Va. lies. Add 6< , Sales Tax,  Sorry No COD*s 

VICTORIA GIFTS 
12-H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,  Pa.  19010 

Wrought Iron 

PRETTY 
PLANTER 

$9.95 
plus $1.00 Post. 

For those who appre- 
ciate the finest. A 
decorator piece with 
charm. Adjusts to any 
height from 32" to 
46". Top is 12" dia. 
Base 9". Pot not incl. 

Black, Avocado. 
While I White with 
Go/d, or Black with 
Gold $1.00 entral. 

Mom o back guarantee 
SEND  FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

&cnrp &. 
gmiith 
£j>tuatos 
Dept. G80 
39 Crestline Rd. 
Wayne, Pa. 19087 

1      ~ 

:::■■  - 

ALARMING BEAUTY 
Not just an unusually attractive 
and decorative planter, it has a 
battery-operated, built-in fire 
alarm to protect your family and 
home against possible disaster. 
Add artificial greenery or your 
plants, and hang by 3' link chain. 
6" w., 14" h. $9.95, two for 
$18.95. Ppd. Century Home 
Guard Systems, Inc., HG8, 82-45 
135th St., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435. 

CHRISTMAS PLATE 
Direct from Holland by air to 
you comes the first in a new se- 
ries of genuine Delft designs. 
With prestige mark on back a 
Delft Christmas plate depicts a 
typical scene—a drawbridge to 
the entrance of the Hague. 6V2" 
wide. A collector's item to be 
cherished! Each $12 ppd. by air. 
Postamatic Co., HG870, Lafay- 
ette Hill, Pa. 19444. 

TO YOUR HEALTH 
Bright buy: a health and beauty 
lamp with ultra-violet for sun- 
tan, infra-red for soothing mus- 
cles. Just switch on your choice, 
adjust the hinge to a convenient 
angle. The goggles protect your 
eyes without leaving white rings. 
Portable or mount it on the wall. 
$29.95 plus $1.75 post. House 
of Minnel, HG8, Deerpath Rd., 
Batavia, III. 60510. 

ST-R-ETCH TO FIT 
Apply liquid leather stretch to 
tight-fitting shoes and it makes 
even suede and patent conform 
to the foot as you walk. A real 
boon for corn and bunion suffer- 
ers. Simple to apply and relief is 
almost instantaneous. $1.29 plus 
20c postage. Order from Anthony 
Enterprises, HG8, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

WALL EXCITEMENT * 
For clever decorating, we think 
shelving units take the prize. A 
set of three, each 60" wide by 
30" high by 12" deep, to mix 'n 
match to taste with posts of pew- 
ter color, shelves of walnut tone, 
and construction of strong rein- 
forced metal. Cinchy assembly. 
$49.95 ppd. complete. J. Carl- 
ton's, Dept. F166, 176 Madison 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

HANG OLD MASTERS 
Fill large wall areas with five- 
piece set of full-color reproduc- 
tions of old master paintings in 
any of many varied arrangements. 
Each painting under glass, or- 
nately framed with antique gold 
finish. Large picture, 61/i" by 
5V2"; smaller, 3" by 3". Set of 
five, $2.98 plus 50c postage. 
Harriet Carter, HG8, Plymouth 
Meeting, Pa. 19462. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
YOUTH'S FRESHNESS 
Renascene is a combination of 
bee's honey and high protein egg 
extract that awakes facial tissues. 
Cream facial brings the young, 
fresh firm look of health and 
youth to face and throat in 15- 
minute-a-day treatments. Two 
oz. jar, $3; two jars, $5. Ppd. 
Elan Corp. International, Dept. 
E50, 200 E. Ontario St., Chicago, 
III. 60611. 

SAFETY TODAY 
Sliding glass doors are ideal 
with contemporary architecture. 
They are safe as well with a 
safety-bar burglar-proof lock that 
adjusts up to 50" long. Aluminum 
with satin finish. Installs without 
screws (directions included). 
$5.98; two, $10.98. Add 80c 
post. Ferry House, HG8, 131 
Main St., Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 
10522. 

SLEEP IN COMFORT 
Ample space for tall and big men 
in 39" by 90" sleeping bag with 
top, bottom and hood of water- 
repellent green duck. Six pounds 
of 100% acrylic fiber-filled, flan- 
nel plaid lined. 118" rustproof 
Talon zipper for full opening. 
Also use as extra quilt. $35 plus 
$1 post. Big free catalogue. The 
King-Size Co., 3130 King-Size 
Bldg., Brockton, Mass. 02402. 

MEAT TREAT 
From the brothers Pfaelzer, party 
fare cut from the most tender 
part of the juiciest tenderloin, 
ever. Special aging process (well 
kept secret) produces superb 
flavor. Serve petit Filet Mignons 
(2 oz. 1" thick) all year round, 
with drinks. 48 hors d'oeuvres 
steaks for $37 ppd. Pfaelzer 
Bros., Dept. LEK, 4501 W. Dis- 
trict Blvd., Chicago,  III, 60632. 

GRANDMA'S OUR GIRL 
And wouldn't she like to be re- 
minded every time she sets her 
teapot on this delightful 6" sq. 
white ceramic tile? It has a nos- 
talgic valentine look with a big 
heart in the center that says, "We 
all love Grandma." With up to 20 
names of her grandchildren in 
gold letters, hand-painted. $3 
ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond 
St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901. 

PICTURE IT 
Old timers to dress a wall in 
nostalgia are trade posters of 
bathing suits, corn plasters and 
patent medicines, among others 
colorfully printed on heavy bris- 
tol board. Each poster is 11" by 
14", ready to hang as a novel 
attention-getter. The set of six, 
$2.98; 12 for $5.75. Add 25c 
post. Cooper's, HG8, 7840 Rug- 
by St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19150. 

R enascene 
HONEY and EGG 

Creme Facial 
CONT   1 OZ   NET W1 
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POACHER 

New   easy   way   to   Make 
delicious    Poached    Eggs 
Horo's  the  perfect solution  to  thdt 
"dge-old   problem"—how  to   make 
delicious   and   digestible   poached 
eggs the easiest way possible.   It's 
our     newly-imported     French     Eqg 
Poacher.    Just    butter   it,    drop 
tho  egg,   put  in 
boiling   water— 
and   lift   out   in 
a    few    minutes 
by   the   handle. 
Made   of   dur- 
able,      French 
tinware   to   last 
for   years.    Get 
one   for   every 
member       of 
the  family,   and 
a  few  more  for 
thoughtful gifts. 

$1.00 pPd. 
(4 for S3.69 ppd.) 
Mall orders filled promptly- Money backguaranU 

~>> 

< 

•m& 
Dept. HG-8,   270 W. Merrick Road, 

Valley  Stream,  N.Y.   11582 
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Parents 

Creed 
EACH 

$3,30 
PPD. 3 

Two for 

PPD. 

This is a formula for parents on how and how 
not to act in front of their young 'uns. What the 
child sees and learns in his formative years can 
affect his entire life. This Creed, If followed 
faithfully by Ma and Pa, can't help but make 
better men and women out of the young peo- 
ple. Written by Dorothy Law Nolte, printed in 
black and tan on white felt, 25'/2" long x 14" 
with tan wood top and bottom for easier 
hanging. 

Pa. /"/'•■    I-/'/ Gat   Tax • Sorru Xn mD's 
SEND    10c    FOR   GIFT   CATALOG 

Clymer's of Bucks  County 
Dept." HG8-0, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950 

MAGAZINE FILES 
O AFE   storage  for valuable  back-issues!    Keep 
*^ your favorite magazines like new; protected from 
dust, wear, disorder; neatly filed for fast reference. 
Custom made for any standard publication you name. 
Titles are embossed in 23 K gold. Covered with rich 
library-colored Loathertex to resemble finely bound 
books. Each hold a year's supply of monthlies. Also 
medical &■ legal journals. $3.95 ea. ppd. 

ART  BEAM-LITE 
O EE your pictures Framed-in-Light. French made 
*~ for Louvre-Like lighting. Small, compact, hand- 
some fixture provides concentrated light to enhance 
the beauty of your paintings, sculptures, objets d'art. 
Easily adjustable; projects round or rectangular beam 
up to 20-ft ; simple multi-size focus. Attach to wall, 
ceiling. Used in fine homes, museums, galleries. 5" 
unit complete with bulb, 8-ft. cord.  $ 1 9.95 ppd. 

MUSHROOMS 
Everything's coming up mushrooms . . . 
but nothing has come up to Ebh Pate's 
mushroom prints! These are a set of 
4 different, original lithographs—each 
8"xl0" on extra fine quality paper and 
personally signed by the artist. This 
charming set of 4 drawings in portfolio 
—$5.00 ppd. 

Send for our catalog of other delights, 
25 refundable cents. 

CMERRI (MAKERS 
502 S.   Broad      Thomasville,  Ga.   31792 

HI-FILE CASES 
DE LUXE storage for your records! These dust- 

proof cases will hold 20 of your 12" LP's in their 
original jackets. Rich library binding in Brown or Blue 
simulated levant leather. Deeply embossed; tooled in 
23 K gold. Center divider aids filing by style, artist, 
or composer. Open back enables easy reading of the 
titles on spine of albums for faster record selection. 
Specify color choice. $4.95 ea. ppd. 

BOOKEND POSTS 
^1 OW you can end unsightly shelves! A sensible, 
^ decorative way to support books, magazines, file 

folders, catalogs, &• save valuable space. An internal 
spring-tension adiusts automatically between shelves. 
Protective rubber tips. No slip or slide when a book 
is removed. Made in U.S. of highest quality anodized 
aluminum in Brass or Silver finish. 

Small- fit shelves 6 to 9", Set of 6, $2.95 
Regular- fit shelves 9 to 14", Set of 6, $3.95 
King- fit shelves 14 to 17", Set of 6, $4.95 

ART    GUILD 
enterprises 

P. O. Box 23201-  AE 
M neapolis, 

Minnesota   55423 
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Jjady be good to your feet 
Enjoy buying choice quality shoes by 
mail from our world-famous catalog 
showing huge variety of smart • ', 
styles for every occasion — "i ■£ 
and our vast size range 
insures perfect fit— 
or your money 
refunded 

DEBRA shown 
sizes 2'/2 to 13 
dths AAAA to EE 

ooth calf; deep-beige 
wedgwood; bone/malt 
ife. Sizes 2'/2 to 10 $20.95 
95 . . . and 12'/2 or 13 $22.95 

50c a pair for postage 

_v/- 

45 Winter Street (Dept. GR) Boston, Mass. 02)08 

CHEMICALLY-TREATED CLOTH 
DRY-CLEANS UPHOLSTERY- 
RIGHT IN YOUR OWN HOME! 

Does the job so thoroughly and in- 
expensively, it's miraculous! Just 
run the cloth over the fabric— 
ground-in grime and soil disappear, 
colors & patterns show up brighter 
than ever! Easier, neater than other 
cleaners—no waiting for fabric to 
dry, no tell-tale rings to spoil the 
looks of your good furniture. Great 
for draperies, pillows, chair seats, 
mattresses, too. Long-lasting 12x6" 
cloth can be used over and over. 
93815 Upholstery Cloth. 1.99 

"D'D PPIT'O    0F   BOSTON 
JDXIiJCjVyXV   O    SINCE     1818 

|     B57 BRECK BLDG., BOSTON, MASS. 02210 

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN 
Lock out disturbing noise that robs you of 
refreshing sleep . . . even snoringl Ear-Drum 
Silencers designed by a sound engineer. 
Medically accepted. Soft, pliable, with 
easy-to-grasp safety flange. 

EAR-DRUM SILENCERS 
SI.49 +  15c Mailing Each 

Calif,  residents add 5°'o sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises   oept. HG-BO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

HIPSEAT $2-98 pp[ 

2 for SS 7S PPd. 

This unique baby carrier is for babies between 4 
and 18 months. 10O°/o cotton twill, adjustable to 
size of mother, folds to fit in purse or pocket, 
washable.     Very    handy    for    shopping.     Dark     Blue. 

Pa. Res. Add dff   Tax   •  Sorry Vo COD'S 

SEND   10c FOR GIFT CATALOG 

Clymer's of Bucks County 
Dept. HG8-0, Point Pleasant. Pa. 18950 

Hand-Carved  Polichromed 
Coat of Arms & 

Family-Crest 
RINGS 

Each coat of arms is an authentic representation, 
based on extensive research, of your family name. 
It  is available  in  the following varieties: 
16" x 13" (Handcarved)       $40.00 
16" x 13" with Toledo Swords      60.00 
Engraved on Silver framed on Velvet 6" x 8"    30.00 
6" x 8" painted on goatskin parchment  ....     12.00 
Also   available   is   an   heraldic   report   painted   on 
parchment paper for $4.95. 
(Which will be credited to a subsequent order,) 
The family-crest rings are available as follows: 
Engraved on sterling silver ring      $35.00 
Engraved on 18 K gold ring        85.00 
Engraved on precious stones 18 K gold setting 
(choice of amethyst, ruby, sapphire, topaz, 
onyx, agate or Lapis Lazuli)     115.00 
If you already have a coat of arms send drawing or 
reproduction,   otherwise we  will  do the research. 
Send for FREE catalogue. 
Also available but not shown 
15 piece porcelain coffee set   $50.00 
6 piece beer mug set       45.00 

HERALDICA  IMPORTS 
4 West 40 St., Dept. G2, New York, N. Y. 10018 

SHOPPING AROUND 

■ 

CHINESE ACCENT 
Perfect reproductions of ancient 
Chinese ships still sailing Asian 
waters offer culture without 
cliche. Intricate detail in wrought 
iron finished in antique bronze 
patina shows figures on deck, 
oars, riggings, etc. Each ship 
measures 9" by 9". The pair, 
$2.98 plus 50c postage. Write to 
Harriet Carter, Dept. HG-8, Plym- 
outh Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

PICKER PACKS BOOKS 
Authentic reproduction of 18th 
century cranberry picker be- 
comes convenient magazine rack 
with legs added. Use as record 
stand or planter. Native Virginia 
hardwood, hand-wiped walnut 
distressed finish. 19%" h., 16%" 
I., 6" d. $14.95 plus $1.25 post. 
Virginia Woodcraft, Dept. A-2, 
5404 Distributor Dr., Richmond, 
Va. 23225. 

PALETTE PLEASING 
Tempting little treasures of veg- 
etables and fruits printed in full 
color on quality paper appeal to 
the appetite. A leek, eggplant, 
artichoke and pineapple, ready 
to frame, a pretty pickup for a 
kitchen, dinette or dining room 
wall. 11" by 14" each. Set of 
four, $3.95 ppd. Artisan Gal- 
leries, HG8, 2100 No. Haskell 
Ave., Dallas, Texas 75204. 

STYLED IN TILE 
Practically yours as a hot plate or 
a handsome wall plaque, 6" by 
6" Clock of Life ceramic tile has 
indissoluble hand-screened de- 
sign in color, fired for perma- 
nence. Finished with 100% cork 
backing with built-in hanger. 
$2.98 plus 40c postage each tile. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG8, 585 
Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
94105. 

BALL-FRINGED CURTAINS COLONIAL STYLE! 
Classic Colonial curtains  like those made by -\A" CA   Cn 
thrifty     New     England     housewives     in     the "         »*•*" 
days  of   our   early   settlers.   Made  of   natural -jn„ .   7C 
unbleached   or   snowy   white   bleached   IVIUS- JU              •t./D 
LIN.    they're   trimmed    with   fluffy   chenille            .. _  A_ 
BALL    FRINGE   and   they're    EXTRA   WIDE 36               5.00 
80" to the pair. 
VERSATILE—hang   as   Tier   upon   Tier.   Tier 45 5.50 
and   Valance  or  use  two   pairs  Cottage  Style _ . „ ,   -c 
(as   illustrated)   or   one   pair   full    length   tied 54 O.X5 
back.  Two  matching  tieback  pieces  included ,-« .   mm 
with    EVERY    PAIR. 63 6.75 

Also available trimmed with T\" 7 en 
2" KNOTTED  FRINGE ,L ',i'w 

v For BALL FRINGE trim. Matching Va la nee 
order style "ABBY" ' 

x    For 2" KNOTTED  FRINGE, 11        x68 2.50 
order style  "SURREY" Mh<   -„(. („„,„,„ 

moid delay: specify 11 hite or Natural to ea< h or* r, 

OLD COLONY CURTAINS, HG84, Box 232, Westfield, N.J. 07090 
Money back guarantee.  Send check or Money Order. So COD'8. 

Delivery in S.J. add 5% Sales Tax 

PHOTO FRAMES 
Clear-as-crystal Lucite designed to show 
off your favorites without distortion, or 
desks, tables or mantles. Photos slip 
easily into or out of the handsome frames 

size 3»4-in. 

size 5x7-in. 

S3.O0 

$5.00 

2131 Union St. Suite 1 
San Francisco, Ca. 94123 

Specify Upright or Horizontal 
PPd. Satisfaction Guaranteed 

California Residents Add State 
and Local Taxes 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
BEST SELLER 
Al your service is a free, colorful 
catalogue to peruse with 40 
pages chock full of goodies 
from which to pick and choose. 
Novelties, gifts, linens and wear- 
ing apparel for all adults and 
children. Dresses, suits, sep- 
arates, sportswear, outerwear, 
footwear, handbags, too! Write to 
Johnny Appleseed's, Box 701, 
Beverly, Mass. 01915. 

COOKIE PUSS 
Pretty kitty with her smiling eyes, 
pert whiskers and flower be- 
decked chapeau is really a fine 
ceramic cookie jar by Lefton. 
Keep Miss Priss filled, ready for 
raiding. Blue and white, 7" by 7", 
$6.95. Tea set, $7.95. Ppd. 
Child's cereal set, teapot, sugar 
and creamer available. Imre Ban 
Studio, HG8, 3950 Lake Shore 
Dr., Chicago, III. 60613. 

ITS A NATURAL 
Take a tip from the wondrous 
world of nature and stitch up a 
leaf-stamped 13" dia. round box 
pillow following easy instruc- 
tions, stitch diagrams. Red, gold, 
green, brown leaves on black 
background. Heavy yarns, black 
cording, needle included. $5.95 
plus 50c post. Crewel World, 
HG8, Box 303, Huntingdon Val- 
ley, Pa. 19006. 

MYTHICAL WEIGHT 
Romance of legend's focused up- 
on a rock of multi-faceted hand- 
cut crystal—embedded with min- 
iature 8" replica of King Arthur's 
sword turned letter opener: stain- 
less steel, gold-plated handle. 
Legend included. 4" by 3" by 3". 
$8.95 plus 75c post. Pegasus, 
HG-870, 1855 Imperial Ave., New 
Hyde Park, N. Y.  11040. 

MUSCLE TONER 
Exercising aid made of firm resili- 
ent rubber with space for each 
finger, designed to strengthen 
hand and arm muscles. Also rec- 
ommended by doctors for relief 
from arthritic pain, aches and 
stiffness. 

HAND EXERCISER 
SI .49   ,    15e Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5°o sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-80 
San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

ireate Original Paintings 
•Jo art training needed to paint this 
'Cool Trees" modern abstract. Kit has 
'. panels 14" x 14", paints, brushes, 
rames & instructions for 26 designs to 
fo with a unique scanner. You'll be 
>roud to say "I painted these myself". 
510.95 ppd. (Pa. Res. Add 6% ST.). For 
.atalog of wood pieces, stitchery, an- 
iciue paintings send 250. 

dECORATi.VE 
AAdvENTURES 

P.O. Box 228X, Abington, Pa. 19001 

Sell exclusive, fine quality Personal Christmas Cards. The variety 
of design and the range of price will please the most discriminating 
buyers. Outstanding selections for individual, professional and 
business use. Also Popular Priced Personal Christmas Cards, fine 
Personal Stationery and Holiday Gift items. 

iVute Jodat/i I 
There is no better or easier way to earn extra money 

PEERLESS   GREETINGS 
1920 West Sunnyside,  Dept. G-3, Chicago,  III. 60640 

Name 

Address 

City. . State. Zip. 

Send For Samples at Once —Season Now in Full Swing! 

H in: niirn: i:i;n.ut\i i 
at $22 Per car°' 

Luxurious    simulated    DIAMONDS—man    made,    in 
credibly like the real thing in beauty brilliance, 
whiteness and hardness at a fraction of the coit. 
The VEGA is UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED 
FOR LIFE not to snatch, break, chin, dim or di-color, 
or will be replaced at NO COST. Cut ami polished 
on diamond wheel by experts to full JH facets for maxi- 
mum brilliance. Cost, not thousands, just $22 a carat! 
EASY PAYMENTS Sold on II) day MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

FREE   CATALOG  0/ styles  set  in   UK white nr ■ llu 111 11 ■ 

VEGA Co. Dept. HG-8, Box 465, 
Radio City  Sta.,  New  York,   N.   Y.   10019 

'-•t   ••• fed 'H 

PORTABLE BACK COMFORT 
Folding Bed Board protects against back 
ache due to over soft or sagging mat- 
tresses. Full 5-foot length C/2 inch thick) 
provides firm back support at home or 
folds conveniently into four 15" sections 
for travel. At home or away you'll always 
be sure of a good night's sleep! Cot Size 
or one side of a double bed $5.95; Twin 
Bed Size $7.49; Double Bed Size (in 2 sec- 
tions) $10.95; Queen or King Size (in 
2 sections) $13.95. We pay postage and 
ship in 6 hours. 

Send Check or Money Order to: 

$tiG\ *Sh!qr inc. BOX GZ 

New Providence. New Jersey 07974 
' MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ^=* 

&&*&*?%$£* H 5^->*< - 

GOLDEN  FILIGREE 
SWITCHPLATES 

Add a touch of charm to your home at little 
cost wifh our golden sw'tchplates. Brass- 
plated, antique non-tarnish finish, screws in- 
cluded. Also available in wrought-iron black. 
SINGLE—3" x 4' >"   SI.00 each 

3 for S2.95 
DOUBLE—4'2" x 4'2"           SI.50 each 
TWIN OUTLET—3'x 4'2"  SI 00 each 

3 for S2.95 
TRIPLE— 6'j     x  4'j"      S2.95 each 
COMBINATION— V ." % 4'/i* SI.50 each 
QUADRUPLE—8" x 4'..' S3.95 each 

PLUS 45c POSTAGE & HANDLING 
/■«. Res. Add 6%  Sales Tax. Sorru Xo C'OD's. 

THE ADDED TOUCH 
12-H Water St.. Bryn  Mawr,  Pa.  19010 
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Shopping [BjDOOR 
K"   ISTORE 
ai   llIC . . . ISKjOF WASHINGTON  D C 

Shopping [#lDOOR 
b,y.Kail   ISTORE 3ttn6... L^SJoF WASHINGTON. D C 

Louis XV Armchair from Italy. Hand- 
carved frame. Hand-caned seat and 
back. H 37"-St Ht 17". Ready to finish 
$94. Finished, add $30. Exp. Chgs. Col. 
No COD's. New 56-page catalog, $1. 
Door Store of Washington, D.C. 

3140   M   St.   N.W.   (HG8),   Wash.,   D.   C.   20007 

truffle 
An imported delicacy. 
This lamp has an imported 
satin white glass bowl 
and a concave base in 
black, white, mustard or 
satin chrome  1 7" in height. 
Three way socket 
$2798 
Our three volume 1 970 
catalog is $1. 
Write for it. 

Georgetown siosMsuee, NW 
Lamp Washington. D C  20007 
Gallery Express Charges Collect 

HAND HAMMERED PEWTER 
by DON MILLER 

Each piece is individually 
handcrafted and signed by 
the artist. Careful hammering 
adds a sparkle that requires 
no polishing. 

4 oz. wine goblet 
5%" high $48.00 

for set of 4 

W oz. matching 
cordial 

4" high $30.00 
for set of 4 

Add 51.50 per set for postage 
and handling 

Catalog of 
American handcrafts SI .00 

Appalachian 
Spring rTl 

1655 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. 

Dept HG8 

Washington, D C 20007 

Classic Bentwood Side Chair. Smooth curv- 
ing frame in black, white, walnut or nat- 
ural finish. Natural cane seat. $17.95. Arm 
Chair. Black, walnut, natural. $29. Express 
Charges Coll. No COD's. Choice of other 
Bentwood styles. New 56-page catalog, $1. 

Door Store of Washington, D.C. 
3140 M St. N.W.   (HG8)  Wash., D.C. 20007 

Only your  pocketbook  knows! 

"ANTIQUE" ANAGLYPTA MOLDINGS 
19" diam. 5.95 ppd. 

Glamorize your plain ceilings with ex- 
citing reproductions of antique mold- 
ings! So easy to apply—then paint 
or gild to look like plaster or wood. 

Moulded, not pressed, they please the 
most discerning eye. Send 1.00 for com- 
plete   decorative   hardware   catalogue. 

W.T. Weaver & Sons 
(EST.  1889) 

1208  Wisconsin Ave.,  N.W. 
Washington,  D.  C. 20007 

r 
lucky 
handbag! 
A   British   penny   inside 
brings  you   luck.  Crinkle 
patent reverses to ass't. 
prints.   To   shoulder  or 
not, it's perfect, pack- 
able,    and    [ust 

$12 
(add $1.00 postage) 

tangerine 

chocolate 

fake lizard 

navy 

black 

Icelly 

caramel 

white 

gold 

red 

^Lf h&QAune hoe 
itH%      321 4 N St., Georgetown 

^     1 Washington, P. C. 20007 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
WASHINGTON 
GEORGETOWN      MARYLAND      VIRGINIA 

COLORFUL 

CHIAVARI 

Red, green, blue, lavender, all 
aniline stained so wood grain 
shows through. Protective mirror-gloss 
finish. Flat white, too! Italian import 
with hand-woven rope seat. $12.95 
exp. chgs. coll. New catalogue, $1. 

Door Store of Washington, 
HG8, 3140 M St. NW, 
Washington, D. C. 20007. 

OUEEN ANNE PIECE 

For a lovely lady, a 
remarkable  reproduction of 

an original from 1740. 
Burr walnut with  hand- 

rubbed antique finish. 
20%" by 151/2"by371/2" h. 

$285 exp. coll. An English 
import from Little Caledonia, 

HG8, 1419 Wisconsin Ave., 
Washington, D. C. 20007. 

STATE 

FLOWER SCARF 

Famous Frankie Welch, 
scarf designer supreme, 
creates a garden scarf of 
silky Supima cotton. Green- 
border with official flowers of 50 
states in six colors. 32" square 
or 11" by 64" long. $16.50 each ppd. 
Frankie Welch of Virginia, HG8, 305 
Cameron  St.,  Alexandria,  Va.  223*14. 

wk 
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STRIPED SURPRISE 
Imagine a dacron polyester 

dress as smart as this 
striped shirt style! Pops 

into washer and dryer and 
comes  out   sparkling 

and ready to go here, there 
and everywhere! Black/ 

ginger or navy/red, both 
punctuated with white. 

Elasticized waist, shoe string 
belt. 5 to 13.$34ppd. 

Treasure Tree, HG8, 3214 N 
St. NW, Washington, 

D. C. 20007. 

IS IT A DIAMOND? 

No! Frankly fake but the most 
brilliant idea since the real 
thing!   Emerald-cut 
Wellington exquisitely 
mounted with two baguettes 
in 14k yellow or white gold. 
From two carats at $130 
to eight for $330. Ppd. 
Wellington Jewels, HG8, 
1150 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington,  D. C. 20036. 

GEORGE III 
TEAPOT 

Sterling ex- 
ample of the 

superb silver at 
Shaw & Brown, 

straight-sided teapot 
with bright-cut en- 

graving, original 
wood handle, ivory 

finial. Made in London 1798 by Samuel Godbehere and Edward 
Wigan. $800. Designers of fine jewelry, importers of rare Irish 
flatware. Shaw & Brown Co., HG8, 1618 Wisconsin Ave., Wash- 
ington, D. C. 20007. 

D 
,.H«ll»' 

ft 

RARE STAMP TUMBLERS 

A quartet of gleaming glasses with famous stamps reproduced 
in color. Detailed description on the back. Most valuable stamp, 
the British Guiana one-cent piece of 1856 made headlines recent- 
ly. Also, 1851 Hawaiian Missionary, 1855 Sweden, U. S. Inverted 
Jennie. Set, $10 plus 85c post. Camalier & Buckley, HG8, 
1141 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, D. C. 20036. 

TEAK 
NEST 

$33   ppd. 

(In Mel., D.C. <-nd Va. 
add soles tax) 

Superb value. Fine Danish workmanship in Bangkok teak. Richly grained 
veneered top, solid wood edged. Handrubbed oil finish. Corner braced in 
metal.    23' 2 x 1 51 j x 20"H.    Shipped   K.D.  for  easy  assembly. 

SCAN . . . largest retailer of Scandinavian furnishings in the U.S. . . . empha- 
sizes fine design and quality at low direct-import prices. There are five 
beautiful stores in metropolitan Washington, others in Baltimore, Md. and 
Newport News,  Va.    II these  are  not  on  your itinerary,  send 50c  lor  catalog. 
You'll he pleased. 

SCAN 
Box HG, 11310 Frederick Avenue,  Beltsville,  Md. 20705 

contemporary 
furniture 

$2.25  set of 4 
plus .75 

mailing 

PIMPERNEL HARD COASTERS FROM ENGLAND-HERRING HUNT SCENE 
(heat & liquor resistant) 

at   LITTLE  CALEDONIA,  141 9 Wisconsin Ave., Wash., D.C. 20007 

Swinging in a 12 foot ham- 
mock made of cool, strong 
hemp. One of Port of Call's 
Special Tributes to the lazy, 
hazy days of summer. 

. 4." Jposlpaid 
add 50^ handling 

Sk>Rr or CALL 
"' In Georgetown, 

Canal Square, 
1054 31st St., N.W. 

Washington, D. C. 20007 

Your Ideas Our Specialty 
ZEBRA HEAD—Suitable for pillow or picture. 
$41.50 ppd.  Approx.   17" sq.   10 stitch white 
mono canvas. Black & White with black border 
on your choice of background. 

Needlepoint  &   Crewel   Designs   in   Stock   and 
to Order. Prices start at $3. incl. design hand 
painted on canvas with all wools ready to work. 
Your choice of background color. 

Supplies, Church Designs, Books. Price List 50c 

American Needlework Center, Inc. 
2803 M Street, N.W. 

Washington. D. C. 20007 

WANTED: 

TURTLE 
COPPER 

BRACELET 
For its effect.., 
For its style... 
For its mystery. 

From the ancient Egyptian Middle Kingdom to 
America, 1970, for over 5,000 years, copper brace- 
lets have been worn to ward off aches and pains. 
Copper, with its amazing versatility and endurance, 
is more than any other metal "the human element." 
Let authentic Turtle Bay copper cast its rosy glow 
around your wrist. We don't claim a Turtle Bay 
copper bracelet will cure your ills ... . but it 
will give you a unique fashion accent and a conver- 
sation piece steeped in history. 
Turtle Bay's hand-buffed pure copper bracelet: 
ladies, $6, gentlemen, $8. Write: 

UJ\ TURTLE BAY, Ltd. 
 ^ P.O. Box 25 / Annapolis, Md. 21404 
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PRESIDENTIAL TRAY will hold 

its beauty forever. Fine portraits 

of all presidents, Washington 

through Nixon, executed on high- 

ly polished coins of jewelers i 

bronze are hand inlaid in lustrous 

blact phenolic resin. W/i  x 18". 

NUMISMATIC COIN CLOCK is uniquely 
designed to show all three of our last silver 
coins. The only clock to truly say "a quarter 
past the hour," "half past." Depicts a turning 
point in our economy—the passing of the 
silver era. Battery operated. For table, desk or 
wall. Walnut grain finish. 7'/2" * l^ll"• 

Presidential Tray        $30.00 
Numismatic Clock      $39.00 

Please add 95c postage. Each 

Sorry no C.O.D.'s. 

Camal/er 
j &Buckley<z 

SEND   FOR  GIFT CATALOG 

Dep*. HG8-0. 1141 Connecticut Ave.. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036 

The "Cherokee 
Alphabet" 
scarf, a 
Frankle Welch 
of Virginia 
design, 
is available 
in three sizes: 
The square, 
approximately 
22 inches — five dollars. The 32 inch square 
— twenty-two dollars. 

The "Six-Foot Cherokee" — sixteen dol- 
lars ... all on Supima'R cotton or silk. 
Add 50c for postage. 

Frankie Welch 
of Virginia 

305 Cameron Street • Alexandria, Virginia 22314 

TEMPURA  SET:  FOR 
THE  BEST EAST/WEST 

COOKERY!  $13.95 
Cook Oriental or cook American in our 13" pot 
of flame red porcelain enamelled steel with 
chrome plated steel ring, grill, strainer; pair 
chopsticks and recipe folder. 

Send check or MO. Add $1.50 postage. 
Write for FREE Fall Catalog. 

CHina CLOseT 
6807  WISCONSIN   AVENUE 
CHEVY  CHASE,   MD.   20015 

YOUR OLD FUR COAT 
INTO NEW JACKET  •  CAPE  •  STOLE 
MORTON'S   remodels   your<£^   M    Qr 
old worn fur coat, jacket or,p  J /I .ifv 
cape into a glamorous new 
fur fashion for only $34.95. 
Includes restyling, new lining, interlining, 
monogram, cleaning, glazing, written guar- 
antee. 

(/,,/,, from  \iuiriii\s   World's Lnramt 
I'm litxtnliiHi^mritiliate   I iroesi ItyU 

Selection   It Ann Price. Ova ',5 Fashions. 

Styling praised by Harper's Bazaar, Gla- 
mour, other fashion leaders. Send No 
Money! Just mail old fur. state dress 
size. Pay postman, plus postage, when 
your thrilling new restyled fashion ar- 
rives. Or write for Morton's new FREE 
Style Book. 

MORTONS Dept.  G-H 
Washington,   D.   C.   200O4 

<# i 1 

A great 
|    contribution 

to any man's 
wardrobe 

MI-TIE HANGER 
Made ot solid walnut with beautiful hand 
rubbed  finish,  complemented  with  brass 
li  and cross bar. Gold plastic remov- 
abli   riders  for  individual  hanging   (ex- 
tras included). 
6", 25 tie size $5.50 • 10". 50 tie size $7.50 

16", 100 tie size $9.50 ppd. 
Free Quality Gift Catalog on Request 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
3023 Crane Drive. G8-0 
Falls Church. Va. 22042 

SHOPPING AROUND 
WASHINGTON 
GEORGETOWN MARYLAND        VIRGINIA 

■rf. 

*^#.'.ji 

fi.V*L 

PORCELAIN 
PILLOW 

From an 
early Chinese 

porcelain 
piece, pre- 

cious pillow 
to work in 

Byzantine 
stitch or your own favorite. Painted in four shades of any color 
with your choice of background. 16-stitch mono canvas is 12" 
by 13". $26 ppd. Other needlepoint and crewel designs in stock 
or made from your designs. Price list, 50c. American Needle- 
work Center, Inc., 2803 M St. NW, Washington, D. C. 20007. 

TAILORED FOR TV 

Most television carts are 
decoratively dreary. Not so this 
American black walnut with 
oiled finish. Uncluttered lines, 
uncompromising quality. 14" 
by24"byl8"h.$54.95frt.coll. 
The Wood Shop, 3100 M. St. 
NW, Washington, D. C. 20007. 

TELEPHONE TURF 

Mr. Bell's tel has a specia 
spot—a little fringed rug 
from Austria. Wool pile 
in pretty pattern of 
gold, tan, red and = 
black. 9" by 12". | 
$4.95; two for $9.50. 
Add 35c post. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG8, 
3023 Crane Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22042 

BRAZILIAN 
BEAUTIES 

Agate slabs for 
paperweights. 
In two sizes; 

about 4", 
$5.50; about 

6".   $6.50. 
Silver canape 

servers, semi-pre- 
cious stone handles. 

Spoons, fork, and picks 
(two of each); six 

for $3.95. Ppd. Rio Plata, 
HG8, Box 7111, Alex- 

andria,  Va.   22307. 
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ADAPT 

Breakthrough for contact 
lens  wearers!   Cushioning 
solution reduces over- 
awareness and lens 
sensation. For additional 
info  consult  your  contact 
lens practitioner or write for 
free booklet on Adapt to 
Burton, Parsons & Co., 
Inc., HG8, 7351 86th Ave., 
Washington, D. C. 20027. 

COOK  IN  CLAY 

The culinary ap- 
proach is age-old; the 
Roemertopf is new. Soak "Ro- 
man pot" in water, bake in 
oven with no added fat or water 
and serve tender, moist chicken, 
beef, fish, vegetables. Red or white meat pot is $10; white fish 
cooker is $15. Add $1.50 postage each. With recipes and avail- 
able only at The China Closet, HG8, 6807 Wisconsin Ave. NW, 
Chevy Chase, Md. 20015. 

POTTER'S  LAMP 

How about a contemporary 
lamp matched to any color 
swatch? Slick, simple jug- 
shaped ceramic base with 
white linen drum shade. 

31" high over all. Price including 
custom  glazing.  $45 exp.  charges 
coll. Three-volume contemporary 
lighting catalogue, $1. Georgetown 
Lamp Gallery, 3103 M St. NW, 
Washington, D. C. 20007. 

CRIB OUILT 

A dozen 10" tall tots 
create motif for 

44" by 56" 
handmade, washable 

quilt. Pink, blue, 
yellow or green border. 

$34 ppd. American 
handcraft catalogue, $1. 

Appalachian Spring, 
1655 Wisconsin 

Ave. NW, Washington, 
D. C.20007. 

Send 50c for new catalogue featuring contemporary 

& traditional wall, pole, & freestanding suspension 

furniture units of outstanding craftsmanship in 

walnut • teak • rosewood • oak. Direct factory savings! 

THE WOOD SHOP  O Dept. HG8, 3100 "M" ST., N.W. 
WASHINGTON D. C. 20007 

V 
W* 
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The contentments of child- 

hood in sculpture 

Boy with hands on 
knees—by Janet 
Borden (a pprox. 
12x11x6).$38.95 + 
$4.15 ($5.90 west 
of the Mississippi) 
hndlg/shipg. 

Girl sifting sand 
thru toes—by Janet 
Borden (a pprox. 
11x7x7). $38.95 + 
$4.15 ($5.90 west 
of the Mississippi) 
hndlg/shipg. 

Companion pieces, both copyright re- 
productions from molds of the origi- 
nals; both in museum stone. Finished 
like the  original terra  cotta. 

ABACUS  GALLERY HG 8 
1226 Wisconsin Ave. NW 

Washington, D.C 20007 

*'$$$k*. 

NEEDLEPOINT BY "DESIREE" 
Magnificent medieval "Unicorn and 
Lion" rug, hand painted on easy to 
work 10' mesh canvas. Comes com- 
plete with richly shaded Persian wools, 
needles and instructions. Truly an heir- 
loom piece! 

Natural  background,   specify  color  of 
border,   deep    green,    gold,    blue   or 
deep red. 

Finished size 28" x 38" $155.00  ppd. 

DESIREE  DESIGN  STUDIO 
FOR 

NEEDLECRAFTS 
7942 WISCONSIN AVE.. SUITE  122-24 

BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20014 

RIO PLATA IMPORTS LTD 
son 

New Zealand 
lambskins 

with black or 
white plush wool 

GUARANTEED 
WASHABLE! 

(av. si. 6 to 7 sq. ft.) 15.95 ppd. 

P.O. Box 7111 Alexandria, Virginia 22307 
Calfskin from Brazil 

black a white 
or brown & white 

spotted 
and mixed 

chrome-tanned! 

(av. SZ. C to 7 sq. ft.) 15.85 ppd. 
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SHED INCHES 
LOOK YEARS YOUNGER! 

Amazing Waist, Hip and Thigh Reducers 
Strip Away Fat Without Weights, 

Exercises, or Crash Dieting! 
Why look o'der than you are! Slim down to a 
trimmer, more youthful you this quick, easy, 
way. Wear our soft, pliable SLIM-QUICK any- 
where — invisibly — under your clothes. As you 
move about, your SLIM-QUICK gently mas- 
sages: holds body heat; and multiplies per- 
spiration flow. Inches fall away in days! Molded 
rubber lined with s-t-r-e-t-c-h nylon lets you 
wear it in complete comfort. .Heavy-duty zipper 
for getting in and out of easily. Especially effec- 
tive when worn while walking, jogging, bowling, 
golfing, etc., relieves back and waist tension, 
too! For men and women of all ages. Order 
now. Wear regularly and see results within 
days or your money back! 
A)' COMBINATION waist, hip & thigh reducer only $18.95 ppd. 

SEND WAIST AND HIP MEASUREMENTS 
B) BELT(not shown) SEND WAIST MEASUREMENT only $9.95 

PP(t. 
C) THIGH REDUCER—SEND UPPER THIGH MEASUREMENT— 

PAiRonly $13.95 ppd. 
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER, NO COD (Fla. orders add 4% Tax) 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
FREE   with   all   orders   "A   DOCTORS  QUICK  WEIGHT   LOSS 

PLAN" booklet to help you get even faster results. 

CROSAR PRODUCTS 
Dept.HG-3, Box 1813, Hialeah, Florida 33011 

SHOPPING AROUND 

CALL IT OLD UNCLE ZEKE. . . 
You'll laugh all the way through 
"How To Make Booze At Home"- 
This "How To" booklet is a per- 
sonal account of the author's own 
(hie) research. Tells you how to 
make whiskey, wine, brandies and 
fine liqueurs all for less than $1 per 
quart. And, it all can be legal. Great 
gift! $2.98, plus 30$ first class 
postage.   Send   for   free   catalogue. 
WEST-BERG ENTERPRISES. LTD. 

2842 E. Serendipity Cr., Dept. 206 
Colorado Springs, Colorado   809I7 

NEW SMARTY TABLE 
ulLolnL  T*0.*JD for Postage and handling 

Why spend a lot of money to cover an ex- 
pensive table. Use SMARTY, the original col- 
lapsible corrugated table used in department 
stores and homes around the world. Paint it, 
paper it or cover it with a 72" round cloth. 
Use for end/corner table, buffets, game 
table. 20" Round Top-27i/2" high. Satis- 
faction guaranteed. No C.O.D.'s.   Dept. H8. 

SMARTY PAPER PRODUCTS, INC. 
75 Colonial Road, New Canaan, Conn. 06840 

THE 1970 
DANISH CHRISTMAS PLATE 

The Christmas Rose and the Cat 
ARTIST:   KAI  LANGE 

In  the  time  when   Man's  pioneering vic- 
tories in space have made the dreams and 
fantasies of early ages reality, artist   Kai 
Lange's  peaceful  motif  for  this 
year's  Christmas  plate  gives  us 
a   feeling   which,  in  spite  of  its 
quite earthbound perspective, is 
just as much a part of our lives. 

Each plate $10.00 U.S. 
Postage    &    handling    included: 
SORRY, we do not sell previous 
year    plates,    only    the    current 
year. 
Write   for   Brochure  of   Bing   & 
Grondahl     1970    and     Bavarian 
Xmas plates,  same price. 
46 Cote de  la Fabrique, Quebec,  Canada 

MAKE EXTRA MONEY   , 
Sell GREETING CARDS and GIFTS i 

Jewelry * Stotionery ■ Wrappings * Toys y 
Over 200 Name Imprinted Christmas Cards V. 

FREE ALBUM 
ol Name Imprinted 

Make Extra Money For CHRISTMAS CARDS 
Your Organization Or Yourself 
No experience needed. Organi- 
zations, housewives, students, 
shut-ins. others can make big 
profits to 100% plus bonus plan. 
Items sell on sight. Cards worth 
25* or more sell for less than 
7( each when bought by the box. 
FREE  gift with first order. 

OVER 600 FAST_SELLERS 

HEDENKAMP, Dept   HG-lf 
,361 Broodwoy, Ne~ Yojk. H.I. 10013 

■ase   send   mc   salable   samples   on   approval 
30 day  trial.   FREE  Color Catalog of over 

1400  items.   FREE   Album  ot   Name   Imprinted 
istm.is Cards, Sales Plan. FREE Gilt Offer, 

' Nome 

Address 

City, Stole, Zip Code 

Wr 
L 

*? - m 

HUMMINGBIRD LURE 
Specially designed for humming- 
birds is this round plastic feed- 
er from which birds sip their 
fill of nectar. 10" dia., weath- 
er-resistant. Easy to fill and clean. 
Perch provided for birds' rest. 
Hangs from branch or hook. 
$1.99 each; 4 oz. nectar concen- 
trate, 69c. Helen Gallagher, Dept. 
108, Peoria, III. 61601. 

YOUR ANCESTORS 
In the tradition of aristocracy, 
link your family name with history 
—and perhaps make a rich dis- 
covery! A coat-of-arms may await 
you. Check it out in The Family 
Tree, a comprehensive genealogy 
with ship's passenger lists, ceme- 
tery records, heraldry, maps, ex- 
change listings, wills. $2 plus 
25c post. Holiday Gifts, 308-C, 
7047 Pecos, Denver, Colo. 80221. 

ANIMAL FARE 
Acollection of creatures—giraffe, 
lion, tiger, zebra—two by two to 
decorate your buffet as plates 
and mugs. Black and white ce- 
ramic, plates are 8V2" dia., mugs 
with bamboo design handles. 
Four mugs, $5.95; four plates, 
$5.95; complete set of each, 
$11.90. Add $1.30 postage each 
set. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG8, 
Northport, N. Y. 11768. 

ALFRESCO NECESSITY 
Dining on porch or patio? 
Wrought iron napkin holder with 
adjustable center rod keeps nap- 
kins from blowing every which 
way and is handsome in itself. 
Napkins pull out one at a time. 
Black, 7" by 7" by 6V4" h. Pre- 
pare now for outdoor living! 
$2.98 plus 35c. The Country 
Gourmet, G31, 545 So. 4th Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

FLOWER PICTURES 
Creative stitchery in posy pic- 
tures. Exquisite floral designed 
kit includes homespun material, 
gay-colored wool, floss, needle, 
simple directions, 12" by 15" 
white molded frame. Daisy on 
blue, Queen Anne's lace on gold, 
black-eyed Susan on olive. Each 
$3.50 plus 45c post. The Added 
Touch, 12H Water Street, Bryn 
Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

END 
COLLAR' 

SHIRT 
SQUEEZE" 

Co 11 a r • Ex t en d e r button 
"loosens" tight shirt collars. 
Ends all-day tugging. Expands 
collar up to V2 size larger for 
that ' 'just right" feeling. In- 
visible behind tie. Can be 
transferred from shirt to shirt 
in seconds. Set of 4. 

COLLAR EXTENDERS 
SI.00  -  15c Mailing 

Calif, residents add 5°o sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-80 
San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
HAPPY ENDING 
Pretty comfy tilt and swivel's as 
handsome as any we've seen in 
hand-rubbed oak finished in an- 
tique brown tone, seat and arms 
dressed in gold, green, black or 
cinnamon vinyl fastened with 
brass nail trim. 25" w., 44" h. 
Adjustable. $157.50exp. charges 
coll. Catalogue 25c. Ephraim 
Marsh, Dept. 771, Box 266, Con- 
cord, N. C. 28025. 

DESIGNED FOR MONEY 
Tan sheepskin with multicolored 
bas-relief impressions of village 
scenes of India put together a 
wallet that can't go unnoticed— 
Rabindranath Tagore, Nobel 
Prize winner and poet laureate of 
India originated the design as 
well as the relief printing tech- 
nique. $5.95 ppd. Order from 
India Imports, HG8. Box 383, 
Westport, Conn. 06880. 

CRYSTAL CLEAR 
To us this hand-blown crystal egg 
is as beautiful in its simplicity as 
any egg created by Faberge in 
19th c. France. 6" high and 
lidded, it holds nuts, candy, or 
tiny presents. Remove lid for 
flower arrangements that last 
for weeks. $2.98 plus 25c post. 
The Country Gourmet, Dept. GA, 
545 Fourth Ave., Mount Vernon, 
N. Y. 10550. 

CLEAR AS A WHISTLE 
Something to sing about: a clear 
plastic cutting board that saves- 
surfaces from scratches while 
you slice, chop or carve. Dish- 
washer-safe, heat-resistant. 8" 
by 11" $2.98; 12" by 16" $4.98; 
14" round $6.98. Ppd. Order 
from Colonial Garden, Dept. HG8, 
270 W. Merrick Rd., Valley 
Stream, IN. Y. 11582. 

ELEGANT ILLUMINATOR 
A matchless marvel! Called Petit 
Trianon, a dainty original de- 
sign chandelier of imported Bac- 
carat-type crystals and cut beads 
works magic in any small room 
or space. Silvery or brass. Ap- 
proximately 18" w., 22" I., not 
counting chain. $200 ppd. Cata- 
logue 25c. King's Chandelier Co., 
HG-8, Eden, N. C. 27288. 

000  NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1 
nest quality gummed labels. 1000 Handy 

[feels $1. Gold Labels Deluxe size 2x-K" 250 

-els with 125 SELF ADHESIVE Initials, 

i $3.00. QU1K-STIK, self adhesive labels, 

rScs cm any surface; glass, metal, plastic 500 

lels $2.00, Deluxe size 2x-}4"—300 for $2.50. 

pinespun Labels colored borders 300 for 

.00. Inc. 10c postage, plug Calif. 5% tax per 

iler. Write for money-raising plan. 

IANDY    LABELS    8U Jasperson Bldg., Culver City. Calif. 90230 

TV RUNABOUT 
For those  heavy,  misnamed  portables.  Our  handsome run- 
about holds even Urge color sots. Swivels on big 5" casters, 
rolls from room to room—enjoy TV anywhere. Stores lots of 
magazines, papers too.  Hand crafted pine, 
rugged   birch   legs.   Honey  tone  or  maple, 
antique  pine or walnut finish.  Shipped flat 
for  oconomy—easy  assembly.  27"H   14"D.  2 
Widths:   2?"W   (25'/,,"   botw   legs)   $29.95. 
Unfin:    $26.95.    33%"W    (30"    betw    legs) 
$36.95. Unfin: $32.95. Postpaid—add $2.50 
each W. of Miss. 

noon CABINET 
FOB 

PORTABLES 
Our charming cabinet holds 19" color or 19"-21" 
black & white portables. (19'/2"H 25'/2"W inside). 
Top back lifts for rabbit ears—doors fold flat 
against sides for viewing. Huge, concealed cast- 
ers roll anywhere—swivel to any angle. Crafted of 
select pine, in honey tone or maple, antique pine 
or walnut finish. 28"H 28'/2"W 1?"D. 564.95. 
HOME KIT: Ready to assemble and finish—doors 
all made. Easy directions. $39.95. Both Exp. Chg. 
Col. 

Include Zip Code 
Not Sold In Stores 
Money Back 
Guarantee 

3  TROPICAL 
PALM  TREES  $ 
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The<.e lush •"Butterfly Palms" are available only 
through this ad. They're featured in HOME and 
GARDEN Magazines—favored by top land- 
scapers and interior decorators. Specimens can 
sell for up to $10. They thrive in sun or shade, 
indoors or out, with little care. Grow up to 6 
feet tall. Shipped direct from the tropical nurs- 
ery with simple instructions. Guaranteed to ar- 
rive in  perfect  condition or money  back. 

Get   .'{   PALMS   in   a   pot   lor  $3   ppd. 
6 PALMS—2  pot just $5  ppd. 

9 PALMS—:*  pots—onlj   sT   pp.I. 
I nconditional   30  daj   monej   hark 

PALM NURSERY SALES, *£?? 
Dept.   HG8 

55th St. 
Y.10019 

*tya*d Bou" 
/    AMERICA'S   FINEST     # 

OUTDOOR  INCINERATOR 
fndorsed  by  Fire  Prevention  Authorities 

direct from 
manufacturer 

Price f.o.b. 
Paterson, N. J. 

No. 3—3 bu. 
wt.   100  lbs.-S86.00 

No. 6—6 bu. 
wt. 1 50 Ibs.-SI 13.00 

Write for 
Illustrated Circular 

BURNS  GARBAGE 
LEAVES    &     LITTER 
to   a    Powdered    Ash 

Quickly! Safely! 
SAFE — Sealed-in fire 
chamber prevents 
sparks! PATENTED—Air 
rising thru perforated 
flue forces top-lighted 
fire to burn downward! 
Can't smother! HEAVY 
CAST-IRON and SHEET- 
IRON CONSTRUCTION 
for long life. Weather- 
proofed with fused-on 
vitreous porcelain en- 
amel. PERFECT for 
homes, estates, camps, 
clubs. 

J. W. Fiske 
ARCHITECTURAL 

METALS,  INC. 
115 Pennsylvania Ave. 

Paterson  3. N. J. 

ESTABLISHED 1858 

FANTASTIC ICE CUBES! 
YOUR OWN INITIALS 

Trays Are Standard Ice Cube Size 

■■■■■■%, 

Great gift and  party idea 

Each tray makes ten individual ini- 
tialed ice cubes—in real ice!— In- 
dicate initial wanted in each tray. 
Two Trays $5.00. Extra trays $2.00 
Each. Add 50c for handling & post- 
age. Minimum order $5.00 sent 
PPD. Send cash, check or money 
order to 

NU  ART CO., dept. 23 
1 60 Amhurst St., East Orange, N.J. 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afford 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value V* to Vz higher. 

Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG. 
EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP.,  Dept. 12 
Empire State Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10001 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

 ZIP 

.GUST.  1970 23 



SUMMER SPECIAL 
Baby's First Shoes 

Bronze-Plated in Solid Metal 

only $3.99 a pair 
Limited time only. Baby's pre- 
cious shoes gorgeously bronze- 
plated in SOLID METAL for 
only $3.99 a pair. Don't confuse 
this offer of genuine life-time 
BRONZE-PL AT INGwith 
painted   imitations.   100%  Money-Back 
Guarantee. Also all-metal Portrait Stands 
(see at right), ashtrays, bookends, TV 
Lamps at great savings. Perfect Gift for 
Dad or Grandparents. Send 
No Money! Rush the cou- 
pon   with   your  name  and 
address  today  for   full  de- 
tails,   money-saving   certifi- 
cate    and    handy    mailing 
sack.     Mail     the    coupon 
today! 

AMERICAN BRONZING GO. 
Box   6504-H5,   Bexley,   O.   43209 

I 
I 
I 
I 

NAME 

|      ADDRESS 

I 

AMERICAN   BRONZING   CO. 
Box 4504-H5, Bexley, Ohio 43209 
FKJCK and without obligation—rush complete details of your 
genuine bronzing of baby shoes, money-saving certificate, ftncl 
bandy mailing sack. 

CITY STATE . 

The Original 

TWIN   BED  BRIDGE 
protected by U. S. patent #3 157 889 

Makes  a   Comfortable 
King-Size Bed out of Twins! 

• Fills space between beds. 
• Made of soft polyurethane foam. 
• Fits any size twin beds. 
• Uses standard size sheets. 
• Rolls up for easy storage. 

We pay all postage   *O.Vj 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

TONI  STERN 
HG-8. 54 So. Orange Ave. 
South Orange. N.J. 07079 

Sundae Best 
Ice Cream Table and Chairs 
Nostalgic tor the old fashioned ice cream par 
lor? Turn back the clock and surround yourself 
with exact replicas of old time ice cream parlor 
chairs and tables. Made of heavy gauge black 
finished steel with natural finish classic oak 
veneer seats. Solid oak table top. The au- 
thentically styled ice cream table is 24" dia.; 
30',■'■" high $34.95 ppd. The ice cream chair is 
36" high overall, $45.00 pair, ppd. The Bar 
Stool (not shown) is 26" high, $14.95 ppd. 

Shipped parcel poet easily assembled, 
[dd $ I ." i itt m HI st "I \i iss 

Setld 25C fur in u 

lulog. 

#/tte Dept. 
G-80 

Great Barrington, Mass. 01230 

IF you can't quit smoking 
COLD TURKEY 
use NIC-0-TYM 

the cigarette case 

with the Built in 

TIME LOCK 
AT LAST, a safe, sure way 
to   stop   smoking   or   cut 
down  or  your  money will 

^^^^^^^^» be refunded. 
NIC-O-TYM    locks   your    cigarettes    {in    a 
handsome   leather   grain   finish   case),   for 
any  preselected time interval,  up to 2  hrs. 
An  audio  signal   lets  you   know  when   it  is 
unlocked. 
WITH this method you can slowly and 
gradually, denicotise your system and bring 
your habit under control. You keep smoking, 
but less and less as you gradually increase 
the time interval between cigarettes. 
NIC-O-TYM IS GUARANTEED to help you, 
and could even save your life (or the life 
of a loved one) if you're a heavy smoker. 
HAS many other uses too. 1. Pill box re- 
minder. 2. Parking meter timer. 3. Use as 
warning to turn over when suntanning your- 
self. 4. Stops cigarette moochers. 

Send $5.95 plus .35 postage to 

ABUD  PRODUCTS 
Box No. 2029 

Livonia, Mich. 481 51 

MONOGRAMMED   VASE   TRIVETS 

for protecting table tops where flower 

vases are placed. Octagonal plaques 

of heavy glass are hand engraved with 

monogram of your choice. 

Set of 3, one each 5", 6", 7" diameter 

$16.95 for the set of 3, postpaid. 

ELIZABETH  McCAFFREY 
Dept. HG-8T 

Northport. N. Y. 11768 

SHOPPING AROUND 

WELL-SUITED 
Men! Cool it by the beautiful sea 
this summer in a swim suit de- 
signed in the surfing style of flow- 
ered nylon tricot in marvelously 
mod multi-prints. Double lined 
for sun and swim comfort with 
elastic, low-rise waist. Fast drying. 
S, M, L, XL. $7.95 ppd. Ah Men, 
HG8, 8933 Santa Monica Blvd., 
West Hollywood, Cal. 90069. 

PEARLY WHITE TEETH 
Wyten is a remarkable formula 
developed by dentists to cover 
discolorations and fillings. Ac- 
tresses use it to keep their teeth 
sparkling and white. The formula 
may be used on false teeth as 
well as your own. Just brush on 
Wyten and smile. 3 to 4 months' 
supply. $1.98; 2, $3.50; 3, $5. 
Ppd. NuFind, HGW-8, Box 205, 
Church St., New York 10008. 

SHOWOFF 
Honorable mention goes to show- 
case for displaying your medals 
and ribbons. Solid walnut, maple 
or other finishes with velvet lining 
and glass front. 9" by 12", 1 to 7 
medals $15.95; 12" by 16". 3 
to 20, $19.95; 17" by 20". 10 
to 50, $27.95. Ppd. Engraving, 
8c per Itr. Catalogue, $1. Award 
Maker, HG8, 12495 N.E. 8th 
Ave., No. Miami, Fla. 33161. 

NOW PHONE 
Contemporary in design, light in 
weight, telephone unit of molded 
plastic comes complete for ready 
installation with handset, coiled 
cord, dial, ringer, cable and plug. 
Black, white, beige, blue, green, 
ivory, red, pink or yellow. $19.95 
plus $1.50 post. Metropolitan 
Teletronics, HG8, 35 W. 35th St., 
New York, N. Y. 10001. 

BIG GAME » 
To hang in the studio, a striking 
color lithograph: brown, tan and 
yellow in various shades. Size is 
splendidly impressive (22" by 
28"). By Hug on artist-canvas, 
terrific tiger's a natural for the 
hunter and/or any wild life fan- 
cier. And we're legion! $5.95 plus 
45c post. Lambert Studio, Dept. 
118, 910 No. La Cienega Blvd., 
Los Angeles, Cal. 90069. 

SNORE NO MORE 
Scientifically designed anti snore 
mask insures sound, silent sleep. 
Washable nylon mask fits over 
chin, keeps jaws closed, prevents 
snoring by encouraging proper 
breathing. Adjustable to fit both men 
and women. 

ANTI-SNORE MASK 
S2.98       20c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-80 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
FINE FRENCH HAND 
If you want nutritious delicious 
vegetables, do it the French way: 
folding basket keeps sprouts, 
beans or whatever above the wa- 
ter in any saucepan—makes like 
a double boiler. Imported steam- 
ing device measures 6" across 
all sides up, 9" closed. $3.49 
plus 40c postage each. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG8, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

STIR UP A PARTY 
Lock-up, roll-up, fold-up bar 
stores a surprise: holds up to 
40 bottles, 48 glasses and all 
etceteras—21" w., 19" d., 36" 
h. (38" w. open). Hand-crafted 
of knotty pine in honey tone or 
maple, antique pine or walnut 
liquor resistant finish. $49.95. 
Unfinished kit. $34.95. Exp. 
chgs. coll. Yield House, HG8, No. 
Conway, N. H. 03860. 

MORE MOORISH! 
Cover windows that look out on 
unsightly views with tough vinyl 
in lovely stained glass color and a 
design that evokes thoughts of ro- 
mantic Spain. Vinyl comes in roll 
12' long, 18" wide. Peel off back 
and simply press "stained glass" 
on to the window. Easy to cut and 
match. $1.98 a roll ppd. Miles 
Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, 
Wis. 54901. 

OWL SHOWS HOW 
To find your way in the dark! 
Wise as an owl is the one who- 
uses an owl switchplate. Attrac- 
tive in its glazed ceramic design, 
its glowing eyes serve as guiding 
lights. A most ingenious safety 
device! Feathered in warm col- 
ors. 3'/2" by 5Y4". $1 plus 25c 
post. World Co., Dept. HG8, 1 
Park   Ave.,   New   York   10016. 

BOUQUETS OF LIGHT 
Hand-cut crystal showered with 
prisms gives a soft diffused light 
on dining room buffet or the ends 
of a mantel. The light bulb is al- 
most concealed by the crystal 
flower-like drops. 16V2" high, 9" 
diameter. $29.95 a pair. Exp. 
coll. Perfect 15th wedding an- 
niversary remembrance! Luigi 
Crystal, HG8, 7332 Frankford 
Ave.,   Philadelphia,   Pa.   19136. 

Ht**£ggT* 

PILLOW TALK! 
Wooly-white woven fabric pillow top, 14" 

x 14". Royal velvet binding and back. Downy 

lambs wool yarn from Persia in unbelievable 

stained glass colors. Instr., needle and zip- 

per included. Blue/green, magenta/pink, 

gold/orange (Specify). 

$10.95  plus 75c post. 

IRENES KNIT SHOP 
Box 3566, Amarillo, Texas 79106 

' 1 - 

HStofcis^ 

Decorator Area Rug  11 
Magnificently woven  hy  hand  into a  lacy  pattern of exceptional  intricacy!   Remarkably durable  rug  is 
completely finished on both sides making  it reversible for even wear.   Made of rugged,  sisal  likl   I bei 
its natural color complements any decor.  Can be used  indoors or out. Superb in living room,  bedroom, 
bath or  patio.   Large 4  tt.  diameter.  A  terrific value—comparable to rugs selling  for more than twice 

Add $1.00 
Postage 

our low price. 
_   . -.        U    II.    II I.I III.    i..  < 

JlOJlJlUt (JAJ Dept. H 

6 ft. diam. $24.98 plus $2.50 post. 
MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED 

G-870, Plymouth Meeting. Pa. 19462 

OUTDOOR MAGIC EYE 
PROTECTS YOUR HOME 

Turns your porch light, or any other 

outside light on at dusk, off at first day- 

light. Screws into standard socket. 

Helps prevent burglary, vandalism 

around homes, stores, offices. Weather- 

resistant, guaranteed. $5  95 

No C.O.D.s please 

Dept. G-870 
Box 585 
Skokie. III. 
60076 

Stop wear and tear on expensive carpeting 

' BY XA/ARCO 

YOU never move your bed! Warco's 
advanced frame revolutionizes bed- 
making forever! No lifting ... no wear 
and tear on carpet or floors. 
• Upper frame only moves on ball bearings. 
• Lower frame remains stationary. 
• Locks automatically, open or closed. 
• Glides easily in and out of position. 

$75.00 each  F.O.B. factory.  Money-back 
guarantee. DEPT. B. 

WARCO PATENT BED CO. 
P.' 6. Box 338. Delaware, Ohio 

House & Garden 

Readers ONLY 

famous name 

SHIRTDRESS 

Reg. $20.00 

SPECIAL 
$11.22 

Right -for all 
seasons: 100% 
Polyester 
''Whipped 
Cream," ma- 
chine-washable, 
no-iron. Assort- 
ed patterns, 
colors. (Give 
1st & 2nd color 
choice). Sizes 
8-18. 

$11.22 
Plus 60c post. 

$5 depo$ii for COD      i 

VICKI WAYNE 6rc:„
B 

( Div. Old Pueblo Traders ) 

W4 

So. Country Club 
Arizona 85716 

MOIST HEAT 
RELIEVES PAIN. 

The principle isn't new. Your grand- 
mother dipped towels in boiling water, 
applied them to painful areas—and they 
worked. The THERMOPHORE* uses 
same principle without hot towels, 
scalding water. Large 27"x13" electric 
unit generates its own moisture, pro- 
vides intense moist heat, relieves pain 
of arthritis, rheumatism, bursitis, muscle 
soreness  .  .   .  relieves misery of colds 
and    flu.    Two    thermostats uniform 
heat distribution. Automatic turn-off. 15 
DAY FREE TRIAL. MAIL THIS COUPON, 
READ WHAT DOCTORS AND USERS SAY. 

BATTLE CREEK 
EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
BATTLE CREEK,  MICHIGAN Q 

BATTLE CREEK Equipment Company 
Dept. 462.307 West Jackson, Battle Creek. Mich. 49016 
Please rush information on THERMOPHORE. 

Name , 

Address  

City Stat -Zip- 

J'SUST,  1970 i/b 



PERMANENT HAIR REMOVER 

SAFELY 

REMOVES 

UNWANTED 

HAIR 

FOREVER 
PERMA TWEEZ—Revolutionary 'one-step' home electrolysis device safely and 

permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. This is the 

only instrument with special U.S. patented safety feature that destroys the hair 

root without puncturing skin. Automatic 'tweezer-like' action gives safe and per- 

manent results. Professionally endorsed. | ^ QC 

Advertised  with ., 

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION seKe??orPM.0. 

14 DAY 
MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

I GENERAL MEDICAL COMPANY. Department HG-91 
I 5701 West Adams Boulevard. Los Angeles, California 90016 

I Name m 

| Address  

j City/State  
I Manufacturer of Professional and Horn 

_Zip_ 

Yi 

DOG DROPPINGS GONE 
WITH DOGGIE D00LEY 

Now 2 Dooleys to choose from 
INGROUND ENZYME TYPE A 
All metal Doggie Dooiey 
works like a miniature 
septic tank, utilizing en- 
zyme and bacteria action 
to automatically reduce 
dog waste to ground ab- 
sorbing liquid. It's neat, 
fast, clean, sanitary, con- 
venient, inconspicuous, 
odorless, insect free and 
ends annoying nuisance of 
stool burying or other disposal. Harmless to pets, 
lawns, shrubbery. To use simply install in ground; put 
in dog stools with shovel provided; occasionally sprinkle 
in enzymes and it works 24 hours a day year around to 
handle waste of 1 or 2 dogs. 14%" x \\xh" with lid, 
shovel, 6 mo. supply of enzymes. Type A only $9.95 
plus $1.00 postage. Additional 1 yr. supply of enzymes 
$3.95 plus 500 postage. 

PORTABLE CHEMICAL TYPE B 
Provides dog owners with an above 
ground, self-contained, neat, clean, 
sanitary, odorless and insect-free 
method for dog stool disposal. 
"Doggie Dooley B" is a fire en- 
gine red realistic replica in size 
and detail of a real fire plug, (a 
backyard conversation piece). Use 
anywhere above ground (weight of 
liquid prevents tipping over), or 
partially below ground if desired. 
To use, partially fill with water, 
drop in 1 chemical brickette, add dog stools with shovel 
provided. Stools are automatically liquidized, deodor- 
ized and colored blue by chemical action—the same 
principle used in toilets on modern aircraft. Works year 
around in any climate. Holds up to 60 loadings before 
emptying into sanitary sewer or ground. Molded in two 
pieces of heavy duty, lifetime plastic 24" high x 9" 
dia. Complete with fire plug base, lid, galvanized shovel, 
12 mos. supply of chemical brickettes. Type B only 
$12.95 plus $1.00 shipping. Extra 12 mos. supply of 
brickettes $3.95 plus 50f! postage. 

Manufactured by HURON  PRODUCTS CO. 

Dept.  HG-8,  P.O. Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811 

CRYSTAL CLEAR 
PHOTO 

DISPLAY 
6 sided photocube made of 
crystal clear polystyrene con- 
tains an inner white 6 sided 
box to which 6 individual 
photos or group of photos can 
be attached and changed as 
desired. Thick beveled edges capture and reflect light 
giving photo display the rich molded in look of expensive 
solid cubes costing 20 times more. Ideal method of 
displaying photos on desk, coffee table, mantle, dresser, 
etc., in home, office, school dorm. A thoughtful, ere 
ative and artistic way to give treasured photos to family 
and friends. Measures 4" square with crystal clear, 
heavy,  solid,  quality  look and  feel.  Only  $2.95  ppd 

Manufactured by HURON  PRODUCTS CO. 
Dept. HG-8, P.O. Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811 

REFRESHINGLY PINK 
with life like green leaves growing from the 
binding just as they were growing out of the 
earth. 100% Belgium linen background. 
Kit includes needle, instructions, cording, and 
tagged crewel yarn. Complete pillow size 
14" x 14". 

K-69 Geraniums—$8.95 prepaid 

Florida residents add 4% 

Full color brochure of additional kits $1.00 

THE NEEDLEWORK STUDIO 
G870, P. O. Box 1754 

Pompano Beach, Florida. 33061 

Old Scottish 
Prayer 

For Den or Recreation Room 

The Prayer of the Ancient Highlanders 

for deliverance from creatures that 

stalked the foggy moors at night. Hand- 

screened on fine bristol paper & framed 

in   black   with   gold   trim.   10"   x   13" 

/-.r>\V Ready to hang. 

.        __ - Satisfaction Guaranteed 

$2'"->  eaCn Please add  25c 
& F   — r   , each  for postage $5.75 *~- *""* | 

Send Now      house of goodspeed 
Studio 09GH         2  
Fed.  Square Bids.,  Grand Rapids,  Mich. 

SHOPPING AROUND 
■i 

CLEARLY USEFUL 
Picture a pitcher that holds a big 
48 ounces for serving ice tea or 
a perfectly chilled martini! Pic- 
ture it again chock-full of green 
leaves on a coffee table. Hand- 
made in Europe in a Paul Revere 
tankard shape. It's the perfect 
answer to any gift problems. 
$4.50 plus 50c post. Added 
Touch, 12H Water St., Bryn 
Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

TAKE PROPER MEASURES 
To insure best cooking results 
with accurate measuring cups in 
vivid colors. With handy pouring 
lips and boldly marked for frac- 
tional function, they hang by 
their feet on matching wooden 
peg rack. 9" by 2V2". Assorted 
bright colors. Set, $2.98 plus 25c 
post. The Country Gourmet, Dept. 
GA, 545 Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
N. Y. 10550. 

STORES SILVER 
Hang a handmade silverware 
rack with slant front on your din- 
ing room wall. Holds over 150 
pieces in slots completely lined 
with tarnish-proof silver cloth. 
Hand-rubbed honey tone knotty 
pine or maple, antique pine or 
walnut finish. 27" by 23y2" by 
5%" d. Finished, $42.95; kit, 
$29.50. Ppd. Yield House, HG8, 
No. Conway, N. H. 03860. 

GOLDEN RETURNS 
Have your name and address 
printed in black on gold gummed 
paper labels, IV2" long. An ele- 
gant way to insure the safe re- 
turn of your mail—and they 
make a first-class impression, 
too! Send any message, up to 
four lines. Set of 500 packed in 
a handy plastic box $2. Add 30c 
for air mail. Bruce Bolind, HG8, 
Boulder, Colo. 80302. 

JUST IN TIME 
FOR FALL   I 
PLANTING ■ 

NEW 
36- 
PAGE 
COLOR 
CATALOG.;: 

Our new, enlarged, 36 page catalog 
shows over 1100 varieties of the finest 
imported Holland bulbs with detailed 
descriptions and many full color illus- 
trations. For your most exciting and 
colorful   Fall   plantings, 

Write for 
your FREE copy! 

cL m 
DEPT. 419. So. Hamilton 

Mass. 01982 

IMAGINE NYLONS AND (VAN 

|   HOSE THAT LAST 

FOREVER! 

One simple spray of 9 Li 

can extend the life of y 

nylons and panty hose inde 

itely. With a beautifully bri 

and fresh scent you can gu, 

against costly and embarr< 

ing   runs,   before   they   happ 

Imagine nylons & panty hi 

that last and last for only S2.' 

Plus  25c  postage  and  handli 

, y„ Order    9    Lives    Hosi 
V"Vv.*   Spray  now  from 

Please no C.O.D.'s. 

CRAIG EVAN ASSOCIATES 
div. flavor-mafic ind. 

P. O. Box 471, Dept. G8 

Woodside. N. Y. 11377 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
AUTOMOTIVE MOTIF 
Antitiue car prints of England's 
famous touring and racing cars 
make fine wall decoration. Hand- 
crafted in color on rich pan h 
ment paper: Rolls Royce "Silver 
Ghost" 1913, Mercedes Sport- 
Phaeton 1910, Rover Trophy Win- 
ner 1907, Mercer Racer 1909. 
25V2" by 9V2". Four for only $3 
plus 25c post. World Art Co., 
HG8, Westport, Conn. 06880. 

HELP A FOOT 
Orthopedic pad helps straighten 
out crooked toes that cause pain 
and embarrassment to the bare- 
foot set. Unique wedge does the 
job—even toe tip corns disap- 
pear. Elastic yarn slips over toe. 
Washable. Specify shoe size. 
$2.49 pr. plus 15c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG8, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

BRILLIANT! 
Kenya gems are man-made jew- 
els to rival the beauty of the finest 
sparklers. Available in 14k gold 
his and hers settings or as stones 
in all shapes and sizes to fit your 
own, match your best. At only 
$45 per carat with payment plans 
optional, they could be a man's 
best friend! Free catalogue in- 
cludes testimonials. Kenya Gem, 
HG8,  Philadelphia, Pa.  19122. 

GETTING AHEAD 
Get your power lawn mower, any 
motor-driven equipment, off to a 
good start—instantly! Just attach 
"Vis-Arc-Tronic" to any plug. It* 
intensifies the spark, insuring 
fast starts, saving on gas, longer 
plug life. Flexible, 2V2", it has a 
neon light which glows when the 
plug fires. $1.99 ppd. Breck's 
of Boston, W18 Breck Bldg., 
Boston, Mass. 02210. 

«^## 

r«< 

SPEED 
THE 

MAIL! 
USE 
ZIP 

CODES! 

NEW SOUTH 
MAILBOX STAND 
Different and distinctive to accent today's 
architectural style of home. The little house 
contains a standard rural style mailbox and 
also space to keep the largest newspaper 
dry. Mailbox, nameplate and stand com- 
plete as illustrated. 8" wide, 10" high, and 
20" deep. Send for free catalog of alumi- 
num products for the home and 549 95 
garden. ppd. 

Moultrie Manufacturing Co. 
MOULTRIE. GA. 31768 

Tletiif Shopping International's 
56-page Fall Magazine-Catalog 

Ov<r 600 GilH from 30 Countries. NOW . 20 
pages in glorious Full Color. 

Take a fascinating around-the-world tour— 
from the leisurely comfort of your home— 
and see the finest handicrafts of the world. 
This fall wf take a trip to Kashmir for pa- 

.    pier mache, walnut wood and crewel em- 
i   broidery. Then shop India for its brass, 

ivory   and   exotic   jewelry.   Select   your 
Christmas gifts from Germany, Scandi- 
navia and Italy. On to Mexico for a fiesta 
of colorful tin. Unusual selections from 
Japan,  Hong  Kong and Taiwan also 
await you. Each item is a masterpiece 
of craftsmanship in the tradition of 
its country. 

To take this tour 
send 25c for our 
new 56-page cata- 
log with hundreds 
of new handicraft 
items from $1 to 
$100. 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

422 Shopping International Bldg. 
I Norwich, Vermont 05055 
' I enclose 25c for your new catalog 
l Name  

Address  
 State        Zip |City 

you'll love our MAHARANI 
pumps. You'll wear them at 
home, the pool, shopping . . . 
cocktails. Leather tops, 2J4" 
contoured heels, padded soles. 
Sizes 5 to 10. Black, white, 
raspberry, turquoise, olive, red, 
orange, bone. $10. per pr. Gold 
or   silver,   $1 1. 

FREE COLOR CATALOGUE 
Write for your new free color 
catalogue showing sandals, ex- 
otic jewelry, unusual clothing, 
saris, imports, home decor 
items,    earrings,    and    rings. 

8 Fifth Ave., Scottsdale, Az.85251 

We'd like to 

BLOW 
YOU UP 

INTO  A 

GIANT 
2 FT. x 3 FT. 

POSTER 2 ft. 
20 
3 ft. 
plus .".I 

in 

3 ft.   $3.50 
x 24 in. $2.50 
4 ft.  $7.50 

stage, handling. ( ()!)■ ■<1. S.I! 

Yes, we will blow 
up anyone you 
want . . . your- 
self, wife, friend, family or your favorite snap 
shot . . . into a GIANT black and white POSTER 
2 feet by 3 feet. Great for gift giving . 
great for surprise parties! Send us any original 
black & white or color photo up to 8" x 10" for 
best results (no negatives). Original returned 
unharmed with poster. Shipped in self storing 
tube. Send check or money order. For prompt 
delivery, put name and address on back of 
photo. 

The Blow Yourself Up Co..Dept. HG 80 
663 Fifth Avenue, New York 10022 
Please  send  me   .   .   .   posters  D    <   S3.50 
S2.50 D <■■-•>  S7.50 plus 50c ea. for postage & hdlg. 

Name 
Address   

City State Zip _J 
REALLY 
TOUGH 

We take the finest, toughest U.S. Govt. Spec, canvas, carefully cut and sew it, to 
build these handy canvas bags. Then we sell them to you at a cost hard to match. 

CARRY-ALL 
We have some very fine 
21-oz canvas duck that is 
used to cover Navy ships. 
We make it into these big 
7-inch wide, 14-inch deep 
bags in several lengths. 
Note the handles: they go 
all the way into the double 
bottom. Easily carries hun- 
dreds of pounds. Use it for 
carrying groceries, beach 
gear, books, even baby! 
24-inch @ $7.95, 21-in. @ 
$6.95.   18-in.   @   $5.95. 
Mail check or money order 

Please Rush the Fol 
QUANTITY 

(     ) 
(    ) 

TOUGH 
SCHOOL BAG 
This is maybe the last 
school bag you'll ever 
have to buy. Carries a boy 
without breaking! 21-oz 
duck, double bottom, side 
pocket, rivets. Rain flap 
covers books, lunch, gym 
clothes. Red, white & blue. 
12-in.   by   18-in.   @   $8.95. 

SHOULDER 
BAG 
Can be used as a purse, 
for travel articles, or baby's 
bag. Heavy, strong duck, 
but beautifully finished. 
Simple closure. 12 x 13 x 
4 in white with blue trim. 
$7.95. 

(    ) 
(    ) 

ITEM EACH 

24" Carry-All $7.95 
21" Carry-All 6.95 
18" Carry-All 5.95 
School Bag 8.95 
Shoulder Bag 7.95 

We guarantee our products. If you don't like what you've 
bought, send it back in 10 days for a full refund. (Natu- 
rally, there will be a $2 deduction if used or soiled.) If 
it breaks, we replace it for a $1.50 handling charge. 

(NoC.O.D.) to Bags & Bags, Dept. HG8, Roanoke, Ala 36274 " 

lowing items 
Enclosed  Check/M.  O.  for $  TOTAL 

Name_ 

        City, .State. _Zip_ 
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BEAUTY   AND 

THE   BLEACH 

No fairy tale this, but a fact! 

Problems fade with Jolcn Creme 

Bleach . . . the fabulous new 

cosmetic that bleaches superfluous 

hair on face, arms and legs. Like 

magic, medically approved Jolen 

turns dark hair pale blond to 

blend with your own skin tones. 

Be a beauty . . . try JCB now! 

JOLEN 

Box  561, H8,  Fairfield, Conn. 06430 

Name   _ 

Address 

City  

_□  $2.20 Reg. Size 

_PJ  $5.50 Giant Economy Size 

-State- 
No C.O.D.'s/Price incl. pp./Money back guarantee 

SHOPPING AROUND 

'      '< 

f\    Free 
/J      Fall 

Catalog 
Ready August 15 

Hunters, Camp- 
ers and Fisher- 
men will find 
many practical 
items in our 
fully illustrated 
Fall Catalog. 
Shows hunting 
footwear, cloth- 
ing and other 
specialties of in- 
terest to both 
men and wo- 
men. Many 
items are of our 
own manufac- 
ture. 

□ Send Free Catalog 

Name  

Address. 

Zip  

L. L. Bean, Inc. 
584 Main St., Freeport, Maine 04032 
Hunting,   Fishing   and  Camping   Specialties 

Stop being spooked by weird nighttime 
noises. The Siren Lite is dependable, all- 
around protection. Hear a noise? Flip on 
the ultra-bright flashlight and see what 
it is. Press a button and instantly fill the 
night air with a piercing, shrieking siren 
... it can be heard over a mile away and 
is sure to bring help from all directions. 
It fits handily into your glove compart- 
ment to provide security wherever you 
go. This battery-powered lifesaver will 
frighten the boldest intruders and light 
your   way   through   the  darkest   nights. 
#1269 Siren Lite only $6.95 
plus $1.00 p.p. & hdlg. 
J. Carlton's Dept. FD-09, 
176 Madison Ave., N.Y. 10016 

7aJU*s»-t* 

Classic Wrap. Ever popular for its timeless 
good manners and flattering fit, our cor- 
duroy skirt has two  big patch  pockets, 
generously cut overlapping back panel, 
and   smooth-fitting   button-front   waist- 
band. Oyster, indigo, beaver, pine, or red 
fox. Sizes S,  M,  L.  $20.00. Add 75* for 
postage. Send for free catalog. 

THE TALBOTS  •   DEPT.  FO 
HINGHAM, MASS. 02043 

Branches: Duxbury, Lenox, Mass. 
Mt. Carmel, Conn. 

FOR A TRIMMER, SHAPELIER, 
MORE GLAMOROUS AND 

YOUTHFUL NECKLINE 

Here is a fantastic little exerciser that you 
can use for just a few minutes a day in the 
privacy of your own home. Designed to uti- 
lize the only principle that you yourself can 
use to help eliminate wrinkles, lines, sags 
and bags, and shape a lovelier, firm, smooth 
neck and jaw line, patented. 

ONLY $9.95 from 
JAY SHARRON 

P0.B0X3984,Dept.D,SanFrancisco,CA 94119 
IAY SHARRON 1970 

*^i^^W 

1 
•' 

■    .   - 

■ '      i    K   « 
'V  .-,"/. I      .   -V \ 

COLLECTOR CUBE 
Paperweight to lure an art con- 
scious collector: diamond cut 
multi-faceted lucite cube whose 
pearl inset's preserved tor you 
and posterity; a black base man- 
ages to capture all the highlights. 
Definitely a present with a pur- 
pose—possess it or present it! 
$15 plus 95c post. Postamatic 
Co., HG870, Lafayette, Pa. 19444. 

STANDING ORDER 
Beautiful rosewood stands, hand- 
carved in century-old Oriental 
patterns are superb show off 
spots. Decorative to display a 
treasured figure, a flowering 
plant. Shown is the low base 
model at $2.50 and the footed 
version at $6.75. Both are 4" in 
dia. Ppd. Other sizes. A. C. Gifts, 
HG8, 2642 Central Ave., Yonkers, 
N. Y. 10710. 

CALL FOR ORDER 
When things seem to accumulate 
faster than the allotted space al- 
lows, it's time to call the house to 
order—and there's no better an- 
swer to that call than pigeon- 
holes. Stack them side by side or 
one atop the other. Heavy wood 
grain fiberboard. Each, 13Yz" by 
6V2" by IQY2". Set of four, $3.98; 
two sets, $7.85. Ppd. Downs, 
Dept. 1408, Evanston, III. 60204. 

SERVICE FOR SILVER 
Pamper your silver. Gorham 
does. Store it in this tarnish- 
proof, Pacific silvercloth pad. 
Converts drawer to silver chest. 
ll3/4" by 15" by 21/2", holds over 
100 pieces, $5.95. YJV2" by 
13%" by 2y2", over 125 pieces, 
$6.95. Add 50c post. Order from 
Barrington Specialties, HG8, Box 
154-G, Barrington, Rhode Island 
02806. 

BERTH OF BEAUTY 
Credit goes to hand-embroidered 
crewel for spreading its talent 
for good taste in choice of multi- 
color, black, gold, natural or avo- 
cado on natural backgrounds. 
Single bedspread, 80" by 115", 
$50; full size, 94" by 115", $60; 
king size, 120" by 120", $80. 
Ppd. Gurian Fabrics Inc., HG8, 11 
Ef. 33 .St., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

CAPTURED 
A butterfly found its way into a 
setting of 14k white gold just to 
please you. Mounted into a 
pendant with nine Strongite gems 
that boast the look of diamonds. 
A delicacy to treat yourself or 
superb gift for a fair lady. $32 
ppd. A free catalogue of rings 
and things is also available from 
The Strongite Co., 2 W. 47 St., 
New York, N. Y. 10036. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
BOAT MOBILE 
Bobbing boats take the breezes 
beautifully. It's all smooth sailing 
with a perfectly balanced mobile 
from Germany. Sailboat armada 
is hand-carved from natural 
wood, hulls are dark cork. 19" 
overall when hanging; four boats 
stand 5" high each. All aboard 
the breezes! $5.50 ppd. Shop- 
ping International, Inc., Dept. 
421, Norwich, Vt. 05055. 

ITS PERSONAL 
Easy does-it dacron and cotton 
blouse with a detachable scarf- 
tie bearing your initials. Tuck-in 
or let-it-all-hangout design is very 
versatile with long sleeves, soft 
collar in choice of gold, cadet 
blue or white. Sizes 10 to 18. 
Specify three initials. $11 plus 
35c post. Vicki Wayne, 610-H8B- 
So. Country Club, Tucson, Ariz. 
85716. 

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY 
White ceramic tile bears a mes- 
sage that keeps tempers in check 
in these hectic times, "May the 
Good Lord take a liking to you— 
but not too soon." Hung on the 
wall by a breakfast table, it's a 
great family soother. 6" sq. $2.98 
plus 40c postage each tile. An- 
thony Enterprises, HG8, 585 Mar- 
ket St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

J.F.K. DOODLES 
Drawn on White House report 
cover in 1961, one of 500 litho- 
graphs reproduced from original 
now in National Archives in Wash- 
ington. Matted under smoked 
plexiglass. 10" by 12" solid 
wood frame with silver pewter 
finish. Shipped with written cer- 
tification. $25 ppd. Taylor Gifts, 
HG8. 211 Conestoga Rd., Wayne, 
Pa. 19087. 

USED LIKE ABELL... 
■ 'WORKS LIKE MAGIC" 

lust a quick shake in your hand and ... a new world of 
nderstandinrj for you and your dog. Hi-FiDo is a scien- 
ifically engineered sound device which literally translates 
unrds to any dog. Puppies... dogs of all ages. Never fails! 

TEACHES AMY COMMAND ■.. IN MINUTES 

Come-af a// r/mex' Sit-Stay—Heel-Fetch, etc. 

STOPS ANNOYING HABITS ... INSTANTLY 

HousesoiIing-Chewing-Jumping-Oigging, etc. 

fiiagine! Control your dog without a leash ... anywhere! 
'ntally kind, amazingly effective. Quick and so easy to use. 

F^Fiuo is creating a worldwide revolution in dog training. 

^commended  by leading veterinarians, breeders. 
our demonstrations on Art Linkletter. CBS-TV. 

Home-proven by more than 60,000 satisfied users: 
"Hi-FiDo accomplished more in 3 minutes... than 3 years 
nf regular dog-training." Mrs. F.C. Moore, Berlin, Conn. 

'Not only does your dog become more loving, you become 
tliat way, too!" Mrs. Fred Peters, Dearborn, Mich. 

"Rtt: "DOG-ESE" (dog-language) wall display. 
EG beautiful artists' renditions depict how your 
ring tries to communicate with you. 

JNLY $11.95. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

St ate age and breed with check or money order: 
l^|CANINE BEHAVIOR INSTITUTE 
ffiS™a 11927 Montana Avenue 

, ajJMPept.    HGB-P     los An.yl-v CjMornu 900-19 

feteftfetft . 

PERIWINKLE 
Grows and Spreads 

through Fall 
Stays shiny Green 

all Winter 
Greets Spring with 

delicate blooms 
Thrives in Sun and 

Shade 
Use lovely Pi 

25 for $1.98 
covers 50 sq. ft. 

50 for $2.98 
covers 100 sq. ft. 

100 for $4.98 
covers 200 sq. ft. 

utile 
II   thr 

nkl,.   in  Hi,,s,.  . 
res in shade—unde 

slope! in lock »anloii~—places V 
won't  mow.  nanny lavender-blue flc 
~l g.   rliis vigorous perennial  LTU 
—one plan!  spreads to cover 1-2 sq.  it 
i reed—or  RETURN   SHIPPING   LABEL 
ONLY  for refund.  Order now   and  we'll  pay the 
postage.   III.   residents please add   .",' i   sales lax. 

tall 

/'/. ft ii r 1'lniiil'i 

HOUSE OF WESLEY. NURSERY DIVISION 
.   R.R. 1, Dept. 3642-38, Bloomington, Illinois 61701 

[   Please send Periwinkle. $ enclosed. 
r III. rt atdi nti >'!■ '--  add S'.  sales tax.) 

I   Name  
I   Address  

City State Zip 

CATALOG OF 
CHRISTMAS 

IDEAS 

Page   after   page   of   exciting ^fo 
glftf   for   you,   your   family *j£ 
and   friends—many   available jjrj 
only   by   mall  from  Breck's! £ne» 

BRECK'S   of   BOSTON 
X78 BRECK BLOC., BOSTON, MASS. 02210 

STATE. .ZIP. 

BRECK'S of BOSTON BRECK   BLOG. 
BOSTON, MASS.02210 

FINISHED 

OR IN KIT 

SI SAX HOOK 
COFFEE 
TABLES Fastest, Easiest Way to 

RAISE 50 TO 

NOW IN 
TWO SIZES 

The   lovelli 
rnllipll-lrly Useful 

■ Hand- 
some swivel coffee 
table hold- Looks. 
records, magazines—all neatly arranged, titles 
elcarls risible, arm i1,11■ from any seat, Crafted of 
pine wltli rugged steel ball bearing swirel. In honey 
ion,- pino or maple,   antique  pine or walnut   finish. 
Both   10'i"H.   I Is   area   1-"     II    36"dia.    (holds 
inn books) S39.95: 24"dia. (holds Hi hooks) 
S29.95. COMPLETE KITS: for quick a emblj 
ami finish. Simple instr. 3(5" S26.95: 24"— 
S18.95. Bxp. dig. Col. 

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG — lOOO PIECES 
ot  F,n,she-d and Kit Furniture in  Friendly Pine. 

=AH MENU 
RACER swim suit in fast drying nylon- 
tricot, low-rise boxer styling, contrast 
side trim with vented legs for free move- 
ment,  fully lined  (blue, tangerine  red, 
black or white) S-M-L-XL $7.95 

for under swimwear: 
(a) French style brief 
in all nylon-tricot, 
fast drying, gives 
great support (blue, 
white, black or nude) 
S-M-L-XL . . . $3.00 
6 for . .    $15.00 

(b)SWIM CUP 
shaped foam 
rubber athletic 
protector cup 
(white or black) 
one size . . . $2.00 
with elastic 
strings . . . $2.50 

Need Band Uniforms ' "Enclosed is our check 
for $10,45 J . . . "writes high schooler 
medium-sized town. They made a recent Bowl 
Came trip in style! CASE II1STOR Y NO. .109. 
"We made $1,806.76 ... for camp scholar- 
ships! Initial order gone in two days. Repeat 
sales fantastic. 'CASE HISTORY NO. 7003. 

proven <f 
way to 

finance 
your club 
projects I 

Fastest, Easiest Way to 
RAISE 50 TO 

$5000 OR MORE! 
If you belong to an established club 
or organization that needs money to 
finance activities, here's the answer: 
raise $50, $100, $1000 or more this 
easy way. 
Our "old-fashioned" Kathryn Beich 
Candies have been used by thou- 
sands of schools, churches, clubs and 
other organizations to sup- 
port projects. Choose from 
13 different candies. Send 
coupon now for this FREE 
catalog and planning guide. 

Send 25c for 
New Catalog 

AH MEN ^^ 8933 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Shop for Men W. Hollywood 69, Calif. 

kja^iAt^o &£juclk GoA^hsLfT —1 

Dept.40P4 Bloomington, III. 61701 
□ Our group is interested. Send full details. I 

Organization    I 

Send to    i 

Address   | 

.St J 

 Zip  j 
City. 
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RARE ART TREASURES! 
( FREE for 10c mailing ) 

A breath-taking collection of famous paint- 
ings — on 21 genuine seldom-seen post- 

age stamps! An incredible array of color 

and beauty . . . from Cayman & Cook 

Islands, Philippines, Great Britain, Spain, 

and other far away lands. Special Intro- 

ductory Offer — ALL YOURS FOR ONLY 

100! Limited supply, only one to a cus- 

tomer. Also, desirable stamps from our 
approval service which you may return 

without purchase and cancel service at 

any time. PLUS big illustrated catalog. 

Send today. 
Jamestown,   P80HG,   Jamestown,   N.Y.   14701 

TEAR GAS 
PEN GUN 

Provides Instant Protection 
DOES NOT HAVE TO BE ACCURATELY 

AIMED LIKE OTHER TEAR GAS DEVICES 
Especially for Doctors, Nurses, Postmen. Women who 
live or walk alone against attacks from man or beast. 
Safe, legal weapon ejects a blast of nontoxic tear 
gas effective up to 40 ft., rendering attacker help- 
less, yet causing no lasting injury. Fountain pen 
size,   it fits purse or pocket for instant 
use.    Shipped   with   two   cartridges. e/    OC 
EXTRA   CARTRIDGES   (3   for   $2.95) *Q'T3 

Inconspicuous   DOOR   VIEWER   lets 
out being  seen.  View entire approach to do 
precision   glass   lenses    in   sol id    brass 
case     installs     easily     (requires     1/2" 
hole). Adjusts to fit any door. 

Mo ey Back if Not Delighted 
840  Rugb 

Pa.   191SO 

$3.50 

2 for   $6.50 

SHRINKS  STOMACH 
Feel  muscles tighten  and see stomach shrink 
from   first   day.   A   few   rolls   back   and   forth 
with    Wonder    Wheel    from     knee    position 
equals 100 sit-ups. 
Single Wonder Wheel     $3.98 

Mailing 75c 
Dual Wonder Wheel $5.98 

Mailing 95c 
Calif, residents add 5".> sates tax. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises     Dept. HG-SO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

UNUSUAL 
DECORATIVE HARDWARE 

BEAUTIFULLY PRICED 

j 

Everything from massive door 
pulls to jewelled cabinet knobs. 
Send $1.00 for our big 172 page 
Decorative Hardware Catalog. 
Also send $1.00 for our catalog 
of hand carved imported doors 
starting under $100. 

ACME HARDWARE CO., INC. 
As usual with the unusual since 1926. 
Dept. 2H,  150 S. La Brea Ave. 
Los Angeles. California 90036 

AMAZING 
HULA-HO, 

"The Weeder With a Wiggle" 
Conquers Weeds 

Does Your Gardening 

FASTER • EASIER • 
BETTER 

Wiggle does the work-not your muscle power 
The HULA-HO is a new kind of tool 
that does the hula. It has a patented 
rocker action, requires no stooping 
or chopping— slips under the soil 
wiggling and cutting backward and 
forward as you move the sturdy, long 
handle—uses motion instead of mus- 
cle. Weeds, cultivates, aerates and 
edges without hacking up your top 
soil. Cuts in close to walls and fences, 
clears and mulches the soil around 
delicate shrubs and plants. The HULA- 
HO is self-sharpening—obsoletes reg- 
ular tools. 
Only $5.95 delivered. Send check or 
money order to: Direct Sales Inc., 2761 
E. Jefferson, Detroit, Mich. 48207. 

BRIGHT NEW IDEA 
for DECORATING 
RECREATION    ROOM 

BAR,  TRAYS, 

LAMPSHADES. 

Latest craze! Decorate 
your "FUN" room, 
bar, serving trays 
and parchment lamp 
shades with colorful 
liquor labels. Create 
a "Gay 90's" atmos- 
phere or a psyche- 
delic discotheque. Ex- 

press your originality, surprise your friends. 
It's easy to do and exciting, with complete 
decorator's  kit  containing   .   .   . 

30 Assorted Liquor Labels 
All labels are guaranteed authentic and unused 

. . no two alike. Bourbon, Scotch, Gin, Vodka, 
Cordials and Wine . . . you'll find them all in 
your kit. Enough to enliven average-size den, 
bar, trays, lamp shades, card table, etc. Be 
first in your set to decorate this modern way. 
Complete kit of 30 liquor labels and easy in- 
structions for mounting and preserving yours 
for only $4. 2 for $7.50. Order today and re- 
ceive BONUS of 3 rarely seen foreign labels. 
Satisfaction or return for money back. Supply 
limited. Order from: 

SHOPPING AROUND 

^ay the roodsTW . 
with youjjjfp, 

Ind the wind be ahwavs' 
at your back: 

nd raav'rhe "Lord hold, 
(you in the ho I lew oF his" 
"hand." 

*-**— 

WISH OF THE IRISH 
Creamy ceramic tile bears the 
old Gaelic blessing. Six-inches 
square, it has a hanger for the 
wall or it is handsome under a 
potted plant—including sham- 
rocks. It works splendidly be- 
neath a hot pot of coffee or 
steaming strong tea, too. $2.98 
plus 40c post. ea. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG8, 585 Market St., San 
Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

PLAY-AND-LEARN 
Educational toy appears in the 
form of a doll dressed up in 
clothes that unbutton, unzip, un- 
buckle, snap up, tuck in, untie. 
For a tot at an age to dress and 
undress himself, "Lil Buttons" 
is the present perfect. Hand 
washable, 16" tall. $6.95 plus 
75c post. Order from Creative 
House, HG8, 221 W. 9th St., 
Kansas City, Mo. 64105. 

CARRYING ON 
"Totables," made by Portofini are 
duck canvas with show-off brass 
tuck-locks. They have a Scotch- 
gard finish backed with heavy 
vinyl for playing in the rain. 15V2 
by 15V2 by 2"; I5¥z by 8 by 2" 
folded. Navy with red trim, black 
with tan or brass with tan. $11.95 
plus $1 post. Pegasus, HG8, 1855 
Imperial Ave., New Hyde Park, 
N. Y. 11040. 

SOMETHING BREWING 
It's an efficient hostess who 
keeps the tea hot in a clever 
brewing pot—electric, too!—of 
translucent china. Abloom with 
delicate pink blossoms and ac- 
cented with gold leaf trim and 
handle; 5' cord attachment. 6%" 
tall with a five-cup capacity. 
$3.99 ppd. Order from Breck's 
of Boston, W22 Breck Building, 
Boston. Mass. 02210. 

DRAWER  PARTNERS » 
Decorative put-on—round, white 
porcelain knobs, the touch un- 
usual for a refinished chest or 
kitchen cabinets. Each different, 
each delightful whether you 
choose the mushroom quartet or 
the posy group in full color. V-h" 
dia. Each set of four, $2.50 ppd. 
from Artisan Galleries. HG8, 
2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, 
Tex. 75204. 

LABELS' 
Dept. 2-L 

P.O. Box 7581, Birmingham, Alabama 35223 

STAIRWAY ELEVATOR 
SAVES YOUR HEART 

Your STAIR-GLIDE will be shipped 10 you within 48 
hours Installs in less than two hours No special wiring. 
No marring walls or stairway. Tax deductible when 
recommended by a physician GUARANTEED. 
Used by thousands CARDIAC PATIENTS • AR- 
THRITICS • POST OPERATIVES • SENIOR CITIZENS 
• PARALYTICS • RESTRICTED PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES. 
Outdoor model also available. 

Write lor free brochure 

AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE CORP. 
201 West 80th Terrace. Dept. HG-8 
Kansas City, Missouri 64114 
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INhALUBLE FIT 
Is yours in contour water buffalo 
sandals from India! Just wear 
them into the shower once, and 
they mold to the shape of your 
feet! All hand-sewn, beautifully 
designed with smart toe loop. 
Men's and women's sizes 6 to 12. 
(Specify.) $5.95 plus $1 post. 
J. Carlton's, Dept. F169, 176 
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 
10016. 

CULLED FOR KITCHEN 
Two-inch thick butcher block sits 
on wooden frame with huge 
wooden legs. Overall height, 34". 
48" by 24", $99.50; 48" by 30", 
$109.50; 48" by 36", $129.50; 
60" by 24", $109.50; 60" by 
30", $129.50; 60" by 36", 
$139.50. With casters, add $25. 
Exp. chgs. coll. Catalogue 50c. 
J & D Brauner, Inc., HG8, 298 
Bowery, N. Y. 10012. 

STOOP STOPPER 
Sagging shoulders get a lovely 
lift with the Pi Peer shoulder 
brace, a lightweight device that 
puts posture on the straight and 
narrow. Three-ply ventilated ma- 
terial with softly-padded invisible 
arm bands. Men measure around 
chest; women below bust. $5.95 
plus 45c post. Piper Brace, Dept. 
HG-80SH, 811 Wyandotte, Kan- 
sas City, Mo. 64105. 

RECORD BROWSER 
House the records in the flip box 
so that you may browse through 
to view every album cover—just 
as the buffs do at the local rec- 
ord shop. Rubber liner protects 
records from slip hazard. Rein- 
forced fiberboard, suede base. 
Holds 75 LP's; 13y4" by 15" by 
6Y2". $6.95 ppd. Art Guild, HG8, 
Box 23201, Minneapolis, Minn. 
55423. 

SCENT-SATIONAL 
Delightful air freshener—decora- 
tive Perm-A-Scent wall vases turn 
stale room odors into sheer am- 
brosia. Fragrance is released— 
continuously. With French floral, 
lily (shown) or ribbed vase. Gift 
set: any vase with four months' 
supply of trefle or blue spruce 
fragrance, $3.95 ppd. Edco Fra- 
grance, HG8, 17-30 166 St., 
Whitestone, N. Y. 11357. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

MATUTINA. Early Morning 
More sunshine in your Home, 
Studio or Office. Fantastic 
foryourwall, something new, 
unique, different. Printed on 
heavy paper ready for fram- 
ing. 

Each 16" x 17" in black and 
white. 
The pair $3.98 postpaid. 

PETER  PATRUCCO 
2055 St. Mathiew #610 

Montreal 108, P. Q. Canada 

One Drop 
Frees       V/ 
Sticking 
Zippers 

New Non-Stain Lubricant 

for Stubborn Zippers! 

New Zipper-Eie is a new miracle agent 

which makes stuck zippers work like 

new. Just one drop of this non-stain 

lubricant on your zipper, work it back 

& forth and your troubles are over. A 

thousand uses! Great for dresses, 

pants, luggage, golf bags, boots, 

sleeping bags . . . even convertible 

tops. Only $1 postage paid for handy 

200 drop bottle. Guaranteed to work 

or  your  money   back. 

WERLEY CHEMICAL & SUPPLY 
Dept. HG-8 

1505 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio 44115 

DANISH 

BASTA 

TOOTH- 

BRUSH 

You put your favorite toothpaste In it. A 
slight turn of the handle and up pops the 
toothpaste between the bristles. Fits your 
pocket, purse or travelbag. Now you can 
"brush after every meal" wherever you may 
be, office, school, military, vacation or 
traveling. It never clogs and is easy to 
clean. Holds two weeks supply. Comes in 
red, white or blue colors. $2.48 each ppd. 
Additional   brush  heads  59c  each. 

satisfaction guaranteed 

HOLLY HOUSE 
9924 Edgecove Dallas, Tex. 75238 

Chandeliers Drip-Dry 
with Crystal Clean! 

Cleans  Artificial Flowers, too 
Use this amazing, new miracle cleaner that 
sprays crystal chandeliers to sparkling bright- 
ness in a jiffy. No need to take down, disas- 
semble, remove or polish parts and pendants. 
Grease, grime, dust, etc., disappear when 
you use this fingertip spray on the large, 16 
oz. plastic bottle, $4.75. Order now to make 
your home sparkle. No COD'S please. Cal. 
res. add 5% tax. 

Kellum's CRYSTAL CLEAN 
Dept. HG8 

652 Lighthouse. Monterey, Calif. 93940 

<* ft 

ATTENTION!        CLOWN   LOVERS 
Beautiful Handpainted Watercolor Originals 
All the world loves ;i clown.   Now  for  tl 
time we are offering the c four charming hand- 
painted   clown   prim  ,   compl) telj   framed   in   ;i 
lorel)   16"   hs 
white   mat.   r< rfei i   for   ans   room    ■> ou II 

gift     loo!   Ordci 
ONLY $5.50 EA. OR 2 FOR S9.95 PPD. e The   Earth  Company 

Madison Square Station 
P.O.  Box 741. New York. N.Y. 10010 

ANGEL  NIGHT LIGHT 
Give your child the feeling of love and se- 
curity with this beautiful night light 6'/2" 
tall in porcelain bisque, the bow is in soft 
pink, a gold crown perched on her head, 
the angel holds a basket of hand made 
pastel bisque flowers, designed and im- 
ported exclusively by LEFTON. 

Send  check or money order $6.95  postpaid 
35c Color brochure free with order. 

IMRE   BAN   STUDIO 
3950 Lake Shore Drive, HG80 

Chicago, 111.60613 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
DEVELOPED & PRINTED from 

K0DAC0L0R 
8 or 12 EXP. 
$150 

20 Exp. 5250 
Postpaid 

WITH THIS AD 

KODAK FILM] 
ONLY 

• 
Orders 
returned 
same day 
received 
LIMIT. . . ONE ROLL PER AD 
No credit — 6 or more prints 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED | 
OFFER EXPIRES 

SEPTEMBER 30th 

YANKEE PHOTO SERVICE 
P.O. Box 1820 • Dept. A 

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 06601 
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LARGER and HALF SIZES 
38 to 60 - 14% to 32% 

Roamans 
FABULOUS 

FASHION 
1      BOOK 

SEND FOR 
IT TODAY! 

YOU CAN LOOK SLIMMER, YOUNGER, 
SMARTER... INSTANTLY! Why just wish! You 
can be a NEW YOU instantly. See a great 
selection of the newest Dresses ($5.99 to 
$28.99), Coats, Sportswear, Lingerie, Foun- 
dations. Shoes. Made to fit perfectly. See 
your size in pants and pant outfits. See all 
lengths — at the knee or longer. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Credit plan available. WRITE: 

^pamariS tStafU Saddle Brook, N.J. 07662 

CURTAIN CHARM 
With Ball Fringe 

On Unbleached Muslin 

20".  25".  30".  36", 

40" long 4.00 or. 

2 pairs to window 
as shown  8.00 
45".   54".   63". 

72" long 5.50 pr. 

81". 90" long 7,00 pi 
All pairs 80" wide 

MATCHING 
VALANCE 
9" x 80" J  75 

,),, foi handling. 

For years, New England housewives have 
made these charming UNBLEACHED MUS- 
LIN curtains tor every room in the house. 
Now you can buy them direct with all the 
original simplicity, warmth and handmade 
look. Practical, long-wearing, these un- 
usually attractive curtains of off-white mus- 
lin with matching color ball fringe retain 
their crisp appearance with a minimum of 
care. Also available in bleached white mus- 
lin for $1 more per pair. Valance .50 more. 
Satisfaction guaranteed, (lurk <>r money order. 
Vo tali's please. Writt for brochure showing 
full line of curtains in many styles and fabrics. 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
At the Red Lion Inn 

STOCKBRIDGE,   MASS.   01262   DEPT.   83 

INSTANT BACKACHE RELIEF 
For sacroiliac strains. Patented 
Pi Peer BACK-EASER® makes 
you appear inches slimmer, im- 
proves posture, helps relieve 
tensed sacroiliac nerves. Strong, 
form - fitting, washable. Snap 
front. Encircling pull straps for 
easy adjustment and instant re- 
lief. Large foam rubber pad 
holds, massages back. Prescribed 
by doctors. No fitting. Send hip 
measurement. Only $6.95 plus 
45c postage. 
Piper Brace Co., Dept. HG-80BE 
811  Wyandotte, Kansas City,  Mo. 64105. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

WINDY FELLOW 
When the wild winds blow, wood 
chopper chops like fury, indicating 
direction and force of the wind. 
Of colorful plastic, 18" wide x 28' 
hi. overall. Vane is supported on a 
wooden dowel stick to keep it firmly 
in place on lawn or gazebo roof. 
#1398-7 $2.99 postpaid 

foster Dept. 108 
Peoria, III.    61601 

Incl. Zip Code 

■—.< J 

WE PRINT 

ANYTHING 

CUSTOM  PRINTED  SHIRTS 
The latest craze—you think of the 
slogan and we'll print it! Any slogan 
for your team . . . candidate . . . club 
. . . your favorite hobby ... or what- 
ever. Up to 30 letters printed on these 
quality cotton sweatshirts or T shirts. 
Machine washable, paint will not run or 
fade. Colors—powder blue, or navy 
blue. Size S, M, L, XL. Specify size 
and color. Add $1.00 extra for printing 
on both sides. We ship in 48 hours! 
Sweatshirt       $3.95 + 50c hdlg. 
T shirt $2.95 + 25c hdlg. 

Holiday  Gifts   DD 

7047    Pecos    St..    Denver,    Colo. 
308-B 
80221 

4 »-♦*** H# 
„..*»♦ — • 

/ i" Marble-top tahic 
In solid mahogany 

$19.95 

Hand-Carved Loci Seat   S189.95 

Romantic Victorian 
solid   mahogany,   hand-carved   furniture! 

New way to save on finest quality furniture 
Shipped direct from factory to your home (plus 
small freight). All tables have marble tops 
from Italy. Large choice of sofas, chairs, lamps, 
bedroom, dining room. Superb workmanship 
at modest prices. America's largest selection 
here. And, costly fabric cuttings are sent free! 

Magnolia Hall. 726 Andover  Atlanta. Ga. 30327 | 
To  get big  catalog   G-80  and  costly fabric  cut-   i 
tings,   just   send   $1,   which   will   be   refunded   1 
with  a $2  certificate,   good  on  your first  order.   1 
(Stamps,   dollar   bill   or   check   are   all   fine.) 

Address 
 Zi| ) L 

v^h 
^m 

\ 

GRAND DISPLAY 
Perfect backdrop for small paint- 
ings, photos, books or memora- 
bilia. Miniature decorator easel is 
solid brass with antique hand fin- 
ish. Superb show-off spot for a 
special treasure. 8" high; 4" 
wide $4.95 ppd. Order one for a 
collector! Rome Gallery, Inc., 157 
No. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. 
60601. 

FOLIAGE PLANT 
Creeping Red Sedum is abloom 
with temptations for filling those 
bare spots: star-shape scarlet 
blossoms from June through 
August; 3-4" tall bronze foliage 
nearly all year. Extremely hardy; 
no special care. Plant one foot 
apart. Four, $1; eight, $1.75; 12, 
$2.50; 24, $4.75; 48, $9.25. 
Ppd. House of Wesley, Dept. 
3242-38, Bloomington, 111.61701. 

HIDE AND NO-PEEK 
Your hair stays tucked in with a 
wig liner that fits like a stocking. 
New stretch net liner keeps your 
own hair tidy; gives a perfect, 
more natural-feeling wig fit; and 
keeps you cooler, because it 
breathes! Flesh color. Set of two. 
$2.98 plus 25c post. Palm Co., 
7249 Greenland Bldg., Miami, 
Fla. 33054. 

SUPER SALT 
Twenty-one ingredient salt shakes 
up the best steaks, chops, sea- 
food, soups, stews, salads and 
Bloody Marys. $5.95 plus 75c 
post, for one pound of Bonanza 
Salt and ceramic shaker 5%" I. 
One pound refill, $2.50 plus 50c 
post. If you're timid, send for a 
free sample. Pioneer Products, 
Inc., HG8, Box 6155, Grand Rap- 
ids, Mich. 49506. 

TAKE A TOTE 
We seem to need an extra "bag" 
everywhere! Here's the carryall 
that's better for books, beach 
and travel. Extra heavy vinyl, re- 
inforced double handles, protec- 
tive flap, opens to a big 15" by 
IOV2" by 4". With three gay red 
initials. $2.49. Print initials. 
Without, $1.98. Add 25c post. 
Lillian Vernon, GA1, 560 So. Third 
Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.  10550. 

showcases lor collectors 
Plush case in so/id wo/nut, maple or other 
finishes. Velvet lining backed by foam pad in 
black or any color. Hinged giass door with 
lock. Dust proof. Special hangers install cases 
easily on any wall. For complete line of show- 
cases, send SI. for our beautiful full color 
catalog (refunded 
with  order). 

AWARD MAKER    I24S N.E. 8th Ave. Dept. 750, North Miami, Fla. 33H1 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

WALKING TREASURE 
There's solid footing in a hand- 
some pair of hand-sewn glove- 
leather moccasins! You cover the 
globe with its easy-tread sturdy 
sole, comfortable walking heel 
and chic link chain trim. Tanbark. 
Sizes 9 to 13, slim, narrow or 
medium. $25 ppd. Free 64-page 
catalogue. Shoecraft, Inc., HG8, 
603 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 
10017. 

VOICE OF THE TURTLE 
Perfect embroidery choice for an 
Indian Summer evening is this 
woodland scene with mush- 
rooms, a fat, lazy turtle, a snail 
and flowering grasses. Yarns are 
browns, gold and greens on white 
linen 12" by 16". Perfect size 
for pillow or frame. Directions 
are included. $4.50 plus 35c 
post. The Stitchery, HG8, Welles- 
ley Hills, Mass. 02181. 

PRICELESS 
'Where' and 'how' of happy 
hunting for treasures revealed in 
a 119-page bottles and relics 
guide. Chock full of photos, 
many in color, and info on over 
500 bottles, Jim Beams' insula- 
tors, fruit jars, guns, utensils, 
lanterns, etceteras, each with dol- 
lar value. $4.50 plus 15c post. 
Sturbridge Yankee Workshop, 
HG8, Sturbridge,  Mass. 01566. 

GLORIOUS GLEAMING 
Enhance the dignity and status 
of your home with a European 
imported chandelier. It is a real 
beauty created in bronze and 
crystal with brilliant effect. 20" 
width, 16" height plus 15" of 
chain. $45 exp. charges coll. 52- 
page full-color catalogue, $1. 
Artistic Lighting Products, HG8, 
Box 86 Homecrest Sta., Brook- 
lyn, N. Y. 11229. 

CLEVER INVESTMENT 
Drink a toast to fascinating Dow- 
Jones charts and graphs, repro- 
duced on gold-rimmed, 12-ounce 
highball glasses and matching 
insulated three-quart ice bucket 
(shown) with white vinyl cover- 
ing, brass cover and white knob. 
Bucket with six glasses $19.95, 
with eight $21.95. Add $1 post. 
Pegasus, HG-770, 1855 Imperial, 
New   Hyde   Park,   N.   Y.   11040. 

BOTTLES 
and 

sues 

EXQUISITE KASHMIR IMPORT 
Our latest find  is  an  unbelievable value for an  imparted  NUMDAH  RUG  from  KASHMIR. These 
beautiful cotton and wool crewel embroidered numdah rugs are just the thing to brighten up any 

room in town or country. All rugs have 
white background with multi-colored de- 
signs. Being handmade, no two designs 
are alike. 

When ordering please specify 
color preference. 

Approx.4ft.x6fr. $12.95 

Plus 95c Postage & Handling 

Send check or M.O. to: 

LEWIS  IMPORT MART 
12S Somerset Street,  Oept.   HG-6 

No. Plainfietd, N. J. 07060 

Light Hearted 
Our Light Fantastic telescopes on a 
chrome-plated tripod stand; with Scan- 
dia bullet in white, avocado, black, or 
red. Adjusts from 32" to 55", swivels, 
collapses, folds (down to 25"). On-off 
switch. A light fantastic price (with ex- 
press charges collect) of $13.95! 

>:,r   hrtnoi   our   catalog,   a   storehouse   »i 

storehouse, inc 
1923 PEACHTREE HO , ATLANTA, GA. 30309 

EXERCISE 
SUIT 

No 

bounds 

to 

losing 

pounds 
IN  A 

TRIM-EZ 
Lose 2, 10, 20 pounds in 1, 5 
or 10 weeks with the unique 
TRIM-EZ suit! Acts like a 
"portable steam bath", melts off 
excess pounds safely, easily 
while you exercise. Professional 
models and athletes use 
TRIM-EZ. Now you can! $Q95 
SIZE$ PRO-MODEL:     *J retail 
S30 34. M 36 40. L 4244,        No C.O.D.-Sl.OO for 
XL 46 48. XXI 50 56 P.P. and handling 

Sold at sporting goods and P X stores. 
Or write to. 

ei inn ry SUIT COMPANY, INC. 
OLIIV|-C£. 54 shallowford Road - HG8 

■gl Copyright 1970     Chattanooga, Tenn. 37404 

Invention o 
Internation 
Renowned 
Surgeon 

SAFE, PROVEN CURE 
FOR LOUD SNORING! 

Used effectively by millions of suf- 
fering snorers, you and your mate 
will be grateful for Naso-Vent. Worn 
nightly, it relieves the discomfort by 
keeping the nasal passages open. Now, 
you can lie on your back and breathe 
evenly—and not be bothered by that 
stuffy, congested feeling! Safe, com- 
fortable poly—won't irritate nostrils. 
82164 Naso-Vent. 2.9S 

Tl Tl •m *~\ tr * C*    OF   BOSTON 
JjIVJuV/IV   O    SINCE     1818 

B56 BRECK BLOC, BOSTON, MASS. 02210 

Terrier Care 

Mrs. A. T. Hawley of Winnipeg, Canada, 
grooms Miniature Schnausers and she says, 

"I use Mr. Groom Shampoo and 
Coat Conditioner and prefer Mr. 
Groom products to any I have 
used." 
Mr. Groom Shampoo and Coat 
Conditioner are recommended in 
pet stores everywhere. For a 
generous sample, send 25< to: 

MR. GROOM, Dept. HG 06 
1495 E. Warner, Santa Ana, CA 92705 5>* 

UNIQUE   TWISTY   KEY   RING 
No links to loosen ... no chains to break. In- 
triguing twist-lock opens easily—stays closed. 
Holds 25 keys. Withstands pull of 150 lbs. 
Made of aircraft cable in smart gold finish. 

Refund double purchase price if not satisfied. 

KEY RING SI.25   +   15c Mailing Each 
Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-SO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94(05 

uverware 
REPAIRED & SILVERPLATED 

also 24 let Gold Plate 
Coffee & Tea Pots, Trays, etc. 

Repairing a specialty 
Chromium, Brass, Pewfer repaired 

and refinished. Stainless  knife 

blades  installed.  Free  illustrated 

price list sent on request. 

One of America's largest 
Established 1891 

SIMMONS SILVER  PLATING 
COMPANY.   INC.   (Dept. G-80) 

409 Whitehall Street. Atlanta. Georgia 30303 
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ONLY 

IV^ 

PER  CARAT 

FINE CUT 
* 58 FACETS 

PURE   WHITE •  FLAWLESS 

TRONGITE is a remark- 
note, hard and brilliant syn- 
thetic stone the most con- 
vincing laboratory-made 
product, at the traction of 
the cost of a diamond. 

STRONGITE'S amazing 
hardness enables us to offer 
you an UNCONDITIONAL 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE in 
writing against scratching, 
chipping or loss of brilliance. 
Available in every popular 
gem shape, up to 20 carat 
diamond size, and larger. 
Sold on our easy payment 
plan and a MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE within 10 
days. You take no risk! 

SEND NO MONEY. 
Just write for FREE BRO- 
CHURE showing a wide va- 
riety of settings for men and 
women. 

THE STRONGITE co. 
DEPT. 99G. 2 WEST 47TH ST. 

NEW YORK. N. Y. 10036 
^llll!!Nli;i!llini!|lllllllll!IIIIIINIIIIIIIIII[lllll[||||lllll!ll!l 

STONE  FOUNTAIN 
RECIRCULATES WATER! NO PIPES! 

"Dutch Girt on Shell" 

What a delightful elect tic fountain! Recircu- 
lating water flows from spout into jug. Dutch 
Girl statue is 20* tall. Shell 24" x 1>L'". Overall 
height '11". Pedestals of various heights avail- 
able. In natural Pompeian (Gray), natural car- | 
i,M.i   (White) or painted color of your choice. 

*75 00 

VISIT   OUR    MAGNIFICENT 
GARDEN    and    INDOOR    SHOWROOMS. 

Send    50c    tor    complete    Catalog    .il"    beauti- I 
ful   recirculating   stone   fountains,   statu.       a  I 
marble   top   tables   in   ;i   wide   range  of  prices. = 

BELLO-GROPPI  STUDIO 
Dept.   G80     •     421   W.   Wisconsin  Ave. | 

Chicago, Illinois 60614 
Telephone:   Area   Code   312—WHitehall   3-1557 1 

in iiii'iiiililiililillliiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii^ 

Pleated Circle Sk 
& Crepe Blouse 
both guaranteed 

washable! 

BLOUSE in washable 
100% Fortrel* 
polyester Crepe 
White. Beige or 
Powder Blue. 
Sizes 10-18. 
$15.00 
Plus 35c 
postage 

irt 

VIPLfl    UUAVMC    Box6305-H8D 
lIUfM     WftTNt.    Tucson. Ariz. 85716 

BARN BIRD HOUSE 
Rustic house entices small birds 
to any corner of your yard or gar- 
den! Tiny circular opening keeps 
big birds out! Waterproof, well 
ventilated; mount on tree, post or 
hang from a branch! Kids will love 
watching birds! About 6V2" hi. 
#3962 8 $1.99 post paid 

Dept. 108 
Peoria, III. 61601 

Incl. Zip Code 

DECORATORS CHOICE 
Divide a room, 
accentuate a 
corner, or en- 
hance the decor 
of your home 
with this free 
standing, three 
panel screen 
made of solid 
mahogany. 
Comes in dark 
or light, ma- 
hogany finish. 
Please specify. 
The upholstered 
center can be easily recovered to 
match the decor of your room. Each 
panel measures 16'/2" x 70" with an 
overall size of 49'/2" x 70". 

Three Panel Screen $36.00 Ppd. 

For additional information 

please wrife: 

Robert Allan Interiors 
22 Hackberry Lane 

Houston, Texas 77027 

PUSSYFOOTING 
AROUND<2 93 

Pussyfooters are cat-talk for 
California's on-the prowl play- 

shoes. Custom-made of 
kitten soft suede leather 

for barefoot comfort. 
Saddle-stitched on to 
flexible cowhide soles 

. . . ankle-tied with a 
cat's whisker bow. 

Women's Size 4 thru 10 
in 6 fashion-purrfect 

colors—Siamese Tan, 
Siamese Mustard, Tom- 

cat Black, Angora 
^ White, Per- 
f sian Red. 

I     f   Golden Brown 
'   / all 2.98 
// per pair 

Col  Leather Co.,  Dept.  HG-80 
523  W.  WinaNor  Rd..   Glenilalc.   Cal.  91204 

Calif.   Residents add  5% tax. 
Send        prs. of Pussyfooters @ $2.98 pr. 
Check D M.O. Q No C.O.D.'s 

CIRCLE SIZE AND COLORS DESIRED 

Sizes: 4      5      6      7      8      9      10 
Colors:  Red White  Black  Mustard Tan 

Brown 
Name  

Address  

City_ .State. .Zip. 
PLEASE PRINT 

SHOPPING AROUND 

i •_' ~ — 
 :_. ._---.. 

■, 
~ "^r?* 

--. •. - -. '-■ 

• 

mm? 

STAY-AT-HOME 
Once used to stash bag and bag- 
gage for long journeys in grand- 
mother's day, chest now puts its 
woven willow to work as storage 
for toys, blankets. 20" by 14" by 
14", $13.50; 24" by 16" by 16", 
$15.20; 28" by 17" by 17", 
$17.40; 30" by 18" by 18", 
$19.95. Ppd. Catalogue, 25c. 
Fran's Basket House, HG8, 89 W. 
Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

DON'T BE A BO-PEEP 
And lose your dog, cat, parrot or 
what have you. Safeguard your 
pet with a stainless steel identifi- 
cation tag engraved free with his 
name, address and your phone 
number. Steel hook for easy at- 
tachment to pet's collar. Guaran- 
teed for life of pet. $1 ppd. West- 
Berg Enterprises, Dept. HG8, 
Box 4177, Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 80909. 

SAFETY IN NUMBERS 
Arrange seven decorated safety 
treads at danger spots in your 
tub or shower to prevent slips and 
falls. Skid-proof, easy to apply, 
they adhere permanently, stay 
clean. Floral pattern on white, 
pink or blue background. (Speci- 
fy.) Set of seven 16" treads, 
$4.95 ppd. Holiday Gifts, 308-D, 
7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 
80221. 

LIGHT THE PAST 
Here's a bright buy—an exact 
replica of an Early-American stove 
in black, heavy cast iron with 
moveable parts to light up the 
shade, a replica in red of a bushel 
basket with a generous helping 
of white ball fringe. On the whole 
it's 18" h. $17.98 plus 85c post, 
from Madison House, 7248 
Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 
33054. 

MAKE THE SEAMS GO 
Exactly the way you want them 
—straight or curved—using a 
seam guide. Invented by a fa- 
mous sewing authority, a revolu- 
tionary metal guide adjusts from 
1/16" to VA"; fits any machine 
with attachment hole; is neither 
too low nor too high. 2V2" by 3". 

1 ppd. Breck's, W21 Breck 
Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210. 

Golden Treasury of Labels 
Stock up on a supply of elegant address 

labels. This set features variety: 250 blaclt- 

on-gold script initial address labels [1yV 

x '/V'] ancl '25 matching gold initial en- 

velope seals [1" x 1"). Packed in 2" x 3" 

plastic box. Complete set for $3 [via air, 

add 40c). Write for fund raising folder, 

too. Bruce Bolind, 28 Bolind Bldg., Boul- 

der,  Colorado  80302. Thank you  kindly! 
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THOSE WERE THE DAYS 
An 1896 Marshall Field & Co. 
catalogue has over 2,000 illustra- 
tions of luxury items of the Gay 
Nineties era. Timepieces, silver- 
ware, diamond rings, china, 1896 
ladies' fashions. 352 large pages 
of high quality paper, $4.95 plus 
50c post. J. W. Hoist, Inc., Dept. 
HGE-8, 1005 E. Bay St., E. Ta- 
was, Mich. 48730. 

OF FRONTIER FAME 
For comings and goings indoors 
and outdoors, hand-laced moc- 
casins and pouch bag accom- 
modate with total comfort and 
hep style, circa 1970. Of suede 
leather in beige, gold, brown or 
dark green. Boots $8.50 (send 
shoe size); bag $8.50 plus 75c 
post. Free catalogue. Desert 
House, Dept. HG-21, Box 11114, 
Albuquerque, N. M. 87112. 

FOR BEAUTY SAKE 
Eye veil with special hypoaller- 
genic ingredients seals, water- 
proofs eye makeup, $2.50; lip 
veil keeps the color right, pre- 
vents smudging, $2.50; quick- 
brow offers a box of 10 pairs of 
shapers to show you where to 
draw the line, $1.50. All three, 
$5. Ppd. KLM Cosmetics Co., 
Inc., HG8, 218 No. Long Beach 
Rd., Rockville Centre, N. Y. 11570. 

A BARN BUILT BY YOU 
Attractive little red barn makes 
the perfect set-up for a work 
shop, play house, motorcycle gaL" 
rage, dog kennel. Of '/2-inch ex- 
terior plywood; mounted on skids 
for portability. Step-by-step plans 
for 8' by 12' by 9' high with 4' 
sliding door. Also a 6' by 8' size 
with dutch doors. $2 each ppd. 
Hammond Barns, HG8, Box 
39027, Indianapolis, Ind. 46239. 

TABLE TALK 
A trivet to treasure, imported 
from Sheffield, England, in 
chrome-plated metal with knob 
feet, and custom-engraved ini- 
tials of your choice. Pretty-prac- 
tical, it complements the finest 
table while protecting it from hot 
dishes. 8" by 6l/4". $1.98 plus 
25c post. Print initials. The Coun- 
try Gourmet, Dept. GA, 545 4th 
Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.  10550. 

? 

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" 
Water plants while you're away. 
Amazing wicks feed moisture to 
plants for up to 8 weeks. One end 
Inserted in water, other end in soil. 
Will not rot or mildew. Set of 4. 

NURSEMAIDS 
SI.98 4   15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5°'o sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-80 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

lit W   YORK   •   LONDON   •   PARIS 

PORTRAIT 
IN  OILS 

Magnificontly 
I on cdnvus 

from old or now 
photo, by outsfand 
ing European and 
An...i iojn portrait 

pointers. A superb 
livinq likeness in full 
color is executed in 
rich oils. 
12 "xlA" to 30"x40". 

Our portraits in oil are TRUE WORKS OF ART, 
painti'd en pure linen canv-i, from your photo- 
graph and NOT p linted on top of an enlarge- 
ment of your photo, as is the method of other 
commercial portrait services. No longer need 
you envy those fortunate enough to own a 
f.imily oil portrait. Have you a photo of some 
loved one whose memory you wish to perpetu- 
ate? Compare our works of art with others sell- 
ing up to $2,000. "Living Likeness Guaranteed " 

UNBELIEVABLE WORKS OF ART 
• AT UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICES 

FROM  579 so TO 579500 
Beautifully     Illustrated     Catalog     an 
Book     How To Order An Oil Portrait' 25c 

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd. 
DEPT. R. 153 EAST 57 ST., NY.. N.Y. 10022 

"Largest in the field of oil portraiture" 

MASTER   CHARGE   CREDIT   PLAN   AVAILABLE 

1970 Carnival Glass Plate 
First of an annual limited commemorative 
series for collectors, in original Carnival Glass 
formula made famous by Fenton Art Glass. 
Plate honors earliest glass craftsman at James- 
town, 1608, in embossed dark glass flowing with 
rainbow hues; back has embossed legend, hall- 
mark, date of issue (1970). Hand made, 8'A" dia.. 
display   stand   included.   A   collector's  delight! 

Order   No.   7355   $10.00  ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

"""/   \ Please, your zip code is required. 

/y/l/jH/7 C DEPT ,4<>8-B 
V S L/T4/rt<i     EVANSTON. ILL. 60204 

Cfje "Hon 
A lovely lass with an elegant air is Lori! 
Adapting per feet ly to any decor, this 
Charm-Chair is available in 28 colors of 
spot-resistant velvet or other varied fabrics. 
Foam seat and back; select hardwood frame 
finished in your choice of 12 hand rubbed 

finishes. H. 30", W. 23". Seat H. 18". Seat 
D. 20"; S49.00 ea., §93.00 pr., Ship Wt., 
2S lbs. Express Charges Collect. No 

C.O.D. Send S1.00 for our latest 1970 
40-page Furniture Catalogue and Fabric 
Samples. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded 

HUNT  GALLERIES,  INC. 
2920 N. Center St., HG8, Hickory, N. C. 28601 

^Craftsmen in Charm^.^^^^^^r 

MAKE WINE 
AT HOME! 

Federal law permits heads of households to produce, 
tax free, up to 200 gallons of wine annually (or 
home use. 
All new VINO KITS include complete equipment for 
easier-than-ever wine making . . . reuseable fer- 
menting.aging tanks, compact water-seal valves, 
and a saccharometer to scientifically measure sugar 
content for finest wines every time. 
23-page booklet with all-season recipes provides 
practical instruction for year 'round enjoyment of 
this fascinating hobby! Satisfaction guaranteed if 
used as directed. 
Standard Kit (Reuseable, 10-bottle capacity) $6.98 
Master's Kit (Reuseable, 35-bottle capacity) $9.93 
Citation Kit (Reuseable, 75-bortle capacity) $12.98 

POST PAID (No C.O.D.'s) 

VinO CORPORATION 
Box 7885-BJ, Rochester, N. Y. 14606 

Chosen exclusively by the Conrad Hilton Hotel for 
their Imperial and Bridal Saites! Washable ace- 
tate satin in Gold, Black, Mint, Lilac, Orchid, 
Pink, White, Bite or Red! 

SHEET SETS (2 straight sheets, 2 cases) 

Double Set (90x108) $17.50 

Twin Set (72x108) 17.25 

Queen Set (90x122-1/2) 20.49 

King Set (108x122-1/2) 23.99 

3 Ittr. monogram on cases        1.50 

For fitted bottom sheet, add $2.00 to double or 
twin price; $2.50 to queen price: $3.00 to king 
price.   Send  check  or  m.o.   50%  deposit  on 
C.O.D.'s. 

SCI NTH I A   I N C   4802 N- Braalwayns <J^//V / /UUM   ■ IM V^. Chicago. III. 60E40 

"Satin Originals for 20 Years." 

FREE SAMPLE, if you're interested in 

ANTIQUES 
Fascinating new newspaper devoted to Antiques, 
is chock-full  of  interesting  items for collectors 

At   last.   America  has  it-  nun  sprightly,  wide- 
awake   newspaper   devoted   to   Antiques     Edited 
with   skill   and   knowledge    This   big   3 
newspaper is lull ol  good reading,  to keep you 
Interested by the hour! Oversized, clear pi 
Authoritative articles by experts.  Collectors   in 
terested in furniture, china, glass, prints, diver, 
etc.  . - . write us: "Your newspaper i    the be I 
thing I've read!".  Also,  up-to-the 
about   shows,   exhibits,   forums,   historic     itc 
Plus  a  delightful  classified  section,  where  the 
bargain- are! 

Xow  we  want  you  to  enjoy  Antlqm   Monthly, 
without   risking  a   penny,   \\ ■ '11   s< n0   you   the 
current   biff   i$8ue,   postage   paid,   FREE     Ka 
further  obligation.   Fill  in  coupon 
tut lots of reading enjoyment. 

FREE   SAMPLE   OFFER: 

Antique Monthly. Dwr. 2, Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401 | 
(    )  Send me free sample copy, your issue No. I 
G-80.   (    )   Send  me  full   12-months'  subscrip- ' 
tion  at  special  reduced   price  of  $3.9'J.   Bill   me I 
later.   (Your money refunded after 30-day trial, . 
if not pleased) 

Name      I 

Address 

 Zip. 
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2-Way 
PET 

DOOR 

our  i" I 
Well/  protected, 

cannot     >■■ 
r eh 
'...,   i ■ 

FlexPort 
Why be a doorman for your pet? FlexPort 
ends scratched doors and whining. Keeps 
out flies, wind, ain. Gives 
you and pet complete 
freedom. Soft plastic tri- 
angles close gently and 
tightly. Easily 'nstalled. 
Send  for free folder. 

TUREN, Inc., Dept. HG-i 

FREE CATALOG 
Cx       A        <C% 

Fall Fashions; Christmas Gifts 
40 pages in full color from Johnny Apple- 
seed's, the family store. Clo*h!ng with the 
"Johnny Appleseed Look" for men, women, 
and children; a distinctive selection of 
dresses, suits, separates, sportswear, and 
outerwear . . . plus footwear, handbags, 
linens, and gifts of all sorts. 

Johnny Appleseed's 
The Family Store 

Box 700, Beverly   Mass. 01915 
Zip Code Required! 

FAUCET FOUNTAIN 

SHOPPING AROUND 

PROTECT  EYES  FROM   GLARE 
Now you can enjoy comfortable vision in strong 
sunlight while playing tennis, sailing, golfing, 
motoring, reading on the beach. Adjustable 
dark green plastic shield slips on your specs 
in a jiffy. 

SPORT VISOR 
SI.49 - 15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents .idd  5°o sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-SO 
Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

RELEASE 
It's a Regular 

Faucet 

Your family will love this new "drinking 
fountain" that attaches in seconds to your 
bathroom or kitchen faucets. Finger-tip 
pressure control sends water as high as 
you wish. Made of solid brass and stainless 
steel with built-in filter and aerator, Faucet 
Fountain is safe, sanitary and splash-proof. 
It's great in the bathroom for rinsing teeth 
after  brushing.   Fully  guaranteed! 

Price S3.50 each 
Tax Included Ppd. 

HYATT & SONS DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. BOX 553 

PLACENTIA, CALIF. 92670 

Converts InatenHy 
Your typewriter and writing n 

concealed in 19" x 20" x 25' ," high con- 
sole. Spring operated. French Provincial 
shown, also Early American. Oriental. 
Italian Provincial or Contemporary. 
S1J9.95 and up for portables. Matching 
File. WRITE FOR  INFORMATION. 

Ask about models for standard type- 
writers. Also the "Little Home Theatre" 
console for movie and slide projectors. 

little home office® 
1566 Fisk Rd., S. E. Grand  Rapids. Mich. 

What Size Film 
IS IN 
YOUR 
CAMERA? 

IF IT'S 126 
K0DAC0L0R here's what 
we will do for you ! 

We specialize in developing and printing 
126 KODACOLOR film. We guarantee 
finest quality and fastest service—your 
finished prints mailed first class within 
one day after order received. Look at 
the special prices we offer you! 

126 KODACOLOR—12 Exposures $2 
126 KODACOLOR—20 Exposures $3 

Add 25c for handling.   Kentucky residents 
add  5% sales tax.   You  save more than 
enough to buy your new film.   Act now! 
Wrap film  carefully, enclose money and 
mail to us.   Satisiaction guaranteed. 

BLUE GRASS MAIL PHOTO 
P. O. Box 478 Lexington, Ky. 40501 

FLYING COLORS 
Two native birds in their natural 
colors hand-made in Sandwich, 
Massachusetts from beautiful an- 
cient glass fragments and hand- 
framed in lead to brighten up a 
window when the sunlight shines 
through. Approximately 8" I. 
Blue Heron $7.95. Kingfisher 
$10.25. Add 35c postage. Order 
from Clymer's of Bucks County, 
HG-8, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

SOMETHING SWEET 
A brilliantly-faceted ribbed shak- 
er from England for the sweeter 
things in life: sugar or a cin- 
namon-sugar mixture to embel- 
lish fruits, desserts, iced tea or 
coffee. Made of English Melon 
glass, it has a handsome finial 
and silver-plated cover to top it 
off. 6VA" h. $3.95 plus 50c post. 
New Hampton General Store. 835 
King St., Hampton, N. J. 08827. 

CARDS, CARDS, CARDS! 
Bet you've been waiting for the 
Miles Kimball 1970 Christmas 
card catalogue! And here it is. 
free as always and brimming with 
new beauties. Holiday whimsy or 
religious inspiration, all personal 
and personalized, many with 
drawings of the family or your 
home. Write to Miles Kimball. 610 
Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901. 

INSTANT CREDIT 
Compact card wallet holds up to 
30 credit cards as well as folding 
money, yet folds flat as a pan- 
cake without bulging in purse or 
pocket. Instant selection! Smart 
jet black of sturdy fine grained 
Water Buffalo. $7.95 plus $1 
post. J. Carlton's, Dept. F167, 
176 Madison Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 10016. 

CRYSTAL SALTS , 
Americans favor the taste and 
zest that salt imparts to all types 
of dishes. We've bought open 
salt dishes at country auctions 
and are delighted to find these 
hand-cut reproductions. Little 
beauties in clear crystal with 
spoons. Set of six, $1.98 plus 
25c post. World Co., Dept. HG8, 
1 Park Ave., New York. N. Y. 
10016. 

Beautiful Painted Wicker 
Witchery in Lamps 

Gives  direct   light   to  work   or   play   areas. 
Comes   electrified  &   with  bracket 

6 ft. of chain 
LOTUS LAMP & BRACKET 

$10.50 ppd. 
PAGODA LAMP & BRACKET 

$9.99 ppd. 
DECORATOR COLORS 

White. Black, Gold, Royal Blue, Light nine. 
Avocado,    Lime.    Kelly.    Red,    Raspberry, 
Orange,    Hut    rink.    Light    rink,    Brown, 
Mustard,   Yellow,   Purple,   Turquoise,   Lilac, 
Natural.       42 PAGE CATALOGUE 3SC 

JOANC. LUCHS 
8010 Old York Rood, Dept. HG-8 

Elkins Park. Pa. 19117 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
EAGLE RINGS THE BELL 
You're bound to get complimen- 
tary comment from your guests 
with a gleaming metal eagle 
doorbell. Satin black enameled 
with pearl button, it is an attrac- 
tive ornament and fine patriotic 
symbol of America. 3" wide. Fits 
instantly. Each, $2.89; two for 
$5.50. Ppd. Seth & Jed, Dept. 
G-80, Great Barrington, Mass. 
01230. 

NEAT ARRANGEMENT 
To tidy up a messy medicine cab- 
inet, save space, there's room 
to keep seven tubes of tooth- 
paste, salve, hair dressing or 
what-you-will all in good order; 
tilts forward for easy selection. 
White styrene plastic, 6V4" by 
AW by 3VA" dp. $1.49 plus 25c 
postage from The Country Gour- 
met, Dept. GA, 545 Fourth Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

NO TEARS WITH TIERS 
For added good cheer try wash- 
able unbleached muslin tiers and 
valance, trimmed with perky 
crocheted edging that looks hand- 
made. Allow one inch per yard 
for shrinkage. Tiers: 80" wide 
per pair; 20", 25", 30", 36", 40" 
long. Pair, $4.50. Valance, 10" 
by 80", $2.50 each. 50c handling 
per order. Country Curtains, 
HG8, Stockbridge, Mass. 01262. 

FINGERTIP TYPE 
If you long to give a lift to a bath- 
room, consider new guest towels, 
more especially Scintilla adora-- 
bles, in washable satin edged 
with a widish band of frothy lace. 
Colors are loves: mint, gold, pink, 
black, lilac, orchid, blue, red or 
white. $1 each; three for $2.75. 
Ppd. One initial 50c a towel. Scin- 
tilla, HG8, 4802 No. Broadway, 
Chicago, III. 60640. 

TIMESAVING TOTALIZER 
Ever lost count in the middle of 
wrapping coins after a church ba- 
zaar or PTA cookie sale? Conve- 
nient coin counting tray makes it 
easy to sort, count, wrap in sec- 
onds. Four marked slots for quar- 
ters, dimes, nickels and pennies 
let the treasurer do it in jig time. 
$1.98 plus 30c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG8, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

;'".-• 1 

Marglo 
MARBLE  STAIN   REMOVER 

and POLISHING KIT 
-yes, even discc 

t see  can  now  be  eas   . 
ished  like  new  wirh  MARGLO- 
narble   ca-e   kit!   Contain 
marb'e  stain   remo\ 
sturdy  appiicalor  and  2-.; ARGLO 
MARBIE SEALER WAX tl --  and 
shining beauty to your marb'e. No C.O.D. s, P ease. 

95 .Marble Sealer      $ 095 
Alone (postpaid I dh 

Complete Marglo $ C^ 
Kit (postpaid)       «* 

MARGLO   CO. 
P.O.  Box 114,  Dept.  HG-80,  Niles, linois 60648 

adjustable 

Hi-Low 
T.V.  POLE 

STAND 

room,    kitchen     family 
room,  porch  .  .  . 

Iter   where 
you're viewing thi'. 
s m a ' t ■ 
Pole   Stand   holds 
your   portable   at 
the    level    and 

place bo'.t suited for com- 
fort . . . without taking up 

width, up to 14" front to 
back, up to 17" top to 
bottom Easy to install and 
move, black decorator 
pole has spring tension 
rod at top to adjust to 
your ceiling height, can 
be set up in Hi or Low 
position. Hi position is 
great for reclining watch- 
ers. Made in USA. 

S] "I .95 ""d 

'I 24 hrs. 
Write for FREE catalog of gifts 

Sl0li<l;iV   Ifii'tS Dept. 308-A 
7047 Pecos St*. Denver. Colorado 80221 

TS^UC0VER 

KEEP GRIME FROM COLLECTING 
on suits, coats, dresses without hiding 
them—end bulky bags, messy sheets! 
Durable transparent vinyl has bound 
edges—slips over closet rod. Front 
vent for easy selection. All 17" deep. 
841 78 Vinyl Cover; 24" wide. 79tf 
84228 Vinyl Cover; 36" wide. 89* 
84368 Vinyl Cover; 48" wide. 998! 

B"DT?r,ir,c °F BOSTON 
DIVCj'UiTk   O   SINCE    1818 

B66 BRECK   6LDC,   BOSTON,   MASS.   02710 

^e Steak to 
have an Affair With! 

It's delicious You couldn't stop if you 
wanted to. Your first taste-a Pfaelzer 
steak-you knew this was it. Pfaelzer 
luxury is the kind you owe yourself 
often. Someone told you they were only 
served in elegant clubs and restaurants. 
They were right in a way. You can't buy 
them in any retail market. But you can 
order them by mail... fast-frozen, 
packed in dry ice for guaranteed perfect 
arrival. Pfaelzer steaks...flavorful, flaw- 
less, aged to perfection. Your first 
Pfaelzer will mark the start of a very 
tender affair. 

Box of 166-oz. each, 11J  thick =30405 

$37 
Shipped 
Prepaid 

pfaelzer BROTHERS 
(pronounced FELZER) 

Dept. LK-0,   Chicago. III.60632 
Available in Canada 

MAY GOO GRANT ME 
THE SERENITY TO 

ACCEPT THINGS 
I CANNOT CHANGE: 

THE COURAGE TO 
CHANGE THE THINGS 

I CAN; 
AND THE WISDOM 

TO KNOW THE 
DIFFERENCE. 

SERENITY PRAYER PLAQUE 
Colorful cast aluminum plaque. Won- 
derful decoration for your living room, 
hall or den. 6' j" x 4' 4". Green leaves, 
white flowers. Makes a very nice gift. 
$1.25 plus 25c pstg. &. hdlg, total $1.50. 

PROMPT  SHIPMENT.   SATISFACTION   GUARANTEED 

'//v/r   '/f/y/nY/r 
Dept   Iff 

St    Fitchbui 

PROVINCIAL 
SWITCHPLATES 

Switch to beauty in your home with little cost 
with our golden brass-plated switchplates. Non- 
tarnish finish, screws included. Also in antique 
white. 
SINGLE—3    x 5" SI.00 each 

3 FOR S2.95 
DOUBLE—t'/i" x 5" SI.50 each 

3 FOR S3.95 
TWIN OUTLET—3" x 5 SI.50 each 
TRIPLE—6    x 5* S2.95 each 
COMBINATION—5     x   5" SI .95 each 
DOOR  KNOB w  spindle & rosette     SI .95 each 

PLUS 45c POSTAGE &  HANDLING 
Pa. /.'..-    I '■    ' OD'» 

THE ADDED TOUCH 
12-H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mawr.   Pa.   19010 

1ST,  1970 

INTERIOR 
DECORATION 

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career 
Famous course offered by the leading school of 
interior decoration in the U.S. Individual pro- 
gram prepared and supervised by prominent N.T. 
decorators on faculty of long established, repu- 
table school with successful graduates all over 
the world. Lessons cover Textiles; Furnishings; 
Arrangements; Color Harmony; Period; Modern 
and Antique Furniture; Rugs and Floor Cover- 
ings. Period and Modern Wall Treatments; Wall 
Papers; Draperies; Lighting; Pottery; Porcelain, 
Glass & accessories. Details on how to set up your 
own business or start a career. Lessons beautifully 
illustrated — complete with necessary samples 
of fabrics, colors, etc. which you retain for 
future reference. Certificate awarded. _j. _ ^^ 
No obligation, no solicitors. I^^fca 

NEW YORK SCHOOL      ESS! 
OF INTERIOR DESIGN     mpfm 

155 East 56th St., New York 10022    I   y^T^? 

New York School of Interior Design ^^ 
155 East 56th St.. New York 10022 
Please send me. without cost or obligation, 
Catalos . 

name   

address 

city   state   

I37 



GARDENER'S 
NOTES BY JAMES FW.MMi 

SLIDING 6LASS DOOR IDEAS 
Send for this brochure before you 
build, buy or remodel. PELL A 
Wood Sliding Class Doors feature 
slim wood for beauty and insulation, 
with welded steel frame for extra 
strength. Self-closing 
screens for conveni- 
ence. Snap-in divid- * 
ers for the tradition- 
al look. Send coupon 
for brochure  today! 

This Coupon Answered Within 24 Hours 

ROLSCREEN CO., Dept. WC-44, Pella. 
Iowa 50219. Send PELLA Wood Sliding 
Glass Door Idea Brochure. 

CITY  s  STATE 

PE11A MAXES OUAIITY WOOO WINDOWS. WOOD FOLDING 
DOOBS &  PARTITIONS AND WOOO SLIDING GLASS DOORS 

Flower Book 

^, 

^ 

ir 

The better Tulips, 
Daffodils and myriad 
other bulbs to plant 
this fall for lovely 
bloom next spring 
are shown in our col- 
orful, new, 48-page, 
Fall Flower Book. 

The best of Holland-imported bulbs. 
Perennial seeds, seeds and plants for 
greenhouses, windows also listed. Hun- 
dreds of glorious full color photos. 

Send a postcard loday for your    ^yw*- 
FREE  FLOWER  BOOK       i'l 

Geo W.PARK SEED Co.,lnc. 
Greenwood  278,  S.  C.  29646 

FREE 
CATALOG 
from the 
world's 
largest 
nursery 

STARK BROS All-New Free Catalog Shows How 
You Can Have an Orchard In Your Backyard with 
STARK DWARF TREES   that   Bear Giant Size Fruit 
STARK_BR(VS _Bo*AFXOaO. ^u^ana.^MoJ^SSS 

■ STARK BROS Nurseries & Orchards Co. ~ 
I    Box  AFX080.   Louisiana, Missouri 63353 
. □ Rush New Color Catalog. FREE! 
| Mia 

I P.O. Slale 
I O CHECK HERE lor Fr*« MoOfr-M.kia* OulSt. 

EVENT SUCH WORKADAY 
ITEMS AS PLANT STAKES 
dont have to be workaday in look*. 
Stakes made in Cameroon of touch 
bamboo and carved hardwood.arjore. 
are striking enough to stand alone as 
well as give support to delphiniums, 
tomatoes, or whatever else may need 
their aid. The price i -6 each i may 
seem a bit steep, but Uiey last for 
years and will be first-rate conversa- 
tion pieces for all that time. From 
The Egg and The E\e. 5814 ^ ilshire 
Blvd., Los Anseles, CaL 90036. 

"AS THE POET'S HEART LEAPED IP wha 
he beheld a ho*t of golden daffodil*. *o mine throb: 
when I behold a row of meticulously cultivated cauli 
flower?," Angelo M. Pellegrini, in The Food Lover't 
Garden (Knopf. $6.95) i* not kidding. Hi* delight ir 
gardening i* gustatory a* well a* visual. He al*o en 
joy* actually digging the *oil. cultivating the plant* 
and harvesting their produce. Mr. Pellegrini i* i 
teacher of English, but hi* writing i* a* lively a* tin 
climate and cookery of Italy where he wa* born. Ir 
addition to the complete ro*ter of plant* grown foi 
food in hi* Oregon garden, hi* book includes a rea 
e*tate agent (villain) and two eager ladie* who vi« 
for the author"* favor by cooking lip-snukcking dishei 
thai u*e the produce of hi* garden patch. Not ju*t i 
how-to-do-it liook. thi* al*o tell* how to u*e it and 
most of all. how to enjoy it. 

AUGUST IS THE GOURMET'S MO>TH fox 
sweet corn. When the water boils it's time to pick the com 
so goes the old saying. And that is only a slight exaggeration 
Plain fact of the matter is that corn begins to toughen ant 
lose flavor the instant it leaves the parent stall:, so the shortei 
the time between garden and table the better. One war U 
shorten the time is to hurry the shucking process by chopping 
off tops and bottoms of the ears with a sharp knife or kitcher 
shears, after which a simple twist of the thumb peels off tht 
remaining husks. To shorten the cooking, boil enough saltec 
water to cover completely the number of ears you ham 
picked, dump in the ears, cover tightly and leave the heat or, 
high. IT hen the uater boils again, turn off the heat imme- 
diately, let the kettle sit for five minutes, and serve. 

EXOTIC IS THE WOHH -at comes to mind when 

you think about hibiscus. The broad-petaled, lusciously col- 

-lowers represent, as perhaps nothing else can, the 

lushness of growth and flowering we expect to find in warm 

climates. So it's a little surprising to find two kinds of hi- 

biscus that are as tough and hardy as oak trees and lilacs, 

yet have flowering habits as spectacular as their tropical 

kin. The rose-mallow, Hibiscus rnoscheutos, right, rates as 

an herbaceous perennial, since it dies back to the ground 

every winter. But by late summer, the new stalks are 3 or 

4 feet high and opening, day after day, butter-plate-sized 

flowers of cameo pink, brilliant red, or gleaming white. A 

moisture lover, the rose-mallow grows best and shows to 

its best advantage at the edge of a pool or stream. Rose of Sharon, Hibiscus syriacus, is the 

other hardy hibiscus, in this case a biggish shrub. The original, old-fashioned species had flowers ol 

an unattractive muddy magenta, but the new hybrids come in colors ranging from clear pink 

through red and white to a lovely red-centered sky blue. Unlike the rose-mallow, Rose of Sharon 

does not like wet feet. In late spring, if the shrub still looks bare and lifeless weeks after nearby 

plants are in full leaf, don't give it up for dead, just wait. It's a late starter and will have made up 

fcr lost time—and more—by late August. 

.C5C 
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INFORMATION 
FOR SHOPPING 
continued from page 97 

\ 75" eai li. {160 Blue Heaven pillows 
with dacron polyester filling, 21" \ 
27", $0 each. Blue I [< aven pillovi B 

filled «ith white goose down, 21" \ 
.37", $30 each. Ml pillows and beds 
upholstered in " ^ <mn^ Homemaker" 
kinji size mattress pads, 78" \ BO". 
fitted M I. with anchoi bands $10. 
White molded plastic stacking tables 
b> Kartell, L6" diam. \ I■'.' i" high to 
L7" diam. x 16" high, $60 set ol 3. 
IIII.H i ware cigarette !"■« Is, 3" diam., 
8" i0 ea< li. Antique plates i on stack- 
ing  tables), c.   1880, 7"  diam..  $10 
each.   Baml    parsons   table   with 
white lacquer finish, 18%" x 60%" 
x 2>)] i" high, $450. Imari ware plate. 
11' i " square, $35. Imai i ware fruit 
bowl, 7M>" diam.  \ SVS' high, $60. 
Skylight made from ■! r i-dividers 
witli Vltman's own cut-out design, 7' 
x 28" panels available in natural only, 
$78 each. All at Vltman's, Fifth We. 
& 34th St., New  York, V Y., L0016. 

ADDRESSES   <>l    STORES 

CARSON,   PIRIE  5COTT,  State.   Madi-nn 

S Monroe Sts., Chicago, 111.. 60603 

HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER, 147 E. 57th 
St., New York, X. Y., 10022 

THE  \t\l  COMPANY, Bruadwus. Hill & 
8th Sts., Los Vngeles, Calif., 90014 
and branches 

s IKS i ii i it UI\I i. til 1 Fifth Ave., 
New York, N. Y., 10022 

Dhvctorvof 
1 stores 

Arizona 
Phoenix       Goldwater'a 
Tucson          Levy's 

California 
I os Vngeles     Robinson's 
Sa< i amen!., \\ einstock's 

Colorado 
Denvei Ma) I) & l 

llislrit-l of i it I u in It i.-i 

Washington 
\\ oodw ard & I -othrop 

Florida 
Miami Burdine's 
\\ e-t Palm Beach 

Pioneer (lompany 

Georgia 
Atlanta   Rich's 

Hawaii 
Honolulu Liberty House 

Louisiana 
New Orleans        D.H.Holmes 

Massachusetts 
Boston U. H. Stearns 

Missouri 
St. Louis       Stix, Baer & Fuller 

Xebraska 
Lincoln Miller \ Paine 

These stores " ill feature In- 

slant Decorating Boutiques 

inspired    b)    pages    64-71. 

Nevada 
LasVi Vegas \ illage 

\i-« Mexico 
\ Ibuquei que Eckei t's 

\eu "i oi k Lord & Taj lor 

\oii li Carolina 
Asheville [vey's 

Ohio 
(lolumbus F & K Lazarus 

Oregon 
Eugene Meier & Frank 
I'm li and NLier & Frank 
Springfield -Meier & Frank 

Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia 

Strawbridge & Clothiei 

South Carolina 
Greenville [vey's 

Tennessee 
Chattanooga Miller Brothers 
Knoxville Miller's Inc. 

Ti'xas 
Austin Scarbrough's 

Wisconsin 
Madison Manchester';- 

End squeaks in 
children's swings 
and play equipment. 
When your children's backyard play 

pment, swings and see-saws 
squeak, save your nerves — with 
3-IN-ONE HOUSEHOLD OIL 
SPRAY in the aerosol can. It sprays 
deep into rust spots to end annoy- 
ing squeaks. Lubricates and cleans, 
to prevent rust and 
tarnish. Get 3-IN- 
ONE HOUSEHOLD 
OIL in the aerosol 
can or squeeze can. 
In hardware stores 
and supermarkets. 

3-IN-0NEK1 
HOUSEHOLD OIL 

Star-spangled key 
to a home of your own 

Buy 
Halted States Savings Bonds 

SEPTIC TANK-CESSPOOL OWNERS... 

Before Trouble Starts- 
use ft/D-X 
IT CAN SAVE YOU 

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS! 
Whether your home is old or new, you can have a costly, 
messy back-up in your septic tank or cesspool. So before 
trouble starts, use RrD-X... it works to prevent messy back- 
ups and foul odors...acts to keep your sewage system 
working smoothly and trouble-free. Yes, RlD-X can save 
you HUNDREDS of dollars on digging, pumping, landscaping! 

EASY TO USE I SAFE! Just pour Rro-X in toilet bowl and 
flush. That's all. RID-X can't harm porcelain, metal pipes, 
fittings. 

Before trouble starts, use RlD-X... it can save 
you hundreds of dollars! 

ILLUSTRATED 
BOOKLET! 

16 Fact-Filled Pages on Care and 
Maintenance of Septic Tanks and 
Cesspools. Send 10c' for postage, han- 
dling to: 

RID-X,  P.O.  BOX  24 
WHITE  PLAINS,  N.Y. 

S'CTANKS 
pBSPOOls 

TROUBLE- 
FREE 

a«s,a 
MOVING 

ANOTHER    FAMOUS    PRODUCT    OFTHE    d-CON    COMPANY,   INC. 
/ 
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Best hi 

What's the lowdown on hip 
New Yorker brownstone living? 

An Acrilan" Odyssey exposing what's afoot across America. 
In the October issue. 

THE SIGHTS YOU SEE ON 
VIRGINIA'S NEWPORT NEWS TOUR 
YOU READ ABOUT ON THE FRONT PAGE. 

NEWPORT NEWS MAKES NEWS EVERY DAY. 
SEE IT FIRST. 

Only 20 minutes from Williamsburg 

Write for Free Color Brochure: 
The Great Adventure 
Dept. HG-8. City Hall 

Newport News, Va. 23601 

booklets 
Because House & Garden wishes to fill your booklet requests 
promptly, arrangements hare been made for you to order di- 
rectly from us. Fill in the coupon below, circling the number 
of each booklet desired. If remit lance is required oilier than 
the 25c charge for postage and handling that must accompany 
each coupon, it will be indicated next to the booklet number. 
Enclose remittance in the form of coin, check, or money order 
only. Please do not send stamps. House & Garden will do 
all it can to see your requests are filled as rapidly as possible. 

EATING AND 
ENTERTAINING 

1. GETTING INTO THE 
SPIRIT i- eas) to do with a man- 

ual on liqueurs from the General 

Wine & Spirits Co. Explains the 

special liqueur vocabulary and 

histories of the various liqueurs. 

Some delightful recipes are also 

included. 

2. SET A TEMPTING SCENE 
for every occasion with Alikasa 

dinnerware.   Full-color   brochure 

features designs to match ever) 

mood and explains the different 

kinds of dinnerware. 

3. A GUIDE TO HOME EN- 
TERTAINING—Invaluable II, u- 

blein handbook contains all the 

essentials of party giving. Infor- 

mation about inviting guests, what 

t•» serve, setting up a bar, etc. 50c. 

4. CAREFREE   COOKING  is 

possible with West Bend stainless 

steel cookware. 56-page booklet 

offers cooking and cleaning in- 

structions and recipes for appetiz- 

ing dishes and desserts. 

DECORATING 

5. HOW TO FURNISH FOR 
RELAXED LIVING—theme of 

Shaw of Charlotte's brochure of 

furniture from quiet casual to til- 

traformal. Lounge chairs in three 

-izes for short, average, 6-fect-and- 

over figures. Colorful r n set- 
ting-, phi- close-ups of each piece 

with specifications. $1. 

6. WALLS OF PERSONALITY 
can be yours. Colorful booklet 

from makers of Wall-Tex vinyl 

wall covering is packed with 

idea- for expressing yourself in 

your decor. Covers basics like 
color, pattern, texture. 25c. 

7. THE PERFECT BLEND of 

g I taste and design i- presented 

in a collection of table-, occa- 

sional pieces, and upholster) b) 

Hammary, pictured in a   10-page 
full-color   booklet.   50c. 

8. LAMPS OF ELEGANCE ap- 

pear in  88-page  full)   illustrated 

Frederick Cooper catalogue. All 

arc crafted with old world care, 

whether the) be contemporary or 

authentically crafted reproduc- 
tions.  Trice  li-t  included. $1. 

9. WHAT YOU SHOULD 
KNOW AROUT CARPETS— 
how to judge qualitv. wearaliilitv. 

fashion, value in rugs and car- 

pet-: how to clean them; and 

hundred- of other facts in a 192- 

page paperback book offered b) 

E. T. Barwick Mills. 50c. 

10. WHY WAIT?  BUY  BAS- 
SETT. Catalogue from Bassetl 

carries furniture for all styles ol 
dec,,i and all budgets. Also tells 

what to look for when buying fur- 
niture. 50c. 

11. SPARK YOUR ENTIRE 
DECOR with Gould Drapeware 

fashions. Colorful I klet pre- 
sents dozens of new window treat- 

ment- and other decorating ideas, 

including thing- you can make 

yourself. 50c. 

12. ELEGANT AND EXCIT- 
ING. New   110-page 1 klet from 

Hekmau Furniture Co. shows 

decorator designed table-, chairs, 

desks, commodes, cabinets in 
man) popular stylos. Over 250 

picture- illustrate unusual new 

hand finishes. $2. 

13. RECIPES FOR COLOR- 
FUL ROOMS have been com- 

piled by Wunda Weve in a car- 

pet decorating guide. Explains 
how   to mix color, texture, form to 

achieve a well-balanced room 

decor. 50c. 
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II.    TIll.Y    SHALL    IIVM 
IVlliSIC. . . . Tun valuable I k- 
lets by the Everett Piano < lo. tell 
11<>w  i ake music pari ol youi 
child's life.  Thej   offer  informa- 
tion nil choosing .1 piano !"i "him" 
in-   "her,"   selecting    .1    teai hi 1 
prai in iiifj. and peifoitning. 

15. I>FSl<;i\ PORTFOLIO by 
Thomasville contains a tempting 
assortment of Inn- furniture col- 
lei iii'ii- shown in lull color, in- 
cluding close ups. 3y^!('s range 
from contemporary tjv.;rrl\ \m. 1 
1, an. |2. 

16. ATTENTION, SHADE 
FANCIERS! New, beautifully 
illustrated guide from Window 
Shade Manufacturers Assn. ex- 
plains how decorative shades can 
enhance a room. Full of "how to" 
hinis ho prettier and more prac- 
tical window  treatments. 2-V. 

BUILDING AND 
REMODELING 

17. DESIGN A NEW KITCH- 
EN witli the help of a 34-page 
fully illustrated design kit from 
Kit. hen Kompact. Leads you step 
by step to completion of idea 
sketches to show architect or con- 
tractor. $1. 

18. PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR 
ELEGANT LIVING are easily 
possible by using any of the 160* 
colors, patterns, and wood grains 

of Foi mil .1 I. ati    url u in^ for 
all home living area Mew bro- 
chure features Full room settings 
and specific applications. 

19. CABINETS THAT GLOW 
'The  II. .1.  Scheirich  Company 

"II' 1   a full-coloi lin.i hin• ..I cab 
inets   ho   kin Inn   and   ba 
Bronzeglow  birch    iOc. 

20. A  NEW  KIND  OF ELF- 
GANCE can In- added in your 
bath uiih beautiful Boutique 
lancets h\ Moen. < lolor literature 
j:i\es all the "inside" information. 

POTPOURRI 

21. IOH PROTECTION OF 
VALUABLES against  fire, theft 

the Meilink Steel Safe Com- 
pany, makers of Hercules home 
vaults, offers a catalogue of ^nlrs 
- plus an inventor) of personal 
property check nil  list. 

22. GET GOING ON FALL 
GARDENING PLANS with the 
aid of Jackson & Perkins new 
spring catalogue, featuring six 
beautiful new tulips. 

23. A VARIETY VACATION- 
LAND—North Carolina—is rep- 
resented in a lovely 38-page, four- 
color brochure prepared b\ the 
North Carolina Dept. of Conserva- 
tion & Development. Included is a 
handy alphabetical listing of 
points of interest. 

 ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS- 

August, 1970 

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and en- 
close check, money order, or currency in amount in- 
dicated for those requiring payment. Add 25c for 
postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four 
weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #8 

Box 3579, Grand Central Station 

New York, N. Y., 1U017 

1        2        350<"     4        5*1      625(     Ty 

9Ml   105W   ll50«   12$-    1350«   14      15s2 

17si    18      195o«   20      21      22      23 

16" 

I enclose: 

$ -25 for postage and handling of my request 
for booklets 

* for booklets circled requiring payment 

$ is my total remittance 

Offer expires 10 15  70 

Name     ^5.  
MISS 

Address  

City   

(PLEASE PRINT) 

_State_ -z>p# 

- 
- ; 

white on white 
What a way to dramatize a dining 
room! A plush white setting 
furnished with pieces from White's 
Lorraine IV Collection. A choice 
of 14 different finish combinations, 
including the most stunning color 
finishes you've ever seen. For a 
complete showing of the Lorraine 
IV Collection, send fifty cents to 

White of Mebane, Dept. HC-8, 
Mebane, North Carolina 27302. 
And start coloring up your 
decorating with White. 

*-*of Mebane 

Christmas Cards 

and Gifts from 

The Metropolitan 

iviuseum or ^rtTheMetropolitanMuscum.sl00th 

anniversary catalogue of Christmas cards and presents — rare American 

blown glass, sculpture, ancient jewelry in gold and silver, and for the 

first time a selection of rings; new books and prints, and the magnifi- 

cent 1971 Engagement Calendar, "Flowers for All Seasons", "v? New 

designs for the famous Museum cards include works by Fra Angelico, 

Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, Rembrandt, El Greco, Bruegel, and Degas, 

medieval enamels, frescoes, della Robbias, and early American crewel 

embroidery. All Christmas cards and presents, except the books, are 

made especially for the Museum and can be bought only by mail or at 

the Museum itself. The catalogue will be mailed about September first. 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
255 Grade Station, New York 10028 C2 

Please send me the Museum's new catalogue of Christmas cards, 2j cents enclosed 

Name- 

Address. 
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d'etc lliinaS <\i/u'<>SS tndu (dually and taile So well 

aS ScnSi'lt* lir designed and a/t/wcciativclu waited 

fi'adtlicnal Jaj'niltJ<c—Saclt as Ine ^/JaAei' Oaj'o/aan 

a/id ( )/ialiS// ccUeclionA. (pack/liecc liaS l/ie artllien = 

lieilg, excellence and endajiina a/i/wal of a anigtie 

wllccle/ii Hem. <j/'e/' a^rci/en\ SendfJ.OO/ojf lite 

enlirelg new ^Oale* ^OOOK. 

QAj//mrQ^/rn/tum (rift 
808 MILLING ROAD. HOLLAND. MICHIGAN 40423 
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GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH 

continued from page 95 

your lap will the Fall occur? To find out call (202) 965-9300. 

The address is 1721 V/isconsin Avenue between R and S 

Streets. (Incidentally, for thinning dining, the chef of course 

recommends their Title Role entree, a Salade Nicoise.) 

PERFUME 
AND THE 
PLANETS 

.   FOR   THE   FINEST   CARE   OF   YOUR   FINEST    FURNITURE.   USE   SAINTS  SATIN   WAX.  . 

Eleanor Shoemaker* the sensitive As- 

trologer, who links up the signs of the 

Zodiac with their appropriate perfumes 

wanted to reassure the Leos who see rather unpropi- 

tious signs for the present . . . everything''s coming up 

roses with the first of the year. About that time, she 

feels that a glorious seven year cyclgjfill start for Leos 

(July 23 through August 22) tfr&^ffiill mean good 

things romantically, in a business way, and most par- 

ticularly travel. (Mrs. Shoemaker who is always strong 

on cycles sees business caught in one now and says, 

"I've been getting my clients out of the market for a 

year and a half.") The Leo heroes and heroines behave 

in a lordly way, love dash and splendor, adulation, and 

luxury. And Mrs. Shoemaker sees a Leo woman having 

several perfumes of different moods ivith only an 

underlying emotional thread to tie them together. She 

thinks that Joy with all those roses and that drowning 

deepness would be a Leo scent (roses, especially red 

roses, are strongly connected ivith the sign), also 

Caron's Fleur de Rocaille where there are roses, too. 

When Mrs. Shoemaker sniffed Stradivarius, she said, 
liAh, this would go right to the back of the head where 

the Leos live and speak to them.'1'' She also thinks that 

ISuit de Noel—because it is what she calls a ''''person- 

ality perfume''''—would do a lot for Leo women. All 

of these would make nice presents. Leo needs presents 

and often deserves them because as Mrs. Shoemaker 

says, "Leo is very loyal,"" and then she laughed and 

added, "that's not to be confused with always faithful." 

NEW THIS MONTH IN THE STORES 

POLLY BERGEN: Skin Freshener newly pleasant in gel form 

and right for traveling on two counts, keeps a traveler's face 

right and her case organized. 3 ounces for $3.50 at Woodward 

& Lothrop; Lord & Taylor: D. Holmes. 

MAX FACTOR: Tried & True Soft Hair Spray. This not only 

keeps the hair under control but also does it sofdy, gives 

it bounce. And all for under $1 at Woodward & Lothrop; 

Blooniingdale's:  Bullock's. 
ESTEE LAUDER: Fresh Mineral Water Facial Spray. Very much 

into the ecology bit for those who insist on soap and water 

and—purity. 11 ounces in an aerosol bottle for $5 at Wood- 

ward & Lothrop: Bonwit Teller: Bullock's. 

REVLON: Eyelashes, new ones by the baker's half dozen: all 

seven styles naturally of the moment for the rich gypsy . . . 

Sweeper, Raggedy-Plus, Wispy, Raggedy, and Tassel. 86.50 

. . . Winged lower lashes, $4.50 . . . Super-sweep lashes, $7.50. 

. . . Fabuliner Liquid Liner in wand form. Black and brown 

as usual and Cornflower Blue and Meadow Green as unusual 

(perfect to make a ring of color around the eyes—over the top 

lashes, beneath the lowers). $2.75 . . . Eye Gleamers. New 

looking colors to gleam on eyelids . . . Alabaster Lustre, Lime 

Lustre, Honey Lustre, Skyblue Lustre, Pale Plum Lustre. $2 

all at Woodward & Lothrop;  Lord & Taylor;  D. Holmes. 
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WITH ARMSTRONG FLOORS, CARPET, CEILINGS, WALL COVERING, AND FURNITURE 

How to find the house of yoi 



reams without leaving home 
What would you do if you suddenly found out you 
couldn't afford to build the new house you've been 
dreaming about for years? 

You could do what the Pearsons did. (We confess that 
the Pearsons are really fictitious. We made them up be- 
cause they, their three kids, and their problems arc so 
typical.) 

After the Pearsons took a quick look at today's inter- 
est rates and building costs, they took a long second look 
at their old house. It was beautiful on the outside and 
solidly built, and they loved the neighborhood. They de- 
cided to stay put and invest some money on the inside. 
That way, at only a fraction of what new building would 
cost, they could make their dreams come true right there. 

The Pearsons' remodeling took time, work, and 
imagination. As you'll sec, they got a lot of help from 
Armstrong, because only Armstrong can help in so many 
different ways: with vinyl floors, carpets, furniture, ceil- 
ings, and cork wallcoverings. 

Come take a tour of the Pearsons'. You'll get some 
beautiful Before-and-After-Armstrong ideas. 

It all began in the kitchen 
The first Order of business was to let some light into "The 
Cave" as Sheila Pearson called it. Out went the wall be- 
tween the kitchen and the pantry. A new sliding glass 
door where the canned goods used to be let the sun- 
shine in. 

At first, Sheila considered putting carpet in her new 
kitchen (for its look and feel), but then she had second 
thoughts about spills and stains. Her answer was "Easy 
Street™," a new kind of floor from Armstrong. It looks 
like carpet, feels soft underfoot like carpet (because of 
its thick foam backing), but its surface is tough, non- 
porous vinyl that's as easy to clean as only vinyl can be. 

The ceiling was next—every cracked and yellowed inch 
of it. Bill Pearson himself did a beautiful cover-up job 
with Armstrong vinyl-coated ceiling tile. The new ceiling 
wipes clean with a damp cloth. Dirt and grease can't yel- 
low it, and it's acoustical so it soaks up kitchen clatter. 

When it came to new kitchen furniture, the Pearsons 
wanted something big enough for their big Sunday 
brunches and rugged enough to take on the three kids. 
ThomasvilleV'Brandywine" trestle table fills the bill. 

Add new cabinets... a built-in double oven ... a chop- 
ping block counter... some bright copper pots... and then, 
on to the living room! 
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WITH ARMSTRONG FLOORS. CARPET. CEILINGS, WALL COVERING. AND FURNITURE 

Out of two so-so rooms 
comes one great big 

beautiful living center 

The Pearsons had always treated the dining al 
cove and living area of their old home as tw< 
separate rooms. Adequate, but hardly exciting 

Now was their chance to change things in on< 
bold stroke. They decided to combine botl 
rooms into a single living center: posh enougl 
for formal entertaining, comfortable enough fo 
relaxing. 

They did it all without a single structura 
change. Using the same draperies and colo 
scheme in both areas helped bring them togethei 
But what really laid the groundwork for the nev 
living center was the carpet.  Bill  and Sheili 

~]o -/op off &ur /vtmy C&t&r, & C&JtKf 
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agreed on a two in< h shag in the Armstrong 
I an< astei I inc i tiled "Happening M" v\ all to- 
wall excitement. 

In furniture, Bill insisted on one thing: pure 
creature comfort Sheila wanted something 
temporary I hey both got what they wanted Foi 
the living room area, they selected chairs, tables, 
and an ottoman from Founders [Tie sola is 
rhomasville l~he feeling is bright I he dining 
area is all Thomasville I oui < enturies" with a 
striking combination ol wood-tone ami antiqued- 
silver finishes. 

( i ilings?  I he Pearsons had had it with old 
flaking plai t< i I hey wanted something new, with 
an elegant, formal lool to go with their antique 
crystal chandeliei ["hey chose an Armstrong 
( handi li< i ' i iling It's made lor the most for- 
mal rooms in the home 

I In- walls ol the living center were the final 
big improvement Sheila felt thai they should be 
as decorative as the rest of the area Happily 
she found Armstrong's natural cork walkover 
mg. Its handmade in Spam, using tissue-thin 
sheets ol cork. Hlegante! 

>.   *' 
'* 
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WITH ARMSTRONG FLOORS, CARPET, CEILINGS, WALL COVERING, AND FURN * U R E 

The old basement disappeared 
over two weekends 

fc# a/fere iff *&2$/ xSrtf 0UKf0KMC*taf/fi 

by Tff  Conor 
MCMJSt &  t»»ot». 
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*'Our new rec room is for everybody.'" the Pe_r- 
-aid. but they knew it was really for Paula. 

15, young Billy. 13, and Gary, 8. All the Pear- 
• helped. 

First out went the dust, cobwebs, and old ten- 
nis rackets in the basement. Then up—thanks to 
do-it-\ourselferBill Pearson—went an Armstrong 
suspended ceiling, covering pipes and wires and 

not. The grid is hung from the old beams. 
and the panels just dropped into place. It's 
acoustical, of course — to absorb some of the 
sound of the kids" records! 

The new rec room got two new floors in 
Around the edge^. Wearathon* Handy-stik    .   r- 
pet tiles (nice when the kids eat on the floor). 
And in the center, for dancing. Excelon' 
"n Press "* (vin\l-asbestos)  Tiles. The Feat 

"ome-grown labor here. too. Surprisingly 
little lab - needed, because both the carpet 
and the vinyl tiles are a cinch for do-it-yourselfers 
to install. You just press them in place. The ad- 
hesive is on the back, so they stick by themselves. 

The walls of the new rec room were painted: 
the mural was glued up in sheets. Even the 20- 
foot "Bean Bag" sofa was homemade. They 
filled it with polystyrene K. 

1 



From part-time anything room 
to full-time den 

Valargo floor design copyrighted by Armstrong 

/fnd tike /^^nJ&fT fanzefrtrz ^ 

Oartyty/urn] 5favt4M7M«4Wn, 

Now it was Bill Pearson's turn. After all the 

work he hail put into the remodeling, he deserved 

something special as a reward. And he got it: a 

getawa) room of his own. with his personality 

stamped all over it. 

For the floor. Bill chose an Armstrong sheet 

vinyl called Coronelle'. The name of the pattern 

is Valargo'", the mood is Spanish, and the tone 

is masculine. Over the floor went an area rug of 

"Happening"—the same luscious shag that was 

used wall-to-wall in the living room. 

The Founders furniture says 20th century. It's 

clean-cut. has an uncluttered design, and there's 

not a wasted inch anywhere. 

In short, a man's world. 

How about vour Indoor World? Maybe it 

needs a major overhaul, too. Or maybe just a 

minor one. Either nay. you can get a lot of help 

from Armstrong. For starters, we'll send you a 

full package of literature covering Armstrong 

floors, carpet, ceilings, cork wallcovering, and 

furniture. Just write to Armstrong, Dcpt. HG 

970, Lancaster, Penna. 17604. And to find out 

where to buy any of the Armstrong products 

shown in the Pearsons' home, call this special 

number toll-free: (800) 243-6000. In Connecti- 

cut, call (800) 942-0655. 

Armstrong 
CREATORS OF THE INDOOR WORLD 



House & Garden 
INCORPORATING LIVING FOR YOUNG HOMEMAKERS 

I.S.V.-PATCEVITCH, CHAIRMAN PERRY  L.  RUSTOS,   PRES :ES" A.EXANSER   . 3E5WAN    s;  ":   i.   :   :iC"C3 

BEADLE 

On the cover: A diverting i 

a house full of deep rich colors, Mr. and 

Mrs. Henry Shalom's reading, music, 

and   television   room   is \ '     ."shine 

and zip. Three new House & Garden 

Colors do much to give the room its 

punch: Sun Ye jw on the walls and as 

golden flecks in the tile floor; Flag Red 

and Green Mint as the tr 

lights    • Brie on the banc 

Still going strong,  L   - -  Blue 

on Lucite tables. Interior design by 

Angelo Donghia of Burge-Donghia. For 

more color excite~e'_   turn to page 72. 
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A decorator speaks his mind: A- cce'-a': 

case for great doors by William Baldwin 

Hia   ;::   : a : - to color 

-:.;e& Garden Cclcrs for 1971 

Pulsating color in new fluorescent c  3:_ :: 

- • Oil 

F   rniture with a fut   re: Servers 
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VIKING GLASS COMPACT m 
New Martinsville, West Virginia , 

Send 50< for our new illustrated book, "Beauty is Glass from Viking."- 



TRY SOMETHING BETTER. 

There is only one J&B Rare 
Scotch. And only one reason for 
drinking it. The delightful rare 
taste you pour every time from 
every bottle. Isn't something like 
that worth a few cents more? 

J'B Rare Scotch 
From the house of Justerini &■ Brooks 

founded 1749. 

86 Proof Mended Scotch Whisky. The Paddington Corp., N.Y. 10020 
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Some have a gift for colorful living 
They're the same ones who like lively people. 
Exciting new places and things. For them we 
have   a   colorful   new   collection   of   accent 
tables.     Cocktail     tables. 
Bunching  tables.   Console 
tables.    Game    tables.    Eleven 
styles altogether, and all in the 
classic   Parsons   design.    Bold     -A W% 

Avocado    Green.    Lemon    Yellow.    Porcelain 
White.   Indigo   Blue.   Ebony.   Tortoise   Shell. 
And   in  beautifully  matched  walnut  veneers, 

too. Colorful  living.  It's a gift 
you   can   acquire.   For   folders 
from Lane's wide, wide world 
of furniture, send  25^  to The 

^""^ Lane   Co.,   Inc.,   Altavista, 
colors, like Chinese Red. And TAB L E S Virginia, 24517. 

For your nearest dealer, phone this toll-free number:  800-243-6100.   (In  Conn,, 800-942-065c 



If the silver goes with white wine. 

^r^> ^^^L^Ui.L.L J.WIIHWD Ji.     JUIIIH 

Is the gold for champagne? 

Our new Spanish Crown, service for eight in Community § Silverplate, S140, 
service for eight in Community Gold Electroplate, $200 

10 

At fine jewelry and department stores 
C 1970 Oneida Ltd.,Oneida, N.Y. 13421 
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Learn the facts of life 
about family room furniture. 

There's a difference in living 
room and family room furniture. 
Because you use the two rooms 
differently. Overstuffed uphol- 
stered pieces are fine in a formal 
room. But they can't take family 
room punishment. 

You need: 
1. Reversible, zippered cush- 

ions. When one is worn or dirty 
flip it over. If it wears out you can 
get a whole new set for a Howard 
chair for under $20. 

2. Big, comfortable foam 
cushions, nestled in soft Fortrel. 
Deep down comfort for the man in 
your life. 

*3    QnliH r\aW fnrnitiiro 

Without overstuffed arms. If our 
arm pads wear out take them off. 
There's a warm deep-rubbed oak 
arm underneath. And new arm 
pads are less than $12. 

4 HERCULON* olefin 
fiber fabrics that outwear wool 
seven times. With stain release 
built in ... not added on. 

Howard goes where you really 
live. Whatever you call the room. 
And that's a fact. 

HOWARD 
family room furniture 
Qtarkuillp   MississiDDi  39759 •Registered trademark o rporated. Wilmington,Delaware, for its olefin fiber. 



Enf^lands first family of fine cleaners, tvaxes and polishes has come 
to America. 

Just spray it on and 
brush aivay the spot. 

Y APPOINTMENT TO H.M.QUEEN ELUHBETH 
E QUEEN MOTHER    SUPPLIERS OF DRY CLEUft 

J GODDARD a SONS. LTD. 

J. Goddard &Sons, Ltd, 
Frimley Green, Surrey, England 

For a free brochure or\ all Goddard's Products and uihoc to biry them, 
write J. Goddard & Sons, Box 710, Racine, Wisconsin 53401 

Goddard's & Goddard's Dry Clean are Trademarks ©1970 J. Goddard & Sons. Ltd.. Frimley Green. Surrey. England. All Rights Reserved. 
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A   DECORATOR   SPEAKS   HIS   >IIM» 

Aii open-and-shut 
case for 

great 
doors' 

BY   WILLIAM   II \l l>\\ I \ 

/n a beautiful villa in the South of France, there is a 

large square hall, lovely enough in its own right, but 

made absolutely fascinating by its four pairs of huge double 

doors. One pair is the entrance doors, heavy ones painted in 

faux-bois with marvelous trompe-l"oeil panels and moldings. 

Directly opposite is an identical pair of doors that are always 

kept wide open. Through them you see the drawing room, and 

beyond it, through another broad opening shielded by two 

fabulous Coromandel screens, a charming little stair hall. To 

your right is a pair of glass doors giving on to a grove of olives. 

And to your left are the dining-room doors, also faux-bois, 

but always kept closed. Open, they would give the hall three 

distinct views, dissolving its identity as a room in itself. Besides, 

I think it's a lovely custom to keep the dining room a secret 

until dinnertime. Then, with the table set and the flowers 

arranged, the doors are opened to a beautiful surprise. Once 

inside, you close them again, to protect the dining room from 

the noise and activity of the outside world. 

Whether or not doors should be open or 

closed has a lot to do with how you feel 

about it, how it makes the room look, ar*H 

inevitably, whether the rest of the fam- 

ily will abide by your decision. So many 

clients say they'd adore keeping the doors 

closed, but are resigned to the fact that 

they'll always be open. Although I love 

the casualness of this very American 

open-door policy. I also respect the Euro- 

peans' habit of closing doors to make 

each room an entity. A closed room con- 

tains not only the people, but also the 

conversation and the concentration and 

acts as a fortress against outside disturb- 

ance. When you have a houseguest, closed 

doors give both of you the freedom to 

come and go without feeling obliged to 

greet each other every time you pass a 
doorway. Closed doors help keep certain 

rooms—like libraries and bedrooms— 

sanctuaries of peace. Arid they are always 

The elosed-door 
poiivy 

HOUSE & GAR 



a reminder, especially i<> children, to 

knock. Privac) is one of our last remain- 

ing luxuries, I mi Fast becoming as pol- 

luted as air and water, and as rare a^ si 

lence. In a big room with double doors, it 

is often attractive to leave ju-t one of the 

pair open. The closed door then serves as 

a kind of screen, so \ou come upon the 

room little !>\ little, like the broadening 

panorama of the Mediterranean as you 

drive around a mountain. From inside, 

the dosed door is a compromise between 

total enclosure and open invitation. 

m iouble doors arc not restricted to double-sized door- 

JLS ways. In man) cases, just a slightly larger than nor- 

mal doorway might better be fitted with a pair of narrow doors 

than with an extra-wide, extra-awkward single door that would 

take up more space than it deserves. Slender double doors can 

be angled hack like a pair of screens, or pushed right against 

the wall like shutters. Louvered shutters, b) the way, make very 

good double doors. They are used throughout many tropical 

houses, filtering air and light from room to room, and. with 

louvers fully closed, controlling the flow of conditioned air. 

Panels of a beautiful screen, lined with wood, also make 

marvelous doors. But you must certainly decide first whether 

the doors are to be open or closed. One woman I worked with 

made the sillv mistake of wishfully thinking she could keep 

her screen-panel doors closed, so we hung them with the design 

facing the room. What actually happened was that neither her 

husband nor any of her sons ever bothered to close those doors 

behind them, and the poor screens were always slammed back 

against the wall. 

When you decorate a door, the more 

imaginative, the better. You can mirror 

them, which gives the excitement of mo- 

tion and surprise, and, at the end of a 

long hall, great depth. You can upholster 

them with leather or vinyl bordered with 

nailheads I if the upholstered door is be- 

tween kitchen and dining room, interline 

the leather with felt or flannel—it muffles 

kitchen noises and helps keep out cook- 

ing smells). You can panel a door with 

fabric or wallpaper. You can decorate it 

with bamboo or upholsterer's gimp or 

fancy moldings. Or, of course, you can 

paint it. Be sure to use semi-gloss paint 

with matte walls and high-gloss paint 

with very shiny walls. The gloss makes 

the doors much easier to wipe clean, and. 

as every woman knows, even with swing- 

ing doors, where you've so carefully at- 

tached a protective glass plate, people 

seem to make a concerted effort to a\ oid 

touching the hardware. The French way 

to paint a door is to have the panels the 

same color as the room and the moldings 

a contrasting color. Or you could make a 

great splashy show of a different vivid 

Continued on page 16 

Thv  ilvt'orativv 
ilnar 

The fine coppersmiths of old England discovered there was no better way to give 
their masterworks a rich, warm brilliance than nature's way. W 'ith the pulp of a 
lemon, lemon juice and a little salt. Today Goddard's Copper Pan Cleaner pre- 
serves the coppersmith's formula, but makes it much easier to use. A simple ivash 
and rinse removes stubborn tarnish in minutes. It gives your kitchen copper and 
your ornamental pieces a warm, lustrous glow. It uvrks just as well on brass. 

Englands first family of fine cleaners, waxes and 
polishes has come to America. 

J. Goddard &Sonst Ltd* 
Frimley Green, Surrey, England 

For a free brochure on all Goddard's Products and where to buy them, 
write J. Goddard &. Sons. Box 710. Racine. Wisconsin 53401 

Goddard A Goddard's Copper Pan Cleaner are trademarks © 1970 J Goddard & Sons. Ltd . Frimley Green. Surrey. England. All Rights Reserved. 
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Kroehler creates a relaxing room 
with the comfort of Naugahyde. 

To Kroehler, what the world needs now 
is a little peace and quiet. 

So thev created a room with one purpose; 
to relax in. It features their plush Relaxer® 
chair that's softened even more with 
Naugahvde s vinyl fabric. For contrast, the 
Sleep-or-Lounge s is covered with white 
Xaugahvde neatlv trimmed with blue. 

\Uiv Naugahyde? For convenience. For 

beautv. For comfort. 
The supple feel of Naugahvde makes 

furniture feel as great as it looks. You 
adjust the Relaxer to vour most comfort- 

^able position, and enjov its plush comfort. 
And before Uniroyal's Naugahvde. vou 

wouldn't dream of selecting a pure white 

fabric. But that white Sleep-or-Lounge will 
come clean with a few swipes of a damp clotl 

Naugahvde won't be bothered bv a little 
rough-housing either. Tough Naugahvde 
stands up to long \ ears of the heariest use. 

So for beautv. comfort, convenience and 
durability, look to Naugahvde. You'll have 
hundreds of prints, patterns, colors and 
textures to choose from. 

Naugahyde vinyl fabric gets around in the best of circles. 
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n-A-Gadda 
Da-Vida i 

03691 0341S 

Thisil O 

Hi,   HI SI 01 
OIllCO&BY 

03605 13359 

CROSBY.! 
_ STILLS 
QANASH 

* r, o 

i^^T w I 
THREEU B DOGLI 

\* NIGHT 

RCA STEREO 8 TAPE CLUB 
Spectacular Get-Acquainted Offer 

v* 

IS: 

STEREO 8 
TAPE CARTRIDGES 

fcO 
Worth up to 
$49.75 at 
regular Club 
prices! 

You merely agree to buy 
as few as six more 
cartridges within a year 
at regular Club price 
from hundreds to be offered. 

«l 

% 

THE BEST| 

THE   ■    ■ 
I BEE CEES 

03655 10625 

OLDEN 
TEABS [ 

J    LEE 

TWIN 
PACKS 

Each has double I 
I the music—but \ 
\ counts as one 

EDDY ARNOLD 
h-   : Areund 

IV,'. 
03558 

rrnrn 
Unforgettable 

In Love With You 

'KittyBlFD 
Wells^ZEPPEU! 

03572 10113 

Bert Kaemplen s 
^Grestesi 
IHttS 

JERRY LEE 
|LEWIS    S       I 

-■■«►«    Country I 
KMusic Hall I 

|4K~)pT    otFarr 
Hits,VoLI| 

-rrTrTT*Tn| 
GREEN BERETS 

SSftBarrj   - 
Sadler 

LETTER 

1 1369 

CREAM 
Wheels oi Fire 

Enjoy Great Tapes—at Great Savings! 
NOW! Enjoy top Stereo 8 hits by top stars ... at top savings. Choose from 
renowned labels: RCA, Warner Bros., Reprise, London, Atlantic, Atco, 
Mercury — in every music category. Look at these exclusive benefits: 

• Save NOW! Choose FIVE tapes tor only $6.95 (worth up to $49.75 at 
suggested manufacturer's list price . . . optional with dealers). After trial 
membership, get one tape of equal value FREE for every two you buy at 
regular Club price (usually $6.95). That's a 33V3% average saving! 

• Keep posted! MEDLEY, — the Club's free magazine — brings news of 
almost 300 Stereo 8 releases, featuring a Selection of the Month in the 
musical category you prefer. If you want this tape, do nothing — it will 
be shipped automatically. If you want other tapes, or no tapes, indicate 
your choice on the card always provided, and return it by the date specified. 

• All tapes guaranteed! Club's own Warranty unconditionally guarantees all 
tapes against defects for 1 full year after purchase, regardless of label. 

• Charge them! Pay only after you receive tapes and are enjoying them! 

• Send no money! Choose 5 of 66 hits shown here; we'll bill you $6.95 plus 
small shipping charge later. You can cancel membership after accepting six 
more, or continue to enjoy savings of one-third for years to come, with no 
obligation to buy! Mail the coupon right NOW to: RCA 
Stereo 8 Tape Club, P.O. Box 26888, Lawrence, Ind. 46226. RC/1 

03474 

i Electric 
Ladyland 

SAMMY 
IDAVIS JR. 

Brrtho Franklin 

FRANK 
SINATRA 

My Way I 
DIDN'T WE 

JFSTEBOir 

THE PAPAS 
I A THE MVMAS | 

f'rrtrntrrf   It. 
THE MAMAS 
A THE P\PAS 

^^J DEAN 
li MARTIN 

T.i.AlotOfPrid. 
In Whit 1 Am 

10278 

Engelbert 

j—THE— ■Petuln Clark's! 
ASSOCIATION ■ Greatest Hits 

GRIAItST 
HIIS 

■ -^^-   t+      Vol 1 

1    ■          DOWTOM 
\_ jjsjjpi BOfTi  _f cm »c 

lunoatmcE «»o«l | 

THE 
BEST 
OF 
CHARLEY 
PRIDE 

^1 
RASCALS 
GREATEST, 

IkX 

DEAN 
IARTINS 
^GREATEST| 
^|HITS> 

'von - 

ALHIRT 

03429 

4 SEASONS 
Gold Vault Of Hits 

Second Gold 
Vault Of Hits 

TI ■: .i jr.i ■ ■: i 

to 

00953 

I v 
If** t BEST 
(W 0F      , 
•■^ LYNN 
ANDERSON 

P# OC CHET 
ATKINS 

Pi soui" 
Country GOLD '69 

MANTOVANIS 
GOLDEN HITS 
CHAMHIKE      (3 
6RflNSLEEYE5    t 

| MARY | 
Late 

! Again 

OTIS BEHING 
IN PERSON 

WHISKY CI I 
A-60 60  ^ 

PORTER 
| WAGONER) 

The 
Carroll      . 
County f ■* 

I Accident   ^ 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! 
MAIL TO: THE RCA STEREO 8 TAPE CLU3 
P.O. Box 26868, Lawrence, Indiana 46226 
Yes. please accept my application for trial membership in The RCA Stereo 8 
Tape Club and send me the 5 cartridges I have selected for only $6.95 plus 
small shipping-service charge and applicable tax. I understand I need buy as 
few as six more cartridges at regular Club price within a year to fulfill my 
trial membership, after which I will get one tape of equivalent value FREE 
for every two I buy at regular Club prices. 

MAIL ME THESE FIVE CARTRIDGES (indicate by number) 

I am interested in the following type of music: (check one only) 
□ Popular (Instrumental/Vocal Moods) Q Country & Western 

□ Today's Sound (Rock, Soul/Folk) 

Miss \ (Please Prim) 

Address  

City/State Zip. 

Phone ( )  
Area Code 

One Membership Per Family. 
APO/FPO addresses write for special offer. HE] 
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A DECORATOR SPEAKS HIS MIND 
continued from page  13 

color on each panel. Or do a> thev do in 

main Latin houses—marhleize the entire 

door. You can e\en transform turn-of- 

the-centurv glass-paned door* into more 

modern i and more functional i panel 

doors simplj, bj painting the glass on 

both side>. 

Jn a long hall with main door* to closet? and bathrooms, 

it is often wisest to make as little of the doors as possible 

simplj In painting them out If the\ are Bush doors. \ou can 

make them disappeai bj painting, wallpapering, or even wood- 

paneling them to match the walls. Of course if the doors are 

nicely placed, you might want to make them bright punctua- 

tion marks in an otherwise drab hall. 

\\ hen you have limited space, think about 

sliding doors that slip neatl\ into wall 

pockets. Main contemporary houses are 

virtually doorless except for these hidden 

panels, for closets where dour pockets 

are impossible, you can have doors that 

slide on top and bottom tracks three or 

four narrow panels are better than two 

wide ones). Or there are accordion-fold 

doors, louvered or Bush, that double back 

on themselves when you open them. On 

a dressing room closet. 1 once saw a 

beautiful accordion door made of slim 

mirrored panels. Glamorous. 

Sliding 
i/n/irv 

^L o matter what t\ pe ol door you choose, he sure it is 

-X. v of the verv highest qualitv—and that it tits properly. 

I'd rather have DO door at all than a rlimsv one that wavers or 

rattles, or sings an aria every time you open it. Doors that 

suing out over wall-to-wall carpeting must clear both the 

carpet and its liner, or thev"l! he a struggle to handle and 

gradually mow down your rug. Beware, on the other hand, of 

too-big spaces between doer and Boor- -ill-fitting doors let in 

noise and odors and wreck the etTectiveness ol heating and air 

conditioning. \ door's hardware is a> important as buttons on 

a dress. The knobs should be good looking and. perhaps even 

more important, pleasant to the touch. W hat thev should not 

do is bite back when you trv to use them, nor should thev 

re*i>t. Some knobs are so small and slipper) that to operate 

them v ou need a pair of pliers. 

Then there are those great openings - 

prevalent in hou>es built at the turn of 

the century—doorless doorways leading 

Ooorle** from a central entrance hall to the vaii- 

rfiiiirirni/s ous rooms adjoining. \t one time a 

problem, thev can be great a-sets today 

when a free How of space is just what 

everyone is trying to create. 
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ISiiiptSSIi'iwpi 
SHOWN: KASHIMAR'S "POLONAISE" IN SHAH ABBAS GOLDEN IVORY—"KERMANSHAH" IN SATELLITE BLUE. 

0NLY*299fora9x12SizeJ MIMAR nCOVRi&TAN^^TfeMot/m li^itmlSe^ 
r Exciting Couristan "Fashion First For Today's Living"! The happy marriage of magnificent time-honored Oriental designs 

igantly sophisticated Modern colors! The result: Rugs that perfectly complement Modern furniture ... yet are equally as 

ng to Traditional settings! Power loomed of 100% Pure Virgin Worsted Wool and woven clear through to the back with our 

ve patented "LOCKED IN WEAVE" ... Kashimar gives you the enduring beauty and luxury you expect only in fine hand made 

il Rugs. See Kashimar by Couristan in The Modern Traditional Series as well as in Classic and Antique Designs (each with 

notted fringe) at a fine furniture, department or carpet specialty store near you! 

Iluxe Book "The Story of Kashimar" including designs in full color, please send $1 to Couristan, Inc., 919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 
R RUGS BY COURISTAN ARE ULTRAMAR, CHINAMAR, IMPERAMAR, OMAR, TURKOMAR, PALAMAR, SARIMAR AND HAND MADE INDIA ORIENTAL RUGS 

ALL COURISTAN RUGS 
WOVEN OF 

PURE WOOL PILE 

'Other Sizes Proportionately Priced 
Priced Slightly Higher West of Mississippi 



The newest Gorham Sterling Original. 
Elegant sterling scrollwork highlighted against a deep-hued 
background. Delicately wrought flowers sparkling with a jewel-like 
splendor. A procession of intricate detail in perfect balance 

with the pure lines of the classic shape. This is Spanish Traci 
A beautiful union of the timely and the timeless. 
Translated into sterling in the famous Gorham tradition. 

.-   'A 

<1970( 

GORHAM O.V.S.OH o 

PROVIO 



Notes for 

the hostess 
BY   MARY   MOON   HEMINGWAY 

September is a Bplendid month, beguilinglj ambiguous, i heer- 

full\ two-faced. A time for endings and beginnings, for re- 

joicing in the old and in the new. In September, I always find 

myself distracted bj the contradictions >>f the season. It pleases 

me to think about the return of the formal dinner party, \>-\ 

I have to latch on to the lasl moments of summer's pleasures. 

\- a final alfresco fling, why not an outdoor movie 

parts? Not too difficult to do nnwadav s. what with the variety 

of film equipment services available. You need a projectoi 

and a projectionist phi- a -izahle screen to he hung in the mn-t 

apt spot—perhaps from the hack of a tennis court or between 

two trees or even tent-pegged in an open space. To find films 

for rent, check the yellow pages of your telephone book under 

"Motion Picture Film Libraries" or write one of the big New 

York firms for a catalogue. (Peerless Willoughby, 110 W . 

Thirtv-second St.. New \ ork, N. \ .. 10001. covers continental 

U.S.: Universal Education and Visual Arts. 221 Park Ave- 

nue South. New ^ ork. N.Y.. 10003. covers New England and 

Middle Atlantic states: Eilms Inc., 3501 Queens Blvd.. Long 

Island City. N.Y.. 11101. lists numerous branch offices around 

the country, i Many local libraries also have a marvelous 

choice of borrowable films from sheer entertainment to i ur- 

rent controversy. If vou invite a like-minded group of aficiona- 

dos vou might go in for a special subject: high points in the 

year's great sailing events, skiing, deep sea fishing, wildlife. 

archaeology, antiques, gardens. 

Rather than setting up rigid rows of chairs, it strikes me 

it would be more relaxing to offer a variety of portable seat- 

ing—hassocks, cushions, inflatable chairs, folding chairs, 

stools—and let \ our guests deploy themselves as they choose. 

In keeping w ith this spirit of laissez faire. elegant box suppers 

would be practical. And to keep people from bobbing up and 

down during the showing, it would be convenient to have a 

couple of bar carts to be passed among the guests from time 

to time, air-lines style. Obviously the movie wouldn't be 

shown until nightfall, but to avoid leaving everyone in the 

dark, each guest could be given a small flashlight so he could 

see what he is eating or signal for a drink. W hen the sho 

over, those convenient torches could be strategical!) | 

for general illumination. 

This is a marvelous time of the year to dry floicers. Many 

blossoms are \erv easy to process—a mere matter of hanging 

them in bunches in a cool dark place or letting them dehy- 

drate upright in a small amount of water. Others take ad- 

mirably to a silicate treatment. One such, Floral-Dri, can be 

found at most florists' or garden specialists', complete w ith in- 

structions. And your local library should provide a choice 

of useful books on both the preparation and arrangement of 

dried materials. A bowl of mixed zinnias in January is a 

cheerful thing indeed—or roses, cockscomb, larkspur and 

babies'-breath spilling out of a basket while the snow is piling 

up outside. Continued on the next page 
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How Come? 
Saturday night out you 
treat yourself to Daiquiris, 
Mai-Tais, Martinis... 
But at home it's the 
usual drab routine. 
It doesn't have to be. Not when you ha\e your pick of 
18 superbl) delicious Heublein Cocktails. All made from the 
finest liquors. All full-strength. Nothing to add. 
Nobody to tip. Taste something exciting at a first-rate bar. 
Then bring that excitement home with Heublein. 

A good drink out is a good drink in. 

Full-Strength Cocktails 
Available in bottles and cans 

5CH5 PROOF £ 1970. HEUBLEIN. INC. HAHTTOBO. CONN   CANS ' 



Just don't brag, out loud 
Prerogatives rusting? Excercise one with a 

curve in a corner. MILO BAUGHMAN's stark 
beauty of a buffet. Curvilinear grace 

charms and warms. Masterful storage brings 
on blatant gloating. Sinful pride? 

We think in moderation it may be another 
prerogative. 

When it comes to modern. THAYER COGGIN thinks of everything. 

THAYER COGGIN 
For further temptation, 
send S1.00 to Hilda Lee 
Thayer Coggin. Inc.. 
High Point, N.C. 27262 

Timeless. 
As all Things beautiful. 

re thin;   >eaui 
ptured    : rema ns fbrevei 
;h is t ... of this 

elega-: Quee   -'- 
Frc~ theautfc     : Jar 

R .er cc 
ra thfully feral 

~~0St 
■ a star :: 

L 
HICKORY CHAIS   : • .=XINA 28601 

Send S1.00 for a catalogue of the entire James River collection 

NOTES FOR THE HOSTESS 

continued from preceding page 

\nother thing to harvest now is herbs, not onlv to dr\ them 

for future use but also to steep them into tisanes for making 

deli' ious, subtle herb jellies. Not just mint for lamb but 

rosemary as well: sage for pork: tarragon for poultry: basil, 

which is lovely with almost anything. These exotica are em- 

barrassingly simple to make and mav be used interestingly 

in cooking as well as for on-the-side embellishments. Just fol- 

low the directions for mint jelly that come wrapped around 

the Certo bottle, substituting the herb of your choice. If \ou 

are a purist, start from scratch, making your pectin with 

apples according to any mint jelly recipe. W ith a friend to 

share in the boiling and toiling, it can be fun to turn out all 

manner of goodies not to be found on the usual grocery shelf 

—an appetizing way of preserving the past for future pleas- 

ures and laying up a supply of Christmas and hostess presents. 

From now until frost one of the best house presents vou 

could give would be flower bulbs. For anyone with a garden, 

^-nerous mixture or a few rare species that will give glory 

to a garden months from now—a beautifully extended thank- 

\ ou. For the apartment dw eller. something that can be forced 

indoors < after being stored in a cool dark place until six to 

eight weeks before blooms are wanted'. There are narci-si 

and hyacinths to be sure, but what about all those miscel- 

laneous little bulbs: anemone, chionodoxa. snow dr - 

double crocus, baby iris, scilla? Or bigger than average bulb-: 

spectacular hybrid tulips or hybrid lilies. Or very early or 

very late flowering tulips/ Another way of blending past and 

future pleasures to celebrate September. 

If \ou are partial to honest-to-goodness. totally wholesome. 

absolutely   pure,   especially   savory,   spectacularly   healthful 

products,   the  catalogue   of  ^ alnut   Acres  Mill   and   Store 

Penn's Creek. \'..    makes fascinating reading. In addition 

to edibles, they also sell remarkable artifacts—a seed sprouter 

for \ our own bean sprouts, water filters, steamers, the better 

cheese knife, out-of-the-way  books such as  Euell  Gibb 

Stalking the If ild Asparagus or Mary Pearls f ermont Mapl^ 

pes. You might opt to do your baking from their wild 

multiplicity of flours, or more simply order their own baked 

products: Holland Honey Plain Cake, real whole-wheat bread. 

d rve. Other specialties: peaches canned in honey instead 

- ;aar syrup: organically grown Harvard beets:  "Twelve 

Grain" cereal for an authoritative winter breakfast. 
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Have you ever thought: 

Of crumbling feta cheese into salad or sprinkling it over 
s.   .ild or hot? Of serving feta cheese creamed 

with walnuts in a blender as a \ery special Turkish dip.' 

When \ou want a drv feta use the Italian version:  for the 

more moist, the Greek. 
Of using left-over cooked corn on the cob to make a 

piquant salad? Cut the kernels off the cob. Ia\e them with 

a sharp dress ix with chopped toma:    - 
Of making an autumn centerpiece of garden chrysanthe- 

mums and lots and lots of pheasant feathers? Or mixing fancy 

poultn  plumage with greens, grains, and flowers' 

HOUSE   1   SAI 



He sacrificed his sanity and his life I 

:o see and to paint as no one ever had before 

The World of 
Van Gogh 
yours for 10 days free 

as a guest of the 
TIME-LIFE Library of Art 

\'an Gogh sought peace in 
painting this church at Auvers. 

Many other artists, such 
as Gauguin, are represented. 

^■'ivf*, 

He tried to express his feeling for man 
and natiin by be< oming a ministi r, 

l)ut his fervor alarmed his superiors. He 
fell in love with two women of hi: 
class and they fled from him as from a dan- 
gerous lunatic. The famous incident in 
which he cut off part of his ear and gave it 
to a prostitute was only one more attempt 
to give something of himself to anyone 
who would accept it. 

This torrent of emotion—for which soci- 
ety had no use—turned Vincent Van Gogh 
into one of the greatest painters of all time. 
Never has a man poured so much pure re- 
sponsiveness into his art. You can see in it 
everything from salvation to suicide. Sac- 
rificing his sanity and his life to his work, 
he burned himself up in a blaze of percep- 
tion... in a controlled riot of color that 
washed over modern art like a tidal wave 
of lyricism. 

Love, for Van Gogh, was a means of see- 
ing... of fusing himself with his subjects. 
Even the lavish way he squeezed a tube 
of paint directly onto his canvas symbol- 
ized a generosity that knew no limits. To 
the humblest subject—an old pair of boots, 
an empty chair—he brought the special 
light of his own fervor. As one critic put it, 
Van Gogh had the courage to look the sun 
squarely in the face and steal its radiance. 

Beside almost 1,700 works of art, Van 
Gogh also bequeathed to the world—in 661 
letters to his brodier—one of the most mov- 
ing autobiographies ever written. It shows 
this dauntless man trying to learn Greek in 
order to be allowed to preach to Dutch 
coal miners. You find him, his hatband 
stuck full of candles, painting the stars at 
midnight. You trace letter by letter, canvas 
by canvas, die collapse of his sanity and 
his subsequent suicide. 

The World of Van Gogh is your intro- 
duction to the TIME-LIFE Library of Art... 
a magnificently illustrated series that shows 
you—and helps you appreciate—the most 

Death haunts Van Gogh's 
last self-portrait. 

important achievements in 700 years of 
\\ estern painting and sculpture. Focusing 
on a major artist such as Michelangelo, 
Rembrandt or Picasso, each volume is a 
splendid exhibition, a thoroughly reliable 
reference work, and a most enjoyable way 
of increasing your family's awareness and 
understanding of art. 

160 illustrations. 72 in full color 

Written by Robert Wallace, The World 
of Van Gogh is 9" x 12", 188 pages, with 
160 illustrations, many of them full- or 
double-pages. To put Van Gogh into per- 
spective, the book also offers profusely 
illustrated chapters on Gauguin and 
Toulouse-Lautrec, as well as examples of 
Cezanne, Degas, Renoir, Monet and others. 
For all its luxurious features, the book 
costs only $5.95 ($6.25 in Canada) plus 
shipping and handling. With it, you re- 
ceive free a specially-written 3,500-word 
essay on art history... plus a large, full- 
color chronology chart listing 368 major 
Western artists. 

Browse before you buy 

Borrow The World of Van Gogh for 10 
days free. If it doesn't make you want to 
own it, send it back. If you keep it, you 
pay just $5.95 ($6.25 in Canada)... and 
we will then send you other volumes in the 
LIBRARY OF ART at the rate of one every 
two months, on the same free trial terms. 
There is no obligation, so why not fill out 
and mail the order form now? 

TIME-LIFE BOOKS, DEPT. 2904 
TIME & LIFE BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611 
Please send me The World of Van Gogh for 10 days' Free Examination and enter 
a trial subscription to the TIME-LIFE Library of Art. With this volume, I will also 
receive a specially written Introductory Essay by Dr. H. W. Janson and a chronology 
chart of the major Western artists of the past 700 years. If I decide to keep this 
book, I will pay only $5.95 ($6.25 in Canada) plus shipping and handling. You may 
then confirm my reservation to receive future volumes in the series, sent a volume 
at a time at 2-month intervals, at the same price of $5.95 ( $6.25 in Canada). These 
volumes are also to be sent to me on approval, and I may return any volume within 
10 days after receiving it, and may cancel my reservation at any time simply by 
notifying you. If after examining this first book, I do not choose to keep it or be- 
come a subscriber, I may return the book within 10 days, my reservation for future 
volumes will be canceled, and I am under no further obligation. 

Name. 
(n The Harvest, Van Gogh captures both the lushness and the 
:leep tranquility of the southern French countryside. 

ran 

(Please Print) 

Address. 

City  .State. .Zip. 
Schools and Libraries: Order from Silver Burdett Co., Morristown, N. J. 07960. 

Eligible for Titles I, II funds. 

Actual book size: 9" x 12". Illustrated 
slipease, hard covers, 188 pages. 
160 illustrations, 72 in full color. 
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These ends give your windows a great beginning 

They're called finials.You find them at the ends of Kirsch decorative 
rods . . . those wonder working accents that turn plain-Jane draperies 
into charming focal points. They come in all of today's most fashion-right 
styles—including new luxury finishes—gleaming pewter and rich walnut. 
Antique bronze, white and gold or satin black, too. Even pamt-it-yourself 
natural wood. And for that confirming touch of fashion you shouldn't 
overlook Kirsch's tiebacks. holdbacks and chains. When you look for 

Kirsch. you'll find the beginning of beauty and       m^ • ■ 
inspiration.  For all your windows. At leading        | vl l5>C_IX. 
stores everywhere, including Canada. DRAPERY HARDWARE 

For windows people care about 

'*&&* 
124 Page, Full-Color Idea Book! Just $1. 

"Windows Beautiful" Volume III is all new I 

117 colorful room settings. A complete how-to book 

by interior decorating experts. A "must" for 

making the most of your windows. 

Kirsch Co.. Dept. K-970. Sturgis. Mich. 49091. 

Please rush my all-new copy of "How to Make Your Windows 
Beautiful" (Vol. III). I enclose $1.00. 

Name. 

Address_ 

City  

State -Zip_ 

Allow three weeks for delivery. No stamps, please. 
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by Broyhill Premier 

the beginning of a new era in furniture 
Chapter One is the totally tomorrow look that is here to stay. Inspired by continental designs, 
its exciting shapes and forms make marvelous use of the newest materials and colors. Like 
Cycolac* brand ABS thermoplastic. Like spun steel. Like the House & Garden colors impreg- 
nated for a lifetime. See all of the Chapter One collection for the bedroom and dining room, as 
well as a host of occasional pieces for the living room. Start a new chapter for your home now. 

see Chapter One at any of these fine stores below: 

IAMA 
n 
s Furn. Co. 
nee 
lum Furn. Co. 
le 

erby Furn. Co. 

;KA 
orage 
nd's Home Furn 

>anks 
ind's Home Furn 

ONA 
nix 
Regester Inc. 

ity 
Regester Inc. 
on 
Regester Inc. 

ANSAS 
springs 

Furn. Co. 

FORNIA 
>esa 
esa Furn. Co. 
:oc 
an's 

3each 
k Bros. 
Angeles 
er Bros. 
3 roadway 
3 

& Benedict 
'side 
n's Furn. 
Diego 
6m Furn. 
Francisco 
/ s Dept. Store 
Pedro 
en's Furn. 

FLORIDA 
St. Petersburg 
Lester Bros. 
Tallahassee 
Imperial Furn. 
Tampa 
Maas Bros. 
W. Palm Beach 
J. J. Cater Furn. 

GEORGIA 
Atlanta 
Haverty Furn 
Talman Furn. 
Columbus 
Campbell Furn. 
Perry 
Lassiter Furn. 

IDAHO 
Boise 
Gem Furn. 

ILLINOIS 
Chicago 
Fish Furn. 
Kelly & Orr 
Leath & Co. 
Clinton 
Wayside Furn. 
Decatur 
Arthurs 
Moling 
Fisher Furn. 
Peoria 
Cohen Furn. 
Rockford 
Rockford— 
Standard. Furn. 
Springfield 
Reif's 

INDIANA 
Grahill 
Souder's Furn. 
Indianapolis 
L. S. Ayers 
Lafayette 
Loeb's 
Muncie 
Ball Stores 

IOWA 
Carroll 
Prerger Furn. 
Des Moines 
Cataldo's 
Dubuque 
Roshek Furn. 
Le Mars 
Mayer Furn. 
Waterloo 
McGregor's 

KANSAS 
Clay Center 
Furniture City 
Kansas City 
Group Bros. 
Wichita 
Horton's Furn. 

KENTUCKY 
Covington 
Modern Furn. 
Radcliff 
Benningfields 

LOUISIANA 
Baton Rouge 
A. C. Pierce Co. 
New Orleans 
Kirschman's Furn. 
Rayville 
Glover Hardware 
& Furn. 
Shreveport 
Dunn Furn. Co. 
Haverty Furn. Co. 
Westwego 
Bon Marche 

MAINE 
Caribou 
Plourde Furn. 
Lewlston 
Peck's 
Portland 
Porteous, Mitchell 
& Braun 
Warterville 
Northern Mattress Co. 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore 
Hochchild, Kohn Furn. 
HechtCo. 
Grand Rapids Furn. 
M. Shavitz 
Pollack Blums 
Boonesboro 
Bast Furn. 
Chevy Chase 
Modern Design 
Cumberland 
Wiljon Furn. 
Elkton 
Cecil Furn. 
Salisbury 
Shore Appliance 
Glen Burnie 
Pollack Blums 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Chelsea 
Blomberg Bros 
E. Natuck 
Byron Furn. 
Mansfield 
H & P Sales 
Medford 
J. H. Pray 
New Bedford 
U.S. Furniture 
Quincy 
Parker Furniture 
Worcester 
David Burwick 

MICHIGAN 
Adrian 
Walter Furniture Co. 

MICHIGAN 
Bay City 
Bishop-Young Furn. 
Caro 
Gunsell's 
Dearborn 
Leeds Furn. 
Detroit 
Englander—Triangle 
Flint 
People's Appliance 
Inkster 
Dobb's Furn. 
Lansing 
Jury-Rowe Furn. 
Saginaw 
Art Sample Furn. 
St. Joseph 
Troost Brothers Furn. 
Ypsilanti 
Smith Furn. 

MINNESOTA 
Moorehead 
Plunkett's Inc. 
Truman 
E. E. Olson Furn 

MISSISSIPPI 
Jackson 
Super Furniture Mart 
Vicksburg 
Saul Fried Furn. Co. 

MISSOURI 
Cape Guardeau 
Rust Martin Furn. 
Excelsior Springs 
Crowley Furn. 
Kansas City 
Blackwell's Furn. 
N. Kansas City 
Davidow's Decor 
Sedalia 
Homakers Inc. 
St. Louis 
Famous-Barr 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Franklin 
F-ar.kl:n Furn 
Portsmouth 
Margeson's 
W.Lebanon 
Brown Furn. 

NEW JERSEY 
Asbury Park 
Foamarama Furn. 
Atlantic City 
Rorengard & 
Gruenberg 
Avalon 
Village Furn. 
Carteret 
Sokler's Furn. 
Hackensack 
Huffman—Koos 
Hammonton 
Frank Mazza & Son 
Lakewood 
Kings Furniture 
of Lakewood 

NEW JERSEY 
Newark 
Bambergers 
New Brunswick 
J. Schv/artz Furn. 
Pennsauken 
Menchel & Mc Donald 
Plainfield 
Matthew's Furn. 
Somervilie 
Granetz Furn. 
Union City 
Orbay CerratO 
Washington 
Ford Furn. 
West New York 
Martin Furn. 

NEW MEXICO 
Albuquerque 
American Furn. 
Las Cruces 
Las Cruces Furn. 

NEW YORK 
Brooklyn 
Abraham & Straus 
Buffalo 
Palt's Furn. 
Clarks Mill 
Winn's Furn. 
Jamestown 
Field & Wright 
Massapequa 
Nassau Suburban 
Massena 
Bakers 
New York City 
Sachs 
Poughkeepsie 
Perlmutter Furn. 
Rochester 
Fan Distributors 
Syracuse 
National Sleep Center 
White Plains 
J. H  Harvey 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Charlotte 
Belks (Downtown) 
Belks (South Park) 
Fayetteville 
Smithboro Furn. Co. 
Swam Furn. Co. 
Goldsboro 
Maxwell Bros. Furn. 
Greensboro 
Colfax Corp. 
Guilford Galleries 
Hickory 
Rhoney Furn. Co. 
Smithfleld 
Jones Bros. 
Winston-Salem 
State Furn. 

OHIO 
Akron 
Polsky'S 

OHIO 
Ashtabula 
Towne Furn. 
Shop Inc. 
Belpre 
Belpre Furn. 
Canton 
Livingston Furn. 
Cincinnati 
Friedman Furn. 
Shillito's 
Cleveland 
Morgan Hershman 
Columbus 
Glicks Furn. 
Dayton 
Dayton Town & Country 
E. Liverpool 
Smith & Phillips Co. 
Hamilton 
Lady Sylvia Furn. 
Laura 
Roark Furn. 
Sugar Creek 
Andrea's Furn. Co. 
Youngstown 
Strouss-Hershberg Co. 

OKLAHOMA 
El Reno 
Cox-Morris-Wright 
Fairfax 
M. F. Furn. 
Oklahoma City 
House of Ideas 

OREGON 
Beaverton 
Parker Furn 
Corvallis 
Furniture Village 
Eugene 
M. Jacob's Fine Furn. 
Grant's Pass 
Bush Home Furn. 
Medford 
Dempster Furn. 
Portland 
Meier & Frank Furn. 
Salem 
Hogg Bros. 
The Dallas 
Hampton Furn. 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Allentown 
Hess Bros. 
Easton 
Lipkins 
Hanover 
Leindhardt 
Harrisburg 
Pomeroy's 
Kingstown 
B.J. Smith 
Mc Keesport 
Ruben's 
Mc Murray 
House of 
Robert HammeJ 

PENN. 
New Castle 
A. & M. Westgate Furn. 
New Holland 
Goods Furn. 
Norristown 
People's Furn 
Palmyra 
Moyer's Furn. 
Philadelphia 
Coplan Furn. 
Lit Bros. 
Pittsburgh 
Hahn Furn. 
S & S Mutual Furn. 
Reading 
Pomeroy's Inc. 
Zeswitz Interiors 
Schuylkill Haven 
Cleland's Home Furn. 
Scranton 
Kaplan Furn. Co. 
Sharon 
N. M. Goldstein 
Slatedale 
Kern Furn. 
Wilkes Barre 
Pomeroy's 

RHODE ISLAND 
East Providence 
Liberty Furn. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Charleston Heights 
Copeland Furn. 
Heatley's V\ayside 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Aberdeen 
Malchom Co. 

TENNESSEE 
Memphis 
Rhodes—Jennings Furn 
Nashville 
Fashion Furn. Mart 

TEXAS 
Amarillo 
Smith & Sons Inc. 
Austin 
Gage Furn. 
Baytown 
Culpepper Furn. 
Dallas 
Bearden Furn. 
Fried Furn. 
Haverty Furn. 
Titche-Gottinger 
El Paso 
American Furn. Co. 
Houston 
Foley's 
Laughlin Furn. 
Star Furn. 
Jacksonville 
Bearden Furn. 
Lubbock 
Mc Kelvey's 

TEXAS 
Odessa 
Frontier Furn. 
Plainview 
Ramsower'S 
San Antonio 
Jaske's 

VERMONT 
Burlington 
Smith Furn. 
St. Albans 
Woods & Kidder 

VIRGINIA 
Alexandria 
Kline Bros. 
Engleside Furn. 
Hampton 
Midway Furn. 
Richmond 
Windsor House Furn. 

WASHINGTON 
Seattle 
Bon Marche 
Spokane 
The Crescent 
Vancouver 
Koplan's 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 
Washington, D. C. 
Hecht Co. 
Wright & Donovan 
W&J Sloane 

WEST VIRGINIA 
Morgantown 
Loving Furn. 

WISCONSIN 
Elm Grove 
Blue Mound Furn. Co, 

ONTARIO 
Ottawa 
Van Leeuwen Boomkamp 
& Co. Ltd. 
Van Leeuwen Boomkamp 
& Co. Ltd. 
Toronto 
Art Shoppe 

PUERTO RICO 
Ponce 
Casa Pacheco 
Casa Paris 
Santurce 
Casa Marval 

QUEBEC 
Montreal 
Clermont de la Plaze 
Henry Morgan 
N. G. Valiquette Co. Ltd. 

PREMIER 



Now, forever}r woman: 
th@l§©@(U)mdld(d&d&irwnif 

you may need whether you 
know it or not. 

SOME   2VOTES   0> 

A or forms. 
the internal! deodorant. 

stop feminine odor 
where it stains. 

Sure, your underarm deodorant protects you. Under your arms. 
But what about an even more serious odor problem—internal femin- 

ine odor? For that you need Norforms. the second deodorant1". 
It's every woman's worry... 
Germs inside you every day cause internal odor—an odor different 

from the one on the outer vaginal area. So even regular bathing or fem- 
inine sprays won't solve the problem. They can't get inside to give pro- 
tection internally where this problem starts. And many doctors say you 
shouldn't douche daily. 

Is there any solution? 
Yes. Norforms...the internal deodorant. Just insert! These tiny sup- 

positories spread an antiseptic germ-killing film to stop odor internally 
where it starts. And they're so safe, you can use Norforms as often as 
necessary to feel fresh and secure. 

Make your second deodorant, Norforms, the internal deodorant. 

Norforms are 
so small and 
casv to use. 

r . "  
FREE • • • 12-page booklet. "Answers to Questions Women Ask Most 
Often." Send coupon to: The Norwich Pharmacal Company. Dept. 
HG-09, Norwich. New York 13815. 

Name  

Street. 

City_ 

State. 
Don't forget to use your zip code. 

The Norwich Pharmacal Company 

_Zip_ 

GOOD LOOKS 
& GOOD HEALTH 

BY   REBECCA   WARFIELD 

THE NEW BATH COLORING-BOOK 

\S e all know that the Bath is an undisputed Social Suc- 

cess. \S e can see that here is genuine upward mobilitv. 

A rags to riches story. It has pushed gradually forward 

from Nowhere, a Nothing to become a Someplace, an 

authentic, rollicking personality. And of course the 

more it becomes a Place, the more it becomes a Color 

. . . "Our bathroom is deep, dark brown" . . . "the 

children's is red. white, and blue" . . . "all her bath- 
rooms are yellow." . . . 

But to keep a bathroom All Blue—or to maintain the integritv 

of such an unlikely shade as violet—many attractive, even 

vital ideas are apt to be plowed under. In spite of the fact 

that almost all the do-good Things we put on our faces and 

splash onto or rub into our bodies are housed in tremendous 

style, in quite spectacular coloring, the moment we get them 

home we can't wait to rush them to oblivion. Forsaken in 

these oubliettes—the medicine chest or the storage cabinet 

—they are usually brought out only in rare fits of energy or 

a sudden surge of memory. And all the time we wonder why 

we aren't growing more fabulously good looking. 

The fact is that our looks lose out if these Things 

aren't around to inform us of their purpose in our 

house. Only eye contact nith a talented night cream 

can prod us into its day-by-day, night-after-night dis- 

cipline. It's not the knouledge that you hare seventeen 

shades of eye shadoic someichere but the inviting sight 

of it that unleashes your creative thinking. I nless you 

can look right at that big jug of bath salts, you can get 

halfway through your bath before you remember that 

you forgot to put anything delicious in it. Damn! 

But won't all those colors mess up my color? Not now. not 

when the makers of all those Things are so oriented to color 

that thev seem to have burst right through the spectrum and 

bevond, to have turned things inside out for the sake of color. 

\n archetypal example is the case of \ardle\"s Old F.nglish 

Lavender Soap with that swooning smell that comes crashing 

through the wrapper. Its Makers turned things around a 

\ear or so ago and turned its mousex brown into a turquoise, 

a lettuce, a deep strawberry pink, a canary, and a tanperine. 

that. Now here we run through just a few other striking 

examples from die wide new swinging spectrum. They are 

listed in the order diat the rainbow appears in the sky ido 

\ ou remember the sentence that lets you remember the colors, 

Read Over Your Greek Books In Vacation?!. 
Continued on page 30 
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The word for the bath is DOROTHY    DEAN 

e    . is the now look for baths! 
and ORLONx plus < olor 

DOROTHY DEAN® chose 100% ORLON* acrylic for its deep, lush 
SOFTEEK Bath Accessories so you can redesign your baths without a care. 

Not one ot the  1971 HOUSE & GARDEN colors will fade when you 
whisk the fashions through machine wash-and-dry. 

Dare to use two unexpected-together shades. Spike up a pale 
something sizzly. Give a new look to everything trom the floor 

to  the tissue box. Each rug has a non-skid back, and there are 
seventeen slip-on  fashions in your bath or linen shop. 

See all the pretty slip-on fashions in the bath and linen shop of your department 
store. Or write DOROTHY DEAN. 320 E   Buffalo St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202. 

HOUSE & GAP: 

Choose DOROTHY DEAN SOETEE® Bath Accessories in 20 colors .. . many in 1971 HOUSE & GARDEN colors. 

'Du Pont 'Du Ponl registered trademark. Du Pont makes fibers, not accessories., 



Cool...the gentleman... 

and the drink. 

On the Riviera they shake Campari 

with ice, gin, and 

Italian vermouth to make 

a smashing Negroni cocktail, 

also known as the Campari Cocktail. 

For the original, 

incredibly refreshing Americano, 

stir Campari 

with Italian vermouth; 

add sparkling water. 

You'll enjoy Campari any way... 

any time. 

It's delicioso! 

Imported,   Prepared   and   Bottled   by 

AUSTIN,   NICHOLS   &  CO.,   INC.   New  Yo r k - N e w Yo r k -48   Proof 

Vvyurf/Lm* -- 

GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH continued from page 28 

RED . . . Not too many seasons ago this slot would be empty, 

but now there's a whole new string of helpers for the Sensitive 

Skin by Scandia in nice, chunky bottles and jars of rosy garnet 

red glass not unlike House & Garden's own Flag Red ... All 

the dazzling Givenchy eye shadows come in neat little bright 

red cases as does his Bath Powder . . . Evelyn Marshall's 

things (most of them have broken the ice in some beauty di- 

rection) are in cheerful scarlet and white or white and scarlet 

. . . Then there's the cushion-shaped, tomato-red, tomato- 

flavored tomato soap from Caswell Massey . . . Terra cotta 

is the color that distinguishes, the Eve of Roma unusuals, 

and it's aptly a twin to our Pompeiian Red. . . . 

ORANGE . . . The Ultima II fragrance and all the Ultima 

II devices for coping with the sun come in especially 

zappy, tall towers of orange . . . John Robert Powers 

has put out an interesting large family of men's Things 

in the brightest tangerine . . . Oh. and Ultima has a 

giant orange hath soap. . . . 

YELLOW . . . One of Faberge's odes to the bath is Kiku. The 

shapes I such as the bath brush I are enormous, and the yellow 

is absolute ... In the eatable yellows of Jean Nate, that inex- 

plicably sexy grapefruit) cologne . . . The high voltage lemon 

bottle of Monsieur Balmain, that wonderful nice spice that 

turns out to be addictive . . . Estee Lauder's carved bright 

yellow Azuree bath soap . . . The lemon trip of Revlon in 

bath oil, cologne, cleaners, in lemon bottles. . . . 

GREEN . . . The intense green of Moondrops bath pro- 

gram—almost our Lettuce . . . Dorothy Gray's fat. 

emerald green apothecary jars hold hath Things . . . 

Charles of the Ritz's cucumber lotion, a true cucumber 

green . . . Once Sir Francis Bacon urote that the "col- 

ours that go best by candlelight are carnation and sea 

tiater green^ and a color that goes very uell with 

the bath is the palest sea-water green imaginable, the 

shade of all of Clinique's good Things (the soap dish 

is made like a little hangar uith a neatly arched roof). 

BLUE . . . Huysmans wrote about the "Mystery of Blue,'' # nd 

it appears in mysteriously many ways . . . Bonne Beli s deep, 

thick creamy Cream 2000 is housed in Wedgwood Blue ... All 

Estee Lauder's thoughty skin helpers are in sky blue holders 

. . . Elizabeth Arden's Seaqua is peacock blue, and one of the 

most famous, long-lived blues around is the soft cloud blue 

of Dorothy Gray. . . . 

LN'DIGO . . . The deepest possible blue, the blue of dis- 

tance in the whole special, hypo-allergenic. made-hy- 

hand. very Other Etherea line the soap dish, indigo 

glass with a golden belt around it. is pure eighteenth 

centurv . . . This is also the color that belongs to Estee 

Lauder's deep mystery Estee, which they call Super 

Perfume. . . . 

VIOLET ... .4 uhole series of neiv ideas for the shower 

from Zsa Zsa comes in ranges of purple. A gleaming 

bath oil is violet and one bath lotion foams on the 

skin, crackles like the Fourth of July and vanishes. 
Continued on page 32 
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nd 1632. English furniture makers began decorating 
*ork with pieces of tawny tortoiseshell. But the 
*as hard to come b\. so the ingenious craftsman 
stains and lacquers to imitate nature b\ hand. And 

tage has found that these old hand techniques are 
:he only way to do it. Only hands can spatter on the 
;■ markings and >mudge them into a haze ot dusky 
cws and golden lights, to look like the work of nature, 
only more money can buy it. 

tf ink. ihc Heritage handwork deserves a place in your home, send two dollars fa 

- kind of painstaking handwork, which makes our tortoiseshell 
-   S 100 more than anv look-alike, goes into every other piece 

heritage name. Surfaces are rubbed, scoured and stained b\ h. 
because that's the best way to find the natural grain and seek out 
the highlights. Interiors are hand-sanded and sealed so there'll be no 
rough spots to snag your clothes. When wc      s    T    rpp\ i ~T~A /—* ]— 
a little more, you'll find, we give a little more.       j    J f" f\    J /\(   7 [ 

A dr. 

om planning lit to Dept. HG9-70.  I 
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GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH continued from page 30 

leaving the skin detcy. Fun. They all smell deeply of 

another shade of violet—lavender. And also. . . . 

BEIGE . . Like finding a four-leaf clover to discover even- 

thing for your dress _ ible in a shade so Far as mushroom 

—that s the color of all Max Factor's Geminesse Things . . . 

Princess Bo.--   ese's    - 1/uie jars and bottles are be _ 

- : of peanut butter beige . . . vers true pale beige—. 

the cloud-weight traveling tubes of Love's new cheek and 

face-coloring gels. . . . 

BROWN . . . Like our P elvet Brown, the jars and bottles 

that Little Miss Rit: Thinss come packed in . . . And 

funnily there's a bis round brown soap. Herb Soap by 

Bramdey, scented with Basil. . . . 

PINK -    ^ -t -   people  shut their e  es  and  thought  :: 

B that palesf   mod   neffable breati  :: 

evei  — g Eliza beth Arden make    I 

the face, a Jook-a    e few : -    :- - hedelic pinl 

::    -;-T       pint-she tr.    er of i        _        -    : - e  : ■ ~~e 

t   hocking pink porcupine 

—a   ttle brisf    rui n France, Fiugina. Hi 

Jhe hand like a en ar n. . . . 

GRAY . . . The trray and white stripes that stand alone 

and dare to speak their name. Christian Dior . . . The 

-iher gray mercury-^la-- jar? and bottle? that hold all 

Kenneth'? -kin potions and lotions, especially the one 

people ^earn over—the L nder Make-up Face Lift. . . . 

BLA< k Pitch black vials and boxes hotd ihe n    Hce   Sen 

Sing  preparatior      -   -  : z   '-■=-.       -e     :ontair  m    Hca    _ 

enta   heale she  z£     -----  Hie  :::_  :■  Life htc  e 

unbeatai: e Hevenescence b ad botHes and   ars from  Charles 

Fthe   :    :    ... 

ram . . . T/ie positive white and sold of Helena 

Rubinstein's bottles and boxes . . . The giant milk- 

glass mushrooms packed icith Polly Bergen's Foam- 

ms Milk Bath and Body Lotion sently scented icith 

her ticklins Tortue fragrance . . . The tiny white 

Limoses jar shaped like an eighteenth-century patch 

box that holds Givenchy's Eye (ream and has a most 

quaint conceit about Golden Slumbers traced in gold 

on its little cover. 

FOUR MAJOR PERFUME* & GREAT FIREWORKS 

ff in celebration when one great perfume is born. 

and this month when four major perfumes burst on the world, 

comets should be shooting across the sky. \^Tiat these per- 

fumes have in common is that each is a composition, compli- 

cated, intricate, a complete portrait of a woman. So we 

BSO tut. - ' --: Eleanor Shoemaker, 

what astrological personality came to mind each time . . . 

"Llnfini." is the smooth river of scent that Caron has housed 

in a glass sculpture, angled off-balance with a hole in the 

middle, like a work of art by Henry Moore. Mrs. Shoemaker, 

ode - .. saw  this immediately as fashionable, would 

like to give it to people born under Virg        '-. ugust 22 to 
Continued on page 38 
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harder to buy a chair than to buy a car. 

wrfyu. 

'&£&■*<. liXC ^ <yv 

&0&&t£s(. <^ 

ustrovC-Th* &rnjt/ 

<-*<te-y 

ar doesn't have to harmonize with other cars on the 
o with the color scheme in your garage. Or comply 
bbery when it's parked in your driveway. 
hair has to get along with everything else in the roffl^ 
to be the right size. The right shape. Have the right 
id have it in the right color. Or it looks wrong. 
'; let anyone tell you it's easy to buy a chair. 
lakes it less hard to buy a Drexel chair, or any Drexel 
nd turniture, is that you can take a lot for granted. 
fit have to worry about the chair standing up. The 
re all made from seasoned, kiln-dried hardwood, to 
ny chance of warping or splitting. 

■n't have to worry about comfort. Every chair is engi- 
) the body by putting stronger coils where the weight 
trated, and softer ones where the weight is less. 

It*'','' have to worry about the fabric, because every one is 
toted with a stain-repellent finish at no extra cost. 

„ You don't have to worry about the price, because you won't 
PTind more chair for your money. (Shop around and you'll see.) 

What \ ou do have to concern yourself with is picking the style 
of chair and the fabric from hundreds of patterns and colors, 
to work with the other things in your room. And that should be as 
enjoyable as buying a dress to go with a handbag, shoes and belt. 

It's just that the chair will be around a lot longer than the      \/y> „os/ S~/JJ>?/rij'/js^£> 
dress. And a lot longer than the family car, too. So you can use 
all the extra assurance you can get. 

Every piece of Drexel furniture carries the Drexel name. You'll 
find it in the upper drawer of every cabinet. On the underside 
of every table. On the deck of every upholstered piece. 

When you're proud of your work you sign it. 

if 

For a set ol booklets on Drexel styles, send $1.00to Drexel Furniture. Dept. HG 9 70, Drexel. N.C 28619. 



Perfection in Reflection! 
(We call it ABSTRACTA!) 

Illustrated at left: 
Fully upholstered 
version of 
ABSTRACTA chair. 
Solid angular top in 
easy care plastic laminate. 

^"-^' 

Today's furniture fashions should be a reflection of today's life style. 
That's the concept of ABSTRACTA! Gleaming crystal glass surfaces 
mated with mirrored chrome, "see through" chairs and "bright 
patent" upholstery. Plus unusual accessory units like ABSTRACTA'S 
two-piece Console Storage "Kas" that stands beautifully against the 
wall or doubles as a divider. Truly an experience in clean, unclut- 
tered, well proportioned design. To see ABSTRACTA is to want it! 
ABSTRACTA is beautifully displayed at your nearby Daystrom dealer 
now. If you would like his name and address, write Advertising De- 
partment, Daystrom Furniture, South Boston, Virginia 24592. 
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HOUSE & CAROEN 

Illustrated above: "See 
through" version of 
ABSTRACTA with 
imported crystal glass 
top, 15 32 inch thick. 
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PAISTINli HIOM THl NATIONAL I.AUWV. U>NIK)N 

The painting that made a marriage legal 

Not one person in a thousand suspects the real 
aning of this famous double portrait by Jan van Eyck. 
:tually, it portrays a wedding, and all the fascinating 
tails are symbolic references to the sacrament of 
xriage. 

As John Canaday points out in the first port- 
io of the Metropolitan Museum Seminars in Art, 
e little dog symbolizes faithfulness; the discarded 
idals, humility; and the single candle, the presence of 
)d. Above the mirror, which signifies purity, is an 
:;ription meaning, "Jan van Eyck was here, 1434," 
ritten in script proper to a document. For the paint' 
g really is a document: a painted marriage certificate! 

If you had come across this painting in a muse- 
n, would you have understood what the artist was 
ying to tell you? Or would you have missed the 
dden meanings? 

A surprising number of otherwise cultivated 
rsons have a blind spot so far as painting is concerned. 

Visiting a museum, they stand before a respected work 
of art and see nothing but its surface aspects. It was to 
help such persons that New York's Metropolitan 
Museum and John Canaday, art critic of The Hew Tor\ 
Times, created the Seminars in Art. a unique program 
of assisted self-education in art appreciation. 

Each seminar comes in the form of a handsome 
portfolio, the core of which is a lecture devoted to one 
aspect of painting. Each is illustrated with many black- 
and-white pictures and contains twelve large separate 
full-color reproductions of notable paintings. As you 
compare these masterpieces side by side, Mr. Canaday's 
lectures clarify their basic differences and similarities, 
and so reveal what to look for in any painting. 

Soon paintings will be more than just "good" or 
"bad" to you. You will be able to talk knowledgeably 
and form your own educated opinion when you visit a 
gallery or museum. And parents will find themselves 
sharing their understanding with their children, there- 

by providing a foundation for a lifelong interest in art. 

Examine the first portfolio without charge 
You can study the first seminar by mailing the card 
facing this page to the Book-of-the-Month Club, which 
administers the program for the Museum. You will re' 
ceive the first of the twelve portfolios, What Is a 
Painting.7, for a two-w^eek trial examination. Subsequent 
portfolios, sent at the rate of one a month, are devoted 
to realism, expressionism, abstraction, composition, 
painting techniques, and the role of the artist as social 
critic and visionary. 

If you choose not to continue, simply return 
the portfolio and your subscription will be canceled. 
There is no further obligation. But if you are convinced 
of the program's worth, you pay only $3.75, plus a small 
charge to cover mailing and handling expense, for this 
and for each of the remaining portfolios you accept. 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Seminars in the Home 



Clock," $3400. 

WE MAKE THE MOST OF TIME. 
Ten companies in America make grandfather 
clock cases. Only Herschede makes grandfather 
clocks. Because only we make the movement that 
makes the case a clock. For a color brochure of 
America's finest clocks (with prices) write to 
Herschede Hall Clock Co.,Starkville, Miss. 39759. 

Gold Medal Winning Clocks 
Since 1885 

Lifetime guarantee. 
There aren't many guarantees in life, but here's one that's 
ironclad. We'll guarantee there's a lifetime of pleasure in playing 
the piano. 

There's a challenge to it. An intellectual, artistic, even a physical 
challenge that never dims. Whether you are a child seeking a 
set of values to live with or an adult simply looking for relief 
from the prosaic demands of living, that kind of challenge is vital. 
Naturally we hope you buy 
a Yamaha piano. They 
are among the finest, 
richest sounding, 
most responsive in 
the world. 

But we'd rather you 
buy another brand 
of piano than no 
piano at all. 

■ YAMAHA 
Ask about the Yamaha School of Music, a uniquely r 

educational experience for young children 4-8 years. 
|, CALIF. 906J0 

GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH continued from page 32 

September 23)—those discriminating, worldly, and competi- 

tive people. And Carol Lawrence, a Virgo, agreed with her. 

would like to live with it, said she could. An editor here 

summed up "L'lnfini" as the right perfume for a woman 

who likes to bide her time. 

Gnerlain has brought us a perfume that they call 

"Chamade," (which means heart heat), probably be- 

cause there is a definite pulse in it, which keeps knock- 

ing again and again at the nostrils. Mrs. Shoemaker 

would give this one, too, to Virgos because they are 

laughing, teasing, charming, memorable. Diana 

Sands, born on the cusp of Leo and Virgo (she's star- 

ring now in The Landlord), says of herself "My 

Virgo cool keeps putting out my Leo fires."' Of "Cha- 

made"—"it's very much an occasion perfume. I think 

they should call it 'Night'." . . . 

Yves St. Laurent has invented a new one, "Rive Gauche." 

Nothing fusty dusty musty about this one. It's quite open and 

clear. The person who could wear it would be a young revo- 

lutionary completely engage but with beautiful manners. Our 

consultant senses the sex in it, would give it to Scorpio. Joanna 

Barnes (the actress who is turning her talents to literature 

with a novel The Deceivers coming out this September), a 

Scorpio (October 24 to November 22), loves "Rive Gauche 

thinks it delicious, sprightly, like the wild west wind of au- 

tumn. Well,  perfume is so subjective.  . . . 

The perfume that Prinee Matchahelli puts in a beau- 

tiful twist of crystal and names ''''Cachet'''' is a ivord pic- 

ture of a traveler coming from far places and going 

right on, but in the meantime stopping off at the Ritz 

in Madrid with her Vuitton luggage. Because of its 

imagery, Mrs. Shoemaker would give "Cachet" to the 

visionary Taurus as one imagination to another and 

also to Capricorn, those originals of the Zodiac who 

might discover "Cachet" as one object of their seren- 

dipitous journey. . . . 

NEW THIS MONTH IN THE STORES 

CHARLES OF THE RITZ: For the first time since almost the be- 

ginning of time, a change in that steady-on, Revenescence. 

And vou didn't bring a feather along to knock yourself over 

with? Now this famous moisture-giver is taking on color for 

the purpose of improving on yours. Moisture Glow, as this ver- 

sion is called, brightens a light skin with either Pink or Peach: 

Rose corrects dull stuff; and Eggshell "pales all complexions. 

The fluid for normal to dry skin, two ounces for $7.50: the' 

cream for drj to very dry skin, one ounce for $7.50. At Alt- 

man's: Marshall Field; I. Magnin. 
CLINIQUE: Color Rub, a whole new thing—that extra dollop 

of well-being that makes you look expensive. Spray this from 

an aerosol bottle on cheeks, cheekbones, chin, all the high 

spots. Pale Apricot for a tired look or a fading sun tan and 
Coppered Pink to bring a happy mood to a sullen skin. $5 at 

all Saks Fifth Avenue stores; Neiman-Marcus. 
Continued on page 206 
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Free. Roomy. Deliciously colorful. 
Craft furniture is a slice of life. 
An environment so warm, so inviting, you just 

can't help feeling sociable at all times. 
Almost every piece is cushioned in D&cron® 

Polyester Fiberfill so you can sink into a luxurious 
state of mind. 

Each piece has its own spice of Versatility. 
Take for example our "Suspension Group" shown 
here. There are 19 correlated pieces designed to 
give you dozens of different decorating ideas. 

And, when it comes to selecting a sofa length,, 
we're flexible. Most can be made to your Own 
specifications. 

What we're really trying to say is we want, you 
to live in furniture, not with it. 

So, if our style of comfort fits in with your style 
of comfort, write for the name of your neaFestrCraft 
dealer and start living today. 

For the new Craft color brochure, ;.senjcfr 25 
cents for postage and handling to Dept'. >S2^1 
1212 Scott Street, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 1870% 

%*m CLm L a more comfortable way to live. 



LIVIX.   WITH   ART 

The Housemaster Chair whirls and twirls a full circle of comfort. 
And comes to rest at the most relaxing angles. Be- 
cause it's designed on a 360° swivel, with or without 
tilt. Constructed on a patented, molded shell, the 
Housemaster is gracefully contoured, but deceptively 
strong. And comes with a matching swivel ottoman. 
Both available in your choice of rugged^^-^, i^-^ 
vinyls, or in Scotchgard protected wool (aaJL^I ||_ 
and nylon fabrics specially designed DY^^IBIBI^^I 

Send $1.00 for our new folio of fine designs to Selig Manufacturing Co., Leominster, Mass._ 

BLOCK PARTY... Dramatic Clean. 
Different. Designed for today with 
tomorrow in mind. A new vinyl wall- 
covering in three colorways. 

979 Third Avenue, New York 10022 
COMPANY, INC.      Merduadoe Mart Chicago 60654 

[ 1025 Battery St, San Francisco, Cal. 94133 
Los Angeles • Boston • Seattle • Philadelphia • Dallas • Atlanta • Canada 
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How to bur 

oldprints 
BY   >\\   H.  PIKXE 

Just a? bu\ ing lithograph? and sengraphs is a relatively inex- 

pensive w ay of collecting contemporary art i see March House 

\ Garden), buying old prints permits you to own the work 

of great artists of the past whose paintings and drawings 

are rarely seen outside museums. Diirer. \ an Dyck. Rem- 

brandt. Canaletto. Goya. \Hiistler. Manet, and Degas all made 

prints—in addition to the numerous masters who concen- 

trated primarily on printmaking. And for the modest collector 

prints have certain advantages odier than cost: Smaller than 

most paintings, they are as a rule easier to display, easier to 

light, and when hung in clusters have a marvellous capacity 

for bringing a small nondescript room to life or opening up 

a long narrow hallway. 

Most old prints were produced by methods different from 

the two most popular with today's artists—lithography and 

silkscreen printing, both of which are comparatively modern 

inventions. Before the nineteenth century, artist* used a relief 

process to make woodcuts and an incised or intaglio proi -- 

to make line engravings, etchings, drvpoints. mezzotints, 

aquatints. And these techniques continued to be used along- 

side the new lithography throughout the nineteenth centur\. 

But fine prints produced by any of these methods should never 

be confused with what we call "reproductions." which are 

made from photographs of die original art. 

Pre-tuentieth-century prints, perhaps even more than 

prints made today, offer collectors a great price ran^e. some- 

thing to fit almost any budget. Price depends on rarity, the 

fame of the artist, and the condition and quality of die par- 

ticular print. Do not be dismayed by the fact drat the top 

prices are ver\ high indeed: An excellent impression of Rem- 

brandt's etching. ""Christ Healing the Sick" I the famous "Hun- 

dred Guilder print." expenshe in its day i. might cost $75,000 

or more. Or for the same engravings and woodcuts that Frau 

Diirer hawked for low sums at die Nuremberg fairs i the six- 

teenth-cenlurv version of our shopping centers), you might 

have to pay the price of a fairly expensive contemporary 

painting—$10,000 to 815,000. Actually, it is still possible to 

find a Diirer. probably an impression in rather poor con- 

dition, for several hundred dollars. But next \ear. after the 

500th anniversary of the artist's birth has been celebrated b\ 

numerous museum exhibitions around the world, inexpensive 

Diirers will be even harder to come by. 
You i an start on a much more modest scale, however, and 

look for prints In lesser masters who flourished in the tradi- 

tion of an artist of Diirer's rank. Georg Pencz and the brothers 

Hans Sebald Beham and Bardiel Beham. known as little mas- 

ters, made superb engravings and etchings in Nuremberg in 
Continued on page 42 
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"Know why Wolfschmidt 
Vodka's making such a 
splash? 

Because it's the 
only vodka that's 
won 33 medals!" 

When I hear that, 
I feel like yelling 
Bloody Mary!3 
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Designs for the town & country life 

THROUGH INTERIOR DESIGNERS AND FINE STORES EVERYWHERE. 
FREDERICK COOPER   •   2545 WEST DIVERSEY PARKWAY   •   CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60647 

Regal splendor for the 
frugal spender 

Think big about beauty, think 
small about price, think Bassett 
for magnificent mirrors! Master- 
pieces of rich contrast—the 
smooth perfection of flawless 
plate glass against the intricate 
sculpturing of gold-finished 
frames. Mirrors to make rooms 
larger, lighter, far more elegant. 
Write Dept. V, Bassett Mirror Co., 
Bassett, Va. 24055. 

LIVING WITH ART continued from page 40 

the 1520s, '30s, and '40s. An art history student friend of 

mine, who follows the print market carefully and knows what 

he is doing when he buys, recently purchased an "Adam and 

Eve" by Hans Sebald Beham for $350. A Diirer '"Adam and 

Eve" in equally good condition might have cost him S20.000. 

If you are more interested in the artist's image than in 

market value, restrikes can be an excellent bargain. Restrike 

is the term for impressions pulled after the artist has finished 

supervising the printing. Commonly, it refers to prints pulled 

after his death. Many plates that were engraved or etched by 

masters of printmaking still exist, and the museums that own 

them—the Louvre in Paris, for example—continue to print 

from them, selling the restrikes for ten or fifteen dollars. One 

reason that these plates do exist is that the convention of num- 

bering each print, then canceling or destroying the plate after 

a limited number of impressions have been pulled is of fairly 

recent date. So is the custom of signing each print in pencil. 

The American. WTiistler, working in Europe in the second 

half of the nineteenth century, was possibly the first artist 

to do so. Before W histler, artists signed their works in the 

plate itself or not at all. 

Restrikes tend to be of lower quality than sheets pulled 

when the plate was made because an etched or engraved plate 

wears down after many runs through the press. But a process 

known as steel-facing, which coats a plate with a microscopic 

film of iron to preserve the incised design, has kept many old 

plates in fairly good shape. Tiny etched figures, comic or 

tragic, by Callot. costing ten dollars or large scenes of Roman 

architectural ruins by the early eighteenth-century Italian, 

Piranesi, costing $60 afford great pleasure for little money. 

Still another basis for collecting old prints would be sub- 

ject matter, even though fustier connoisseurs might disap- 

prove. The fact is that before the perfection of photograph). 

it was chieflv through fine, and often not so fine, prints that 

visual information of all kinds was circulated. Prints were 

art, yes, especially in the hands of geniuses like Diirer. Rem- 

brandt, and Gova and the schools of artists that grew around 

these men. But until the late nineteenth century, prints were 

also made by ordinary craftsmen and valued for the data they 

provided—about the life of a saint, perhaps, the structure ol» 

a plant, the design of a theatrical costume, or the appearance 

of a distant city. 
Recently I bought, as a birthday present for an aviation 

buff, a circa 1800 anonymous French engraving of the Mont- 

solfiers' first hot-air balloon. It cost all of ten dollars, and 

the rectangular depression made on the sheet by the etched 

copper plate during the printing process indicated that this 

was in fact a real etching, not a tea-stained photographic fake. 

But although the craftsmanship is good. I am under no illu- 

sion that I bought a print b\ the hand of a serious artist. 

Excellent to haunt in order to improve your knowledge 

of prints are the top museum collections: the Museum of Fine 

Arts in Boston, the Fogg Art Museum in Cambridge, the Met- 

ropolitan Museum and the Morgan Library in New ^ ork. the 

Philadelphia Museum of Art. the National Gallery in Wash- 

ington or the California Palace of the Legion of Honor in San 

Francisco. At most of these institutions, the print curator will 

give vou permission to look at, say. a portfolio of Rembrandts. 

normally stored awa\ in drawers. Continued on page 44 
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LIVING WITH ART continued from page 42 

Two classic books on printmaking are available in paper- 

back. William M. Ivins's little volume How Prints Look (Bea- 

con Press. Boston) is a lucid, concise history of the art with 

great enlargements of details from major prints, showing the 

differences in the lines made by a woodcut as opposed to those' 

of an engraving or by etching as opposed to drypoint. The 

other, A History of Engraving and Etching (from the fifteenth 

century to the year 1914) by Arthur M?*Rind (Dover Publi- 

cations. New York) is a thicker gold mine of'information 

about techniques and more important, a handy reference to 

some 2.000 artists. 

Like contemporary prints, older prints can be bought by 

mail—a big help if \ ou don't live in one of the main art cen- 

ters—since the most reliable dealers supply detailed informa- 

tion as well as many reproductions in their catalogues. To pet 

on the mailing lists, simply write to the dealers and be pre- 

pared to pay a few dollars for the privilege—these catalogues 

are really small, valuable art books. Catalogue or no, a relia- 

ble dealer should be able to answer questions such as these: 

What condition is the print in? What kind of paper is it on? 

(Different kinds of paper came into use at different times, 

thus paper and watermarks are clues to age and authenticity.) 

\^ hat is the quality of the impression? (Adjectives tend to 

get highflown here.) What "state" is it of the particular print? 

States in printmaking signal changes made by the artist on 

the plate as he worked on it, possibly over a number of years. 

For example, there are in existence proofs of a full-length 

Anthony Van Dyck self-portrait showing only his head. The 

proofs were pulled before he etched in the rest of his body 

and are thus from an early state. 

Among the finest dealers in old prints today are Robert 

Light. 190 Marlborough St., Boston: R. E. Lewis, Inc.. 24 

California St., San Francisco: and the William H. Schab Gal- 

lery, 48 East Fifty-seventh St., New York. The stock at the 

Kennedy Galleries, 20 East Fifty-sixth St.. New York, is equal- 

ly good. Excellent quality prints can also be bought by mail 

from English galleries, notably Craddock and Barnard, 32 

Museum St.. London W.C. 1 and P. and D. Colnagh, 14 Old 
Bond St., London. W. 1. 

Peter Deitsch, 24 East Eighty-first St.. New York, spe- 

cializes in the finest quality nineteenth- and twentieth-century 

prints, yet prices can begin as low as S100 or so there. Reiss- 

Cohen, 1100 Madison Ave., New York, also deals in modern 

masters but stocks few works under S1000. 

Other respectable dealers in older prints are Zeitlin & 

Verbrughe and the O. P. Reed Gallery, both on La Cienaga 

Boulevard in Los Angeles. W alter Schatzki, 153 East Fifty- 

seventh St., New York, is a good place to go for prints that 

are not collectors' items—for example, engraved sheets re- 

moved from once-bound eighteenth- and nineteenth-century 

books. Also to be found at Schatzkfs are Daumier's Paris 

newspaper cartoons (which are original lithographs of a kind, 

even if the newsprint does show through from the reverse side) 

and anonymous, crudely carved, hand-colored woodcuts of 

religious scenes from the sixteenth century. At that dealer, 

prints are stored b\ subject matter and mixed up in portfolios 

together with something you ought to train your eye to avoid: 

photographically made reproductions of prints. 

worthy 

J&V*- 

JUST - A - NOTES SELL THEM- 
SELVES! Earn $64.80 with these 
new colorful Just-A-Notes. Sell 
these unique notes and earn 
45^ for every box sold.  12 
members  selling   12   boxes 

k.      each will increase your trea- 
sury by $64.80. Just-A-Notes 
give you the convenience 
of a postcard and the pri- 
vacy of a letter. Packaged in 
an attractive box of 16 notes 

and 18 self sealing gold seals, 
they are perfect for letters, m- 

vitations, announcements, and 
gifts.- Ideal for your fund raising 

committee. Send name, address and 
$1 for sample package and complete 

money raising information to: ^ 
CURRENT, INC., DEPT. U-30, BOX 2020, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. 80901 
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colorful wall fashions for mini anil inaxi rooms 
Styles change—and so do you. Wall fashions change, too. 
The fashion-conscious woman chooses impecca- 
bly dressed interiors by Imperial. We offer hun- 
dreds of patterns in House & Garden colors to  . 
suit your decorating mood: A cozy spot for 
daydreaming, A gracious background for din- 
ing. Choose from our Glendura®.  Regence®. 

Glencraft®. Jean McLain®. or from any other of Imperial's 
9 fine collections. These collections include wall- 

coverings that are scrubbable. strippable, pre- 
pasted—and guaranteed for three or five years. 
You can do it yourself or have it professionally 

■V    hung. Check the Yellow Pages for the Imperial 
dealer nearest you. 

imperial 
guaranteed wallcoverings 

Imperial Wallpaper Mill, Inc., Subsidiary of Imperial Paper Company.3645 Warrensville Center Road. Cleveland. Ohio 44122 
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The Tun 
begins 
cWhen the 
lights Go Off! 
Christmas Ornaments Glow in 
the Dark, Cost Five Cents! Won't Shatter, 
Wear Out, or Burn Out!   Guaranteed! 

(HOLLYWOOD) Now, for the first time, you can 

decorate your Christmas tree with amazing 

Magi-Glo ornaments that "come to life" when 
the lights go off! 

Glow, Float in Space! These unique gold, red, 
green and white ornaments add a festive spirit 

to the most elegant tree, under ordinary light- 

ing conditions. But listen to the delighted gasps 

of surprise when you turn the lights out. 

Then, in total darkness, your Magi-Glo orna- 
ments continue to glitter, gleam, and glow and 

give the illusion of gently floating in space! 

Won't Wear or Burn Out! Magi-Glo ornaments 

will brighten your Christmas year after year 
after year! That's because your Magi-Glo orna- 

ments can't wear out or burn out1 Magi-Glo's 

microscopic energy units can be charged and 

recharged indefinitely1 And they require no bat- 

teries or electrical connections! 

Magical Figures! Designed by American artists, 

produced by American craftsmen, Magi-Glo de- 

signs embrace all the traditional, wonderful, 

magical figures of Christmas: Cuddly Santa 
Clauses' Darling Christmas angels! Sparkling 

stars' Delectable candy canes' Shimmering 
Christmas trees' Gleaming candles' Caroling 

bells' And many, many more' 

'Accidental' Discovery! A TV and motion picture 

producer accidentally discovered the secret 
process that makes this spectacular effect pos- 

sible, while investigating special effects for a 

science-fiction movie. 
Researching phosphorescent materials, he 

found the only known methods of application 

(hand painting and silk screening) were often 

unsatisfactory and always costly. However (be- 

cause he didn't know that it "couldn't be done") 
he developed a new method using laminated 
metallic inserts and injection moulding. 

Then, inspiration' He realized that his 

secret process would make it possible 
to produce stunning Christmas 

ornaments with sharpness of detail 

and delicacy of design never pos- 
sible before' 

They'd glow in the dark, yet cost 

less than ordinary ornaments! 

Shatterproof Ornaments! Next, he ruled out 

breakable materials, so even the youngest mem- 
ber of the family could share the thrill of trim- 

ming the Christmas tree. The final choices in- 
cluded specially treated, shatterproof materials 

(durable enough for outdoor display') and color- 

ful metallic laminates. 

Available Only by Mail! Excited by the enthusi- 

astic comments of his normally blase movie- 
town friends, he arranged for exclusive distribu- 

tion by a reputable mail order firm. "I wanted 

to keep the price down." he explains. "For that 
reason Magi-Glo ornaments are available ONLY 

by mail." 

Set of 72 Only $3 50! The successful result is 

the availability of Magi-Glo ornaments that glow 
in the dark with radiant, luminescent color. And 

they are priced so low that you can decorate 

your tree lavishly, use them for table decora- 
tions or "stocking stuffers"—or even trim pack- 

ages you want to "outshine" the rest! 

A deluxe assortment of 72 individual Magi- 
Glo ornaments (averaging over 3 inches in 

height'), is bargain-priced at only $3.50. That's 

less than five cents apiece! And quantity dis- 

counts make Magi-Glo ornaments ideal for 
Christmas gifts. You save $1 on each additional 
set you order! 

Magi-Glo ornaments are the perfect gift for 
the people who deserve "something more" than 
just a card! 

•1 

GUARANTEED! 
You must be completely and uncon- 

ditionally satisfied with your Magi- 

Glo ornaments-or you may return 

them within 10 days for a prompt 
and unquestioned refund of the pur- 

chase price! 

Offer Is Limited! Supplies are limited and time 
is short. Order now to make this your 'brightest' 

Christmas! 

ORDER HOW TO INSURE DELIVERY! 

P. M. MANUFACTURING, Dept. 119-B 
466 North Western Avenue 
Los Angeles, California 90004 

Please rush the Magi-Glo ornaments ttiat magically glow in total darkness! I understand that they require 
no batteries, no electrical connections-that they will never shatter, wear out. or burn out! I must be com- 
pletely and unconditionally satisfied, or I may return them within 10 days for a full refund! 

C Deluxe assortment of 72 (sn doien!)-$3.50 Sorry! No C.O.D.'s! 
□ TWO deluxe assortments-$6 00 (Save $1) PRINT NAME 
□ Additional Deluxe Assortments. each-$2.50 AND ADDRESS! 

PLEASE add extra fifty cents for postage and handling of each assortment! 

Name- 

Address. 

City  -Z'P 

A   BIRD   BEFRIEXDER   SPEAKS   HER   MIXD 

'Biixls bring 
so much joy 

and excitement 
to our garden', 

says Mrs. Thomas B.Hess 

Mrs. Thomas B. Hess's pond garden and bird sanctuary 

(page 108) are only part of her response to whatever needs 

her care. Active in many organizations devoted to youth. 

women, and legislative reform, she is currently president of 

the influential Citizens Committee for Children of Sew York, 

which ivorks to improve services for children, and is a trustee 

of the John F. Kennedy Library. A native of New Orleans. 

Mrs. Hess is a graduate of Bennington, and the mother of 

two sons and a daughter now in their early twenties. 

MM mi- did you start "eolleeting" u uteri out? Our first 

birds were ducks we started feeding right after 

we bought this house—they had apparentlx 

got stuck in ice on the pond the winter before, 

had lost their webs, and were very sad looking. 

Then I answered an ad from a place where you 

could buy ducks and geese of all sorts, but 

there was a whole list of birds you couldn't buy 

without a federal migratory license. I applied 

-—it doesn't cost a thing—but we had to be in- 

spected. On the day the agent came, it was full 

spring migration and you couldn't see the pond* 

for the birds. "Why do you want a license?" he 

asked me. "Oh I just thought it would be nice 

to collect the birds in the Atlantic flyway," I 

said. That was an expression I had just picked 

up. "Lady, that would cost you a million dollars 

minimum." "Well," I said, "we could start." 

Anyway, we got some wood ducks, some Canada 

geese, some brant. We also have some Peking 

ducks that people have given us, some Chinese 

• geese, some cacklers, some blue geese, six snow 

geese that have never mated, one African snow 

goose left from a pair. We file a report with the 

state of Connecticut and with the federal gov- 

ernment at the end of each year because they 

want to know if you lost any. and if so. how. 

We have raised whole families and have some 

forty residents now. And they call in their 

friends by the droves. Continued on page 50 
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a new ran£e 
rains 

a new range, 

All new ranges look new. And that's about it. But 
at last there's a range that is truly revolutionary. It 
has no burners, no coils, no grease traps. The tough 
Pyroceram^ glass-ceramic cooktop is smooth and 
beautiful. Imagine how easy it is to clean. Four 
electric elements hidden beneath the surface 
provide precise thermostatically-controlled heat. 
As each unit heats the individual sunbursts turn 
yellow to indicate which cooking area is on, but the 
rest of the top stays cool so you can use it as extra 
counterspace. This is Counterspace™ Cooking. 

Coming's revolutionary Counterspace Cooking 
is available in either the Counterange™ unit with 
a large capacity self-cleaning oven, or the cooktop 
version called The Counter That Cooks.™ Both 
come with a set of Cookmates™—cookware 
specially designed for Counterspace Cooking. 
They go from freezer to range to table, beautifully. 

Both are at leading stores right now, or ' 
write Corning Glass Works, Box 204,Corning, 
New York 14830. 
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travelog 
BARBADOS 

ST.  JAMES BEACH 

-•M at 1; enjoy 3 select resorts on St. James 
Bi Lch. Colon] <!nb. Discovery Bay, Coconut 
Creek. Exchange dining. Air cond. He (land & 
Stet   1-.   Rep.   or  your  travel  agent. 

GEORGIA 

Ash about our golf holiday. Cloister Hotel. 
Sea Island, Ga. 31561 (912-638-36I1J. Or 

Warner's or travel agent. Homesites, rentals. 

NEW JERSEY 
ATLANTIC CITY 

FOR A 

VACATION 
YOU'LL REMEME 
REMEMBER 

(IDarlborougfcr 
Blcnbcim  
Completely modern with original charm. 
Play on our beach — splash in our pool or 
ocean. Adults' and children's game rooms, 
ocean front decks, fashionable Edwardian 
Cocktail lounge, famous food, renowned 
Trio, planned entertainment. Write for 
color brochure and rates. I  Address 

VIRGINIA 
IRVINGTON 

THE TIDES 
& The Tides Golf Lodge 
Yachting, golfing, tennis and all the 
rest in an unsurpassed rural Virginia 
atmosphere of luxurious informality, 
within a day's drive of much of the 
South and East. 
Box 109. Irvingtort, Va.      (703) 438-2611 

WILLIAMSBURG 

Plan ahead 
for a lovely vacation 

in the past. 

Let us send you this beautifully illustrated 
booklet on what to see and enjoy in 
historic Williamsburg. The Governor's 
Palace by candlelight. Old colonial 
homes which have survived all change 
of fashion. Bustling taverns and quiet 
gardens. And little craft shops along 
the way. Williamsburg is an experience 
you'll never forget. Not in 200 years. 

For your free, 12-page color folder 
write H. A. Wright, Goodwin 
Building, Williamsburg, Va. 23185. 

Name_ 

5 Magic Acres on the Ocean at Park 
Place, Atlantic City 08404. 68 Years 
White Family Ownership-Management 
Elliot S. Ryan, General Manager 

NORTH CAROLINA 
CASHII KS 

lh      Hampton Inn and Country Club. Mtn. resort, 
tilai   scenery.   Private   18-hole,   par  71  golf 

Stables.    1   lakes.   Early   May   to 
. Write Dept. H. 

City- .State. .Zip. 

BUY 

UNITED STATES 

SWINGS  BONDS 

HOUSE & GARDEN'S 
GUIDE for YOUNG LIVINC 

puts it all together! 

ENTERTAINING 

CAREERS~imm 
FURNITURE 
BUDGETS 

> 

A \ 

HOUSUGMOCNGUDEFOK ..»» I 

^unqLivinql 
MtM* AfttWCOtUW   TlPUCfS 

KG tMsawat*     %/ 

UMutR MUCOKG 

HOUSE & GARDENS 
GUIDE FOR 

Young Living 
On sale now 

$1.25 At your newsstand 

If you are unable to obtain a copy at your favorite n 

stand, you may send check or money order, pa] 
to HOUSE & GARDEN GUIDE FOR YOUNG LIVING, tc 

following address HOUSE & GARDEN. Dept. HGYL, 

Box 1910. Grand Central Station. New York. N.Y. 10 
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Mexican Sand. 

bhler's new cool/hot color captures Mexico's artistry... romance. \ Viva! 
Viva Kohler's latest move to help make your 
bath as distinctively you as the rest of your 
house. Mexican Sand. It's cool/hot. A rich, 
vibrant tan that's whatever you make it. 
Accessorize with brilliant red and purple notes. 
Splashes of orange and yellow. Or earth 
tones. All are simpatico with Mexican Sand. 
Kohler captures its magic in a complete line of 
fixtures. Enjoy the stretch-out ease of a 6-ft. 
Caribbean bath tub with the safety grip bars and 

•lOLfl 

Kohler Co., Kohler, 

Safeguard® bottom. Add Kohler's shampoo center 
and baby bath, bidet and the smart, new water closet. 

Go bold with a lavatory in Expresso or any 
of four other accent colors. Set off everything 

with unique Alterna fittings...Kohler's newest. 
You get contrasting, changeable accent-inserts 

in four smart tones—white, ebony, teak, and 
/ walnut for each handle. 

Send25£ to KohlerCo.,Kohler, Wisconsin 53044 
for a booklet on all our Bold Look fixtures 

and colors. iElegante! 

Wisconsin 53044 
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Are you 
sleeping 

with an 
imposter? 

Tonight when you go to sleep, look under your bed. 
Are you sleeping on a genuine Harvard Bed Frame? 

Or is it a 'Harvard-type,' 'just-as-good-as,' 'you'll-never- 
know-the-difference' imposter? 

For your sake, we hope it's a Harvard. It's the strong- 
est bed frame made. It's gentle on your floors. And it's 
the only frame guaranteed for at least 10 years. 

Next time you go bed frame shopping, don't be 
switched. Insist on the frame that says 'Harvard'. It will 
never let you down. 

Only genuine Harvard Frames 
(like this   CXL for Queen-size 
bedding) have the  Harvard name 

on the carton and the frame. 

Steel components of Harvard bed frames jg 
guaranteed   against   defects   in   material g; 
and workmanship for 10 years in normal eg 

s'l home   use.   If repair   or   replacement   is eg 
^  necessary, frame and guarantee form must ,c~ 

g^  he   returned  to   the   retailer from   which g= 
<5§' purchased. Guarantee must accompany an\ E 

g   request for repairs or replacement. 

JMm 

50 

Harvard 
Manufacturing Company 
A Division of Rusco Industries. Inc. 
Bedford Heights. Ohio • Benicia. California 

A BIRD BEFRIENDER SPEAKS HER MIND 
continued from page 46 

Ml mi do you get permission or adriee on raising 

migratory birds? The Department of Interior's Bureau of 

Sports Fisheries and ^ ildlife has offices around the country. 

-The one for our area is in Boston and that's where we ap- 

plied. ' ^ ou can also get interesting literature on waterfowl 

from the Superintendent of Documents in W ashington. with 

suggestions on feeding and housing, where the\ go in sum- 

mer, where they go in winter. And I have found Audubon 

and Modern Game Breeding magazines very helpful. 

Mvid  you  hare io do anything to  your pond  to ae- 

vommodate all your irater birds? No, the 

ducks expanded it for us. We had to riprap it 

or we would have been all pond and no land. 

Riprapping is putting stones around the edge 

to keep it from eroding. Ducks eat all the green 

stuff around a pond, then thev walk up and 

down along the edge, so in summer, when there 

is a drought, or in spring when the water i- 

high, there is nothing left of the land. 

\% hat   do   yon   feed   your   water   birds,   and  irhen? 

W e give them chicken scratch and cracked corn that we gel 

from a feed and seed place. They are fed every morning at 8, 

and we watch them from our dining room. The wild ones 

come fl\ ing in and there's an awful ruckus if they're not fed 

on time—what they consider is on time. I've even seen them 

run after the tractor that brings their food down to the pond. 

We have a big feeding box on the edge opposite the house, 

^ou open the roof and dump the bags in. In the wintertime 

we also spread grain right on the ground. They eat about 

three or four bags a month in winter, and each bag holds 

about 100 pounds. In summer, they don't need so much, 

about a bag a month, because there are all sorts of shoots and 

green things growing in the pond that the\ can pull out. 

W hat   ran   you  do  about   the  pond's  iring  over  in 

irinter? W e rigged up a sprinkler head on a 

hose line, and we turn it on to keep the water 

moving and open so they don't get frozen in 

and so they have water to drink. It gi\e> the 

effect of a very low fountain, but if it looked 

like a fountain it would be much nicer. 

W hat  sort  of nesting  plaees  do  you  provide? The 

man who sold us some birds suggested the houses with the 

ladders for the wood ducks because they like to nest above 
Continued on page 52 

Editor's note: ft ildlife Leaflet #486 from the Superin- 

tendent of Documents. Washington, D.C., 20402 (10c) lists 

all birds protected by federal law, the five regional addresses 

of the Bureau of Sports Fisheries and IVildlife I Boston: At- 

lanta: Minneapolis; Albuquerque; Portland. Ore. I. and the 

national Bureau ('', UJS. Department of Interior. Washing- 

ton. D.C.. 202101. Since 1967 most private buyers are no 

longer required to obtain licenses if not engaged in scientific 

or commercial breeding, but sellers must be licensed. 

HOUSE & GARI 



A look of stately charm ... an elegance that sets it apart. .. Old Williamsburg by 
Imperial. Handcrafted in the classic manner with fluted panels and simplicity 

of design, it's available in over forty items, crystal and colors. Look for Old Williamsburg 
at fine stores.,. drop us a note for a color folder. 

IMPERIAL GLASS CORPORATION — Bellaire, Ohio 43906 

Oglebay Mansion House — Oglebay Park—Wheeling,West Virginia 

r":MBER,   1970 



Marlite areas: Upper wall & cabinets—Textured Oak. Fireplace front—squares of Textured Carved 
Leaf. Mantle area—Textured Leather. Kitchen wall—blue, green and white Planks. 

Remodel with Marlite, 
the wash-and-wear paneling 
with a decorator's touch. 
You're just a weekend away from a 
beautiful room — if you include 
Marlite in your remodeling plans. 

This easy-to-handle hardboard 
paneling goes up quickly over old 
walls. And keeps its good looks for 
years, thanks to a baked plastic 
finish that seals out dirt and stains 
—cleans as easily as the surface of 
your refrigerator. Just a quick once- 
over with a damp cloth is all the 
"repainting" Marlite ever needs. 

In fact, the only problem is pick- 
ing your favorite Marlite paneling. 
You'll have to choose from more 
than 70 exciting colors, woodgrains, 
textures and designs. But your 
building materials dealer will be 
happy to help. 

HI Marlite 
MASONITE plastic-finished paneling 

THE MARLITE 
WALL BOOK 
24 pages of 
decorating ideas to 
make your home 
more beautiful. 
Send 500 
and coupon. 

Marlite Division of Masonite Corporation 
Dept. 940, Dover, Ohio 44622 

Name __ 

Address. 

A BIRD BEFRIENDER SPEAKS HER MIND 

continued from page 50 

the water. Canada geese like the floating houses anchored on 

the pond—we use a boat in late February or early March to 

take out fresh straw for them. Some like to lie in the juniper 

bushes near the cherry arbor. One little mallard built her 

nest under a dogwood tree up here on the lawn. She was well 

camouflaged but we worried about her. A couple of male mal- 

lards used to come up to give her a chance to go down to the 

pond to eat. One of our dachshunds picked up an egg once, 

very delicately, and ran around with it. We got it and re- 

turned it to the nest and the mallard went right back to it. 

That was the only time one nested so near the house. Loads 

of ducks and geese fly to the meadow above the pond where 

the) know they will never be disturbed. Canada geese, by 

the way, make marvelous parents. The pairs are very close. 

We watch them with fascination during their courtship. 

There is a great little dance they set up, bobbing in the 

water. And they're very insistent that everybody leaves their 

lady alone. When they have goslings. the\ never let them out 

of their sight. They are very watchful. I notice always one 

adult in front and one behind. Ducks, I'm afraid, are not 

such good parents. The males go into plumage eclipse dur- 

ing the summer and like to get out before they lose their color 

and their flight feathers. The females have to stay to raise 

the family. Continued on page 56 

City. 
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Furniture by Penn»ylv«ni« HouM 

■■?■■ 

■? 

Now...fabrics, carpets, wallpapers are decorator coordinated for you! 
ssa 

For the "total look" that gives a room that profession- 
ally decorated touch, Waverly has created this magnificent 

"Tidewater Collection." Every pattern, texture and color is a 
masterful reproduction from our own collection of original 
documents discovered in the charming Colonial Tidewater 
area. 

Our Waverly decorators then coordinated a series of 
I    wallpapers and carpeting so you have perfect harmony in 

design and color. So simple...and simply beautiful. 
All "Tidewater" fabrics are Scotchgard® protected 

against soils and stains. See Waverly's modestly priced 
"Tidewater Collection" at leading drapery fabric and depart- 

ment stores. 

v^veix/8 
TIDEWVTER [7~ 
COLLECTION 

ml 

mat hill* 
i*i 

i *ITfl#*| - i*f-rrr 

Htltftu 
*l+ltlH*l7UI+i i+l*hl* 

NAME 

Send $2 for "Tidewater" Decorating Kit 
• Full color Waverly brochure 

of room settings. 
• Actual Waverly "Tidewater" 

fabric swatches. 
• 116 page color catalog of 

famous Pennsylvania House 
furniture available with 

"Tidewater" upholstery 
and slipcover fabrics. 

1 Housekeeping • 

ADDRESS 

4Hf* ^    * ?f »  J* -GoodHou; 
•jyj^/^ ^       am 

OTTON **'«tom 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

WAVERLY FABRICS • P.O. BOX 684 • NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036 

EPTEMBER   1970 



HOUSE & GARDEN'S OF ADVERTISERS 

Listed here are the fine companies whose quality products for the 

home, matched to House & Garden's 1971 Colors, are advertised 

in this issue. You will find these products readily available in stores 

everywhere across the country; look for them when you shop. 

Manufacturers authorized to use the H&G Color Seal help you be 

sure that the exact color plan you choose can be carried out in 

every room in the house. 

HOUSE & GARDEN 

American of Martinsville 

Armstrong Cork Co. 

Bassett Furniture Industries, Inc. 

Bigelow-Sanford, Inc. 

Bird & Son, Inc. 

Broyhill Furniture Ind. 

Colorado Carnations 

Colorizer Associates 

Corning Glass Works 

Cotter & Co. 

Couristan, Inc. 

Daystrom Furniture 

Dorothy Dean, Mfrs. 

Flexsteel Industries, Inc. 

The Formica Corp. 

Fostoria Glass Co. 

Hammary Furniture 

Harden Furniture Co. 

Henredon Furniture Ind., Inc. 

Heritage Furniture Co. 

Hickory Chair Co. 

Imperial Glass Corp. 

Imperial Wallpaper Mill, Inc. 

Jackson of Danville 

Kirsch Co. 

Kling Furniture 

Kohler Co. 

Levelor-Lorentzen, Inc. 

W. H. S. Lloyd Co., Inc. 

Lustro-Ware Div. of Borden 

Chem., Borden, Inc. 

Monsanto Co. 

Patcraft Mills, Inc. 

Rembrandt Lamps 

The Ruby Lighting Corp. 

Samsonite Corp. 

F. Schumacher & Co. 

Selig Mfg. Co. 

Seymour Housewares Co. 

Swing-A-Way Mfg. Co. 

Tomlinson of High Point, Inc. 

UniRoyal, Inc. 

Albert Van Luit & Co.  , 

Vermont Furniture Co. 

Viking Glass Corp. 

Waverly Fabrics 

West Virginia Glass Co. 

White Furniture Co. 
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sensu 
►lush for 
►corpio. 

Energetic. 
Independent. 
Passionate. 
For a woman of strong 
tastes—Deaufield. 
A thick rich plush that feels 
as sensuous as it looks 
and costs much less than 
you'd think. In Bigelow 
Approved Acrilan3 acrylic, the fiber indomitable 
enough to match the indomitable Scorpio 
personality. Deaufield is shown in regal red- 
Scorpio's fiery Zodiac color, but it also comes in 
22 other colors of brilliance and sophistication 
to fit into any scheme. 
There are Bigelow styles for all 
Zodiac personalities. To see 
the one that's right for you, call 
us TOLL FREE (800) 553-9550 
for the name of your nearest 
Bigelow dealer. In Iowa, call 
(319) 242-1867 collect. In Canada 
write: Bigelow-Canada, Ltd., 
4 Westmount Square, 
Montreal 216, Quebec. 

Monsanto PEOPLE WHO KNOW BUY IOW1 



Decorator Designed 
CARVED WOOD 

SLIDING  PATIO DOOR PANELS 
Direct from 

MANUFACTURER 

$ 119 .50 

2—39" Panels 
^.complete with 
track, hardware 

and mouldings 
to cover 

Patio Doors 
up to 

76" wide 
x 84" high. 

FREE DELIVERY 
200 mile 

radius of NYC 

Choice of 4 beautiful designs, suitable for contemporary, tradi- 

tional or Spanish decor. 

Can be used with curtains or plastic inserts; curtain rods supplied. 

Smooth sanded, ready for paint or stain finishing. 

Sturdy t'/g" x 2'/g" hardware frame. 

Beyond 200 mile radius NYC shipped Rwy. Exp. Collect. 

• Write or Call for Free descriptive material. 

TVood rfnt 'Wtfo. Inc. 
SHOWROOMS OFFICE 
153 E. 57th St., NYC (2D) 
Phone (212) 758-0454 

FACTORIES 
Newark, N.J. 
L I.C., N.Y. 

A BIRD BEFRIENDER SPEAKS HER MIND 
continued from page 52 

mw» you have to protect the birds from dogs or other 

animals? Geese will hiss and get rather mean 

sounding, and our dogs have a healthy fear of 

them. Foxes and snapping turtles are a prob- 

lem, though they don't usually bother the 

adults. Occasionally we see hawks circling 

high, but I've never seen them coming down. 

/fries the pond itsetf pose any problems, mosquitoes 

for instance? \S e have it sprayed every year by the Bart- 

lett Tree Company. They bring big drums of an agricultural 

chemical, Jersey Larvacides I think it's called. You have to 

be careful because the pond also has fish—carp, pike. And 

huge frogs. A previous owner liked frog's legs. He brought 

in the kind of frogs you need for legs and they're that big. 

XS hat do garden birds think of your pond and 

birds? They're simply delighted, but we put 

out feeders just for them. Once there is a frost 

they seem to know the feeders are coming up 

and they stay. In summer they eat dogwood 

berries, and between them and the ducks they 

stripped the bark off the blueberries. But 

they're not a nuisance really. YA e're very fond 

of them, too. 

a beautiful new contemporary 

mural that will add charm and 

grace to any room. In four lovely 

colorways including: parrot green 

(shown), gold and yellow, aqua and 

green, orange and white on a 

metallic gold ground. Montego 

covers a 7' lineal wall area. 

Additional lattice available. 

SEND FOR A FULL COLOR MINIATURE. 
DESIGNATE YOUR COLOR CHOICE  $1.00 

nUaon 
i N c i   i a • • n 

RD  E.  THIBAUT  INC., 

OOMS) 204-206 EAST 58th ST. 

RK 10022. (212) 989-9800 

w 
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Warm, elegant, formal or functional? 
Kling shows you there's more than one way 

to decorate with Traditional* 
Which of these rooms is really you? 
Kling gives you a great choice — and marvelous 

decorating flexibility —expressed in fine American 
cabinet woods and selected matching veneers. 

Like it warm and mellow? That's Kling Coun- 
try Hearth. An inviting, exciting collection for liv- 
ing room, den, bedroom or dining room. Many 
Country Hearth accent pieces come in rich tradi- 
tional colors. 

Kling can also be elegant, as in our Olde Deer- 
field dining room. It features a rich brown Wil- 
liamstown hand-distressed finish on solid maple 
and matching veneers. Old Deerfielde designs are 
also available for bedroom, living room and den. 

Kling can be formal, as in our Cambridge 
Court master bedroom. It's crafted of solid cherry 
and beautiful matching veneers. 

And Kling can be efficiently functional.The 
Roomates collection has 27 designs that solve hun- 
dreds of "how to conquer space" problems. Here it 

works to make a practical, handsome bedroom for 
a growing young man. 

For expert help on how you can decorate your 
way with Kling, see the store that offers Kling in 
your area. Or send this coupon. 

KLING 
V COLONIAL Dept. HGK-970, P.O. Box 288 

Murray Hill Station, New York, N.Y. 10016 

I I Send me the name of the store nearest me who 
carries Kling. 

I—11 enclose two dollars ($2.00) for the colorful, 96 
page "Kling Decorating Guide." 

Name  

Address. 

City  

County_ 

.State. 

.Zip Code. 



Just one nice thing after another. 

Do you enjoy beautiful things? 

Indulge yourself in a visit to the 

Knapp & Tubbs' galleries. Here 

you'll find beauty in every nook and 

corner. The loveliest of furniture 

by American, English and European 

craftsmen. Documented antiques. And 

marvelous accessories. Just ask 

your interior designer or furniture 

dealer for your introduction. 

Then come and be inspired. 

NEW YORK: 979 THIRO AVE. • SAN FRANCISCO: 8J8 BATTERY ST  • CHICAGO: THE MERCHANDISE MART • MIAMI: 7321 N.E. 2nd AVE. 

LOS   ANGELES:    --77S   BEVERLY   BOULEVARD    •    GRANO   RAPIDS:   EXHIBITORS  BUILDING    •    CLEVELAND:   2900   SUPERIOR   AVENUE 

Questions 
& answers 

antiques 
BY   LOUISE   ADE   BOGI It 

WEDGWOOD 

FIGURINE 

If hat information can 

you furnish about this 

Cupid and Psyche—8l/± 

inches high and marked 

II edgwood? 

O.H.—Glasco, Kans. 

"Your Parian figure was made by the Josiah Wedgwood pottery 

about one hundred years ago. Cupid and Psyche were a favorite 

Victorian theme. 

r. m 
XXjii 
is ^ + 

ROCKWOOD VASE 

/ fust read an article describing 

my vase perfectly. It stated the 

vase is Rockttood Pottery, first 

made in 1880. But the date on 

my mark is 1824. Can you ex- 

plain this from my sketch of the 

mark and a picture of the vase? 

A.C.—Chatham, N.J. 

In Rockwood, each pattern is identified by a number, which 

usually appears under the name or the RP monogram and date. 

Thus the 1824 in your marking is the pattern number. The RP 

monogram was first used in 1886 and became the standard mark. 

To represent the year 1887, one flame point was placed above 

the RP: another flame point was added each year making four- 

teen by 1900. The RP mark with the fourteen flame points 

was continued into the new century with the addition of a roman 

numeral to denote the year. So the numerals XXIII indicate your 

vase was made in 1923. 

HOLDER AND SPOONS 

Can you date this spoon holder 

and spoons? Each spoon is 7 

inches long, marked Forbes Sil- 

ver Co. II .S. 1/.—Greer, S. C. 

The Forbes Silver Company of 

Meriden, Conn, made your silver- 

plated spoon holder and spoons 

between 1894 and 1898. 

Continued on page 61 
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HISTORIC i W INEWPORT 
FABRIC REPRODUCTIONS 

./ 
*J 

, 

only from 

Available through interior designers, Lord & Taylor and other fine stores. 

F. Schumacher & Co., 939 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022 • Fabrics/ Carpets/Wallcoverings 



THE GOOD WINEKEEPING SEAL OF APPROVAL 

The most important recognition of quality 
in over 2000 years; a designation reserved 
for selective use and granted accordingly. 
□ More than quality, this mark means a 
respect for tradition.   It  signifies  a  special # 
regard for skill and expertise in a land where fine 
wines are a part of life itself. □ Look for it. This 
mark of quality of the Sicilian Region is truly the 6000* 
Winekeeping Seal of Approval. 
Sicilian wine producers permitted to use the Quality 
Mark:   D  Aurora-Coop. Agricola, Salemi (Trapani)   D 

Casa Vinicola Duca di Salaparuta, Castel 
daccia (Palermo) □ Fichera Alfio, S. Venei 

ina (Catania) □ F.lli. Montalto, Marsal 
(Trapani) □ Nicolosi Carmelo Asmunto Baron 

di Villagrande, Milo (Catania) D Spinasant; 
Messina □ Siro, Marsala (Trapani) D Sabe; 

Catania D Alloro, Marsala (Trapani) □ Pellegrin 
Carlo & Co., Marsala (Trapani) □ Vito Curatolo Arin 
Marsala (Trapani) D Spa Vinicola Italiana S.A.V.I. Flori 
& C, Marsala (Trapani) □ Vinicola Furnari Franceso 
Piazza Armerina (Enna) 
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ANTIQUES   ontinued from page 58 

STAFFORDSHIRE 

TUREEN 

This blue and white in 

Teen, which I bought at an antique shop, is decorated with an 

Oriental design of birds and flowers with a gold outline. I am 

inclosing a sketch <>f the hallmarks. I would like to know more 

about the piece. J.L.B.    Oakland. Calif. 

The Staffordshire potter- Bates, Gildea, and Walker, who oper- 

ated the Dale Hall Works at Burslem from 1878 i<» 1881, regis- 

tered your pattern "Kioto" at the London Patent Office on No- 

vemher 24, 1880. The pattern was no doubl named for Kyoto, the 

[mperial capital ol Japan until 1868. 

HALL CHAIR 

We would like to hair this chair 

identified. It seems to be rosewood, 

and the scroll work is a pari of the 

chair back, not glued on. 

// .1),   Cortland. N. Y. 

You have a hall chair. Introduced 

into England in the eighteenth cen- 

tury, they were usually found in 

halls of the ureal houses for use of 

callers. Your chair seems to be 

American, dating around the start 

of this century. 

ENGLISH POTTERY MARK 

/ have a set of dishes I would like 

to know more about. I hare sketched 

markings that are on the back of 

each. Can you help me identify 

them? F.W.—Utica, N. Y. 

Thomas, John, & Joseph Mayer op- 

erated the Furlong Works and Dale- 

Hall Pottery at Burslem from 18+3 

to 1855. According to your mark. 

the) won a prize medal at the Great Exhibition held in London 

in 1851—the first World's Fair. Your dishes date ca. 1852-1855. 

'■?£   Wi$ 

SWISS WALL CLOCK 

/ would appreciate some 

information    about   this 

unusual clock. 

N.S.M.—Croswell.Mich. 

You have a Swiss regulator wall 

clock with a compensated pendu- 

lum, made about the mid-nine- 

teenth century. These clocks are 

well made and easy to maintain. 

THE PHILOSOPHER Rembrandt van Ryn 
National Gallery of Art. Washington. D.C.. Widener Collection 

Strikingly handsome lamp in aged brass finish. 
39 inches high (#3965). Ribbed eggshell shan- 
tung shade. About $65 at fine furniture and 
department stores. 

Brighten up your home 
with a Rembrandt Masterpiece 

of your very own. 
A lamp to bring brightness to a room and to make your 
decorating dreams come true. Designed and hand finished 
by Rembrandt—masters of the lamp-making art. When 
you choose a Rembrandt Masterpiece it will long remain a 
compliment to your decorative taste. When you are seeking 
enduring beauty . . . find a Rembrandt. 

For full-color portfolio 
"A Treasury of Rembrandt Lamps" in decorator 

room settings, send 25fi to: 

Rembrandt 
4500 W. Division St., Chicago, 111. 60651. Dept. HG-970 

DIV. OF THE   SCOTT  &   FETZER  CO. 

PTEMBER,   1970 



UNION-NATIONAL 
- -- ■ ' "-a  'oorri ana cscas^on 

VENETIAN 
WALL   CABINET 

A.-, eac -g stores everywhere. Per-a^e-: d s; a., s "ay- 
be seen tnrough your dealer or deccato" a- 964 Third 
Ave., New York City. Mercharc ;? '.'a': C~ cage. 
9000 Beve- .. B d., Los Angeles. Fum ture Industries 
Mart. P-   ace o~ a. 

FUST hire ':■ 5rat :.; Livins Semi ": certs to Dapa' 

UNION-NATIONAL   INC. JAMESTOWN.   N.Y.  14701 

j)< 
LADY eymour 

the finest ironing tables 
money can buy! 
You spend some of the best hours of 
your life over a hot ironing table for your 
family. You're entitled to spend them 
over the best. . . Lady Seymour! Fully 
ventilated for cooler, faster ironing. Ad- 
justs to any desired height up to 36". 
Floor-protecting leg tips. Sturdy, all- 
steel construction. Lightweight. Bond- 
erized enamel finish in decorator colors. 
And best of all.. . they cost no more! 

LEAR SlEGLER, INC. /  SEYMOUR HOUSEWARES COMPANY 
Seymour, Indiana 47274 

Notes of ahappy 

housekeeper 
BY   MARY   ELIZABETH   EXETER 

Vi eve found a marvelous neic floor product, one that"? hard 

to believe because it looks and feels just like plain old water. 

Actually it's a tough hard polymer that dries clear and shin- 

ing and stays that way. I spread it on the clean kitchen floor 

one day last week, and to date even the chair legs and those 

' f the counter stools haven't marred it. Was so cheered by 

the success of the floor. I gave all our Formica counter: 

the treatment, too. This liquid surprise called Formica Floor 

Shine is made by the American Cyanamid Corporation, the 

people who make Formica laminates. 

I'm learning all over again about taking care of babies. Lee's 

Jenny is two now and very active. To solve the door-opening 

problem. Pete and Lee used the standard screen-door b • - 

and eyes, which worked so well they got a great big hook 

and eye and screwed the hook into the back of Jenny's high- 

chair. Now when she sits in the chair, the hook is firmly in- 

serted into the eye. which is screwed into the wall, and no 

matter what antics she goes in for. she cant possibly tip over. 

»ego through mountains of lettuce these days—seems to me 

I'm forever washing it. In the interest of cutting down the 

number of washings per week. I invested in a couple of Re- 

public plastic lettuce keepers—roomy bowls with snap-on 

plastic lids that are designed to keep lettuce crisp up to four 

days. There's a little plastic spike in the bottom of the bowl 

on which you can impale the lettuce core to prevent it from 

turning brown. But even if I pull the head apart and discard 

the core, the lettuce seems to keep very well. 

Our new cat. Douglas, behaves impeccably in every way ex- 

cept one—he loves to claw the furniture. I bought him a 

scratching post, hut he would have nothing to do with it— 

went right on digging into the sofa. A houseguest told us 

Douglas had spurned the post because it wasn't interesting 

enough. As a weekend project, she remodeled it. covering the 

carpet finish of the post with a layer of burlap. She put catnip 

under the burlap and fastened lengths of brightly colored rib- 

bon to the top of the post along with a wire spring topped 

off widi a bell. Douglas was entranced and has confined his 

sclatching to his remodeled post ever since. 

Now that Aunt Eleanor's estate has been settled, the beauti- 

ful Minton china she left me has arrived, which means I'm 

going to have to rearrange my china cabinets rather dras- 
ticallv. For the Minton. I've decided to buy two Rubbermaid 

plate racks that will hold all of it on one shelf. Each plate 

stands on edge in its own little groove so the danger of chip- 
Continued on page 64 
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Now (or s23, you can buy 
two catty corner tables 
that become a poker table 
that becomes an end table 
and a t.v. dinner table 
that becomes a buffet table 
that becomes the beginning 
of a banquet table... 
Tables lock firmly together by 

snapping a lock. 
Tables stack away in a closet 

for out of sight tables. 
Table tops are vinyl covered in 

green, blue, orange, yellow, pe- 
can woodgrain or an absolutely 
mad black and white spotted 
combo. 

Table legs are white, chrome 
or gold for fancy schmancy af- 
fairs. 

And if Multiplication Tables 
don't end up as the handiest item 
to have around your home, we 
don't know what will. 

Samsonite Multiplication Tables 
ROME OR GOLD LEGS $1.00 PER TABLE EXTRA. 
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Before you build, buy or remodel, send 
for this helpful book. See how to elimin- 
ate storm window and screen chores . . . 
what windows best suit the design of 
your home . . . and why PELLA WOOD 
WINDOWS protect best against winter 
cold and summer heat. Available in 
Canada. Send for your FREE copy today. 
This coupon answered within 24 hours. 
ROLSCREEN CO. Dept. V.C-43,        Pella.  Iowa 50219 

YES, send me your FREE book. I plan to build D, remodel □• 

FREE! 
24 Page 

WINDOW 
IDEAS 

L 

Name 

Address 

City & State Zip 
PS1A HAKES OUAUTY MOO WWOOVVS. WOOD FOLDMG DOORS & PARTITIONS UC WOOD SLIDING GUSS DOORS 

Protect him day and night 
with DeltAlert Sentry System. 

■-m 

Home and family are precious possessions. Protect them 
both with the DeltAlert Ultrasonic Security System. DeltAlert 

activates your lights if an intruder enters your home. The DeltaHorn 
accessory emits an ear-splitting alarm that will deter any intruder. 

You'll be safer, and so will he. 

'. 

\~A 
l 

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC. 
PO  Box 1147   HG/Grand Junction. Colo. 81501 

Please send me literature immediately.    Z 
sed is S ~ Ship ppd.    D Ship COD. 

Please send DellAlert(s) @ 68.95 ppd. 
Please send DeltaHorn(s) @ 24 95 

  
Address  

|    Oty'S:a;e Z.p. 

_l 

-.  IPiwx: $69 95 
DeltaHorn 3Vt'w x 3 S24 95 

• nished to blend with any decor. 

NOTES OF A HAPPY HOUSEKEEPER 

continued from page 62 

ping is minimal. The racks will make the plates much easier 

to take out and put away. too. 

If there is anything that drives me crazy its a door left open 

on an overcrowded closet or a catchall room like our laundry. 

After recognizing that constant verbal reminders did no good 

at all. I went to the hardware store and bought some auto- 

matic screen door closers, the lightest weight they had. Tom 

in-tailed the closers on the children's closets, the coat closet 

in the hall, and the bathroom at the top of the stairs. Now 

nobodv has to think about closing doors. 

W e picked up a handy little gadget the other day. a garbage 

disposal cover called the Sink Sentry. Made of white plastic, 

it drops into place at the top of the drain and keeps paring 

knives, rings, and silverware from slipping down into the dis- 

posal when you're rinsing dishes or doing other sink chores. 

This has happened to me quite unnoticed until I heard that 

terrible grinding noise when I switched on the disposal. The 

Sink Sentry is perforated with quarter-inch holes so water 

goes right through it but everything else is screened out. In- 

cidentally. I alw a\s run the disposal when I'm trying to get 

rid of a sink full of soapsuds. The powerful motor sucks the 

suds right down the drain and the empty disposal gets a good 

cleaning. 

^ esterday afternoon w hen I opened the front door and stepped 

into the hall. I found it decorated with two damp towels, two 

bathing suits, a baseball and bat. a tennis racquet, and a pair 

of sneakers. Their owners were not in sight so I picked them 

all up and resolved to go back to the confiscation system. 

For this we use a spare closet that has a lock on it. Am thing 

left in the hall, or anywhere else where it doesn't belong, is 

locked in the closet, and the owner has to redeem it by doing 

an extra chore or forfeiting some allowance. Surprising how" 

well it works. 

Now I think I have just about the best bathroom cleaning 

equipment going. All it consists of is one sponge, one toilet 

brush, and two spray dispensers. One spray is L) sol's new 

basin, tub and tile cleaner. I use that widi the sponge on 

e\ery surface in the bathroom. The other is LysoFs toilet 

bowl cleaner, which is by far the best I've ever tried—it has 

at last done away with some old water "stains that had resisted 

evervthing else. Both of these products are strong disinfec- 

tants, but fortunatelv thev don't have a disinfectant smell. 

I picked a huge bouquet of zinnias this morning—they seem 

to grow bigger and brighter as the summer draws to a close. 

Had enough of them to fill two of my Pennsylvania Dutch 

earthemcare crocks. There's something about the rugged 

simplicity of these crocks that is just right for the brilliant 

zinnias. Just for fun I added some dried grasses and 

wheat from last year's dry arrangement box. 
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Paint yourself onto a Super-Pink cloud... 
with Tru-Test, the super latex selected by House & Garden 
for the 1970 House & Garden Super Kitchen. Tru-Test gives 
you 1,000 rainbow hues, fresh as all outdoors. Super pinks. 
Super blues. Mint-cool aquas, electric yellows, and Scorpio 
scarlets. Every color under the zodiac. Tru-Test is easy to 
apply, makes painting a breeze. Show the world how colorful 
you are. With Tru-Test. The colorful paint. 

Go creative! With the live new colors in 
Tru-Test's striking new 24 page booklet 
LETS LIVE COLOR! Scads of exciting 
new decorating ideas. For kitchens, living 
rooms, family rooms, play areas, hobby 
rooms, bedrooms, interiors, exteriors, 
woodwork and furniture. Now, at your 
V&S or True Value dealer! 

'c COUDRS „* 

Tru-Test Sat-N-Hue flows on 
smooth, dries in 20 minutes. 
No thinning, dripping, or lap 
marks. Wipe "goofs" with damp 
cloth. Tools clean up with soap 
' n water. Suggested 
retail price: gal. 7.98 

Tru-Test Super One-Coat Wall 
Finish lets you cover any type 
wall surface simply and easily. 
You can even go from dark walls 
to pretty pastels with one easy 
coat. Suggested "1 O Qfl 
retail price: gal.       X^«OV/ 

Tru-Test Paint is sold only by True Value and V&S dealers 
who own their own paint factory. Look under "Hardware" 
in the classified Eid Phone directory. 

Yellow 
Pages 

Cotter & Company 
100% DEALER 
OWNED 
General Offices 
Chicago, III. 60614 
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Post a warm welcome.* 
OH368 mr'VOH868VR OH768 

U'P.IJwsm 

P71-51 
Post & Sign 

These stately, durable postlights add 
warmth and safety as they beautify the 
approach to your home. In gas or electric- 

ity, they are available only from Ruby, America's 
Largest Manufacturer of Lighting Reproductions. 

For your new 40-page color catalog of unusual 
American and European Postlights, Wall Brackets, 
Coach Lamps and Lighting Fixtures, send coupon. 
Postage and handling 50c1 

licaeo • Dallas • San Francisco C^ New York • Chicago • Dallas • San Francisco 

The Ruby Lighting Corporation, Dept. HG-9 
128 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10011 
Please send me 40-page color catalog. 
(Enclosed is 50c for postage and handling,) 

Name  

Address. 

-Zip. 

Sentl 5fl<* in coin for 
MnstruU'd brochure 

Beauty, quality and comfort at a 
moderate price makes our stunning button 

tufted chair a superb value for your home. Up- 
holstered in a fabulous collection of designer-selected 

fabrics, with beautiful wood finishes in antique   fruitwood 
and antique custom colors, hand rubbed to a rich, lustrous patina. 

See JD Originals at your favorite store! 

Please 

tellme... 
How can 1 sell some realty good furniture ivithoul 

going through all the inconvenience that a news- 

paper ad incurs? I moved to New York recently and 

have decorated a little French desk right out of my life. 

Instead of the newspaper ad that brings nonstop phone 

calls and visitors, or the suburban garage sale, many 

New Yorkers favor consignment shops, which do the sell- 

ing for you. A small one, crowded with attractive furni- 

ture and accessories, that attracts interior designers as 

customers and consignees is Decorative Resale Inc.. 334 

East Fifty-ninth Street, New York, N. Y., 10022. 

Where can I have an antique fan repaired? I have 

a delicate ivory fan that my great-grandmother used to 

carry to Virginia cotillions. I would like to frame it but 

some ribbons are broken and one rib is missing. 

Old-fashioned fans of all kinds—carved ivory, tortoise 

shell, mother-of-pearl, papier-mache, wood—will be re- 

furbished by Hess Repairs, 168 East Thirty-third Street, 

New York, N. Y., 10016. This is painstaking and ex- 

pensive work, but the cost is justified for a valuable fan 

with sentimental associations. 

Has anyone published a list of craft shops, gal- 

leries, and the like throughout the U.S.?  We are 

planning a cross-country trip and I would like to intro- 

duce our children to authentic American crafts, both old 

and contemporary. 

A new 62-page directory entitled Craft Shops/Galleries 

U.S.A. seems to be exactly what you are seeking. It 

lists five hundred sources, indicating the types of crafts 

offered, and which shops have special exhibitions and 

when. The book can be ordered by sending $2.25 to the 

Research Department, American Crafts Council. 29 

West Fifty-third Street, New York, N. Y., 10019. I Also a 

source for an annual Directory of Craft Courses, §1.25.) 

\T here can I get a music box repaired? One I re- 

ceived for my birthday has stopped working, and our 

jeweler can't fix it. 

Music boxes, from inexpensive to very fine ones, can be 

sent to Frank Gassier, M.I.M. Lador, 60 Joseph Street, 

Moonachie, N. J., 07074. for repair. A check for five 

dollars would cover most simple mechanism repairs and 
Continued on page 68 
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Levolor 
Rivieras are 
all the things 
you never 

lieved blinds 
could be. 

Notice how narrow 
the slats on our Rivieras are. 
One skinny little inch. 
Not two fat ones. 

Don't look for tapes. 
Rivieras don't have them. 
Which practically eliminates 
cleaning problems. You just 
sponge, wipe or brush the 
slats. And that's it. 

When you go to open 
the slats you'll discover 
our Magic Wand, an 
almost invisible rod 
that adjusts tilt with a 
twist of the wrist. 

Once opened, 
Levolor Rivieras seem 
to vanish. All you see 
is the view. Close them, 
and you have privacy. 
And protection from the 
sun for your furniture 
and carpets. You also 
have whatever color 
you choose. Or if you wish, 
you can apply a pattern. 
Be as wild or as 
tame as you want. 

If you'd I ike to 
know more about these 
unbelievable blinds, 
send us 25C (to cover 
postage and handling) 
and we'll send you a 
book called "Window Magic", 
which shows dozens of ways to 
make drab windows beautiful. 

If you just can't wait 
to cover your windows with 
Levolor Rivieras, write or call 
the nearest Levolor office. 

Levolor Lorentzen Inc. 
720 Monroe Street, Hoboken, 
N.J. 07030 (212) WO 4-0431. 

Offices and Plants in: 
Chicago Heights, Illinois; 
Los Angeles California; 
Oakland, California; 
Atlanta, Georgia; Dallas, Texas; 
No. Miami, Florida. 

Levolor 
We make your windows look good. 



WOOD FINISHING MADE EASY 

Home   in   Beach   Haven,   N.J.;   Architect: 
Pa.;  Cabot's Stain Wax on  paneliqg. 

Savery,   Scheetz   &   Gilmore,   Philadelphia, 

Cabot's STAIN WAX 
Stains, Waxes, Seals in one operation 
Time was when wood finishing was o long, arduous task. Today, Cabot's 
Stoin Wax does the job in a single application. This unique three in one" 
finish, suitable for all wood paneling, brings out the best in wood, enhanc- 
ing the grain and producing d* soft, satin finish in your cfioice of twelve 

colors plus block, white, and natural. When a flat fin- 
ish is desired, use Cabot's Interior Stains.      ' . 

Samuel Cabot Inc. 
Dept. 916, One Union Street, Boston, Mass. 02108 
Q   Send  color  card on Cabot's Stoin Wax 
Q   Send color cord on Cabot's  Interior Stains 

What's beneath the tradition-bound 
New England way of life? 

An Acrilan* Odyssey exposing what's afoot across America. 
In the October issue. 

PLEASE TELL ME continued from page 66 

return postage, but if you have a large music box or an 

antique or rare one, inquire first. Lador can also supply 

special tunes to order at $30. For other information, write 

to M.I.M. Lador, 292 Fifth Avenue, New York. N. Y., 

10001. If you live near the West Coast, a locating service 

for craftsmen of various kinds called Craftsmen, at P.O. 

Box 802, Laguna Beach, Calif., 92651, can put you in 

touch with music box repairers. 

How do you get started on vest-pocket parks or 
civic clean-up projects? Some of the young people in 

our community want to form a "work camp," to include 

youngsters in a nearby underprivileged area. They uould 

like to improve an existing play area or help plant a 

neighborhood garden. 

Projects of this sort are springing up all over the country, 

many with the cooperation of local service organizations 

and garden clubs. You might start off by checking to 

see if guidance, even funds, are available right in your 

own area. Newspapers often provide leads. The National 

Clean Up-Paint Up-Fix Up Bureau, 1500 Rhode Island 

Avenue N.W., Washington, D.C., 20005, works with 

the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the General Federation 

of Women's Clubs, the American Nurserymen's Associ- 

ation, and other groups. It also sponsors a national Clean 

Up Contest and a Congress on Beautification. Check with 

your local Chamber of Commerce or write for the bureau's 

leaflet. You Can Change Your Community. A detailed 
how-to-do-it handbook, A Little about Lots, SI from The 

Parks Council, 80 Central Park West, New York, N. Y., 

10023, has inspired the transformation of main vacant 

lots into neighborhood centers in New: York, and the 

ideas it provides are applicable ever) where. The I .S. 

Department of Agriculture sponsors National Lawn and 

Garden Week. Communities lie in with it anytime from 

March through June 20. depending on weather condi- 

tions. The department also sponsors a "Growing with* 

America" program. \\ rite to Office of Information. U. S. 

Department of Agriculture. Washington. D.C., 20250. 

Organized groups interested in litter prevention will get 

valuable aid from Keep America Beautiful. Inc., 99 Park 

Avenue, New York, N. Y., 10016. 

Who does ornamental wood carving for a house? 
I have searched in vain for an old carved fragment to 

hang over a double door and now I m thinking of com- 

missioning one. 

You might find someone with this skill through a local 

craftsman's group or university art department. Two 

young men in Seattle. James Wegner and Wes Snyder, 

make exceptional wood carvings for the house—from en- 

tr\ gates or friezes to freestanding polychrome figures 

for indoors and out. \ ou can write them at 3306 East 

John St., Seattle, Wash., 98102. 
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0  SOFA  AND LOVE SEAT 

Give your home the enchantment and comfort of Dramatique by Flexsteel. The 
many versatile pieces are designed for every size room — the style goes with 
practically any decor. The Dramatique is available with and without wood trim, 
with multiple cushions or long, tufted single cushions. Most of the exquisite 
fabrics are protected against soil and stain by ZePel® and qualify for the DuPont 
Mark of Quality Seal. All pieces feature Flexsteel's unique construction with 
patented spring and solid hardwood frames. 

For additional information write: Flexsteel Industries, Inc., Dubuque, Iowa 52002. 

G&v 

FLEXSTEEL
9 

FINE UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE 

JBUQUE, IOWA; WAXAHACHIE, TEXAS; LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA; SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH; STRATFORD, ONTARIO; NEW HAMBURG, ONTARIO; VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA 

-75  SOFA AND LOVE SEAT 8550-75  SOFA 8651-95  SOFA; 8550  CHAIR 

iMBER,  1970 
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I am an architect^^^ 
I designed this Rouse. 
I specified redwood. 

The house that chooses a mountain is no stranger to built in elegance—color, grain and texture that warms a 

the sun and wind and the relentless fog from the sea. room and frames the changing outside world in change- 

Nature has built resistance into redwood — resistance less beauty. Is it any wonder that 3 out of 4 architects 

to weather, insects and decay. At the same time, she's use redwood in their own homes? Ask your architect. 

~TM Walley.-Calrt- residence 
Marquis & SldUer. AIA. San Francisco 

For a free booklet ''Redwood Interiors," write Dept. P. California Redwood Association. 617 Montgomery St.. San Francisco. Ca 9*111. MEMBERS  M r-v t^aitryji Co 
Georgia-Pacific Corporation - The Pacific Lumber Co. • Willits Redwood Products Co   • Bo'se-Casoade Corporation • Areata Redwood Co   • Swnpsor. Timber Co 
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W,; hatpeople 
are doing.... 
About color in their houses.... Mrs. Columbus 

O'Donnell (the former Sabilla Tomacelli) paved the living 

room of her Nassau house, page 73, with tiles stenciled in 

white flowers, green leaves —a reminder of the mosaic floors 

of her native Italy.... Mrs. Thomas H. Guinzburg finds 

bright red and green stimulating to live with (see page 74) — 

but not after bedtime. She sleeps in a blue and white bower. 

. Mrs. Josephine McCarthy chose Creamy Apricot for 

the walls of her library, page 76.The inspiration —the flowers 

on an Imari ware bowl The bright blue and white of her 

theatre dressing room, page 78, keep Lauren Bacall "on 

her toes," but when she goes home, it is to an almost entirely 

beige and sable colored apartment. "It calms me down."... 

Mrs. Edwin Stern, who loves flower colors, cools every- 

thing with green (see page 84). "The best color advice in the 

world comes from Nature.".. .Mrs. Guillermo Aguilera, 

who loves brown but thinks it "needs trimming," paneled the 

brown walls of Her living room, page 86, with a piping of 

pink, yellow, and orange Madame de Pompadour 

was so devotedly fond of pink that, when Louis XV gave her 

the Sevres porcelain factory, she asked that a new pink be 

invented. It was, and still exists — Rose Pompadour—the pret- 

tiest pink ever to grace a plate.... Mrs. Sy Feuer, a blue 

girl, fills her blue and green living room, page 89, with 

flowers that repeat as closely as possible the reds and 

oranges of the flowers in her painted wallpaper... .To frame 

a mirror, page 94, interior designer William Baldwin 

had an old baroque frame covered in seventeenth-century 

gold brocade. "Glorious, and so much more interesting than 

gilding."... In the silver and blue bedroom on page 95, the 

interior designers, McMillen, Inc., carry the silver idea 

right down to the curtain hardware and metal window 

frames. Both were polished to the gloss and color of sterling. 

... John Dickinson, who designed the living room on page 

96, and "loathes fussy curtains," chose Velvet Brown vinyl 

lined with white, then pinned the panels to the sides of the 

windows with grommets Adventurous designers are 

producing a new kind of furniture, combining the light refrac- 

tion of Plexiglas with fluorescent dyes in marvelous neon 

colors (see page 99) that before too long will be lighting up 

rooms across the country like jewels.... In architect Hugh 

Jacobsen's house, page 104, color, in one instance, 

becomes a safety measure. A 10-foot-tall bay window that 

starts right at the floor is circled on the outside with bright red 

geraniums in white pots. Pretty to look at, the flowers are also 

a visual warning not to try to walk through the glass —a feat 

often tried by the myopic The Cortright Wetherills 

of Philadelphia, when they converted their basement into a 

party room, found it was really too low to allow for a false 

ceiling to mask the maze of overhead pipes. So they painted 

the whole room black, then painted the pipes in brilliant Day- 

Glow colors— Interior designer Michael de Santis 

is doing a kitchen in deep plum —plum-colored ceramic tiles 

on the floor, plum and white in the wallpaper, brown wood 

cabinets.... No reason why a piece of furniture must be all 

one color according to designer Paul Mayen. For the 

Intrex Division of Habitat he has created lacquered tables 

with tops of one color, bases of another—or of two colors. 

rr PEKSOXAL 
APPROACH 

TOCOLOR 
There is a fascinating theory that the same color can be shown simultaneously to five different people who will 

see in it not the same color at all, but five different ones, and react with varying degrees of pleasure, displeasure. 

or indifference. Which may explain why—in all the dozens of books that have been written about the psychology 

of color —no one has ever fathomed, scientifically, why one color will turn us on and another will not. We do 

know, however, that colors we never tire of make us happy—a blessing we do not question. Only pessimists (who 

must all be color blind) ever query a sense of well-being. On the pages that follow, nine women who are far from 

color blind tell us why they have chosen the colors they li\e with, what they put with them to keep them fresh and 

alive and exciting, and —without laying down any laws  for themselves or anyone else —why they love them. 
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SPLASHES OF COLOR 
| Sabilla O'Donnell: 

"Almost everything 

in the house 

is the color of a 

tropical flowers 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Columbus 

O'Donnell's house in Nassau 

is a shining example of a house 

set in a garden that doesn't stop 

at   the   front   door.   Under   the 

guidance of interior designers Keith 

Irvine and Thomas Fleming, furniture was relacquered, 

re-covered in Bittersweet, Sun Yellow, Green Mint—colors 

that echo the gardens, and each room was pa\ed—like a 

series of patios—with a different kind of tile to create cool- 

ness and mosaiclike patterns. The summing-up: flower-bed 

rooms, just as happy under ceilings as beneath the sky. 
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TRONG COLORS, 
STRONG PATTERNS 
ICustif Huinzburu: 

'*# #/#••#» colors us purv as thvu vuinv. 

riff hi out of the point box."" 

"This i- .1 very <>l<l apartment,' 

"quite Edwardian, architecturally, ami p in books. My husband i> 

a publisher. Since it needed a kind of unfrivol I pure 

green    verj Edwardian    seemed ei that stretch 

from the foyer to the dining room. V I .■ ilk from out 

the mood changes, mainly bei ause R< |   j Saltzman, oui interior designer, 

cut everything with white, a little here, a lot there. We tturated w itfj 

• olor in \he dining room, which is also a library-sitting room, or just have 

nips of it in thr living room, which is mostly white." I he I lag Red J- • \hila- 

rating, th>> Mint (ween kind to the eyes.   \nd when they want a change, 

their bedroom is bine, ami Mr. Cuinzburg's study deep book-lcath<r brown. 





OLORS WITH GLOW 
Josvphinv McCarthys 

"i fort* valor H that main* m «* glad 

O b« alive, f'ifil.s- yetiou s. or«ii </«»*/* 

Like d»c lady who lives in it. Mrs. McCarthy's apartment can be <l< -< ribed 

in one word—radiant. Although hei furniture is "mostI) old, mostly 

French," her "sense of joy colors" f111 ea< l> room with a beautiful glow. 

Ye\ nothing is too electric -nor too pat. In the living room with its 

parchment-tinted walls and carved wood draperies a Blue Skv sofa sits 

in front of a Coromandel screen the coloi of a chestnut. "Everyone 

needs one <|uiet room." In the library-guestroom, it- walls painted in 

Creamy Apricot, she curls up under a quill thai belonged to liei children's 

great-great-grandmother. And in her Sun V ellow bedroom, put together 

by three experts, Erick Bolin, Frederick Victoria, and herself, an eigh- 

teenth-century bed is marvelously swagged in a delicate flowered silk. 





NE DRAMATIC COLOR 
WITH WHITE 

Laumi Ha4-till: 

"f*nt a Virgo* HO I was born taring blue. 

i lihv it around in<». It's a volar I ran breathe*99 

Willi the opening night of Applause Lauren Bacall became the toast of Broadway, the eventual 

Tou\ Award Winner of "Best Actress in a Musical," and the possessor of a newly decorated 

dressing room in the famous old Palace Theatre. Designed by Derek Mason, the room is 

half I Itramarine Blue and white chintz, half white lacquer, chrome, and mirror—a blend of 

high-powered gleam and a color that, to Miss Bacall, is as good as an oxygen lent. The blue 

becomes her, but more important is its aura. She likes it brightened 

with white and after each whirlwind performance, relaxes in a blue 

kimono lined—not in white mink—but in blue and white chintz. 
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REAMY COLO 
Agneta Currey: 

*'I*m happiest with 

colors like beige, 

tpricot. soft yellow. 
They're therM- 

withouf 

getting 

in the way." 

» 

-In Mr. and Mrs. Brownlee Currey, 

Jr.'s. apartment, no color is per- 

mitted to be what Mrs. Currey calls 

"uncomfortable." Beautifully blon 

and Swedish I surrounded, beloic, 

her three even blonder children I. she 3 

asked her interior designer, Anthony- 

Hail, to fill her living room with 

beige, very pale, more cream than 

honey. Then she added "punch, but 

not too much," with a Persian rug 

and burnt orange cushions. But the 

dining room is all goldentglow u"iA 

Pineapple walls overlaid 'with 

iainted paneling of Creamy Apricot. 

Now that is what color should be!" 
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HUE, SILVER, HOT COLOR 
Dorothea Elman: 

°'l love white. 

With just enough color, Ws an unbeatable 

background for people?9 

An apartment washed w ith white, streaked with soft silver, 

and shot with hot color reflects the young life style of the 

Lee Elmans. "Because we entertain a great deal, we wanted 

an environment that was both versatile and unified." Archi- 

tect Paul Rudolph gave them a white living room, a silver 

dining room, and, in the entrance hall, four Plexiglas panels 

—"light paintings"—that project a jewellike glow into the 

neighboring rooms. "He calls the place a moonscape," says 

Mrs. Elman (sitting, below, with daughter Alexandra). "He 

designed almost everything, including the fantastic lighting, 

which anvone can have. It all came from a hardware store. 

1 
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OUQUETOF COLORS ,>.,»„#,..,.: 
"John llnsLiu said it Utr mv. 

tiliif is an ^everlasting source of ih'liahl.' 

Mr. Ruskin would also have been delighted with Mr. arid Mrs. S\ Feuer's lisinp 

room. "When 1 walk into it," says Mrs. Feuer, "I have an immediate sense of 

well-being, which certainly proves all blues are forme. The wallpaper was painted 

in Paris and is a copy of an eighteenth-century chinoiserie paper. Aquamarine 

background, perfect for all those splashes of Sowers. Richard Hare, oui interior 

designer, found it and the Savonnerie rug with its wonderful blue shells. Bill 

he believes in contrasts, which is v\h> this sofa is the hottest pink orange in town." 
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COLORS ion 
PINEAPPLE LACQUER GREEN PONGEE OYSTER WHITE 

* SUN YELLOW 

KUMQUAT 

fclOSS GREEN1 

# GREEN MINT 

PARROT GREEN 

LETTUCE 

ZINNIA MAPLE SUGAR 

GOLDENROD 

■■■I | 

* CREAMY APRICOT MERCURV 

AMTIOI IF an\ n 

PINK CORAL BLACK PEAR 

# FLAG RED MIDNIGHT BLU 

BEACH PLUM BjmQlUoUlllklS^J ni 

1 

* PINK PINK SPACE BLU 

AZALEA * BLUE SK 

AFRICAN VIOLET BLUE OPALIN1 
1 

rf: LAVENDER AOUAMARINE BLL 



ere arc eighl new House ^ Garden dolors For L97] 

il twenty-eighl established ones, all of them shown 

llic color chart, opposite page. The newcomers arc 

rred and each, as always, has been chosen with the 

1 of color consultant Faber Birren. We lalk about 

in helow ami quole Mr. Birren on some of his 

•ories about color. 

'IV YEEEOW. intense, stimulating. Always glorious 

walls and now on every surface in the room. '"Yellow 

a color for people with imagination and high inten- 

ds." VELVET BROWN, cool and rich, substantial 

earth. A good color to scatter or lo wrap a whole 

>m in (see page 96). '"Brown appeals lo people who 

n't like showiness." UHEEX MINT, a fresh blue- 

:en as piquant as the herb from which it takes its 

me. "To prefer green is to be educated, reputable, 

ijized." CREAMY APRICOT,  a glow color, very 

petizing. Great as a background and delicious in the 

ling room. A fondant member of the orange family, 

f you favor orange you have a luminous interest in 

•." FE.VCP 1IED. a crimson with a cast of blue. Opli- 

stic, happy, red is a room's great antidote for the 

lues." "If you love red, you belong in the midst of 

e." I'lMi  I'l.XK. a true blue-pink that flowers in 

e mind's eye as carnation or rose or peony. A color 

it makes you and the room you're in glow. "It  tells 

love   and   affection   and   interest   in   the   world." 

iVEXDEK. a  fragile,  pinkish beauty lo be mixed 

ih other flower pales. "A color for the person who 

predates the arts and wants to be set apart from 

lers." ItEl'E SKY, a heavenly color, serene, sooth- 

*. (See how it gentles a bedroom on page 95.)  "If 

u have a genuine love for blue } ou are sensitive to 

lers and sensitive to yourself." 

Nature knows more about how to use color than 

ybody. We can all take a lesson in bringing the out- 

ors indoors, mixing colors like a great bouquet. On 

is page: the living room of illustrator Richard Giglio, 

lich he designed with Robert Perkins, of Perkins Potu- 

k, illustrates our point. Here are the flower pales, 

ivender, Pink Pink, sharpened with Sun Yellow, Pink 

>ral, and Flag Red—all together like fresh flowers. 

All thirty-six House & Garden colors can be found 

practically everything that goes into a house from 

fas to saucepans. Over 600 manufacturers are using 

em, and they are available in over 350 leading stores. 

) help you shop, lake a set of House & Garden color 

ips, either a pocket packet or a kev ringful of discs 

d our Directory of Manufacturers and their products 

House & Garden colors. To order see page 202. 

The eight newcomers to the House & Garden palette. 

TOM YEE 
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H&G COLORS continued 

THAT LAVENDER 
FEELING 

A silvery shell 
pearled with 
l.a\ ender and 
Ircamy  Apricot, 
ri<'h  with 
Flag  lied 
92 

The Lavender corner, above, is another place for conversation in 

Richard Giglio's living room on the previous page. On the little 

sofa, a geometric print in House & Garden's new Creamy Apricot 

and Mercury. Flag Red blazes on the chair. House & Garden's new- 

Green Mint glosses the accordion wall in an entertaining room, 

opposite page, with Lacquer Green on the ceiling. The furniture is 

in great new shapes and colors: lacquer white wooden cabinets have 

shiny Parrot Green molded plastic fronts. The sculptured chair is 

molded plastic, the three armchairs wrapped in vinyl. All furniture 

from the "Chapter One" collection by Broyhill at Abraham & 

Straus. White carpet of Kodel by World. Curved lights by Beylerian. 

For shopping information, see page 134. 

■ 

<.llll\ MINT 
VIRRATIONS 

Mix   three 
vervy.  verdant 
greens. 
Parrot, 
Mint,  and 
Laequer 

TOM YEE 
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LI4TOIS 

RE AMY   APRICOT 

in q ii.it. 

le Opaline, 
ramarine Blae 
linst a m all 
reamy Aprieot 

The silver and blue room, above, all began with the glinting steel bed. Blues helped to 

keep the pristine, crystalline effect going. Flowers in House & Garden's new Blue Sky 

printed on Oyster \^~hite canvas at the windows and skirting the bed. Deeper Space 

Blue surfaces in cotton tweed on chairs. Painting by Muhl. Interior designers: McMillen. 

House & Garden's new Creamy Apricot glazes die walls of Mr. Pedro Rosaly's New 

1 ork living room, opposite page. The interior designer \^ illiam Baldwin describes die 

room, a carefully balanced composite of Kumquat. Blue Opaline, and Ultramarine 

Blue, as "all strong pattern, all highly keyed, all cotton with an East Indian flavor." 

BEAYE.YLY 

BLUE   SKY 

.Spare Blue. 
Oyster White 
ire the 
purest 
Blue  Sky 

:E i Sr.-.zvi. n-'i' ------  ■----. 95 
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i House i Garden'* neu Velvet Broun wraps the living room, above,     LYON 

LIVING WITH 
VELVET BROW> 

Rich,  dark 
walls  lit 
with  white, 
/.in nia. 
and  Pongee 

96 

designed by John Dickinson for Frederick Edwards of San Fran- 

-   ■. The dark walls are balanced witb lots of white, with Zinnia 

and Pongee in the rugs and with other great natural colors and 

materials. House & Garden's neu Sun Yellow in a garden room. 

opposite page, shines gloriously for all seasons. The glow touches 

every surface. The latticed furniture in gloss\ Sun \ ellou or white 

has meat neu decorating zest. All from the "Charisma Collection 

In   Thomas\ille at  Macy's.  Sun Yellow   ceramic  tiles by  Dallas. 

For shopping information, see page 134. 

SL> YELLOW 
BLAZE 

A   glow  of 
Sun  Yellow 
eooled   with 
Parrot   (ireen 
and  Blue  Sky 
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LIOKUSCEX 

PLASTIC 

Transparent neon plastics in vibrant pink*, preen*, 

yellows, and oranges arc the newest of the nev 

materials to light up the house. Whatever shapf* 

they take under the designer's hand —tables, 

chairs, bowls —they gain additional drama from 

the glow that appears along their edges whenever 

light strikes them. Natural inhabitants of clean 

contemporary roomscapes, marvelous seasoning* 

for traditional rooms, these light-defined forms, 

like a good piece of art, put new life into any room. 

(To dramatize the color, all were photographed 

under black light.) Opposite page, top If ft: clear 

pink sling in white enamel frame that glows blue in 

fluorescent light; center left: a nest of pink bowls; 

scooped-out top; below: a light sculpture of three 

pink rectangles "floating" a white light globe. All 

at Altman's. .Next to sculpture: dramatic space 

dividers—pink and green saillike screens by John 

Harris. This page: other designs by Harris —a 

clear, S-shaped magazine rack, through decorators 

at Luten, Clarey, Stern, and a spacious pink desk at 

Altman's. On desk, a round lamp with transparent 

yellow base by Robert Sonneman ; behind it, glow- 

ing orange pedestals, potential plinths for sculp- 

ture, at Bloomingdale's, and a pink zigzag, a prop 

for magazines, through decorators at Karl Mann. 

A padded S-curve boxed in plastic makes an arm- 

chair at Altman's; an open cube, catchall table at 

Albrizzi. On table, a flat pink bowl at Altman's. 

Complete shopping information on page 134. 



WAYS 
TO MAKE 

TOUR 
~ CITY 

MORE ATTRACTIVE 

The first thing to do is go out and look. On foot. 

What are the strengths of your city? The weak- 

nesses? What are the entrances to town like? 

What parks do people use? Which ones do they 

shun? Which streets do they like best? Where 

are the focal points? 

Looking is the most elemental of steps, yet 

it is surprising in how few cities the effort is 

made. Urban planning has become tremendously 

sophisticated, with computer analysis of land 

use, aerial mapping, elaborate scale models. In 

the process, however, something gets over- 

looked : the city as people see it, at eye level. 

Look at a city this way and you uncover all 

sorts of opportunities. Some may be tremendous 

trifles—a downtown alley that could be trans- 

formed. Some involve major building projects. 

Once the opportunities are seen, however, there 

is a great deal more leverage available for get- 

tin" action than is generally realized. 

Twist 
developers' 

In   the   rebuilding 

of downtown areas, 

our     cities     have 
ai'tttS MOM* been    squandering 

UOOil design opportunities. Most 
of them use zoning 

negatively. They tell developers what they can't 

do. not what they should do. The result is a mish- 

mash. Developers may throw in a token plaza, 

but the plazas are rarely designed to fit anybody 

else's plazas. So with the buildings themselves, 

some may be individually handsome, but they 

don't lit together or provide anywhere near the 
amenities they should have. 

Instead, city planning commissions ought 

to la) down some positive ground rules. What 

mixture of activities do the) want to see in the 

area to be rebuilt? How will it be to walk 

through? Should there be covered arcades? 

Shopping alleys? Fountains? Should plazas be 

tied in with each other to provide a continuous 

space? Should there be underground concourses 

By William II.MIixie 
linking the buildings with rapid transit? Pedes- 

trian malls? 

With zoning incentives cities can get build- 

ers to provide these amenities. New \ ork City is 

an example. Its Urban Design Council sketches 

out a rough overall plan for the development of 

an area. Developers who provide their share of 

the amenities get bonuses in additional floor 

space. Developers grumbled at first but they are 

going along, and the level of design has im- 

proved markedly. 

fc> 

i'ush for 
better 

Municipal   gov- 

ernments   often 

produce     the 

government dreariest   struc- 
■ . >        > hires of all, and architecture 

at unconsciona- 
ble expense. Worse yet, they compound the 

blunder by grouping the structures in mauso- 

leumlike civic centers. Government buildings 

ought to be among the handsomest—as once 

lliev were, in the days of Thomas Jefferson—and 

they ought to be mixed up w ith the citv "s life, 

rather than be isolated from it. One wav to help 

make them good is to get the city to stage a de- 

sign competition. These usually stir up a lot of 

invigorating controversy—and provide some 

first class choices to make. Boston staged a com- 

petition and the result is its magnificently strik- 
ing City Hall. 

Newspapers and television stations have 

great potential influence, if they care to use it. 

Most don't. Newspaper real estate sections con- 

sist largely of publicity handouts, and do-good 

civic projects get uncritical support. In the news 

or editorial columns the financing or the politi- 

cal aspects of projects may be discussed. But 

rarely the basic design. If controversy does de- 

velop this will be reported, but usually too late 

in the game for an) changes to be made. 

Cities need good critics—people who can 

raise hell intelligently, and early, like the A eu> 

York Times's Ada Louise Huxtable. Do thenew 

papers in vour city have such a person? A 

they looking for one? To build a fire under ci 

hall, build a fire under the newspapers. 

Mm 

approach 

-J II Mi me Thegloomit 
v ■ ■ • »sights in o standardized :. 

cities   are 

project Utopias go; 
sour.     Und 

the    conve 
tional urban renewal approach, cities have e 

gaged in wholesale clearance of slum neighbc 

hoods and on the rubble have been putting i1 

uniform groups of high-rise towers set in op< 

spaces. Thev don't work well for people, ai 

for the same reason they look terrible. Mc 

of die open spaces, revealingly, are chained fro 

human beings, and the small stores and the a1 

livities that gave life to the neighborhoods a' 
banished. 

But here and there some cities are trv ins 

new approach, the exact opposite of the old. I) 

stead of bulldozing everything, the city saves 

much of a neighborhood as possible and emph 

sizes rehabilitation of old housing as much ' 

construction of new. It hires good architects, i'j 

stead of hacks. It calls for a mixture of housii 

types—two- and three-story row houses as VM 

as towers—and the open space is used for pe 

pie, in the form of interior commons, for e 

ample, in the middle of blocks. The redevelo 

ment of Philadelphia's Society Hill is an 01 

standing example. 

Get historic The     fine     o 
buildings     ar 

~ " blocks that gi I 

With teeth the city chara 
ter are the ripf i 

targets for demolition. Last minute "Save tl 

Such-and-Such Building" campaigns oerasio 

all) work. I sually they fail. For the long ^al 

there must be historic district and landmark zoi 

ing machinery, and there are now plentv of leg" 

precedents for setting them up. 

Ihe idea is not prettification—grand o 

monstrosities are sometimes the most beloved 

landmarks. Nor is it to freeze buildings again 

change. Historic preservation works best bv e 

couraging new and compatible uses for o 

buildings. An old courthouse, for example, ge 

a new life as a library, a mission house as a civ 

club; a mansion becomes a women's store. 

Fortunately, good preservation happens i 

be good business for a city. Surrounding propei 

(v values go up and the historic districts theri 

selves become great tourism magnets. A numb; 

of federal programs offer grants running to I 

percent of the cost of acquisition and rehabilit 

tion. Grants are also offered by some states. 

Speculative pressure for razing old buil 

bigs, of course, continues to be enormous. Bii 

there are ways to deflect this. One iniiovatrn 



>ach is the transfer of building rights. The 

r nl an historic building, lei us say, ma) 

the right to put up several more floors and 

\ nil the maximum density permitted 1>\ cui 

re  zoning. In return for his nol doing 90, the 

mighl allow him i<> sell the rights for the 

i Hums in the owner of a nearby  property. 

-inIi .1 |n ogram w ill cul an osg .HIIIIIIH-II ative 

lines, ii will probabl) take Borne --11«>11-■ citizen 

badgei ing to ;el ii goin 

:i 

Open 

up ihe 

tratei'ironl 

\\ aterfronts   in 
iiiu-t     nf    our 

cities have   Inst 

their   old   func- 

tion, and today 

lined with little-used piers, freight sidings, 

decaying warehouses. Such obsolescence is 

on. It means cities ha\e    real second chances 

Ideclaim their waterfronts and open them up 

people.   New    parks   and   marinas   can   be 

ited. Some of the old structures can he put 

icw   uses     recreation  piers,   for example.   A 

iderful example of what can he done is the 

isformation   of  an   old   waterfront   factor 

■  San  Francisco's Ghirardelli   Square.  New 

nmercial   and   residential   structures  can  he 

I med so that thej provide access to the water- 

it, rather than block it. Through the adroit 

of decking they can he made to serve as the 

I jes for esplanades and terraces. 

And don't forget the swimming. The water 

i: 10 good now, but some day hence it will he. 

pollution-control programs take hold, once 

in there will be floating swimming pools and 

:s along our waterfronts. 

Small streams should not be overlooked. 

s reason they are is the predilection engineers 

e for burying them in pipes or making con- 

te troughs out of them. This is a terrible w aste. 

-mall stream in the heart of a city can he a 

nderful asset—San Antonio's is a fine ex- 

ple. In many a city there are streams that 

dd he deconcreted and brought back to life. 

Tie unburying might be in order, too. Check 

old maps and find the streams that once 

ived, and might again. 

Get better   The most tremen- 
. dous trifles in the 

iy street ,   .     r . 
looks ot the city 

J Signs and     are     the     street 
a • J signs, lamp posts, furniture     * 

utility poles, trash 

skets. and such that make up the furniture 

our streets. Being the handiwork of many 

fferent municipal agencies, they usually are a 

mble of conflicting styles. Signs are especially 

xing. There are too many of them, they are 

ten hard to decipher, and where one tells 

•u to do one thing, another tells you to do 

e opposite. 

One agency—a new one, if necessary— 

ould be given authority to straighten out the 

ess and to simplify, simplify, simplify. A city 

ill look immensely better for it and will save 

oney  on  equipment and  maintenance.  Since 

Create 
more 

open 

spares 

I here i- a w idespread 

lament thai cities are 

more crowded than 

ever before and thai 

the opportunities for 

open space are dwin- 

dling. This is quite wrong. Vctually, there arc 

fewer people than before and thru- i- lots of 

space if we know w here to look fin it. The clue 

,is ugliness. The parts of our city thai look the 

wnrsi arc the unused area-, nol the crowded 

ones the dumps, junkyards, mapped streets 

not used as Streets, land fill areas. Here are the 

great opportunities. Many of our finest parks 

of the past were fashioned out of what was at 

the time derelict land, and the same can be dune 

w ith new parks. 

Through the use of air rights we can create 

new space. In our cities there are man) acres A 

flat space that could be decked over—subway 

and height yards, in particular and such pro- 

jects make good economic sense. The) create 

space that is highly valuable for apartment and 

commercial building, and the lease payments on 

these, in effect, subsidize the park space. 

We ought also to do more with rooftops. 

Why, for example, should school hoards con- 

tinue to build in key locations millions of dol- 

lars worth of new schools with flat tops that are 

used for nothing. They should he used for peo- 

ple. There is similar potential for many other 

municipal facilities. From the beginning they 

ought to be designed with recreation possibili- 

ties in mind. Even a sewage disposal plant, if 

.someone thinks in time, can be made a park. 

Put old    Most urban areas are 

, crisscrossed with hun- 

™ dreds of miles of old 

of Way      railroad   and   trolley- 

rights of way, canals 
to use       c ' 

and aqueducts that 

are no longer being used. Untying legal titles 

to these vacant swaths can be incredibly com- 

plicated, but the reward is great. At fairly mod- 

est expense, the old rights of way can be trans- 

formed into excellent walkways and riding and 

bicycle paths. They also have the great advan- 

tage of providing links between other open 

spaces and schools and homes. A good example 

is "Prairie Path.'* a walkway running west from 

Chicago along the right of way of the old Elgin 

and Aurora trolley line. Another is New York's 

old Croton Aqueduct, which is being fashioned 

into a 66-foot-w ide linear park running from the 

Bronx to the Croton Reservoir. 26 miles away. 

Utility rights of way offer great opportuni- 

ties, too. Usually they are regarded as eyesores, 

and there is nothing under the power line towers 

except vacant spaces. These can be used as rec- 

parh and 

reation area   and tied in with othei i onne< ting 

links in provide a fairly continuous open   pace 

By stem.  Santa  < In a   I ounty   is   fa mioning   il - 

< ,Min , ... i. in uiit of powei line i ights of 

way, aqueducts, dry creek beds, and open space 

-i i ips wangled from developers. 

kmet better Mostcity play- 

grounds look 

as if they were 

playground  designed   by 
■        . peopie     W ho design \   * 

dun i like chil- 

dren. Repeated time and again are the dreary 

expanses ol asphalt, the standardized equip- 

ment, the chain link femes. Now, at last, some- 

thing of a revolution is under way. Some cities 

are borrowing the European "adventure play- 

ground idea. There are main variations hul 

the general plan is to give children a mess of 

things to work with, including old crates and car 

hulks, and letting them fashion what they will of 

them. Another innovation is the use of that must 

admirably plastic ol recreation material-, dirt. 

The result is rather unkempt, and with all the 

climbing and rushing about the places do look 

dangerous. Possibly because of the apparent 

danger, however, the safety record has been sur- 

prisingly good. 

Imagination is also being shown in the 

creation of vest-pocket park- out of \acant lots. 

Old line park officials don't like them—the\ say 

they are too scattered and are hard to maintain. 

\\ here neighborhood groups take the initiative, 

however, these parks can work very well indeed. 

The challenge involved in equipping, painting, 

planning, and supervising a small park can help 

bring a neighborhood together. As Philadelphia 

has demonstrated, a good vest-pocket-park pro- 

gram is just as much a social program as it is a 

physical one. 

Equipment is coming in for some long over- 

due innovation. Some cities are trying air sup- 

ported bubbles to convert facilities like pools 

and tennis courts to winter use. Others are try- 

ing portable parks—mobile equipment that can 

be moved from neighborhood to neighborhood. 

Federal demonstration grants are being given to 

cities trying out such things. Is vour citv one? 

10 Plant 

more 

trees 

Cities ought to 

plant more trees 

—t housands 

more I and they 

can get federal 

aid funds if they do). They ought to do more 

to  help  block  and   [Continued  on  page 203) 

WILLIAM H. WHYTE, uhose books include The 

Organization Man and The East Landscape, has 

worked indefatigably to improve the quality of 

our cities. He was a member of President 

Johnson's Task Force on Natural Beauty and 

author of the  Urban  Beautification  Program. 



Remodeling news at the baek of the house 

SPACE 
OPENED UP 
FOR FAMILY 
LIVING 
A house designed to let inside 
space out and take in the garden 
Facades of many houses in Georgetown, Washington, D. C. look much as the> 

did 150 years ago—architectural face-lifts must respect the historic ambiance 

<>f the area. But hidden behind walls and trees, the backs of these town houses 

ha\e been skillfully expanded to attract young families. Architect Hugh Jacob- 

sen began enlarging this 1803 house for a Washington lawyer who bought the 

narrow stack of rooms not to live in, but to renovate and sell. By the time the 

new addition was up. more than doubling original space, Mr. Jacobsen decided 

he, his wife, Robin, and their sons. John. Matthew, and Simon, would be 

the ones to move in. He was caught b\ several cjualities of the house . . . il was 

close to his office, could have two 

gardens, and could trap an impres- 

sive amount of light. Changes made 

on the street side, right, were mini- 

mal. The wood trim was painted 

white; the brick, light gray. The 

first-floor dining room stayed where 

it was: the second story became 

Simon's room; and the top floor, a 

maid's room. The street-side door 

was made the boys' entrance, a new 

door, off the front garden, was placed 

where the old house and addition 

meet. Across the back, jar right, the 

new living room and lihiarx down- 

stairs, two bedrooms upstairs all 

have big-windowed views out hack. 

Believing "a house has no right 

changing its space because the sun 

goes down," the architect lights the 

inside terrace edge and trees to erase 

w indow -glass reflections. This "keeps 

lhe   garden   there   even   at   night." 

For materials and equipment used 
in this home, turn to page  12'). 
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THE JACOBSEN  HOUSE contin 

ig space is created 
by linking little spac 

"We can! afford the grand spaces any more, so we try to 

the illusion of it w ith little spaces—the way they link toge 

Using white on all the walls and ceilings "rids you of the < 

ners." Mr. Jacobsen suggests. Tall "pocket doors." which 

into the wall on either side like the one between the living] 

and die library, left, enlarge or close off areas . . . "an impor^ 

option with sons whose need for privacy is equal to that of ■ 
parents." And furniture is part of the traffic pattern. "Noll 

should touch the corners of rooms. Put furniture in the cJ 

and let space flow around it." To make the living room, bet 

a sociable place for talk to flow, the Jacobsens use chairs! 

Finland, which swivel to catch the conversation, and subc 

lighting . . . low brass lamps under the Piranesi prints by 

fireplace. When he could not find furniture he liked, a 

curved to contrast with the architecture, Mr. Jacobsen sc 

times designed it himself . . . twin couches enlarging an Ita 

model to a more comfortable width. Plexiglas piano ben* 

with velvet cushions. Because "windows are not punch™ 
wall." thev stretch floor to ceiling whenever possible. ■ 
librarv. right, no curtains detract from garden view- or ai 

Krushenick print and Simon's finial from a Maine 
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A THE JACOBSEN  HOUSE contfm 

house should be shapec 
to take on the human situatio 

If he had been building for his own family from the beginning. 

Jacobsen thinks he might have been inclined to design into the housi 

everything he knew. But initially planning for an unknown tenant wit] 

unknown furniture kept the interior flexibly serene and outdoor view 

important. "The secret of any town house is its garden. In this cast 

you see the one out front and think that's nice and that's it and the 

you're hit with the surprise of one out back." The flowering peacl 

tree in the little garden. 1, can be enjoyed both from the street am 

through the slit window upstairs—also well-placed for seeing who i 

at the front door. 

Particularly in an urban house, Mr. Jacobsen sees traffic a 

"something \ou have to solve or else you are at each other's back 

all the time." So the living room. 2. library, kitchen, and dining rooi 

all have two ways in and out so no one space becomes a corridor t 

get to the next one. The original dining room. 3. the family left mud 

as it was. The hay window was extended down and louvers added a 

the bottom and a felt "love" banner by Robert Indiana hung on th 

wall. The old pine floor was stained a walnut color and the firepla< 

was simplified. The fifteenth-centun Italian table and Thonet chad 

two dating back to the 1830s, the owners brought from their p^evioi 

house. 

"Light is sometimes the thing you give up in a row house." Mri 

Jacobsen thinks, but in hers "the quality of light and color even ( 

the grayest days ranges from good to dazzling." Above the brids 

upstairs. 1. which literall) and visuall) separates the parents' bedrooi 

from their sons' rooms, a round bubble skylight pulls light in and pa.1 

the bridge so it shines down into the front hall. There is also a "min 

bubble" in the boys' bathroom and a big light well in the master bat! 

room bringing sun to the galley-shaped kitchen below. Because "cm 

tains are like tapestries, the) compete with the architecture." dorme 

windows in both new bedrooms have simple white vinyl shades. Joh| 

and Matthew's room. 5, has Danish bunk beds and a television 9 

mounted in a closet, out of sight when the door is closed. 

Downstairs there is a clear view from the dining room. 6, throug 

the living room to the back garden planted with dogwood, tulip 

herbs, and ivy—all easy to tend. The old house connects to the ne 

where the dining room floor joins the bluestone-paved entrance ha 

Balancing the shuttered bay. a l()-foot-tall window was built direct, 

opposite it in the living room. Emphasizing the new window's shape-j 

geraniums on the terrace side and a Ficus tree standing inside the ba 





Theyen jyeisoj      ;/ \lenpl'theThomasJiHcsses 

gnked tath&udH 
'nbrfffaTthe H-sses" cherry blossom arbor is a fantasy of pleached weeping cherries 

1    i weeping variety. It is also a fragrant and shady vantage point for viewing their Connecticut pcad, 

a source of water for the flower garden* that surround it, and a home to waterfowl by the hundreds. 
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'On soi no days in spring and fall, 
von am scarcely 

see the pond for the birds. 
The resident ducks and geese 

call in their friends, 
and we're happy to have them. 

They seem to know 
they'll be given breakfast and 

at precisely what hour. 

r. and Mr?. Hess I he is editor of Art A eus • love flower* and 

birds. And birds—loudly and clearly—love the Hesses who. 

starting with a few sad ducks w ho claimed the pond before the 

Hesses did. now feed and house some forty "live-in" ducks and 

geese, plus countless wild ones. But just in case the birds be- 

came too fond of the flower gardens overlooking the pond, "we 

put up a fence." Mrs. Hess recalls, "to keep them from scrambling up on the lawn. Even 

so. come fall, .they fly right over to get the apples under the trees. We've fenced in the 

hibiscus. ^S eve given up on blueberries. But thev never bother with anything else. In 

addition to providing nesting boxes with ramps for the hard-to-please wood ducks, the 

Hesses built large open houses of Cuprinol-treated plywood on Stvrofoam floats, below.i 

These, anchored to the ponds reedy bottom, are beloved by Canada geese and black brant. 1 

For her cutting garden. Mrs. Hess wanted one she could "both walk in and cut in." 

So an old corral became a paisley pattern of brick paths and flow ers. opposite page. top. 

In the center beds, there are bulbs, summer annuals, peonies, and chrysanthemums*] 

Roses and blue delphinium share the perimeter bed. and an avalanche of Sea Foam, 

Blaze climbing roses, and snowy clematis Henryi spills over the split-rail fence. ?-hade- 

loving house plants like fuchsias and begonias are given a summer holiday under two 

pine trees, opposite page, bottom. Some swing in baskets from a pole propped in the 

crotch of one pine and wire-hung from the taller one: some are clustered on planks set 

on builders" blocks. Landscape architect James Fanning helped create the cherry arbor, 

the cutting garden, a rock garden, and an espaliered fence of fruit trees | see Gardener's 

Notes, pa^e 2 10 . On page 46. Mrs. Hess tells more about raising and protecting 

waterfowl, getting government approval, and even keeping ice off a pond in winter. 





Super 
things 

for the 
house in 

v \ 

Think delicious Super Pinks!  In all 

areas of the house, the Super Pinks are 

making glowing modern  statements in 

crisp geometries, soft-edge furniture, and 

hold accessories. There are five Super Pinks 

in House & Garden's 1971 pink palette: Pink 

Pink, a pure pink with a bite; Azalea, a deep 

pink washed with lavender; Flag Red, a rich, 

intense red touched with blue; Pink Coral, a pink 

ripened with orange; and Creamy Apricot, a delec- 

table pale orange glazed ever so lightly with pink. 

UPER 
piXKS 
As a flattering background for people. Super Pinks are 

wonderful in bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchens, living roor 

I. The Super Pinks in Pierre Cardin's bath collection 

for Fieldcrest  (to be seen first at Blooming- 

dale's this month) are reflected in chrome 

and mirror in a bathroom created by 

Michael de Santis.  Flowers by the 

Gazebo. 2. New look for an old pat- 

tern—Pink  Coral   quatrefoils  on 

an  Oyster  White  rug.   By  Har- 

mony." 3. Azalea and Bittersweet 

blooms brighten a chair and otto- 

man.  By   Heritage.  4.   Butterflies 

add whimsy to towels. By Carlin. 

5. Pansy plates in Pink Pink and Flag 

Red. At Mayhew. 6. Geometric pinks in 

a  bath  towel designed  by  Yves St.  Lau- 

rent for Fieldcrest.  7.  Flag Red. glorious 

in molded tables. By Founders. 8. Flag Red and 

Azalea table stool. By William Bell.* 9. Flag Red chev- 

ron on plastic shower curtain. By Kleinert's. 10. Creamy 

Apricot velvet,  lush  on  an  armchair  by  Milling  Road.f 

II. Flag Red fish printed on cotton. By the Design W oiks of) 

Bedford Stuyvesant. 12. Billowy chaise, brilliant in Flag 

Red.   By   Directional.   13.   Dashing   Pink   Pink   python-d 

covered box. By Karl Springer.*  11. Chrome chair with 

molded, Creamy Apricot covered seat. By Selig. 15. Zigzag 

table in Flag Red. By Karl Springer.""'  16. Azalea fabric 

on a fat foam chair. By Selig. 17. Azalea turns on a "lov< 

light." B\  Raymor. 18. Cobra-patterned cotton in Azaleij,' 

and  red. Zepel  finish.  By  Bloomcraft.   19.  Deep Azale; 

floor tiles. By Flintkote. 20. Pink Coral and red cotton j 

Bv Cohama. 21. Summer garden of pink-flowered cot- 

ton.   By   Cohama.   22.   Wallcovering   of   Azalea 

and   Parrot   Green.   By   Allume.*   23.   Pink 

irises on polished cotton. By Franciscan. 
1 * Through decorators only. 
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SUPER PINKS 
continued 

12 

Gentle or vibrant, the Super Pinks takJ 

super things for the house like flo\«i 

to water.  1.  A fish-scale-patterned f; 

low   in Flag Red. black, and pink. E 

The Design W orks of Bedford Stujl! 

sant. 2. Pink Pink and Lavender flow 

ers turn plates into gardens. At A4tman\ 

3. Zigzag bedspread  in  Azalea.  Bea* 

Plum. Bittersweet, and African Violet—an inviting cover-up. II 

Bates. 4. Wallpaper of Velvet Brown and Creamy Apricot, vl] 

eighteenth century. By Allume.* 5. Vinyl wallcovering boll 

patterned in  Pink Pink, Pink Coral, Flag Red, and Creall 

Apricot. By Stockwell East."  6. What could be prettier tnl 

flowered sheets in Pink Pink, Azalea, and Pink Coral? ] 

Burlington House. 7. Lordly, hollyhocks on a wallpaper* 

Azalea, Flag Red, Lettuce, and Kumquat. By Van Lui? 

-'A     8. Modern chrome version of the old Savonarola ch 

covered in Pink Pink, cafe au lait, and white. B\ Glo| 

'■/.J     9. The soft, soft approach: deeply tufted love seat ma, 

even more luxurious with Creamy Apricot velvet. By To 

linson. 10. Shag carpeting powdered with a confetti r.| 

em in Azalea and Lavender. By Barwick. 11. Hurric* 

lamps with Azalea-tinted glass globes shed a romaij 

light. At Far Corners. 12. Modern w all hanging in Flag 

and black, framed in w alnut. By Regal. 13. Flag Red, Pink Co : 

Shopping information, page 134. * Through decorators o\ 



Beach II um. < .ream]   \pncot, ana wnne swiri across an area m 

b)  Edward Fields.*   II. Delightful tea   >i ol   Azalea and white 

china i" break the routine oi the traditional silvei  tea service. 

\i Tablerie. L5. \ plate rimmed with an embossed Flag Red ' ii 

i,, |IIIM an)  desserl into ambrosia. At Obelisk. L6. Defying the 

philosophy   of   pal.-   frothy   pink   boudoirs    interioi   designei 

Michael de Santis adds .1 bold, seductive note to Mr. and  Mrs. 

\l   Meckler's basicall) white bedroom with pink, pink, pink. The 

coin-patterned Azalea and   African Violel  sheets and pillow< 

were designed b) Pierre Cardin for Fieldcrest. \\ Bloomingdale's. 

17. On a tubular metal frame, a molded chaii covered in "wel 

look" Flag Red vinyl. Bj  Selig. L8. Traditional campaign chesl 

updated   and   feminized   with    Vzalea   lacquer.   B)   Schoolfield. 

19. Pink Pink i> the luscious color that sets this insulated pitchei 

M^S^l--.^      far apart from its chrome COUMII--. P>\ Thermo-. 20.   \n   \zalea 

Lucite ice bucket warms and flatters an\   room—but keeps 

the ice frozen.  At Marshall  Field. 21. Keeping up uith 

the current fascination with shells, a fabric whorled in 

>      Creamy    Apricot    and    Azalea.    By    Don    Karlin." 

22. Wedge-shaped ottomans covered in a Flag Red, 

Pink  Pink, and  white jacquard can he put to- 

gether in a varietj  of ways. P>\  Globe. 23. To 

<    v\ arm the cockles of a refrigerator's heart, wh) 

not   a   Flag   Red   ice-cube   tray'.'   P>\    Vuplac. 

,   ' "       24       24. Prepasted, strippabie and scrubbable, Aza- 

lea,   Lettuce,   and   Pink   Pink   striped   and 

flowered wallcovering is a lively choice for 

bathrooms and kitchens. By Birge. 25. A 

gay  and inviting kitchen  by  interior 

designer   Michael   de   Santis   sports 

Pink Pink appliances against white 

'" walls   under   a   ceiling   covered   in   a 

riotously  patterned,  multicolored   fabric. 

25 
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A goodly part of the pleasure of drinking wine is 
provided by what you drink it out of. And you'll get 
a great deal of pleasure drinking from the Connois- 
seur's Collection by West Virginia Glass. Every 
piece is handcrafted for the purpose of enhancing 
the grape. The delicate stems taper into bowls full- 
bodied enough to allow a wine's bouquet to blossom. 
The clear, sparkling crystal sets off a wine's jewel- 
like color. So find out how something so richly 
rewarding can cost so little. Find the Conriofsseur's 
Collection at department stores or glass and , 
wine shops. 
For where to buy the Connoisseur's Collection and 
our Party Smarty booklet, send 25^ to Dept. HGF, 
Box 187, Parkersburg, W. Va. 26101. 

There's more to wine 
drinking than the wine. 

• OllkMIIKH 
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Sjcotch 
and What? 

BY IIK.MIY   JH.MLTY 

It had always been my firm belief that the Scots drink their 

liquid refreshment either straight, or at the very worst di- 

luted with a tiny drop or two of "pure burn water." One 

illusion-shattering trip to Scotland some years back. 1 found 

out the Scots will drink Scotch with almost anything. 

On that occasion my companion, and he was himself a 

distiller, walked up to the Glasgow bartender and. to my 

amazement, demanded, "whisky and lemonade." Instead of 

being thrown out bodily, he was given the mixture without 

a murmur. I tried it. Actually, it was delicious, but perhaps 

by then 1 was slightly influenced by having had several 

previous nips pressed on me at my friend's distillery. 

Heretical as it may seem to most Scotch drinkers. Scotch 

whisky is supposed to have been invented in Ireland and 

brought to Scotland during an early one of the perennial 

Irish emigration waves. Up to that time, even the Scots drank 

brandy. Its making has always had something of magic in it 

and distillers have an almost religious aversion to any kind 

of change in their methods. At one distillery, while barley 

was being hoisted by rope in a sack up to a loft, the rope 

broke and the falling sack injured a workman on the ground. 

Someone suggested using a wire rope in the future. The 

distiller refused on the grounds that he'd learned his way 

of making Scotch from his grandfather and he wouldn't 

hear of any substitutions that might alter the character of 

his product! 

Real Scotch can only be made in Scotland. "Chateau 

Bottled Scotch" and "Scotch Bottled at Buckingham Palace" 

do not exist, the Japanese imitations to the contrary notwith- 

standing. Even though there are hundreds of castles up there, 

Scotch comes from humbler origins and most malt distilleries % 

are in small communities hidden in the hills. "Hidden" be- 

cause in the early days, a good deal of hanky-panky went on 

and hefty quantities of illicit uhiskx found its way down 

Scottish gullets. 

Actuallx. although it would be difficult to find a true 
Continued on page 127 

OPPOSITE  PAGE: 

Cordon Bleu chef, Charles Narses, skilljully tosses 

a crepe for Crepes Flam bees, 1. Asparagus 

piled in a pyramid is set beside a bowl of Sauce 

Hollandaise, 2. The chef adds the final touch, a garnish 

of orange sections, to Canard a I Orange, 3. 

In the spare but well-organized kitchen. Cordon Bleu 

students cook for a practical class, afterward 

lunch on their efforts, 4. A student spreads 

Pate Feuilletee with Anchovy Butter, 5. Blanquette de Veau 

is topped with a creamy sauce, 6. The chef 

spoons Sauce Confiture over Tapioca Puddings, 7. 
DAVID MASSEY 

HOUSE & GARDEh 
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/no cooking 
chisscs at 

Cordon 
Bleu 
in Paris 

One of the world's most celebrated cooking schools—Le 

Cordon Bleu—is to he found, unexpectedly, behind a 

modest little shop front in Paris. But it is nonetheless a 

mecca for aspiring (and accomplished) cooks from all 

over the world who converge here to learn from a master 

chef the art of classic French cuisine. We bring this 

famous school into your kitchen with two lessons—one, 

a "practical" cooking session (students sign up for a 

six- or twelve-week course) ; the other, the chef's '"dem- 

onstration" class. You may drop into any demonstra- 

tion for a modest twenty-five franc (five dollar J fee. 



COBDON BLEl 
PRACTICAL CLASS 

MIM    FOR   THI 

PB \<  r*   XL I LASS 

FEIILLETE-   \Y\   v\( HOI- 
BLA.NOLETTE PE MU 
PI DDI>«.   \L   T\PIO»   \ 

Feuill»>it;s   aux   AnHiois 

■   :-• ■<-.:■- 

ri>» to make 
Pate 

Fkuilletee 

of wax 
it. Fold 

. 

1 
P" 

»J    Dough   is   rolled   oat   finally   on 
w»      floored marble and then it is 

trimmed neath with a smalL sharp knife. 

- - 

re chopped finery and 
' ' added to creamed butter, seasoned 
with lemon juice, pepper, and mustard. 

together floor, salt, and 5 tablespo* 
ened butter until it has a sandy con? - 
Form a raound with a well in the ^H 
Pour in all the water    5 
water into flour by pushing a little^H 
flour at a time into the Flour WTBJ 

-r and become fter m 
the flour has been added. Incorpor^H 

- 'i 

until dough is smooth and satiny. If doom 
not soft enoc_ A 
more water by dipping fingertips into i 
and then into dough. The detremp" -houlfl] 
same cor- - -  bed 
a httle to   - in too firr | 

_ 
On  a  lightly-floured  marbled  or 

mica - II out detremp? to aboa 
siie of a dinr 
Place the butter in the center of the ^H 

lose the buttc 
_ 
. aen with a r        _ 

of the pa - _ -  . 
the   Iengtbl 

.J 

3 - - 
tered   and •     _   s 

..:   . s:~ :.:'  :- '. 

/'   Baked re  split  in  ha 
f /    while they are hot and s I »ith 
generous teaspoonful of anchovy   butt* 

- 



.hicken-a-la-clean. 

This new Tappan gas range 
cleans while it cooks. 

You don't spend any time 
or money cleaning the oven 
in this new Tappan. It cleans 
while you cook. At regular 

baking temperatures. It's a 
Continuous Cleaning" oven- 

it has a catalyst in the oven 
ners that keeps spills and 

spatters from baking on. 

Continuous clean liners are 
standard equipment on 

some models, and avail- 
able as an optional extra 
on any free-standing 
Tappan gas range. 
Tappan is a great cook, 
too. It has the Burner- 
with-a-Brain - to keep 
your pots from boiling 
over. An infra-red waist- 
high gas broiler. A warm- 
ing shelf to keep every- 
thing ready till you are. 

See your Tappan dealer 
or gas company for this 
Tappan "Gallery" range. 
Gas gives you a 
better deal. 

TAPPAn 
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION, INC. 

A 

•AG.A. M 



LE CORDON BLEU continued 

Blanqu<»ft<» <!<■ Voan 

2xo pounds shoulder of veal, cut into 

l12-inch cubes 

1 onion, cut in half with 2-3 cloies stuck 

in each half 

1 carrot 

2 leeks 

Uk celery 

1 white turnip 

Salt, freshly ground pepper 
12 pound mushrooms 

25-30 baby onions 

4 tablespoons butter 

3 tablespoons flour 

egg 7 oiks 
1 3 cup heavy cream 

2 tablespoons unsalted butter 

Chopped parsley 

Place veal, onion, carrot, leek?, celery, turnip, 

and salt and pepper to taste in a saute pan 

and cover with cold water. Bring to a boil 

and simmer covered for about 1 hour, or un- 

til meat is tender. 

Prepare the garniture: Poach the mush- 

rooms, and reduce the poaching liquid to : 

to X2 cup. Reserve. In a separate pan, boil 

tlie baby onions until tender. 

W hen the veal is cooked, remove from 

pan and keep warm in a little stock. Strain 

the remaining stock. 

Make a sauce reloute: Melt the butter 

and stir in the flour: cook without browning 

1-2 minutes. Stir in 2V£ cups stock and 1± 

cup of the reserved  mushroom liquid. 

Mix together the egg volks. heavy cream 

and liutter. Mix a little of the hot sauce into 

this mixture and pour this into the sauce. 

Add garnitures to sauce. Bring to a boil, 

stirring constantly. 

Pla>. real in a deep serving platter and 

cover  with sauce  and  garniture. 

Sprinkle chopped parslev on top. and 

serve with rice or boiled potatoes. Serves 6. 

JZLow to make 
Tapioca 

Padding 

Pudding au Tapioea 

Butter 

Sugar ■■* 

2 generous cups milk 

n; l 2 teaspoon salt 

y£~cup fine tapioca 
1 a cup sugar 

3 eggs, separated 

Vanilla 
!4 cup raisins I optional) 
1 2 r"p rum 
7 v cup apricot preserves 

Preheat oven to 425°. Butter a 1-quart char- 

lotte mold well, put a round of wax paper 

on  the bottom,  and butter the papei. 

the sides of the mold with sugar. 

Boil milk with salt in a heavy saucepan. 

When the milk boils, add tapioca and cook, 

stirring, for 2-3 minutes, until it has the con- 

sistency of a sauce. Remove from the fire, 

and add the sugar. Sugar will thin mixture. 

Return to heat and cook until mixture re- 

gains sauce thickness. Remove from heat. 

Add the egg volks all at once and beat well 

with a whisk. Bring to a boil. Flavor with 

vanilla to taste. If desired, wash the raisins 

7\ student stir- the milk and tapioca 

mixture briskly  with  a  wire  whisk 

until it reaches the consistence of a sauce. 

in warm  water, drain, and marinate in 

cup rum. 

Beat the egg whites until stiff. Put i 

tapioca mixture in a bowl and stir in I 

rai-ins and rum. Stir in 1
2 of the egg whi 

with whisk, and then fold in the remaini 

egg whites with wooden spatula. Pour ii 

prepared mold, leaving  1  inch  at  the  b 

Put mold in a bain-marie filled with i 

ter. and put on the stove top to boil the wat 

about 1-2 minutes: mixture should swel 

bit. Cook in the oven for 20 minutes. The pi 

ding is cooked when it is puffed a little 1 

a souffle and colored on top. Let it collaps* 

little, pierce it with a skewer, and if 1 

skewer i- dry it is cooked. On cooling, pi 

ding will shrink to original size. Aid pi 

ding to reenter mold by pressing side- gen 

with fingers as pudding shrinks. Put m< 

in cold water to cool quickly. Leave it 

cool, but not in the refrigerator. 

Make a Sauce Confiture: Bring the af 

cot preserves and :4 cup rum (or water I 

a boil, and boil until clear. Serve almo-t co 

Lnmold the pudding, and peel off 1 

paper on top. When ready to ser\e. poui 

little sauce on top, and serve the rest arou 

the pudding and in a sauce bowl. Serves 

• M   Tapioca mixture is  poured  gei 

■^    into prepared charlotte molds, le 

ing about 1-inch -pace at the top of m< 

120 

-J The cooled puddings are unmolded 

^S onto platters. Paper circle is gently 

removed   from  the  top  of  the  pudding. 

/    The  Chef carefully   drizzles   s 

J-     Confiture over the tapioca pudd j 

first covering the sides, and lasth tht 



Cabinets make the kitchen 

Formica* makes 
brand laminate 

cabinets practical. 
This is the "wash and wear" kitchen, an 
environment of elegance that's truly practical. 
FORMICA"* brand laminate surfaces on cabinets 
and countertops (even walls) resist scuffs, spills 
and washing after washing. Never need refinishing. 
Insist on durable FORMICA® laminate. For more 
information and full-color literature, write 
Formica Corporation, Dept. HG-9, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45232. 

Patterns shown: Maryland Oak 349, Bittersweet 871, Gold Leather 775 

Contemporary style cabinets in 
deep, rich Cortena Pecan, 421 
bring the warmth of woodgrain to 
modern kitchens . .. durably. 

Mediterranean style cabinets in 
Spanish Oak, 344 let you express 
yourself with elegance .. . 
practically. 

Leadership by design 
FORMICA 

©1970 Formica Corporation C YA JVA JVX 1 Z> 
lami nate 

SEPTEMBER,  1970 



LE CORDON  BLEU continued 

JLJPW to make 
Asperges 

Hollandaise 

Trim all th ff white aspara- 

/     gus  spears.   Scrape   spears   thickly 

with a potato peeler. Then trim the ends. 

/ With yolks and hutter at same tem- 

Ar- perature, add melted butter to yolks 

h\    teaspoonfuls,   beating   continuously. 

COBDON BLEU 
DEMONSTBATION CLASS 

MENU FOR THE 
DEMONSTRATION CLASS 

ASPERGES, SAUCE HOLLANDAISE 
CANARD A L'ORANGE 
CREPES FLAMREES 

Sauce Hollandaise 

2-31/2 ounces (4-7 tablespoons) unsalted 

butter 

1 egg yolk 

1 tablespoon cold water 

Lemon juice 

Salt 

Melt, but do not cook, butter in a small 

saucepan. Place egg yolk and water in a 

heavy saucepan. Beat with a wire whisk. Con- 

tinue to whisk yolk over very low heat until 

it is thick and you can see the bottom of the 

pan between strokes. The more the yolk is 

beaten at this stage, the thicker the final 

hollandaise will be. Be careful not to allow 

pan to get too hot. You should always be able 

to touch it with your fingers. Remove from 

^~\ Tie the asparagus spears with string 

f^/ in bunches of six. Boil them in very 

salty   water.   Drain  on   a  folded   napkin. 

^^ Add seasoning and lemon juice to 

f, m finished sauce. Sauce for fish needs 

more   lemon   than   one   for   vegetables. 

heat and allow to cool slightly. If butter is 

cool, reheat to same temperature as yolk. 

Add butter to yolk a teaspoon at a time, 

stirring all the time. Season with lemon juice 

and salt to taste. Keep warm in a bain-marie 

filled with warm water. Makes % to Yo cup; i 

a 3-yolk hollandaise, 1 to 1% cups. 

Canard a 1'Orange 

4-pound dressed duck, prepared for roasting 

with wings cut off at first joint.  Make 

sure ivishbonc is cut out to enable carving 

of breast meat when cooked. 

Orange Sauce (see recipe below) 

1 to V/2 navel or Thompson oranges per 

person 

Cognac 

To roast duck: Preheat oven at 475°. Truss 

the duck. Prick duck all over to allow fat to 

drain during cooking, and roast on its side 

for 1 hour. When duck has browned, after 

10-15 minutes, turn oven down to 425°. Turn 

duck onto other side after 30 minutes. After 1 

hour, check to see if duck is cooked by allow- 

ing juices to run out from inner cavity. If last 

DAVID MASSEY 

(} Beat egg yolks and water for Sauce 

{B   Hollandaise with a wire whisk over 

very gentle heat until thick and creamy. 

/-* The Chef shows off thick Sauce Hol- 

it landaise. Secret of the consistency 

is   in   initial   lengthy   beating   of   yolks. 



rops are cleai oi tan in color, dink i- 

ooked. II the) are pink, duck is nol lull\ 

ooked and should be returned to oven tor 

• 10 minutes more, breast up. 

When  duck  is  fully   roasted,  allow  to 

est LO-20 minutes before carving, 

OraiiK<> Sauce 

' tablespoons fat <>/ cooking oil 

Seek, wings, heart, gizzard oj duck, cut 

iniD small pieces 

medium onion, diced 

I small carrot, diced (optional) 

I heaping tablespoon /lour 

_; in '■'• | cup dry white wine 

iy> to 2 cups beef bouillon 01 stock 

Jtlow to make 
Ciiniird 

a l'Orange 

~M   Duck is tested for doneness 

_£    ing up on fork. When last 

juice run clear (not pink), cluck 

by hold- 

drops of 

is done. 

I 01 2 shallots, finely t hop pi d 

.'m 3 cloves garlic, finely chopped 

I teaspoon tomato paste 

Bouquet gai ni: parsley. ih \ me, bay lea) 

and I small piet e of i elei \ 

1 teaspoon meat glaze, oi I bouillon cube 

Salt, freshly ground peppei 

Zest of mi orange 

2 heaping tablespoons sugar 
1 i cup i inegar 

Duck liver, finely chopped 

2 tablespoons Madeira plus   1   tablespoon 

cognac 

Heat fal or oil in ;i saucepan and brown 

pieces oi duck neck, v\ ings, heart, and gizzard- 

Add diced onion and carrot and brown. Stir 

in Hour and allow to brown, bill do not burn. 

Add wine and -'•, of (lie bouillon, stir well 

with a wooden spatula, and bring to a boil. If 

too tbick, add as much remaining bouillon as 

necessary. Add shallots, garlic, tomato paste, 

bouquet garni, meat glaze or bouillon cube, 

salt and pepper to taste, and tlie zest of 1 

orange. Let sauce simmer while duck roasts. 

Make a caramel sauce: Dissolve sugar 

in a small amount of water and boil it until 

~~\  The Chef strips zest off an orange 

f^    with a vegetable peeler. All knives 

are sharpened before the cooking begins. 

11 < aramelize    \\ hen caramel i- dark, but nol 

burned, pom in vinegai to stop the cooking. 

Boil mixture so most ol vinegai  evapi 

Remove from heat. 

When  duck  has  finished   roasting,  de- 

grea  i ti   ■• pan and di gl tzi   ■■■ itli a little 

bouillon or water.   \dd  jui( e I" -nice. 

Remove sau< e from beat, and add 

chopped liver. Heal gentl) do nol boil. 

Strain sauce b) pressing it through a chinois 

(conical sieve). Add caramel to taste, and 

flavoi   w it h   Madeira and  

To 11 re pare the orange sections and zest: 

Remove the zesl oi ■'> oranges with a vegetable 

peeler.   (Add  ZeSl  ol   I   orange   to   -.line. |   Cut 

remaining zesi into very thin julienne. Place 

julienne in cold water and bring to a boil. 

Strain and set aside. Add to sauce jusl before 

serving. Peel and remove all pith from 

oranges and cut into sections. 

Ten minutes be I ore serving, carve breast 

ol duck and replace in position. Drain orange 

sections and beat them in the oven with a 

dash of cognac. Before serving, add some 

sauce to oranges. Place duck on platter, sur- 

round with some of the orange sauce. Serve 

the remaining sauce separately. Serves   I-I 

s y The sauce is strained through a chin- 

0t ois (conical sieve). A wire whisk is 

used for pushing the sauce through sieve. 

4 The entire breast section is deftly 

~~f~ sliced from the duck, and then re- 

assembled neatly back on duck for serving. 

^ Breast meat sliced and returned to 

m M bird gives attractive appearance. 

Sauce is spooned over and around bird 

6'i Platter is garnished:  Halved, 

'   notched   orange   sections   are   set 

around platter and bird is ready for table. 
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(rt'pt'> Flambees 
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1 
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•     •      wiring the crepes 

Put flour into a mixing bowl and ac i 

• -   •   .       -r.d salt, and mis well  ■ 
'    i milk a little at a time and Tniv 

ntil ther-  in mps and batter is 

_   "   iream. Flav.: - 

vanilla. Or all the ingredients can be mixed 

T blender at one time. Let batt- 

for at       - .        . . 

-. add melted 

heat pan until a drop of wa>    -        - in it 

th melted butter, and pour in just 

tter I 

tilting par. When unc    - 

.   turn 

and cook just long er.     _ brown 

. If after 1 >: -  2 is too 

■   add additional milk. P.; • 

lapping sbghtly on a large platter. Sprinkle 

with  sugar, pour cognac over,  and ignite. 

Makes about 20 c:-' 

Recipe for Feuilletes 
aux Anchoi* 

(Continued from page 118) 

"and and to seal *"4?es. Cover and re- 

_ >-30 minutes. Roll out pastry into 

tangk   _out 18 inches long. Fold in 

Thuds, and rotate  -, -    that open end faces 

press   iown on open ends with 

rolling pin to hold top fold in place while 

rolling out, and then roll out again and fold 

in thirds. You have now given the past 

er and refrigerate for 45 minutes. 

Repeat -turning" process 2 more times to 

make 6 turns, refrigerating 45 minutes be- 

tween turns. 

Preheat oven to 475:. Roll pastry out 

in a thin square 1«. inch thick. Cut in rec- 

tangles 1 inch by 3 inches and place on bak- 

ing sheet that has been lightly buttered and 

sprinkled with water. Brush beaten egg 

top of pastry and make decorative diagonal 

-   >n top with the back of a knife blade. 

Place in oven for approximately 7 minutes, 

turning oven down to 425r after 4 m:        - 

Do not open oven door for 6 mini.:- - 

will rise and brown evenly. 

Split in half while hot, separating top 

from bottom. Spread with Anchovy Butter 

and replace tops. Serve warm. 

Anchovy  Bntter 

10 anchovy fillets, finely chopped 

10 tablespoons unsalted butter, melted 

:o soften 

Lemon jit 

ly ground pepper 

Dijon mustard 

Mix the chopped anchovies and soft butter 

together. Season to taste with lemon juice, 

pepper, and a touch of mustard. 

Point*  to  watch 

• It is important to remember that butter and 

detrempe must be the same consistencv be- 

fore starting the fabrication of the feuilletage. 

• Turning process should be done rapidlv so 

that butter does not melt. 

• Marble, surface of pastry, and rolling pin 

should be Hghtly floured at all times to pre- 

vent sticking. 

• If at any time butter comes through pastry 

while rolling I if pastry sticks to marble or 

roller), hghtly flour and refrigerate until 

butter hardens again before trying to finish. 

• The use of a firm margarine in place of the 

butter will make the procedure easier and 

should be used by beginners 5 times or more 

before attempting to make pastry- with but- 

ter. If margarine is salted, eliminate salt. 

Recipe adapted from the French by Richard 

Grausmun, Cordon Bleu spokesman in  I S. 

cAwarded 
the Seal 

of Approval 

Vv 

Shenandoah 
CORNISH GAME HENS 
For your circle of friends, 
your family or yourself, 
nothing beats the 

:rdinary taste and 
• 3.or of Shenandoah 
Cornish Game Hens... 
the delectable difference 
in dining. Once a 
gourmet-only favorite, 
Shenandoah has rra;f 
the I Ornish Hen an 

for 
everybody. Each bird is 
U.S.D.A. Grade   - 
quality and eacti   s 
plump, meaty and bred to 
be small-boned. Extra 
flavorful, every: ~~ 
At your neighborhood 
food market now. 

i 

— II  Z '-•.-:-        INEF   POULTRY   REC   PES     '.RITE: DEPT. HG-9, SHENANDOAH, 510 NORTHERN  BLVD., GREAT NECK,  N. Y.   11021    J 
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mgTips Cjooki 
from 

1£ (Jordon 
Bleu 

• The Cordon Bleu teaches thrift. "Never throw any- 

thing aua\." sa\s the chef. Pastr) scraps are used for decora- 

tion: hones and \egetables saved for slocks and soups. When 

onl\ the \olk of an egg is needed, die white is hoarded for the 

next souffle or meringue. Stored in the refrigerator, it will 

keep a month or frozen, several months. Fruit poaching liquid 

can be kept 2 to 1 weeks and used again (add a little grated 

orange rind, for instance, to pear-poaching syrup and use it 

to cook prunes I. Only the stems of parsle) can be used in a 

bouquet garni (the) have more flavor), the tops are reserved 

to chop for garnish. A bouquet garni is secured simply with 

string, no cheesecloth. 

• The look of a di-h i» all important. Garnishee are al- 

ways arranged with great care .1 perfect circling "I halved 

orange slices l"i Canard a I'Orangi . .1 large hunch of parsle) 

sel beside the asparagus. Ham on toast rounds foi oeufs 

poches a VHollandaise is cul exactl) to Bize. 

• In sauce-making, bones, carrots, and onions f"i sto< I are 

browned under the broiler for color and flavor, Foi a demu 

glace (basis of most brown sauces and mad'' at the school 

almost ever) da) I, onions and carrots arc colored in fat, not 

butter (butter hums easil) and the fat i-- skimmed oil die 

top am \\a\ 1. \\ hite sauces 1 .m l»- < ooked over high heal when 

they're stirred constantly. Sauces an- almost alwa\s passed 

through a strainer or chinois for perfect smoothness. 

• For patisserie, ingredients are weighed precisel). Students 

making Pate Feuilletee are taught t<> work quickl) with their 

fingertips and to handle dough no more than nece-sar\. add- 

ing just enough water to hind dough together. An egg \"lk 

mav be added to pastr) dough but the while only when wm 

need a more substantial dough, e.g., for quiche lit makes it 

dr\ ). Pastr) is rolled on marble—cooler and smoother than 

other surfaces. 

• Timing is exact.  Eggs at room temperature are  hard 
cooked in boiling water for precisely 12 minutes, then 

plunged into cold water to stop cooking. Creole (boiled ) rice 

is cooked in lots of gently boiling water for 1!! minutes, stirred 

occasionally, and rinsed in cold water. The chef then tosses it 
Continued on next page 

i?ic£a (Bolor 
and add a splash of style with 

iBOROCN 

From baskets of beauty to partyware with a punch, Lusto-ware in 

House & Garden colors is your decorator choice. And you'll enjoy its 

care-free utility, thrifty cost! Shop for other Lustro-ware products 

to refashion your entire house—kitchen, laundry and bath. 

LUSTRO-WARE Division of Borden Chemical, Borden Inc , Columbus. Ohio 43223 

* CCXJDRS  « 

* \ 
***'« Of IMv.O »<** 

■■RSv 
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Striping is 

what it's all about, 

edging the wood of table and sofa 

to match the Flag Red of the 

fabric. 15 striping colors, 16 

finishes. Our Cabinet/Upholstery 

portfolios are good theatre. $1.50 

each toTomlinson Furniture, 

High Point, North Carolina 27261. 

REICHMAN 
fireplace tools and equipment 

when only the finest will do.. 
With Reichman fireplace tools and equipment there is a dis- 
tinctiveness in their many styles, any one of which will 
definitely  add   to  the decor of your  fireplace and   home. 

Your husband will certainly smile with pleasure, because at 
last you have fireplace tools and equipment that not only 
enhance the beauty of your home, but are sturdy, and made 
for years and years of rugged service. 

Reichman fireplace tools and equipment are available in two 
finishes: wrought iron black, or wrought iron with the rich 
and delightful "pewter-look". 

Ask for Reichman fireplace equipment at your favorite 
store, or if you'd rather, send 50jf for brochure showing com- 
plete line and the name of the dealer nearest you. Custom 
Wrought Products, Greentown, Pa. 18426. 

COOKING TIPS FROM  LE CORDON  BLEU 

continued from preceding page 

with a little butter and dries it out in a moderate oven for 

several minutes. 

• Meats. Salt beef after cooking, not before I it tends to 

toughen meat fibers i. To saute meat, fat must be hot and 

meat dr\. Always flour veal and pork, whatever the cut. to 

seal in the juices of these rather dry meats. At the Cordon 

Bleu, to give subtle flavoring to lamb, coarselv chopped garlic 

is strewn in the roasting pan. Always wait 10 minutes after 

taking any roast from the oven before carving to allow meat 

to relax and absorb juice again. Birds should be roasted on 

their sides. For pates and meats served cold, over-season, 

especially with salt, as chilling dulls flavor. 

• Be prepared. Take all ingredients out of the refrigerator 

2 to 3 hours before cooking. "It wont hurt eggs or butter 

and you can be more certain of precision in cooking if all in- 

gredients are at the same temperature." says Chef Narses. 

• Poached fruits should be cooled before spicing with 

rum I it w ill evaporate if they're hot I. Poach fruit in a shal- 

low casserole, and always let it cool in the syrup. Glaze for 

cold fruits spreads more smoothly and evenly if the glaze is 

hot. Cool fruit before putting it in an uncooked pastry shell 

or the pastry dough will melt. 

• The chef always gives reasons for his rules. Have 

enough fat in a pate to keep it moist—too little and it will be 

dry. Put salsify in cold water with vinegar to prevent its 

turning brown. Poach mushrooms with lemon to prevent 

browning. Alw ays u hip cream over ice to prevent turning. Stir 

gelatine over ice to thicken faster. Don't put too much sugar 

in crepe batter, the sugar tends to caramelize and stick to the 

pan. 

• Enrollment at the Cordon Bleu. Students can enroll 

for a six- or twelve-week course. There are two practical cook- 

ing sessions i about eight students at a time i and five demon- 

stration sessions a week for students and visitors. 

It \ou wish to attend one or more demonstration while 

vou're in Paris. \ou may obtain the months program by 

contacting the Cordon Bleu. 24 Bue du Champ de Mars, 

Paris 7. The fee for a single demonstration is twenty-five 

francs I five dollars i. 

After passing the Cordon Bleu test and completing one 

twehe-week course, you may obtain Le Cerlificat Elemen- 

taire. After three twelve-week sessions Le Diplome de I'Annee, 

and the final Le Grand Diplome is given after successfully 

obtaining the two previous diplomas and four twelve-week 

sessions at the school. And we hear there are plans afoot for 

a Cordon Bleu school in New \ ork in the future. 

Manuscripts 

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited 

manuscripts, photographs, drawings or house plans. 

All material must be accompanied by postage for return. 
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SCOTCH AND WHAT? 
continued from page 116 

Scol »IH> would admit it, Scotch was a vet) unappreciated 

drink until aboul a hundred years ago. I p to thai time the 

chic drink  for our great-grandfathers  was  brandy.   Bui  .1 

microscopic and unwelci •  American import—in the form 

of an unattractive linl<- bug l>\ the name of Phylloxera 

changed all that. Somehow, perhaps in a bunch oi American 

grapes, Phylloxera made the trip to Europe. Oui antihero 

tourisl did nol affecl American grapes, which wen- apparent- 

ly immune, bul li<' was a vine lover if not a wine lover. Ili- 

habil was to -ink his snoul into vine roots to suck out the 

sap, leaving the wound unhealable. So the plant died. 

European vines were unused to this kind of attack, and 

From 1863 and for thirrj years thereafter, were devastated 

l>\ the tin) bug. Since brand] is made from wine, and less 

and less wine was available for brand) distillation, supplies 

of that fashionable drink became short. The elite began 

to turn to Scotch. B) the time someone discovered that 

European grape vines could be grafted onto immune Ameri- 

can roots, thus foiling Phylloxera, someone else had found 

that a blended whisk) cut down the strong peat) taste of 

the straight malts the Scots loved and that the resulting 

beverage could be sold to delighted foreigners. 

Scotch has never looked back. Before Phylloxera. Scot- 

land made about 10 million gallons of whisky. By 1397 

it was making 31 million gallons of it. Today it is produc- 

ing over 113 million. So, in a way, Americans can take some 

..I the 1 redil foi the success of v> otch. 

In anothei way, so can tin- French, foi it was French 

brand) that was supplanted. Even the French are toda) 

n-.it suppoitei- "I Scotch (the) drink '!.'■> million gallons 

ol it pet year), bul this i- .1 new development since World 

War II. I can remember a French New Year's Eve party, 

in~i after the War. when Scotch was first becoming known 

in Paris. \l\ In>~i- did nol reall) know what it was, nor 

how to drink it. We were served the stuff in tumblers, filled 

to the top as if it were wine or water. Most of the guests 

did not last until midnight. 

Scotch lovers will go to great lengths t" enjo) their 

favorite tipple, especially when it is in short supply. One 

whole regiment of Canadians of my acquaintance got into 

trouble for using a bit too much initiative during the War 

while suffering from ennui and thirst in some forsaken part 

of Scotland, where there were more distilleries than guards. 

They obtained a gooseneck awl from the supplv depot and 

snaked this through a warehouse window to drill a hole in 

one of the storage vats within. 

\\ ilh a length of hose, they then siphoned put enough 

gallons of fairly raw. but aging, whisky to render the whole 

regiment less than useful in case of an emergency, such as 

an invasion. 

Back in 1905 there was a famous law case in England. 
Continued on the next page 

A FLOOR TO FLOP ON 
Think of your carpet cushioning as furniture. A nice, comfortable place to 
flop. Why not? With today's real latex foam carpet cushioning, you walk, sit 
or relax on millions of tiny bubbles of air. 

Luxurious. . . yes! But practical. Real latex foam rubber cushioning is 
dust-free, mildew-resistant, and excellent insulation against noise. 

Real latex foam cushioning has just the right amount of "give." This 
extends carpet life. It's kinder to your feet and legs. And it's sinfully comforta- 
ble for floor flopping. That's why so many quality carpets now have 
permanently attached cushioning. 

Insist on real latex foam rubber cushioning. Write today for free book- 
let, "Carpet Facts for Young Moderns." What it says may floor you. 

LATEX FOAM RUBBER COUNCIL, 551 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017 

*-^ 

Look for this symbol of quality 

s9Pn 
So QO Latex P©ci] Gin) 

538oO 
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What's at the bottom of 
the free California life-style? 
An AcrilarT Odyssey exposing what's afoot across America. 

In the October issue. 

SCOTCH AND WHAT? 
continued from preceding page 

known as the "What is Whisky" case. The pure malt whisky 

distillers—pure malt being virtually the original Scotch— 

were upset that their brew was being cut with grain whisky 

to make its strong taste more palatable to the unreconstructed 

British. The blenders won, and the blend is legally Scotch, 

but opinion is still divided in Scotland as to whether it is 

really Scotch. However, without blending, it probabh would 

not have been possible to sell the stuff to non-Scots. 

Malt whisky is one of the four basic types of ingredients 

the Scots believe must be part of any good blend. Since 

blending is done by smell rather than taste, a blender is 

know n as a "nose." You should have, the "noses" sa\. an 

island malt, a highland malt, a lowland malt, and a grain 

whisky in every bottle of fine drinking Scotch. Considering 

the fact that a quality blend has sixty-five different whiskies 

in it, you could hardly miss having some of all the four es- 

sentials in any good brand you would be likely to bu\. 

The business about "light"' Scotch usually puzzles the 

Scots themselves, for the amount of alcohol in the drink is 

the same whether the drinkers call it light or heavy. To the 

real aficionado, the only true Scotch is the "single" malt 

whisk)—that is, one that comes from a single distillery 

and is made exclusively from malt. Most people would con- 

sider this fairly "'hea\ \," I suppose, because of its pro- 

nounced peatiness. From that extreme, through blending w ith 
Continued on page 202 

Some sidings can dent. 
corrode, interfere withT^ 

attract lightning, rot, blister 
and peel. 

oik* BIRD 

There is an authorized Bird Home 
Improvement Contractor near you. Insist 
on Bird quality and you will get it. If you 
want more information, mail this coupon 
to Box HG9, Bird & Son, E. Walpole. 
Mass. 02032 

Tell me 
more about: 

□ asphalt roofing     rj vinyl shutters 
j] vinyl siding rj vinyl gutters 

That'si 
I   State  

Bird makes 
vinyl siding. 

City 

County. -Zip. 

Good siding should be seen and not heard. It should be colorful without corrosion. 
It should stand up against sun and weather without peeling or denting . 

It should last without looking its age. That's what Bird vinyl siding does. Bird makes 
solid vinyl siding, a tough house siding in any climate. Your only maintenance 
is an occasional washing, to keep it looking like new. When it comes to house 

protection, we're on your side. 
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Flwts about 

building 
MATERIALS 

AND   EQUIPMENT 

VSED  IV   REMODELING 

THE  III 1.11   NEWELL 

JACOBSEN   ROUSE 

(page* 102-1O7) 

CONTRACTOR: John D. Clayborne 
SIZE OI  HOI SE: 4,950 square feet, 
plus basemenl 
si/l   HI   I.DI :   I. ID!) squall- feel 

STRUCTURE NEW ADDITION 

Fouiulutioti: Concrete block foun- 
dation walls on concrete footings. 

Framing: Wood frame construc- 
tion of walls, roof, floors, and ceil- 

ings with masonry exterior walls. 

EXTERIOR  OF   HOUSE  
NEW   ADDITION 

Exterior walls:  Brick. 

Exterior finish: Gray paint on 

walls, white paint on wood trim by 
Benjamin Moore & Co. 

Roofs: Sloping roof of terne metal 
by Follansbee Steel Corp. Flat 
roofs of built-up roofing with five 
layers of bituminous coated build- 
ing paper. 

Insulation: In walls and roof, 3- 
inch-thick aluminum foil-back 
glass fiber batts by Owens-Corning 

Fiberglas Corp. In floor slab, 1- 
inch-thick rigid insulating board 
around heating-cooling ducts. 

Windows: Made-to-order fixed 
glass panels; single hung operat- 
ing windows by Look Products 
Div. of Rusco Industries, Inc. 

Skylights: Plexiglas by Rohm & 
Haas Co. 

Doors: Lumidor sliding glass 
doors by Lumidor Mfg. Co. Flush 
interior  doors  of  Masonite  with 
hollow core. 

INTERIOR  OF  HOUSE  
NEW   ADDITION 

Walls and ceilings: In all major 

rooms, Vo-inch gypsum wallboard 
by U.S. Gypsum Co. In bathrooms, 
ceramic tile in tub and shower 
areas by American Olean Tile Co. 

Interior finish: White oil base 
paint by Benjamin Moore & Co. 

■ V- ■ ■ 

Invite friends to dine in your wonderful world. 
You'll be the hostess with "the mostest" to be proud of . . . and 
the least to worry about . . . when you entertain surrounded by 
the quiet elegance of Four Seasons. This handsome new collec- 
tion by Bassett includes several attractive dining room suites 
... or you may prefer to combine individual pieces of your 
choice. A lustrous Autumn finish has been selected to enhance 
the clean-limbed loveliness of superb contemporary styling . . . 
and of course, every piece is guaranteed to provide the quality, 
durability and value you have every right to expect from the 
makers of fine furniture for everv room in anv home. Bassett. 

See your Bassett dealer today 
. . . or send 50c for your copy 
of the new Bassett Idea Book 
to: Why Wait?, Dept. k<i9. 
Bassett, Virginia 24055. 

World's Largest Mjnufjslurcr of WooJ Fu 

Floors: In major rooms, white oak 
stained dark walnut. In kitchen, 4- 
inch quarry tile: in bathrooms, 
off-white ceramic tile by American 

Olean Tile Co. 

Lighting fixtures: Recessed cylin- 

drical ceiling fixtures by Litecraft 
Mfg. Corp.; wall washer fixtures 
and outdoor downlights by Edison 
Price, Inc.; dining room ceiling 
fixture by Kleigl Bros. Dimmer 
control switches by General Elec- 

tric Co. 

Fireplace: Brick. Damper by Don- 

ley Bros. 

Hardware: On interior doors, ce- 

ramic knobs by Eaton, Yale & 
Towne, Inc. 

Kitchen cabinets: Made to order 
by Miller Building & Supply Co. 

Kitchen and bathroom counter- 

tops: "Textolite" plastic laminate 
by General Electric. 

Plumbing fixtures: In bathrooms, 

American-Standard. Inc. In kitch- 
en, stainless steel sink by Elkay 
Mfg. Co. 

MECHANICAL   EQUIPMENT 
AND   APPLIANCES 

Appliances: Ovens by Thermador 
Division    of    Norris    Industries; 

cooking top by Wt-tinghou-e Elec- 
tric Corp.: Disposall food waste 
disposer by General Electric Co.; 
refrigerator by Montgomery W ard 
& Co.; KitchenAid dishwasher 
by The Hobart Mfg. Co.: exhaust 
ventilating fan by Broan Mfg. Co. 
Laundry washer and dryer by 
General Electric. 

Hot water heater: 50-gallon tank 

by General Electric. 

Heating-cooling system: Two- 

zone forced warm air heating sys- 
tem with summer cooling. Furnace 
and blower fans by American- 
Standard, Inc. Thermostatic con- 
trols by Honeywell. 
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Precisely reproduced on satin-finish stainless steel, a college diploma, 
a certificate, photograph or any other document will last virtually 

forever.  Lettering and illustrations are fused to the solid stainless- 
steel . . . impervious to moisture, aging, and sunlight. A quick wipe 

with a damp cloth maintains its elegant luster. 
For our other distinctive, enduring gift ideas, see your jeweler or stationer, 

or write direct for descriptive pamphlet. 

THE MASSILLON PLAQUE COMPANY 
DEPT.H9.630 N. ERIE ST., MASSILLON, OHIO 44646 

FOR   THE   4. \ I III KIM.    nil  I 

VVhat's new 
for the kitchen 

Pretty to look at, easy to work with—these 
are the elements that hrighten the kitehen 

and make it a joy to cook in. 

30 

*NATIONALLY   DISTRIBUTED. 

ALL   PRICES  APPROXIMATE. 

STORE ADDRESSES,   PAGE   138 



V 

EHLMANN 

IS*Mi 

I.  Ceramic, (> inch  wall liles with 

colorful fruil or vegetable design. 
$1.50. Dallas Ceramic. 2. Electric 
steamer  that  also  holds  food  at 
proper temperature, w iili egg boiler 
and   poacher.   "Steamer-Matic," 
$40. Panasonic   3. A\l   I- \l radio- 

clock  that  attaches  unobtrusively 
under   cabinet.   While,   12'. 

inches.   $50.   RCA   Victor." 

4.   Bun   wanner   that   also   steams, 

thaws, lias egg-cooking attachment. 

$16. Remington." 5. Butcher-block 

table, a  12-inch circle expanding to 

06 inches with two leaves. $305. But- 

cher Block. 6. Lucite drawer pulls 

with real flower inserts. 

$2.75    small:    $3.50 

large. Mayhew. 7. Ceramic 

tiles—white and  beige on honey-col- 

ored background, "Estrella." $7.80 a 

square foot. Country Floors. 8. Blue, 

enamel-on-steel, 3-quart saucepan with 

white  floral  border.  $15. 

Cook's Corner. 9. Electric 

fondue    maker    with 

^ eight  automatic 

■kk        settings, 

a t c o n o i 

warmer. 

With   two 

pots:   one 

Teflon- 

ined, one 

stone- 

ware. 

Forks   in- 

cluded. 

$30.Ham- 

l   i   t   o  n 

Beach." 

10.   Roll- 

ing   food 

preparation  unit, 

79 inches high, 30 long. 

Chopping   block   table,   For- 

mica-covered shelves, chrome hooks. 

$600. Bloomingdale's. 11. Combination 

can  opener/ice crusher  with  container 

holding 24 ounces 

of crushed ice. $25. Gen- 

eral Electric." 

12. Brushed 

aluminum towel bar. $14. 

Altman's. 13. Ceramic 

8-inch tile. Terra-cotta- 

color design on white. 

"Mango." $2.70 a square 

foot.   Country   Floors. 

We don't recommend the family pet. 

But when it comes to getting things clean . . . from shirts to sheets, from 
dresses to draperies, from socks to suits . . . you get great results every time with 
NORGE laundry and drycleaning equipment. 

Modern fabrics are changing the scene. The Permanent Press Revolution 
is on! No-iron fabrics and the amazing new double-knit garments are taking over 
from conventional easy-wrinkle clothing. NORGETOWN Stores have specially 
programmed machines for your no-iron fabrics and fast service cleaning and 
pressing for your regular garments.* 

Discover bright, new, modern NORGETOWN one-stop fabric care centers 
now being established coast to coast. They offer savings of over 50% on cleaning 
your no-iron clothing and fabrics . . . they need no pressing! Knowledgeable 
counselors help you with all your fabric care problems. 

For better results, bigger savings—your best friend is your NORGETOWN 
Laundry and Drycleaning Store. 

And that's no shaggy dog story! 

T.M. NORGETOWN 
LAUNDRY AND DRYCLEANING 

FEDNOR Corporation/NORGE Commercial Division 
1200 Greenleaf Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007 

*NORGETOWN" Stores use the NORG-CLOR- Plus specially formulated solvent-detergent system 

w 



SWfflG-fl-Wfiy HAS THE BEST OF BOTH... 
mflnuflL ADD ELECTRIC cnn OPEIIERS! 

•^V Electric Can Opener features 
rtf^S^ Slide-A-Part Cleaning for easy 
Is     V removal of the 

complete gear-driven 
cutting unit. 

Makes it simple 
to wash and clean 
thoroughly. Available 
with knife sharpener.   ijj 

wju  From $13.95* 

jQfc Portable Can Opener 
has a smooth, easy way With, cans—thanks 

to the exclusive, 
gear-driven cutter. 

It can be used 
anywhere. Anyplace. 

IN    HOUSE   &   GARDEN    COLORS 

^Suggested List 
From $1.98* 

I I UMil HI    WITH   A   FUTURE 

Slj       lU 'A'tUflll because people open cans 
5 SWING-A-WAY MANUFACTURING CO . ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 63116 

cDfSnjatic accetjt 
... SpatVSk Style 

Concentrate on a table for drama. Hammary's Del 
Mundo offers an entrancing mixture of handsome oak 
woods, wrought iron, and heavy simulated slate to 
create a room freshening focal point or to accent a 
seating piece. Write for brochure of Del Mundo and 
other sensitive stylings by Hammary. 50C please. 
Hammary Furniture Div. U. S. Industries, Inc., Dept. 3, 
Lenoir, N. C. 28645. 

(^jjmmajw 

Servers: 
first aid 
for the hostess 

Versatile, efficient, and very good 

looking, these new pieces of furni- 

ture make it easy to serve food and 

drink with minimum fuss, maxi- 

mum flair. 1. Mobile walnut cart 

hides its spillproof, black work sur- 

face under a roll top. 34 inches 

wide. 38 high. By Drexel, $265 at 

GimbePs. 2. Butcher-block cart on 

bicycle wheels, with wine rack, 

utilil)  drawer: makes a handy re- 

VAN CUYLENBURG 

freshmen! center either indoors or 

out. 37 inches wide, 37 high. 

I5\ RaMiior. S2.39 at 

John M.SmUh. 3. White, 

molded plastic cocktail 

table houses a removable 

well for ice. bottles, what- 

ever. The lid lifts off and 

doubles as a tray for snacks. 

32 inches square, 15 high. Imported 

from Italx by Selig. $250. 4. Col- 

umn of molded, white plastic has 

multiple shelves, multiple uses— 

hors d'oeuvre stand, for instance, 

132 
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bedside m towel stand for guest 

room. 12-inch diameter, 39 high. 

Imported from I lolland \>\ Found 

ers, $150 al The Jones Store. 

.">. \in|ili- mobile sei vei in < Oriental 

red, crackle lacquer adds a spank- 

ing accent lo an\ room. 50 inches 

wide. 34y2 high. By White, $310 at 

A. II. Sliehl." 6. Red lacquer cock- 

tail table lias added bonus of a 

mini-refrigerator in one of its four 

storage sections. About 10 inches 

square, IS high. Made in Germany 

by Moebellink.:: 7. Graceful Louis 

Wl-slyle table has its own tray that 

nestles in jigsaw fashion, lifts off 

for afternoon tea. breakfast in bed. 

25% inches wide. 2(> high. In 

cherry, by Globe, $150 at Wayside. 

call 
Roto- 

• It ter 
(that's the name) 

ROTO- 
ROOTER 

Sewer clogged? Drains 
slow? Call your local 
Roto ■ Rooter Company 
for prompt service. The 
Roto-Rooter man Razor- 
Kleens* any sewer or 
drain —kitchen, bath, 
basement or laundry. 
Leaves 'em like new. No 
muss, no fuss. Call the 
company millions de- 
pend upon . . . Roto- 
Rooter. There's only one 
. . . you'll find yours 
listed in the phone book. 

ROTO-ROOTER CORPORATION, WEST DES MOINES, IOWA 50265 
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ALVIN 

Complements your cherished 
china and crystal, caresses 
your treasured linens! 
Ten great designs 
each the ultimate 
example of the 
silversmith's art./ 
Let Alvin speak 
of your 
infallible 
good taste 

... in beauti- 
ful accents. 

'ALVIN 
STERLING 

SINCE  1886 

PROVIDENCE • RHODE ISLAND 
• 02907 

© 1970 Alvin 

Information for 

shopping 
ALL PRICES QUOTED THROUGHOUT THE EDITORIAL 

PACES  OF  HOUSE  &  CARDEN   ARE  APPROXIMATE. 

"CONSULT YOUR INTERIOR DESIGNER 

OR STORE DECORATING DEPARTMENT. 

HOUSE  &   GARDEN   COLORS   1971 
Pag.-   93 , 

Pedestal credenza with molded plas- 

tic doors in Parrot Green, white inte- 

rior. 60y4" x 18" x 30" high. $280. 

End table with molded plastic drawer 

in Parrot Green, white interior, 23%" 

x 26" x 20%" high. $95. Commode on 

casters with molded plastic doors in 

Parrot Green, 31%" x 20%" x 2iy4" 

high, $115. Chair of white molded 

plastic (available in Parrot Green, 

Sun Yellow, and Bittersweet), 39" x 

33" x 28" high, $90. Upholstered 

chairs in wet-look vinyl, wood interior 

frame, polished aluminum legs. 34" x 

32" x 30" high, $170. All by Broyhill 

Premier, Div. of Brovhill Industries. 

Electrohome "Space Bubble"' port- 

able stereo, spun aluminum base and 

smoked plastic top (includes global 

speakers not shown), 18" diameter, 

$150 at Bloomingdale's. 

Concave lamps, polished mirror- 

chrome inner surface to reflect light, 

liy2" x 31 y2" high, $300 each. Ginger 

jar by Gabianelli, white ceramic, 6%" 

high, $30. Gear-shaped ashtray by 

Gabianelli. 8" diam. x 3" high, $15. 

All imported from Italy by Beylerian 

Ltd. 

Stainless steel ice bucket. 7" diam. x 

5%" high, $45. Stainless steel cock- 

tail shaker, 8V2" high, $25. Stainless 

steel platter, 22" x 15%", $35. Plastic 

glasses, 12 oz., $1.75 each. Clear glass 

wine liter, 9", $13.50. All at Bonniers. 

Bell System Picturephone and 12-but- 

ton Touch Tone telephone by AT&T. 

"Velour" Kodel carpet, 12' or 15' 

widths. $9 square yard, by World 

Carpets. 
Page   97 

Cabinet lacquered in Sun Yellow, 

lighted interior, 25" x 16" x 75" high. 

$270. Square cocktail tables lac- 

quered in Sun Yellow, glass tops, 21" 

square x 16" high, $90 each. Pedestals 

lacquered in Sun Yellow, 12" square 

x 36" high, $70 each. White lacquer 

table with glass top, 63" x 18" x 28" 

high, $130. White lacquer mirror, 26" 

x 38", $65. Cocktail table lacquered 

in Sun lellow, 54" x 18" x 16" high, 

$85. White lacquer pierced armchair, 

36" high, $90. Chaises with 3 cush- 

ions, 90" long, $590 each. All by 

Tbomasville Furniture Industries. 
Armchair and chaises covered in 

"Persia" tile print custom-colored 

cotton fabric. 48" wide, $16.50 yard. 
i "Palma" 

$15   yard. 
Small   pillows   covered   i 

cotton   fabric,   48"   wide. 

"Small Gazebo" wallcovering in Sun 

Yellow and white, paperbacked vinyl, 

$16.50 roll. All by Hannett, Morrow, 

Fischer.* 

Yellow and white lacquered box (on 

table  behind chaise),  lb1/'  x 9%" 

x 4%" high. $270. Ivory elephant tusk 

capped   in   brass,   28"   long,   $150. 

Ostrich egg on  stand   (in cabinet), 

9MT    high,    $120.    All     at    Karl 
Springer.* 

Pair of  metal   boxes  imported  from 

India, 5" x 3%", $75 each at Luten. 
Clarey, Stern.* 

Polished-chrome    lamps    with    floor 

switch, 45" high, $75 each by Robert 

Sonneman.* 

Hexagonal  pots  with  bamboo  motif 

(on pedestals), white glazed ceramic, 

12" diam. x 8" high, $25 each. Clear 

glass hurricane shades, 15" high, $15 

each. Yellow cabbage salad plates. 

8%" diam., $3 each. All at Mayhew. 

Plaited grass basket with handles and 

liner (under mirror), 16" x 10" x 15" 

high, $17.50. Woven wicker tree 

basket with handles. 22%" diam. x 

11%" high, $30. Both at Antonio 
Flowers. 

Ceramic tiles, 4" square, $2 square ft. 

by Dallas Ceramic. 

PLASTICS   Page  98 

CO 

1. Dining chair imported from Italy, 

18" wide x 24" deep, $125 at Alt- 

man's. 

2. Set of plastic bowls imported from 

Italy, 8" to 18" diam., $50 the set at 

Altman's. 

3. Scooped-out coffee table imported 

from Italy, 24" square, $225 at Alt- 

man's. 

4. Skyscraper lightbox imported from 

Italy, 30" square, $275 at Altman's. 

5. Screens by John Harris, 76" x 32", 

$175 each through .Marshall Field. 

Page   99 

6. Magazine rack/table by John Har- 

ris, $145 at Luten, Clarey, Stern.* 

7. Desk with mirrored top, by John 

Harris, 24" x 58" x 30" high, $675 

through Altman's. 

8. Screen by John Harris, see #5 

above. 
9. Lamp, satin glass globe, 15" high, 

$45 by Robert Sonneman.* 

10. Pedestals with mitered corners, 

12" square x 24" x 36" high, $105 to 

$135 at Bloomingdale's. 

11. Zigzag magazine rack by John 

Harris, $75 at Karl Mann.* 

12. Upholstered chair imported from 

Italy, $395 at Altman's. 
13. Bowl, see #2 above. 

14. Table, 12" cube, $60 at Albrizzi. 

SUPER   PINKS  Pag.    112 

1. "Vis-a-Vis" bath collection de- 

signed by Pierre Cardin: tufted Ca- 
prolan bath rug in Azalea, 24" x 36", 

$16; bath sheet printed on sheared 

tern. Pink Pink and African Violet, 

$10; bath towel of sheared terry jac- 

quard. Azalea, $4. Luster quality 

sheared terry solid color towels in 

Azalea: bath $3.50; hand $2; wash- 

cloth 80c. All by Fieldcrest at Bloom- 

ingdale's. 

Page   113 

2. "Quatrefoil" woven wool carpet in 

Pink Coral on Oyster White ground, 

27" wide, 6" repeat. $30 lineal yard 

by Harmony Carpet.* 
3. Lounge chair and ottoman on 

casters designed by Ruth Clark, up- 
holstered in Azalea and Bittersweet 

on white ground, weltless English 

seams: chair is 31" x 35" x 29" high. 

$300; ottoman is 27" x 20" x 14%" 

34 HOUSE & GARD; 



Low Maid i 

In authorized H&C colors 

FINE FURNITURE — THE 

His and hers chairs, the 
comfortable couple, are 
handcrafted with real love to 
stay together forever. You 
select from a thousand lovely 
upholstery fabrics, including 
quilted prints, fashionable 
textures, and an incomparable 
variety of velvets. 

If you like traditional 
furniture you can enjoy being 
around for a long time, write 
for the name of your nearest 
Harden dealer. Include $1.00 
and receive our new 120-page 
1970 catalog. 
Harden Furniture Company, 
Box G9, McConnellsville, 
New York 13401 

V TRADITION 

I   oh.nil.I. 

22. "Phoenix" wall< overing in Vzalt -i 
and Parrot Green on while pati nl 
sm\I i matching fabrii from Don K.n 
lin I abiics), 27" wide, 36" repeat, 
$19.50 roll by Allum.V 
2.'i. "his" polished cotton fabrii in 
Pink Pink, Pink < loral, and I ■ ttui e, 
50" wide, 27" repeat, *h"> yard by 
Francis an Fabj it 
Page   I I I 

1. "Fish scale" pillow in black and 
I lag Red from The l>e-ign \\ »ik' oi 
Bedford Stuy vesant. 
2. Ernestine "Amarilli" china dinner 
plate, cup, and saucer in I 'in k Pink 
and Lavender, $22 place setting ,ti 
Altaian's. 
3. "ZigZag" cotton bedspread with 
braided border in Azalea, Beach 
Plum, Bittersweet, and African Vio- 
lel, twin size $20 by Bal.-. 
4. '"Mitsuko'" vinyl wallcovering in 
Creamy Apricot on Velvet Brown 
ground, 27" wide, 36" repeat, $22 
roll by Allume.* 
5. "Ziggurat" vinyl wallcovering in 
Pink Pink, Pink Coral, Flag Red7and 
Creamy Apricot, 27" wide, 36" repeat, 
$23.25 roll by Stoekwell East.* 
6. '"Persian Bells" sheet in Pink Pink, 
Azalea, and Pink Coral, cotton and 
polyester percale, twin ilat or fitted 
$6.50 from Burlington House. 

7. "Hollyhocks" wallpapej in  Vzalea 
i I     Red, I ■ r i • J « e, and Kumquat, 27" 
wide,  10" i. |.. ai    «l 1.50 toll b)   Van 
I  ml 

8, I'" in Ii oi i hrome finished steel, 20" 
*   I r   \  20"  high, $210 COM   I,o,„ 
rlobe I II i II it II r.. 

'). Diamond-tufted shawl hack love 
seat, 52" long x 36" deep x 30" high 
$708 from Tomlinson ol High Point. 
10. "Royal Pavillion" Acrilan shag 
carpel in \z;il«a and Lavender, 12' 
width, *I2 square yard from E. T. 
Barwick Mills. 
11. Crystal-based hurricane lamps 
with Azalea globes, 1 ] 7's" high, $55 

the pair at Far Corners. 
12. "'Ian" wallhanging handtufted 
Caprolan on duck, Flag Bed and 
black, walnut frame, $40 from Regal 
Kn^s. 

13. "Fascinatin' Ribbon" area rug 
handcrafted in wool, custom made in 
Flag Red, Pink Coral. Beach Plum, 
Creamy Apricot, and white, (>' x 9', 
$992 by Edward Fields.* 
14. Heinrich teapot, sugar, and 
creamer in Azalea and white. $25 the 
set at Tablerie. 
15. Dessert pla'e with embossed bor- 
der in Flag Red, $8.50 at Obelisk. 
16. ■"Ronde'" sheets designed by 
Pierre Cardin. printed on  Perfection 

Continued on page 138 

high, $130. From Heritage Furni- 
ture's Millenia Collection. 
4. "Volante" towels by Carlin printed 
on sheared terry, Azalea and Bitter- 
sweet on Pink Pink background: bath 
$5; hand $2.50; washcloth $1. From 
WestPoint PeppereU. 
5. Ernestine "Pansy" serving plate in 
Pink Pink and Flag Red, 12" diam., 
$14 at Mayhew. 
6. "Algiers" bath towel designed by 
Yves St. Laurent, printed on sheared 
terry in Azalea, Beach Plum, Bitter- 
sweet, and Tangerine, $5 by Field- 
crest. 
7. Molded plastic accessory table in 
Flag Red covered with 2 coats clear 
lacquer, shatterproof smoke glass top, 
16" diam. x 12" high, $70 from Found- 
ers Furniture. 
8. Hexagonal enameled wood cube, 
Heidelberg print in Azalea on Flag 
Red background, 14" diam. x 16%" 
high, $50 by William Bell.* 
9. "Electra" shower curtain in Flag 
Red on clear vinyl, 6' x 6', $8 from 
Kleinert's. 
10. Solid ash dining armchair up- 
holstered in Creamy Apricot fabric 
from Brunschwig & Fils, 21%" x 
22' ■/' x 40" high, $270 COM from 
Milling Road Furniture's French Din- 
ing Collection. 
11. F4ag Red fish printed on sailcloth. 
$9 yard, from The Design Works of 
Bedford Stuyvesant.. 

12. Chaise of molded polyurethane 
foam, covered in Flag Red stretch 
nylon from Guilford Mills, 25" x 
52%" x 27%" high, $280 from Direc- 
tional Industries. 
13. Python covered box dyed Pink 
Pink, 9" x 7" x 8" high, $150 by Karl 
Springer.* 
14. Petal dining chair with molded 
plastic seat covered in Creamy Apri- 
cot, legs of double chrome steel tub- 
ing, 25" diam. x 27" high, $125 from 
Selig. 
15. Lacquered table with drawer in 
Flag Red. 20" square x 20%" high, 
$600 by Karl Springer.* 
16. Armless foam chair upholstered in 
Azalea, 30" x 40" x 27" high, $220 
from Selig. 
17. "Love-Lite" lamp, painted metal 
base and bulb in Azalea, 3" diam. x 
6" high, $12 at RMH International. 
18. "Cobra" cotton fabric in Azalea, 
Bittersweet, and Pompeiian Red. 
Zepel finish, 54" wide, 11%" repeat, 
$4 yard by Bloomcraft. 
19. Vinyl asbestos floor tile in Pink 
Coral. 12" square, by Flintkote. 
20. "Echo" cotton fabric in Pink 
Coral and Pompeiian Red. stain-pro- 
tected with Scotchgard, 48" wide, 12" 
repeat, $3 yard by Cohama. 
21. "Langtry" cotton fabric in Pink 
Pink. Azalea, Parrot Green, and Sun 
Yellow, stain-protected with Scotch- 
gard, 48" wide, 24" repeat, $3 yard by 

Mail sWO 
with this coupon: 

Our  big  new   1970   catalog 
contains 120 9V2"xll" pages of 

color and black-and-white photo- 
graphs of fine furniture in the Harden 

tradition. These are classically beautiful 
designs.  Wood  pieces  are handcrafted of 

solid cherry. A book to refer to when you're 
furnishing a home; a book simply to delight in. 

Harden Furniture Company, Box G9 
McConnellsville, New York 13401 

NAME  

ADDRESS. 

CITY  -STATE- .ZIP CODE. 

□ Also send local store names. 

FINE FURNITURE — THE #■?&€#■ TRADITION 
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casters on 
-style bed frame 

damage your 
floor or carpet? 

You can replace that carpet-tracking, sur- You'll save wear and tear on yourself too. 
face-gouging monster with a floor-pam- because   Beauti-Glide s  big.   wide   Rug 
pering Beauti-Glide guaranteed bed frame Rollers or 3-inch Super Glides make even 
for as little as S14.95. Then forget about the largest king-sized bed easy to move 
floor damage . . . forever! when you're cleaning. 

BexxMxUGClclc 
bed frames, equipped with 

Rug Rollers or Super Glides are 

GUARANTEED 
. If a carpel or 

*      m 
Good Housekeeping;* 

Beauti-Glide bed frames equipped 
with Rug Rollers or Super Glides 
are the only frames guaranteed 
not to damage carpet or floor sur- 
faces of any type. So. whether 
you're replacing an old frame or 
buying a new bed. insist on a 
Beauti-Glide guaranteed frame. 

LEAR  SIEGLER.   INC. 
BEAUTI-GLIDE COMPANY 

Seymour, Indiana 47274 

DECORATING   NOTES 

136 

DONT RISK ^0 EXPENSIVE FLOORS OR CARPETS. INSIST ON 

GUARANTEED  BED  FRAMES . . . THEY  COST SO  LITTLE  MORE! 

Xoday's 
new twists 

and turns 
Crochet?, knit?, weave-, and twists all are back 

as major decorating trend?. In fre?h new color?. 

iinii?nal weaves, or traditional neutral?, they 

spark up even the most contemporary rooms. 

ll 

- 
1. Interleaving 

diagonal fret- 

work area rug. 

handwoven in 

Portugal. 4 by 6 

feet or to order. 

any size, any 
color. "'Caden- 

za'" by Ra\- 

m o n d ^ i n g 

Jean, from Pat- 

terson. Flynn & 
Johnson." 

2.   Rope   turn- 

■i.» 

"-      '"'■ 



Kg. 

^>>>*3»» 

W: 
™R&S&- 

mga squared "it into a cigarette 

table and lacquered in House 

Si   (Garden's   I li rama i ine 

Hue.   I!'>   inches   Bquare. 

From  W illiam  I..   I ><•- 

ns.* 3. From [re- 
anil.   pillows   with 

I) a ii (Ik nitted, 

washable zippered 

covers. 15 l>\   L6 inch- 

es. $30 ai  the Irish  Pa- 

vilion.  4.   Intricate,   knotted 

rope   design   printed   on   paper- 

hacked \inyl \\allrn\ri in-.  Main 

colors, "Knil #1" from Hannett, 

Morrow, Fischer.fl .">. Set ol three 

affia   and    rattan   stools   Erom 

9,   10,  and   11' L.   inches 

ligh. $25 the sel al Georg 

Jensen. 6. The afghan re- 

vived   with   pastel   colors. 
Mill can't have this one. 

ivailahle onl\   to clients of 

*arish-Hadley,   you—or  a 
soft-hearted   friend—can 

crochet   one  similar   to   it. 

7. Flat, woven, rope- 

like twists on 

linen   or  cotton 

in  one  or  several 

colors.   "Big   Basket" 

b\   Schule   &   McCarville, 

from  I.D.   Fabrics."   8.  Thick 

crocheted   pillows   designed   by 

Thad   Roberts.   16-inch-square, 

$35:  12 by  18 inches, $40. At 

Obelisk. 9. The look of lace— 

airy diamonds and squares that 

seem to be crocheted. "Lynette ' 

from Tressard."  10. From Mo- 

rocco, white lacquered table w ith 

rope-turned  legs, glass top.  31 

inches    high.     From    William 

L.   Designs." 

11. Bold Portu- 

guese   wool 

cross-stitch rug. 

made   to   your 

specifications. 

"Lisbon" from 

Patterson, Flynn 

&   Johnson.'" 

I 

HUNGER 
IS ALL 
SHE HAS 

v EVER 
1 KNOWN 

Margaret was found in a back 
lane of Calcutta, lying in her door- 
way, unconscious from hunger. In- 
side, her mother had just died in 
childbirth. 

You can see from the expression 
on Margaret's face that she doesn't 
understand why her mother can't 
get up, or why her father doesn't 
come home, or why the dull throb 
in her stomach won't go away. 

What you can't see is that Mar- 
garet is dying of malnutrition. She 
has periods of fainting, her eyes 
are strangely glazed. Next will 
come a bloated stomach, falling 
hair, parched skin. And finally 
death from malnutrition, a killer 
that claims 10,000 lives every day. 

Meanwhile, in America we eat 
4.66 pounds of food a day per per- 
son, then throw away enough gar- 
bage to feed a family of six in 
India. In fact, the average dog in 
America has a higher protein diet 
than Margaret! 

If you were to suddenly join the 
ranks of \Vi billion people who 
are forever hungry, your next 
meal would be a bowl of rice, day 
after tomorrow a piece of fish the 

size of a silver dollar, later in the 
week more rice—maybe. 

Hard-pressed by the natural dis- 
asters and phenomenal birth rate, 
the Indian government is valiantly 
trying to curb what Mahatma 
Gandhi called "The Eternal Com- 
pulsory Fast." 

But Margaret's story can have a 
happy ending, because she has a 
CCF sponsor now. And for only 
$12 a month you can also sponsor 
a child like Margaret and help 
provide food, clothing, shelter— 
and love. 

You will receive the child's pic- 
ture, personal history, and the op- 
portunity to exchange letters, 
Christmas cards — and priceless 
friendship. 

Since 1938, American sponsors 
have found this to be an intimate, 
person-to-person way of sharing 
their blessings with youngsters 
around the world. 

So won't you help? Today? 
Sponsors urgently needed this month 

for children in: India, Brazil, Taiwan 
(Formosa) and Hong Kong. (Or 
let us select a child for you from 
our emergency list.) 

"m Write today: Verent J. Mills 

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc. 
Box 511, Richmond, Va. 23204 

I wish to sponsor a □ boy □ girl in 
(Country) .  
□ Choose a child who needs me 
most. 
I will pay $12 a month. I enclose 
first payment of $  
Send me child's name, story, ad- 
dress and picture. 
I cannot sponsor a child but want 
to give  $ □ Please send 

v.me more information. 

Name 

Address 

City    

State Zip 
Registered   (VFA-080)   with   the   U.   S. 
Government's   Advisory   Committee   on 
Voluntary   Foreign   Aid.   Gifts   are   tax 
deductible. Canadians: Write 1407 Yonge, 
Toronto 7 HG36!io_> 
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^,->-.„r. 
of the 
Siuegale's deep red 
pillar exudes the tanta- 
lizing scent of crisp, 
fresh cranberries. Add 
Bluegates elegant 
Delia 
the smooth blaok-swir! 
holder and—behold! 
your home' 
holiday decDratiDn. 
The handsome trio, and 
all Bluegate candles 
and accessories, at 
"fine stores only. 
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Waal headqimrtei'S lor 

louse & Garden Colors 
>,se stores are official headquarters for House & Garden  Colors.   You  will find there u  wide   selection 
home furnishings in our 1971 Colors, although not necessarily  all merchandise featured m Super Pinks. 

Alaska 
chorage          
vlerland's Home Furnishings 
rbanks Nerland's 

Arizona 
oenix      Goldwater9 
ittsdale      Goldwaters 
cson        Levy's 

California 
laheim Robinson's 
Verly Hills Robinson's 
6sno Turpin's 
endale Robinson's 
s Angeles Robinson's 
anterey Rudolph's 
swport Beach       Robinson's 
icific Grove Holman's 
dm Springs Robinson's 
do Alto The Emporium 
morama City        Robinson's 
isadena Robinson s 
ilinas  

Anthony Petti Furniture 
in Diego Robinson's 
in  Francisco    

The Emporium 
Stonestown   

The Emporium 
m Jose The Emporium 
rn Mateo        The Emporium 
m  Rafael 

Marin County Furniture 
anta Barbara Robinson's 
anta Clara      The Emporium 
anta Rosa       The Emporium 

Colorado 
ear Valley May-D & F 
Colorado Springs     May-D & F 
•enver    May-D & F 
forth Valley May-D & F 
fueblo 

Crews-Beggs Dry Goods 
Iniversity Hills May-D & F 
Vestland May-D & F 

< onin-cl i< HI 

)anbury        
Henry Dick & Son Furniture 

lartford G. Fox 
Naugatuck Valley Mall 

G. Fox 
Vlilford Wayside of Milford 
New London 

The Outlet Company 

Dplaware 
Dover Simon's Dept. Store 
Wilmington   

Strawbridge & Clothier 

District of Columbia 
Washington  

Woodward & Lothrop 

Florida 
Boca Raton 

Furniture Plaza 

SEPTEMBER,  1970 

Clearwatei Maas Bros. 
Dadeland .Ionian Marsh 
Ft.  Lauderdale    Jordan Marsh 
Ft. Meyers Maas Bros. 
Gainesville Maas Bios. 
Jacksonville  May-Cohens 

Regency Square 
May-Cohens 

Lakeland Maas Bros. 
Miami Jordan Marsh 
Orlando Jordan Marsh 
St. Petersburg Maas Bros. 
Sarasota Maas Bros. 
Tampa Maas Bros. 
West Palm Beach 

The Pioneer Co. 

Georgia 
Atlanta    Rich's 

Lenox Square Rich's 
Decatur   Rich's 

Idaho 
Idaho Falls Bon Marche 
Lewiston     Bon Marche 

Illinois 
Bloomington   Knight's Shoppe 
Chicago  Carson Pirie Scott 
Elgin Hearth and Home 
Evergreen Park 

Carson Pirie Scott 
Hillside Carson Pirie Scott 
Lombard Carson Pirie Scott 
Mt. Prospect 

Carson Pirie Scott 
Ranhurst Carson Pirie Scott 

Springfield Bressmer's 
Wilmette      Carson Pirie Scott 

Eden's Plaza   
Carson Pirie Scott 

Yorkville   
Yorkville Appliances & 

Furniture 

Indiana 
Evansville   

Town & Country Interiors 
Ft. Wayne L. S. Ayres 
Hammond     Carson Pirie Scott 
Indianapolis  L. S. Ayres 
Lafayette  L. S. Ayres 
Martinsville Cure & Son 
South Bend        Ries Furniture 

Iowa 
Cedar Rapids  Younkers 
Des Moines Younkers 

Kansas 
Topeka   

C. A. Karlan Furniture 
Wichita  Hinkel's 

Kentnrky 
Louisville    Stewart's 

Louisiana 
Alexandria Hemenway's 
Baton Rouge  Hemenway's 

lake Charles Hemem\a\ '- 
Monroe Hemenway's 
New Orleans I). II. Holmes 
Shreveport Hemenway' 

Maine 
Portland Jordan Marsh 

Maryland 
Baltimore Hutzler's 
Chevy Chase   

Woodward & Lothrop 
Eastpoint Hutzler's 
I \ ii sen Mall   

Woodward & Lothrop 
Southdale Hutzler's 
Towson           Hutzler's 
Westview Hutzler's 
Wheaton Plaza   

Woodward & Lothrop 

Massachusetts 
Boston  Jordan Marsh 
Braintree  Jordan Marsh 
Burlington      Jordan Marsh 
Chicopee Forbes & Wallace 
Framingham Jordan Marsli 
Lynn Saxony Furniture 
Maiden Jordan Marsh 
North Adams 

Forbes & Wallace 
Northampton McCallums 
Peabody Jordan Marsh 
Pittsfield 

New England Furniture 
Springfield    Forbes & Wallace 

Eastfield   Forbes & Wallace 
Fairfield    Forbes & Wallace 

Michigan 
Alma Trower Furniture 
Dearborn Newton Furniture 
Detroit Hudson's 
Flint  Smith Bridgman 
Grand Rapids Wurzburg's 

Downtown Wurzburg's 
Eastbrook   Wurzburg's 
North Kent Wurzburg's 
Southland Wurzburg's 

Lansing    Bretz 
Sterling Heights  

Newton Furniture 

Minnesota 
Duluth       

Arrowhead Furniture & 
Carpet 

Minneapolis  Dayton's 

Mississippi 
Biloxi  

Merchiston-Hall Galleries 

Missouri 
St. Louis ...Stix, Baer & Fuller 

Crestroads  
Stix, Baer & Fuller 

Riveroads  
Stix, Baer & Fuller 

Westroads   
Stix, Baer & Fuller 

Continued on the next page 

Win a trip 
for 2 to 
Romantic 
Spain 

Win a free 
week for two in 
sunny Spain 
as guests of Progress Lighting 
. . . world's largest manufac- 
turer of residential lighting fix- 
tures. It's a dream vacation: 
jet to Madrid, luxury accommo- 
dations, bullfights, enchanting 
sights, picturesque night spots. 

Visit your participating Progress 
Lighting showroom (check the 
Yellow Pages) for an entry 
blank. Or mail your name and 
address on a piece of paper to 
Progress Lighting, Box "L", 
Phila., Pa. 19105. 

Don't miss this opportunity to 
see the newest lighting fash- 
ions and win a trip to Spain! 

No purchase necessary. Entries must 
be postmarked by November 15, 1970. 
Entrants must be at least 21 years old. 
Winners, selected in random drawing, 
will have choice of Progress travel 
groups in Spring 1971, or may accept 
equivalent cash value. Void where taxed 
or prohibited. 

proqress 
LIGHTING 

Division ol ■ JIA 
Lighting Corporation ot America 
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This Warwick 
grandfather Qlock 

will chime for William, 
William Jr., William III, 

and all the 
Williams thereafter. 

A fine Barwick Grandfather 
Clock belongs to a family 

dynasty—signifying a family's 
insistence upon excellence, 
hour after hour, generation 

after generation. And the cost 
of Barwick perfection is 

surprisingly low. Send for your 
Barwick brochure of 

antique reproductions. 

"Grandfather Clocks so fine, 
_^ they're registered" 
X    Division of Howard Miller Clock Co. 

Zeeland.  Michigan 49464 
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HEADQUARTERS FOR HOUSE & GARDEN COLORS 
continued from preceding page 

Nebraska 
Lincoln  Miller & Paine 

Gateway  Miller & Paine 
Omaha    Brandeis 

Crossroads  Brandeis 
Southroads Brandeis 

Nevada 
Las Vegas   

Vegas Village Dept. Stores 
Reno  Gray Reid's 

Xcw Hampshire 
Bedford      Jordan Marsh 

New «Iersey 
Paterson ..., Greenbaum Bros. 
Trenton  Convery's 

New Mexieo 
Albuquerque 

Eckert's Furniture 

New York 
Albany  May fair 
Amherst        Hengerer's 
Babylon   Abraham & Straus 
Brooklyn   ...Abraham & Straus 
Buffalo      Hengerer's 
Garden City 

Abraham & Straus 
Hempstead Abraham & Straus 
Huntington 

Abraham & Straus 
Jamestown     

Wellman Brothers 
Kingston Forbes & Wallace 
Manhasset    Abraham & Straus 
New York  Altman's 
Poughkeepsie 

Forbes & Wallace 
Rochester Sibley's 
Schenectady   

The Carl Company 
Shoporama 

The Carl Company 
Willowbrook 

The Carl Company 
Sheridan Hengerer's 
Syosset Robert W. Caldwell 
Syracuse ... Sibley's 
Watertown The Globe Store 
West Seneca Hengerer's 

North Carolina 
Charlotte    Ivey's 
Fayetteville Quinn & Miller 
Greensboro Guilford Galleries 
Wilmington 

Carolina Furniture City 

Ohio 
Akron  O'Neil's 

Chapel Hill Mall     O'Neil's 
Summil Mall O'Neil's 

Austintown Strouss' 
Canton   

Mellett Mall O'Neil's 
CenterviUe Bike's 
Chillicothe       Ebenhack & Sun 
Cincinnati       Pogue's 
Cleveland Higbee's 

Great Lakes Mall ..Higbee's 
Midway Mall  Higbee's 
Parmatown    Higbee's 
Severance            Higbee's 

Westgate Higbee's 
Columbus Lazarus 

Eastland          Lazarus 
-   . Lazarus West Lazarus 

Northland Lazarus 
Dayton              Rike's 

Salem   Rike's 
Eastwood  Strouss' 
Kenton  

Bernard Furniture Store 
Kettering     Rike's 
Lancaster       Buchanan's 
Lebanon Hardy's Furniture 
Southern Park Strouss' 
Toledo Lasalle's 

Downtown    Lasalle's 
Westgate    Lasalle's 
Woodville Lasalle's 

Youngstown           Strouss' 

Oklahoma 
Norman Mister Robert 
Sand Springs Froug's 
Tulsa Froug's 

Briar Village  Froug's 
Brook Plaza  Froug's 
Crystal City      Froug's 
Eastgate     Froug's 
Mayo Meadow Froug's 
Northland   Froug's 
Southland     Froug's 

Oregon 
Eugene-Springfield 

Meier & Frank 
Portland Meier & Frank 

Downtown       Meier & Frank 
Lloyd's Center 

Meier & Frank 
Salem   Meier & Frank 

Pennsylvania 
Allentown Schoen Furniture 
Altoona Wm. F. Gable 
Ardmore 

Strawbridge & Clothier 
Bethlehem Furniture Hall 
Camp Hill    Pomeroy's 
Harrisburg    Pomeroy's 
Jenkintown 

Strawbridge & Clothier 
Lebanon Pomeroy's 
Montgomeryville John'- Easl 
Neshaminy 

Strawbridge & Clothier 
NewCastle  Strouss' 
Philadelphia 

Strawbridge & Clothier 
Pittsburgh Kaufmann's 
Plymouth Meeting 

Strawbridge & Clothier 
Sharon Strouss' 
Springfield     

Strawbridge & Clothier 
Williamsport Meelan's 

Ithode Island 
Cranston The Outlet Co. 
Pawtucket The Outlet Co. 
Providence The Outlet Co. 

South Carolina 
Belton Maynard's of Belton 
Dadeland Jordan Marsh 
Greenville  Tate Furniture 

Prosperity 
Prosperity   Furniture 

South Dakota 
Hot Springs 

Midwest Furniture 
Rapid City   Midwest Furniture 

Tennessee 
Chattanooga 
Knoxville 
Memphis 

Oak Court 
Southland 

Miller Bros. 
Millers 

Goldsmith's 
Goldsmith's 
Goldsmith's 

Texas 
Austin Scarbrough's 
Corpus Christi    Lichtenstein's 
Dallas Sanger-Harris 

Oak Cliff Sanger-Harris 
Plymouth Park 

Sanger-Harris 
Preston Center 

Sanger-Harris 
El Paso The Popular 
Ft. Worth     Anderson's Studio 
Houston Joske's Houston 
San Antonio    Joske's of Texas 

Alamo Plaza   
Joske's of Texas 

North  Star Mall 
Joske's nt Texas 

Plaza de las Palmas .. 
Joske's of Texas 

Utah 
Ogden ZCM1 
Salt Lake City .. ZCM1 

Cottonwood        ZCMI 

Virginia 
Hampton Midway Furniture 
Landmark 

Woodward & Lothrop 
Norfolk Willis Wayside 
Portsmouth Miko 
Richmond Thalhimer's 
Roanoke S. H. Heironimus 
Seven Corners 

\\ oodward & Lothrop, 

Washington 
Aurora V illage 

Frederick \ Nelson 
Bellevue Square 

Frederick & Nelson 
Seattle Frederick & Nelson 

South Center 
Frederick & Nelson 

Spokane The Crescent 

West Virginia 
Charleston The Diamond 

Wisconsin 
Appleton H. C. Prange 
Fond du Lac H. C. Prange 
Green Ba\ H. C. Prange 
Madison Harry S. Manchester 
Oshkosh H. C. Prange 
Sheboygan H. C. Prange 
Wausau H. C. Prange 

Mexico 
Mexico City. D. F. 

Galerias Chippendale 

HOUSE & GARDi 



DW THERE IS A FANTASTICALLY FAST AND SURE HIP, THIGH & WAISTLINE REDUCER! 

The Miraculous New... 

SAUNA SHORTS 
UARANTEED TO TAKE 3 TO 6 INCHES OFF YOUR HIPS. THIGHS 
WAISTLINE IN JUST ONE WEEK OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED. 

■re it is: The Brand New "Inches off" discovery which is 
oving beyond doubt that you can take inches off your hips, 
ighs and waistline in just days-without dieting. Men and 
mien alike are experiencing amazingly fast results with 
is new inches-removing method. Read what they say: 

W.: Montreal, Canada 
I lost 6V?" in just 7 days with my fabulous new Sauna Shorts, 

o inches from my waist, two inches from my thighs, and 
• inches from my hips! I didn't believe it was possible, but 
; tape measure doesn't lie!" 

. R. G.: Burbank, California 
wore my Sauna Snorts one day to mow the lawn, and after 
/as done, I found I had lost 2 inches the very first day! 
more pleated pants for me. I look great in the new 
les, if I do say so myself." 

s. L. J. S.: Miami, Florida 
ou should see me doing the housework in my 
ral print Sauna Shorts. I've had such great 
suits, it almost makes cleaning house 
irthwhile. Three inches gone in a week 
three more to go!" 

L: Paris, Texas 
'm down to a size 9 pants from a size 
and I owe it all to Sauna Shorts. All 

i clothes look much better on me now, 
d I feel great. I just wear my Sauna 
lorts every two weeks or so now to keep 
good shape (Literally!). Thanks for 

rveloping such an easy way to slim down." 

OW DO SAUNA SHORTS WORK? 
iese incredible new Sauna Shorts are made of a 
stable "bee hive" of air pockets that combine the 
mefits of your own personal Swedish Sauna with an 
nazingly simple exercise plan—all designed to work 
vay your unwanted inches. Just slip into your Sauna 
torts as you would any shorts, and inflate them with 
e convenient, detachable air pump we provide you 
ith (at no extra charge). Immediately, you'll feel a 
mtle massaging action, a comforting warmth and 
lique support. You'll feel these hundreds of tiny air 
sckets—each with its own individual pressure point 
-snuggling up to you, tighter and tighter. When you 
;el the resistance is appropriate put aside the air 
ump and feel the comforting sauna-like warmth and 
jpport these tiny air pockets bring. How can something 
lat's working off inches feel so good? I t's almost cheating! 

/e'll also send along instructions for three simple 
xercises you will perform in order to pinpoint inches- 
amoval from your hips, thighs or waist—or all three 
t once. The exercises take just a few minutes. Then, 
ou'll keep your Sauna Shorts on while you relax or go 
bout your regular routine. They're not heavy like 
lany so-called reducing devices. Sauna Shorts work 
n the principle of creating resistance to natural movement 
omewhat like isometric exercises— 

4$k 
except that you don't have to do the work! Sauna Shorts are 

designed to make your every movement (even breathing) an exercise 
for dissolving inches. After you remove your Sauna Shorts, you'll 

feel slimmer, firmer—even after just one wearing. Many people 
report a loss of inches the very first day! 

WEAR YOUR SAUNA SHORTS FOR 1 WEEK: 
Provided you actually have excess inches which you can afford 

to lose, we recommend your wearing Sauna Shorts for about 
half an hour or so every day. Many persons have lost as much 
as 4 inches from just one session with the Sauna Shorts. And 
you may use your Sauna Shorts with the single exercise plan 

on a regular basis You'll be able to maintain a firm, trim and 
youthful figure. The results obtained, this first week, will differ 
among individuals depending upon physical factors. But from 

the amazingly effective results users are now experiencing, 
we're prepared to make you this outstanding money-back 

guarantee: Wear your Sauna Shorts tor 1 week. If you are not 
completely satisfied and/or if you have not lost from 3 to 6 

inches, you may return them for a 100% prompt refund. 

TWO DIFFERENT TYPES TO CHOOSE 
FROM...BOTH INCREDIBLE BARGAINS! 

Choose the regular Sauna Shorts for reducing hips 
and thighs—just $9.95. For hips, thighs and waistline 

reduction, select the long-line Sauna Shorts... 
only $14.95. And remember, these Sauna 
Shorts are not sold in any store. They are 

not available elsewhere—at any price! They 
are available exclusively from SAUNA 

SHORTS, INC. in an attractive floral 
print pattern for ladies and in 
handsome navy blue for men. 

MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

So thoroughly convinced are we that you will 
consider Sauna Shorts the most convenient, 
rapid and amazingly effective reducer for 
the hips, thighs (and waistline), we are 
offering you this unconditional money back 
guarantee: 
Man or woman, If your total inches-lots does 
not equal or exceed 3 to 6 inches in just one 
week, you may return your Sauna Shorts for 
a prompt, total refund—no questions asked. 
So. if you want a slimmer, trimmer, more 
youthfully sleek look now, order your amaz- 
ing new Sauna Shorts today! You have 
nothing to lose but inches! There is nothing 
like Sauna Shorts anywhere! 

'.'ZFMMMM^MSfl^M&gMM 

'9 

Women's 
regular 
Sauna Shorts, 
for hips 
and thighs, 

95 

Women's 
long-line 
Sauna Shorts, 
for hips, thighs 
and waist, 

14 95 

Men's^*** 
Sauna Shorts, 
available in 
regular 
or long-line, 

$995 or 
$1495 

SAUNA SHORTS, INC. Dept. SH-124 
P. 0. Box 1 
San Fernando, California 91341 
Please send me SAUNA SHORTS with complete. 
easy to understand instructions and quick exercise 
plans. I understand that if i don't lose a total of 3 to 6 
inches (hips, thighs, waist) in just one week, I can 
return the sauna shorts and air pump for a full refund. 

D Mens  1 I am enclosing $9.95 for each 
D Ladies) regular-line Sauna Shorts. 
D Mens   (I am enclosing $14.95 for each 
D Ladies | long-line Sauna Shorts. 

Woman: Waist size Man: Waist size  
□ Cash   Q Check   □ Money Order (no C.O.D.'s) 

Name_ 

Address^ 

City  

State. -Zip- 

OCopynght 1970, Sauna Shorts, Inc. Patent Pending 
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Magical Old Fashioned 
Colored Glass 

DECORATOR 
DECANTERS 

Imagine these colorful replicas of original 
handblown decanters in your home. Original 
handblown glass is seen in the wealthiest 
homes, prized by collectors. These old fash 
ioned beauties create a perfect accent for 
table, desk, window. Exciting designs in yes-^.^ 
teryear collection include: the famous Ben 
jamin Franklin glass decanter, the Dolphin 
Jug, the Philadelphia Liberty Bell, Medicine 
Bottle, plus 9 more in fabulous decorator 
colors. Recreated from original molds from 
the Wheator>;class collection whose limited 
editions sell for up to $25 and more—the 12 
designs in the collection are among the most 
wanted by"decorators and appreciative home- 
makers 

Supply  Limited 
Because you will want to order several sets for 
ift giving, we urge you to order now while our 
imited supply lasts. Each colorful decanter in 

translucent glass is approximately 3" high with 
the vibrant opulence of richly stained glass. 
You must be delighted with their workmanship 
and authenticity or your money refunded. 

• WORLD ART GROUP,  Dept.  HG8, 
■ 606 Post Road. Westport,  Conn.  06880 

1    4  (minimum order)  $2 I 
Complete  set of  12 only $4.95 | 

(please add 25c postage and handling with each I 
order.) | 
SAVE!  Order 2 sets of  12 only $8.95. I 
Extra set  makes perfect  gift. | 

STORE YOUR 

STEREO TAPES 
IN A BOOK 

Each Book Has Slots for 10 Tapes 
Your precious cartridges are out of 

sight all in order and quickly identifia- 

ble in this black leatherette book tooled 

in 14k gold. Racks up nicely in a book- 

case, or stands on a table. 10x7x4'/2"- 

Q5 TWO t*7 on (pos,age and 

FAB*/ handlinS fU"     " 50c each) 

JOAN COOK. Dept. 2, 1241 N.E. 8th 

Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33304 

$3 

Fashioned 

Homespun 

Tablecloths 

Loomed by 
The 

Mountain 
Weavers 

Loomed in the Appalachian Mountains by 

mountain weavers, a skill handed down by 

their forefathers. Real homespun cotton in 

a host of marvelous sunny colors, these 

self-fringed tablecloths are reversible for 

double wear, washable, never touches on 

iron. In gold, red, blue, olive, brown, 

orange and Sahara sand. 

52"!! 72" S8:95 14" Sq. Napkins $1.75 pr. 
02'  x 90"      I t.K 12" x 18" Place Mats, 
62" x  108"    13.95 $2.50 pr. 

72" Round Tablecloth $14.95 

Ml pi I'l"). Si >"/ .'.;<■ h" catalog 

'T V Dept.   G-100 
GREAT   BARRINGTON.   MASS.   01230 

GOLDEN  FILIGREE 
SWITCHPLATES 

Add a touch of charm to your home at little 
cost with our golden sw'tchplates. Brass- 
plated, antique non-tarnish finish, screws in- 
cluded. Also availablein wrought-iron black. 

SINGLE—3" x 4'2" $1.00 each 
3 for $2.95 

DOUBLE—*<:," x 4' j" $1.50 each 
TWIN OUTLET—3" x 4'2"             51.00 each 

3 for $2.95 
TRIPLE—6'/4"  x 4'," S2.95 each 
COMBINATION—4 SI.50 each 
OUADRUPLE—8" x 4'," $3.95 each 

PLUS 45c POSTAGE & HANDLING 
Pa   R, M No t OD'e 

THE  ADDED  TOUCH 
12-H Water St..  Bryn Mawr,  Pa.  19010 

Original Designs 
AMERICA'S FINEST 

FOR 100 YEARS 
Established  1858 

Fiske  originals   have 
topped homes for 100 
years. Time does not 
dim   their   beauty   or 
reliability. All are of 
hand-hammered     cop- 
per, finished with 22k 
gold leaf. All are fur- 
nished complete with 
the four points of the 
compass. 

Fiske offers a wide range of hand- 
some ready-built cupolas. Write 
for catalog. 

Vane   illustrated   .   .   .   =131 
ARROW,   24"   long.    Price   S49. 

r55 EAGLE 
ITH ARROW 
Full-bodied. 

20" wing 
spread. 

u200 ETHAN ALLEN Jr. /▼'"   r332 R00STER    % 

K£R?E   Vu""<b,°B
d«ed-      ■J^L-    full-bodied, 13-high. 26" long.  Price S10S. £        price s54 

Prices F.O.B. point of shipment 
Write for  Complete Weather Vane and  Cupola  Catalog. 

J. W. FISKE ARCHITECTURAL METALS,   INC. 
113 Pennsylvania Ave., Paterson 3, N.J. 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

WITH  BETTY FAGAN 

ORDER MERCHANDISE BY WRITING DIRECTLY 

TO SHOPS. ENCLOSE CHECK OR  MONEY ORDER. 
ADD SALES TAX WHERE APPLICABLE. 

ANY UNUSED ITEM  (NOT PERSONALIZED) MAY BE 
RETURNED BY INSURED MAIL FOR  REFUND. 

PLEASE INCLUDE ZIP CODE. 

PARTY PARTNER 

Big. black and white balloons 
splashed here, there and 
everywhere on crisp white 
perma-press cotton. Piped in 
black, too. Great hostess garb 
and in one happy fits-all size. 
$9.50 ppd. Send for free 
brochure of fine merchandise for 
people who appreciate good design 
in everything from imported toys 
to decorative accessories 
Environmental Design, 
Dept. G90, 10 W 
Fordham Rd 
New York 
10468 

CLEARLY 
HANDSOME 

Lovely lucite. 
crystal clear and 

as slick a spot as 
you're likely to find 

for that aspidistra. 
Roots and soil show 

through for an 
interesting and unusual 

effect. 2V2" dia., 3" 
high, $5.95; 4" dia., 6" 

high, $12.95. Add 90c post. 
10" dia.,  12" high, $50 ppd. 

For mini to maxi greenery—holds 
plants to over 4' tall. Elizabeth Mc- 

Caffrey,    HG9,    Northport,    N.   Y.    11768. 

WISE BUY 
Three baby owls and their 
protective parent perch 
prettily on a tree limb. For- 
est green cotton/rayon. A 
picture, a pillow kit with 
white, yellow, orange, green 
and brown yarn, needle. 
12" by 16". $4.30 ppd. The 
Stitchery, HG9, Wellesley 
Hills, Mass. 02181. 
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TALL MAN'S 

PROTECTION 

The long and short of it is 

simply this—tall types 

need tall umbrellas. But 

try to find one. Herewith 

from the King-Size 

experts, a black nylon 

umbrella with Malacca or 

covered handle, push- 

button self opener, 8-rib 

chrome-plated frame, case 

to keep it neatly furled. 

$7.95 plus 50c post. Free 

128-page catalogue. The 

King-Size Co., 3100 King- 

Size Bldg., Brockton, 

Mass. 02402. 

PEACE! 

In the five languages of the U. N. on one side, 

the meaningful dove on the other. Superbly 

crafted pendant-medallion in solid bronze 

or sterling silver. With 27" chain, 2" size with 

inscription, $6.95 and $22.50. 1%" pendant, 

with dove and symbol only, $3.95 in bronze; 

$12.50 in sterling. Ppd. American Mint 

Associates, Inc., Dept. D-l, Media, Pa. 19063. 

x^^z, 

SPANISH  PLATE 

Health, love, wealth and the 

time to enjoy them is the 

wish lettered on this 

handsome 9" plate. Cast 

in sand, it's a fusion of 

10 different metals to give 

the look of old pewter. 

Oven-, broiler- and range- 

proof. Big beautiful ashtray, 

too. $10.75 ppd. Casual Living, 

HG9, Stony Hill, Bethel, Conn. 06801. 

ANTIQUE MONTHLY 

If you're an antiquer, you'll love 

every page of the current 

happenings in the antiques 

world. Up-to-date information on 

shows, exhibits—many photos 

in full color and lots of black and 

white illustrations, too. Special: 

12 issues for $3.99. Antique 

Monthly, HG9, P. 0. Drawer 2, 

Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401. 

THE RIGHT RUG 

For toe cuddling comfort 

bedside, you can't beat 

this cushiony beauty. 

j   Lemon/lime is the shad- 

; ing, nylon and fortrel pile 

j      is the mixture. 46" by 

■'    28".  $10.50 ppd.  Edith 

Chapman, HG9, Blauvelt, 

N. Y. 10913. 

SPH11I. 
k 

BRASS 
TRAY 

TABLE 
19^ ADO 

SI.50 
POST. 

Our own import from India! 

Unique occasional table is 

hand carved of shesham wood 

in a magnificent flower & leaf design. Solid brass tray top is removable for serving, 

has scalloped edge and is intricately hand engraved. Table folds flat for compact 

storage. 15'/2" X 15'/2". 

MONEY BACK 
IF NOT DELIGHTED lT(M&Cvifa 

Dept. HG970, 
Plymouth Meeting, 
Pa. 19462 

+##fy &:&&$ v>. 

'wjtljerofcdriseto 
meetxjou. Pfoytfje 

i mind fee fcliu&ysat 
your faciei $$AJ tlje sua 
sbine uwrtn upon your f<xce, 
tlje rwns foil soft upon your 
fields <u\a\~^ until uie meet 
«jjwn*nwj God fjoldyouin 
tlje {ttlm of ftis fruiiA-CS 

IRISH   BLESSING  PLAQUE 
Colorful cast aluminum plaque. Wonder- 
ful decoration for your living room, hall 
or den. 61/!" x 4^4 "• Green pine cones, 
black lettering on white background. 
SI.25  plus 35C  post.  &  hdls. 

Prompt   Shipment.   Satisfaction   Guaranteed 

Leon Duquette.  Dept. BG90 
76  Pay-on  St. Fitchburg.  Mass.  01420 

the "wheelbarrow" 
you roll with 

one hand! 
Weigh!   - 
and  2 big  wheels 
your back1 Carry 300 lbs 
WITHOUT   STRAIN 
tAice   regular 

FREE  CATALOG 
illustrates m: - 

VERMONT-WARE 
Box 6309   Hinesburg. 

Vermont 05461 

High Low 
Necklace 

Magnificent 
antique watch 
case studded 

with replica 
gem stones. 

garnet and 
turquoise on 

intricately 
designed chain 
Inside chain 30 
inches Outside 

chain 40 inches 
Antique gold 

finish, of 
course. 

Style 303 
$8.00 

postpaid 
Send 25C for new 

Antique 
Jewelry Catalog 

V///S 

IMPORTANT AND IMPRESSIVE 
OVAL CENTERPIECE .., 

Created in crystal and combined with 
white Italian marble and gold metal 
finish. The delicate lily motif repre- 
sents a rare concept of beauty and 
grace. Width of bowl 12%"; overall 
height 12". $19.95 plus $1.00 postage 
and handling. Sorry no C.O.D.'s 

Morlyn, JMC.  **#.<*» 
350 So. County Rd.,Palm Beach, Fla 33480 

Dept. HG-90, P.O. Box 253 

Oceanside, New York 11572 
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New " Group-ables" 
the contemporary way 
to store 1001 things! 

Complete set only $9.98 

Cube units may be used in groups or 
individually. They go anywhere—con 
be combined in any design,  ideal as 
storage  wall  and  room   divider! 

Inexpensive    and    functional   yet   with   the 
look of fine modern furniture.  ne»   "Group- 
ables" can solve IO0I storage problems. They 
fit  almost  any decor—and   can   be  arranged 
in   an   almost   infinite   variety   of   designs. 
■ Group-ables"   make   it  easy  to   keep  your 
home   neat  and  tidy   because   run*   there's  a 
place for everything!  -Group-ables"  are perfect 
for  children's   rooms,   playrooms,   dens,   offices— 
anywhere you  can  use attractive,   practical  stor- 
age units.  You'll find these handsome  12'r  inch 
Cubes    ideal   for   storing   toys,    books,    records. 
children's clothes, pillows, bedding, hats, gloves, 
rubbers,  galoshes, school books,  notebooks, deco- 
rations^—and  1001 other things around the house. 

"Group-ables" are sturdily constructed ot 
pressed, rigid Fibreboard. Each Cube unit meas- 
ures 12'2 x I2'2 x 12'2 inches. They're avail- 
able   in   MARBELIZED   OYSTER   WHITE   to 

fit any decor—or easily sprayed a  MAHOGANY 
WOOD-GRAIN Finish. 

Order now and get your home organized! 
Complete Set —3 Cube Units— 

only S3.98 plus SI pstg. 
Two Sets—6 Cube Units- 

Just S7.50 plus $2 pstg. 
Three Sets—9 Cube Units— 

only SI 0.00 plus S3 pstg. 
Unconditional 30-day Money Back Guarantee 

NATCO-WARES ?£££&^2rNe"York N-v- 

APPLE 
COASTERS 

CADDIES 8 FRUIT-SHAPED. 
CORK-LINED PROTECTORS! 

Shaped from thick slabs of walnut- 
finished wood, apple coasters absorb 
moisture from glasses—nothing seeps 
thru to mar furniture. Set of 8 hang 
by leather thongs on convenient Ax 
5"2" caddy—ready to use. 
54247 Coaster, Caddy Set. 2.49 

Please add 25efor postage 

DTJ'Pr,'U",C    •*   BOSTON JDJtV.IIily.EV. O   SINCE   HIS 

B78 BRECK BLDG 

^V- Gourmet 
Lemon Bird 

Here's a delightful, decorative 
table whimsy. Just press the 
lever and out pours the lemon 
juice—no seeds! Perfect for 
beverages, salads, fish courses, 
or fruit dessert. Handsome 
enough for the finest table or bar 
service. About 5" long.       s3 "5 

New Hampton General Store 3 
:  War St.. Hampton, N.J. DBB27 

Write For Free Catalog 

SHOPPING AROUND 

r 
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Plexiglas   Cutting   Board 
Protect your Formica counter top and 
show it off, too, with this tough 
Plexiglas cutting board! Unbreakable 
board is there when you need it but 
unobtrusive because it's transparent. 
Chop, carve and cut on it or use it 
as a cooling rack because it's mar- 
proof and heatproof. It measures 8x 
111" and is dishwasher-safe. Unlike 
wood, Plexiglas surface won't dull 
knives, won't absorb oil or grease 
and won't support growth of mold. 
7829-6—Cutting Board   ....   SI.98 

Name and Address Labels 
Your name, address and zip code arc 
on labels made of fine white or gold 
gummed paper and you'll find hun- 
dreds of uses for them' Have up to 
four lines of printing with up to 24 
letters and spaces per line done in 
sharp black. White labels are 2x2", 
gold, sxl l". Both are in pad form in a 
plastic box. Carry a section in your 
purse to personalize checks, envelopes 
and packages. Please print clearly. 
RF365-6—White, 1 pack of 1000, $1 
RF452-6—Gold  . .   1 pack of 500, $2 

Flash-Right for Instamatic Cameras 
With this, you end forever the flash 
cube failures in Instamatic-type cam- 
eras which means that you get a per- 
fect picture every time with no fizzled 
bulbs and no wasted film! A one- 
second spray ends the poor electrical 
connection caused by oxidized con- 
tacts. The handy pocket-size container 
has 2 ounce of the precious spray—it 
is long-lasting because so little does 
the trick. You take perfect flash 
pictures every time. 
5212-6—Flash-Right         $1.49 

sO(>€s/. . . our new Foil 

Catalog is ready now—196 

pages of fresh and exciting 

gifts, toys and housewares are 

here — many distinctive im- 

ports, many not found in locol 

shops—each one fairly priced 

and guaranteed to please! 
Shop with confidence — your 

money is promptly refunded if 

not completely satisfied! 

Card   Hand   Holders 
They hold hands—even loaded ca- 
nasta ones—and keep your own from 
feeling as though rigor mortis had 
set in before the game's end! Fine 
circular plastic holders take cards as 
you have arranged them and when 
you lay them down—they'll stay 
arranged. Set of four is in bright as- 
sorted colors—each guest picks bis 
own. The perfect aid for players who 
have hand or arm injuries or who 
suffer from arthritis. 
2073-6—Card   Holders,    1    set,   $1 

MM 
[ ^- ■■* \1 - 

Discover the Joys 

of Shopping 

the Convenient 

Kimball way... 

Christmas   1970 

Dear  Prospective Customer: 

If you're not already familiar with 
us, we're proud to say that for over 
thirty years we've been bringing 
unique gifts by mail to people in 
every state. Because they're fine 
values backed up by a money-back 
guarantee, we've made many friends 
. . .and we'd like to number you 
among   them. 

But, try us! Order anything on this 
page—we're sure you'll be pleased 
with our merchandise and our serv- 
ice. We'll be glad to hear from you. 

Sincerely, 

Solid   Copper   Bracelets 
In keeping with the copper jew- 
elry fad that has struck both 
sexes of all Americans, we proud- 
ly present a dainty link bracelet 
for women and a massive one for 
men! Both are solid copper bur- 
nished to a glow with tarnishproof 
finish so you know they'll keep 
their rich look for years. Ladies' 

links—men's, \" links. 
Both have safety clasps. 
0480-6—Ladies'    . . S2.50 
0481-6—Men's       S3.50 

Country Kitchen Rolltop Recipe File 
Its antique look makes it the most 
charming kitchen accessory you could 
own—very different from the cold 
white laboratory look of ordinary 
metal files! File holds 3x5" cards— 
a starter supply is included—and it 
has dividers for different courses. 
The roll top slides up to let you get 
at cards and closes to protect them 
between cooking sessions. File is 
44x51x61" and made of fine hard- 
wood with antiqued finish. Its quaint 
look enhances your work area and 
protects your recipe cards. 
7582-6—Rolltop Recipe  File,  S3.50 

A   Really   Crooked   Deck 
We've seen really crooked decks 
before but none as obvious and 
way-out as this! Mind you, they 
aren't dishonest cards—just de- 
signed with a crooked side contour 
that is certain to tickle the most 
sobersided pursuer of the paste- 
board pastime. The design on the 
back of the cards is contoured to 
the crooked sides as are the suit 
markings, numbers and face cards. 
New twist for card-playing fun. 
2199-6—Crooked   Deck   ....    SI 

Personalized Decorated Room Tiles 
These turn their rooms into their own 
private havens earmarked especially 
for them so they can retreat to them 
any time they feel put upon by an un- 
feeling world! Tiles are oval in shape 
and measure 2x21". Girl's has a 
single red rose plus her name above it. 
Boy's has an antique sports car. Both 
have their own first names above the 
design. No tacks or screws needed— 
tiles install with adhesive backs. Kids 
are so proud when they receive family 
recognition as adults. Print first name. 
XP674-6—Girl's Tile       SI.25 
XP680-6—Boy's  Tile        SI.25 

Miles Kimball Company 
163 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901 

USE THIS 

HANDY 

ORDER 

BLANK 

TO ORDER 

ANY ITEMS 

ON THIS 

PAGE 

POSTPAID 

OR 

TO REQUEST 

OUR FREE 

FALL 

CATALOG! 

Miles Kimball Company 
163 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901 

Please send new FREE Gift Catalog! 

":••■ -.: QUAN NAME OF ITEM -■    - 

• ,  :- — o 

Total Amount Enclosed 

Address 

Gty                                                                 State 

Your Zip Code 
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DOUBLE TULIP Ceiling chain lamp 
... a brilliant interpretation! 
Dramatize any decor with our elegant 
Tiffany Tulip adaptation in glowing 
amber or sea green, both offset with 
golden trim. Exquisite translucent pet- 
als of durable polyester, over a 6" opal 
glass globe. 16" spread; 11" high; 15 ft. 
chain. Ceiling hooks included. $29.95 
plus $2.50 postage and handling, (bulb 
not included). Sorry no C.O.D.s 

Mortyn, Jnc. DePt G9o 
350 So! County Rd. Palm Beach, Fla 33480 

Call of the Wild 
... a dramatic grouping of five dif- 
ferent jungle animals all finished 
in natural colors. Hand done in 
Madeira. This needlework makes 
a truly different pillow cover or wall 
hanging. You merely fill in the 
background. Measures 19 x 19". 
$30.00 includes mailing. 

,.. 

Add 50c if sen/ as o gift. 

Sorry, n« <  o i> •«. 

\]\     Edith Chapman 
r       Dcpt. 21  •  Route 303 

Rorklaml   County,   Blauvelt,   N.   Y.   10913 

HAND EMBOSSER 
For Personalized Stationery 
Emboss your own personal stationery tor a life- 
tirre hy just pressing a handle. Makes expensive 
looking raised letter impressions of any 3 line 
name & address on PAPER & ENVELOPES (re- 
versible). Requires no inks, accessories, service or 
maintenance. Ideal for adults, teenagers, home or of- 
fice, clubs, etc. Print clearly 3 lines 
desired. No more than 24 letters or 
numbers per line. For 4 lines add SI.00. 

$895 
EXTRA  PLATE ALONE e) S7.50 itage 

FREE   POSTAL   SCALE    INCLUDED   WITH 
ORDERS OF 2 OR MORE  EMBOSSERS 

Send 10c far catalog • /',■   res. add 6        ales tax 
Sorry \o COD'S 

rUolAMATIC   CO.   Lafayette Hill. Pa. 19444 
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must for stu- 

dents and hobbyists 

of all ages! The fully adjustable top 

is perfect as a hobby, game, or puz- 

zle table; or may be slanted to serve 

as an easel. The natural wood stand 

is 31" high (perfect chair ht.). The 

top is bonded western pine and 

measures 21" x 26". Satisfaction 

guaranteed! POSTPAID     $^A.95 

'FREE  C/U/UOG 
OF  UNIQUE  WOODEN   ITEMS! 

THE   POSTMARK 
DEPT.   B,  BOX  154,  WYNNEW000,  PA.  19096 

Choose from 
three sizes— 

A great 
contribution 
to any man's 
wardrobe 

-TIE HANGER 
Made of solid walnut with beautiful hand 
rubbed finish, complemented with brass 
hook and cross bar. Gold plastic remov- 
able riders for individual hanging (ex- 
tras included). 

6", 25 tie size $5.50 • 10". 50 tie size $7.50 
16", 100 tie size $9.50 ppd. 

Free Quahty Gift Catalog on Request 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
3023 Crane Drive, G9-0 
Falls Church. Va. 22042 

EfSe as flu^Wiml, 

J^pprodji red (iDtreett}rbn 
\uthen(le .yrtis(8*C*myas2* 

Print Size 18" x 24" 
Painted by the famous artist, August Albo, 
this   exciting   art   masterpiece   is   now   re- 
produced directly on artist's canvas. Almost 
like owning the original oil painting.  Also 
available, these 10 fantastic selections: 

DRAWBRIOGE AT ARIES, Van GoEh HERRING NET. Homer 
BOATING PARTY, Renoir              SUNFLOWERS. Van Gogh 
GOLDEN HELMET. Rembrandt        SEATED HARLEQUIN. Picasso 
BASSIN D'ARGENIEUIL. Monet      LITHE IRENE, Renoir 
Fteadv to frameSatisfaction THE LOVERS, Picasso 
$4.95 each    Guaranted SPRING BLOSSOMS. Detlefsen 
-f- 25c °°" -—= > 

s>nd today ""    house of qoodspeed 
Dept. 12CA        *  
Fed. Square Bldg., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

c 

*5r=»*«s^ 

COPPER COORDINATES 
Lots of ladies (men, too) have 
taken to wearing copper jewelry, 
not only to beguile and bedizen, 
but to ward off arthritic twinges. 
From deep in New Mexico, these 
beauties: necklace $2.75, with 
road-runner pendant $3; her 
chain link bracelet $2.75, his 
$3.50. Ppd. Desert House, HG31. 
Box 11114, Albuquerque, ISI. M. 
87112. 

TOPS IN TOGS 
Best overalls over all are these 
by Oshkosh B'Gosh, a company 
famous for its adult work togs. 
They put the same wearability in- 
to these play ones. Children out- 
grow them before they outwear 
them! Hickory-striped denim; 
rustproof grippers, stout stitch- 
ing, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8. $4.95 
ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., 
Oshkosh, Wis. 54901. 

TREASURES ON VIEW 
Solid American black walnut 
miniature shaving mug shelf for 
collection or single objets d'art 
display has 24 spaces, each 4" 
by 4" by 4". Contemporary nat- 
ural oil finish, it's easy to hang 
or stand on its own. 27" w., 
20" h., 5" d. $29.95 plus $1.75 
post. Off the Shelf, HG9, P.O. Box 
151, Gillette, N. J. 07933. 

THE SWINGER 
Ask any member of any Garden 
Club and she'll surely extol the 
advantages of a self sharpening 
Hula Ho. Named for its undulat- 
ing action, long handled tool slips 
down under to weed, cultivate, 
aerate and edge without hacking 
up top soil; mulches places 
around plants et al. $5.95 ppd. 
Direct Sales, HG9, 2761 E. Jef- 
ferson, Detroit, Mich. 48207. 

SOUND IDEA 
The way to easy reading can be 
smooth and even fun with phono- 
graph records and cards. Phonics 
aid youngsters with reading and 
spelling problems in only six 
weeks. Write for complete infor- 
mation on the sound way to easy 
reading with their superb home 
tutoring course. Bremner-Davis, 
HG9, Wilmette, III. 60091. 

PURELY PRIVATE 
Kitty's litter is constantly dried 
by screen filtration and ventila- 
tion. To prevent odor and keep 
litter fresh give an occasional 
whoosh with the generous supply 
of special spray included. 20" 
by 14" by 6" non-corrosive box 
is cleaned with wide scoop. $7.95 
plus $1 post. Special Products 
Co., HG9. Box 861, Traverse 
City, Mich. 49684. 

HOUSE & GARDEN 



SHOPPING AROUND 
CONTINUOUS WARMTH 
Throughout meals for bread and 
rolls supplied by a quaint warm- 
er. Roll tray has red tile to heat 
in oven along with bread, then 
place in maple-finished wooden 
serving bowl. Convenience with- 
out electricity. No need for cord 
and plug! 9VA" by 9VA". $2.99 
ppd. Breck's of Boston, W45 
Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
02210. 

FAIR AND SQUARE 
Striking the totally feminine note 
for boudoir or bath accessoriz- 
ing, an elegant golden tissue box. 
Lovely, lacy 18k gold-plated met- 
al topper and cover in new square 
shape to fit the popular boutique 
tissue boxes. AV2" sq. $4.98 plus 
25c post. Lillian Vernon, Dept. 
GS1, 560 So. Third Ave., Mt. Ver- 
non, N. Y. 10550. 

BREAD AND BOARD 
Crisp French or Italian bread can 
present cutting problems. Hence 
a bread cutter with stainless steel 
hollow ground cutting blade on 
wooden base and slot for thorough 
slicing. Knife unscrews for wash- 
ing. Base: 11%" by 4%" by VA". 
$6.98 plus 75c post. A boon to 
the garlic bread crowd! Pegasus, 
HG9, 1855 Imperial Ave., New 
Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040. 

STANDING ORDER 
Beautiful rosewood stands, hand- 
carved in century-old Oriental 
patterns are superb show-off 
spots. Decorative to display a 
treasured figure, a flowering 
plant. Shown is the low base 
model at $2.50 and the footed 
version at $6.75. Both are 4" in 
dia. Ppd. Other sizes. A. C. Gifts, 
HG9, 2642 Central Ave., Yonkers, 
N. Y. 10710. 

SCENT-SATIONAL 
Delightful air freshener—decora- 
tive Perm-A-Scent wall vases turn 
stale room odors into sheer am- 
brosia. Fragrance is released— 
continuously. With French floral, 
lily (shown) or ribbed vase. Gift 
set: any vase with four months' 
supply of trefle or blue spruce 
fragrance, $3.95 ppd. Edco Fra- 
grance, HG9, 17-30 166 St., 
Whitestone, N. Y. 11357. 

CRYSTAL BRILLIANCE 
Spray any hanging crystal chan- 
delier with Crystal Clean and it 
drip dries to original luster elim- 
inating tedious wiping and polish- 
ing. No need to remove prisms 
and reassemble. Atomizer nozzle 
comes with spray can of liquid 
cleaner. 16-ounces, $4.75 ppd. 
Kellum's Crystal Clean, HG9, 652 
Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, Cal. 
93940. 
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good i(j^ to Uveo^ to ai^ ^Walter Drake 
4029 DRAKE   BUILDING,   COLORADO   SPRINGS,   COLORADO   80901 

SELF-STICK GOLD FOIL LABELS        RETURN ADDRESS TAG FOR PET $1 
Gleaming gold foil labels stick ariywhere-a smart touch 
to personalize letters, books, cameras, briefcases, rec- 
ords, etc. Classic border, handsome black printing. 1" x 
W. Up to 4 lines, 27 letters and spaces per line 
P4010 250 Gold Foil Labels $1.98 

No need to worry about your pet getting lost1 This life 
time return address tag shows the pet's name, plus your 
name, address and phone number - all engraved in pol- 
ished stainless steel Easy to put on collar. 48-hr. service 
P4008 Pot Return Address Tag $1 

MAKE BIKE AN INDOOR SLIMMER!     75 BILL-PAYING ENVELOPES $1 
Great exerciser! Just attach rear bike wheel to this 
heavy tubular steel stand - raise or lower wheel against 
rollers to get everything from "ort the level" to vigor- 
ous "up-hill" pedaling Bike comes off for riding 
F6061 Bike Exerciser(fits 26" 28"bikes)$9.98 

Why scramble for envelopes at bill paying time, or break 
up good stationery sets? Mail checks, orders, etc. in 
these W crisp white envelopes made for this job! Re- 
turn shows name, address. Zip code. 48-hour service. 
P3003 75 Envelopes $1 

I     SUSIE SCHOC 

1        B0B SWl/WMCI 

TOMMY  CAMP1 

50 PERSONAL NAME TAPES $1 
Low-cost way to mark clothes for school, camp, gym. 
Printed in indelible red ink on white tape. Laundry 
proof. Letters are W high, 48 hour service. 
P4006 50 Sew-On Name Tapes $1 
P4007 50 Iron-On Name Tapes $1 

J&l MERRY CHRISTMASI 
lV Janet Elaine Smith 
•j& 2134 South 22nd Ave. 
^£P Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901 

SEASON'S GREET.NGSI 
The Robert A. Smiths 
2131 South 22nd Ave. 
Colorado Springs. Colo. 809m 

1000 RETURN ADDRESS LABELS $1 
Quick, easy way to put your name and address on let- 
ters, records, books. Any name, address & Zip code up to 
4 lines beautifully printed in black ink on white gummed 
labels, rich gold trim. Free handy box. 48-hour service. 
S716 1000 Labels         $1 

5? 
RED & GREEN CHRISTMAS LABELS        12 PERSONALIZED PENCILS 694 
Gummed labels for Christmas cards and correspond- 
ence! Red and green holly design with choice of "Merry 
Christmas" or "Season's Greetings" plus 3-line name 
and address in red. 500 labels in handy box. 5 day svc. 

Any first and last name you want, beautifully imprinted 
in gold letters on high quality Venus pencils. Great for 
school, home, business. Kids love 'em because they are 
personalized. Full size. No. 2 lead. 48-hour service. 
S854 Set of 12 Pencils 69« 

2-FT. x 3-FT. POSTER 
Send in any picture, document, marriage license, birth 
certificate, wedding invitation, black and white or color 
snapshot (no negatives)... or a 35mm color slide ... 
and have it enlarged into a giant 2-ft. x 3ft. black and 
white poster. Comes rolled in a mailing tube to prevent 
creasing. Your original returned safe and sound. A real 
conversation piece for any room or office! 5 day service. 
D5009 Giant Photo (from photo) .... $3.98 
D5010 Giant Photo (from slide) $4.50 

Walter Drake & Sons 

4029 Drake Building 

I Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901 

FAST SERVICE 

We ship in 24 hours 

(except as noted) 
1    SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Charge to my 
INTERBANK 

MASTER CHARGE 
account number: 

SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED  OR  MONEY  BACK!  We ship  POSTPAID! 

NAME OF ITEM 

Colorado residents add 3% tax.    TOTAL ENCLOSED (or charge it!) 

Print the 4 numbers and letter B,NK Nn 

from the lower left corner of card om* "u 

•'=    : 
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GIVE UP? 
IT'S A PUZZLE 
... OR IT WAS! 

Now you can enjoy hours of 
pleasant frustration - and 
wind up with a genuine work 
of art on your hands . . . 
assuming, that is, that you 
are unable to put this rather 
difficult puzzle together 
again. (For real frustration, 
try solving it vertically). 
Handcrafted in W wood, no 
two are exactly alike. When 
you tire of puzzling, stack 
individual pieces on top of 
each other and you have an 
unusual free-form sculpture 
— and, best of all, nobody 
ever need know it's an un- 
solved puzzle. 7V2" square. 

$4.00, ppd. 

'CASUAL  LIVING, Dept. G 
.Stony Hill, Bethel, Ct. 06801 

••:-:■         pi,' 

WHITE 
COLUMNS 

\      MAIL 
m[>v« 

!STAND 

Simple but stole ly to match the white 
columns of your home. Superbly styled 
for any home from simple bungalow to 
stately mansion. Mailbox, nameplate and 
stand complete as illustrated. $29 95 ppd. 

Send for free catalog of aluminum 
products    for    the   home   and   garden. 

ts4lo«uMe/  t^HanHlacfurinw   Joe-. 

WL^I1       MOULTRIE,  GA.  31768 

DON QUIXOTE 
hand carved in 

MEXICO 
From south of the bor- 

der, the world's most 

lovable hero, remark- 

ably hand carved in 
rich, dark wood. 

Copied from the fa- 

mous illustrations of 

Paul Gus+ave Dore. 
Here is an adventur- 

ous, different decora- 
tion for a den, library 

or living room ... or a 

gift for someone who 

appreciates fine sculp- 
ture. 19" high. $6.50 ppd. 

,1    tH our 
56-pg. cniii- ^Norwich, rr. 
\«<i <>f eoo 
imports. • Mass. 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

LOWEST PRICE EVER! 
Now a Full Leather 
Chair for 
the Price 
of a t lam. 
Chair . . . 

ONLY 
$24-98 
comparable 
value $50.00 

Genuine Leather 
Swivel-Back 

x 23W' d. 
Overall 
height: 29W 

British Officer's Chair 
Distinctive in bearing, distinguished in breed- 
ing, a chair for an officer and a'gentleman— 
your gentleman. Unique swivel-back conforms to 
his every movement, provides never-before com- 
fort guaranteed to turn lion into lamb. Built to 
last a lifetime of soft, supple, naili 
black leather cowhide with handsome walnut- 
finished beechwood frame Reinforced with belted 
leather back, silvertone buckle. Will bring im- 
portance and comfort to office, den. family room, 
bachelor quarters, any room. Assembles in min- 
utes—easy instructions. When limited shipment 

: price due to rise. Order today! Only 
$24 98 (Add $1-00 shipping.) (#26 16) 

nteed 
Send check or money C.O.D 
Write for FRl I lop of unique gifts. 

HOBI,  Dept.  G-90 
Enqel  St.,  Hicksville,  N.  Y.  11802 

Din. of Bevis Industi ■■ •. Inc 

CURTAIN CHARM 
With Ball Fringe 

On Bleached Muslin 
20". 25". 30". 36". 
40- long.   5_Q() ^ 

2 pail- to 
window 
as show n 1 0.00 
4.V.   54",  <;:>".  72" 

6.50 ,„, 
SI". OO" l..nK 

8.00 
iall pairs 74" wide) 
Matching Valance 

2.25 
Please add 50c to 
each order for 
handling. 

i ears   Men   England  housewives   have  made 
these charming BLEACHED MUSLIN curtains 
for every room in the house. Now you can buy 
them direct with all the original simplicity, 
warmth and handmade look. Practical, long- 
wearing, these unusually attractive curtain- .it 
white pre-shrunk muslin with matching color ball 
fringe retain their crisp appearance with a mini- 
mum of care. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. ( /' / •■< money order. 
\   ( "it's please. WHU <•*> brochure showing full 
line of curtains   in  many styles and fabrics. 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
At the Red Lion Inn 

STOCKBRIDGE,   MASS.   01262   DEPT.   93 

Limited 
Edition 

Famous Naturalist Bottle 
First in series of commemorative bottles. 
John James Audubon's profile is sculptured 
in relief, fashioned in watch fob style of 
Jersey amber glass. Mouth blown and hand- 
made—a fast disappearing —»_ —_ 
art.   An   unusual   opportunity.    S/.i/5 
About  7"   long. Please add  a 

\     I nil s 

SEND  10c FOR  GIFT CATALOG 

Clymer's of Bucks County 
Dept.  HG9-0,  Point  Pleasant,  Pa.  18950 

SHOPPING AROUND 

-*>, . 

v* a 

■ISk 

<*: 

DAINTY FILAMENTS 
Of softest mohair ice wool are 
woven into a delicate pattern to 
make female flattery a foregone 
conclusion. English imported 
scarf drapes gracefully as stole 
or head covering. Hand wash- 
able, mothproof. 20" by 60". 
White, beige, black or copen blue 
(specify). $3.98 or two for $7.50. 
Ppd. Ferry House, Dept. HG9, 
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522. 

MARK THE DAY 
If the man wants to give his bride 
a right-on present, a reproduc- 
tion of the wedding invitation in 
sterling silver or in yellow gold. 
For this undiluted charm, he 
sends the original; or a license, 
announcement, score card, di- 
ploma (returned with order). 
Sterling $12; 14k gold $30. Ppd. 
Holiday Gifts, 309-D, 7047 Pecos 
St., Denver, Colo. 80221. 

VISIBLE VALUE 
Paperweight holds a treasure of 
rare Indian Head pennies in a 
solid 2" block of clear lucite. 
Four pennies, each at least 60 
years old, multiply when viewed 
at an angle. Striking focal point 
for home or office desk. $7.75 
plus 50c post. New 64-page cata- 
logue, 25c. Suburbia, Dept. HG9, 
366 Wacouta St., St. Paul, Minn. 
55101. 

SEA VIEW 
Sew a sea scene! White-sailed 
Nantucket whaler with flags 'mid 
rolling waves against blue hori- 
zon makes a dramatic scene for 
you to embroider. Kit includes 
design on blue linen, white, red, 
blue, green, black yarns, needle, 
instructions. Finished size 20" 
by 24". $9.95 plus 75c post. The 
Stitchery, HG9, Wellesley Hills, 
Mass. 02181. 

PERSONALIZE YOUR PAD 
Name it with white molded let- 
ters on blue, green, brown, red 
or black vinyl door mat. Of tough, 
springy, self-draining vinyl, it 
traps dirt, grass and sand. 19" 
by 30". Maximum 17 letters. Two 
to four weeks delivery. Specify 
color and name. $6.98 ppd. Wal- 
ter Drake, HG-66 Drake Bldg., 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901. 

PETIT POINT CHARMER 
Gold-plated brass thimble be- 
decked with a petit point band of 
exquisitely worked flowers and 
leaves carefully crafted by Aus- 
trian needlewomen. An elegant 
treasure for collectors or all who 
love to do needlepoint, crewel 
and all manner of stitchery. $3.50 
each; two for $6.85. Ppd. Downs, 
Dept. 1409, Evanston, III. 60204. 
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1)1.$65.95.  HOME  KIT    $47.95.  Bxp.  I I ' 

Friendly Pine 
by Yield House 

For 24 years we folks at Yield 
House have designed & produced 
fine handcrafted furniture in 
friendly pine. Yield House orig- 
inals are finished, waxed & pol- 
ished to a satin smooth patina, 
in mellow honey tone knotty pine 
or maple, antique pine or wainut 
finishes (specifyV EASY DUILD 
KITS ... no special tools needed, 
parts precision cut, drilled, 
sanded, all ready to assemble 
& finish. Simple instructions. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

m 
Yictd  '0 

' pnhpustt 

cord storage' Eight 
unbreakable glass 
in 360 albums 

lorful displ&3 
32"H    26"W    14"D 
Exp. Chg   Col 

<  IXIk   ItOOK 
It 14 I PI. it\4 K 

Thoughtfully designed to hold all your culi- 
nary reference materials in one handsome, 
efficient center Cookbooks (all 1 
fit in top. Twin drawers hold 3x5" recipe 
cards (index cards incl 1 Hang il on a wall 
or stand it on the countel It's perfectly 
rharming either way! 17"H l3"Vi • D 
$15.50. KIT: $12.25. Both Ppd. Add 60c ca. 
West ot Mississippi. 

Diminul ive beauties—prin 
example ol ■> ield Mouse ,1 
sign' ton ways useful— 
snack trays, end tables, child 
dining tables, oci a lonal scat 
reinforced).    And   the: 

, ,.o. IL', "It l.V'W. $7.50 
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ime racks prevent  "magazine mess". They're 
si  practical mule   Magazines can't slouch or Lend.  Each 

hi   ami   il.ii    visible   for   quick,   cass    -.lection 
 ile beautifully   run  ! mblcd,  or unfinished,  in 

easy kit form. All kits shij 1 po tpaid    on po tpaid items, add 80c each \\ 
Magazine   Tree   12xl3x30"H holds 75 mas     $18.75 I'pd Kit   $12.50 
Wall  Back :::\:7\V\>    (shown) holds 30 mags   $21.95 I'pd Kit    $13.25 
Wall Rack 23x40" (taller than shown)      holds  15 mag    $29.95 Exp  Col. Kit: $21.25 
Wall Rack   15x27" (double  width   -Inn      holds 60 mags. $34.50 Exp. Cnl, Kit   $22.50 
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il  MI 
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7.00 

Holds II 
1 smooth. Exqu; 
bedroom or ba 

out for total \i 
"'/'" I"!). $42. 
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TIE 
CABINET 

to 100 ties, wrinkle 
tely crafted- -essen- 

'. black iron rods 
ing, .asy selection, 
i. Ppd EASY KIT: 
1. W. of Miss. 

CLOTHES 
HAMPER 

TABLE 

It's hard to believe this beautiful cabim 
practical clothes hamper. Sorts latin.in foi you 
Waited top drawer holds lingerie and oilier hand wash- 
ing Big tilt-front bin with basket-weave interior 
holds family wash. ISoth instantly removable foi 
emptying. Doubles as lovely bath table, too top holds 
toiletries and such—drawer holds soaps, etc. :!o"ll 
22"W   ll',,"D.   $32.95. Until]:  $29.95.  Exp.  Chi;.   Col 

HUM 

The most versatile bar ever, for the biggest party or cozy 
twosome. Use it locked as a liquor cabinet, open for self- 
service, or turned around for bartender service. Hinged 
halves open to reveal 20 Mottle- of liquor. 211 of mis. nearly 

lasses and all t>ar accessories. Adjustable shelves, 
,1.1 rails and fitting-. Simple, compact, fits smart- 

ly into home, apt . office, cottage, -J1"W l!i"D 3C"H—open 
38"W.   $57.95.   EAST   KIT:   $39.95.  Both  Exp.   Chg.  Col. 

has lira: 
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STEREO 
TAPE 

SUSANS 
Cor  Keels. 

O ur  ban dsom e 

all   size   tapes   in 
12   sectiot 

and  i ndexing 
Hidden ball bear 

els   .ii   a 
finger's   touch  for 
insl an \     II. . . 
Portable   (shown) 
ha-    lira--    carry 
ring.      hi 
cartridges 
10y2"   sq.   $18.50. 
End Tabic,  for 7" 
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portable   i lei 

Holds   2'/4x4" 
-Y  HOME KITS    Co 
lc  $12.50;   End  Table 

ostpaid—add 80c each 

ANTIQUE 
SHUTTLE 

LAMPS 

Frosted (Left) 
(ir Swirled 
Milk Glass 
Globe (Kt) 

Unique, imaginative 
Yield House Originals! 
They're genuine an- 
tique shuttles from old 

ou England textile mills. We've cleaned and buffed 
oh to bring out patina and marks of wear—added de- 
ghtful old style brass electrical fixtures and the result 

incredible Specify Swirled milk glass shade with 
ear chimney, 7"dia. oi frosted glass chimney shade, ""- 
a   inly $13.50 each. I'pd. Add 65c w ,■ i ol Mississippi. 

SEND FOR NEW FREE CATALOG 

SUSAN 
COFFEE 
TABLES 

The Loveliest. Most Useful 
Table Made! Our handsome 
swivel    coffee    tables    hold 
I k-,   record   allium-,   magi 
elearlv   visible    accessible   from  any- 
Book area   12'-"H.   3(V~dia.   (hold.-  100 books)   $41.50: 
(holds    lo   book       $31.50.   COMPLETE   KITS:   Turin 
ready to assemble. 36" $29.95; 24" $19.95. Both Exp. I 1 

MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

NOT SOLD 
IN STORES 

NO C.O.D.S 

Conway,  N.H. 03860 

NAME  

ADDRESS- 

CITY  _STATE_ _ZIP_ 

NAME OF ITEM SPECIFY FINISH KIT 

PLEASE ENCLOSE CHECK OR  MONEY  ORDER 

PRICE 

TOTAL 

EPTEM.BER,   1970 



SHOPPING AROUND 

SPANISH PROVINCIAL CHAIRS. Which 
the antique but blend perfectly with classic 
modern interiors. Made by hand in Mexico, they 
have traditional Spanish peasant carvini 
and back of hand woven rush; frame of sturdy 
Mexican wood. 37" h.; scat 18" \v.. 17" from 
door. Choice of: Antique charcoal slam S28.00 
pair. Unfinished Wood Frame. £26.00 pair. Lac- 
quered frame, 532.00 pair dime, lemon, black, 
olive and  white).  SPECIAL OFFER:   Deduct    1" 
on 4  or more chairs.  (."Express charges collect.) 
rN1354. Catalog  25c. 

ELIZABETH   McCAFFREY 
Department   HG9C.    Northport,   New   York   11768 

PERSONALIZED SMOCK 
BOYS AND GIRLS AT 

SCHOOL OR PLAY 
Complete with  paint set, 

coloring book, crayons 
scissors, hanger 

and packet of 
press-on letters for 

personalizing. 
The most practical cover- 

all and carry-all smock 
ever designed to delight 

the younger set. Made 
of durable, light blue 
washable denim with 

vivid red cotton 
binding. Has three 

large convenient 
cobblers' pockets. 

Comfortable; easy to 
^   put on and take off 

^$3.50    ea 
K     plus 45c each 

for shipping 
Order: 

SMALL forages 2, 3 
MEDIUM for ages 4, 5 

LARGE for ages 6, 7 
Please print child's 
first name clearly. 

Prompt delivery. 
Satisfaction guaranteed 

Send check or M. 0. 
Write for Free Catalog of unusual gifts 

THE FERRY HOUSE. INC. 
Dept. A-70  Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522 

im\\wmi 

T.red d : >rty? Slip these invisible pads in 
any pair of shoes. No* step into them and add 2 inches 

THE SAME HEIGHT INCREASE AS EXPENSIVE 
HEIGHT INCREASING SHOES, tor a fraction of the cost to 
giwe you new poise and self confidence-a key to success 
and romance. No one will suspect that you are wearing 
them. These LIGHTWEIGHT FOAM RUBBER AND CUSHION 
CORK PAOS fit securely without gluing and interchange- 
able in any shoes. Scientifically designed for walking 
comfort: aids posture. Worn by thousands. Durable ano 
shock absorbing. State Mans or Woman's shoe size. 

SEND NO MONEY! Free 10 Day Trial! 
Pay postman on delivery, only SI.98 plus postage per 
pair o( ' LIFTEE" HEIGHT INCREASE PADS. Or send only 
SI.98 with order and we pay postage.12 prs S3.50.3 prs. 
S5.00 ) 10 DAT TRIAL MUST SATISFY OR MONET WILL BE 
REFUNDED. 

The Liftee Co., 
Dept. R736. Box 608, Church St., NYC 10008 

MINIATURE BOTTLES 6 for S2.98 
Perfect replicas of museum Americana! Radiant 
amber, green, blue, ruby colors—especially 
eye-catching in a sunny window! Fascinating 
shapes and designs—most have quaint printed 
bas relief labels. Sizes vary—about 3" high. 
Set of 6, all different, with  real corks. 
r0586—Miniature Bottles  1   Set $2.98 

Please add 25c postage and handling 

LILLIAN VERNON EWKMS? 

Golden Keys of the Kingdom $1 each 
Antique gold plated keys make inter- 

esting wall decorations. Use them in 

groupings or alone. 5" cast metal keys 

make wonderful paperweights. Nicely 

made from antique molds, hand fin- 

ished in golden brass. 

SI .00 each, 3 for $1.98 plus 25c post. 

(wrlfe for free catalog) 

Dept. HC-97. Box 241. Hartsdale. N. Y. 10530 

CREWEL BEASTIES 
Embroider one cf these enchanting creature 
than three hours. Enlivens any room. Each kit is 
complete and includes design stamped on colorful 
Belgian linen, tapestry wool in vibrant colors, Eng- 
lish embroidery needle, wood mounting plaque, 
brass hanging ring, stitch diagram, and easy-to- 
follow instructions. Size: 10" x 6". 

Mouse on Green  (shown; SI.95 
Moose on  Turquoise   (shown) SI.95 
Turtle on Yellow SI.95 
Bee on  Orange %1.95 
Porcupine  on   Red $1.95 
Fox on Gold $1.95 

PLUS 35c POSTAGE & HANDLING 

/' t. R • OIVs 

VICTORIA GIFTS 
12-H Water St.. Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 

ON KEY 
Music box key ring hath charms. 
Plays "Somewhere My Love," 
"More," "Edelweiss," or "Strang- 
ers in the Night," when you press 
button. Slide cover allows for pho- 
to insert; precision Swiss minia- 
ture music works show up under 
plexiglas. $11.95 plus 75c in- 
sured mail. Catalogue 50c. Hil- 
degarde's, HG9. 597 Farmington 
Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105. 

FANCY FERNERY 
Just what a decorator would sug- 
gest! A low, wide fernery in an 
elegant leaf design to add an un- 
usually lovely and opulent touch 
to any room. Available in black, 
white, and antique green; white 
with gold 50c extra. 14" high and 
\0lA" dia. $8.95 plus 85c post. 
Henry R. Smith Studios. Dept. 
HG90, 39 Crestline Rd.. Wayne, 
Pa. 19087. 

STILL OF THE NIGHT 
Blissful quiet maintains when 
the anti-snore mask goes on. The 
mask with adjustable plastic 
bands breaks the snoring habit 
and stops talking in one's sleep. 
It re-educates jaw muscles. Many 
doctors recommend it. Washable 
nylon. $2.98 plus 20c post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 585 
Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
94105. 

FLYTES FORECAST 
Zigzag rubber soled Flytes pre- 
dict a walking-on-the-clouds feel- 
ing. Bone/malt; navy/light blue; 
beige/otter; teak brown; all 
black or all white. 2V2 to 13, 
AAAA to EE (D and EE to 12 only). 
2% to 10, $19.95; IOV2 to 12, 
$20.95; 12V2 and 13, $21.95. 
Add 50c post. Free catalogue. 
Solby Bayes. HG9, 45 Winter St., 
Boston, Mass. 02108. 

CURTAIN CALL » 
Without seams to sew or show, 
drapes flow in endless bolts of 
luxurious, wide cottons, billowy 
sheers and airy open weaves 
from 96" to 120" w. Custom 
draperies or yardage from $3.98 
per yard. Send $1 for decorator 
kit with a generous helping of 83 
swatches to Homespun House, 
Dept. HG9, 9026 Lindblade, Cul- 
ver City, Cal. 90230. 

LUIGI ELEGANCE 
You don't often come across a 
pair of lamps such as these lovely 
crystaliers. All prisms, bases aie 
handcut, and what a lovely light 
they cast on all surroundings. 
September brings a spate of 
weddings—remember? For pres- 
ent-giving, the pair $29.95 exp. 
coll. I6V2" h. 9" dia. Luigi Crys- 
tal, HG9, 7332 Frankford Ave.. 
Philadelphia. Pa. 19136. 
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HATS OFF! 

There's room for six hats, um- 
brellas too on this 71" Bentwood 
stand, imported from Poland. 
Ours stands in the hall of our 
Brooklyn brownstone but it's 
handily at home with any decor. 
Red. white, blue or black. $39.95 
exp. charges coll. 56-page cata- 
logue $1. Door Store of Washing- 
ton D. C, HG9, 3140 M St. NW., 
Washington, D. C. 20007. 

CARNIVAL YULE PLATE 

First in new Christmas in Amer- 
ica series, handmade dark blue- 
green glass plate with rainbow 
hues has picture of Little Brown 
Church in the Vale, title and 
Christmas 1970 embossed on 
front. Reverse side has verse, 
author's name, place and date. 
8" dia. $12.50 ppd. including 
holder. Downs, Dept. 1409, 
Evanston,  III. 60204. 

MATTRESS MATE 

Finally somebody has provided 
us with a filler for the gap be- 
tween mattress and bed that the 
pillow disappears into. Adds 4" 
of sleeping area, fits all sofa 
beds. Non-allergenic polyure- 
thane. White. 48" or 60". $6.95; 
72" or 84", $8.95. Ppd. Toni 
Stern, HG9, 54 W. So. Orange 
Ave., South Orange, N. J. 07079. 

DEW-FRESH GLOW 

Fresh Face is a complete protein 
liquid facial masque that flows on 
and unlocks the pores to draw' 
out deep down impurities that 
resist soap, water, ordinary 
cleansing creams. The skin glows 
with radiance after each facial 
using. Two-ounce self-applicator 
bottle is $3 ppd. Order from 
Beauty Basics, HGE-70, Mt. Ster- 
ling, III. 62353. 

ITS IN THE CARDS 

Tarot fortune telling cards, newly 
printed in Switzerland, come 
with colorful 14th century illus- 
trations. Authentic, complete set 
of 78 (22 major Arcana, 56 les- 
ser Arcana) are truly a unique 
find for card collectors. History, 

instructions included. $3.95 post- 
paid. Order from Sleepy Hollow 
Gifts, HG9, 3023 Crane Dr., Falls 
Church, Va. 22042. 

NO MARGIN FOR ERROR 

Not when you have personalized 
order forms right at hand. Order- 
ing by mail is simplified this way 
and you have a record of what 
you ordered and when. Black on 
white paper. 4%" by 3V2". 100 
order forms personalized with 
your name and address. $1.85 
ppd. Bruce Bolind, Inc., HG9, 
Boulder, Colo. 80302. 
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•? 

OWN VOIR TELEPHONE — PICK VOIR STYLE! 
SAVE MONEY EACH MONTH! 

Trendline PHONE 
Be first with the newest trend in pho 
elegance without adding to your phone b 
Cradles in your palm for easy dialing, ta 
ing and listening. Nothing to install; just pi 
into phone jack and use 

Illuminate   dial   with 
mini-transformer   (ffi $2.99 add 

Colors: - White,  green,   blue,   beige,  pink, 
turquoise   ivory, black,   red 

"■*«*•»•*•'   $KQ95 
(Oil O'CJ & plu( 

;59' 
MODERN COLOR 

FASHION 

PHONE 

$1995 »ilhrin,«r. 
p| |) t   iblc 

Luxurious styling to accent a conversa- 
tion piece. Highlight your room with an 
extra convenient phone. Colors to fit your 
decorating creativity-, beige, green, red, 
blue, black, white, ivory, pink, grey, yel- 
low. 

BATHROOM 
EXTENSION PHONE 

19 95    Complele *ilh ceil cord. 
plu? & cable. 

Be the person to have every- 
thing! Here is comfort-plus! 
No need to step out of the 
shower when the phone rings. 
Colors: beige, white, black, 
red, grey. 

SCULPTURE 
.k££7w^ PHONE 

I   ritX'E   !  POSITION 

$9095 !39 
With plul. dial 

' V andcable. 

Swedish beauty winner of ultra contem- 
porary design, stands like a statue; rests 
horizontally for easy dialing. Coordinate 
color: white, green, blue, red, ivory, yel- 
low, pink. fBuzzer. if needed @ $10 add'l.) 

*ith 4-pren| plug      t^f 
I lack attached 

25 FT PHONE EXTENSION CORD 
SO 99 

len.th "* 

Add 60c pstg/hdlg * 

Full 25 foot extension makes your phone 
reach to any part of the room. Saves 
steps and energy. 

0 Decorator's  choice! 

"SPEAK-EASY" PHONE 

OQ95 Cemplt.ln.iih 
tj ~J dill, butitr, 

plug & cable 

As famous as raccoon coats and the roar- 
ing '20 s. But more functional. Stands 
12" high and is crafted with dial in the 
base. Black. Available in old-fashioned 
brass finish (a   $10 add'l. 

Truly authentic in style and performance! 
Here is genuine elegance! 

Ready for use. Gold S : i black; 
all gold. 

CINDERELLA PHONE 

29 95 Complete *ith 

dial. plu< <* table. 

Styled low and sleek for today's fashion- 
able decor. Lightweight and graceful. 
Have the convenience of another phone 
without increasing your phone bill. Colors: 
white,   beige,   grey,   blue,   green,   pink. 

Ringer Box if needed 'a   $6.95 add'l. 

DESK DIAL PHONE 
W.thd.tl.plu; 

rinfei indcabl* 
SQ95 8 

ASSORTED STYLES 

Regulation phone for the home at a bud- 
get price! Enjoy the comfort and conven- 
ience of an additional phone without in- 
creasing the cost on your monthly phone 
bill. Black. Fully equipped and ready to 
plug in and use. 

 •  USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM •  
Send check or money order for prompt delivery. Add proper sales tax 

METROPOLITAN TELETRONICS CORP. 
Pept. HG9. 35  WEST   35th   ST.,   NEW  YORK.   N.Y.   10001   •   Phone:   LW   4-4030 

Please send the following items: 

□ MAIL SI FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG. 
FULL REFUND WITH FIRST ORDER. 

I53 

SJV; 

Add $1.50 pstg 
and hdlg charge 
for each phone 
ordered. 

Be sure to add 
proper Sales Tax. 

(Indicate 2nd choice 
when specifying color) 

Am't enclosed: 

ADDRESS. 

CITY  STATE ZIP 



m^ma^ 

NEW SMARTYTABLE 
SPECIALS4.95; :^(..-=•.-=•, 

* mmej to cover an ex- 
SMAfi • the ."' : rial col- 

.-:; : ; ::_:::;: ::: e _$e: - zez-n'-e-. 
stores and homes around the world. Paint it. 
:=:e : :• ::.;• : * :■ i " -:.-; : ::- 
. 5; :■ e-: :: -;• :=: e b_~e:$ j3_e 
table. 20" Round Top-271i ' high. Satis- 
Fact HI gparaateed. No C.O.D.'s.  Dept. H9. 

SMARTY PAPER  PRODUCTS.  INC. 
75 Colonial Road. Nev. C .- ~ - ? -   Conn. 06840 

Send Today for FREE 
64 page Shoe Booklet H 

1 
- - 

■ 

NO   RISK  TO  YOU! 

SAVE MORE MONEY! 
Mo Exl 

to 13 
TERRENO  S22.00 

tier.       think it*s I 
:    ■" 
see-  "." 5 i 

\ 

SHOECRAFT 

-    /. 

FERN PRINTS 
: 

.■ -     : 
•:' 

- 

CMERRI CMAKERS 
S02 s -.■ - if;     t   z.        " - 
154 

SHOPPING AROUND 

in on heirloom tradition 
L - ■       -  ; 

-      -        ; *    : - - - 
tbesi 

pes,   8  salad   forks,   8  soap 
syp—s. 16 tCTSpws. plus 2 scrviBfl spwtn*. 

■ ■■■*-. si-- =5 
44.95 

5 " *   - : 

ore* STOCK -■ - LABU 
I ■     BETSY   ROSS   F   : : .E 

BACI 

:    544 

sim. JID 
- G-9D.    Grf-fit BarrinBtrn.    Vas*. 

HOI >f   8   GARDEN   <j. <■ : 
I   flown 

•r   w»wf   comitvrHv*   and   quills.    Mol.'. 

Special fluffing and patented chemically steril- 
ized process guarantees entire satisfaction. We 
add extra fillings to restore the original fluffi- 
ness at no extra cost! Our stitching is guaran- 
teed for life. And we will even adjust the sire 

- ■    ■ ■ 

u 
-.40. 115 Allen St.. Mf« York. N.Y. I00D2 

i&chachter '.:: 

Th_e -Steak to 
have an Affair With.! 

- 
■ 

s the l 

; f •. f ;   - t 

The> * 
■narl 

then -    • ozen. 

■ 
r;; HI   first 

Box of 16 6-or. each. IW thick * 30405 

pfaelzer BROTHERS 

I   :PAW PROTECTION 
Heavily padded and quilted cot- 
ton 33" pot holder with mitt at 
either end to slip hands into. 
Safely wraps around biggest cas- 
seroie hottest pot. Completely 
bound with hook for hanging. As- 
sorted gay prints. S2.98 each; 

- U5 50. Add 35c post. The 
Ferry House, Inc.. Dept. HG9, 
131 Main St., Dobbs Ferry. N. Y. 
10522. 

SHIP AHOY! 
'eproduced meta! 

lica   of   a   mighty   Viking   ship 
as sailed the Northern Seas 

3th to 10th century. Finely de- 
tailed  with  masts,   ropes,  oars, 
with antique pewter finish. Set 

" 5 decorative stand atop table, 
mantel, desk. 9" long, 10" high. 

:    : JS   75c   post.   Ha-- et 
Carter,   Dept.   HG-9.   Plymouth 
Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

'.E:^_ NOTABLE 
; comes a beautiful object of 

Far  £ —from  Katmandu, 
no less. Pheasant is studded with 

oise and coral stones set 
in a delicately wrought metal 

golden wash. 4" high. 
Charming bird's just what lots of 
the ladies are looking for. S7.95 
ppd. Shopping Intn'l, 429 Shop-- 
ping Intn'l Bldg.. Norwich, Vt. 
05055. 

FOR  DOLLS 
; :-ere any little offspring so be- 

ght< n't drool 
over a Cannonball bed for her 
.-;    naby? Miniature pine copy 
here ':   ~bue her early with ex- 

r ~ce and beauty of fine crafts- 
■  miture. 11V2" high, 

L3M»"   long.   10"   ■ | .2.50 
ppd. Doll not included. Douglas 
Campbell   Co..    Denmark,   Me. 
04022. 

SOFTLY SET IN VELVET ' 
A  cane  and  hand-tufted  velvet 

■ hardwood frame c~e-; 
enduring bea^:.   n tti hands 
bed   fruitwoor Antique 

5:     exh        Scotchgard 
red,   foam   filled   velvet   in 

I ;•;   5 .. D each; a : 
$20C     Exp     barges    ::       No 
c.o.d's. Catalogue, swatches, 25c. 
Bryan  Robeson,  Dept.  20,  Box 
757  biickoi    N.C. 28601. 

CROSS SOUNC   5 - r RIER 
And '. ents 
a th protest pc ;:ers 
in p: L • message 

ss   • sually  with   such   oft- 
repeated   but   usually   unheard 

room 
Hang t thes       -ave 

)tter  ar ■ :- rtg?    12 
by 19". Set of foui   5: 25 ppd. 

,e   House    -G9.   221   W. 
St    Kansas City, Mo. 64105. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
EXPANDING SUBJECT 

Favorite snapshot of bride, beau 
or pup? Blow it up to giant size. 
Best results with original black 
and white or color photo (no neg- 
atives) up to 8" by 10". Shipped 
in self-storing tube. Original 
photo returned unharmed. 2' by 
3', $3.50; 20" by 24", $2.50; 3' 
by 4', $7.50. Ppd. The Blow Your- 
self Up Co., G-90, 663 Fifth Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 10022. 

UNI-SET 

Love the whole emblem thing. 
Tracked down tie tacks and 
bracelet charms in solid gold; 
seal of every accredited college 
in U.S.A. is available for the ask- 
ing, delivery in three weeks. For 
looks and sentiment, students 
and alumni would have to go far 
to find the likes of this twosome 
for $19.95 ea. ppd. Taylor Gifts, 
HG9. Wayne, Pa. 19087. 

SIMPLE STITCHING 

Delightful Scandinavian import, 
four little girls dressed in orange, 
yellow, pink and white frolic amid 
rose colored flowers on a green 
fabric background. Use basic em- 
broidery stitches explained in in- 
structions included. 14" by 26", 
$12.95 ppd. Color embroidery 
catalogue, $1. Skon Embroider- 
ies, Dept. GE9, 55 Lambert Lane, 
New Rochelle, N. Y. 10804. 

WINTER COAT 

Wrap up summer with a pool cov- 
er strong enough to keep out 

wind, leaves, children, pets and 
lock in chlorine residual to pre- 
vent algae. Sleeves along sides 
fill with a ton of water to keep it 
in place ready for spring. 21' by 
37' fits 16' by 32' pool. $136 
ppd. Major Pool Equipment Corp., 
HG9, 200 Entin Rd., Clifton, N. J. 
07014. 

TEAKWOOD TASTE 
Preserves the native flavor of 
wine, never affects it—that's one 
of teakwood's claims to fame. 
Goblet, hand-carved by Thailand 
craftsmen, acquires a patina with 
age that keeps it in perfect con- 
dition forever. 3V4" dia., 5" high. 

Stock up for posterity. $4.98 ea. 
ppd. Maison Michel, HG9, Michel 
Bldg., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

LEARN BY DOING 
If you like decorating and feel you 
may have a talent for interior 
design, send for this free booklet. 
It outlines a systematic home 
study program prepared by prac- 
tical decorators. You need no 
previous instruction, just keen 
interest. Chicago School of In- 
terior Decoration, HG9, 835 Di- 
versey Pkwy., Chicago, III. 60614. 

CUSTOM WALL OF 
LIBRARY SHELVES 

AT ONLY 

$4Q95 

The warmth of walnut wood .. .the richness of pewter. 
Solve your storage and decorating 
problems with this wall of shelves. 
Super-strong, they hold an incredible 
amount without ever looking crowded. 
Put all of your books (holds 12 com- 
plete sets of encyclopedias), store 
your record collection, hi-fi stereo 
set, portable TV. A great place to 
store and show off fine china. Use 
these anywhere ... in the basement 
or garage to hold tools, etc. 

A TRIUMPH OF DESIGN 
A unique stain and scratch resistant 
walnut wood-grain finish that is al- 
most impossible to tell from 
solid walnut except that it is 
so easy to keep clean. All 
solid non-sag steel that 
won't sway or bend. The up- 
right round steel post is in 
a satin pewter-tone finish. 
Easyto assemble in minutes 
with just a screwdriver. New 
exclusive design conceals 
screw holes. 

YOU GET ALL 15 SHELVES 
TO ARRANGE TO FIT 

YOUR OWN NEED 
As shown, it is 90" wide and 
60" high at the highest 
point. Each shelf is 12" 

deep. You can raise and lower each 
shelf,  combine heights and widths. 

A SPECIAL VALUE 
Looks like units worth $100 to $200 
... or even more. Due to modern pro 
duction advancement and our huge 
purchasing power we are able to 
make this special offer. 

10 DAY FREE TRIAL 
Admire these shelves for 10 days in 
your home. If you aren't completely 
pleased return for a full refund. 
* 1173 Wall of Shelves $49.95 

__ MAIL THIS  COUPON-SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED _ _, 

J.CARLTON'S Dept.FDIO 
176 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016 
Dear Mr. Carlton: 
Please send me #1173 Wall of Library Shelves at 
$49.95 shipping charges prepaid. I understand 
that if I am not completely satisfied, I may return 
for a full  refund. 
Enclosed is $ ■Check or M.O.) 

Charge my: 
□ Diners Club 
□ BankAmericard 

Ar.r.t.  * 

n American Express 
□ Master Charge 

Name 

Street 

City                                State Zip 

Domicile. 
A home 
The place for an 
orange, black. 
yellow or green stem 
to support a white 
translucent plastic 
dome—Domicile 
As a 56" floor lamp, 
$21.98 
As a 26" table lamp. 
$1798 
Our catalog is S1 
Write for it. 

Georgetown 
Lamp 
Gallery 

3103 M Street  N W 
1 Washington  D C  20007 

Phone (2021 333-8885 

after dinner surprise 

FOUR-IN-ONE 
CORDIAL DECANTER 

The final fillip to your next dinner 
party . . . four different liqueurs all 
served and poured with gracious ease 
from this lovely, imported crystal de- 
canter. A delightful bridal or hostess 
gift, too. 12" nigh overall. $6.95 plus 
$1.00 postage & handling. 

Sorry no C.O.D.'s 

Morlyn, he. 
Dept. G-90  350 So. County Rd. 

Palm Beach, Florida 33480 
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These magnificent place mats featuring 6 different species of cats will enhance your decorative effort 
at the supper table, or are exquisite for framing. Each print is laminated on an ivory white back' 
ground between clear heavyweight plastic. 
The surface is scratch resistant and cleans readily with a damp cloth. 
Careful attention to detail highlights the natural color of the species and brings out with great depth 
the eyes and whiskers of these beautiful subjects. 
Complete set of six (6) different species (each mat measures UVi" X 17\z") only $9.75 plus $2 
postage and handling from: 

cQa//<>tH v/' (fja//eUe& 
P. O. Box 471 
Woodside, Nen- York 11371 

It* m REPAIR EYEGLASSES 

*s= 
^^* This    handy    kit    is    invaluable 

rm, whenever   glasses   come   apart, 

je A Wt£      J 
at home,  at the office or when 
traveling.  Kit includes an opti- 

-- 
mi cal  screwdriver  and  an  assort- 

ment of hinge  screws. 

- —*■' GLASSES   KIT 

xxCT 
mm—m 
 > 

SI.19  -   15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5°o sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

sjjyj \ Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-90 V % San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

MULTIPLE 
OUTLET 

REEL 

Handy for carrying current where 
needed around the house. This new 
steel reel holds 20 feet of cord with a 
three way outlet for operating several 
appliances or tools. Cord locks at any 
extended length, retracts automatically 

/   when not in use. Reel can be wall or 
4jk/ ceiling mounted. Quality construction 

.   .   .   modern  styling,   U L approved. 
Made in U.S.A. An ideal gift for any occasion. 

S8.95 plus S1.00 pstg.   hdlg 
No C.O.D.'s—Money back guarantee. 

OMAR   HOUSE 
Dept.   HG9.   1010  Omar  Road 

West Palm Beach.  Florida 33405 

Converts InQfenfly 
Your typewriter and writing material 

concealed in 19" x 20" x 25>2" high con- 
sole. Spring operated. French Provincial 
shown, also Early American, Oriental. 
Italian Provincial or Contemporary. 
$119.95 and up for portables. Matching 
File. WRITE FOR  INFORMATION 

Ask about models for standard type- 
writers. Also the "Little Home Theatre" 
console for movie and slide projectors. 

little home office® 
ISM Fisk U., S. E. Grand  Rapids, Mich. 

WALNUT GAME CHEST 
Designed and handmade by California 
craftsmen, this solid >/2" walnut chest is 
suitable for the finest homes. All wood 
parts are solid walnut. Rich hand-rubbed 
finish. IxW/iX^A chest holds 4 card 
decks and 4 individual chip cubes, each 
with 100 chips. Contemporary styling 
appropriate for any decor   Makes a hand- 
some coffee table item when not in use. 
$75. ppd. For photograph of early Ameri- 
can and Mediterranean styles, send 25c. 
No C.O.D.'s please. California 
residents add 5% sales tax. 

< 

SHOPPING AROUND 

AVAXTI 

>s J' 

PARSONS PLOY 
Super space-saver! Dining table 
or desk with 2" butcher block top 
29" h.: 48" by 24" $138: 48" 
by 30" or 60" by 24" $147.50; 
60" by 30" $159.50. Coffee table 
17" h.: 48" by 18" $132; 48" 
by 24" $138; 60" by 18" $140; 
60" by 24" $147.50. Exp. coll. 
Add $12 crating. Catalogue, 50c. 
J & D Brauner, HG9. 298 Bowery, 
New York, N. Y. 10012. 

COAT OF ARMS 
A man's name is his proudest 
heritage. Here an unusual jewel 
with family arms hand engraved 
in gold, silver or semi-precious 
stones. 18k ring with stone $115; 
cufflinks: sterling $40. 18k $125, 
18k with stone $200. Ppd. Send 
coat of arms if avlb., otherwise, 
Heraldica can research. Send 
for catalogue. Heraldica Import, 
HG9, 4 W. 40 St., N. Y. 10017. 

ITS CRYSTAL-CLEAR 
The dilemma of the dining table 
is solved! Salad plates in the 
shape of crescents! The shape 
permits plates to fit right next to 
dinner plates to conserve space. 
These are beautifully compatible 
with any china pattern and gen- 
erously sized. 8" by 4". Set of 
eight, $6.95 ppd. Reizenstein's, 
HG9. Rm. 260-M, 300 Sixth 
Ave. Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. 

KENTUCKY WINNERS 
Hand-woven fingertip towels of 
creamy white linen and cotton 
made by the students at Berea 
College to help finance their ed- 
ucation. Original designs include 
brown or black Kentucky Thor- 
oughbred, red cardinal, blossom- 
ing tree, horse race, hunting 
scene, single initial. $5 ea. ppd. 
Student Craft Industries, HG9, 
Berea College, Berea, Ky. 40403. 

PUFF POW! , 
Buoyant and beautiful, the Avant- 
Garde inflatable sculpture seat 
brings a contemporary look to the 
indoor or outdoor summer scene. 
A noteworthy novelty, it is made 
of triple-laminated vinyl in red, 
yellow, orange, blue, white or 
black. $9.95 plus 85c post. 
Please specify color. The Avant 
Garde Emporium, HG8, 110 W. 
40 St., New York, N. Y.  10018. 

WOODCRAFT 
3641 W. 109 St., Inglewood, Calif. 90303 

FREE! 

TROPICAL 
PARLOR PALM 

M& M Tropical 

hen you order this entire collection 
All Six (6) for Only $9.95 ppd. 
Song of India (Pleomele Reflexa) 
Norfolk Island Pine (Araucaria) 
Dragon Plant (Dracaena Margmata) 
Chinese Evergreen (Aglaonema Modesium) 
Croton Plant (Codiaeum) 
Parlor Palm (Chamaedorea Elegans) 
Individual Plants Only $1.95 ppd. 
Now! An easy-to-grow tropical paradise right on your 
own home. Perfect for the indoor gardener everywhere! 
Watch these rare plants grow in size and beauty. Every 
plant is guaranteed to be of the highest quality. Each 
is grown, boxed and shipped in individual 2Yt' plastic 
pots with easy-to-care-for instructions. We guarantee 
arrival in grade A shape or your money refunded. Dis- 
counts for garden clubs. 

Nurseries 1410 20th Street, Miami Beach, Florida 33139*Dept. PG 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
SAUNA SUIT 
Before you start that Fall house- 
cleaning, put on this two-piece 
rubberized exercise suit. When 
the house is clean, you'll be slim- 
mer! Lose from two to 20 lbs. in 
from one to 10 weeks. Acts like 
a portable steam bath. S 30-34, 
M 36-40, L 42-44, XL 46-48, XXL 
50-56. $9.95 plus $1 post. Slim- 
Ez, Inc. HG9, 54 Shallowford Rd., 
Chattanooga, Tenn. 37404. 

WEED  POT 
When Johnny proudly comes 
marching home with an assort- 
ment of plunder—albeit from 
Mother Nature—and a bunch of 
weeds is amidst the spoils, re- 
ward his efforts. Stoneware pot 
has stem holes for four choicest 
specimens; felt backing keeps 
rough stuff away from the wall. 
$2.75 ppd. Casual Living, HG9, 
Stony Hill. Bethel, Conn. 06801. 

WEATHER WONDER 
Want to match predictions with 
the weather bureau? Satellite 
home weather station with ane- 
roid barometer, thermometer 
and hygrometer, all suspended 
in a lucite sphere makes you an 
expert. Mounted on solid brass 
base or hang with ring. 7" by 5" 
dia. $29.95 plus $1. post. Haver- 
hills, HG9, 584 Washington, San 
Francisco, Cal. 94111. 

LITERALLY YOURS 
At Christmas send your own 
handwritten or typed message 
with any picture to relatives and- 

friends. Skillfully reproduced 
on choice of 38 varied-in-design 
letterheads. Send 10c for kit, 
sample, instructions. 100 letters 
and matching envelopes, $15; 
with picture, $19. Ppd. Christ- 
mas Letters, HG9, 2919-E Pearl 
St., Boulder, Colo. 80302. 

EMPEROR PANELS 
Elegant is the word for these fine 
reproductions of hand-painted 
tapestry panels from the Em- 
peror Dynasties. Remarkably, 
they have the silvery iridescence 
and jewel tones of the originals. 
Frame four for an effective head- 
board. 38" by 12" each. Set of 
four, $3; two sets, $5. Ppd. Co- 
lonial Studios, EP-51. 20 Bank 
St., White Plains,  N. Y.  10606. 

jgH 
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BREAKFRONT BAR Beautiful Decorator 
Mediterranean-Style 
• AVAILABLE IN EXCITING OLD WORLD FINISHES 

Decidedly tasteful as a liquor cabinet . . . elegant as a furniture piece 
. . . forever fashionable. Featured in pecan and oak wood with wrought 
iron design. Has stain-proof formica serving area, sliding shelf 
glassware holder, stationary wine rack with added storage space. Top 
beautifully window-panelled and shelved for show pieces. One of a 
large choice of the newest liquor cabinets now on display in our show- 
rooms. 41" wide.  16" deep. 75" high. 

Send for our illustrated Fall and Winter Catalog featuring a 
large selection of the newest styles in Bars and Liquor Cabinets. 
Enclose Jf for postage and handling. 

Now   Located   At 

123 Bowery, New York, N.Y. 10002 

Phones: CA 67148 or CA 6-6877 

"Remember there is only one" 

BAR MART Corp. 

A Remarkable Buy— *j^ 

y>   Jfyfeve 
China 

Figures 
Dance to 

Dr. Zhivago 
Theme 

'»*% 

WIDTHS 6A's to B 
SIZES 6 tol3' 
ORDER BY MAIL 

NO   EXTRA 
CHARGE   FOR 
LARGER 

A ^^  MICHELLE 
S21.00 plus 31 pp. 

A new square toe pump. 6A width in sizes V \ 
to 13. Widths 5A, 4A in sizes 6 to 13. Widths 
3A, 2A, A and B in sizes 9'2 to 13. Black 
or Blue calf; Black shiny patent. 

N. Y. Residents Add proper SALES TAX 
•FREE CATALOG HG9 Widths from 6A's, sizes to 13 

MONEY BACK if returned unworn within 10 days 

moo ney ^ gilbert* 
31   West 57fh St., New York, N. Y.  10019 

5th Floor — Sohmer Building 

"FITTING THE NARROW HEEL" 

JUMPER or DRESS 
from desk to date 

Jumper-Dress 
in   never-sag   bonded 

Rayon  Knit.  Black,  Red, 

Royal. Sizes 10-20 & 14'/2- 

24'/2. 

f 
$13.oo 
Plus 50c post.                      ■ 

Add the            1 
Blouse               m Eff. 
in   permanent-            ^H 

press   Dacron   & 

Cotton with versa-    jj^t 

tile   scarf-tie.   1 

White.    Sizes    10-  H 

18. 

i , 

SHOO    ■ 
Plus 35c post.     1 

55 deposit       ^fl 
for COD.                  — 

UlPlfl   U/AVkir   6I0-H9J-SO. Country Club 
IlbrM   nHIrlL.   Tucson. Ariz. 85716 

(Div. Old Pueblo Traders) 

Enchanting childhood sweethearts - revolve to 
the classic theme song of the picture. Unique 
music box, with synchronated imported move- 
ment, plays each note with Old World beauty 
while delicately handpainted girl and boy, with 
their white dove of peace, circle like a carousel. 
Set the mood for a romantic evening or let the 
youngster trundle off to slumberland with its 
charm. Treasured gift for newlyweds or silver 
anniversary lovers. Handcrafted. 7" high with 
4" figurines. Only $3.88 (plus 55« post.) 

GREENLAND STUDIOS 
3830 Greenland Building, Miami, Fla. 33054 

10 ClCCt.pt l»i)o   PAIR OF MUTISSE MURaLS 
Vf\      '        i        reen on artist canvas. 

.A.-Uk CantlOt Cut '"t'-mporaiy murals 

tfoouroy hi chanj Kft'S 
, .^hclhinijo^ can,* *%?■- 
<^IpV^Jir.rjotTt. l-o r» ^# 
know the iyititte.net. ~~ 

SERENITY   PRAYER 

I HE CLOCK OF LIFE % 

The dock •<! life >•• wound but 
if man has tht power 
.i when the handt will ilop 

At late nr early hour. 
:lu- only .';"" you own, 

..-' with a u.ill. 
Plate no fuith in  'lomorrou " for 

The il'th ma; '>«-'■   • 

CLOCK   OF   LIFE 

av you be in 
"heaven ^£- 

a half hour before 
the Devil 

knows vou're dead. 

IRISH   TOAST 

|iay the roads rise > 
v with you *5^ 
the wind be always* 
at your back; 

Ind may the Ixord hold-c 
u in tne hollow of "hisr 

'hand.' 

GAELIC   ROAD 

K?n Irishman is never drunk 
as tona. as he can hold on to 
one btade of a/ass and not fall 
off the face of the earth. 

IRISH   TIPPLER 
White Ceramic Tiles used as wall plaques 
or trivets. Cork base with hanger, 6x6". 
Designs will not wash off, 

S2.98 each  — 40c Mailing Each 
Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 

Anthony Enterprises    Dept. HG-90 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

EPTEM.BER,  '9" 15/ 



UNITED 
WE 

STAND' 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Divided We Stand 
Exciting 1970-new nest of 3 tables, dec- 
orator-styled and expensive-looking but 
unbelievably low priced! Use together 
or apart in dozens of arrangements as 
lamp tables, cocktail tables, snack ta- 
bles, seats. Of fabulous Polyform made 
with Monsanto A B S in durable no- 
seam construction, 6 House & Garden 
colors: Parrot Green, Sun Yellow, Tan- 
gerine (red), Bittersweet (orange), Black, 
White. 
17"x16" high, nest of 3, $39 prepaid. 
Money Back Guarantee.   Free Brochure. 

Design Fair 
Dept. G90, 287 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, N. J. 07044 

KEEP 
YOUTH 

IN YOUR 
MARRIAGE 

Magnify your love and marital joy with 
every passing year! Discover mutual de- 
light and increased physical compatibility 
through use of the Compat-A-Pillow. De- 
signed in accord with Marriage Counselors 
—religious and medical. This new inflatable 
marital cushion provides unique resiliency, 
adjustable elevation, more sensitive align- 
ment and better pelvic support. Pink satin 
zipper cover. Includes concise text by John 
Baird. M.D.. for improved communications. 

60-Day Money Back Guarantee 
Send check for $7 00 to 

Box GT. New Providence. New Jersey 07974 

WE HAVE 
YOUR SIZE 

2 to 14, AAAAtoEEE 
Sizes: AAAA5to12&13&14 

AAA 7 to!2 
AA5to12&13&14 
82to12&13&14 

C3V2to12 
D4V2 to12 

EE6    to 10 
EEE6    to10 

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS 
Build this attractive Little Red Barn for 
work shop, garden tractor, tool storage, 
play house, dog kennel, motorcycle garage. 
8 ft. x 12 ft. x 9 ft. high. Mounted on skids 
for portability. 4 ft. sliding door. Quick to 
build using xli in. exterior plywood. No ex- 
pensive tools needed. Simple step by step 
plans. Send S2.00 for barn plans and ma- 
terial list. Also (Petite) 6 ft. x 8 ft. x 8 ft. 
high with dutch  doors for S2.00. 

HAMMOND  BARNS 
DEPT.   HG9,   BOX  39027 

INDIANAPOLIS.   IND.   46239 

UNIQUE   TWISTY   KEY   RING 
No links to loosen ... no chains to break. In- 
triguing twist-lock opens easily—stays closed. 
Holds 25 keys. Withstands pull of 150 lbs. 
Made of aircraft cable in smart gold finish. 
Refund double purchase price if not satisfied. 

KEY RING SI.25 +  15c Mailing Each 
Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 

Anthony Enterprises    Dept. HG-90 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

plusSl.OOP.P. 
-21721 Black 
a-22723 Brown 
-23725 Blue 
Matching handbags $8.99 
Send for FREE large, new catalog illustrating 
in full color over 100 brand new fall fash- 
ions all stocked in hard-to-get sizes. Few 
cost over $1399 and no extra charge for 
large sizes. 

HILL  BROTHERS  DEPT. 00910 
241    Crescent   Street,   Waltham,   Mass. 02154 

C*DAR 

CED^RO^ 

A WEIGHTY MATTER 
Richly laden with seven rare an- 
cient coins, each mentioned in 
Bible and authentically repro- 
duced and imbedded in a clear 
lucite paperweight. Printed his- 
tory of each coin, origin, Bible 
reference included. Gift boxed. 
Long, lean 7" by 1%". $4.95 ppd. 
New Hampton General Store, 
939 King St., Hampton, N. J. 
08827. 

CEDAR SCENT 
Paint yourself a cedar closet! 
Keeps moths out, gives clothes 
that zesty scent of real cedar- 
wood—makes closet look like 
real cedar, too! Powder contains 
wood fibers, cedar oil. Just mix 
with water, brush on walls, draw- 
ers. One gallon can, $9.98 plus 
$1 post. Hobi, Dept. HG-9, Engel 
St., Hicksville. N. Y.  11802. 

DRAMATIC TROPICAL 
The Dracena Marginata or dragon 
tree from the Caribbean grows 
up to eight feet even indoors. It 
thrives outdoors in warm weath- 
er. Branches twist and turn with 
giant, spear-like leaves shading 
from deep green to deep red 
border. Instructions incl. Two_ 
trees, $3; four, $5. Ppd. Carib-' 
bean Nursery, HG9, 55 W. 55 St., 
New York, N. Y. 10019. 

SOUVENIR SERIES 
A first: in 1970, Fenton Art Glass 
(originators of the iridescent va- 
riety) comes up with a com- 
memorative plate in limited edi- 

J tion to honor the first glass crafts- 
man at Jamestown. 1608. Em- 
bossed dark glass shot through 
with a rainbow hue. Date and 
legend on back. 8VA" dia. Wood 
stand. $10 ppd. Downs, Dept. 
1409, Evanston. III. 60204. 

SUPER CREWEL 
Sensational looking cushion's the 
type to glorify any sofa; most im- 
portant piece of living room furni- 
ture cries out for more than one 
of a two pheasant-design done in 
crewel. Kit includes the works: 
pattern's on natural linen, yarns 
in red, orange, yellow, green and 
brown. $5.95 plus 45c post. 
From The Stitchery, HG9, Welles- 
ley Hills. Mass. 02181. 

CUTTING TIME CUT 
In a matter of seconds you slice 
steak superbly with the delicate 
cutting curve and serrated blade 
of these stainless steel steak 
knives. Perfectly balanced, they 
have blue willow decorated mela- 
mine handles. Dishwasher safe! 
Six-piece set, $2.98 plus 25c 
postage. Order from World Co., 
Dept. HG-9, 1 Park Ave., New 
York, N. Y. 10016. 

158 HOUSE & GARDI.; 
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DAY IS THE FIRST 0«T 
REST OF YOUR LIFE. 

ISn on artist canvas in sun 
ds orange & yellow. 22"x32". 

. $12. Only 5.95 
i paptl   Pub. @ $6   Only 2.98 

305  RYER   LOVERS. 
Sllkscreen on artist 
canvas. Rich browns, 
golds & tans. 18"x29". 
Pub.  @ $15. Only 5.95 
530. On paper.      2.98 

276   PICASSO. THE 
OLD GUITARIST. 
Silkscreen on artist 
canvas. Blues and 
greens. 18"x26". 
Pub        115. Only 5.95 

312. PICASSO. LES 
PETIT FLEURS. Silk 
screen on artist canvas. 
The immortal bouquet in 
lull color. 20"x26 . 
lull        112. Only 5.95 

231. El CRECO. VIEW 
OF TOLEDO. Lithograph 

n irtlll canvas. Stormy 
blues & greens. Fabled 
Spanish city. 20"x22". 

I 15   Only 9.95 

204   MOOIGLIANI. SKETCH 
OF GIRL. Sllkscreen on 
artist canvas. Shades of 
red; black lines. 18"x24". 

I?        Only 5.95 
110. On paper. Only 2.98 

350   RYER. ETERNAL 
STRUGGLE Sllkscreen on 
canvas in rich tones of 
golden brown. 18"x24". 

115,      Only 5.95 
588. On paper. Only 2.98 

247. PICASSO   BLUE NUDE 
i on artist canvas. 

M.I' i- llnei  i'."x20". 
I?.      Only 5.95 

186   On paper   Only 2.98 

280   PAIR OF MATISSE MURALS 
en on artist canvas. 

Brilliant contemporary murals 
in lull color. Each I3"x28". 

MS.        The Pair 6.95 
505. On paper      The Pair 3 95 

m 
*> vm 

10im,l I ANl   RECLINING NUDE. Silk 
on artist canvas of the senuous figure 
Glowing Mesh tones on (laming red back- 

et. Modighani's loveliest lady in repose. 
f the fatuous artist's most renown works. 
5". Pub. @ $18. Only 5.95 

369. MATISSE. THE 
LEAVES. Sllkscreen on 
artist canvas. Bright 
blue green brown red 
orange & black. 24"x30" 
I'ub. en $18. Only 6.95 

365   RUBENS. 
HEAD OF A NEGRO. 
Lithograph on artist 
canvas. Mellow golds 
8. browns. 18"x24". 
Pub   @ $15. Only 5.95 

325. CHABAS   SEPTEMBER MORN. 
Delicate lithograph on artist canvas. 
Bathing figure depicted in pale trans- 
lucent sunlight colors. A classic from 
Hi.- Mi-tiiiii'iiii.iii Museum   Lfl -.' r 
Pub. en $15. Only 5.95 

587   THE SILENT 
MAJORITY. Arlington 
Cemetery. Lithograph 
on line art paper. 
Exciting full color. 
22"x30". Only 2.98 

308. PICASSO. FEMME. 
Sllkscreen on artist 
canvas of amusing 
drawing. Black on 
white. 16"x20". 
Pub. (S> $7. Only 2.98 

265. MONET. RED POPPIES. 
Sllkscreen on artist canvas, ruli 
color impressionist masterpiece 
of figures strolling through a 
summer field of bright flowers . 
18"x24". Pub. @ $25. Only 7.95 

300. PICASSO   CORRIDA 
DES TOROS. Sllkscreen on 
artist canvas. The epic 
splendor of the bullring 
in brilliant color. 20"x24" 

15. Only 5.95 

%&tgjks^fa 
*p 

MILLET   THE ANGELUS. 
graph on artist canvas, from 
ouvre. Faithfully reproduced 
.' true colors. A serene 
ge to man's inner strength. 
»4". Pub. @ $20. Only 6.95 

285. HUG. THE LEOPARD. 
Lithograph on artist canvas. 
The magnificent feline in 
golden shades of brown, tan. 
yellow.   22"x28".   Only 5.95 
511. On paper.       Only 2.98 

314. OROZCO. ZAPATISTAS. 
Sllkscreen on artist canvas. 
Powerful protest by the 
great Mexican artist. Full 
vibiant color. 18"x22". 
Pub. @ $35. Only 9.95 

368. PICASSO. PROFILE 
Sllkscreen on artist 
canvas. Unusually sensitive 
line drawing in black on 
solid white. 16"x20". 
Pub. @ $7   Only 2.98 

196. WYETH. CHRISTINA'S WORLD 
Collotype from the Museum of 
Modern Art on fine art paper. 
Gul in open field of grass in har- 

•   : colors. Classic American Art. 
28"x40". Only 7.50 

children«, 

371   WAR'S NOT HEALTHY FOR 
CHILDREN 8. OTHER LIVING THINGS 
Sllkscreen on artist canvas. Spar 
kling red, yellow & magenta. 
22"x32".      Pub.  @ $12. Only 5.95 
610.  On  paper. Only 2.98 

tf a 
316   MUNCH. THE 
KISS. Lithograph on 
artist canvas. Soft 
drawing in grays 
and blacks. 16"x20". 
Pub $12. Only 4.95 

282. HUG. THE CAT 
Lithograph on artist canvas. 
The beautiful Siamese in 
golden shades of brown, tan, 
yellow. 22"x28".      Only 5.95 
508. On paper. Only 2.98 

I   ROUSSEAU.VIRGIN FOREST 
l! UNSET. Sllkscreen on 
i| t canvas. Bold jungle 
il TS f< aturing strong greens 
i    yellow & sun orange. 
I 28"  Pub. @ $23 Only 7.95 

343. HUG CHEETAH. 
Lithograph on artist 
canvas. In shades of 
brown, yellow & tan 
22"x28". Only 5.95 
575. On paper. 2.98 

254. MONET. WATER LILIES. 
Sllkscreen on artist canvas 
in lovely shades of purple 
lavender & blue. Impres- 
sionist masterpiece. 22"x22" 
Pub. @ $20. Only G.95 

386. LOVE. Sllkscreen on artist 
canvas. A many splendored 
poster. Two happy hearts in red, 
orange & yellow with 2240 giddy 
dots. 22"x32".      Pub. <o> $10. Only 4 
611. On paper.      Pub. @ $ 6. Only 2, 

262. HAUSMAN. A MAN 
AND A WOMAN. Sllkscreen 
on artist canvas. "Now" 
colors. 16"x23". 
Pub. @ $15. Only 5.95 
523. On paper.        Only 2.98 

317. PEREIRA. LANDSCAPE OF 
THE ABSOLUTE. Sllkscreen on 
artist canvas. Beautiful abstract 
master work in various shades 
of blue on white. 20"x25". 
Pub. @ $20. Only 9.95 

283. HUG. THE TIGER. 
Lithograph on artist canvas. 
The magnificent feline in 
golden shades ol brown, tan. 
yellow. 22"x28". Only 5.95 
509. On paper.     Only 2.98 

217. KLEE. THE LONELY ONES 
A whimsical color fantasy. 
Contemporary silkscreen on 
artist canvas. 20 "x28 ". 
Pub. @ $15. Only 5.95 
147. On paper.       Only 2.98 

WOS! nflBKAvW: 
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REMBRANDT   MAN    261   PICASSO   DON 344. HUG. TIGER. 212. VAN GOGH. SUN- 299. DAUMIER. 
» GOLDEN HELMET       OUIXOTE. Sllkscreen on Lithogiaph on artist canvas. FLOWERS. Sllkscreen DON QUIXOTE. 
screen on artist can- artist canvas. Stirring Shades ol brown, tan & yel- artist canvas. Vibiant Silkscr, on canvas. 

. Browns, golds &       tribute to the Man ol La low on red background. palette of yellows Magnificent full 
:k. 20"x27". Mancha in black S white, 22"x28". Only 5.95 greens S browns. 20"x26". color. 18"x26"  Pub. 
. @ $10. Only 5.95      18"x24". Only 2.98 576.  On  paper   Only 2.98 Pub. @ $17. Only 6.95 @ $15. Only 5.95 

198. SUPPOSE THEY GAVE    318. RYER.RAPE OF 
THE SABINES. Silk 

279   FRAGONARD. 295. RYER. SEATED 
YOUNG GIRL READING. NUDE. Silksc. on A WAR - AND NOBODY 
Silkscreen on artist canvas    canvas. Browns, golds CAME. Silkscreen on 
m all the lovely sunlight        & yellows. 20"x32".      paper. Dayglo red & black 
colors of the famed original.  Pub.  @  15. Only 5.95  25"x38". A classic poster. 
20"x26". Pub. $17. Only 6.95 518.   On   paper.   2.98 Special 4.95 

271. VAN GOGH. STARRY NIGHT. 
Sllkscreen on artist canvas. 

screen canvas Spectacular cypress trees 
in lull color. against swirling starlit sky. 
14"x33".     Only 5.95 Blues, greens & purples. 
538. On paper.    2.98   18"x24". Pub. $35. Only 9.95 

EfotMHEE 
QESffllQl 
momM ' /Vvvv 

). MONET. REGATTA AT ARGEN 
UIL. Sllkscreen on artist 
nvas. French impressionist 
isterpiece. A panoply of 
odued marine colors  18"x27" 
b. @ $25. Only 6.95 

565. WHEN THE BOMB GOES 
OFF. Caustic lithograph on 
fine coated paper in stark 
black & white. A dynamic 
& topical poster. 
22"x25". Only 1.98 

270. MONET. HOUSES OF PARLIA- 
MENT. Silkscreen on artist can- 
vas in full color. View from 
London Bridge overlooking 
the Thames. 20"x22". 
Pub. @ $20. Only $6.95 

150. MUSIC MANUSCRIPT 
WITH ASTROLOGERS. Silk 
screen on parchment 
paper. Black script & 
solt pastel colors. 
20"x30". Special 3.95 

607. MAKE A COMMITMENT. 
Silkscreen on line art paper. 
Brilliant dayglo yellow, pink, 
green, orange, blue & purple 
on black background. 23"x35" 
Pub. .... $10. Only 3.95 

52. PICASSO. THREE 
USICIANS. Silkscreen 

^ artist canvas. Cubist 
■asterpiece in strong & 
mted colors. 22"x24" 
ub. @ $18. Only 5.95 

230. PICASSO. GUERNICA. Lithograph on artist 
canvas. A poignant war protest depicting the 
horror at the bombing of the Basque town of 
Guernica during the Spanish Civil War. In 
stark variations of grays, black and white 
16"x35"  Pub. 03 $18. 
164. The above on paper. Pub. $10 
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313. PICASSO. 
DANCE OF PEACE. 
Sllkscreen on artist 
canvas. A color 
carousel. 20"x26". 
Pub. @ $12. Only 5.95 m 

315. RYER. THE WRESTLERS. 
Original silkscreen on artist 
canvas. Truly exciting in creams, 
bronze, avocado & gray. 20"x26". 
Pub, @ $15. Only 5.95 
539. On paper.        Only 2.98 

TTTiTT 

366. MILLET. THE GLEANERS. 
Lithograph on artist canvas. 
A moving French masterpiece 
from the Louvre in glorious 
harvest colors. 18"x24". 
Pub. @ $20. Only 6.95 

HAND SILK SCREEN • LITHOGRAPHS 
OIL PAINT • ARTIST CANVAS • POSTERS 

528. BEN SHAHN. 
POSTER. Black & 
brown on fine 
white paper. 

Only 6.95   30"x45". 
Only 3.95   Special 3.95 

310. MOOIGLIANI. 
PORTRAIT OF A GIRL. 
Silkscreen on canvas 
Reds, pinks & blacks 
16"x27". Only 2.98 
535. On paper.    1.00 

ORDER DIRECT FROM THE PUBLISHER &SAVE!      <f .00 
MAIL COUPON TODAY       iand up 

i LAMBERT STUDIOS G10 
whose numbers are 

| ILJJ LHMDCm aiUUlUa Dept. 
(Gentlemen: Please rush the prints 

cled at right. If my order totals $10 or more you will also 
■ include my FREE print of PICASSO. DOVE IN FLIGHT   SORRY, 
"NO   COD'S. VISIT OUR STUDIO IN L.A. 

The prints I have circled 
opposite amount to 5  

Plus sales tax 
(when applicable 

—      Plus Handling Charge 75f^ 

I enclose $  
Please add $1.00 per print 

910 N. LA CIENEGA BLVD., LOS ANGELES. CAL. 90069 

PRINTS ON CANVAS   204   212 217   230   234   237   245   247 
252  254   260   261   262   264 265   266   269   270   271   276 
277   279   280   282   283   285 295   299   300   305   308   309 
310   312   313   314   315   316 317   318   325   343   344   350 
365   366   367   368   369   370 371   386   PRINTS   ON   PAPER 
110   147   150   164   186   196 198   505   508   509   511   518 

523   528   530   535   538   539 565   575   576   587   588   607 
608   610   611 

Name _ 

37. UNICORN IN 
APTIVITY. Sllkscreen 
n artist canvas. Rich 
apestry of greens, red 
■ orange. 19"x28" 
'ub. @ $15. Only 5.95 

309. VAN GOGH. CAFE AT 
ARLES. Sllkscreen on 
artist canvas in Van 
Gogh's dazzling palette 
of rich colors. 19"x24". 
Pub. @ $20  Only 5.95 

245. PICASSO. MATERNITY. 
Silkscreen on artist canvas. 
Madonna-like ligure in soft 
iridescent blue, black & 
pink shades. 15"x20". 
Pub. @ $20. Only 7.95 

'J. "5 

264. MONET SUN- 
FLOWERS. Silkscreen 
on artist canvas. The 
classic still life in 
lush colors. 19"x24". 
Pub. @ $20. Only 6.95 

FREE 
if your order 

totals $10 or more 
PICASSO. DOVE IN 
FLIGHT. Silkscreen on 
rag paper. Delicate line 
drawing in blue. 16"x20" 

delivery out ide U.S. Address 
(check one) Bank 
Charge  my _Americard 

Carte 

City 
Master 

. Charge -Blanche 
Diners Amer 

 Club   Exp. 
Write in 
your accoun # 

-Zip- 

Signature   
If you are not satisfied with your order, 
return it within 10 days for full cash refund 

>FAMOUS LAMBERT GUARANTEE 
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HOMESPUN HOI 
Our 17th Year 

9026 Lindblade Street 
Culver City, Calif. 90230 

-CUSTOM DRAPERIES 
WITHOUT SEAMS! 

^•0 Woven 10 ft. wide to 
"upend" —only $3.98 yd! 

Decorators "up end" one piece to drape the 
v/idest window floor-to-ceiling-no seams to sew 
or show. Airy open weaves. Sturdy primitive 
cottons that launder, fluff dry, never ironed. 
Smart, too, for slip-covers, bedspreads, table- 
cloths. Natural, white or color-matched, $3.98 a 
yard and up. Just arrived - 100% imported 
polyester (voile or batiste), 118" wide, 19 dec- 
orator colors, $5.98 & $6.25 yd. 

"'•B New "Fan Pleating" 
Where space is a problem! Unlike anything you've 
ever seen, stacks luxurious ZVi fullness into less 
than half the rod space required for our pinch 
pleating. Compare and choose the one best for youl 

Pinch Pleating 
Your choice of yardage, do-it-yourself, pleating 
materials—or complete, made-to-measure draperies 
(handsomer at low, low cost because they're seam- 
less!). Factory direct prices. Money-back guarantee. 
For brochure & swatches, send 25c (or $1.00 for 
all 3 catalogs w/86 swatches). 

Visit our NEW Showrooms in 
San Diego, Calif. & Northfield, III. 

Hans Christian Andersen 

Collector's Plates & Mugs 
Soft Copenhagen blue on white porcelain . . . charm- 
ingly illustrated from favorite fairy tales. 1970 shows 
"Clumsy Hans;" 1969 is "The Shepherdess and the 
Chimneysweeper." Plate is 7%", Mug is V/i" tall. Dis- 
tinctive additions to a collector's shelf, heirlooms of 
tomorrow! Imported from Denmark. 

7393-1970 Plate; 7394-1970 Mug each $10.00 ppd. 

7391-1969 Plate; 7392-1969 Mug each $12.50 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

—y   ~\ Please, your zio code is required. 

/y/UjH/f C DEPT 1409B 
^^(/lA/rC^   EVANSTON,ILL.60204 

COVER YOUR WORN 
PHONE DIRECTORY 

Now you can keep your phone book neat and 
attractive with a smart new decorator style 
cover. Durable washable new wet-vinyl look 
in a gay floral print. Quality made, will last 
for years. Cleverly designed to fit a standard 
9" x II" book and neatly and easily adjusts 
up to 4" thick. Ideal for kitchen, teenagers 
room etc. Adds a decorative touch to any phone 
area. Specify cool blue-green, or warm yellow- 
orange prints. Money back guarantee. No 
C.O.D.'s. 

ONLY 200  Ppd- Send check, cash 

Box  I40S3.  Omaha.  Nebr. 68114 

So Relaxing 
Soft, comfortable and light slip- 
pers give a man a feeling of well 
being. These are great for travel, 
away at school, and to wear at 
home. They fold and slip into their 
own zippered case. Can be put in 
a briefcase for air travel comfort. 
Black with white lining. In men's 
sizes 7 to 12. $2.25 postpaid. 

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s 

JEREDITH MANOR 
D    i.   11 

P.O.  ttox   130,  Nyack, N.Y.  10960 

Verticil (V) Model 

Showcases for tl\e Acljievers 
Display your medals and ribbons in our magnificent showcases. Solid 
walnut, maple or other finishes. Velvet lining in black or any military 
or school color. Glass front. Engraving only 8c per letter. All mili- 
tary, AAU & NCAA insignia engraved $2.50 ea. or 2 for $4.00. We 
carry a complete line of cases for medals, memorial flag, swords, 
pistols, coins, spoons, watches, and all collections. 
Send $1 for complete FULL COLOR CATALOG 
(refunded with order). 

VI | 9" J 12") or HI (12" i 9 I for 1-7 Medals $15.95 
V3 (12" « 16"! or H3 (16" i 12') lot 3-20 Medals $19.95 
VS |17" « 20"I or H5 |20" < 17"] lor 10-50 Medals $27.95 
V7 (21" J 28") or H7 128" < 21") lot 15-70 Medals $35.95 

Add shipping cost $1.25 ea. 

W>       Send check with order or charge  to your BankAmericard number. 

AWARD MAKER 12495 N.E.8th Ave.,DEPT. 760, North Miami, Fla.33161 

Hornonlal ;H, Model 

SHOPPING AROUND 

r.f 

TRI-KINI 
Cool, girl, and just a bit daring. 
But go ahead, be the sensation 
on ship (cruise) or shore (beach). 
Cool, comfortable, quick-dry Zan- 
tril and cotton. Black or blue with 
white polka dots. Perfect bosom 
uplift; easy-on, too, with special 
instructions. P,S,M, or L. $26 
ppd. Bleuette, Inc., HG9, 509 
Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. 

COMMAND POST 
Organize the family around a 
command post. Phone, black- 
board, drawers for pencils, paper 
clips, pad and notepaper. Book 
fits on shelf under the phone. 
19V2" by 10" d., 23" h. Finished 
in honey tone or maple, antique 
pine or walnut, $23.95. Unfin- 
ished kit to assemble, $14.75. 
Ppd. Yield House. HG9, North 
Conway, N. H. 03860. 

LUXURY LIGHTING 
Wouldn't you know that Artistic 
Lighting would come up with the 
best looking crystal chandelier? 
So, latch onto the five light 
bronze and crystal beauty from 
Europe: 18" wide, 15" high plus 
15" of chain. $40. Exp. coll. De- 
luxe 52-page color catalogue $1. 
Artistic Lighting Products, HG9, 
Box 86, Homecrest Station, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11229. 

TIDY UP! 
Mount a garbage bag caddy on a 
cabinet door under the kitchen 
sink for real convenience. When 
door closes, it's out-of-sight! 
Rustproof steel rods, washable 
cushion coating. Screws in- 
cluded. Great in workshop, laun- 
dry, too. 6" by 12" by 13y2" w. 
$2.98 postpaid. Miles Kimball, 
100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 
54901. 

VANITY  FAIR , 
A soft light on a night table, in 
the dressing room, captured in 
Dresden-like china, of the era of 
formal French. Delicate pastel 
colors the graceful mademoiselle 
on the French Provincial settee; 
a few drops of perfume on her 
bouquet scents the air. 6" I., 
4V2" h. $12 ppd. Morlyn. Inc., 
Dept. G-90, 350 So. County Rd., 
Palm Beach, Fla. 33480. 

TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS 
Story told with 1 2 colorful felt cut out il- 

lustrations, highlighted with 3-D glazed 

ornaments and jewels, on 52" (plus 2" 

fringe) white felt skirt for tree or table. 

Original do-it-yourself jeweled kit SI 9.75 

postpaid. No C.O.D.'s. 

IRENE'S KNIT SHOP 
Box 3566 

Amarillo, Texas 79106 

I 60 HOUSE & GAR 
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LOUD AND CLEAR 
Gold-colored metal desk plaque 
proclaims in black lettering: It's 
hard to be humble when you're 
as great as I am. No false mod- 
esty here, or is it ego-assuaging? 
It'll give friends a joshing good 
laugh! 4" by 4" on stained wood- 
en stand. $1.98 plus 20c post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 585 
Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
94105. 

COLLECTOR'S CRADLE 
Magazines and records move 
from clutter to convenience in a 
sturdy, hand-woven natural wil- 
low cradle that scores points in 
good looks as well. 20" h., 21" 
w., 12" deep to hold a bevy of 
bulky belongings. $9.95 plus $1 
post. 1970 catalogue, 25c. Fran's 
Basket House, HG9, 89 W. Main 
St.. Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

PURIFIER/FOUNTAIN 
Clear, filtered water from your 
own tap instantly with a com- 
bination water purifier and fau- 
cet fountain. Activated charcoal 
filter removes impurities and 
cloudiness. Water flows with 
splash-free aerator stream at the 
press of a lever. Attaches in sec- 
onds. $4.99; two refills, $1.99. 
Ppd. Collier's, GE970, Box 585, 
Skokie, III. 60076. 

FITS ALL STRAPS 
Hey, what date is today? How 
many times have we heard that 
one? Know for sure: wear 
easy-attach watchband calendar 
(specify starting month). Color's 
champagne to match or blend 
with all straps. One set of 12 
$1, two or more sets 75c each, 
plus 35c post, per order. Handy 
Calendar, HG9, Box 220 Handy 
Bldg., Scott City, Kan. 67871. 

MARKS THE SPOT 
What's in a name plate? White re- 
flector-beaded letters shine forth 
day or night. Easy to decipher, 
since they reflect light wherever 
it comes from—a car or the 
moon. Rust-proof aluminum; 
black background. 18" by 2Vz". 
Number plate 7" by 2V2". $6.95 
plus 45c post. Spear, 3007 Spear 
Bldg.. Colorado Springs, Colo. 
80907. 

3. 

An antique reproduction cameo, 
a circle of delicate simulated 

A delicate sculptured rose, In your 
choice of 18K gold or silver plate, 

pearls, atop an 18K gold plated     with a simulated pearl In the cen- 
„ >.,    setting. Fully-     ter. Fully-adjustable. 

adjustable. 
Style #629, 

\      only $2. 

Style #731, 
only 
$2. 

FASHION   RINGS  BY 

Camelot 
38 Carrol Court, QroMumm, N.Y. 11740 
Sand for free full-color ring brochure 

I GUARANTEE 
your group or organization must make $50...$500...$5000 
in a few short weeks or I will make up the difference myself!' 
I in illi- Hudton, Director, Croup fund Raising Program* 
HUDSON FUND RAISING 

SI M) (OR (RLE SAMPLES TO SHOW TO YOUR 
GROUP —EXCLUSIVE! NOT SOLD IN STORES' 

thi  ideal way to make , 
;ted Fund Raising Plan unconditionally 

, "ii gn mp while you an  i uning 
money becau i  •••■■ personally underwrite 
r.ii li purchase. In other words, you must 
make money on every ordei <>r we make 
up the dilftrence between your cosl 
and your guaranteed profit , . . In ad- 
dition, you pay no money m advance 
so you have time to ai tu.illy see the 
merchandise, show it to others, prove 
to yourseli it will sell. And here's a 
big plus: this merchandise is exclusive, 
it cannot be purchased in any store . . . 
your customers will love the opportunity 
to get such values from you. So hurry, 
send your order in today.. .we prepay all shipments. 

beautiful  candles  with  their  stunning  House &  Garden  red  poinsettias  make  money  for 
organization. 

HOLIDAY CENTERPIECE CANDLES 
Enchantingly scented with bayberry, these YOUR GUARANTEED PROFIT 
magnificent  centerpieces are stunningly 
dm orated   with   pomsettia   wreaths   and 
holly wreaths. A must for every Holiday 
table   Each sales kit contains 12 Assorted 
candles... each   in   its   own   individual 
showcase box. Not sold in stores. 

EAST AND WEST COAST SHIPPING CENTERS FOR PROMPT SERVICE TO YOU 

Order 
And I 

Guarantee 
Or Sell All 
And Make 

20 Sales Kits 
60 Sales Kits 

100 Sales Kits 

$ 99 profit 
$324 profit 
$540 profit 

$132 profit 
$432 profit 
$720 profit 

MAIL TO: HUDSON FUND RAISING, DEPT. HM- 130 
10 Marline Avenue, White Plains, N. Y. 10606 

Name of Organization- 

Sponsoring Institution- 

No. of 
-Members- 

-Date  

YES, we do want to start our Fund Raising right away. Please send — 
Sales Kits of Holiday Centerpiece Candles. (1 Free Item to be included) 

□ Before ordering, my group would like to see a free sample. 

Ship   to:   NAME  

STREET AREA  CODE PHONE  

CITY- -STATE- -ZIP- 
Note: Do not use P.O. Box or R.F.D. address. Business address preferred. 

VIRGIN 
Begin a family 
Zodiac — gal- 
lery starting 
with the VIJ. 
gin if it's your 
sign. If it is 
not, order your 
on n cosmic 
sign done on a 
mirror—to rec- 
ord your astro- 
logical mood 
for the day— 
and framed in 
stunning, hand 
rubbed antiqm 
silver wood. 
Elegant design 
and unusual 
enough to hang 

I   your   firing   room,   den,   or  anywhere. 

11 X 14 inches 
$19.9) each (any) two for $34.95 

Please add SI.50 for postage and handling 

0ie<itcue 'po'icea ^td. 
3 Guy Drive, East Brunswick 

New Jersey 08816 

Arrow shows grey area mirror 

i 
DANISH  STYLE 

FOLDING  ROPE  CHAIR 
l uropean imported solid hardwood, walnut 
finish, folding chair. Heavy woven rope scat 
and hack. Full size chair, for use as dining 
room '-hair, as bridge chair, or for extra seating 
in any room. Folds away for easy storage 
high.   1712" seat  width,   I6I/2"  scat   height. 

$12.50       each    6     for     $69.95 
Min. order two. Stipg.     Send   25c   for   complete 
chgs.  col.  \'o COD.'*      Danish furniture catalog 

GENADA  IMPORTS 
Dept. R9, P.O. Box 204, Teaneck, N.J. 07666 

X.J.  reside,tts add r>> ,   sales tor 

SONGS ON THE WALL 
Gilded plaques to hang in a child's room 
conceal a Swiss music box. The Renoir girl 
plays Edelweiss when the hidden knob is 
pulled and the enchanting boy plays Try to 
Remember. 18-note movement rewinds auto- 
matically. 73/8" by 6". $9.95 ea. plus 65c 
post. Catalogue, 50c showing music boxes 
from $8. to $500. 

Hildegarde's 
HG9 

597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 061 05 
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THE  NEWBIAN  TABLE S'-C—\G --ZJ .D 

Box 239F Lynchburg. Tenn. 37352 

If you ever come looking for us 
-:  find. We're on the square, just 

2cross frorr. unry court 
house in the community of Lynchburg, 

! see. And Lynchburg's just 70 miles 
south of Nashville, in the foothills of the 
Cumberland Mountains. If you just fol- 

- can't 

Granny Print 

Cotton 
Sunbonnet 

r: 
bonnet, just 
like our grand- 
mothers used i 

-     • 
Hand-mac c 

:ome in a i 
to wear any 
::-;       :t 

but if you . 
know and 

• 

chburg, 

5" 

*H**to* 

Authentic Replica 

Jack Daniel's 
Old-Time 
W hiskev Jus 

though 

■ 
tall.   Sold   only   through   < 

anks to oui 
ay. $5 P      paid. 

Check or Money Order 

*X 

i 

 . /A 

- 

\-   . -:'   :n ■   : -~::   - ::■:   j.': :-= • ' 
<*ipSt sell iMs 

METAL-MORPHOSIS INC. 
Fiftt Street.   L  I.  C.  New Ytrk  III 

Free 
COAT OF ARMS 
RESEARCH REPORT! 

r 

- : why not write ns toe . . 

HALBERTS DEPT. HG-S: 
3687 IRA ROAD, BATH, OHIC --V.Z 

TELEPHOTO PICTURES 
WITH  YOUR 

2       Tin 

^r ait: 
"c       ^a^"""      u 

ik WILD LOOK: T     :?:\■:-';■:■:..:■.v..: 

3    .:= ?: .: : :.;  »•=  : £ : 2 2  : : ..-.-.-. . 
I*<»nuin<' ...... L .. ....   .,-a wiOE AKGLE lewlir 

animal hide PIIXOWS! Baaaruit. scene ar greap Hews. Either lets wilt 
tatbiu ads zin cat* aai iateresl ti a settiae 'tealiHer attacke! arailaele Mr Mat lastaaatic 
lite ttest Miisil Me "tews. Beaatitil acetate   ^^ 10°- 306. A 400 cameras eicept 314 & 414 
ti Oetigtt rec littaat eat All are laptt-flM «itl   J™5 «**• "J* ^J:*? '""■jf;''5;"XE

1 
LE"S 

SET iKli.es WIDE AIGLE & TELEPHOTO teases, 

(A) Ltag-aaire. Icelailic te-eski.      S29.00 ea.   S^X SmSSl^JSi^mm 
(I) GeaHNSTEEBNIDEiihrm. black. . \z~-   \- "-'- 

(C) Geaaiae steerkifc n teapart tfesip   24 00 ea    n      
iiae sieertiee i» zebra tfesigi    24.00 ea.   " !k^-Z"^ ail Cater Pact ca:'-2 

• Mi.f  rkartes   i  tuts  iacMcrf.  Satisfae-      T^jfe^"^   J^-i^-   ,'.1'    „     "...       ,._ 
tit* Guzrxrteew tr Mfry Back. Send lie fir ill.t- |J    7^ * I *V~~" 

EXCAL   BUR - B:i 125. Deal HG-S 
FC ::i :■: «!*-:::£-  •      ••::: ■" -"■ - --, ^        SL ABS. MI. S3I74 

SWASHBUCKLERS! 
Kick up your heels in chic demi- 
boots with a Spanish flair. Per- 
forated tongue has a brogue ac- 
re':  = _5;e:  - :-e  g'e.. :' : in- 
grained calfskin;  black  patent. 
" - _ :D 13. to 6A width; 6 tc 13 
5A, 4A; 9% to 13, 3A, 2A, A, B. 
S23 : -s :. ::s:  rrr : -:~ :;.r 
Mooney & Gilbert, HG9, 31 W. 
57th St., 5th fl., N. Y. 10019. 

SPANISH SPLENDOR 
The delicacy of Spanish lace, the 
fine artistry of superb craftsmen 
combine in this elegant maga 
zine rack. Swirling scrolls form 
the frame. In satin black, gold, 
g-~' -—. ;_e ;- ;- ;.T g: z z'z 
white; 12" by 10%" by 18" h. 
Blends with any decor. S5.99 
plus 99c post. Cooper's. HG9, 
"=-'    --i:      :"      -'   ::er: 

S~'E"CH JEWELRY 
--e-t-c-h  bracelets  have the 

'n match 'em for him or her m 
plain, $8 or with stones of blue, 
: ;:-   g-ee- :- -ez 'z' til   SIC 
Ppd   Charm  L  Treasure    HG9 
1201 -r :"""T-~T-;3S, New 
Vork, N. Y. IOC l 

Graced e egance in colorful 
Dresden-like china is a night 
light with a soft, ladylike glow. 

fume to scent the air. An en- 
: :—g gift especially for the 
music lo.e-   " - 5 5% 

: 15 ppd. Includes on-off 
switch, b_ : ::-; Morlyn, Inc., 
Dept. G-90, 350 So. County Rd., 
Palm Beach, Fla. 33480. 

CHINA RC: ■ 
A rose is forever fresh when ifs 
■-5 E"g  r ::-;:"=   ~ c.e'S 

.=36 i 
gements in nature c: 

from iridescent reds to palest 
pinks. Three-rose cluster, 53.95 
ppd. Five-rose arrangement, 
57.75 ' ne-rose arrangement, 
512 Add (1 post. World Art 
Group, HG9, 2 First St., E. Nor- 
walk, Conn. 06855. 

: A LELECTRIQUE 
Electric steam egg cooker shuts 
3ff automatically when egg; are 
::-e --- z\ g-ess.v :-■ E: ; :-£ 
o four eggs, soft, medium or 
iard; makes poached or scram- 
}led eggs, too. In white glazed 
:eramic adorned by farmyard 
:.•• s 52 E5 z -i ~z: :: 

Holiday Gifts, 309-E, 7047 Pecos 
St., Denver, Colo. 80221. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
SPRUCE SEEDLINGS 
These four year olds, hardy and 
lovely to look at, produce an art- 
ful corner group and windbreak. 
According to the planning guide 
thai comes with each order, the 
northern grown, well rooted Blue 
Spruce treelings are easy to take 
care of, easy to grow. 10" to 18". 
3, $1; 8, $2; 20, $4. House of 
Wesley, Nursery Div., RR1, Dept. 
3177-38, Bloomington, III. 61701. 

HOT LINE 
The quintessence of luxury for 
that busy executive, a telephone 
enclosed in a carved chest of 
hand-rubbed walnut, inlaid with 
leather panels. Slanted dial panel 
is an added convenience. Ready 
to plug in, use, without extra 
phone bill charges. $99.95 plus 
$2.50 postage. Metropolitan Tele- 
copies Corp., HG9, 35 W. 35th 
St., New York, N. Y. 10001. 

WINNER'S CIRCLE 
Provocative put-on is a 14k 
gold ring studded with make-be- 
lieve diamonds—look outrage- 
ously real!—set in a horseshoe. 
Sure to bring good luck on any 
sort of caper. Unscratchable, un- 
chippable, "Strongite's" the name 
of the gem. $44 ppd. Free cata- 
logue for him and her from The 
Strongite Co., Dept. HG9, 2 W. 
47th St., New York, N. Y. 10036. 

CHINA CODDLER 
For perfect breakfast eggs, cod- 
dle them carefully in this Royal 
Worcester cooker. Famous Skip1' 
pety Tale pattern decorates the 
white china. Perfect for warming 
baby food, too, so you might con- 
sider it for that new arrival's now 
and later pleasure. $5.95 ppd., 
gift-boxed. Seth & Jed, Dept. 
G90, Great Barrington, Mass. 
01230. 

TRAVEL TOUR 
Take to the road in your merry 
automobile—but don't forget to 
take along "America by Car," a 
super compendium of sights to 
see from coast to coast. Detailed 
day-by-day and road-by-road out- 
lines point out all the must at- 
tractions. 170,000 words, or 
about the size of three novels. 
$3.50 ppd. Braco Publications, 
HG9. 55 W. 55 St., N. Y. 10019. 

KARATE CHOP-CHOP 
Release your tensions, anger, en- 
thusiasm on a high-impact plas- 
tic scapegoat. It flies apart under 
karate chop, quickly resets for 
next blow. Breaking strength ad- 
justs from five pounds to 150 
pounds. Unbreakable, absolutely 
harmless! Fun for all the family! 
$3.95 ppd. Standard American, 
HG9, 1 Park Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 10016. 
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BRING THE  UNIVERSAL JOY OF CHILDHOOD INTO YOUR HOME 

TWO MAGNIFICENT PORTRAITS OF CHILDHOOD 

GARY 's Ingsversen CRETCHLN 

BEAUTIFUL ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS 
YOURS AS FULL COLOR ART REPRODUCTIONS—BOTH FOR ONLY $1.00 
Rarely lias the universal appeal ol childhood been captured so completely as in these magnifi- 
cent paintings by lames Ingwersen. Whether you're lather, mother, grandparent or fond 
godparent you're sure to see a vision of a child you love—and glimpses of your own forgotten 
past in these two absolutely beautiful masterpieces. Under the sensitive brush of the artist 
the feeling and wonder of a child's world spring marvelously to life. Rarely have we seen 
such a complete portrait of this world done so simply and directly. As reminders of joys past 
and as a classic decorating combination we invite you to bring this beauty into your home 
or office while this special offer lasts. 

OFFER   WILL   NOT   BE   REPEATED    ^CZ"I"DZS"".' " ' 

■ 20 Bank Street, White Plains, New York 10606 
I Please send me the Portraits of Gary & Gretchen, 11" 
■ x 14" each in full color for only Si plus 10* postage 

and handling on  full  money back guarantee if I  am 
I not absolutely delighted. 

| Enclosed is $       (print clearly) 
| NAME     

| ADDRESS     

- CITY  STATE ZIP   
■ □ SAVE! SPECIAL OFFER: Order 3 sets of prints $2.00 

(You  save $1.30).  Extra sets  make  beautiful  gifts. 

THIS  SEASON 
Because portraitures of this type 
are so unusual we urge you to 
take advantage ol this offer now 
while our supply lasts. Each lull 
color print is reproduced on lux- 
urious art slock and is a full 11" x 
14". Both are yours for only $1 on 
lull money back guarantee if you 
are not absolutely delighted with 
the beauty and joy they bring to 
your home. But hurry, order now, 
this offer will not be repeated this 
season in this magazine. 

Keeps Cut Flowers 
Beautiful For Years 

flower Dri removes only the moisture, the color 
and beauty remain! Silica Gel method praised 
in Better Homes, Am. Home, Home Garden, 
Family Circle, NY Times. A perfect gift. So 
easy, 100% safe anyone can do It. After 3 to 7 
days, dry flowers come out natural and beauti- 
ful as if fresh from garden. After months, even 
years of show, colorful beauty remains. Use it 
over & over; won't wear out. For postpd. del., 
send payment for quantity desired. Dept. 138, 
Flower  Dri,  Timonium,  Md.  21093. 

Starter Size (quart) S3.25 
Arranger's  Kit,  everything  complete 4.95 
Hobby Size (4 pounds) 6.95 

YOU NEVER HAD HELPERS LIKE THESE! 

#;HI N "UMBO 
<3t 

MINNIE 

PLUTO 

'   Disney Prod. 
Mickey, Minnie, Pluto and Dumbo ... to bag 
a  shoe,  tote  the   laundry,   store  pajamas and 
even   collect   autographs.   Favorite   friends   to 
I'ghten a youngster's tasks. 
MICKEY MOUSE 

Pajama Bag 
Laundry Bag 

$5.00 
$6.00 

Pajama Bag     $5.00 

Pajama Bag 
Laundry Bag 

$5.00 
$6.00 

Shoe Bag $6.00 
Autograph Pal $5.00 

MINNIE  MOUSE 
Autograph Pal $5.00 

PLUTO 
Shoe Bag $6.00 
Autograph Pal $5.00 

DUMBO 
Shoe Bag       ' $7.00 
Autograph Pal $5.00 

I.M 50c postage for each  urm.  Buy am: 2,  tee 
pay  postage,   Checks  or   Money  Order  only.   \,, 

O.D       pleasi . 

JAY-CEE ENTERPRISES Dept  G-90 
75  Brockmeyer  Drive,  Massapequa,  New York   11758 

Pajama Bag      $5.50 

Go Creative With Crewel 
A Striking New Design .. . Easy To Do 

AUTUMN LEAVES: The resplendent foliage 
of Autumn will grace your home through- 
out the year with this portrayal of Octo- 
ber's russets and golds on a background 
of woodsy green. Kit includes everything 
needed to complete picture except frame: 
linen stamped with design, yarns in ten 
shades of Autumn foliage, needle, diagram 
and complete instructions.      Size: 17" x 28" 

Kit 203—S8.50 Plus 80c postage & handling 
Pa. residents add t>% sales tax (50c) 

Check or money order only. No C.O.D.'s 

G&w€|©sW£>r|cl 
Box 303, Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006 Dept. HG90 
Send 50c for color brochure. Free with order. 
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Mail this coupon to Miles Kimball Co., 
580 Bond  Street,  Oshkosh, Wisconsin   54901 

SEND ME-FREE- 
the 40 - page Miles Kimball special catalog of 

unique new Christmas Card ideas — some deeply 

religions, some light hearted, all completely per- 

sonal and guaranteed to express your originality. 

My Name  

Address  

City & State, ZIP_ 

FREE 

Send today for your FREE 
slice and descriptive booklet 
of this world-famous 
Christmas Cake 

CSS Isn't it time you sampled this 
legendary Gift Cake we've baked 
to order for 73 straight years for 
European royalty, show people, 
corporation chiefs, famous host- 
esses? fc* Taste its juicy imported 
fruits and rich Texas pecans 
Instantly you'll appreciate why 
DeLuxe is the only fruit cake 
ever honored by the X. V. Gour- 
met Society . . enjoyed through- 
out America and in 148 foreign 
lands. Wf This is the Christmas 
Cake for you. your family, and 
special friends. Positively guar- 
anteed the best you've ever 
bought, baked, or eaten (written 
guarantee in eveiy tin), t* If you 
know the DeLuxe and prefer to 
order now, prices are given. 

CHECK COUPON FOR FREE SAMPLE or or- 
der your custom-baked cakes now. 
2-lb.. $4.55; 3-lb., $6.25; 5-lb.. $9.95 
(Never sold in stores.) 

COLLIN STREET BAKERY 
P. 0   120, Corsicana, Texas 75110 
□ Please rush me a DeLuxe free slice. 

Name_ 

Address. 

City  _State_ -Zip- 

FREE CATALOG 

Johnny Appleseed's 
. . SEASONS CKEETOTCS 

Christmas Gifts for family & friends 
32 pages of gift suggestions in full color. Liter- 
ally hundreds from which to choose . . . linens, 
housewares, toys, games, handbags, footwear, 
accessories and novelties, plus clothing and 
outerwear. 

Johnny Appleseed's 
Box 702,   Beverly,  Mass.  01915 

Zip Code Required! 

FULL 
COLOR 

KING-SIZE 
CATAL0 

FOR TALL 
OR BIG MEN 
Bring new fashion 
excitement into his 
life—and yours—with the 
new Free, Full Color 
KING-SIZE Men's Catalog 
Choose from MANHATTAN 
ARROW, McGREGORJANTZEN 
Shirts, Sweaters, Jackets, 
Slacks, with bodies 4" longer, 
Sleeves to 38';' Inseams to 42" 
PLUS 200 Shoe Styles 10-16, 
Widths AAAEEE. Everything 
is fully guaranteed by KING-SIZE 

SEND TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG! 
Please   rush   your   New   KING-SIZE 
Catalog for Tall and  Big  Men. 

Address 
City  State . -Zip 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

FOR 
CATALOGUES 

SHIPS SE8 ■   /-  . 
■ 

PRLSTONS ■ IUS 
Cteafwt  ! 

FRUIT FAIR 

Goldmine of goodies in a free 
color catalogue from Harry & 
David, Fruit-of-the-Month Club 

creators. Fruits,  preserves, 
candies, nuts, meats and 
cheeses. Harry and David, 

Box K1000. Bear Creek 
Orchards, Medford. Ore. 97501. 

MADE TO ORDER 

Fine upholstered furniture, at 
realistic prices. Send $1 for color 

catalogue and swatches. Hunt 
Galleries, Inc., HG9, 2920 No. 

Center St., Hickory, IN. C. 28601. 

3590 KING-SIZE BLDG 
The KING-SIZE CO.BROCKTON". MASS 

SEA SCOPE 
Imagine ordering marine 
memorabilia from a shop that 
once served whaling ships. 
Preston's collection of prints, 
pictures, ship models, figure- 
heads, scrimshaw, brassware 
for all lovers of the sea. 25c for 
128-page catalogue. Preston's, 
HG9, Main St. Wharf. 
Greenport, N. Y. 11944. 

AHHH, ALMONDS! 
You won't believe almonds can 
come in such a variety 'til you 
send for this free color cata- 
logue. California Almond Growers 
Exchange, Dept. 148. Box 1768, 
Sacramento, Cal. 95808. 

WILLOW WINNERS 

And rattan rarities—head- 
boards, hampers, planters, 
chairs, tables—imports from 
around the world shipped to 
you anywhere. Send 25c for 
catalogue to Fran's Basket 
House. HG9. 89 W. Main, 
Rockaway. N. J. 07866. 
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COUNT I 'IAMONDS 
Man-made of course but flawless 
and fiery. Cut and polished on 
a diamond wheel. For further 
facts, prices, write to Wellington 
Jewels, HG9, 1150 Connecticut 
Ave., Washington, D. C. 20036. 

#©   ft 
NIMBLE NEEDLERS 

Twenty-four 8V2" by 11" 
pages, all in color—inter- 

esting, unusual needlepoint 
designs—cushions, rugs, shoes, 

handbags, vests, door stops. 
$3. Woolworks, Inc., HG9, 

783 Madison Ave., N. Y. 10021. 

GIFTS UNDER $5 
2,000 of them from here and 
abroad. Budget-pleasing and 
value-wise. Housewares, toys, 
stationery, accessories.  196- 
page catalogue free from Miles 
Kimball, 98 Bond St., Oshkosh, 
Wis. 54901. 

PERSONAL PROJECTS 
Make that gift special! Kit and' 

kaboodle for primitives or 
abstracts, stitchery, furniture. 

24-pages. 25c. Decorative 
Adventures, Box 228EE, 

Abington, Pa. 19001. 

<JECO«4TlV« 
rtOVENTU*tCS 

AJ' 

Si 

GAME GIFTS 
Not the hunting variety! 

A batch of light- 
hearted gifts and gadg- 
ets, all cheery choices 

for sportsmen, keep- 
ers of the bar. Free 72- 
page catalogue. Game 

Room, HG9, Box 1816, 
Wash, D. C. 20013. 

IPTEM.BER,  1970 

FROMTHEGENERALSTORE 
Walking sticks to whittling 
kits, bonnets to brooms, aprons 
to axes—homemade Tennessee 
things you can't find anywhere 
else. Country catalogue that's 
just plain fun to read. It's free 
and if you're like us you'll have 
to send an order. Lynchburg 
Hardware and Gen'l. Store, HG9, 
Box 239F, Lynchburg, Tenn. 
37352. 

lift 

NEW! SHOPPING INTERNATIONALS 
56-pagc Foil Magaiinc-Cataloq 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL 

()v< i  (.ni) 
Qlfl   from 
30 Countries 

NOW ... 20 
pagei  In ■ HI lull      (.i.lhl 
i ike .i faiei - 
nnting n round- 
the-world tour 
—from thl lei 
surely comfort 
of your home 
—and see the 
tint si hand! 
crafts of (he 
world. 
This fall we 
take a I M> '" 
Kashmir   for 
|I.I|IH'! III   M  III' 
walnut wood 
and crewel em- 
broidery. Then 
shop India for its brass, ivory and exotic jewelry. 
Select your Christmas gifts from Germany, 
Scandinavia and Italy. On to Mexico for a 
fiesta of colorful tin. Unusual selections from 
Japan, Hmiq Kong and Taiwan also await you. 
Each item is a masterpiece of craftsmanship in 
the tradition of its country. 

$ 

To take this   tour ■end 25c for 
56-paqe ...t    * ith 

drcc s     of     n<*\ v      handle if t 
itei ns  f om   SI   to sioo. 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

431 Shopping International Blilg 
Norwich. Vermont 05055 

Why would anyone give 
away a precious 936-page 

Full aha Catalog 

.Craltsmen in Charm** 

Z\)t "IftUxtv men" 
For living room, family room, den- 
wherever comfort, practicality and beauty 
are part of gracious living. Hunt Galleries* 
Craftsmen have created the "Jeffrey Al- 
len*'. Its deep channeled back is devoted 
to comfort. Seat D. 22", H. 28", W. 30", 
Seat H. 17". Reversible, zippered, latex 
rubber dacron filled cushion; lined skirt; 
Upholstered in varied fine fabrics. 580.00 
ea.. $155.00 Dr.; Ship. Wt. 50 lbs. Ex- 
press Charges Collect. No C.O.D. Send 
31.00 for our latest 1970 40-page Furni- 
ture Catalogue and Fabric Samples. 

Satisfaction GuaranU ed 0) Morn u Refunded 

HUNT  GALLERIES,  INC. 
2920 N. Center St., HG9. Hickory, N. C. 28501 

■Craftsmen in Charm' 

Because we want your business 
—we have what you need. . . 

we 're great on service and we 've 
got everything for the home. 

THAT'S OUR BUSINESS! 

Besides having over 80years of know how 
in making the kind of big-buy deals that 
save you most money. Whether it's furnish- 
ing a whole house, a room, wall or corner, 
you'll find what you need among thousands 
of items on hundreds of pages, most in 
glorious color. Plus FASHIONS, sports, 
recreation, auto needs It's the START 
OF SOMETHING BIG for Fall. 1970. 
Join us. Get your personal copy NOW I 
Quantities limited. 

tf 

through many 
pages of de- 
lightful   new 
styles, 
unique   and 
hard-to-find 
items   that 

you and your 
pet wi 

"EVERYTHING FOR PAMPERED PETS!" 
The latest in pet wearing 
apparel, pet gift ideas, 
fancy collars,  accessories! 

WRITE   FOR   YOURS   NOW! 

DU-SAY'S Dept. B-9. Box 24407. 
New Orleans. La. 70I24 

|   Rush  your  FREE  new  1970  cofo/og  show! 

"Everything for Pampered Pets"! 

|   NAME  

J   ADDRESS  

I  CITY __ 

I   STATE  _ZIP_ 

Superb 
Itya Rugs 

from Scandinavia 
Fabulous designer rugs, brilliant 
wall hangings, even hard-to-find 
round ryas. 29 dramatic pat- 
terns. 5 sizes. Glorious colors. 
All 100% pure wool, colorfast, 
mothproof. See every one in 
magnificent true color in our big 
12" x 17" Catalog. Then come in 
— or order rugs by mail as thou- 
sands do. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

CpnH $9 /deductible when\ 
OullU   L \ you order a rya / 

for full-color Rya Catalog 

N@RSK 
(Dept.H) 114 E. 57th St., New York 10022 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

DON'T BE A BO-PEEP 
And lose your dog, cat, parrot or 
what have you. Safeguard your 
pet with a stainless steel idei 
cation tag engraved free with his 
name, address and your phone 
number. Steel hook for easy at- 
tachment to pet's collar. Guaran- 
teed for life of pet. $1 ppd. West- 
Berg Enterprises, Dept. HG9, 
Box 4177, Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 80909. 

PORCELAIN PIN 
You'd better believe that a View 
of the Bridge, a rare covered one 
in Bucks County, turns out to be 
one of the best accessories of the 
season. Original painting by L. 
Hager's reproduced on porcelain 
in all the natural colorings. Set- 
ting's golden equipped with a 
safety clasp. l7/8" by 1%". $4.25 
ppd. Clymer's of Bucks County, 
HG9, Pt. Pleasant. Pa. 18950. 

ETERNAL STRUGGLE 
Man's unending struggle cap- 
tured forever in a solid lead pa- 
perweight or a pair of bookends 
which are 24k gold plated. 3" h., 
6V2" I. Ideal to anchor his papers, 
boost his spirits. Bright note for 
desk or library shelves. Weight, 
$7.50; bookends, $15. Add 85c 
post. Camalier & Buckley, HG9, 
1141 Connecticut Ave. N.W., 
Washington, D. C. 20036. 

OVER   100 
Unique end table holds that many 
magazines. And holds them flat, 
wrinkle free, easily accessible. A 
boon to magazine savers. Just 
pull up an easy chair, read in 
comfort. Crafted of pine in honey 
tone pine or maple, antique pine 
or walnut finish. 23" h., 16" w., 
21" d. $19.95 exp. coll. Kit, 
$15.95 ppd. Yield House, HG9. 
No. Conway, N. H. 03860. 

PLAQUE PRESERVER 
Play it safe by having important 
documents, photos and letters 
laminated and mounted on wood. 
No more yellowing and fading 
and they're in the spotlight! Her- 
metically sealed in clear plastic; 
walnut, maple, natural or black, 
edged in gold. Color catalogue 
$1 refunded with order. Award 
Maker, HG9, 12495 N.E. 8 Ave., 
No. Miami, Fla. 33161. 

C '  NOTE 
Reproduction of a $100 bill, 
screen printed on a 21" by 43" 
cotton area rug. Looks like a mil- 
lion dollars in the den, recrea- 
tion room, boy's room or as a gift 
for the college crowd. Color-fast, 
machine washable, dryable with 
a non-skid latex back. $5.95 ppd. 
Order from The Cross Roads, 
HG-90, 135 So. Washington Ave., 
Bergenfield, N. J. 07621. 

EPTEM.BER.  1970 

SPECIALSALEo™*199**OXOf48 
(Reg.  $30.00) 

If these genuine 
Portuguese cork 
tiles had cement 
backing, you'd pay 
$1.00 per sq. ft! 

OUR SUPER-BARGAIN 
PRICE IS LESS THAN.. 

.. .    and   save !    I be§. 
the   real   thing   'genuine   decorator   aco 

i    from    Portugal.    If   we 
icntcd   them,   you'd   have   to   pa 

I 
on.|- to apply, 

simple: 
'.i\ ■■   -i   mint.   Can   readily   !»<■   trimmed   with 
razor     blailc,      I legant     sound-p 

.   brown-flecked   Portuguese  cork 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Send check or money order. 

14 

Magazine Replicas 
A Christmas greeting from Harriet Beecher 
Stowe to Editor Edward W. Bok. A plush seal 
jacket for $10.00. A 900 lb. Reo for $1500. 
These and more in beautifully exact replicas 
of "The Saturday Evening Post" for May 6, 
1905 or "Ladies' Home Journal" for Christ- 
mas 1890. The "Journal" comes with a hand- 
some Christmas gift card. Mailed flat. 

EITHER   MAGAZINE—$2.50  ppd. 
.V.   Y.  State  Residents add  State  and  local  taxes. 

0  C.O.D.'s. 

lAJuAAipJlL DePf. G-90 
Main   Street,   Sharon   Springs,   N.   Y.   13459 

PROVINCIAL 
SWITCHPLATES 

Switch to  beauty in your home with  little cost 
with our golden brass-plated switchplates.  Non- 
tarnish finish,  screws  included. Also  in antique 
white. 
SINGLE—3    x 5"        SI .00 each 

3 FOR S2.9S 
DOUBLE—I1;' « 5"               SI .50 each 

3 FOR S3.95 
TWIN  OUTLET—3" x 5"        SI .50 each 
TRIPLE—6   x 5" S2.95 each 
COMBINATION—3" x 5" SI.95 each 
DOOR  KNOB w spindle &. rosette     SI.95 each 

PLUS 45c POSTAGE &.  HANDLING 
Pa. Res. Ad> 

THE ADDED TOUCH 
12-H  Water  St.,  Bryn  Mowr,   Pa.   19010 

PER SQ. FT! -V2 "THICK 
i   ihick,   111 

eq. ft.  in all,  enough  to beauty-tile complete 
?>'   x   18'   wall   ...   or 
dram;.! i 
link.-   h lie-tin   boards' 
Limit<-(I   ■■ (#1505) 
Total Bargain Price, Box of 48, $19.98 

(express charges collect) 
Write for   FREE  Color Catalog of unique gifts. 

HOBI.   Dept.  G-90 
Engel  St.,  Hieksville,  N.  Y.  11802 

L1..T 

Lilr 
CANDELABRA 

MAGNIFICENT 
MASTERPIECE 

Radiant hand cut 
prisms sparkle 
from branches of 
extra heavy Rogers 
gold plated cast 
ings mounted on 
imported marble 
base. Truly a col- 
lector's item of 
timeless beauty 
30"   high   by   11" 

An Unusual Value at $69^ 
SHIPPED   EXPRESS  CHARGES  COLLECT 
Pa. I: -    I«/<J C -   7   ■>    •    -'./.'/.')   XO 

SEND    10c    FOR    CATALOG 

LUIGI CRYSTAL 
7332 Frankford Ave., HG9 0,  Phila., Pa.  19136 

& 

pou/t k ' 

AH wood construction. Natural cane insert. 
Non-rust plastic fittings. Fits all standard 
fixtures. Fully guaranteed Available in white, 
antique white, metallic gold, antique gold, 
avocado, dark blue, sky blue, desert pink, 
black, canary, lime, silver, woodgrain, orange 
and red. Shipped anywhere in the USA. 
SI2.95 parcel post included. Sorry, no COD. 
The One-Nineteen Shop. 119 S. 19 St., Phila., 
Pa. 19103. Telephone:  (215) LO 3-1402 
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1000  CHARMS  IN THIS 

FREE 
CATALOG j 

14K SOLID GOLD and 
STERLING SILVER CHARMS 

at direcMo-you prices 
■*■ -     Charms 3-:--  -:-_;   5 

* - rices    nclude  5ostage 
If Money Bad   3 

(Unless  Persona   : 

ft 

9 
"LUCKY" the 
LEPRECHAUN 

always 
■   lucky 

14K Go d 
S16-95 

Sterling  S2.9S. 

9*   I # 
^^   |*V S15 OO 
J/    «   St€- ng Silver 2 20 

r ^ /is AY      IT      IN 
FRENCH —I love 
you   more 

than 
terday   but 

DAT    CAKE— CHURCH   WITH 
.    E.'. 

■ 
14K         Solid : - -   -           3 

- 11.95. S 1 3   9 = 
-i     Stl- ling      Silver 

- i   50 S3.95- 

1 4 K     ( 
SIO.OO. Ste 
ling S2.00. 

si: -. :r-£- 
Send only SI. in 

Df    stan 

e huge, 
5.12, 160 page, 
all inclusiieSSOO 
charm catalog. A 
must for all col- 
ecton :-" chams. 

Exotic Tropical 
Dragon Tree 

The Dragon 
Tree" (0. Mar- 

is one 
of the world's 
roost distinc- 
tive and beau- 
tiful house 
plants. 
seen it featured 
in leading mag- 

— and 
used by famous 
interior decora- 
tors te add 
tropical g t a ra - - •    ■■ - >  
setti Df. In 
spring and sum* 
raer, it makes 
an exciting pat- 
io or porch dis- 
Dla>.     It     has 
giant, spear-like leaves jungle green at the 
tenter and fantastic deep red at the border. 
As it matures, the branches twist and turn for 
a spectacular bonsai effect on a grand scale. 
Yet »ith its rare beauty, it thrives 2- ■ - 
in your hone—even in shady spots—and grows 
up te 6 ft. tall. Order no* and get sturdy-, well 
rooted   plants  shipped  direct  from  the  tropics. 

2   Dragon   Trees   only  S4.   ppd. 

■1   Dragon   Trees  just  S7.   ppd. 

Caribbean Nursery Sales 
Div. of Briskin   Ind— Dept.   HG-9 

55 W. 55th St.. Net York. N. Y. 10019 

giamowmi* Hatcniian        (f*** 

Ainu Jacket 
and 

Polynesian Pants 

:*et in fine 
Cotton,    fron- 

closing. Wea'  - Hi 

skirts   or 

pants.    In    Tur 

quoise 

Green or Black 

White 
with black bor- 

-6'     S 

S9.95 

P o I y r 

■ WM 
Black   C 

S7.95 
Plus SOc pc rtatt ea. 

VICKI WAYNE 
85716 

\ 

© 

A  GALS  BEST  FRIEND 
I   red nylon money cache is your best 

onto or 

Hide It  SI.98  -   15c Moiling Each 

Colt}, iclirfgnfl add S^c sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony  Enterprises  Dept. HG-9O 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

Stacking Wine Racks from Holland 
Sturdy structure in black and white 
high strength molded plastic. Each 
unit holds 24 botie; I- .vide; 

=; z_-: deep. An unusually 
good buy. For each unit send only 

[ Ask for our brochure. Mer- 
chandise selected for people who 
like good design. N. Y. residents, 
;~z s; e; Lai 

10 WEST FORDHAM ROAD 
NEW YORK   N. Y. 10468 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
DESIGN 3) 

SHOPPING AROUND 
CARD CASE 
For every man and woman, here's 
the big question: where to stash 
all those credit cards? The per- 
fect ho!d-all: in black (red for 
the dames) leather-look plastic, 
carries 20 cards in open pockets 
with section for currency and 
notes; lady's with change purse. 
SI.98 ppd. Walter Drake. HG-73 
Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 80901. 

SIZEABLE SIPPER 
Soup or coffee lovers, attention! 
Herewith a half quart ceramic 
cup! Hand-decorated in muted 
browns, greens and yellow mush- 
room motif on creamy white 
background with matching sau- 
cer. 2Vi" deep. bVz" dia.; saucer, 

dia. Two sets. S4.95: four 
sets, $9.45. Add SI post. 
Clymer's of Bucks County, HG9, 
Pt. Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

COZY CUBBIES 
We couldn't be more delighted 
with this early American style 
desk organizer. 19%" I.. 12" h.. 
6" d. Cubby holes for envelopes, 
checks, notepaper, 3" by 5" file 
drawer, long drawer. Antique or 
honey pine, maple or walnut fin- 
ish. Kit, $14.50; finished, $21.50. 
Ppd. Add 70c west of Mississippi. 
Yield House. HG9, North Conway, 
N. H. 03860. 

LATEST DEVELOPMENT 
The thriftiest way we know of get- 
ting 126 Kodacolor film devel- 
oped, fast, too—your finished 
prints are mailed first class with- 
in one day of order receipt! $end 
$2 for a 12 exposure roll, $3 for 
a 20 roll. Add 25c post, or send 
letter for free mailing envelopes. 
Blue Grass Mail Photo, HG9, P.O. 
Box 478. Lexington. Ky. 40501. 

LOCK THE WINDOW! » 
Top security for town apartment, 
suburban home or country cot- 
tage while you're away with win- 
dow locks. One-way tamper-proof 
screws foil the most efficient bur- 
glar. Splurge on a few. Keyed 
alike in brass finish; carry one key 
with you for a// windows. $3.60 
each ppd. W. T. Weaver & Sons, 
Inc.. HG9. 1208 Wisconsin Ave.. 
Washington. D. C. 20007. 

$2 
and 

send you Pur FABULOUS I 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
DUTCH DELIGHT 
Three cookie boards from Hol- 
land for wall groupings and/or 
bake a batch of speculaas—rec- 
ipe included. 7" by 3" each. 
Series A-3 windmill, ship and 
castle (shown) $5; B-3 Dutch 
boy, girl, man on sled $5; A&B— 
plus free St. Nicholas board $10. 
Ppd. Folder, 25c. Holland Handi- 
crafts, HG9. Pruimendijk 24, Rij- 
soord, Holland. 

GET WITH  IT 
Head for the hills or anywhere 
under the sun in a Shoecraft su- 
per shoe. Foot delight's made of 
glove leather so it's much softer 
and far more comfortable than 
other hides or the man-made 
stuff: heel's firmly flat, strap's up 
front. Comes dark brown, navy, 
9 to 12, S, N, M. $21 ppd. Free 
catalogue. Shoecraft. HG9, 603 
Fifth Ave., N. Y. 10017. 

TABLETOP ART 
Favor a floral, select a still life or 
landscape mini oil for striking 
display. Each painting, on can- 
vas and mounted on wood frame 
with 6" bamboo display easel, is 
an original work of art by a tal- 
ented but unknown artist. 6" by 
4y2". $2.98; two for $5.75; three 
for $8.45. Add 35c post per or- 
der. Harriet Carter, HG9, Plym- 
outh Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY 
White ceramic tile bears a mes- 
sage that keeps tempers in check 
in these hectic times, "May the 
Good Lord take a liking to you— 
but not too soon." Hung on the 
wall by a breakfast table, it's a 
great family soother. 6" sq. $2.98 
plus 40c postage each tile. Order 
from Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 
585 Market St., San Francisco, 
Cal. 94105. 

MARBLE MARVEL 
To banish stains, remove rings 
and discolorations from marble, 
we recommend this Marglo kit. 
Stain remover, polishing powder, 
marble sealer wax, wood and felt 
buffing tool and instructions. 
35.95. Sealer wax that protects 
and beautifies, alone, $2.95. Ppd. 
A thoughtful gift for marble lov- 
ers! Marglo, HG90, Box 114, 
Niles. III. 60648. 

$g95 

ALL PURPOSE BENCH 

IMPORTED  BENCHES 
- 

- 
able in 5 size-    3 I 
use as 

:.^ble.   Hi-Fi 

30" Bench S6.95 
36* Bench 9.95 
48" Bench 12.95 
60" Bench 15.95 
72" Bench 18.95 

No CODs Shot. Chgs. Col. 
I 

Da: 
GENADAIMPORTS 
Dept. G9 P.O. Box 204 

Teaneek, N. J. 07666 

,jri 

BEAUTY IN THE BALANCE ... The 
luxury of an Italian villa is personified 
in this impressive scale in metal with 
antique gold finish. Exquisitely crafted 
with crystal trays hanging from golden 
chains, and bordered by shimmering 
prism drops. The rich Italian white 
marble base completes this elegant 
import 20V2" high. $24.95 plus $1-50 
postage & handling. Sorry no C.O.D.'s. 

Morlt/H, JHC. i/VlVttyn,    t/f/L. Oept.G-90 
3SO So. County Rd. Palm Beach. Fla 33480 

UNIQUE TOOTHPASTE DISPENSER 
Saves Kme effort. E-ds tube squeez- 

ing, capping and uncapping, and 

bathroom mess. Just press button and 

out comes toothpaste in amount de- 

sired. Price ST.95 ppd. Makes excel- 

lent gift, (a gift that will be used every 

day). Act now. Send order to: 

THE  MAIL  SHOP 
245   Molino  Ave. 

Mill Valley,  California, 94941 

MAGNIFYING 
1/2 FRAME GLASSES 

HANDWOVEN      WILLOW OTTOMAN— 
;   w*ar> 

feet or*                                  -   i: mil support a 300 
5*  95           S2.00 

II s«at. 

J£^^^^^^^^^^^g£  Willow 
j/g{                                          p^^    Chest* 

^P^           Dig. 

■ - 

• eSSslsi ; 
'FTTSHM —si    tote nafl- 

^•J                                              jf 

-   -      ■                           - 
20" 1 ■■-;                      5 ' 2  50  - SI .00 : 
2V tool                      313.90  - SI.30 D'istaje 
28" long x 17' x 17" S15.90       5' 
30" lonj x 18" x 18" S17.50 - 52.00 g 

■1 
LOTUS ■*" • ■■■1 

K&Wm LAMP  —   i 
nanq- 

■■■■^/JjJaV   ■ 
1        ^      T 1     >r          1 mmS^           A 

rrm   ■<■ s  e  e   - - 
llvi/ pleteiy   wired ■ ■>-^         A. • ~ ■BPr - . 

rattar 
and    :- 

S8 95    : 
BH^.     .^kw                  A m SI.00 

1               ^—' age. 

WICKER    IN    HOUSE    &    G- COLORS ■ 
Parrot 
Black ' ■ 

■ IS - 

dScjbJist yfcrw M ̂ - - 
89   W V -. - s -     -    ■   . .    --- 

Half-frame design le+s you 
see SHARP and CLEAR for 
reading fine print and doing 
detailed work, yet allows you 
regular non-magnified vision 
over the top of the lenses. 
Polished ground lenses. For 
folks over 40 without astigma- 
tism or eye disease who simply 
need magnifying lenses. $3.98 

includes case. Add 45c for 
postage. State age. 

NEL-KING PRODUCTS, Dept. HG-90HG 

811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105 

iKimilton" 
Big. handsome—and bold enough to invite 
you to sit down in the lap of la 
over native hardwood frame, button tufted 
back: reversible, latex rubber dacrcr- 
cushion: lined skirt. Upholstered in varied 
line fabrics. H. 31    »', W. 29 " -   . Sear H. 
16'--". Seat D.   19   :   SS-t.OC e±,.  $164.00 
pr.: Ship. Wt.. 5 5 lb*. No C.O-D. E 
Charges Collect. Send 5 \ 
19"0    -40-page    Furniture    Ca- 
Fabric Samples. 

HUNT  GALLERIES.INC. 
2920 H. Center St.. HGS. Bidnrj, *■ C. 28601 

. m*^CTaftsmen m Ch^r—, 
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WOOLWORKS 

BARGEUO KITS - HEXAGON-WICKER-PALM TREES 
PEACOCK. BLUE   WHITE,  GOLDS,  BROWNS,  MULTI,  REDS,  GREEN WHITE,  ORANGE OLIVE. 

$25   INCLUDES   CANVAS, CENTER REPEAT WORKED YARNS. NEEDLES-15" SQ. 

NEW ALL-COLOR CATALOG $3   WOOLWORKS, INC., 783 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 10021 

CHAIR CANING KITS 
Now anyone can restore his fa- 
vorite antique and heirloom chairs 
easily and inexpensively with a 
NEWELL CANING KIT. Tools, 
natural cane, and "easy-to-follow"* 
instructions, all postpaid for only 
$2.50. Illinois residents, please add 
5fr   sales tax. 

(Extra cane SI.25 chair-lot.) 
THE  NEWELL WORKSHOP 

(Dept.   S-4),   19   Blaine   Avenue 
HINSDALE,   ILLINOIS  60521 

Authentic needlepoint reproduction of Picasso's black and white 

Still Life with Fruitbowl, Bottle and Guitar." $55 includes hand- 

painted design,  Persian wools, needles and instructions. 

California residents add 51/2% sales tax 

Full color catalog with over 200 designs $2 

hi I      11 J      • 240 south beverly drive aystack, ltd., inc. ,     , ,.,,     Z   . , 
/ ' ' beverly hills, California ' 90212 

NEEDLEPOINT NIGHT-OWLS 
Needlepoint coasters are as ab- 
sorbent as they are decorative. 
Set of 4 thirsty owls is h.nnri- 
painted on No. 14 canvas. Kit 
includes needle, instructions 
and Persian yarn in off-beat 
shades of blue, terra cotta. 
olive and buff. Brochure illus- 
trates over 100 kits with our 
exclusive designs. 

Set of 4 owl coasters; 
$13.00 Ppd. 

Brochure: SI.00 Ppd. 

PEACOCK  ALLEY 
650 CrosweM. S.E. H.G.-9 

Grand Rapids. Mich.. 49506 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
FOR 
KITS 

'   SEW SHE DOES 
Symphony in stitches of happy 
he and she ragdolls with French 
cotton or Persian wool yarns to 
needlepoint in calico colors on 
pale celery background. Hand- 
painted on canvas. Exclusive de- 
sign by Simpatico, 13V2" by 
I6Y2". $40 plus $1 post. Cata- 
logue, 50c. Clever Needlewoman, 
Inc., HG9. 25A Highland Park 
Village, Dallas, Tex. 75205. 

RARE LAMP BASE 
One-of-a-kind wallpaper rollers 
from Finland make distinctive 
lamps 36" high. Designs include 
florals or abstracts. Ready to as- 
semble with brass base, wiring, 
3-way socket, metal findings, 
instructions. Unique wooden roll- 
ers 3" to 4V2" dia. $29.95 exp. 
chgs. coll. Eastchester Lighting, 
HG970. 288 Columbus Ave., 
Tuckahoe, N. Y. 10707. 

COPY KIT 
Join the revival of the Early 
American art of stenciling. Trans- 
form anything! Decorate chairs, 
cupboards, chests, frames, in 
traditional colorful motifs via 
easy instructions, five stencil de- 
signs, six paints, brush, all you 
need. Bishop & Lord Kit is $6.95 
plus 75c post. American Deco- 
rative Arts, Inc., HG9. Box 117. 
Dorset, Vt. 05251. 

18th century heirloom design is 
winning wedding sampler in: 

coral, white, blue, avocado and 
brown on golden wheat back- 
ground. 11" by 14" imported 
English canvas. Persian yarns, 
needle, design chart, couple's 
names, date, directions. Frame 
not incl. $18 ppd. Joanne Cald- 
well Needlework. HG9. Box 212. 
Lookout Mountain, Tenn. 37350. 
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CREWEL SCI 
Birds of brown, black, grey and 
white fly over a blue/green ocean 
to show off your talent in crewel 
embroidery on natural linen. Kit 
includes yarn, instructions, linen. 
26" by 21". $8.95 plus 75c post. 
Frame not included. Color pic- 
tures of other kits, $1. Write to 
The Needlework Studio, G970, 
P. 0. Box 1754, Pompano Beach, 
Fla. 33061. 

GIDDY PILLOW TALK 
"Fools rush in and—get the best 
seats" spelled out with a design 
on creamy linen, front and back 
to make the most precocious pil- 
low cover we've seen. Do-it-your- 
self with the help of crewel yarns 
in shades of gold with green, 
cording, zipper and directions. 
14" by 14". $4.95 plus 45c post. 
The Stitchery, HG9, Wellesley 
Hills, Mass. 02181. 

WALL DRAMA 

Imported hand-crafted wallcover- 
ings lend a distinctive aura to 
home interiors. Choose from 
grass cloths, burlaps, corks, 
heavy textured weaves. Send 25c 
for over 40 samples, full informa- 
tion and wholesale prices. Do-it- 
yourself instructions and tools 
available. Shibui Wallcoverings, 
Dept. HG9, P.O. Box 1268, Santa 
Rosa, Cal. 95403. 

MAKE A PAPER HOLDER 
To keep right at hand paper tow- 
els, foil, waxed paper, Saran 
wrap and facial tissue. Five-way 
paper dispenser handmade solid 
pine in honey-tone pine or maple, 
antique pine or walnut finish. 
Tears straight, holds roll ready 
for next tear. 13V2" w., 18V2" h. 
Kit form, $16; finished, $21. 
Ppd. Yield House, HG9, No. Con- 
way, N. H. 03860. 

CLEARLY INTERESTING 
You can make a three dimension- 
al tic-tac-toe just like this con- 

- temporary beauty! Send 25c for 
a fascinating brochure which 
gives instructions on how to build 
more than 40 home projects with 
Plexiglas. Game shown is made 
from a Plexiglas acrylic sheet. 
Mail your 25c to Rohm and Haas 
Co., HG9, P. 0. Box 9730, Phil- 
adelphia, Pa. 19140. 

ShlBUI 
wAllcovemnQs 

PERFECT PLANNER 
Home-A-Minute building kit is a 
boon for those planning to buy, 
remodel or build. Partitions, 
doors, windows, cabinets all in 
one-quarter inch scale like ar- 
chitects' blueprints. A 65-page 
handbook on estimating costs 
and financing. $3.95 plus 45c 
post. J. W. Hoist, Inc., Dept. 
HG-9, 1005 E. Bay St., East 
Tawas, Mich. 48730. 

Brilliant orange Zinnia 16/2y" 

One simple stitch makes these 
pre-started wool rya wallhangings, 
rugs or cushions. Kits imported from 
Sweden feature lustrous rug wools, 
easy to follow color charts and English 
directions. Send $1. for new color 
catalog of award winning designs. 

53 Lambert Lane 
New Rochelle, N.Y. 
10804   Dept. HG9 

skon 
Early American Stencil Kit 

for Boxes and Tinware 

MAKE ODDS AND ENDS INTO KEEPSAKES 
• Decorate Your Home   • Gifts for Friends 
• Sell to Gift Shops and Make Extra Money 

Now you can bring the Authentic Early Ameri- 
can craft of stenciling into your home with 
famous Bishop & Lord kits. Charming tradi- 
tional designs will transform small wooden 
and tinware boxes, baskets, trays, rannisters, 
tea caddies into genuine conversation pieces. 
You need no special talent or experience. 
Just follow simple instructions. Kit contains 
8 stencil designs, 6 paints, brush, plus all 
necessary materials. 
Kit No. EA-1 only $6.95. Please add 75c postage 

Sorry, no C.O.D. • Full refund II not delighted 

AMERICAN DECORATIVE ARTS INC. 
Box 117-L, Dorset. Vermont 05251 

£M1*E 

f*lki*H 
Pin cushions to stitch. 
What a colorful idea for your sewing boxl 
Needlepoint pin cushion comes with hand- 
painted canvas original design; choice of 
cherries, owl. strawberries, bee. mush- 
room, anemone, apple, butterfly, ladybug. 
snail, turtle, daisy. Front and back 
canvas. Persian yarn, needle, instruc- 
tions included. 3 for $12;$4.50 each ppd. 

KRICK KITS 
Dept. HG-970 
61 Portland Dr. 
St. Louis. Missouri 63131 

New 40-page catalog $1.00 

• PAINTINGS 
• STITCHERY 
• WOODCRAFT 
• GAY ROOM 

Have fun! Be your own interior 
decorator with interesting kits 
from Decorative Adventures. 
All materials supplied plus 
simple-to-follow instructions. 

Kit No. 80 

Oriental Modern to paint. 20" x 20" 
panel, paints, brush & frame. $14.95' 
plus 95C post. & hdlg. 

Kit No. 407 

Colonial Sailing Ship in cross stitch 
on blue linen 9" x 12". Specially 
priced at $1.25'   + 35C post. & hdlg. 

Kit No. 608 "Pursuit of Happiness" 
Primitives to paint on wood. Barn 
panel 12" x 15". Flowers 15" x 8". 
Strawberries & Pears 12" x 8" ea. 
Everything in kit. $19.95 + 95P post. 
& hdlg. 

'Pa. Res. add 6% S.T. on kits. 

NEW! UNUSUAL GIFTS AND DRA- 
MATIC HOME DECORATIONS TO 
MAKE. SEND 25* FOR OUR NEW 
CATALOG OF KIT PROJECTS ILLUS- 
TRATED IN FULL COLOR. 

dECORATi.VE 
rAdVENTURES 

P.O. Box 228Z, Abington, Pa. 19001 
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SHOPPING AROUND for kits 

- jther -^aiicas of the 
fastest        jper  ship, 

.'■--. 
. ;d hull. 

cast metal fittings, cloth sails, 
■nourrting   stand  and  step by 
step asser— A ship 
model  "masterpiece' 
can easily build. 

M    MODEL S18.95 
15' MODEL 9.9S 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

V     GOLDEN HIND $21.95     CONSTITUTION S9.95 
add  31 CO  Color catalog 25c. Ea   eon "Old ironsides" 

20" Model 14' Model 

SCIENTIFIC   MODELS.   INC.  98-CW Monroe SL, Newark. N.J. 07105 

ORIGINAL NEEDLEPOINT MONOGRAM 

start t- 

: 
■ 

Kit—=NP30  $14.95  prepaid. 

THE   NEEDLEWORK  STUDIO 
P.O.   Boi   1754,   Dept.   G90 

Pompano   Beach.   Florida   33061 

needh spoint 

f^V^ 

Xjjj 

I 
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^AlALOS 

the nimble thimble 

ART NEEDLECRAFT KIT 
1 

£ 
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WOODLAND 
SCENE 
PILLOW 

- 
I   : \ 

■   •    bee, 

- 
p 

: 
(5.54 

Send 25c For Next 3 Issues of Our Art '0f>   ':•:  :: 

The Stitchery 1; pt. HS709/ jrcesfer Turnpii 

eledey H    i     'ass. 02181 

~REWEL HERB  GARDEN 

. -; -.--■;   ■ 
riert   pattern   stamped   x 

ner   LVe   E  -vool 
rture colon 

x    Chives, d 
E   xeganc  :- mint. 8 

B     11 r.. T;   Maple, pro* tx a 
'  greer     ood frame   SI 

15; post   . :;- 3 3 fts   I2H 
ter 1-   Bryr Mam  Pa   1;310. 

^V 

\ 

: SCENE SCHEME 
Simpk u     a 

■■■ th red t ;na 
t.vn beach. Just straight 

and   chair   si tches and a few 
French knots.  Kit has textured 

32      J9 H olus 
60c • cj   supply   frame. 

el  World.   HG'r    Boa   303, 
Huntingdon   . ■ z a    19006. 

TALENTED HARVEST 
Amer can otes gn ." 3 co- 

lonial harvest is easy to make, 
hire   :-  \ 

■ - includes design or 

- 
" E       E - 

z '   a ' Bd 

.3 65c post. Order fr 
The   Stitcher      - - 

Mass. 02181. 

GARDEN   l-^NDEUR 
Glorify your garde :_ink- 
en pool for su' '3~jex- 

rter lilies. It's in one kid- 
s naped  M oiece of 

T       Easil)    in- 
tweighl      owl 

er lily pot free. 
- : 
for $7.65   -;j 50c post. Michi- 

-: I ■"- 
R -?502. 
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THE ORIGINAL PORTRAIT 

Send Only SI 4 95 

PORTRAIT CRAFT Wil-i»- •f»a. Calif. M744 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
PERSONALITY PLUS 

A necklace is certain to be a most 
welcome birthday or Christmas 
present when it's as individual 
and comely as a precious whim- 
sy. Block letters >/»" high form a 
friend's name (or your very own) 
on a 15" chain. 7 letters in ster- 
ling $6.50, extras 70c each; three 
in gold $13, extras each $4. Add 
35c post. Postamatic, HG970, 
Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444. 

IMPROVE FISH CATCH 
Attractive leather-like book holds 
twenty of world's most famous 
dry flies. Each fly rests in its own 
cubicle with inside cover indicat- 
ing name of each one. Hook size 
of each, #12. A professional dry 
assortment for real fishermen! 
$4.95 plus 50c postage. Order 
from Standard American, HG9, 
1 Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 
10016. 

GLEAM SCHEME 
In the direct lighting of a beauti- 
ful pagoda lamp. With six foot 
chain, 12" dia. shade. Choose 
from: red, avocado, raspberry, 
lime, kelly, hot or light pink, tur- 
quoise, white, black, blue, lilac, 
yellow, orange, purple, etc. $9.99 
ppd. Catalogue and color chart 
$1. Joan C. Luchs, HG9. 8010 
Old York Rd., Elkins Park, Pa. 
19117. 

SCOOP ON SNACKS 
Remember how the old country 
store fetched up staples in 
scoops? Here's a set of three 
scoops, all polished as containers 
for candy, nuts, chips in hard- 
wood with a hand-rubbed finish, 
flat bottoms, and leather thongs 
for stacking, hanging. 10", 12", 
15V2" long, the set is $5.99 ppd. 
Breck's of Boston, W46 Breck 
Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210. 

GREETINGS FROM ALL 
Drop in on friends at Yuletide by 
way of a family photo Christmas 
card from company that origi- 
nated them. 20 black and white 
cards from negative, $1; 20 full 
color cards, $3. Add 35c post. 
For free sample, send color or 
black and white negative for de- 
luxe card. Add 10c post. Write to 
Yulecards, Box 310. Dept. G-51, 
Quincy, Mass. 02169. 

SPACE AT A PREMIUM? 
Then a knockdown end table is a 
practical expedient for entertain- 
ing. Contemporarily styled in 
plexiglass and hardboard, three 
piece interlocking construction. 
Easy to assemble and disassem- 
ble. 16" sq. Red, black or white. 
$12.95 ppd. Terra-Peza Prod- 
ucts, Inc., HG9, P.O. Box 165, 
Frankfort, Ind. 46041. 

$&&&&- 

What's 
your I.Q. on 

home furnishings 
brand names? 

AMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE 
BERKLINE ^ 
A. BRANDT 
BROYHILL 
CUSHMAN 
DAYSTROM 
DREXEL 
ECLIPSE 
ETHAN ALLEN 
FOX I 
GALLO 
GENERAL FELT 
HERITAGE 
HEYWOOD-WAKE FIELD 
JOHNSON CARPER 
KARASTAN 
KROEHLER 
LA-Z-BOY 
MEADOWCRAFT 
QUARTITE CREATIVE 
RCA 
SEALY 
SERTA 
SIMMONS 
SPRING AIR 
STANLEY 
SYROCO 
TELL CITY 
THOMASVILLE 
TYNDALE 
VIRTUE 
WESTWOOD 
WILLIAMS 

How many of these famous names 
do you recognize? 

If you don't recognize at least half of these names, you might not be ready to buy 
furnishings for your home. " 
Why'    Because when you furnish your home, you are making an investment for the 
future.   You want the assurance that you will be proud to live with the merchandise 
you select.   When the maker puts his name on a product, he is giving you his personal 
assurance of quality in workmanship...satisfaction in performance.   Brand names are 
your guide to easier, safer buying.    You can be completely confident that you are 
getting the very best for your money with a brand name. 
Be brand  conscious.    Remember, when you buy a brand name product - it costs 
no more. 
We'd be delighted to send you our booklet "Know How To Buy Home Furnishings", 
a  buying guide for all categories of home furnishings.    Just write to Brand Names 
Foundation, 477  Madison Avenue, New York, New York  10022, and enclose 2bi 
for handling. 

BRAND 
NAMES 
SATISFACTION 

'TEM.BER,  1970 



LOTUS BOWLS AND PLATES       Each Set of 8 S2.98   PLATTER STORAGE RACK S1.39 
Delicately fluted translucent white porcelain for a 
hundred uses—desserts, sauces, relishes, mints! 
Dainty looking but dishwasher-proof! Sets of 8. 
= 8158—Lotus Blossom Bowls <4l ■»") I Set S7.98 
-8147—Lotus Blossom Plates (5*4")        I Set S2.98 

At last—a safe home for any platter! New cushion- 
coated rack holds it securely in that unused space 
under a shelf—keep'S-l^eaJe and easy to reach, adds 
storage space to cabinets. Sturdy steel. I0x93^". 
screws incl. White.      —6368—SI.39   3 for S3.98 

SUPER-WOK with stand 
and dome lid $3.98 

STACKABLES 
for neat storage 

only 
PER SET OF 3  CUBES 

Ideal where hazards or economy prevent use of 
costly furniture. Designed of RIGID FIBER- 
BOARD on basic 12-inch cube. Set cubes side 
by side or on top one another to form room 
divider, wall or section for storage of books, 
toys, clothing, radio, documents, knitting— 
anything! Great for playroom, den, basement, 
attic. In Oyster White for use as is or decorate 
to taste. Add $1 per Set postage. 2 Sets (6 
Cubes) $11 postpaid. 3 Sets (9 Cubes) $14.95 
postpaid. 

PEGASUS   Dept. HG-9 
1855 Imperial Ave., New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040 

CRYSTAL SMOKING SET 
Handsome appointments for your cof- 
fee table . . . imported, hand made 
crystal ashtray and lighter of finest 
crystal. Carefully cut prism facets cap- 
ture the light and shadow to highlight 
any decor. Luxuriously gift boxed . . . 
for any occasion. Ashtray, 4V2" diam. 
Lighter, 31/2" high. Complete Set $8.50 
plus $1.00 postage & handling. 

Sorry no C.O.D.s 

Morlyn, JHC. 
Dept. G-90 350 So. County Rd. 

Palm Beach, Florida 33480 

The fabulous Chinese Wok—now better than ever! 
Deep dome lid assures proper saute-and- steam 
method for delectable dishes—the stand holds pan 
steady and secure, guarantees even heat. Authentic 
centuries-old design is the secret of cooking mouth- 
watering Oriental delights at home—AND the secret 
of low-calorie results, because you use mere drops of 
oil or water.   12" steel  pan.  recipes included.   "6389 

P/eose add 75c postoge and handling 

Vv The Country Gourmet i™. 
Dept. GS. 545 Fourth Ave.. Mt. Vernon. N. Y. 10550 

i? m i 
••J 

• 

Make Rosettes! 
(Festive Scandinavian Cookies) 

Patterned irons, fitted to handles, are 
dipped from batter to fryer to make 
a crispy, thin delicacy which is 
sprinkled with powdered sugar. Easy 
to do, lots of fun, delightful to eat. 
Boxed set: 9 Ig. 3" aluminum molds, 
8 small molds, 2 heatproof handles, 
recipes and instructions. Complete 
set, only $6.49 ppd. 

Send 25c for new catalog. 

Suburbia, inc. 
Mail Shopping Service 

366 Wacouta, Dept. G9. St. Paul, Minn. 55101 

SHOPPING AROUND 

SHAG CARPET RAKE 
This super heavy duty specifically de- 
signed hard wood ralce is ideal for re- 
storing crushed and packed carpet. 
The carefully arranged round-end 
metal tangs do an excellent job of 
bringing up crushed and matted car- 
pet without catching in the yarn or 
loops. This is a must for all shag and 
plush carpet owners. 

$4.95 
plus 90c postoge 

No C.O.D.'s please 

RAK-A-SHAG EBERLINE PRODUCTS 
P. O. BOX 205 

TRENTON, MICHIGAN 48183 

HANDY LITTLE NUMBER 
Trendline puts the dial and recall 
button in the palm of your hand. 
Adjustable ringer. Low, sleek and 
well-designed. Extra long cord; 
illuminated dial for night time 
use. Desk model. Green, pink, 
aqua blue, light beige, white, tur- 
quoise. $59.95. Light transform- 
er, $2.99. Add $1.50 post. Met- 
ropolitan Teletronics, HG9, 35 W. 
35 St., New York, N. Y. 10001. 

KITCHEN COZYS 
At the end of your rope trying to 
find pretty and useful containers 
for coffee, tea, flour, sugar and 
other storageable provisions? 
Here's the canister set all brides 
covet: Pennsylvania Dutch type 
earthenware (wood grain finish) 
in red, yellow, green and blue. 
5V2" to 12" high. $12.99 ppd. 
Breck's of Boston, W44 Breck 
Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210. 

TILE TALE 
All aglow with color, terrific triv- 
ets come in four Early American 
motifs: Kettle and Cup, Welcome 
Sign. American Rooster, Dutch 
Colonial Birds in avocado green, 
sunshine orange, turquoise blue 
and Colonial red. 6" square. Cast 
iron with rubber legs. $1.98; four 
for $7.50. Add 35c post. World 
Co., HG9, 1 Park Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 10016. 

FLYING FRIEND 
Virtually weightless sheepskin 
leather flight bag is a must for 
gals who fly. 7" by 12" by 17" 
with 7V2" by 12" by 9" locked 
pocket. Natural tan with water- 
proof lining, double handle, 
heavy-duty zipper with lock. Car- 
ries a weekend wardrobe. $19.98 
ppd. An exclusive import from 
Hobi, Inc., HG9, Engel St., Hicks- 
ville, N. Y. 11802. 

PEACEFUL DUO ■ 
Signifying peace, a pair of white 
doves could start a lot of discus- 
sion these days. An exquisite 
symbol of love and tranquility, 
and beautifully created by Lefton 
in bisque, they stand 7" tall. Pair, 
$13.95 ppd. 35c color brochure 
free with order. Imre Ban, HG-9. 
Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, III. 
60613. 

Hand Carved Statuettes 
For The Discernable Collector 

Gorgeous individually hand-carved sta- 
tuettes in decorative ebony wood by the 
Makonde Tribe of Tanzania in East 
Africa. Each figure stands approximate* 
ly 8" high and depicts one of the varied 
village activities. Certain to be a col- j 
lectors item within the next few years i 
as advanced technology squeezes out this 
father to son craft.  No two alike. 

2 for $7.95 or 4 for SI 4.95 
Postage   paid 

LEWIS   IMPORT 
125 Somerset Street. Dept. HG-6 

North Plainfield. New Jersey 07060 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

DISH  IT OUT! 
Scoop does its work in a jiffy: 
cuts through the most recalci- 
trant block of ice cream. Wel- 
come device, made of aluminum, 
comes polished to a fare-thee- 
well; has long handle for extra 
leverage, a thin edged bowl for 
clean cut slices of the best-ever 
dessert. 9V2" long. $2.25; Teflon 
coated, $2.98. Ppd. Down's, 
Dept. 1409, Evanston, III. 60204. 

MINCER'S METHOD 
Now hear this: grinder sits at ta- 
ble. Good-looking black and white 
contrivance crushes fresh pars- 
ley, cheese, nuts, lemon peel, 
hard boiled eggs—whatever the 
dish delicious calls for. Comes 
in plastic with steel blades easy 
to wash. Nifty hostess item. $5 
plus 50c post. Joan Cook, HG9, 
1241 N.E. 8th Ave., Fort Lauder- 
dale, Fla. 33304. 

LET THE SUNSHINE IN 
With Shoji style ply grilles that 
offer privacy without obscuring 
view. Custom made to replace 
conventional window dressing 
with matching units for room 
dividers, sliding walls, ceilings. 
Wide color choice. Send height 
and width for estimate. Brochure, 
$1. Jaffre Products, Dept. G-99, 
189 First St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
11215. 

NO-SHINE DISCOVERY 
Simple cotton cover for steam 
irons is the solution for ironing 
serge, gabardine, dull-surfaced 
silks, woolens and knits. Permits 
a smooth shaping or blocking job 
without any ugly shiny areas. 
Slips on with elastic to hold in 
place. Two for $1 plus 15c post- 
age. Anthony Enterprises, HG9, 
585 Market St., San Francisco, 
Cal. 94105. 

NOBLE WHITE LUCK 
Edelweiss is called the noble 
white flower of the Tyrolean Alps 
and it is reputed to bring luck to 
the wearer. From Austria, ear- 
rings are silver bells delicately 
enameled with white edelweiss 
on blue background. Bells tinkle 
as you walk. Specify screw or 
pierced type. $8.50 ppd. Shop- 
ping International Inc., Dept. 
430, Norwich, Vt. 05055. 

A \S 

ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS, ag..oIdpattern$that 
blend so perfectly with modern decor. Transform any drab 
area into a charmingly elegant setting. Ideal for living room, 
dming room, bedroom, den, office or showroom, or as accent 
rugs over carpeting. Enchanting harmony of colors. Exquisitely 
beautiful designs painstakingly woven into the back out of nat- 
ural yarns only. Will last longer than most rugs you have ever 
had, due to their sturdy construction, yet are soft and cozy 
under your feet. Require very little cleaning. Hide all spots and 
stains. Guaranteed imported. Cost?—The last truly great home 
furnishing bargain in America today. But you must act now 
AS LONG AS SUPPLY LASTS: approx. 4 x 6' size $17.95 
?r.B c',o " '' S33'95 PPd■; '' » n' $59.95: 1' x 15' S89.95; 12' x 
u    r $•   Specify   red,   ivory,   Wedgewood   blue  or   green 
background. Prompt deliveries. Our 33rd year of proven relia- 
bility. 

INTERNATIONAL   RUG   CO. 
360 Amsterdam Avenue New York, N. Y. 10024 

EPTEMBER,  1970 

WINE/BRANDY SERVER 
Cool nights and warm friends 

make this baroque wine or 

brandy server a must for the 

gracious hostess. This ele- 

gant 11" high tarnish-resist- 

ant silverplate server comes 

complete with six 6 ounce 

cut glass snifters. A beautiful 

accessory for your home or 

office. Just right for holiday 

entertaining or as a distinc- 

tive gift. Only $29.95 post- 

paid. Money back guaran- 

tee. 

r> 

Mail check or money order to 

BEEVINWOODOEPT.H 
R.R. 2, ARCANUM,  OHIO 45304 

ALLOW  FOUR   WEEKS  FOR  DELIVERY 

POP ART BEER CAN LAMP 
The turned-on generation will love this new 
version of the popular high intensity gooseneck 
lamp. It has a genuine "Bud" beer can shade 
and gives brilliant, concentrated light. All- 
American made and UL listed, lamp has flexible 
brass arm and baked enamel base, built-in 
switch and extra long cord. 15" high in up-right 
position—high intensity bulb included. What a 
great back-to-school gift! 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

$5.95 

plus 95c postage 

I Artisan |£gi Galleries 
2100   B-9   No.   Haskell   •   Dallas.   Texas 75204 

COBBLER'S 
BENCH 

PLANTER % 

V 

A unique planter box? Yes, unique and antique 
looking cobbler's bench that all homeowners 
would love to have. This cobbler's bench plant- 
er is bench made of solid core fir. . . . Length 
32 inches. . . . Width 15 inches. . . . Planter is 
12 inches high. ... 14 inch legs. Can be 
natural finished or in colors. Mahogany, red, 
green, white, or black showing all natural grain 
without inking. Please specify color or finish. 
Only $29.95. Freight collect. 

J. K.  PLANTER COMPANY 
Route 1 

Oneida, Tenn. 37841 

Fastest, Easiest Way to 

RAISE $50 TO 

Need Band Uniforms ' "Inclosed is our check 
for $10,451 ■ . ■ "writes high schoolers from a 
medium-sized town. They made a recent Bowl 
Game trip in style! CASE H1STOR Y A'O. 309. 
"We made $1.806.76 ... for camp scholar- 
ships! Initial order gone in two days. Repeat 
sales fantastic. "CASE HISTORY NO. 7003. 

proven 
way to 

finance 
your club 
projects 

- 

Fastest, Easiest Way to 

RAISE so TO 
*5000 OR MORE! 
If you belong to an established club 
or organization that needs money to 
finance activities, here's the answer: 
raise $50, $100, $1000 or more this 
easy way. 
Our "old-fashioned" Kathryn Beich 
Candies have been used by thou- 
sands of schools, churches, clubs and 
other organizations to sup- 
port projects. Choose from 
13 different candies. Send 
coupon now for this FREE 
catalog and planning guide. 

 , kjCdUi^ro Stizfo GoAvksA 
Dept.40P5 Bloomington.lll. 61701 
D Our group is interested. Send full details. 

Organization  

Send to  

Address  

City  

Phone• 

-St._ 

.Zip. 



Another REYN'S Original 
Nene Goose. 
State Bird of 
Hawaii 

■v. 

Designed and made in Hawaii with the out- 
doorsman in mind, here is a clean casual 
gentleman's shirting of authentic Hawaiiana. 
The print commemorates our State bird, the 
Nene Goose, which was all but extinct a few 
years ago and is now multiplying its numbers 
on the slopes of Haliakala Crater on the is- 

nd of Maui, Hawaii. Also available in swim 
trunks. 

The shirt $15.00 ppd. 
The trunks .." $42.00 ppd. 

Colors: blue, yellow, brown 
Shirt sizes: small thru XXL 
Trunk   sizes:   28   to   42   waist 

£ ounA M 
eJ MEN'S    /WEAR 

324 Kamani Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

ALL LEATHER sandals, made in 
Hawaii, come in Hot Pink, White, 
Lime, Turquoise, Orange and Yellow, 
with White Plumeria Blossoms. 

Flat Thong S9.00 
Strap Heel  $12.00 

Add $1.00 for Air-Mail Postage 

837 Cooke Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

HAWAII'S BIRDS . . . handsculptured 
in clav and mounted on driftwood, speak their 
Aloha to you. Among our friendly birds are 
the Owls and the sassy Mynah Birds (shown.) 
as well as the spotted Doves, the Cardinals. 
and the White Eye. Regular sizes SI 6.00 
p.p.d. and miniatures 54.50 p.p.d. The owl 
watl plaque (shown) is 7" high and S9.00 
p.p.d. A real collectors item. 

A   POLYNESIAN   GIFT   VILLA 
612 Sheridan St.. Honolulu. Hi 96814 

*   01 VERS Of 
Rare Pacific Coral and cultured 
pearls set in 14k yellow gold. 

Pendant 
Pink Angelskin coral $29.50 
Black coral $27.50 
Pink & black combination.. $27.50 

Earrings 
Pink Angelskin coral $55.00 
Black coral     $49.50 
Pink & black combination.. $47.50 

Specify colors. Add $1 for postage 
Write for free Hawaiian coral brochur 

&ec€t/iUif Q)iamcnd *€c. 
2003 Ala Moana Center 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 

Pineapple Cutter 
Fresh Pineapple is easy to prepare 
with this stainless steel cutter that 
slices 6 perfect wedges and leaves 
the shell intact for a server. Gift 
boxed $5.50 p.p.d. 
Send check or money order to 

Personal Shopper 

Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
P.    O.    Box    3770,    Honolulu,    Hawaii    96311 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 
HAWAII 

MINI 
MUU 

Tapa topper, a 
merry mini to wear 
for sun fun any- 
where. A-line for maxi- 
comfort. all cotton 
for   mini-care.   Perfect 
with pants! Hand-screened 
tapa design, created 
in Hawaii, of course. 6 to 14 in 
white with blue or gold, rust with 
black. $11.95 ppd. Tahiti 
Imports, HG9, 2299 Kuhio St., 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96815. 

THE BEAUTY OF CORAL 
Maui divers of Hawaii hand-craft 
coral, polish and mount in 14k 
gold. Angelskin coral and pearl 
ring, $90; pink and black coral 
with pearl, $59.50; oval cabochon 
black coral, $49.50. $1 air post. 
Security Diamond, HG9, 2003 
Ala Moana, Honolulu 96814. 

BAMBOO CRECHE 
Nativity scene with an in- 

teresting  Eastern  feeling. 
Intricately hand-carved 

bamboo. 14-piece set 
includes shed and three 

camels. 12V2" by 12", $15. 
Not shown: angel choir; 

set of four, 6" high, $3. 
Pedicab with Santa driver. 

$6.50. Ppd. Cost Less 
Imports, HG9. 929 Auahi 

St., Honolulu, Hawaii 
96813. 

yj£* %\> 

176 

HALIEKA AND KELA 
Hawaiian playmates for main- 

land mommies. Halieka, 
Hawaiian for Hattie and little 

Kela. which means Sarah, 
dress delightfully in bright 

printed muumuus. Hattie is 22" 
tall. $5.95. Sarah stands 

$3.98. Add $1.50 post. ea. 
Holiday for Children, HG9. 
837 Cooke St., Honolulu, 

Hawaii 96813. 

HOUSE & GARDE'j 



ISLAND MINIATURES 

Native to Hawaii—the Brazilian 
cardinal, a friendly fellow with red 
head and dark feathers. 
Forest green White Eye or Mejiro 
He is extraordinarily quick and 
active. Both miniatures by Emily 
Giese at $4.50 each. Life size, 
$16. Mini mushrooms of colorful 
ceramic by Mary Ellen Hancock. 
$4.50 each cluster. Ppd. Brighter 
Days, HG9, 612 Sheridan St., Honolulu 
Hawaii 96814. 

QUILT SHIRT 

Long ago Hawaiians spread 
bark tapa cloth under trees 

in the noon day sun. Shadows 
from the tree leaves and 

limbs were drawn on the cloth 
to create unusual designs. 

Reyn's has adapted these 
patterns originally used for 

bed quilts into fabulous 
shirting. Cotton poplin in 
blue, black or green. S tc 

XXL. $15 ppd. Reyn's Men's 
Wear, HG9, 324 Kamani St.. 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96813. 

SET FOR SALADS 

Smart pineapple design 
so familiar in the islands, 
here in beautifully grained 
and hand-crafted monkey- 
pod wood. Super salad bowl 
is 10" by 20" by 4"; servers 
are 5" by 10^" by 2": fork and 
spoon, each 12". The superb set 
is $34.98 ppd. from Sears Personal 
Shopper, HG9. Box 3770. Honolulu 
Hawaii 96811. 

ALOHA, 

SANTA! 

Enchanting decoration, Santa, the beachcomber. 
Just one delightful dangle for your Christmas tree from over 200 
original ornaments. Each little charmer (this Santa measures 6" high) 
is hand-crafted and painted in holiday colors by Emgee. The 
beachcomber shown is $7.50 ppd. Send $1 for color catalogue. 
Emgee Corp., HG9, 3210 Koapaka St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96819. 

An assortment of beautifully hand- 
crafted, wooden Christmas tree or- 
naments—Admired for their detail— 
treasured for their humor—collected 
for their originality. 
Color catalog of over 300 ifems 

$1.00 

£Wp CORP. 

3210 Koapaka Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 

In Hawaii, 
go where the 
Islanders go 
Islanders have a special talent for 
having fun. That's why you'll find them 
at the Kauai Surf. . . swimming, 
golfing, sailing, shelling, dancing, 
singing and enjoying life. Why don't 
you join them at this 110 acre tropical 
resort soon? 

e 

IM , 
kaaai sapf fe? 
Kalapaki Beach. Island of Kauai. Hawaii 
See your travel agent for brochures and 
reservations or write: 
INTERISLAND  RESORTS 
P O   Box 8539. Honolulu. Hawaii 96815 

^£ FLOP HAT 

\\ 

^_^rd BIKINI 

W* $15-95 

Brochure (25cl 

TAHITI IMPORTS 
BOX  8571 

WAIKIKI.   HAWAII   96815 

ANTIQUE SANTOS 
Hand-carved wooden figures of Christ- 
mas saints. Found in the Philippines 
after World War II. Created by crafts- 
men in Spain and Philippines. Figures 
range in age from 60 to 80 years, some 
older, a few newer. Each one is dif- 
ferent. 

$ 18 .00 

COST LESS IMPORTS, INC. 
832 Halekauwita St. 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

W orth Looking Into 
Ever considered selling your particu- 

lar product or service by mail? 

Write us for complete information on 

how you can sell profitably, here, in 

House & Garden's Shopping Around 

Section—America's favorite shop- 

by-mail-center. 

House & Garden's 
SHOPPING AROUND 

420 Lexington Avenue,  New York,  N, V.  10017. 

EPTEM.BER,  "9" 



JjJ S7S Beach A 
TJll\Bueno,  Cali 

(J 94 13 1 

Monroe 
Avenue 
i/brnia 

tMrs. W.C.Carter 
Shadow Falls Manor 
2705 University 

-Boulder, Me.04Sl3^ 

, Donna Cooper 

83l Palm Dr.  "• 
Hayes, Florid* 
17223 __ 

Mrs, John Austin 
'■ 2345 Saguaro Street 
Austin, Arizona 

.85002 

Mr.    0   M"^ 
S^   Robert R- K«n« 

gH   I240 Ubepm 15227 

jWilliam D.  Harris 
X 22 Ballard Road 

r*^^   Lee,  Washington 
9S325 

Mr      C  Mfi' 

pavefrje -.. 

Chrisrine David 
i 233 Flower Terrace 
Midland, Wisconsin 

54201 

ADDRESS  LABELS  with  NICE  DESIGNS 
Any Initial, American Flag, Pine, Gull, Palm, Roadrunner, Saguaro, Rose. (Also available 
are Texas Flag, Maple Tree, Treble Clef, and Palette.) Up to 20 letters per line, 4 lines. 
Printed in black on white or gold gummed labels T/2 x xli"- Packed in neat plastic box. 
500 on white or 250 on gold for S2 ppd. Or on DELUXE size, 1% x 5/8" for S3 ppd. Specify 
Initial or Design desired. Via air, add 30c per order. Bruce Bolind, 29-L Bolind Bldg., 
Boulder, Colo. 80302. Thank you kindly! 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Simply Dreamy. Our beloved ankle- 

length cotton flannel nightie made by 

Lanz has pretty eyelet ruffle?, at neck, 

yoke and cuffs. Enchanting blue and red 

print on white. Singly or in mother- 

daughter sets. Children's sizes 4 and 6, 

S7.00; 8,10,12, $8.00. Women's sizes S,M,L 

$11.00. Add 75# for postage. 

Send for free catalog. 

THE TALBOTS 

DEPT. CL    •  HINCHAM, MASS. 02043 

MINI  PILLOWS 
Maxi fun to make: they're easy to embroider and 
quick to finish. Complete kit includes natural 
Belgian linen pillow top stamped for embroidery. 
colorful tapestry wool, linen for back, cotton 
cording, and easy-to-follow instructions. Size 8' 
x  10".   Knife-edge  pillow forms also available. 
Horse  Kit  (shown)     S2.25 
Two  Kittens  Kit     S2.25 
Pansy  Kit         S2.25 
Owl  Kit       S2.25 
Pillow Form. 8" x 10"   ST.25 

PLUS 35c  POSTAGE   4   HANDLING 
/■     R, ■     i i : r,-,   Sale*  Tax. sum, .\„ 1 OD'i 

VICTORIA GIFTS 
12-H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 

DECORATOR'S CHOICE! 

TO START A WARM FAMILY TRADITION . . . 

Engraved Tree Twinkles! 
Two for the tree—one to mark the year, one per 
sonali?ed w th a name! Christmas time is family 
time—all the more so when everyone hangs his 
own twinkle as a festive finale to the tree-trim- 
ming! 3" metal swingers, wafer thin, Gold plated 
to dance with highlights, and unbreakable. Scoop 
'em up today, while there's no worry about holiday 
ma:l de'ays! 

— 1071—Snowflake Twinkle, engraved   "1970" 
rrl070—Personalized Bell Twinkle (print name) 

Jl.OOeach, 3 of 1 style for $2.75 

Please add 25c postage and handling 

LILLIAN VERNON rvc^n^^r 

I Add 50c per lamp 
West of Rockies) 

The Wickford 
Candlestick Lamp 
is a decorators 
delight1 Hand- 
crafted from se- 
lect native hard- 
wood, it is sanded 
satin-smooth, 

fully wired and 
ready for you to 
finish. It's so easy 
to create an ac- 
cent color, stain 
a wood tone, an- 
tique or decou- 
page! Each lamp 
stands a stately 
30" tall, has a 3- 
way switch and 
an 8-foot cord 
Specily Choice of 
Shades in white 
or beige Textured 
Shantung; oyster 
or natural Burlap. 
Satisfaction as- 
sured . . . Price 
postpaid! 

FREE COLOR BROCHURE of unfinished lamps 

iBaxutuofo (Craftprs 
Dept.   HG-9.   Box   7012,   Lexington,   Ky.  40502 

THE 

M^^ 
I 

PICTURE PLATES 
Exquisitely engraved game bird 
plates by Stoke-on-Trent in Eng- 
land of white bone china. Large 
10" golden-rimmed plates with 
centuries-old traditional art in 
fine detail. Set of three, $6.95; 
two sets, $12. Add 50c post. 312" 
size set of six, $8.95. Add 25c 
post. Three hangers, 25c. World 
Art Group. HG9, 2 First St., E. 
Norwalk, Conn. 06880. 

SAFE ELECTROLYSIS 
What with all the emphasis on a 
flawless skin, be sure to remove 
any hair from face, arms, legs. 
Use Perma Tweez with ease: 
safely destroys roots with tweez- 
er-like action; does not puncture 
or irritate skin. $14.95 ppd. 
Write today to General Medical 
Co., HGE-18, 5701 W. Adams, 
Los Angeles, Cal. 90016. 

RUNNING FREE 
Handsome steeds running before 
the wind in a faithful reproduc- 
tion of a painting by Franklin E. 
Follett. Printed in full color on 
heavy paper 48" by 26" and 
ready to frame and hang on the 
wall of a study, family or boy's 
room. A beauty for horse lovers 
everywhere. $3 ppd. World Art, 
HG9, Westport, Conn. 06880. 

JUMBO JINGLE BELL 
For calling all kids, guests and 
family gadabouts, the solid brass 
bell does the trick of letting all 
and sundry know dinner's ready. 
It's a looker, too, suspended 
from a black pony shoe; leather 
thong pulls the clapper. 6" by 
5". Personalized with surname. 
$6.95 plus 70c post. Chrono- 
Control, Inc., HG9, 200 Madison 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017. 

BOWL BEAUTY » 
Win the heart of any salad chef 
with a fanciful bowl. Enameled 
steel beauty rimmed with big and 
little black mushrooms on white; 
an accommodating 8^4" dia. 
5Vz" high. Made in Finland, 
bowl's also for holiday puddings 
or casseroles right in the oven. 
$8.50 plus $1 postage. Windfall, 
HG9. Main St., Sharon Springs, 
N. Y. 13459. 

ZODIAC 

WALL DECORATION 
Your moct personal touch ever—to enjoy for its lasting good 
taste and quality long after this age of Aquarius. Lo^e > a or? 
or by the dozen. 
Beautiful heavy brass Medallion", of fine detail and workma'-shp 
on a red or biack velvet background, in a round decorator frame 
of natural wood and gold finish with brass ring. 
Designed to enhance any home and the most thoughtful gift. 

Made in England' 
Highly Polished—Never needs Cleaning 

Medallion—3- \ i3:
: Frame 7" dia—1;-_" deep 

State background color—Month and date 
$6.95 plus 50c post, each 

L. MclNERNEYS IMPORTS 
509—1940   EAST   6TH   ST..   DEPT.   C.   CLEVELAND    0.   441 IJ 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

GARDEN DISPLAY 
Six adjustable pine shelves spiral 
around a turned birch post to 
show off house plants or arrange- 
ments of cut flowers from the 
outdoor garden. A brass ring 
makes it portable to get the best 
light. 39" h. Honey tone pine or 
maple, antique pine or walnut 
finish. $26.25 ppd. Add 60c w. of 
Mississippi. Yield House, HG9, 
North Conway, N. H. 03860. 

THREE RS CHARM 
Forecast for the coming term, a 
report card charm engraved with 
subjects and grades. There's 
Reading A, Riteing B, and Ritm- 
metic C. Conduct remains the 
question. Sterling silver, $2; 14k 
gold, $9. Ppd. Charm brochure, 
10c; color catalogue, $1. Charm 
& Treasure, Inc., HG9, 1201 Ave. 
of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 
10036. 

SPIRITED HI-JINX 
Add life to party decor with col- 
orful labels from bourbon, vodka, 
scotch, gin and wine bottles. Dec- 
orate rumpus room, den, bar, 
lamps, trays! Kit includes 30 dif- 
ferent, clean, unused labels, in- 
structions, shellac and varnish to 
preserve them. Each kit, $4; two 
kits, S7.50. Ppd. Labels, Dept. 
HG9, P.O. Box 7581, Birming- 
ham, Ala. 35223. 

A NEW DAY 
Never too late to change the 
course of your life! Inspirational 
plaque says. "Remember . . . To-" 
day is the first day of the rest of 
your life." Lettered in black on a 
golden plate mounted on a pine- 
finished plaque. With hanging 
ring on back. 4" by 5". SI.98 
plus 20c post. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG9. 585 Market St., San 
Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

FARMERS FANCY 
Does your man crave a hearty 
breakfast? Made to order for him 
(all you do is prepare it), coun- 
try buttermilk pancake mix, slab 
of bacon, various flavored syrups 
—reminiscent of an old-time 
farmer's feast of a Sunday morn- 
ing. So, eschew TV commercials 
and order the real thing. $12.95 
ppd. House of Webster, Box 
NHG, Rogers, Ark. 72756. 

REMEMBER  

TODAY IS THE FIRST 

DAY OF THE REST OF 

YOUR LIFE® 

Clean-up Caddy 
ORGANIZED STORAGE FOR CLEANING AIDS! 7*0 
spacious compartments hold different sizes of 
ge-eral household cleaning aids. Scrub brushes and 
scouring pads are easy to reach from top 
compartme-r. An added feature is a built-in 
towel bar. Makes use of unoccupied space behind base 
cabinet door. Easy to install. Sand color. 

Gmni%)use 

;398 A REAL 

135 S. Morgan, Dept. HG-2 
Tampa, Florida 33602 

Wedgwood First 

1971 calendar plate . . . first of 
a limited annual edition. Color- 
ful aquarius design on Wedg- 
wood's famous Queensware body, 
10-inch diameter. A treasured 
collector's item. $12 
Add   70c  postage   and  handling. 
The Jones Store Co. 
12th and Main (J 
Kansas City, Mo. 64105 J 

NEW TWIST OF TURBAN 
Is soft anc drape-y. marvelousl) flattering, a 

■•most" with a midi! A beautifully manipulated 
cover-up with a stretch insert that fits like a 
dream over ANY hairdo tor wig-do), adjusts to 
ANY headsize. travels like a trouper (just crush 
it into a suitcase i. 

Black,   brown,   navy,   camel, cran- S1O0C 
berry, forest green VELVET L 

Same  colors,   plus  white  in silky, Slfj.O; 
all-seasons DOUBLE KNIT 

Motley    Ba; 

"  WAVUA. DEPT.   HG9 
BOX   1270.   BROOKLYN     N   v.   | 1202 

bjQMm 

The Man from S.KI.NY* 
He puts a brilliant mirror-finish 
sheen over shelf frames and 
table bases-you'll find them all 
at the Door Store. 

Build your own shiny shelf 
frame with our 1" sq. mirror- 
finish tubing. Shown: 7' h x 
32" w x 12" d. S185. Holds 
shelves, siding door cabi- 
nets and drawer units. 
Tops in imported Belgian 
Crystal, 30" x 60", W thick, 
S49.50. W thick, $99. 
I-base, 28" h, $150. 

Parsons Table Base, 30" x 
60", $99.50. 
Saw horse, 28" h, $120. 
Saw pony, 16" h, $80. 
Mirror Chrome Mylar for 
covering walls, tables and 
anti-heroes, cloth backing, 
54" wide, S5 per yard. 

"Shelf Holding Institute of New York 

I door store 
NEW YORK. 210 E   51 Si .duly '0-7   Th   1 0-9. Sal .10-6. 

PL 3-2280 . 24 Greeoo.ch Ave    aa.lv"   8   Sal   10-6 
REGO PARK. L I . 66 Ave    & Austin St . daily tncl   Sat   9 5 

(closed Tuesl BR 5-7272 
CAMBRIDGE   MASS . A2 Boylsion St .daily 10-7. 

Th   10-9. Sat   10 6. Kl 7 8937 

"Window Bubble" 
KEEPS OUT RAIN. SNOW. LEAVES. MICE. SNAKES 
. . . but lets in light. Clear, heavy, rigid Acrylic will 
not buckle under snow loads or storms. Practically 
indestructible and invisible. Covers semi-circular 
wells up to 40" L. 12" H. with 16" projection. Com- 
plete  with   metal   stakes. 

SHIPPING  CHARGES COLLECT 
SI C.95     N°  CODs 

I <J  Please 

For RECTANGULAR 
ells and custom bubbles     /, 

write    for    information. 
COMPLETE   SATISFACTION   GUARANTEED 

Thousands of buyers tell us they are 
delighted with our Window Bubbles! 

DILWORTH    MANUFACTURING 
Box 21.  HG9-0,  Edgemont,  Po.  19028 

Rolling Parisian Garden Cart 
CAYL the gaiety of Paris is reflected m 
this decorative wrought iron white cart 
(26'w x 25 "h 18'dl. Comes with three 
trays, which you can fill up with your 
favorite flowers and plants. Lends charm 
and beauty to any area, indoors as well 
as outdoors, also ideal for serving. Free 
Catalogue. 

only   $9-95   plus $1. post. 

GRAHAM'S 
BOX   23000   HG 

FT.   LAUDERDALE     FLA.  33307 



IRISH   ELEGANCE 
Here is a gift for the man who chooses his 
handkerchiefs  as carefully  as he  does  his 
suit.   Exquisite   Irish   linen   handkerchiefs 
19"  x   19"  with   full-name  cut  into  linen. 
$4.75 each. 
Box of three handkerchiefs with the same 
name. §13.50 ppd. 
With two or three initials, S3.95 each or 3 
for SI 1.25 ppd. 

Add   SI  OO for Air Mail  Special  Delivery. 
Ri ■■■!.!, nti oi  \- "   York City, add 6< i  sales tax. 

VILLARI HANDKERCHIEF COMPANY 
30 West 54th Street. Room 516 

Dept. HG-9. New York. N. Y. 10019 

INFLATA KITE 
New astro design—soars like a glider! Blow 
air into its 3 supporting ribs. Watch the inflata 
Kite climb—higher than any conventional kite! 
See it soar—like a glider—on a horizontal 
plane. A puff of air in each rib, and inflata Kite 
is up and away. It operates on the same prin- 
ciple as the air chutes on the astronauts' cap 
sule. Made of durable plastic in brilliant blue 
and red. Inflata Kite makes kite flying more fun 
than ever—for children and their parents. 
$5.00 plus 75c P&H. III. Res. add 5% tax. 
Gift Catalog 25c. 

HOUSE OF MINNEL 
Deerpath Rd.. Dept. HG90A. Batavia. III. 60510 

SHOPPING AROUND 

mm 
CJ. b m   g 

■ ■   $L 

MORE LIGHT ON THE SUBJECT! 
Rotating high intensity lamp 

This high fashion, high intensity 
desk lamp gives light exactly 
where needed. Rotates a full 360°, 
adjusts up and down, to give you 
maximum flexibility. In sleek pol- 

I'ished chrome, enamelled shade 
comes in flat black, white or or- 
ange. Standard voltage, 40 watts. 
20" high. Perfect in his study, li- 
brary, workroom. $19.95 plus $1.50 
postage and handling, (bulb inclu- 
ded). Sorry no C.O.D.s 

Morlyn, JHC. 
Dept. G-90 

350 So. County Rd. 
Palm Beach, Florida 33480 

SAFETY WITH STYLE 

First basic improvement in chain door 
locks in over 100 years. Ring slips over 
trie door knob and utilizes wall stud to 
provide over 900 lbs. of resistive force. 
Ideal for modern hollow doors. Ring 
stretches and absorbs shock when 
forced  entry  is attempted. 

Only $2.50 Ppd. 

HOME   HARDWARE 
P.O. Box 2143, Huntsville, Ala. 35804 

ALL IN GOOD MEASURE 
Eight guaranteed-accurate meas- 
ures of lifetime stainless steel in 
a gleaming set with 13" rack. 
Long-handled spoons from VA 

teaspoon to one tablespoon; 
"saucepans" from Ve cup to V2 
cup for quick melting and warm- 

ing. Nine-piece set, $2.98 plus 
25c post. The Country Gourmet, 
Dept. GS, 545 Fourth Ave., Mt. 
Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

FURRY FRIEND 
The French have a word for it: 
caniche. If there's a small one on 
your list of favorites, the fur 
poodle's almost certain to be 
most welcome. This lovable little 
creature's 7" long, his color is 
grey. Stock up now for Christ- 
mas—the season's not so far 
ahead. $2.50 ppd. J. Jill Ltd., 
Dept. G-90, Southfield, Mass. 
02159. 

PRICE IS RIGHT 
Now's the time to empty your 
cameras and take advantage of a 
great buy—full color, 3Vz" by 
3V2" prints of an 8 or 12 expo- 
sure roll of Kodacolor film for $2; 
a 20 exposure roll for $3. Ppd. 
Full credit is given for unprint- 
able negatives. Order now or 
send a card to receive a special. 
mailer. Mystic Color Lab., P.O. 
Box H-144, Mystic, Conn. 06355. 

ITS COMING! 
Shopping Around believes in a 
stitch in time and recommends 
that there's no time like the pres- 
ent to order Christmas labels for 
holiday mail. Any message up to 
4 lines and 20 characters per 
line. Red letters and green tree. 
500, $2 ppd.; sent air mail, 500, 
$2.30. Bruce Bolind, Inc., HG9, 
Boulder, Colo. 80302. 

SAMPLER SHIPMENT » 

Little Red Schoolhouse (shown), 
Red Barn, Covered Bridge or Old 
Mill—Early American scenes for 
the cross stitch brigade. Kit con- 
tains stamped natural Belgian 
linen, colored floss, detailed in- 
structions. Framed size 10" by 
10". Kit $1.50 ppd. Mahogany or 
maple frame $1.25 plus 35c 
post. Classic Corner, 12H Water 
Street,  Bryn   Mawr,   Pa.   19010. 

3785 Broadway New York 32. NY 

ALSO BELL PULLS • BELTS 
GLASS CASES • DOOR STOPS 

iHUGGAGE STRAPS • PILLOWS 
TELEPHONE BOOK COVERS 
RACKET COVERS • ETC. 

Needlepoint, and beaded bags 
expertly mounted and re- 
stored. Exquisite custom made 
bags created. Tweeds, silks. 
furs. etc.. used - also your 
own materials. Ask for illus- 
trated folder and estimates. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Wholesale and Retail. 

Phone: AUdubon 6-3 

80 HOUSE & GARL" 



SHOPPING AROUND 
INDISPENSABLE 
For the sweeter things in life— 
pancakes, waffles, ice cream, 
French toast—a honey and syrup 
dispenser. Leak-proof, drip-proof, 
made of clear glass for easy see- 
through and chrome-plated metal 
for jiffy clean-ups. Its chrome 
holder makes a handy rest. 5V2" 
tall. A thrifty $2.98 each, $5.85 
for two. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 1409, 
Evanston, III. 60204. 

DON'T TAKE CHANCES 
Danger lurks in empty aerosol 
containers that dispense hair 
spray, paint, deodorant or room 
freshener. Use Saf Can, the de- 
pressurizer, before disposing or 
incinerating used cans. By sim- 
ply inserting can, stepping on 
plunger, all pressure escapes and 
accidents can't happen. Just 
$1.85 ppd. Casual Living, HG9, 
Stony Hill, Bethel, Conn. 06801. 

SECRET ANTENNA 
Power plug attaches to rear of 
TV set and into any AC/ DC outlet 
to bring marvelously crisp, clear 
pictures and eliminate all man- 
ner of ghosts and electronic 
gremlins. Unseen antenna elimi- 
nates need for ugly roof equip- 
ment or old-fashioned rabbit ears. 
$2.98 plus 15c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG9, 585 Market 
St.. San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

BEST BACK REST 
No place like home in bed for 
reading pleasure but how to 
make yourself comfy! Here's the 
latest: plywood folder's bigger 
than all the others (4" to 6" 
higher) so that it supports the 
pillow, your head and back. Ad- 
justs to six positions; non-skid 
base keeps it on base. 16" x 24". 
$6.98 ppd. Better Sleep, HG9, 
New  Providence,   N.  J.  07974. 

CAPTIVATING CHARM 
Let a slave choker necklace cap- 
ture everyone's fancy! Hand- 
somely hand-crafted with the an- 
cient sign of the zodiac and gold- 
finished to serve as gleaming ac- 
cessory with gypsy-look at-home 
fashions. Send birthdate for 
zodiac pendant. Necklace, $2; 
matching bracelet, $1.50. Ppd. 
Camelot. HG9. 38 Carrol Ct., 
Greenlawn, N. Y. 11740. 

consumer Quilting service 
Now you can add a new decorative touch to your home 
by having your own fabric luxuriously quilted. 
This service, until now available only to the 
interior decorator and manufacturer, is yours at 
the low price of $1.95 per yard up to 46" wide! 
Your choice of 18 different designs. Ideal for slip 
covers, bedspreads, upholstery and other decorative 
uses. Hand-guided outline quilting is also avail 
able at additional cost. Just send 25$ for an 
illustrated brochure and sample of quilting to: 

ISLIP QUILTING COMPANY P.O. Box 296, HG9 
West Islip, L.I..N.Y, 

DECORATOR WALL GROUPING 
Grouping includes an elegant wrought  iron floral sconce  (16" x  10") exquisitely finished c pc    JA* 

in  antique white  &  gold.  Surrounding   it are 4  magnificent  full  color  reproductions of ^ _  "*  -^ » 
renowned   European   masterpieces.   Each   is  mounted  under   glass  in  sculptured   baroque U. ^^    U)C 
frames finished   in antique  gold   (7" x 4''2"). All~pieces were  professionally selected  by y|^ivw 
our decorator consultant for maximum  beauty &  harmony for any wall  in your home. 

■ ■ Add  8 ic 
We can offer this money-saving value only because we import the grouping ourselves. ^^     Post. 

HARRIET   CARTER,    Dept. HG-97U, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462 Money Back if Not delighted 

HAND-CARVED 

POLYCHROME MIRROR 

This mirrnr. the missing touch to set off any 
room, fit- beautifully into the living room, kitch- 
en, den, foyer, dining room. etc. Elegant border 
i-* handcarved in the Romanesque style to com- 
plement any decor. Side figures dramatically de- 
pict  t«o ancient  medieval warriors. 

Mirror measures 16" x 24". Exterior measure- 
ments -1" x 32*. One low price resulting iron, 
importer also being the Spanish manufacturer. 
Order now ; only $65 shipping charges collect. 

brochure available. Satisf; 

HERALDICA IMPORTS 

fl CUTTING) 
BOARD  : 

CLEAR AS A WHISTLE 
Something to sing about: a clear plastic cutting 
board that saves surfaces from scratches while 
you slice, chop or carve. Plus it lets fancy 
Formica patterns show through when too pretty 
to hide. It's heat resistant, too. 

8"xll" $2.98 each, ppd. 
12"xl6" $4.98 each, ppd. 

14" Round $6.98 each. ppd. 
Mai (orders filled promptly. Money-back guarantee 

SIMULATED DIAMONDS 
Diamond prices are ridiculous. 
What we're offering is a new gem 
that sparkles like a diamond and 
is almost as hard as a diamond. 
They are called Caribbean Gems, 
andsellforafraction of what real 
diamonds cost. Only a trained 
jeweler will be able to tell them 
from the real thing. All Carib- 
bean Gems are set in 14 Kt. gold. 

Send 25c for our catalog. 

CARIBBEAN GEM COMPANY 
15  West  47th   St. 

New   York.   N.Y.   10036 

HAND EMBROIDERED 
CREWEL   from   INDIA 

In stock for immediate delivery. 

Multicolored floral pattern delicately hjnd 
embroidered in wool on natural hand-woven 
Indian cotton from Kashmir. Ideal for 
elegant draperies, upholstery, bedspreads, 
pillows, etc. Available by the yard in 
50" width—only S9.95 per yard,  post paid. 

CREWEL   PILLOW   COVERS 
12,/2" sq. or rd. S5.00 ea. ppd. 
NEW   COLOR   CATALOG   AND 

SAMPLE CUTTING, 50c  IN  COIN 
FEATURING NUNDAH RUGS & CREWEL PRODUCTS 

GURIAN'S 
XI   East 33 Street—Dept.   HG-9 

TEM.BER,  1970 



SPANISH  RIDERS 
You'll be surprised how quick and easy it Is 
to complete this handsome piece ot Spanish 
blackwork. Worked almost entirely in chain 
stitch with heavy black wool yarn, it makes 
a beautiful picture in either modern or 
traditional rooms. Kit includes design on 34" 
x 23" heavy homespun linen, yarn, easy 
directions. Only $8.95 plus 75c postage. 

DAISY OWL TO STITCH 
This colorful owl is a delight to embroider for 
picture or pillow top. His body is worked in 
bittersweet and yellow. Yellow daisies are 
perched on his head and held in his claws and 
his big black eyes are circled with white flowers. 
Kit includes design on 15" x 17" natural Belgian 
linen, crewel yarns, needle and directions. Only 
$3.95 plus 35c postage. 

Send 25c for Next 3 Issues 
Of Our Art Needlecratt Catalog 

The Stitchery 
Dept. HG709, 204 Worcester St. 

Wellesley Hills. Mass. 02181 

Spanish Sabeifs 

Exact replicas of the sabers used by the Spanish 

buccaneers. Gold-plated. Steel Colorfully enameled 

and decoratively correct Three inches long. Just 

right for continental "sabering" olives, onions, 

cherries, and canapes Buy Spanish Sabers for home 

or give as anyoccasion gilts at a New Low Price! 

Complete with holder. Authentic in every detail 

One bolder and six sabers   7.95 PPD 

Two holders and 12 sabers 14.95 PPD 

One holder and 18 sabers 18.95 PPD 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Send check or M 0 No C O.D.'s please 

GREAT LAKES TRADING CO. 
529 South 6th Avenue, Dept. 159 

West Bend. Wis. 53095 

HIVI iWii'* 

AWAKE REFRESHED 
New "C" shaped Satin Beauty Pillow is the 
most comfortable pillow you'll ever use. We 
guarantee it or your money back! Plus it keeps 
your coiffure salon-fresh .... lets you sleep 
even with rollers .... eliminates sleep- 
impressed facial wrinkles .... avoids round 
shoulders and double chins. The secret is in its 
petite siie—17 x 1", smooth satin covers and 
unique blend of air and foam. There's no other 
pillow like it. Arthritis and whiplash sufferers 
love it too. With 2 acetate satin zipper covers— 
S5.98. We pay postage, ship in 6 hours. N.J. 
residents   add   5%   tax.    Send    check   to: 

$tith ^eifr (KC. BOX GH 

New Providence, New Jersey 07974 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE = 

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN 
Lock out disturbing noise that robs you of 
refreshing sleep . . . even snoring! Ear-Drum 
Silencers designed by a sound engineer. 
Medically accepted. Soft, pliable, with 
easy-to-grasp safety flange. 

EAR-DRUM SILENCERS 
$1.49 -   15c Mailing Each 

Calif,  residents add  5°0 sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-90 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

it THE WRAPPER" 
48» 

IT'S A FAKE BUT SUCH A BEAUTIFUL FAKE 
Magnificent Imitation  "Leopard"  on one side 
and on the other stunning plaid.  The edge is 
neatly bordered  in black.  So big,  51" x 61", 
we call it the "wrapper." This all cotton robe 
is   completely   hand   washable   in   cold   water. 
Made for you in Western Germany. Use it as a 
throw for a bed or couch, at home or to liven 
up that dorm. Great for rec room or den. Makes 
a super gift, Christmas or for other occasions. 

Our price, only $6.98 or 2 for $13.85 
Add tSe postant .t handling 

Send check or money order to 

SHENANDOAH  HOUSE 
DEPT.  H,  DAYTON, VIRGINIA 22821 
Virginia Residents Add ir,   Sale* Tux 

SHOPPING AROUND 

-^V^ 

TIME AT HAND 
Some say there's nothing like an 
old-fashioned alarm clock; we 
say ditto. Hence, a kind of replica. 
Something new has been added: 
spring-wound, brass alarms at 
the top, colored movement 
wheels. Red case, 5%" high. 
$5.98; two, $10.98. Add 75c 
post. Hammurabi House, Dept. 
3301-38, 402 So. Robinson St., 
Bloomington, III. 61701. 

MAXI-USE KNIFE 
Razor-sharp stainless steel 
bladed knife has serrated slicer, 
can or bottle opener, pick-up tip 
for sliced objects, fish scaler and 
disgorger. Useful everywhere, a 
sportsman's delight! Sturdy 
wooden handle, genuine leather 
case. Monogrammed with three 
gold initials. $1.98 ppd. World 
Co., HG9, 1 Park Ave., New York, 
N.Y.10016. 

LIGHT UP HER NIGHT 
An adorable child's lamp makes 
a reassuring (and decorative) 
companion for a girl's bed-time 
hours. Hand decorated with a 
beguiling tot's face on globe with 
night light inside. Daintily topped 
by nylon net over acetate shade 
with nylon ruching. 24" h. Pink 
or white. $14.95 ppd. Morlyn, 
Inc., Dept. G-90, 350 So. Country 
Rd., Palm Beach, Fla. 33480. 

ROLLING SHOE RACK 
Store it in your closet; roll it 
where you will. It holds 24 pairs 
of ladies' shoes or 20 pairs of 
men's plus polish. Moves on 
large, silent, freewheeling cas- 
ters, 22" by 16" by 26V2" h. 
Knotty pine in honey or maple, 
antique pine or walnut finish. 
$34.95 exp. coll. Easy home kit, 
$24.95 ppd. Yield House, HG9, i 
No. Conway, N. H. 03860. 

TO HAVE AND TO FOLD 
Space saving table made in 
Europe of solid beechwood and - 
finished with oiled walnut veneer. 
Closed, 9" by 30"; one side up, 
37" by 30"; fully opened, 65" 
by 30" and it seats eight. 30" 
high. Perfect for apartments. 
$47.95 exp. coll. Shipped assem- 
bled. Danish catalogue, 25c. 
Genada Imports, HG9, Box 204, 
Teaneck, N. J. 07666. 

< 1000  NAME & ADDRESS LABELS 
Finest quality name & address labels hand- 
somely printed. 1000 for $1.00: Deluxe Gold 
Labels 2x&", 250 with 125 Matching Self 
Adhesive Initials- >et S.vOd. (JUIK-STIK 
Self Adhesive Labels 500 for $2.00. Deluxe 
size -VV'. 300 for $2.50. Homespun Lab- 
els, printed with beautiful colored borders 
300 for $2. Inc. 10c postage & 5'< Calif. 
Tax. Write for money raising plan. Write 
for catalogue of personalized items and 
Christmas ideas. 

HANDY     LABELS     911   Jasperson Bldg., Culver City, Calif. 9' 

Mr. I Mrs. A. K. Johnson 
1934 Marl in Avenue 

Martindale. Calif. 93107 
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CLASSY CORDUROY 
Old Pueblo Traders come up with 
lorlhright fashion every time: 
snap up front, action back, two 
pockets, easy, graceful skirt. Col- 
ors and sizes attract one and all: 
tan, gold, moss green, geranium 
pink, liberty blue; 10 to 44 and 
12V2 to 24V2. Washable. $16.95 
plus 60c post. Old Pueblo Trad- 
ers, 600-H9D So. Country Club 
Rcl., Tucson, Ariz. 85716. 

CHARMER'S CHOICE 
Consider the chaise longue for 
comfort. Native hardwood frame, 
zippered reversible latex rubber 
dacron seat and back cushions. 
29" h. by 28" w.; seat 17" by 
60" I. $139 ea., $270 pr. Ship, 
wt. 65 lbs. Exp. charges coll. 
Catalogue and fabric samples 
$1. Hunt Galleries, Inc., HG9, 
2920 No. Center St., Hickory, 
N. C. 28601. 

FINE FRENCH HAND 
If you want nutritious delicious 
vegetables, do it the French way: 
folding basket keeps sprouts, 
beans or whatever above the wa- 
ter in any saucepan—makes like 
a double boiler. Imported steam- 
ing device measures 6" across 
all sides up, 9" closed. $3.98 
plus 40c postage each. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG9, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

PET COAT CODDLER 
Grooming mist for pets removes 
coat tangles and snarls in min- 
utes, relieves skin dryness, itchi- 
ness in seconds. Spray-button 
conditioner makes coat easier to 
brush and groom; adds sheen 
and pleasant fragrance after 
brushing or toweling. $2.39 ppd. 
Mr. Groom Products Inc., Dept. 
HG10, 601 E. Alton St., Santa 
Ana, Cal. 92705. 

MADE BY MOM 
After laughing all the way 
through "How to make booze at 
home," she'll brew fine whisky, 
wine, beer, brandies, liqueurs for 
less than $1 a quart. And it all 
can be legal! "How to" booklet's 
author's personal research. $2.98 
plus 30c first class postage. Free 
catalogue. West-Berg Enterprises, 
Ltd., HG9, Box 4177, Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 80809. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

PURE WHITE BKIIMIM'K 
at  $22 Per carat 

Luxurious simulated DIAMONDS—man made, in- 
credibly like the real thing in beauty, brilliance, 
whiteness and hardness, at a fraction of the cost. 
The VEGA is UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED 
FOR LIFE not to scratch, break, chip, dim or discolor, 
or will be replaced at NO COST. Cut and polished 
on diamond wheel by experts to full 58 facets for maxi- 
mum brilliance. Cost, not thousands, just S22 a carat! 
EASY PAYMENTS. Sold on 10 day MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE. 
For FREE CATALOG of styles set in UK white or 
yellow gold, for men and women, write: 

VEGA Co. Dept. HG-9. Box 465, 
Radio City Sta..  New York,  N. Y.  10019 

ORDER NOW 
FOR CHRISTMAS 

Family Coat-of-Arms 
STYLE A 7" « 10"  $20.50     STYLE B. 5" x 8"  $16.95 

10" x 14"  $30.00 10" i 13"... $29.50 

STYLE   D.    TWO FAMILY SHIELD. Husbands and wife's eoat- 
of-arms on  mahogany  10" x 12"  base $34.00 

We will research your family nai 
crest and motro, if ai 
on   embossed   copper,    and    mount 
base. Over 500,000 names on file English   Ger- 
man,  Italian, Spanish,  French, Swiss, Wi I I        gift. Add 
75c for postage.  Delivery approximately 5  MI 

Coat-of-Arms Parchment 
Your family coaf-of-arms and 
family name hand painted on 
lasting parchment. Glass cov- 
ered, black frame, if desired. 
Add 75c for postage. 

FRAMED 7'  -  10" $17.50 
•  10" $15.00 

■   10"  x  14"    ,.    $22.50 
Unframed 10" x 14" $19 00 

u 

Send 10c for color brochure. 
1776 louse" Dept. H-52 

260 Mass. Ave.,  Boston,   Mass.  02115 

BAREFOOT    BEAUTY.    Glide    thru 

happy days wearing our new see-thru 

sandals. Terrific with patio pajamas, 

slaclts, shifts, at home fashions. Nylon 

mesh tops the sandal in SILVER or 

GOLD with 2" high heel, leather sole. 

Sizes 5 thru 10. #N1611. $3.95 pair 
ppd. 

ELIZABETH  McCAFFREY 
Dept.  HG-9 

Northport,  New York  11768 

PHOTO-GO-ROUND 

Take treasured snapshots out of hiding. Display 
them in this revolving photo file! No gluing! No 
mounting! Simply slip photos up to 3VV x 5I/2" 
into the protective transparent windows sus- 
pended on the sturdy wooden base. Envelopes for 
160 pictures are included. $10.95 plus 85c 
postage. Deluxe model (not shown) has round 
wooden base. 2" wooden turning knobs, Plexiglas 
frame, envelopes for 240 pictures. $17.95 plus 
85c postage. Both models will hold up to 600 
photos. Envelopes for each additional 32 photos 
are $1.00. 

FERRY HOUSE   Dobb*s Ferryt NY. 

THE 1970 
DANISH CHRISTMAS PLATE 

The Christmas Rose and the Cat 
ARTIST :   KAI   I.ANGE 

In  the time  when   Man's  pioneering  vic- 
tories in space have made the dreams and 
fantasies of early  ages  reality,  artist   Kai 
Lange's  peaceful   motif   for  this 
year's  Christmas  plate   gives  us 
a   feeling   which,   in   spite  of  its 
quite  carthbound  perspective,   is 
just as much a part of our lives. 

Each plate $10.00 U.S. 
Postage    &    handling    included: 
SORRY, we do not sell previous 
year    plates,    only    the    current 
year. 
Write   for   Brochure   of   Bins   & 
Grondahl     1970    and     Bavarian 
Xmas plates,  same price. 

46 Cote de la Fabrique, Quebec, Canada 

•   PARIS   •   MILAN NEW  YORK  •   LONDON 

PORTRAIT 
IN OILS 

Magnificently 
painted on canvas 
from old or new 
photos, by outstand- 
ing European and 
American portrait 
painters. A superb 
living likeness in full 
color is executed in 
rich oils. 
12"xl6" to 30"x40". 

Our portraits in oil are TRUE WORKS OF ART, 
painted on pure linen canvas from your photo- 
graph and NOT painted on top of an enlarge- 
ment of your photo, as is the method of other 
commercial portrait services. No longer need 
you envy those fortunate enough to own a 
family oil portrait. Have you a photo of some 
loved one whose memory you wish to perpetu- 
ate? Compare our works of art with others sell- 
ing up to $2,000. "Living Likeness Guaranteed." 
_ UNBELIEVABLE WORKS OF ART 
• AT UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICES 

FROM $7950 TO S79500 

THE PERFECT GIFT 

Beautifully    Illustrated    Catalog    and 
Book "How To Order An Oil Portrait". 25c 

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd. 
DEPT. R, 153 EAST 57 ST., N.Y., N.Y. 10022 

"Largest in the field of oil portraiture" 
MASTER  CHARGE  CREDIT   PLAN  AVAILABLE 

■ EPTEM.BER,  1970 183 



"make it mine" SHIRTWAIST 

-fr_ 

DOG DROPPINGS GONE 
WITH DOGGIE DOOLEY 

Now 2 Dooleys to choose from 
1NGR0UND ENZYME TYPE A 
All metal Doggie Dooley 
works like a miniature 
septic tank, utilizing en- 
zyme and bacteria action 
to automatically reduce 
dog waste to ground ab- 
sorbing liquid. It's neat, 
fast, clean, sanitary, con- 
venient, inconspicuous, 
odorless, insect free and 
ends annoying nuisance of 
stool burying or other disposal. Harmless to pets, 
lawns, shrubbery. To use simply install in ground; put 
in dog stools with shovel provided; occasionally sprinkle 
in enzymes and it works 24 hours a day year around to 
handle waste of 1 or 2 dogs. 14%" x 11 Vi" with lid, 
shovel, 6 mo. supply of enzymes. Type A only $9.95 
plus $1.00 postage. Additional 1 yr. supply of enzymes 
$3.95 plus 50< postage. 

PORTABLE CHEMICAL TYPE B 
Provides dog owners with an above 
ground, self-contained, neat, clean, 
sanitary, odorless and insect-free 
method for dog stool disposal. 
"Doggie Dooley B" is a fire en- 
gine red realistic replica in size 
and detail of a real fire plug, (a 
backyard conversation piece). Use 
anywhere above ground (weight of 
liquid prevents tipping over), or 
partially below ground if desired. 
To use, partially fill with water, 
drop in 1 chemical brickette, add dog stools with shovel 
provided. Stools are automatically liquidized, deodor- 
ized and colored blue by chemical action—the same 
principle used in toilets on modern aircraft. Works year 
around in any climate. Holds up to 60 loadings before 
emptying into sanitary sewer or ground. Molded in two 
pieces of heavy duty, life time plastic 24" high x 9" 
dia. Complete with fire plug base, lid, galvanized shovel, 
12 mos. supply of chemical brickettes. Type B only 
$12.95 plus $1.00 shipping. Extra 12 mos. supply of 
brickettes $3.95 plus 50* postage. 

Manufactured by HURON PRODUCTS CO. 
Dept.  HG-8,  P.O.  Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811 

CRYSTAL CLEAR 
PHOTO 
DISPLAY 

6 sided photocube made of 
crystal clear polystyrene con- 
tains an inner white 6 sided 
box to which 6 individual 
photos or group of photos can 
be attached and changed as 
desired. Thick beveled edges capture and reflect light 
giving photo display the rich molded-in look of expensive 
solid cubes costing 20 times more. Ideal method of 
displaying photos on desk, coffee table, mantle, dresser, 
etc.. in home, office, school dorm. A thoughtful, cre- 
ative and artistic way to give treasured photos to family 
and friends. Measures 4" square with crystal clear, 
heavy,  solid,  quality  look  and  feel.  Only  $2.95  ppd. 

Manufactured by HURON  PRODUCTS CO. 

Dept. HG-9. P.O. Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afford 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value Vi to V2 higher. 

Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG. 

EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP.,  Dept. 12 

Empire State Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10001 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

 ZIP  

, U'm 

Meticulously 

tailored in an 

equal blend of 

no-care Fortrel 

polyester & cot- 

ton; buttoned 

front, draw- 

string - style 

sashed waist. 

Every beautiful 

detail marked 

with white on 

Camel, Rasp- 

berry or Blue. 

Sizes 8-20. 

$25-00 

plus 60c post. 

Please allow 3 wkt. 
for monogramming. 

610-H9M-Box 6305. Tucson, Ariz. 85714 

The 
SAFE 
2-Way 

PET 
DOOR 

Much safer than 
any solid Hinged 
t}//>e panel door. 
Your pet is com- 
plett In protected. 
He cannot be 
trappt <l or choked 
<>i have his tail 
sheared off. 

FlexPort 
Why be a doorman for your pet? FlexPort 
ends scratched doors and whining. Keeps 
out flies, wind, rain. Gives 
you and pet complete 
freedom. Soft plastic tri- 
angles close gently and 
tightly. Easily installed. 
Send for free folder. 

TUREN, Inc., Dept. H6-9   ' 
2 Cottage Ave.. 

Danvers. Mass. 01923 

ELEGANCE 
YOU  CAN  AFFORD 
Send 25c for 68 PAGE ILLUS- 
TRATED CATALOGUE. Chande- 
liers, sconces and candelabra ol im- 
ported crystal, Incomparable in de- 
sign and quality. Pewter and early 
American brass. $50.00 to $1250.00. 
Shipped prepaid, insured in U.S.A. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. In business 
for over a quarter of a century. 

KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY 
Dept. G-40 

Eden (Leaksville), North Carolina 27288 

SHOPPING AROUND 

p^C" 

SWASHBUCKLERS FOUR 
Reminders of the days of chival- 
ry and derring-do, a miniature 
collection of the Four Muske- 
teers, Athos, Porthos, Aramis and 
D'Artagnan, is faithfully repro- 
duced in antique pewter finish. 
4" tall, made in Italy by skilled 
craftsmen. Set of four, $2.98 
plus 50c post. Harriet Carter, 
Dept. HG-9, Plymouth Meeting, 
Pa. 19462. 

ARM COMFORT 
People who suffer from arthritis 
or rheumatism find soothing 
comfort in this specially-shaped 
pillow. Slightly arched to support 
shoulder and flex joints while 
supporting elbows, wrists and fin- 
gers. Adjustable for height, soft- 
ness, fit. $2.50; two. $4.90; 
washable zipper covers, each, 
$1.09. Ppd. Better Sleep, HG9, 
New  Providence,   N.  J.  07974. 

SPARE THAT CAR! 
Super-sensitive burglar alarm 
sounds horn intermittently if car 
is tampered with in any way. 
Protects all contents, inside and 
out! Becomes four-way highway 
emergency flasher by hook-up 
with directional signals. Easy to 
install. Batteries not included. 
$4.95 ppd. Collier's, GE970, 
P. O. Box 585, Skokie, III. 60076. 

EYES  RIGHT 
If your arm's not long enough to 
read your HOUSE & GARDEN 
comfortably, use these magnify- 
in glasses with chic-looking V2 
frames and polished ground lens- 
es. For those over 40 without eye 
disease or astigmatism. Please 
state age. $3.98 plus 45c post. 
Case included. Nel-King Prod- 
ucts, HG-90HG, 811 Wyandotte, 
Kansas City, Mo. 64105. 

MOTION  IN  METAL » 
Fluidity of movement handsome- 
ly captured in a hand-hammered 
copper running horse finished in 
22k gold leaf, antique green or 
matte black. Outstanding wal 
decoration for that new exec's of- 
fice, a bachelor bedroom! 31" 
long. Concealed wall mounting in- 
cluded. $110 ppd. J. W. Fiske 
Inc., HG-9, 115 Pennsylvania 
Ave., Paterson. N. J. 07503. 

PAINTED WICKER WITCHERY 
Polo Rocker available S16 ppd. 

$21.00 
$32.00 
$44.00 

Cushion $5.00 
x 6" $12.99 ppd. 

Polo Chair   S11.99 ppd. 
Single peacock headboard—39" x 54" Ht. 
Double peacock headboard—54" x 54" Ht. 
King peacock headboard—78" x 54" Ht. 
Elephant table $27        Hamper seat $10 ppd. 
Boat $4.95 ppd. Shelf 16" x 20' 

Shelf without towel bar $10.99 ppd 

DECORATOR COLORS White. Black. Gold. Royal Blue. Light 
Blue. Avocado. Lime. Kelly Red. Raspberry. Orange. Hot Pink. 
Light Pink. Brown, Mustard, Yellow. Purple. Turquoise. Lilac. 
Natural. 

62-PAGE  CATALOGUE  & COLOR  CHART  SI.00 

JOAN C. LUCHS 
8010  Old   York   Road.   Dept.   HG-9.   Elkins  Park.   Pa.   19117 
Send check or money order—Shipping collect except where indicated. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

THE CHOO CHOOS 
Anyone who's had a railroad man 
in the family knows what store a 
pro sets by mementos. For his 
(and all buffs') trophy shelf: 
Pioneer replica paperweight; 
narrow gauge locomotive; pair 
of Forney trains 2%". Authentic. 
4V2", 4", 2%". Cast metal, $1.75 
ea.; all four, $5.25. Ppd. Colora- 
do Railroad Museum, HG9, Box 
641, Golden, Colo. 80401. 

CRYSTAL SPARKLERS 
There is no more satisfying server 
for salads, desserts than crystal 
clear beauties. Fine too for fruits, 
ice cream, even cereal. Remem- 
ber these hand-blown table assets 
for finger bowls. Imported from 
Portugal, easily stacked. Set of 
four, $5; two sets, $9.85. Ppd. 
Great gift! Downs. Dept. 1409, 
Evanston, III. 60204. 

ST-R-ETCH TO FIT 
Apply liquid leather stretch to 
tight-fitting shoes and it makes 
even suede and patent conform 
to the foot as you walk. A real 
boon for corn and bunion suffer- 
ers. Simple to apply and relief is 
almost instantaneous. $1.29 plus 
15c postage. Order from Anthony 
Enterprises, HG9, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco. Cal. 94105. 

COLONIAL FAMILY FILE 
Three-drawer file combines fine 
craftsmanship with practical con- 
venience. Drawers glide on steer- 
rollers. 38" h., 19" d., 15V2" w. 
In honey tone pine or maple 
antique pine or walnut finish, 
$49.95. Kit to assemble, $34.95. 
Exp. chgs. coll. Index inserts. 
$4.95 ppd. Order from Yield 
House, HG9, North Conway, 
N. H. 03860. 

SEEING'S BELIEVING 
You'd better believe that I. R. 
Fox's a magician when it comes 
to turning your old fur coat into 
the newest, youngest jacket: de- 
pending on height, style's 23" to 
28" long; notched collar, two 
pockets. Remodelling includes 
glazing, new lining, interlining, 
monogram, $49.95 exp. coll. Free 
style book. I, R. Fox, Dept. B-8, 
146 W. 29 St., N. Y. 10001. 

^ 

•^   — 
y 
y* 

"EVERYTHING"    GLASSES 
produced from favorite Americana patterns—for fruit juices, cocktails, bouquets, pen- 
s, cigarettes! Box of six (two each of different designs) in choice Set $3.00 ppd. 
blue or green glass. Nicely weighted. No COD'S picas< 

SEND in. FOR riFT TATALOP Clymer's of Bucks County SEND   10c  FOR  GIFT  CATALOG Dtp/   HG9 Q    pJnt pleasanti  Pa.  189S0 

:PTEM.BER,  1970 

LIMITED TIME ONLY 
—SAVE $3.00! 
Regular Price J7.98 

"RAINY DAY"       $ 
SALE PRICE ONLY 

93 FIRST SALE §§ 
EVER OF 

IT FOLDS INTO WORLD'S SMALLEST UMBRELLA 
THUMBRELLA 

Only yesterday, the spunky little 10-inch won- 
der sold for $7.98. When sale is over, price 
l!Oes ri(;ht back up! This is all fresh merchan- 
dise, hut we must make room on our shelves 
for new shipments. So you save $3.00 on 
every Thtimbrclla you buy (buy 2 and save 
$6. . . 5 and save $15!) 

This is the famed 10"-long umbrella that folds 
to skinny banana size, fits coat pocket, attache 
case,  flight  bag,   lady's  purse,  desk  drawer, 

Send for FREE color catalog "I unique gifts. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Send check or m.o.—no C.O.D.'s— 

glove  compartment,  or  tucks  neatly  behind 
car visor. 
Opens smoothly with push button case to big 
32", 10-ribbed, never-failed rain shield. Unique 
rib snap-locks prevent collapses, rips. Stur- 
dily constructed of 100%, quick-dry DuPont 
nylon with heavy chrome telescoping shaft. 
SPECIFY:     MEN'S     (black    only),     LADIES 
(black,    red,    honey)     Matching    Scabbard    Case 
included. 

HOBI, Dept. G-90 
Engel  St.,  Hieksville.  N.  Y.  11802 

Die   o/ Beds Industries, Inc 

Italian 5 ounce 

THERMOS CUP 
To take a cup of hot, home-brewed coffee to the 
office, or perhaps an ice cold martini is your 
cup    of    tea?     Hot    or    cold,       $C.OO 
Thermo-and-cup-in-one  keeps it 
right. 4" high. Please add 85c 

postage & insurance 

Camalier 
? &>Buckleyn 

SEND 
FOR 
GIFT 

CATALOG 

Dept.  HG9-0.  1141  Connecticut Ave.. N.W. 
Washington.  DC. 20036 

Sorry 
No 

CODs 
Please 

r 

STUDY 
INTERIOR 

DECORATION 
• 4 Month Pratical Training Course 
• 3 Year Course in Interior Design 

• 6 Week Summer Session 
Classes start Sept., Feb. and July 

Approved by Bd. of Regents of the Univ. 
of the State of N.Y. Send for Catalog 11R. 
HOME STUDY COURSE STARTS NOW. 

Catalog lie. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF 
INTERIOR DESIGN 

155 East 56th St., N.Y. 10022 

...makes it easy to be your 
own Interior Decorator! 
AVOID COSTLY DECORATING MISTAKES. Create 
miniature settings for every room in your 
house before spending a cent for a piece of 
furniture, a yard of fabric, a roll of wall- 
paper, or a bucket of paint. Think how much 
you can save if you really plan before you 
buy. Over 150 different furniture combina- 
tions for every room. Sofas, chairs, sec- 
tionals, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, 
etc. Decorate furniture pieces, walls, with 
actual fabric and paint samples. Includes: 
3-D miniature furniture of Dylite styrene. 
Graph Board, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to 
exact 1/2" scale. Design and instruction book 
included. Created by professional decorator 
NSID. Guaranteed. Only $7.98 (we pay postage). 

Plan-It-Kit, Inc. Dept. HG9 Box429,Westport,Conn. 

PARSONS TABLES 
The classic, versatile Parsons table for 
the most parsimonious price! These are 
sturdy tables of selected clear hard- 
wood, smoothly sanded, ready for you 
to finish (stain, paint or cover). Shipped 
with legs detached for great savings 
on freight. Legs are V/i" stock. All or- 
ders shipped freight collect, no C.O.D. 
orders, please. 

18"x18"x18" SI 9.95 
24"x24"x24" 29.95 
30"x30"x30" 39.95 

Custom  Sizes  &   Formica  Covered   Par- 
sons tables also available. 
25c   brings   our   catalog,   a   storehouse 
of   furnishing   ideas! 

storehouse, inc 
1923 PEACHTREE RD., ATLANTA, GA. 30309 _ 
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Jady be good to your feet 
Enjoy buying our very choice 
quality shoes by mail from our 
world-famous catalog showing 
huge array of smart styles for 
every occasion — and our vast 
range of sizes insures you 
perfect fit — or your     r 
money refunded! 

DIANA shown 
Sizes 21/5 to 12. 

lor widths AAAA to EE 
In baby calf: black, 

filly-brown, grey, white; 
navy with wedgwood, 
malt with chocolate 
or bone with malt. 

Sizes 2V2 to 10 S20.95 
10i/2 to 12 $21.95 

Please add SOc a pair for postag* 

±1, 
45 Winter Street (Dept. GR) Boston, Mass. 02108 

SHOPPING AROUND 

COUNTRY CHARM 
With Bleached and 
Unbleached Mu-lin 

. . . pillow shams, riusl ruffle and canopy cov- 
ers   in   tiie   crisp,    fresh   Iraililicui   (if   Oilunial 
Ne«  i:>m 1 
11,,/,' i„, brochure shoKino lull In,,: „/ Country 
Curtains in many sizes and fabrics, Horry, no 
COD'S 
OUST   RUFFLES 
'l'» in HI full-size spring top style, double full- 
in      mill   - hem 

I'NBI.EAI III 11    drop   length;   15",   -""    25" 
10.00 ea. 

UMCACHED.  drop lenstlis   15".  HO".   25" 
12.00 en. 

PILLOW SHAMS Is" v 26" «iili '-'" ruffle 
I MBLEACHED 3.00 ea. BLEACHED 4.00 ea. 
CANOPY  COVERS 
Hi" ruffle, double rullness, 1" hem. Fits standard 
Inele and double bed canopj  rrame. 

t'NBLEACHED single and double   12.00 ea. 
BLEACHED single and double        14.00 ea. 

Please add 50c ' li order for handling. 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
At the Red Lion Inn 

STOCKBRIDGE,   MASS.   01262,   DEPT.   97 

Less than XA Price! 
Reg. $1.00 each  NOW 

$, 

GIANT 
DOUBLE 

5 for $2.00 
12 lor S4.00 
25 for $7.00 

PEONIES 
Handsome showy Peonies—now at an unusually 
low price! These are the large, double Peonies 
that are admired so much each spring. You'll 
receive hand selected root divisions in a rich 
color assortment of our choice. Satisfaction 
guaranteed—or RETURN SHIPPING LABEL 
ONLY for refund. ORDER NOW and well pay 
the postage. Illinois residents please add 5% 
sales tax. 

«■««" ™«« I Please  Print Pl.nnly» — — — —— ■ I 

■ HOUSE OF WESLEY, Nursery Division 
■ KR. I. Oept. 3633-38. Blonmington. Illinois61701 ■ 
I Please send Peonies. $ enclosed. 
I     Oi '  I 

BURNS   TRASH 
Safely Outdoors! 

Burn household and yard 
refuse safely outdoors in 
any weather without 
watching. Scientific draft 
design ends neighbor an- 
noyance of sooty fly ash, 
smoke, smell. Will burn 
damp, green material to 
fine ash. Made of alumi- 
num bonded to steel. 
World's finest. 2 bu. cap. 
$16.95 complete with 
money-back    guarantee. 

ULTRASONIC ALARM PROTECTS 
HOME FROM PROWLERS 

3-6-10-15-20 bu. 
sizes available 

New device emits invisible 
ultrasonic waves to fill an entire room. Movement 
within protected zone immediately sets off system 
in 6 changeable combinations of lights and bells. 
Unit plugs into electric outlet to operate imme- 
diately to protect home or business against thieves 
.ind prowlers. #115.00 complete postpaid. Send for 
literature. 

ALSTO COMPANY    D.*. H 
11052 Pearl  Road.  Cleveland. Ohio 44136 

G-9 

I City State Zip 

NEW SLEEP COMFORT 
Raise the full width of your mattress for more 
healthful, restful sleep. Just place NU-SLANT 
under your mattress at either head or foot of 
bed. 7-adiustable positions allow you to pre- 
determine the height from 5 to 14". Better than 
extra pillows. Folds invisibly fldt when bed is 
made. Customer approved for 12 years. Ply- 
wood construction. Head Elevation comforts 
diaphragm hernia, hypertension, acid regurgi- 
tation; bronchial, breathing and heart ailments. 
Leg Elevation eases varicose, circulatory and 
swelling leg discomforts. Twin Bed Size S13.98; 
Double Bed Size $15.98. We pay postage, ship 
in t hours. N.J. residents add 5% tax. Send 
check to: 

$dfvi 'Dhsqr \KJC-.   BOX GA 
New Providence. New Jersey 07974 

= MONEY BACK GUARANTEE = 

^        «£ 

TIMELY ART 
The old masters dabbled in this 
one. Links are full color reproduc- 
tions of famous paintings to con- 
tribute a classic look of elegance 
to the antique gold finished 
Limoge watch. Jewelled Swiss 
movement guaranteed for two 
years. $21.50 plus 45c postage. 
Order from Harriet Carter Inc., 
HG-9, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 
19462. 

TEE TIME 
Now is the season when all able- 
bodied golfers are taking to the 
links. And those golf tees get 
used up mighty fast. A welcome 
gift is this set of twelve 24 karat 
gold-plated tees in an old-fash- 
ioned drawstring nugget bag. 
Use it as a tarnish-proof jewelry 
bag, too. $2.49 ppd. Chrono-Con- 
trol, Inc., HG9, 200 Madison Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 10016. 

FOR EARLY BIRDS 
Look fresh and pretty at breakfast 
in a polished cotton coffee- 
coat. Pink, green or blue paisley 
print robe has three-quarter 
push-up sleeves, extra-full wrap- 
around skirt, front sash closing. 
Sizes 10-20 and 141/2-241/2. $5.95 
plus 35c postage. Order from 
Vicki Wayne, 610-H9C So. Coun-- 
try Club Road, Tucson, Ariz. 
85716. 

PEARLY WHITE TEETH 
Wyten is a remarkable formula 
developed by dentists to cover 
discolorations and fillings. Ac- 
tresses use it to keep their teeth 
sparkling and white. The formula 
may be used on false teeth as 
well as your own. Just brush on 
Wyten and smile. 3 to 4 months' 
supply. $1.98; 2, $3.50; 3, $5. 
Ppd. NuFind, HGW-9, Box 205, 
Church St., New York 10008. 

WATER PUMP 
Simple syphon principle makes 
this little pump operate quickly 
and efficiently without gasoline 
or electricity. Empties up to 360 
gallons per hour from flooded 
cellars, swimming pools, boats. 
Attaches to faucet. $3.98 plus 
25c post. Order now from Anthony 
Enterprises, HG9, 585 Market 
St., §an Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

FLOWER PICTURES 
Creative stitchery in posy pic- 
tures. Exquisite floral designed 
kit includes homespun material, 
gay-colored wool, floss, needle, 
simple directions, 12" by 15" 
white molded frame. Daisy on 
blue, Queen Anne's lace on gold, 
black-eyed Susan on olive. Each 
$3.50 plus 45c post. The Added 
Touch, 12H Water Street, Bryn 
Mawr, Pa. 19010. 
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TYVEK 
You're wondering about Tyvek?: 
it's Dupont's word for a new fab- 
ric whose performance is stupen 
dous. Disposable work coat for 
painting, cleaning, auto repairs 
won't tear, is water-repellent, 
acid-resistant, anti-allergenic. 
Amply cut to wear over clothes 
(send dress or suit size) $1.95 
ppd. Johnny Appleseed's, Box 
700, Beverly, Mass. 01915. 

BLACKBOARD LOVE NOTE 
School daze ahead. And for the 
three R's crowd, this darling 
charm. Miniature blackboard 
with "I love You" in white letters. 
In sterling silver, it's just $3; 14k 
gold, $9. Ppd. Charm brochure, 
10c. Full-color catalogue of 
charms, bracelets, and other fine 
jewelry, $1. Charm & Treasure. 
Inc.. HG9. 1201 Ave. of the 
Americas, New York 10036. 

PUPPET FOR POTS 
New potholders are really some- 
thing to brag about. In the shape 
of leopard, zebra and Dalmatian, 
adorable beasties do more than 
kitchen duty; out front, they per- 
form as puppets. Fashioned of 
padded quilted flannel whose 
extra long red mouth's a real hot 
pot gripper $1.98 each ppd. 
Leon Duquette, HG90, 76 Pay- 
son, Fitchburg, Mass. 01420. 

TRAIN WITHOUT PAIN 
Hi-FiDo is a palm-sized sounding 
device that teaches any com-" 
mand. Stops puppy's bad habits 
before they start. Learning sound 
gains pet's instant response. Of- 
fer includes artist's wall display 
of "Dog-ese," language of dogs, 
paintings. $11.95 ppd. Canine 
Behavior Institute, HG9. 11927 
Montana Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 
90049. 

HAND-BLOWN BEAUTY 
Whoever you are, smart smoke 
color bowl's your solution for 
flowers, cigarettes, candy and 
the like—even the lowly pretzel. 
Set on a bright silver base, dish's 
a natural for the engagement 
present or the appropriate hos- 
tess gift. 3V2" tall, $3.95 plus 
25c post. Gift catalogue, 25c. 
Anderson's, HG9. 21 Grove St., 
Wellesley, Mass. 02181. 

WHAT A WONDER! 
Behold! beautiful brooch hides 
eyeglass holder: stem of frame 
slips behind safety-catch pin as- 
sembly. How useful a device to 
prevent loss and breakage. Ap- 
proximate size 2" by l!/2". Choose 
from artist's palette, leaf or 
cross. Also horse's head or dog. 
$1.50 ea. ppd. Ardsle, House, 
HG9, P.O. Box 115, Ardsley, 
N. Y. 10502. 

SAFETY is for KEEPS with the patented MEYCO*SAFETY SWIM- 
POOL COVER. You can be assured of safe protection to children 
playing around your pool. It will support children and adults in any 
emergency. It's an all-year-round safety swimming pool cover. 

The MEYCO*SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVER outomotic anchoring 
system with stainless steel tension springs that lock it in place allow 
the pool to be covered or uncovered in two minutes. Leaves and 
debris cannot get in and maintenance is cut to a minimum. Saves 
on heat and chlorine and discourages algae. It's custom made to 
fit   any   size   or   shape   pool   and   it   carries   a   five   year   warranty. 

15'  x  30'  Cover.  $229.00  complete, 
in rf./ «.,! i ,,,;». 

Send for complete information and free  booklet on     How to  Have a   Carefree Pool." 

SAFETY SWIMPOOL COVERS 
138   Haven  Ave..   Port Washington,   N.Y.   11050 

•Patent #2 958 872 
(516)   767-6700 

ESTABLISHED    1898 

RELIEF   FROM   BENT  TOES 
Unique orthopedic pads provide soft, yet ef- 
fective toe support which help to strengthen 
and alleviate pain from crooked toes. Even 
toe tip corns disappear. Elastic yarn slips 
over toe. Washable. Specify shoe size. 
Toe Pads S2.49 pr.   -   15e Mailing 

< alif. residents add 5% sales tax. 
*<ih , tnttion guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises    oept. HG-9O 
585   Market St..  San   Francisco.  Calif.  94105 
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BISQUE BIRDS .... 
They Punctuate Gift Shopping 

Six beautiful birds on well-proportioned 
bases stand S" tall, proud of their LEFTON 
trademark. They'll change questions to pe- 
riods on your shopping list; and the "thank 
you" notes will be exclamations. Carefully 
made, they pass inspection on your mantle, 
book shelf, table, or "safely under glass." 
The set includes Woodpecker, Grosbeak, 
Warbler, Kinglet, Chicadee. and Finch— 
-4106 for S21.00 ppd. 

.35c Color Brochure free with order. 

IMRE  BAN  STUDIO 
3950 Lake Shore Drive HG970 

Chicago, Illinois 60613 
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REALLY 
TOUGH 

We take the finest, toughest U.S. Govt. Spec, canvas, carelully cut and sew it, to 
build these handy canvas bags. Then we sell them to you at a cost hard to match. 

BIG CARRY-ALL 
Three big sizes for heavy 
duty hauling, 21-oz. can- 
vas throughout. Note the 
handles: they go all the 
way into the double bot- 
tom. Easily carries hun- 
dreds of pounds. Use it for 
carrying groceries, beach 
gear, books, even baby! 
7 in. wide, 14 in. deep; 
order by length: 24-inch @ 
$7.95. 21-in. @ $6.95, 18- 
in. @ $5.95. 

Mail with check or money o 
Please Rush the Followi 

QUANTITY ITEM 

X. 
DELUXE TOTE BAG 
Hard worker in well-tai- 
lored guise, for shopping, 
beach, picnic, school. 21- 
oz. duck, double bottom, 
rain flap. Colorfast red 
canvas bottom and edging: 
blue for handles and 
pocket. Plenty of carrying 
capacity: 12 x 18 in. $8 95. 

SHOULDER   BAG 
Can be used as a purse, 
for travel articles,or baby's 
bag. Heavy, strong duck 
trW-beautifully finished 
Simple closure, 12 x 13 x 
4 in white with blue trim. 
$7.95. ' 

) 24" Carry-All 
21" Carry-All 
18" Carry-All 
Tote Bag 
Shoulder Bag 

We guarantee our products. If you don't like what you've 
bought, send it back in 10 days for a full refund, 

rder (No COD.) to Bags & Bags Dept.HG 9. Roanoke, Ala. 36274 

ng items 
EACH      TOTAL       Enclosed Check/M. O. for $  
$7.95   
6.95          
5.95          
8.95          
7.95          

Name_ 

Address. 

City  _State_ _Zip_ 

CHILD AND HIS NAME 

Dashing Dirndl. Our wool skirl of strik- 
ing squares has an elastic tunnel waist- 
band, full lining and is dramatically 
sashed in wide black grosgrain. Black/ 
grey/white. Sizes S,M,L. $24 00. Add 7St 
for postage. Send for free catalog. 

THE TALBOTS 
DEPT. GK . HINGHAM, MASS. 02043 

Branches: Duxbury, Lenox, Mass 
Ml.  Carmel,  Conn 

in the finest tradition ... 

DRUM TABLE FLOOR LAMP 

Accent your period furniture 
with this fine solid maple 

table lamp. Looks like a care- 
fully crafted antique, but it 

has our exclusive protectolac 
finish that resists alcohol, 

boiling water, nail 
polish! Natural 

burlap shade has 
paper parchment 

lining, 3-way switch, 
U/L approved. 15" 
dia. shade. Shade 
52" high, overall. 

$32.50 plus $1.50 
postage & handling. 

Sorry no C.O.D.s 

TRUE MEANING OF NAME 
WITH POEM  IN A FRAME 

A unique, personal grift! Tender, heart-warming 
poem is prepared expressly for your child with 
TRUE MEANING of your child's name. Blue de- 
sigrn for boys, pink for prirls. Framed under glass 
in an 8" x 10" white wood frame with hanger. 
Perfect for child's room or nursery. If nickname 

i red, state given name too. Limit number of 
letters   to   nine. 

S5.95-Tw . for  Sll.SO 
Add ~Oc f»r postage anrl handling. 

PERSONALIZED CHILDREN'S POEMS 
Dept    G90. Garnet Lake Road 
Johnsburg.   New York  12843 

AN   ORIGINAL   PORTRAIT 
OF YOUR PET IN OILS 

A  rare value $15 

Morlyn, 
» JfJL. Dept. G-90 

3S0 So. County Rd. 
Palm Beach, Florida 33480 

Our artist captures the exact expression 
of your pet from your favorite color 
photograph. Antique-finished plaque 
measures 5'/i X 7-inches and is ready to 
hang. Satisfaction guaranteed! Send 
color photograph anocheck to: 

CREATIVE CRAFTS 
DEPT. 397.   RT. NO.1. BOX   101 C 

BLOWING  ROCK. N. C.   28605 

Also visit our shops at: 
• CHEROKEE. N. C.    • BEECH MTN..N.C. 
• THE  LOST SEA,SWEETWATER, TENN. 

Send 25C for Craft Catalog 

SHOPPING AROUND 

TELEPHONE SHOWER 
The famous Dani-shower is in a 
hold-in-the-hand telephone shape 
for superb all-over showering. Or 
use it as a fixed shower. Flexible 
4' hose is chrome-plated and rub- 
ber-lined: shower head and wall 
attachment are 100% nylon. 
Four-way adjustable bracket, 
$9.95. 5' cord. $1. Add 95c post. 
J. W. Hoist. Inc., HGE-9, 1005 E. 
Bay St., E. Tawas, Mich. 48730. 

MUSCLE TONER 
Exercise with simple rubber arm 
muscle builder, firms arm and 
hand muscles, relieves aches and 
stiffness. Fits in a pocket when 
not in use. Athletes use it; exer- 
cise enthusiasts advocate it. We 
use it to develop pruning shear 
skills. $1.49 plus 15c postage. 
Anthony Enterprises. HG9. 585 
Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
94105. 

HORSING AROUND 
An oldie but a goodie! Real old- 
fashioned rocking horse. Dandy 
toy for little riders, it takes plenty 
of punishment. Or consider one 
as a decorative piece. Solid wood 
construction, sanded and hand- 
rubbed with a tough antique pine 
finish. 17" by 24". $10.95 ppd. 
Postmark, HG9, P.O. Box 154, 
Wynnewood, Pa. 19096. 

ANTIQUE MAPS 
Four colorful reproductions of 
maps include the world, the 
Americas, Europe and Africa. 
Each is 16" by 24" and hand- 
some on the wall in a study or 
family room. Particularly inter- 
esting to see how the world 
looked to pre-Apollo explorers. 
$3.25 a complete set of four, 
ppd. World Art, Dept. HG9, West- 
port, Conn. 06880. 

OLE 
The bolero deserves cheers when 
knitted of washable orlon acrylic. 
Wear it with linen sheaths on a 
tropical cruise, or with basic 
black at any time in any clime. 
Choose white, black, light blue or 
shell pink. Sizes 32 to 46. $4.95 
plus 50c postage. Order from The 
Ferry House, Inc., HG9, Dobbs 
Ferry, N. Y. 10522. 

BORDEN KNOWS BEST 
Fine company chooses fine Wis- 
consin cheese.- lets same age for 
over a year in great wooden kegs. 
Borden Pippin (prime, that is), 
Cheddar Cheese Wheel, as of 
now, comes gift boxed for Christ- 
mas. One taste and you'll go 
overboard for it! Approximately 
5 lbs. $6.95 ppd. Borden, Inc., 
Foods Division, HG9, Box 231, 
Plymouth, Wis. 53073. 

HOUSE & GARf 



SHOPPING AROUND 

DOLPHIN DRAMA 
Widespread faucets, custom de- 
signed and elegantly detailed. In 
fine, wear-worthy metals: solid 
brass $59.95; 24k gold plate, 
verde green, pewter, old iron, 
satin chrome, $74.95 the set. 
Ppd. Basic plumbing included. 
Matching tub, shower sets, other 
designs available. House of Re- 
naissance, HG9, 8426 Melrose 
Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90069. 

A DOGS WORLD 
Dog Fancy magazine is chock 
full of warm, lively stories to de- 
light dog owners, fanciers. Full- 
color, with photographs, helpful 
hints, tips on care, breeding, 
showing, takes you around the 
world in history, art. One-year 
subscription, $3.50; two years, 
$6; three years, $8. Ppd. Dog 
Fancy, HG-9, P. 0. Box 460, 
Neptune, N. J. 07753. 

CERTAIN CURTAIN CHIC 
Neat and trim window dressing! 
Top quality unbleached muslin 
tieback curtains with 4V2" ruffle 
offer appealing coverage. Wash- 
able, but allow one inch per yard 
for shrinkage. Off-white. 84" 
wide per pair. Lengths: 54", 63", 
72", $7.50 per pair; 81", 90", 
$8.50 per pair. Add 50c post, per 
order. Country Curtains, HG9, 
Stockbridge,  Mass. 02162. 

WALK TO VIGOR 
Walker lets you walk, jog or r-un 
at home regardless of weather. 
Excellent way to get in shape and 
stay fit. Charts show calories 
burned up by exercise. Steel 
frame slants upward duplicating 
moderate hill. Belt for support. 
Free informative folder. Write 
Battle Creek Equipment Co., 
HG9, Battle Creek, Mich. 49016. 

MEMORY SCALE 
Designed by Braun, super scale 
has a memory to keep tabs on 
what you gain or lose each day. 
Just set the gauge—there are 
five, so the whole family can get 
into the act. Scale resets to true 
zero after each weighing. Gray 
with black vinyl, 11%" by lOVfe" 
by 2V2". $18.95 plus $1 post. 
Hobi, Dept. HG-9. Engel St., 
Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

DUTCH GARDEN GIRL 
City or country gardens take on a 
certain charm with a fountain. 
This is particularly charming with 
the girl waiting by her pail as it 
empties into the shell. Electric. 
27" h. overall; shell, 24" by 20". 
In gray or white stone, verd green 
or painted to order. $75. F.O.B. 
Catalogue, 50c. Bello-Groppi Stu- 
dios, HG90, 421 W. Wisconsin 
Ave., Chicago, III. 60614. 

a«1er usue 
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AM julhcniit copy >ou 
be proud to own No*, with 
( ohjssct ( oloniiils. you tan 
jwcmblc >our own Earl) 
American reproductions All 
parts accurate!) crafted and 
sjndcd read) to finish, stain 
included This gracclul maple 
tabic is civ, to assemble 
Dovetailed iegs fit snugly in 
the post Top 18". hi. 25" 
Send check or money order 
today. 

lonial 
Shaker Table 
Kit frlQ QC Postpaid 

aS6et 
'BY  HAGERTY 

!<»() Ship Street, Cohasset, Mass. 02025 

A SPARKLING 
GIFT IDEA 

THE KENYA GEM 

V 

.       rfl 

PIGSKIN  SUEDE CAP 
Ivy League styling in strong, rugged pigskin. 
Extremely comfortable, it's lined, has a sweat- 
band and is Scotchgard treated. Retains shape 
in any weather. Color choice of LODEN GREEN 
or   MAVERICK   BROWN - . _, 
Send  Head  Size  (6%-7%). ^ PPd 

The brightest jewel 
of an idea for gift giv- 
ing... the only man- 
made gem to rival the 
diamond! Incompar- 
able beauty and j 
prismatic fire. Rings,   / 
pendants, earrings,       / 
tie-taks. Men's and      / 
women's rings 
priced from $50. 
Convenient terms.     / 
Send for tree Illustrated Booklet. L_ 

KENYA GEM CORP. 
Division HG-90   / Philadelphia, Pa. 19122 

MEN'S  RELAXIN' SLIPPERS 
Step into these and a new world of luxury. Natu- 
ral color deerskin with sturdy, flexible sole and 
high collar. Feet and ankles are cradled in the 
softness and warmth of the lush Orion Acrylic 
pile lining. The man of the house will turn to 
these when day is done. Great after skiing. 
Whole Sizes 6-13. 

*1 0'00 (add 35c handling charge). 

FREE 
Catalog 

72 pages in full col- 
or,     specializing     in 
leather      c lothing 
and   accessories  for 
men,   women,   chil- 
dren.  Hats,  gloves, 
jackets,     footwear, 
handbags 
plenty of woolens, 
toe. 

Free Catalog 

TRADING  POST 
Rt. rl.itlUG   Dai a>-   01923 

Zip Code Required! 

!   STORK SCISSORS  : 

J 

Spanish Shelf 
.... CHOICE DECORATOR'S PIECE 
A handsome way to display your prize plates, mugs, 
objects of art or sentiment on this Hacienda wall 
shelf for your living room, dining room or den. Nice 
too. in the bathroom for perfumes and cosmetics. 
Brown wood and heavy black scrolled wrought iron 
brackets. 6'2" high. Shelf 3',2" x 12" long. 

60c   shipping   and «p «)■%/«) 
Same  as   above,   but  36"   long ^—  Q_ 

$1.00   shipping   and «p#."5 
Pa. Res. Add 6<> sales lax      Satisfaction Guaranteed 
SEND    FOR    FREE   GIFT   CATALOG 

l&cnvv 2A. Unmttj ^tubtosi 
Dept. G90, 39 Crestline Road, Wayne, Pa. 19087    I, 

■!**!* 

Petite, only 3' 2 inches long, yet practical and 
useful. These Stork scissors are ideally de- 
signed for use in embroidery and other needle- 
work. They are Silver and Gold and the eye ot 
the Stork is Blue. This unique gift item is im- 
ported from Germany and made of fine steel. 
These Stork scissors will be cherished always 
by their recipient and the donor will be remem- 
bered with each use. Present this unique gift to 
someone dear and order one for yourself. 

ARCADE CO.,  Box 7008-B 
Belle View Blvd. 
Alexandria,  Virginia  22307 

Please send   pairs of your beautiful Stork 
Scissors. Enclosed is S3.98 per pair plus $.30 
shipping charges for each pair. 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 
(Street) (City)       (State)       (Zip) 

SEPTEMBER,  1970 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

BACKACHE? 
Criss-cross designed Sacro-Las- 
tic back support offers correct 
relief without restricting natural 
movements. Live-action surgical 
elastic has built-in foam rubber 
back pad. No buckles, belts or 
uncomfortable stays. Send hip 
measure. $7.95 plus 45c post. 
Kinlen Co., Dept. HG- 90SL, 809 
Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Mo. 
64105. 

OFF WITH THE OLD 
On with a new styling for your 
old-fashioned fur coat! Expert 
furriers, Morton's, perform magi- 
cal transformations. Choose from 
any of 45 styles in stoles, jackets 
or capes. New lining, interlining, 
monogram, cleaning, glazing in- 
cluded. $34.95. Send for free 
fur style book. Morton's Furs, 
Dept. J-6. Washington, D. C. 
20004. 

ATTENTION! 
"I know you believe you under- 
stand what you think I said, but 
I am not sure you realize that 
what you heard is not what I 
meant." Great gift guaranteed 
to improve communications. 
Black letters on golden plate in 
pine-finish plaque, 4" by 5". 
$1.98 plus 20c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG9, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

HIDE-AWAY 
Now you see it, now you don't-—.. 
under-cabinet trolley attaches 
easily to cabinet and door; waste 
can moves forward when door 
opens, back when door closes. 
Honey tone pine stain finish; 16" 
I., 12" w. Waste can not includ- 
ed. $4.50 plus 50c post. Yield 
House, HG9. North Conway, 
N. H.03860. 

MAID FOR TOWELS 
Black wrought iron done up in a 
triple trivet design makes a 
handy holder for jumbo or stan- 
dard size paper towels. Three 
miniature trivets come together 
at either end for an Early Am- 
erican emphasis. Stands or 
hangs, 7" w. at the base, 6" tall. 
$4.95 ppd. Artisan Galleries, 
HG9, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dal- 
las, Tex. 75204. 

CORRECT COMFORT 
Stride along in cowhide leather 
oxfords and feel no pain: shoe's 
made with a built-in arch lift for 
maximum comfort and corrective 
walking posture. All this and 
good looks, too. 4-10, M and W. 
5-10, N, M, W. Black, natural or 
white, $9.95 plus 75c post. Old 
Pueblo Traders, 600-H9G, So. 
Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 
85716. 

I KNOW YOU BELIEVE YOU 

UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU THINK 

I SAID. BUT I AM NOT SURE YOU 

REALIZE THAT WHAT YOU HEARD 

IS NOT WHAT I MEANT, e 

KIDDIE 
BOOSTER 

■ little ones s' 
hoose from Rod. 01 

$4 95 plus $1 95 postage  2 for $9 50 plus 
$3 90 postage   Add salf-s tax on California 

No COD s i 

ORDER PROM 

GLOBAL MAIL ORDER HOUSE 
P 0   BOX 58347. 10S ANGELES. CALIF   90058 

HIS AND HERS 
ASTRO-WATCHES 

With open-end plastic tines mix more 
thoroughly because they press into 
corners, up side of bowl to really mix 
all the batter. Easy cleaning, no metal 
taste. Will not scratch Teflon bowls. 
Splatter ring and stainless steel shafts. 
Adapted to fit portable CO 98 Pr 
food mixers. 

n,i. I: 

FIFER   HOUSE Dept. 92 
3118 Martinique Way, Orlando. Florida 32805 

Follow our astronauts on their next flight to 
the moon with this truly "mod" timepiece. 
On a star-studded mid- 
night blue dial. The 
space craft orbit the 
moon to tell time with 
countdown   accuracy. 

''■-'■'•%--' 

.:■■: :> 
."••'.• ■'•IPS:'"1 " Blue strap  . . . color- 

coordinated    dial. 
Dependable   Swiss 
movement   guaranteed. 

Choice  of mint-model  for her . . . maxi- 
modelforhim.       EachS25.00 

Include 50c postage and handling 

THE WESTERN GENERAL STORE 
Dept S. 9318 S 213th PI , Kent. Wash 98031 

Esparto. 

Pedestal 

Table 
To display just one 
prized Objet D'Art. 
Perhaps a piece of 
sculpture; a treasured 
bowl; an antique 
vase. Imported from 
S pain, intricately 
hand-carved wood is 
finished in a rich, 
deep walnut. Whether 
you're a Spanish "Af- 
ficronado"—or just 
love our table, you'll 
recognize the unusual 
value. 21" high; 7" x 
7" top. 

$10-95 
Postpaid 

THE FERRY HOUSE 
Dept. HG90 

Dobbs Ferry 
New  York   10522 

Mail this coupon to Miles Kimball Co., 
580 Bond  Street,  Oshkosh,  Wisconsin   54901 

SEND ME-FREE- 
the 40 - page Miles Kimhall special catalog of 

unique new Christmas Card ideas — some deeply 

religious, some light hearted, all completely per- 

sonal and guaranteed to express your originality. 

My Name  

Address  

City & State. ZIP. 
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SAFELY 

REMOVES 

UNWANTED 

HAIR 

FOREVER 

SHOPPING AROUND 

4P> 

A 
PERMA TWEEZ—Revolutionary 'one-step' home electrolysis device safely and 
permanently removes all unwanted hair from 'face, arms, legs and body. This is the 
only instrument with special U.S. patented safety feature that destroys the hair 
root without puncturing skin. Automatic 'tweezer-lilce' action gives safe and per- 
manent results. Professionally endorsed. 14  1^ 

postage  paid 
Send checlt or M.O. 

APPEARS   IN   VARIOUS   MEDICAL  JOURNALS 

14 DAY 
MONEY  BACK 
GUARANTEE 

•   GENERAL  MEDICAL COMPANY.  Department HG-92 
|   5701 West Adams Boulevard. Los Angeles, California 90016 

I   Name_ 
I   Address  
j   City State_ _z;P_ 

Tufacturer of Professional and Home Electrolysis Equipment 

STAR   GAZERS 
A pair of charming 9'A" high children to sit 
on your terrace, in the garden, or on a garden 
wall. Use them for bookends, door stops, or 
set them on your hearth just for the heck of it. 
Cast in gray antique stone for inside or outside 
use. Add 10% for white with gray antique wash. 
Shipped PPD in the U.S. Please enclose check 
or ship COD. Please specify =1 or =2 and 
color. $12.50 each, $24.50 pair. 

VON   HAUSEN   STUDIO 
BOK   69638, Los   Angeles,   Calif.   90069 COOPER'S 

Dept.  98,  7840  Rugby 

Only you know and I know 
Why not let 
these elegant 
bulletin boards 
serve as a re- 
minder to all 
u ho see it? 

American flag— 
)   patri- 

k   screen 
done on cork in 
red,   white   and 
blue.    H and ■ 
somely   framed 
in silver wood 
(18" x 2 2" ) 

S9.95 

trie—be - 

pattern 
Its  and 

squares 
cork in 

white and black 
Handsomely 
framed m silver 
wood   ' 
22") S9.95 

rwvi 
• • 

• •    • 

• •    • 

Please add SI.50 for postage ana handling. 

Creative Forces Ltd. 
3 Guy Drive, East Brunswick, New Jersey 0SB 

DECORATORS: 
PLEASE NOTE! 

Floor 
Candle 
Holder 

$9-98 
Two for S18.98 
Add 95c postage 

TALL SHOW PIECE 
of WROUGHT IRON 
in SPANISH MOTIF 

This is an important 
piece that will add Med- 
iterranean flavor to your 
living room, dining 
room or family room as 
it graces a fireplace, or 
have two flanking a 
door, entrance hall or 
patio. Height adjusts 
from 33" to 47" for your 
own desired effect. 10" x 
10" base with large 2" x 
9" white candle included. 
Extra heavy wrought 
iron in black, gold, 
green antique or an- 
tiqued white and 
gold (specify). 

I -; lb ■ I. 

St., Phila.,  Pa. 19150 

An incredible collection of genuine 
postage stamps from 88 different 
countries all around the world. Includes 
many strange far-away lands — from 
Abu Dhabi to Zambia - which perhaps 
you never knew existed! 
Ancient stamps nearly 100 years old . . . 
New issues . . . Stamps from the North 
Pole (Greenland) to the South Pole 
(Antarctica) . . . British, French, Portu- 
guese and Spanish Colonies . . . airmails, 
commemoratives, moon and outer space 
stamps...many other fascinating subjects 
which will amaze and delight you. 
All for only 10c! to introduce our special 
service of exciting stamps for free exami- 
nation. Buy any or none, cancel service 
anytime — but this valuable collection 
is yours to keep Also big FREE illustra- 
ted Catalog Send lOtf TODAYl 

H. E. HARRIS. DEPT S3. BOSTON MASS, 02117 

^m 

. 

SMILE SIGN 
Knock the know-it-all with a good- 
natured spoof sign. "Gem of 
Whizdom" marker in 24k gold 
lettering (up to 20 large letters 
on one line. 30 on another) on 
8V2" by 2" oil-rubbed solid wal- 
nut desk marker. "Gem" shown, 
$1.95; your own brainchild, 
$2.95. Add 25c post. Spear En- 
gineering Co., 3008 Spear Bldg., 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907. 

GOODY TWO-SHOES 
Shiny, fake alligator (who but 
you and the Talbots know?) for 
low-down fall fashion have flattie 
heels, rounded toes. Pow bow 
trim, real leather piping in brown, 
black or navy. Sizes 5V2 to 9V2, 
narrow or medium widths. $16 
plus 75c postage. Please specify 
size, color. Free catalogue. The 
Talbots. Dept. KZ, Hingham, 
Mass. 02043. 

TIME THIEF 
Is your pool robbing you of lei- 
sure time? Meyco safety pool 
cover takes just two minutes to 
put on or remove. Keeps out 
dirt, leaves and such; children 
and pets are safe when you're 
away. Discourages algae. Custom 
made for any size. 15' by 30', 
$229 ppd. Meyco, HG9, 138 
Haven Ave., Port Washington, 
N. Y. 11050. 

RIG UP A SHIP 
Sir Francis Drake's flagship, "The 
Golden Hind" is yours for the 
making and as handsome a rig 
as any for display. Kit contains 
a carved wood hull, all metal fit- 
tings, color cloth sails, wood 
stand, rigging, plans. 20" I., 15" 
h. $21.95 plus 75c post. 128- 
page catalogue 25c. Preston's, 
101-T Main Street Wharf, Green- 
port, N. Y. 11944. 

THE AMERICAN SCENE 
Lesson in history beautifully told 
in prints of the past. Great mo- 
ments from Plymouth Rock to 
the moon landing and great peo- 
ple from presidents to pioneers. 
Use as a handsome focal point in 
any room. 11" by 14" each, the 
set of 24 is only $1 plus 25c post. 
World Art Group, Dept. HG9, 606 
Post Rd.,Westport, Conn. 06880. 

Marglo 
MARBLE   STAIN   REMOVER 

and POLISHING KIT 
■ngs—yes. even discolorations en AS 

b ;cs can now be easily cleaned an:: 
MARGLO-- ■   ate 

Contains   a   c : 
remover,  r pc *d e r 

'-'ARGLCj 
MARBLE SEALER WAX that gives p-crec-ion ancl 
shining beauty to VOL.- marble. So C.O.D.'s. piease I 
Complete Mari:.i< $ C95 Mat  le Seller      $ 09E 

«J Alone (postpaid)        *• Kit (postpaid) 

MARGLO   CO. 
P.O. Box  114,  Dept.  HG-90,  Niles,  Illinois 6044' 
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LIVE DONKEYS! 
New idea in pets: a miniature 
donkey! The affectionate, intelli- 
gent, gentle animal seen under 
the Sardinian and Sicillian sun. 
Now bred in this country to 
charm you. Grows approx. 34" 
h.. weighs about 200 lbs. Can 
I nil a cart full of children. Write 
for free information to Miniature 
Donkey Registry. HG9. 1108 
Jackson St., Omaha, Neb. 68102. 

THE TUREEN TERRIFIC 
Soup's on in superb style with a 
hand-wrought pewter-finish tu- 
reen. From Italy, it has insulated 
lining to keep the potage piping 
hot for at least three hours. Four- 
quart tureen with 12V2" diameter 
tray. $12.98 plus 75c postage. 
Order from Maison Michel, Ltd., 
HG9. Michel Bldg., Hicksville, 
N.Y. 11802. 

CARDS, CARDS, CARDS! 
Bet you've been waiting for the 
Miles Kimball 1970 Christmas 
card catalogue! And here it is, 
free as always and brimming with 
new beauties. Holiday whimsy or 
religious inspiration, all personal 
and personalized, many with 
drawings of the family or your 
home. Write to Miles Kimball, 630 
Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901. 

PRETTY SNAKEY 
For him or her. pocket or purse, 
a genuine python skin wallet from 
exotic Bengal. India with black 
sheepskin for the inner section. 
We guarantee it will keep your 
loot in handsome shape. Buy a 
few—python skin is the latest 
leather media and these are an 
exclusive. $7.95 each, ppd. Order 
from India Imports. HG9. Box 
383, Westport. Conn. 06880. 

SILVER PEARLS 
Superb sterling silver pearls 
hand-rolled and strung on a sil- 
very chain. Gleaming with the 
look of fine jewelry. Handmade 
by Spanish silver craftsmen, 
they're imported at a remarkably 
low price. Single 15" strand with 
fifty silver pearls $5.95 ppd. 
Palm Co., 7264 Greenland Bldg., 
Miami. Fla. 33054. 

^•••X 
"GOLD FOIL" Screen 

A Beautiful, genuine foil laminated onto light, 

durable panel, provides a screen which adds luxury 

ond elegance to any setting, or decor. Heavy wood 

frame, each panel weighs only 7 lbs. Material and 

workmanship guaranteed. 

3 panel -783C 47"W.x78H. S66.00 

4 panel =r784C 63" « 78" S88.00 

Shipped ppd. No. C.O.D. 

MODE MERCHANDISE CO. 
1607   Summer   St.,   Phila.,   Pa.   19103 

BEAUTY   AMI 
IIII    BLEACH 

No   fairy   talc  this,  hut  a  fact! 

S judc win I nine 

Bli .K It   .   .   .   the   fabulous   new 

tli.ii bleaches superfluous 

liair (in fai Like 

magic,  medically  approved  Jolen 

turns   dark   hair   pale   blond   to 

blend  with your own skin tones. 

B(   a beauty . . . try JCB now! 

MM IN 

l!..x   561,   118.  Fairfield], Conn. 06430 

Name     

Address  __ 

City_ 

r? 

* 

^ 

_□  $2.20 Reg. Size 

_□   $5.50 Giant Economy Size 

_Zone_ _State_ 

s   <   O.D.'s  Price incl. pp. Money back guarantee 

* 

3 in 1 

\ 

IMAGINE! a compact, attractive, black & white tensor 
lite, electric pencil sharpener & ball p^int pen in holder. 
Good for executives, students, housewives. A real value 

for every desk. 

£ «■ all  3  only $9"98 

h   AA 2forS19.75 
post. & ins. .50 no C.O.D.s please 

Dept. G-970, 9933 Lawler Ave. 

Skokie, Illinois 60074 

W 

42% 

A"* 

'lS%. 

Floral Discovery 

Silver Polishing 
GLOVES $2^:ri 

post. & handling 

2 PAIR $3.98 PPD. 
You'll love these gloves with the polish impregnated, 
with lining to keep hands clean. Designed with tree 
fore finger and thumb tor easy handling, they never 
need washing as polishing qualities improve with 
use. Outlasts jars ot polish. One size fits all. Takes 
the dirty work out of keeping your silver shining. 

I>,i Res I'M <>''. Salea Tax • Sorry, No COD'e 
SEND   FOR   FREE   GIFT   CATALOG 

TA Yl flR   RIFT^ Dept-2'226 w- Way"e Ave. 
IHILUn    Ull   10   Wayne    Pennsylvania.   19087 

Bring the garden indoors with these exquisite Eng- 
lish wild flowers. Kit comes complete with specially 
treated brilliantly colored wild flowers, textured 
mat background, velour shadowbox surrounded by 
gilded wooden frame, glass cover, wall bracket and 
instructions. All you add is creativity to make a 
decorative piece worth over four times its cost of 
$14.95 postpaid. 

DISCOVERIES FROM AROUND THE WORLD 
Post Office Box 88 West Nyack, New York 10994 

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" 
Water plants while you're away. 
Amazing wicks feed moisture to 
plants tor up to 8 weeks. One end 
inserted In water, other end in soil. 
Will not rot or mildew. Set ot 4. 

NURSEMAIDS 
SI.98 - 15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add b°o sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-90 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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Brush on a 
hand-rubbed 

look 

SHOPPING AROUND 
// 

Pen-Chrome 
wakes up the beauty in wood. 
Send 50C for Vi-pint sample. 
Pen-Chrome Clear Satin wood fin- 
ish brushes on easily and dries 
quickly to a rich, hand-rubbed 
finish. Makes natural wood grain 
come alive in furniture, woodwork, 
cabinets, trim, paneling. Use over 
stained or raw wood. Offer limited 
to 1 can per customer. 

Send 50c to: The O'Brien Corp., 
Dept.HG9, South Bend,Ind.46621. 

THE COFFEE COOLER SPOON 
"TEIT SPOON 

A unique spoon for busy people who 
do not have time to sip their beverages 
piping hot. This solid, yet petite, light 
weight satin gold finished spoon cools 
coffee, tea, cocoa, soup, or any other 
hot beverage by absorbing the heat 
quickly, without diluting it. Both useful 
and needed, its ideal, and very practi- 
cal for almost any gift-giving occasion. 
We Guarantee your Satisfaction! Or- 
der today—Only S5.00 each ppd. 
Send Cash or Money Order, (Sorry no 
C.O.D.'s). 

CONRAD ENTERPRISES 
P.O.   Box   369,   Reseda.   California   91335 

Experience Satin Sheets. 
Once your grateful body touches satin, 
you'll know who the Beautiful People are. 
Exquisite, washable acetate satin in all 
your colors: Gold, Black, Pink, White, Red, 
Orchid, Blue, Olive, Orange, Mint or Bronze. 

SHEET SETS (2 straight sheets, 2 cases) 
Double Set $17.50 Queen Set $21.49 
Twin Set        17.25      King Set 23.99 

3 letter monogram on cases $1.50 
For fitted bottom sheet, add $2.00 to double 
or twin price; $2.50 to queen price; $3.00 
to king price. Send check or money order. 
50% deposit on C.O.D.'s. 

SCINTILLA,    INC. 
4802 N. Broadway —GO-9 

Chicago, III. 60640 
"All Things Exotic m Satm" 

FOR A TRIMMER, SHAPELIER, 
MORE GLAMOROUS AND 

YOUTHFUL NECKLINE 

Here is a fantastic little exerciser that you 
can use for just a few minutes a day in the 
privacy of your own home. Designed to uti- 
lize the only principle that you yourself can 
use to help eliminate wrinkles, lines, sags 
and bags, and shape a lovelier, firm, smooth 
neck and jaw line, patented. 

ONLY $9.95 from 

JAY SHARRON 
P0.B0X 3984,Dept.D-2,SanFrancisco.CA 94119 

' SHARRON 1970 

S67.50 

HAND MADE, 
SOLID BRASS 

LIGHTING FIXTURES    , 
Made in our own shop since 
1897. Available in pewter, pol- 
ished or antique brass or silver. 
We also make tin lanterns, 
sconces and chandeliers. Wide 
selection, not available else- 
where. The hanging bowl is 8 
"n. The chandelier is 20 in. The 
ceiling light is 8 in. The coach 
lamp is 26 in. high. We also 
refinish and restore old light- 
ing fixtures, lamps, lanterns, 
etc. We also supply missing 
glass parts. S65.00 

SEND 25c FOR 196 PAGE CATALOG 

RANCOCAS  WOOOS.   N.  J.  08060 
Telephone 609-235-1830 

CREATE BEAUTIFUL DECOUPAGE ITEMS 
Isobel White's authoritative boolclet 

gives step-by-step instructions plus a 

list of materials available in any paint 

store. Add heirloom charm and conver- 

sation-piece accent to boxes, lamps, 

furniture with DECOUPAGE. Easy and 
fun! 

Send SI.50 for your copy to: 

ISOBEL C. WHITE 
Dept. HG 9. P.O. Box 115. Eneinitos. Calit. 92024 

PARK YOUR GLASSES 
Keep them safe, keep them 
handy in black leather-like opti- 
cal stand personalized with your 
name in gold. Be sure to specify 
name. Red pile lining to keep 
lenses clean, scratch-free any- 
where at home or office. Holds 
any size glasses. 5" tall. $1.98 
ppd. Standard American, HG9, 1 
Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

PRINCELY PLAQUE 
Make a man's home his castle 
with the family coat-of-arms on 
display. Embossed copper on pol- 
ished mahogany base, hand- 
painted motto. 8" by 5", $16.95; 
10" by 13", $29.50: two-family 
shield 10" by 12". $34. Add 75c 
post. Send 10c for color cata- 
logue. "1776" House, G45. 260 
Mass. Ave.. Boston. Mass. 02115. 

SUMMER STITCHERY 
Take the crewel needle to a sten- 
ciled background of tempting 
tangerine and stitch up a bunch 
of summer flowers. Colorful wool 
yarns, needle, backing and frame 
comprise the complete kit. With 
color illustrations. $4.95 plus 
50c post. Finished, it's 15" by 
12". J. Carlton's, Inc., Dept. 
F171, 176 Madison Ave., New 
York, N. Y. 10016. 

SQUEEZE EASY 
Wear-Ever Juicer for citrus fruits 
squeezes and strains simultane- 
ously. Put halved fruit in, press 
down on handle and there's the 
vitamin rich juice. Cast alumi- 
num, easy to clean, on rubber 
feet to protect counter. 534" by 
5%" by 9%". Packed in gift car- 
ton. $7.95 ppd. Miles Kimball, 
100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 
54901. 

ICE INITIALS 
Add distinction to tinkling ice 
cubes with your own initials! Ten 
individually lettered cubes in real 
ice to a tray. Something special 
for partying and gifting. Indicate 
initial for each tray. Two trays, 
$5; additional trays, each $2. 
Add 50c post. Nu Art Co., Dept. 
24, 160 Amhurst St., East Or- 
ange, N. J. 07019. 

WANTED: 

TURTLE 
COPPER 

BRACELET 
For its effect... 
For its style... 
For its mystery. 

From the ancient Egyptian Middle Kingdom to 
America, 1970, for over 5,000 years, copper brace- 
lets have been worn to ward off aches and pains. 
Copper, with its amazing versatility and endurance. 
is more than any other metal "the human element." 
Let authentic Turtle Bay copper cast its rosy glow 
around your wrist. We don't claim a Turtle Bay 
copper bracelet will cure your ills ... . but it 
will give you a unique fashion accent and a conver- 
sation piece steeped in history. 
Turtle Bay's hand-buffed pure copper bracelet: 
ladies, $6, gentlemen, S8. Write: 

U:\ TURTLE BAY, Ltd. 
^ P.O. Box 25 / Annapolis, Md. 21404 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

WELCOME RING 
A musical colonial doorbell 
chimes a welcome, gives a gra- 
cious greeting to guests. Its lac- 
quered, solid brass construction 
promises to keep it singing even 
in the rain. It's a cinch to attach 
and needs no wires or electricity. 

" dia. $2 plus 25c postage 
from Leon Duquette, HG90, 76 
Payson, Fitchburg, Mass. 01420. 

SPORTIN LIFE 
The sporting man in a lady's life 
will bless her forever if she or- 
ders him a head-hugging pigskin 
suede cap. Trouble is, it will prob- 
ably last and last! For driving, 
hunting, golf, gardening. Lined 
cap, treated to withstand weath- 
er, in green or brown, 6% to 7% 
(send head size) $4.95 ppd. 
Deerskin Trading Post, HG9. Rt. 
1 at 114, Danvers, Mass. 01923. 

MEANINGFUL MESSAGE 
Reminiscent of the Illuminated 
manuscripts of the Middle Ages, 
a simple but eloquent thought, 
silk-screened in five brilliant col- 
ors, handsomely mounted on a 
solid walnut-finished plaque. 9" 
by 12". Each, $4.95 plus 50c 
post.; two plaques, $9.75 ppd. 
House of Goodspeed, HG-9, Fed- 
eral Square Bldg., Grand Rapids, 
Mich. 49502. 

LADY'S ROCKER 
A most feminine mahogany re- 
production is a copy of a Vic- 
torian original called Aunt Jodie's. 
sewing rocker. The detailing is 
hand carved; the spring seat a 
comfort feature. 18%" w., 16" 
seat depth, 35" h. $69.95. Exp. 
coll. A selection of samples plus 
catalogue of Victorian furniture, 
$1. Magnolia Hall, HG9. 726 An- 
dover  Dr.,  Atlanta,  Ga.  30327. 

TIMESAVING TOTALIZER 
Ever lost count in the middle of 
wrapping coins after a church ba- 
zaar or PTA cookie sale? Conve- 
nient coin counting tray makes it 
easy to sort, count, wrap in sec- 
onds. Four marked slots for quar- 
ters, dimes, nickels and pennies 
let the treasurer do it in jig time. 
$1.98 plus 30c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG9, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

Lead Crystal Bud Vase 
Our vase instincts tell us this is the perteet way to 
show off a flower or two, that one delicate rose, even 
pretty artificial posies. Fine lead crystal vase comes 
trom West Germany, cleverly hand cratted to reflect 
dancing sparks of light, no matter where you place 
the vase. Pretty for a desk, to brighten any room; 
lovely in pairs.  6" tall. 

No. 7271 $3.00, 2 for $5.85 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

""""y   )  Please, your zip code is required. 

li/l/vWo  EVANSTON.ILL.60204 

^Genuine Butcher 
' Block, IW thick. 
Stainless    steel 
frame.   Shepherd 
casters that lock. 

$169.50 

t 
THE 

BUTCHER BLOCK 
With leaves down: 26" x 18". With leaves up: 48" 
x 18". Height, SOVi". Same cart with matte black 
steel frame, $139.50. 
Order direct. Check or Money Order. No C.O.D.'s 
Express charges collect. NYC 6% tax. Elsewhere 
taxes applicable. Catalog, 50c. 

J8DBMUNER.INC. 
298 Bowery, N.Y.  10012 (Dept. HG9) GR 7-2830 

It's easy to 

IMPORT 
your own 

glamorous 

KANGAROO 
FUR COAT 

OR JACKET 
Designed and made in 
Australia by Australia's 
largest furrier. 
These contemporary fash- 
ion leaders are available 
in a number of colors 
and styles. 
Also in 
Australian Fox & 
Australian Lamb 

SPECIAL  EXPORT  PRICES 
Kangaroo & Fox Lamb 

COAT       36" length $195 $95 
JACKET   32" length $175 $75 
JACKET    25" length $130 $60 

plus postage 
LEATHER  TRIM   (as illustrated)   $20 extra 

ALSO:   KANGAROO  &   FOX   MIDIS from  S245 
KANGAROO   &   FOX   MAXIS from $285 

Write  for   simpli    import   directions   and   frei   coloi 

CORNELIUS 
INTERNATIONAL 

Dept.  HS7,  72 CASTLEREAGH  ST. 
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA 2001. 

THE   FUR   CENTRE   OF   AUSTRALIA 

Work wonders with 
PLEXiGLAS 
acrylic sheet 

Make sec-through pieces to give your 
home that decorator look . . . without that 
decorator cost. 

The transparent creations shown here 
are just a few of the "you-can-do" ideas 
we've assembled in a handsome booklet. In 
it you'll find ideas for table lops, space 
dividers, cabinet sliding doors and much 
more. 

Plexiglas is a safe window replacement 
material, too. It's crystal clear and as much 
as 17 times more breakage resistant than 
glass. Yet weighs only half as much, has no 
sharp edges. 

Plexiglas is a joy to work with. It drills, 
cuts, cements and installs in a jiffy. Get 
Plexiglas at your nearby hardware, glass or 
building supply dealer. Ask him for our 
booklet or write to us enclosing 25c to cover 
posiage and handling. 

Rohm and Haas Company, 
P.O. Box 9730, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 19140 

ROHMK1 
iHRflSEfl 

CHILDREN   OF   THE   WEEK   CHARMS   IN   RHYME 
Sunday's Child Is fair, wise, good and gay; Monday's 
Child is fair of face; Tuesday's Child is full of grace: 
Wednesday's Child is free of woe; Thursday's Child 
has far to go; Friday's Child is loving and giving; 
Saturday's Child works hard for a living. I xquisit 
RAISED design. First name and date engraved free 
on the back. 
Solid 14K Gold ....34»....$9.0O 1"  $13.00 
Sterling Silver ....%"....$3.50 1"  $   4.50 

The Jamaica Silversmith 
DEPT. G9, 407 ROCKAWAY AVENUE 

VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11581 
Orders Shipped   Promptly.   In town? Visit Us! 

Baby Robin 
Keep spring in your heart all year with 
this delightful stoneware by Andersen 
of Maine. Enchanting as paperweight 
or shelf or table decoration—in natur- 
al variegated browns to white with 
dark expressive eyes. A 
face    a    mother    could $7.50 
love. 3 x 3". ppo- 

Pa. Res. Add «% Tat • Sorry No CODs 
SEND   10c  FOR  GIFT CATALOG 

Clymer's of Bucks County 
Dept. HG9-0, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950 
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Above US Training Ship "Eagle," 21"'L x 14'/i"h. Com- 
plete kit with carved wood hull, sewn sails, all fittings and 
mounting board   Complete $19 95 plus 754 shipping. 

Ship Models 
Ships played a part in the family his- 

tory of most of us. Perhaps that's why 
a ship model is so warming to have and 
so lovely to look at. 

Our new fully illustrated 128 page 
catalog shows over 40 Historic Sailing 
Ships — all available in kit form and 
some as finished models. Also shown 
are more than 100 pictures of Ships and 
Sea — figureheads, Brass Cannons, and 
decorative marine items by the score. 
Catalog 25«. Send check or M.O. to: 

PRESTON'S 
101- W Main St. Wharf 

Greenport. L. I.. N. Y. 11944 
SATISFACTION  OR  MONEY BACK 

Poodle Star 
Here is one of the stars of Maureen Hall's 
Animal Fantasy. Miss Hall says, "I use Mr. 
Groom Shampoo and Creme Rinse on all of 
the animals and I am really sold on it." 

Miss Hall is founder and director 
of this popular West Coast ani- 
mal act. 
Mr. Groom Shampoo is recom- 
mended by pet stores every- 
where. For a generous sample, 
send 25ft to: 

S ^ MR. GROOM, Dept. HG-07 
^"**     1495 E. Warner, Santa Ana, CA 92705 

Delux. 1970 
Christmas Cards 

FREE 
To Help You 

MAKE EXTRA MONEY 

Pays Full *100 Profit Per Box! 
i .,->• to make $10.00 on 10 boxes, up to 

$250.00 on 250 boxes for yourself or your organ- 
ization. lilG value $2 Christmas or Everyday As- 
sortments sell on sijzht. Over 150 Cardinal money- 
makers to show friends. No < xpfrimcc needed. 
Many exclusive extra-quality, 
-value, -profit Assortments 
—like 3G cards for SI.50. 
MAIL COUPON NOW 
to pet 3 best-sellers on ap- 

i with your FREE $2 
Assortment —PLUS 1-REE 
Exclusive Personalized Card 
Album of 77 Selections and 
handy Cany Kit FREE. 
Send no money.   Act today. 

Send for $2.00 Box   I ■ '&- <S»tJ C'l/U, 
_   FREE   - 

r"cARDINAL CRAFTSMEN, Dept. 20-H    I 
I  1400 Stale Ave., Cincinnati. Ohio 45214 
a Send handy Introductory Money-Making Kit      - 
1 on approval  with   FREE   $2.00  box,  FREE 

CardinalCarry Kit and FREE Personal Album. 
Name  
Address  

City State. 

SWIMHUT 
START   SUMMER   SWIMMING   EARLY! 

Enjoy your pool year round in the new 
space-age enclosure. Solar-heated by day, 
holds in and utiJJjes pool heat by night. 
Swim in real comfort. 

Patented water border perimeter seals 
airtite to pool deck; filtered fresh air with- 
in keeps pool sparkling, keeps out leaves, 
wind, dirt, animals and insects. 

Vinyl top appears as stained glass roof, 
with window clear sides, nylon stabilizers. 

Durable and lightweight, can be quickly 
erected or removed as desired by home 
owner. Low cost is fractional of permanent 
structures. Swimhut will repay in pool 
pleasure and care. 

Free brochure on request. 

AQUAGARD   POOL  COVERS 
2801   SAN   FERNANDO  RD. 

LOS ANGELES,   CALIF.   90065 

TRUNK 
DECORATING 
for fun and profit 

•INCLUDING DEC0UPAGE 
PLAQUE INSTRUCTIONS 

All across the country, these trunks are 
emerging from attics and basements to be 
transformed into lovely and useful blanket 
chests, toy boxes, hope chests, etc Be the 
first in your neighborhood to enjoy and profit 
from this exciting new hobby. This one-of- 
a-kind, illustrated booklet. "Trunks to 
Treasures," gives complete step-by-step 
instructions and ideas for decorating. ONLY 
$2 POSTPAID; two copies for S3.50. Keep 
one: give one! 

RING  ASSORTMENT 
INTRODUCTORY 

OFFER 
Hobbyist's assortment of 
hard-to-find, brass-fin- 
ished rings are packaged 
for you in a re-useable 
polyethylene bag. Kit in- 
cludes four 1". ten 3/4" and five 1/2" rings to 
screw into frame of decorative plaque, photo 
frames, etc Plus an illustrated instruction 
brochure on decoupage plaques. 

BROCHURE AIMD 19 RINGS 1.98 ppd. 

FLAIR-CRAFT 
BOX 4607-C  •  TULSA,  OKLA. 74104 

SHOPPING AROUND 

MOIST HEAT 
RELIEVES PAIN. 

The principle isn't new. Your grand- 
mother dipped towels in boiling water, 
applied them to painful areas—and they 
worked. The THERMOPHORE* uses 
same principle without hot towels, 
scalding water. Large 27"x13" electric 
unit generates its own moisture, pro- 
vides intense moist heat, relieves pain 
of arthritis, rheumatism, bursitis, muscle 
soreness  .  .   .   relieves  misery of colds 
and    flu.    Two    thermostats uniform 
heat distribution. Automatic turn-off. 15 
DAY FREE TRIAL. MAIL THIS COUPON, 
READ WHAT DOCTORS AND USERS SAY. 

BATTLE CREEK 
EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
BATTLE CREEK,  MICHIGAN 

BATTLE CREEK Equipment Company 
Dept.473, 307 West Jackson. Battle Creek, Mich. 49016 
Please rush information on THERMOPHORE 

Name_  

Address  

City Stal -Zip- 

LIGHT THE WAY 
Chairside lamp keeps an eye on 
your vision with up to five times 
the power of ordinaries for read- 
ing, knitting, sewing, TV or at 
the game table. 36" high, it ad- 
justs up to 48" high. Brass. $60, 
or brass with black, white or 
avocado, $44.50. Ppd. Light- 
crafters. HG9. 10 Lexington Ave., 
Greenwich, Conn. 06830. 

THE STRETCHY 
Among the marvels invented for 
our comfort, one of the most wel- 
come's the shoe stretcher. Line 
up all those "closet shoes." insert 
custom-made contoured wood 
shape. Overnight, shoe's en- 
larged. Specify men's/women's 
size. $4.98 plus 80c post, with 
free Liquid Shoe Stretcher. Maha- 
ra Sales Corp., HG9, 116-19 101 
Ave., Jamaica, N. Y. 11419. 

PERCHING FINCHES 
Basic embroidery stitches create 
a pair of happy finches perched 
in brilliant flowers. Background 
is beige linen and the embroidery 
yarns are linen. Imported from 
Sweden, it comes with mounting 
board. Birds are blue and yellow. 
$8.50 ppd. Color catalogue, $1. 
Skon, GE9. 55 Lambert Lane, 
New Rochelle, N. Y. 10804. 

CLEARLY GOOD TASTE 
Sparkling frame for desserts of 
the dough or whipped cream 
variety: clear crystal 8" diameter 
plates. Specify two or three hand- 
cut initials. Terrific multi-purpose 
plates are for salads or fruit and 
cheese. Set of eight, $8.98. 
Matching 6" diameter bread & 
butter plate, set of eight, $8.98. 
Ppd. Wales, Dept. HG97, Harts- 
dale, N. Y. 10530. 

FOR MUSTACHIOED MEN 
Mod males who sport mustaches 
need an old-timey mug to enjoy 
a cup of coffee! Full color hand- 
decorated mustache cups of fine 
porcelain serve that purpose. 
With 1890 illustrations. $2.98 
each. And how about a set of four 
assorted Currier & Ives cups, at 
$9.95? Ppd. Jenifer House, Dept. 
G-90, Great Barrington, Mass. 
01230. 

SELF-STICKING 
TUB   TAPE 

Self-adhesive tape seals cracks r 
and   openings   around   tub,   sink 
or    basin.     Press    self-adhesive 
tape   onto   clean,   dry   surface 
ana it's ready to work. 11 foot 

$1.98 
TUB  TAPE 

30c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5°o sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony  Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-90 
San Francisco   Calif. 94105 
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ONE FOR THE ROAD 
The next auto jaunt with the fam- 
ily might even be a pleasure with 
this handy car table. Fits snugly 
over back seat so you enjoy lunch 
with never a spill. Between 
snacks children play cards or 
color so you drive undisturbed. 
Folds for storage in trunk. $6.50 
plus 75c post. House of Minnel, 
HG90E, Deerpath Rd., Batavia, 
III. 60510. 

NOW'S THE TIME 
Tuck a travel alarm clock into 
your suitcase to be right on time 
for a quick get-away or a friend's 
bon-voyage gift. Goof-proof alarm 
setting window at base has clear, 
precise numbers. 3" round. 
Brushed gold finish, aluminum, 
simulated leather travel case with 
protective gold metal trim. $9.98 
plus 50c post. Hobi, Dept. HG9, 
Engel St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

PROJECT: PROJECTION 
Fun-filled hours for the family! 
Super Power Magnajector re- 
quires no slides or film. Projects 
to 16 square feet live insects, ani- 
mal life through twin lens sys- 
tem right onto wall. Without re- 
moval from album, black and 
white or color pictures can be 
projected. $9.95 plus 75c post. 
World Co., HG9, One Park Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 10016. 

ZODIAC MAT 
Front door, back door, bathroom, 
kitchen—mighty mat with new 
designs of the ever-popular zodiac, 
symbols. Gold on blue nylon 
that's washable, wear-worthy. 
Vinyl-backed to prevent slipping. 
18" by 27" in your choice of 12 
signs (specify birthdate). $9.95 
each; set of 12, $99.50. Ppd. 
Fibertrends, HG9, P.O. Box 800, 
Conshohocken, Pa. 19428. 

LADY OF LIGHT 
Graceful madonna, carefully de- 
tailed in Dresden-like china, fin- 
ished with white bisque. Garland 
of pink roses adorns her hair. 
Add your favorite perfume to her 
flowers and air takes on a delicate 
scent. With bulb, plug, on-off 
switch. 6V2" h. 41/2" w., $8.50 
ppd. Morlyn, Inc., Dept. G-90, 
350 So. County Rd., Palm Beach, 
Fla. 33480. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Collector's Stoneware Jug 
The first of a new dated series . . . each with 
a marine motif and complete history permanent- 
ly printed on reverse side. 1970 design shows 
the "Danmark," the Danish 3-master loaned 
as a training ship to the U.S. after Pearl Har- 
bor. 91/2" tall, cork stopper. For the collector, 
the man who has everything! 

Order No. 7557 $1 5.00 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

'—/   ~\  Please, your zip code is required 

/ S/l/jMrt C DEPT.  1409-D 
^C/W'fO    EVANSTON, ILL. 60204 

Chandeliers Drip-Dry 
with Crystal Clean! 

Cleans   Artificial  Flowers,  too 
Use this amazing, new miracle cleaner that 
sprays crystal chandeliers to sparkling bright- 
ness in a jiffy. No need to take down, disas- 
semble, remove or polish parts and pendants. 
Grease, grime, dust, etc., disappear when 
you use this finger tip spray on the large, 16 
oz. plastic bottle, $4.75. Order now to make 
your home sparkle. No COD's please. Cal. 
res. add 5% tax. 

Kellum's CRYSTAL CLEAN 
Dept. HG-9 

652 Lighthouse, Monterey, Calif. 93940 

TRONGITE is a remark- 
able, hard and brilliant syn- 
thetic stone the most con- 
vincing laboratory-made 
product, at the fraction of 
the cost of a diamond. 

STRONGITE'S amazing 
hardness enables us to offer 
you an UNCONDITIONAL 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE in 
writing against scratching. 
chippinQ or loss of brilliance. 
Available in every popular 
gem shape, up to 20 carat 
diamond size, and larger. 
Sold on our easy payment 
plan and a MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE within 10 
days. You take no risk! 

SEND NO MONEY. 

Just write for FREE BRO- 
CHURE showing a wide va- 
riety of settings for men and 
women. 

THE STRONGITE co. 
DEPT. 99G.  2  WEST 47TH  ST. 

NEW YORK.  N. Y.  10036 

Shopping WDOOR 
atX     LASTORE 
°l   UIC... J^.OFWA'lHIW.tONOC 

The True Bentwood Rocker All graceful 
proportions and intricate curls Black, while, 
walnut, natural finish. Hand-caned seat and 
back $82. Express Charges Coll. No 
COD's. A full range of Bentwood designs 
shown in our new 56-page catalog. Send $1. 

Door Store of Washington, D.C. 
3140 M St. N.W. (HG9) Wash., D.C. 20007 

| USED LIKE A BELL ... 
"WORKS LIKE MAGIC" 

Jusl a quick shake in your hand and ... a new world of 
understanding for you and your dog. Hi-FiDo is a scien- 
tifically engineered sound device which literally trans/ares 
words to any dog. Puppies... dogs ot all ages. Never fails! 

TEACHES AMY COMMAND ... IIM MINUTES 

Zome-at all times* Sit—Stay—Heel—Fetch, etc. 

STOPS ANNOYING HABITS ... INSTANTLY 

Housesoiling-Chewing-Jumping-Digging, etc. 

Imagine! Control your dog without a leash ... anywhere! 
Totally kind, amazingly effective. Quick and so easy to use. 

HI-FIUO is creating a worldwide revolution in dog training 

Recommended  by leading veterinarians, breeders 
Four demonstrations on Art Linkletter. CBS-TV. 

Home-proven by more than 60.000 satisfied users: 
"Hi-FiDo accomplished more in 3 minutes... than 3 years 

of regular dog-training." Mrs. F.C. Moore, Berlin, Conn. 
"Not only does your dog become more loving, you become 

that way, too!" Mrs. Fred Peters, Dearborn, Mich. 

FREE! "DOG-ESE" (dog-language) wall display. 
26 beautiful artists' renditions depict how your 
dog tries to communicate with you. 

ONLY   $11.95.    MONEY    BACK    GUARANTEE 

State age and breed with check or money order: 
r^iCANINE BEHAVIOR INSTITUTE 
rJXSa 11927 Montana Avenue 

1 Dept. H G9-0      Los Angeles, California 90049 

PIANO 
ROLLS 

FIT ALL PLAYER  PIANOS 

n Let It Be □ Come Saturday Morning 
] Bridge Over Troubled Water      . . I     Mame 
j The Boxer [ ] Those Were The Days 

Raindrops Keep Fallin' □ Born Free 
I Midnight Cowboy ... Li UP. Up And Away 

J Everybody's Talkin'    . . Q It's Not Unusual 
(  i Jet Plane Q Windmills Of Your Mind 
"J Is That All There Is?     I  j Georgy Girl 
□ Jean . By The Time I Gel To Phoenix 
LJ Games People Play . . Q It's A Small World 
f J A Boy Named Sue .. . Q Romeo And Juliet 
; | I'll Never Fall In Love Again . . . □ Cabaret 

] Spinning Wheel . .      "    Gentle On My Mind 
J Hair . . □ I Left My Heart In San Francisco 

Aquarius . . □ Green Green Grass Of Home 
Let The Sunshine In .... □ Mrs  Robinson 

□ Good Morning Starshine f] Hey Jude 
] Ob La Di Ob La Da Tiny Bubbles 

Harper Valley P T A ... ~J Love Is Blue 
I Little Green Apples Beer Barrel Polka 
i Winchester Cathedral . Q Hello. Dolly! 
i Impossible Dream .     □ Second Hand Rose 

Strangers In The Night Alley Cat 
j Somewhere My Love Tiiuana Taxi 

Q Bill Bailey T Old Piano Roll Blues 

Postpaid □ 5 Rolls $7.95 C 10 Rolls $14 95 

Check selections and send ad to: 

EARTHQUAKE CITY  MUSIC CO. 

Box 500, Tiburon, Calif. 94920 

PUSSYFOOTING 
AROUNDI2 9g 

Pussyfooters are cat-talk for 
California's on-the-p-owl play- 

shoes. Custom-- 
kitten soft suede leather 

efoot comfort. 
Saddle stitched on to 
flexible cowhide soles 

. . . ankle-tied with a 
cat's whisker bow. 

Women's Size 4 »hru 10 
in 6 fashion-purrfect 

colors—Siamese Tan, 
Siamese Mustard, Tom- 

cat Black, Anqo-a 
Whit 

olden Brown 
all 2.98 

per pair / 

Cal Leather Co.,  Dept. HG-90 
525 W.  Windsor  Rd..  Glendale.  Cal. <n:04 

Calif.   Residents  add  5°b  tax. 

Send        prs. of Pussyfooters @ $2.98 pr. 

Check □ M.O. □ No C.O.D.'s 

CIRCLE SIZE ANO COLORS  DESIRED 

Sizes: 4      S      6      7      8      9      10 

Colors:  Red White  Black  Mustard Tan 
Brown 

Name  

Address  

City_ .State. .Zip. 

PLEASE PRINT 
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ROLL  TOP   DESK 
W27",   DI6V2",   H40V2" 

Antique  Pine,  Cherry,  Mahogany 

*?1#5.    Shipping Chgs. Collect 

No COD. 

Send 25c tor catalog 

BRYAN   ROBESON 
Boi 757,   Hickory,  North Carolina 28601 

As a child's pet ... for your own 
amusement ... or just for instance . . . 
we can suggest nothing more suitable 
than a miniature donkey to ride—to 
drive—or simply to love. Supply lim- 
ited. Order now for Spring or Christ- 
mas. 

WRITE TODAY 
...  for information about this rare and 
delightful animal. 

MIXTURE DONKEY REGISTRY 
OF THE UNITED   STATES 

1108 Jackson Street • Dept. HG-9 
Omaha, Nebraska 68102 

LOOK =AH MEN 
NYLON-TRICOT, the greatest thing in men's 
wear since pants. Fast drying, wash and wear, 
compact for travel and so comfortable. All 
items in S-M-L-XL, in Royal Blue, 
Black or White. 
1. Judo-jumper (pictured) robe 

with legs, for relaxing $15.95 
2. Fitted hip-hugger boxer 

underbriefs for under slim 
slacks $3.50, six for $19.00 

3. "Brief-ers," French 
style underbriefs $3.00, 
six for $15.00-u.t_ 

4. Nylon-tricot posing 
strap for under 
swimwear or slim 
slacks . . . $1.50 

5. Swim cup of shaped 
foam rubber, nylon- 
tricot covered, (white 
or black only) . . . $2.00 
with elastic strings 
. . . $2.50 

Send 25c for 
new catalog 

/ 

Add 50c 
postage 

No C.O.D. 

1/        J II l/ryj Dept. HG 
«       nn l»lE.n 8933 Santa Monjea Blvd. 
\^    Shop for Men Hollywood, Calif. 90069^ 

"Hummer7 Snowbird Box 
Handsome off-white glazed ceramic box, topped 
by saucy little snowbird in true-color matte fin- 
ish; perfect for candy, nuts, jewelry, most any 
little thing. Imported from W. Goebel, world 
famous "Hummelwerk" maker. 5'/2 " 5" high. 

Order No. 7413  $9.00. ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
—"y   \ Please, your zip code is required. 

\^/(>W/7-S   EVANSTON.ILL.60204 

a most delightful pet 

KEYLESS PATI0D00R LOCK 
Here is an especially designed lock 
for the largest door in most homes- 
your sliding aluminum Patio Door. 
With this great lock you can secure 
the door in any position, allow ven- 
tilation, let pets come and go, but 
keep children in and intruders out. 
Lock door fully closed at night for 
maximum security. Heavy gauge 
aluminum with pads that prevent mar- 
ring. Patio Door Lock $2.95 ppd. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 
WEST-BERG ENTERPRISES. LTD. 

2842 E. Serendipity Circle, Dept. 209 
Colo. Springs, Colo. 80917 

SHOPPING AROUND 

STYLED FOR THE SWINGING 70s 
Indian MOCCASINS of luxurious suede leather 
with comfortable cushioned insole. Order your 
regular shoe size in brown, pinon (gray-tan) or 
beige. Wear them with our popular pouch PURSE 
in  matching colors. 
MOCCASINS—size 4-10  S8.75 
POUCH PURSE—8" x 8"  S8.75 

i 
Add 75c postage 

Dept. HG-15, Box 11114 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87112 

Send for FREE catalog 

FOR HUNTERS BY HUNTER 
Famous artist Mel Hunter created 
the handsome duck paintings for 
these fine walnut trays. I2V2" by 
193/4" size is $19.75; cocktail 
size, lOVs" by 13%", $9.75. Add 
$1 post. Consider them carefully 
for the man. Between drinks, 
he'll hang them proudly in his 
office or trophy room. Gallery of 
Galleries, HG9, Box 471, Wood- 
side. N. Y. 11371. 

PICTURE THIS 
Graceful Degas'-like ballerina em- 
broidery kit. Instructions bring 
her to life in mauve shades with 
lace border of soft green on oys- 
ter Belgian linen. Choose stand- 
ing or bending dancer. $1.95 ea. 
Mahogany finished or white gild- 
ed frame 9" by 12", $1.95. Add 
35c post. Classic Corner, 12H 
Water St.. Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

PRIME PRIZE 
A gourmet steak assortment to 
please the palate of all meat 
lovers includes four 8 oz. prime 
filet mignon and four 10 oz. prime 
boneless strip steaks. Fully aged 
to a fine edge of natural flavor 
and tenderness, they are care- 
fully cut and packaged. $30 ppd. 
Pfaelzer Brothers, Dept. LEH. 
4501 W. District Blvd., Chicago, 
III. 60632. 

BRIGHT AND SHINY 
I  And   luxurious-looking,   too,   are 

acetate   satin   pillow   protectors    < 
that brighten your boudoir and    : 
keep pillows clean and dust-free 
at the same time. White, black, 
gold,   orchid,   mint,   lilac,   pink,     i 
red or blue. 21" by 36", $3.50 
each; 21" by 28", $3 each. Ppd. 
Scintilla.   Inc.,   HG9,   4802   No. 
Broadway G, Chicago, III. 60640. 

• **•*♦* * *' 

Mm ble-top tabic 
solid  '"•'•- 

S19.95 

S189.95 

Romantic Victorian 
solid mahogany, hand-carved furniture! 

New way to save on finest quality furniture. 
Shipped direct from factory to your home (plus 
small freight). All tables have marble tops 
from Italy. Large choice of sofas, chairs lamps, 
bedroom, dining room. Superb workmanship 
at modest prices. America's largest selection 
here. And. costly fabric cutt:ngs are sent free! 

Ma^nojiaJlaJI,^2^Ajido«r_Atlanta._Ga_30327 

To get big catalog B-90 and costly fabric cut- 
tings, send just SI. We will refund with 
certificate   good   for  $2  on  your  first   purchase. 

Name  
Address.. 

..Zip. 
Magnolia Hall, 726 Andover Atlanta. Ga. 30327 

IF you can't quit smoking 
COLD TURKEY 
use NIC-0-TYM 

the cigarette  case 

with the Built in 

TIME LOCK 
AT LAST, a safe, sure way 
to   stop   smoking   or   cut 
down  or your  money  will 

^^^^^^Bl be refunded. 
NIC-O-TYM locks your cigarettes (in a 
handsome leather grain finish case), for 
any preselected time interval, up to 2 hrs. 
An audio signal lets you know when it is 
unlocked. 
WITH this method you can slowly and1 

gradually, denicotise your system and bring 
your habit under control. You keep smoking, 
but less and less as you gradually increase 
the time interval between cigarettes. 
NIC-O-TYM IS GUARANTEED to heip you 
and could even save your life (or the life 
of a loved one) if you're a heavy smoker 
HAS many other uses too. I. Pill box re- 
minder. 2. Parking meter timer. 3. Use a; 
warning to turn over when suntanning your- 
self. 4. Stops cigarette moochers. 

Send $5.95 plus .35 postage to 

ABUD  PRODUCTS 
Box No. 2029 

Livonia, Mich. 48151 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

NURSERY RHYME TIME 
Familiar characters from a child's 
favorite fairy tales on heavy bris- 
lol board. Among others, there 
are Humpty Dumpty, Jack and 
Jill, Cat and the Fiddle, twinkling 
stars, Dish and Spoon. All in full 
color. Set of 20 assorted, $1.25; 
two sets, $2. Ppd. Colonial Stu- 
dios, Dept. FT-123, 20 Bank St., ^* 
White Plains, N. Y. 10606. 

SWIM   EARLY 
Come on in. Enjoy swimming all 
year 'round with this swimhut 
sealed air-tight over your pool 
deck. Solar heated by day, pool 
heated by night. "Stained-glass" 
vinyl roof. See-through sides with 
nylon stabilizers. From $320, 
shipping chgs. $20 up. Free bro- 
chure. Aquagard, HG9, 2801 San 
Fernando Rd., Los Angeles, Cal. 
90065. 

BRILLIANT! 
Kenya gems are man-made jew- 
els to rival the beauty of the fin- 
est sparklers. In 14K gold his 
and hers settings or as stones in 
all shapes and sizes to fit your 
own, match your best. Only $45 
per carat with payment plans op- 
tional, they could be a man's 
best friend! Free catalogue in- 
cludes testimonials. Kenya Gem, 
HG9,   Philadelphia,   Pa.   19122. 

LOTUS LEITMOTIF 
The lovely lotus is the theme of 
white, true-porcelain AV2" dia. 
bowls and matching saucers, 5V4" * 
across. Serve soup, dessert, 
candy, nuts! Set of eight bowls 
$2.98; eight saucers $2.98; 8" 
serving bowl $2.25, or two for 
$3.98; candle holder W dia. 
$2.98 pair. Ppd. Colonial Garden, 
Dept. HGE-9. 270 W. Merrick 
Rd., Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582. 

Golden Treasury of Labels 
lock up on a supply of elegant address 

bels. This set features variety: 250 blaclc- 

n-gold script initial address labels [I'/V 

72"] and 125 matching gold initial en- 

elope seals [1" x 1"]. Packed in 2" x 3" 

lastic box. Complete set for $3 [via air, 

dd 40c]. Write for fund raising folder, 

so. Bruce Bolind, 29 Bolind Bldg., Boul- 

er,  Colorado   80302.  Thank  you   kindly! 

MAGIC   MENDING 
Miracle crystal clear Liquid 
Glass creates a permanent, 
washable, heat-or-eold proof, 
iron-bond for mending glass, 
china, crockery, ceramics and 
porcelain. If not completely 
satisfied we'll refund double 
purchase price. 

LIQUID  GLASS 
SI.49    ■    15c Mailing Each 

Cali/. residents add 5% sales lax. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Oept. HG-90 
San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

WE PRINT 

ANYTHING 

CUSTOM  PRINTED  SHIRTS 
latest   craze—you    thi   k    of   the 

in  and  we' 11  print  it!  Any  s 
ur team . . . candidate . . . club 

. . . your favorite hobby ... or 
Op to 30 letters print   11 
/ cotton  sweatshirts or T 
ine washable, paint will not run or 
Colors—powder   blue,   or   navy 

blue.  Size   S,   M,   L,   XL.   Specify  size 
a  d color. Add $1.00 extra for printing 
on both sides. We ship in 48 hou- ,! 
Sweatshirt       $3.95 + 50c hdlg. 
T shirt   $2.95 -f 25c hdlg. 

IIOIMI.IV   I.ills   Sft 
7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221 

■ 

LIFE LONG ID TAG FOR PETS 
Don't worry about your dog or cat 
getting lost. This Identification Tag 
has all the necessary information for 
his safe return — pet's name, your 
name, address and phone number — 
all embossed free. Lifetime polished 
stainless steel, complete with collar 
hook. $1.00 ppd. Your order will be 
sent by FAST FIRST CLASS MAIL 
at no extra charge! 
WE8TBERO ENTERPRISES. IVTD. 

Dept. 209, 2842 E. Serendipity Cr. 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80917 

TAPESTRIES 
FROM BELGIUM AND FRANCE 

#209A—The Hunt—20" x 20"—$5.00 

DIRECT FROM EUROPE 

—SAVE 80%  to 90°o— 

Tapestries have been admired in Europe for 
centuries. At these low prices, you'll want 
several. Authentic replicas, woven of 100% 
cotton—will not fade. Sizes & scenes to fit 
any decor.  Send 50c  for color brochure. 

LOVELIA  ENTERPRISES,  INC. 
Box I845HGI. Grand Central Station 

New York. N. Y. 10017 

FREE SAMPLE. II fou'rt interested in 

ANTIQUES 
Fascinating now new-paper devoted to Antiques, 
is chock-full of  interesting  items for collectors 

1 

«n)i     kill   and 
i 

i   clear picture i 
with i oJor  feature     Authoritative   i 

i »l lector    Interc tccl   In   furniture, 
china, .  .  .  write UK: 
"Youi  n ,    . . 
hlbli tful 

where the bsi 

JVOH MotltfllV, 
We'll  $iwl 

cum <" >;I I.       \ ,, 
further  obllg 
t"i lots <ti rt tmt ill. 

FREE   SAMPLE   OFFER: 

Antique Monthly, Dwr. 2, Tuscaloosa. Ala. 35401 
( ) Send me free sample copy, your issue No. 
G-90. ( ) Send me full 12-months' subscrip- 
tion at special reduced price of %3't'i. Bill me 
later. (Your money refunded after 30-day trial, 
if not pleased) 

Name      

Address 

..Zip 

BONSAI HIMALAYAN PINK PINE 
$1.00 ppd. 

Western Arboretum now offers over 
400 unusual live trees for bonsai about 
7" to 11" shipped in 2" pots. AS- 
SORTED SPECIAL this month includes: 
Dwarf Pomegranate, Himalayan Pine, 
Monterey Pine, Mission Olive, Japa- 
nese Black Pine, all 5 for $4.99, ppd. or 
$1.35 ea. Star Pine $1.69 ea., ppd. 
Bonsai instructions and catalog of 
trees, imported pots, tools, supplies, 
10c, free with any order. 

WESTERN  ARBORETUM 
Dept.  PF 

Box 486. La Canada. Calif. 91011 

7%til/eak£enct 
YULECARDS 

THE ORIGINAL 
PHOTO CHRISTMAS CARD 
Greatest style selection anywhere 

BLACK & WHITE 
with envelopes 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
Send color negative or slide for color card, or 
black & white negative for black & white card. If 
no negative, send print and add $1.00 for new neg. 

FREE SAMPLE CHRISTMAS CARD 

Send negative or slide (or photo plus {1.00 for 
new neg) for deluxe custom sample card. (En- 
close 101 shipping) Free folder sent with sample. 
YULECARDS DIV OF MAIL-N-SAVE® 
BOX 310.  DEPTG-10.QUINCY. MASS. 02169 
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Why climb your stairs when an Inclincttc 
can take you up and down with just a 
push of the button? 

Inclinette is the safe and easy way for 
the handicapped or elderly ... is more 
convenient for the whole family. 
Write for new, free booklet. . . 
with information on Inclin- 
ette - 2 passenger IN- 
CLIN-ATOR -"Elevette" 
the modern home eleva- 
tor. Equipment is tax de- 
ductible when recom- 
mended by doctor. 
INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA 

2300 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17105 

NEW-FREE NURSERY CATALOG! 
WRITE TODAY-over 400 varieties of Roses, 
Flowering and shade trees, Fruit trees dwarf and 
regular, Nut trees, Berry Plants, Vines, Evergreens, 
Bulbs and Perennials at prices so low it is almost 
unbelievable. 

SAVAGE  FARM  NURSERY 
P. 0. Box 125-HG • MclWinnville, Tenn. 37110 

utomatically changing color display. 
[ Porcelain fountain statue1 Changeable 

nozzles with 26, 36, 48 or 50 outlet holes 
Models from S 17.25. Write for free color catalogue 
Garvens OHG, 3251 Aerzen, Dept.16West Germany 

Learn cancer's warning 
signals. You'll be in 
good company. 
1. Unusual bleeding or discharge. 
2. A lump or thickening in the 

breast or elsewhere. 
3. A sore that does not heal. 
4. Change in bowel or bladder 

habits. 
5. Hoarseness or cough. 
6. Indigestion or difficulty in 

swallowing. 
7. Change in size or color of 

a wart or mole. 
If a signal lasts longer than two 
weeks, see your doctor without 
delay. 
And be sure to have a health 
checkup once a year, no matter 
how well you may feel. 

Fight Cancer  with  a checkup 

and a check 

American Cancer Society * 

Gardener's 
notes 

BY   lUlis FA>.M><; 

i >i» \l IIHI in VI'I'I.F. TREES, above, In- 

side the Hesses* garage turnaround (see 

page 108), serve the double purpose of 

fencing and frnit hearing. The apples are 

all old-time varieties (Black Gilliflower, 

Rome Beauty, Jonathan) trained in the 

triple horizontal cordon form. To support 

the horizontal branches, wires are strung 

between cedar posts. Each post teas drilled 

to let the wire pass through, so that a turn." 

buckle at the end post can tighten the 

whole length of wire at once and eliminate 

the fussy chore of tightening each section 

individually. After flowering, the espal- 

iered trees are given the same summer- 

long succession of sprays as full-sized ap- 

ple trees, and the shoots are kept short to 
let sunshine in to the developing fruit. The 

driveway is edged with steel strip and 

around the bases of the trees are planted 

clumps   of   pinks   (Dianthus   tleltoicles). 

A   CASCADE   OF   FLOWERS,   above,   spil 

down  a  bank of earth  near the  Hesses'  tennl 

court   (see   page   111).   Transformation   of   thi 

bare slope began with the building of a fielcj 

stone   retaining  wall.   Each   stone  was   partial! 

buried  in the earth,  which  not only helped t< 

support the wall (no cement was used) but pre'* 

vided  a  root run  for the plants that were su 

into  the  crevices  when   the  wall  was   finishec 

Woolly thyme (Thymus serpyllum) makes spreac 

ing   mats  of  year-round  gray  green   over   an 

around the stones. Creeping phlox [Phlox subi 

lata) and bleeding heart (Dicentra "Bountiful" 

pink in spring are followed by the white of pcL 

tentilla and candytuft (Iberls). Later in the se< 

son, yellow sedum [Sedum acre) and St. John 

wort [Hypericum) take over the color schemr 

From  the   base  of the  wall  ajuga   creeps  ou, 

and at the top the space between the wall an, 

a  split-rail  fence  is  filled  with  day lilies   [Her. 

erocallis), plantain lilies (Hosta), pinks (Dianthu: 

and   snow-in-summer   [Cerastium   tomentosun 

TO liiill A LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT is. ior one reason or another, simply not feasible f< 
many people who would like to have their homes professionally landscaped. The I niversit) 
Wyoming has taken note of their plight and is offering assistance in the form of a "Homescapinj 
kit. Prepared under the direction of E. Blair Adams, the University's Extension Horticulturist, t) 
kit shows how to follow, one by one, the steps taken by a professional in making a landscape pi; 
and putting it on paper. Everything that should be included in the plan is explained in detail: ai 
drafting paper, tree outline stencils, and a scale provide means for making a professional-looki) 
drawing. All you need to supply is a bit of imagination, a sharp pencil, and the sum of $1, win 
you send to the Agricultural Extension Service, Box 3354, University Station. Laramie. Wyo.. 820' 
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BIOLOGICAL « o.vmoi.s are something we've been heai 
[ng a good <lcal about, recently, and will be hearing a M.MI 

deal more about in tin- future. Basically, the idea is to control 
insect pests l>\ encouraging their natural enemies or In chang- 
ing the biologj <>f the |>esi ii>elf instead <>l relying on chanc) 
and sometimes dangerous chemicals as \\<- have done in the 
past. Sterilit) induced l>\ radiation is one form of biological 
control that lias alreadx |>ro\c<l ils value. Since the sterilized 
insects cannot  breed, llie whole species soon  becomes extinct. 
solving the problem once and for all. Drawback of this method 
is that it must be practiced on a verj large scale to be effective. 
It has alreadj succeeded in eliminating some verj noxious 
cattle pests and w ill undoubtedly be applied before long to plant 
pests as well. Inducing insect diseases is another method that 
has succeeded \er\ well. Japanese beetles, for instance, are 
practicall) extinct in areas where the milk\ spore disease has 
been introduced. liacillus thuringensis, which seemed to give 
great promise a few seasons ago, has not worked out ver\ 
well because it attacks too many different kinds of insects. 
Other disease controls are being worked on In government 
agencies and should appear on the market in future years. 
Insects that pre) on other insects—lad)bugs and the praving 
mantis, for instance—are being encouraged by gardeners 
ever) where, with excellent results except where the good bugs 
are being killed bv the sprays intended for the bad bugs. Sev- 
eral species of wasps that eat other insects also are being in- 
vestigated. All of this is very encouraging to those of us who 

have learned to mistrust chemical sprays. But until the newer 
biological controls really get working, don't forget to encourage 
the most enthusiastic of all bug enemies—birds. 

TO   HE   A   LAZY   i. WtlU \l it 

takes training. That is, if you 

uant to take it easy, you have 

to train yourself to be efficient. 

William Morwood, a landscape 

contractor, drawing on his oivn 

professional experience, has 

written The Lazy Gardener's 

Garden Book (Doubleday, 

$5.95) to help the general run 

of gardeners attain efficiency 

in their operations. Do it right 

the first time and you won't 

have to do it over—that's Mr. 

Morivood^s message, and he 

also tells you exactly how. 

I V I II Y ti A It » l \ l It' S 

SHOPPING MST SHOULD 

INCLUDE KITTY LITTER, 

WHETHER OR NOT THERE'S 

A CAT IN THE FAMILY. CON- 

SISTING OF TINY FLAKES OF 

BAKED CLAY, THIS MATERI- 

AL HAS MOST OF THE 

QUALITIES OF THE "BUILD- 

ER'S SAND" CALLED FOR IN 

GARDEN BOOKS, AS WELL 

AS BEING CLEAN, STERILE, 

AND DUST FREE. IT IS AN 

IDEAL MEDIUM FOR ROOT- 

ING CUTTINGS OR FOR 

HOLDING FLOWERS IN 

SHAPE WHILE THEY'RE DRY- 

ING. IT HAS AN UNOBTRU- 

SIVE EARTHY COLOR THAT 

LOOKS GREAT IN BOWLS OF 

FORCED BULBS. AS A COM- 

PONENT OF POTTING SOIL, 

IT IS LIGHTWEIGHT AND OF 

THE RIGHT "GRITTY" TEX- 

TURE. YOU CAN BUY IT IN 

SUPERMARKETS,  PET SHOPS. 

I.(MU)  ADDITION  TO   VOI It   t.AIIIMN   l(|l II'MI \! 

would be a discarded refrigerator—one that has 

been superseded in the kitchen but is still in operat- 

ing condition. The temperature (about forty de- 

grees) is just right for promoting root growth in pots 

of bulbs for forcing. The freezing compartment can 

give the necessary pregermination chilling to seeds 

like delphinium and lupine. The tight door and metal 

casing are impregnable to the mice and rabbits that 

work such havoc among potted bulbs buried in out- 

door trenches. One point to remember is that pots 

of bulbs in a refrigerator will need to be watered at 

regular intervals to make sure the roots grow as vig- 

orously as if they were outside. 

TERRA C'OTTA, traditional for flowerpots, takes on sculptural beauty in the plant containers im- 

ported from Italy by Ron-Dean  Taffel of The Manhattan Gardener, Inc. (201 East Seventy-fourth 

Street, New York, N. Y., 10021). Some are cast in molds taken from 

ancient sculpture, others are of modern design—all, of course, are 

ideal for growing geraniums, petunias, or whatever you may favor 

in the way of pot plants or even a small evergreen tree. 

Go f wnif we 
f hopping at home. 
Look over our thru-the-home 
collections in color brochures. 
Our versatile range includes 
fine American contemporary, 
and unique European-inspired 

designs like Sheffield, shown 
above. Please send 50^ to 
Carolyn Langley, Dept. HG- 
970, American of Martinsville, 
Martinsville, Virginia 24112. 

/AMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE 

1.00 "U.S."     1.00 "N-M", 
plus a 1970 Neirnan-Marcus 

Christmas Catalog 

Invest your first Christmas 
dollar with us In mid-October 
(plenty of time), we'll send you 
our newest edition of dreams 
on display, and an N-M 
dollar thats applicable toward 
your first purchase. Write: 
Neiman-Marcus, Dept 13 P. O. 
Box 2968. Dallas. Texas 75221. 

jitimjlm 
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You have a beautiful color in mind? 
Don't let it get lost in translation! 
Show the shade you want 
with a House & Garden color chip, 
and get an exact match in products made by 
over 600 manufacturers. 
Use the coupon below to order chips of 
1971 House & Garden Colors. Sets of 36; two sizes; 

h set accompanied by a Product Directory 
io make your shopping that much easier. 

TO. H<  JSE & GAROcN, DEFT. CC '71 

Brand Central Stri-on. New York, N.Y. 10017 

K     C? money oder for. 
CHIPS (3" x 6 ) and Product Directory- 

's (T x 2    -n key chain, and 
iplete 

it or type) 

ZIP COOE 

SCOTCH AND  WHAT? 

continued from page 128 

the other types of whisky, especially grain whisky, the taste 

of the pure malt is subdued until you get what the American 

whisky fancier likes, at the other end of the spectrum. That 

has a higher percentage of grain whisky. Some Scots complain 

that some of these very "light"' types are not Scotch at all. 

To make Scotch you first allow barley to begin to sprout. 

^ ou then stop the sprouting by drying the grain over fires 

of peat, which gives it tanginess and turns this barley into 

malt. "Pure burn water," as they always describe it. is added 

and the mess, or mash, is fermented with yeast. This makes 

a kind of weak beer, which is then distilled twice to produce 

a clear alcohol, the raw whisky. This is matured in old ca-k~ 

that gradually give it color. After about four years "in the 

wood"' the whisky is smooth enough to drink. 

There are over one hundred distilleries making malt 

whisky and more than a dozen grain distilleries, and the 

number of brands is legion—something like five hundred in 

Scotland. If you can stand up to it, you can try them all on 

a Saturday night in Glasgow. 

A mountainous whisky salesman once made me try al- 

most all of them on a pub crawl in London. This two- 

hundred pound, six-foot-six giant was determined to show 

me up as a frail and backboneless imbiber. \^ e began the 

lour at ten in the morning, and because whisky salesmen 

believe eating is a waste of time, we went straight through 

Scotch after Scotch until 7 P.M. without a bite—avoiding the 

British bar closing hours by spending those desert moments 

in private clubs where there are no such restrictions. By 

strictly sticking to Scotch and water I managed to arrive 

home still upstanding, to the astonishment of my huge friend, 

and the concern, to put it mildly, of my wife. 

If \ou are one of those whose morale depends on a little 

something in a balloon glass after dinner and want to taste 

what whisk\ must have been like in the good old days, \ou 

should try one of the great single malts. The best include 

Glen Rothes. Tamdhu, Talisker I available in the U.S. I : and 

Glenlivet, Glen Grant, Highland Park, and Laphroaig. These 

are something like a fine old brandy, to be sipped as a liqueur. 

The "Park Avenue" of the whisky making area of Scot-* 

land is an area of about 900 square miles on the River Spey 

—one of the worlds best salmon fishing rivers. Nearby is 

the Scottish skiing area of the Cairngorm mountains, and 

some lo\elv seaside golf courses at Lossiemouth and Nairn. 

Some of the local inhabitants think the healthy quality of 

the air in the region is due to the 3 million gallons or so 

of evaporated Scotch suspended in it and thus supposed to 

be 'iost" each year. These evaporated fumes, from the kegs 

where the whi^k\ i« aging, are a form'of pollution main of 

us would like more of. 

\parl from Scotch and soda, or water to taste, and the 

lemonade mixture described above, there are many ways to 

entertain with Scotch. One I like is the "Secret—" a measure 

of Scotch, three dashes of creme de menthe. ice, and soda. 

Or try a "Highland Cooler" on a hot summer day—a measure 

of Scotch, juice of half a lemon, two dashes of bitters, sugar 

Io la>te. fill with ginger ale and ice. 
1 told you the Scots would drink anything as long as 

ihere is Scotch in it! 
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YOUR CITY continued from page 

neighborhood   groups   plant 
trees. One <roo<l \\a\   is In srl up 

a  matching  program.   In  New 
\o\k (iii\. fen example, foi 
ever) t\\<> trees a neighborhood 
group pays for, the Parks De- 
partment will plant three addi- 
tional  trees. 

Local ordinances maj lia\e 
to be revised to make tree plant 
in<; easier. In man) cities there 
are a host of outmoded regula- 
tions on the hooks that make 
tree planting unnecessarily dif- 
licnll such as no trees so many 
feet From an intersection or a 
luis stop.  Coinersek.  there are 

Mime good regulations that are 
not enforced hut should be— 
like the provision that builders 
replace an)  trees the) cut down. 

Builders' arms should be 
further twisted. Guilders of sub- 
divisions are required to plant 
trees on the lots but are rarely 
required to plant trees along the 
new streets. They should be. 
Parking lot operators should be 
required to plant trees, too. 

And more big trees should 
be planted. For practical rea- 
sons saplings are what are usual- 

101 

ly planted, but For dramatically 
impro\ in;' .1 place, there is noth 
big to heat a large fairl) well 
grown tree—especially in a 
downtown area. Techniques 
have been developed for trans- 
planting mature trees from 
woods. Nurserymen to the con 
trary, they work. 

As fast as new trees are 
planted,    some    people    always 
seem lo be lms\   ll \ in-  to vel   i ill 

of old ones. Anticipate them, or 
the chain saws will have done 
their work. Watch out for 
any notices of street-widening 
schemes. Watch out also for the 
removal of "diseased" trees that 
happen to block the view of 
signs and gas stations. 

More trees, let it be con- 
ceded, will not solve the basic 
problems of the city. Nor will 
better looking buildings, open 
spaces, or anything else in this 
check list. But they are not to be 
scorned as cosmetic. Modest. 
yes. but now, when everyone 
talks, environmental blight and 
ecological crisis, such modest 
steps can be enormously invig- 
orating. We can see them. 

MOVlyyG? 
PLEASE NOTIFY HOUSE & GARDEN AND THE 

POST OFFICE WHEN YOU MOVE AND BE SURE 

TO FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW. 

For FASTEST service on address change, missing copies, 
etc., attach old mailing label in first space below. Other- 
wise please print clearly your address as we now have it. 

OLD ADDRESS (Attach old label here if available) 

I 

l      NAME 

■ 
l 
1 

l 

\   ADDRESS 
l * 

l 
,*    CITY 

1 

1 

■      STATE 
1 

ZIP CODE 

I l 

NEW ADDRESS 

NAME 

DON'T FORGET YOUR ZIP NUMBER: IT'S IMPORTANT! 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE                              ZIP CODE 

L House & Garden MAIL TO 
BOX 2202 

BOULDER 
COLORADO 80302 

Please allow 6 weeks for change to take effect. 

MCK 

p\NCA V'" 

^USH/ 

^E SKY 

1971 

IIOIISC 
& 

Garden 
Colors 

IN 

coLonzer 
PaiNTS 

Q 
Pjr Plus 1.322 Colors for creative decoraling ^P 

,o*G£E 

^\GHT  »V ^A/IA 

©!'J70 COLORIZER ASSOCIATES 

*■ ^ 
^>£IIAN * STER wH,r ^LE SOG 

4-    \> 

The JOHN GODDARD Desk, in traditional 
styling, is one of a variety of Desk designs 
available to you through your dealer from 
Maddox of Jamestown. See your dealer. 

MADDOX   TABLE   COMPANY 
101 Harrison Street       Jamestown, N. Y. 14701 
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From our Castilian Collection. One of a group of 
imaginatively designed tables including pedestal, 
cabinet, and commode styles. Castilian is a mix of 
rich solid pecan, deep carving, and swirling_wrought 
iron in a bold Spanish mood. A choice of tops in 
custom slate, imported crystal glass, or matched 
pecan veneers. See the complete collection as well as 
other distinctive designs from Gordon's at your 
furniture dealer, or send fifty cents for brochure and 
name of dealer nearest vou. 

Best hi 

(^QJF030P^. 
JOHNSON CITY. TENNESSEE 

booklets 
Because House & Garden wishes to fill rour booklet reqot sis 

promptly, arrangements have been made for you to order di- 

rectly from us. Fill in the coupon below, circling the number 

of each booklet desired. If remittance is required other than 

the 25c charge for postage and handling that must accompany 

each coupon, it will be indicated next to the booklet number. 

Enclose remittance in the form of coin, check, or money order 

only. Please do not send stamps. House & Garden u ill do 

nil it can to see your requests are filled as rapidly as possible. 

Send 25c for Color Brochure. Dept. L70, Vermont Furniture Co., Winooski, Vt. 

EATING AND 
ENTERTAINING 

1. "THE   GOURMET   AGE" 

calls for contemporary entertain- 

ment concepts. Indexed recipe 
book by Schenley Industri - 

bow to mix a good drink and pre- 

sents tested food and drink ideas 

for modern-age entertaining. 

2. THE STORY OF IRISH 

LINEN a- made by Craidwater. 

from the beginning over 200 

\ ears ago to new permanent 

press, soil release linen. Includes 

sample swatches illustrating 

Braidwater's unusual color, tex- 

ture, weave. 10c. 

3. FINE CHINA patterns from 

Flintridge are presented in an 

attractive full-color brochure. 

There's a coded color chart to 

guide you in >our selection, and 

helpful hints on how to care for 

china are also included. 

1.  \ SHINING COLLECTION 

—sixteen-page showing of fine 

stainless steel flatware to grace 

even type of table. Includes 

thirty-four great patterns in tiadi- 

tional. contemporary, and Early 

American motifs by Supreme Cut- 

lery. 10c. 

5. HAND-BLOWN CRYSTAL. 

Opulent, full-color presentation of 

S ".<-(a 197] crystal collection 

to be premiered at the January" 
International China & Glas^ E\- 

ntains thirty -two _ - 

of hand-blown lead crystaL _" 

h.    MODERN    ( LASSICS    in 

cookery tan be created with the 

aid of a new kind of 
: .     -       -king wines and 

\ ide the ii - 

tion for exciting dishes 
Mars Consomme. 

HI ILDING AND 
REMODELING 

7. PI T MORE LIVING ROOM 

IN  ^OIR  BATHROOM 

Eljer    plumbingware.    ¥u.. 

book contains ten new profession- 

ally designed, practical bathrooms 

and latest in decorating, color, and 

ssorj  idea-. - 

8. ENJOY OUTDOOR COOK- 

ING INDOORS with Char-Glo. 

a gas appliance from \^ a-te King 

Universal. Full-color literature de- 

scribes how Char-Glo can be 

easily installed in different - 

of the home. 

9. THE HOMES OF HERE 

AND   NOW—all   across   A 

ca—are visited in an exciting 

fifty-four-page pictorial tour guide 

from PPG. You'll discover many 

useful decorating ideas and ad- 

vanced design concept- that are 

made possible with glass 

10. PLYWOOD I* THE 

BACKBONE OF i ol R 

HOME.  Twenty-foar-page bo - 
let of ideas from the American 

Ply-wood    Association     descri 

•   of die "hidden valuer" ply- 

u   in   your   home. 

Tells aln'Ut plywood construction 

and  building  techniques,  siding. 
paneling,  built-ins. 

DECORATING 

11. PORTRAITS IN POR< 1 -' 

U\IN are featured in in 

thirty -six-page    D.   Si I nr- 

coran    catalogue.    Contains 

hundred     thirty-seven     full-i 

reproductions of the outstanding 

Bing & Grondahl figurine collec- 

including      world-fan 

ssics: 1 - thfnl 
Boldness. Reading Children. 25c. 

12. ENHANCE THE BEAUTY 

OF  YOUR   FIREPLACE   with 

as and access       - - 
pleasure, safety, and conve- 

nience. Brochure from Portland 

Willamette Co. carries a vari- 

ety of styles so you can com- 

plement specific decorating m. ■ 
such   as   Mediterranean.   French 

in iai.   Early  American. 

13. DINING—19T0- FASH- 

ION  i- presented in a  selection 

ming   furniture   d- - _   - 

Chromcraft. Whether your cm 
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>i   classical,   it'll   !"• 
IK   ll 

I t. PUT PROPER LIGHTING 
WHERE Vol NEED IT. Prog- 
ress Lighting Ininga you 121 lull 
coloi  pages of beautiful lighting 
and decorating i<l<.i* I td s 
and outdooi s. 50c. 

IS.     REICHMA1N     FORGES 
Alll'l \l» w 11I1 handmade fireplace 
accessories wroughl in the tradi- 
tion "I i'.iil\ iron workers and 
lil.n ksmiths.  Brochure from Cus- 
i    \\ roughl   Products  ' !o. car- 
i ies an extensive line.  iOi 

1(>. MAKE YOUR WALLS 
MEMORABLE with Yorkraft 
wall decorations and accessories 
that have hern inspired l>\ \mri 
ica's past. Choose from a collec- 
tion thai covers almost ever) style 
of ornamental decor. $1. 

17. PUT MOKE LIGHT IN 
VOl I!   LIFE  with  .i  nintempo- 
iai\ lamp selection hum the 
Georgetown Lamp Gallery's three- 
volume lamp catalogue. Price list 
and order form enclosed. $1. 

18. COVER YOUR WALLS in 
beautiful, practical \in\l. Choose 
from a wide variety of colors, 
patterns, and textures. All of 
them are handsome]} illustrated 
in full color in this new Wall lex 
sample I k. 25c. 

TRAVEL 

19.   THE   MAGIC   OF   VIR- 
GIIMIA   comes   ali\e   in   a   hand- 

Bomer) illustrated ninetj i pagi 
booklet from the Virginia I '• pi "I 
Conservation   and    Development. 

20. HAWAII RECKONS. Find 
out  about   this  In,ml   In        ■< .ilioii 
land. Literatim  ft  Intel Island 
Resort tells where to stay, what 
in  Bee,  and   things   j m  do 
throughout the islands. 

21. CAN A MOTOR HOME 
BE GLAMOROUS? II it's a 
Travco Dodge home on wheels, 
ii can. Brochure features hand- 
some full-color  photographs and 
ill i   i,mis ol   tWO model-     2'!'  long 
and 27' lon<i—and describes con- 
-ii in lion, standard equipment 

I'OTI-ol um 

22. ARMCHAIR   SHOPPERS 
will be delighted with Harry & 
David's Christmas Book oi Gifts. 
Features Fruit of the Monlli Club 
plus delicious fruit, food, and 
gift items from around the world. 

23. HANDCRAFTED CHRIST- 
MAS DECORATIONS are pre 
sented in a catalogue from the 
Emgee Corp. Choose from over 
200 wooden Christmas tree orna- 
ments, table pieces, and other en- 
chanting creations. $1. 

24. AN ELEPHANT EAR 
SPONGE! Does that sound exotic 
and intriguing'.'' It's just one of 
many enticing items to be found 
at Caswell-Massey's historic apoth- 
ecary. Cucumber soap or English 
barley sugar drops, anyone? 2 
semiannual catalogue-. >l. 

-ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS -, 

September, 1970 
Circle the number of each booklet you want, and en- 
close check, money order, or currency in amount in- 
dicated for those requiring payment. Add 25c for 
postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four 
weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO: 

1 210* 

92,c 1023f 

7S1 lg25« 

HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #9 

Box 3579, Grand Central Station 

New York, N. Y., 10017 

3 410< 525f! 6 7n 

ll25c 12 131(* 14s01' 1550 

19      20      21      22      23?1 

8 
16M 

24S1 

I enclose: 

$ .25 for postage and handling of my request 
for booklets 

$ for booklets circled requiring payment 

$ is my total remittance 

Offer expires 11/15/70 

Mr,. 
Name     ^RS. 

MISS 

Address  

|».U>i  PRINT) 

Citv. -State. Lip 

^he look of absolute elegance. 
Capture the look in your own home with pieces from our 
Adaptique II Collection Graceful classic lines. Exquisite 
hand carving. Stunning hand painted and natural wood 
finishes. For a brochure, send fifty cents to Dept. HG 9 

Christmas Cards and 
Gifts from The Metro- 

politan Museum of Art 

• 1 he Museum's 100th anniversary catalogue 

of Christmas cards and presents —rare Ameri- 

can hand-blown glass, sculpture, ancient 

jewelry in gold and silver, and for the first time a selection of rings; 

new books and prints, and the magnificent 1971 Engagement Calendar, 

"Flowers for All Seasons." "v? New designs for the famous Museum 

cards include works by Fra Angelico, Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael, 

Rembrandt, El Greco, Bruegel, and Degas, medieval enamels, frescoes, 

della Robbias, and early American crewel embroidery. All Christmas 

cards and presents, except the books, are made especially for the Museum 

and can be bought only by mail or at the Museum itself. Mail the 

coupon below for the 48-page color catalogue. 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
255 Grade Station, New York 10028 03 

Please send me the Museum's new catalogue of Christmas cards, 2 j cents enclosed 

Address _ 

EMBER,  1970 205 
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•   FOR   THE   FINEST   CARE   OF   YOUR   FINEST   FURNITURE.   USE   SAINT'S  SATIN   WAX 

GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH 

continued from page 38 

< OTV : \\ e know that most complexions are neither tin nor 

oil) but a mixture of both. Now Coty wants to equalize the 

problem with a string of connected ideas called Equasion. All 

seven things except the cleansing oil, which is an oil as 

clear as spring water, are the color and almost the texture of 

peach ice cream. Starring: Creamy Moisture Equalizer in 

the title role, $4; Moisture Multiplier. $4.50; and Tone Up 

Moisture Mask. $4.50 that flakes off no-good old skin both 

dry and oily. At Bloomingdale's: Jordan Marsh: Dayton's. 

MAX FACTOR: (in the stores by September 15) The Sued 

Young Creams . . . Lipsticks wet and shiny: Sweet Young 

Pink, Butter Cream Beige I very into the Look I, Sugar Cream 

Coral, $1.50. I Ltralucent Cream Center lipsticks (one color 

wrapped around another I. three colors, $1.50 each . . . Nails 

take on the same approach with Frosted Peppermint and 

Meringue Iridescent, $1.25 and Sugar Cream Pink, $1. At 

Bloomingdale's: Carson Pirie Scott; The May Co. 

ESTEE LAUDER: Fresh-Air Make-up Base . . . the make-up 

meant to look as though it didn't come out of a bottle but from 

hours spent in the great outdoors. In six right there shades 

such as Newport Beige and Palm Beach Tan. $10. Cheek Tint 

in three new shades. For extra color punch. Tawnj Tan. $5. 

At Saks Fifth Ave.; Neiman-Marcus; Marshall Field. 

REVLON: The Perfect Make-up for Nails. Ultima II. New two- 

step perfectionist concept for enviable nails. Phase I, a protein 

conditioner designed to even out ridges and bumps and hide 

discoloration. Faintly colored to match Phase II pure enamel 

in cremes, frosts, and blushes. All this in the interest of pure, 

poetic color—no top coat necessary. Nine Pinks, nine Peaches, 

nine Beiges, six Plums, and three Reds (sign of the times that 

ratio of beiges to reds I. Perfect Cremes and Perfect Blushes, 

$3.50: Perfect Frosts, $3.75 . . . The eye correctors . . . 

Revlon says "a whole nation is suffering from tired eyes and 

under-eye shadows caused by watching the Late Late Show. 

smoke, smog, too many nights on the town, allergies, reading 

until 4, sun glare" so—their remedies: Anti-Redness Eye 

Drops, non-stinging, hypo-allergenic, sterile, instant e\r> 

brightener, $1.75 and I anishing Stick camouflage for under- 

eye shadows, circles, and "laugh lines that are no longer 

funny." In five skin tones and Highlight White, $2. At Bloom- 

ingdale's: Sakowilz:  I. Magnin. 

ZSA ZSA: Watersilk Shower and Bath Line comes with a jolt 

of newness, of color—ameth\st and breathing lavender, that 

sensual smell that's had such a time overcoming its refined 

reputation (finally wins here I. Eleven different personalities 

aimed to please people who take their baths standing up under 

the waterfall. Outstanding: the liquid soap, the special sham- 

poo, a foot mist, and the wild entertainment of Watersilk 

Cracklin' Skin Moisturizer, which is $7.50. At Lord & Taylor; 

("arson Pirie Scott: I. Magnin. 

Manuscripts 

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited 
manuscripts, photographs. (Ironings or house plans. 

All material must be accompanied by postage for return. 
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pii  istered furniture means grace, comfort 
1 'ng special —flexibility. Enough 

"our decorating need. The sofas shown 
be built to the length you specify. 

>ve easily on casters. (The armless 
N finally, the bench and hand-tufted 

...3n rashion touch. You can add to 
loices your own selection of covering and finish. 

lot to mention the quality and craftsmanship that stands 

behind Henredon's name. Here the upholstered furniture 

provides just the right setting for Henredon's Circa 75— 
a forward-looking collection of simple lines with elegant 

accents. For brochures of Circa 75 and Upholstered 

Furniture Collections, send $1.00 to Henredon, Dept. 

HG 10-70, Morganton, 

North Carolina 28655. Henredon 



POURS MORE PLEASURE 

There is only one 
J&B Rare Scotch. And 
only one reason for 
drinking it.The delight- 
ful rare taste you pour 
every time from every 
bottle. Isn't something 
like that worth a few 
cents more? 

J£B Rare Scotch 
From the house of 
Justerini & Brooks, 

founded 1749. 

86 Proof Blended Scotch Whisky. The Paddington Corp., N.Y. 

HOUSE & GAR 
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Before you buy any vinyl 
brick floor, compare our 
Kentile Colonial Brick Solid 
Vinyl Tile with the others 
Our floor gives you all the 
bold, rugged beauty of nat 
ural brick. Here is beauty 
that's built-in, so it goes deep 
down into every tile. Now 

300 

even d, ui iuma^ 
rub your fingers over our 
Colonial Brick surface. It has 
a feel and texture that's as 
close to natural brick as you 
can get. Comes in 4 colors: 
Georgetown Red, Woodstock 
White, Bennington Green, 
and Potomac Gold. Because 
each of these 9" x 9" tiles is 
installed separately, feel 
free to accent your floor with 
a second Colonial Brick 

ex  j.uui&.a   I/W1UU. 
color. Now if you're really 
adventurous, here's another 
Kentile plus: Colonial Brick 
is recommended for outdoor 
use, with special adhesive. 
Which makes it as perfect 
for patios as it is for kitchens. 
Or greenhouses. Interested? 
You'll find your Kentile 
Dealer listed in the Yellow 
Pages under "Floors." 
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BROOKLYN, H. Y. 11215 
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House & Garden 
INCORPORATING LIVING FOR YOUNG HOMEMAKERS 

I.S.V.-PATCEVITCH, CHAIRMAN PERRY  L.  RUSTON,  PRESIDENT ALEXANDER LIBERMAN,  EDITORIAL DIRECTOR 

GRIGSBY 

On the cover: This silver, taupe, and 

Oyster White living room shows how 

decorating works with architecture. The 

wallpaper, one of those geometric de- 

signs that "move," extends 3 feet be- 

yond a corner, so the corner "disap- 

pears." With pale sisal carpeting match- 

ing the three other walls, the floor 

boundaries melt away, and the flat 

plane of the ceiling is softened with 

lighting from the floor. Jay Steffy de- 

signed the wallpaper, "Arcs," in his 

"Serial Imagery" collection for Kirk 

Brummel. "S" chair covered in Zepel- 

finished velvet and Oyster White sec- 

tional seating by Directional. Parsons 

tables by Thayer Coggin. Elaine Eisen 

designed this room for Altman's. For 

other ways to decorate with an archi- 

tectural point of view, see page 130. 

For shopping information, see page 172. 

OCTOBER, 1970 VOL.    138   NO.   4 

Decorating 

12     A decorator speaks his mind: Nothing makes a room 

sparkle  like  mirror by  William  Baldwin 

104     How five rooms reflect five personalities 

116     Decorating zest 
126    The new zest of wall painting 

by Mary Gilliatf 

130    The personal approach to decorating the new 

open spaces 

144     How to decorate a dreamboat 
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170     Furniture with a future: Great little seats 
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58     An architect speaks his mind: An interview 

with John C. Walker 

110    The very personal house and garden of the 

John C. Walkers: Five stories of sunlight 

130    The personal approach to the new open spaces 

163 Building facts 

Entertaining 
36    Thoughts for the hostess by Mary Moon Hemingway 

148 Corkscrew: Aromatic teas from wild plants 

149 House & Garden Cook Book: Stalking the food 

for four wild feasts by Euell Gibbons 

Beauty and Health 

46     Some notes on good looks & good health 

by Rebecca Warfield 

Kitchens  and   Housekeeping 

68     Notes of a happy housekeeper 
by Mary Elizabeth Falter 

164 For the gathering gourmet: News for 

your kitchen 

178    The new plug-in cooking 
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142     The art of glazing 

Gardening 

24    A gardener speaks her mind: An interview 
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•4150 DIFFERENCE 

hen we made our table of the future, we gave it one thing from 
ir past You can see this in the swooping arcs of mozambique, 
at support the glass like a piece of sculpture. For this rare 
»d from the African tropics was worked up and burnished by 
ind Only practiced hands, working the old fashioned ways, 
n persuade the reluctant wood to yield its colors. Can coax out 
e sepia, the beige, the rare rose, the ebony black, 

nd only more money can buy it 

It's this old habit of patience and detail that makes our glass-top table cost $150 more 
than another. And that makes our whole new Millennia collection so unexpectedly 
different from other modern furniture, reel under the top of a dresser for the hidden 
crossbar that will support any weight. Look at the door hinges, full-length for 
sturdiness. Notice the curving sides which soften the style.. .unusual in modem 
designs, for it takes an old skill to arch a stress piece.       M*H#%<|A8A 
This is why Heritage modern will cost you more. \n<l   | |W5II    llxJl 
why you'll get a piece of work that's timeless. 

HERITAGE 
A di\ision ol Drexel Enterprises, 

designed by David Butterworth with chief stylist Marion Pratt. Foi our color catalog and helpful room planning kit, send $2 to Dept. HG 10-70, Heritage Furniture Company, High Point, N.C. 27261. 



Today's Gorham Sterling designs 
will be as new tomorrow as they were yesterday. 

These Gorham Originals were introduced at the turn of the 
century. And, each is one of today's best loved sterling designs. 
Another seventy years from now, they will still be among the 
world's most cherished patterns. 

Famous Gorham Sterling designs have this quality. 
It's called timelessness. And it's your assurance that the 
Gorham pattern you choose will be as right on your silver 
anniversary as it was on your wedding day. 

What makes Gorham Sterling both enduring and 
up-to-the-minute? Total design. This means that every piece of 

Gorham Sterling is perfectly balanced. In the way it looks. 
And the way it feels. There's a perfect balance between 
decoration, and shape, and function. That's what makes a 
Gorham Original, original. And that's what makes it last. 

To really understand total design, see Gorham Sterling 
at your jewelry store or silverware department. Or, send for the 
booklet prepared by Gorham, the world's leading maker of solid 
sterling since 1831. It's free. Just write to The Gorham 
Company, P.O. Box 2823-T, Providence, Rhode Island 02907. 
And you'll find out why Gorham is for keeps. 

Do you own a Gorham Sterling Original? 

Gorham Sterling designs from left to right: Chantilly, Fairfax, Buttercup, Strasbourg 
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latchmaker! Three distinct colors in a plush new shag to triple your 
chances of bringing a room together.That's Matchmaker.World made it 

with a pile of 100% Kodel" polyester to be deeper,softer,more resilient; to 
resist dirt,stains.Choose from a wide range of triple tones. 

When your room and Matchmaker get together,it'll be love at first sight! 

'i*mmm*F*******mm*mm 
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WORLD CARPETS 
For nearest dealer dial anytime, toll free: 
800-243-6000; in Conn.800-942-0655. 
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Some have a gift for name-dropping 
Like mentioning The Parsons Table. 
allegedly invented by students of 
School of Design. Or referring 
to parquetry: a mosaic of 
woods laid in geometric pat- 
terns. Lane's parquetry Parsons 

'tables have beautifully matched 
squares of walnut veneers mak- 
ing   checker   patterns   on   the 

A type tops. And neatly mitered corner joints, sign of 
Parsons the true Parsons. Lane's name for this passel of 

Parsons?    Hyde    Park.    More 
name-dropping. For color fold- 

i        ers of Lane furniture, send 25c 
to The Lane Co., Inc., Altavista, 

j Virginia    24517.    Sofa    shown 
above is by Craft Associates, a 

FURNITURE division of Lane. 

For your nearest dealer, phone this toll-free number:  800-243-6100.  (In  Conn.,  800-942-0655). 



We can start you 
on a successful career 

in Interior Design. 
After six years of development, the 

nost comprehensive home-study course 
l Interior Decoration and Design is now 
3ady. Authored by John Gerald and Dr. 
/larguerite Rittenhouse, in collaboration 
/ith the world famous International 
torrespondence Schools, this course has 
ne objective: to train you for a career as a 
rofessional Interior Designer. 

An ideal career. 
Interior design is a financially rewarding 

:areer. A career where, with a small 
nvestment you II find success, excitement 
and a sense of personal accomplishment. 
\ career where you set your own working 
lours, choose your working conditions and 
select your own clients. 

With the skills you'll learn in the School 
)f Interior Design, you'll be able to plan and 
sxecute interiors for any client, whether his 
Dreference is contemporary, French 
Provincial, 18th Century English or any 
Dther style. In fact, the course covers 
sverything you'll ever need in your career. 

A professional course. 
Only the important subjects are 

:overed. And you study at your own pace, 
your own convenience. 

First, you'll learn how to analyze 
every aspect of a room. Then you'll make 
furniture cutouts to scale, and study 
techniques used to establish spatial 
balance. In advanced lessons,you'll be 
taught how to successfully blend colors, 
fabric, furniture and floor coverings. You'll 
learn special professional touches in 
treating "problem" walls, floors and 
windows. Even how to use lighting effects 
to create dramatic moods. 

And while you're learning the creative 
side of Interior Design, you'll be taught the 
business side as well. You'll learn how to set 
up and run a business and how to work 
with clients. You'll learn how to organize 
and plan different types of projects. 

You are fully equipped. 
The School of Interior Design equips 

you with a complete set of tools and 
learning materials. Including textbooks, 
audio-visual aids, color swatches, and 
sketching pads. 

As you complete each lesson 
assignment, your work is carefully reviewed 
by a professional instructor and returned to 
you with helpful comments and suggestions. 
A complete file is kept of your progress. 

You can start today. 
The School of Interior Design is a part 

of the International Correspondence 
Schools. Started in 1891, the School has 
enrolled over 8 million students in 256 
professional courses. Courses that have 
made ICS the world's largest and oldest 
private home-study school. 

Free color booklet. 
Step one in starting on a successful 

career in Interior Design is to fill out the 
coupon below. You'll receive a colorful 
booklet that will tell you all you need to 
know about your future in Interior Design. 

Write to: School of Interior Design, 
International Correspondence Schools, 
Scranton Pa. 18515. 

School of Interior Design 
International Correspondence Schools 
Scranton, Pa. 18515 
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For the past quarter of a century, John Gerald's 
name has been among the top ten in the profession of 
Interior Decoration. An accredited member of the 
American Institute of Interior Designers, he has 
created interiors for many distinguished families. He 
has also furnished many famous clubs, hotels, yachts 
and embassies. As the President of John Gerald 
Associates in New York City, he heads one of the most 
respected firms in the design profession. 

Marguerite Rittenhouse received her doctorate 
from NewYork University. For the past 15 years she 
has owned a consumer panel which has included 
thousands of women from all over the United States. 
She has taught in leading universities and holds the 
rank of a full professor. 

Mr. 
Mrs._ 
Miss 

Address. 

-Age. 

City_ 

Zip_ 

.State, 

_TeL 
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water spots on your glasse 
no dishwas 

can wasl 
i detergent 

INSTANTLY. 
DRIES 

DISHES JET- 

) dishwasher detergent, even the best, can remove water spots 

Jet-Dry and oniy Jet-Dry is made to sheet off water in the rinse 

cycle. (It's there water spots form, after your detergent's 

gone down the drain). Jet-Dry comes in liquid. Or a 

solid little basket you hang in your dishwasher. 
So next time a dishwasher detergent promises 

you nothing but spotless, spotless, spotless, 
remember its claim goes down the drain when it   ^^^ 

goes down the drain. (  
Try Jet-Dry Water Spot Remover. You'll 

see what spotless really means. 

Promise. 

PREVENTS 
WATER 
SPOTS 

■   rWMi 

!■■■ I r i» i J 

Jet-Dry Water Spot Remover. 



Special European Art Purchase! 

Original Oil Paintings 
FROM FRANCE • AUSTRIA • HOLLAND! 

(NOT REPRODUCTIONS) 
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Come to You on Heavy Artist's Canvas, Mat Framed, Ready to Hang 
v !-. 

AMAZING OFFER! Each painting originally $20, now yours for $2.95 on 
special sale! Now you can afford the finest. Not reproductions but origi- 
nal framed oil paintings you will be proud to hang in your home. Not only 
for their exquisite full-color beauty but for their possible increase in 
value. The artists finally selected (after 2 years of searching) are from 
Holland, France and Austria. They are fine and unusually talented crafts- 
men . . men who we think may achieve greatness. Each painting on extra 
heavy canvas is signed by the artist. Comes to you mounted and mat 
framed, ready to hang and beautify your home. Large 14" x 17" size. 
Country of origin is indicated on the back. 

SUPPLY VERY LIMITED! Because our supply is 
limited, orders will be filled on a first come, first 
served basis. You must be delighted or return 
on our amazing 12 month exchange privilege. 
100% Guaranteed. Each a $20 original value! 
Mail no risk coupon today! 

WORLD ART GROUP, WESTPORT, CONN. 
"Home of World Famous Artists" 

^TOBER, 1970 

MOUNTED 
AND MAT 
FRAMED 

WORLD ART GROUP, Studio 10HG 
World Art Bldg     Westport, Conn. 06880 

Please send my selections of original oil paintings @ $2.95 each I 
on canvas, framed entirely free on full money back Guarantee | 
if 1 am not delighted. My Choice of subject matter is: 
□ LANDSCAPE   □ FLORAL       Q WINDMILL 
D SEASCAPE     D FRUIT        □ PARIS 

D 1 for $2.95                   □ 2 for $5.75 □ 4 for $11 
Please add 35c per painting for Postage and Handling. 

I enclose $ . 
□ Add $1 per painting and we frame in antique gold color | 
gallery styro frame shown, (overall contour size 16"x20") With i 
this frame add 50c for postage and handling. 

 i 
Name 

Address 
     I 
City State Zip 
D SAVE MORE! 8 Paintings Only $20. Postpaid. (Save $2 PP8. Hdlg.)  | 

I I 



A   DECORATOR   SPEAKS   HIS   Ml\l> 

mNotliing 
makes a room 

sparkle like ^ 
mirror/ 
By}} illhun Baldwin 

j \/m irror is mysterious. In large shimmering sheets, it 
-*- '—*- can change the shape and size of a room. In small 

flashes, it can catch the sparkle of light the way a jewel catches 

the sun. Mirror is by nature glamorous and gay. It makes 

things bigger—or at least I have never known it to make things 

smaller. \ et you can never really be sure, until it's finally in 

place, exactly what magic die mirror will make. 

As an architectural element, mirror is a most 

effective material for remodeling a room with- 

out actually knocking down all the walls—and 

it's certainly less expensive. In my own apart- 

ment, a veritable jigsaw of angles and corners, 

all the walls are painted very dark shiny brown, 

except three panels of mirror from floor to ceil- 

ing. I installed one mirror to broaden the room, 

make it less cramped and more interesting. 

Another, adjacent to a row of windows, gives 

the illusion of another window. The third re- 

flects the windows' light. But all that mirror 

does something extra as well (here's where 

the magic comes in) : At night, when the win- 

dows are dark, you can't really tell the differ- 

ence between the real room and its counterfeit 

imasie. 

yiirror van 

fool the eye 

.inorenoug. 
CRANf AND COMPANY, INC., DALTON, MASSACHUSETTS 

mirror can double a beautiful view. I once heard of 

*JL M a man who loved a certain river so much he moved 

into an apartment beside it. Then he mirrored his walls almost 

scientifically, so that no matter where in his apartment he stood, 

he could see at least a reflection of his river. I once had an 

apartment with three tiny windows in a little hall that faced 

the East River. I mirrored part of the wall across from the 

windows, and although I can't say I found it necessary to have 

the East River with me wherever I went. I will admit it was 

nice to have two views of it for the price of one. 

A wonderful trick is to put mirror right at the 

window. In one city living room, with a less 

than spectacular view of a side alley, the 

owners covered all the window reveals with 
mirror. Then they installed two tiers of folding 

HOUSE & GAI 



Mirror '«» 

multiply 

light 

shutters, wood on the outside, mirror <>n 11><• 

inside. \\ iih ilw bottom half closed, the shut 

lets keep mil the view, yet reflect sparkle and 

light from the uppei half, making the whole 

window bright as sunshine. \ folding mirrored 

screen, too, especially il you pul M neai .1 win- 

<lo\\. ;'i\i"~ exciting broken reflections and 

sends the window's light all ovei the room. 

M M all ways were meanl foi  mirrors. A well-known com- 

J~ J- poser had the entrance hall of his Waldorf apartmenl 

mirrored everywhere ceiling and all—except for the Mack 

and white ma 1 l>lc floor. 11 wa^ a dazzling lit lie jewel of a room. 

On one mirrored wall was a wonderful mirrored barometer. 

On another, a -ill-framed mirror. The only furniture was a 

console table, a little chair, and some luxuriant green plants 

thai the minor transformed into an instant jungle. Inside halls, 

like the ones thai lead to bedrooms or dressing rooms, are ex- 

citing if YOU wall them with mirror. Or you might mirror only 

the d s in a long hall, to give staccato reflections as you pass. 

In a dressing room, mirrored doors are marvelous. If you have 

a pair of closets in a bedroom, you can mirror the inside of 

each door and he able to see both sides of every situation. 

Mirror, like any other good thing, can be over- 

Sometlmeg   done. I would never lavish it on a room in 

thv brut   which you're trying to establish a certain kind 

mirror i*   of quiet—a restful room, where you waul to 

BO mirror   think deeply, converse undisturbed, work with- 

out distractions. 

/would think twice, too, before putting a lot of mirror 

in a house outside the city. In the city, you dress up 

a room to make up for a certain lack of natural openness, beau- 

tiful views, and fresh air. But I'd never have mirrored entrance 

halls or shutters in a country house. I'd have treillage and beau- 

tiful blowing curtains. 

Framed mirrors, of course, are beautiful any- 

where. On the left bank in Paris, there is a 

white room 20 feet tall, with three immense 

windows curtained in red damask facing the 

Seine. Between them and on each of the other 

walls hang five towering gilt Louis Quinze 

mirrors. They are fantastically beautiful to 

look at, and they also serve, as mirrored walls 

would, to make the garden, trees, and river out- 

side a living part of the room. Sometimes big 

mirrors can work wonders even in a small 

room. A friend of mine has a very tiny but dis- 

proportionately tall apartment in New York. 

It's all painted white and furnished with small- 

scale furniture in brown suedes and black 

leather and a beautiful black and white pat- 

terned Moroccan rug. Rather than try to min- 

imize the height of the room, my friend decided 

to exaggerate it: Instead of hanging pictures, 

on three walls facing tall windows he hung 

three colossal overscaled Moroccan mirrors 
Continued on page 20 
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•   FOR   THE   FINEST   CARE   OF   YOUR   FINEST   FURNITURE.   USE  SAINTS  SATIN   WAX. 
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^f you ever ate cereal from aBunnykins Bowl, 
you already know about j|oyal J^oulton, 
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Learn the facts of life 
about family room furniture. 

Family room. Den. Recreation 
room. Whatever. It needs a 
different kind of furniture. 
Because it gets a different kind of 
living. Overstuffed upholstered 
furniture can't stand the punish- 
ment. The arms. Seats. Backs. 
They wear out. 

For family room living you need 
furniture that not only looks good 
and sits good, but can take it. 

Try to wear out a solid oak 
Howard arm. Sure. You can wear 
out the cushions. But you can get 
a whole new set for under $20. 

Family rooms need: 
1. Solid oak furniture. With a 

deep-rubbed finish. 
2. Reversible, zippered 

cushions. When one is worn or 
dirty flip it over. 

3. Big comfortable foam 
cushions nestled in soft Fortrel. 
Deep down comfort for the man 
in your life. 

4 HERCULON* olefin 
fiber fabrics that outwear wool 
seven times. With stain release 
built in ... not added on. 

Howard goes where you really 
live. Whatever you call the room. 
And that's a fact. 

HOWARD 
family room furniture 
Starkville, Mississippi 39759 

w   t*^      -- 

•Registered trademark of H Drated. Wilmington.Delaware, for its olefin fiber 
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People who live 
in glass houses 
can bring 
everything outside 
inside. 

And still be 
cozy all 
year long. 
Glass. It brings the sunshine and everythi 
outside inside. And if it's insulating glas 
it lets in everything but the weather. No 
matter what the weather. There are no 
disadvantages of summer's heat or wint< 
cold. Whether you plan the dramatics o 
glass wall or an intimate, secluded patic 
view off the bedroom, glass like Twindc 
insulating glass gives you weather- 
beating insulation, plus reduced fuel bill: 
the bargain. And tougher glass, like 
Herculite K® tempered safety glass, mak 
it all the safer. 
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4se pages, PPG presents a look at 
)pen House ideas that can make 
aw home alive with the outdoors, 
rtably. 

5 Solarbronze® plate glass in mirrors 
a subtle bronze tint that creates soft, 
and sunshiny moods in any room, 
'en the smallest corner becomes as 
all outdoors. Look for PPG's 
fidelity® label on the mirrors you buy 
aading department stores. Or ask 
uilder or architect. 

^G Solarbronze tempered safety 
ass in high and low fixed windows 
that restful outside scene in—but 

the sun's harsh glare out. And 
se Solarbronze glass partially masks 
ytime view from outdoors looking in. 
Bt the additional advantage of privacy. 

3G Solarbronze tempered safety 
ass in sliding patio doors adds 
/, practicality and safety to your 

Its warm tint and brightness-control 
ies create a softened mood for 
ne living and working, and add a 

richness to interior walls and furnishings 
without influencing their color. Check 
with your builder or architect. 

4 PPG Twindow insulating glass keeps 
the cold away from you. but not the 

view. Twindow is two panes of glass 
welded together with a blanket of dry air in 
between. It keeps you and the cold apart 
And cuts heat loss through the glass by as 
much as 50%. That means more indoor 
comfort and lower heating bills (as much 
as 1 5% a year lower). Twindow insulating 

711* 
INDUSTRIES 

Donald Owens, Builder and Designer 

glass is available in all operating window 
styles from major window manufacturers. 
Ask your builder, architect or building- 
supply dealer about them. 

If you'd like hundreds of other innovative^ 
ideas with glass, send the coupon for PPG's 
full-color, 56-page book, "Open 
House/USA." See how glass can make 
your next house or remodeling plan work 
to let you live spaciously, more 
comfortably. Hundreds of decorating 
ideas, too. 

PPG is Chemicals, Minerals, Fiber 
Glass, Paints and Glass. So far. 

PPG Industries, Open House 
One Gateway Center, Dept. HG-10 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222 

Gentlemen: 
Enclosed is 25^ for handling. Send me 
a copy of "PPG Open House/USA" 
at the following address. 

afrfciii 

Name- 

Address_ 

City  _State- -Zip- 

i 



Lunt marries weli 
Lunt Sterling has the unique ability to maintain 

its own personality while it blends with other 

reflections of your personal taste, 

a complimentary companion to your crystal, damasked 

nens, fine china. Each Lunt pattern is designed to be a 

liant part of the total personality you bring to your table. 

Only objects of the finest quality have this inherent 

affinity. One for the other. Each for all. 

Look to Lunt to play its part in 

your gracious life... always. 

LUNT STERLING 
For information ivrite: Lunt Silversmiths. Dipt. HG-2, Greenfield, Mass. 
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"View Point" in Blackthorn Green 

THE NEW COLORFUL, COLORFASTCARPETforeverywear,anywhere. 

t's 'View Point.' All-Acrilan® acrylic pile approved for outdoor use. Most colorfast under the sun. 

hstands heat, humidity. Rot-mildew-waterproof. Resilient. Resists wear. Stays beautiful all-ways, 

y-to-care-for. 7 great two-tones. Solid quality. Solid value. Surprising price. At your Dealer now. 

AN AMERICAN •••••••^ 

DOWNS QUALITY CARPETS 
"OBER.  1970 19 



^lou 11 say it as 
proudly as we do. 

"It s American of Martinsville! 

Hombre —as tough and rugged as its name. Yet dramatically beautiful too. 
The secret is Tartan Clad —a revolutionary vinyl veneer that resists scratches 
and stains. See this complete line of boy's room furniture plus all our other 
thru-the-home collections by sending 50C to Carolyn Langley, Dept. HG-1070, 
American of Martinsville, Martinsville, Va. 24112. 

AMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE 

A DECORATOR SPEAKS HIS MIND 
continued from page 13 

framed in pale wood and mother-of-pearl. The 

result is beautiful—the room's one eccentricity 

is its greatest asset. 

m M ver a mantel, I usually prefer a mirror to a painting. 

^S A mirror above a roaring fire makes a marvelous light, 

but a picture and a fire somehow compete. In one room, we 

compromised by hanging above the sofa a beautiful painting 

carefully placed so that it was framed by the mirror above the 

mantel across the room. In classical eighteenth-century French 

rooms, the over-mantel mirror was built right into the boiserie, 

and opposite it, usually above a console table, was its twin. 

Over a sofa, I would use only a built-in mirror—or at least one 

that looks as if it were. There is something ominous about sit- 

ting under a dangling mirror. What's even worse is a mirror 

above a bed. 

Sometimes the prettiest thing to do with a 

framed mirror is to hang it on a mirrored 

wall—far preferable to hanging a picture there. 

When you look at a painting surrounded by 

mirror, you see the reflection of your entire 

body, with the exception of your head, which 

Mirror on makes some people very uncomfortable, others 

mirror much amused. Either way, the picture loses. 

In other ways, however, you can treat a mir- 

rored wall just like a painted or papered one. 

One of my mirrored walls was awful without 

something on it, so I hung a giant tortoise shell 

smack in the middle—to break up the image, 

yet keep that illusion of depth. 

I lthough I am not fond of large furniture covered with 

_X M mirror. I do love to see little mirrored tables or stools 

with mirrored legs. One of the most brilliant uses of mirror 

I have ever seen on furniture was a hall table designed lsy 

Charles Sevigny for a house I worked on in the South of France. 

The top was a huge rectangular slab 6 inches deep, finished in 

dark rich brown lacquer. It was supported by a pair of com- 

pletely mirrored blocks, each 2 feet tall, a foot thick and a 

yard wide. In the facets of mirror, the Italian marble floor, all 

intricately patterned beiges and apricots, became fascinating 

distorted reflections. And the heavy lacquered top seemed sus- 

pended in air. 

Sometimes the greatest total effect you can get 

from mirror is to add up a lot of tiny slivers— 

octagonal flowerpots made of bands of mirror; 

embroidered pillows with little mirrors sewn 

in: fragments of mirror, like shining baguettes, 

on door panels, cornice moldings, and picture 

frames. As you walk past them, the tiny quick 

twinkles of light catch the corner of your eye, 

giving the room a feeling of merriment and 

wit, and beautiful brilliance. 

I in ii 

mirror*, big 

nparklf 
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Why don't you 
become a 

professional 
Interior Decorator? 

It's a high-income field where a woman is in her glory. There is a good 

demand for decorating services and opportunities are 

abundant... even if you use only part of your time. You can train 

at home without interrupting your regular duties. 

BY JANICE TRIMBLE 

n't think there are many fields today that 
more pleasure or greater rewards to a 

uin than that of interior decorating, 
is an ideal place to put your natural love 
auty to practical use. You can do this in a 

-paid position or you may decide to go into 
ness for yourself. 
'O you enjoy doing your own decorating? 
e you ever helped a friend solve a decorat- 
jroblem? Then you may have the makings 
success as a professional decorator. 
ven if you've done no decorating, you 
be one of many women with unsuspected 

it in this direction —talent just waiting to 
iscovered. 
'ou can now train for this work at home, 
our spare time. No previous skills or ex- 
ence are required for this training. Why 
look into the many opportunities that in- 

:>r decorating offers you? 

A tremendously expanded field 
ised to be that only wealthy people em- 
yed professional decorators. That's no 
ger true. Increasingly large numbers of 
lemakers now rely on the services of dec- 
tors. They know that a decorator can pro- 
2 beauty and individuality —and can often 
e people money, too. 
lhe work of a decorator is varied and in- 
-sting. It frequently takes you and your 
:nts into smart showrooms and shops filled 
h treasures. You move in a world of fashion, 
ativity and ever-new challenge. 
Designing and furnishing even a single room 
y earn a decorator hundreds of dollars; 

TOBER, 1970 

larger assignments may earn much more. 
Many women do well just in part-time work; 
their own homes often serve as showcases for 
prospective clients. 

But decorators are busy in many areas be- 
sides homes. Their talents are employed in 
decorating hotel rooms, business offices, build- 
ing lobbies, clubs and institutions. That's why 
the profession has grown so large. 

What the LaSalle Course teaches you 
The LaSalle Course in Interior Decorating has 
been prepared to give you practical, complete 
and up-to-date preparation for this exciting 
modern career. Lessons come to you by mail; 
they are as fascinating as the professional work 
itself. Much of the study material included is 
unique in a course of this kind. For instance, 
you get an attractive, simple-to-operate slide 
projector with color slides that show interiors 
almost as big as life on your wall. You also get 
professional sketching equipment, coloring 
materials, stencils that make it easy for you to 
draw room plans, and much more. 

Step by step, you are shown how to develop 
your creative ability. You are taught the prin- 
ciples of color and design and the historic 
background of today's decoration. You are 
trained in the selection and use of furniture, 
fabrics, accessories, lighting. You learn how 
to achieve beautiful settings to delight your 
clients and build your reputation. Even before 
you have finished the course, you may want to 
apply your new knowledge to glorifying your 
own home. 

At each step, you are given practical assign- 

ments which are then carefully reviewed by 
your instructors and returned to you. You are 
coached with care for your work as a decorator. 

The LaSalle Course in Interior Decorating 
is backed by more than sixty years of leader- 
ship in the field of home education. More than 
2,000,000 people have enrolled for home 
study courses with LaSalle. 

Mail attached card for free booklet 
If you are seriously interested in the new 
opportunities offered by a career in interior 
decorating —if you are prepared to devote a 
few hours of your spare time each week to 
conscientious study in order to achieve your 
goals-send attached post-card for free LaSalle 
booklet. You may be surprised by the low cost 
of the course. LaSalle, 417 S. Dearborn Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 60605. 

If card has been removed, 
mail this coupon 

© WO LoSolle f.femion Ur>,*eit<ty 

LASALLE   EXTENSION   UNIVERSITY 
A Correspondence Institution 

417  S.   Dearborn  Street,   Dept.  S8-016.  Chicago.   Illinois  6060S 

Please mail me your free illustrated booklet 
"Your Career in Interior Decoration," describ- 
ing the LaSalle home study course. 

Print 
Name Age  

Apt. 
Address No  

City. 

State. 
,51! 

.Zip. 
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"The 10pm 
chair. 

It's a Berkline. 
They're supposed to be baby sitting. Maybe they are. But if 
you ask me it's Berkline sitting. And it's not sitting at all. It's 
leaning back. And stretching out. And eating all the time. 
It's a good thing I've got that stain resistant Scotchgard® 
protector to protect me. Oh well. That's what I get for being 
an impostor. Wonder how they ever found out about me. 

Find out about the Berkline impostors at the dealer near 
you. And write for a free brochure. The Berkline Corporation, 
P.O. Box 100 HG-1, Morristown, Tennessee 37814. 

The magnificent impostors, Mayfair by Berkline. 
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9 Learn on 
house plants 

and you can     * 
garden aimvhere, 1 

says Tlialussa ( ruso 
Thalassa Cruso, chatty denim-aproned star of "Making 

Things Grou" the popular series that started on Bostons 

WGBH/TV and spread to some 198 Public Television sta- 

tions, dug her first garden as a child, then took to digging 

as an archaeologist. Wife of Hugh Hencken, curator of 

European archaeology at Boston's Peabody Museum, she 

dedicated her book Making Things Grow (Knopf) "to the 

gardening heritage of my family . . . and to Hugh uho en- 

joys it." What Dr. Hencken enjoys, she tells us, is making 

composts. "Very stratified. We look like tells in Babylon, 

Period I, Period II, Period III. Mrs. Hencken is also 

mother of three, grandmother of Inc. a member of the 

Garden Club of America and of the Royal Horticultural 

Society, anda Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries of London. 

" hat in uimr iirst adrirv to hvainnina uardenerx? 

What I try to do is encourage them. \ ou do 

not buy your plants for better or worse, so 

don't be ashamed if a plant dies—throw it out! 

Nobody succeeds with everything. Nobody 

doesn't muddle something. Nobody doesn't fly 

out five mornings in a row because of appoint- 

ments and forget to do something. Every 

gardener has failures—you should see my 

gardenias. 

1 feel strongly about house plants because 

you can learn on them. Even in m\ lifetim^ 

the number of people who really know how to 

garden has enormoush diminished. It's a 

sweeping, wild Thalassic generalization, but I 

think Americans I unlike (he British) think of 

their gardens much more as places for social 

life, places to entertain, rather than places to 

work. If they're going to work, they're going 

lo work at die golf course. \\ ith die result that 

lhe\ put their gardens mainly down to shrubs 

or architectural design and have lost a lot of 

the processes. Ver\ few of us are willing to try 

lo grow from seed or to layer or lo peg dow n. 

It's not taken for granted for the ordinar) 

gardener to have a cold frame. And all that 

seems an enormous pity, particularly for young 

people. But \ ou can learn all these processes by 

indoor gardening. And what you do with pots, 

you may well do out of doors. 
Continued on page 30 
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ameiess 
ectric heat is 
ure comfort... 

Live carefree. Live Better Electrically 
Edison Electric Institute, 750 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 

...puts an air 
of freshness in 
every room. 

The electricity that lights your 
home is the cleanest form of energy 
known. It's absolutely flameless, 
absolutely without combustion. So 
it follows that flameless electric 
heat is the cleanest, purest home 
comfort you can buy. 

There's a special air of 
freshness about electric heat. It's an 
odorless, quiet sensation of well 
being, a new quality of gentle 
warmth from wall to wall in every 
room. Without hot blasts or cold 
spots. 

And it's versatile. There's an 
ideal system for you whatever your 
requirements—whether you're 
buying, building or modernizing, 
whether you live in a house, 
apartment or mobile home. And it 
combines neatly with electric air 
conditioning for pure comfort all 
year round. 

Today more than four million 
families live with the pure carefree 
comfort of electric heat, a comfort 
that's a true bargain when you add 
up all its exclusive values. Get all 
the facts. Call the heating specialist 
at your electric utility company. 
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Decorative Fabrics of C£Cc£s '/D£4Znc^ 
GAY AS "GIGI"!    COLORFUL AS "MY FAIR LADY"!    AWARD WINNING AS "COCO"! 
The first showing of the Cecil Beaton decorative fabric collection is now taking place at fine stores. 
The collection can also be seen in the helpful booklet, "Creative Concepts in Decorator Living." 
\Nrite for name of nearest store featuring collection, to obtain brochure send ten cents for postage and handling. 

BlGDmciaff 
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Tired of cooking the same old things in the same old way? 

Why not whip up 

QJ omething simply 

Qjcrumptious* 

from 

House&Garden's 
New Cook Book 
Now it's easier than ever to prepare authentic gourmet meals with 
the help of HOUSE & GARDENS NEW COOK BOOK. More than 
1.000 recipes—elegant, yet uncomplicated dishes tested and prepared 
by world-famous cooks including Julia Child, James Beard. Dione 
Lucas, Craig Claiborne. All surprisingly inexpensive, and all guaran- 
teed to delight the most discriminating appetites among your family 
and friends. 

'Ilk ie       STEAK AU POIVRE, FLAM BE \ 

2 tablespoons coarsely cracked 
peppercorns 

1 porterhouse steak, 2Vfe"-3" thick 

3 tablespoons butter 

1 tablespoon finely chopped shallots 

1 tablespoon finely chopped parsley 

1 teaspoon salt  •   V& cup bourbon 

Press coarse pepper into steak with the heel 
of the hand. Let it stand for Yi hour. Heat a 
stainless steel platter until very hot. Melt 
butter on platter. Combine with shallots and 
parsley. 

Broil steak to your favorite state of doneness, 
preferably well-charred outside and rare in- 
side. Salt during cooking. Remove to hot plat- 
ter and turn once. Add heated bourbon and 
blaze. Slice and serve with saute potatoes and 
sauce from the platter. Serves 4. 

And for your next din- 
ner party, try your hand 
at a hearty Boeuf en 
Daube Provencale, or 
ISortcegian Lamb Shanks 
with Sour Cream Sauce 
. . . Lobster Strudel . . . 
Sweet and Sour Duck. 
You'll soon discover 
how simple truly fine 
cooking can be with 
HOUSE & GARDEN'S 
NEW COOK BOOK! 

AT LAST-A COOK BOOK THAT'S MORE THAN A COOK BOOK... 
A COMPLETE HOW-TO COURSE IN GOURMET COOKERY! 

HOLSE & GARDEN'S NEW COOK BOOK is a comprehensive 
course in preparing and cooking food. Techniques of master chefs 
are explained—and simplified in picture performances. 

The correct wine to select . . . evaluation of cooking utensils . . . tips 
on baking, poaching, barbecuing, etc. . . . plus ideas for atmosphere 
and table settings that will enliven every meal and party you plan. 

This treasury of great recipes 
published at $12.50... 

Now for only $995/ 
Simply enclose your check or money order for $9.95, 
and your copy will be shipped promptly—fully post- 
paid. We know you'll love HOUSE & GARDEN'S 
NEW COOK BOOK, but if for any reason you're 
not completely satisfied, return it within 10 days 
and your money will be refunded. 

If you prefer, you may charge your American 
Express or BankAmericard account. 

Why not order one for a special friend who loves to 
cook ... a new bride ... a career girl setting up her 
first kitchen. They'd love it too! 

r Conde Nast Books, P.O. Box 3308, Grand Central Sta., New York, N.Y. 10017   H 

1 would like to order. .copies of 
House & Garden's New Cook Book @ 
$9.95. 

□ My check or money order for 
S , payable to Conde Nast Books, 
is enclosed. 

Please, charge my account: 

□ American Express 
□ BankAmericard Exp. date  

Acct. #. 

U Signature 

My Name 

Address 

Citv                                  State Zip 

This is a gift order. Send book and card to: 

Name 

Address 

City                                    State Zip 

Card to 
read: 
"From 
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Window 
shopping? 
YouVe come to the right page. 
You can look and look, but you'll never find more 
beautiful windows than Andersen's. 

Beautiful . . . because they're made of warm, nat- 
ural wood, the best insulator. 

Beautiful . . . because they're made so well they'll 
save you up to 15% on heating costs. 

Beautiful . . . because you can order them with 
Perma-shield® weatherproof vinyl exteriors and 
welded double-pane insulating glass. They won't 
need painting or storm windows, can't pit or dent, 
won't rust or corrode. 

Beautiful . . . because they come in so many sizes 
and styles, for building or remodeling. 

Choose from 6 beautiful styles, all shown on this 
page. 1. Flexivent- Windows. Use them singly or 
in picture-window groupings. 2. Perma-Shield 
Narroline.™ Wood exterior is completely covered 
with weatherproof vinyl, except for sash, which is 
factory finished. (Won't need painting for 10 years.) 
3. Gliding Doors.* A perfectly beautiful way to 
make your deck, patio or pool area part of your 
home. 4. Gliding Windows. Slide open easily for 
top to bottom ventilation. 5. Casements.* The 
slimmest, trimmest most elegant windows in Amer- 
ica. 6. Awning-Style Windows.* These combine 
a fixed upper sash with a lower ventilating sash. 
(Notice the removable grilles. They're available on 
all Andersen window styles.) 

The point is ... why look further, now that you've 
found Andersen? Just send us the coupon — and 
we'll tell you more of our beautiful story. 
•This style also available in Andersen Perma-Shield® 

Please send me your free booklet, "How to get good 
windows when you buy, build or remodel." 
Mail to: Andersen Corporation, Bayport, Minnesota 55003. 

D I plan to build, a I plan to remodel a  

NAME. 

ADDRESS. 

CITY  

STATE- -ZIP- 
HG-90 

Andersen Windows 
>- Window beauty js Andersen    ▼    'Andersen Cofp  Bayport Minnesota 55003 
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Goodnight, Magellan 
Snooze cruise in MILO BAUGHMAN's free floating 

bedroom, independent of walls. Upholstered 
headboard snuggles to back of dresser. Flanking 

commodes lift cantilevered shelves to bedside 
convenience. About walls, handy in case of 

over-reaction to the freedom of it all. 

When it comes to modern, THAYER COGGIN thinks of everything. 

THAYER COGGIN 
For illustrated literature, send $1.00 to Hilda Lee, THAYER COGGIN, INC., 

High Point, N.C 27262 

...that's Progress! 
Decorate your Colonial with English elegance. This exquisitely 
detailed chandelier will do it for about $150. Shades are optional 
extra. Whatever your style, Progress Lighting has a just-right 
fashion at a just-right price. For every room in your home. Out- 
doors too. Progress, the world's 
largest manufacturer of home light-   MVAMPAA41 
ing fixtures. Look in Yellow Pages H^fe\ 
under "Lighting" for your  nearest   U|U|I| VVU 
showroom, or send 50<P for 120-page   "^ ■ 
color catalog to address below. LIGHTING 

A GARDENER SPEAKS HER MIND 

continued from page 24 

M9o gou find interest in gardening among young 
people? I set a great many letters from young people. They 

dislike hypocrisy of all kinds, and one of the things about 

growing plants is that you get out of it exactly what you 

put in. There is a great urge to go back to growing things. 

And the organic people who are trying to grow their poison- 

free vegetables do manage to live off amazingly small plots 

of land. Put good stuff back into the soil, and it can support 

unending beautiful plants. 

f tin anyone aequire a green thumb? Or is there 
some mysterious quality that makes some 
people get along irith plants? We're all 

descended from the early agriculturists. Civ- 

ilization everywhere followed the discovery of 

how to control the food supply. Our ancestors 

thought there were spirits or powers in plants 

—the corn goddess and all that. I don't want 

to sound like a nut, so I'm approaching this 

subject with enormous caution, but there is an 

awful lot about plants that we don't under- 

stand. You do sense stress in plants if you are 

looking for it. This is true when winter is com- 

ing on. And with plants one doesn't like. Of 

course, you can explain this scientifically. A 

plant you like, you hover over. You move 

around, and you say "is it looking any better 

today?" and "is that a new leaf?" and "good 

heavens, I hope that's not mealybug J" When 

you do that, of course, you're breathing carbon 

dioxide over it. and carbon dioxide is now 

piped into greenhouses to make things grow. 

But there is a little more knocking around, and 

I don't know7 what it is. We have a very emi- 

nent horticulturalist in our area who has 

proved to her own personal satisfaction—and 

she is the most downright New Englander you 

can imagine—that seedlings germinate better 

in the room where she practices her violin. 

And we wonder whether sound vibrations arej 

the partial cause. 

MPoes  one  ever lose  the green  thumb,  the  hnaeli? 
I most certainly did! Perhaps it was the transfer in climate 

—coming from England to here—but for a good many 

years, I could easily have taken the prize for the worst 

grown geranium anywhere. I also lost the knack for forc- 

ing bulbs at one time. What it really amounted to was that 

I wasn't taking the proper trouble.     . 

W hat sort ol plant is good to start trith? Start with 

a small one so it will not be a disaster if it dies 

while you're learning on it. I don't mean the 

very smallest because they're hard to handle. A 

tiny pot dries out like mad. And be sure to buy 

plants that the seller has taken the trouble to 

label. Some supermarkets and dime stores have 
Continued on page 250 
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f f I want that blue-green color 
the sea gets 
just before a rain!' 

We have it. 
We also have the blue of those 

wild (lowers that bloom along the 
Pennsylvania roadside in June. 
And we have the delicate 
colorless color that rises from a 
farmhouse chimney on a still 
winter day. 

In fact, at this moment we 
have 49 current colors, which 
isn't unusual fur us. You see, we 
make our own colors (just as we 
weave our own fabrics), and 
we're rather noted for what we do 
with color. 

We can almost always make a 
lady happy who's suddenly 
overcome with a poetic whim for 
draperies in a very certain shade. 
But we also make the colors that 
are running through the interior 
decorators' minds at the moment, 
and are being shown in the 
fashionable home magazines and 
exhibited in the model rooms at 
the good stores. 

And every one of the colors 
we make washes in a machine, 
tumble dries, and needs no 
ironing. How's that for having 
your cake and eating it? 

You can't buy Burlington 
House color without getting 
Burlington House custom 
workmanship—invisible stitching, 
mitred corners, deep pleats, 
3-inch hems. And great 
Burlington House fabrics, many 
of Avisco® rayon and cotton. 

Our richest shade isn't too 
rich for your blood—a single 
width rloor-to-ceiling length pair 
of draperies is about $13-$16. 

Did someone suddenly have a 
nostalgia for that shy green that 
peeks out between wet rocks? 

We have it in several styles. 

Burlington 0 House 
a Division of Burlington Industries, 

1345 Ave. of the Americas, N.Y., N.Y. 10019 
(To find where you can buy Burlington House draperies, 
call 800-243-6000, in Conn, call 800-942-0655. Both calls free.) 



Tuxedo-Style Sofa in Scotchgard® protected velvet—S299.95 as shown.* 

Color Country com1 

Kroehler brings all the colors of the outdoors indoors. 

All the reds, and yellows, and greens, and blues, 

and golds. Because we think furniture should be nice 

to look at. But we think it should stay that way, too. 

So every Performance-Tested* Kroehler fabric is 

resistant.With finishes to stand up to scuffs, dirt, I 

and stains. And every Kroehler piece starts with 

hardwood frames reinforced for strength. Extra-s 

*Suggested retail price may vary in different areas. 



doors with Kroehler 
Is. Along with permanent support cushions for 

-balanced comfort. After all, the less you 

3 worry about the inside of your furniture, 

)re you can enjoy the pretty outside. 

qgether with fcoehler and beautiful things happen 

Free! Decorating Guide—as shown on TV. 28-page, full- 
color booklet is free at participating Kroehler dealers. 

Hotline: For the name and address of your nearest participating 
Kroehler Dealer —call this number toll-free: 800-243-6000. 

KROEHLER© 
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Brass & Bronze & Black & White 
*   tdm 

& now 
Walnut 
& Pewter 

•v 

T 

The soft glow of fine antique 
pewter and the warmth of wal 

now join the extensive Kirsch 
line of decorative drapery rod 

finishes. When it comes to 
high style, dramatic finishes 
and down-deep quality, most   I 
people come looking for Kirsch.i 

Available in leading stores 
everywhere, including Canada. 

«*• 

g^t 

124 PAGE. IDEA BOOK! JUST$1 
Windows Beautiful (Vol. Ill) is all 
new! 117 room settings in full color 
by interior decorating experts. At your 
Kirsch dealer—or send this coupon. 

^^ Kirsch Company, Dept. K-1070, Sturgis, Mich. 49091.               • 

Please rush my copy of Windows Beautiful (Vol. Ml) 
1 enclose $1.00. 

Namp 

Adrirpss                                                                                                  ] 

flity 

StatP                                                                                    7ip 

Please allow 3 weeks for delivery. No stamps, please. 

I 

o 

KirscK 
DRAPERY HARDWARE 

For windows people care about 



Experience is the best teacher. 
No wonder KitchenAid makes such 

dishwashers. 
Look at all the experience we've had. 

the world's oldest and largest commercial 
washer manufacturer. 

We got started making dishwashe 
restaurants over 80years ago.That taug 
us plenty about making dishwashers 
for the home. 

Afteryearsof research and 
field testing, the first KitchenAid home 
dishwashers went on the market 20 
years ago. And women all over Amer- 
ica started putting away theirdishpans. 

Some of our original KitchenAid 

good 

We're 
dish- 

rs for 

dishwashersare still in use after 20 years. With few 
or no repairs. 

If you'd like that kind of experience with your 
dishwasher.seeyourKitchenAid dealer. He's listed 
in the Yellow Pages. Or send us the coupon. 

KitchenAid Dishwasher Division, Dept. ODA-10 
The Hobart Manufacturing Company 

I Troy, Ohio 45373 

Send me free literature on KitchenAid 
dishwashers. 

Name  

Address. 

State. .Zip. 
"J 

KitchenAid 
Dishwashers and Disposers 

By the makers of Hobart commercial dishwashers and disposers. 
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.Signed original/ 
by Water ford. 

Every piece of Waterford crystal is a signed work of art, created by hand, 
with heart. For example: Kinsale, S8.50. Write for brochure 
to Waterford, 225 Fifth Avenue. New York 10010. 

THOUGHTS FOR 

THE HOSTESS 
BY   >IAKY   MOO\   HEMINGWAY 

When I'm planning a dinner party. I like to think of it as a 
dramatic entity with the table setting as the stage design, 

the food as the script, myself as the director, and my guests 

as the audience. For the mise en scene, there are all kinds of 

variations and changes to be rung on the usual table setting 

pattern—placing the centerpiece off-center, perhaps, or cov- 

ering the table with a cloth that started out life as something 

else, or setting up unconventional seating arrangements. 

One of the most delightful centerpieces I have seen in a great 

while is a plump, life-size hedgehog of black Wedgwood 

basaltware pierced with holes and placed on its own match- 

ing tray. Studded with flowers, this dull black beastie would 

be particularly effective settled on a bright solid colored cloth 

to match his floral coat. 

A treasure of a centerpiece for plain or fancy dining would 

be a bouquet of the Tiffany porcelain roses made by Royal 

Worcester with separate stems of buds and leaves. To give 

greater verisimilitude, the whole bouquet comes planted in 

a solid base covered with dried moss and unexpectedly placed 

in a charming Irish straw basket. 

With Oasis (that marvelous spongy substance that holds 

flowers and water for a long time and can be purchased at 

your florist) you can create all kinds of wonderful arange- 

ments with a minimum of skill. I like to make greenery-and- 

flower bricks, cutting the Oasis into suitable sizes and 

shapes, soaking them in water and covering tops and sides of 

the blocks with ivy leaves and flower heads. For enduring 

freshness, these can be placed in shallow water in containers, 

singly or in groups. For a shower or birthday party, it's fun 

to use ivy alone, tying ribbons around the "packages" and 

piling them together like so many gift boxes. 

Paisley shawls used as tablecloths are beautiful with white 

ironstone, pewter, or brass. Kettle cloth, in all of its lovely 

plaid permutations can be stitched up into terrific tablecloths 

with a Provincial look. A witty way of putting to work those 

beautifully embroidered old-fashioned bureau scarfs, is to 

sew them together at random to make a tablecloth any size 

YOU want. You can pick them up for very litle money today 

at antique shows. 

Among Porthault's floral fantasies in fine linen is a mille- 

fleur sprigged batiste cloth of any size or shape you stip- 

ulate bound with your choice of numerous solid colors. Gay 

and glowing, it gives any table the freshness of an open-air 

flower market. Another pretty but sensible Porthault whimsy 

is a floivered breakfast bib, to be tied daintily around the 

neck before eating breakfast in bed. Loving touch for the 

guest room, marvelous present for a sick friend. 
Continued on page 40 
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Our stainless, we make it as if it were our sterling. New Nordic Crown. 

reation in Oneidacraft® Deluxe Stainless. Dinner for eight, $39-95   ©1970 Oneida Ltd. At fine jewelry and department stores. 
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This hard shadow was made with an ordinary light bulb. 
But a light bulb that's good for making shadows 
isn't so good for seeing things. 
Because lights that make for sharp shadows 
can be just plain harsh on you. 

This soft shadow was made with a GE Soft-White bi 
General Electric Soft-White bulbs are terrible for - 
shadows. And wonderful for seeing. Soft-White ma 
softer shadows. And when shadows 
are softer, it's easier to see. 

Give your 
light bulb the 
Shadow Test. 

GE Soft-White flunks the Shadow Test. 
But passes the eye test. Every time. _ ^fc? 

10 

3* 

SOFT. >o 
GENERAL*® ELECTRIC 
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JIM BACKUS says, 

'  Vo)    "Give the NEWEST thing since sofas, 

\^f   ffieSoF^Teby   LA- 

1970  LA-Z-BOY  CHAIR CO. 

"sir   Space saver, ideal jor 
limited room size 

"fc   Bed by night 

"fr  Reclines with the natural 

movement of your body 

"fr  Independent reclining action 

"fc  Individual foot rests 

The SOFETTE®, a Reclining Sofa!! It's a new furniture in- 
vention so unique that two people can relax and recline 
independently of each other. Add romance and reclining 
comfort to your home ... the LA-Z-BOY® SOFETTE* is the 
perfect way to share your every relaxing mood, or just 
dream the hours away. 
You will be the envy of your friends as a fashionable style 
leader by adding a LA-Z-BOY* SOFETTE* to your home. 
SOFETTES are available in a selection of decorative colors 
and fabrics featuring DuPont ZePel Soil and Stain Repeller. 
A LA-Z-BOY5' SOFETTE5 in your home means the difference 
between just sitting, and really relaxing. DOUBLE YOUR 
COMFORT!! See your authorized LA-Z-BOY5' dealer today 
for the most unusual and versatile sofa ever to be offered 
anywhere. 

AWARD WINNER 
The "Sofette," 

the newest thing since 
the creation of furniture, 
has earned the coveted 

"Innovator" Award 

FEATURING 
LA-Z-BOY* CHAIR COMPANY 
Dept. HG-S70-6. Monroe, Mich. 48161 

Please send me FREE color literature. 

ADDRESS 
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THOUGHTS FOR THE HOSTESS 
continued from page 36 

Whenever I see a collection of Christofle French silver I 

suffer from what might be called "thing stress." There are so 

many delights, it is hard not to covet everything. To begin 

with. I like the big size of the French flatware and the Gallic 

idea of engraving the backs and placing the silver face down, 

on the table. The '"Malmaison" pattern is of specially gener- 

ous proportions and very Empire, but I'm also taken with 

"Hildebert," a seventeenth-century pattern with an interest- 

ing raised tail worked on the back. Most Christofle patterns 

are also available in two haute cuisine serving pieces that are 

marvelous to use, marvelous to give as wedding presents. 

One is a fat-and-lean gravy ladle. From one side comes the 

thin juice, the fat held back by a small dam. The other is a 
noncrushing rice spoon, also intended for real pommes frites 

—a good looking paddlelike implement, you can use for any 

number of dishes. 

be lined up on both sides. You can seat a surprising number 

of guests that way, and the center of the room becomes your 

dance floor. Rather than serving dinner, you might invite 

your guests for dessert, coffee, and liqueurs plus dancing to 

good records or tapes. It's a great way to entertain just before 

mm ins in or out of a house. 

Like an echo of a rare Japanese brocade, Vista Alegre Fleurs 

Chinois porcelain is a muted triumph of pale, pale blue; 

dull gold: and carnelian. Its subtle faded elegance, compat- 

ible w ith so man\ other colors would be lovely combined with 

any classical gold and white china and all of the apricot 

tinted roses or lilies. 

A dancing party may seem to call for more space than you 

can easily command, but before you write off the idea, con- 

sider the advantages of setting up your tables, banquette 

st\ le. Long, narrow collapsible tables can be placed all around 

the walls of a room from which the main pieces of furniture 

have been removed, leaving just enough space for chairs to 

Have you ever thought: 

Of having a map made showing how to find your 

house, not only to be enclosed w ith invitations but also to be 

used as a bookmark to remind borrowers where the book 

belongs, and on post cards to help servicemen- find their way. 

Of filling molds from a teapot instead of pouring 

from the usual saucepan with subsequent mess. 

Of keeping some special foods on hand for visitors 

with allergies—for instance, wheat-free biscuits, oatcakes, 

corn chips. Swedish crispbread, rice wafers, salt-free crack- 

ers and dressings, sugar-free canned fruits and drinks. 

Of providing your guest room with local timetables so 

that visitors may choose their departure time with decent 

freedom, letting the hosts off the hook. 

Of sending reminder cards for a party when the invita- 

tions have been telephoned or sent out way in advance. 

Of using your parfait glasses for a kind of pousse-cafe 

first course: guacamole. then a layer of minute shrimp, 

then another layer of the avocado puree topped by finely 

chopped celery and radish. Or layers of chopped cucumber 

and sour cream, then finely chopped pickled beets topped 

with chopped watercress. 

Contemporary 
Traditional- 
Oriental. 

f Mahogany, Maple, Walnut, 
Fruitwood, Birch and Pine, i 
Antique White, Canyon Red, ' 
Desert Sand, Aztec Blue, 
Cactus Green and Gold» 

Thirty-four styles, three 
sizes and your choice of 
three melodious chimes. 

FREE: Explore the 
possibilities of a Ridgeway 
Floor Clock for your home. 
Write for our colorful free 
brochure, complete with 
decorating tips and list of 
dealers in your area. 

40 

Ridgeway Clocks Division, 
Gravely Furniture Co., Inc., 
Department B-702, Ridgeway, Va. 24148. 
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ligelow's 
*ee-spirited 
hag for 
isces. 

ces is elusive. Pisces is subtle. 
is woman glows with moonlight, 
sunlight. To match her 
uctive charms, Bigelow makes 
igcroft. Look closely, and you'll 
its silken sheen, its understated 

)s of iridescent colors in 12 
nantic shades. The fiber is 
;elow Approved Dacron® polyester 
the makers of Du Pont nylon, 
agcroft is purposely lush and deep 
:ushion this fragile woman. 
?re are Bigelow styles for all Zodiac 
sonalities. To see the one that's right for 
i, call us TOLL FREE (800) 553-9550 
the name of your nearest Bigelow dealer. 
ov\a, call (319) 242-1867 collect. 
Zanada write: Bigelow-Canada, Ltd. 
/estmount Square, Montreal 216, Quebec 
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WHICH OF THESE BOOKS HAVE YOl 
. The Complete 
J Medical Guide 

miRD REVIS] U v\!» 

Benjamin F Millft.MI>. 

140  THE COMPLETE 
MEDICAL GUIDE by 
B6NJAMIN F. MILLER, 
M.D., 3rd rev. ed Illus. 
(Retail price $9.95) 

251. TIME AND AGAIN 
by )f,CK FINNEY 
Photographs 
(Retadprice $7.95) 

The 
Way    . 
Things 
Work 

107. THE WAY 
THINGS WORK: An 
Illustrated Encyclopedia 
ol Technology 
(Retail price $9.95) 

HISTORY OF 
THE AMERICAN 

PEOPLE 
by Samuel 
*■ -Morism 

^r 
234. T*E OXFORD 
HISTORY OF THE 
AMERICAN PEOPLE 
by SAMUEL ELIOT 
MORISON. Illustrated 
(Rerad price $15) 

333. AMERICA'S 
KNITTING BOOK •'. 
Of RTRUDE TAYLOR 
Illustrated 
(Rerad price $9.95) 

5 William LShirvr 
.rfthrlhirii R'l'h 

THE C0LL4PSE 
ON IIM HIKIt 

REPl'BLIC 

319. THE COLLAPSE 
OF THE THIRD 
REPUBLIC: An Inquiry 
into the Fall ol France in 
1940 by WILLIAM L. 
SHIRER. Maps 
(Retad price $12.50) 

PEANUTS 
TREASURY 

l&£ i    ' 

- »_ 

477. PEANUTS 
TREASURY by 
CHARLES M. SCHULZ 
(Retail price $4.95) 

iS Poetr 

' i Robei 
If Fro-' 

127. THE POETRY < 
OF ROBERT FROST 
Edited by EDWARD j 
CONNERY LATHEM ' 
(Retail price $10.95 

351. INSIDE 
THE THIRD 

REICH: Memoirs 
by Albert Speer 
Photographs 

(Retail 
price $12.50) 

All books distributed by the BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB are identical to the publishers' editions 

493. FIRE FROM 
HEAVEN by 
MARY RENAULT 
(Retail price $7.95) 

STORY or anar/mm 

wsemi 

YS^Mim 
WILL *«> ARIEL 

DURANT 

381. ROUSSEAU AND 
REVOLUTION by WILL 
and ARIEL DURANT 
Illus. (Ret. pnce $15) 

(THE ALL PURPOSE fOOKBIXlk 

, JOY 
l    h.lRMAS ROMBAUEKiml 
V  MARION ROMP.AUER BECKFR 

161. JOY OF 
COOKING h IRMA s. 
ROMBAUER and 
MARJON R. BECKER 
Illustrated 
(Rerail price $6.95) 

SECOND H'lllOK 
KtVISFD axl KESt I 

200. HOW CHILDREN 
LEARN and HOW 
CHILDREN FAIL by 
;OHN HOLT. (Retad 
prices total $9.45) 

260. THE OXFORD 
DICTIONARY OF 
QUOTATIONS 
(Retad price $11) 

368. WELLINGTON 
TIM Years ol the Sword 
by ELLZABBTH 
LONGFORD. Illus. 
(Retad price $10) 

THINGS 
C. P. Snow 

292. LAST THINGS 
by c. P. SNOW 
(Retail price $7:95) 

Miss Crnie's kT 

21-DAY 
SHAPE-UP 
PROGRAM 

Hsl 

THE 
NEW 
ENGLISH 
BIBLE WITH 
IIU.AI'OC'RYl'HA 

FRANCIS 
GARY^ 

POWERS 

OPEFttTJON. 
OVERFUGHP 

TIME 

3S9. OPERATION 
OVERFLIGHT: The U -2 
Spy Pilot Tells His Story 
lor the First Time 
by FRANCIS GARY 
POWERS Ullh CURT 
GENTRY. Phoros 
(Rerad price $6.95^ 

/MicfiaelTield 
cAM Manner 
,o/Jbod 

Hawaii 
.KMKS4MHH1NKI1 

186. HAWAII by 
JAMES A. M1CHENER 
(Retad price $7.95) 

CREWE 
KMBROID 

198. CREWEL 
EMBROIDERY -i 
ERICA WILSON 
Illustrated 
(Retad price $7.50) 

104. MISS CRAIG'S 
21 DAY SHAPE UP 
PROGRAM. Fa Men 
& Women. Illustrated 
(Retail price $6.95) 

517. THE NEW 
ENGLISH BIBLE 
With the Apocrypha 
Standard edition 
(Retail price $9.95) 

213. THE AMERICAN 
HERITAGE GUIDE 
TO ANTIQUES 
by MARY DURANT 
Illustrated 
(Retad price $6.95) 

522. ALL MANNER OF 
FOOD by MICHAEL 
FIELD. Illustrated 
(Retad pnce $8.95) 

513. LOSING BATTLES 
by EUDORA WELTY 
(Retail price $7.95) 

130  THE GRAHAI 
KERR COOKBOOK 
by THE GALLOPINl    I 
GOURMET. Photo    J 
(Retail price $7.5   ■: 
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ROMISED YOURSELF TO READ? 
he Rise and 
Fall of the 

Third Reich 

William L Shiiwr 

IIY POSTS 352. BALI FOUR 349. DOWN ALL 431. THE RISE AND 148. MAKING THINGS 
TE. 12th by JIM BOUTON THE DAYS / v FALL OF THE THIRD GROW h THAI ASSA 
RtpinJh Photognphs 

(Retail price $6.95) 
( IIKISTV BROWN REICH '> « IIIIAM 1 . <   Kt'V>     lllu'.lt.llr .1 

111  1     1'OSl (Recall price $6.95) SHIRER. (Retail (Retail price $6.95) 
■me $6.95) price $15) 

AN INVITATION TO READERS 
who may have considered 

membership in the 

BOOK OF THE-MONTH CLUB 

CHOOSE 
ANYTHREE 
FOR ONLY*. 
IN A SHORT EXPERIMENTAL SUBSCRIPTION 

You agree to buy three additional Club Selections or 
Alternates within a year at special members' prices 

ibrary-building plan every reading family should know about 

IE EXPERIMENTAL MEMBERSHIP Sug- 
gested here will prove, by your own 
al experience, how effectually mem- 
hip in the Book-of-the-Month Club 
keep you from missing books 
fully intend to read. 

.s long as you remain a member, you 
receive, each month, the Book-of- 
Month Club News, which describes 
monthly Selection, as well as scores 
ther important books, most of which 
available at substantial discounts— 
o 40% on more expensive volumes. 
se books are identical in every 
3ect to the publishers' editions. 
re is no obligation to purchase any 
:icular volume, and a convenient in- 
ction form is provided each month 

| hat instead of the Selection you may 

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB, INC. 

1 OBER.  1970 

order an Alternate—or no book at all, if 
you wish. 

If you continue after this experi- 
mental membership, you will earn, for 
every Book-of-tbe-^Montb Club Selec- 
tion or Alternate you buy, a Book- 
Dividend Credit. Each Credit, upon 
payment of a nominal sum, often only 
$1.00 or $1.50—somewhat more for 
unusually expensive volumes or sets- 
will entitle you to a Book-Dividend 
which you may choose from over a hun- 
dred fine library volumes available over 
the year. This unique library-building 
system, together with the sizable dis- 
counts on Selections and Alternates, en- 
ables members to save over 60% of what 
they would otherwise have to pay for 
books they are eager to read and own. 

280 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 

THE DEATH 
of a 

PRESIDENT 

WILLIAM 
MANCHESTER 

355. THE DEATH 
OF A PRESIDENT 
1 | U II MAM 
MAM HI JTSR 

511. DECLINE AND 
FALL: Whal Really 
Happened lo The 
Salurday E»emnj Poll 

Charts ami maps 
(Retail puce $10) 

by OTTO FRll DHIf II 
PholOKfaphs 
(Retail pnee $10) 

126. ROOSEVELT: The 
Soldier of Freedom. 
1940 1945'/> JAM 
MACGREGOR IIL'HNS 
Illustrated 
(Retail price $10) 

302. ISLANDS IN 
THE STREAM 

by ERNEST 
HEMINGWAY 

(Retail 
price $10) 

§ fiSwer 
201. LOVE 
AND WILL 

by ROLLO MAY 
(Retail 

price $6.95) 

HueyLong 
ABinMWb) 

XHiirryWUiams 

283. HUEY LONG by 
T. HARRY WILLIAMS 
Photographs 
(Retail price $12.50) 

MASTERING 
THE ART OT 

French 
Cooking 

! LN ^eone • 

580. MASTERING 
THE ART OF FRENCH 
COOKING, CHILD, 
BERTHOLLE, BECK 
Illustrated 
(RetaU price $10) 

t PearlS Buck 

174. IN SOMEONE'S 
SHADOW, LISTEN TO 
THE WARM. STANYAN 
STREET t. OTHER 
SORROWS by ROD 
MCKUEN. (Retail 
prices total $13.50) 

/Organization 
\Ho« to slop the-/ 
'' -irporatloil from . 

i,^p...|a. —■ 

? 

323. UP THE 
ORGANIZATION M 
ROBERT TOWNSEND 
(Rerail price $5.95) 

The 
Three 

Daughters 
of 

Madame 
Liang 

204. THE THREE 
DAUGHTERS OF 
MADAME LIANG 
by PEARL S. BUCK 
(Retail price $6.95) 

SrjtK«»8oi*ShnM 

COMPLETE 
MANUAL OF 

HOME REPAIR 

M1B?.M?W,« 

BY BERNARD 
GLADSTONE 

353 THE NEW YORK 
TIMES COMPLETE 
MANUAL OF HOME 
REPAIR by BERNARD 
GLADSTONE. IllllS. 
(Retail price $7.95) 
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(g/wnemmg a//</<SM%/}<>M ml' 

The Treatment Shampoo 

Kisby's renowned salon formula. Compounded ol egg, 
castor oil and rum. 11 ., <>/. plastic bottle (10 doses) S3. 

Aura Patchouli 

Caswell-Massey's newest fragrance is ahead) orbiting of) 
our shelves. A militant, earthy, grass) stent which 
has won the approval of the "now" generation, ,'i o/  % 1; 
8 oz. |8.75; 16 oz.(crystal-stoppered decanter) $16. 

/ 

\&lda Pastilles 

Cooling menthol and soothing Eucalyptus 
in a vegetable base. Box ol L'l pastilles: 60( 

SOME   \(t II N   ON 

Our Own Luxurious 

Hand-drawn, silky fil)re bristles over 2 inches long. 
Set in satin-smooth, unvarnished wood block 
(i x .'! i;, in< lies witli canvas loop strap. $9.50 

o — 
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CASWELLMA5SEY,AMERICAS OLDEST 

Item#_ Size:_ Q*y- 

Name: 

Address- 

City: __ 

State:_ Zip:_ 
HG-3 m 

SQUARE STATION,NEW YORK,N.Y 10010< 

GOOD LOOKS 
& GOOD HEALTH 

BY   REBECTA   W  MIIIIIM 

IMAGINE HOW YOU'D FEEL IF EVERYTHING YOU 
HAVE IN YOUR BAG RIGHT NOW SPILLED OUT 

IN FRONT OF YOUR VERY WORST ENEMIES. . . . 

Of course they'd be there. And of course no bag would ever 

blurt out its contents that day when you'd just scrupuloush 

reorganized, revised, refurnished the whole thing. No, it has 

to happen that day when you've stuffed half a sandwich in 

it or at the very least, something as unwinsome as the busted 

plastic compact (and its unspeakable powder puff I that leaks 

out over everything. Worse—you have the stabbing insight 

that this is a deeper exposure, a character reading truer than 

your handvv riting can give, more personal than palmistry, 

here's your hidden Way of Life floodlighted for every sidewalk 

Freud to ponder. Now suppose you could play the whole thing 

over: how would you restage it? You might—since a woman's 

handbag is her second face and her shield against the out- 

rageous arrows and her character witness—try to make sure 

that everything there works, that a few work some kind of 

small miracles, and that some one thing in it says exactly 

what you would like it to. These are a few handbags that— 

spilled out—spell out the Life Styles of their owners . . . 

HANDBAG OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE . . . This one is the 

property of someone who has gone through life miles 
away all the time, passing out ten dollar hills for ones, 

leaving a trail of fountain pens wherever she writes 
checks, making a hotch of her eyelashes, carrying the 

wrong color lipstick always, and piling up centuries 

of had luck with a stack of hroken mirrors. But now 

she's terribly tired of all that and has the theory that 
if she reforms her handhag, it might reform her. 

The first, hardest thing to do was to find a hill- 
fold that keeps different denominations apart. In this 

country they just don't seem to make them, hut an 
unexpectedly stylish solution turned up—a \ uitton 
(how's that for a lasting Symbol) men's breast-pocket 
billfold, brown leather naturally, covered with LVs 

naturally, and flat as a feather, opens up to show four 
sections—and this does make it harder to give away 

any bills you haven't planned to. Next, a case shaped 
like a change purse rounds up all her make-up ami 
has two permanent residents. First Evelyn Marshall's 

putty colored lipstick—Tawny Sheen—that works as 
a color changer and used under and over any other 
shade, no matter how bright or dark, mutes and makes 
it becoming, takes care of careless bag packing. Next, 
one little bottle can transform the nerve-racking art 

of sticking on lashes. The murderous bit is that tube of 
glue and the little pins that you have to spread it on 

Continued on page 48 
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Miss Springmaid's new Sunbeam Stripes turn 
Lir bedroom into the prettiest place under the sun. 

This year fashion finds a new kind of stripe. Bold, brilliant, thick-thin streaks of color 
that make your bedroom the radiant center of your home. Springmaid does the 

Sunbeam Stripe collection in no-iron, durable-press Wondercale\ a blend of 50% Kodel® 
polyester, 50% combed cotton. You can have these glorious percale sheets and 

pillowcases in combinations of yellow, pink and blue. They look especially dramatic when 
set off against solid colors. Springmaid's Sunbeam Stripes let the sun shine in all day long. 

MILLS, INC.. 104 WEST 40TH STREET. NEW YORK. NY. 10018. FOR THE STORE NEAREST YOU. CALL ANY HOUR. ANY DAY AT NO CHARGE:  (800) 243-6000. IN CONNECTICUT. CALL (800) 94;-0655. 



GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH 

continued from page 46 

with. Now Andrea's pleasant white liquid in a little 
bottle with a delicate shaped applicator gives such 
confidence and steadiness that it has trained many- 
clumsy fingers to handle this operation as though it 
were easy. And Gucci's exciting, gigantic inch-around. 

10-hich-loiig scarlet leather fountain-pen is utterly 
impossible to leave behind. 

THE SCENE STEALER'S HANDBAG . . . Everything here 

creates an impression—the change purse, supremely unpre- 

tentious—an old Benson & Hedges cigarette box, the com- 

pact—Tiffany's brown and white striped enameled tiger's 

face with its little Mona Lisa smile and emerald eyes, just plain 

splendid. Now her make-up colors are in one flat, tin crayon 

box—Mary Quant's wild crayons that spread over eyelids, 

cheeks, cheekbones, ten unconventional shades including a 

pinky beige, present pet of The Advanced. That infinitesimal 

change purse by her plate at lunch is not a cache for tips 

or telephone calls but for Helena Rubinstein's grassy solid 

perfume, Herbessence to rub between her fingers. ... In a 

narrow little traveling case—the most dazzling of surprises— 

Evelyn Marshall's turguoise blue lashes waiting for their mo- 

ment of glory . . . they go beneath regular dark ones so that 

when the eyes are down, the blue is invisible but with the 

eyes open there's a great bolt of color. . . . 

HANDBAG OF A WOMAN IN LOVE . . . This bag is light, 

small uii'put-on-y and almost everything in it is light 

and small, tender and true, based on feeling. Tucked 

in a corner, hogging no space—two tiny tubes of high- 

ly emotional colors . . . a blue the color of a summer 

sky and a green the intensity of brand-new leaves 

(they are Revlon's Eye Gleamer eyelid shadows), 

ff hat comes out of a tiny little bottle marked Max Fac- 

tors Bisque Creme High Lighter is not only a Color 

to spread over the cheeks but a state of being young, 

healthy, and rich. The small alligator-y case the size 

of a quarter is not alligator, of course (the lady is a 

passionate conservationist), but gold—a flower hold- 

er with absolutely delicious roses, jasmine, and lilac 

in a creamy form to smooth over hands—Houbigant's 

Quelques Fleurs. Sometimes a very small silver spar- 

row comes out of this bag to stand next to her plate 

at lunch on its little spiky gold feet and remind her 

to take her vitamins—it's so small it can hold just 

three or four pills at a time (it is from (.artier). Of 

course no real powder compact for this radiant face, 

lint after meals a little book with a Fragonard lady on 

the cover is opened and a leaf conies out to take the 

gleam off the tip of the nose (it*s called Papier Poudre, 

$1.50 at Caswell Massey). . . . 

BAG OF TRICKS . . . Breathes there a woman with soul so 

dead who never to herself has said. "I wish I knew just one 

world-famous beaut) trick'". . . . The nice thing is that now 

lots of those famous beauty secrets of famous beauties are 

public propert) and for real, ready to go. For instance, there's 

Polly Bergen's Perfection Stick always included in this Bag 
Continued on page 50 

CENTENNIA 

THE NOW NOSTALJ 

Fostoria Originals circa 1902-lj 

Made in the old molds, these prizes f: 

the past are Today-treasure. Softej 

the graphic look . . . wanning 

heart in these transparent til 

Centennial II is historical in 1 

Art Nouveau in spirit. Collectible, d 

able. The "gems" of the Mix. With sui 

bedazzlements in full lead crysi 

rich new cobalt blue and ruby for i 

spangled accents. At fashion stj 

along with other Fostoria handcra 

collector's items and glamorous stem' 

in crystal and gemstone colors. For pal 

brochures, write: Fostoria Glass Comp 

Dept. G-O, Moundsville, W. Va. It 

J^ostoria crysi 
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IN THIS SIX PAGE SECTION... 

PRODUCTS TO FILL YOUR LIFE 
WITH FUN AND EASE... 

IDEAS, NEWER THAN NEW... 

NAM YOU CAN RELY ON 
BERKLINE 

HAMMOND 
CONGOLEUM 

ADMIRAL 
HAMILTON BEACH 

You can see them now in great stores across the land... 
Stroll through our idea-packed SHOW-HOUSE pages...and see them here first 

This is the136th in a series of advertisements coordinated and produced by SHOW-HOUSE, INC., 200 ParkAve., N.Y., N.Y. 1001' 

COPYRIGHT 1970 SHOW-HOUSE, INC. DESIGNED BY FRED TOBEY, N.S.I.D.. PHOTOGRAPHY BY PHOTO FORIW 
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As inviting as a chair can be! 

= RKLIN 

By Berkline, of course. And the invitation to lounge, watch TV or recline is only the beginning. Comfort 
is all . . . for Berkline is the "King of Comfort Chairs." But Berkline goes beyond comfort: You may 
choose from a wide selection of modern decorator fabrics, vinyls and colors. Relax when you buy a 

Berkline . . . you've picked a winner! Relax like you've never relaxed before with a 
beautiful Berkline in your home! Write for a free decorating hints booklet today: 

The Berkline Corporation, P. 0. Box 100, SH-136, Morristown, Tennessee 37814 

' Wi Englander" Color TV Console and FM/AM Digital Clock Radio     Congoleum "Camari llo" Cushioned Vinyl Floor     Hamilton Beach Electric Blender     Hammond J-422 Spinet Organ 
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Simulated TV reception. 

3 YEAR ADMIRAL WARRANTY ON COLOR PICTURE TUBES. Picture tube warranted to original owner to be tree trom delects for 3 years. Admiral's obligation limited  to  suppl 
built tube in exchange for defective tube. Service and installation costs paid by owner. Warranty not effective unless registration card mailed to Admiral within   i days   iltei 

Admiral Solar Color TV brightens any ro 
Every page in this section shows you how the variety of Admiral styling can enhance the ele 

of any room. What you can't see on these pages is the clarity and brilliance of the Admira 
Color picture. You'll have to stop by an Admiral dealer for that. While you're there, ask him abc 

exclusive Admiral 3-year picture tube warranty. It's the longest warranty in co 
and only Admiral has it. Shown above, the "Chateau"—Admiral Solar <■ Admiral 

irk ol Quality 

Berkline Reclining Chair     Congoleum "Westbury" Cushioned Vinyl Floor     Hamilton Beach Electric Knife     Hammond R-124 Organ 
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irpets by 

Congoleum 

A New Dimension In Carpeting... 
Creative ideas in carpeting come from Congoleum . . . constantly! Here's the latest: Congoleum has come 

up with a unique "overprinting" technique which provides a striking3-dimensional effect for your floor. 
It's the "Highlander" pattern and we show it in Buckingham Blue. This beautiful Congoleum carpeting is made 
with Antron® II nylon from Du Pont  "Antron" makes a carpet that looks clean longer and is easy to care for. 

And notice the exceptional clarity of color. Count on Carpets by Congoleum for new dimensions in floor covering. 

Admiral "St. Regis" Portable Color TV     Berkline Rocker Reclining Chair     Hamilton Beach "Gourmet Collection" Convert-a-Flame Party Fondue     Hammond "Cadette" Organ 
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Follow the Piper generati 

54 

Piper Autochord is a whole new musical idea. It makes you an instant success even if you've 11 
played a musical note. No pedals to push. No standard music to read. No left-hand heada e 

Piper accompaniment plays automatically in rhythm and features a phantom  i 
The Piper meets the challenge of a whole new generation of music lovers. The fun lover who I 

to do things now . . . without the frills. The musical dropouts of every age who "long to pla; & 
i r/tn/rmrrturn    rvrif-'ATVT      just can't find the time". Youngsters, teenagers, young adults, senior citizens too 

iMIVI IVI UlM U    UrlLlr\l\ yourself from the silent musical majority. Follow the Piper generation 11 
where it's happening 

Admiral "Ericson" Color TV Console     Berkline Reclining Chair     Congoleum "Briarset" Indoor-Outdoor Carpet     Hamilton Beach Convert-a-Flame Party 
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"Entertaining at home 

SCOVILL 

has displaced dining out as the preferred thing to do," says the pubJisher of this magazine. And 
Hamilton Beach is right at home whether it be brunch, cocktails, buffet or candlelight. We show here 

the new Super-16 "Insta-Blend" blender, the exclusive Convert-a-Flame party fondue featuring both flame 
or electric cooking, the Custom 200 series stand mixer with its own meat grinder, the deluxe 

AMILXON   BEACH    "Insta-Clean" can opener, the Mix 'N Carve combination—electric knife and hand mixer in 
unique work-center cabinet, the versatile 12-speed portable mixer and deluxe switchblade 

DIVISION knife, both in storage cases. In the background—the incomparable "Gourmet Collection"— 
WATERBURY. CONNECTICUT the ultimate in coordinated appliances! Start reaching for Hamilton Beach! 

Admiral "Bolero" Color TV Console and "Audio 7500" Stereo Component System      Berkline Reclining Chair     Congoleum "Saxon Mist" Carpet      Hammond X-66 Organ 
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GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HJALTH continued from page 48 

of Tricks, a long narrow wand with a creamy tinled substance 

that does magical thinking about those nasty lines from nose 

to mouth corners, and makes spots seem as if they've never 

happened . . . Now for wrinkles there's a fast one. In a sil- 

very case that doubles for a lipstick, Clinique has out a bliss- 

ful waxy thing that seems to fill up lines for a while, very 

comforting and clever . . . For tired eyes, Eva of Rome's eye 

drops in a midget bottle not only clear the situation but seem 

to make the whites that clear, naite. blue-white of a baby's 

eyes ... A small dime-sized case marked Ash Brown cake 

liner is the key to a whole new expression around the mouth 

—clear, clean, raised up—the liner is Evelyn Marshall's and 

it's her idea to use it to outline the mouth completely—then 

go over it with lipstick, now she says "You'll have a mouth 

that's really there.". . . Those little two-by-two men look like 

a toy? They are—and a trick to amuse yourself with while 

waiting for a late-coming lunch date (gets the waiter's atten- 

tion, too I. They set off across a table—for instance—going 

determinedly hellbent for the edge and then—mysteriously 

always—stop on the brink. Always. This parable for our 

times is called Uncles, SI.50 at Nancy's Fancy, 900 First 

Avenue, New \ork. 

AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY HOURS HANDBAG . . . 

The impulse is to take too much, too many, and too 
heavy. No use for instance hurling a big breakable 
bottle of foundation to spread disaster in your bag 
when you can slip in Coty's new delightful plastic 
squeeze bottle, narrow and flat and the shape of a 

stage dagger. Zsa Zsa tiny little tightener's are mid) 
facials in wonderful flavors like Fresh Pear, and tl 
help bring your face back to normal used just bef< 
landing . . . One thing that's largish but you won't 
sorry you made room for—Du Barry's Make-up F 
ish in a spray bottle. It not only keeps your face fn 
melting color down to your knees in a hot climate 1 
comes on like a shower of the iciest water you e^ 
felt . . . You might purposely spill your bag if yo 
pocket watch is Tiffany's little gold Greek Helmet. ! 
with turquoise, it opens with a spring to pop oul 
globe-shaped clock the size of a dime. That'll be t< 
ing them. . . . 

NEW THIS MONTH IN THE STORES 

ELIZABETH ARDEN has the idea of opening up a new Him 

for the American woman's complexion to li\e in. with Dit 

tioncile Treatment and Make-up and they've been working 

this theme for three years. W e all know that alarming chan 

in the atmosphere have created a generally threatening 

vironment and so their approach is to help the skin resist 

(and since it is itself a regenerate tissue I live through it. Th 

are three special ingredients, Polygalacturonic Salts i 

Glucose Glutamate that are related to the moisture-holdi 

properties in the skin, and Allantoin, a counter-irritant, whi 

makes the skin less susceptible to change in climate. Thi 

are ten products, ranging from Skin Bath through \h>i-li 

Shield to Eye Care in price from S5 to $15. 

Continued on page 

PERSONAL SHOWER 
At last, a shower just for you. It's completely 

controllable. You can hold it in your hand; 
adjust its spray. Or use it as a wall shower at 

any height you prefer. Bathe with complete 
freedom as you have never bathed before. 

Shower without wetting your hair. Pamper 
yourself with soak and spray tub baths for 

that soothing, relaxing satisfaction so 
welcome to your body and nerves. Add an 

Alsons Personal.Shower to your bath. 
22 models to select from. Available with 

brush and bidet attachments, wherever 
finer home products and plumbing 

goods are sold. 

alsons 
poooucrt COHPOnATlON 

America's freshest 
new bathroom ideas. 

Somerset, Michigan • Covins, California 
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i bbe introduces Savant. 
ity the poor French if we ever 
ke up wine-making. 

Well, we've already given the 
American furniture makers a run 
for their money. And we'n   in 
I he lead. 

Now to take on the French. 

With Savant. A French coll' 
that even a Frenchman would be 
proud to claim, 

We took from the French all the 
I" auty of old-world designs. 
Formal court styles. Others from 
the country provinces. 

Authentic, of course-Globe 
always is—down to the last 
hand-carved detail. 

But when it came to things like 
springing systems and cushioning 
and a quality construction that's 
second to none—it took a 
technology that's strictly 
American! Strictly Globe, to be 
precise—because Globe's 
superior construction has even 
got our American competitors 
a bit red in the face. 

That's what happens when 
you're the new guys (as we are!) 
in a top-notch outfit like 
Burlington. You get compulsive 
about being the best. 

Now that we are the best, we 
can afford to be big about it. 

So we'll be big about it—for the 
time being, we'll stay out of the 
wine business. 

Write for Globe's illustrated 
brochures of all the great 
furniture styles ... only one 
dollar to Globe Furniture 
Company, Dept. HG 1070, 
High Point, N. C. 27261 

41- 
A division of 
BURLINGTON 
INDUSTRIES 



DESIGNED   BY  JOHN ISNER,   F.A.I.D. 

Chippendale Rattan has all the welcome warmth of spring 
sunshine. As accent pieces, it adds that special touch of 
elegance  so  desirable  in   today's  sophisticated   interiors. 

Send ]0# for full color folder, and name of nearest dealer. 

"The Most Famous Name in 
Rattan Furniture" 

REED   COMPANY 

4900  CHARLEMAR   DRIVE,   CINCINNATI.  OHIO 45227 

AW  ARCHITECT   SPEAKS   HIS   MI.\D 

varied 
levels 

in our house 
separate spaces 

without    £ 
isolatmg them, / 

says John C.Walker 

JOHN C. ("SANDY") WALKER, 

architect of his own multilevel, 

light flooded house in San Fran- 

cisco (see page 110) did what 

most young architects would like 

to do. Directly upon graduation 

from the University of Califor- 

nia at Berkeley, he and Bruce 

E. Moody opened the office of 

Walker & Moody. Today, at 

forty, he is engaged in a variety 

of arch itectural projects. Clients, 

for whom his firm is designing 

one family houses in such San 

Francisco suburbs as Tiburon 

and Marin county, range from a 

young doctor's family to a re- 

tired couple. In the works are 

several nine-story residential 

buildings for the "Turn Key" 

program of the Federal Housing 

and Urban Development Agency. 
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Itoes designing a rity housi 

sueh an yours present dif 

ferent problems from a sub 

urban  house? 

Most major problems of hous< 

design don't change essentiall] 

between   suburb   and  city.   Ar 

architect must concern himself 

primarily with who will live iri 

the house, what thev like, houi 

they live and bow they may liiA 

in the future. He will consider 

both indoor and outdoor spacei 

requirements very carefully be 

cause alloting space well is onei 

of his chief objectives. The pro-i 

portion and relation of indoor 

to outdoor space will prooably 

vary widely in a city or a sub- 

urban lot, but the basic design 

concept an architect has for a 

house should be flexible enough 

to move from country to city. 

is it more diftieult to design 

a house for your oirn family 

than  for a elient? 

It is often harder to get a good 

perspective of your own real 

needs and your own aspirations 

or delusions than to size up what 

is genuine and what is fanciful 

in a client's requirements. One 

probably also needs a streak of 

good luck as well as skill in self- 

analysis. Continued on page 60 
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Globe accents their fine furniture 
with subtle yet elegant Nau^almle. 

You're looking al a sample of the dis- 
linelive crealiotis from (dobe furniture, a 
division of Burlington Industries. 

Known for meticulous hand craftsman- 
ship, Globe insists on the finest materials 
loi their work. And Naugahyde® vinyl 
labric is one of them. 

Durable, carefree Naugahyde for these 
classic chairs? Thaf s right. Because along 

with being sturdy as a Tudor Manor arm 
chair, Naugahyde has th<- refined appear- 
ance of graceful French Provincial. 

With Naugahyde, Globe doesn't sacri- 
fice looks for comfort either. Because 
Uniroyal's luxurious Naugahyde brings a 

new dimension of plush comfort to am 
st\le of furniture. 

And in ease you fane\ the William IV 
(ban. but shy away from white, don't 
worry. I<>i that's win-re the most famous 

Naugahyde convenience comes in. Pure 
white will never lade, never stain and will 
always come clean. 

So when you're -hopping for furniture, 
look for Naugahyde. It combine- 
durabilit) with graceful good looks. 

Naugahyde* 
•i"i I fabric 

Naugahyde decorative fabrics get around in the best of circles. 

UNIROYAL 
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Contemporary Columnar Bar, 
No. B121, from the 

Mark 70 Collection. 

Italian Style Curio Cabinet, 
No. S877, from the Galliere 

Collection. 

Mediterranean Style Coffee 
Table, No. C324, from 

the Galliere Collection. 

We create conversation pieces that whisper prestige, 
punctuated by impeccable craftsmanship and accented 
with the most desirable finishes. Ageless in classic beauty, 
they will echo pride and pleasure for years to come. The 
Weiman collection of occasional furniture offers an un- 
usual answer for every decor. For the designs that always 
speak well of you, look for Weiman at fine furniture 
stores everywhere. 

Write Weiman for a free colorlul brochure with addi- 
tional information, or see your Weiman dealer. 

WEIMAN 
THE WEIMAN COMPANY, Ramseur, North Carolina 27316 

AN ARCHITECT SPEAKS HIS MIND 
continued from page 58 

In planning your own house did your main eoneepi 

and your idea* vhangv an thv house took shape? 

I think, like every client who ever built a house, when we faced 

the final reality we saw that what we had been dreaming 

about in general had changed somewhat. Most architects have 

cherished, if sometimes nebulous, theories on the perfect 

house in the back of their minds. But we had never specificalK 

thought of building a house until we realized that this ex- 

ceptional piece of property was available. Then the lot really 

dictated the house and many general theories of mine evapo- 

rated. If I were to start from scratch and do it over again, 

the house might come out differenth—and perhaps less satis- 

factorily. 

IHd the pravtival nerds of your family or your on n ilv- 

sign vonvvpt lain' lop priority in planning thv house? 

... 
I would say that the needs of our family took top priorit) in 

my design. But our actual plan requirements and my overall 

architectural concept were never at variance. There were few- 

problems in balancing one against the other. Though vi-ilors 

seem to find our house "different" from most San Franciscan 

town houses, I think in many ways we have a very conven- 

tional house scheme, and I find that such houses are often the 

most flexible for family life. 

Ilni. by vonrvntional standards, the plan of your 

htm si- is upside down. Why did you decide to put most 

hrdrooms on thv lower levels of thv house ;tnd the 

tiring arras at the lop? 

The living room is at the top to take the fullest advantage of 

the view of San Francisco Bay and the hills be\o:;d aul to 

gain maximum ceiling height for the living room. It had to 

be elevated considerably above the level of the children's 

rooms and above the level of the front entrance and dining 

room to see over the roofs of the houses between our house 

and the Bay. The rooms for the children are on the lower levels 

because they are grown and it seemed natural to separate 

their rooms from ours. This plan has seemed a wise one 80 

percent of the time. The) are free to come and go from the 

lower levels without going through major rooms. On occasion 

this can have drawbacks, of course. 

Is it difficult to break auay from the eonventional 

ho.xlilie plan of most eily houses—the hind sr'iere 

room sizes and eeiling heights are all alike and where 

front and bark  windows provide the only daylight? 

Actually I think the boxlike plan for city houses is generallj 

a verj efficient plan, once the concept of going up and down 

stairs is accepted. It makes it possible for the architect to 

organize all the elements of the interior in proper proportion 

and have them work together very well. As for the problem of 

ample daylight, an interior atrium or court can solve it on 
Continued on page 62 
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e answers to some questions 
I quently asked by our sponsors 

I ii arc considering sponsoring a child th 
i in questions may occur to you. IVrha 

V'hat information will I receive ahont the 
ill   sponsor ? 
Ivhoui two weeks after you become .1 spon- 
I HI will receive .1 photograph of your child, 
I history, and a description of the home 01 
J t where your child is receiving help. You 
i| so receive progress reports, and any addi- 
J infonnaiion >ou may wish to request. 
I.lay I indicate the country, age, and sex of 
il I wish to sponsor .' 
] es, we trj to fulfill all requests, but as you 
I nagine, sometimes this is difficult. Many 
JIMS allow us to select a child for them from 
II nergency list. 

Does mv $12 provide total support for mv 
I' 

l n plaees like India, and other countries of 
I ne poverty, yes. However, many homes re- 
1 additional support in the form of contribu- 
>f and special gifts. 
I an 1 write directly to my child, and will I 
I e an answer ? 
■pes, to both questions. When you become a 
c 01 you receive your child's mailing address. 
3 :an write to your child, and the answer will 
i inslated by our staff overseas. (Many spon- 
I ,a\e the foreign stamps they receive!) 
,i Alien will I first hear from my child ? 
I lust a few weeks after you become a sponsor, 
>l child will write to you. 
.IvVhy the "Christian" in Christian Children's 

'.' 
I 3ecause we are an organization staffed by 
l.tian people who are committed to the task 
iving children a chance to grow up in an 
I sphere of love. 
I How do I make my sponsorship payments? 
I You may send your check monthly or an- 
il \. You will receive a receipt, along with an 
Q Ification card and envelope for use when you 
I- your next gift. Your contributions are tax 
I cubic. 
. Is CCF independent or church operated 7 
. Independent. CCF is incorporated as a non- 
II organization, with a Board of Directors who 
I quarterly. We work closely with missionaries 
I denominations. No child is refused entrance 
i Home because of creed; or race. 
J When was CCF started, and how large is it 
> ' 
I 1938 was the beginning, with one orphanage 
I lina. Today, over 100,000 children are being 
llted in 55 countries.  However, we are not 
ijstcd in being "big." Rather, our job is to 

bridge between the American sponsor, and 
hild being helped overseas. 

J "What benefits do the children receive from 

I In general, children receive food, clothing, 
I er, medical care, education, school supplies— 

love. You will receive detailed information 
rdmg to the country where your child lives 
the type of project. 
How can 1 be sure that the money I give 
illy reaches the child ? 
CCF   keeps   close   check   on   all   children 
ugh field offices, supervisors and caseworkers. 

f! les and projects are inspected by our staff, 
i 1 home is required to submit an annual audited 
I -ment. 
! How long does a sponsorship last ? 
* A sponsorship should be for at least one year. 
■ of course, we realize financial conditions can 
I tge suddenly, and so you are free to cancel at 
1 time. A sponsorship may be carried for as 
;: as a person wishes. 
! May I sponsor a child for less than $12 a 
1 th, and still receive the child's name, address 
1 picture? 
> We cannot accept sponsorship for less than 

a month, but you can become one of our 
I tributors. Yourgifts—large or small—will help 

iir buildings, or provide emergency medical 

rough the Christian Children's Fund, 
ps you will lirnl them answered here. 

care, 01 buy milk for abandoned babies, or help 
care for unsponsored children. You will be kept 
informed of the needs through CCF WOK I I) 
NIWS. 
Q.    May two people share a sponsorship ? 
A.    Yes, and please give both names and ad- 
dresses of persons sharing the expense of a spon 
sorship, 
Q.    May groups sponsor a child ? 
A.    Yes,   church   classes,   office   workers,   CIVIC 
clubs, schools and other groups. We ask that one 
person serve as correspondent for a group. 
Q.    Are all the children orphans ? 
A.    No. Although many of our children arc or- 
phans, youngsters are helped  primarily on  the 
basis of need. Some have one living parent unable 
to care for the child properly. Others come to us 
because of abandonment, broken homes, parents 
unwilling to assume responsibility, or serious ill- 
ness of one or both parents. 
Q.    Where do the children  live who arc being 
sponsored ? 
A. Youngsters who receive your help live in or- 
phanages, homes for abandoned babies, schools 
for the blind, hospitals, nursing homes, day care 
nurseries, vocational training centers, and many 
other types of projects. 
Q. How long do the children remain in the 
Homes ? 
A. This depends on the country, but usually 
the children stay in the Homes until they are 18. 
We do everything possible to see that they are 
equipped to make an adequate living before they 
go out on their own. 
Q.    How old are the children in the orphanages? 
A.    They range from infants through teen-agers. 
Q.    Is it possible for sponsors to eventually legally 
adopt the child they sponsor ? 
A.    Many people want to take these needy chil- 
dren into their homes, but the majority of them 
cannot be legally adopted. In all cases it is neces- 
sary for the U. S. Immigration and State Welfare 
authorities to approve legal adoptions. CCF does 
not handle legal adoptions. 
Q.    May I visit my child ? 
A.    Yes. Our Homes around the world are de- 
lighted to have sponsors visit them. Please inform 
the superintendent in advance of your scheduled 
arrival. 
Q. Can my child visit me ? 
A. This decision must be left entirely with the 
superintendent. If allowed, all traveling expenses 
and responsibilities are assumed by the sponsor. 
Q. Are my letters to the child censored ? 
A. Absolutely not. Your entire letter is given to 
the child along with a literal translation in the 
child's language. 
Q. Which would you advise me to send ? Packages 
or a money gift ? 
A. Money gifts save the cost of mailing a pack- 
age and insure that the items you wish for your 
child will be the proper size. Also, goods pur- 
chased overseas generally cost less than similar 
items in the U. S. 
Q. Should I always send a money gift through 
the Richmond Office ? 
A. Always! It would be extremely difficult for 
your child to cash a check or exchange currency. 
The total amount of your gift will be sent to the 
Home, along with your instructions for its use. 
This is a service provided for our sponsors, with- 
out any deduction for handling. 
Q. Is CCF registered with any government 
agency ? 
A. Yes, CCF is registered with the U. S. State 
Department's Advisory Committee on Voluntary 
Foreign Aid, holding Registration No. 080. 
Q. Where do I send my checks ? 
A. All contributions, whether sponsorship pay- 
ments or money gifts for your child, should be 
sent to our Richmond Office and made payable 
to Christian Children's Fund. 

HUNGER 
IS ALL 
SHE HAS 
EVER 
KNOWN 

Margaret was found in a back lane of Calcutta, lying 
in her doorway, unconscious from hunger. Inside, 
her mother had just died in childbirth. 

You can see from the expression on Margaret's 
face that she doesn't understand why her mother 
can't get up, or why her father doesn't come home, or 
why the dull throb in her stomach won't go away. 

What you can't see is that Margaret is dying of 
malnutrition. She has periods of fainting, her eyes 
are strangely glazed. Next will come a bloated stom- 
ach, falling hair, parched skin. And finally, death 
from malnutrition, a killer that claims 10,000 lives 
every day. 

Meanwhile, in America we eat 4.66 pounds of food 
a day per person, then throw away enough garbage 
to feed a family of six in India. In fact, the average 
dog in America has a higher protein diet than 
Margaret! 

If you were to suddenly join the ranks of 1 '/i bil- 
lion people who are forever hungry, your next meal 
would be a bowl of rice, day after tomorrow a piece 
of fish the size of a silver dollar, later in the week 
more rice—maybe. 

Hard-pressed by the natural disasters and phenom- 
enal birth rate, the Indian government is valiantly 
trying to curb what Mahatma Gandhi called "The 
Eternal Compulsory Fast." 

But Margaret's story can have a happy ending, be- 
cause she has a CCF sponsor now. And for only S12 
a month you can also sponsor a child like Margaret 
and help provide food, clothing, shelter—and love. 

You will receive the child's picture, personal his- 
tory, and the opportunity to exchange letters, 
Christmas cards—and priceless friendship. 

Since 1938, American sponsors have found this to 
be an intimate, person-to-person way of sharing their 
blessings with youngsters around the world. 

So won't you help? Today? 
Sponsors urgently needed this month for children in: 

India, Brazil, Taiwan (Formosa) and Hong Kong. (Or 
let us select a child for you from our emergency list.) 

Write today:  Verent J. Mills 

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc. 
Box 511, Richmond, Va. 23204 

I  wish  to sponsor a     □  boy □ girl  in 
(Country)  
Q Choose a child who needs me most. I will pay 
$12 a month. I enclose my first payment of $ . 
Send me child's name, story, address and picture. 
1 cannot sponsor a child but want to give $ . 
n Please send me more information. 
Name  
Address  
City  
State, .Zip. 
Registered (VFA-080) with the U. S. Government's Advisory 
Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Gifts are tax deductible. 
Canadians: Write 1407 Yonge. Toronto 7. HGtjjtiQ   J 
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"The Clock." $3400. 

WE MAKE THE MOST OF TIME. 
Ten companies in America make grandfather 
clock cases. Only Herschede makes grandfather 
clocks. Because only we make the movement that 
makes the case a clock. For a color brochure of 
America's finest clocks (with prices) write to 
Herschede Hall Clock Co.,Starkville, Miss. 39759. 

Gold Medal Winning Clocks 
Since 1885 

C^fe 

BY APPOINTMENT TO THE ROYAL DANISM COURT 

BING & GRONDAHL COPENHAGEN PORCELAIN 

III 
% B&G >~ 

Life's precious moments captured in 
glistening underglazed detail. Add to some- 
one's collection. Or, start one of your own. 
Write for full-color catalogue "137 Copen- 
hagen Porcelain Figurines." Send $1 to D. 
Stanley Corcoran, White Plains, N.Y. 10604. 

Else $50    Geese $21 ea    Dickie $42.50 
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AN ARCHITECT SPEAKS HIS MIND 
continued from page 60 

most city lots. Even on the narrowest lot, this can work 

wonders by bringing in light from above and interrupting a 

tunnellike floor plan. 

Then ii Inn prompted you to give the interior spares 

in your house no mueh  variety? 

We wanted separation between spaces without isolation and 

the varied open levels of living room, dining room, and master 

bedroom have given us this type of relation and control. Even 

our own bedroom is not totally removed from the dining room 

below because it opens onto a balcony above the dining room. 

The opening can be closed with doors. This balcony also links 

living room and bedroom, but the difference in floor levels 

sets them apart as it does the dining room you can glimpse 

below but are not actually in. 

Ito you think that top liyhiing by skylights, elerestory 

irindoirs. ete.. in the bent way to make eity houses 

brighter and more livable? 

Skylights can be a terrible problem. Many people find the 

high light source objectionable and some measure of control 

is generally desirable. It might be more interesting to put a 

central skylight over a court and bring the light into interior 

rooms through sliding doors and windows adjacent to the 

court. 

Ho suth skylights ereale serious problems, snrh as 

too mueh heat entering the house in summer nnd cold 

in  u%inter? 

It seems to me that skylight control for heat and cold can be 

successfully carried out in several ways. In our house, we 

have canvas »k\ shades or awnings that pull across the sky- 

light. They are supported by wires. These give a wonderful 

filtered light and eliminate any cold glassy look. In San 

Francisco, we have no great problem with overhead heat from 

the sun. But in warmer areas skylights should be shaded from 

above to reduce the heat load or be of opaque or heat de- 

flecting glass. 

In designing your house did you try to muke the 

rooms look larger than their artual dimensions? 

In some cases, yes. Because the walls and ceilings of our liv- 

ing and dining rooms are all white and open to each other 

from above and below, the\ enlarge each other and seem to 

be practicallv the same room. The feeling of size and openness 

was what we were after for these main rooms. In contrast to 

this, in the other rooms, we have tried to make them cozier 

by color and detail. In our bedroom we used painted Irompe 

l'oeil moldings and textured walls of rich terra-cotta color, 

and in the lower le\el bedrooms we used wallpapers. I think 

this works but we could also have reversed the method. In a 

few years we may. 
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An innovation in the design of 
recliners — three chairs in one — 
a rocker, a lounge chair and a 
multi-position recliner. 
These rocking-recliners feature a 
unique "scissor-action" full-floating 
rocker suspension. There are no 
moving parts to wear and it gives 

ROCK 

WALKER 
ROCKING  RECLINERS 

you the smoothest rocking possible. 
All styles have the patented 
Flexsteel   spring,   counter-balanced 
recliner mechanism, heavy-duty 
construction, solid hardwood 
frames and reversible seat 
cushions. 
All styles are available in a wide 

selection of fabrics, most protected 
against soil and stain by ZePel® 
and qualify for the DuPont "Mark 
of Quality" seal. 
For information write: 
Flexsteel Industries, Inc., 
P.O. Box 877 
Dubuque, Iowa 52001. 

LOUNGK RELAX RECLINE 

FACTORIES AT: DUBUQUE,  IA . WAXAHACHIE. TEX.;  LANCASTER,  PENN.;  HARRISON, ARK.;  SALT LAKE CITY,  UTAH;  STRATFORD,  ONT.;  NEW HAMBURG. ONT.; VANCOUVER, B.C. 
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House & Garden 
Color Country 

Where is it? Color Country is north, south, east, west—all over the United States. 

in fart, wherever fine home furnishings stores offer a selection of quality mer- 

chandise in House & Garden Colors. 

Beginning this month, the impressive roster of stores listed on page 66 will he 

discovery terrain for furniture, carpet and accessories featuring House & Garden 

Colors for 1971. Plaques and window banners and local newspaper advertisements 

will identify these stores as Color Country, and invite your exploration. 

As Color Country stores, they can spread out for you a panoply of color . . . hues 

from the three dozen designated by House & Garden as decorating trendsetters for 

1971. Like all House & Garden color choices for nearly a quarter of a century, 

they're your assurance of color fashion you'll enjoy for years to come. 

Many distinguished companies manufacture the colorful home furnishings that 

inhabit Color Country stores: they are creators of lamps and linens, clocks and 

chairs, desks and chests and floor coverings and all the other home fashions de- 

signed for foyer-to-patio living. Throughout this issue, advertising pages present a 

sampling of the wonderful wares to be found. Preview them here. Then blaze a 

trail to your corner of Color Country. 
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In this house there is no brick, 
no wrought iron, no tortoise shell, no 

no stained glass, no rosewood,1 

no fieldstone, 
no knotty pine, 
no chestnut, 
no wallpaper, 
no quilted satin, 
no marble, 
no caning. 

f ur, 

Only Con-Tact" 
self-adhesive vinyl you just peel off and apply. 
For 152 beautiful ways to beat the high cost of living send for your free Con-Tact-  Brand 
Pattern Guide. Write "Con-Tact," Dept. HG   1070,   1407  Broadway,  N.  Y.,  N.  Y.   10018. 
Con-Tact® is a registered trademark of Comark Plastics,  a consumer products division  of 

UNITED MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS, INCORPORATED. 



HOUSE & GARDEN 

Color 
Country 

The home furnishings stores listed below comprise Color Country, U.S.A. These fine st 

feaUuLeJ'urniture, carpet and accessories in House & Garden 1971 Colors . . . the palett 

newly-selected decorator colors just announced this fall. There's a corner of Color Cou 

in your region; it's the place to visit for quality home furnishings in authoritative H&G Co' 

ALABAMA 
Birmingham 

Greenbriar Furniture, Inc. (metro area) 
Town & Country Furniture (metro area) 

ALASKA 
Anchorage 

Nerland's Home Furnishings 
Fairbanks 

Nerland's Home Furnishings 

CALIFORNIA 
Southern California 

Baker's (all stores) 
Berkeley 

Stone-Pierce Co. 
Escondido 

H. Johnson Furniture 
Fullerton 

Mansfield's Furniture 
Huntington Beach 

Mansfield's Furniture 
Marysville 

Brandwein Home Furnishings 
Mountain View 

Goldeen's Home Furnishings 
Oroville 

Hill Furniture Co. 
Redding 

Roy F. Brown Interiors 
Riverside 

Mansfield's Furniture 
Sacramento 

Brandwein Home Furnishings 
Modern Furniture Co. 

San Jose 
Goldeen's Home Furnishings 
Martino's Home Furnishers 

San Rafael 
Bellach's Design Center 

West Sacramento 
Brandwein Home Furnishings 

COLORADO 

Denver 
Stowers Furniture Co., Town & 

Country Stores 
Durango 

Wallace Furniture Co. 
Ft. Collins 

Bowling's South College 
Greeley 

Rucker's Furniture Co. 
Longmont 

Harris Furniture 
Pueblo 

American Furniture Co. 

CONNECTICUT 

Bridgeport 
Freedman Furniture (all stores) 

Danbury 
Henry Dick & Son, Inc. 

East Hartford 
Calano Furniture Inc. 

Elmwood 
Puritan Furniture Mart 

Enfield 
Hayden Wayside Furniture Inc. 

Manchester 
Watkins (metro) 

Meriden 
Meriden Auction Rooms 

Milford 
Wayside Furniture 

Orange 
Alexander's Furniture Shop 

Stamford 
Freedman's (all stores) 

Terryville 
Terryville Furniture Store 

DELAWARE 

Shelbyville 
J. Conn Scott, Inc. 

FLORIDA 

Ft. Lauderdale 
Mangurian's Inc. 

Miami 
Mangurian's Inc. 

Palm Beach County 
J. J. Cater Furniture Co. 

West Palm Beach 
Mangurian's Inc. 

GEORGIA 
Rome 

Bill Fricks Furniture 

IDAHO 
Kayette 

Steiniker's Quality Furniture 

ILLINOIS 
River Forest 

Vignola Furniture Co. 

INDIANA 
(Jolumbus 

Buchanan and Sons Furniture Co., Inc. 
Ft. Wayne 

Kaplan Furniture Co. 
Indianapolis 

Ludlow's Furniture 
Lafayette 

Reifers Furniture Company 
Martinsville 

Cure & Son 
Muncie 

Country House 
South Bend 

Ries Furniture Co. (metro area) 

IOWA 
Cedar Rapids 

Smulekoff's 

KANSAS 
Marysville 

Sanders Furniture Co. 
Wichita 

Horton Furniture & Carpet 

LOUISIANA 
Shreveport 

Brenner's Furniture 

MAINE 
Portland 

Foss Furniture Co., Inc. 
Young's Furniture Co. 

MARYLAND 

Baltimore 
Levenson & Klein Inc. (all stores) 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Brockton 
Atherton Furniture Co. 

Dennisport 
Whitney Wayside Furniture Store 

Framingham 
Goodwin Furniture Co. 

Haverhill 
Atherton Furniture Co. 

Hyannis 
Myers Furniture 

Lawrence 
M.J. Sullivan Furniture, Inc. 
Weiners Furniture Co., Inc. 

Maiden 
Rudermans Furniture 

New Bedford 
Alpert's Fine Furniture 

North Quincy 
Dudley Furn. & Appliance of Quincy, Inc. 

Pittsfield 
New England Furniture Corp. 

Springfield 
Edwards Wayside Furniture Co. 

Stoneham 
Barbo's Inc. 

Wakefield 
Wakefield Colonial Shop 

MICHIGAN 
Dearborn 

Daly Brothers 
Detroit 

Englander Triangle (all stores) 
Kalamazoo 

The Home Furnishings Co. (metro area) 
Port Huron 

Vining Thompson Interiors (metro area) 
St. Joseph 

Troost Bros. Furniture 

MINNESOTA 

Mankato 
Landkamer Brothers Downtown 
Landkamer's Carriage House 

MISSOURI 
Cape Girardeau 

Rust & Martin, Inc. 
Poplar Bluff 

Anderson's Home Furnishings Inc. 

MONTANA 
Havre 

Valley Furniture Co. 

NEBRASKA 
Holdrege 

C. S. Nelson Furniture Co. 

NEW   HAMPSHIRE 
Hampton 

Eames House 
Laconia 

Chertok's Lougee Robinson Co. Inc. 
Manchester 

Hillsboro Furniture Mart 
Portsmouth 

Atherton Furniture Co. 
Margeson's Inc. 

NEW JERSEY 
Bricktown 

Michael's Furniture 
Newark 

Borok & Son Inc. 
Paramus 

A. C. Huffman Fine Furnishings 
Pine Brook 

A. C. Huffman Fine Furnishings 

NEW  MEXICO 
Albuguerque 

Eckerts' Inc. 

NEW  YORK 
Albany 

A. Swire Furniture Inc. 
Auburn 

Rondina Furniture Co. 
Baldwlnsvllle 

Baldwinsville Furniture 
Fonda 

Duross Bros., Inc. 
New York 

Sachs New York (all stores; 
Patchogue 

Norman King & Sons 
Rochester 

Mangurian's, Inc. 
Syracuse 

Bright Horizons 
(Dunk & Bright Furniture Co.) 

Utica 
E. Tudor Williams Co., Inc. 
Utica Household Furniture Co. 

NORTH   CAROLINA 
Wilmington 

Carolina Furniture Co. 

OHIO 

Athens 
Harris Furniture Co. 

Chillicothe 
Glicks Furniture Co. 

Cincinnati 
Okum's Fine Furniture 

Columbus 
Glicks Furniture Co. (all stores) 

Covington 
Sellman Furniture Store 

Mansfield 
Penny Pearson Co. 

Newark 
Glicks Furniture Co. 

Toledo 
Johnson's Fine Furniture 
Walker Furniture 

Youngstown 
Haber Furniture 

OREGON 
Albany 

Rubenstein's 
Corvallis 

Blackledge Furniture 
Rubenstein's 

Eugene 
Rubenstein's 

Portland 
Lloyd's Furniture 
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Salem 
Rubenstein's 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Altoona 

Wolf Furniture Co. 
Erie 

Reliable Home Furnishings Co. 
Lancaster 

Plastino & Owens 
McKeesport 

Wander Sales (all stores) 
New Centerville 

Henry's of New Centerville 
Pittsburgh 

S. Binstock Inc. 
Sharon 

Willsons, Inc. 
York 

Waltersdorf Furniture Ct>. 

RHODE   ISLAND 
Providence 

Pilgrim Colonial House 

SOUTH   CAROLINA 
Belton 

Maynard's of Belton 
Charleston 

Southeastern Galleries 
Prosperity 

Prosperity Furniture Co. 

TEXAS 

Abilene 
Waldrop Furniture & Decorative G 

Austin 
Cabaniss-Brown 

Baytown 
Waddell's Fine Furniture 

Beaumont 
Finger's of Beaumont 

Dallas 
Coach House North (metro area) 
Coach House South 

Fort Worth 
Finger Furniture Co. 

Houston 
Finger Furniture Co. 
Stowers Furniture Co., Town & 

Country Store 
Waddell's Fine Furniture 

Pasadena 
Finger Furniture Co. 
Norman Furniture Co., Inc. 

San Antonio * 
Stowers Furniture (all stores) 

San Augustine 
Carol's Furniture Store 

Wichita Falls 
Robertsons Home Furnishings 
UTAH 

Cedar City 
Antone's Interiors 

Salt Lake City 
South East Furniture 

VERMONT 

Brattleboro 
Emerson's Inc. 

South Burlington 
Town & Country Furniture Shop 

VIRGINIA 

Hampton 
Midway Stores, Inc. 

Norfolk 
Willis Wayside 

Portsmouth (Churchland) 
Midway Stores, Inc. 
WASHINGTON 

Bellevue 
Ken's Suburban Furniture (all stor 
WISCONSIN 

Kenosha 
Peltier's of Kenosha 

La Crosse 
Gantert's Furniture Co. 

Milwaukee 
Carriage House (Brookfield) 
Hack Furniture Unlimited 
Kunzelmann-Esser Co. 

South Milwaukee 
Dretzka Home Furnishings 

HOUSE & e 



TH7I* eep-dyed Fiberglas draperies. 
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pWENS/CORNING 

°ERGIAS 
9    Owens-Corning is Fiberglas 

br the new deep-dyed draperies of Owens-Corning Fiberglas at: Abraham & Straus —New York/Bloomingdale's—New York/Bon Marche — 
/The Fabric Mart—Chicago/The Joseph Home Co. —Pittsburgh/Jordan Marsh —Boston/Joske Brothers —Houston/F & R Lazarus Co.— 

pus/Macy's—New York/The May Co.—Cleveland. Los Angeles/Strawbridge & Clothier—Philadelphia/Woodward & Lothrop—Washington, D.C. 
*T. M. Reg. O.C. F.Toledo, Ohio 43601 



&&<«* &8e &>e„/e</ 
A chairside table of per- 
sonal significance. Scaled 
to mini proportions but with 
a big idea. It is especially 
designed to hold some of 
your favorite things. This 
Martini table is another 
distinctive piece from 
Brandt's Barony group in- 
spired by 18th Century 
European import collec- 
tions. Selected solid cherry 
and Cherry veneers highly 
distressed and hand- 
rubbed to an exclusive 
Barony finish. Top 143A" 
x 10'/4" height 231/2" At 
better stores everywhere. 
Send $2.00 for catalogue. 
Brandt Cabinet Works, Inc. 
Dept. HG-10, Box 949, 
Hagerstown, Md. 21740. 

crafted with care by 

NOTES OF A HAPPY 

HOUSEKEEPER 
BY   MARY   I I IS Mil III   FALTER 

I sent awa\ for a truly magic gadget the other dav—the Gil- 

hoolie jar and bottle opener, engineered to open anything. 

At least an} thing with a screw top or a pry-off lid. As we all 

know, these can sometimes be maddening, but the Gilhoolie 

conquers all. It has a fitting at each end for pry-up tops, and 

its adjustable jaws are guaranteed to work on any r\pe of 

screw top. Furthermore, once the top is off it can be used to 

reseal the bottle or jar as the Gilhoolie doesn't bend, twist, 

or damage whatever it removes. I call it a marvelous inven- 

tion and plan to keep one in the bar as well as the kitchen. 

After using one the other day to open a stubborn can of 

paint, Tom wants a third Gilhoolie just for the workshop. 

High on my list of wish-I-hads is a Salton serving buffet. 

\\ e watched one in action at the Millers' the other night, and 

I'm sure it would be a big help when we want to serve an 

informal meal in the library or the living room. I'd like to 

go all out for the biggest one—a mahogany and brass cart 

with a generous Hotray built into the top that gives \ou room 

enough for all the hot dishes, coffee, and rolls. A pair of 

Formica-clad shelves carry the salad and the silver and china. 

I can load the cart in the kitchen, roll it to the library, and 

plug it in so that it will keep everything hot until the TV-foot- 

hall fans get hungry. 

Tom has finallv outwitted the children in the running battle 

of television versus homework. He had a hole drilled in 

one of the prongs of a heavy-duty electric plug that he at- 

tached to the cord of the television set. Then he found a tiny 

padlock, the kind you'd use for a zipper travel bag. that 

just fits the hole. When we want to banish television, we un- 

plug the cord. slip the lock through the hole in the plug, and 

snap it shut. The lock can be opened only by a key Tom keeps 

in his wallet. The children are not overly enthusiastic abwut 

our invention, but it does remove the temptation to watch 

"just one more program" on week nights when homework or 

sleep are more in order. 

There always seems to be a row of under-ripe tomatoes or 

fruit sitting on our kitchen mantel. Lately 1 \e discovered 

that if thev are kept at room temperature inside a tightly 

closed paper ban the) do a little better. Not as pleasing to look 

at but it speeds the ripening procedure b\  a day or two. 

I've been so appalled by the speed with which trash piles up 
in our house that I've decided the only way to collect it effi- 

ciently is in a big 30-gallon garbage can—the kind that's 

usuall) kept outdoor-, rlardl) a pretty item to keep in the 

kitchen, but I got around that b\ buying a galvanized can 

and dressing it up. Tina and I gave it two coats of black 

paint, and when that was thoroughly dry, we added a sim- 

plified decoupage. From old magazines and seed catalogues, 
Continued on page 71 
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tho 
tomati 

cid for your new leisure time 

—<S*cv>t£U££,^ 

GET- 
AWAY" 
Dmplete with a 
amous-name Beauty Kit 

feutomatic 
one! 

nop 

cooks automatically 
automatically cleans 
Time to get-away from pot-watching and 
oven-scrubbing. The automatic one—Roper- 
does it all for you ! Both ovens and Tem-trol 
top burner cook automatically. Upper oven 
cleans as you cook . . . lower oven is 
completely self-cleaning . . . automatically. 
It's time to get a do-it-all Roper Range . . . 
enjoy new cooking fun—get-away now 
from wearisome oven cleaning ! 

~'\ieaW 
MRn 

t 

J TOBER,  1970 

Get-away beautifully . . . with a light, durable 
Starflite Beauty Case complete with a famous- 
name Beauty Kit. Case is injection-molded of 
solid Polymite . . . with color clear through... 
complete with cosmetic mirror, tray and zippered 
pocket. Case and Kit FREE with your pur- 
chase of a new Roper Range at regular cost. 

Offer good at participating Roper Dealers only. 

GEO. D. ROPER SALES CORP./Kanki ois 

the automatic ones  . . . available in gas and electric. 
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■ H>Miy, iiuusewdits uivisiim, Bliugcpon, Conn. 055U2 

toaster you can buy. 
Even if it only toasted bread. 

No, we're not putting you on. Tt's 
true. Our toaster does more than 
anybody else's. That's because it's an 
oven, too. 

We call it Toast-R-Oven*. It bakes 
potatoes, makes a mini-meat loaf, 

pops popovers, top browns cheese 
sandwiches. Does hors d'oeuvres, 
biscuits, croissants, muffins. 

Even if it only toasted bread, this 
Toast-R-Oven still would be great. It 
takes on almost any shape or size 

bread. Even thinks for you. Opens it? 
door when the toast is done. 

From General Electric, where else 
*TM Generoi Electric Co-npon,- 

GENERAL ELECTRK 



HAPPY HOUSEKEEPER 
11 uilinued from page 68 

we <iii oiii big picturea of 

fruits, flowers, vegetables, bugs, 

and birds ami pasted them onto 

the can. \liri letting the cut- 

outs scl and ill \ Foi a lew days, 

we scaled them w ■ 11 ■ a coat ol 

clear varnish. Our beautiful 

creation is reserved lot waste 

paper, tin cans, and bottles, 

and we keep it lined, of course, 

\\ illi one ol those indispensable 

plastic bass. 

Our louvered glass windows 

used to be a headache to w ash 

until Tommy, who's a dedi- 

cated photographer, came up 

with the perfect tool—a 

double sponge film drier. 

I le demonstrated on tilt es in 

the kitchen. First lie washed 

both sides of the louvers w ilb 

ammonia water and a soft 

cloth, then he used the film 

drier like a squeegee to press 

off the excess water. A film 

drier looks like a pair of tongs 

with about 3 inches of sponge 

rubber on each prong. Works 

like a charm because the tongs 

just happen to fit over the lou- 

ver so they can dry both sides 

at once. 

One thing I could never live 

without  is   aluminum   foil, 

and I keep finding all sorts of 

new uses for it. We've even 

used it to seal a drafty window 

—placed tight narrow rolls of 

foil across the sill, then pulled 

the sash down firmly. I also 

like aluminum foil for clean- 

ing things like muddy boots, 

golf clubs, and garden tools. I 

crumble the foil into a ball and 

use it as a dry scrubber. Beats 

a brush that holds the dirt in 

its bristles. Foil is also a good 

addition to a homemade iron- 

ing-board cover. Tack the foil 

around the board, then cover 

with an old sheet. The alumi- 

HI !W 
The one bowl cleaner       W 
that reaches too to bottom. 
Gets your whole bowl 
clean and odor-free. 

.•**Z^ 

m 

XClfANSCfM 

5^^Just 
TQIIETB0W1 

CLEANER 

•"» under the rim 

© 1970 Lehn and Fink Products 

squeeze and brush. 
LYSOL® Disinfectant Toilet Bowl Cleaner 
cleans away hard water ring and soil and 
stains belowthewater line. Kills germs in 
the bathroom bowl... including germs that 
cause odors. Exclusive spout reaches every- 
where. Sends full-strength cleaning power 
against the sides. Gets hidden dirt Your bathroom 
and germs underthe rim.        sme,|s SQ much fresher# 

num will reflect the heat of the 

iron and speed up ironing. 

A few weeks ago, Sally and I 

drove out to the country one 

day to prowl the antique shops 

that flourish up and down the 

pike, and we did not come 

home empty-handed. I picked 

up an old cigar box—not the 

kind cigars come in, but a 

handsome mahogany box with 

a white porcelain lining and a 

silver monogram plate on the 

lid. It didn't cost too much to 

have the plate replaced with a 

new one bearing my own ini- 

tials. Now the box sits on the 

bathroom counter where it 

holds all my basic make-up. 

Tom and I gave his sister a 

new vacuum cleaner for her 

birthday. Her old one had been 

in and out of the repair shop 

much too often: then it finally 

gave up and died. We decided 

on the Shetland-Lew yt Lifelong 

cleaner. It has everything you 

look for in a good cleaner plus 

a very appealing bonus: The 

machine is made up of seven 

easily replaceable parts, which 

means it will never need repair 

beyond what you can do your- 

self with the components avail- 

able in any Shetland Lifelong 

replacement center. Anything 

you can repair yourself these 

days gets three stars in my 

book. 

"OEER,   1970 



Just one nice thing after another. 

Do you enjoy beautiful things? 

Indulge yourself in a visit to the 

Knapp & Tubbs' galleries. Here 

you'll find beauty in every nook and 

corner. The loveliest of furniture 

by American, English and European 

craftsmen. Documented antiques. And 

marvelous accessories. Just ask 

your interior designer or furniture 

dealer for your introduction. 

Then come and be inspired. 

&/u()6s 

.    'RANCiSCO     : •   CHICAGO: 

•     GRAND   RAM 

-•■._■.- 

QUESTIONS 
&ANSWEKS 

ANTIQUES 
BY   LOUISE    \l»l    K4M.KK 

SPANISH 

PORCEl 

FIGURE 

PORCELAIN HLJ/ 
O.F.L 

/ am enclosing a photograph and th 

mark from a china figure I han 

The man I bought it from could no 

tell mc its history. Can you'? 

M.A.E.—Chestertown. Mt 

Judging from the mark, your figure was made at Buen Retiro. th 

chief Spanish porcelain factory at Madrid from 17r>9 to 1808. Hon 

ever, it is best to have it examined by an expert to be certain 

W hoever made the mold for the figure was no doubt inspired b 

Velazquez's "Infanta Margarita" painted about 1659. 

BAROQUE BENCH 

/ picked up this old hand-carted 

hall bench, which was covered 

with black paint and dilapidated, 

and restored it. I think it's so ugly, 

it's almost beautiful. How old 

might it be. and who made it'? 

D.R.—Aiken. S.C. 

Your ornately carved bench, enriched with C-scrolls and other familial 

baroque ingredients such as shells and nia-ks. vividly illustrates th< 

Victorian version of the late seventeenth-century Louis XIV style. It i< 

most likely of German or Austrian origin, probably dating abqjit tin 

third quarter of the nineteenth century. 

VICTORIAN SILVER 

From the hallmarks and the photograph oJ 

my sen ing pieces, please tell me what you 

can about them. The only information I haiii 

is that they are early eighteenth century 

F.K.—Rumson. XJ 

Your silver cake knife and fork were madi 

by the Sheffield silversmiths. Martin Hal 

& Co.. Ltd.. about 1872-1873. and an 

therefore Victorian, not eighteenth centurj 

Continued on page 7- 
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The Moment of Anticipation. Dinner in a Manhattan penthouse. The city spread out below in a 
carpet of lights Here or wherever you entertain, the evening will be one of gracious elegance against 
the sparkling backdrop of Lenox hand cut lead Crystal and the rich, ivory glow of Lenox fine China. 

LENOX 
CHINA • CRYSTAL 

For free full-color literature, write Lenox, Inc.. Dept. 6. Trenton, N.J. 08605. 3-piece place settings: Crystal $13.50-32.25; 5-piece place settings: China $22.95- 60.00. 

I BER,  1970 
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ANTIQUES continued from page 72 

allan keith 

The usual unusual, created in the elegant tradition by Allan 
Keith to dramatically display your most prized possessions. 
Soft illumination filters down to highlight each treasure while 
removable glass and wire filigree on doors protects them. 
Handcrafted from fine woods with a choice of 15 finishes. 

er three hundred other inspirations created by 
th at fine stores everywhere. Send SI for brochure; 

20, 1933 S. Broadway. Los Angeles, California 90007. 

NEW ENGLAND MANTEL CLOCl 

We bought this old timepiece in 

England. In metal, inside the ci 

engraved "Ansonia Clock Co„ Ansonim 

Conn_ I _>._-f.~ Can you tell us son 

of the clocks hist - 

S.TM.—.XewYo' 

This mantel clock was made hy the An- 

sonia Clock Company of Ansonia. G >ni 

active there from  1851  to  1878  wheJ 

they moTed to Brooklyn. N.Y. The cafl 

in Victorian Renaissance style, suggests it was made between 1860 

1875. It was surely made before 1878 as it bears the original address 

FRENCH URN     £,.. 

This urn is 17 inches high. I copied the signature 

and motto from the reverse side. /Ye been told 

both that it is LOH ■ orial and that it is 

Samson of Paris, ca. 1900. Can you set me 

straight?' H. \IJ.—Harrisonburg 

Unlike most porcelain. Oriental I        -        never 

has a factory mark or other marks on the back. 

Any pieces with a mark, particularh" a square 

pseado-Chinese mark in red with a running S 

beside it such as yours, is china made in Fra: 

although it looks like Oriental Lowestoft. Yours is 1 - ;am 

the name of the French manufacturer who not - 

but other famous pottery including Meissen and Chelsea. 

2 = -_ SE  = "C-ER 

— 

JTe would appreciate ar 

us in identifying th. 

There are no words or nw 

where on it. DJ .^naa 

Judging   from   your   snapshot,   vour 

pitcher is opaline g    - -      E  jlish man- 

ufacture,    probably    dating    bc.» 

187     ,nd 1880. 

DIRECTOI RE-STYLE 

C-- : 

Enclosed are pictures  of my 

chair of  light  wood  with  no 

'ings other than glue. The 

engrarings on the back and on the strip fust 

below the seat are different from anythinf 

come across. Can you identify the chair? 

C.O.I".—Santa F 

Your chair, dating from early nineteenth cent.:- harming ei 

ample of the French Directoire style as interpreted by a chair make 

working in the provinces- The fashionable Parisian motif, the antbemio 

or bonevsuckle, seen in the openworked splat is a delightful and ui 

expected sophisticated touch. Originally these chairs had st:_ 

and often flat loose cushions were placed on them. Continued on page 
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Pomona Tile presents the... 

J Upstairs . . . downstairs . . . 
everywhere! The all-tile house 
gleams with smartness and chic, 
sparkles with no-wax-ever con- 
venience. Adds the advantage of 
durable, long lasting beauty that 
doesn't fade or wear out. 

Busy kitchen counters of ce- 
ramic tile whisk clean, show off 
textures and colors. Never burn, 
never scorch, never stain. Bath- 
rooms glow with Pomona Tile's 
luxurious appearance. Absent- 
minded guests or forgotten ciga- 
rettes never leave a mark. 

Floors, entryways, hearths, 
fireplaces . . . inspired ideas are 
almostlimitless.Choose Pomona- 
Stone ... or glazed ceramic tile 
. . . or sculptured and decorator 
patterns. Over 140 color combi- 
nations, five glazes, ten textures. 
Ceramic beauty from Pomona 
Tile . . . for the all-new, all-style, 
all-tile house. 

ftalline White Crystalline Avocado PomonaStone Avocado 

t \nt more tile ideas? Send 10( with name and address to Pomona Tile Idea Booklet, P.O. Box 2249, Pomona, Calif. 91766 

Quality Products from the Creative Kilns of 
A DIVISION OF AMERICAN OLEAN I II I 

In Our 47th Year— 19 Pomona Tile Centers serving the West 

HI 

— _ 



The Tun 
begins 
cWhen the 
lights Go Off! 
Christmas Ornaments Glow in 
the Dark, Cost Five Cents! Won't Shatter, 
Wear Out, or Burn Out!   Guaranteed! 

(HOLLYWOOD) Now, for the first time, you can 

decorate your Christmas tree with amazing 

Magi-Glo ornaments that "come to life" when 

th£ lights go off! 

Glow, Float in Space! These unique gold, red, 

green and white ornaments add a festive spirit 

to the most elegant tree, under ordinary light- 

ing conditions. But listen to the delighted gasps 

of surprise when you turn the lights out. 

Then, in total darkness, your Magi-Glo orna- 

ments continue to glitter, gleam, and glow and 

give the illusion of gently floating in space! 

Won't Wear or Burn Out! Magi-Glo ornaments 

will brighten your Christmas year after year 

after year! That's because your Magi-Glo orna- 

ments can't wear out or burn out1 Magi-Glo's 

microscopic energy units can be charged and 

recharged indefinitely1 And they require no bat- 

teries or electrical connections! 

Magical Figures! Designed by American artists, 

produced by American craftsmen, Magi-Glo de- 

signs embrace all the traditional, wonderful, 

magical figures of Christmas: Cuddly Santa 

Clauses' Darling Christmas angels! Sparkling 

stars! Delectable candy canes! Shimmering 

Christmas trees! Gleaming candles! Caroling 

bells' And many, many more! 

'Accidental' Discovery! A TV and motion picture 

producer accidentally discovered the secret 

process that makes this spectacular effect pos- 

sible, while investigating special effects for a 

science-fiction movie. 

Researching phosphorescent materials, he 

found the only known methods of application 

(hand painting and silk screening) were often 

unsatisfactory and always costly. However (be- 

cause he didn't know that it "couldn't be done") 

he developed a new method using laminated 

metallic inserts and injection moulding. 

Then, inspiration! He realized that his 

secret process would make it possible 

to produce stunning Christmas 

ornaments with sharpness of detail 

and delicacy of design never pos- 

sible before! 

They'd glow in the dark, yet cost 

less than ordinary ornaments! 

Shatterproof Ornaments! Next, he ruled out 

breakable materials, so even the youngest mem- 

ber of the family could share the thrill of trim- 

ming the Christmas tree. The final choices in- 

cluded specially treated, shatterproof materials 

(durable enough for outdoor display') and color- 

ful metallic laminates. 

Available Only by Mail! Excited by the enthusi- 

astic comments of his normally blase movie- 

town friends, he arranged for exclusive distribu- 

tion by a reputable mail order firm, "I wanted 

to keep the price down," he explains. "For that 

reason Magi-Glo ornaments are available ONLY 

by mail." 

Set of 72 Only $3.50! The successful result is 

the availability of Magi-Glo ornaments that glow 

in the dark with radiant, luminescent color. And 

they are priced so low that you can decorate 

your tree lavishly, use them for table decora- 

tions or "stocking stuffers"—or even trim pack- 

ages you want to "outshine" the rest! 

A deluxe assortment of 72 individual Magi- 

Glo ornaments (averaging over 3 inches in 

height'), is bargain-priced at only $3.50. That's 

less than five cents apiece' And quantity dis- 

counts make Magi-Glo ornaments ideal for 

Christmas gifts. You save $1 on each additional 

set you order! 

Magi-Glo ornaments are the perfect gift for 

the people who deserve "something more" than 

just a card! 

E iFS'S-"^jriui^lS^,SfiE'2i*2i'i 

GUARANTEED! 
You must be completely and uncon- 

ditionally satisfied with your Magi- 

Glo ornaments-or you may return 

them within 10 days for a prompt 

and unquestioned refund of the pur- 

chase price! 

Offer Is Limited! Supplies are limited and time 

is short. Order now to make this your 'brightest' 

Christmas! 

ORDER HOW TO IHSURE DELIVERY! 
P. M. MANUFACTURING, Dept. 119-C 
466 North Western Avenue 
Los Angeles, California 90004 

Please rush the Magi-Glo ornaments that magically glow in total darkness! I understand that they require 
no batteries, no electrical connections-that they will never shatter, wear out, or bum out! I must be com- 
pletely and unconditionally satisfied, or I may return them within 10 days for a full refund! 

( ; Deluxe assortment of 72 (six dozen!)-S3.50 Sorry! No COD s! 
L'j TWO deluie assortments    $6.00 (Save JJ) PRINT NAME 
G Additional Deluxe Assortments, each-12.50 AND ADDRESS! 

PLEASE add extra fifty cents for postage and handling of each assortment! 

Name_ 

Address. 

City  .State. -Zip- 

ANTIQUES continued from page 74 

PROVINCIAL ROCOCO 

This writing desk—a baroque piece of 

the Aachen-Luttich period—belonged 

to my family in Germany for over 150 

years. Can you tell me anything about 

its style? P.K.—Fresno, Calif. 

The upper portion of your slant-front. 

secretary-bookcase    with    its    arched 

cornice is typically Louis XVI, while 

the cabriole legs of the lower portion 

are Louis X\ . Perhaps the bookcase 

was made later and added on. Nevertheless, it is a charming e: 

ample of provincial Continental cabinetwork, dating around th 

last quarter of the eighteenth century. 

WEST VIRGINIA POTTERY 

/ have a washstand set of bowl, pitcher, sld 

far, chamber, and toothbrush holder with tin 

mark on them. Do you know how old they are 

I.H.—Bumpus Mills, Tern 

In 1887 the Wheeling Pottery of Wheeling, W. Va., formed a se< on 

company known as La Belle Pottery Company. They called thej 

semiporcelain "La Belle China," and from 1893 they used this nam 

as one of their marks. 

MOON BOY 

A Russian friend in China gave me 

this figure in 1948. Can you tell me 

anything about it? 

V.J.N.—Honolulu, Hawaii 

The subject of your late Chinese Ming 

bronze sculpture is Liu-chu, The Moon 

Boy with Toad. It dates from the late 

sixteenth or early seventeenth century 

and is a popular Chinese motif. 

CHWr 

|      SPANISH TREASURE CHEST 

// here and when was this iroi 

trunk/chest made? I bought it a 

auction and on removing the blac, 

paint found it a beautiful piece o 

craftsmanship. 1 enclose a picture of the chest open and also i 

close-up of the lock mechanism. P.M.—Pennington. N. J 

Your iron strongbox, often romantically called a treasure chest, i 

sixteenth-century Spanish. Tt appears to be a very fine piece an 

similar to one in the Hi-panic Museum in New \ork. ^ou shoul 

be proud of your possession as these chests are quite rare. 
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he birth of a nation 
. . . the start of the wonderful "Pioneer Trea- 
sury" Collection of beautiful Early American 
Furniture that grows more popular with each 
passing year. 

For booklet and name ol nearest store send name, address and 70C to Dept. HG100 BALDWINVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS 01436 



Basse**/ 5 Superb Mirrors, 
Mirrors/ each just $2495* 
Now redecorate any room for less than $25*—with a mirror from 
Bassett's new Action group. These magnificent mirrors com- 
pletely transform a plain-Jane wall . . . complement a favorite 
occasional table . . . add size and splendor to your home. Each 
mirror features plate glass, decorator-designed frame finished in 
rich bronze-gold . . . and a price that appeals to the budget- 
watcher. • Send 250 for book, "Instant Decorating Ideas" — 
30 pages in color by Pat Guinan, famed decorating authority. 
Write Bassett Mirror Co., Dept. W, Bassett, Virginia 24055. 

* Five mimes in the Action group. Three shown bare. Price slightly higher some anas. 

Unfortunately, only 
God can make a tree. 
The only part of a Yamaha piano 
we don't make is the wood. We even 
make the equipment that makes the 
parts. It's not that we don't trust 
outside suppliers. It's just that in 
over 70 years of making fine pianos, 
we've found we can make any part 
better than we can buy it. With 
one exception. And unfortunately, 
there's only one supplier. 

But then, it's probably all 
right. He's been in 
business even longer 
than we have. 

ersonal 
thoughts 

on the art of 
gardens 

Ask about the Yamaha School of Music, a uniquely rich educational experience for young children 4-8 years. 
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BY   THE   III (     l» II \lt< Ol It I 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Gardening is a matter of love and poetry and 

ivisdom as well as horticultural and landscape technique, and 

no one knows that better than the Due d'Harcourt who has 

expressed his personal gardening philosophy in a charming 

little hoof;. Des Jardins Heureux. Published last year in Paris 

by Robert Laffont, it will be brought out next year in the 

United States. The author, who calls himself "essentially and 

deliberately an amateur" acquired his experience in garden 

design during the restoration of his chateau. Champs de 

Bataille, which uas destroyed in 1944 during the Normandy 

campaign to liberate France. The following excerpts—ap- 

plicable to gardens of all shapes, sizes, and climates—have 

been translated from the original French. 

There is a Persian story about three men who had killed 

their wives: the first because his wife had deceived him. the 

second because his wife was jealous, and the third because 

his wife was perfect. Only the last man was acquitted. 

That fable teaches us an essential truth: Perfection in 

human guise is necessarily a lie. We should, therefore, always 

be tolerant of, indeed sympathetic, w ith anything that happens 

to upset our abstract conceptions. This is true in all fields and 

particularly in the art of garden design. 
* ■::•       ■::• 

We should always leave a place in our gardens for the un- 

expected, for that is an expression of life. The climbing 

plant that runs over the wall, the daisy that flowers impudently 

on the lawn, the weed that grows in the cracks between the 

stones, the moss that begins to erode your containers—all 

ought to be the objects of your indulgence. 

An agreeable garden also ought to reflect the person w h\> 

plans it. That implies, of course, some imperfections, which 

could show up in a thousand different ways. As long as the\ 

are kept within acceptable bounds, they are less to be feared 

than lack of personality. 
* «     « 

A beautiful garden ought to satisfy the demands of our 

senses, our intelligence, and our spirit. Ever) change in our 

tastes is necessarilv expressed in our whole environment. 

The art of gardens calls for constant revision and renewal. 

To respond to the needs of modern man, who searches for 

tranquility, a garden should be pleasant in all seasons and 

not demand costl) maintenance. 
* -::-       •::■ 

\ successful garden should never be born of caprice or. 

paradoxically, it risks losing its basic originality. To be 

"original."' that is to say, faithful to its origin, the outline, 

the composition, the arrangement of the garden should relate 

to the spot where it is located, to the nature of the terrain, 

to its natural slopes, to the character of the landscape, in a 

word, to the "spirit of the place." The art of the gardener 
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consisis of divining, then Fulfilling the latent wishes oi nature, 
Right from the start, this rule eliminates eccentricity and 
quaintness temptations that the novice sometimes finds ii 
difficult (<> resist. 

* <;      <t 

This submission to 11 •«- impnatives imposed 1>> nature some- 

times demands I lie sac ri lice of certain preferences anil certain 

conveniences. "Whatever is most beautiful is necessaril) i\ 

rannical," Paul Valerj lias written and with pood reason. 

Contrary lo current opinion, this renunciation is the mark of 

personality, the supreme criterion of originality. The surest 

effects are not obtained l>\ adding, but on the contrary by 

subtracting, which is. despite appearances, much more diffi- 

cult because it presupposes a choice. Too many trees, too 

many shrubs, too many flowers, too many colors, too many 
heterogeneous elements ine\itahl\  disturb die landscape. The 

greatest beauty is inseparable from the greatest austerity. 
»     *     « 

We should always be aware that the charm of a house results 

from the double harmony between architecture and land- 

scape, between interior and exterior.  A  beautiful house  in 

poor surroundings loses a great part of its attraction. 
* •::-      •::• 

. . . those who are obliged to count the cost ought always to 

remember that if lack of means seems a stumbling block, there 

is another one even more serious: an excess of possibilities. 

We risk being seduced by pleasing but burdensome plans that 

irreparably disturb nature. The flowers of the field are as 

beautiful as greenhouse blooms. Stone-paved walks are pleas- 

ant, but grass walks have more charm and, after all. their 

beauty depends on their lines. An impeccable lawn may be 

num.II red b\ dandelions I>ut it lacks the spontaneous charm 
nl buttercups as well. 

# *    » 
The great landscape painters know thai contrasts are enhanced 
by being accentuated and that it is never necessar) to try to 
reconcile them. 

* '.>     '* 
The most beautiful painting in the world doe- not surpass 

one you can have at little cost b) lighting youi garden at night. 

Your window will frame a magic landscape where the artificial 

light will create a dream to delight you. 

Empt) Space IS perhaps the most important element in -al- 

liens and |i.uk~. It i- an expression of the invisible, a myste- 

rious summons, a center around which all is regulated. It is 

the equivalent of silence, which constitutes, one must not for- 

get, one of the components of eloquence. 

The decoration of a garden, especially if it is small, 

must be the embellishment of empty space and never a sam- 

pling of floral eccentricities. . . . Let us remember that nothing 

i- more dangerous than effects that are called "amusing." 

The pleasure of a garden is determined in large part by what 

we see from our windows. Take care then that the part of the 

garden which your eyes turn to naturally is the best laid out, 

that it is a restful scene—a bit of sky deftly framed, a mass 

of flowers, or a beautiful tree. If. unhappily, there are some 

Ugl) structures like a telegraph pole or a transformer in your 

neighborhood, and the trees destined to hide them are still 

\oung, it may suffice merely to divert the eye to a pleasanter 

perspective. Camouflage often risks being a cure worse than 

the disease. Continued on the next page 

OURGIFTTOYOU 
FOR ELEGANT DINING 

Always elegantly in 
style, the gentle luster of 
this $112.00 British 
Colonial pewter service is 
yours as a gift from Stieff. 
You'll treasure its classic 
lines, the meticulous 
workmanship, and the 

carefree, non-tarnish fin- 
ish that adds a happy 
practicality to the beauty 
of it all. 

Your Gift with your pur- 
chase of Stieff sterling 
place settings. The 

$22.00 cream and sugar 
is our gift to you when 
you buy three 3-piece 
place settings (knife, fork, 
spoon) in any Stieff pat- 
tern. With four 6-piece 
place settings, we give 
you a 3-piece coffee set 
worth $59.50. And with 
six 6-piece place settings, 
the entire $112.00 
5-piece set is yours with 
our compliments. 

Your Stieff pewter serv- 
ice and Stieff silver, with 
its luxury weight and 
hand-crafted beauty, will 
compliment your table 
and your taste for all the 
years to come. This Gift 
offer open only from 
September 15 to October 
31,1970, so see your Stieff 
dealer soon. Elegance was 
never so easy to own. 

Baltimore, Maryland 21211 
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THE ART OF GARDENS continued from preceding page 

The sky is one of the elements that should enter into the 

composition of your garden. The role of trees is to enhance 

it. either by framing it or by permitting the clouds, tinted by 

the first or last rays of the sun, to filter in winter through 

their bare branches. The view of the sky is a permanent spec- 

tacle, restful and beneficial. The art of the landscapist con- 

sists partly in directing men's eyes toward it. Nothing is more 

depressing than dreary gardens closed in by arborvitae or 

other evergreens that shut up a half-asphyxiated house as if 

in a prison. 
* ■::-       * 

The great landscape architects—consciously or not—have 

almost always striven for unity in their compositions. The 

rapport between filled and empty spaces, between the w idth 

of the walks and diat of the flower beds, between the area 

of the terraces and that of the buildings was never left to 

chance. . . . 
* -::•      •::- 

What passes or what changes are the flowers, the grass, the 

shrubs, the trees—in a word, what lives and dies. A beauti- 

ful design can satisfy the spirit but never charm the senses. 

That explains the boredom that sometimes emanates from 

certain gardens where in parterre after parterre, flowers are 

replaced by colored pebbles. Nothing moves, nothing changes. 

The essential is lacking—life. 
* •::■       -::• 

A certain disorder, if it is natural, is never inopportune: The 

laws of life must, within limits, be respected. 
* •::■       -::• 

If you have no terrace, the transition between house and 

garden will be eased by huge terra-cotta pots (they can never 

be too large) filled in spring and summer with flowers whose 

colors harmonize with your living room. Cineraria, petunias, 

agapanthus (preferably blue), fuchsia, geraniums are varie- 

ties relatively easy to use. Remember that the pots must never 

be painted, the color being confined to the flowers and leaves. 
* -::•       -■:- 

To satisfy the demands of the spirit ... is not enough: All 

our senses must be pleased. One of the pleasures of a garden 

is the aroma it gives off. Then there are the variations of light 

that delight our eyes and are translated by moving colors, in 

themselves tributaries of the surrounding reflections. ... A 

pleasant garden is also one where the body feels at ease, suf- 

fering neither from heat, nor cold, from humidity, nor wind, 

nor lack of air. . . . The ear. too. demands we should eliminate 

from our gardens all discordant noise. . . . We will not dwell 

on the satisfactions diat the fifth sense [taste] procures, be- 

cause they depend on the make-up of orchards and of kitchen 

gardens. If you want "to dress up" a wall of your garden or 

even of your house—if it is not too imposing—you ought to 

think of espaliered fruit trees, whose esthetic value is often 

overlooked. . . . 
* •-•     * 

... A "good" color does not exist in isolation. The design 

of a garden poses the same problems as the composition of a 

painting. To add or suppress certain tints can destroy the 

harmony of the whole. The smaller the garden, the less the 

colors should be varied, which does not mean that a small 

unexpected note is not necessary to make the whole "sing." 

The mixture, which has become classic, of red sage, yellow 
Continued on page 161 

Every minute 
counts. 

Every single minute of every single day. 
With our FM/AM digital clock radios—The 
Timetellers. They're a lot more than just a 
pretty clock face. 

The Cliffhanger kitchen clock has push 
button on/off and fits under a cabinet to save 
counter space. The handsome FM/AM cube 
and the executive model are perfect for bed- 
room, office or den. 

Like all our radios, each digital clock model 
has its speaker and cabinet acoustically 
matched for the best possible sound. 

The Timetellers are just a few of our hot 
numbers. See them—and all the others—at 
your RCA dealer. We've got a lot more More 
Than Radio Radios where these came from. 

New vibrations from an old master. 

More Than Radio Radios. 
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For your nearest RCA dealer, call this special number toll free 800-243-6000. (In Conn,, 800-942-0655) 
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The following 18 pages are a lie fiber by Monsanto. 



t's always best to begin 
at the beginning. So when we planned this 

trip that would take us clear across the 
country, we decided to start out where the 

first settler set foot- And then go on pretty 
much the way people went as the country grew* 

Wfe saw a lot, and we learned a few things- 
It was a good trip- 
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Few Englan 
has produced a unique 

species of American 
The Yankee. Traditior 

minded (some might sa 
tradition-bound), the 

Yankee probably has mi 
heritage per capita tha 

most of us can lay claim 

You've got to get up pretty 
early in the morning to put one 
on the folks up here. They're 
thrifty and they're hard-workin 
and they're shrewd. Originally 
had to be, since this is not the 
gentlest of lands or climates. Nc 
they are because these traits ha1 

been bred into them for some 
350 years. 

Hardly the kind of people I 
take to new things in a hurry. B 
neither are they the kind of peo 
to let a good thing go by. And s 
they take the best of the new an 
put it to work with the old. 

A good example of what w 
talking about is this little salt-be 
house tucked away in one of thJ 
marshes that you find all along 
New England coastline. (You c< 
see the exterior—from a distanc 
anyway—on the preceding pag( 

The couple who live here 
(who, by the way, refuse to be 
called typical, although they adi 
to being thrifty, hard-working, 
and possibly even shrewd), agre 
to let us photograph their home 
that we could show you how 
remarkably well carpeting made 
from something as new as a thi: 
year-old man-made fiber can wc 
with pre-revolutionary antiques 

They chose a simple flat-we 
texture in deep, rich colors to 
provide a subtle background foi 
their exceptionally good Coloni 
pieces and collection of Americ; 
Where they lost a little of their 
native conservativism was in th 
kitchen where they installed a w 
and wooly—yet surprisingly eas 
clean, and thus eminently pract 
—dark brown shag. 

We asked them how they li 
carpet of Acrilan* now that the 
had it. They said they liked it fii 
far, but then they'd only had it: 
years, and so it was too soon to f 
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ew York is the center of so many things, that sometimes 
you have to remind New Yorkers that there is a rest of the country. 

r i ?»apa 
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•This strangely provincial attitude is 
hat New Yorkers share with 
ians, Romans, Londoners—all the 
le who live in the world's great cities. 

I But greatness has its price, and 
York is not an easy town to live in. 
Which is why a New Yorker's home 
important to him. It's the place 
"e, if he's lucky, he counts for 
;thing; and it's the place where he 
expect to find a little peace, a let-up 
|t the terrible strain that trying to 
e it in this city (just, sometimes, 

trying to get back and forth to work) 
can be, and often is. 

The house we visited is, admittedly, 
not the kind of house the typical New 
Yorker lives in. But it does represent the 
dream home of an awful lot of people in 
this city: a converted brownstone in 
Manhattan. 

This one's managed to keep the 
charm of the original exterior while 
tearing the guts out of the inside, which 
is now quite functional—sort of New 
York Bauhaus. 

The sophisticated (and very 
charming) young couple who are lucky 

enough to call this townhouse home, 
chose to carpet it with a velvet pile in 
pale, neutral colors. The carpet they 
chose was, of course, carpet of Acrilan® 
acrylic. And they chose it for all the right 
reasons (cocktails for fifty will leave it 
none the worse for wear, for example), 
chief of which was that it looked the 
way they wanted it to. 

And, as we discovered, when you 
are a very with-it young New York 
couple, that can be the most important 
reason of all. 
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he joie de vivre wasn't imported from anywhere else. Or at least, 
it was so long ago that nobody remembers. And the Creole life-style is as 

indigenous to New Orleans as pine trees are to the Rockies. 

New Orleans is a unique experience; a potpourri of all who've 
owned her at some point or another. French, Spanish, Yankee. 
The combination is called Creole, and New Orleans is the only 
place you'll find it in all the U.S.A. 

People here know how to enjoy life right up until the day 
they die. (And the fact is, even a funeral here is something of a 
parade.) The pace is relaxed, the Spanish moss hangs lazily from 
the trees, and the tortured wrought iron in the grillwork is 
somehow almost as soft as the wind that blows in from the Gulf. 

A native of New Orleans bought this charming old ho 
the French Quarter and made it once again as grand as it w 
the days of Jean Laffite. As you can see, one of the modern 
improvements was carpet of Acrilan. Sculptured, red, and 
fitting setting for truly exquisite Regency and French antiqi 

And the fact that dampness can't touch Acrilan* aery 
be pretty important in a place with so humid a climate. 

But as you might expect, the people in these parts don 
generally admit to such practical considerations. 



merican Gothic isn't just the name of a painting. To an awful lot of people, 
particularly the ones who live in the heartland, this is what America is all about. 

♦ mann, Missouri. Population 2,500, give or take a few. 
a -d streets, big old houses with gingerbread on the 
iC ; and ancient toys and Civil War uniforms in the attic. 
I i is the town and this is the house they write about in 
8 ry in every woman's magazine that ever purported to 

it a typical American anything. And you know, the 
r s full of Hermann, Missouris. And you know what else? 
« }le who live in all the little towns like this all across this 
)1 urs will celebrate the 4th of July with fireworks and 

cake-baking contests. And supply the marching bands at the 
big football games. 

It's all kind of nice, in a quiet sort of way. 
One look at the floral-patterned carpet in the parlor of the 

home of these very lovely people, or the warmth of the sculpted 
gold rug in the bedroom, can show you how very well carpet of 
Acrilan® acrylic cohabits with real-life everyday Victoriana. 

And in this case, the fact that it was a-.thoroughly sensible 
choice, as well, almost goes without saying. 
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Tice youVe been 
there, you know how the 

big country has a way 
of dominating the lives 

of the people who live 
there. And once youVe 

been there, just to know 
it's there is enough. 

Everything here in the Rockies 
is larger than life. You can see 
farther than you can walk in a day. 
And speaking of walking, the people 
here seem to walk taller than 
anyplace else. Maybe it's because 
with everything around them so big, 
they've got a lot to live up to. 

In any case, you feel good, 
somehow, knowing there are still 
places in this country where you can 
travel a hundred miles and not see 
another person, or a single thing 
made by man except for the road 
you're riding on. 

Even the shape the houses take 
is a direct result of the overpowering 
environment—the north side's 
always protected and they're open 
to the south. They nestle into the 
cliffs, and they hug the sides of the 
mountains. 

This house, near Denver, has 
got to be one of the best. It's as 
rough and rugged as the land it's 
built on, and it's as open and honest 
as the people who live in it. 

They picked sturdy carpets that 
can stand up to a lot of everyday 
living, like the Acrilan® acrylic plush 
in the dining cove. (Acrilan really 
makes sense in areas where things are 
likely to end up on the floor, because 
it's very easy to keep clean.) And 
you can see how successfully they 
used color and texture to warm up 
the natural stone walls, and bring 
things, from the inside looking out, 
back down to human scale. 

It makes you feel very tiny, 
being out here. And it makes you 
feel very big. 

L_ 
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f New Yorkers think they're the whole country, Californians think they're a country 
unto themselves. And they are. 
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You name it, and they've got it 
out here,up to and including a history 
of their own, complete with an 
independence movement. 

Right now, this is probably one 
of the most fantastic places to live 
that there is. The climate varies 
depending on where you are— 
California's a big state—but when 
you're dealing with variations on 
terrific, what's the difference? The 
scenery is all kinds of beautiful, too. 
And the pace is, well, relaxed, very. 
To the point where, when you want 
to cross the street, the cars have 
to come to a stop. 

The houses the people here 
live in reflect the way the people 
here live. They're wide open, 
informal, and designed to let in all 
that sun. 

This house (at Pajarc Dura s. 
Monterev Bay >, is right or. the cr^st; 
surrotmded by dunes that arc 
constantly shifting and changing 
shape, and with a view of the 
Pacific that is almost too much 
to beat. 

Carpet in a beach house has to 
be just about impervious to sun, sand, 
and dampness, which Aerilan* 
Approved for Outdoor Use is. (In 
fact, it just about doesn't fade, no 
matter how hot the sun is or how 
long it's in it.) And with furniture 
this clean-lined and simple, the thick 
shags provide much of the texture in 
the over-all look, while sunny, warm 
colors add to the whole indoor- 
outdoor feeling that this house 
exudes. 

In fact, this house, the way it 
looks, the way it feels, is sort of a 
summation of the life-style of the 
Californian: take it easy and enjoy 
living, every day that you're alive. 
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One of the things you find out as you discover howt 
people are in different places is how very much alike peoi 
are, no matter what part of the country they're from. 

Because if there's one thing the American people hs 
common, it's the desire to get the very hest there is, what 
And the ability to separate the wheat from the chaff. 

Which is why most bad products die an early death 
most good products are successful. 



I :now we've got a good product. The fact that so many 
1 \s buy so much carpet made from the fiber we make 
I :ir numbers increase each year—proves it. 
• /hat is it about carpet of Acrilan® that makes it the 
I very many very different people buy? 
I for one thing, carpet of Acrilan gives people a choice; 
»n more than 3,000 different styles and colors, 

mother, it's practically fade-proof. 

It stands up to moisture, no matter how damp the climate. 
It's non-allergenic. Resilient. Soil-resistant. Easy to keep 

clean. Durable, with a very large "D". 
And it just happens to be a good-looking carpet that will keep 

the good looks you bought it for. 
So as you can see, however you live, wherever you live, 

there's a carpet of Acrilan you can live with. 
Acrilan: It's come a long way for a lot of reasons. 



See carpet of Acrilan at a store near you. 
There's a lot to see. 

Just in case you haven't gathered as much by now, you 
can get carpet of Acrilan acrylic for just about anyplace 
you'd think of carpeting. And maybe even for a few places 
you wouldn't have thought of carpet for. 

Because everytime there's something new you can do 
with carpet, we come up with a new Acrilan fiber that 
does it. Which is why now, between Red "A" Acrilan and 
Acrilan' Approved for Outdoor Use, there isn't an area 
inside or outside your home that Acrilan can't cover. Up 
to and including bathrooms, kitchens, patios, poolsides, 
playrooms—places that didn't take to carpet a few years ago. 

That's what happens when you take a good thing and 
make it better. 

Starting in October, look for the A.mericanOdyssev 
Acrilan carpet collection in stores all over this country 
and see for yourself what we've been talking about. (To 
find the store nearest you, call 800-243-6000, or in Con- 
necticut, 800-942-0655, toll free.) 

It's a good time to see the carpet that won the country. 

****** 
****** 

Monsanto 

AN AMERICAN******* 

ODYSSEY 
The preceding 18 pages were an advertisement for Acrilan® acrylic fiber by Monsanto. 



It won t cost you a dime to see 
e American Odyssey Collection. 

Just dial 800-243-6000. 
Toll free. 

(or in Conn. 800-942-0655) 

We'll give you the name of the store nearest you featuring the carpets that won the country. 

••••••I 
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travelog 
BARBADOS 

5T. JAMES BEACH 

Stay at 1; enjoy 3 select resorts on St. James 
Beach. Colony Club, Discovery Bay, Coconut 
Creek. Exchange dining. Air cond. Hetland & 
Stevens,  Rep.  or your travel agent. 

BERMUDA 

SANDYS PARISH 
LANTANA COLONY CLUB. Bermuda's exquisite 
little jewel. Lazy, lovely, uncliche living in private 
cottages. See your travel agent or Leonard P. 
Brickett,  Rep. 

Do you have a "dream of a vacation" 

in mind ... a place where you can 

relax, have fun and treat yourself to 

the finest food? Read Travelog and 

make that dream come true. 

MEXICO 

When you drive to Mexico, you'll need special 

MEXICAN AUTO 
INSURANCE 

Insure with the leaders—Sanborn's! Reliable cov- 
erage in Mexico's top companies. And only San- 
born's gives you those tremendously helpful Mexico 
Travelogs—mile-by-mile road directions all over 
Mexico, plus best info on hotels/ motels/ restau- 
rants/resorts, and up-to-date highway bulletins. 
Service offices at all border gateways. Prompt 
claims. Write for free Mexico Trip-Planner and 
sample "Travelogs." 

SANBORN'S 
2005 S. 10TH ST., McALLEN, TEXAS 78501 

NEW" JERSEY VIRGINIA GEORGIA 
ATLANTIC CITY TRVTNGTON 

OCT.     NOV.    DEC. 
VACATION 
in   the  sunny   autumn,   over   a   long  Thanks-   _ 
giving   weekend,   for  the  Christmas   holidays,   w 
Completely     modern     with     original     chaxm. 
Adults'   and   children's   game   rooms,   oceans., 
front   decks,   fashionable   Edwardian   Cocktail 
Lounge,  famous food,  renowned Trio,  planned 
entertainment.   Write   for   color   brochure  and 
rates. 

flnarlborougb*l6Icnbcim 
5 Magic Acres on the Ocean at Park Place 

Atlantic City 08404 • 
—    67 Years White Family Ownership Management 
w Elliot S   Ryan. General Manager • 

THE TIDES 
& The Tides Golf Lodge 
Yachting, golfing, tennis and all the 
rest in an unsurpassed rural Virginia 
atmosphere of luxurious informality, 
within a day's drive of much of the 
South and East. 
Box 109. Irvington. Va.      (703) 438-2611 

BUY 

UNITED STATES 

SAVINGS BONDS 
Ash about our polf holiday. CloistA I 
Sea Island, Ca. 31561 (912-638-361^ 

Warner's or travel agent. Homesiles, l 

a beautiful new contemporary 

mural that will add charm and 

grace to any room. In four lovely 

colorways including: parrot green 

(shown), gold and yellow, aqua and 

green, orange and white on a 

metallic gold ground. Montego 

covers a 7' lineal wall area. 

Additional lattice available. 

SEND FOR A FULL COLOR MINIATURE. 

DESIGNATE YOUR COLOR CHOICE  $1.00 

nfcbaon 

RICHARD E. THIBAUT INC., 

(SHOWROOMS) 204-206 EAST 58th ST. 

NEW YORK 10022. (212) 989-9800 



COMPLETE GUIDE TO HOUSE&GARDEN'S 
INTERIOR DECORATION 
TELLS YOU HOW TO 

■ Decorate in today's idiom ■   Use color effectively 
■ Select the right carpet and rugs ■ Get the most from 
limited space ■ Arrange furniture * Plan good lighting 
■ Choose lamps and fixtures ■ Achieve the kitchen 

you really want ■ Turn a bedroom into a personal 
haven" Have a bathroom that is a delight ■ Use practical 
ideas for children's rooms ■ Master the art of one-room 
living ■ Find the storage space you need ■ And more! 

SPECIAL 
PRE-CHRISTMAS 

E? $14.95 
(After Christmas, 

price will be $17.50) 
ORDER NOW ... and save! 

Simply enclose your check or money 
order, and your copy will be shipped 
promptly-fully postpaid. If you are 
not completely satisfied with HOUSE 
& GARDENS COMPLETE GUIDE 
TO INTERIOR DECORATION,  re- 
turn   it   within    10   days   and   your 
money will be refunded. 
If you prefer, you may charge your 
American Express or BankAmericard 
account. 

BER.   1970 

ALL NEW! COMPLETELY REVISED! 

Conde Nast Books • P.O. Box 3308 . Grand Central Station • New York, New York 10017 

•N 

I would like to order _ ^copies 
of HOUSE & GARDEN'S COMPLETE 
GUIDE TO INTERIOR DECORA- 
TION    $14.95 (After Dec. 26, $17.50) 

j  My check or money  order  for 
$ , payable to Conde Nast Books, 
is enclosed. 

Please charge my account: 
]   American Express. 

BankAmericard Exp. date  

Acct. #_ 

\     Sig._ 

Name 

Address. 

City  -State -Zip 

This is a gift order. Send book and card to: 

Name  

Address 

City -State -Zip 

Card to read: "From . 
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FRESH AIR CIRCULATES FREELY THROUGH A 

r^ 

r-^ r~\ a ma 
Everytime you turn in bed, your cotton-cushioned innerspring mattress 
refreshes itself. Because of the way cotton "breathes", body heat and 
moisture dissipate quickly. You sleep cool and comfortable. And you 
wake up refreshed, because under these layers of air-fresh cotton, 
resilient steel innersprings give your body the firm, gentle support it 
needs. Never too soft. Never too hard. Cotton-cushioned innerspring 
mattresses are just right. Try one out for size today. 

NATIONAL COTTON BATTING INSTITUTE in cooperation with National Cotton Council and 
Cotton Producers Institute, Memphis, Tennessee. COTTON 
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fVhatpeople 
are doing.... 
About opening up space to fit their own personal patterns 

of living... .Architects are designing houses and apartments 

where space flows freely from one room to the next, even 

from one level to a level above.... Decorators are knocking 

down partitions, throwing five rooms into one and arranging 

that one so you can never quite see where the space begins 

and where it ends. . . ."Everyone needs a feeling of space 

today, especially in our crowded cities," says Venetian 

designer Alexander Albrizzi who with London architect 

Tony Cloughley designed the fantasy room on page 

122. "Space brings a feeling of relaxation. We always try 

to make a room seem larger.". . ."The secret is to create 

confusion," explains Mr. Cloughley, "to confuse the eye so 

that it cannot define the limits of the space. That's why we 

used those screens in the 'cloud' room. The mirrors on the 

lower halves make the floor seem to go on and on."... "And, 

of course, the screens can be changed around. That's one of 

the advantages of a wide-open space — it gives you so muGh 

freedom," adds Mr. Albrizzi. .. ."How much I open up a 

space all depends on the style of living," says Parisian 

designer Francois Catroux who remodeled the Saints' 

apartment, pages 134-137. "Mrs. Saint's open bathroom, 

for instance, wouldn't work as well for a couple who shared 

one bedroom and bath. When I'm designing a big open 

space, I like to shape it a little with open dividers or trans- 

parent Plexiglas partitions —something that will suggest 

enclosure without stopping the eye. I use reflective materials 

like steel, glass, or mirror to give a kind of fourth dimension. 

The floors I make either very light or very dark— lacquered 

white, or black, brown, or navy, or carpeted wall to wall. 

Sometimes I carpet the wall, too. In a big open space, light- 

ing is important and shadows are as important as the light."... 

"It is not a question of dimensional space but of ideas," says 

Milanese architect Gae Aulenti. "When you set out to 

organize a large opened-up space, there are many possibili- 

ties. You don't have to define the area for each function of liv- 

ing with a partition. In my work, lowered ceilings, different 

floor levels, and dividers are expressions of my language to 

obtain new space solutions. For me, lighting or light reflected 

from shiny surfaces is a material like wood, concrete, stone. I 

use light to create space, or shape it,orextend it."... New York 

architect Paul Rudolph, who has long since stopped think- 

ing of a room as four walls plus floor and a ceiling, believes 

that the spaces in a house should vary psychologically just as 

a vacation house should have a different spirit from a town 

house. "A bedroom needs to be snug and secure. A foyer or 

a loggia or the main part of a living room should seem open 

with a free flow of space. But the fireplace area ought to feel 

enclosed —a place where you can back yourself up to a wall 

and let the architecture envelop you.. ."Mr. Rudolph likes to 

vary space by curving it —using domed or vaulted roofs, 

curved partitions.... Philadelphia architect Louis Sauer 

believes a variety of spaces gives an inviting quality of 

mystery to a house. "Otherwise you can get awfully bored 

with a house on a tight site. The living room is like a com- 

munity plaza: It relates to everybody so it can stand more 

excitement. I try to explode it and relate it to as many other 

spaces for other functions as possible. I like to break the hori- 

zontal plane and put the dining area on an intermediate level 

off the living room so that when you are at the dining table 

you feel it has its own space. Some people like open kitchens, 

some don't. Totally empty space always seems smaller than 

space broken up by architectural elements, so in remodeling 

it often pays to take advantage of accidents such as posts or 

supporting columns or exposed ducts. And, of course, you 

can create an illusion of greater depth by using dark colors 

on the walls. If you don't like a wall, but can't get rid of it, 

paint it black.".. ."Today's large open spaces are an 

attempt to give people a chance to see space in different 

ways," says New York architect James Polshek. "Pri- 

vacy is a common concern, of course, but there are many 

ways of handling that. It's a question of how you dispose the 

spaces —what looks onto what. A house should have zones, 

some more open than others. We usually help our clients 

with the furnishings. But I believe an architect should always 

design rooms that can be furnished in different ways with 

different types of furniture —not one particular style."... 

THE PERSONAL APPROACH 
TO DECORATING 

People are becoming more and more personal in their choices so that each living space is unmistakably an exten- 

sion of the personality that put it together People are becoming more adventurous in the way they use materi- 

als Lining walls and ceilings with mirror, in large sheets or mosaics Facing walls with shiny bright 

materials like polished steel, covering floors with aluminum tile Keeping all the furniture in a room low and 

hanging their paintings accordingly People are putting up walls of light that change color with the flick of a 

switch Assembling big upholstered chairs and sofas like building blocks in straight line-ups or friendly curves. 

... On the following pages you will find room after room after room decorated as a very personal place for living. 
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ow 
five rooms 

reflect five 
personalities 

William Baldwin tells 
how he helped to decorate them 
"A fringe benefit of being a decorator is getting to work with 

some of the loveliest women in the world. Allow me to present five 

of them, in their houses and apartments, which I helped them 

decorate. The ladies are of various backgrounds and lead very 

different lives, but they all have one thing in common: They make 

up their minds instantly, giving their rooms a sure, quick quality 

that puts it all together with great vitality and sparkling style. 

"Before Mrs. Mortimer Schiff Hall (who is actress Diana 

Lynn) moved her family into their new house, she toured it with a 

tape measure to be sure it could contain: one, all the furniture from 

their house out on the West Coast, which Michael Taylor decorated; 

and two, four energetic young children. By the time she consulted 

me, she had already visualized exactly what she wanted. My job 

was to help her make it all happen. 

"Since Mrs. Leland Hayvsard and her husband, the producer, 

really live in the country, they needed just enough city space to 

make themselves at home for two or three days a week. So they took 

a tiny penthouse, and Mrs. Hay ward with her marvelous taste (and 

a little help from her decorator) quickly turned it into a splendid 

example of one of my longest-held notions: Small scale never meant 

small style. 

"Mrs. Gilbert Miller, a very dear friend of mine who can't 

decide whether she loves New York, England, or Mallorca the best, 

has resolved the problem nicely by dividing her year among all 

three. For her New York apartment, she wanted a peaceful, unclut- 

tered atmosphere, which turned out to be a most flattering back- 

ground for her ravishing collection of paintings and  furniture. 

"It would be difficult for any decorator to make Mrs. Fell 

Cushing's apartment as attractive as Mrs. Cushing. The charming 

little duplex—her first city apartment—had to be New York sophis- 

ticated, yet young and fresh as the outdoors she loves, to tide her 

over between weekends in the country. 

"Mrs. Leon Livingston, a native New Yorker and a great 

friend, leads a very personal private life in one half of a spacious 

apartment. The other half is the domain of her alter ego, the glam- 

orous fashion designer Mollie Parnis, for whom parties and enter- 

taining are a way of life. But despite the contrast in life styles, a 
single quality pervades the entire apartment—that combination of 

elegance and femininity so few women possess. Although I helped 

with all these apartments, there is hopefully no evidence of a 

decorator's 'style' for each was designed on its own merits, for its 

own  purposes—five  extensions  of  five charming  personalities." 

I 04 HORST 

THE 

MORTIMER  HALLS9 

LMRRARY 
is where (he family really 

lives. The country print 

covering the upholstered 

furniture relaxes the red- 

velvet-lined roo in—a n d 

makes everyone in it feel 

like relaxing, too. By the 

windows, with their tiers of 

folding shutters, is a beau- 

tiful pierced Regency table. 

Above the sofa, charming 

modern pictures—my favor- 

ite   is   that   marvelous   cat. 





THE LELAAD II WW   lit Its' PIED-A-TERRE 
looks about twice its size. We replaced a small window with those 

huge glass doors and installed two enormous mirrored panels- 

one above the terra-eotta mantel, the other on the opposite wall. 

On top of the tiny-patterned wall-to-wall carpet (another room 

enlarger) is a rug of beautiful Aubusson butterflies. Everything is 

small in scale bnl loaded with style: round Louis Seize stool covered 

with tobacco brown silk: four antique mahogany chairs around 

ilic chocolate faille-covered card table: and, for a coffee table, a t 

Queen   Anne   tray-on-a-stand   of   exquisite   glowing   red   lacquer.   | 



D|S WITH  PERSONALITY continued 

*. 4.11 in ni MILLER'S LIVING itoou 
:  FRENCH WOULD CALL .1 PETIT SALON, 
NOII.-II sitting riiitm where she fan relax. wrltO letters at her 

liini   i.oiiiN  Seize  writing  desk.   All   the   ii ■ ■••!■■ • 11■ i >    warn 

fil liv layers of quiet, orderly patterns ami pale colors— 

geometries for the rugs polka «i«»<s i°«»r (in- sofa, smooth 

mel colored leather lor the Louis Qninze chairs—all agalnsl 

l ami Curtains the color of thick Devonshire cream. And all 

ml the room, exquisite paintings hy Walter dav, l-'nnliii- 

r. ami above the fireplace, a perfectly heaiitiful IScuoir. We 

lis.  Miller here with  Honey, her affectionate little terrier. 

K 
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ROOMS WITH  PERSONALITY   ! 

continued 

FOR MRS. LEON 
LIVINGSTON'S 

GALA PARTIES, 
we created this gala 

party room—a grand 

.salon filled with silks 

and light and the shim- 

mer of mirror. The 

walls are white with the 

faintest blush of pink. 

The tall smoeked cur- 

tains are soft magenta, a 

color repeated in stripes 

and patterns for a little 

slipper chair, a Xorth- 

African silk-covered 

ottoman, and a Louis 

Seize sofa and chairs 

(over that sofa is a per- 

fectly fantastic Picas- 

so). Reflected in one of 

the mirrored panels be- 

tween the windows, you 

can see the white marble 

mantel and. above it, a 

pair of antique gilt 

brackets holding the 

most amusing old Chi- 

nese porcelain roosters. 

MRS.  FELL CFSRtNG'S  HALLWAY, 

PAINTED WITH SUNSHINE, 
leads to a duplex that has the charming air of 

a house in London—small, but full of grace. To 

make the room fresh as the country, we shined 

the walls with bright yellow laequcr and kept 

woodwork and curtains daisy white. For the 

slick of i In- eity, we used black iron and lacquer 

railings and that marvelous runner and rug. 

The only furniture in the room. \\ liieli leads to 

a beautiful green living room, is a telephone 

table and a pretty muffin stand. And, because 

Mrs. dishing dearly loves flowers, she always 

keeps a basketful of something on the stairs. 
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The very personal house and garden 
of the John Walkers 

/IT? STOHIES 
OF SUNLIGHT 

an architect designs hi> own house, he summons  up all his skill,  imagination, 

BP. For example: The San Francisco house of Mr. and  Mrs. John Walker 

(he is the first halt oi the architectural firm, Walker \ Moody) is 

porar)  in design, romantic in ambiance. At it> hack. left, where it captures 

rb view oi San Francisco Bay, the house soars up from a walled slope hanked 

h ivy, cypress, and olive tree-. At it- trout, two -lories high, it open- to 

|i iloistered quiet of a walled garden. And inside, it is one level after another of 

potted trees, flowers, and \istas of outside greenery— 

a town house, below, turned into a tree house. 



WALKER HOUSE continued 

Living in this 
house, mth its       \ 
green vistas 
and many levels, 
is like living 
in a tree house. 
Most unusually situated, the Walker house 

tops a slope at the back of a plot that runs 

between Jackson Street and Pacific Ave- 

nue. Double gates in a stucco wall, 1, are 

reached by  a  driveway -easement past  a 

house at the front of the property, and 

open to a little garden at the front of the 

house—at this point, two stories high. But 

on its other side, it descends to the street in 

five levels, of which the top two are given 

to the beamed living room. 2 and 3. Soar- 

ing, dazzling white, romantic, it is 16 feet 

deep. 32 feet wide, 16 feet high—exactly 

twice the size of a classic Adam room. At 

an even higher level 122 feet |. a huge sky- 

light brings marvelous Ught to the center 

of   the   house.   Two   floor-to-ceiling   bay 

windows frame news of the Golden Gate 

Bridge as though seen from a ship, and 

across the room, ten steps descend to the 

dining room, 4 and 5, flooded with sun- 

shine   through   the   skylight   green   with 

laurel trees, brilliant with the colors of a 

painting by Helen Frankenthaler. Interior 

design: Michael Taylor. Paintings (includ- 

ing   the  Kenneth   Noland   on  preceding 

page I : Nicholas Wilder Gallery. Con tin ued 

...   - 
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WALKER  HOUSE continued 

From the skylighted top 
of the house, the levels 
descend like ginn t steps. 
To an architect with a certain kind of house in mind, a sloping sjjgj 

oriented in exactly the way he wants it to be, is rain from heaven. John 

Walker was able not only to design his house to accommodate two 

adults and four children, but also to enjoy the~*most sought after fringe 

benefits a San Francisco house can have: a view of the Bay and the hills 

of Marin County; a garden with a southern exposure; the soft morn- 

ing sun from the east; and (by means of one windowless elevation) to- 

tal escape from the hot afternoon sun from the west. The steepness of 

the slope also made it possible to curl the house over it in six staggered 

levels (see cross section and plan, below), a fascinating concept that 

would have been impractical had the site been flat. (Mr. Walker dis- 

cusses his house in particular and architecture in general on page 58.) 

The skylight at house center is directly over a reading-and-games ex- 

tension of the living room, 1, which looks up to a balcony adjacent to 

the master bedroom, down a flight of steps to the dining room—a sweep 

of three levels the eye can catch almost simultaneously. The kitchen, 2, 

opens, like the dining room, to the walled garden, and sparkles with 

black walls and cabinets, white appliances, stainless steel sink, pots 

and pans. (The Walkers often entertain here with informal suppers, 

then take their guests off to a midnight movie.) Climbing a straight stair 

from the living room, we come to the master bedroom, 3, with its brass 

tester bed, walls painted the beautiful terra-cotta red of old Roman 

villas, its painting by Hans Ho'fmann. A little balcony hangs over the 

walled garden, 4, designed by Thomas Church, where the Walkers 

occasionally lunch or have a guest or two for cocktails. In a windowed 

corner of the bedroom, 5, Mrs. Walker has a desk w ith a view, and next 

door is the bathroom, 6, brightly sunlit, brightly blue and white. 

For materials and equipment used in this house turn to page 163. 

■Entrance 

Dressing "3itFF 
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Master bedr 
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stairs— 
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i   Kitchen ^Laundry-■■■-"r~ 
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English garden prints mix in a 

great bouquet against white- 

washed walls, a Blue Sky cei 

ing, and a fresh, white-painted 

floor stenciled with roses. The 

marvelous new fabrics were 

designed by Cecil Beaton. 

■"Piccadilly," roses and butter- 

flies, is on the sofa, ottoman, 

white side chair, and at the 

windows. "Covent Garden.'" all 

poppies, covers a table and pil- 

lows. Fabrics of cotton and 

Avril with a Zepel finish, by 

jj^loomcraft. All at W& J Sloane. 



W 4*L 'Jk 

•cott made the garden "grow" wilh masses of real 

lelphiniums, cornflowers, peonies, carnations, chry- 

santhemums, and bamhoo trees. The cotton fabric 

"Arnaldo," on the walls, at windows, covering die 

divan, is from his new collection of furnishing/fabrics 

designed exclusively for Lord & Taylor. On the floor: 

layers of Moroccan rugs. Pillows are tied with Ken 

°»cott scarves. Everything here is at Lord « Taylor. 
Shopping information, page 172 



MIRROR 

Mosaic mirror on the wall? and ceiling turned this di: 

room into a great jeweled cue. Shiny aluminum t 

glitter on the floor. Screens, which slide across the v 

dows in the background, are wood surfaced with > 

of mirror. The table always glistens with silvftindt:! 

ink-black napkins matchina leather Rector's ch.. 

"You'd think there would be s.iwl, u^'teeling;." s, 

Ara Gallant, who designed the room' tor hikwivn \ 

York apartment, ''hut there isn't at all. It's very w. 

t coiy" The center hi mi 

-mr •' "1 V. 
It JM" ~_p  '1     lW.\. t>— /J "***   "^*   - 

— --'_i^-Si<Rj^2f'!aKS 

-'""1 x^e*,^ 
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I , mirror is used architecturally alnd brilliantly in the bathroom of a great New Yqrk beauty. Mirror covers 

IT surface, including the ceiling, which has recessed lighting and a mobile hair dryer. More silvery richness 

the chrome-cased sink, shimmery bead curtains, and the steel and glass etager^ of perfumes. Other cos- 

:s are put into specially fitted drawers to avoid a clutter of reflections. Designed by David Hicks, this 

^fmany marvelous bathrooms in his book, David Hicks on Bathrooms, out tlais month (World, $15.), 



rQTIN LIGHT-WALLS 
CO I'AND PLASTICS 
With light-walls, a room changes color at the flick of a switch. This maxi room for living 

sleeping turns from Blue Sky to Pink Pink to Lavender. In daylight it's white. Transluc 

plastic panels have red and blue fluorescent bulbs behind them to make the color variation 

"Bulbs come with colored covers," says John Harris, the designer who set up these light-wall 

"So you can slip on any color you like. The great thing is you don't have to live with one color a 

The Plexiglas desk with mirrored top also by John Harris. Steel and vinyl chairs by Directions 

Plastic sculptured chair by Heinz Essman. Great bed, white lacquered chests and tables by Thay< 

Coggin. Everything in the room, which was designed by Elaine Eisen, is available at Altman' 
For shopping information, see page 17 
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IN A 
FANTASY OF 
MIRROR 
AND PLASTIC 

ti 



i entertaining room seems to go on and on, filled 

i trees and birds and Rowers, a flurrj of clouds 

be carpet, and larger pulls of cloudlike pillows 

t on. Floor-to-ceiling screens, grouped in a curve, 

i one surfaced with an an- of mirror, erase the 

itectural boundaries and multiply the fantasy. 

erything in the room is floating," says Tony 

jghley who designed it with Alexander Allui/./.i. 

$hing is fixed." Greatjjanvas pillows, little plaaf- 
cubes, sonic ,  oth- i -  l>ron/.c  \ <i ilaut  ply- 

,d  tree-     can  .ill 1)1   plan led   and   replanted.  Sur- 

ism Hows lliroiiojl tai*J<^.   I midline at   Mltri/./i. 

pel forecasts   "Living in the < I I-" collection by 

ri//i for Schumacher. P.imiin;■, Da\id llockney. 



IN 
FURNITURE * 

ON THE MOVE 



With furniture that jigsaws into one pattern or another, a room can be shaped for 

many purposes, and the furniture itself has many lives. This great kitchen, photo- 

graphed at the Cologne furniture fair, is the ultimate forecast in flexibility. All the 

storage cabinets under the working top along the wall pull out and roll around. Two of 

the  octagonal center  sections,  a  freewheeling butcher's block and a barbecue grill, form 

individual work islands. Also mobile, the desk-table may be a serving cart or a bar. Kitchen 

designed by August Siekmann of Germany. Ovens, refrigerator, cooktop by General Electric. 

More furniture on the move includes: 1, Wedges of molded fiberglass. Four make a 40-inch 

circular table, but they can also be seats. By Bernini. At Altman's. 2, Three curving sofas 

and two ottomans in butterscotch suede seat fourteen. The U-shape can be changed to a snaking 

"S" or broken up into smaller seating arrangements. By Heritage. At Jordan Marsh, Miami. 

3, Foam cubes covered in a skin of brown vinyl. By Quasar Khanh. 4, Semicircle armchairs 

with their own ottomans to slice and splice. All foam, with Sun Yellow or Kumquat covers. 

From the Interspace Collection by Milo Baughman for Thayer Coggin. At Bloomingdale's. 

5, Three parts of the Omnibus sofa covered in chocolate brown chenille. By Vladimir Kagan. 

For shopping information, see page 172 



IN 
WALL 

PAINTING 

'"Oh for a wall to paint" has been a sporadic painterly cry since the 

Middle Ages. Decorative wall painting i as opposed to plain painted 

wall* i has wiggled its way in and out of favor among tapestries, dam- 

a«k«. coarse painted linens, leathers, silks, wallpapers, and a variety 

of wall hangings. It has emerged in different guises—pure pattern, fig- 

urative scenes, grisaille, trompe i'oeiL the geometric shapes and free- 

flowing patterns of the last few years, and finally in the naive, figura- 

tive, brilliantly colored manner that is suddenly appearing in Britain. 

In the search for a total environment, for a sensitive setting that 

is still personal enough and pliable enough to allow for new idiosyn- 

cracies. wall paintings can play a large part. For it is not now so much 

a question of commissioning a painter to cover a wall as of taking 

advantage of the current merging of the fine and the decorative arts. 

Several young painter-designers are currently painting their marks 

on the British scene. Ian Galbraith, who spends much of his life in 

Ibiza, lives, when in London, in a one-room apartment almost com- 

pletely bare except for the vivid wall scene that wholly embraces any 

occupant. Patrick Proctor ha» painted his own and other people's walls 

with delicate flowers and clouds so that his rooms are the logical exten- 

sion of flow er-power. John Je>-e. the Art Nouveau and Art Deco dealer, 

has had his own living room walls painted with splendid flowers, mostly 

li\ different friends. Sandra Rhodes, the dress designer, and her husband 

have painted their highly decorative home in a free-flowing way. Know- 

ing ladies are even getting their more talented house painters to rustle 

them up a rustic scene or two in odd corners (Continued on page 162) 

Framed with primrose yellow curtains, the panoramic wall painting. 

1. gives an outdoor "view " to a windowless wall. The work of San- 

dra Rhodes. The great Disney landscape. 2. in the stairwell and hall 

of Julie Christie's London house painted by Stan Peskett. who also 

did the \ erv colorful Noah's Ark fantasy on the nursery w alls of Dick 

Temple"- house. 3. in Nutting Hill Gate. The cherry blossom tree. 4. by 

Sandra Rhodes, is illuminated at night with a spotlight set on one of its 

branches. Deck-chaired Ian Galbraith. 5. who spends most of his time 

in Ibiza, transported the Mediterranean to his London apartment. 

Navy blue painted floor matches the canopy of a stylized beach tent. 
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QUIET 
WHAT YOU em DO 
IX) PRESERVE IT nn 

By Robert Alex Baron 

Once a theatrical manager, Robert Alex Baron has turned 

into an environmental activist who wont let go. Six years 

ago, outraged by "the sonic nightmare" that he and his New 

York City neighbors were subjected to by the construction 

of a new subway, he began his personal battle with noise, 

ifter organizing a neighborhood antinoise group, he broad- 

ened his field and helped found Citizens for a Quieter City, 

which recently received a grant of $300,000 from the Ford 

Foundation. Meanwhile, Mr. Baron labors full time on the 

noise abatement front, lecturing, servicing complaints, tes- 

tifying before investigating committees. This article is 

adapted from his book, The Tyranny of Noise,* to be pub- 

lished next month by St. Martin s Press. 

Yon are more often than not on your own in this 

world. As a would-not-be noise receiver, you can try to 

noisy places and try to shield your immediate enviroi 

from external noise sources. You can try to keep dov 

noise produced in your own home. You can make no 

drown out other noises. And you can take positive « 

to stop noise at its source. 

Start by forcing yourself to listen. Make up you 

list of disturbing noises such as refuse collection, horn 

ing, blaring of radio and TV sets, aircraft noise, str^ 

pairs, sound trucks. Contrast your regular acoustic en 

ment with the sounds of a natural environment. Ca> 

hear the sounds of birds, murmuring of water, rustl: 

wind in the trees? The acute awareness of excessive 

should strengthen your resolve to act. 

TO STOP NOISE 
AT ITS SOURCE    • 

When you are bothered by a specific noise, r 
1er direct protest. The public often asks whethe 

worthwhile to complain. The answer is an absolute ye 

sophisticated noisemaker knows that individual rea 

are potential threats. Noise control experts tell noises 

to watch for the following community behavior: a le 

complaint to officials, a telephone call to the operato 

noise source, or the initiation of legal action to su; 

the noise-producing activity. How far an individual 

community will go is a barometer of how much noi 

receiver will take. It is, therefore, important to registei 

form of protest when faced with a serious noise pro I 

Try to be specific also about the impact of the 

What kind of structures are being hit: homes, hosl 

schools, churches? How many elderly, how many chi. 

If schools are near an airport, how much classroom tl 

lost? One town effectively organized to stop a proposi 

vate airport by producing evidence of how the re- 

noise Avould impair classroom instruction. A state li 

tive committee was visibly impressed by a presentatk 

showed what the noise levels would be at the various s'l 

and how this would interfere with speech communf 

Petitions—most effective if notarized—can p 

useful statistics when taking a neighbor-noise compl 

court. 

Organize a noise-detense unit in your I 
mil nil if. Industry and government agencies tend to p I 

more readily to group pressure. An organization a 3 

cilitates the development of strategy and tactics, a I 

opening of lines of communication. It might be worthy ' 

activate a noise abatement committee within an aire. • 
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organization such a> a civic «• 1111», church, synagogue, 

\ ice organization. 

Raise funds for the task to be (lone. Raise Funds for 

ecessary office operations, for special skills, for ail- 

ing, publicity, research, ami legal battles. Travel funds 

nake possible attendance at the various noise abate- 

meetings now springing up; a speaker In in I will bring 

abatement expertise to your own meeting. Organize 

leers, the lifeblood of a grass-roots movement. 

[Know whore to complain and what government agene) 

Jmplain to. For example: buses, local transportation 

rilv; building construction, city buildings department; 

c garbage collection, sanitation department; helicop- 

nd airplane noise, noise abatement officer, local offiee 

■deral Ariation Administration and local airport op- 

ms officer; noise from loudspeakers, sound trucks, and 

electrically amplified devices, and neighbors, police 

tincnt. 

Let your local, stale, anil congressional lea- 

ors know a Imi is aoina on. Your city council man 

be hearing the same noise you hear, but accepting it 

e price of progress. Your attack should also include 

government agencies holding responsibility for pro- 

g the health and safety of workers. 

Make sure ikat Ike press receives a eopu 

nif letters of protest or petitions sent to govern- 

officials or noisemakers. 

Seels to a in tke cooperation ot tke tanner 

kis uiSe tor tke common purpose oi enriron- 

tul survival. The farmer can ask for support from 

11-funded Department of Agriculture, work through 

xtension services operated by the land-grant colleges 

i< financed by the federal government. 

TO AVOID 
NOISY PLACES 

use 

a 

Till 

II *'!»•    present    or    Suture    noise    annoyance 

fees as carefully as you check the water supply and 

ax rate, when looking for a new house or apartment 

site to build on. Be especially wary of nearby hospitals 

1 firehouses (since both mean frequent sirens); school 

grounds; busy traffic intersections or grades that de- 

1 acceleration and shifting gears; overhead flight paths; 

M ■ipated road or building construction. If you are renting 

i partment, think twice before paying a higher rent to be 

i  high floor. According to studies made for the Greater 

c Ion Council, height in itself is not a major factor in 

ijcing average noise levels. 

Q E & GARDEN, OCTOBER, 1970 

TO KEEP 
EXTERNAL NOISES 

OUT OF 
YOUR HOUSE 

llfiv are Sire tkinas uou ran ilo inside tke kouse 

to lieep unwunted sound out. 

1. Double up on an\ outside door- thai lace the main 

source of noise. You can do this by installing close-fitting 

year-round storm doors, or building a small vestibule that 

will provide noise-insulating air space. 

2. Double up on vour windows by substituting double- 

paned insulating glass for single panes, and be sure each 

window fits tightly. Or, an inexpensive but relatively effec- 

tive method is to add tight-fitting storm windows. The ven- 

tilation problem can be overcome by having the regular 

window and the storm window' open at opposite ends. Re- 

member this acoustic rule of thumb: If a sound wave makes 

a forty-five degree or greater bend, some of its energy is lost. 

3. Line the walls nearest the noise source with floor-to- 

ceiling bookshelves or closets, preferably clothes closets, 

since books and clothes both absorb sound. 

4. Install central air conditioning so you can keep your 

windows closed. But if you have the type that calls for a 

compressor unit outside the house, be sure it is properly in- 

stalled (mounted absolutely level on a concrete—not wood 

—base set a few inches away from the house) so that its 

operation won't disturb your neighbors. 

5. Deaden the noise you can't keep out by furnishing 

the noise-invaded rooms with sound absorbing materials—- 

acoustical ceiling tile, wall-to-wall carpeting, full-gathered 

ceiling-to-floor curtains, wall hangings, an abundance of up- 

holstered furniture. 

Given incentive, the human mind is inventive enough to 

design for epiiet. The public does not have to spell out how 

quiet. It does have to communicate to government and to 

the manufacturer that it wants a quieter environment. Then 

it would become corporate policy not to make, buy, or sell 

equipment above a certain noise level. Engineering and 

acoustical expertise plus common sense would achieve a 

comfortable, nondestructive environment. 

Noise is not the price of progress. 

Noise is not the inevitable by-product of technology. 

Noise is the price you and I payT for greed and insen- 

sitivity and our own indifference. A quieter world is pos- 

sible, if we don't take noise for an answer. 

COPYRIGHT ty  1970   BY ROBERT ALEX BARON 
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THE PERSONAL APPROACH TO DECORATING 

ONE CONTINUOUS 
ROOM 



pace in liis New York apartment unfold as one continuous 

i, "like views on a curving street," designer John F. Saladino 

lc     walls, widened doorways, and used rich natural materials 

shout. In die living room, hotli pages, he arranged the leather 

ne Breuer chair, velvet couch, and straw armchairs on two 

one 6 inches higher than the other, "to Create a vast illusion of 

*|   e." He also lined the carpeted ledge around the rare Sultanabad 

Christmas lights so the couch appears to float, and rail "d 

lirrored part of the ceiling. The room now extends into the area 

ly a second bedroom, right, with a marvelous storage wall 

>ne end. The leather-covered mattresses, with Caucasian saddlebag 

, unstack as extra beds. To eonvert the space into a guest room, a 

door pulls across on a track, opposite page, top left.  Continued 

liferent levels and light 
make furniture seem to float 

ill!1 



He bedroom is part 
of the open environment 

The bedroom, both pages, in creamy and deep shades of brown, is meant 

to be seen from the front door. When one enters the apartment, stepping 

onto the carpeted platform, the dining corner and kitchen are to the right, oppos 

page, bottom, the living room is off to the left, and the bedroom is straight 

ahead and down a step. Next to the Piranesi etching over the bed, a 

floor-to-ceiling mirror reflects space outside the room. 

All the paintings are by Mr. Saladino. 
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URSONAL APPROACH TO DECORATING 

ROOMS IN ONE 
RJ^'b^M^ "to bring in light and open up space" in Mr. and Mrs. 

JLJ JLJ   Daniel Saint's Paris apartment, interior designer Francois 

Catroux imiTT1^ *l») dljwing room, library, an 

sitting room into one vast, airy 

both pages. To decorate it, he set their Far 

Eastern and French^antiques against white silk walls, smoothing on stainless 

steel panels as a new kind of decorative surface to reflect light and garden views. 

Beyond the lacquered room divider, where Chinese porcelains can be admired 

in the rpund, is a corner set up for card playing, opposite page, above right, 

and made light with slim Italian lamps and Louis Quinze chairs painted white. 
Continued 



n polished stwl aiall 
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abvdroom-buth combined 
Into one biff nni-space 

Brcakin;.'  from  tin-  tradition  of a 

separate bathroom, Mi. Catrous turned three small 

rooms into a grand bedroom-bath-dressing 
room all in one, both pages, for Mrs. Saint. Using a 

quiel white and pair ^-ray checked fabric on the bed, 

headboard, and closet doors unites areas, yet keep1- the 

feeling spacious. The shower, toilet, and bidet are 

closed off by sliding doors in a corner of the room. 

Behind the dressing table with its built-in sink, 

opposite page, left, the tub is recessed in a 

mirrored niche. The painting is by Bernard Miiller. 

DAVID MASSEY 

  



TRE PERSONAL APPROACH TO DECORATING 

OPEN-END ROOMS To free space for multiple use in a New 

apartment, designer William Machadol 

the bedroom, right, an open-end part of the living room area, this page. He sliced« 

the inside wall bet<V£en the rooms and replaced an end wall with accordion dooj 

both rooms share space and sunlight. Furniture shapes are purposely low. 

MM A sandstone sculpture from India sits on a box covered with 

, a continuation of the carpet. Renaissance drawings are 

all hung on one long, horizontal board, below right. 

The divans, decorated with Turkish rugs and saddlebag 

pillows, fit into the dormer window niches. In the bedroom, 

a tufted leather couch and a large divan are 

arranged on either side of a window seat. Continued 

il 11 the furniture 
is deliberately low 
and loungy 

is. 
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o ne decorating look makes 
four rooms flow together 

A white ipird stair< ase i onnects the attic room, left, to the dining 

room-librai \. belou , with its I urkoman rug ind 

fine Byzantine mosaic on one wall. I pstaira, the cast- 

iron rooi beams osed and \\»- root opened 

up with a large -k\li_'lit window.  Ml the furniture i- in 

i omfortable natural t<-xture«,    leather, woven wool, wi< ker, and 

linen. The couches, "loung) and eaaj i« 'leal with" like the 

ones downstairs, an- rounded to i ontrast with the architecture. 

» 



CREATIVE CRAFTS 

The 
art of 
lazing 

„ ■ ~' • ■""■ 

A glaze is a transparent layer of color on color, a subtle, decorative finish that lets a lighter undertone 

shine through. The carefully controlled film between eye and object creates an illusion of still another 

color—an evanescent comhination of unmixed hues. Glazing is particularly suited to furniture restrained 

in form and relatively free of carved ornament. It was used in the eighteenth century as a method of har- 

monizing furniture with the painted boiserie of a room. A glaze enriches plain pieces by accenting depths 

of shadows and highlighting curves and corners. It also lends itself to surface decoration in color or 

metallic leafing. Isabel O'Neil, the master craftsman who has adapted so many decorative finishes of the 

past to share with students at her workshop and with House & Garden readers, has now developed a sur- 

prisingly simple glazing technique. Simulating the glaze on heirlooms, her method transforms old or new 

furniture into chatoyant accents that add glow to any room. "Traditionally, a glaze presupposes a light 

Modern adaptation opaque undertone'which *« §laze edifies," Mrs. O'Neil 
says. "Light is seen from within." Her instructions are 

of a traditional technique based on this concept 

but she suggests that anyone who has learned the basic steps of glazing may        — 

want to experiment. "Glaze lends itself to many effects. When used __       ,_       _^ 

on contemporary furniture, liberties can be taken. A strong hue 

differing in value from the surface coat—a brilliant blue green glaze 

over a blue ground, for instance, or intense orange over purple pink 

-—could have tremendous impact." These examples of glazing by 

Mrs. O'Neil's students are based on the traditional idea of a 

deeper glaze over a paler but analogous paint color. Directions for 

preparation, painting, and glazing on page 176. 

Student work in 
Color seen tnronan color   ,,     ,   f  ,  ■ ** the art ot glazing, 

right, executed at Mrs. O'Neil's studio: screen with gold and silver 

leafing by Mrs. John H. Joyce; small commode with metallic leafing 

and painted decoration by Mrs. David C. Miller; box with painted 

fawn and flowers by Mrs. Nelson Eliscu; Queen Anne chair by Mrs. 

W. G. Crothers; Oriental table with gold and silver leafing by Mrs. A. 

Schwartz. These and other examples of the craft will be displayed 

during registration week at the Isabel O'Neil Studio-Workshop, 177 

East Eighty-seventh Street, New York, N.Y., 10028 (September 21 

through September 25, 11:00 to 4:00). Classes in decorative 

finishes for beginners and advanced students start September 30. 
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OW TO 
DECORATE 

A DREAMBOAT 



JBT~ake it light, make it bright, break some traditions. Peco- 

/^m   rate your dreamboat like a summer place, with white, and 

' ^M more white, and lots of deepwater-blue printed fabrics. 

Jtm^ Look for new ways to use space, setting a sun deck, 1 and 4, 

:ommand bridge where only dinghies usedjJjMji^^Vap the after- 

in tinted safety glass and turn it into a seagoif)g^Bfchj|^^\Iake 

;t cabin, 3, a pretty blue-and-white place to visit. All this airu mpre 

ening here, 5, on the once-in-a-lifetime Chris-Craft I. She's the 

prototype for tomorrow's 66-foot Chris-Craft, very much the in- 

:■ of their executive design consultant, Myrtle Corbman. In every 

showcase of ideas for all boats big and small.    (Continued) 
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HOW TO DECORATE A DREAMBOAT 
continued 

A beautiful 
boat 
lives like 
a beautiful 
house 

^M boat, like a beautiful summer house, should have a 

/  ! feeling of airiness, of spaciousness. In a boat, you 

/ think in inches as well as in feet. In a boat, you want 

A —^^^— multipurpose furniture, small-scale, with a low cen- 

ter of gravity. In a dreamboat, you clear away all the clutter. 

At the heart of every boat, as in a beautiful house, there's a 

powerhouse of machinery that makes her perform to perfection. 

And that's how it is with Chris-Craft I. Controls are at the helmsman's 

station, 1, and there's a second command station on the bridge, 2, 

above the forward deck. Here, the trunk cabin top has sun pads 

that store under the seats. 

Below, Chris-Craft I is a beautiful house. Master stateroom has 

a shower room, and a tub room, 3 and 4, patterned in paisley. Galley, 

5, has been raised from the step-down spot it once occupied, brought 

up to dining cabin level. All the gear and gadgets of a proper model 

kitchen have gone into it: dishwasher, garbage disposer, full-size 

refrigerator-freezer, electric range and dven—even a deep-freeze 

below, reachable through a hatch in the galley deck. There's every 

king-size convenience in the master stateroom. 6 and 7: a big bed 

with storage drawers, built-in chests, airy and ample wardrobe space, 

a music-TV-magazine rack. The dining cabin, 8, is designed for 

many lives: sit-down dinner for eight, sleeping for two on a pull-out 

banquette, a serving bar that doubles as a desk. \^ hat is not seen 

here: a center for TV, an overseas telephone, and a music system. 

In the forward cabin, 9, bonks are tiered in an L to make this a 

more livable room. 

Some of the best decorating and li\ ing ideas aboard: strong blue- 

and-white patterned fabrics, sometimes with a bit of red added, all 

in a white shell: summcix wicker and see-through chairs and tables 

of glass and plastic: bed linens [rimmed to match curtains and 

quilted covers for beds and bunks. Curtains on sail tracks to keep 

them from flapping. 

Easy-care ideas: vinyl on outdoor cushions: all fabrics pro- 

tected with Zepel: vinylized walls for bathrooms: furniture tops 

of high-pressure laminate-: easy-to-clean, lianl-to-damage carpet- 

ing of Acrilan throughout. More about a dreamboat on page 174. 
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When it comes to 
designing better kitchens, 

we wrote the book 

Its yours for $1 

|jy[ If your new kitchen is still in the dreaming stage, you'll want to 

pause over the many idea-pictures and room arrangements to see how 

we've turned kitchens into exciting rooms for other smart women. 

j^[J If you're just about ready to get your new kitchen, you'll want 

to read a typical case history to see the many ways a St. Charles 

dealer/designer can help you plan your kitchen, interpret your 

ideas, and save you time and effort. r^J You'll find a full pan- 

orama of decors and finishes in this full color, 36-page folio—con- 

temporary, traditional, provincial, classic, and country stylings—all 

distinctively St. Charles. \ So send in $1 today for your folio 

and find out why St. Charles Custom Kitchens have earned 

the reputation of being the most distinguished kitchens money can buy. 

^/ZT |     flWl&f® CUSTOM KITCHENS 
\^_ ^    547 Tyler Road, St. Charles, Illinois 60174 

Enclosed is $1. Send me your full color, 36-page folio on St. Charles dream      |p". . 
kitchens. Jff 

We plan to: □  Remodel □  Build 

Name. 

Address- 

City  

(Please print) 

County- 

State. Zip- 

A romatic 
teas from 

wildplants 
BY   It I I I    GIBBOXS 

Nature is lavish with beverage materials. I recently compiled a 

list consisting of more than forty wild plants regularly used 

for "tea" in various parts of our country, about twenty that 

are coffee substitutes, more than thirty that make cold, non- 

alcoholic drinks. The number that can be used for making 

beer and wine is almost endless. There are even a few that re- 

semble hot chocolate. Here are some of my favorite tea plants. 

Siveet goldenrod 

Sweet f»ol«lenro«l Tea 

Sweet goldenrod (Solidago odora) is found in the 

early fall from New England to Florida and west to 

the Plains, usually growing on dry hillsides. It has 

thin, straplike leaves with no lobes or serrations. The 

flower is a one-sided, manelike goldenrod. The leaves 

have little translucent spots in them, but the final 

. identification is made by crushing a leaf and smelling 

it—if it has a sweet aroma of anise, you have the 

right goldenrod. If you get the wrong one, no harm is done, 

except your tea will not be so delicious. The sweet goldenrod 

makes such fine tea that, before the American Revolution, it w as 

being shipped from Pennsylvania to China, and the Chinese 

would give many pounds of their tea for one pound of sweet 

goldenrod leaves. A neighbor of mine gathers quantities of this 

sweet goldenrod every year and has no trouble disposing of it 

at several dollars a pound. To make the tea, dry the leaves and 

then use them exactlv as vou would Oriental tea. 

Sassafras Tea Sassafras s 
m. 

148 

The sassafras {Sassafras albidum) is a small 

tree bearing three kinds of leaves—unlobed 

or entire; mitten shaped (both right- and 

left-handed mittens I : and double-lobed or 

two-thumbed mittens—often all three kinds 

on one twig. Final recognition is achieved 

when you dig up a root and savor its root 

beer aroma. Scrub the roots, chop them into short enougl 

pieces to fit into the kettle, then boil until the tea has a lovel) 

reddish color, a permeating fragrance, and a pleasant taste. 
Continued on page 160 

OPPOSITE PAGE: Greenbrier shoots—a subtle salad ingredient, 1. 

May apple blossoms surround chiffon pie made from May apple 

fruit, 2. Wild salad bowl: watercress, sheep sorrel, Jerusalem 

artichokes, greenbrier shoots, wild garlic, 3. The distinctive 

sassafras leaf, the root of which makes aromatic tea, 4. Fra- 

grant, delicious persimmon-hickory nut bread, 5. Chokecherry 

blossom, the berries of which make marvelous fruit soup, 6. 

Euell Gibbons strips thistle stetns of prickly rind, 7. A poke 

plant, one of the best known of the wild vegetables, 8. Spring 

beauty and violets, the latter lending vivid color to a salad, 9. J 
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TALKINO THE 
I   FOOD FOR 

4 WILD FEASTS 
ByEuellOibbatn 



efood 
HOUSE & GAM 

COOK 1 

listv 11 Gibbons first foraged for 

a -ild food as a boa in Texas. Renowned as an 

author and lecturer, he has beeome an 

authority on the gathering and eiioking of 

wild foods. Some of these illustrutions by his wife. 

Vreda. are from his latest boolt. Stalking the 
4»ood IJi> (IPariil MeKay). out this winter 

wildfeas 
uell Gibbons 

HOW TO THROW 
A   WILD FEAST 

There is a sudden surge of interest in wild 

food gathering. My mailbox is stuffed each 

day with letters from people wanting more 

information on wild foods. Carloads of hip- 

pies arrive, on their way to rural communes, 

wanting to learn the fine art of wild food 

gathering and preparation in one easy lesson. 

Conservationists and others concerned about 

our deteriorating environment have discov- 

ered that it is hard to rally support for their 

programs as long as the general public con- 

siders nature an enemy to be conquered or 

a menace to be avoided. Conservationists see 

the eating of wild food as a way to have crea- 

tive encounters with nature, and to live more 

intimately with her. Those who can be per- 

suaded to feed at Mother Nature's sweet flow- 

ing breast come to love her. and are ready to 

cherish and protect her. 

Wild food also has a part to play in the 

plans of a creative hostess who wants to give 

a unique dinner party. A party is never dull 

wlnie every dish on the table is a conversa- 

tion piece. Discard all notions that wild food 

is necessarily rough, coarse fodder that one 

would eat only as an alternative to starvation. 

Nature has some rare and delicate taste 

thrills and many of these are better than any 

tastes you can buy. I wouldn't trade a pint of 

sweet, fragrant little wild strawberries for a 

gallon of those watery, overgrown domestic 

ones. Huge, grape-sized domestic blueberries 

make a good dessert fruit, but most of that 

e\tia size is water, and when used in muffins 

or cakes, they burst and stick to the pan. The 

wild blueberry is drier, more concentrated in 

flavor and food value, and will not burst in 

baking. There is no better vegetable than 

dandelions gathered early in spi ing, each 

plant peeled away to its very tender heart, 

then boiled and buttered! Young, fat poke 

sprouts could drive asparagus off the market. 

The final reason, and the only one I need, 

for gathering and eating wild food is that it 

is great fun. Here is an outdoor sport closely 

akin to hunting, without the gut-wringing 

twinges of conscience that always spoil the 

fun for me when I shoot an innocent animal. 

Food-gathering requires even more knowl- 

edge, skill, and woodcraft than hunting and 

consequently provides sufficient challenge to 

make it fascinating. You will never be poi- 

A  FALL FEAST 

One can go light on through the summer into 

fall and early winter gathering wild foods. 

In mid-November, a writer from The New 

Yorker and I spent six days living off the 

land, and we certainly fared well. One year, 

another writer and I gathered wild food for 

.1 really sumptuous meal on December 21. In 

fact, late fall is one of the best times to 

■ . and il there is a hunter in the family, 

tin- is the time when wild game is plentiful, 

too. \i one earl) winter banquet we served 

venison tenderloin cooked in a coconut cream 

sauce, and I have served wild turkey, duck 

and goose, rabbit, squirrel, pheasant, or 

grouse to make festive wild entrees. 

MENU 
WILD GRAPE SOUP 

GAME MEAT 

BOILED DANDELION CROWNS 

AND ROOTS 

CHICORY CROWNS 
WINTER CRESS 

SALAD: 
WILD BRANDY MINT. 

BLACK WALNUTS, JERUSALEM 

ARTICHOKES, GROUND 

CHERRIES, WILD GARLIC 

PERSIMMON-HICKORY NUT 

BREAD WITH ASSORTED WILD 

FRUIT JAMS 

MAY APPLE CHIFFON PIE 

SWEET GOLDENROD TEA 
(see page   1 If' i 

soned by a wild plant if you follow one 

rule: Do not use any wild plant fo 

unle-s you are sure you have correctly 

fied it and know that it is an edible s 

I still sometimes eat wild game; my 

who are not as chicken-hearted as I «• 

glad to trade game meat for wild fruit 

and jam-—so I enjoy the best of both 1 

^ ild food has solved several prohl 

m\ family. It proved an ideal way to tt\ 

child.en and grandchildren nature lo 

would he hard to acquire any other 

have found that years later they s 

member the plants we used as ingredie 

wild feasts. They have developed a g< 

tender love for nature that has madi 

excellent conservationi-ts. 

The menu for a wild food par 

change with the seasons, but one a 

enough food for a sumptuous banquet i 

parts of the country from ver\ early 

until the ground is covered with snow. 

gathered food for wild meals in Main 

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana. 

New Mexico, California, Washingtot 

Hawaii. Twice I have gathered enoug 

food for meals in New York Citv. or 

tirelv   within  the  confines of Central 

Willi farnpc Soup 

Several   kinds  of  wild  grapes  are h 

t ipe in October. They make great fruit 

Even better is a fruit soup of choke! 

or rum cherries, the little native  Am 

wild chei i ies that get ripe late (I have 

them in  late September).  Don't  try 

them: indeed, the seeds add an almon i 

to the soup. 

All these sweet-tart fruit soups an 

much   alike.   Cover   about   a   quart  o 

with water and simmer until the fruit 

der and the juice flows. Put through a , 

food mill, or colander to remove see< * 

skins. Add enough water to make 1 qi' 

juice and pulp. Return to heat and brii I 

boil. Mix 1 tablespoon cornstarch with 

cold water to make a smooth paste, the 

this into the fruit mixture, stirring con? 
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ill Mir until ihe soup look   i leai and 

j ly thickened. \dd sugai to laste, nol 

h    remember, ibis is Q BOUD, not a 

Some   fruits  need   the   juice  of  a 

(i give the necessai5 taitness. 

il«*«l Dandelion Crowns 
ami Hoots 

leople do nol realize thai dandelions 

mi \, which gel too bitter to eal dur- 

iii weather, become sweel and deli- 

•ain aftei a few fall freezes. The) an- 

il Indian summer vegetables. Burdock 

:come edible al ilii-~ time "I the year, 

h they will be just as good earl) nexl 

fterthey have wintered in the ground. 

;dandelion also furnishes a good root 

le if gathered from rich soil. I dig 

le plain with a narrow-bladed spade, 

IT the din. then peel "IT all outside, 

discolored leaves! I cut olT the tops, 

ing the crown, or the pan between 

of the root and the ground, and the 

iaii ol the root. This rool is snow- 

i the inside, and, after several freezes, 

lalatable root vegetable. Just boil the 

d crowns together until they an- all 

hen add butter and season with sail 

Chicory 

is likely to produce a number of 

crowns on the same root. These are 

and more tedious, but they have their 

:cial flavor that many people, espe- 

alians, love. 

Winter I'ross 

cress   (Barbarea  vulgaris),  or yel- 

<et, is a member of the Mustard Fam- 

is closely related  to our domestic 

s   and   broccoli.   From   New   York 

ird it has the wonderful habit of grow- 

|i oi in»  every warm spell of winter.  In 

tri   Pennsylvania,   I   can   often   gather 

uji for a meal during the January thaw. 

10 only  can  be  gathered before  warm 

ft   arrives, it should be gathered then if 

v it it at its sweetest and best. Then it 

4Ptte of bright green, lobed leaves re- 

g  mustard  leaves  except   these  are 

>t and fleshy, not thin and rough, like 

' i staid. Many farmers call winter cress 

q ustard." Get it before the flower stalk 

pears. Later, when  the flower stalk 

he* up, the leaves become too bitter to be 

i:t the flower buds can be pinched off 

ked and served exactly as you would 

occoli. In autumn, it is again as good 

is in very early spring, and one can 

find enough for a meal. Winter cress 

often found in fields, orchards, and 
itches. 

Sal ail 

Brand) mini i  p< ppei mint, bul the foi mi i 

name    I   mon appi tizing   li nill sui vive 

severe frosts, and I have gathered green, 

fresh Bprigs in December. I he easii l . ly to 

distinguish this from spearmint is h) flavor. 

If it lias a limi nl the flavoi ol menthol ii is 

peppermint, bul the two do form natural, 
confusing hybrids. Brand) mini is excellent 
in salads. 

I gather l>l:i«'k walnuts along countr) 

roads. Overhanging trees drop their walnuts 

in the road, and  passing cars run oxer them 

and husk them out. I just to-s them into a 

basket with most of the work done. Of course, 

I still haw to shell them. 

The Jerusalem  artichoke did  nol 
come from Jerusalem, noi is ii an artichoke, 

otherwise ii is well named. Thai "Jerusalem" 

is a corruption of girasol, the Spanish word 

for sunflower, and that is what it is, a tuber- 

bearing sunflower, as its Latin name, Helian- 

thus tuberosus, tells us. It is a native Amer- 

ican plant, and the Indians domesticated it. 

They spread il over much of the U.S. and 

many patches of wild Jerusalem artichokes 

have persisted from old Indian plantings. The 

stalks grow up to 10 feet high, and have 

numerous small sunflowerlike yellow blos- 

soms. The tubers are just under the ground 

and are as large as medium-sized potatoes, 

though very knobby and misshapen. They are 

very good raw or cooked any way you would 

cook a potato. They can be gathered from 

October until the ground freezes (if it does 

in your area) and again in very early spring. 

Jerusalem artichokes are good in the au- 

tumn; so try them either cooked like potatoes 

or peeled and sliced into a salad. 

Ground cherries are not cherries at 

all but relatives of the tomato, born in papery 

husks, which give them the names husk toma- 

toes or Japanese lanterns. I gather ground 

cherries from October through December. 

When the papery busks are opened they re- 

veal a round berry that may be, in different 

species, yellow, orange, purple, or yellowish 

brown. All species taste much alike, sweel 

and tomatolike. They make one of the finest 

of all jams, and the little berries are great in 

tossed salads. 

Wild garlic seems always to mistake 

Indian summer for spring and put up a new 

crop of chivelike tops in the fall. Gather 

these tops, chop them very finely, and use 

them in a salad with discretion. 

Pcrsimiiioii-lliekory 
^int Broad 

The wild persimmon is my favorite wild fruit, 

and the hickory nut is my favorite wild nut, 

and when these two are combined in a fruit- 

nut bread it is my favorite wild food. There is 

a myth that persimmons are not edible until 

after frost. Most persimmons just don't hap- 

Continued on page 153 
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|:>'i thoroughly i ipe until aflei Frost, 

It has nothing to do with it. It i iime, 

■ .III.I sunshine ili.ii i ipen iIn- fruit 

iurn. I have picked pel feci «ild pei 

, week-, before ln>si « hen frosl came 

e easiest waj to gather ibis little 

olored fruit is to spread a dieel ol 

indei the 11 ee, i Inn shake the i ipe 

mil- <l<iwII onto it. \i persimmon time 

great quantities ol this ii nil. put ii 

a food mill i" remove seeds and 

ii the |»• 111» in containei s, and store ii 

/.ci. Thus I have tree fresh pei sim 

ilir year round to make nvj beloved 

n-hickory nut bread. I usually pii k 

shel or so ol hickoi \ mils along coun- 

evei \ year. These shell more easily 

n ilir freeze) ami taken out a few al a 

nc can .shell them si ill h o/ni. 

\our 

| mi baking soda 

I oon salt 

mr 

\ks (12 tablespoons) butler 

\ccll beaten 

I Tsimmon pulp 

felled hickory nuts 

ther flour, baking soda, and salt. In a 

; bowl cream sugar and butter, and 

eggs, persimmon pulp, and hickory 

X together, and pour this into the 

xture. Use no other liquid, but stir it 

sry stiff batter. Line 2 small loaf pans 

ed wax paper and fill half full with 

Jake 1 hour in a 325° oven. Persim- 

irken as they cook, so the bread is a 

lark brown, like gingerbread, and 

lelicious. Eat it warm or cold. 

lay A|»|»l<> Chiffon Pic 

y apple is not an apple, but a giant 

member of the Barberry Family. The 

beautiful, with two umbrellalike 

earing a creamy, white flower in the 

the leaf-stems. This is followed by a 

IJ'-uit on each plant that, when ripe in 

■ rust or early September, is about the 

pe, and color of a small lemon, but 

mooth skin. May apples make won- 

1111 jam   and   absolutely   superb   chiffon 

May apples to make 1 cup of pulp 

ugar 

pe unfavored gelatine 

£4 °o'i salt 

n rparated 

u ugar 

~h raham cracker crust {folloic recipe 

x of graham cracker crumbs) 

the blossom and stem ends of the 

d quarter it. Simmer for 10 minutes, 

t through a colander or sieve to re- 

R, 1970 

move seeds and skins. This pulp i 

i .MUM d oi  frozen. 

In   i    lucepai n!  tine, 

and  sail   ami   mi\   well.   Beat   I  tint    I   I up 

M.i\ apple pulp and the eg coll . Stir this 

mixture into the   ugai   i lal ine mixture, then 

rook and   tir until it jusl c es to a boil. Re 

move horn heal and chill,   tirrii uonal- 

K. until ii  jII-t begins to foi m . und on 

the    | II.   Beal   the egg  whites  until  soft 

peaks form, then gradually add ' i cup sugur 

ami beat until stiff peaks foi m Give lh< Maj 

apple mixture a final stirring and fold gently 

bill thoroughlj into the egg whites and pile it 

into the graham cracker crust. Chill. 

/: iiiD snnixc. 11: iST 

With ibis very early spring wild food party, 

you can serve as a main dish any fish or game 

you happen to have in the freezer. A- a familj 

dinner, we often skip the main dish, finding 

the w inter cress with bacon, hard-cooked eggs 

and wild leeks hearty enough. I can gather 

enough wild vegetables for a luxurious ban- 

quet in early spring before m\ gardening 

friends have even started planting. 

MENU 
WINTER CRESS 

WITH WILD LEEKS 

GAME MEAT 

WILD CARROTS AND 
WILD PARSNIPS 

BURDOCK ROOTS AND 
THISTLE ROOTS 

SALAD: 
DANDELION HEARTS, 

WILTED WILD LETTUCE, 
WINTERGREEN BERRIES 

JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE 

CHIFFON PIE 

SASSAFRAS TEA 
(see page 148 I 

m 
Wild Carrot 

Wild 
Parsnip 

Wild Leek 

Winter i 'TCBB 

I i ime bai on until ci tap, i emove the ba< on, 

then drain oil pari ol the bacon drippings. 

Put the wa died wintei en in the pan with 

the watei thai i lings to it and cook, covered, 

nutil tendei tarnish with the i i umbled, 

crfsj bacon, finely chopped wild leeks oi raw 

onion, and some chopped, hard-cooki d 

to make a heait■■ dish. 

\\ iiil  l.i'i'ks 
(Allium  trtcoecum) 

Whil< gathering the early wintei cress leaves, 

look iii any nearby woods, for al ih< sami 

-on the wild leek or ramps are found 

ing in thick wood- in great abundance. The 

wild leek is at its best when about pencil-size 

with the flat leaves still tightlj rolled. Pull 

one up and smell il, and your nose knows 

when you have the right plant. It i- onion- 

garlic-leek compounded and magnified. It i- 

\erv   good to replace the onions  in  the winter 

cress dish, it very finely chopped and used 

with extreme discretion. Wild leeks are also 

good boiled ami served with a hollandaise oi 

cheese sauce. 

Wild Carrots 
(Itiiiirii*   i-arnta / 

One would think that wild roots would be 

belter harvested in the fall, but I find most ol 

them far better in very earl) spring. When 

the ground first thaws in the spring it is soft, 

fluffy, and very easy to dig. The roots which 

were stringy and tough in the fall have 

fleshed out a bit and have been sweetened and 

tenderized by frost. Wild carrots are known 

as Queen Anne's lace in their second year 

when they produce those great, flat umbels 

of pretty, lacy bloom, but they are the same 

species as our garden carrots, though the 

roots are far smaller, and are usually white 

rather than yellow. The carrot is inedible 

after the plant blooms, so we want the first- 

year root that has wintered-over. The time to 

dig them is when the first tiny, feathery car- 

rot foliage appears. A big one is as big 

around and twice as long as your little finger. 

Washed, scraped, and sliced crosswise, then 

boiled, the flavor is much like that of garden 

carrots. 

Wild Parsnips 
(I'lisiiiiiivn gativa) 

Wild parsnips are nothing but tame parsnips 

that have gone wild. They are found in great 

abundance over much of our country. They, 

too, are easily recognized the second year by 

the pinnate leaves and large yellow umbel of 

their bloom, but a blooming plant is already 

far past the eating stage. Look carefully at 

that pinnate leaf, then look around and see 

how many first-year plants you can find. 

Continued on the next page 
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These form a rosette of the same kind of 

leaves. After wintering, the roots are sweet 

and flavorsome, much better than most pars- 

nips from the supermarket. Peeled and sliced, 

then cooked until tender, they are excellent. 

I like parsnips and carrots cooked together. 

Each helps flavor the other, and the blend of 

flavors is a beautiful harmony. 

Burdock 
(Arctium, any of four aperies) 

Burdock is a common dooryard weed 

throughout the northern half of our country 

and across southern Canada. Although 

despised in this country as a noxious weed, 

it is cherished in Japan, where it is raised as 

a garden vegetable. Like the wild carrot, the 

location of the root is betrayed by the first 

tiny, rolled-up leaves peeking through the 

ground. Take only one-year-old plants, which 

you will soon learn to recognize. These have 

roots about %-inch in diameter and up to 15 

inches long. Slice the root crosswise. If it 

seems woody, don't use it, but dig younger 

ones. When these roots are boiled, they have 

some of the texture of potatoes, but a very 

good flavor that is all their own. 

Thistle Roots 
(Cireturn, about ten good species) 

I have only recently begun eating thistle roots 

and flower stalks. I had long heard of them as 

famine food, and that connotation turned me 

off. People will eat many things during 

famines that they would not touch during 

times of plenty, so I expected the thistle to be 

pretty hard to take. Imagine my surprise 

when I found it delicious! Any biennial 

thistle is good if it has a root large enough 

to be worthwhile. The biennial thistles can be 

recognized by the rosette of stickery, prickery 

leaves that stay a gray-green all winter. The 

good roots are spindle-shaped, that is, they 

are thicker in the middle and taper toward 

both ends. Scraped, cut crosswise, and boiled 

until tender, they are very good with no more 

than butter and salt. They also have a slightly 

potato-ish texture, and combine well with 

burdock roots. 

Salad 

When gathering dandelion greens, never 

go out and start picking the leaves. Take a 

long knife, shove it into the ground, and sever 

the dandelion plant near the top of the root. 

Pull off all tough, outside, or discolored 

Leaves, leaving only the very heart of the 

dandelion plant with newly grown tender 

leaves. The tiny buds while still hidden down 

among the leaves are one of the tastiest of all 

vegetables, but are tedious to separate from 

the plant. Dandelions should be gathered 

long before the first bloom appears. 

Wild   lettuce,    Lactuca,   of   several 

Wild Lettuce 

ff intergreen 
Sheep 

Sorrel 

species, is also called horseweed, pricklv let- 

tuce, and compass-plant. When it first ap- 

pears in the spring, often in gardens or cul- 

tivated fields, it slightly resembles the 

dandelion in appearance. It is good in a salad, 

if you like a bitter salad. I find it better slight- 

ly wilted in bacon drippings, cooked about 

1 minute, then cut up and served hot, with a 

little vinegar. 

The wintergreen berry, Gaulthcria 

procumbens, teaberry, checkerberry, and 

about thirty other common names tell us how 

well this little plant of acid woodlands has 

been appreciated. The red berries are pro- 

duced in the fall, but hang onto the evergreen 

plants all winter, and are fatter, juicier, and 

sweeter when the snow melts off them in the 

spring than they were in the fall. Combined 

with wild watercress, or with any green herb, 

they make a salad as beautiful as a Christmas 

decoration. The sprightly wintergreen flavor 

comes as a pleasant surprise among the other 

familiar salad flavors. 

Jerusalem Artichoke 
Mi i ft on Pie 

Artichokes wintered over in the groui 

-ureter than they were the previous) 

■'4 cup brown sugar 

1 envelope unflavored gelatine 
12 teaspoon salt 

1 teaspoon cinnamon 

y<L teaspoon nutmeg 
:4 teaspoon ground ginger 

3 eggs, separated 
:;4 cup milk 

^4 cups cooked Jerusalem artichoke ta 

pushed through a strainer 

Ys cup granulated sugar 

9-inch graham cracker crust (follourec 

on box of graham cracker crumbs) 

Combine brown sugar, gelatine, salt, i 

mon, nutmeg, and ginger in a saucepan, 

bine slightly beaten egg yolks and mil 

stir into brown sugar mixture. Cook, sti 

until mixture just comes to a boil, tb 

move from the heat and stir in the articl 

Chill in refrigerator, stirring occasio 

until mixture mounds slightly when spc 

Beat egg whites until soft peaks form 

gradually add granulated sugar and 

until very stiff peaks form and egg white 

satiny. Fold artichoke mixture thoro 

into egg whites and pour into the pie 

If you want to be a little wilder, sprint 

top with wild black walnut meats, i 

(hopped. Chill until firm. 

WILD STRA UBERRY FE\ 

By early June, the wild greens are bitti 

burdock and thistle roots have become 

and empty of food as they nourished th> 

er stalks now springing up overnight. 1 

the season of "stalking'' wild foods, f<fc 

it is those tender flower stalks that i 

good to eat. 

MENU 
SOUR SORREL SOUP 

BLUEGILL FILLETS IN 

JAPANESE TEMPURA BATTI 

BURDOCK BLOOM STALKS 

THISTLE BLOOM STALKS 

POKEBERRY SPROUTS 

SALAD: 

TENDER GREENBRIER SHOO 

CALAMUS HEARTS, 

CATTAIL HEARTS, 
LIVE-FOREVER 

ELDER BLOW FRITTERS 

WITH WILD FRUIT JAMS 

WILD STRAWBERRIES 

CLOVER BLOSSOM TEA I 
(see  page  160) 

I 
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"  Sour Sorrt'l Soup 

id and Bheep BOI Iel !'MI« in neai K 
!«• and iim-i people .11 e i.iniili.ii with 

ililieii often call them 9  grass and 

ibble <>ii linn lemon flavoied I' 

aves are up to I inches long and are 

peen and shaped like an ai rov head 

iat the tangs stick oul sideways in- 

back. This planl is good in salads, 

\ in serve wiih seafood, bul I like ii 

chilled soup. 

i/,(7i In olli 

ter 

•s, cut up 

n unions, cut up 
1 plus 1 cup sorrel 

toon melted butter 

hi cream 

ken broth and water, and add pota- 

1111-. and V2 pound sorrel. Cook until 

le hen put through a food mill or sieve, 

aining cup ot sorrel leaves into very 

ds. Wilt these down by putting them 

11 skillet with the melted butter, COV- 

nd cooking about 5 minutes. \<1.1 

1 sorrel and cream to the soup and 

il very cold. If the soup is a little ta 11. 

at 1 tablespoon sugar. Serves  1. 

iiiiM'gm Fillet* iu 
•III |»«l ■■<'*«»   I <-iii|ini .1   Killer 

Bluegills are also called unfish ot " unnie ." 

and in the South the) are known .1- bream. 

I 0 ■ lean them, cut back oi the head until you 

evei 1 he pine, then pull the head off, and 

all the insides will come oul with it. Cul olf 

dorsal and ventral fins and the skin will easily 

come oil in 2 pieces. Make an incision ai »und 

the rib case and take oil the meal in 2 fill* ts 

I  on each side. 

•|H|»'III«'N<>      l<MI|>lll.l      :i;il|i-r 

1 egg, separated 

V2 cup cake flour 

2 tablespoons cornstarch 
1 2 teaspoon salt 
1 2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper 

■ 2 cup told water 

Heat egg while until stiff peaks form. Sift 

together cake Hour, cornstarch, salt, and 

pepper. Heal egg Milk and water until frothy, 

then continue beating while adding the Hour 

mixture. When smooth, fold in beaten egg 

white. Stir occasionally while using. Pick up 

each small fillet, dip into the batter, drain a 

It'\\ seconds, then fry in hot fat until golden. 

Drain on paper towels, and serve hot. 

llur«lo4'k III00111 SliilltM 

I In burdock 1 now a great mass of huge, 
elephant eai li avi I 00k in the centei 

of these  might)   rosettes  oi  greenery. The 

toul bloom talk should be < aughl just a il 

1 beg inning i" ghool up, before the <-ialk 

I11 ■ 1 ompletely unrolled, and long 

before the firsl flowei bud appears. Cul the 

sialk at ii> base and peel off all the shredd) 

rind, having only a while, tendei heart. Take 

tin in home unpeeled, and put them in cold 

w.iii 1 as you peel them, to keep them from 

discoloring. Drain off the water and cut the 

stalks thinh ■ rowwise and boil until tend* 1 

Season with bacon drippings 01 butter and 

salt, and add a little freshly ground black 

pepper. 

Thistle it loom Stalks 

The thistles we left while gathering roots 

in early spring have also put up bloom 

stalks. These make a really fine vegetable 

with a hint of artichoke flavor, for they are 

closely related to the globe artichoke. There 

is nothing about them to dislike except the 

bother of gathering ihe prickly thing-. Weai 

heavy leather or plastic gloves, be sure to take 

only young tender stems, and peel off the rind 

with its pesky stickers. These bloom stalks 

Continued on the next page 

How to for a man 
\k 

You've got recipes he'd like all right. Cut from old magazines and stacked in the closet. 
'£&    And someday you mean to sort them out. If you could just find time. Well, Birds 

Eye1 has time.   ^ A^T_* And the time's right now. To give you a man's recipe 
that you don't   ,, 

t( burrow through a 
t find. We call it ^ ">^ ( 

1 >rfect. Cook i package of Birds Eye Mixed 
tales with Onion Sauce. All your favorite veg-     „ 
^n a smooth rich sauce. (It's one of 18 Birds 

pared^**T^Vegetables.) Pour them over 
4 baked pork chops 

which are sitting 
in a shallow baking 

an. Sprinkle with y2 cup 
buttered bread crumbs and 

brown 5 minutes under the broiler. A man's recipe. From Birds Eye. 

>erves 2—4 
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THERMADOR 
ENCOURAGES 
TOGETHERNESS 
We've combined the fast cooking THERMA- 
TRONIC MICROWAVE RANGE with our-hard 
working Self-Cleaning Oven. Together tfie'y 
make the time you spend in the kitchen brief 
but exciting. The magic of microwaves lets 
the Thermatronic Range really cook, re-heat 
without drying, cook frozen meals right in 
in their own foil pans, and the infra-red ele- 
ment really browns. The Self-Cleaning Oven 
not only bakes and broils to perfection but 
eliminates that worst of all possible kitchen 
chores —oven cleaning 

If you prefer to go it singly—there's a Therma- 
tronic Under Cabinet Model to suit your 
needs too. Singly or together—all these ovens 
have beautiful black glass doors. 

For information write 

The Elegant Difference 
5119 District Boulevard, Los Angeles, 

California 90022, Department HG J 

peel very easily, all the rind coming off in 3 or 4 long strips. Cut 

stalks in %-inch lengths. Boil covered with water until tender. 

Season with salt, plenty of butter, and a little sherry if you wish. 

Pokeberry Sprouts 

The pokeberry or inkberry is probably one of our best-known wild 

vegetables, often appearing in markets. Usually the tender 

sprouts are cooked, leaves and all, as poke greens. To try some- 

thing really superb, discard the leaves and peel the stalk, then 

boil until tender, season, and eat. Poke is found from southern 

New England to Florida and west to the Plains. It grows to 10 

feet high, and in the fall it has beautiful purple stems and clusters 

of purple-black berries that are not edible. The fall is the time to 

locate good patches of poke, to raid next spring when the fat 

sprouts are about a foot high. 

Salad 

The tjreenbrier. catbrier, or blaspheme-vine is a thin, 

prickly woodv vine that has green stems the year around, to make 

it easy to locate in the winter. Mark off a good patch for salad- 

gathering in June. The edible parts are the tender shoots before 

the prickles harden. Take these stems, leaves, tendrils and all. 

Thev make a good salad raw, or can be cooked, chilled, and served 

with mavonnaise. Botanists call this vine Smilax rotundifolia, but 

some of the other species of Smilax can be used the same way, 

and none of them is poisonous. 

Calamus, or sweet flag, is a water plant, ACOTUS calamus, 

resembling a short, vellow-green cattail plant. It has a sweet 

aroma, and when the outside leaves are peeled away there i- a 

tinv heart, less than Vo inch in diameter and usually not more than 

2 inches long, that has a wonderful flavor. It is at its best mixed 

with other salad materials. 

The cattail. T\pha tatijolia, when about 2 to 3 feet high, can 

be pulled from its parent rhizome, and peeled to reveal a white, 

Greenbrier 
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ndei heart I n* 12 inches long and \[> inch m more in diameter. 

• Mm- id peel "M all the tough leaves, right down to .1 hearl 

rider ei ;pli i" be cut with the thumbnail. Raw, thii  can be 

iced into a tossed   alad   and boiled, it is a sweet Btan In 

hie with a mild, | I flavoi   \I•<■ n 1 this Bame time you 1 an begin 

gathei cattail I»l< >< ■ m spikes, 11»«- pencilliki green staminate 

(HUH buds, covered with a thin, paper) lm-k. Remove this lm-k, 

ace them upside down in a deep pot "i asparagus cooker, and 

ink 20 minutes. Buttei well, salt, serve piping li<>t, eating buds 

I central core, whit h look- like a plastic knitting needle. 

Live-forever or orpine is found in rich Bites and in wet 

eadows. li is sometimes called frog planl or frog's bellies, I"- 

use children suck on tin- leaves until the outei skin loosens, 

i'ii inflate this outei -kin i<> look like a frog when he is all swelled 

1. When the plant i- young, the f!< -li\. tender mild-tasting leaves 

id the central stem can be cut into a tossed -.dad oi cooked as a 

it-herb, later the plant produces great quantities of while, crisp 

dishlike tubers about the size oi your finger, which are good in 

salad or as a rooked vegetable. 

I Uler  IK low   llillcis 

:der blow (from the old English "blow" meaning blossom) is 

e blossom of the elderberry. Break the umbel of elderberry 

00m into convenient sprigs and make a batter exactly the same 

the lempura (see page 155 I, except omit the pepper and add 1 

blespoon sugar to the egg white as you heat it into the final still 

•aks. Dip the sprigs of elder blow into the hatter and fry in deep 

t. Drain for a moment on paper towels, then roll the fritters in 

anulated sugar and sprinkle with a few drops of orange juice, 

•licious! Serve these with any wild-fruit jam on hand. 

MIDSl MMER FE (ST 

The first few week- of Jul) are the best time to give youi mid 

umm< r wild food party. \i this time the wild bla< k raspbi rrii 

.11 blai kcape are ripe, the l"« trailing bla< kbi rri< "i dewberries 

are huge and Bhining, wild mazzard cherrii ripen along every 

country lane, and the currants in the deep woods redden the 

cam I in 1 the time l"i eating wild fruit and wild flowers. 

I hi re are many possible menu- at this time; hen- i- one oi them. 

MENU 

WILD BLACK RASPBERRY SOUP, CHILLED 

CRAYFISH COCKTAIL 

FILLETS OF LARGE-MOUTH BASS 

MILKWEED BUDS 
DAY LILY BUDS 

SALAD: 
PURSLANE, WILD WATERCRESS, WILD MINT, 

RED WILD CURRANTS 

BLUEBERRY-FILLED CATTAIL POLLEN 

MUFFINS WITH WILD JAMS 

WILD CHERRY PIE OR WILD DEWBERRY PIE 

PENNYROYAL TEA 
1 sei   page 160) 

Wild SirawlM'rrios 

>r dessert, serve great bowls of wild strawberries with cream, 

a wild strawberry shortcake. 

Wild Illa<*k llsi.s|ih«'rr\ Soup 

Wild Black Raspberry Soup is made in the same manner as Wild 

Grape Soup  (see page ISO). 

Continued on the next page 

zAvuarded 
the Seal 

oi Approval 
r4% 

Shenamlnali 
CORNISH GAME HENS 
For your circle of friends, 

your family or yourself, 

nothing beats the 

extraordinary taste and 

flavor of Shenandoah 

Cornish Game Hens... 

the delectable difference 

in dining. Once a 

gourmet-only favorite, 

Shenandoah has made 

the Cornish Hen an 

everyday treat for 

everybody. Each bird is 

U.S.D.A. Grade "A" 

quality and each is 

plump, meaty and bred to 

be small-boned. Extra 

flavorful, everytime! 

At your neighborhood 

food market now. 

R FREE DINNER-WINNER  POULTRY RECIPES, WRITE: DEPT.HG-10, SHENANDOAH,  510 NORTHERN  BLVD., GREAT NECK, N. Y.   11021 ) 
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NoT 'TILL 
I   FINISH 

MVCAMRARl! 

?«MPAF 

Nothing takes precedence 

over Campari. 

Campari and soda—the cool one! 

On the Riviera they shake Campari 

with ice, gin, 

Italian vermouth... 

and call it a Negroni. 

Campari with Italian vermouth 

and sparkling water 

becomes that fabled cooler, 

the original Americano. 

Versatile... 

delicious in so many ways, 

you could even invent 

your own "secret" 

Campari super-special. 

Imported,   Prepared   and   Bottled   by 

AUSTIN,   NICHOLS   &   CO.,   INC.   New   Yo r k - N e w Yo r k-48   Proof 

/unefterry^fc* 

9* 

Crayfish Cocktail 

When the days are hot and the creeks are low, I use any excuse 

go wading.. Dragging a minnow net behind me, I soon get all tl 

crayfish the law will allow me. Boiled for 20 minutes in saltt 

water, then shelled and deveined like shrimp, this is one of tl 

most delicate and delicious of all shellfish. Served with a cocku 

sauce, it is a beautiful second course for a wild banquet. 

I ilh-iH of Largo-Mouth Bass 

Bass season is now open, and, while I do not hunt, I do still fis 

Skinned and filleted, large-mouth bass can be cut in strips ai 

dipped in tempura batter as directed for bluegills (see page 155 

but I like these fillets when they are covered with crushed cor 

flakes and then fried whole. 

Day Lily Buds 

The orange day lily, Hemerocallis fulva, is a naturalized pla 

that has made itself thoroughly at home in this country, and 

now seen blooming along every country roadside over much 

North America. This has long been a highly appreciated veg 
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•en 

fill 

table in Japan and China; indeed, man) Chinese reatauranl l>m 
the dried buds, imported from Hong Kong and northern Japan at 
outragi a prices, not r< alizing thai inns <>t the same buds go to 
waste iii iln> country ever) year, The daj lil\ gets it- name I"- 
cause each blossom ,- open onlj one day. Even that I atin nam< 
means "one-daj beaut) ' rhere are open blooms, old dried-up 
yesterday's blooms, buds that will open tomorrow, and slightly 
greenei buds thai «ill open daj aftei tomorrow, h i~ these iattei 
buds thai we want. Since these plants tend to grovi in ilm k 
clusters, one can «i--11.11 IN gel enough foi a meal from 
patch. The Chinese earl) discovered thai the flavoi o\ these buds 
goes exceedingly well with a chicken flavor. Thej can l»- cooked 
and served as you would treal green beans, bul the besl way i- ic. 
hciil them in chicken consomme and add a few mushrooms. 

Da\ lily blossoms can also bi fried Just dip each blossom in 
fi ittei battel as suggested t"i elder blow i see page 157), and fry. 
In ver) earl) spring, the young stalks make a good vegetable. Cul 
the stalks below the ground and pull oil the outside leaves, leav- 
ing the white heart. This can !><■ eaten raw, in salad-, m rooked, 

lik.- asparagus, and the) are a mild, sweel vegetable with nothing 

about them thai anyone could dislike. 

>lilk\v«M'«l Ituils 

Milkweed buds are another wild broccob. Gather the headed 

little hemispheres ol buds from the top- of the milkweeds. These 

are grayish, fuzzy, and look singularly unappetizing. But pour 

boibng water over them and something wonderful happens. They 

tinn a bright emerald green and look so good they will make youi 

mouth water. Drain and repeat twice. This is to remove the excess 

bitterness, which seems to be largely on the surface. Boil only 

a few minutes, butter, salt, and serve. 

Salad 

Purslane is found in every state of the L nion, including Alaska 

and Hawaii. It is a common weed of sandy, cultivated ground or 

disturbed earth anywhere. It is a ground hugging plant with 

purplish stems about 14 inch in diameter, and fleshy little leaves 
1 L» inch long. The whole plant is succulent and mild-flavored, and 

slightly mucilaginous—an ideal salad plant. It can also be 

cooked as a pot herb, or wilted in bacon fat and seasoned with 

vinegar. For a salad, just pinch off the tender terminal cluster of 

leaves on each juicy stem and leave them whole. 

Wild watercress is exactly the same plant for which you 

pay outrageous prices in the store. It has gone native, and is found 

in many springs and woodland streams, though never in deep 

wilderness. If you are suspicious of the water in which you find 

watercress growing, move a handful of it, roots and all, to some 

pure mountain spring and start your own private watercress bed. 

Vi ild mint of one kind or another is found over much of 

North America. Even though you recognize wild spearmint or 

wild peppermint when you see it, taste a leaf from each patch 

before you take it. Some of this naturalized mint tastes superb 

and some of it tastes a little weedy. Once a good-tasting patch has 

been located, it will always produce a good mint. Chop the mint 

finely and add to a tossed salad. 

Wild red currants make wonderful pies, a sweet-tart jelly 

that is good with meat, fish, or fowl, and a good fruit sauce. I have 

found that a handful of this bright red fruit beautifies a green 

tossed salad, and its delicious tartness makes lemon juice or 

vinegar unnecessary. 

Cattail Pollen Muffins 

Let's go back to that cattail marsh. After the husks fall off those 

staminate bloom buds, yellow pollen covers them. I have put a 

pail on my belt and hip boots on my feet and waded into a marsh 

Continued on the next page 

GLENWOOD 
HAS A GRANDEUR ALL ITS OWN 

NEW EXCITING CABINETS 
BY KITCHEN KOMPACT 

Now, there's a great new look to kitchen cabinets. It's 
Glenwood — an aristocratic walnut finish and grain 
pattern with clean, classic styling. Glenwood by Kitchen 
Kompact has a grandeur all its own. 

Kitchen Kompact cabinet construction equals its 
stylish appearance. Drawers are of one-piece Durium — a 
new, high impact-resistant material that is virtually 
indestructible. An improved, roller-free suspension system 
makes drawer action even easier. 

All KK cabinets wear the famous Mobil "Family Proof 
Finish" —a highly resistant finish, formulated exclusively 
for Kitchen Kompact. So exceptionally tough, the KK 
finish is resistant to household chemicals, mild 
acids, water and alcohol, even nail polish. 

See Kitchen Kompact's two distinguished cabinet lines 
soon: new, exciting Glenwood and the always popular 
Mellowood. You couldn't select a cabinet with 
more value! 

Kitchen Kompact cabinets have 
been Quality   Certified"   by   ^y1^ •^ 
the National Kitchen Cabinet    £j  A|  \j) 
Association.   It's your assur- 
ance of proven  performance 
and satisfaction. H 

|   Kitchen Kompact, Inc. 
j   911 E. 11th Street 

Jeffersonville, Indiana 47130 

Please send me your new, fully-illustrated 38-page brochure, 
1  "Let's Plan Your New Kitchen." Enclosed is $1.00. 

HG-107 

|   NAME 

|   ADDRESS 

|   CITY                                                    STATE                                ZIP 
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Wake up 
your 

bedroom. 
Enjoy the grace of 

Chippendale in Finished 
Antique Gold Leaf: 
you'll see yourself 

surrounded with 
quiet elegance. Not 

in keeping with your 
decor? Send 50$ for 
our complete color 
catalog, designs to 

wake up any wall in 
your home, and list 

of nearby dealers. 

Carolina 
Mirror 

Corporation 
North Wilkesboro, 

North Carolina 
28659 

even for thousands 
who perspire heavily 

A different formula has been found to keep 
underarms absolutely dry—even for thou- 
sands who perspire heavily. So different, 
it contains far more anti-wetness agent 
than any aerosol spray. By anybody. After 
decades of common "deodorants,*' it took 
a chemical invention to make this truly 
effective protection possible—with the 
same safety to clothing—the same skin 
mildness as popular "deodorants." Called 
Mitchum Anti-Perspirant, it is the product 
of a trustworthy 57-year-old laboratory. 
By the thousands, women with problem 
perspiration are finding the protection they 
need—and never could find before. And 
fully effective as a deodorant, too, of course. 
If you perspire more than average—even 
heavily—get the positive protection of 
Mitchum Anti-Perspirant. Liquid or cream. 
Each S3 Available in Canada. 

VrHT.^ ANTI - PERSPI RANT 

and gathered a pailful of mixed pollen and chafl in half an hour. 

When the chaff »a- sifted I still had about 2 pounds of the pollen, 

a brilliant yellow in color and fine as the finest cake flour. Mixed 

half-and-half with regular wheat flour and used in your favorite 

muffin recipe, this yields some beautifully colored muffins with a 

•cry palatable flavor. 

The late-low blueberries are ripe at this time of vear in 

mountain clearings. Add some of this fruit to the muffin-. Or, for 

a change, you can use the blueberries to make a pie and gather 

Juneberrie- or shadberries. Amclanchier specie* go in thoa 

muffins. These g   -  an almond flavor that is outstanding. 

Wild Sweet Cherry Pie 

The wild sweet cherry or mazzard cherry can be pitted in a 

cherry pitter. Add some lemon juice to the mixture as you make 

a pie using your favorite cherrv pie recipe. Deuberries make an 

Jlent pie, and they are also ripe at this time. Look in old 

fields and young Christmas tree fields. 

AROMATIC TEAS zontinued from page 148 

K-ep the roots and boil again, and again, until the flavor i- 

finally used up. Some like this tea with cream and sugar, son* 

just with sugar, and some with nothing at all. I like it ar. 

I can get it. It is supposed to be an efficacious spring tonic, bu 

for me it needs no other virtue than its taste. 

£ 

A 
-r- 

Clover Blossom 

(lover Blossom Tea 

Ordinary red clover blossoms (Trifolium 

pratense). which bloom by every country 

wayside in early summer, make a smooth, 

daintily flavored tea that is already light- 

ly sweetened by the nectar of the flowers. 

Use fresh or dried blossoms. Pick enough 

fresh blossoms to fill the 

teapot half full, or one tea- 

spoon of dried blossoms for each cup, thencfi 

with boiling water and steep until it is < 

enough to drink, about five minutes. It is aire' 

a little bit sweet ^ ou can also use the yd 

blossoms of the spicebush i Benzoin a<-stiv< 

in the same way. An even finer tea can be m 

with the flowers of basswood I Tilia arfrericw 

and all three of these tea flowers can be drie 

make tea the vear round. 

Spicebush 3T 

/ 

*Vt 
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Basstcood 

Penn\ro\al 

Pennyroyal Tea 
American pennyroyal i Hedeomapulegi- 

oides I is a thin-stemmed, branched 

member of the mint family that prefers to grow in 

sterile, acid soil and gravelly shale. For some reason, 

it is almost always found growing in mid-summer in 

the log lots of country sawmills. It is very fragrant, 

and makes a delicious tea. To make it. use the fresh 

leaves, or dry the whole herb, then crumble and 

pick out the large stems. Brew like any Oriental tea. Min 

are made in exactly the same manner. 

HO-: 

<* 
^ 
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THE ART OF GARDENS < untmued from page 80 

calceolaria and blue ageratum u jusl exactly whal you oughl 

to avoid. Let's remembei thai white flowers brighten a sombei 

ai<l«ii and Form .1 valuable link between disparate colors 
»    »    » 

Hi.- life ol a garden depends <>n thai which Bets it in motion: 

rays "I light, quivering branches, the passage ol clouds in 

the sky, possibl) its reflection in water. Don'l gathei u|> i..<. 

luickl) the dead leaves thai dance on youi lawn in the autumn 

wind. 
»     *     # 

I'hc charm of a garden lies also in ii- m\ Mery. A secret beaut) 

the reflection of a transcendent harmony, transports us with- 

nit (mi know ing w li\. \t a more concrete level, we can satisfy 

;hi* taste foi the unknown with unexpected discoverie- !■■ 
mil oneself suddenh before an unsuspected effect adds to 

our joy by breaking the monotony of the daily scene. This 

-in |ii ise can be unexpected landscaping, a rare flower, a rock, 

an enclosed garden, a brook, a pond designed with wit, sweet- 

smelling shrubs, etc. 
»       *       •::• 

Ml the great landscape designers have understood the attrac- 

tion of secret gardens. The Orientals often enclosed them with 

ligh walls. Sometimes, too, as in Persian miniatures, the mys- 

er\ arises from a simple rose bush or from a rare flower at 

he foot of a cypress or half hidden in the undergrowth. 
*       •::•       * 

The final aim [of the entrance drive to your property] is to 

:reate a pleasant surprise. So that after shadow comes light, 

ifter greenness, flowers, after severity, sudden joy. The land- 

scape that stretches before your living room, the flowers you 

aave chosen to compose your borders, the river that flows in 

he valley, the trees that reach up to the sky, all the infinite 

s.ii iru ol nature's spo ta< les will take on a new and   reatei 

c.(,iili al the end of an austere road. 
•    •    • 

\,   etables have their own beauty. It's up to us to bring oul 

theii  worth l>\  judicious juxtaposition. Lei us contrast the 

Modi greens of lettuce with the reddish leafage of beets, the 

opulence of cabbage with the elegance of    arrots, chio 

H iih shallots, etc. 
One could also conceive of a vegetable border. Chives, 

marjoram, and thj me are pei Fectl) Buited to tin- use and the 

lasl has the advantage "I bai ing an mati<  leaves. . . . 
»      a      » 

h i- with good principles thai one makes bad pictures. The 

same goes foi bouquets. . . . Turn up your nose at the old 

rules, and trust to your inspiration. Your bouquet can only 

have more zest. Love of nature and of everything she pro- 

duces will be your surest guide. A beautiful bouquet—I am 

spi iking of one that is moving and not one that astonishes— 

is always composed by someone who loves flowers for them- 

selves and not for the effect they produce. Nevertheless re- 

member that each of them is a note of music whose ensemble 

should constitute a symphony. . . . 

First maxim: A bouquet is never too big. It is a mistake to 

believe that a little room calls for little bouquets. On the con- 

trary. One important mass of flowers or even of greenery w ill 

give '"style" to your living room or entrance hall and take the 

place—if necessary—of the furniture \ou lack. . . . 
Second maxim: A bouquet is never too small. Some little 

flowers gathered along a road, a rose that has pleased you 

and that you have put in a simple glass tumbler, or better, in 

an eighteenth-century antique, has as much charm as an 

expert composition. 
  

op prewashing your dishes 
Finish does it for you. 

Finish" has an extra-active 
c jmical to scrub away stuck- 
o food. Even in hardest water. 

Using Finish is like having 
a hemical brush scrubbing 
a ay in your dishwasher. 

Dishes, glassware come out 
s )tlessly clean. Every time. 

Without prewashing. 

xxo 
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Its like having a chemical brush in your dishwasher. 



Start your sterling 
collection for 25t 
with our stainless 
Here's how it works. Choose one 
of the Oneida patterns below, 
and for 250 we'll send you a 
teaspoon in lustrous stainless to 
get you started. Now here's the 
beauty part. Each exquisite stain- 
less creation can also be yours 
in identical sterling pieces. Com- 
plete services in both sterling and 
stainless are available at fine 
jewelry and department stores. 
From left to right: Michelangelo. 
Will 'O' Wisp, Dover. 

Send to: Oneida Silversmiths 
P.O. Box 1, Oneida, N.Y. 13421 

Please send me my sample stainless 
spoon. I enclose 25c' for pattern 
checked. (Allow 3 weeks for delivery). 
D Michelangelo. □ Will 'O' Wisp. 

□ Dover- HG100 

Name (Please Print) 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

New York State residents add sales 
tax. Offer valid only in U.S.A. Expires 
12/31/70 © 1970 Oneida Ltd. 
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WALL PAINTING 
continued from page 126 

or anterooms. But the undoubt- 

ed major talent on the scene is 

Stan Peskett. • 

Now aged thirty-one, Pes- 

kett was a fine-arts student at 

London's Royal College of Art 

in company with David Hock- 

ney, and certainly his sensual, 

lush, carefully drawn and all- 

embracing paintings have 

much in common with the 

Hockney vivacity. He taught, 

and still teaches, in art colleges, 

currently lectures at the radical 

Hornsey School of Art, and he 

had several exhibitions at vari- 

ous galleries. In short, he was 

going the way of most good 

painters who have not quite 

received the recognition they 

deserved in the luck of the art 

game, until he suddenly decid- 

ed to throw up the galleries, 

which he found too stultified, 

and operate independently. 

Now he is working on sculp- 

turelike furniture and more in- 

ventive ways of using staid 

materials. He has a marvelous- 

ly imaginative mind that seems 

to think wholly in terms of 

overall patterns and design and 

rich color. 

But painting is his first love 

and his wall painting really 

came about after he had paint- 

ed his own children's room. It 

was admired by Julie Christie 

who appears to have a re- 

markably sensitive and delicate 
eye. He transformed her small 

Victorian house in Kensington, 

painting a pulsating, undulat- 

ing, sensuous, deeply bucolic 

scene all the way along her 

hall, up and down stairs, in and 

out of corners, so that you feel 

you are pushing your way 

through the tangled greenery. 

His next job was to paint 

icon dealer Dick Temple's 

house in Notting Hill Gate, 

where he transformed the chil- 

dren's room into a Noah's Ark 

OLDE and NEW 
This Kit—reproduction of a Gothic 
Wooden Wheel Clock from the 12. 
Century—consists of all the neces- 
sary parts: accurately machined and 
laminated gears, wood stain, sand- 
paper. Everything that's needed 
awaits your application of a little love 
and whatever stones you choose for 
counterweights. 

The illustrated, detailed instruction 
booklet, enclosed with every kit, 
takes you step by step to a com- 
pleted,  functioning timepiece. 

The only tools needed are: hammer, 
white glue, pliers, brush (and that 
little bit of love). 

HELD Kits are available from all Better 
Hobby and Gift Shoppes. If not avail- 
able now, send in your dealer's name 
and address or order direct. Illus- 
trated Kit E 146-B sells for $37.—, 
completely assembled Clock E 149-B 
for $47.—. Postpaid with your check. 
Money back guaranteed. Free com- 
plete catalog on request. 

9 Lakeview Drive 
Farmington, Connecticut 06032 

fantasia, and slid a great ser- 

pent, all fiery-fanged, down the 

outside of the otherwise re- 

spectable Victorian front. Now 

he is at work on a King's Road 

boutique "Kids In Gear," and 
other commissions are flowing 

in fast. 

Happily,    Shakespeare's 
stricture about "Painting thy 

outward walls so costly gay" 

does not really apply  to the 

Peskett trade. He feels it im- 

portant to take a different atti- 

tude from the normal stance of 

a painter asked to paint a wall. 

Whistler and Matisse had per- 

fect right to throw dieir tem- 

peraments   and   charge   their' 

bills, but Peskett charges about 

five dollars per foot of painting 

(not, you notice, of wall), plus 

a little more if there is an in 

ordinate amount of detail. Il; 

usually takes him about tw< 

and a half weeks to complete i 

room, and so many people have 

written   inquiring   about   hi' 

work that he is seriously won 

dering if he should not marke, 

a    paint-your-own-mural    kit 

working out the designs afte 

customers send him the dimeir 

sions of their walls, then plol 

ting them out in numbers. 

In any event, the gaiety an 

insouciance of this sort of wa 

could well herald a whole ne1 

era  of  irreverent vivacity i tij 

decoration. 

Manuscripts 

House & Garden assumes 

no responsibility 

for unsolicited 

manuscripts, photograph 

drauings or house plans. 

All material 

must be accompanied 

by postage for return. 
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M-^£uil(Hni> 
1 J facts 

MAIilllAI.S 

\M»   EQUIPMENT 

i>   mi   .IOIIN   C. 

n\ikin     M 

(pages 110-115) 

SIZE OK HOUSE: 3,900 square feet 
SIZE OF LOT: 75 by 156 feet 

STRUCTURE 

Foundation: Concrete slab on con- 

crete footings. 
Framing: Standard wood frame 
construction of wall^, floors, roof. 

EXTERIOR OF HOUSE 

Exterior walls: Welsb wood sbakes 

over sheathing. 
Roof: Layers of bituminous-coat- 

ed building paper topped witli 
gravel; duckboard flooring above 
gravel. 
Insulation: In exterior walls and 

ceilings, glass fiber blanket insu- 
lation by Owens-Corning Fiber- 

glas Corp. 
Windows:   Custom made in  mill 

by F. S. Buckley Door Co. 
Skylight: Wire glass. 
Doors:   Wood,   custom   made   in 
mill by F. S. Buckley Door Co. 

INTERIOR OF HOUSE 

Walls and ceilings: Gypsum wall-" 

board by Flintkote Co. In dining 
room, exposed redwood beams. 
Interior finish: Paint. 
Floors:    In    living    and    dining 
rooms, oak flooring in herringbone 
pattern;   in  bedrooms,  strip  oak 
flooring. In kitchen, white vinyl; 

in bathrooms, white ceramic tile. 
Fireplace:  Cast stone mantel by 

Western Art Stone Co. 
Hardware: Schlage Lock Co. 
Kitchen cabinets:  Wood, custom 

made in mill. 
Counter tops: In kitchen, butcher- 

block counters. 
Plumbing fixtures: In kitchen, 

stainless steel sink by Elkay Mfg. 
Co.; in bathrooms, white fixtures 
by Crane Co. 

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
AND APPLIANCES 

Appliances: Black, restaurant- 
type range by Wolf Range Co.; 
KitchenAid dishwasher by The 
Hobart Mfg. Co.; refrigerator by 
General Electric Co.; exhaust ven- 
tilating fan by NuTone, Inc. In 
laundry, washer and dryer by Gen- 
eral Electric Co. 
Heating system: Forced warm air. 
Hot-water heater: 100 gallon tank. 

3 OBER, 1970 
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Your unfailing source of ideas 
and self-confidence 
Decorating your home can be a joyous task, if 
you have ideas and the confidence to choose 
among them. This book gives you both. 
Page after page of full-color photographs 
and text offer borrowable ideas and explain 
the basics of good decorating. You learn 
to plan color schemes, judge furniture value, 
make swatch cards and room plans. You 
learn   to   save   money   by   using  simple 
do-it-yourself ideas, by starting with a 
few good pieces and adding as years 
and dollars permit. If you love beauty, 
you'll love the "Tell City Primer of 
Early American Home Decorating." Order 
the newly revised edition. You'll save its 
cost with the first mistake you don't make. 

NEW 12th 
EDITION 
Big 112 pages, 
10" x 12V2", 
hard-bound 
and sewn. 
Only $2.00 at 
your Tell City 
dealer or 
mail coupon. 

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER 

Don't let 
cancer 

scare you 
to death. 

If there's one thing we must make you 

aware of it's this: 

When discovered early, most cancers are 

curable. 1,500,000 Americans who are cured 

of cancer are proof. 

No one on record, however, has ever been 

cured of cancer by worrying about it. 

If you suspect you have cancer, do the 

smart thing; make an appointment with your 

doctor. 

American Cancer Society^ £ 
Fight cancer with a checkup and a check. 5 
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PROVENCIAL.YESL.AND THE NATIVES LOVE IT! 
. . . and now you can pamper yourself with the luxury 
of marvelously hand-crafted wood in your personal 
furniture. Vogue designs your coordinated group that 
is right at home in boudoir or bath. Of course it costs 
a bit more, but its rich dignity and graceful design is 
more than worth it. The exclusive Vogue illuminated 
vanity, matching bench, hamper, basket, and seat 
... as a 5 piece ensemble or individually at your 
favorite bath boutique or leading department stores 
everywhere. 

Another personal product lor 
the modern bath . . . write for 
the name ot your nearest lo- 
cation. 

BORGj, f(Hfue 
Borg Erickson Corp. 
1133 N. Kilbourn Ave. 
Chicago, Illinois 60651 

cnown as 
(jreat Windsor, by any name 
it's great, all right—from the 
handcrafted authenticity of 
its traditional design to its 
warmly glowing hand-rubbed 
finish. Mansized, and a 
true aristocrat. 

If you like the idea of 
greatness that's easy to live 
long with, write for the name 
of your nearest Harden 
dealer. Include $1.00 and 
receive our new 120-page 
1970 catalog. 
Harden Furniture Company, 
Box G10, McConnellsville, 
New York 13401 

FINE FURNITURE — THE o/umw/t V TRADITION 

FOR THE   GATHERING   GO I It MET 

N, ews for 
your kitchen 

Bright additions to enrich your 

kitchen: 1. Utensil rack. 24 

inches long, copper or chrome 

finish, twelve hooks. $60. Status 

Steel. 2. Hand-painted ceramic 

wall tiles with fruit and vege- 

table prints. 6 inches square. $5 

each. Country Floors. 3. Stain- 

less steel fry pan with broiler 

unit in lid, warming tray under 
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34 

|);in. $36 li\ Hoover. Gimbels. 

I. Cordless can opener, batter) 

operated, portable. 7:;s inches, 

$20, l>\ Oster. Gimbels. .">. "Blue 

Dragon" design <>M while, flame 

proof porcelain cookware. Five 

pieces. I -cup to I ' --<IM.II i capaci- 

ty.  $90.  Tablerie.  <>.  Combina- 
Iion culTee mill and culler maker. 

Grinds, brews four 1-ounce cup- 

in len iiiiiuiles. S2.-> |>\ Norelco. 

Vlacy's. 7. Ready in Januaiv 

cordless hand mixer, rechargeable 

overnight. About $25 by Waring. 

8. See-through, rotating recipe 

file with 32 dividers, room for 500 

recipes. $6. Dione Lucas Courmet 

Center. 9. Ceramic floor tile with 

green and orange floral design. 5! 

inches square, $2.30 a square foot. 

Country Floors. 10. Coordinated 

kitclienware—stainless steel pots 

($9 to $15) ; chrome canisters 

four, $13) ; garbage can ($18) ; 

bread box ($16) ; stainless uten- 

sils with rack, $9. All "Criteria" 

by   Ekco.   Carson,   Pirie   Scott. 
PRICES APPROXIMATE. 

STORE ADDRESSES,  PAGE  172. 

Royal Worcester Flameproof Porcelain 
looks so lovely by candlelight it's hard to 
believe it slaved in a hot stove all day 

Cook in it. Serve in it. But please don't cat those luscious Iruits that grow 
all over it. They're lor decoration. Not dessert. The Royal Worcester 
collecion of Flameproof Porcelain consists of casseroles/ramekins, bak- 
ing dishes, and souffles in all sizes and shapes. All in white. The better to 
show off the sun-ripened colors, individually fired in the great English 
tradition. From $3.00 to $49.50 at stores that serve only the best. Cas- 
serole shown, 21 i qt., $27.50. Also available in Canada. For a free 
Flameproof folder write: Royal Worcester, 11 East 26th Street, New 
York 10010, Dept.HG-10. 

giant 
space 
saver 

COOK N GLEAN CENTER 
In only 30   width- 
vent hood, oven, 
cooktop and 
dishwasher 

MAID 
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 37401 

MODERN MAID, INC. BOX 1111 CHATTANOOGA, TENN. 37401 
□  Please send more information on Cook-^N-Clean Center. 
D Please send information on □ electric u gas kitchen appliances 
NAME , TEL 
ADDRESS_ 
CITY  
Magazine containing this ad_ 

_STATE_ _ZIP_ 
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bACCARAT CRySTAl since 1764 

With over two centuries of experience in the art of refined drinking, 
BACCARAT has developed the largest collection of champagne glasses, 
**»!..    -,   <—...   ~i   ...U:_U    -..-   -I. U.-..     X Or   c r*   i_    <T--> r-   nr\ i_      TL. 

plate, in translucent white china, with a fresh spray of flowers and 
fruits,  is MON JARDIN, made by RAYNAUD, in Limoges, especially for 
CERALENE: $32.50 for a five-piece place setting. 
After dinner cup and saucer: $9.50. _  at fine stores an 

Write Dept. HG12 for illustrated brochures featuring stemware, china 
gifts. 25c each, and/or $1 for "How to Choose and Use Wine Glasse 

■  at fine stores and at 

DACCARAT 
55East57thSt.,N.Y.C. 

CLlMRfNO HOSES—an authorized Metropolitan Museum of Art reproduction 

from a French block printed design dated 1700— in (Ac- original and three other colorways 

Brvxischvzc & Ills 
Decorative Fabrics and Wallcoverings 

979 THIRD AVENUE   NEW YORK 10022 

Philadelphia • Boston • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Seattle • Dallas • Houston ■ Paris 

B ounty 
of baskets 
Of china, silver, crystal, 

ceramic—these graceful 
haskets are as handy 

as their earthier 

woven cousins, and 

very pretty. 
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I.  (lleami ng Bilvei plated  oval 

basket, 9 inches long. $10 al  I oi 

tunoff's. 2. Daint) ceramic basket 

from Ital). onlj 3 inches high. I oi 

i in 11 \ idual little bouquets al a place 

setting, perhaps. $1.50 .it Gazebo. 

.'{.   For  the  most   luscious choco- 

lates, .i sterling silver basket from 

I lenmai k. I inches in diameter. $90 

al  I >ani>li Silversmith's. 4. Hand- 

made Belleek china basket, \\ rought 

with a creamy, pearl)  effect.  Im- 

ported from Ireland. 9 inches long. 

$63, b\   W atei ford Glass. 5. Blue 

and  while  Limoges china  basket, 

5} 2 inches long. I!\ I la\ iland, $7.50 

al Gimbels. 6. Covered basket  ol 

green   opalescent   i^lass.   .r>   inches 

long. $6, h\ Westmoreland. 7. Oval- 

shaped antique silver-plated basket 

with   green   opaline   lining,    \y% 

inches in diameter. Large enough 

loi   one   perfect   marble   egg,   or 

ma) be a handful of j<■ 11> beans. $32 

at Obelisk." 8. Swirly, clear, lead 

crystal basket, handmade in Mex- 

ico, 8V2inches high. $30 at Jordan 

Marsh. 9. White porcelain baskets 

from   Italy:   the  oval,  5y2  inches 

high, $11.50;  the rectangular, 5 

indies   long,   $10.   At   Tablerie. 

10. Again from Italy: ceramic 

jflkX   flower holder with basketweave 

pattern, o1 2 inches high. $15 at 

W  &  J   Sloane.   11.   Shallow, 

round silver-plated basket from 

France. 81 A inches in diameter. 

By Christofle, $36 at Baccarat. 
Continued on the next page 

y       *FROM A ONE-OF-A-KIND COLLECTION. SIMILAR BASKETS 

~~ AVAILABLE. ALL PRICES 

APPROXIMATE. STORE 

ADDRESSES, PAGE   172. 

3 

J 
6 

11 

\oull never sec more authentic styling than this. 
Only more of it. And you can see it all for a peso. 

I'd like to see it all. Here's a peso (dollar). Please send 
your color catalogs featuring your Spanish collections. 

My name is . ,^__^_ 
and my address is  
city  
state zip— AMERICAN A DREW 

North Wilkesboro, N.C 28659 

724 

The Formal Affair Chair. 
This is indoor seating at its most elegant. Distinctively designed 
in solid aluminum. 

We call it "La Classique." A classic. And it is, because it's 
perfectly at home with traditional or modern. 

The chair belongs to Scroll's indoor dining group. Part of 
an entire collection of indoor upholstered pieces. Ranging 
from serving carts to chaise lounges. 

Your interior designer will show you how Scroll can com- 
plement your favorite interior or exterior. Also sold at 
fine stores. For the complete 
collection write for our color 
brochure. SCROLL, INC., 
800 N.W. 166th Street, 
Miami, Florida 33146. 
A subsidiary of 
Keller Industries. 
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Englands first famik uffiiie cleaners, uaxes and polishes has come 
to America. 

Just spray it on and 
brush auay the spot. 

rm «UEF» ■CT»«i    SJ^VC»S ^ Z*r* a£M 

J. Goddard &LSonst Ltd. 
Frimley Green, Surrey, England 

For a free bmx hMre on all Goddards Products and unere to buy them, 
urite J. Gvddard &. Sons, Box 710. Racine. Wisconsin 53401 
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BOUNTY OF BASKETS 
continued from the preceding page 

1. Sterling silver fluted basket with 

a whirl of a handle. Oval. 61 o 

inches   high.   $80   at   FortunofFs. 

2. From Italy, siher-plated basket 

.for fruit, flowers. lO1^ inches long 

M ith removable handle. SI 7 at Lord 

\   Faylor.   3.   Venetian   "Mille 

Fleur" basket—a  rainbow   of col- 

ors. 6 inches high. 822 at Grable's. 

4.    Shallow    silver-plated    basket 

from Italy. T1^ inches long. 820 at 

Cardel.   5.   Antique,   nickel-plated 

Austrian    basket    with    copper 

handles. 8 inches in diameter. 890 

at   John   Rosselli."   6.   Round, 

creamv ceramic basket from Italy. 

11 inches in diameter. 829 atW& J 

Sloane.  7.  Italian ceramic basket 

looking    like    white    sea- 

shells. 5 inches long. 813 

at W & J Sloane. 8. Shim- 

mering basket of cut crystal, 

6   inches   high.   817   at   Fhe 

Paper     Basket.     9.     Sleek 

sterling     silver     basket.     3% 

inches   high.    865   at   Carrier. 

10.    French   openwork   silver- 

plated  basket.  91 ■>  inches  in di- 

ameter. 850 at Cardel. 11. Royal 

Worcester  bone  china—a  charm- 

ing basket for a centerpiece, 

inches long. 826 at Neiman-Mar- 

cus. 12. Lacv silver-plated basket. 

7%   inches   in   diameter.   813   at 

Rich's.   13.   White   china   basket 

that  resembles  leaves  and  stems, 
inches high.  812  at Tiffany. 

'.'1LA* 

-      ■ 
STORE '::::SSES, PAGE 1 72. 
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Goddards Carpet Cleaner not only restores like-new brilliance to soiled carpets, 
but retains that bright, new beauty longer with a remarkable soil retardant. Its 
aerosol foam is strong enough to clean heavy soil from well-travelled areas. Yet it 
is gentle enough for delicate fibers. Goddard s is England s finest carpet cleaner. 
England's first family of fine cleaners, waxes and" polishes has conie to America. 

BY APPOINTMENT TO M M QUEEN EHI4SCTH 
THE QUEEN MOTHER    SUPPLIERS Of DRY CLE** 

J, GODDARD S SONS. LTD. 

J. Goddard SLSOIIS, Ltd. 
Frimley Green, Surrey, England 

For a free brochure on all Goddards Products arid urunv to buy them, 
write J. Goddard & Sons, Box 710. Racine, Wisconsin 53401 

Goddard & Goddard's Carpet Cleaner are trademarks © 1970 J. Goddard & Sons, Ltd., Frimley Green, Surrey, England. All Rights Reserved. 

R     1970 
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wheaton/nuline  proudly  presents... 

A limited edition decorative decanter 
in honor of our 26th President 

the 8th in a notable series honoring our chief executives 

In beautiful cobalt blue with iridescent highlights comes this 
latest edition in the much talked about Wheaton/Nuline Presidential 
Series. The fine stores listed on the opposite page each have a limited 
supply. The price is live dollars - but not for long! Like its predeces- 
sors (also listed opposite) this limited edition seems destined to 
climb dramatically in value in very short order. 

New in the limited edition Great American series: ■ Billy 
Graham (lime green). Benjamin Franklin (turquoise), Apollo XIII 
(burley brown). Available at the same fine stores at five dollars each 
(but again, not for long') 

©   WHEATON  GLASS CO. 

I I KM I I  Itl     WITH   A    I I   I I  III 

little seats 
Ottomans, stools, benches in gleaming vinyl, 
glowing colors, amusing shapes offer        .   — _». 

happy and decorative sS^rv      ^s?      ---'A ' 

solutions to man) yUJMml / —'"""j^fc 
seating problems. ^ /"** -t. ^ 

VAN CUYLENBURG 

70 HOUSE 8 5 
 L 



1. ( in I.- of Nlirk \in\l iii House \ Garden's 

Sun i ellow. On casters, I I inches high, '<•' 

inch diameter. B) Founders, •*'>" •>! Suniland 

2. Plump ottomans aswirl with multicolor 

print. On casters, I!'- inches high, 29-inch 

diameter. Bj Broyhill, $75 al Watkins. 

.'J. Feathei weight stool in 'l«'<|> sea blue, fib< i 

glass base. B) Finland's ^ rj6 Kukkapuro. I'1 

inches high, L6-inch diameter. $80, al Tui m 

I      I. A bright cluster of small saddle <>n<. 

mans in hoi |iink. red. and lemon velvet. On 

casters, L3 inches high, 2."i wide. By Thayei 

Coggin, S65 each al Joske's. .">. Bench 

i        -. <y\   wiili   • 11 -1 - > 11M    wet look in lime M<<< I 

| Base is studded with brass nailheads. 

18 inches high, 27 wide. By Henredon. 

$136 at W   & .1 Sloane. 6. Giant otto- 

man in simulated pony fur. 63 inches 

wide.  B)   Tomlinson,  $430  at   Lord  & 

Taylor. 7. Folding bench by Denmark's 

mil   kjaeiliolin.   with   chrome   steel   base, 

natural canvas sling.   15  inches high, 231/-> 

wide. $235 imported 1>\  Dunbar." 8. Mush- 

room stool of tubular steel covered with o|>- 

art\ stretch fabric. !>v France's Pierre 

Paulin. 15 inches high, 18-inch diam- 

eter. $85 at Turner-TV* 9. Stainless 

sieel   table   with   two   wedge-shaped 

stools   in shim  black vim I that slide 

in   underneath.   Stools.   17V:>   inches 
■A\.  table.  .W-incb  diameter.  From 

France. $2000 at Richard Carleton.* 
'THROUGH DECORATORS ONLY. 

PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES,  PAGE   172. 

WALK SOFTLY  
for youi fheodore Roosevell Dei orative Decanter. 

these fine tores 

ALASKA 

The Couth Houso Anchorage 

Chord Flower «. 01(11 
PI 

CALIFORNIA 
,   , Bal ■ 

Co((»> '   < 
P  rv ,l1, 

Chico 
ii.Mly   . Ar,ii<,,,.... «, QKli Hnrmou BBBCh 

 Son Francisco 
Hallmark Shop    Torranco 

. Oopt   Sloro Arcadia 
Whtuior 

 Alhombra, Posodono 
,.iy Botllo Houso   . ...  Amador City 

Walker Scott Co Son Diogo 
l urnar's Stockton 

i.b (Gloss) Glondole 

CONNECTICUT 

Wagon Middletown 
B Si B Card & Gilt Warehouse Point 

'   ix & pany       Harttoi I 
 Manchester 

Reads  Trumbull 
Wilton's <.'" ' p M.inchoster 

itlel Nrw London 

MAINE 

Uuk a, Paulette' 
The Corner Gilt 

MASSACHUSETTS 

.. . ■ Country Store    Marlboro 
Saltmarsh  New Bedford 
| HasS  HOUSe  Hi.iqm.in 
Old Country Store Mansfield 
Monan h I ife  Springfield 
Country Colonial Shop    Southwick 
Balsam's (West Gate Mall)    Brockton 
Sawyer's    .  Worchester 
Yankee Doodle Shop West Harwii h 
Cranberry Craft Shop    E. Sandwi. h 
Dee's Card Shop   .... Springfield, Eastfield 

NEVADA 

Garden Center Los Vegas 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Eberle's  Portsmouth 
Stonehenge Gift Shop Somersworth 
Stickney's Pharmacy    Colebrook 
Hiram Woodcraft North Conway 
Calef's Country Store     E. Barnngton 
Bargain Box Hampton 
Balsam's (Nashua Mall)     Nashua 
Bedford Gift & Candle Bedford 

NEW HAMPSHIRE (cont'd) 

i Itora   Milton 
Crol  H 

NEW JERSEY 
Jonny Sal..'. 

..  Houtfl Roi 
,,,.rr.. 

.  E. Brunswick 
Gil M... '     - 
Dun of Antlquli i Clayton 

I Barn 
.   Ini At.-.." on 

t lamlngton Cut Glass I leminglon 
i .jrrnturo Millyille 

Halter's Variety Cantor    Brldoaton 
Andrews Gloss Co., Inr, Vineland 
Owl's Nest Ocoan City 

NEW MEXICO 

Calandro's Hallmark Albuquerque 
Rod Carpet Gift Shop    Albuquerque 

NEW YORK 

Martin's Dept   Store    Brooklyn, Huntington 
 Si Strain Brooklyn 

Babylon, Huntington, Hemstead 
Manhasset & Smithtown 

R.M.H. Intern! (R.C.A. Bldg INow York City 
Adam, Meldrum, Anerson    Buffalo 

I ,       .  Gi(tS  Unlimited      . ,N< 
Hempstead China,    Garden City, L.I. 
Hinman's Gifts Bouckville 
Maple House    Scarsdale 

OREGON 

l.ott's Thrift Shoppe Hood River 
Mark's Hallmark     Eugene 
Meier & Frank Co Portland 
Lipman Wolfe 8, Co Portland 

RHODE .OLANO 

The Outlet Garden City. Providence 

VERMONT 

In Town Gift Shop        Bennington 
Bill's Country Store Killmgton 
The Shanty Sunderland 
Holzinger's Whippowill     Bellows Falls 

WASHINGTON 

Abbe's 8. Rosemary's Edmonds 
Import Bazaar (Gifts)     Aberdeen 
Gibson House    Centralia 
The In Shop Seattle 
Alderwood Drug    Lynwood 
Mark's Hallmark Shops    Tacoma 

Seattle 
The Crescent (Glass)     Spokane 
Spokane Hallmark Spokane 
Brown's Birite Drugs Seattle 

To: wheaton/nuline 
1505 North 10th Street. Millville, N.J. 08332 

□       Please have your nearest franchisee! dealer send me the follow- 
ing commemorative decanters. 

I wish to he informed of new editions of your commemorative 
previous decanters   as  they  are  issued  and   the  current   values 

issues.  (Prices below guaranteed only to Dec. 31 . 1470) 

Quantity Item 
  Theodore Roosevelt 
  George Washington 
  Woodrow Wilson 
  General Eisenhower 
  Abraham Lincoln 
  President Eisenhower 
  Franklin I). Roosevelt 
  John 1-. Kennedy 

Price 
$ 5.00 

10.00 
15.00 
15.00 
20.00 
2 5.00 
30.00 
M   \" 

Amount 

Rev. Billy Graham 
Benjamin Franklin 
Betsy Ross 
Will Rogers 
Robert E. Lee 
Thomas Edison 
Charles Lindbergh 
Douglas Mac Arthur 
Martin Luther King 
Robert Kennedy 

5.00 
5.00 
8.00 
8.00 

12.00 
12.00 
1 6.00 

16.00 
20.00 
20.00 

Apollo XI & Apollo Xll 
Apollo XU1  

NLA* 
5.00 

1'artial Handling & Shipping Charge: 45 cents per item:  
Total   

*NLA:  No  Longer Available (a few dealers may have one or two, 
however, and if you drop a note, we'll try to put you in touch.) 

Name: 

Street: 

Town: State Zip  

17! 



A beckoning from the past 
and a wave to the future . 

Contemporary without severity ... the Hammary gift for 
creating the bold, new Transitional look. Send 50£ for a 
colorful booklet with a host of living room decorating ideas 
in the Transitional and Traditional idiom. Hammary Furni- 
ture, Div. U. S. Industries, Inc., Dept. 3, Lenoir, N. C. 28645 

3Ha 
wu 

EVEN OUR 
NEWEST LAMP 

IS 
A LITTLE DATED 

This 37V2" traditional urn dates 
to the 18th century. 

Finished in aged brass. 
Everything about it says Stiffel. 

About $87.50. 
For a brochure, send 25$ to 

The Stiffel Company, 
Chicago, 60610. 

FROM THE 

STIFFEL 
COLLECTION ilMJJ 

PRICE M»r BE HIGHER IN THE WEST. 

hopping 
information 

All.   I'ltK IS   Ol Oil II    I IIICOI 4.IIOI   I    THE 

EDITORIAL   PAGES   OF   HOUSE   &   GARDEN   ADR 

APPROXIMATE.   * CONSULT   YOUR   IMIKIOII 

DESIGNER   Oil   STORE   DECORATING   DEPARTMENT. 

COVER 

"Arcs"     custom-colored 

available     with     matching 

wallpaper, 

fabric, 

$22.50 roll by Kirk-Brummel.* 

From the Sedgcfield Collection by 

Directional: cantilevered armless S- 

chair upholstered in linen/cotton vel- 

vet with Zepel finish, polyurethane 

foam and Fortrel fiberfill on wood 

frame, 22" wide x 31" deep x 30" 

high. $330. Sectional sofa upholstered 

in mohair/wool/rhovyl: armless 

.hairs, 24%" x 32" x 26%" high, $330 

each: end chair. 32%" x 32" x 26%" 

high. $465: (inner ottoman (also on 

left end I. 32" x 24" x 16" high, $295. 

Parsons tables by Thayer Coggin: 66" 

x 18" x 24" high, $200; 54" x 15" x 

20" high, $110. "Big F" shaped can- 

vas by Herbert Taylor, $1500. Shop 2 

lamp by Luis Wells, metal base with 

plastic shade. 49" high, $250. All at 

Mlman's. 

DECORATING   /I SI 

Pas.- 116 

Fabric: "Piccadilly." cotton and Avril 

rayon, Zepel finish. 54" wide. 13%" 

repeat, mauve or pink, approx. $6 

yard. "Covent Garden," cotton and 

Avril rayon. Zepel finish, 54" wide, 

37%" repeat, approx. $6 yard. Both 

from Bloomcraft's Cecil Beaton col- 

lection. 

Stacked-cushion ottoman upholstered 

in mauve "Piccadilly," down-filled. 

24" square x 21" high. $325. Antique 

ribbon-backed side chair, white lac- 

quer, seat covered in mauve "Picca- 

dilly," 37%" high, $355. Inlaid com- 

mode, 12" x 11" i" x 31%" high, $225T 

Antique painted bamboo armchair, 

16%" x 19" x 33" high, $222. Chinese 

urn with dragon handles (on com- 

mode), 12" high, $195. Antique urn 

(holding flowers), 18" high, $500. 

China ashtray, 8" square, $12.50. All 

at W & J Sloane. 
Unfinished oak flooring by National 

Oak Flooring Manufacturers Associa- 

tion. 
Floor pencils by Merri Makers. 

painted in House & Garden Beach 
Plum and Lavender from Sherwin- 

Williams. 

PajM- 11 7 

Fabric: "Arnaldo," cotton and hemp. 

48" wide, by Ken Scott for Lord & 

Taylor, \ntique Chinese side chair 
with red lacquer finish, 43" high, 

$295. Armchair upholstered in leather 

and wool felt with stainless steel 

frame, 28" high, $450. Stainless steel 

Z-table with glass top, 21" square x 

172 

16" high, $285. Japanese vase 'on 

table 1,16} ■/' high. S40. Antique Japa- 

nese chest with red lacquer finis! 

14 V x 24" x 11" high. $125. Japa- 

nese baskets (on glass table and red 

chest), $20 to $30. Ginger jars ( hold- 

ing flowers), 7" high, $6 each. Orange 

ashtray, 9%" square, $6.50. PilloJ 

covered with scarves by Ken Scotfl 

Handwoven Moroccan carpets. 100% 

wool pile, $145 to $325. All at Lord & 
Taylor. 

Silkscreen print by Sven Lukin. SITS 

from Pace Graphics. 

Bamboo window blinds by Al Burt 

hardt Custom Shades.* 

Curtain hardware b\ Kirsch. 

Pages 120-121 

Headboard unit by Thayer Coggin: 
dresser with 8 drawers, 66" long x 19" 

deep x 34" high, $650; commodes 

i each side of dresser), 22" long x 19" 

deep x 34" high, $230 each: hanging 

night tables. 22" long x 16" deep, 880 

each. Desk by John Harris. Plexiglas 

with mirrored top, 54" long x 24" 

wide x 29%" high, $600. Stable bj 

John Harris, 15" square, $165. Direc- 
tor-1\ lc i hairs by Direc'ional. mirror-' 

chromed steel and vinyl, 32" high. 

$80 each. "Gambol" wool and mohair 

carpeting, $20 sq. yard by Auckland 

Woolcrafters. Quilted polyester bed- 

spread, queen >i/.r. M2. \\ bite plastic 

lamp, $180. White plastic chaise, 72" 

long x 29" wide x 37" high, $250. 

Crystal balls with bubbles on char 

crystal bases, $60 to $250. »\11 at 

Altman's. 

Pages 122-123 

Open Perspcx stacking cubes, 9" to 

18", $390 set of 4. Perspex waste 

basket 'holding daisies). 9" square x 

12" high, $48. Cruciform coffee table. 

Perspex and polished chrome base 

with glass top, 45" diam. x 15" high. 
$630. Composite bar: base is Perspex 
X-table, 14" x 20"T$80; top is Per- 

spex backgammon board. 17%" x 21" 
x 2", $160. Perspex octagon tabic 15" 

x 15" high, $165. Serving table, Pers- 

pex and polished chrome base with 

glass top, 23" x 60" x 30" high, $735. 

Perspex cigarette boxes, clear tops 

with green and white bottoms. 5" x 4" 

x 2". $30 each. Perspex ashtray -. I' 

square. $15 each. Green l'cr»pc\ vase. 

8" high, $25. Perspex snakes with 

chrome heads, $124. All at Albrizz: 

Designs. 
Sisal stenciled carpeting, 9' widths 

$6 sq. yard from Continental Import 

ing. 

HOUSE & GAi' 



sailcloth   on   pillow      10" 
it) yard From Jin i ii Lewi 

'I 

.    1-12S 

I e tables li\ Beinun. moldi 'I 

s, each 20" x 12" high   $1 I i 
,ll     Mini.in 

ige sofa and ottoman group 
TIN, upholsten <l in suede: 
ofas are 120" \\ idt » 3 I" deep 
ii\\ ;  nil .in-- .lie   I , "  u nlr   \ 

p x  in" high;  85000 foi  5 
i at Jordan Marsh. 
II Kli.nili loam cubes covered 

plastic skin:  "Cube Cake" 
n\r on single side. 1! I" u nli   \ 

5 x 20" high, $150; "Corner 
,iili 2 grooved sides, 31" wide 
ng x 20" high, $160. 
ge chairs and ottomans In 

Coggin: chair is 59" \ 2'>" x 
i, $400; ottoman is 13" x 22" 

I       ifill.    Sl   I.Y     \l    HI Mlv.l.ll.   ' 
i ilcvcl ti i sola, pai l> oi a 20- 

ovable complex, $1100 as 
n Vladimir Kagan.: 

1)1 >SI'.S  OK   STOIJKS   MENTIONED 

111(11  (.11(11   I      I Ills    |ss|  I 

DESIGNS, 991  Madison  Ave. 
irk, N. V. 10022 

. Fifth \\c at 34th St., New 
Y., 10016 

vi. 55 E. 57th St., New York, 
0022 

NGDALE'S,   Lexington   Ave.   at 
Nev, York, N. Y., 10022 

■. iOi, LTD., 615 Madison Ave. New 
I. Y., 10022 

.   PIRIE   SCOTT,   1   S.   State   St., 
B>, 111., 60603 

.. Fifth Ave. & 52nd St., New 
. Y., 10022 

Y FLOORS, 300 E. 61st St., New 
4. Y., 10021 

SILVERSMITH'S,   573    Madison 
SJew link. N. \., 10022 

I i  \s GOURMET CENTER, 226 E. 
., New York, N. Y., 10022 

-  OFF's, 124 E. 57th St..  New 
IK- Y., 10022 

iZEBu,   1369   First   Ave.,   New 
>r|M. Y., 10021 

«sfs. Broadway & 33rd St.. New 
•rkx. \.. 10001 

«'s GALLERIES. 122 N. Oak Park 
m iak Park. 111., 60301 

B:OSSELLI. 255 E. 72nd St.. New 
«rl\. V., 10021 

* i MARSH, 1501 Biscayne Blvd.. 
ia:   Fla.. 33132 

l,s OF HOUSTON, P.O. Box 26735. 
|;n, Tex., 77017 

>Rlj   TULOR. -121  Fifth Ave.,  New 
»r \. Y., 10018 

.  Stockton   &   O'Farrell  Sts., 
rancisco, Calif., 94108 

VMUSCUS, Main & Ervay Sts., 
. Tex.. 75201 

K, 133 E. 56th St., New York, 
10022 

RAPHics, 115 E. 23rd St., New 
N. Y., 10010 

PER BASKET, Menlo Park Shop. 
writer, Edison. N. J., 08817 

Broad &  Alabama Sts.  (P.O. 
539), Atlanta, Ga., 30302 

- STEEL, 311 E. 60th St.. New 
°J N. Y.. 10022 

ipND FURNITURE, 2303 Main St., 
»n. Tex.. 77002 

comes to grips with problems that are 
not discussed fully—if at all —in other 
reference books of its type. Timely sub 
jects such as Manners and Money . . . 
Religious Ceremonies ranging from liar 
Mitzvahs to Ordinations The Large 
Family Dinner . . . The Backyard Swim- 
ming Pool—are examples You will lind 
all the information you will ever want 
or need in this 7<>8 page guide to modern 
living And you can put your trust in 
every word. 

IN \J W -for the very first 
time—this outstanding new refer- 
ence book is available directly to 
our readers. You can have it 
mailed right to you—in a protec- 
tive, crush-proof package. 

for 
just $9.95 

including postage and 
handling charges! 

If you prefer, the book can be <ieli\ 
ered C.O.D. for the same price, plu 
a charge thai the post office recjuire 
for this service. 

HG-100 
CONDE NAST BOOKS 

P.O. BOX 3308 
GRAND CENTRAL STATION 

NEW YORK, NY. 10017 

D Please send me. post-paid  
copies of VOGUE'S BOOK OF ETI- 
QUETTE AND GOOD MANNERS for 
which I enclose $9.95 per copy. 

D DE LUXE EDITION S12.9S 
(Please make all checks payable to 
Conde Nast Books.) 

□ I would like my book(s) sent CO D. 
Please deliver conies of VOGUE'S 
BOOK OF ETIQUETTE AND GOOD 
MANNERS and I will pay the postman 
$9.95 per copy, plus COD. postage and 
handling charges. 

□ DE LUXE EDITION S12.93 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE 

ZIP  

I may return the book(s)  for a full re- 
fund   within   10  days  if   not  satisfied 

i   i i      1033    I bird    We      Ni v. 
York   V >    10021 

in i INY, 727 Fifth   Vve., New   lmk. 
N. Y., 10022 

u & ,i  si i, wi,.   ill  Fifth   \M■.. New 
York, V 'i    10018 
u \ i M \s.  .' ,i,  \\ in |,,u   \\e., Cleve 
land, Ohio, 14113 

GOOD LOOKS 

& GOOD HEALTH 

continued from page 56 

The I >11« ■ Ii..II.lie Make up S\ s- 

tcin. invented  bj   Pablo,   

from Color Control Liquid 

I oundations For differing skin 

shies in Lip Color to Eye Col- 

in i one <>l the Evening shades 

is a silvei -• ■ *• I«J and conies in 

its own lin\ case uilli an ap- 

plicator, $5). The) range 

from s"> io s|0 ;,( Blooming- 

dale's; Carson, Pirie Scott; I. 

Magnin. 

\l \\ FACTOR, to celebrate The 

Age of, is bringing out a new 

bath collection called Aquari- 

us. To salisls a certain current 

craving for a fresh freshness, 

ihese Bath and Body ideas have 

been designed as "aromatics" 

and are a combination of "nat- 

ural earthy elements" and fresh 

flow ers. There is a Perfume Es- 

sence. Spraj Cologne. Mist, 

Body Splash, After Bath Pow- 

der. Body Gleamer (a moisture 

balm with the addition of iri- 

descence I. Bath Silk (bath 

oil I. Bath Gel, and Bath Spirits 

I bath cubes that turn the water 

a \\ onderful blue I. All from 

$3.50 to $5 at Altman's: Mar- 

shall Field: Bullock's. 

GERMAINE MONTEIL is thinking 

through the skin-care situation 

with great originality in a line 

lhe\ call Regime. As an ex- 

ample, the program includes 

eye pads to make eyes brighter 

and under eye circles fainter. 

The group includes these Fresh 

Up Eye Pads. All Night Nour- 

ishing Cream, and All Day 

Moisture Fluff for twenty-four- 

hour dewiness, both marvel- 

ously scented with oranges and 

lemons. A unique Deep, Deep 

\\ aiming Tissue heats up the 

skin to clean, clarify, and 

gleam it. Six ideas in all, rang- 

ing from $6 to $15 at Bonwit 

Teller: The Broadway Stores: 

Marshall Field. 

Recipe says 
leup 

dry white wine. 

Do you open 
a fresh bottle? 

You don't have to. Not if your hus- 
band has Martini & Rossi Extra Dry 
Vermouth in the liquor cabinet. 
M&R gives food all the full flavor 
of fine white wine. Plus a subtle 
hint of herbs that nothing else can 
duplicate. Next time try M&R. 
And see how much better good 
can be. 

CHICKEN BASQUE 
2 2v2 to 3 pound fryers, cut-up 
V2 cup flour 
Vis cup butter or salad oil 
3/4 cup chopped onion 
1 clove garlic, mashed 
V2 pound sliced mushrooms 
1 can (1 lb. 12 oz.) tomatoes, 

broken up 
1 cup Martini & Rossi Extra Dry 

Vermouth 
1 teaspoon salt 
1/4 teaspoon pepper 
1 crumbled bay leaf 
1/2 teaspoon each basil and thyme 

Coat chicken with flour; brown in 
butter, remove. Brown onions, 
garlic, and mushrooms in drip- 
pings. Replace chicken, add to- 
matoes, vermouth, salt, pepper 
and herbs. Cover and simmer 1 
hour until tender. Thicken sauce 
if desired. Serves 6. 
Rule of thumb: 
In any recipe that calls for dry white 
wine use M&R Extra Dry Vermouth. 

MARTINI s ROSSI 
Imported    ^*^        ~ Vermouth 

RENFIELD IMPORTERS, LTD., N.Y. 

C )BER   1970 73 



THE 
WORLD'S 
NEWEST 
JEWEL 

w 

*4£M& 

CHATHAM-CREATED EMERALDS 
rich, brilliant, translucent jewels, as 
beautiful as the finest emeralds and so 
much like natural emeralds that spe- 
cial tests are necessary to determine 
they are not natural. CHATHAM- 
CREATED EMERALDS sell at about 1/5 
the price of natural emeralds. 
CHATHAM-CREATED EMERALDS in 
exquisite precious jewelry designed 
and created by J. & H. FLYER in 14 
Karat gold with brilliant diamonds. 
Jewelry featured from S220. to $750. 
Other precious jewelry featuring 
CHATHAM-CREATED EMERALDS in a 
wide variety of pendants, rings, ear- 
rings from $75. At precious jewelry 
counters in fine Jewelry and Depart- 
ment Stores. 
Write for free colorful brochure, "The 
World's Newest Jewel" and store near- 
est you. 

^4£>?'r<f/<(/ * V'/y/J/^'y/tfJ ^J?* 

HOW TO BUILD A DREAMBOAT continued from page 147 

Float comforts 
thought out 

and built in 

Shipshape galley 

has pull-out. lake-out 

toaster by Swanson 

in a special niche. 

Clear the decks 

with fold-up Borg-Erickson 

scale that has its 

own hole in the wall. 

ne. 

DEPT. HG. 574 5th AVE., N.Y., N.Y. 1003b 

HT 
^ ,   -    ^ 

Make-up lights, side mirrors 

open and close at 

dressing table 

in master stateroom. 

Swimmer enjoys 

fresh-water rinse with 

telephone hand shower 

by Belco Brass. 

Fonvard cabin doubles 

as utility room with fold-up 

ironing board unit by Kem 

hung inside locker door. 

174 

In  same cabin, unit by 

General Electric washes 

and dries in one 

continuous operation. 

how to bee 

gourmet 

cook 

the easy wa 
Just follow the delectable a 
published monthly in Hoi 
Garden's gourmet Cook Boo 
tions. Detachable, you ca 
them for quick reference in! 
handsome new binder. Bi 
$2.00 each. 

To: 
House & Garden Cook Boi 
Dept. 10-70, P. O. Box 191' 
Grand Central Station 
New York, N. Y. 10017 

Please send the following: 

 Binders @ $2.00      

 Cook Book Inserts 

(Checked Below)  <a  S.25_ 
(Postage & Handling).   $ 

Total amount enclosed    $_ 
Please make check or moi| 
order payable to HOUSE 
GARDEN 

□ 43 Chocolate & Coffee 
□ 48 Omelette 
□ 49 Specialty Meats 
□ 50 Quick Mix 
□ 52 Summer Refreshment 
□ 53 Fruit 
□ 56 Buffet 
□ 57 Ham 
□ 58 Bean & Lentil 
□ 63 Summer Vegetable 
□ 64 American Outdoor 
D 65 Sandwich 
□ 67 Chinese: Part II 
□ 68 At-the-Table 
□ 70 Short Cut 
□ 72 Rice & Grain 
□ 73 Seasoning 
D 74 French 
□ 75 Terrace 
□ 76 Washington 
□ 77 Pickles & Preserves 
□ 81 Party 
□ 82 In A Pot 
□ 83 Middle East 
□ 84 Egg 
3 85 Sausage 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP CODE 
Allow 3 weeks for delivery. 

HOUSE & G 



S^omc tips 
on boat keeping 

Fifteen years <>l living on boats and loving il have given VIvrtle 

lorbman, Chris-Crafl s executive design consultant, these great 
deas for boatkeeping: 

Plastic gum will anchor things ><>u put <>111 <>n tables. \ppl\ 

i bil in the In► 11c.111 ill lamp, vase, cigarette box, or snack jar. \ 

ijum thai works wonderfull) is Holdit. 

Self-adhering tape, such as Velcro, fastens overlaps of 

araw curtains l" hold ilum closed and shut out light. 

Cabin curtains in sail tracks won't flap. 

Telescoping rods on a cabin wall arc convenient for airing 
Jothes before llie\'rc hung in lockers. 

Louvered doors allow air circulation inside lockers and 
, w ardroltes. 

.4 small bulb lighted all the time in the wardrobe will help 

keep dollies pleasantly dry. 

Paper toweling is a suppl) saver aboard a boat. Twist a 

length ol il between and around glasses, for instance, to prevent 

l)uni|)s and scratches. 

Com part mented plastic trays bold jewelry and oilier sun- 

di ies thai lend to sliifi out of place. 

Rubberized mats and linei - soften the Mows dishes, canned 

poods, and cookni"  nl'i.-il- uel on a cruise. 

Plastic  pull-out  drawers,   installed   under  hanging   cup- 

boards in the galley, provide extra storage space. 

See-through canisters are an attractive waj   to store and 

sei ve snacks. 

I big golf umbrella and a supply of inexpensive packaged 

plastic raincoats can be a guest-saver. 

The ln'sl seagoing fabrics have patterns that don't jump be- 

fore \ our e\ es. 

Big plastic bags are good to have on hand to protect guests' 

luggage. 

Long plastic tubes on a wall at the helmsman s station are 

excellent for storing rolled-up nav igation charts. 

Colorful terry cloth baud towels make pretty and practi- 

cal place mats and napkins, especially w ben the going gets rough. 

Indoor-outdoor carpeting in the engine room muffles noise. 

A 60mph,the loudest 
noise was the flap of 

ordinary 
shingles. 

| There is an authorized Bird Home 
| Improvement Contractor near you. Insist 
| on Bird quality and you will get it. If you 
| want more information, mail this coupon 
| to BoxHGlO, Bird & Son, E. Walpole, 
| Mass. 02032 

BIRD 
&SON 

Tell me □ asphalt roofing     (~J vinyl shutters 
! more about:     □ vinyl siding [] vinyl gutters 

We made our own hurricane just to prove Bird Wind Seal551 shingles can take it. 
Two fire hoses and two jet engines blasted this house with winds up to 120 mph. 
At 35 mph, the ordinary shingles began to flap. At 120 mph, they were in tatters. 

Bird Wind Seal shingles were unruffled, \AIQ knOW hlOW 
a,, through the test.    {Q ^^ Q ^ 

over your head. 

O OBER,  !970 75 



REICHMAN 
fireplace tools and equipment 

U 

CREATIVE CRAFTS  continued from page 143 

when only the finest will do.. 
With Reichman fireplace tools and equipment there is a dis- 
tinctiveness in their many styles, any one of which will 
definitely  add   to  the  decor of your fireplace and   home. 

Your husband will certainly smile with pleasure, because at 
last you have fireplace tools and equipment that not only 
enhance the beauty of your home, but are sturdy, and made 
for years and years of rugged service. 

Reichman fireplace tools and equipment are available in two 
finishes: wrought iron black, or wrought iron with the rich 
and delightful "pewter-loolc". 

Ask for Reichman fireplace equipment at your favorite 
store, or if you'd rather, send 50^ for brochure showing com- 
plete line and the name of the dealer nearest you. Custom 
Wrought Products, Greentown, Pa. 18426. 

the shape of things to come 
Packable, snackable, totally stackable. Richard-Ginori's famous 
"Colonna" ironstone ... its fabulously functional design now gaily 
garlanded with blooms of deep Mediterranean blue. Complete 49- 
piece service, including eight each: dinner, salad, bread and butter 
plates, cups, saucers plus round and oval platters, soup tureen, 
salad, vegetable and fruit bowls, coffee pot, creamer and sugar, $98. 
5-piece place setting, $8.95. 

Please add sales tan In NY.    Beyond U P. AreaREA Collect 

W *8 

SEVEN-ELEVEN FIFTH AVE. near 56th Street, N.Y.C.    •    PLaza 2-8790 

owto 
glaze 

furniture 

176 

Isabel O'Neil has translated the traditional technique? of 

glazing into contemporary terms, tools, materials. These in- 

structions are based on Mrs. O'Neil's workshop experience 

with students and on her book on decorative finishes sched- 

uled for publication next year. 

PREPARING   AN   OBJECT 
Kilt   PAINTING   AND   GLAZING 

Old furniture, or a raw unfinished piece, can be transformed 

with the legerdemain of paintbrush and glaze, but it must 

be carefull) prepared because a thin glaze will catch in am 

irregularities and destrox the desired filmlike effect. To clean 

an object that has been previous!) varnished, first wash it 

with alcohol. Then sand varnished or painted pieces with 

#220 garnet paper. Unfinished furniture may also need , 

some extra sanding and then must be shellacked. Whether 

the object is old or new, all cracks should be filled with a 

\in\l filler and touched up with shellac before you start to, 

paint. Dust the piece with a Tackrag after sanding, and 

before applying any additional coats in the subsequent step-. 

TOOLS   Kilt   UNDERCOAT   AND   GLAZING 

I ' 2-inch ox-hair brush or brushes 

#280 garnet paper 

S\ nthetic sponge 

#600 wet or dry silicone carbide paper 

2-inch shellac brush 

0000 steel w ool 

Empt) cans, jars, lids 

Practice board ( optional I 

Natural sponges ( fine-pored cosmetic sponge) 

2-inch varnish brush 

PAINTING   TIIK   UNDERCOAT 

Materials: 

Flat white paint 

Japan paint 

Nondetergent soap flakes (such as Ivor) ) and water 

French varnish (refined shellac I 

Alcohol 

Mix Hal white paint and Japan paint in am color you choose. 

Applj with a fine bristled 1 ' L-inch ox-hair brush. Allow 21 

hours to dry. After two coats, sand the surface with ir280 

garnet paper to smooth am drips or heavy spots that would 

build up in subsequent coats. Appl) two more coats and sand 

again. After a fifth coat, pat the surface with a synthetic 

sponge dipped in soapsuds and rub lightly with #600 wet 

or dry paper. (The suds modify the abrasive quality of the 

paper as you eliminate am ridges and brush strokes. I \\ hen 

di \. appl) a thin protective coating of 50 percent French var- 

HOUSE & G/* 



i N to build a 
i lily nest egg with 

. Savings Bonds. 

s money to feed a family, 
kes money to clothe a family, 
kes money to house a famil). 
ikes money  to send  the kids to 
buy a car, give birthday presents, 

insurance  payments  and  pay   the 

i all the dues it rakes just to make 
<me da) tn the next, how's a man 

o find a buck to tuck away? How's 
ng to sock away enough to make 
row a better day? How's a man 
:o build a family nest egg? 
light be easier than you think. All 
ive to Jo is sign up for the Payroll 
;s Plan where you work. That way 
n have a small amount taken from 
aycheck, before you receive it, and 
•il in U.S. Savings Bonds. Your 
gg grows automatically each and 
pa) da). 

ft    now, U.S. Savings Bonds pay 5% 
«   t w hen held to maturity of 5 \ ears, 

inths  (4%  the  first  year;  S.20% 
fter to maturity). That's the high- 
e ever. 

the Payroll  Savings  Plan   where 
ork.   Before   you   know   it,   those 
deductions   and   the   new   interest 

t(   ill have grown into a comfortable 
tl   a  respectable  family   nest  egg,   a 

tomorrow. 

!-afe. IfIOM 

ihtm. When needed, th 
*«*"**>. 

ncelhem. When needed, ihev can lie      ^A V> 
at your bank. Tax may be deferred     »   «-»•       { 
demption. And always  remember,    </>     ■^"^   IB 

X -3 
'GSfl^ 

ike stock in America. 
With higher paying US. Savings Bonds. 

© It ., pc.nlrd .. , pUl,l„   ..,.„. ,n .....pr.j.iun »nh The' 
Uepj.lmenl o( Ihe Treasu., .nd TKe Ad.e.l.Mng Ciu-Kit. 

'd 3BER   1970 

■i. 

nish combined with 50 percenl alcohol, using 2-inch shellai 
brush. Lei dr) overnighl and rub gentl) with 0000 steel wool. 

GLAZIXG 

/ ormula foi gla ing fluid: 

2 ounces Ratting "il 

2 ounces watei cleai gloss varnish 

3 ounces thinner i refined mineral solvenl i 
Note: This formula is sufficient foi ./ <l<i\ s no//, on .< large 

object, HI in complete a small i<ilil<\ 

Other materials: 

1 ounce Japan painl 

2 drops Japan drier ( optional I 

French varnish i refined shellac I 

Alcohol 

\\ .iiii -dear gloss \ arnish 

I in pentine 

Mix glazing fluid separatel) and pour into a screw-top jar. 

When using, combine (/•> teas] n Japan painl with 7 tea- 

spoons of the glazing fluid. (Combine dailv in the small 

amounl necessar) for the da) > u>e. i \\ hen selecting a Japan 

color Idi' the glaze, remember that paints lighten when mixed 

with fluid. Choose a color, or mix a blend, al leasl five values 

deeper than the base hue <>l the painted undercoat -you might 

mix orange orange-red Japan paints to glaze a pale yellow 

yellow-orange object. When you have combined painl and 

•dazing fluid in proper proportion-- for the da\ s work, lest 

\IUII glazing speed on a practice board before adding Japan 

drier. If glaze seems to clr\ loo quickly, skip the drier: \ ou 

nun also find you want to give the object you plan to glaze a 

speed) slightl) oiled surface b) wiping it sparingl) with a mix- 

ture of one-half flatting oil and one-half turpentine before 

glazing. Glaze one small area at a time, about 6 inches square. 

Dip the end of a small natural sponge in the combined paint 

and glazing fluid and gentl) pat the surface, using advancing 

and retreating pats. Blend glaze evenl) with the dry end or 

use another sponge. At first, the glaze will look spotty, but 

should even out to a very sensitive mottling. Pat edges of each 

portion heavily with dry sponge so that edges will be trans- 

parent and adjoining sections will not form a ridge. When 

complete, let the glazed object dr\ one week. Then apply a 

thin protective coating of 50 percent French varnish combined 

with 50 percent alcohol. Use a fine bristled Po-inch ox-hair 

brush that will not pull the glaze or scar it. If you plan to deco- 

rate your object, postpone the next step. Otherwise, using a 

2-inch varnish brush, give it a lustrous finish of up to ten 

coals of gloss varnish diluted with 40 percent turpentine. 

Allow 21 hours between each coat. 

OPTIONAL DECORATIVE EFFECTS 

Glazed objects that have been protected with a thin coat of 

diluted French varnish may be embellished before the final 

coatings of gloss varnish. Isabel 0"\eil"s adaptations of such 

decorative finishes as gold and silver leafing and pouncing 

with antiquing fluid have been described in previous issues of 

House & Garden. You may want to apply your own ideas. A 

detailed brochure on Matte Lea) Gilding, a technique used 

on several pieces on page 143, may be ordered by sending 

50c (no stamps, please I to House & Garden. Department G. 
P. 0. Box 1910, Grand Central Station. New York. N. "> .. 

10017. For Mrs. O'Neil's earlier Fantasy Finish booklets, also 

50c, write Dept. FF at the same address. 

■■ 

McGU 

McGUIRE 

McOTJIRE 

ONLY 

McOTJIRE 
JOINS   RATTAN WITH   RAYVHIDK 

For further details, consult any 
McGuire showroom: San Fran- 
cisco, Chicago, Los Angeles, St. 
Louis, Boston, Miami, Atlanta, 
Dallas, Seattle. New New York 
showroom 964 Third Avenue. 

A richly illustrated booklet is 
now available. Send 25 cents 
to McGuire, Jackson Square, 
San Francisco, California 94111. 
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BE YOUR 
QWN 

BEE0RAT0R 
HOUSE & GARDEN t*u-wmi* i«o v $1.35 

DECORATING GUIDE 
150 ROOMS 
IDEAS FOR HOUSES & APARTMENTS 

BEAUTIFUL BATHS    NEW FURNITURE   , 
TV DISGUISES    ROOM DIVIDERS 
FOCAL POINTS    NOVEL HEAOBOAROS  * 

Make your home the focus of your personality. HOUSE 
& GARDEN DECORATING GUIDE gives you basic 
information on color and pattern, furniture styles and 
arrangement, lighting and dimension, to help you 
supplement your own good taste. Create a total look 
of comfort, quality, beauty and flexibility with excit- 
ing new ideas from HOUSE & GARDEN DECORAT- 
ING GUIDE. 

BN SALE N0W 
at your newsstand —$135 

If you arc unable to obtain a copy at your favorite newsstand, you 
may send check or money order for SI.35, payable to HOUSE & 
GARDEN DECORATING GUIDE,  to the  following  address: 

HOUSE c* GARDEN, Dept. HGDG, P.O. Box 1910 
Grand Central Station, 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

I  

"I 
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he new 
plug-in 
cooking 

A totally new kind of 

cooking appliance makes 

it possible to prepare 

food in a pool house, * 

playroom, where yon will. 

178 

If you have occasion to do some 

on-the-spot cooking, in or out of 

your kitchen, or wish to keep 

prepared foods handy and 

warm, the Tappan Pan-O-Matic 

provides a happy solution. 

Based on an entirely new con- 

cept, it is a unit that fits com- 

pactly into a small space, folds 
up when not in use, top. You dial the desired temperature on tl 

unit and plug up to three thermostatically controlled pots into i 

ccnlcr. In addition, an outlet on each side accommodates oth< 

electric appliances, and a separate heating unit, bottom, enables yo 

lo boil water or cook in a nonelectric pan. A warming tia\ on tc 

of the unit keeps plates warm or food heated until needed. Tl 

Tappan Pan-O-Matic mounts directly on the wall, is 19' L» In 35} 

and only 1 inches deep. You get five electric pots with it, all Telle 

lined, all completely immersible—and 1' •_>- , 2*4- • and I1 L>-qua 

pots, 10- and 11-inch skillets. The Pan-O-Matic cooking unit will st 

for ahout $190 and will soon be available throughout the countr 
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NowBmndNew ^Mbie^r 

MM* \M) MIK.M SUMMER 
GUARANTEED TO Tfl       WM 1 TO 3 INCHES OFF YOUR HIPS-1 TO 3 
INCHES OFF YOUR THIGHS IN JUST 3 DAYS 

F 

The amazing Sauna Belt waistline reducer has 
been producing fantastic results in reduc 
ing the waistline... now the new Sauna 
Belt hip and thigh slimmer is intro 
duced to give equally sensational 
and rapid results in trimming, 
firming and  shaping the  hips 
and thighs. Actual records 
show results like these: 

Pat   McNulty :    "/ used your won- 
derful hip and thigh slimmers for 
just one 30 minute period — lost 2 
inches trom my hips and 2 inches 
from my thighs.  My  'too tight' 
skirts now tit me perfectly." 

Lorelta Burrows : "/ had always 
had heavy thighs and was embar- 
rassed to be seen in a bathing 
suit or shorts.  Then'I used your 
hip  and   thigh   slimmers   a   few 
minutes a day tor 3 days and 
took 3 inches off each thigh. My 
thighs are now trim and shapely 
and I feel great in all my clothes. 
Thanks a million." 

Louise   A.  Urick  :   "/   used your 
Sauna   Belt  waistline   reducer   for 
just   one   week  and  took   over  3 
inches  oft  my   waist.   I  also   used 
your hip and thigh slimmers which 
trimmed my hips 3 inches and took 
2'h inches off each thigh. My figure has 
never looked better. 

WHAT IS THE SAUNA BELT HIP AND 
THIGH SLIMMER? Both the Sauna Belt waist- 
line reducer and the Sauna Belt hip and thigh 
slimmer with the special programs that accompany 
them are absolutely unique — completely different from 
anything else on the market and are available only from Sauna 
Belt Inc. Like the Sauna Belt waistline reducer, this new Sauna Belt hip and 
thigh slimmer is made from a special non-porous plastic material. The slim- 
mers are placed around your thighs and hips, directly against the body, and 
then by use of the special tube provided, they are inflated — Just like blowing 
up a balloon. As the slimmers inflate they will tighten and you will notice a 
snug, comfortable feeling of warmth and support through your thighs and hip 

^^^^^^^^ line. After the slimmers are inflated, you will per- 
form the two simple 'magic' hip and thigh slimming 
movements specially adapted to promote the ulti- 
mate reducing effect with this remarkable product. 
This will take just a few pleasant minutes and then 
you will relax, while leaving the slimmers in place 
on your body for another 20 minutes or so. That is 
all there is to it. These fabulous slimmers are de- 
signed to provide heat and massage to every area 
of your thighs and hips that need reducing and 
when you remove them— tighter, firmer hips and 
thighs from which the excess inches are already 
beginning to disappear. If your special problem is 
only in your thighs and not your hips, the hip sec- 
tion of the slimmer is detachable, thus allowing the 
program to affect your thighs alone. 

©Sauna Belt Inc. 1970   P.O. Box 3984, San Francisco, CA 94119/Pat. Pend. 

HOW LONG BEFORE I SEE RESULTS? Many users notice 
iately — the very first day they try these 

mmers. Your total results depend on your 
ow many inches you want to lose and your 
ual  body  response.   Each  person's  body 
-up   is  different,  therefore   the  degree  of 
will   vary  with   individuals.   It   is   recom- 

nded that you use the slimmers for a few 
inutes each day for 3 days in a row when 

you first get them and then about 2 or 3 
times a week until you have achieved your 
maximum   potential  for  inch   loss.   After 
that, for hip and thigh maintenance, you 
can   use   the   slimmers   about   twice   a 
month,   or   as   often   as   you   feel   the 
need.  Users have lost as much  as 3 
inches from the thighs from just one 
session with these 'magic' slimmers. 
The Sauna Belt hip  and thigh  slim- 
mers can produce absolutely dramatic 
results and whatever speed  and  de- 
gree of inch loss your particular body 
type allows you, remember this:  You 
must lose from 1 to 3 im-hes off your 
hips,   from   1   to  3   inches   off  your 
thighs in just 3 days or you may return 
the slimmers and your entire purchase 
price will be immediately refunded. 

THE   PRICE   IS   ONLY   $11.95   WITH   A 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. We are so 

convinced   that  the  Sauna   Belt  hip   and 
thigh slimmer is the fastest, easiest, most 

convenient, most comfortable, most sensa- 
tionally effective thigh and hip reducer ever 

discovered   that we   offer  this   unconditional 
Money  Back Guarantee:   If your hips are not 

1 to 3 inches smaller, if your thighs are not 1 to 
3   inches smaller after using the Sauna  Belt hip 

thigh slimmer and program for only 3 days, you may 
simply  return the  slimmer to us and your money will 

be refunded promptly and without question. So if you want 
trimmer,  slimmer,  shapelier hips and thighs — and you  want 

m now — send for your Sauna Belt hip and thigh slimmers today. 

Also Available 
SAUNA BELT WAISTLINE REDUCER 
GUARANTEED  TO  TAKE  FROM  1  TO  3  INCHES  OFF YOUR 
WAISTLINE  IN JUST 3 DAYS OR YOUR  MONEY  REFUNDED 

1. Slip the belt around 
your waist — inflate — 
and you are ready to 
do your two 'magic' 
waist reducing exer- 
cises: 5 to 10 minutes. 

2. After your exercises, 
you simply relax for 
about 20 minutes while 
keeping the belt around 
your waist. 

Each person's body make-up is different, therefore 
vary with individuals but if your waist is not 1 to 3 
days, you may return the belt for a complete refund. 

3. Then remove the 
belt. Your waist will al- 
ready feel tighter and 
trimmer. Many have 
lost an inch or more 
the very first day. 

the degree of loss can 
inches smaller in just 3 

I WANT TO REDUCE MY HIPS AND THIGHS. Please send me 
  Sauna Belt hip and thigh slimmers along with 
complete easy to use instructions, including the two "magic" 
reducing exercises. I understand that if I do not lose from 1 
to 3 inches from my hips—from 1 to 3 inches from my thighs 
in just 3 days I can return the Slimmers to Sauna Belt Inc. 
and receive my money back. 

I WANT TO REDUCE MY WAISTLINE. Please send me  
Sauna Belt waistline reducers along with complete and easy 
to use instructions, including the two "magic" reducing 
exercises. I understand that if I do not lose from 1 to 3 
inches from my waistline in just 3 days I can return the belt 
to Sauna Belt Inc. and receive my money back. 

SAUNA BELT INC., P. O. BOX 3984, Dept. HG-8, San Francisco, CA 94119 

 Sauna I enclose $11.95 each for  
Belt hip and thigh slimmers. 

□  Cash       □  Check       □  Money Order 
(no COD's) 

Hip size. 

Name— 

Address. 

City  

Thigh size- 

Sauna I enclose $9.95 each for  
Belt waistline reducers. 

□  Cash       □  Check       □  Money Order 
(no COD's) 

Woman: Waist size  

Man: Waist size. 

If you desire Air Mail, add $1.50 for hip and thigh slimmer-80* for waist reducer. 

.State -Zip. 
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Grape Motif 
$14.95 
Kit 811 

INNOVATORS SAY . .. 

GRAPES are "IN" 
Make a spray of chartreuse grapes, 
birds and sapphire berries on wood 
for wall or centerpiece. Everything 
in kit, you add candle. Group spray 
with grape modern abstract you can 
paint yourself. Kit has 20" square 
panel, dimensional frame, paints, 
brushes. 
For post. & hdlg. add 95c per kit. Pa. res. add 6% S.T. 

Kit 874 
Green Grapes 

Kit 873 
Yellow Grapes 

$9.95 ea. 

dECORATLVE 
rldVENTURES 

Unique decorating & gift 
ideas! For new 24-page color 
catalog send 25c. 

P. 0. Box 228AC, Abington, Pa. 19001 

TURN ON to that Mediterranean reel- 
ing with these handsome east aluminum 
switehplates. Decorators accessorize rooms 
with this distinctive Spanish Look. Specify 
color, either black or verdigris, triple. 
$3.50: double. $2.50; single toggle, double 
outlet, $2.50: double outlet, $1.25: single 
$1.25. Postpaid. 

free catalog 

CREATIVE MOUSE 
Dept. HGioo • 221 W.9th St. • KansasCity, Mo.641051 

GEOMETRIC GENIUS . . . CONTEM- 
PORARY CEILING LAMP. Truly fantas- 
tic .. . hand-strung geometric design 
on a clear lucite frame, just to add a 
unique touch to any room. Just plug 
it in and hang by its 15 foot nickel 
plated chain. Lamp is 16" x 17". We 
recommend that you use up to a 100 
watt bulb for sparkling brilliance and 
clarity. Includes hooks for hanging. 
(Bulb not included). $39.95 plus $2.50 
postage and handling.. 
Sorry no C.O.D.'s 

MOrlljH,    JnC.        Dept.  G-100 
350 So. County Rd. Palm Beach, Fla. 33480 

WORLD'S FIRST INDOOR 
PINE TREE 

This uniquely 
graceful "Nor- 
folk Pine" ac- 
tually thrives in- 
doors—even in 
shady spots— 
with minimum 
care. So you can 
enjoy its rare sub- 
tropical beauty 
for the holiday 
season and then 
all year 'round. 
Prized by leading 
interior decora- 
tors, its distinc- 
tive green to 
chartreuse colora- 
tion adds warmth 
and glamour to 
any room. It 
blends well with 
other indoor va- 
rieties—and is a 
real  conversation 
piece when set off by itself. And it is an ideal patio 
plant in good weather. These lush and lovely "Nor- 
folk Pines" now up to a foot tall grow up to about 
5 feet high with a spread of some 4 feet across. 
Shipped to you in attractive pots and with simple 
instructions direct from  the  Florida nursery. 

1 Indoor   Pine  Tree   only  S3   ppd. 

2 Indoor  Pine Trees just $5  ppd. 

3 Indoor   Pine  Trees   for   S7   ppd. 

Unconditional 30 day money back guarantee 

TROPICAL NURSERY ASSOCIATES 
Dept.  HG-10. 55 W. 55 St.. N. Y..  10019 

Make Beautiful Crepe Suzette 
New Easy Wayl 

FRENCH 
CHEF 

CREPE PAN 
Plus Miracle 

Crepe Suzette 
Instant Mix! 

"""* At 

SIJZETTEMIX 

Now it's easy to make delicate crepe suzettes 
like a French Chef (not $2 or $3 dollars) but 
only pennies a serving. Fool proof crepe mix (just 
add egg and water) in our authentic French crepe 
pan, (perfectly tempured gourmet steel - a pre- 
seasoned miracle every time with fragrant herbs.) 
Wins compliments every time. 
□ Crepe Suzette Pan & Mix 

special get acquainted price  $4.98 (plus 750 
post.) 

□ Extra Crepe Mix 
(2 13 oz. boxes) only $1.75 (add 25? post.) 

□ Exciting   Quiche   Lorraine   Complete   mix   and 
meat only $3 (serving for 4) (add 25C post.) 

GRAND GOURMET, Dept. 10HG 
606 Post Road, Westport, Conn. 06880 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

WITH  BETTY FAGAN 

ORDER  MERCHANDISE BY WRITING 
DIRECTLY TO SHOPS.  ENCLOSE 
CHECK OR  MONEY ORDER. ADD 
SALES TAX WHERE APPLICABLE. 
ANY UNUSED ITEM  (NOT 
PERSONALIZED) MAY BE RETURNED 
BY INSURED MAIL FOR  REFUND. 
PLEASE INCLUDE ZIP CODE. 

WITCH WIZARDRY 

Merry madwoman for the Halloween 
scene. Big black and orange papier 
mache witch is a Mexican pihata. 

Perfect for the party scene to hang high 
by the sturdy metal loop. A big two feet 

over all and just in time for trick or 
treat tots! $5 ppd. Merri Makers, HG10, 

502 So. Broad St., Thomasville, 
Ga. 31792. 

LOVE PILLOWS 

Big  blow-up!  Love  lette 
to toss hither and thithe 
in teen quarters, the 
nursery, even the swim- 
ming pool. Daisy-splash 

yellow, pink, blue and red. Vinyl, of course, with safety valves. Love 
letters measure from 10" to 12". All for just $1.99 the set plus 25t 
postage. Breck's of Boston, W88 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 0221 

BIG BOOMING BELL 

Down on the farm a cast iron 
bell like this resounding beauty 

might once have summoned 
hands to the supper table. 

Yours will rally round the patio 
partyers, alert the young ones at 
bedtime. Weathered green finish. 

16" dia. bell with 23V2" mounting 
bracket. $57.50 exp. coll. Catalogue 25c. 

Ephraim Marsh, Dept. 787, Box 266, Concord, N. C. 28025. 

<mmmm 
( 

MAKE IT MUSLIN 

Trim tiebacks deftly cut and 
stitched by the Country Curtain 
ladies.   Pre-shrunk.   unbleached 
muslin  with  old-fashioned  brov 
flocked embroidery.  Easy-care; 
a mere touch-up with your iron 
45", 54", 63", 72" long, all 7C 
wide. $6 the pair plus 50c post. 
Country Curtains.  HG10, 
Stockbridge, Mass. 01262. 
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1-2-3-TABLE 

Pretty Pembroke of 
solid mahogany 
does triple 
decorative duty. 
Round ends are 
separate chair side 
tables 19" high, 
23" wide, 13" long. 
Center section is 
36" long, has drop 
leaves. In five hand- 
rubbed finishes. 
$149.50 exp. coll. 

end 25c for illustrated catalogue of fine furniture. 
-yan Robeson, Dept. HG4, Box 757, Hickory, N. C. 28601. 

PRIMITIVE PRINT 

'able Abigail could well have 
fen a beloved antecedent on 

your mother's side of the 
imily. Who's to know and we 

won't tell that this is just a 
1 charming reproduction of a 
Primitive mounted on heavy 
X Background is dark toned 
)otted red rose bush, spotted 
en. 18" by 23" and ready to 

>. $32 ppd. Edith Chapman, 
HG10, Rte. 303, Blauvelt, 

N. Y.  10913. 

STRING ALONG 

You've got to have beads, ropes and ropes 
of beads to lend a length of tone and 
color to the long, lean look for fall. 

Multi-mix  semi-precious   stones, 
all imported from India— 
carnelian, bloodstone, agate, 

jasper, aventurine, others. 36" 
long. Large or small mixed 

beads, $10.95; all agate, 
$9.95. Ppd. Free catalogue. 

Desert  House,   HG32, 
Box 11114, 
Albuquerque, N. M. 
87112. 

1 

iSUCK AND SMART 

Inspired by the clean 
design of the parsons 

, here a new concept in 
rugged  furniture  in 

Monsanto's Polyform. 
iG colors: parrot green, 
Serine, bittersweet, sun 
low, black, white. Desk 
'ith built-in book rack, 
" by 26" by 28" h. $49; 17" by 18" by 30" h. chair, $24. Both, 
$59.95. Exp. coll. Design Fair, Dept. G100, 287 Bloomfield Ave.. 

Verona, N. J. 07044. 
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NEW 
CATALOG 
FREE! Just send name 
and address! It's brimful 
of gifts, decorator items 
and famous Yield House 
country pine furnishings. 

CORNER i lilt IHY  DESK 
.■mil creative Yield  House design    and ..  i     !     > 9 

■   i ks  flower shelf holds to  lOj ." I ks,     || 
t  ,,i   work area.  Spacious drawer and top hold 
Fits flush to wall, even  >\itli baseboard.  Hand 

crafted ol pint in hone} torn or maple antique pine 
.a walnut finish .'I ."I) front to back 27" along 
wall.    34J ."II     writing    surface "H "\V 
$49.95. COMPLETE KIT : All parts and instructions 
included      I I 9     Both I    \t   dig. Col. 

Monc)   Back Guarantee     Not Sold In Stores 
[in ludi   Zip < odi 

CREATIVE CREWEL! 
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS. AVAILABLE 

ONLY FROM CREWEL WORLD! 

14 jj£ 4 ^ 

-%,^'m. £§ ■K 
\±Wm^k}" 

f?y> -A 

FRUIT MEOLEY: A serene still life arrangement, 
colorful on a natural background. Kit contains: 
Stamped fabric, fruit color yarns, needles, dia- 
grams and complete instructions. Finished siier 
13"   x   19".   Kit   #55FM.   $9.50   plus 80C  postage. 

Send check or money order only. No C.O.D.'s. 
Pa.   residents   add  6%   sales  tax   to   kit   prices. 

G£\v6l©\YorW 
BOX 303, DEPT. HG100 

HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA. 19006 

Twin Hemisphere Map of the World circa 1619 

ONLY 75c  EACH. 
4 EXQUISITE ANTIQUE MAPS 
Fabulously beautiful antique maps on heavy vellum 
art paper ready to frame and hang. Originally $15, 
now only 75c each on special sale. 17" x 21". Good 
for home and office. Never offered publicly before. 
Four different maps. World, Americas, Europe, 
Africa;  ideal in pairs. 

Please rush me the 4 
decorative maps in 
full color for just $3 
plus 25c postage and 
handling on money 
back guarantee if not 
100% delighted. 
Also include giant 
mural free. 

WORLD ART GROUP.studio IOHG 
2  FIRST ST.,   E.  NORWALK,  CONN.  06880 

FREE! 
50 Famous sailing ships 
(including first ship to 
sail around the world) 
on parchment chart. 17 
x 21". Regular $5.00 
value free. 

ON THE BALCONY Andre Plisson (France) 
Original  color  lithograph by renowned French artist 

Plisson. winner of many prizes. The edition is 
limited  t<>   _'"<i   "i ''.'ni.ds,   each   signed and numbered 
by   the   artist.    In   soft    warm   browns,    tans,   beige. 
Muck.   Picture  size   13  x   16.  At  S21   'Please add  one 

ired shipping), this original color litho- 
onal value, likely to increase many 
er   the   years.   Orders   filled   while 
rameeil    refund   unless   delighted. 
ART    OF    ALL    NATIONS.    Studio 

dson.   New  York   10520.   American 
?rs,   give   number. 

graph  is an excepti 
I noes    m    v;il 
edition   lasts 
Order   today 
HG2.   Croton- 

An exact replica of the original Bentwood Rock 
er. In steam bent beechwood with a lustrous 
walnut finish, hand-caned seat and back. 41" 
High. Easily assembled. 

Send check or M.O. to Pier 16 Inc., Dept. 
HG107, Box 211 Central Station, Jamaica, NY 
11435. No C.O.D.'s. N.Y. residents add sales 
tax. Shipped express charges collect. 

PiER16> 
Visit one of our Pur 16 
stores in New York, 
New Haven and Prince- 
ton for more exciting 
items. Send 25c for new 
catalog. 
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Box 239F Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352 

A Lynchburg resident defines a general 
store as a store that has a little bit of 
everything, but not much of any one 
thing. Our manager takes a small ex- 
ception to the latter. If he advertises an 
item, he's got stock to take care of any- 
one who answers his advertisement. So 
you need never fear that your order will 
go unnoticed at the Lynchburg Hardware 
&. General Store. 

Jack Daniel's 
Centennial 

y$S&   Glasses 
2    Nowhere else anywhere 

can you find these hand- 
some glasses. They were 
made up to commemorate 

,   the founding of the Jack 
JL I   Daniel's Distillery, and 

they do it just fine. Each 
glass holds 12 ounces, made of clear glass 
with raised black and gold-color letters, 
baked on so they won't come off, no 
matter what. $6.00 for the set of six. 
Postpaid. 

Tennessee 
Walking Stick 
Made from natural growth 
saplings which have been 
wrapped by nature with 
vines. Naturally, no two 
sticks are alike in shape 
or size. They come in lengths 
anywhere from 34 to 37 
inches. If you're unusually 
short or tall, let us know and 
we'll send you a short or a 
tall stick. $10.00 Postpaid. 
Allow three weeks. 

Check or Money Order Only 
(Tennessee residents, add 3Tt sales tax) 

r Send for our catalog. ^ 
Send 25£ to cover handling charges 

and we'll get one off to you. y 

^ 

A CAPTAIN'S DESK 
* is a  winsome thing, 

calling    us   back  to 
the sea; to sail and 
wind,    storm    and 
calm, quietness and 
peace.    Ours    is 
made of solid cherry 

or   mahogany, 
with block front, 

i      drop   lid.   brass 
\    hardware,     and 
2    beautiful   interi- 

or    cabinet. 
Three   of   four 
drawers    lock. 
Use    it    with 
prized   antiques 
or   contempo- 
rary furnishings 

Desk base $219.95. W 38, D 22, H 42". 155 lbs 

Desk  & hutch $339.95. 75" high. 215 lbs. 

Shipping charges collect. No C. O. D. 

Send 25c for catalog. 

Dent.  786,  Box 266,  Concord.   N.  C. 2802S 

tiff Mm, IBM 

-9 oldoLloU 
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Add New Spice 
... to the game of checkers with this newly 
designed set. Pack the handy carrying sack 
for fun and diversion wherever you may be 
The checkers are multi colored wood cubes and 
your "board" is a foldable, colorfully printed 
100% cotton duck. Bring fresh color and form 
to this favorite game. Only $4.50 postpaid. 
N.Y. residents, add sales tax. Send for our 
free brochure. Merchandise selected for people 
who like good design. 

10 WEST FORDHAM ROAD 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10468 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
DESIGN 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Miniature   Limoges 
for Collectors 

Little, but what perfection! Tiny Limoges 
pieces, daintily shaped in white porcelain with 
golden bands and embellished with period 
scenes and (lowers in pastels. Bowl and pitcher 
1V2" high. A find for collectors, an elegant 
touch for doll house owners. 
Complete five-piece set of bowl/ 
pitcher, candlestick, cup/saucer. 
.VI'. Stati  Residents add State and local taxes 

\AJIMJAJU>^ Depr   ©-,00 
Main   Street,   Sharon   Springs,   N.   Y.   13459 

58-75 

IMPROVED* 
Model... 

HAND EMBOSSER 
For Personalized Stationery 
Emboss your own personal stationery tor a lite- 
time by just pressing a handle. Makes expensive 
looking raised letter impressions of any 3 line 
name & address on PAPER & ENVELOPES (re- 
versible). Requires no inks, accessories, service or 
maintenance. Ideal for adults teenagers home or of- 
fice, clubs, etc. Print clearly 3 lines £Q QT 
desired. No more than 24 characters per )n.7j 
line.   For  t   to 3  lines Tf 
For 4 lines add $1.00. oostlSe"' 
EXTRA   PLATE  ALONE   (no frame)  57  50 

FREE   POSTAL   SCALE    INCLUDED   WITH 
ORDERS OF 2 OR  MORE   EMBOSSERS 

Send 10c h" catalog • Pa. n s. add G< (  fates ttu 
Sorry No < .O.D.'s 

P0STAMATIC   CO.  Lafayette Hill,'Pa. 19444 

W 

EYESIGHT SAVER 
Boon for all sewers who find thi 
eyes of needles grow smaller am 
hands less steady. Needli 
threader consists of a plastii 
funnel into which the needle i: 
dropped, a spindle to transfe 
thread to needle, a blade to cu 
the thread. Done! $1 plus 15 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG10 
585 Market St., San Francisco 
Cal. 94105. 

SAFETY SEAT 
A must for the tub is this sturd; 
seat. Strong grips assure safet; 
and comfort. Aids in bathing chil 
dren; for footbaths, shampoo: 
and sit-down showers. White en 
ameled metal, non-skid rubbe 
feet. Fits any tub: choice of .' 
positions, with 20" h. ends, 11' 
by 16" seat. $7.98 ppd. Walte 
Drake & Sons, HG89 Drake Bldg. 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901. 

SWEDISH WALL HANGING 
Stunning silk-screened design if 
dramatic gold, violet with blaci 
is 27" by 59". Hangs verticalil 
or horizontally. A perfect choid 
for the contemporary mood an> 
for those who like a touch c 
drama. $10 ppd. Another inter 
esting bit of wall decor fror 
Merri Makers, HG10, 502 Sc 
Broad St., Thomasville, G< 
31792. 

! 
SUPER SWIMHUT 
Grid support swimhut with nylo1 

reinforced stabilizers, nylon tab! 
with   rope  anchors,  waterboarj 
perimeter; top and sides grid oir 
lined in 9" squares of 40-gaug 
vinyl.  Blower unit.  Blue or an 
ber. Custom-made in two weeki 
$1 per sq. ft. of minimum re< 
tangle area covered. Aquagarc 
HG10, 2801 San Fernando Rd 
Los Angeles, Cal. 90065. 

DAISY DELIGHTS , 
Canister set brightly patterned 
with daisies adds color to kite! 
en shelf or counter. Sizes arr 
7"; 6VA"; 5V2" and 4%" to hoi 
flour, sugar, coffee, tea or wha 
you-will. Orange and yellow wit 
yellow lid; blue and green wif 
lime lid. $7.50 plus $1 postagt 
Morlyn, Inc., Dept. G-100, 350! 
County Rd., Palm Beach, Fl; 
33480. 

POLY  PILLOWS 
Magic starter pillows make slipl 
cuttings,   seeds   take   root  an 
grow. Cut away section when si 
is strong enough for potting. 11 
heavy-duty    plastic,    they   tr< 
moisture!    Loaded   with   mag 
rooter   compounds   and   chok. 
fertilizers. Instructions include 
1" by 3" by 7". Three pillow 
$1.98  ppd.  Miles  Kimball,  K 
Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 5490 
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BKECK'S 
OF   BOSTON   •   SINCE   1818 

UB    TOYS    DR 
with su< tlon cu 
18". 5 non-to: 

oatars. Poly. 
I Herman's Net. 1. 

3 Toys (5). 1. 

OFF- 
o( flex 

• Mril   .is! 
war he J 

lor to pi 
» Flying 

with 10 flying 
iblc poly! Incl. 
ronaut & multi- 
ds to 5" jet & 
opel them! 
Things.        1.00 

ABC'S COME EASY when 
you make a game of it1 50 
colorful 1" letters snap Into 
7'//' sq. pegboard -form mes- 
sages, names for tots to see. 
11593 Fun with Letters.  1.00 

10 LITTLE GIRL RINGS 
Incl. dazzling simulated dia- 
monds, pearls, other stones 
—in ass't fancy, non-tarnish, 
adjustable settings. 
55905 Set, 10 Rings.        1.00 

THE REAL McCOY ideal 
tub toy' Wind him up and 
watch 5V?x4'/?" yellow poly 
duck take to water -his feet 
actually paddle away. 
70995 Swimming Duck. 1.00 

FIRE ENGINE CLUES HIM 
into speeding up his groom- 
ing routine. Nylon bristle 
brush & 5" comb of amber 
poly in 4J/4xl'/ax3" caddy. 
18432 Comb/Brush Set. 1.00 

FO  3EDY ANN   & ANDY — 
3il y, damage-proof rubber 
'■■ •'  on   poly   bases;  calm 
nftime fears. Batt. not incl. 
Jx   Nite-Lites; 51 243   Girl 
i1   3 Boy. Ea., 1.00 

SNUG AS A BUG—her pret- 
ty little head & possessions 
in poodle-painted wipe-clean 
vinyl. 7,/2x6'/'i" zip-open bag 
caddies umbrella {17" open). 
58628 Purse/Umbrella.    1.00 

POCKET ADDER computes 
homework columns, home- 
maker's grocery bills—up to 
999—in a flash. Twist knob 
to clear. Red poly; 2V4x2V«*\ 
83972 Mini-Adder. 1.00 

SANTA'S FULL OF TOYS! 
Lift clear poly jacket—out 
come beads, top, telescope, 
gun, bell, yo-yo, etc.—for 
hours of fun for'lrttle ones. 
13003 Santa/Toys; 8".    1.00 

LITTLE BUG WANDERERS 
are safe in 4'/?** screened poly 
hut—let tots learn, ring-side, 
about  nature.  Has plant and 
"lake"; removable roof. 
67934 Insect Inn. 1.00 

TUNES   UP  HER   TRESSES 
—with  no  need  to coax!  8" 
nylon bristle brush, clear poly 
back decorated with flowers; 
music maker In handle. 
91173 Musical Brush.      1.00 

1 M *K 

EASY DOES IT—if you want 
to   make   top  points!  Tilt   & 
turn 3<lixV*x3'i2" hand crafted 
hardwood maze game. Quiet 
fun; ideal travel toy. 
28142 Hand Labyrinth.  1.00 

Nl   LOWNING . . . 
trij ' game tests co- 
or| ation! Just try 

t the string-at- 
d  red ball into 

orj of 3 holes in 
aoly paddle. 

61  6 Paddle.    1.00 

ENCIRCLE 
SMILING 

SENTINEL 

Each time 1 
of the 4 col- 
ored rings 
hits his high 
top hat, he 
shakes his 
head glee- 
fully. De- 
lightful chal- 
lenge to tot's, 
adult's skill! 
Of unbreak- 
able poly- 
red & black 
uniformed 
figure stands 
6" high; fits 
in green base. 
80325       1.00 

TAKE-APART CLOCK has 
moving parts, gear-controlled 
hands, big numbers—makes 
learning to tell time easy! Hi- 
Impact styrene; 6''>x6". 
80473 Tell Time Clock. 1.00 

POLKA-DOT TOADSTOOL 
is both storage box & target 
for set of colorful tiddly- 
winks just lift cover. Rules 
for 2-6 players incl. 
6127S Tiddly Winks.        1.00 

I ' •■ ■■■ 

TURN-OVER   APPLE   LID— 
it's   a   hand-decorated   table 
top for teapot, sugar bowl, 2 
cups & saucers stored inside. 
colorful poly; 2 V diam. APPl F 
13664 Tea Set/Apple.      1.00        *+rrt-*- 

TEA 
SET 
IN 

HOW MANY STEPS TODAY? Be 
impressed with your mileage ... as 
you walk, shop, hike or perform 
household chores! Just hang this 
light, canny pedometer on your 
belt —it measures scientifically up to 
5 miles and then resets itself auto- 
matically. Adjusts to length of step. 
Fun! Useful for Scouts, hikers, etc. 
61978 Pedometer. 1.00 

TINY PASTRIES BAKED IN MINI PANS— 
make great little after-school treats, turn ordi- 
nary desserts into something extra special! Bake 
pound, fruit, coffee cakes, meat loaves in 43'JX 
2J/4Xl'/?" deep loaf pan: angel food cakes, Jellos, 
fruit salads in 3 7/8x1'//' angel pan; tiny pies, 
tarts, etc. in 4lh" diameter pie pans. Seamless 
aluminum in sets of 4 each. 
Q4 Miniature Pans:   58164 Loaf. 58214 
Angle Food.        58354 Pie. 1 Set, 1.00 

BRECK'S OF BOSTON 
M34 BRECK   BLDG.      •      BOSTON,   MASS.   02210 

Please PRINT name and address for better service 

Street and  No. 

.Zip. 

HOW  MANY 
Ea.. Set. etc. NAME OF ITEM 

TINY  BUT TORTUROUS! 
Op-Art    puzzles—each    vivid 
5"   circle   cut   into  dizzying 
geometric   pieces—defy   ages 
8-80. In sturdy box. 
62638 Puzzles (4). 1.00 

INITIALS. SIZE 
OR COLOR 

.      PRICE 
•      EACH 

PRICE 
TOTAL 

YOU MUST BE SATISFIED OR 
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED. . . 
PROMPTLY & CHEERFULLY! 
PLEASE! Send remittance with order 
—by check, money order or Master 
Charge.   NO   COD'S,   NO   STAMPS. 

TOTAL  FOR   MERCHANDISE 

MASS. RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 
3%  SALES TAX 

POSTAGE & INS. PLEASE 
ADD 39C 

TOTAL AMT. ENCLOSED 

.39 

'OUR FEET to soft-as-air 
12" Traffic cube has 6 

es; 10" Animal cube with 
igs. Safety valves. 
• Vinyl Hassock. 57224 
J 'b   4 Animal.   Ea., 1.00 

ANIMALS TALK as tots 
turn each upside down! Dog 
woofs, bird * chirps, cat 
meows, monkey squeals! 
13V with colorful pictures. 
S7042 Set, 4 Voices. 1.00 

FOLD   PAPER    INTO    FUN 
shapes!   6   samples,   detailed 
diagrams  show   how to fold 
12 colorful paper sheets into 
animals, flowers, boats. 
22806 Origami Book.      1.00 

I Minimum for Master Charge Order is $5.00 
[     CHARGE TO MY  MASTER  CHARGE ACCOUNT NUMBER. 

' My Bank Is Signature 
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"Matador" or "Cortina" 
Solid stainless steel tableware patterns 
that will harmonize gracefully with any 
table setting. Sculptured relief designs 
and  lasting mirror finish.  Never need 
polishing! 
50-Piece Service 75-Piece Service 

for 8 $29.95 for12S44.95 
Service for 8 includes: 8 dinner forks, 
8   dinner   knives,   8   soup   spoons,   8 
salad forks, 16 teaspoons and 2 serv- 
ing pieces. 
FREE:   With  every 
order   —   4-Piece 
HOSTESS     SET 
Order today. 
Quantity limited. 
All prices postpaid. 
Sorry no C.O.D's. 

Morlyn, JHC.  DePt GI00 
350 So. County Rd. Palm Beach, Fla. 33480 

SHOPPING AROUND 

SAfiy 

ELECTRIC MEMO PAD! 
225 FEET OF MEMO PAPER at your 
fingertip! Instant one-hand opera- 
tion (great when you're on the 
phone.) Simply touch the starter 
bar and paper glides out automat- 
ically until bar is released. Quality 
engineered for smooth, trouble- 
free operation. Holds a standard 
3'i" roll of adding machine tape. 
Beautifully finished in walnut-grain 
and beige with nickel trim. Extra- 
long operation on two "C" batter- 
ies (not included.) 

$9.95 ppd. 

John Lyons 
5200 Grayron, Detroit, Mich. 48224 

DINGY TEETH made 
RADIANT WHITE 

Sheer Beauty 
A new boudoir pillow which is a 
little beauty. Very sheer white or- 
gandy hand applique of fine pure 
white linen, from Madeira. Pillow 
slips into sham and may be used 
on either side. One side is pink 
satin and the other blue. Pretty on 
a chaise or bed, and also nice baby 
gift. About 12 x 16". $12.00 in- 
cludes mailing. 

ffX 

Add 50c if sent as a gift. 
.S'oi;;/. no C.O.D.'i. 

l[     Edith Chapman 
XJJJ       Dcpt. 21  •  Routt- 303 

Rockland   County.   Blauvclt.   N.  Y.   10913 

Jacquard Jungle 

You don't have to throw caution tc 
the winds to house beauteous pan- 
thers; rug's full of drama, what 
with its vivid scarlet background 
and two majestic beasts in full jun- 
gle regalia—color, that is. Belgian 
Jacquard weave, dimensions 44" 
by 68". $27.50 ppd. 

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s 

JEREDITH MANOR 
Dept. 11 

P.O.  Box   130,  Nyack,  N.Y.   10960 

 '■>>.. 
:M<-*MM*lw| Like a Movie-Star smile 
IflaTlIfiT I y . With new Cosmetic Enamel! 
Are you smile shy because of discolored, 
dull and unattractive teeth? Then try 
WYTEN, a marvelous new "Dental Cos- 
metic" for an attractive new glamorous look. 
Just brush on and instantly you transform 
discolored, yellow and dingy teeth into a 
sparkling white finish that appears so pearl- 
like and natural. WYTEN is used by thou- 
sands of women and theatrical folks to cover 
up stains, blemishes and even gold fillings. 
Dental formula is completely safe and 
harmless for natural as well as false teeth. 

SEND NO MONEY! Free 10 Day Trial! 
Pay postman on delivery $1.98 plus postage 
for a 3-4 months supply LAB. TESTED. Or send 
only $1.98 with order and we pay postage. 
(2 Wyten $3.50. 3 Wyten $5.00) 10 day trial 
must satisfy or money will be refunded. 

NU-FIND   PRODUCTS   CO.,   Dept. T542 
Box 205 Church St., New York, N. Y. 10008 

t/%^fWHiV
r 

Make someone happy \ 

Personalized DOOR PLAQUE 
Made in England ol glazed 
porcelain— 23V long. 
Choose from a variety of 
colorful designs (Horses, 
Flowers, Antique Cars, etc.) 
that appeal to boys and 
girls of all ages. 

Plaque, personalized with 
name, in Gift box-$2.75post- 
paid. Three weeks delivery. 

7 West Demarest Avenue 
Englewood. New Jersey 07631 

SECRET ANTENNA 
Power plug attaches to rear o 
TV set and into any AC/ DC outlel 
to bring marvelously crisp, cleai 
pictures and eliminate all man 
ner of ghosts and electronic 
gremlins. Unseen antenna elimi 
nates need for ugly roof equip 
ment or old-fashioned rabbit ears 
$2.98 plus 15c post. Anthonj 
Enterprises, HG10, 585 Marki 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105 

PURSE PRIDE 
Compact wallet keeps all those 
credit cards and charge plates at 
your finger tips. It has a pocket foj 
change, too. In leather-like blacj 
with three initials (state in on 
der). A convenient beauty for the 
gal on the go. $2.29 plus 251 
postage. Order from Bon-A-Fidj 
Co., HG10, 1 Park Ave.. Ned 
York, N. Y. 10016. 

GARDEN TO STITCH 
Delightful collection of colorfu 
vegetables to do in crewel. Kit in- 
eludes design stamped on natura 
linen, yarns of orange, reds 
greens with dark brown for ad 
cent, needles, instructions. Firi 
ished size 13" by 19". Make 
a handsome wall hanging or pi 
low. $9.50 plus 80c post. Crew] 
World, HG710, Box 303, Huntii 
don Valley, Pa. 19006. 

ewe 
ting- 

SLICE IN A TRICE 
A kitchen slicer with serrated 
metal blade does the job in next- 
to-no-time at all! It slices vege- 
tables, fruit, sausage, cheese, 
etc. thick, thin or in between easi 
ly, safely. High-impact poly base 
rests on non-skid feet, adjustable 
side gauge. 6VA" by 2V2" by 5" 
$2.99 plus 60c post. Breck's 01 
Boston, W73 Breck Bldg., Bos 
ton, Mass. 02210. 

MOVING MESSAGE 5 
Two-in-one Christmas cards lef 
them get the message the whirrr 
sical way: each of five origina- 
designs imprinted with youi 
name and new address, with r 
Christmas theme in their clevei 
designs. Write for free color' 
brochure to Current, Inc.. Dept 
V-98, Box 2020. Coloradc 
Springs, Colo. 80901. 

OUALITY ASSURED 
Worry not as to the quality anc 
flavor of the meat at a specia 
dinner party. Prime, aged file 
mignon combined with delicately 
seasoned Swiss Colony steak but 
ter just isn't available at your su 
permarket. Four 6-oz steaks, Vj 
lb. butter, $16; six 6-oz. steaks, V 
lb. butter, $19.50. Ppd. Pfaelze 
Bros., LEM, 4501 W. Distric 
Blvd., Chicago, III. 60632. 
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cr^s IMPORTED 
iMeissen (jourmet dinnerware 

DELUXE 
45-PIECE 

DINNER SET 
(complete service for 8) 
Complete service as functional as it is beautiful 
... plus those important extra serving pieces 

that add to the elegance of your table! 

You get: 8 DINNER PLATTERS, a large 101/4 inches across. • 8 MAN- 
SIZED SOUP PLATES OR CEREAL BOWLS. • 8 "COME AGAIN" PLATES 
(first they're salads, then they're desserts). • 8 CUPS with design on 
handle and interior, as well as exterior. • 8 SAUCERS. • 1 MEAT PLATTER 
(12" diameter) that holds 10-pound roast or 15-pound turkey. • 1 ROUND 
SERVING BOWL (9" diameter) for vegtMables or salad. • 1 CREAMER. • 
1 SUGAR BOWL, 1 DECORATED LID. It all adds up to a beautiful excuse 
for giving a dinner party. 

it what has got to be the world's $1f\98 f 
biggest bargain price—only JL^r       • 

MAISONooMichEl Dept. G-100 
Michel Bldg., Hicksvllle. N.Y. 11802 

Dlv. at Bevls Industries, Inc. 

E'VE TOURED the world for you . . . contracted for a 
' )le boatload of beloved imported Meissen, so you get 
I gravy . .. and some of the most beautiful glazed earth- 
i 'are in the world to put it on! Imagine, this is the 

uine antique "blue onion" Meissen design Great-Grand- 
' her cherished, meticulously crafted abroad by old- 
' rid artisans in the ancient and honored heirloom 
1 lition. Family, guests will insist you've inherited a price- 

antique dinner set, so don't bother denying it! All they 
I e to do is view the depth of the design, the gleaming 

. h-glaze of the finish, the whiteness of the earthenware 
enow this is the best (the clincher comes when they tap 
Uly on a cup and hear the bell-like ring that only fine 
ia can produce!). 
Ighttul tor Informal buttata . . . Boaton-ptopar for alagant 
ita dlnnar" typo partlaa—latar, tot H all Into dlahwaaharl 
r imported Meissenware looks so delicate and lady-like, 

it really swings! Blue-onion design is permanently 
:ed on, the smooth glazed finish so nigged it can with- 

T 5ER,  197C 

stand the toughest modern detergents, the most ungentle 
electric dishwashers, and come up with a like-new smile. 
Use it, love it every day and be assured it will some day 
be prized by your children and by their children! Its sweet, 
flowery blue-onion design is a nostalgic reminder of a 
more romantic, less hurried yesteryear. Always Correct, 
blends handsomely with both traditional and modern. 

Plaaaa don't hollar about tha buying powar of a dollar—you 
couldn't hara dona much battar In Grandma'a day—llmltad 
auppllat, «o hurryt 

We are extremely proud of the low low, direct-by-mail price 
at which we offer these exquisite imported Meissen gour- 
met dinnerware sets. Supplies are limited, however, and 
our next boatload (if and when it comes in!) will undoubt- 
edly cost many dollars more! Order today to avoid dis- 
appointment (limit: 2 sets per customer). Orders will be 
filled first come, first served. Shipped freight collect. Your 
money back if you are not thrilled and delighted! 

■ MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY  
I   MAISON MICHEL, Dept. G-100 
|   Michel Bldg., Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 

Please rush deluxe 45-piece imported 
| Meissen gourmet dinnerware sets (complete 
■ service for 8) at only $19.98, freight collect, 
J each set. If I am not absolutely delighted, I may 
| return order for prompt refund, or full cancel- 
j   lation of purchase price any time within 10 days. 

| N.Y. residents add sales tax (no CO D.'s). 
| n check    □ money order enclosed 
J Charge my Q Diners Club □ Carte Blanche 

I Account #■  

[ Name .  

Address- 

City  State. JZip. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

ORDER NOW 
FOR CHRISTMAS 

Family Coat-of-Arms 
STYLE A. 7" x 10". . $20.50     ;^.STYLE  B.    5" x   8"....516.95 

10" « 14"...$30.00 10" x 13"....529.50 
STYLE  D.    TWO FAMILY SHIELD. Husband's and wife's coat- 

of-arms on mahogany 10" x 12*" base 534.00 
We will research your family name and coat-of-arms (including 
crest and motto, if any), hand paint it to order in authentic colors 
on embossed copper, and mount it on polished mahogan, 
base. Over 500,000 names on file: American, Irish, English, Ger- 
man, Italian, Spanish, French, Swiss, Welsh, etc. Ideal gift. Add 
75c for postage.  Delivery approximately 5 weeks. 

Coat-of-Arms Parchment 
Your family coat-of-arms and 
family name hand painted on 
lasting parchment. Glass cov- 
ered, black frame, if desired. 
Add 75c for postage. 

FRAMED 7" x 10" $17.50 
Unframed 7" x 10" $15.00 

FRAMED 10" x 14" $22.50 
Unframed 10" x 14" $19.00 

a 1776 Spouse" Dept. H-53 

260 Mass. Ave.,  Boston,  Mass.  02115 

DECORATOR'S CHOICE! 
The Primitive 
Candl estick 
Lamp with 
graceful early 
Americanstyl- 
ing comes to 
you sanded 
satin-smooth, 
fully wired 
and ready to 
finish. Create 
an accent 
color, stain a 
wood tone, 
antique or 
decoupage! 
Handsomely 
proportioned 
from native 
hardwood, 
this lovely 
lamp stands 

21" tall, is complete with a 3-way switch and 
an 8-ft. cord. SPECIFY CHOICE OF SHADES 
in white or beige Textured Shantung; oyster 
or  brown   Burlap.  Satisfaction   assured! 

$11.25 each   (Add 50c per lamp 
POSTPAID       lt'/c" ot Rockies) 

FREE COLOR BROCHURE of unfinished lamps 

Haxwnnft (Eraftera 
Dept. HG-10,  Box 7012,  Lexington,  Ky   40502 

DANISH STYLE 
FULL SIZE  LOUNGE  CHAIR 

European   im ■a   solid   hardv d   Frame,  wal- 
iiui   finish,  with  ;iutln-nt u-  •,■,;,,■ -  rurv.il   IMI, 
isli  arm.   'jsi ..'       ,.i,     29"    .,   i    i"  poly. 
urethane foam seal cushion, 22" \ J2". ;:■' thicfc 
t>:tok   cushion    17"   N   -22".   At   one   price,   your 
cl ■ supported  vinyl,  of heavy 
i'.-." ii   rabi it      i olot       Hive,    i oi       BUi It 
Blue  oi    i ,ii    Or rurnlsh   two       >.i       , i     ... ,,i, 
youi  rain i' . < M,i,i,.,,, /.ipi>ei'ed, fully welted .-to.I 

.i.i, 

Send 50c lor sample swatches and 
complete Danish living room cata 

Shipped unassembled, easily set up in 10 minutes. 
ONLY 

shippiiifl 11 n   ■ otii 11 $24 95 
Send check oi money order. T ■"■^• ' •* 

GENADA IMPORTS 
Dept. G10, P.O. Box 204, Teaneck, N.J. 07666 

s.,/. Residents «<i<t 5< i  few 

PILLOW PUNCH 
Walk on the wild side with plump 
white pillows bearing jungle designs. 
Choose a tiger, lion or zebra. Each 
measures a handy 17" x 17" just for 
throwing, to make a big impression on 
a sofa, chair or bed. In super smart 
black on white. 

3>0. 73  plus 75c postage. 

ELIZABETH  McCAFFREY 
Dept. HG-10 

Northport, New York 11768 

QUICK ... What's The Date? 
BUY A HANDY WATCHBAND CALENDAR 
and you'll know the date anytime, any- 
where. Buy for your friends and relatives, 
too . . . great for gifts. Runs for full 12 
months. Easy to attach and remove. No 
Messy Stick-Ons. Champagne color matches 
all color bands. Jewelry type finish. Start 
Any Month. 12 Metal Calendars Gift Pack- 
aged—$1.00, Set—2 or more 75c Set (any 
quantity). Add .35 postage & handling per 
order  (we  ship  1st class). 

HANDY  CALENDAR CO. 
Handy Bldg., Dept. HG100 

Scott City, Kansas 67871 
.       Pacfcosrtiio   Available     Foi    Business 

d    /.'row,,/,    tt i ire   For   Lov      I 

I 86 

IMPOSSIBLE PADLOCK 
Lock pickers despair at sm; 
apparently keyless and impen 
trable lock. It has, in truth, j 
key, but a magnetic metal b.| 
that functions as a key. Lay tr 
bar on the lock's side; if it h;. 
the right combination for the 
pin inside tumbler—it open' 
$8.50 ppd. Casual Living, HG1. 
Rte. 6, Bethel, Conn. 06801. 

PRETTY PATISSERIE 
Crystal cake stand, the perfe* 
pedestal for the birthday confe* 
tion. Superb server for tea sam 
wiches, pastries, cookies l] 
Christmas fruitcake after a ho!' 
day buffet. A safe wedding gift- 
complements any china patten 
11" d.. 5" h. $19.95 plus $ 
post. Morlyn, Inc., Dept. G-101 
350 So. County Rd.r Palm Bead 
Fla. 33480. 

INGENIOUS IMPLEMENT 
Sure-grip holder works like m; 
gic!   Its  curved  sides fit  firm 
around a roast so you can hold 
with one hand, slice through sloi 
with other.  Make thin slices a 
thicker ones using alternate slot! 
All  aluminum.   $1.98  plus  25 
post. The Country Gourmet, Dep 
GO.   545  Fourth  Ave.,   Mt.  Ve; 

non, N. Y. 10550. 

PIN AN OIL PAINTING 
A unique art show in miniature: 
Each pin, hand-painted in glov 
ing  oils  and   signed   by  artis 
depicts a charming scene. Rid 
ly   mounted,   banded   in   heav 
goldplate, with safety clasp. N 
two pins alike. %" by %". $4.9 
plus 25c postage and handlin: 
Order from  Hobi,  Dept.  HG1 
EngelSt., Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 

WINDOW WONDERS* 
Homespun House's wondrous co 
lection of curtain fabrics include] 
primitive cottons, open weave?! 
polyesters, all 10' wide. Availably 
in yardage or custom draperie 
in pinch or fan pleats. Fron 
$3.98 and up. Three brochure 
and 80 swatches, $1 ppd. Home 
spun House, Dept. HG-10, 9021 
Lindblade, Culver City, Cal 
90230. 

EPITOME OF OPULENCE 
Irrefutably elegant imported Ital 
ian crystal chandelier designei 
with top quality crystals, gold lea 
finish, six lights. Fully assembled 
ready to hang. 21" h., 18" w 
Specially priced for H*G reader 
at $99.50. Reg. value $147.5C 
Exp. chgs. coll. Kellum's Lighting 
HG10, 652 Lighthouse Ave 
Monterey, Cal. 93940. 
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sonalizcd Alarm Clock 
hard-to-awakcn sleeper will 
luctant eye at the sound of 
al bell and smile—when he 
own personal alarm clock! 

> a white plastic case with 
>crs 12, 3, 6 and 9—the 
c hours arc represented by 
cheerful face says, "Wake 

owed by any name you 
_ux electric clock has a 
cord, is 2Jx3ix4i". Print 
at ion clearly, please. 
—Alarm Clock ....  $6.49 

N.im.   and Address Labels 
Your name, address and zip code are 
on labels made of fine white or gold 
gummed paper and you'll find hun- 
dreds of uses for them! Have up to 
four lines of printing with up to 24 
letters and spaces per line done in 
sharp black. White labels arc 1x2"; 
gold, sxl jf". Both are in pad form in 
a plastic box. Carry a section in your 
purse to personalize checks, envelopes 
and packages. Please print clearly. 
RF365-6—White, 1 pack of 1000, $1 
RF452-6—Gold . .   1 pack of 500, $2 

Hcmming-Birds   Hcrr.   Without   Pins! 
You'll never have to struggle pinning 
up a hem again! Hcmming-Birds make 
it quick and easy. Measures and holds 
up to three inches to permit you to 
hem skirts, dresses, pant suits, cur- 
tains, draperies as they hang. Birds 
arc a set of aluminum clips anodized 
in bright colors with markings gradu- 
ated up to 3". They hold the material 
tightly to let you hem with a straight 
stitch. Perfect for the new adhesive- 
taped hems, too. Set of six. 
5751-6-Hemming-Birds,  1  set,  $2.98 

nalized Handiwork Labels 
ur    hand-knits    or    custom- 
othes   the   professional    fin- 
>uch—a  label  that says you 
icm!    Rayon    taffeta    labels 
l\" and have eggshell back- 
vith printing done in red and 
ve "Specially hand-made and 
d    by,"    "Custom-made    es- 
for you  by,"  or "Hand-knit 

■Mowed   by  your  name.   State 
II   and print name,  please. 

0i S—Labels, pack of 1 5  . .   $1 
0 5—Labels, pack of 45, $1.98 

1 
Personal I 

[Service | 

'  '«jftt To 

Since 1939. Miles Kimball has been ship- 

ping gifts to customers in all 50 states 

and, of course, we ship with the greatest 

speed   .. 

This has always been the Kimball creed. 

You must be happy with everything you 

buy from us. If anything isn't what you 

expect, |ust tell us — we're at every cus- 

tomer s call and beck   . 

And we'll refund with instant check. 

You'll find shopping with Kimball's is fun, 

you'll save time and toil, gas and oil, 

shopping |itters. . . 

And have no need for baby-sitters. 

Thank you, 

$£L^£ li^J^e 

t 

/Z&2/. . . our new Fall 

Catalog is ready now —196 

pages of fresh and exciting 

gifts, toys and housewares are 

here — many distinctive im- 

ports, many not found in local 

shops—each one fairly priced 

and guaranteed to please! 

Shop with confidence — your 

money is promptly refunded if 

not completely satisfied! 

Painless Rotary Nose Clipper 
Unsightly nostril and ear hair is 
gone without even an "Ouch1" 
Professionally designed, precision- 
engineered instrument is made of 
surgical steel with safe cutting 
edge protected by a tubular guard. 
It removes hair without painful 
pulling, punctures or jabs and with 
a one-hand motion. It stays sharp 
and is built for a lifetime of ser- 
vice. He'll thank you warmly for 
finding it for him! 
0772-6—Nose Clipper   . . .   $2.98 

Psychedelic   Rickie   Tickie   Stickies 
Ordinary garbage cans, mirrors, cof- 
fee pots, mailboxes, plain clay 
flower pots and the family auto 
wear an incredibly gay look when 
decorated with these! The decals 
are in assorted sizes—the largest 
is about 21" across. Designs in- 
clude butterflies, mushrooms, bees, 
ladybugs in brilliant colors. Press- 
and-apply Stickies are made of 
opaque vinyl and are in packs of 
32 for decorating fun. 
5069-6—Stickies   ...   1   pack,  $1 

Pedal   Bike   Exerciser 
ef ryone can jump on a bicycle 

al away the pounds. But you 
e the same slimming, trim- 
suits in your own home with 
al Exerciser. Sit in your fa- 
hair and let your feet "go to 
le you watch TV, do knitting 
tever you like! Four sturdy 
d the pedals are of plated 

steel with nonskid rubber 
protect floors. Exerciser can 

sted to any friction level to 
js and thighs a stiffer work- 
i" high. 
—Pedal   Exerciser    . .    $6.98 

Wig   Liners 
Wig wearers, your day has come! 
Wig Liner holds every strand of hair 
—long or short—like a stocking cap 
with no pins necessary! You slip the 
wig on or off with ease. It is made of 
DuPont Polyamide fibre that does not 
create heat. Liner stretches, comes 
back to shape and fits noggins with 
extremely long hair as well. Wear it 
under a bathing cap, too—it holds 
hair high with no pinning. Fine way 
to bathe little girls, too, their hair 
requires no pinning up. We'll send a 
pair in a tiny plastic hat box. 
0780-6—Wig Liners . .  1 pair, $2.98 

Miles Kimball Company 
231  Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901 

USE THIS 
HANDY 

ORDER 

Miles Kimball Company 
231   Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54901           1 

'         »    Please send new FREE Gift Catalog! 

BLANK ITEM NO. QUAN. NAME OF ITEM PRICE          1 

TO ORDER 

ANY ITEMS 

ON THIS 

PAGE 

POSTPAID 

OR 

Total Amount Enclosed 

Name 

TO REQUEST 

OUR FREE 
Address                                                                                                                  1 

FALL 
CATALOCii 

City                                                                state                                         1 

Your 7ip Cnrip         _    ,,            _        1 
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SHRINKS  STOMACH 
Feel muscles tighten and see stomach shrink 
from first day. A few rolls back and forth 
with Wonder Wheel from knee position 
equals 100 situps. 
Single Wonder Wheel       $3.98 

Mailing  75c 
Dual Wonder Wheel $5.98 

Mailing 95c 
Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-IOO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

pf ■$!&¥* 

GOLDEN  FILIGREE 
SWITCHPLATES 

Add a touch of charm to your home at little 
cost with our golden switchplates. Brass- 
plated, antique non-tarnish finish, screws in- 
cluded. Also available inwrought-iron black. 
SINGLE.—3" x 4U"   $1.00 each 

3 for S2.95 
DOUBLE—4',2" x 4',"       SI.50 each 
TWIN OUTLET—3- x 4|,2"   $1.00 each 

3 for $2.95 
TRIPLE—G'/4" x 4',y $2.95 each 
COMBINATION— 4'  ."   x  4'V' ...   $1.50 each 
QUADRUPLE— 8" x 4'i" $3.95 each 

PLUS 45c POSTAGE & HANDLING 
Pa   Res   .i'hl i;<:   Sales Tax. Sorry No con's. 

THE ADDED TOUCH 
12-H Water St.,  Bryn  Mawr.  Pa.  19010 

Send us your tired, 
your soiled, 
your wrinkled 
kid, suede or 
leather gloves 
yearning to 
be cleaned. 
Let Glove-Pros restore all 
the original beauty, color 
and suppleness to your kid, 
suede, or leather gloves. 
Mail your gloves or write 
today for free, convenient 
mailing envelope. Your 
gloves cleaned and return- 
mailed within 24 hours. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or 
your money back. 

Any Size    $1   50 
or Length 

Qlove-^Pros 
101-113 Cranston Street 

Providence, R. 1.02907 

ConverfQ InQtenHyi 
Your typewriter and writing material 

concealed in 19" x 20" x 25\V high con- 
sole. Spring operated. French Provincial 
shown, also Early American. Oriental. 
Italian Provincial or Contemporary. 
$119.95 and up for portables Matching 
File.  WRITE FOR  INFORMATION. 

Ask about models for standard type- 
writers. Also the "Little Home Theatre" 
console for movie and slide projectors 

little home office® 
1566 Fiik Rd., S. E. Grand  Rapids. Mich. 

It's easy to 

IMPORT 
your own 

glamorous 

KANGAROO 
FUR COAT 

OR JACKET 
Designed and made in 
Australia by Australia's 
largest turner. 
These contemporary tash- 
ion leaders are available 
in a number of colors 
and styles. 
Also in 
Australian Fox & 
Australian Lamb 

SPECIAL  EXPORT  PRICES 
Kangaroo & Fox Lamb 

COAT       36" length SI 95 $95 
JACKET    32" length $175 S75 
JACKET    25" length $130 560 

plus postage 
LEATHER  TRIM   (as illustrated)   $20 extra 

ALSO:   KANGAROO  &   FOX   MIDIS from  $245 
KANGAROO  &   FOX   MAXIS from $285 

Write  for  timph   import  directions  and  fret   r„lur 
brochure. 

CORNELIUS 
INTERNATIONAL 

Dept.  HS7,  72 CASTLEREAGH  ST. 
SYDNEY,  AUSTRALIA  2001. 

THE   FUR   CENTRE   OF   AUSTRALIA 

UNIQUE TOOTHPASTE DISPENSER 
Saves time, effort. Ends tube squeez- 
ing, capping and uncapping, and 
bathroom mess. Just press button and 
out comes toothpaste in amount de- 
sired. Price $1.95 ppd. Makes excel- 
lent gift, (a gift that will be used every 
day). Act now. Send order to: 

THE  MAIL SHOP 
245   Molino  Ave. 

Mill Valley. California, 94941 

SHOPPING AROUND 
CLOUD SEAT 
Seat cushion of leather-like vinj 
inflates to make the perfect res) 
ful seat cushion for office, autc 
mobile or wheelchair. Cushioi 
supports thighs and prevents sid 
rocking. Great for sporting 
events, too. Easily deflated f| 
carrying. 16" by 17", $5.49 ppd 
Percale zipper cover, $1.59 ppd 
Better Sleep, Inc.. HG10. Ni 
Providence, N. J. 07974. 

* 

» \, 

r;>i»* 

Me 

KEY PREPARED 
Rugged screwdriver blade goe 
on keyring ready to perform an 
number of minor repair jobs fror 
opening a lighter to adjusting, 
sewing machine. It's a rugg©. 
tool for both guys and gals art* 
a nice size for pocket or purse 
50c each or six for $2.50 ppc 
Walter Drake, HG69 Drake Bldg 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901 

ANTIQUE MONTHLY 
If you're an antiquer, you'll lov 
every page of the current hap 
penings in the antiques world 
Up-to-date information on shows 
exhibits—many photos in fu 
color and lots of black and whit 
illustrations, too. Special: 12 I 
sues for $3.99 ppd. Antiqu 
Monthly, HG10. P. O. Drawer I 
Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401. 

SWEETMEAT TREASURE 
Reproduction of an antique Car, 
tonese ginger jar is the perfec' 
container for candies or an ai 
rangement of flowers. The desigi 
is the ancient blue plum and i 
sits on a black teak base. 6L 

high, $4.95 plus 50c post.; 9, 
high, $10.95 plus 70c post. Holi 
day Gifts. Dept. 310-E. 704 
Pecos St., Denver, Colo   80221 

THREES A TEAM » 
That comes in mighty handy fo 
extra seating, as end tables or tt 
rest weary feet. Nesting taboret: 
are natural rattan, light but re 
markably sturdy. Large, 18" h. 
16" dia.; medium. 17" h., 14' 
dia.; small, 16" h., 13" dia. Se 
of three, $24.95 plus $2 post 
1970 catalogue. 25c. Fran': 
Basket House, HG10. 89 W. Mair 
St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

SHAPELY TREE 
Inflatable boot trees keep fint 
leather boots from folding ove 
and cracking. Since boots art 
forever "in" what with midis, < 
shapely polished boot is an es 
sential for every wardrobe. Tree: 
inflate to boot size and are grea 
for storage, polishing. $1.98 i 
pr.; two pairs, $3.75. Ppd. Th< 
Ferry House, HG10, Dobbs Ferry 
N.Y.10522. 
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Now! A Doctor Tells You 

EVERYTHING ABOUT SEX THAT 
OU WERE AFRAID TO ASK UNTIL NOW! 

udirrj. Dear Friend, .is just ;i few random 

,ii is the only sure way .1 man can tell if a 
n has really had an orgasm   or is only fak- 

f 
at arc the only  tour proven aphrodisiacs? 
is each of them made illegal by our society? 

at is the Japanese form of masturbation— 
,1 be the most unusual in the world? 

at is the one sure way of getting rid of an 
bjic phone caller'.' 

.v many customers a night docs the average 
111 set vice? 

A hat   cases arc  nuns  allowed to take birth- 
.1 pills? 
lure a drug that will cause abortion? 

n women still become pregnant, even though 
have undergone change of life? 
tat can any man or woman now do to make 

■   :xual drive grow stronger as they grow older? 

Dther Words, Dear Friend, This Book Is 
D^ gned To Answer Questions For You That 
H e Never Been Answered Before Except 

In Obscure Medical Books! 

|s written by a leading American psychiatrist 
hysician. It is an attempt to include EVERY- 
IG you have ever wanted to know about sex. 

it does it so well that  LIFE MAGAZINE 
I ihout it: 

jit) really does cover, 1 believe, everything... 
■\ a mountain of vital    and fascinating ma- 

. . . the no-nonsense humor and  absence of 
-•mism   will   make   this   a   can't-put-it-down 

I ng, and learning, adventure." 

ly so much information, that had previously 
so  completely   unavailable?   For  tliCse  two 

Mutely vital reasons: 

j Because this doctor believes that—despite all 
rank, "for adults only" films and books today 

f>st people are still abysmally  ignorant about 
\ of the  true  pleasures and potentialities  of 

ey still ignore the almost unlimited ratine of 
in sexual behavior which occurs from sunset 

> I nnse every twenty-four hours. What, for in- 
ta| e, do prostitutes do? What do homosexuals 

[What do nice girls do that they didn't find in 
uirriage manuals? 

The problem, therefore, is simply this: To 
.' the individual aware of the true capabilities 
s or her sexual organs, so he can utilize them 

I eir fullest capacity—so he can experience the 
range of sexual gratification of  which he is 

: hie. 

[1 do this, you need the facts! The very facts 
thj were unavailable to you until now! The an- 
Ims to the very questions you have always been 
aj: d to ask—like these . . . 

THE MALE SEX ORGANS- 

ow many sperm are there in each ejaculation? 
hat is the average time that it takes a man to 
another erection  after he  has just had  an 

sm? 
ow does erection actually happen? 
hat percentage of men suffer from impotence? 
hat are the three major types of impotence—- 
how  does   medical   science   now   deal   with 

hat is the Japanese invention that lets even 
lly impotent men have real intercourse? 
ow can a man retain his potency, even if he 
s his prostate, or his testicles? 

THE FEMALE SEX ORGANS- 

Change in preparation for intercom     ' 
What happens in a woman's body during inter- 

course? What is the exact trigger-process? 
What are the several different varieties of fe- 

male orgasm',' Why ilo scientists now believe that 
there is an orgasm central control located in the 
female body? 

How can almost half the women who do not 
achieve orgasms today train themselves to do so? 

SEXUAL INTERCOURSE- 
Why do other societies use older women to 

teach younger men the techniques of sexual inter- 
course, regularly, and as a matter of honored 
custom'.' 

What is "total sexual stimulation", and how can 
it be achieved? 

What is the best way a woman can encourage 
a strong erection in a questionably potent man.' 

How can a couple control the timing of their 
orgasms, if they want them to be mutual? 

APHRODISIACS- 

What exactly is Spanish Fly? How docs it work? 
What are its dangers? 

What arc the different types of plastic surgery 
done to both male and female sexual organs 
throughout the world'.' What effects do they have 
on successful sexual performance? 

What foods have been favored as aphrodisiacs 
throughout man's history? What is their true ef- 
fect on sexual performance? 

SEXUAL PERVERSION- 

Ts homosexuality a hormone problem? Can it be 
cured by hormone injections? 

How and where do homosexuals "cruise"? How 
long is their average encounter with another man? 
Exactly what do they do? 

What is sadistic and masochistic homosexuality, 
and what do they do? 

What do the main terms of homosexual slang 
mean? 

How do European doctors change men into 
women? What exactly does the operation con- 
sist of? 

What does a "Peeping Tom" do? And why? Is 
he dangerous?  Are there women   Peepers.' 

What does an exhibitionist do? And why? Do 
exhibitionists and Peeping Toms ever get to- 
gether? And then what happens? 

MASTURBATION- 
How many forms of masturbation are there? 

What is the difference between child and adult 
masturbation? Between homosexual and hetero- 
sexual masturbation? 

Can masturbation be used as a cure for frigid- 
ity? 

PROSTITUTION- 

Exactly what services do customers demand 
from prostitutes? How do the girls feel about 
these services? 

How does a girl get started as a prostitute? 
Precisely how much does the average prostitute 

make per year? 
What is the difference between a street whore 

and a call girl? What do they do differently? 
What one form of intercourse do male prosti- 

tutes refuse to perform? 
Do prostitutes ever have orgasms? 
What is the major service a pimp performs for a 

prostitute? 
How many times in her career does the average 

prostitute have intercourse? 
What happens to a prostitute when she grows 

old? 

BIRTH CONTROL- 

become  pregnant without 

female   genital   organs 

SEX RESEARCH REPORTS, INC., 12 East 36th St., New York, N. Y. 10016 

iow  can a woman 
lal intercourse? 
xactly   how   do   the 

What is the exact reliability of coitus interuptis? 
The rhythm method? Douches? Vaginal supposi- 
tories? The pill? Diaphragms'? 

About the Author 
DAVID R. REUBEN. M. D. 

He is a graduate 
of the University of 
Illinois Medical 
School. A former 
chief of neuropsychi- 
atry at Walker Air 
I orce Base Hospital, 
and clinical research 
associate in the De- 
partment of Psychia- 
try at Harvard Medi- 
cal School; he is cur- 
rently in private psy- 
chiatric practice in 
San Diego, Cali- 
fornia. He has received 
You Ever Wanted To 
such national television 
son . . . David Frost . . 
1 inkletter . . . and half 

praise for Everything 
Know A hunt Sex on 
shows as Johnny Car- 
. Dick Cavett . . . Art 
i dozen more! 

What popular soft drink is actually the most 
effective douche? 

What are the states with the most liberal abor- 
tion laws in the country? The countries that allow 
abortion as a matter of course? 

SEX AFTER FORTY- 
Why do doctors now say that they can virtually 

"turn back the clock" for women who are about 
to enter menopause? 

If a man over forty has potency problems, how 
can he often tell whether the cause is physical or 
psychological? 

What medical treatment may return erectile 
potency to men fifty and beyond who had thought 
they had lost it forever? 

Read It At OUR RISK! 
334 fascinating pages in all. Almost impossible 

to put down. Yours through this special offer for 
only $6.98 complete—hut you read it entirely at 
our risk for one full month. 

, MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY! , 

I SEX RESEARCH REPORTS, INC, Dept.HG-4 
I 12 East 36th St., New York, N.Y. 10016 

Gentlemen:  Please rush me a copy of Dr. 
David Reuben's book  EVERYTHING YOU 

I   ALWAYS   WANTED   TO   KNOW   ABOUT 
■ SEX. I understand the book is mine for onlv 
I $6.98 complete. In addition, I understand that 
I   I may examine this book for a full 30 days en- 
■ tirely at your risk. If at the end of that time. 

I  am  not satisfied,  I  will  simply  return  the 
.   book to you for every cent of my money back. 

□ Enclosed is my payment. 
□ Please charge my credit card: 

I 
I  Signature 

I □ American Express   □ Bank Americard 
□ Diners Club 

Account 
No  

,\ame 
tPlease Print) 

A ddress 

I Ci'y 

State Zip 

© Sex Research Reports, Inc., 1970 
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SALE 
Maple Leaf Sconces 
BUY DIRECTLY FROM 
IMPORTER & SAVE! 

Pair 

Beautify living room. hall, dining room or bedroom with our maph 
leaf & flower wall candelabra. They're made of wrought iron an< 
elegantly finished in antique white & gold or antique black & gold 
Please specify. Unbelievably fine detail in each leaf and blossom 
Only because we now import this item ourselves in huge quanti 
ties can we make this money-saving offer. Each piece 17" tall 
10" wide- Candles not incl. 

MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED 

REG. 
$6.60 

NOW 
$>M5 
■^ffldd  65c 

|     Post. 

Dept. HG-1070. Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462 

8*    ■'.-   7* 

\      • ', ..r - 

as 

Wildflower Alphabet Sampler 
Embroider colorful wildflowers, from 
A to Z, on the finest Belgian linen 
background, 17 x 22V2". Names are 
printed in rich earth brown—you 
embroider just the large initials. Kit 
includes all floss needed, instruc- 
tions. $5.95 plus 350 for handling. 
(Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales tax). 

NEW CATALOG shows dozens of addi- 
tional needlework kits. Creative stitch- 
ery, cross-stitch, needlepoint, crewel 
embroidery.   24  color   pages.   Only  25C 

Send check or money order to: 
Wildflower Sampler A 
Countryside Mart, Farm Journal 
Box 1676, Phila., Pa. 19105 

in the finest tradition ... 

DRUM TABLE FLOOR LAMP 

Accent your period furniture 
with this fine solid maple 

table lamp. Looks like a care- 
fully crafted antique, but it 

has our exclusive protectolac 
finish that resists alcohol, 

boiling water, nail 
polish! Natural 

burlap shade has 
paper parchment 

lining, 3-way switch, 
U/L approved. 15" 
dia. shade. Shade 
52" high, overall. 

$32.50 plus $1.50 
postage & handling. 

Sorry no C.O.D.s 

Dept. 

350 So. County Rd. 
Palm Beach, Florida 33480 

MARK MEMORABLE 
OCCASIONS 

Give a calendar as a 
lasting gift. Specify 
any date. A semi-prec- 
ious stone in the color 
of the month will be 
hand set to mark the 
date. 14K Gold Calen- 
dar charm S20; Ster- 
ling Silver SIO. 14K 
Gold Tie clasp S24; 
Sterling SI2. 1 4K 
Gold Cufflinks S35; 
Sterling S16. 14K 
Gold Tie Tac S15: 
Sterling 58. Engrav- 
ing on the back 10c 
a letter. Genuine Dia- 
mond to mark date 
add   S9. 

YOUR PET IN BRONZE 
Mounted on a block of Italian 
marble. Pet's name is en- 
graved free on the gold- 
plated plaque on base. Felt 
bottom prevents mars on fur- 
niture. Specify breed of dog 
and pet's name. Also avail- 
able: Persian. Tabby. Sia- 
mese, Canary, Parakeet. 
59.95. 

1  I  5*®5 6  7 
<t 9 1«t«IJ»3 
15)6U!81sr 
22232tIS2< 
293631 

SHALOM!   SHALOM! 
The biblical meaning of 
"peace be with you." The 
charm shows a dove with 
an olive branch 'symbol of 
peace). In beautiful raised 
design. The 7'g* charm in 
sterling silver: 55. In 14K 
gold SI 6. Engraving on 
back 10c a letter. A beau- 
tiful gift for his keychain 
or her bracelet. 
Cuffl.inkss sS14, 14KS35 
Tie Tack s/S S6.   14K S16. 

The Jamaica Silversmith 

Orders Shipped Promptly. In town? Visit Us! 

UNBREAKABLE 
INSULATED TUMBLERS 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Ine New Tervis Tumblers ore guaranteed 
unbreakable and dishwasher safe. Choose 
from many designs — fish fly, 1 9»h 
hole, naval insignias, life bouy, game 
fish, game birds, or tennis n 14 oz. 
double old fashioned size. Sealed double 
walled — drink stays cold for hours 
SI 5.00 per set of four plus $1.00 for 
postage. Can be personalized with yacht 
name or owners initials at $20.00 per 
set of  four. Satisfaction   guaranteed. 

TERVIS TUMBLER  CO. 
P.  O   BOX  578  HG10  '  OSPREY  FLORIDA 

33559 

-mm 

TOTAL TOTE SET 
Shore against the day when sh< 
ping hours are long. For lots | 
pesky parcels, bag's specially ( 
signed to tote them: looks sm; 
carries all—13" by I5V2"; foil 
to 13" by 9". Black and white (j 
bra type. $3.95. Matching c) 
metic (top snap-closes, bottc 
zips), eyeglass cases $1.95 eai 
Ppd. Cornucopia Gifts, HG10, , 
Prince St., New York 10012. j 

WOVEN WALKERS 
Classic good  looks appear in' 
shoe from Italy whose soft lea1 

ers are woven by hand. Stack, 
leather heel. Black, brown, mc 
green, taupe, bone, white. Gi 
second   color  choice.   5  to 
med.; 6 to 10 narrow; 7 to 
slim   $12.95.   Additional   par 
$10 each. Ppd. Sportiva, HG1 
Box   4292.   Normandy   Branc 
Miami Beach, Fla. 33141. 

VEST POCKET PIPE 
Beautifully grained Italian wain 
pipe with fine quality briar has; 
stem that swivels over the bo 
to permit carrying in the ve 
pocket. Perfect for the dedicati 
pipe smoker who must keep 
pipe handy wherever he goe 
$5 plus 50c post. Order from Nt 
Hampton General Store, 10' 
King St., Hampton, N. J. 0882 

AFLOAT ON A BUBBLE 
Euphoria is yours with this inflc 
able Swedish body chair that le 
you lounge in airy comfort. Tr 
bubble shaped sides support yc 
firmly and comfortably. It lenc 
a today look to living room, de 
or playroom. Black or gol< 
$15.95 plus $1 post. J. Carlton 
Inc., Dept. F174, 176 Madisc 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

ENGLISH IMPORT * 
Great gift for anyone who loves 1 
set a tasteful table: Ironstor 
set's hand decorated in blue' 
rust, mustard with dark blue bo 
der, reproduced from old copp< 
engravings. 8 dinner, bread 
butter, bowls, cups, saucers. 12 
platter, round dish, sugar, creart 
er. $52.50 ppd. Add $2.50 W. 1 
Miss. Jenifer House, G100, G 
Barrington, Mass. 01234. 

another first edition . . . 

Spanish Christmas Pic 
Finest white porcelain, the first of a new lirr 
yearly series of religious plates! 1970 mol 
the Christ Child and His Guardian Angt 
beautiful underglaze cobalt blue, with I 
applied coin gold touches and rim. W/i" 
pierced back. Design by Jose Fuentes, 
the famous San Carlos factory in Spain. 
No.   7611   Plate   S12.00 
No. 6974 Walnut Holder      2.50 
Write for FREE catalog of unusual iterr 

■"^t   \ Please, your zip code is require 

^/VW/7o  EVANSTON,ILL.6020 
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\\ ' THERE IS A FANTASTICALLY FAST AND SURE HIP, THIGH & WAISTLINE REDUCER! 

The Miraculous New...       

IAUNA SHORTS 
ARANTEED TO TAKE 3 TO 6 INCHES OFF YOUR HIPS, THIGHS 
WAISTLINE IN JUST ONE WEEK OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED. 

I JEWS TRAVELS FAST 
!id Women across the country are raving about the 
riches Off" discovery that lets you reduce the size 

hips, thighs and waistline without dieting! 

I men: 
e had an opportunity to use Sauna Shorts pri- 
for the purpose of evaluating its worth in 

f the many inquiries that have been made to 
lating to your type of product. This Sauna 

nches-Off Program' is based on sound 
tic principles. It's sensible and it works—a 
imbination! I plan to recommend it to all my 
ts who want to take off inches" 

\n   Sharpe 
let tered Physio-therapist 
.01 ngeles, California 

una Shorts: 
to thank you for your wonderful product. I have 
ost two inches from my hips and over two and 
inches from my waist." 

Mrs. B. R. Montreal, Quebec 
s: 
roduct really works! I admit I was a little skeptical 
-but I can assure you I have no more doubts. I 
I the instructions and did the exercises. Now I feel 
illion! I lost 2 inches from my waist... I'm now back 
i a slim 22" and I might add that my stomach and 
ave firmed up." 

Arlene Roush, Santa Susana, Calif 
una Shorts: 
children and 33 years of good food I 'mariagea" to gain 20 
over my normal weight. But, I bought a pair of Sauna 
-and I've lost 4 inches off my waist and 5 inches off my 
/ husband's happy, my kids and I are having a ball playing 
r and I just feel great. I've passed the word around to all my 
' friends. Mrs. Pauline Skeriotes, Aliquippa, Penna 

len: 
simply must write to tell you how happy I am with the results of 

una Shorts. I lost 5 inches in the very first week—2 inches from 
;t and 3 inches from my hips. You can believe me when I say I'" 
jre they don't come back! 
ly Sauna Shorts once a week now to keep my great new shape, 
ids keep telling me how great I look now and they, too, are 
ed in purchasing your Sauna Shorts. 

Mrs. Ida Ann Debs, Chicago, III. 

10 SAUNA SHORTS TAKE OFF INCHES? 
hive" of tiny air pockets create your own personal Swedish 
which together with a simple 3 step exercise plan works 
nwanted inches. Just slip into your Sauna Shorts as you 
my shorts, and inflate them with the handy detachable air 
ve provide (at no extra charge). Instantly you'll enjoy a 
nassaging action, a comforting warmth and unique sup- 
IU'II feel all these little Airpockets—each with its own spe- 
essure point—snuggling up to you, tighter and tighter. 
)u're ready to put the air pump aside while your Sauna 
go to work doing their part in coaxing off those unwanted 

Included with your Sauna Shorts is a simple 3-sfep exercise plan for pin- 
pointing "inches-removal" from your hips, thighs, and waistline. After 

you've performed these simple exercises you will put on your Sauna 
Shorts while you relax or go about your regular routine. Even though 
you're at ease, you'll know your Sauna Shorts are doing their part 
in dissolving inches from your hips, thighs and waist—for a slim- 

y% mer, trimmer, more youthful figure or physique. 

WEAR YOUR SAUNA SHORTS FOR 7 DAYS! 
Although many persons have reported as much as 5-inches-lost 
the first 3 days, we recommend you wear your Sauna Shorts for 
a week—less than half an hour each day. The results obtained 
the first week will differ among individuals, depending upon 
physical factors. But from the amazing results users are expe- 

riencing, we are prepared to make you an outstanding 
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. 

CHOOSE REGULAR OR LONG-LINF SAUNA SHORTS 
-BOTH INCREDIBLE BARGAINS! 
Sauna Shorts are as easy to slip on as a pair of shorts... 
there are no straps, pins, belts, and no buckles...there's 
no pulling or adjusting. The regular Sauna Shorts and 3-step 
exercise plan for reducing hips and thigh measurements 
are priced at a low $9.95. For hips, thighs and waistline 
reduction, select the long-line Sauna Shorts...only $14.95. 
The long-line Sauna Shorts are especially constructed 
to help reduce waistline measurement as well as taking 
inches off hips and thighs. It extends above the waist 
with vertical air pocket sauna strips, to help work off 

"lower midriff bulge" too. Sauna Shorts cover 
every square inch of hip, thigh, and waist area. 

And remember, these amazing Sauna Shorts are 
\ sw-        not sold in any store. They are available exclu- 

!p^:       sively from Sauna Shorts, Inc., in attractive 
blue for men and women. 

Order your Sauna Shorts today to obtain 
and keep a gloriously firm, slim and youthfully sleek look. 

You have nothing to lose but inches! 

' men's 
i ular 
| ana Shorts, 

hips 
i thighs, 

195 

Women's 
long-line   I 
Sauna Shorts;* 
for hips, thighs 
and waist, 

14 95 

Men's 
Sauna Shorts, 
available in 
regular 
or long-line, 

$995 or 
$1495 

I "'BFP.,   1970 

m 
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MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
If your total inches-lost does not 
equal or exceed 3 to 6 inches in 
just one week —or if you are not 
completely satisfied for any reason 
— you may return your Sauna 
Shorts for a prompt, total refund, 
no questions asked. 

'-■- T5CTJ' Y *vT T\J ?? ^ ^ ^"'" ^ T7T* T;T
 '~

T
 '"' ~T ~: . 

SAUNA SHORTS, INC. Dept. SH-184 
P.O. Box 1, San Fernando, California 91341 

Please send me SAUNA SHORTS with complete, easy 
to understand instructions and quick exercise plans. I 
understand that it I don't lose a total of 3 to 6 inches 
(hips, thighs, waist) in just one week, I can return the 
sauna shorts and air pump for a full refund. 

. 1.95 for each 
□ Ladies In regular-line Sauna Shorts. 
□ Mens    /a I am enclosing : 

11 
□ Mens   /D I am enclosing $14.95 for each' 
□ Ladies  I Dlong-line Sauna Shorts. 

□ Cash     □ Check     Q Money Order (no C.O.D.'s) 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Woman: Waist size Man: Waist size 

©Copyright 1970, Sauna Shorts, Inc. Patent Pending 
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CERAMIC   TILES 

>0 
At 

V Jronf 
rreni 

me 

acctfit iht tftings 
! ^.pj cannot- cttange, 
{j^ouraqe H change 
l^ht things jjl can,* 

know the oifftfence. 

SERENITY   PRAYER 

THE CLOCK OF LIFE ^ 

The clock of life is wound but once 
And no man has the power 

To tell just when the hand* will stop 
A! late orearlx hour. 

N<HV is the only time you own, 
Uoe, love, toil with a will. 

Tlu.ee no faith in  'tomorrow" for 
The clock max then be still. 

CLOCK   OF   LIFE 

av vou be in 
"heaven  **£• 

a half hour before 
the De»U 

J   knowss you're dead'. 

IRISH   TOAST 

aj> the roads rise- 
with you.^fe 

Ind the wind be always 
at your back; 

Ind may the TLcord holdU 
fcyou in me hollow of Tf>isr 

hand." 

GAELIC   ROAD 

Mi Irishman is never drunk 
ona. a* he can hold on to 

one blade of grass and not fall 
off the face of the earth. 

IRISH   TIPPLER 
White Ceramic Tiles used as wall plaques 
or trivets. Cork base with hanger, 6x6". 
Designs will not wash off. 

S2.98 each + 40c Mailing Each 
Calif, residents attii 5% sales tax. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-IOO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calit. 94105 
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to any man s 
wardrobe 

-TIE HANGER 
Made of solid walnut with beautiful hand 
rubbed finish, complemented with brass 
hook and cross bar. Gold plastic remov- 
able riders for individual hanging (ex- 
tras included). RIDERS DESIGNED FOR 
NEW WIDE TIES. 

6", 25 tie size $5.50 • 10". 50 tie size 
16", 100 tie size $9.50 ppd. 

Free Quality Gift Catalog on  R 

$7.50 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
3023 Crane Drive, GIO-O 
Falls Church, Va. 22042 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Chandeliers Drip-Dry 
with Crystal Clean! 

Cleans Artificial Flowers, too 
Use this amazing, new miracle cleaner that 
sprays crystal chandeliers to sparkling bright- 
ness in a jiffy. No need to take down, disas- 
semble, remove or polish parts and pendants. 
Grease, grime, dust, etc., disappear when 
you use this fingertip spray on the large, 16 
oz. plastic bottle, $4.75. Order now to make 
your home sparkle. No COD's please. Cal. 
res. add 5% tax. 

Kellum's CRYSTAL CLEAN 
Dept. HG-10 

652 Lighthouse, Monterey, Calif. 93940 

SPANISH PROVINCIAL CHAIRS, which suggest 
the antique hut blend perfectly with classic 
modern Interiors. Made by hand in Mexico, ihey 
have traditional Spanish peasant carving. Seat 
and bark of bandwoven rush: frame of sturdy 
Mexican wood. 37" h.; seat 18" w.. 17" from 
Boor, Choice of: Antique charcoal stain. $28.00 
pair. Unfinished Wood Frame. S26.00 pail Lac- 
quered frame. 532.OO pair ilime, lemon, black, 
olive and  white).  SPECIAL OFFER:   Deduct    10'  . 
on 4 or more chairs.  (Express charge llect 
SN1354.  Catalog 25c. 

ELIZABETH  McCAFFREY 
Department  HGIOC,   Northport,   New York   11768 

HATS OFF! 
There's room for six hats, um- 
brellas too on this 71" Bentwooc 
stand, imported from Poland 
Ours stands in the hall of out 
Brooklyn brownstone but it's 
handily at home with any decor. 
Red, white, blue or black. $39.9E 
exp. charges coll. 56-page cata- 
logue $1. Door Store of Washing- 
ton, D. C, HG10, 3140 M St. 
NW., Washington, D. C. 20007. 

POSIES 'N' POTABLES 
Three liter galvanized metal can 
from Mexico is meant for milk, 
but we think it's grand for fall 
leaves and berries, a treasure for 
colorful mums. Carries apple 
cider to a football game tailgate 
picnic. Fill it with punch for trick 
or treaters. 6V2" dia., 12" high. 
$6.50 ppd. Casual Living, HG10, 
Rte. 6, Bethel, Conn. 06801. 

MOD MOOD 
The expression is now; the 
stitches simple old-time embroi- 
dery. Kit includes design 
stamped on cotton homespun, 
22" by 29"; yarns, needle, easy- 
to-follow instructions. Fun to sew 
for the now generation's own pad. 
$9.95 plus 60c postage. Agar 
House, HG-E10, 179 Saw Mill 
River Rd., Yonkers, N. Y. 10701. 

ACRYLIC PROTECTOR 
Everyone who has labored dig- 
ging out dried leaves, stray pa- 
pers and such from the well 
around a cellar window, wel- 
comes an acrylic bubble. Covers 
wells up to 40" I., 12" h., and 
16" d. Lets in light. Keeps out 
rain, snow, mice. Metal stakes 
sink into earth. $15.95 ea. exp. 
chgs. coll. Dilworth Mfg., HG10, 
Box 21,  Edgemont,  Pa.   19028. 

FELINE FROLICS 
Five fine bone china kittens 
caught in suspended motion for 
a collector's shelf, a nursery 
niche. Merry mini-kittens, just 
2V2" high. Realistically colored 
and textured. Boxed set of five, 
$2.99 plus 60c postage. Order 
from Breck's of Boston, W74 
Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
022.10. 

INFLUENTIAL FIGURE 
The turn-of-the-century curva- 
ceous glory of the Gibson girl ex- 
quisitely reproduced in a port- 
folio of four black and white pen 
and ink studies by Charles Dana 
Gibson. A rare find ready to 
frame. 9" by 12". Set of four 
prints, $5; two sets, $9. Ppd. 
House of Goodspeed, HG10, Fed- 
eral Sq. Bldg., Grand Rapids, 
Mich. 49502. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
AFETY FIRST 
eeps those dangling electrical 

Fords off the floor and out of the 
|/ay   with   cord   shortener   thai 

olds up to three feet of cord. 
1 ust wind excess cord around 
'hortener and hook the cord in 
Mots at each end of the short- 
'ner. Only 98c for six plus 15c 
< ost. Anthony Enterprises, HG10, 
f.85 Market St., San Francisco, 
[:al. 94105. 

:ALL IT CAMP 
\ phone with a French accent 
nd a flavor of jazz from the 
920's, its vintage year, sits com- 

pactly on an oval base with dial, 
-.able and 4-prong plug. In the 
iriginal black, for just $19.95. 
Separate ringer box $6.95. Add 
il.50 postage and handling. Met- 
opolitan Teletronics, PHG9, 35 
V. 35 St., New York, N. Y. 10001. 

:ANINE RAIN GEAR 
/hat better than a vinyl raincoat 
irinted in a reptile skin pattern 

lio keep a dog's coat dry? Sizes 
.2  through  20  (measure  from 

nase of neck to tail). Black and 
vhite print coat has storm col- 
ar, belt and black piping plus 
:hest protector. Fits all breeds. 
J4.95 ppd. Free catalogue. Du- 

iay's, Dept. PB-10, Box 24407, 
New Orleans, La. 70124. 

PEARLY WHITE TEETH 
A/yten is a remarkable formula 
developed by dentists to cover. 

I tiscolorations and fillings. Ac- 
\ resses use it to keep their teeth 
[sparkling and white. The formula 
nay be used on false teeth as 
well as your own. Just brush on 

f A/yten and smile. 3 to 4 months' 
supply. $1.98; 2, $3.50; 3, $5. 

Ppd. NuFind, HGW-10, Box 205, 
Dhurch St., New York 10008. 

■A/iSE PROTECTOR 
White bisque owl is a night lamp 

iand his eyes glow to shed a pro- 
jective radiance through the 
darkness. As decorative during 
:he day as he is comforting all 
light. 6" high. Bright idea for 
:he nursery or entrance hall con- 

isole. $5 ppd. Imre Ban Studio, 
HG10, 3950 Lake Shore Dr., Chi- 
cago, III. 60613. 

MODEL SUNFISH 
Now the famous Sunfish comes 
in kit form to assemble into mod- 
el 20" long, 21" high complete 
with Sunfish sail. Clear plans and 
instructions included with ma- 
terials for the authentic model. 
$8.95 plus 75c post. New fully 
illustrated catalogue of ship and 
cannon models, 25c. Preston's, 
101-Z Main St. Wharf, Greenport, 
N. Y. 11944. 
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Qood itu*t<,u/ecuuito^1^ Walter Drake 
4020  DRAKE  BUILDING,  COLORADO   SPRINGS,   COLORADO   80901 

MERRY CHRISTMASI 
Jancl i i.,in, smith 
11 M SouUi • 'n,i ive, 

< olorado Sprlngi, i olo. 80901 

SEASON'S GREET.NGSI 
Ti„. Robert  v Bmlthi 

• l :l South   "i"1 A"'   ,     „,,,„., 
C ado B "'"■ Colo   B 

RED & GREEN CHRISTMAS LABELS 
Gummed labels mr Christmas cards and correspond- 
ence1 Red and green holly design with choice of "Merry 
Christmas" or "Season's Greetings" plus 3 line name 
and address in red. 500 labels in handy box 5 day svc. 
X76V Christmas Labels $1 

SELF-STICK GOLD FOIL LABELS 
Gleaming gold loll labels stick anywhere-a smart touch 
to personalize letters, books, cameras, briefcases, rec- 
ords, etc. Classic border, handsome black printing. 1" x 
Vk". Up to 4 lines. 27 letters and spaces per line. 
P4010 250 Gold Foil Labels $1.98 

12 PERSONALIZED PENCILS 694 
Any first and last name you want, beautifully imprinted 
in gold letters on high quality Venus pencils Great lor 
school, home, business. Kids love 'em because they are 
personalized Full size, No 2 lead 48 hour service. 
S854 Set of 12 Pencils 694 

MAKE BIKE AN INDOOR SLIMMER! 
Great exerciser! Just attach rear bike wheel to this 
heavy tubular steel stand - raise or lower wheel against 
rollers to get everything from "onthe-level" to vigor- 
ous "up hill" pedaling Bike comes off for riding. 

F6061 Bike Exerciser(fits 26" 28" bikes)$9.98 

R0T0-PH0T0 DISPLAY ALBUM 
Roto Photo lets you flip to your favorite snapshot 
easily! No gluing or mounting. Just slip photos (up to 
3Vx5") into protective transparent windows on sturdy 
base. Windows for 160 pictures incl. Holds up to 500. 
S2045 Roto-Photo Album $5.98 

1000 RETURN ADDRESS LABELS $1 
Quick, easy way to put your name and address on let- 
ters, records, books. Any name, address & Zip code up to 
4 lines beautifully printed in black ink on white gummed 
labels; rich gold trim. Free handy box. 48-hour service. 
S716 1000 Labels $1 

75 BILL-PAYING ENVELOPES 
Why scramble for envelopes at bill paying time, or break 
up good stationery sets? Mail checks, orders, etc. in 
these 6V crisp white envelopes made lor this job! Re- 
turn shows name, address, Zip code. 48-hour service. 
P3003 75 Envelopes $1 

RETURN ADDRESS TAG FOR PET $1 
No need to worry about your pet getting lost! This life- 
time return address tag shows the pet's name, plus your 
name, address and phone number - all engraved in pol- 
ished stainless steel. Easy to put on collar. 48-hr. service. 
P4008 Pet Return Address Tag $1 

2-FT. x 3-FT. POSTER 
Send in any picture, document, marriage license, birth 
certificate, wedding invitation, black and white or color 
snapshot (no negatives)... or a 35mm color slide .. . 
and have it enlarged into a giant 2ft. x 3-ft. black and 
white poster. Comes rolled in a mailing tube to prevent 
creasing. Your original returned safe and sound. A real 
conversation piece for any room or office! 5 day service. 
D5009 Giant Photo (from photo) .... $3.98 
D5010 Giant Photo (from slide) $4.50 

Walter Drake & Sons 

4020 Drake Building 

Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901 

FAST SERVICE 

We ship in 24 hours 

(except as noted) 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Charge to my 
INTERBANK 

MASTER CHARGE 
account number 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK! We ship POSTPAID! 

NAME  

ADDRESS. 

CITY 4 STATE . 
ITEM NO     HOW MANY' NAME OF ITEM 

Colorado residents add 1% tax.    TOTAL ENCLOSED (or charged) 

Print the 4 numbers and letter R««JK wn 
from the lower left corner of card DHI™ ™u 
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i MORE LIGHT ON THE SUBJECT! 
Rotating high intensity lamp 

This high fashion, high intensity 
desk   lamp   gives   light   exactly 
where needed. Rotates a full 360°, 
adjusts up and down, to give you 

.maximum flexibility. In sleek pol- 
ished   chrome,  enamelled   shade 

.comes in flat black, white or or- 
[ange. Standard voltage, 40 watts. 
20" high. Perfect in his study, li- 
brary, workroom. $19.95 plus $1.50 
postage and handling, (bulb inclu- 
ded). Sorry no C.O.D.s 

Morlyn, Jnc. 
Dept. Ppip 

350 So. County Rd. 
Palm Beach, Florida 33480 

CORK 

14* PER SQ.FT. 

A corking idea . . . tor as little as 14c per 
sq. ft. Richly textured PORTUGUESE 
CORK SHEETS are ideal for sound-proof- 
ing, wall panels or bulletin boards. Elimi- 
nates maintenance and easily applied in 
minutes with either linoleum paste or 
nails. Warm, romantic tobacco brown col- 
or. Choose from: ^, 

A—12 x 36 x "2" 144 sq. ft. per case 
$19.95 per case or less than 14c per sq. ft. 

C—24 x 36 x 1" 72 sq. ft. per case 
$19.95 per case or less than 28c per sq. ft. 

Check or M.O. only. Pier 16 Inc., Dept. 
HG107, Box 211 Central Station, Jamaica, 
N.Y. 1 1435.NoC.O.D.'s.Expresscharges 
collect. N. Y. residents add sales tax. 
Mail order case lots only. 

P1ERI6! 
I Visi t one 0! our five Pier 16stores 

in  New York. New Haven and 
I Prmcetonformoreexcitingitems. 

Send 25c for new cataloe. 

TOTEM TEEPEE 
Heap Big Fun for Tribe 

Your young braves will practically live in it 
during the warm months then migrate Indoors 
when it gets cold. Red. white and blue heavy 
duty fiberboard sets up in minutes, folds flat for 
storage. 41

2 ft. high. S5.95 plus 75c postage. 

JOAN COOK CO. 
Dept. G-10. 1241 N.E. 8th Ave. 

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33304 
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HAND EMBROIDERED 
CREWEL   from   INDIA 

In stock for immediate delivery. 

Multicolored floral pattern delicately hand 
embroidered in wool on natural hand-woven 
Indian cotton from Kashmir. Ideal for 
elegant draperies, upholstery, bedspreads, 
pillows, etc. Available by the yard in 
50" width—only S9.95 per yard,  post paid. 

CREWEL   PILLOW   COVERS 
12'2" sq. or rd. $5.00 ea. ppd. 
NEW   COLOR   CATALOG   AND 

SAMPLE CUTTING, 50c   IN  COIN 
FEATURING NUNDAH RUGS & CREWEL PRODUCTS 

G U Rl AN'S 
11  East 33 Street—Ocpt.  HG-IO 
New   York.   New   York   10016 

SHOPPING AROUND 

U.S. Pat. 
3.425.765 

WASTECAN   Tito I.I. IA 
Are wastecans a problem in your pretty kitch- 
en ? Now—keep them out of sight ami still 
within easy reach! Our ingenious under-cab- 
inet "trolley" hides them—under the sink— 
in any cabinet—but you'll never have to reach 
for them! Attaches in minutes (detaches 
easily)—holds any size wastecan (not incl.)—■ 
glides out to meet you as door opens, disap- 
pears like magic as door closes! Now you can 
have wastecans wherever you need them with- 
out offense! In honev tone pine stain finish. 
16"L 12"W $5.50 Postpaid. 
BEAUTIFUL   NEW   FREE   CATALOG—1000   PIECES 

Finished and  Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine 

Titione Handbag from Morocco 
Here's  a  superlative  example  of the  finest 
Utfcujy    tooicu     ....<ud.an     .earner,     b. 
fully   handmade,   with   leather   fastener 
natural    beige    is    perfect    with    everythn g 
in    your    wardrobe.     Measures     $7-50 PPd. 
10" X 7" X 3". / 

Send 25c for our new • Visit OIT s 
56-page catalog of 600 • Norwich. I 
imports. • WtHtsley, Mass. 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

444 Shopping International Bldg. 
NORWICH.   VERMONT  05055 

ROCKING RELIC COPY 
"Penny Upshaw" rocker of ma 
hogany carefully follows lines c 
Victorian antique with goosf 
neck curved arms. Arched era 
has typical rose-and-leaf carviri| 
Choose from delightful variety c 
covers. 42" h., 25" w., 34" i 
$129.95 ppd. Victorian furnitm 
catalogue and samples $1 Mag 
nolia Hall, HG10, 726 Andova 
Atlanta, Ga. 30327. 

COIN CASES 
For the coin collector! Cases ii 
many sizes with glass front i- 
solid walnut, maple or other fin 
ishes, velvet linings in color a. 
black. Send $1 for new color cat 
alogue of all showcases. $1 re. 
funded with first order. Christma 
orders guaranteed delivery 
Award Maker, Dept. HG10 
12495 N.E. 8th Ave., No. Miami 
Fla. 33161. 

MESSY YEAR AHEAD 
1971 is the year of the Wretchec 
Mess! Amusing calendar con 
tains Psychiatric Lingerie Day 
Flabuwary or fat lady month 
Mooch, Apill or inconceivabli 
month and umteen more lech 
erous days and months plus Poo 
Wretched's Almanac. $2 ppd 
Bruce Bolind, HG10, Boulder 
Colo. 80302. 

INSTANT SPELLER 
Indispensable desk accessor 
gives the instant answer. Plastic 
case has 6000 commonly mis 
spelled words and accepted ab 
breviations in handsome casr 
with gold alphabet. Point leve 
at first letter of word you're un 
sure of, it pops open, gives cor 
rect spelling instantly. 4" by 7" 
$3.50 ppd. Miles Kimball, 10( 
Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901 

SCENT-SATIONAL ■ 
Delightful air freshener—decora 
tive Perm-A-Scent wall vases turr 
stale room odors into sheer am 
brosia. Fragrance is released— 
continuously. With French floral 
lily (shown) or ribbed vase. Gift 
set: any vase with four months 
supply of trefle or blue sprucf 
fragrance. $3.95 ppd. Edco Fra 
grance. HG10, 17-30 166 St. 
Whitestone, N. Y. 11357. 

PARTY PERFECT 
Elegant in their simplicity art 
heavy 6" diameter silverplats 
party plates. For bread and but 
ter, tea sandwiches or dessert 
Delightful festive addition on holi 
day and party occasions. Witt 
single initial, set of four, $7.95 
four plain, $6.95. Ppd. Barring 
ton Specialties, HG10, Box 154 
Barrington, R. I. 02806. D2806. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

J AT THE READY 
g up the tavern sign and the 

t   ie bar is ready for genial ser- 
. Black iron sign inlaid with 
rful  tile.   Utensils with  tiny 
handles include: bottle open- 
:an opener; corkscrew-, paring 
e   and   are  about   4"   long. 
ers! $5.98 ppd. Colonial Stu- 

< |, Dept. BSE-7, 20 Bank St., 
\   te Plains, N. Y. 10606. 

\SS TRAY TABLE 
id-carved shesham wood 
e has a magnificent design 
lowers and leaves. Its remov- 
; brass tray is scalloped and 
raved with a typically Indian 
ign. Table folds flat for stor- 
. 15V2" in dia. and I5V2" 
i. $19.98 plus $1.50 post, 
riet Carter, HG10, Plymouth 
bting, Pa. 19462. 

OOM THE BATH 
need to have ugly cracks and 
nings around tub, sink or ba- 
marring the beauty of your 

hroom. Seal them up with 
-sticking tape. Merely press 
9 on clean, dry surface and 
job is done. 11 foot roll, $1.98 
s 25c postage. Order from 
hony Enterprises, Dept. HG10, 
5 Market St., San Francisco, 
. 94105. 

)UEUR SERVER 
gant baroque silverplate ser- 

with half a dozen cut glass 
ndy goblets is the perfect 
ch for after dinner entertain- 
.   Smart  server  doubles  for 

v ie, too, and stands 11" high. 
~f nish   resistant!   The   handle 
f| kes it easy to pass to guests. 
5(9.95 ppd. Beevinwood, Dept. 
r . Rte. 2, Arcanum, Ohio 45304. 

f :RRY MUSIC BOXES 
(j amic music boxes play favor- 

' nursery rhymes. Mary sits on 
:ence as her wooly lamb re- 
ves to their favorite tune. 6V2" 

|f;h Red Riding Hood, basket in 
l id,   pauses   on   her   way   to 
|i indma's house to listen to that 

Irsuasive wolf. 5%" high. $4.99 
1 :h plus 80c post.  Breck's of 
fston, W78 Breck Bldg.,  Bos- 

1, Mass. 02210. 

ME INDIAN WAY 
ilk   softly   along   quiet   pine- 

'2nted paths or from living 
3m to bedroom and all through 

•5 house. Glove leather natural 
n shoes have foam rubber in- 
les and flexible cowhide soles. 

' oe conforms to the shape of 
Dt, just as a moccasin does. La- 
ss' 5 to 10, $4.98 plus 50c post. 
il-Leather, HG-10, 525 W. Wind- 
r Rd., Glendale, Cal. 91204. 

sr«7 "• ~~ 
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J The Country Gourmet CHEF'S SPECIALS 

GAY MEASURING CUP SET S2.98 
Cnmiiounil fractions make delightful kitchen decor! 
Accurate ceramic measuring cups, holdly marked, with 
h.inilv pouring lips. When not in use they hang gaily 
I] v then feet from a matching 9x2'/a" wooden peg rack. 
In  assorted   bright  colors—great   gifts. S6262 

EXQUISITE EGGS. GOLDEN STANDS 
To glamorize a table or shell to add decor drama 
anywhere! Gorgeous Italian alabaster. V/' eggs in 
rich assorted colors. Pick from 3 stunning bases ot 
gleamy Gold plated metal. 6547—Alabaster Egg. 
$1.50 ea.: -4100—Turtle Stand $1.00: -4102—Bam- 
boo Stand $1.00; - 4103—Sunburst 2-pe. Stand $1.98. 

AUTHENTIC CHINESE WOK     S1.98   FRENCH WHISKS Set of 3 SI.00 
The secret of Oriental cookery is in this special 
shape! AND the secret of tasty food without extra 
calories! Crisp vegetables, mouthwatering meat and 
fish, done with just a bit of oil or mere drops of 
water.  12" steel pan, recipes included.     "8152 

. a&fe 

Prized by gourmet chefs for centuries—nothing like 
them for light and airy whipping. You get 3 sizes— 
8 for fluffy omelets. 10" for velvety sauces. 12" 
for smooth batters and puddings. Heavy tinned 
piano-style  hoops,  hanging  loops.   -8148 

CHEF QUALITY SLICER-SHREDDER   $3.98 
Crafted like a precision tool! Two stainless steel 
blades in separate inner panels adjust for any cut* 
ting from thick to paper-thin—wing nuts hold fast 
at any angle. Razor-keen blades are protected when 
panels closed.  Sturdy hardwood.   I7X6'/4". £6443 

ELEGANT SILVERWARE STACKERS 
Beautify your buffet table! Stunning new stackers 
cradle flatware, keep service clutter-free, save space! 
Cast metal, lavishly I8K Gold plated. Each holds 12. 
= 4075—Slotted   Knife Stacker Each $3.98 
-4074—Fork-Spoon Stackers Set of 2 $3.98 
= 4077—Super savings! All 3 stackers Set $7.50 

CHEF'S WOODEN TOOLS Set of 5 $1.59   NON-STICK OMELET PAN  $2.98 
Fascinating  forms  and  essential  utensils—the  finest Feather-light  omelets   every  time!  This  hinged   pan 
chefs   wouldn't   stir  without   them!   Spoons   that   get lets   you   cook   both   sides,   add   filling,   flip   'em   so 
into   corners,   with   holes  for   mixing   dough   or  slots gently they won't fall flat! Polyflon-coated aluminum 
for draining, paddle shaped for folding—each differ- ends   sticking,   cooks   without   calorie-loaded   oil   or 
ent! Natural wood. 9-14" long. =6077 fat.  7V  wide,   cool   handle.       =6112 

FINE-MIST SPRAYER (at left) $2.98 
The professional way to pamper house plants and cut 
flowers! Solid brass sprayer gently bathes them in a 
super-fine film of water, can't injure fragile leaves 
and stems, great for seedlings. Fabulous for ironing, 
too—dampens evenly.  7" high,   lacquered. =6414 

I   THE COUNTRY GOURMET,   Dept. GO 
545 Fourth Avenue. Mt. Vernon. N. Y. 10550 

NAME   

ADDRESS          APT. 

CITY  

STATE ZIP 
I    NAME OF ITEM    ITEM  =     QUAN.       PRICE 

Enclose check or M.O. 
Sorry, no C.O.D.'s 

Add postage 

Total $ 
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Create a Garden of Needlework 
"BITTERSWEET"  HANGING 
Whether you're a novice or an experienced crafts- 
woman, you'll truly enjoy creating this ln-h floral 
scene. Designed to fit a 13" x 24" frame, our kit in- 
cludes picture stamped on superb parchment cotton 
homespun, 17" x 28", and all the yarn you need 
(oranges, reds, golds, greens, rusts, browns, black I. 
needle, complete easy-to-follow instructions and di^_ 
gram of most popular stitches. An ideal gift idea! 

No. 0935 only 
5^.95 

plus 60c postage 

'BLUE TULIP TREE" 
Capture the charm of an old Dutch garden with 
this lavish looking picture. Stamped on fine oyster 
cotton homespun. 28" x 40" when finished, it will 
fit in a 24" x 36" frame. Kit includes yarns in lus- 
cious shades of blues, greens and brown: needle, 
easy-to-follow instructions and diagram of favorite 
stile Ins. Makes a perfect gift for someone you want 
to remember! 

Sfk.95 
No. 0108 only      \f plus 60c postage 

Sorry,   no C.O.D.'s Satisfaction  Guaranteed 

AGAR  HOUSE 
179  Saw  Mill   Ki 

Dipt. HC-IO 
rs, N. Y.   1O701 

A SPARKLING 
GIFT IDEA 

THE KENYA GEM 

The brightest jewel 
of an idea for gift giv- 
ing... the only man- 
made gem to rival the 
diamond! Incompar- 
able beauty and 1 
prismatic fire. Rings,   / 
pendants, earrings,       / 
tie-taks. Men's and      / 
women's rings 
priced from $50. 
Convenient terms.     W 
Send lor Irei Illustrated Booklet. C 

fiSF^VA 

KENYA GEM CORP. 
Division HG-100 / Philadelphia, Pa. 19122 

UNIQUE  TWISTY   KEY   RING 
No links to loosen ... no chains to break. In- 
triguing twist-lock opens easily—stays closed. 
Holds 25 keys. Withstands pull of 150 lbs. 
Made ot aircraft cable in smart gold finish. 
Refund double purchase price if not satisfied. 

KEY RING $1.25 +  15c Mailing Each 
Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-IO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

The Songbird Handbag 
Lightweight, spacious ... a credit to your 
every outfit, the perfect shopping companion. 
Bird & Flower cotton print is exquisitely done 
in rich colors. 12" x 10" x 5" bag has stiff sides 
and bottom, turnclasp close, taffeta lining. 
$6.50 ppd. 

Free   Catalog 

Johnny Appleseed's 
Box 700, Beverly, Mass. 01915 

HIGH TIME 
CEILING ALARM CLOCK 

Ho Hum! Don't bother turning on the lights to 
see what time it Is. Look at the ceiling and see 
it projected in clear, digital numbers. Invisible 
beam emitted from top of clock shows the time 
on the ceiling ... no night-light glare to in- 
terfere with sleep. Only electrical unit ot its 
kind. 7" high 5" wide, with an alarm. One year 
factory warranty. Truly a gift that will be long 
remembered. $29.95 ppd. anywhere In the 
USA. III. Res. add 5°0 tax. Gift Catalog 25c. 

House of Minnel 
Deerpath Rd., Dept. HG10A, Batavia. III. 60510 

SHOPPING AROUND 

» 

'***   Zodiac 
gl 

HOROSCOPE FRAGRANCi 
The newest development on the 
astrological horizon is after shave* 
lotion for guys; cologne for gall 
Fragrances are blended frorj 
rare perfumes. Whatever youj 
sign, a scent has been blendea 
Specify date and sex. Gals 2 oz. 
cologne or guys 4 oz. after-shave^ 
$3.50 ea.; one dozen (12 signs! 
$39.95. Ppd. Beauty Basics, Inc.; 
HGE10, Mt. Sterling, III. 62353. 

WALK TO VIGOR 
Walker lets you walk, jog or ruli 
at home regardless of weathen 
Excellent way to get in shape anj 
stay fit. Charts show calorief 
burned up by exercise. Steel 
frame slants upward duplicating 
moderate hill. Belt for support 
Free informative folder. Write 
Battle Creek Equipment Co., 
HG10, Battle Creek, Mich. 49016J 

CLEARLY USEFUL 
Picture a pitcher that holds a big 
48 ounces for serving a perfectly 
chilled martini! Picture it again 
chock-full of green leaves on a 
coffee table. Handmade in Eu- 
rope in a Paul Revere tankard 
shape. It's the perfect answer to 
any gift problems. $4.50 plus 
50c post. Added Touch, 12H 
Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

STAGGER SHELVES 
Scalloped edge pine shelves and 
spindle dowels finished in Salem 
maple and ready to arrange to 
fit a particular wal1 space. Try 
a vertical ladder or a left or right 
stagger to create step effect. 
Three 13V2" shelves, three dow- 
els, attached hooks, $5.99 plus 
90c post. Breck's of Boston, W77 
Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 

I  02210. 

NAME 
ADDRESS 
AND 
ZIP CODE 
HERE 
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RICH VELLUM 
Name, address and zip code are 
printed in rich midnight blue on 
envelopes and 5V2" by 7" sheets 
of thick white vellum. Three or' 
four lines of printing allowed. 
Order includes 125 sheets and 
50 envelopes. Zip code looked 
up. 48-hr. service! $1.98 ppd. 
Walter Drake, HG70 Drake Bldg., 
Cojorado Springs, Colo. 80901. 

WORDS AND PICTURE 
Textured absorbent white nap- 
kins spell out in novel and per- 
sonalized way their dual use for 
dessert, bridge, coffee breaks, 
midnight snacks. "Time for . . 
at the Millers" they say with 
words and picture, though browr 
brew in cup could be tea, too 
13" square. Package of 50, $1.25 
ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bone 
St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901. 

HOUSE & GA 
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TO NEW LENGTHS 
nl your  reach by 27" and 
ver the easy way to get a 
it  . inchovies from  the top 
without a ladder. Smooth 

E-Z   Reach   has   non-slip 
and magnetic tip to get a 
grip on elusive pins, clips 

ves   stooping.   Gives   inde- 
ence   to   an   invalid,   too. 
9 ppd. Better Sleep, HG10, 
Providence, N. J. 07974. 

S AND BOLTS CHESS 
ue contemporary chess set 
ade of real nuts, bolts, wash- 
nd wing nuts plated in black 
bright chrome. A handsome 
for   today's   players.   Board  4^( 
for carrying in briefcase. A     ^r 

t move at $5.98 plus 75c 
Order several for Christmas 
from Harriet Carter, HG10, 

louth Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

D THE SOFT SHOE 
S > into multi-colored brocade 
tifed travel slippers of soft, 

:ier-like fabric with genuine 
ler sole for casual ease at 

" I e or abroad. Matching bro- 
c i carrying case personalized 

v her name. Sizes: S-41/2-6, 
l\ /2-7V2, L-8-9, XL-9V2-10. 

9 plus 25c post. Chrono- 
rol, HG10, 200 Madison 

, New York, N. Y. 10016. 

^AL AMERICA 
d-decorated English Stafford- 
a ironstone 45-piece dinner 
ice includes: eight each din- 
plates,  bread  and  butters, 

3-cereal    bowls,    cups    and 
:ers,  one   12"   oval   platter, 
id vegetable server, covered 
ar and creamer. $52.50 ppd. 

$2.50 post,  west  of  Miss, 
fer House, G100, Gt. Barring- 
Mass. 01230. 

|EAMING CRYSTAL 

Aj vely pair of crystal lamps sets 
Jiood of elegance with its show- 
e of imported crystal prisms 
c.-ibined with intricate Rogers 
H i-plated castings. In shining 
■ y they cast radiant rays for 
I it lighting effects. UYz" h., 
9 w. Pair, $34.95. Exp. coll. Cat- 
a $ue, 10c. Luigi Crystal, HG-10, 
7(;2 Frankford Ave., Philadel- 
P 3, Pa. 19136. 

E r JUPITER! 

I as smart and comfortable a 
lie as you'll find. And what 
£ olor and size selection! Gray 
■black shag; black, red, bone, 
I ver brown or white baby calf. 
J 'iter side tie saddle, crepe 
I i. Widths AAAA to EE; 2V2 to 
'■ $20.95; 10V2 to 12, $21.95. 
Li 50c post. Free catalogue. 
4 by Bayes, HG10, 45 Winter 
■I   Boston, Mass. 02108. 

<j:R.   1970 

Trexxdline PHONE 
Be first with the newest trend in phone 
elegance without adding to your phone bill! 
Cradles in your palm (or easy dialing, tilt- 
ing and listening. Nothing to install; just plug 
into phone jack and use. 

Illuminate   dial   with 
mini transformer   (5) $2.99 add'l. 

Colors:- Wh.tc.  green,   blue,  beige, pink, 
turquoise   ivory, Mack,  red. 

'■*•'■   JCQ95 W.ih, 
ail rord tt plu<. '59! 

MODERN COLOR 
FASHION 
PHONE 

wilhiinier, 
pli.f t, ,Mr 

Luxurious styling to accent a conversa- 
tion piece. Highlight your room with an 
extra convenient phone. Colors to fit your 
decorating creativity: beige, green, red, 
blue, black, white, ivory, pink, grey, yel- 
low. 

BATHROOM 
EXTENSION PHONE 

$ 4 Q95   Complete with roil cord. 
I    U plu«   &,.blf. 

Be the person to have every- 
thing! Here is comfort-plus! 
No need to step out of the 
shower when the phone rings. 
Colors: beige, white, black, 
red. grey. 

SCULPTURE 
PHONE 

1  P1KCE/2  POSI HON 

*3995 

With pluf, dill 
'**, and cable. 

Swedish beauty winner of ultracontem- 
porary design, stands like a statue; rests 
horizontally for easy dialing. Coordinate 
color: white, green, blue, red, ivory, yel- 
low, pink. (Buzzer, if needed @ $10 add'l.) 

25 FT PHONE EXTENSION CORD 

SO 99 with 4-pc.nt plu|      ^*B 
fc   each I jack attached * 

length | _1S> 

Add 60c pst);/hdlg -ITJ 
Full 25 foot extension makes your phone 
reach to any part of the room. Saves 
steps and energy. 

Decorator's   choice! 

"SPEAK-EASY" PHONE 

$QQ95 Fomplelew.th 
ij ^J dill, builrr, 

plu; & <able 

As famous as raccoon coats and the roar- 
ing '20 s. But more functional. Stands 
12" high and is crafted with dial in the 
base. Black. Available in old-fashioned 
brass finish (a   $10 add'l. 

FRENCH 
CRADLE 
PHONE 

49 9b 

( omple If with 
ringer, decorated 
dial, plug it cable. 

Truly authentic in style and performance! 
Here is genuine elegance! 

Ready for use. Gold & ivory; gold &. black; 
all gold. 

CINDERELLA PHONE 

S 29 9 b Complete with 
dial, plug & cable. 

Styled low and sleek for today's fashion- 
able decor. Lightweight and graceful. 
Have the convenience of another phone 
without increasing your phone bill. Colors: 
white, beige, grey, blue, green, pink. 

Ringer Box if needed (a  $6.95 add'l. 

DESK DIAL PHONE 
*.ihd,.i.PU 

ringer and cibl< $095 

ASSORTEO STYLES 

Regulation phone for the home at a bud- 
get price! Enjoy the comfort and conven- 
ience of an additional phone without in- 
creasing the cost on your monthly phone 
bill. Black. Fully equipped and ready to 
plug in and use. 

 *  USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM •  
Send check or money order for prompt delivery. Add proper sales tax 

METROPOLITAN TELETRONICS CORP 
Dept.HG 10,35  WEST  35th  ST.,   NEW  YORK,   N.Y.   10001   •   Phone:   LW   4-4030 

nease sena rne t oiiowmg items: Add $1.50 pstg 
and hdlg charge 
for each phone 
ordered. 
Be sure to add 
proper Sales Tax. 

NAME 

L-1 FULL REFUND WITH FIRST ORDER. (Indicate 2nd choice 
when specifying color) 

Am't enclosed: 

ADDRESS $ 
CITY STflTF ZIP 

197 



FRINGED CURTAINS COUNTRY 
STYLE! 

Curtains like these adorned windows in 
the homes of our Colonial ancestors gen- 
erations ago. Made of natural unbleached 
or snowy white bleached MUSLIN, they're 
trimmed with 2" knotted fringe and are 
EXTRA WIDE—80    to the  pair. 

VERSATILE—hang as Tier upon Tier, Tier 
and Valance or use two pairs Cottage 
Style (as illustrated) or 1 pair full length 
tied back. Two matching tieback pieces 
included with every pair. 

ENDLESS DECORATING POSSIBILITIES. 
ADD YOUR OWN COLOR—just lace inex- 
pensive colored bias tape through fringe 
knots. 

24" S4.50 pr.      45" $5.50 pr 
30" 4.75 54" 6.25 " 
36" 5.00 63" 6.75 " 

72" S7.50 Pr- 

Mat ching Va ance11"x 68" $2.50 

1,1, 
la 

.^Oc postag 
each order 

Avoid delay. Specify white or natural 

OLD COLONY CURTAINS 

Cottage Style as shown takes two pairs 
Money buck guarantee.  Send  check  o,  Money Order. 

V, i O.O.-s. Deliver) in <V./. add 5% Soles Tax 
Dept.  HG-101,   Box  232,  Westfield,   N.J.  07090 

SHOPPING AROUND 

ROYAL   DELFT 

Wedding Plate 
To commemorate the day, not only tor newly-weds 
but also a suitable gitt for anniversaries and other 
occasions. Include couple's full name, wedding date 
and place. Hand painted plate will arrive in 3 weeks 
by air, direct from Delft factory in Holland. Will be 
cherished for a lifetime. S<^.95 

PPD 
Pa.  Res. Add C ,   Tar  •  Sorr,, So COD'S 

Send lOc for catalog 

POSTAMATIC   COMPANY 
Dept.   HGI070.   Lafayette   Hill,   Pa.   19444 

THIS COOK DOOK 
IS MORE THAN 

JUST A COOK BOOK. 
It's luncheon on the lawn. A gourmet 

club buffet. A cocktail supper. It's 
1000 recipes and menus gleaned from 
Nashville's most gracious hostesses. 

And ordered into 368 pages of sim- 
ple, thorough instructions. Plus menu 
suggestions and cooking tips. For begin- 
ners. For connoisseurs. 

This fifth edition 
of the Nashville Taste 
is $4.25, postage in- 
cluded. And gift- 
wrapped, if desired. 

Nashville Seasons 
is also available na- 
tionwide in fine book- 
stores and gift shops. 

Send your check of 
$4.25 to: 

NASHVILLE SEASONS 
DEPT. H + GO 
3850 GREEN HILLS VILLAGE DRIVE 
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE  37215 

BUILD 
these Beautiful 

CLOCKS 
Now at big savings! Send just 
SI for plans & instructions to 
build choice of: (A) Grand- 
father (B) Banjo (C) Steeple 
(D) Grandmother plus infor- 
mation-packed catalog of 
movements, dials, parts & kits 
to build these & 15 other fine 
clocks. All 4 plans $3.50. 
Catalog alone—25c. 

MASON & SULLIVAN CO. 
Dept. HG, Osterville, Mass. 02655 

gflfc^ 

MONOGRAMMED GLASSWARE 
For company or everyday use. Choose 
5 oi.; 8 oz.; 11 oz. rolypoly with 5 oz. 
sham juice; 7 oz. old-fashioned; 12 oz. 
sham highball. 

Set of eight  

Add 6Cc sales tax 
for Penna. 
deliveries 

REIZ 

$g.50 ppd. 
.A 

EIN'S 
300-6th Avenue Bldg. Room 260-M 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222 

r 

SEE YOUR WAY CLEAI 
Cordless closet light instal 
minutes with two screws or; 
sive strips right above c 
door, turns on powerful 
beams when door is opt 
Battery-powered beams adji 
cover wide area. On-off swit 
automatic. Requires 4 "D" 
batteries (not incl.). $5.98 
for $11.85 ppd. Collier's, 1C 
Box 585, Skokie, III. 6007( 

CAMEO TELEPHONE 
A happy blending of the ok 
the new! Grecian cameo de 
an 18k gold trimmed c 
phone has white figures on b 
off-white handset, tilted dial 
el. Complete with plug, reac 
instant use. $149.95 plu: 
post. Metropolitan Teletr 
Corp., Dept. PG9, 35 W. 35t 
New York, N. Y. 10001. 

MADRID CITYSCAPES 
Limited edition prints of per 
ink drawings by Rivas, fai 
Spanish artist, 9" by 26" 
vivid enough to evoke a 
through the lively Old \ 
capital with its many m 
streets and twisting ways. S 
four prints ready for frai 
$1.98 plus 25c post. Worl 
Studio, HG10, Westport,' ( 
06855. 

TOY HOUSE 
Imagine a toy storage unit! 
two compartments for sepa^ 
big and little toys! One side: 
miniature cars, tiny dolls, t 
Pull out chest takes stuffed' 
games. Fibreboard, easytoa 
ble.21V4"by283/4"by22"l 
low, blue, green, red, 61 
$6.95 plus 75c post. BS] 
Dept. HG-10, 1855 Imperial 
New Hyde Park, N. Y. 1104 

FLOWER  PICTURES 
Creative  stitchery   in   pos.M 
tures.   Exquisite  floral  de< r 
kit includes homespun ma' 
gay-colored wool, floss, n I 
simple  directions,   12"  b;! 
white  molded  frame.   Dai 
blue, Queen Anne's lace ore 
black-eyed Susan on olive. '<■ 
$3.50 plus 45c post. The I 
Touch,  12H Water Street, 
Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

CHAIR CANING KITS 
Now anyone can restore his fa- 
vorite antique and heirloom chairs 
easilv and inexpensively with a 
NEWELL CANING KIT. Tools, 
natural cane, and "easy-to-follow"' 
instructions, all postpaid for only 
$2.50. Illinois residents, please add 
5'r  sales tax. 

(E\tra cane 51.25 chair-lot.) 
THE   NEWELL  WORKSHOP 

(Dept.  S-4),   19   Blaine   Avenue 
HINSDALE,   ILLINOIS  40521 

198 HOUSE 
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■RAPE SHAPE 
inesse shows up in a super sof- 
e made of angora to drape any 
hn h v..i, I ills the bill foi 

> wear with knit suits, pants or 
jrs. Contemporary Cuddle Cap 
lows up in black, brown, white, 
amel, forest green, gold, navy, 
ine. Packs well. One size fits 
I, $7 ppd. Frances-Morris, 
G10, Box 1270, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
1202. 

IKING FIGURES 
Jines finished in antique 

:=wter are valorous Vikings 
I i'med with ancient weapons for 

ie fray. Each 6V2" tall figure is 
lounted on a genuine carrara 
larble base. Great accents for 
Dokshelf, cabinet or desk of a 
oy's room. $3.98 ea.; $7.50 
air. Add 75c postage per order, 
arriet Carter, HG10, Plymouth 
eeting, Pa. 19462. 

:c TTENTION! 
know you believe you under- 

and what you think I said, but 
am not sure you realize that 
hat you heard is not what I 
leant." Great gift guaranteed 

1 improve communications, 
lack letters on golden plate in 
ne-finish plaque, 4" by 5". 
1.98 plus 20c post. Anthony 
hterprises, HG10, 585 Market 

San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

RYSTAL ENCHANTMENT 
lagine the radiance of dining 
>om or hall lit by this exquisite 
ystal and bronze chandelier, 
x lights, 21" w., 18" h. with 
5" bronze chain. An ideal 
ioice for homes in the tradition- 

manner with polished woods, 
strous fabrics. $50 Exp. chgs. 
)ll. Artistic Lighting, HG10, Box 
5, Homecrest Station, Brooklyn, 
.Y.11229. 

ATURAL WILLOW 
sauty of a stool made of heavy 
II willow is a delightful vanity 
ool or an ideal extra seat. Top 
V dia. and 19" high. Spray 
ainted in H&G colors: Pineapple 
jllow, Parrot Green, Space Blue, 
?alea, Bittersweet, black or 
hite, $8.95. Natural, $6.95. 
ad. 1970 catalogue, 25c. Fran's 
asket House, HG10, 89 W. Main 
., Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

C 

KNOW YOU BELIEVE YOU 

UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU THINK 

I SAID. BUT I AM NOT SURE YOU 

REALIZE THAT WHAT YOU HEARD 

IS NOT WHAT I MEANT, e 

DOWN COMFORTS 
?e^^ RE-COVERED 
. in   exquisite   down-proof   satins,   taffetas. 

Wool comforts recovered, too. And OLD 
FEATHERBEDS converted into cioud-soft, feather- 

fluff, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret proc- 
■    ess. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

Mail   Order  Only.  No  salesman  will  call! 

ALDEN COMFORT MILLS-HGeBox 6070•Dallas, Texas 

.-~S' ? &M Write .... samples of coverings, testimonials, and 
for. . rKCC descriptive folder today. No obligation. 

FREE 
CATALOG 

SANTA   IN   CHIM- 
•. I    • 

114.eg 
S.IVIT     I 

14K 
SOLID GOLD 

and STERLING 
SILVER 

CHARMS 
At Direct- 

To-You Prices 

1 hi 

$10.95      Sterling 
S.IV.T     I . 

THREE   WEE   BELLS- 
14K 

I    r.old    $3.95.    Sterling 
lllverS2.80. 

CHRISTMAS   TREE 

*        1 

To have and to hold "those precious 
moments" are now at hand, brought to 
mind by cherished charms and minia- 
tures that tell a story all your own. 

■ ill      ^> & 

14K Solid 
Gold$9 95 
Storling 

BABY   SHOES 

tines. 1       1.1 Nntl 
14K    Solid    Gold   14K    Solid 
SB.SO.   Storling    SB. 95.    Stei 
Silver   S2.9S. Silver   SI.95 

CHILDREN    OF   THE 
w <ms?4& 

CHARMS   IN    RHYME 
First name and date engraved free on back. 

3/4" SB.50 ea., 1" S11.9S ea. 
3/4" $2.20 ea.. 1" S   2 95 ea. 

•LUCKY"   THE   LEPRECHAUN 

PLAY    A    CHARM- 
ING    CUPID. 
14K     Solid     Gold 
S12.95.     Sterling 
Silver   S2.9S. IN ANY LANGUAGE—IT'S LOVET—Charm he! with I Love Yo 

in any one of four languages—Specify English, German. Ila 
ian. French. 14K Gold a 4" SB.95. 1" S12.95. Sterling 3/, 
S2.45.   1"  S3.4S.  Saying on back   10c a  letter. 

ANGEL    OR     DEVII PrOD. 
ably a bit of both! Two 
first names engraved on 
back. Sterling: 34" S2.90. 
1" S3.90. 14K 3/i" S9.3S, 
1"   S13.35. 

SAY IT IN FRENCH —'-r 
love you more today than 
yesterday but less than 
tomorrow." 14K Solid 
Gold S11.9S. Sterling 
Silver  $2.95. 

PRAYING HANDS Charm 
1» s" S22.9S: 1 $19.95; 
1" 8"   S3.9S;   1"   $2.95; 

or Pocketpiece. 14K Gold: 
3/4" $9.95. Sterling Silver; 
lj"   S2.25. 

ZODIAC CHARM. Sen.I 
Btrth Date. F:: 
engraved free. 3 a" 14K 
Gold S9.35: 1" S13.3S 
Sterling Silver 52.10; 
1" S3.40. 

CHURCH WITH 
VIEW/—look in- 
side and see the 
Lord's Prayer. 
14K Solid Gold 
$13 95. Ster. 
ling Silver 
S3 95 

SPEC IAL   OFFER! 
Se nd on y $1  .n cash or 

sta id you'll receive 
the huge, 9x12.  160 page, 
all ive 8S00 charm 

catalog. A must for all 
ollect >rs of charms. 

C be-WITCH-ing 
Only the two of you 
know what's what. 
11 16" $12 in 14K; 
$2.SO in sterling. 
*8" $13.50 in 14K; 
S3.00 in sterling. 
I'. $25 in 14K; 
S3.50    in    sterling. 

<&■^T fyJUXlwJL~ '~e- 
I   Dept.  HG-100. 72 Bowery.  New York.  New York! 

10013 
I I enclose check or money order for the total S I 
1 Please enclose 10c  in coin or stamps for handling of ■ 

FREE   CATALOG 

NAME    I 

[ADDRESS          I 
I 

■ WRITE MR. JOHN LAPORTE ABOUT BECOM   ' 
I ING   OUR   REPRESENTATIVE. 
I Engraving on any charm—10c per letter or number. . 
■ Please print inscr.pt.on clearly. Enclose with order. | 
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cArfnetale 
is not Pewter! 

Many people call it Pewter by mistake. We 
don't mind, but we do wish they were more 
discerning Armetale is considerably more 
durable. It's heavier. It won't dent or leak, 
nor will it tarnish. And because of its paten- 
ted fusion of ten different metals, Armetale 
products when chilled, become incredibly 
cold, and stay cold for long periods of ome. 
When heated, Armetale oven ware retaia^^ 
heat better than any comparable product. 
And Armetale products won't discolor even 
when subject to broiler or freezer tempera- 
tures 

Each p.igce is hand cast. And we have mugs, 
tankarcfsT^Conces, tableware, all sorts of 
decorative items-some polished, some in an 
antiqtte finish, but all unmistakably Arme- 
tale and all available to you in our new 
catalog It's free, so why not send for it 
today, and enter the fascinating world of 
Armetale. 

All prices ppd. 
Money refunded if not delighted 

**X m 
sagitunys 
eiilferpfisefc 

2405 Spruce SI.,    Philidrlphid, Penrnrlvjm.i    1<HM 

Lindbergh i.;u A     ■'- h  ■> i1''' Jkt^rl 
ftSOOMik Flight in 33!< 

DATED 
NEWSPAPER COPY 

Find out what happened the day you 

were born—or any other special date. 

You pick the date—any time trom Jan. 

1, 1900 through Dec. 31, 1964; you'll 

get the tront page copy of the New 

York Herald Tribune for that day. 

Please specify exact dates. $1.50 Ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of gifts. 

Holiday Gifts n^.-u».r. 
7047 Pecos St.. Denver, Colorado 80221 

Throw fcway Ixtro 

Pillows 

Exact replicas of the sabers used by the Spanish 
buccaneers. Gold plated. Steel. Colorfully enameled 
and decoratively correct. Three inches long. Just 
right for continental "sabering" olives, onions, 
cherries, and canapes. Buy Spanish Sabers for home 
or give as anyoccasion gifts at a New Low Price! 
Complete with holder. Authentic in every detail. 

One holder and six sabers  7.95 PPD 
Two holders and 12 sabers 14.95 PPD 
One holder and 18 sabers 18.95 PPD 

Satisfaction Guaianteed 

Send check oi M.O. No C O.D.'s please. 

GREAT LAKES TRADING CO. 
529 South 6th Avenue, Dept. 15A 

West Bend, Wis. 53095 

SHOPPING AROUND 

£ - 
Enjoy new comfort with your back, shoulders 
and head gently raised and cushioned on this 
light buoyant foam wedge. Provides an even, 
gradual slope for more healthful, restful sleep. 
Head Elevation comforts diaphragm hernia, 
hypertension, acid regurgitation; breathing, 
bronchial and heart ailments. Leg Elevation 
eases varicose, circulatory and swelling leg 
discomforts. 27" long. Washable zipper cover. 
FOAM-SLANT coties in heights most often 
prescribed by doctors. Order 4" high for 2 
pillow users $10.00; 7l/2" high for 3 pillow users 
$12.00; or choose extra high 10" at $15.00 or 
12'/2" at $18.00. We pay postage & ship in t 
hours. N.J. residents add 5% tax. Send check to: 

$itih Shyr (K£. BOX GO 

New Providence, New Jersey 07974 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEEi= 

Old-Time 
Music Box 

Favorites on 

HI-FI RECORDS 
Now, on one exquisite record, all the nos- 
talgic and familiar songs of yestervear as 
heard and loved on the old-time music 
boxes. Recaptured on 12" hi fi recordings, 
the very finest J3 1 5 microgroove LP, the 
records include favorite melodies from 6 
rare Swiss music boxes. This is a "must" 
gift for anyone who loves music, a simply 
grand gift to give yourself. In limited 
quantities, all in stereo. 
A. Golden Music Box favorites. 26 nostal- 

gic, well loved familiar melodies. 
B. Medley  of   Christmas songs,   faithfully 

reproduced from rare old music boxes. 
C. Waltz Melodies. 26 lovely old favorites 

tor many, many houtsof listeningpleasure. 
#4.95   each.  (Postpaid) 

set of 3 records, only $13.50. (Postpaid ) 

New Hampton General Store § 
1044 Main St.. Hampton. N.J. 08827   ^ 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed   •   Prompt   Delivery 

WATCHING TIME 
Floating in a big block of cleai 
ucite are all the works of a red 

watch from springs to balance 
wheels. A perfect beauty to hole 
down papers and notes on a desk 
or to add to a collection on « 
treasure shelf. 2Vz" by 2%" b) 
IV2" in a gift box. $4 ea ; twe 
$7.98 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1410, 
Evanston, III. 60204. 

MINI   PANS 
Perfectly balanced maxi-purpose 
mini pan for making sauces oi 
even as buffet and hors d'oeuvre 
servers. Of 18/8 stainless steel 
with rosewood handle, coppei 
bottom. They hold eight ounces. 
Charming gift! Free brochure of 
delightful gifts, toys and fashions, 
$8.75 ppd. Environmental De- 
sign, HG10, 10 W. Fordham Rd., 
New York, N. Y. 10468. 

LIGHT IN THE DARK 
Charming ceramic candle holders 
decorated with the lovely moss 
rose with a golden finish on bor- 
der and handles. Shields permit 
carrying safely free from drafts 
which was their origfnal use 1 
pre-electricity days. Lovely or 
mantel, or buffet. 3" high. $2.9£ 
pr. plus 25c post. Colonial Stu 
dios, Dept. MOE-7, 20 Bank St. 
White Plains, N. Y. 10606. 

MAIL SAFE 
With self-stick address labels oH 
your correspondence! Old Glor 
n red, white and blue glorifie: 

return address or any messagi 
up to 20 letters per line, fou 
lines printed in blue on white 
Vz" by l3/4". Plastic slide disper 
ser. 225, $4; 450 (alike), $6 
1000, $12. Ppd. Bruce Bolinc 
HG10, Bolind Bldg., Boulder 
Colo. 80302. 

TURTLE CLOCK 
Hand-cast in antique goldtone metal 

to look like an expensive paperweight. 

Will give you the right time in the 
most elegant manner. 30 hour alarm 

clock with handsome dials. Overall 
length 4% in. 

$19.98 
A£> plus 75c postage 

Fta. res. add 52c sales fax 

FIFER   HOUSE 
DEPT.  103 

3118   MARTINIQUE  WAY 

ORLANDO.   FLA.   32805 

WRITE FOR 

FREE 
GIFT 

CATALOG 

NEW  FALL CATALOGI 
 »  
tfie enchanted do-fl! houwe 

booh*.       *~««^.IP'c'.-3 
Garner 

BE  ENCHANTEI 
Exciting,    Unusual,    Beautiful,    F ' 

Fantastic,  Fanciful  Dolls,  Doll He l 

Toys,   Books,   Games   From   Here 

There and  Everywhere, 

(send 25c for New 32 page Catolc 

The Enchanted Doll Hoi 
Dept.  HGI0,  Manchester Center, Vermon 
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NATURAL BEAUTY 
The white birch tree with glist 11 
ing white barked trunk, graceful, 
green-leafed branches to arrange 
in groups of three for romantic 
woodland effect. Two to four feet 
hardy northern nursery grown 
tree grows to 30 ft.! $1 each; 
three, $2.50; six, $4.50. Ppd. 
House of Wesley, Nursery Div., 
R.R. 1, Dept. 3919-38, Blooming- 
ton, III. 61701. 

DUTCH SEAT 
Pennsylvania Dutch classic pine 
seat is so right in rooms with 
provincial charm yet fits a con- 
temporary scene as well. Scooped 
IV2" thick seat, sturdy supportive 
back. 33>/2" h., 15" w., 16" d.; 

seat h., 17". Honey or maple, 
antique pine or walnut, $32.50; 
ready to finish kit, $22.25. Ppd. 
Yield House, HG10, North Con- 
way, N. H.03860. 

PROVINCIAL PILLOW 
Cross stitch in an old world de- 
sign for a 16" square knife edge 
pillow. Kit includes design on 
oyster Belgian linen, wools, linen 
;for pillow back, cording, zipper, 
instructions. Choose two tone 
red, blue, green, gold, brown, 
^black/gray or rose wools. $4.95 
ea.; 16" form, $1.95. Add 35c 
post. Classic Corner, 12H Water 
St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

RING RESPLENDENT 
Here is jewel adornment she'll 
treasure forever! A setting of 
eight genuine two point dia- 
monds enhances the lively beau- 

ity of the Twin Stars VIII, two one 
1 carat Kenya Gems, man-made 
idiamonds extraordinaire! $195 
ppd. Free catalogue. Write to 
Kenya Gem, HG10, 1760 No. 
Howard St.,  Phila.,  Pa.   19122. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

ANTIQUE 
ZOLLECTORS "MUST' 

BRING OLD ITEMS 
"BACK TO LIFE" 

< rn the professional trade secrets of 
t| lishing and restoring valuable an- 
il ies. Authority Julia Spurlock's 190 
B e step by step instructions show you 
tf ' to turn bargin finds into prize 
fl :es. Covers all restoring problems; 
V d, metal, china, marble. Even tells 
3    where to find bargins and material. 

#1.00   ppd. 
i alifornia residents add 5% sales tax. 

OODLAND PRODUCTS 
2267 Montemar 

Escondido,  California  92025 

3 OBER,   1970 

II 

GENUINE  100'r HAND WOVEN 

"ROYAL BOUKARA" 
ORIENTAL RUGS 

These rugs, about a half inch thick have a soft silky surface and 
are of such a close weave that the backs look like tapestry. This 
design, one of the most famous and beautiful in oriental rugs is 
identical to those seen in many of the world's outstanding 
museums. The quality is one of the most hard wearing in oriental 
rugs, so durable that your grandchildren will be able to use and 
enjoy them. These rugs also have great resale value! 

All sizes can be ordered in matching pieces which may be used 
in many combinations for bedroom, living room, study or den — 
they will brighten any area in town or country — they create the 
mood of elegance! "Imported from Pakistan." 

SAVE NOW-AMAZING SPECIAL PRICES 
Approx. 2.0 x 3.0 feet 
Appro* 2.6 X 4.0 (eet. 
Approx. 3.0 x 5.0 feet . 
Approx   4.0 X 6.0 feet 

S 34.9S 
59.95 
89.95 

111.9-, 
also: 6x9. 8x10. 9x12, 10x14 

AVAtLABLE IN 3 COLORS  BEIGE, RED OR GOLD BACKGROUNDS 
Send check or money older 

Please add 52.00 for safe postage and handling. No. COD 

The ORIENTAL RUG PALACE 
245 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016 

TF 
TF 

RICK 
AND 

RE AT 
Instant Hallowe'en to 
gladden the heart of any 
child — or former child — 
that's the FACEMOQILE. 
Pumpkin-like eyes and 
nose spin eerily in 
slightest draft; 9!/2" grin 
seems to enjoy a lopsided 
life of its own. Orange and 
yellow, no assembly required 
ready to hang.        ppd $3.50 

DOWSING CAN BE FUN 
These metal divining rods won't 
find water for the 2% of the popu- 
lation who have an insensitivity 
barrier; 5% more will be only par- 
tially successful. But the remaining 
93% will, in the words of our Scot 
importer, "have to tie their jaws up 
to stop them from dropping off in 
surprise!" Useful as well as fasci- 
nating, the pair, ^^ z^.^. 

ppd. vfO.UU 

REAL TEA PARTY TEA 
Great-great-great grandson of the 
very same tea our ancestors tossed 
into Boston harbor in 1773. (Orig- 
inal firm now cautions against con- 
tact with salt water.) Pre-Revolu- 
tionary blend of fine Ceylon, 
Darjeeling and Indian teas; unlike 
purveyor's previous shipments, this 
lot comes in tea bags ^^ •>.•>. 
(50, in all). ppd. vf>O.UU 

WHO COULD ASK FOR MORE? 
"Health, love, wealth — and time to 
enjoy them" reads the warm Span- 
ish toast on the rim. Cast in sand, 
this 9" plate is a fusion of ten dif- 
ferent metals in precise proportions 
that give it the feel and look of old 
pewter. Makes fine ashtray or 
warming dish when not decorating 
mantel. Oven safe.       n-1 r\ -ir- 

ppd. $10.75 
EISENHOWER MEMOIR 
Warm, very readable self-portrait of 
one of the great Americans of our 
time. Illustrated with photos espe- 
cially dear to him, it compresses 
his writings into a narrative auto- 
biography of the things he consid- 
ered most significant in $,-, ^r- 
hislife. ppd. ip/.yO 

"SEPARATE ONE EGG 
Familiar words from any cookbook 
— but how? With the egg-separator, 
it's a cinch. Slit in side allows slip- 
pery egg white to pour out, leaving 
golden yoke resting comfortably — 
and intact —on bottom of this 4" 
yellow glazed pottery <£ ■* r-r\ 
cup. ppd. ip X . 3U 

MAGNETIC SCULPTURE 
It's a toy! It's art! It's a challenge! 
And it's fun — for tot or tycoon. It's 
FANTASticks — a set of 22 rough- 
cast magnets and teak base with 
metal plate. Endless variety of in- 
teresting shapes can be q-r- r-rs 
created. ppd. 4)D.DU 

CASUAL 
STONY HILL        LIVING 
BETHEL, CONN. 06801, Dept. G 
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One simple stitch 
makes pre-started 
wool rya cushions, 
wallhangings, rugs. 
Swedish imports 
feature lustrous rug 
wools, color chart, 
English directions. 
Rya color catalog $1. 

skon .. 
RUG CRAFTS 
53 Lambert Lane 

_* New Rochelle, N.Y. 
«M|  10804 Dept. HG10 

Jeepers Sweepers! 
Embroider those big 
brown eyes. Pink, 
turquoise, orange 
costumes. Tan ground 
14"x24". Swedish 
import $14.95. Send 
$1 for color 
embroidery catalog. 

skon 
EMBROIDERIES 
55 Lambert Lane 
New Rochelle, N.Y. 
10804 Dept. GE10 

"EXCITING  NEW   FIXTURES" 
ENHANCES ANY  DECOR! 

"NEW DELUXE COLORFUL CATALOGUE" 
Imported European; Provincial, Trad., Early 

American, Spanish, Medit., Contemp. 
52    rag,--:     Elegant    Styl<-    Chandeliers, 
Lanterns.   Brackets,   Baskets.   In   Crystal, 
Bronze,   W.I.,   Brass.   From   $15   to   $500. 

SEND   SI.00   FOB   CATALOGUE. 

ItKI I MIKI)   \\ Mil   (ll(l)KI!. 

ARTISTIC LIGHTING PRODUCTS 
DEPT. HG, BOX 86, HOMECREST STA. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11229 

INTERIOR 
DECORATION! 

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career 
Famous HOME STUDY course. Individual IIM- 
k'r;iui prepared and supervised by prominent N.Y. 
decorators on faculty ol lone established reputa- 
ble school with successful graduates all over the 
world. Lessons cover Textiles; Furnishinqs: Room 
Arrangement: Color Harmony; Period and Mod- 
ern Furniture; Antiques; Runs and Floor Cover- 
ings; Wall Treatments; Wall Papers; Draperies; 
Lighting; Pottery; Porcelain; Glass; Accessories. 
Details on how to set up your own business or 
st;irt a career. Illustrated lessons, complete with 
samples of fabrics, colors, etc. 
Certificate awarded. ^^      

NEW YORK SCHOOL 
OF INTERIOR DESIGN 

155 East 56th St., New York 10022 

flKf 

New York School of Interior Design 
155 East 56th St.. New York 10022 
Please send me (no obligation) Catalog C21 

name  

address. 

city  state   zip 

TRIVET TOWEL HOLDER 
Ward off evil spirifs in your kifchen with 
this charming paper towel rack, fashioned 
after famed Pennsylvania Dutch hex de- 
signs. 6" diameter cast iron trivets at 
either end. Rack holds iumbo or regular 
size roll of towels within easy reach. 
$3.50  plus 45c postage. 

KITCHEN   UTENSIL  RACK 
Stylish rack puts 
kitchen utensils at 
your fingertips. 
Copied from meat 
racks in French 
butcher shops. Has 
7 sturdy hooks. 
Made of black 
wrought  iron.   16"x- 
12"x7".    $3.50 
45c   postage. 

plus 

FERRY   HOUSE     Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522 

Brush on a 
hand-rubbed 

look 
a 

Pen-Chrome 
wakes up the beauty in wood. 
Send 500 for 1/2-pint sample. 
Pen-Chrome Clear Satin wood fin- 
ish brushes on easily and dries 
quickly to a rich, hand-rubbed 
finish. Makes natural wood grain 
come alive in furniture, woodwork, 
cabinets, trim, paneling. Use over 
stained or raw wood. Offer limited 
to l can per customer. 

Send 50C to: The O'Brien Corp., 
Dept. HG-IO, South Bend, Ind. 46621 

SHOPPING AROUND 

PRETTY COVER-UP 
Sparkling white vinyl apron he 
scalloped edges and ribbon tie 
Stays bright and fresh with th 
wipe of a damp cloth. 17" by 19' 
Perfect for finger painting, te 
with her dollies. Order a bate 
for little birthday guests to wet 
and keep as favors. $1 plus 2J 
post. Breck's of Boston. VV7 
Breck Bldg., Boston, Mas 
02210. 

Bui 
ALOHA 
Greetings from the "Tiny 
bles" duo—she in her sarong, h 
in his trunks. This music be 
from Hildegarde is hand-painte 
and hand-carved in Italy by Am 
18-note Swiss movement pla> 
as Hawaiian lovers turn. 5%" \ 
$20 plus 65c post. Catalogu 
50c. Hildegarde, HG10, 59 
Farmington Ave., Hartford, Com 
06105. 

ANTIQUE MAPS 
Four colorful reproductions ( 
maps include the world, th 
Americas, Europe and Afria 
Each is 16" by 24" and ham-, 
some on the wall in a study c 
family room. Particularly inte 
esting to see how the worl 
looked to pre-Apollo explorer 
$3.25 a complete set of fou 
ppd. World Art, Dept. HGK 
Westport, Conn. 06880. 

BACKACHE FIGHTER 
The bed board is one way to cor 
bat back ailments and assure, 
good night's sleep. Firms J 
overly soft or sagging mattres 
Folding bed board is 5' long, Y*. 
thick, folds into four 15" se 
tions. Cot size or one side 
double, $5.95; twin, $7.49; to 
sections for double bed, $10.9 
ppd. Better Sleep, HG10, Ne 
Providence, N. J. 07974. 

PURELY PRIVATE , 
Kitty s litter is constantly drie 
by screen filtration and ventil, 
tion. To prevent odor and kee 
litter fresh give an occasion 
whoosh with the generous supp 
of special spray included. 2C 
by 14" by 6" non-corrosive W 
is cleaned with wide scoop. $7.9 
plus $1 post. Special Produc 
Co., HG10, P.O. Box 861, Tra 
erse City, Mich. 49684. 

Your choice of an "Opal," "Jet" or 
"Jade" center dome, in an 18k gold- 
plated setting, with dozens of match- 

ing sides stones. 
Fully - adjustable. 

^m ^       Style   =112,  only 

Four   beautifully   balanced   ceir 
stones,   surrounded   by   simulati 
pearls, in an antiqued 18k goldplatf 
fully-adjustable setting. Spec 
'Topaz." "Opal" 
or   "Amethyst." 
Style   =117. 
only $2. 

Camelot 
38 Carrol Court, Greenlawn, N.Y. 11740   i 
Send for free full-color ring brochure 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

•PY COOKING DAYS 
, broil, roast with a four- 

: heavy-duty aluminum Bake 
roil pan. It's Teflon lined! 
to-grip handles, deep sides. 
K I lor baking a batch ot au 
i apples. Holds two steaks, 
umbo hamburgers. 12" dia. 
5 ppd. Send 25c for 64-page 
ogue. Suburbia, Dept. GE10, 
Wacouta St., St. Paul, Minn. 
)1. 

^DSOMELY HIDEBOUND 
ning steerhide rug from Ar- 
na   to   highlight   entrance, 
hall, library. Dramatic wall 

jng, too. With  infinite care 
piece is selected for quality 
pattern, laced together by 

I. Easily cleaned. Brown and 
tones with white. 45" in 

leter. $45 ppd. Postamatic 
HG-1070, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 
14. 

SHINE DISCOVERY 
)le cotton cover for steam 

is the solution for ironing 
,   gabardine,   dull-surfaced 
woolens and knits. Permits 

100th shaping or blocking job 
DUt   any   ugly   shiny   areas, 

on with elastic to hold in 
Two for $1 plus 15c post- 

Anthony Enterprises, HG10, 
Market St., San Francisco, 
94105. 

4BOO BEAUTY 
ted Japanese robe of heavy 

Re cotton with midnight blue 
gn of graceful bamboo. The 
of robe both men and wom- 

i Japan wear after their daily 
l. One size fits all; adjustable 

the belt. Washable. Wear 
informal lounging. $11.50 

. Shopping International, Inc., 
Shopping International Bldg., 
A/ich, Vt. 05055. 

MARGIN  FOR  ERROR 
when you have personalized 

■ ir forms right at hand. Order- 
■Fby mail is simplified this way 
■ you have a record of what 
If ordered and when. Black on 

e paper. 4%" by 3V2". 100 
;r forms personalized with 
' name and address. $1.85 
. Bruce Bolind, Inc., HG10, 
Ider, Colo. 80302. 

*H 

S * *l ■S   Qpm 
v/Tf 
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FAMOUS "Belt- Works 
■Like-A Sauna" 

■ • * -" * - '-" *--* 'n'  -*  -    -"   ^  -^  ■ 
SAME 

AMAZING 
GUARANTEE 

LOSE 1-3 INCHES 
FROM YOUR 

WAISTLINE   IN 
THREE   DAYS 

OR YOUR MONEY 
REFUNDED!! 

Alii All All All AllAH All All All All All All • 

$p$5 

NOW 

3 95 

SAVE $6.00 —NATIONALLY ADVERTISED AT $9.95 
Imagine! The belt with the very same principle that has already been tried, proven and 
enthusiastically endorsed by thousands, is now available for a limited time only at $3.95. 

"IS YOUR GUARANTEE UNCONDITIONAL?" 
A mere 15 or 20 minutes a day... morning or evening... for three short days in a row, 
WILL TAKE FROM J TO 3 INCHES OFF YOUR WAIST OR YOUR MONEY WILL BE 
PROMPTLY REFUNDED. We can make this unconditional guarantee because we know 
it works! 

NO MAGIC—BASED ON SOUND PRINCIPLE 
Just fit and buckle the clear, vinyl, hollow belt around your waist, right against your 
skin. Inflate it with the attached tube until it is snugly tight. A slight twist of the tube 
holds the belt intlated. Instantly, the heat of your body is captured and held inside the 
belt, and the soothing warmth stays as long as the belt is on. Then perform the few 
simple isometric-like body movements illustrated on the chart we include. You'll feel 
your muscles tensing and working against the warm pressure of the belt. Body-building 
experts have been using this successful technique for years. Then relax. That's right... 
for the next 15 minutes or so, you relax... finish that book, or phone a friend ... the 
rest is up to the warm belt. Remove the belt and already your waist feels tighter and 
firmer. Repeat this for the next two days. If you have not shed from 1 to 3 inches after 
3 days, return the belt and we'll refund you every penny you paid for it. 

"HOW LONG AFTER DO I USE THE BELT?" 
This depends on how many inches you want to lose. It is recommended that you use the 
belt for a few minutes a day, two or three times a week, until your desired inch loss is 
complete. But hurry, order now. This special sale price of $3.95 is for a limited time only. 
(Limit: TWO per family, please.) One size fits all. 

#2347 Inflatable Belt $3.95 
plus 50C p.p. & hdlg. 

I   J. CARLTON'S,  Dept, FDll 
•   176 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016 

"I 
Please rush me_ .Inflatable Belts (*2347) for 
just $3.95 each plus 50C for p.p. & hdlg. I under- 
stand that if I do not lose from 1 to 3 inches in 
3 days,  I may return for a full refund. 

Enclosed is $_ .(Check or MO.) 

D Charge my D.C. # 

NAME  

ADDRESS. 

(please prir t) 

CITY 
N.Y 

STATE 
residents 3dd sa es ta 

2IP 
K 
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JEWELS ABOVE! Glamorous jeweled 
ceiling fixture for luxury beyond words. 
Shimmering plastic prisms and cut 
crystal are accented by a chrome re- 
flector, polished brass embossed ring. 
8%" diam. Takes two 60 watt clear 
bulbs (bulbs not included) $19.95 plus 
$1.50 postage & handling. Also avail- 
able 103/4" diam., 8" high. Takes two 
75 watt clear bulbs (bulbs not in- 
cluded). $25.95 plus $1.50 postage & 
handling. Sorry no C.O.D.'s 

Morlyn, Jnc.  DeP, G.ioo 
350 So. County Rd. Palm Beach,Fla. 33480 

l^fl^O'f'S 
SHOPPING AROUND 

Hani-Cm SI 89.95 

Romantic Victorian 
solid   mahogany,   hand-carved  furniture! 

New way to save on finest quality furniture. 
Shipped direct from factory to your home (plus 
small freight). All tables have marble tops 
from Italy. Large choice of sofas, chairs, lamps, 
bedroom, dining room. Superb workmanship 
at modest prices. America's largest selection 
here. And, costly fabric cuttings are sent free! 

Magnolia Hall, 726 Andover Atlanta. Ga. 30327 
I 1 
■   To get big catalog  G.I00 and costly fabric cut- 
I   tings,    send    just    $1.    We    will    refund    with   | 
I   certificate   good   for  $2   on  your  first  purchase.   . 

I   Name    ! 

•   Address  

 ZiP  
' Magnolia Hall. 726 Andover/Atlanta. Ga. 30327 j 

SWIVELING SCISSOR LAMP. Extend 
this beautiful lamp as much as 30" 
from wall — rotate it a full 360° to 
provide light where needed! All metal, 
skillfully brass plated, its black and 
chrome lends a touch of richness to 
any decor. $14.95 plus $1.00 postage & 
handling. Sorry no C.O.D.'s 

Morlyn, JHC.  DePt GIOO 
350 So. County Rd. Palm Beach, Fla. 33480 

Flower Shoes. Pretty at home or away are 
our hand-crafted fine leather shoes with 
everlasting leather flowers on the toes, 

hard leather soles, and half-inch heels. 
Navy, red, hot pink, lime, yellow, or while 

Sizes 51/2-9'/2, narrow and medium widths 
$15. Add 75< for postage. 

Send for free catalog 
THE TALBOTS 

DEPT. CM   • HINCHAM, MASS. 02043 
Branches-  Duxbury,  Lenox, Mass., 

Mt.  Carmel, Conn. 

SHOULDER THE LOAD 

Imported Pakistani Bags 

A. Cotton shoulder bag,IO"xlO", 
in Pink, Lime, Orange, Yellow or 
Lt. Blue with snap closure and 
Forest Green embroidery. $6.95 

B. Velvet shoulder bag,IO"xl2" 
in Black,Blue,Lime,Purple,Gold, 
Red or Orange with Silver or Gold 
metallic trim. Zips closed. $7.95 

QBQHQQ 
Box HG-IO, 4I5 Fifth Ave.,NYC 100(6 
Add tax & 50« per unit for postage. 

Free 
COAT OF ARMS 
RESEARCH REPORT! 
Send us your family name and we'll 
research it FREE. If we find a coat 
of arms recorded, we'll send you a 
written report. The report will in- 
clude our source, a written descrip- 
tion of the arms, and the family 
motto if recorded. You will also re- 
ceive literature describing our line of 
heraldic items. There is no obliga- 
tion so why not write us today. 

HALBERTS DEPT. HG 107 
3687 IRA ROAD, BATH, OHIO 44210 

THANKSGIVING CHARMS 
It's turkey and pumpkin time! So 
how about a charm to mark her 
first college vacation? Toothy 
pumpkin has a hinged top, tiny 
candle inside. All in gold and sil- 
ver, of course. 14k, $15; sterling, 
$3. Preening turkey is $16 in 14k 
gold, $2.50 in sterling silver. Ppd 
Catalogue, $1. Charm & Treas- 
ure, HG10, 1201 Ave. of the 
Americas, New York, N. Y. 10036. 

RUGGED STEERHIDE 
Solution for a floor covering in 
casual room. The steerhide TUL 

in black and white or brown and 
white. Free form, at least 5' by 
7' (also in solid black or brown), 
$59-50;, lined rectangular rugs, 
i'. brown and white, black and 
white—smai! ZVz' by 5', $38.50; 
large 5V2' by 6', $97.50. Ppd. Ex- 
calibur, Inc., HG-10, Box 26, 
Manhasset, N. Y. 11030. 

WALL WORK 
Bright blue linen wall hanging, 
12" by 14" is ready to embroi- 
der in linen yarns of gold, rose, 
pink, lavender and white. The 
figures and flowers are in easy to- 
do stitches and the finished work 
is a joy to hang and enjoy. $13.95 
ppd. New color catalogue, $2. 
Skon Embroideries, GE10, 55 
Lambert Lane, New Rochelle, 
N. Y. 10804. 

NIFTY SNIFTERS 
Sterling silver lavishly deco- 
rates elegant brandy snifters and 
provides a stunning base. A bit of 
mid-17th century Spain for Amer- 
ican table. Perfect for liqueurs or 
wines, the small snifters are dec- 
orated and hand-tooled by Spanish 
craftsmen. $4.95 each; set of 
four, $14.95. Add 45c p«st. 
Greenland Studios, 7265 Green- 
land Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33054. 

CANDELABRUM & 
SWIVEL MIRROR 

From quaint Old Mexico shops come these 
beautifully turned, handcarved and stained 
wood accessories. The swivel mirror serves- 
as that added touch to living room, dining 
room, or bedroom. Use more functionally to 
magnify the beauty of a drab bathroom. State- 
ly candelabrum will be the conversation piece 
of small and intimate gatherings. Both mir- 
ror and candelabrum make the perfect inex- 
pensive Christmas gift. Your choice at S13.50 
each or order the set. Please add 95c for each 
item to cover packing and shipping. 
Colonial candelabrum measures 12" across x 
IT" high and holds five candles. Colonial 
swivel mirror measures 11" wide x 14" high. 
Avoid the Christmas rush. Order today. 

LEWIS IMPORT MART HG-.O 
125 Somerset Street 

No. Plainfield. New Jersey 07060 

BREAKFRONT BAR Beautiful Decorator 
Mediterranean-Style 
• AVAILABLE IN EXCITING OLD WORLD FINISHES 

Decidedly tasteful as a liquor cabinet . . . elegant as a furniture piece 
. . . forever fashionable. Featured in pecan and oak wood with wrought 
iron design. Has stain-proof formica serving area, sliding shelf 
glassware holder, stationary wine rack with added storage space. Top 
beautifully window-panelled and shelved for show pieces. One of a 
large choice of the newest liquor cabinets now on display in our show- 
rooms. 41" wide.   16" deep. 75" high. 

Send tor our illustrated Fall and Winter Catalog featuring a 
large selection of the newest styles in Bars and Liquor Cabinets. 
Enclose ?7 for postage and handling. 

Now   Located  At 

123 Bowery, New York, N.Y. 10002 
Phones: CA 6-7148 or CA 6-6877 

Remember there is only one' 

BAR MART Corp. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

PRETTY TEAPOT 
Puss is a bright young thing with 
one paw a spout and her curving 
tail, the pot's handle. Black and 
white glazed ceramic, 8lA" high, 
she holds six cups of fragrant tea 
to raise spirits on an icy winter 
afternoon. $3.98 plus 75c post. 
Order from Holiday Gifts, Dept. 
310-D, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, 
Colo. 80221. 

SPOTLIGHT A PLATE 
Special porcelain should have a 
niche of its own. To that purpose, 
Downs comes up with something 
as special as a precious plate. 
For any treasure that's between 
63/4" and 8Va" dia., the gold ac- 
cented frame, finished in fruit- 
wood, has concealed spring 
clamps to hold plate. $6.50; two 
for $12.85. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 
1410, Evanston, III. 60204. 

MIGHTY MEANING 
"War's not healthy for children 
and other living things," is the 
power-packed message in a color 
lithograph that incorporates a 
child's drawing of his world. 22" 
by 32" on artist's canvas in red, 
yellow and magenta. Ready to 
frame, $5.95 plus 45c post. Lam- 
bert Studios, Dept. 121, 910 No. 
La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, 
Cal. 90069. 

FONDUE FLAIR 
Cheese or beef fondue is gour- 
met group activity. To serve it 
smartly, try a two-quart fondue 
pot with black metal stand, wal- 
nut base, six fondue forks and 
flame-adjustable alcohol burner. 
All you need but the mixings! 
Avocado or lemon yellow. $15.95 
plus $1 post. Morlyn, Inc., Dept. 
G-100, 350 So. County Rd., Palm 
Beach, Fla. 33480. 

^tfjkotkto children 
!/ 

0 

VICTORIAN       RATTAN—Elec;mcc 
the Orient.  Delicate  in  appearance 
solidly  handcrafted  of  ihe  fines!   r 
core and bamboo frames. 
HEART SIDE CHAIR—Ideal  tor dressing 
room,   sill's  room  etc.   37"  high,   seal 
16" dia.,   IT" from  floor,  $16.95. 
HEART      HEADBOARDS-I ixililing      bed- 
room   beauty   for   any   or   all   bei ms, 
reasonably   priced. 
TWIN     BED—IS"     high     X     3D"     wide, 

S16.95. 
DOUBLE    BED—Is"    high    X     54"    wide. 

$22 95. 
WICKER    IN   COLORS—Available   profes- 
sionally     spray-painted     in 
while,   parrot   green,   pineapple   yell 
bittersweet,    space    blue,    azalt 
black,   add   2 5 >, . 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
EXPRESS CHARGES I 01 I 1 IT 

N.J. Res. full! .",',. 

SEND 25c FOR CATALOG 
89 W. Main St., Dept. HGIO 

Rockaway.   N.J.   07866 

DON'T   PULL   HAIR 
FROM   NOSE! 

Why risk infection? Unsightly 
hair can be trimmed easily 
and safely with "Groomette." 
Merely insert in nostril and twist 
knob. Hair is snipped off pain- 
lessly and neatly. Fine surgical 
steel. Use it to remove hair 
from ears, too. 

GROOMETTE 
SI.49 + 15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-100 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

NOW EVERYBODY CAN BUY THEIR 
OWN EXTRA PHONE WITH 

NO RENTAL CHARGE AT ALL 
Complete with 4 PRONG PLUG, RINGER, REGULAR CORD 

Just plug it in! Nothing else to buy! 
These well-made, top brand name 
standard dial phones are 
completely reconditioned 
by experienced factory- 
trained repairmen ... 
rewired, refinished and 
inspected down to the 
last service detail. Each 
is READY-TO-USE, WITH 
RINGER, 4-PRONG PLUG 
AND CORD. There is nothing 
else to buy. Great as that extra 
phone ... or 2-phone intercom 
system ... in office, den, kitchen, 
bedroom, etc and it costs you 
less to own it yourself than 
what you have to pay in 
one year's rent! ON SALE-NOW ON; 

CHOOSE ANY PHONE YOU LIKE AND OWN IT-NO RENTAL CHARGES TO PAY EVER 

COLOR PHONES 
with Bell 
Available in Red, Blue, Green, 
Yellow, White, Beige, Ivory, 
Pink, Black, Gold  $16.95 

ANTIQUE CRADLE PHONE 
(Vintage 1928) 

Antique Crodle Phone. 
Green, Yellow, White, Beige, 
Blue, Red, Pink, Gold, Ivory 
and Black      $22.95 

FRENCH CRADLE 
PHONE 

From Milady's boudoir. In 
Ivory, complete with bell 
and  plug-in   $49.95 

ERICOPHONE 
phe 

bottort 
The famous Euro 
with the dial on 
Lift, it is ready 
answer, set down and commu- 
nication is cut off. The phone 
for style—Red, Ivory, Beige, 
White,   Blue,   Green,   Yellow. 
With Buzzer        S49.95 
With Tweeter 559.95 

COLOR-WALL PHONES 
White,  Beige,   Ivory,  Green, 
Red, Blue. Black, Pink, Gold 
and Yellow $22.95 

includes bell 

MODERN STANDARD 
COLOR PHONES 
Green, Blue, Pink, White, 
Ivory, Red, Beige, Green & 
Yellow, Blk. with bell. $23.95 
#500—Later   Model   $29.95 

Choice of Colors 

HANGER 
PHONE 
With Dial 
$15.95 
No Dial 
$11.95 

Black Only 

UPRIGHT PHONE 
From the Days of Eliot Ness. 
Black with Brass Trim $49.95 
Brass with Black Trim $59.95 

PRINCESS TYPE 
"STARUTE PHONE" 

Pink, Beige, Blue, Green 
and White, Ivory. Complete 
with Bell and Light S39.95 

BARONESS—White only 
with bell  S29.95 

1  GRANDCOM,  INC.,  Dept.   HG-10 
| 1152 Sixth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036 

Send me phones as listed below: 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 
Hundreds of other phones available 

Name.  
Address- 
City  _State. 

  Shipping Charges $_ 

  Tax if any $^ 

       Total enclosed $_ 

Enclose check or Money Order. No C.O.D.'s 
-Z«P- 

-  Add $1.50 shipping 
and Handling Charge 

for each phone 
ordered east of 

Mississippi. 
-$2.00 for each phone 

west of Mississippi 
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USEFUL LASTING GIFTS 

100-YEAR NITE-UTE® 
THE  BEST  NITE-LITE SOLD! 

Soft, cool, wall-to-wall glow, only 2c electric- 
ity a week burning night & day, never turn off. 
G.E. bulbs replaced free anytime if they fail 
(written Guarantee). Sold nationally by mail- 
order companies since 1960 (may order be- 
low). Bulbs in white, amber, blue, green, red. 
$1.25   ea. Three—$3.49 Dozen—$13.50 
(In Canada: Solid Electric Co., 4800 Duchas- 
tel,   Laval,  Chomedey,   Quebec.) 

WONDER- 

Operates Xmas string sets at half current. 
Bulbs burn softer, cool, last many years; 
tames short-circuits. Operate 100 7W bulbs 
safely. Thru mail-order firms or below. 
79c   ea.     Three—$2.25     Six—$4.35. 

SPOOKY LITE 
Walk on a rug and Spooky 
Lite flashes brightly! Lights 
in many other ways from stat- 
ic electricity when weather is 
dry & crisp. Harmless, edu- 
cational. 

79c ea. Tliree—$2.25 Six—$4.35 

300 YEAR 
MASTER 

■.ju».i.iMi.nr»»Mi .'.IIMM 

CALENDAR 

TWO- 
COLOR     "" "HWW p^lO' 
PLASTIC   DIA. 

LIFETIME WALL CALENDAR 
SIMPLE!  CLEVER! 

Set once, see entire year! Best reference calen- 
dar ever designed! For home & office. Your 
New Year's or Xmas greeting gold-imprinted 
free on 25 calendars—$25.00 with envelopes. 
Three-line message. 

$1.25 ea.     Two—$2.35     Six—$6.75 

SOLID  ELECTRIC CORP. 
3 Testa PL—Box 646 

Norwalk, Conn. 06852 

Parents 

Creed 
EACH 

$0.30 

Two for 

PPD. 

This is a formula for parents on how and how 
not to act in front of their young 'uns. What the 
child sees and learns in his formative years can 
affect his entire life. This Creed, if followed 
faithfully by Ma and Pa, can't help but make 
better men and women out of the young peo- 
ple. Written by Dorothy Law Nolte, printed in 
black and tan on white felt, 25'/2" long x 14" 
with tan wood top and bottom for easier 
hanging. 

Pa. Res. Add i',r\   Tax • Snrrw Xn COD'S 
SEND    10c   FOR    GIFT   CATALOG 

Clymer's of Bucks County 
Dept. HG10-0, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950 

h 4 
Money Talks ... 
Yes, it speaks decorative magic. 
This reproduction of a $100 bill 
is screen printed on a 21x43" 
cotton area rug for den, recrea- 
tion room or boy's room. It's 
color fast, machine-washable and 
dryable. Has non-skid only $5-95 
latex back. ppd 

Ideal   gift   for   your   favorite   host   or 
hostess! 

Write for New Catalogue 

THE CROSS X ROADS 
Dept. HG-100 

135 So. Washington Ave.. Bergenfield. N.J. 07621 

Genuine Hard Rock Maple 

SHOEMAKER   LASTS 
A Do-lt-Yourself Fun 
Project   That   "Lasts" 

Found in an SO year old cobbler's shod, these 
shoemaker lasts are the kind your grandfather's 
shoes were made on. Complete with steel heel 
plate and working loek spring. 

Perfect   for   use   as 
DOOR  STOP,   BOOK   ENDS,   LAMP 

BASE,   HISTORIC   KNIC   KNACS 

2       only       $8a00 
or $4.60 per pair 

A   Bit   of   Americana 
For  Your   Home   From 

The COBBLER SNIP 
204 Huron Avenue 

Sheboygan,  Wisconsin  53081 

LIGHT UP THE NIGHT 
Come home to a well-lit house. Ti-mite 
turns lights on & off automatically. No 
cords. Lights go on at SELECTED TIME, 
& OFF 5 HRS. LATER. Will repeat this 
schedule every 24 hrs. Compact 3%" x 
23/jj" x 2". Always looks like you're at home. 

$6.98. 2 for 513.85 
no C.O.D.'s please 

Dept. G-107 
P.O. Box 585 
Skokie, III. 60076 

SHOPPING AROUND 
TAKE FIRM STAND 
For weighty reading  matter or] 
a   lecture  stand!   Of  pine  with 
birch   legs,   it  adjusts to three 
positions   (40"   to   42"   high)., 
Hand finished in antique pine or' 
walnut, honey tone pine or maple. 
finish. Top, 18V2" by 24" w., 1" 
lip. Folds to 6y2" d. One hour kit, 
$16.95. Assembled $26.95. Exp.: 
chgs. coll. Yield House,  HG10, 
No. Conway, N. H. 03860. 

MUSIC HATH CHARMS 
Latest lovelies for her best bangle 
could also serve as key chain or- 
naments. Order an organ in 14k 
gold $20 or sterling silver at 
$3.50. Choose a guitar, 14k gold 
$16; sterling silver $4. Ppd. Send 
$1 for giant color catalogue 
filled with charms and bracelets. 
Charm & Treasure, HG10, 1201 
Ave. of the Americas, New York, 
N. Y. 10036. 

CLEARLY GOOD TASTE 
Sparkling frame for desserts of 
the dough or whipped cream 
variety: clear crystal 8" diameter 
plates. Specify two or three hand- 
cut initials. Terrific multi-purpose, 
plates are for salads or fruit and 
cheese. Set of eight, $8.98. 
Matching 6" diameter bread & 
butter plate, set of eight, $8.98. 
Ppd. Wales, Dept. HG107, Harts- 
dale, N. Y. 10530. 

KASHMIRI GARDEN 
Brilliant flowers adorn fringed 
Numdah throw rug made in the 
fabled vale of Kashmir. Yarns are 
hand-spun of cotton and wool 
and each individually-embroi- 
dered rug is slightly different. 
Basic colorings of red, blue and 
green on off-white. 2' by 3', $5; 
3'by 4', $10; 4'by 6', $20. Ppd. 
Gurian Fabrics, Inc., HG10, 11 
E. 33 St., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

Gifts the RAILROAD 
ENTHUSIAST will like 

IIS tllSp —expertly wrought narrow 
gauge D&RG locomotive design, your 
choice of silver OR gold, $2.50 ppd. 
Finest railroad jewelry we have seen! 

Handsome, full color prints of authentic early- 
day scenes on Colorado's famed "South Park" 
narrow gauge railroad, expertly recreated by 
artists Ronfor and Ward. Each 9 x 12 on 
12'/z x 19" sheets, limited edition. Full set of 
8, $7.00 ppd.; half set of 4, $3.50.     CATALOG 

20*. 

Colorado Railroad Museum 
Dept. 172, Box 641, Golden, Colo. 80401 

The Original 

TWIN   BED  BRIDGE 
protected by U. S. patent #3 157 889 

Makes  a   Comfortable 
King-Size Bed out of Twins! 

• Fills space between beds. 
• Made of soft polyurethane foam. 
• Fits any size twin beds. 
• Uses standard size sheets. 
• Rolls up for easy storage. 

We pay all postage   *O.Vj 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

TONI STERN 
HG-10, 54 So. Orange Ave. 
South Orange. N.J. 07079 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
APPALACHIAN BIRDS 
Hand-carved birds from Appala- 
chia perch on natural mountings. 
6" to 10" h. Wren, robin, owl, 
humming bird, bluejay, cardinal. 
$10.50 each. Give alternate 
choice in order. Bark and split 
hickory bird house, 6VA" h., 
$3.50. Feeder, 6V2" h., $4. Ppd. 
Storehouse, Inc., HG10, 1923 
Peachtree Rd. N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 
30309. 

DRAMATIC DESIGN 
Color lithograph by Ryer depicts 
the "Eternal Struggle" between 
man and woman. On artist's can- 
vas 18" by 24" and in brooding 
tones of brown, tan and gold. A 
stunning work to frame and hang 
as a decorative focal point. $5.95 
plus 45c post. Lambert Studios, 
Dept. 122, 910 No. La Cienega 
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. 90069. 

PRINCELY PLAQUE 
Make a man's home his castle 
with the family coat-of-arms on 
display. Embossed copper on 
polished mahogany base, hand- 
painted motto. 8" by 5", $16.95; 
10" by 13", $29.50; two-family 
shield 10" by 12", $34. Add 75c 
post. Send 10c for color card of 
plaques, parchments, emblems, 
etc. "1776" House, G46, 260 
Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115. 

SPACE ADDITION 
White vinyl-coated cupboard cad- 
dy doubles shelf space instantly. 
Stores complete service for eight 
on cushion-coated metal rack in 
a mere 10" by I9V2" space. Se- 
lect any dish you wish without 
disturbing others. Safe, solid, 
chip-proof, easy-clean. $2.89 
ppd. Walter Drake, HG-75 Drake 
Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
80901. 

THING 

CAREFREE ELEGANCE 
Why bother with all the effort to make 
your daily or holiday table beautiful 
with lace or linen, when you can have 
the look of both with a machine wash- 
able vinyl. Perfect, even for gifts. 

Available  i 
moss. 

All-occasion 

white,   Ecru,   yellow,  and 

Tablecloths: 54x54 
54x72 
60x90 

Ovol     60x90 
Round        70" 

60x108 
Flo. res/'den/s odd 4% 

MARRIOTT'S G1070 
P.O. Box 1862, Pompano Beach, Fla. 33061 

S5.50 
5.50 
6.75 
6.75 
6.75 
8.25 

Pop the top! Lift the lid! 

Bottle, Jar or Thing-a-ma-jig. 

Easy, Swift, A twist of the wrist, 

It Really Works, That's the gist. 

No moving parts, Steel strong, 

No Need to squeeze, Can't go wrong. 

Arthritic? Looking for a Gift? 

GET the OFF Thing for a REAL LIFT! 

$2 25 POSTPAID. 
*J Add 25'1 for gift packaging. 

LIGHT Q' HEARTED Q) HOLIDAY%f CARDS 

^DD  12  CENTS   TAX. 

THE COPPINS CO. 

Box 211, Scottsdale, Ariz. 85252 

IF we can't have peace on Earth—perhaps the next best thing is laughter. 
These colorful, whimsical cards are sure to delight your groovy friends. 
$2.95 doz., including envelopes. (Sold by the dozen only, of each style.) 
Add 45c postage to your total order. FREE CATALOG 

**0@)W$ H®Oft7   Box 1816, Washington, D. C. 20013 

arm 
SWIMHUT 

START  SUMMER  SWIMMING  EARLY! 
Enjoy your pool year 'round in the new 
space-age enclosure. Solar-heated by day, 
holds in and utilizes pool heat by night. 
Swim in real comfort. 

Patented water border perimeter seals 
airtite to pool deck; filtered fresh air with- 
in keeps pool sparkling, keeps out leaves, 
wind, dirt, animals and insects. 

Vinyl top appears as stained glass roof, 
with window clear sides, nylon stabilizers. 

Durable and lightweight, can be quickly 
erected or removed as desired by home 
owner. Low cost is fractional of permanent 
structures. Swimhut will repay in pool 
pleasure and care. 

Free brochure on request. 

AQUAGARD  POOL  COVERS 
2801   SAN   FERNANDO  RD. 

LOS  ANGELES,   CALIF.   90065 

A CHILD AND HIS NAME 

TRUE MEANING OF NAME 
WITH POEM IN A FRAME 

A unique, personal Rift! Tender, h 
poem is prepared expressly foi y< 
TKU1-:  MEANING  of you]   child's 
sign for boys, pink for girls. Fr; 
in an  8" x   10"  white  ^..o.l   frame 
Perfect  for child's room ■>,- nni-t-iv.   ii   i 
desired,   state given  name  too.   Limit   nun 
letters   to   nine. 

S5.95—Two for S11.50 
Add 70c for postage and J 

PERSONALIZED CHILDREN'S POEMS 
Dept. GlOO, Garnet Lake Road 
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em 

only 
$3.98 pr. 
or 3 pr. 
$10.50 

luxuriously sheer 

Support^Panti- ostf 
GIVE YOUR LEGS A LOVELY LIFT! On your feet a lot? Give your 

legs a break. Support Panti-Hose are super for the woman on 
the go — you won't feel as tired at the  end of the day. Now you can have 
both —the firm waist-to-toe support that keeps your step lively, and the 
smooth fashion look of flawlessly sheer nylon! Best of all, nylon can never, 
never run. What a break for your budget, too. Toast and cinnamon fashion 
shades. Order a Support Panti-Hose wardrobe now! Postpaid. 

Order by      11983 — Toast (Small)      11986 — Cinnamon (Small) 
number:       11984 — Toast (Med.)        11987 — Cinnamon (Med.) 

11985 — Toast (Large)      11988 — Cinnamon (Large) 

BY MAIL FROM : 

SUNSETAHDUSE 441 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213 

> 

TO  START  A  FAMILY  TRADITION  .  .  . 

Engraved Tree Twinkles! 
What a warm, wonderful idea! Angel and bell are 
engraved with names—everyone hangs his own at 
tree trim time! Snowflake is engraved "1970" to 
mark the year. Dazzling wafer thin 3" metal 
swingers, Gold plated, unbreakable. 

#1056—Angel Twinkle i      SI 00 each 
#1071—Snowflake "1970"    }      *IUUeaCn 

#1070—Bell Twinkle \      3 for $2.75 

PRINT names   odd 25c posf. 6 hdlg. 

LILLIAN VERNON ^J^TO&Sr 

WHEAT  PARFAITS 
You'll find dozens of uses for these elegant par 
faits. Crystal-clear glass, hand-decorated with a 
beautiful wheat pattern. Use them for fabulous 
desserts, orange juice, Bloody Marys, or as 
flower vases to brighten your home. Imported 
from Europe, they're 6l/z" tall. 

Set of 4   $3.95 

Set of 8 $7.50 

PLUS 50c POSTAGE EACH SET OF 4 

.1//./ ■ihs Tux. ill No ('<'/»', 

THE ADDED TOUCH 
12 H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 

PROTECT  EYES  FROM  GLARE 
Now you can enjoy comfortable vision in strong 
sunlight while playing tennis, sailing, golfing, 
motoring, reading on the beach. Adjustable 
dark green plastic shield slips on your specs 
in a jiffy. 

SPORT VISOR 
S1.49   i   15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add So;, salos tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-IOO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

^ 

■few    > J ! 

No 

bounds 

to 

losing 

pounds 
IN   A 

EXERCISE 

TRIM-EZlN^ENE 
Lose 2, 10, 20 pounds in 1, 5 
or 10 weeks with the unique 
TRIM-EZ suit! Acts like a 
"portable steam bath", melts off 
excess pounds safely, easily 
while you exercise. Professional 
models and athletes use 

$0,95 
retail 

TRIM-EZ. Now you can! 
FOR MEN 
AND WOMEN PRO-MODEL: 

S 30-34; M 36-40, L 42-44, No COD—$1.00 for 
XL46-48, XXL 50-56 P.P. and handling 

Sold at sporting goods and P-X stores. 
Or write to: 

CI lll/l   C7 SUIT COMPANY, INC. 
OLIIVrtL 54 Shallowford Road   HG-10 

® Copyright 1970     Chattanooga, Tenn. 37404 

SHOPPING AROUND 

COMPANY'S HERE 
Quaint town crier plate and door 
bell make the arrival of company 
a festive occasion. He's 3" h. and 
IV2" w. in aluminum with a black 
lacquer finish and comes with 
two wood screws and wires for 
easy installation in front door 
post. $2.50 ppd. William Spen- 
cer, HG10, Creek Rd., Rancocas 
Woods, N. J. 08060. 

MUGS GROW ON TREES 
Space-saver superb! A I2V2" 
high metal tree topped with a 
daisy holds four 3%" footed 
mugs sparked with daisy design. 
Orange/yellow/brown with yel- 
low tree or blue/lime green with 
lime green tree. Boxed set of 
four mugs and tree, $5.95 plus 
$1 postage. Morlyn, Inc., Dept. 
G-100, 350 So. County Rd., Palm 
Beach. Fla. 33480. 

BUTTERFLY PLAQUES 
Six circles, each a pure delight 
and each one different with a real 
butterfly mounted under glass. 
Plaques are white with little 
lacquer frames. With silken cords 
for hanging. An artful arrange- i 
ment as a group or hang with 
other mini- or maxi-pictures. ZVz" 
dia. Set of six, $2.98 plus 50c 
post. Harriet Carter, HG10, Plym- 
outh Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE 
China drip coffee maker is 
called the coffee machine. Coffee 
tasters in Europe use it to test 
the brew. Double Bavarian china 
filter eliminates messy paper fil- 
ters. The Karlsbad pot is pretty 
all by itself. Two cup, $10.75; 
four cup. $15.75; six cup, 
$20.75. Ppd. Casual Living, HG- 
10, Route 6, Bethel, Conn. 06801. 

X& 

MORE 
BRILLIANT THAN DIAMONDS 

COSMOS GEMS 
Priced As Low As $40 per Carat 
The flawless miracle of science 
—shaped, polished and cut with 
58 facets just like a diamond- 
even more dazzling and fiery . . . 
only an X-ray tells them apart! 

FREE BROCHURE 
Send for all the amazing facts 
about Cosmos Gems distinctive 
jewelry for men and women with 
detailed descriptions, low prices 
and Courtesy Credit Plan. 

Write to: 

COSMOS 

The NOW Shirts! 
New! Italian styling in 
assorted multi-colored 
geometric Puccmni 
prints, nylon-tricot, 
button front 
Tapered fit. 
S, M. L, XL - $15.95 

Snakeskin Shirt. 
In wash and weat 
nylon tricot, 
button front, . . . 
a tapered turn on 
in python (grey 
blk) or cobra 
(tan dark brown). 
S, M. L, XL - 
$15.95 

Snakeskin Brief. 
Nylon tricot, 
elastic waist and 
legs, in python or 
cobra. 
S, M, L. XL-J3.50 

New! Send 25C for 
our new catalog. 
No C.O.Ds, 
please. 
Add 50c postage. 

AH MEN 
I Shcp Fir M,n 

f, 
A" 
tDept  HG 

8933 Santa Moni 
Hollywood, Ca 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
BUTCHER BLOCK TRAVELER 
Handsome butcher block cart is 
perfect for serving, as a work 
table or dining a deux. Shepherd 
casters roll easily, yet lock in 
place. Frame is matte black 
steel. Top, 30" by 18"; 34" high. 
$119.50; without bottom shelf, 
$99.50. Exp. chgs. coll. 52-pg. 
catalogue, 50c. J & D Brauner, 
Inc., HG10, 298 Bowery, New 
York, N. Y. 10012. 

GIANT MAGNIFIER 
Want to road the stock market 
quotations and get the entire pic- 
ture at a glance? Use the page 
magnifier, a 7" by 10" magnify- 
ing sheet. It is great for tele- 
phone directory or legal docu- 
ments and maps. The broad view 
makes reading fine print a pleas- 
ure. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG10, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

MADE BY MOM 
After laughing all the way 
through "How to make booze at 
home," she'll brew fine whisky, 
wine, beer, brandies, liqueurs for 
less than $1 a quart. And it all 
can be legal! "How to" booklet's 
author's personal research. $2.98 
plus 30c first class postage. Free 
catalogue. West-Berg Enterprises, 
Ltd., HG10, Box 4177, Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 80809. 

AMERICAN REVOLUTION - 
Beautiful panels portraying four 
soldiers of the American Revolu- 
tionary period are in full color. 
Soldiers are correctly detailed 
down to the boots and buttons. 
Great grouped in the young man's 
room or a history buff's office. 
Set of four 15" by 30" each, 
$2.98 ppd. Colonial Studios, 
CSE-5, 20 Bank St., White Plains, 
N. Y. 10606. 

! 

S 

COLLECTOR'S 
ITEMS 

FOR  CHRISTMAS 
GIVING 

>vi 

Michelsen's   1970   Christmas   spoon, 
''Mr. Snowmans Christmas Tree"  is 

erling silver, gold plated and decorated with four 
Bilors of enamel. $24.00 ppd. Matching dessert fork, 

so $24.00 ppd. 
— ing & Grondahl 1970 Jubilee Plate (top right), "The 

cyal Pallace" and Royal Copenhagen 1970 Plate 
c*er right), "The Christmas Rose and Cat", are 
liable at $25.00 for the Jubilee Plate and $14.50 
3i the Royal Copenhagen Plate ppd. Other selections 
mailable are the Bing & Grondahl 1970 Plate $14.50 
pd., Rorstrand 1970 Christmas Plate $14.50 ppd., 
areuther 1970 Christmas Plate $12.50 ppd., and the 

| orsgrund  1970 Christmas  Plate $10.00 ppd. 
! today for our complete list 

of Collector's Items. 

Viking  Import  House,   Inc. 
Dept. G-l 

«12 S. E. 6th Street, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301 

renew your 
danish chair 

or sofa to the original comfort and good 
looks! Replace those sagging or broken 
straps. 3 styles of rubber straps: metal 
clip end, metal peg end, or loop end to 
use with dowels. Just $1.35 each ppd. 
Or nail rubber webbing. 500 a foot ppd. 
Calif, residents add tax. Specify style 
and slot-to-slot distance on frame. Need 
new covers, cushions? We make our 
own in fine fabrics, use only 100% latex 
foam. Send 25C in coin for NEW catalog. 
E. J. EVANS, 630 North Western Avenue 
Dept. A, Los Angeles, California 90004 

LOOP EARRINGS 
Vow  available   in   2   tizct—us   lm ■      <>    a 

quarter—at   -null   as   n   dim*. 

These elegantly simple LOOPS are the per- 
fect earrings for suits, dresses or sportswear. 
Handsomely designed in one smooth clean 
swoop, they fasten to your ears without 
pinching; no springs or hinges to mar their 
beauty. Order a pair of each for yourself 
and give them as gifts . . . every fashion 
conscious woman will want them. Also 
available with screw-backs. 

STERLING   SILVER $4.00 Ppd. 
18 kt. GOLD PLATE $4.00 Ppd. 
Lustrous COPPER $2.50 Ppd. 

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS 

GLOVE 
CLEANING 

BY MAIL 
We offer you a fast, inexpensive way 
to clean and restore your leather 
gloves to their original beauty. Mail 
your gloves today or write for con- 
venient mailing envelopes. Gloves 
promptly returned 24 hours after we 
receive them. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

any 
length 

$1.50 

vim 
Dept. H1 o, 451 East 167 St., Bronx, N.Y. 10456 

Protect your treasured silver with 
Tarnish-Proof Pacific Silvei cloth 
Drawer Pads made by cQoiflftm 

Holds over 
125 piece 

Here's the safe, practical way to keep your 
silver neat, bright and ready for use. 

Prevents tarnish and scratching. 
So convenient to use. 
Provides ready access to your tableware. 

Pads convert an ordinary drawer into a sil- 
ver chest. 

SIZE: 11%" x 15" x 2i/2" 
holds over 100 pieces 

SIZE: 171/2" x 13%"x2'/2" 
holds over 125 pieces 

$5.95 
6.95 

ADD 50c FOR PACKING & POSTAGE 

BARRINGTON  SPECIALTIES 
P. O. Box 154-G,  Barrington,  R. I. 02806 

The 
secret of 
teaching 
yourself 
music 

It's just organized common sense, 
says this 70-year-old home-study 
school. Their word-and-picture 
instructions take the mystery 
out of learning the piano, guitar, 
or any of 8 other instruments. 

It may seem odd at first—the idea of 
teaching yourself music. You might 
think you need an expensive private 
teacher to instruct you—and to tell 
you when you make a mistake. 

But the fact is. you don't. Thou- 
sands have learned music with the 
lessons we give by mail. So can you. 

The secret lies in the step-by-step 
way our lessons teach you. Starting 
from scratch, they show you with 
simple words and pictures exactly 
what to do. You learn to play the 
right way —by note, from sheet 
music. Without gimmicks. 

But how do you know you're do- 
ing it right? Easy. A lot of the tunes 
you'll practice first are simple songs 
you've heard many times. Since you 
know how they're supposed to 
sound, you can tell when you've "got 
them right." 

By the time you go on to more ad- 
vanced pieces, you'll be able to tell 
if your notes and timing are right, 
even without having heard the songs. 
Before too long, you'll, be playing 
whatever kind of music you like. Pop- 
ular. Folk.  Classical. Dance songs. 

For more information about this 
convenient, economical way to learn 
music, mail the coupon. We'll send 
you our free booklet. "Be Your Own 
Music Teacher," and a free Piano 
"Note-Finder." No obligation. No 
salesman will call. The U.S. 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC. Estab. 1898. 
Licensed by New York State. 
1- 1969 U.S. School of Music 

U. S. School of Music 
Port Washington. New York 11050 
I'm interested in learning to play the instru- 
ment checked below. Please send me your 
FREE booklet and a free Piano "Note- 
Finder." I am under no obligation. Check the 
instrument you would like to play: (check 
only one) 
O  Piano O Steel Guitar D Accordion 

D  Guitar O Saxophone O Mandolin 
D Organ- pipe. D Violin D Clarinet 
electronic, reed D Ukulele 

Print 
Name Age 

Address- 

City  

State  -Zip- 
Accredited Member,  National Home Study 
Council 38710 

:TOBER   1970 ?np 



"A rose 
is a rose ..." 
and true bronze 
is BRONZE 
(not brass) 

Bronze tableware 
from Thailand 

is genuine BRONZE 

Molded according to a centuries- 
old Siamese process, each uten- 
sil is a non-porous, non-plated 
SOLID BRONZE alloy. Native 
Thai artisans have hand-crafted 
and hand-polished these two de- 
signs to a rich golden luster. 
Their color is like 14-karat gold. 
So, ORDER NOW and bring 
back the beauty of the BRONZE 
age. 

MATCHED  SETS 

Steak knives (6)* $11.95 
Serving fork, spoon,** 

and ladle       10.95 
Carving fork and knives (2). .   12.95 

"Ancient "Modern 
Siamese" Thai" 

"Extra knives, 
$2.50 each. 

:: -Extra spoons, 
$3.95 each. 

When order- 
ing, specify set 
and design. All 
prices ppd. 
Sorry, no COD. 
NYC residents 
add 6% sales 
tax. 

LOTUS & GOLD, IMPORTS 
P.O. Box 631 

Morris Heights, N.Y. 10453 

DOUBLE TULIP ceiling chain lamp 
... a brilliant interpretation! 
Dramatize any decor with our elegant 
Tiffany Tulip adaptation in glowing 
amber or sea green, both offset with 
golden trim. Exquisite translucent pet- 
als of durable polyester, over a 6" opal 
glass globe. 16" spread; 11" high. Just 
plug it in. Ready to use. Includes hooks 
for hanging and 15 ft. chain. $29.95 
plus $2.50 postage and handling, (bulb 
not included). Sorry no C.O.D.'s. 

Morlyn, JMCT**.*™ 
350 So. County Rd. Palm Beach, Fla 33480 

decorate that bedroom with I 

INDIAN 
POWER 
curtains 

• 
bedspreads 

SHOPPING AROUND 

shams 
Gay. authen- 
tic Indian de- 
signs and col- 
ors will add 
decorative ex- 
citement to 
any bedroom. An Archer House exclusivi . 
our carefree, never-press sturdy cotton 
printed fabric conies in Glowing Sun (red, 
gold and blue) or Earth Tones (brown 
and slate i 
Curtains: All 48 inches wide 

24.    30.    36"    $6.00 54"    $8.00 
45" $7.00 63"    $9.00 

Pre-Shirred  Valance: 54" x  II" $3.50 
Pillow  Sham: 21" x 27".  back opening $4.00 
Bedspreads:   rounded   corners   and   bound   edges 
Bunk   Bed   60x90"   $10.00:  Twin  74x108"  $11.50 
Full  94x108"   $14.00 
Shipping   charges:    *)>reads   .sr.   Curtains   <tu<l 
Sham 50c ea.  vo COD's please. 

New York City residents >i>hl 6% sales lux. 

Archer House 
HG-100, P.O. Box 417, Cooper Station 

New York, N.Y. 10003 

'sytyerwlnseto 
meet you. Ptaytfje 
^mind&e^tiufcys^t 

\jour tack.-3-* W«AJ % sun. 
$f)ine uwrm upon your face, 
tlje twins foil soft upon your 
fields wtct,-^ until we meet 
fco>in*m*.y. God rjoldyoum 
tyepfclmoff3i$fifcndA*3 

IRISH   BLESSING  PLAQUE 
|>lai[ll.-. .1, 

ball 
Colorful cast alum 
I'ul decoration for 
or den.  6Vi" x  \V\"•  Green   pine  cones, 
bl.uk      lettering     on     white     background. 
SI.25 plus 35* post. & hdlg. 

Prompt   Shipment.   Satisfaction   Guaranteed 

Leon Duquette, u<Pt. HGIOO 
76  Pa>son  St. Fitchburg,  Mass.  01 I2<> 

kat-treneR 

A sophisticated enclosure to hide 
unsightly feline litter pans. 
Collects litter spillover/confines 
odors. Thick fiberboard/white/folds. 
Plastic coated inside & out. 

$4.98 postpaid (two tor $9.50) 
(add .50 ea  postage west of Miss ) 
Personalized: S1.00 a word'PRINT 

Kat-treneDept. HGIO 
P.O. Box 3056/Elmira, N.Y. 14905 

FLAVORSOME WRAP-UP 
Cradle roasts, fish, poultry in 
cooking parchment paper to pre- 
vent loss of valuable nutrient's 
natural flavors and juices. Elim- 
inates sticking, scorching, scour- 
ing with easy lift-out. Roll 15 
inches w. by 25 ft. I. Two for 
$2.50; four for $4.50. Ppd. 
Colonial Garden Country Kitchen, 
Dept. HGE-10, 270 W. Merrick 
Rd., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11582. 

RECORD HOLDER! 
Hand-crafted in pine, leather- 
brown vinyl covers 3" foam cush- 
ion seat; holds entire record col- 
lections in drawer space below. 
Six-section storage bins, too, for 
tapes, smaller records. Honey 
tone pine or maple, antique pine 
or walnut finish. 22y2" w., 17V2" 
d., 18" h. $39.95; kit, $29.95. 
Exp. chgs. coll. Yield House, HG- 
IO,  No. Conway,  N.  H. 03860. 

RING GUARDS 
Protect that wedding band! Ster- 
ling silver or 14k gold-plate 
guard rings set with simulated 
diamonds, rubies, emeralds, 
amethysts. $3.25, two for $6; 
"diamond" baguette band, $5.50; • 
genuine turquoise bands, two 
for $8.50. Add 25c post. Send 
ring size. Old Pueblo Traders, 
600-HOR So. Country Club Rd., 
Tucson, Ariz. 85716. 

PARTING BLESSING 
Say "farewell" with a split Mizpah 
coin, each part attached to a key 
chain. When together, message 
is the Biblical blessing, "The Lord 
watch between me and thee . . ." 
Sterling: 1", $4.50; IVA", $5.50; 
IY2", $6.50. 14k gold: $24; $34; 
$45. Engraving on back 10c per 
letter. Ppd. The Jamaica Silver- 
smith, HG10, 407 Rockav^ay 
Ave., Valley Stream, IN. Y. 11581. 

LUCITE FRAMES 
simple • handsome • self-standing 

size postpaid 

5"x7" $2.00 
8"x10". $4.00 

11"x14". $6.00 
specify vertical or horizontal 

Sam MilsteirrPhotographer 
852 Lake Ave. 
Clark, New Jersey 07066 

T   MEDICAL 
ENCYCLOPEDIA 

rOR MAV PARENTS 

MEDICAL CARD ENCYCLOPEDIA 
This unique card encyclopedia is tr 

work of two well known medical ai 

thorities. Gives detailed advice an 

information on medical problems i 

seconds. Also emergency treatmen 

and antidotes for poisons. Over 3C 

6" x 4" cards, equivalent to a 70I 

page book. Richly illustrated. Beai 

tiful,  sturdy  case. 

$5.95 ppd. 

HELOTIE   &    CO. Dept. HG-10 
Box 18196, Indianapolis, IN 46218 

210 HOUSE & GARDI 
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WET AND WILD 
The look for fall footwear is the 
wet look. Slim, trim flat with big 
buckle for in-town shopping or 
campus cavorting. Sizes 9 to 12 
in slim, narrow or medium. 
Choose black, brown, navy or 
ruby red. $21 ppd. Free 64-page 
catalogue of exciting shoe styles. 
Shoecraft, Inc., HG10, 603 Fifth 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017. 

TIME,  FELLAS 
Football fans, it's that time of 
year and here's the NFL-AFL ap- 
proved football clock in simu- 
lated pigskin. 10" I. and 7V2" h. 
Easy-to-read numerals and red 
sweep second hand. With adhe- 
sive backed team names. Desk 
model, $12.95; wall model, 
$9.95. Add 75c post. Pegasus, 
Dept. HG-10, 1855 Imperial Ave., 
New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040. 

STURDY VOYAGER 
Cavernous cotton canvas tote has 
brass fittings, smart stitching. 
Trim and terrific for travels at 
home and around the world. Han- 
dles carry a real load of travel 
purchases. Fabulous for football 
weekends! 12" by 10". Rugged 
red, neat navy or savoy sand. $15 
plus 75c post. The Talbots, Dept. 
MK,  Hingham,   Mass.  02043. 

EARLY AMERICAN PLAY " 
Authentic toy used in Colonial 
times reproduced to provide 
rhythm and fun for today's kids. 
Carved wooden Yankee Doodle 
Dancer comes completely assem- 
bled with pole and paddle. Tap a 
tune on the paddle and he springs 
into action with arms swinging, 
legs a-tapping. $5.95 ppd. Plan- 
It-Kit, HGY10, Box 429, Westport, 
Conn. 06880. 

ANCIENT ROMAN CHESS SETS 
hese superb, minutely detailed collector's sets 
re exact copies of classic Roman sculpture. The 
ling is Augustus; the Queen. Livil; the Bishop, 
icero. The King is 4%" high. Heavily weighted, 
elted Catalin pieces in Alabaster white and Granite 
rey. Large I6V2" board. Leatherette $1^95 
hest. 16 page historical book & rules....      I ■ 

imc   figures   as   above—hand   antiqued 
;old   &   silver.   Black   &   gold   board. tOQ95 

mulated Morocco Chest  *fcw 

l"e" King, weighted & felted figures $QQ5 
ioard,  book,  leatherette  gift  box     ^ 

I'V King, felted figures, board, book     „ *0 

Plus $1.00 per sef PP & Hdlg 

CLIVEDON HOUSE, Dept. I 
52 W. 42nd Street. New York. N. Y. 10036 

OCTOBER    1970 

HANKY PANKY 
APRON 

Would   you   believe—an 
APRON   with   SEX    AP- 
PEAL!!! Nothing else like 
it  in  the 
world! Sexy 
lace bra and 
garter   belt 
are hand print- 
ed in black on 
this  white,  high 
quality   washable 
cotton    apron. 
Everybody   who 
sees   it   wants 
one!  Many wan 
several—for par- 
ties, fun gifts, etc. 
A fun party apron 
that   will   delight 
all. Terrific conver- 
sation piece. Only 
$3.95 ea., or 3 for 
S10.50 ppd. Money 
back guarantee if not delighted. 

MONIRISSIMO  ORIGINALS 
P.O.  Box 49125-H 

Los Angeles, Calif. 90049 

'('<//</1/11/ ,y/<:i/ */i<'<'<//<>4ta/'/ 

CREWEL 

SIAMESE 

CAT 

Here's a beauty of a 

Siamese cat to stitch in 

crewel embroidery on 

creamy 17" x 17" lin- 

en. The design is 10" 

x 10" with head, legs 

and tail in browns and 

tans. The eyes are a 

magnificent clear blue. 

Kit comes with design 

on linen, crewel wools, 

needle and instructions. 

Use as picture or pil- 

low top. Only S3.95 

plus 35c postage. 

PONY IN 

WREATH  OF 

FLOWERS 

A colorful garland wreath 

of blue daisies encircles 

this adorable brown and 

tan pony. Kit includes de- 

sign on linen for front, 

back and sides of 14" pil- 

low, crewel yarns, blue 

cording, needle and direc- 

tions. Only $5.95 plus 45c 

postage. 

Send 25c for Next 3 Issues 
Of Our Art Needlecraft Catalog 

The   Stitchery 
Dept.  HG710.  204 Worcester St. 

Wellesley  Hills,  Mass. 02181 

ADD A FRENCH ACCENT to dining 
alcove or kitchen with these charming pictures, 
71/2" x 51/a". Delicious motifs, hand painted 
in true-to-life colors on white background, 
framed in carved wood. Choice of: 

"Les Legumes", terra cotta frame 
"Le Potage", lemon yellow frame 
"Les Ustensiles", avocado frame 
"Les Condiments", strawberry pink 

frame 

$2.95 each plus 45c postage. 
SET OF ANY 4, $12.95 postpaid 

ELIZABETH  McCAFFREY 
Dept.   HG-10.   Northport.   New  York   11768 

Mediterranean 

BIRD 
CAGE 
PLANTER 

$CJ8 
■ Add 65c 

^^^ Postage 

MONEY BACK 
IF NOT 

DELIGHTED 

It's actually only one-half of a bird cage—so designed 
to fit flush against your wall. Use with fresh or arti- 
ficial flowers or plants for an unusual wall treatment. 
Made of wrought iron and finished in matte black. 
l7'/2" x 9".  Flowers not included. 

Dept. HG-1070, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462 
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Anchor light —handsome, hand-made brass and copper 

lantern as used by Australian navy. Hang on wall, 

ceiling —kerosene light, 9" high, 20.00 Household Bazaar, 

Ninth Floor, Lord & Taylor —and at all Lord & Taylor stores. 

DOQ ̂
 

WASH. 
D.C. 

Paint me. Stain me. Mix me 
with anything. The solid beech 
frame of our Regence Flower 
is ready to finish any way you 
like. Seat and back, caned. 
Arm chair, $90. Side, $70. Fin- 
ished, add $30. Exp. Chgs. Col. 
No COD's. 56-page catalog, $1. 

DOOR STORE of Washington, D.C.' 
3140 M St. N.W. (HG10) Wash., D.C. 20007 

I 
GENUINE 

CUCKOO CLOCK 
From   the 
"Schwarzwald 
comes   this 
lovely 
Cuckoo   Clock 
with   its 
little  bird 
that calls 
every  Vi-hour. 
Wind   only 
once   a  day 
by   pulling   up 
the   clock-weight. 
About   14"   high 
including  crest 
and   pendulum. 
Hand-carved, 
finished   in   warm 
walnut colors, 

only 
$C98 

plus   75c  for 
mailing charges. 

Promptly   shipped   fro 

inle I flatware authentically repro- 
tuced from an antique English design. Classic 
pistol handle knives. 3 tined forks . . . and a 
mellow pewter look. Dishwasher safe. Service 
for eight includes: 8 dinner forks. 8 dinner 
knives. 8 salad forks. 8 soup spoons. 16 tea- 
spoons and 2  serving  pieces. 

Service for    8 $29.98 
Service for  12 $44.98 

Prices include vostapc & handling 

Dept. HG-107 

Hartsdale, N.V. 10530 Wales, 

Do the string thing! 
Use softest Persian wools to needle- 
point our 13" round Nouveau Poppy. 
Expertly hand-painted on imported *10 
white linen canvas. Pick a bright poppy 
pillow for your home in combinations 
of red, orange, white on bright navy or 
orange, yellow, white on honey. Each 
kit complete with yarn, needles and 
simple instructions, $32.50 ppd. per 
canvas. Florida residents add 4% sales 
tax. Send 50c for our catalog of other 
imaginative designs. 

needlepoint 
unlimited inc. 

P.O. Box 3051, Miami Beach, Florida 33140 

SHOPPING AROUND 

BAR BEAUTY 
Contemporary bar set combines 
stainless steel and Danish rose- 
wood with skilled workmanship. 
Five pieces include: mixing 
spoon, ice tongs, corkscrew, fruit 
knife, can and bottle opener. A 
set to delight any bartender's or 
barmaid's heart. $3.95 ppd. 
Giftique International, Dept. E10, 
Box 66, Miami, Fla. 33147. 

FLIP A RECIPE 
Revolving file for treasured 
recipes is indispensable in our 
kitchen. Protective see-through 
envelopes keep recipes safe from 
doughy fingers. Metal frame with 
inlaid wood base, knobs holds up 
to 500 3V2" by 5" cards. 160 
envelopes, 32 colored index 
cards. $10.95 plus 85c post. The 
Ferry House, HG10, Dobbs Ferry, 
N. Y. 10522. 

LOTS O' PHOTOS 
No matter how big the supply, 
photos seem to disappear quick- 
ly. Stock up with wallet photos 
done in studio-quality styling. For 
color, send color slide, photo or 
negative; 16, $1.98; 32, $2.98' 
For black and white, send photo 
or negative; 32, $1; 76, $2. Add 
25c postage for each order. 
Philips Foto Co., Dept. 10HG, 
Elmsford, N. Y. 10523. 

FORK TENDER MEATS 
That's what a professional meat 
tenderizer does naturally without 
chemical additives. Sixty stain- 
less steel knives that adjust for 
thick or thin cuts to 3"; break 
down tough fibers and halve 
cooking time. Easy to clean, easy 
to use. $6 plus 75c post. Joan 
Cook, HG10, 1241 N.E. 8th Ave., 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33304. 

ANIMAL FLAIR 
Elephant hamper, the happy 
helper to load with laundry or as 
a catchall for toys. Wicker whimsy 
in your choice of H&G colors: 
pineapple yellow, parrot green, 
space blue, azalea, bittersweet, 
black or white. 32" h., 17" dia. 
$22.9.5; natural, $18.95. Ppd. 
Catalogue, 25c. Fran's Basket 
House, HG10, 89 W. Main St., 
Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

"A Rose Is A Rose Is A Rose' 
SO   SAID   GERTRUDE   STEII 

But, even that sardonic poetres.s would have rei 
volumes of ecstasy had she seen those magnificent GoldJ 
Silver Roses. A royally elegant gift to add radiance I 
n . ettingl And, so deeoratively serviceable! 12" la 
Rose ;el In block of glossy black marblesque Unite: us 
as paper-weighl or simply elegant table decoration 
I i rette Box with gold leaf bast glossy black lid ton 
«nh bloom of same Gold or Silver Rose. Then, foil 
drawers of gold-tipped matches topped with black lucS 
and matching glorious Hose bloom. Available, Gold-Ill 
-i karet metal, or Silver-like pewter. Matches: S4.0C 
Cigarette Box: $7.50. Stand up Rose: $5.00. Sel of :i 
$15.00 I'll- $1 :HI postage. 

James Allen Re'id—Designer 
136 W. 71st Street New York.  New  York  1002 
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FIREPLACE FINERY 
Gracefully wrought black iron 
tools from Mexico designed for 
the modern fireside. Scrolled 
hanging top is 21" across. Rake, 
shovel and poker are 34" long. 
Set is great, too, for the bar- 
becue. On cold nights the set 
stirs up a lively blaze. $19.95 
plus $2.95 post. Mexico House, 
HG10, 7742 Herschel Ave., La 
Jolla, Cal. 92037. 

IN ONE FELL SWOOP 
The new Desco double-duty Ma- 
gic Mailer either seals envelope 
or slits it open instantly! It's one 
chrome-plated compact unit with 
attached stamp-wetter. 3" by 5". 
A timesaver for every office! No 
mess, no cuttings on floor. One 
year guarantee. Perfectly safe! 
$13.95 ppd. The Mail Shop, Dept. 
C, 245 Molino Ave., Mill Valley, 
Cal. 94941. 

WATER PUMP 
Simple syphon principle makes 
this little pump operate quickly 
and efficiently without gasoline 
or electricity. Empties up to 360 
gallons per hour from flooded 
cellars, swimming pools, boats. 
Attaches to faucet. $3.98 plus 
25c post. Order now from Anthony 
Enterprises, HG10, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

PIPING HOT 
Electric server fills the bill by 
keeping foods hot for guests or 
family. Lifetime steel, it operates 
on AC or DC; 25" I., 7" w. It holds 
three casseroles or serving 
dishes and coffee. Handsome de- 
sign of golden squares; walnut 
finish handles and border. $5.95 
ppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. HT- 
22, 20 Bank St., White Plains, 
N. Y. 10606. 

PICTURE IT 
Old timers to dress a wall in 
nostalgia are trade posters of 
bathing suits, corn plasters and 
patent medicines, among others 
colorfully printed on heavy bris- 
tol board. Each poster is 11" by 
14", ready to hang as a novel 
attention-getter. The set of six, 
$2.98; 12 for $5.75. Add 35c 
post. Cooper's, HG10, 7840 Rug- 
by St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19150. 

"GOLD FOIL" Screen 
A Beautiful, genuine foil laminated onto light, 

durable panel, provides a screen which adds luxury 

and elegance to any setting, or decor. Heavy wood 

frame, each panel weighs only 7 lbs. Material and 

workmanship guaranteed. 

3 panel #783C 47"W.x78H. $66.00 

4 panel #784C 63" x 78" S88.00 

Shipped ppd. No. C.O.D. 

MODE MERCHANDISE CO. 
Dept.   HG-10.   1607   Summer   St..   Phila.,   Pa.   19103 

F 

Gourmet gift. 
Borden Pippin Brand 
Cheddar cheese Wheel. 

from Wisconsin 

Here's the gift in perfect taste. 
Sharp aged Cheddar. 

First Borden selects the finest Wisconsin Ched- 
dar. Cured for over one year in wooden kegs. And wax coated to 
protect its full sharp flavor. Then Borden trademarks it "Pippin" 
signifying it's prime. Uniformly perfect. Superb for gifts, par- 
ties and cookery. 
Every wheel weighs approximately 5 pounds. And comes handsomely 
gift boxed. With a greeting card inside (if you so specify). All orders 
received by December 1, 1970 will arrive before Christmas. 
$6.95 postage paid. Continental U.S.A. only. 

Send orders with names, addresses and check or money order to: 
Borden, Inc., Foods Division, Box #231, Plymouth, Wisconsin 53073. 

LEADED 
GLASS BIRDS 
Native birds in their natu- 
ral colors handmade from 
beautiful, colorful ancient 
glass fragments, hand 
framed in lead, from Sand- 
wich. Mass. The\ are vivid 
and   beautiful   hanging   in 
the window with the light  Blue Heron S7.95 
shining    through.    fYpprox. 
8" long. State bird desired. 

itld 35c, Each, postage 

\<l<l B9,   Tax • Sorry So COD'S 

Kingfisher S10.25     White Egret S7.95 

SEND   10c   FOR   GIFT   CATALOG 

Clymer's of Bucks County 
Dept.   HGIO-O.   Point   Pleasant.   Pa.   18950 

'SILK SCREENED 
BULLETIN BOARDS' 

American jhy.; — 

strikingly patri- 
otic silk screen 
done on cork in 
red, white and 
blue. Hand- 
somely framed 
in silver n-ood 
(IS" x 2 2") 

$9.95 

Geometric—he- 

guiling patter n 
of circles and 
squares done on 
cork in silver, 
white and black- 
H and so m e I y 
framed in Sllvt r 
wood (18" x 
22") S9.95 

• • • 

• •  • 

Please add SI.50 for postage and handling. 

Creative Forces Ltd. 
3 Guy Drive, East Brunswick, New Jersey 08816 

MOIST  HEAT 
RELIEVES PAIN. 

The principle isn't new. Your grand- 
mother dipped towels in boiling water, 
applied (hem to painful areas—and they 
worked. The THERMOPHORE* uses 
same principle without hot towels, 
scalding water. Large 27"x13" electric 
unit generates its own moisture, pro- 
vides intense moist heat, relieves pain 
of arthritis, rheumatism, bursitis, muscle 
soreness  .  .  .  relieves misery of colds 
and    flu.   Two    thermostats uniform 
heat distribution. Automatic turn-off. 15 
DAY FREE TRIAL. MAIL THIS COUPON, 

READ WHAT DOCTORS AND USERS SAY. 

_•- 

BATTLE CREEK 
EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
BATTLE CREEK,  MICHIGAN o 

BATTLE CREEK Equipment Company 
0epL483, 307 West Jackson. Battle Creek, Mich. 49016 
Please rush information on THERMOPHORE. 

Name . 

Address  
City _Stal -l«>- 

'CTOBER,   1970 2I3 



reduced 
from 
$69.00 
to $39.98 

The price of this contemporary 
floor lamp has fallen 
And there s a good reason 
Our special Fall Sale 
Overall height 48 
The chrome and walnut 
laminated shade swivels and 
ad|usts up and down on a 
square polished chrome stem 
The 8" base matches the 
laminated shade 
Now only $39 98 
Our three volume 1970 catalog 
is not on sale  It's still $1 
Write for it 

Georgetown 
Lamp 
Gallery 3103 M Street. N W 

Washington  D C  20007 
(202) 333 8885 

Express Charges Collect 

NEW-from NORWAY $1.50 
CONTEMPORARY SWITCHPLATES       ■■■ 
Scandinavian designed wood switchnlates will add 
graceful elegance to every room in your home. Hand 
made in Norway by master craftsmen and exquisite- 
ly finished in walnut or teak. Please specify. Brass 
screws included. 

Single    Switchplate $1.50   3 for $3.95 
Double      switchplate $1.95    3 for $5.50 
Triple    Switchplate  $2.25 
Double   Outlet    Plate $175    3 for $4.75 
4   Switchplate   (not  shown) $2.95 
Combination Single Switch & 

Double   Outlet   (not   shown) $2.25 
Add  35c Postage Per Order 

(MONEY    BACK    IF    NOT    DELIGHTED 

II • J-   /)    J- Dept. HG-1070. 
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Hand-Carved  Polichromed 
Coat of Arms & 

Family-Crest 

Your own coat of arms hand-carved  in wood 
painted in full color on 16"xl3" wood shield $ 45.00 
Same coat of arms with Toledo swords  ....     BO.00 
(other sizes available) 
Your coat of arms hand-engraved on silver, 
framed on velvet,  6"x8" frame from         40.00 

FAMILY  CREST  RINGS 
Your coat of arms hand-engraved on silver  .   $ 38.00 
hand-engraved  on  18k  gold           95.00 
hand-engraved on precious stones, 18k gold 
setting (choice of stone: ruby, sapphire, 
topaz,    amethyst,    bloodstone,   onyx,   agate 
or   lapiz   lazuli)       135.00 
ALSO   CUFF-LINKS— PENDANTS- 
TIE   BARS   &   CHARMS 
We also do fire-enameling. 
Also available is a heraldic report painted on parch- 
ment paper for $6.00 (which will be credited in full 
to any subsequent order). 
If you already have a coat of arms, send us a draw- 
ing or description; otherwise we shall do the re- 
search for you.  Send for free color catalogue. 

HERALDICA  IMPORTS Dept HG4 
4 West 40th St.,  New York,  N.  Y.  10018 

SHOPPING AROUND 

HOW, WHERE TO SELL 
"Collector's Market Place" is a 
directory of the country's collec- 
tors' market. 78 categories of 
items listed alphabetically. It also 
gives names and addresses of 
cash buyers. Splendid way to 
evaluate treasure and trash. 
$3.95 plus 50c postage. Order 
now from House of Minnel, HG10, 
Deerpath Rd., Batavia. III. 60510. 

SPARKLING SHADES 
The old-fashioned wavy glass of 
these charming crystal hurri- 
canes makes the candle light 
shining through them dance and 
glimmer. In two pieces for easy 
cleaning and smart at $5.50 a 
pair. 9%" h. 6" candles, 50c pr., 
four, 90c. Ppd. 25c catalogue free 
with order. Sturbridge Yankee 
Workshop, HG10, 8 Brimfield 
Tnpke., Sturbridge, Mass. 01566. 

WORK OR PLAY GEAR 
Heavy duty gloves for the out- 
door man. Pair shows up in vig- 
orous red suede lined with a 
brand new thermal knit that 
keeps the paws real warm in sub- 
zero weather. Work or play, the 
man will want it in his size: 
small, medium or large. $4.95 
ppd. Deerskin Trading Post, 
HG10, Rt. 1 at 114, Danvers, 
Mass. 01923. 

GOLDEN TOUCH 
Grace your bath with the ornate 
beauty of soft white velvet finger 
towels embellished with gold 
scroll and gold letter. Daintily 
elegant and giftworthy for host- 
ess, holidays, showers. All let- 
ters except I, 0, Q, U, V, X, Y, Z. 
$2.50 each; three for $6.95. Ppd. 
Little Things, Dept. G-100, Bo* 
4000, Tenafly, N. J. 07670. 

MUSCLE TONER 
Exercising aid made of firm resili- 

ent rubber with space for each 

finger, designed to strengthen 

hand and arm muscles. Also rec- 

ommended by doctors for relief 

from arthritic pain, aches and 

stiffness. 

HAND EXERCISER 
SI .49        15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5°o sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-100 

San Franciseo. Calif. 94105 

Picturesque  New England 
JUST $4.95  A  SET 

Beautiful matched set of sea settings 
you'll be proud to own or give. Litho- 
graphed in black on heavy art paper, 
each 16x20", ready-to-frame. 

1 Set...$4.95 plus 55(- handling 
2 Sets. .  $8.95 plus 55i" handling 

Gloucester (sailboat) 1 52.95 each plus 
or ) 55<  handling, 

Rockport (harbor)      ] specify subject 
Check or m.o. Sorry, no COD's. N. Y. resi- 
dents add state, local sales tax. 

M AQUA CO., Fine Arts Dept. HG 
450 Duane Ave., Schenectady, N. Y. 

HOUSE & GARD 



SHOPPING AROUND 
EASY RELAXATION 
Folding footstool of sculptured 
hardwood and gleaming black 
leather invites the men of the 
house to sit back in feet-up com- 
fort. Great for gals too after a 
Christmas shopping sortie. 14" 
h , 19" sq. top. Specify teak or 
walnut finish. $35.90 plus $2 
post. Free catalogue. Discovery 
House, Dept. 10A, Box 11561, 
Albuquerque. N. M. 87112. 

SILVER SPARKLERS 
Magic leaf goes in the dishpan 
to keep silver shining bright 
and tarnish-free. It cleans en- 
graved and embossed surfaces 
or even gold jewelry, too. Use it 
before the next party and impress 
your guests. Odorless. One leaf 
98c plus 15c post. Anthony En- 
terprises, HG10, 585 Market St., 
San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

GUILE FOR THE GUIDE 
TV Guide cover transforms this 
popular weekly magazine into a 
well-dressed volume while it's in- 
stant reference to TV program- 
ming. Of luxurious leather in 
wine, brown or green (specify), 
crafted in Italy with faille lining. 
Cover is SW by 8". $4.95 each; 
two for $9.50. Ppd. Sleepy Hol- 
low Gifts, HG10, 3023 Crane Dr., 
Falls Church, Va. 22042. 

CASCADING SILVER 
Sprays of sterling silver wheat 
drop in a cascade of shimmering 
beauty. Great with the new gypsy 
look. Each earring is 2" long. 
Available for pierced ears or to 
screw on (specify). A fashion find 
from Mexico for only $6.25 ppd. 
Shopping International, Inc., 441 
Shopping International Bldg., 
Norwich, Vt. 05055. 
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DUFFLE TOTE 
Unique over-the-shoulder all purpose tote bag—made 

of durable plastic-lined canvas with drawstring cord. 

18" high. Use it as a beach bag, gym bag, hiking bag, 

etc. Suitable for boys as well as girls. Choose from 

three rich colors: Navy, Dark Green, and Burgundy. 

Only  S3.95   each   postpaid.   Ideal   Gift.   Specify  Color. 

DONEY   ENTERPRISES 
320 South St., 1 2M, Morristown, New Jersey 07960 

Golden Treasury of Labels 
Stock up on a supply of elegant address 

labels. This set features variety: 250 black- 

on-gold script initial address labels [I'/V 

x V2"] and 125 matching gold initial en- 

velope seals [1" x 1"]. Packed in 2" x 3" 

plastic box. Complete set for $3 [via air, 

add 40c). Write for fund raising folder, 

too. Bruce Bolind, 210 Bolind Bldg., Boul- 

der,  Colorado   80302.  Thank you  kindly! 

AMAZING $1 ART OFFER 
4 Proudly Uniformed Drummer Boys 

in the Colors of Their Country 

HISTORICALLY AUTHENTIC ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS 
REPRODUCED AS LARGE  FULL COLOR  FINE  ART  PRINTS 

ALL FOR ONLY $1 
Marching out of the pages ot history with snap and spirit these delightful paintings that capture 
the full vigor of youthful pride and boyish determination are the ideal decorations for your home 
or office. Full of brilliant military colors, they are accurate down to-test tassel and epaulet The 
artist, Hawley, has been able to combine both the authenticity of the period and the fierce, yet 
fresh pride of these youthful drummers. Both as a decoration and as a valuable historical refer- 
ence they make exciting decorations wherever they are hung. Unfortunately the small black and 
white illustrations here cannot possibly convey 
all the flash and drama of the originals, only 
when you see the superb full color reproduc- 
tions can you fully appreciate their appeal and 
charm. 

COLONIAL STUDIOS.  DEPT. HD-42 
I 20 Bank Street. White Plains. N.Y. 10606 
I Please send me the tour 6" x 15" Drummer Boy 
I Panels   for   only   $1   plus   10C   postage   on   full 

OFFER WILL NOT BE REPEATED THIS SEASON 

We urge you to order your Historical Drummer 
Boy Panels now, while the supply lasts. All four 
fine art prints are a full 6"x15" decorator size. 
Each full color reproduction is sent to you on a 
full money back guarantee if you are not abso- 
lutely delighted. So hurry, order now, this offer 
will not be repeated this season in House 
& Garden. 

money  back  guarantee  if  I   am  not  delighted 

Enclosed is $.. (Print clearly) I 
I 
I Name     
j Address 
{City State Zip 
I Q SAVE! SPECIAL OFFER: Order 3 sets of prints 

tor only $2 (You save St.30). Extra sets make 
ideal gifts. 

MONOGRAM 
BASKETS 

;et,    add 

nd  bow.' 

VICTORIA   GIFTS 
I2-H WaterSt., Bryn Mawr. Pa. 19010 
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WORLD'S FINEST SCISSORS 
That luxurious golden touch enhances 
the beauty of these fine quality scissors 
made by Richards of Sheffield, Eng- 
land. Crafted with the highest speci- 
fications, exacting old world standards 
that are so hard to find today! Gleam- 
ing inlaid stainless steel blades with 
razor sharp, long-lasting edges. Lus- 
trous, rustless radiant gold finish. Per- 
fect for home or office ... a gift to 
be remembered. Gift boxed. Scissors 
6" long; shears 71/4" long. The set $5.95 
plus $1.00 postage and handling. Sorry 

® 
Morlyn, Jnc. DePt. G-IM 
350 So. County Rd. Palm Beach,Fla. 33480 

PORTRAITS,   INC 

We represent ZOO or" toda< 
portrait painters and sculptors. 

Visit our gallery and 
find the artist or your choice. 

il  EAST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 
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An Amazing Value for only $22$ 

Lighted Pineapple Centerpiece 
With many luscious fruits 
around its base gives delight- 
ful "dining in the tropics'* 
atmosphere! Light shines 
through the translucent true 
to-life color of the pineapple 
makirrg^a unique centerpiece 
sure to be admired by guests1 

Uses 2 "C" batteries, not incl. 
A great buy for only $2.98 

, MAIL 10-DAY 
NO RISK COUPON " 

I   GREEENLAND STUDIOS 
3910 Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33054 

I   Enclosed  is check or mo. for 

|   $  
1    #8441 Pineapple Lamps @ 

$2.98 (Add 35?! post, each) 

I   Name  

SHOPPING AROUND 

Address 

City  

u State. -Zip- "J 
HIGH BACK-HAND CARVED 

HIGHLY DECORATIVE 
European Imported Chair 

SPECIAL 
$99 

You'd expect 
to pay $200 
or more for 
a chair of 
this quality 

and design.Top quality velvet up- 
holstery in 13 magnificent colors 
— all Scotchgard protected. Rich 
ambertone finish on finest grade 
beech wood. Loose reversible 
cushion. W. 23"; D. 26"; H. 45". 
Ship. Wt. 44 lbs. No C.O.D. Ex- 
press charges collect. Send 50<* for 
swatches and glossy photograph. 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. 
FURNITURE IMPORTS. P.O. BOX 965 
Drexel, North Carolina 28619 

NEW SMARTY TABLE 
SPECIAL $4.95 plus 1.00 

for postage and handling 

Why spend a lot of money to cover an ex- 
pensive table. Use SMARTY, the original col- 
lapsible corrugated table used in department 
stores and homes around the world. Paint it, 
paper it or cover it with a 72" round cloth. 
Use for end/corner table, buffets, game 
table. 20" Round Top-^^" high. Satis- 
faction guaranteed. No C.O.D.'s.   Dept. H10. 

SMARTY PAPER"PRODUCTS, INC. 
75 Colonial Road. New Canaan, Conn. 06840 

MEISSEN  BLUE ONION  STAFFORDSHIRE 
From England 

Dinner at eight—polished mahogany and 
fine linen—needs this lovely "Blue Onion" 
ware from England to complete the pic- 
ture. Service for eight includes: 8 dinner 
plates, 8 salads/desserts, 8 soup bowls, 8 
cups and saucers, 8 fruit dishes, vegetable 
server, platter, sugar and creamer. Also 
available in Old Red or Green. 
Complete 53-piece set, $42.50 ppd. 

Coninlt'te  55-piece set.  including coffee pot  and 
cover,  S45.00  p|)d..  plus $2.50  W.  of  Miss. 

Si nd 15c fur new 

2^C^^y   ,7SC€>StS€ w.-\m ?4 
GREATBARRINGTON, MASS. 012 30   ~". 

The finest 

<9cm>j** 

*/b 

Candlestick 
Adjusts to a TALL 

43" high 
Extra heavy Wrought 

Iron 
Not just a flimsy light 
metal, but extra heavy 
Wrought Iron. A "Show- 
Off" piece to add a 
decorator's touch to 
your living or dining 
room, hall or flanking 
doors or fireplace. 
Beautiful scrolls, adjusts 
from 32" to 43" with 
white candle 2"x9" (in- 
cluded). Black, Green 
Antique, White or 
(Gold with White Si .00 
extra) Specify. 

$11.95 
plus $1.00 for shipping 

(Two for $22.95 plus 
$1.95 shipping) 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Send FOR FREE GIFT 

CATALOG 

$emp &. Sbmitb £§>tubiog *j* * 
Dept. GOO, 39 Crestline Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087 

KEY SECURITY 
Carry 12 keys or more in expand- 
ing giant key case with king-size 
safety key ring on metal link 
chain, permanently fastened. 
Gussets prevent bulges! Genuine 
black leather for men and wom- 
en. Initialed in gold, if desired. 
Just $1.98 ppd. Chrono-Control, 
HG10, 200 Madison Ave., New 
York, N. Y. 10016. 

FONDUE FUN 
Handsome stainless steel fondue 
pot with rosewood handle is set 
for entertaining. Two quart ca- 
pacity on black iron stand with 
alcohol burner and neat chrome 
tray to catch hot oil. Cheese or 
beef fondues are tasty delights. 
$11.95 plus $1 postage. Morlyn, 
Inc., Dept. G-100, 350 So. County 
Rd., Palm Beach, Fla. 33480. 

ROAD RUNNER CLOCK 
That speedy bird, the rood run- 
ner, marks the quarters on the 
face of a battery-operated wall 
clock. The birds are fused in 
Couroc's phenolic resin which is 
burnished satin black. Seven- 
jewel battery movement from 
West Germany. Dia., 14". $39.95 
plus $1 post. Gift catalogue, 10c. 
Clymer's of Bucks County, HG10, 
Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

LIKE THE REAL THING 
Vega is one of the brightest stars 
shining in the heavens and the 
Vega man-made gem is pure 
white brilliance. Each crystalline 
stone with 58 facets expertly cut 
and polished. Won't scratch, chip 
or discolor. $22 per carat. Free 
booklet includes styles for men 
and women. Vega Co., HGE10, 
Box 465, Radio City Sta., Ne^w 
York, N. Y. 10019. 

DO DISHES DOUBLE QUIK 

fF 

(M 
Dept.   107-G 
P.O.  Box  585 
Skokie,   III.   60076 

NO MORE DISHPAN HANDS with the 
best dishwasher on the market at this 
price. WITHOUT DISCONNECTING water 
will come thru dishwasher or faucet. 
Handiest item in kitchen! Push button 
for instant suds, scrub, rinse, all in 
one operation. Cleans finest china, 
worst grease. 30" durable hose, nylon- 
bristle brush. GET OUT OF THE KITCH- 
EN IN A WINK. 

«pZ/a«70   50c postage & insurance 
no C.O.D.'s please 

Wedgwood Mayflower Plate 
Collector's plate to mark the 350th anniver- 
sary of the landing of the Pilgrims at Plym- 
outh Rock; blue jasper with white bas-relief 
of ship, holly leaf border. "Mayflower 1620- 
1970'' embossed in blue. 4'/2". beautifully 
made and worthy of its famous maker. From 
England, limited quantity. An heirloom of 
tomorrow! 

Order No. 7590 $8.95 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
-—J    \ Please, your zip code is required. 

l/c '0tt/ttST"x 
EVANSTON,ILL.60204 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

LOVE THAT DINOSAUR 
You have to admire a country like 
Spain that comes up with an en- 
dearing dinosaur. Prehistoric 
patsy's handcrafted wholly of 
nuts and bolts, mounted on a 

hand rubbed wood pedestal. 
12'/2" by 5V2" by 9". Here's a 
great gift for one and all. $14 

ppd. Heraldica Imports, HG16, 4 
West 40th St., Room 106, New 
York. N. Y. 10018. 

A NEW  DAY 

Never too late to change the 
course of your life! Inspirational 
plaque says, "Remember ... To- 
day is the first day of the rest of 
your life." Lettered in black on a 
golden plate mounted on a pine- 
finished plaque. With hanging 
ring on back. 4" by 5". $1.98 
plus 20c post. Anthony Enter- 

prises, HG10, 585 Market St., 
San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

RUNNING FREE 

Handsome steeds running before 
the wind in a faithful reproduc- 
tion of a painting by Franklin E. 
Follett. Printed in full color on 

heavy paper 48" by 26" and 
ready to frame and hang on the 
wall of a study, family or boy's 
room. A beauty for horse lovers 
everywhere. $3 plus 35c post. 
World Art, HG10, Westport, Conn. 
06880. 

COLLECTORS CASE 

Case in solid walnut, maple or 
other finishes. Velvet lining in 

wide choice of colors. Hinged 
glass door with lock. Special dis- 
play hangers. Many sizes & 
styles; spoons, watches, an- 
tiques. Christmas orders guaran- 

teed delivery. 20-page color cata- 
logue $1, refunded with order. 
Award Maker, HG10, 12495 N. E. 

8th Ave., No. Miami, Fla. 33161. 

REMEMBER   

TODAY IS THE FIRST 

DAY OF THE REST OF 

YOUR LIFE® 

000 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1 
nest quality name & address labels hand- 
iiuly printed. 1000 for $1.00. Gummed De- 
-e Gold Labels 2x-H", -'50 with 125 Match- 
i Self Adhesive Initials—set $3.00. QUIK- 
I IK Self Adhesive Labels 500 for $2.00. De- 
jce size -'x-V. 300 for $2.50. Homespun Lab- 
-, printed with beautiful colored borders 
O for J $2. Inc. 10c postage & 5% Calif. 
i\. Write for money raising plan. Write 

catalogue of personalized items and 
iristmas ideas. 

Mr. & Mrs. A. K. Johnson 
1934 Marlin Avenue 

Martindale, Calif. 93107 

Your friends will RAVE about this gift 

Salted Almonds 
from California 

Wait till your friends taste these crisp, crunchy almonds-the nicest gift you've 
ever sent. Just right for holiday entertaining! 
These are choice Blue Diamond nuts from California, the salted almonds se- 
lected by leading airlines to serve at cocktail time. The gift pack shown features 
six 6-ounce tins, one each of our famous French Fried, Smokehouse'", Barbecue. 
Cheese. Blanched Salted and Garlic Onion flavors. All are great served as 
snacks or with a favorite beverage. Tins come packed in handsome gift box. 
Price includes shipping. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send your list-we do the 
rest. (And don't forget to order for yourself!) 

Gift Pack #22 (shown above). $4.75 postage paid 
Send for free catalog of over 40 deluxe almond gifts for 
Christmas giving. 
Send order with your name, address, check or money 

order to Dept. 136, California Almond Growers Exchange, 
P.O. Box 1768. Sacramento. California 95808. 

Experience Satin Sheets. 
Once your grateful body touches satin, 
you'll know who the Beautiful People are. 
Exquisite, washable acetate satin in all 
your colors: Gold, Black, Pink, White, Red, 
Orchid, Blue, Olive, Orange, Mint or Bronze. 

SHEET SETS (2 straight sheets, 2 cases) 
Double Set $17.50 Queen Set $20.49 
Twin Set        17.25      King Set 23.99 

3 letter monogram on cases $1.50 
For fitted bottom sheet, add $2.00 to double 
or twin price; $2.50 to queen price; $3.00 
to king price. Send check or money order. 
50% deposit on C.O.D.'s. 

SCINTILLA,5  INC. 
4802 N. Broadway—GO 10 

Chicago, III. 60640 
"All Things Exotic in Satin" 

ANDY    LABELS    lOll Jasperson Bldg.. Culver City, Calif. 90230 

MIRROR-GRAPH 

'miniscent of the ballroom era, 
| rnie combines a baguette cut mir- 
I facade with the luxury of lucite. 
splay your cherished snapshots 
d enhance any room decor. Two 
Hes will display one or two snap- 
ots. 

By Eaton 
Sim pie to 

change 
]>hotos 

UR!&:S! 

Camalier 
D S^BuckJeyz 

aSxss2 
Single opening 3V2 x 3Vi"      $6.95 
Double opening 3'/2 % 7" $7.95 

Add 65c postage & handling 

SEND   FOR   GIFT  CATALOG   •  Sorrtl  No   C 

Dept. HGI0-0, II4I Conn. Ave.. N.W., Washington. D.C. 20036 

STUDY 
INTERIOR 

DECORATION 
• 4 Month Pratical Training Course 
• 3 Year Course in Interior Design 

• 6 Week Summer Session 
Classes start Sept.. Feb. and July 

Approved by Bd. of Regents of the Univ. 

of the State of N.Y. Send for Catalog 11R. 

HOME STUDY COURSE STARTS NOW. 
Catalog lie. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF 

INTERIOR DESIGN 
155 East 56th St., N.Y. 10022 

V^ 

BEAUTIFY   YOUR   YARD 

WOOD  OR 
METAL 

"TKASH 
4 AM ST K IIS 

No more smelly, messy trash cans clutterin] 
yard, garage, cellar or porch. No more raids 
cat-, coons, skunk>. Keep cans outdoors, out <>f sight. 

:   animals,  rain,   wind. Just   litt   lid   t-> dump 
trash  in.  open doors t<> pull cans out.   Han 
side door,   on  lawn,  or terrace,   again 
rage, near walk or driveway. Fill plai 
plants.   Hold--   cans up   to   28-nal.   size    Built   in   lasl 
years   of   weatherproof,   water-proof   extei 
plywood.   In  sections for easy  screw 
painted,   ready for  final   coat.   351 j"H.   45"W.   21"D. 

Holds 2 cans,  534,95. 
Heavy gauge green enamelled steel. Holds I  can. 1. so 
singly     or     fit      several     together.      34"H. 

21WD    $14.95.2    $28.95. 
Ail Ex\ ' I ■ 

BEAUTIFUL   NEW   FREE   CATALOG—1000   PIECES 
Finished and   Kit  Furniture in Friendly P.ne 

Dept. G10-0 
'North Conway, N. H. 03860 
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HUMOROUS 
DESK PLAQUES 

It's hard to bv 
humble when you're 

as jjreai as I am 

Gold-colored metal Desk Plaques in black let- 
tering on stained wooden stand, 21/2" x 4". 

Titles: 

_lt*s hard to be humble when you're 
as great as I am 

^Nobody's Perfect but me 
-Sales Mangier 
.Silence! Genius at work 
-Stupidvisor 

Ulcer Dept. 
Order Mistaker 

-Big Boss 
Chairman of the Bored 

_0ff Duty 
-Please! I'd rather you did it yourself 
-Temporarily out of service 
J'm new here myself 
What makes you think I work here 
No Spika Da Inglish 
Inquire next Desk Please 

-I'm Still on my lunch hour 
-I never get lost, everyone tells 

me where to go 
-Tell it to my Psychiatrist He gets 

paid to listen 
This Section Closed 

Je reasonable—Do It my way 

$1 ,98 each + 25c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 

Anthony Enterprises 
Dept. HG-lOO 

585 Market St., San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

Wonderful Sight Light 
There's Nothing 
Like 
It! 

No Glare . . . 
No Squint 
Up to 5 times 
the light of con- 
ventional lamps* 
... yet completely 

glarelessT 
V READING 

SMALLEST PRINT 
V SEWING 

BLACK ON BLACK 
Fully Adjustable 
Glowing satin brass com 
biucd with Black. 
White or Avocado. 

$44.50 
Overall Polished Chrome 
$70 
Immediate    Shipment 
Prepaid.  Check or 

money order 
No C.O.O.'s 

LIGHT- 
CRAFTERS 
Dept. G10 
TEN LEXINGTON AVENUE 
GREENWICH, CONN. 06830 

E tquisitely Designed 
Crystal 

Ashtray and 
• Each piece is hand finished and 

hand polished; antiqued brass plate 

• Choice of Clear Crystal or Smoked Crystal 

• Italian Marble Base, 4" square 

• Perfect gifts for the bride, favorite 

hostess or your man's desk 

Ashtray,  5'/2" high;  8" square $800 

Lighter,   8"  high $11-00 

We nay postage. Sorry no C.O.D.'s 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Fairyland Decorators °%0 
891   Bergen   Ave.,   Jersey   City,   N.J.   07306 

25 LIVE PET 
SEAHORSES 

$2.25 
FREE SEASHELLS WITH  CORAL 

You receive a free kit with shells of the world 
collections, beautiful coral for bowl decoration, 
food, and simple instructions for keeping these 
amazing pets in a simple fishbowl or jar. See 
the father (male) of this beautiful species give 
birth to cute babies. Fascinating and education- 
al hobby for the entire family. SPECIAL OF- 
FER—order two mated pairs and receive FREE 
a PREGNANT MALE who will give birth to 20 
babies (total 25 seahorses) for only $2.25. LIVE 
DELIVERY  GUARANTEED. 

AQUALAND  PET CENTER 
Box 130, Shenandoah Station. Dept. HG-15 

Miami. Fla. 33145 

STRONGITE is a remark- 
able, hard and brilliant syn- 
thetic stone the most con- 
vincing laboratory-made 
product, at the fraction of 
the cost of a diamond. 

STRONGITES amazing 
hardness enables us to offer 
you an UNCONDITIONAL 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE in 
writing against scratching, 
chipping or loss of brilliance. 
Available in every popular 
gem shape, up to 20 carat 
diamond size, and larger. 
Sold on our easy payment 
plan and a MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE within 10 
days. You take no risk! 

SEND NO MONEY. 

Just write for FREE BRO- 
CHURE showing a wide va- 
riety of settings for men and 
women. 

THE STRONGITE co. 
DEPT.  99G.  2  WEST  -17TH  ST. 

NEW YORK.  N. Y.  10036 

SHOPPING AROUND 

MAKING PRETTY POINTS 
A nibbling squirrel perched up- 
on a tree branch makes a charm- 
ing subject for engrossing needle- I 
point  work.  Suitable  for  pillow 
cover or wall  hanging,  difficult 
parts are hand finished  in  Ma- 
deira.  You  simply  fill   in  back- 
ground.    Squirrel    brown    with 
green leaves. 13" sq. $7.50 ppd. 
Jeredith Manor, HG10, P.O. Box ; 
130, Nyack, N. Y. 10960. 

ADJUSTABLE SHOE RACK 
Handsome knotty pine shoe rack 
is adjustable to hold any size or 
style shoe. Holds 27 pair of wom- 
en's or children's shoes; 22 pair ! 

of men's. Free standing or hangs ' 
on wall.  22"  by  46"  by 8V2". 
Honey  tone  or   maple,   antique 
pine or  walnut  finish,   $20.95; 
Unfinished,   $17.95   ppd.   Add 
$1.50 West of Miss. Yield House, 
HG10, No. Conway, N. H. 03860. 

ANIMAL FARE 
A collection of wild creatures—- 
giraffe, lion, tiger, zebra—two by 
two to decorate your buffet as 
plates and mugs. Black and white 
ceramic, plates are 8V2" dia.,- 
mugs with bamboo design han- 
dles. Four mugs, $6.95; four 
plates, $6.95; Add $1.30 postage 
each set. Elizabeth McCaffrey, 
HG10, Northport, N. Y. 11768. 

SAFE INSIDE 
Door jam of heavy duty chrome 
finished steel keeps intruders 
out! Prop the fork end under 
door knob; push the floor pad 
end towards the door and no one 
can enter. Jam telescopes for 
travel. Adjusts from 26" to 38". 
Jack type screw adjustment. 
$3.95 each plus $1 postage. 
Holiday Gifts, Dept. 310-F, 7Q47 
Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221. 

CHRISTMAS STOCKING 
Start a personalized Christmas Traditioi 

with a Swinging Santa Stocking kit. Easy tc 

make and perfect to give, 7%" X 17'/;' 

complete with red velvet, sequins and ace 

tate lining. 

4>O.UO plus 50c postpaid. 

Irene's Knit Shop 
Box 3566 

Amarillo,   Texas   79106.   Please,   no  C.O.D.'s. 

Vertical (VI Model 

Showcases for tt}e Aclyevers 
Display your medals and ribbons in our magnificent showcases. Solid 
walnut, maple, black, or antique gold finish. Velvet lining in blach 
or any military or school color. Glass front. Engraving only 8c pel 
letter. All military insignia engraved $2.50 ea. or 2 for $4.00. We 
carry a complete line of cases for medals, memorial flag, swords, 
pistols, coins, spoons, watches, and all collections. 
Send $1 for complete FULL COLOR CATALOG 
(refunded with your first order). Christmas delivery 
guaranteed on orders received by Dec. 18. 

VI'( 9" i 12") or HI (12" I 9"| lor 1-7 Medals SI5.95 
V3 |I2"» 16") or H3|16"i12")lor 3-20 Medals SI9.95 
VS |17" » 20") or H5 (20" « !7"| lor 10-50 Medals S27.95 
V7 |21" I 28") or H7 128" x 21") tor 15-70 Medals $35.95 

Add shipping cost $1.50 ea. 

Send check with order or charge to your BankAmericard  number. 

AWARD MAKER 12495 N.E.8th Ave.,DEPT. 770, North Miami. Fla,33161 

NtflfflQ 

BLSUB, 
Horizontal (Hj Model 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
VORRY, WORRY, WORRY 
1aybe you're a natural worrier; 
naybe you're gay and happy as 
,e proverbial lark. Whatever 
our temperament or that of your 
■est friend, the worry bird charm 
i an amusing addition to a brace- 
3t. In sterling silver, $2.95; in 
4k gold, $23.95. Ppd. Color cat- 

ilogue $1. Charm & Treasure, 
HG10, 1201 Ave. of the Amer- 
cas, New York, N. Y. 10036. 

NE FRENCH  HAND 
you want nutritious delicious 

/egetables, do it the French way: 
olding basket keeps sprouts, 
Deans or whatever above the wa- 
er in any saucepan—makes like 

a double boiler. Imported steam- 
ng device measures 6" across 
all sides up, 9" closed. $3.98 
olus 40c postage each. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG10, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

TRIANGULAR SELECTION 
In some countries stamps come 
in triangular shapes and this se- 
lection of over a dozen includes 
beauties from: Gabon, Mauri- 
tania, Monaco, Poland and San 
Marino. A great start to a philate- 
list; a nice addition to a collec- 
tion. 10c to introduce approval 
service. Jamestown Stamp Co., 
H-352S, Jamestown, N. Y. 
14701. 

POLYGLOT PLAN 
Whether or not you want to sound 
like the United Nations or learn 
just one language, records let you 
learn Spanish, French, German, 
Russian, Hebrew, Italian, Portu- 
guese, Norwegian, Danish or 
Dutch. Each set of five records 
with instructions. $3.70 per set 
ppd. N.C.S. Co., 2071 Greenland 
Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33054. 

FROM AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND 

SEE-THRU 
CUTTING  BOARD 

Br plastic cutting board saves kitchen sur- 
;s from scratches while you chop, slice, 
'e. Doesn't hide beauty of countertop or 
lecloth. Stainproof, odorless, unbreakable, 
t-resistant, safe for dishwasher. Handy, too, 
'ray,  mat  or  centerpiece  on   bar  or  table. 

8" x 11" Size, Postpaid  $2.95 
12" x 16" Size, Postpaid    4.95 

COOKBOOK—(Over     100     delicious 
salad,  vegetable  recipes)—with  each (EE 

oard! 

' Promptly mailed! Money-back guarantee! 

ROSE-LEE,   INC. (Dept. HG-ioi 
5 EAST 4th STREET 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19801 

ITOBER,  1970 

Unique quality imports. Koala bears 

either   10"   $11.25    or    3 '/2"    $3.50. 
Belts; plaited Icangaroo (authentic out- 

back style) $10.50, crocodile from 

Queensland black or brown $29.50. 

Postage included. Please use zip codes. 

A free catalogue comes with every purchase. It 
contains short histories of Australia and New 
Zealand and shows the wonderful items available 
from these countries. All illustrations are hand 
done. 25c. 

WABBA PTY. LTD. 
P. O. Box 267 

Bernardsville,  New  Jersey 07924 

No. 1029-37 WEDDING PLATE from the fa. 
mous Pennsbury Pottery. II Inch diameter. Sod 
pleasing, earthy colors of red, yellow and green 
on warm ivory background. Personalized with 
full name of bride and groom and date. Allow 
two weeks for delivery.   Postage  paid.  $18.50. 

E9BCQ 
HARD-TO-FIND   SWITCH   PLATES 
We   make  just  about   any  type  you   may  need. 
Write   for   prices.   Send   Sketch.   Black   finish. 

Single Switch $1.25 Double Switch $1.50 
Duplex Receptacle $1.25     Triple Switch $1.75 

We also make them in solid brass. 

ettcer 
Send 25c 

For 
196 Page 
Catalog 

RANCOCAS WOODS. N. J. 08060 
Telephone 609-235-1830 

Over 1OOO Active, 
Inactive and Obsolete 

Sterling Patterns 
For Immediate Delivery 

We will also give a liberal allow- 
ance on incomplete sets of old 
sterling silverware, diamonds and 
jewelry against the purchase of 
any new, current pattern of silver. 

We specialize in buying for cash 
your diamonds, silver, jewelry 

JULIUS GOODMAN & SON 
113 MADISON AVE., P.O. BOX 195 

MEMPHIS, TENN. 38101 

Alabaster Madonna 
Master craftsmen in Italy carved this 
beautiful yet simple work of art that so 
poignantly portrays Mother's love. The 
expressions and features are exquisite. 
Ivory finished alabaster Madon- C . A nc 
na with baby on a black rocking       X||_ 
chair.   6      high. Add 75c post. & handling 

Pa. Res. Add C,r ,   Tax • Sorr:/ So COD'S 
SEND    10c    FOR   GIFT   CATALOG 

Clymer's of Bucks County 
Dept.   HGI0-0.   Point  Pleasant.   Pa.   18950 

Multi-Purpose 

HOUSEHOLD TOOL 

only $2 98 2 or more 

$2.75 cc 

around your household, offics, 
apartment, mobile home, boat, 
car, lodge, dormatory, cam; 
to use. Unscrew jar lids, crack 

ce, shellfish. Screwdriver 
end lifts vacuum tops, hook opens 
anchor lids, small vise loosens 
various sized screw on caps, tongs 
handle hot foods. So handy you'll 
want several for kitchen, bar, buf 
fet, patio, picnics—wherever 
foods are handled. A popular and 
useful gift item, too. Your one 
favorite tool for a multitude of 
needs. Shiny cast metal 8" long. 
One $2.98 ea. Two or more $2.75 
ea. Mailed one per box from our 
store, add 50c ea. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

SIX-VIEW 
FOTO-BALL 

o„.y $?^ 
eo. 

2 or more 

$2.35 ea 

Charming replica of S?3^ 
French porcelain. I 
Foto Ball displays 6 pictures at same time in see- 
through circular frames. Snap out frames to change 
photos. White plastic with rich gold design motif. 
Decorative conversation piece 3'/j" high. One $2.49 
ea. Two or more $2.35 ea. Mailed one per box, 
add 35c ea. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Marbleized-Top Snack Table 
I     SC95       Luxurious   chair-side   table    in 

only -fJj!       white and gold for  patio,  den, 
ea-       pool-side—for   indoor,   outdoor 

2 or more entertaining. Convenient serving 
$5.75 ea.       height.   19" diameter, gorgeous 

simulated-marble   top  on  white 
sculptured legs, all of sturdy, weatherproof molded 
Macon  plastic.  Can't rust,  warp or corrode.  Save 
cover cost. Just wipe clean. Supurb gift item. One 
$5.95 ea. Two or more $5.75 ea. Mailed, folded in 
flat  carton,   add  $1   ea.   Satisfaction   guaranteed. 

Only   $|2-95 

4-cube set 

A Storage Barn 
mail order exclusive 

Even "Squares" Love SUPER-CUBES! 
New, inexpensive storage of records, magazines, 
toys, clothes. Hi Fi, yarns, notions, etc. Set in- 
cludes four 13" x 13" x 13" cubes, 4 shelves, 2 
doors (1 shown) in red, white, blue or black. Note: 
One color choice per set. All interiors white with 
black plastic trim. Soap washable solid fibreboard. 
Connective horizontally and or vertically. One set 
$12.95 ea.; 2 or more sets $12.00 ea. Mailed flat 
from our store, add $2.00 ea. (14 lbs.) 3-wk. del. 
Forthcoming catalog to contain latest in Storage 
Barn selected household and gift items. Watch for 
it. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Exclusive mail order from 

STORAGE BARN 
4382 Mayfield Rd., South Euclid, Ohio 44121 
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Mail this coupon to Miles Kimball Co., 
590 Bond  Street,  Oshkosh,  Wisconsin  54901 

SEND ME-FREE- 
the 40 - page Miles Kimhall special catalog of 

unique new Christmas Card ideas — some deeply 

religious, some light hearted, all completely per- 

sonal and guaranteed to express your originality. 

My Name  

Address  

City & State, ZIP. 

office 
From 
S8.95. 

Send 2 5 0 for 12 8 page 

Ship 
<^Sea 
CATALOG^ 
rLilly Illustrated 
Catalog shows 43 
ship models, over 
100 pictures; and 
decorative Marine 
items by the score. 

MARINE 
PICTURES 
Full color 
reproductions 
of world famous 
ship and sea 
pictures. 

SHIPS' 
WHEELS: 
Of mahogan 
or oak; for tables, 
ceiling lights or 
wall decorations. 

any >—T 

SHIP'S 
FIGUREHEADS: 
Replicas of 
decorative 
carved fig- 
ures from old 
sailing ships. 
From $12.95. 

MINIATURE 
CANNON 
IN BRASS:  Hand 
built or in kits — for 
bookends, shelf or 
desk. From   o*^~2i. 
$6.95.       <£k5£*2a 

1-8 pages of unusual nautical items for 
the borne or office. Send 25c for catalog to: 

PRESTON'S 
101 X Main St. Wharf. Grccnport. N. Y. 119<H 

>v     '      . 

IMPERIAL CRYSTAL salt shaker 
and pepper mill (guaranteed mecha- 
nism). Heirloom pieces in Cape Cod 
pattern to grace your table. Stand 
four inches high, weigh nearly a 
pound and a half. True quality to 
last for generations to come. A rare 
find for just $14.25 ppd. 

FREE CATALOG-New Edition just printed. 
Offers 56 pages of out-of-the-ordinary items 
helpful to those who like to maintain their 
homes and enjoy gracious living. Send name 
and address, n,eluding zip code. 

Suburbia, Inc. 
Mail Shopping Service 

366 Wacouta, Dept. G10, St. Paul, Minn. 55101 

WHO HAS 
THE MOST 
EXCITING 
FASHIONS 
FOR 
BIG & 
TALL MEN? 

m • ■V/        No question about 
**■*< it, the FREE Lewis 

Bryant catalog 
has the greatest 

Fall styles ever—clothes with extra length for 
TALL MEN; extra fullness tor BIG MEN. The 
very latest in dress shirts, sport shirts, slacks, 
sport coats and jackets. Shoes, too, in sizes 10 
to 16, AAA to EEE. National brands like Inter- 
woven, Hathaway, Hush Puppies. Money-back 
guarantee, credit plan available. 

MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

LEWIS BRYANT 
Dept. B-707, Indianapolis, Ind. 46201L 

Please send FREE Fall catalog of fashions 
for BIG and TALL men 

Name (pleose print) 

I  City & State ___£!?_ 

DOGGIE 

1.1! LH, 
(i 

\s  
I  For   the   cutest 

'Granny"      of 
them all! Frilly 
lace trims the^^w" ' 
powder pink da 
cron dotted swiss Granny 
Gown. Easy to put on and take off. Elastic neck 
and waist keep gown in place and easy to wear. 
Hind legs are completely exposed for effect and 
freedom of movement. Measure from base of neck 
to base of tail for proper fit. Satisfaction guaran 
teed! SIZES: 12, 14, 16. 18. 20. Postpaid $4.98 

• Dachshund Style (short sleeves, tailored to fit 
the long body and deep chest of Doxie). SIZES: 
16, 18, 20 Postpaid $4.98 

• GRANNY BONNET to match Ppd. $1.98 

• EVERYTHING FOR PAMPERED PETS! 

FREE   catalog  of  the   latest   in   pet 
wearing   apparel,    pet   gft   ideas, 
grooming    needs,    fancy   collars, 
treats and  many other new and 

unusual accessories. 

\\ 

DU-SAY'S 

(Famous SOT Pet 
Furnish 

DEPT, B-10, P. 0. BOX 3 
NEW ORLEANS, LA. 701 

SHOPPING 
AROUND FOR 
CATALOGUES 

BRECK'S BOUNTY 

Savvy old Santa has his sleigh stuffed 
with great gifts and 

practical ideas for lots of Christmas 
present problems from Breck's. 

Big color catalogue is free and 
you'll find good things galore from 

all over the world. Breck's of Boston, 
X70 Breck's Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210. 

GALAXY OF GIFTS 

Send just 25c to Elizabeth McCaffrey 
and in no time you'll enjoy homeside 
shopping from a superb selection. 
Fine china, gifts, art objects, 
silver jewelry and accessories, 
glassware, rattan, imported chairs, 
even sandals. Elizabeth McCaffrey, 
HG10, Northport, N. Y. 11768. 

DIAMOND-STUDDED 

Fine fall reading—Empire's elegant 
80-page catalogue with lots of 

color. Fabulous fashions in diamond 
rings and jewelry, diamonds as 

investments. Precious and semi-precious 
pieces, too. Free. Empire Diamond 

Corp., HG10, Empire State Bldg.. 
New York, N. Y. 10001. 

faMd 

/ 

BONNIE BUYS 
Chain of events—ropes of gold 
and mock pearls, coins, cameo pendants, 
mini animal pins, lockets, 
rings, bracelets, earrings. Send 25c and 
receive a catalogue of antique 
jewelry  classics   reproduced  at 
realistic prices.. Bonnie Sue Gifts, 
HG10, Box 253, Oceanside, N. Y. 11572 

,-*£*^ 

A MERRI  CHRISTMAS 
c ^ 

Marvelous   Merri   Makers,   that    ^^ 
wonderfully   creative   couple.   Ebb 
and Merri  Pate have come up with 

a catalogue of delights—prints, 
piriatas, fabrics, stencils, owls, 

wonderful whimsies. Send 25c to Merri 
Makers, HG10, 502 So. Broad St., 

Thomasville, Ga. 31792. 
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I IANDCRAFT GIFTS 
Skilled students earning their way through 

Berea College use the skills of yesteryear 
to reach today's goals. Wonderful woodcraft, 

candy making, weaving, broomcraft. Sewing, 
toys, even original Xmas cards—you must 
send 25c and see this fine artistry. Berea 
College Student Craft  Industries,  HG10, 

Box 2347, Berea, Ky. 40403. 

PET BOUTIQUE 

High style for his highness, the 
hound. Pages of pretties for pampered 
pets—chic coats, gay gifts, fancy collars, 
accessories. The latest in the look for 
every dog on your Christmas 70 list. 
It's free from Du-Say's, Dept. PG10, 
New Orleans, La. 70124. 

RYA  RUGS 

Round ryas, the most difficult 
to find, as well as superb 

designer rugs, dramatic 
wall hangings. Twenty-nine 

patterns in five sizes, all 
100% wool, all in glorious 

colors in a big 12" by 17" catalogue 
Send $2 (refunded when you order). 

Norsk, HG10, 114 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y. 10022. 

KIN'G'S TALE 

Super stuff for the King-Size gentleman 
in a 144-page color catalogue of fall 
fashions. Sportwear, shirts, shoes, 
even tall ties, long umbrellas. 
Sweaters, slacks, jackets, accessories 
—great collection of hard-to-finds for 
the hard-to-fits. It's free. Just write 
now to The King-Size Co., 3840 King- 
Size Bldg., Brockton, Mass. 02402. 

'<     : 

IIHJIZE 
• III SIIUS  #3$ 
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/ 

NEAT NEEDLERY 

Purses, pin cushions, pillows— 
pretties of many kinds. Even golf 

club covers, a backgammon board! 
All complete kits with gay Persian 

yarns, imported hand-painted 
canvases,   needles,   instructions. 

Plus! Krick Kits ticket worth $1 on 
first purchase from catalogue. Catalogue, $1. Krick Kits," 

Dept. HGC-70, 61 Portland Dr., St. Louis, Mo. 63131. 

$Siic£'5tf! 

' 

Model Kits 
MODELS,  MODELS,  MODELS 

Historic wood ship models of such famed 
sea craft as Cutty Sark, USS Kearsarge, 
Constitution, HMS Bounty. A great 
selection of airplanes, a carved body 
series, built-up series and rubber- 
powered. Antique cars, too! Send 25c 
to Scientific Models, Inc., HG10, 
113 Monroe St., Newark, N. J. 07105. 

FURNISHED 
IN EARLY 

AMERICAN? ¥ Ll 

Send 25c For Big 72 Page 
Handbook-Catalogue 
"1,000 Pictures Of Basic 
Items For Furnishing An 
Early American Home" 

Everything in Early 
American. All by mail at 
modest prices. Money-Back 
Guarantee even includes shpg. chgs 

lB»i 

£L 100,000  people a year Shoe 

«*?.   IV" . 

HUNDREDS OF 

[GIFTS WITH AN EARLY ' 

.AMERICAN FLAVOR 

ijr STURBRIDGE YANKEE WORKSHOP 
];// the Nation's Center for Early American 

li 500 Brimfield Turnpike, Sturbridge, Mass. 01 566 

84 PAGE 
CATALOG 

JS& 
rr-s«O.D,vW,     • 

rpCC W|TH DISCOUNT 
rflLL  CLUB MEMBERS! 

Ol IIC PERIODIC FLYERS ON 
* *-*'4& SELECTED FASHION ITEMS 
AT    SPECIAL    DISCOUNT    PRICES 
This new Artesania Club plan requires no 
minimum purchase. Nothing is sent unless 
you order it. The Catalog and Flyers are 
full of hand-crafted, imported jewelry, 
leather goods, and other boutique items 
not available elsewhere. All items shipped 
prepaid. If not satisfied return in 10 days 
for full refund. 

SEND ONLY $2 for a year's 
club membership dues. You'll more than 
get it back on your 1st purchase at 
low Club Membership discount prices. 

Dept. HG-IO 
P. 0. Box 333 
Skokie. 
Illinois 60076 ARTESANIA 

NEW! SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL'S 
56-page Fall Magazine-Catalog 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL 

Over 600 
Gifts from 
30 Countries 

NOW . . .20 
pages in glori- 
ous   Full   Color 

Take a fasci- 
nating nrounti- 
the-world tour 
—from the lei- 
surely comfort 
of your home 
—and see the 
finest handi- 
crafts of the 
world. 
This fall we 
take a trip to 
Kashmir for 
papier mache, 
walnut wood 
and crewel em- 
broidery.    Then *"^ 
shop India for its brass, ivory and exotic jewelry. 
Select your Christmas gifts from Germany. 
Scandinavia and Italy. On to Mexico for a 
fiesta of colorful tin. Unusual selections from 
Japan. Hong Kong and Taiwan also await you. 
Each item is a masterpiece of craftsmanship in 
the tradition of its country. 

1   T° take this to send   25c for 
56-pa catalog   » ith 

dred s     of v     handic .-.ft 
|     .te ■ns  fr om   SI to SlOO 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

•443 Shopping International Bldg. 
Norwich. Vermont 05055 

the Hobby 
ofthe70's 
Send $1.00 for both 
Rya Rug and Embroidery 
brochures. The CUM 
prize winning Kits 
are complete with 
instructions. All orders 
guaranteed. 

Til I AM A IMP   B°* 484> Dept. G. 10-70 
IILLHLLH WO. New York, N.Y. 10021 

^ 

Name  
Address- 
City  _State_ .Zip- 

J 
RN THE PAGE FOR MORE SHOPPING AROUND FOR CATALOGUES 

FREE CATALOG 
Beautiful natural color photos. 24 pages. As- 
sortments from $8.00 to $1000.00. You owe 
yourself tne experience of Omaha Steaks 
tender-as-butter. inimitable corn-fed flavor 
From the beef center of the world, each steak 
is aged, skillfully trimmed, individually 
wrapped, flash frozen. Gift-packed in a re- 
usable picnic cooler. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

' ImahaStraits ik^M <7ft<£&me&eruu' 

Dept. A-10, 4400 So. 96 St., Omaha, Nebraska 68127 
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The Museum of 
Modern Art 
Christmas catalogue 
An illustrated, 40-page catalogue presenting 
new cards and constructions, books, posters, 
reproductions, and a wide selection of distinc- 
tive gifts from The Museum of Modern Art is 
now available. Cards and constructions — 15 
cents to S1— reproduce classic works by artists 
in the Museum coHacUon. Others have been 
specially commissioned from such artists as 
Jean-Michel Foloji and Robert Indiana. Gifts 
ranging from S2.50 to S500 include a special 
edition of Playplax; the 1971 Appointment Cal- 
endar; Float. Robert Breer's intriguing kinetic 
sculpture; The Ball Puzzle. Charles Perry's ex- 
quisite lucite object; Typewriter Eraser, a 
signed and numbered offset lithograph by 
Claes Oldenburg; Planetary Folklore Participa- 
tions No. 1, Victor Vasarely's exciting game in 
which the player can move magnetized pieces 
to create any design; and the Trova Kaleido- 
scope—an unusual version of a classic Christ- 
mas toy. 

The Museum of Modern Art 
5300 Lenox Hill Station 
New York. New York 10021 

013 

I enclose 25c for the 1970 Christmas catalogue 

Name 

FOR FIESTA 
OR FUN 

All season SQUAW 
DRESS.   Of   no-iron 
dacron   an-d   cotton 
lavishly    trimmed 
with   Indian 
design 
braids.   7    ^i 
yds. of skirt! 
A square danc 
er's    dream!! 
Choose  black, white, 
eggshell,   red,   gold, 
turquoise, med-blje, 
orange   or   hot-pink. 
Size  8-20.   Please give 
bust   and   waist   meas- 
urements   and   desired 
skirt length, not includ- 
ing   band.   2-piece. 
$49.95. Ppd. 

h 
how 
'/. Dept. 
/   •        Albuqi 

ousc 
Dept. 26-HG. P.O 
Albuquerque. New 

FREE 
CATALOG 

Box £11114 
Mexico 87112 

klCXA/l    2000 PAIR 
wfT •     IN FULL COLOR 
V^EWES* \     UK7 GOLD 

PIERCED EARRINGS 
AT DIRECT 

I Savings Of 40 
i To 60 Percent 

From The 
(Manufacturer's 
1    Suggested 

Retail Price 
COMPLETELY.NEW  FOR 1971 

NEW 2000 PR. CATALOG DEVOTED EXCLU- 
SIVELY TO PIERCED EARRINGS. The newest 
and most exciting gold earrings, different 
than anything you have ever seen. The largest 
collection of 14kt gold earrings in the world, 

lerican   and   world   imports.    Enclose   only 

^ 25* freCtC   GOLD  PRODUCTS  DIVISION 
Box 3046 / Dept. QL3D Sarasota. Florida 
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Clothes 
Hamper 
Table 

It's hard to believe this beautiful cabinet is also 
a practical clothes hamper. Sorts laundry for you— 
top drawer holds lingerie and other hand washing: 
big tilt-front bin holds family wash. Both have no- 
snag wood basket interiors for proper venting. Both 
instantly removable for easy emptying. Doubles as 
lovely bath table too—top holds toiletries and such— 
drawer holds soaps, etc. Of knotty pine in honey tone 
or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Handsomely 
louvered front, brass knobs, .so H. 22 W. M D 
S32.95. Unfinished S29 95 Both Exp. Chqs. Col. 
BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—1000 PCS. 
Finished    and    Kit    Furniture    in    Frundl*    Pine. 

Send Today for FREE 
64 page Shoe Booklet H 
See how easy it is to be fit- 
ted Direct via Mail in Shoe- 
craft Famed Fifth Avenue 
Shoes. Great values now 
at Low Money Saving Prices. 

{     NO   RISK TO  YOU! 
^ Satisfaction Guaranteed 

or Your Money Back. 

SAVE MORE MONEY! 
No Extra Charge for 
Any Sizes 9 to 13 

FRONTIER  $37.00 
An "ample" opportunity for 
Tall Gals. Theadjust-o-matic 
boot. Set the straps at will 
... to suit your leg. Easy zip 
up or down. Inside, there's 
a soft, silky lining of tricot to 
slip into. Outside: blackest 
calf . . . one piece rubber 
sole and heel. 

bnUCvKAlT   NEW  YORK 10017 

SHOPPING AROUND for CATALOGUES 

*    4 
w,  I ■ -- 

<i£*. 

i SJ 
■*%.. 

CHARMS N TREASURES 
Looking through the 140-page 
color catalogue took us well over 
an hour and every minute was 
fascinating. There are charms 
galore, including state seals, col- 
lege emblems, zodiac symbols, 
religious, holiday and special oc- 
casions. Pins, necklaces, brace- 
lets, too. $1 ppd. Charm & Treas- 
ure. HG10. 1201 Ave. of Ameri- 
cas. New York, N. Y. 10036. 

TINY TREASURES 
All the miniature masterpieces 
to delight the heart of doll house 
owners and collectors included 
in a 36-page catalogue. Every- 
thing from cutlery and a 4%" 
by 7" hand hooked rug to sheets 
and pillow cases. Also available. 
44-page old-fashioned toy cata- 
logue, 25c each. Federal Small- 
wares Corp., HG10, 366 Fifth 
Ave.. N. Y. 10001. 

FURNITURE FAIR 
A Bentwood bonanza, wonderful 
wicker, unfinished furniture in- 
cluding a great new series for 
children as well as wall units and 
parsons tables. Blow-ups, too and 
a super selection of general fur- 
niture finds. Send 25c for an ex- 
citing new catalogue to Pier 16, 
HG9, Box 211. Central Sta., 
Jamaica, N. Y. 11435. 

XMAS IN OCTOBER 
Catalogue of 2000 gifts under 
$5 to plan ahead for the holi- 
day season. The idea-packed cat- 
alogue includes toys for all ages, 
all manner of housewares to 
make a housewife's life more 
pleasant and unusual items to in- 
trigue guys and dolls. 196 pages. 
Free from Miles Kimball Co., 227 
Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901. 

FROMTHEGENERALSTOR 
Walking sticks to whittling kits, 
bonnets to brooms, aprons to 
axes. Homemade Tennessee 
things you can't find anywhere 
else. Country catalogue that's 
just plain fun to read. It's 25c 
and if you're like us you'll have 
to send an order. Lynchburg 
Hardware and General Store, 
HG10, Box 239F, Lynchburg, 
Tenn. 37352. 

• 

FRUIT FAIR 
Goldmine of goodies in a color- 
splashed catalogue from famous 
Harry & David. Fruit-of-the-Month 
Club creators. Free Christmas 
book of the perfect Christmas gift 
—fruits, preserves, candies, 
nuts, even special meats and 
cheeses. Harry and David. Box 
K1010, Bear Creek Orchards, 
Medford. Ore. 97501. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

HE TODAY ACCESSORY 
ligh style saddle bag for fall 
wingers! Smoothly designed in 
ueded cowhide from Spain with 
ascades of fringe and over-the- 
houlder sling strap. Big and 
oomy, it's total convenience for 
,o-everywhere totage. Rust and 
»rown. $12.95 ppd. Order from 
Jizabeth McCaffrey, HG10, 
Jorthport, N. Y. 11768. 

HOME OFFICE 
way to work at  home! 

JTTLE 
Vhat a 
Marseilles, a complete office in 
:rench Provincial manner. Con- 
:ealed casters,  takes standard 
ypewriter.   27"   h.,   26%"   w., 
11%" d. Cherry or fruit wood, 
5199.95:    Antique   white   with 
old, $239.95. F.O.B. Free bro- 
hure of many styles. Little Home 

Dffice,    1566    Fisk   Rd.,    S.E., 
rand Rapids, Mich. 49506. 

NOW LITHOGRAPH 
The message, "today is the first 
day of the rest of your life," is 
definitely one for now. The execu- 
tion of it is bright in the reds and 
yellows of color lithography on 
fine artist's canvas. 22" by 32"; 
ready for framing. $5.95 plus 
45c post. Lambert Studios, Dept. 
120, 910 No. La Cienega Blvd., 
Los Angeles, Cal. 90069. 

ONE BLADE OF GRASS 
So goes the Irish saying—"An 
Irishman is never drunk as long 
as he can hold on to one blade 
of grass and not fall off the face 
of the earth." Six inch square 
ceramic tile is white with black 
and green. Hang it on the wall 
or set under a hot pot. $2.98 plus 
40c postage each tile. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG10, 588 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

GIANT THERMOMETER 
Everyone's ready for temperature 
surprises when recorded on jum- 
bo thermometer with big black 
letters, a red indicator readable 
100' away. Fasten it to wall, tree, 
garage. It is 10 inches wide so 
all viewers can learn the best or 
worst to be expected of weather. 
$4.95 plus 75c post. Pegasus, 
HG10. 1855 Imperial Ave., New 
Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040. 

CAKE WALK 
Piece de resistance goes round 
and round atop a revolving musi- 
cal plate that tinkles "Happy 
Birthday." Cake and all are hand 
decorated with her Day's wishes 
and colorful candles alight. Re- 
moveable 12" plastic plate holds 
a real cake up to 9V2" diameter. 
Tariff for this forever present 
$7.98 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1410, 
Evanston, III. 60204. 

cjayrflhe 
mUU 
*^ 

is he can hold -xi to 
,fK blad* of gpac* cmd no* fall 
oft Hu fact of Hvt <artt\ 

**S* 
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-20? / m 

SpBCIdl! REGULARLY $198. 

N0Wonlymd!%* 
while the SUODIV lasts! 

LAY  ONE 
ACROSS 

YOUR   BED 

,   A       GREAT 
&HEARTH  RUQ 

-^p .      HANG  ONE 
tVfe&       ON THE WALL 

GENUINE AFRICAN 

ZEBRA 
SKIN RUI 
A virile decorating 
accent tor den, 
bedroom or 
executive suite 

AT LEAS1 
7 FEET LOA 

.PLUS   TAI 

ACROSS 
A COUCH 

. . . WOWI 

'he-e  breath- 
taking 
they're  .1  bargain  ;ir   that.   You'll  find 

• -you can get 
one for 

J P.DARBY. ESQ. U.T. UlillDIf [0U.i Dept. G-100 
Engel Street, Hicksville, N.Y. 11 802 

I   Please send me (~ 1414) genuine African Zeora Skin Ruf (s) 
-,m     I  at the special  price of $150 each.  If not  100^*.   delighted.  I 

roaydarys,Urn ,0r ""' """"' " ean""ation " ehar'" wi,,lin 

■   (    )  Check  or  money order  enclosed.   We  pay  postage.   (Mo 
C.O.D.'s.) 

I   (    )   Extended   payment  plan.   Enclosed  is  S50  down:  I  will 
pay the balance.  $50 per month, for the next 2 months. 
plus S3.00 postage and  handling  charge. 

sleek adult  zebra   -kin.-,  the kind that 
■ >.< ular. ex- 

ratlon for home or 
important busi- 

,'  would pay you 
. llarsnteed. 

.Sonrf for FREE color catalog. 

J. P. Darby, Esq., oePt. G-IOO 
Engel St., Hicksville. N. Y. 11802 

Oiv. of Bevis Industries. Inc. 

Name. 

|   City, .State. .Zip, 

II (II SE  &   GARDEN  ^a>s: 
"Schackter specializes in recoierin^ old down 
or tcool comforters and quilts. Makes them 
lank  like new azain." 

Special fluffing and patented chemically steril- 
ized process guarantees entire satisfaction. We 
add extra fillings to restore the original fluffi- 
ness at no eitra cost! Our stitching is guaran- 
teed for life. And we will even adjust the size 
for your new bed. 

ring in- : 

7" Unfinished 
Hardwood Candlesticks 

Ready to oil stain, paint or antique to suit your 

decor. Candlesticks like these sell for up to $6 a 
pair when finished.   I - or for  vour 

own home. $2.50 Pi".       2 Pairs 

Plus "OC insured postage and ft 

Conn, residents add 5% tax. 

Send check or monev order 

W%t profuse jsijap 
AVON, CONNECTICUT 06001 

Early American  Reproductions. 

Furniture, Glass, China, Pottery; Antiques, Gifts. 

tWVi 

LAPIDARY  CO., 
511   EAST   12  ST. 

the most BRILLIANT 
JEWEL ON EARTH! 
5avs   the   Saturdav    Eve- 

- Po>t & READER'S 
DIGEST 

about this 

I raral '*Titania" 
SutitJ.re     ?et     in 

II kt. 2old mount* 

mp Ie te. 

ONLY S3u 

1 carat "Titania" 

=et in a Mascu- 

line box style li 

kt. gold mount- 

ing.   Comp let?. 

ONLY S44 

OUR 
25TH 

YEAR! 

Unset "Titania** jewels, 1  to  5 carats,  for 
your own rings, brooches, pins. etc.        C*JC 

Write for FREE HANDY RING SIZE CHART 
120 PAGE FULL COLOR JEWELRY CATALOG 

I0J1T 
font! ua 
aiAmrm 

Dept. HG-10 

NEW   YORK.   N.  Y.   10009 
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MAGAZINE HACKS SHOPPING AROUND 

These large, handsome racks and end table prevent "magazine mess". Crafted of knotty pine, they're 
the most practical made. Magazines will not "slouch" or bend.  Each is held straight and flat—each 
is visible for quick, easy selection. Beautiful in the home—perfect in the office and recreation room. 

Floor rack has convenient carry handle. 

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN COMPLETE KITS 
Completely assembled and finished in honey tone pine        Easy 1 lir. assembly, pre-fitted, drilled, sanded. 
or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. etc.,   ready   for   finishing.   Simple   instructions. 
Mag    Tree  12"xl3"x30"H         holds    75 magazines $18.75 Kit $12.50 Postpaid 
Wall Rack ^::"vJ7"\V i Illustrated)       holds    30 magazines 521.95        Kii  $13.25 Postpaid 
Wall Rack 23"x4.0" (taller than ill,)    holds    45 magazines $29.95        Kit $21.25 Postpaid 
Wall Rack 1Y\J7" (double width ill.)  holds    60 magazines $34.50 Kit  $22.50 Postpaid 
Mag.   Table   16"x21"x23"H    holds 100 magazines $21.95 Kit $16.95 Postpaid 

Finished Racks Shipped Express Charges Collect 
tin Kits add Site West of Mississippi l:'^Jt/S\ 

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—1000 PIECES 
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine ^*;i\*y 

Money-back guarantee. Include Zip Code. 

KMdHovM 
' Dept. G10-0 
North Conway, N. H. 03860 

IMPORTANT AND IMPRESSIVE 
OVAL CENTERPIECE... 
Created in crystal and combined with 
white Italian marble and gold metal 
finish. The delicate lily motif repre- 
sents a rare concept of beauty and 
grace. Width of bowl 123/4"; overall 
height 12". $19.95 plus $1.00 postage 
and handling. Sorry noC.O.D.'s 

Morlyn, JHC. 
350 So. County Rd.,Palm Beach, Fla 334c 

SUNNY AND SMILING, glossy 

yellow enamelled pin and 

matching earrings for either 

pierced ears or pierced look. 

Pin or earrings, $2.50 each. 

Also, for him, smiling tie 

tack $1.50 and cuff links, 

$3.00. From 

BEETLE, INC. 
Dept. HG 10—249 Xenia Ave. 

Yellow Springs, Ohio 45387 

IRISH   ELEGANCE 
Here is a gift for the man who chooses his 
handkerchiefs  as carefully as he does his 
suit.   Exquisite   Irish   linen   handkerchiefs 
19"   x   19"  with   full-name   cut   into   linen. 
S4.75 each. 

Box of three handkerchiefs with the same 
name. $13.50 ppd. 
With two or three initials. S3.95 each or 3 
for SI 1.25 ppd. 

Add  SI   OO for Air Mail  Soecial  Delivery. 

VILLARI HANDKERCHIEF^ COMPANY 
30 West 54th Street. Room 516 

Dept. HG-10. New York. N. Y. 10019 

tt^c*f BOH" 
I     AMERICA'S   FINEST     # 

OUTDOOR  INCINERATOR 
Endorsed  by  Fire  Prevention  Authorities 

direct from 
manufacturer 

Price f.o.b. 

Paterson, N. J. 

No. 3—3 bu. 
wt.   100  lbs.-S86.00 

No. 6—6 bu. 
wt. 150lbs.-S113.00 

Write tor 
Illustrated Circular 

BURNS  GARBAGE 

LEAVES    &.     LITTER 

to   a    Powdered    Ash 

Quickly! Safely! 
SAFE —Sealed-in fire 
chamber prevents 
sparks! PATENTED—Air 
rising thru perforated 
flue forces top-lighted 
fire to burn downward! 
Cant smother! HEAVY 
CAST-IRON and SHEET- 
IRON CONSTRUCTION 
for long life. Weather- 
proofed with fused-on 
vitreous porcelain en- 
amel. PERFECT for 
homes, estates, camps, 
clubs. 

J. W. Fiske 
ARCHITECTURAL 

METALS,  INC. 
115  Pennsylvania  Ave. 

Paterson 3. N. J. 

ESTABLISHED '.8S8 

GLAMOR ACCENTS 
Lacy golden metal touches for 
bath or dressing table are glitter- 
ing beauties. Box for the new 
square tissues, $4.98; tray, 4V2" 
square holds lipsticks, eye 
shadow, liner and mascara, 
$1.98. Toothbrush holder plus 
unbreakable white tumbler, 
$1.98. Add 35c post. Lillian Ver- 
non, Dept. G01, 560 So. 3rd Ave., 
Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

LOOK LIKE A GODDESS 
Diana is noted for her arch-ery, 
and so is the Diana shoe. Hence 
good looks plus perfect fit. Baby 
calf: black, gray, white, filly 
brown, malt with chocolate, bone 
with malt, navy with light blue. 
Widths AAAA to EE 2V2 to 10, 
$20.95; IOV2 to 12, $21.95. Add 
50c postage. Free catalogue. 
Solby Bayes, HG10, 45 Winter 
St., Boston, Mass. 02108. 

STILL OF THE NIGHT 
Blissful quiet maintains when 
the anti-snore mask goes oh. The 
mask with adjustable plastic 
bands breaks the snoring habit 
and stops talking in one's sleep. 
It re-educates jaw muscles. Many 
doctors recommend it. Washable 
nylon. $2.98 plus 20c post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG10, 585 
Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
94105. 

FORT KNOX FUN 
Bar's a stunning replica of the 
sought-after gold ingot that our 
French and German cousins are 
stashing away for that rainy day. 
Weighs a kilo (2.2 lbs. to you). 
If you have an Internal Revenue 
friend, give him this golden bar 
for his desk. $7.95 ea.; two for 
$15; three, $20. Ppd. Briskin In- 
dustries, Dept. HG, 55 W. 55tfi 
St., New York, N. Y. 10019. 

NEEDLEPOINT ... A Shell For "Tobey The Turtle" 
He makes all ages smile! Grandmothers 
gift for one or many. A wow of a pad 
for guitar players. Soft spot for young 
TV fans. S25 Includes "Tobey The 
Turtle" stool, easy on the eyes ~12 
canvas painted shell back, yarn, needle 
and directions. Prepaid. Allow 2 weeks 
for delivery. BROCHURE upon request. 
25c. 

Nimble Fingers, Inc. 
Box 381, Back Bay Annex, Boston. Mass. 02117 

FAT   FREE   BROILER 
Heavy cast iron pan broils on top 
of stove, steaks, fish or chicken, 
without grease. Heat pan and place 
meat on ribbed bottom. Drippings 
drain away—flavor sealed in. 

BROILER. 9 inch $6.49 
Mailing   SI.SO 

BROILER, 11 inch $7.98 
Mailing   SI.85 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
58S Market St.. Dept. HG-100 

San Francisco, Calif. 94105 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
CALENDAR COUP 
Thing pictured here's a very 
clever calendar: one setting 
shows a full year of dates. Turn 
"19" to any year. It shows up in 
two-color plastic with self-stick 
tape for mounting. $1.25 ea.; 
two for $2.35; six for $6.75; New 
Year's golden greeting free on 
25, envelopes incl. $25. Ppd. 
Solid Electric Corp., HG10, Box 
646, Norwalk, Conn. 06852. 

THE FRENCH WAY 
Start salads with crisp greens! 
French salad basket of stainless 
steel wire washes, spins dry and 
tosses greens by whirling action, 
while suction base-pump holds it 
firmly in sink. Collapsible for 
storage. 10" dia., 9" high. $2.98 
plus 50c post. Maison Michel, 
Dept. HG10, Michel Bldg., Hicks- 
ville, N. Y. 11802. 

PERFECT PAIR 
There is no nicer way to preserve 
baby's first shoes! Bronze plated 
in solid metal to last forever. Also 
portrait stands (shown), book- 
ends, TV lamps. Send for full de- 
tails, money saving certificate, 
and handy mailing sack. A lasting 
gift for grandparents. $3.99 pr., 
ppd. American Bronzing Co., 
Box 6504-K5, Bexley, Ohio 
43209. 

SHAG RAKE 
Hardwood rake has rounded met- 
al tines to restore crushed and 
packed pile of shag rugs and car- 
pets. Rak-a-Shag perks up pile 
and unearths hidden dirt, coins, 
toys. And it makes rugs last 
longer. Works like a broom back 
and forth. $4.95 plus 90c post. 
Eberline Products, HG10. P.O. 
Box 205, Trenton, Mich. 48183. 

HANDY ANNE 
he handiest item you will ever have 
i your home—always at your finger- 
ips. Tools to fix toys, hang pictures or 
o a multitude of odd jobs around the 
ouse. Available in six decorative coi- 
rs; red, blue, green, yellow, tangerine, 
nd pink. Send check or money order 
or $8.95, freight will be prepaid. 

T.M.C. Inc. 
P.O. Box 1055 

Thomasville, Georgia 31792 

^% 1^ 

"KEY 
OF 
LIFE T? 

The Ankh Pendant 
representing the An- 
cient Egyptian hiero- 
glyph meaning "life". 
One of the worlds 
oldest known amulets 
 beautifully 

Actual size Vh" deep      handcrafted   in   14K 

Gold or Solid Sterling Silver. Worn today 
by all faiths as a symbol of Love and Life. 
Comes  beautifully  boxed  for gift giving. 

In Sterling Silver 

with 18" Chain $25.95 
with 24" Chain    $27.95 
14K Gold w. 18" Chain . .  $75.95 

Money back guarantee 

THE WESTERN GENERAL STORE 
Dept. HG10 

9818 So. 213th Place, Kent. Wn. 98031 

An I 
for Status 

Deluxe, mirror finish base, 28" high, 
for glass tops up to 36" x 72". $149. 

Delivery in metropolitan area arranged, 
outside area, add $3. for packing. 
Shipped REA express, charges collect. 
Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Send 50e to dept. 
HGO for our new 36 page catalog of 
furniture-inparts. 

I door store 
210 East 51 Street, New York. NY 10022 

It's a huge checkerboard game. It's a striking 
rug or wall hanging. A full 3' x 3' of soft, 
fluffy acrylic pile blend in the classic red 
black checker design. Deep and cozy for fire- 
place, den or children's room, this furry game 
is fun for all ages, and comes complete with 
24 king-size checkers (2]'2" dia.). 

Complete  Set  $26.95 

Price   includes   all  taxes,   handling   &   ship- 
ping charges (in U.S.A.). 

Send check or M.O. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. 

Send 25c tor 44 item illustrated catalog. 

EXCALIBUR Imports/Exports, Inc. 
P. O. Box 26, Manhasset, N. Y. 11030 

BUILD A TOY! 

HANDWOVEN     WILLOW     OTTOMAN— 
H.mdsome globe is marvelous for resting weary 
feet or for extra seating. Seat will support ., JOO 
pounder. 24" dia. 14" high. $11.95 plus $2.00 
postage. Corduroy cushion 13" dia.. to fit on seat. 
$2.95   (gold,  avocado,  black or tangerine). 

Willow 

Chests 

20" long x 14" 
n natural rich golden color. 

- ■'" $12.50 plus $1.00 postage. 
24' long x Id" x 16" S14.00 plus $1.50 postage. 
28" long x 17" x 17" $15.75 plus $1.75 postage. 
30" long x 18" x 18" $17.50 plus $2.00 postage. 

WILLOW ONr->'.        .    - 
THE WALL- f IXWVVyVX* 
As versatile as   ./Il-'V y fO\. 
it is attractive!! X " '      »*/ 
Use    it    in    sof'v     "  ■/        'jF 
many ways 
the kitchen. U** 
bath or foyer. 
Hand woven. 3- 
tier shelf stands 
alone or hangs 
on wall. 18" x 
6" x 20" high, 
$7.95 plus 
$1.00  postage. 

LOTUS 
LAMP — 
A beautiful- 
ly hand wov- 
en natural 
ratt.in hang- 
ing lamp 
adds an un- 
usual touch 
to any room 
in your home. 
Completely 
w i red with 
easilyreached 
on off switch. 
U.L. Approv- 
ed. 9 ft. rat- 
tan chain & 
bracket . 
Shade is 9" 

dia.   x   7".   $8.95   plus   SI.00   postage. 
WICKER    IN    HOUSE    &    GARDEN    COLORS     Pro. 
fessionally   spray-painted   in:   Pineapple   i'l-llow, 
I'.urol     Cm ii.    >,,-,, t.    Hi,,,..    Az.il.;i.     Hill, 
Black "i  White, add 20' < . 
Semi 25c for catalog        Satisfaction Guari 

N.J. Res. add .">' ,   SdiCS KM . 
VISIT OIR WAREHOUSE SHOWROOM. 

IBcjiAjid ncruAe. 
89   W.   Main   St..   Rockaway.   N.J.   078G6 

Here's a toy kit for dad and child to 
really enjoy together. So easy to as- 
semble, all they'll need is time togeth- 
er. In minutes they'll have this unique 
antique PANEL truck completed. A 
rugged educational hardwood toy so 
striking it will also glorify your man- 
tel. Overall size: 12" long, 7%" wide 
by 71/}" high. The price for this fine all 
wooden toy is $5.95 ppd. 

AMERICAN  TOY  CRAFT  LTD. 
DIVISION  OF BUILD-A-TOY  CORPORATION 

Post Office Box 312.  Smithtown,  N.Y.   11787 

RUN 
FOR 
YOUR 
LIFE! 
Jog every day, 
regardless of 
weather or time 
of day; jog in your own home on 
a Battle Creek Health Walker®. Unique 
design cuts exercise time up to7! 
you jog for an hour in just 15 minutes! 
Write for details, including direct-by- 
mail price and 10-day home trial. No 
obligation. 

o BATTLE CREEK 
EQUIPMENT COMPANY 

Dept. 500, 307 W. Jackson St. 
Battle Creek, Mich. 49016 
Send free information on Health 

Name  

Address  

City  -State- -Z.p- 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

Baked to Order 
for You and Friends 

'that  famous  Corsicana,  Texas 
Fruit Cake," since 1896 

Serve and give the only 
fruit cake ever to win the 
New York Gourmet Society | 
Award for Excellence 

There's still time to order this 
beautiful Christmas cake in any 
quantity. Favored by hostesses for 
73 years, the Original DeLuxe is 
baked fresh for you and mailed 
straight from our kitchens (never 
sold in stores). Filled with juiciest 
imported fruits and rich Texas 
pecans — flavor so perfect, we 
guarantee it the best you've ever 
bought, baked, or eaten, or money 
promptly refunded. Order yours 
today. 

ORDER NOW. . . SEND GIFT LIST AND CHECK 
OR   MONEY   ORDER.    Holiday packed,    cake's 
colorful  history enclosed. Tell  us how to sign 
gift    cards.    Postpaid:    21b.,    $4.55-     31b 
$6.25; 5-lb., $9.95. 

COLLIN STREET BAKERY 
P.O. Box 121, Corsicana, Texas 75110 

Please ship: 2 lb.; 3 lb.; 5 lb. 
n Ship to me. 
□ Attached   list   shows  addresses,   sizes,   de- 

livery date.  Payment enclosed. 

NAME_ 

ADDRESS. 

CITY  STATE ZIP_ 

HE PRINT 

ANYTHING 

CUSTOM PRINTED  SHIRTS 
The latest craze—you think of the 
slogan and we'll print it! Any slogan 
for your team . . . candidate . . . club 
. . . your favorite hobby ... or what- 
ever. Up to 30 letters printed on these 
guality cotton sweatshirts or T shirts. 
Machine washable, paint will not run or 
fade. Colors—powder blue, or navy 
blue. Size S, M, L, XL. Specify size 
and color. Add $1.00 extra for printing 
on both sides. We ship in 48 hours! 
Sweatshirt   $3.95 + 50c hdlg. 
T shirt $2.95 + 25c hdlg. 

Holiday Gifts  3
D,eop,B 

7047 Pecos St., Denver. Colo. 80221 

TAPESTRIES 
FROM  BELGIUM   &  FRANCE 

Gold and Crystal Sconce 
From Italy . . . beautifully finished with 
hand applied gold leaf on wrought iron, a 
shimmering waterfall of prism-cut crystal 
drops. Graceful wall accents shed soft ele- 
gance in a dining room, add beauty and 
charm to hall or living room. In pairs, stun- 
ning to flank a mirror, mantel or fine pic- 
ture. 2-candle sconce (candles not in- 
cluded) is 16 x lO'/V' wide, ready to hang. 

6710 S14.50. 2 for $27.50 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
'    /   }  Please, your zip code is required. 

l/C PU#?S?S" ""* EVANSTON,ILL.40204 

^205A—Jardin Louis—20" x 20"—$5.00 

BUY DIRECT FROM  IMPORTER 
—Save 80% to 90 % — 

Tapestries have been admired in Europe 
for centuries. At these very low prices, 
you'll want several. Authentic replicas, 
woven   of   100%   cotton—will   not  fade. 

SIZES & SCENES TO FIT ANY DECOR. 
Send 50c for color brochure 

LOVELIA  ENTERPRISES.  INC. 
Box 1845HG, Grand Central Station 

New York. N. Y. 10017 

;,         ,J. 
1 

^ 

1 

99 

BLOOMING BOX 
Top that weather-worn rural mail- 
box with a fresh cover of fall foli- 
age on a background of snow 
white. Weather-resistant metal 
cover wraps around all standard 
boxes. 17%" long and 2OV2" 
wide (wrap-around dimensions). 
$3.50 plus 75c post. Artisan Gal- 
leries, HG10, 2100 No. Haskell 
Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204. 

OFF, OFF AND AWAY 
Sturdy green plastic sleeve dis- 
tributes rain water away from the 
down-spout evenly across lawn 
or shrubbery. Sleeve stays rolled 
up until it rains then unrolls as 
water flows and spreads through 
sprinkler holes. 9' long. $1 plus 
15c post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG10, 585 Market St., San Fran- 

:   Cisco, Cal. 94105. 

PAINT UP A STORM 
Produce colorful paintings in 
your own inimitable style with 
this decorative kit. Made of %" 
wood, Pursuit of Happiness kit 
contains four Primitives. All four, 
$19.95 plus 95c post. Also avail- 
able: Almanack (Red Barn & 
Pears) or Sampler (Strawberries 
& Flowers), $12.95 ppd. Decora- 
tive Adventures, P. O. Box 228- 
EAC, Abington, Pa. 19001. 

TIMELY REMINDERS 
Fit right into transparent plastic 
pocketed top sheet of an unusual 
calendar. Pockets take memos, 
children's lunch and bus coins, 
medication, small change. Just 
remember to dip into pocket 
each day! You can write memos 
on calendar pages, too. 11" by 
17". $1.98 ppd. Miles 
100 Bond St., 
54901. 

Kimball, 
Oshkosh,   Wis. 

FUN TO RAISE $$ 
Here's a sweet way to take the 
chore out of soliciting money. 
Free planning guide explains how 
clubs and organizations can raise 
funds without investment" and 
with dignity. Wide selection of 
candy combinations, all color- 
fully packaged. Order now to 
raise $50, $200, $1000 or more. 
Kathryn Beich Candies, Dept. 
40E6, Bloomington, III. 61701. 

STAIRWAY ELEVATOR 
SAVES YOUR HEART 

Your STAIR-GLIDE will be shipped to you within 48 
hours. Installs in less than two hours No special wiring. 
No marring walls or stairway Tax deductible when 
recommended by a physician GUARANTEED. 
Used by thousands: CARDIAC PATIENTS • AR- 
THRITICS • POST OPERATIVES • SENIOR CITIZENS 
• PARALYTICS • RESTRICTED PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES. 
Outdoor model also available. 

Write for free brochure 

AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE CORP. 
201 West 80th Terrace. Dept. HG-10 
Kansas City. Missouri 64114 . 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

RYA OWL 

Wise old owl is ready to peer out 
from this delightful rya pillow 
kit. Finished, it's 12" by 18". Kit 
includes: canvas, rya rug wool in 
green, brown, gray and cream, 
needles, wooden gauge, pillow 
back, zipper, color card and easy- 
to-follow directions. $11.95 plus 
75c post. The Stitchery, HG10, 
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181. 

GREAT GRATER 
Bright idea from Italy is the plas- 
tic grater that eliminates sticky 
fingers! Made of four parts: top; 
grater; container for cheese or 
chocolate to be grated; dish to 
contain gratings. Yellow, white, 
red, orange, blue or olive green. 
$2.50 plus 35c post. Port of Call, 
HG10, Canal Sq., 1054 31 St., 
N.W.,  Washington,  D.C.  20007. 

MIRROR ZODIAC SIGN 
Aquarians, Leos and all Zodiac- 
minded folk find the silk- 
screened mirror prints of the 
twelve signs fascinating. Mirrors 
framed in hand-rubbed antique 
silver wood are 11" by 14". Ef- 
fective decoration in any room. 

$19.95; any two, $34.95. Add 
$1.50 post. Creative Forces Ltd., 
HG10, 3 Guy Drive, East Bruns- 
wick, N. J. 08816. 

TULIP PLANTING TIME 

Start your tulip bulbs now. Michi- 
gan Bulb offers 100 imported 
bulbs 21/>" to 3" in assorted col- 
ors. Blooms are guaranteed next 
spring and 5 years thereafter. 
With your order you get 6 Dutch 

Muscari bulbs free. 50 bulbs, 
$1.50; 100, $2.75. 40c post. 
Write to Michigan Bulb Co., Dept. 
MC-1478, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
49502. 

FAR EAST FINERY 

Wish her—or, for that mat- 
ter, him—luck and happiness. 

Chance of a lifetime here to 
present a Buddhist Kotobuki 
(symbol of luck since 11th Cen- 
tury) handcarved in ivory: the 
necklace, with sterling silver 
chain and a pair of earrings. $9.95 
each. Ppd. Discoveries From 
Around The Globe, HG10, Box 
88, West Nyack, N. Y. 10994. 

JIFFY CAR PARKER 

Ends guesswork, frayed nerves 
and   scraped   fenders.   Makes 
parking    easy—even    in    the 
tightest spots.  Park  perfectly 
the    first   time—every    time! 
Used by many driving schools. 

CAR PARKER 
$1.98 + 15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-100 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

J'    i  End '       V     n 
•     /J  I mpoi I     11 om   I- pi   0      \ 
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#800   tune   "Wunderbar" 
18-notes   5"   high   #14.95 

'!W*- 

#500 "Tiny Bubble*" 
A lowly Hawaiian son^ 
made  famous   bj   Don 
Ho,     18.notes    820.00 

I .i <\ elj ■ ..t in finished walnut box. 
28-notes under nla>s. Your choice 
of "Somew here My I ove", "im- 
possible I )ream", "Try to I' 
ber", "Moon River", "Shadow of 
Your Smile". 
#128 S "$25.95 

music IJO\ i> inspected and 
oiled before shipped to you parcel 
posl insured I <r, elj II PA( rE 
music box ( VI \LOG 50c show - 

5" high S14.95 ing music boxes from $8 to 
Add 75c for insured mail. 

:T780 "Let Me Call Yon 
Sweetheart" 18-notes 5" 
high   814.95 

'/(fffH'flft iSfe    6   GM, 597 Farminqton Avenue. Hartford. Conn. 06105 

DISPLAY YOUR TREASURES 
Here Is a deep display case to hold treasures or 

awards in a handsome wall decor unit. The kit 

includes: a velvet-lined box (in classic red) a 

walnut-finished gilt-edged deep frame, glass 

front, mounting adhesive and instructions. Pic- 

tured is the 8" X 10" case, at S6.95. Also 

available in 16" X 20" size, at S14.95. Cases 

will take any item up to one inch in thickness 

and are ideal for awards, medals, pins, spoons, 

coins, charms, glasses, antique jewelry, or any 

memorabilia. Please include $.50 postage. 

WORLD ARTS 
Box 5770 

Wilmington, California 90744 

FROM  NORWAY 

PEWTER 

CARVING SET 

Never before of- 
fered by mail, this 
pattern   reaches 
back to King Olaf, 
Patron Saintof Nor- 
way. Now brought 
to you in easy care   ^ 
pewter with stain- 
less  steel   blade; 
Dishwasher safe $15.95 
With 6 steak knives$35.00 

Send 25c for catalog 
California residents add 5% sales tax 

POSTE HASTE 
Box 1011, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360 

ppd. 

ppd. 

grip toter 

~;a**=- 

Lightweight, completely collapsible 
luggage carrier. A practical aid for the 
frequent traveler. 

Gold anodized aluminum ... a quality 
product designed for maximum strength 
at minimum weights. Free wheeling as- 
sured with ball-bearing wheels. Two 
sizes: 5 lbs., 24 inches long $32.50 
and 7 lbs., 26 inches long $42.50 

GRIP TOTER 
12221 S. Indiana Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60628 
Phone (312) 264-5300 

Locking—Rolling— 
Fold-up Bar Holds 40 Bottles—4 Doi. Glasses 
Now—a  bar  for  the   biggest  party—or  cozv  twosome. 
This   charming   little   grant   is   the   most   completely 
versatile  bar  ever.   Use   it  3  ways:   locked. 
cabinet;   open,   for   self-service:   rolled 

II,   tu i ed <c 
al   20   bottles   of   liquor.   20   I 

nix.   nearly  4  doz.   assorted   glasses,  anc   a 
:essories.   Adjustable  shelves,   brass   guar 
ittings.    Simple,   compact,   fits   sm.v 
ipt..   office,   cottage.    21"   W-.    19~   D.,    3G 
18"   W.   Crafted   of   knotty   pine.    I 
naple.   antique   pine   or   walnut   liquor-res. 

ishes. S57.95. Shi] 
N     EASY     HOME     KIT 
're-lilteil.  drilled,   sanded,  etc. 3 

simple instructions. $39.95. 
Beautiful Free Catalog—1000 Pieces— 

'CTOBER   1970 
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PIGSKIN SUEDE CAP 
Ivy League styling in strong, rugged pigskin. 
Extremely comfortable, it's lined, has a sweat- 
band and is Scofchgard treated. Retains shape 
in any weather. Color choice of LODEN GREEN 
or   MAVERICK   BROWN. - - -c 
Send Head Size (6%-7y8). "»'       PPd- 

PARSON'S TABLE 
Our version has Butcher 
Block legs notched into a 
2"-thick Butcher Block top. 
29" dining or desk height. 
Also 17" coffee table 

-^■height. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

THE 

BUTCHER BLOCK 

48"x 24" $138.00 
48"x 30" $147.50 
60"x 24"$147.50 
60"x 30" $159.50 
Plus $12 crating charge 

Order direct. Check or Money Order   ., 
only. No COD's. Express charges 
collect. NYC 6% tax. Elsewhere in 
N. Y. State taxes applicable. 
Catalog, 50c. 

JftDBRAUNER.INC. 
298 Bowery, N. Y. 10012 (Dept. HG10), GR 7-2830 

MEN'S RELAXIN' SLIPPERS 
Step into these and a new world of luxury. Natu- 
ral color deerskin with sturdy, flexible sole and 
high collar. Feet and ankles are cradled in the 
softness and warmth of the lush Orion Acrylic 
pile lining. Great after skiing. Whole sizes 4-13. 

S] 000  (add 35c handling charge). 

RED GLOVES 
Heavy-duty red deerskin 
suede with thermal knit 
lining . . . warm, snug 
in sub-zero weather. Men's 
sizes:   S,   M,   L. 

TRADING  POST 
Zip Code Required! 

STACKABLES 
for neat storage 

only $4'95 

PER SET OF 3 CUBES 
Ideal where hazards or economy prevent use of costly 
furniture. Designed of RIGID FIBERB0ARD on 
basic 12-inch or 14-inch Cube. Set Cubes side by side 
or on top one another to form room divider, wall or 
section for storage of books, toys, clothing, radio, 
documents, knitting—anything! Great for playroom, 
den, basement, attic. In Oyster White for use as is or 
decorate to taste. Set of three 12-inch Cubes %i 95 
plus Si postage. 3 Sets (9 Cubes) S14.95 postpaid. Set 
of three 14-inch Cubes S6.50 plus SI postage. 3 Sets 
(9 Cubes) S18.75 postpaid. 

PEGASUS  Dept. HG 10 
1855 Imperial Ave., New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040 

the proven two way pet door 
PETS LIKE  IT!  PETS  USE  IT! 

Best in design—smart appearance—quality built for 
long service. Automatically closes by Patented Mag- 
netic Device—Xylon locks allow locking from either 
side—weather tijiht. Easy installation with furnished 
kit. 11" x 13" opening accommodates most pet sizes. 
(13" x 15%" overall size.) Immediate Attention 
Given to Orders and   Inquiries. 

laza enterprises 16'! 
DA 

TIME AT A GLANCE 
Instant time check while driving, 
writing, cycling. Shock-proof, 
waterproof, anti-magnetic Swiss 
Sidewinder wrist watch. Dial has 
luminous raised hour, second 
hand. Stainless steel back; sil- 
ver-tone case contoured for wrist 
hugging, leather strap. Swiss 
movement. $19.98 ppd. J. P. 
Darby, Esq., Dept. HG10, Engel 
St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

DOGGIE DOOLEY 
Dissolves dog wastes quickly. 
Plastic red hydrant is designed 
to prevent dogs from ruining 
lawns. 24" h. by 9" dia. Set above 
ground or partially below. Inner 
liquid prevents tipping. Order in- 
cludes: base container; lid; gal- 
vanized shovel; year's supply 
chemical brickettes. $12.95 ppd. 
Huron Products Co., HG10, Box 
346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811. 

BALL BOOKENDS 
Miniature football guards one 
end and glove with baseball the 
other. Sporting set-up for a 
boy's desk or dresser. White 
enameled wood bookend, 5" by 
3" by 5" in durable, colorful poly.. 
Winning solution to what to give 
youngsters for Christmas. $4.99 
the pair plus 80c post. Breck's 
of Boston, W79 Breck Bldg., 
Boston, Mass. 02210. 

STRINGING ALONG 
Fool-proof stringing tool knots 
beads automatically and ends the 
collecting of loose pearls and 
beads forever. Tool plus two 
skeins of nylon cord saves money 
and lost tempers at the same 
time. Anyone can become an ex- 
pert restringer. $1 plus 45c post. 
Madison House, 7267 Greenland 
Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33054. 

GRACEFUL GREYHOUND 
Handsome canine guards the 
grounds for all the world like the 
real thing, but this dog's task is a 
decorative one. Stone statue on 
rectangular base is gray Pompe- 
ian, white Carrara, or painted in 
your color. 21" h., 40" I. $85 
FOB Chicago. Catalogue of foun- 
tains, statues, tables 50c. Bello 
Groppi Studios, HGIO, 421 W. 
Wisconsin, Chicago, III. 60614. 

Dress up your mailbox stand in a pretty 
petticoat of cost aluminum that will give 
your home the appearance of a lovely 
country estate. Mailbox, nameplate and 
stand complete as illustrated. $49.95 ppd. 
Style meets oil postal regulations. Mail- 
box measures 8" wide, 10" high, and 20" 
deep. Send for free catalog of aluminum 
products for the home and garden. 

VUn-u- 11IL   (So. 
MOULTRIE,   GA.   31768 

INDIAN HEAD 
PE.WY 

(IFF   LINKS 
Genuine U. S. pennies ovel 
years old have been clean 
polished and buffed to a glei 
ing finish to make these unic 

CUFF LINKS S3.98 pair. TIE BAR S2.98 add 25c post, each   aci essories. The-,- coins are 
CUFF LINKS 4 TIE BAR S6.98 ppd. con,in?  increasingly _ rare * 
/■■/.-..   I«S«-7-,,. -       V.COD-1 ar('   true   collector*     item 

SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG mounted in golden onisn i 

TAYLOR GIFTS 2&Zg?Za~*-~      S* ***" ""^ 

228 HOUSE & GARD 



SHOPPING AROUND 
TILE TALE 
All aglow with color, terrific tnv 
ets come in four Early American 
motifs: Kettle and Cup, Welcome 
Sign, American Rooster, Dutch 
Colonial Birds in avocado green, 
sunshine orange, turquoise blue 
and Colonial red. 6" square. Cast 
iron with rubber legs. $1.98; four 
for $7.50. Add 35c post. World 
Co., HG10, 1 Park Ave., New 
York, N. Y. 10016. 

NEW TIMER 
Number-go-round clock—the to- 
day way to tell time at a glance. 
See the exact hour and minute 
in digits. Round dials rotate past 
red arrow with pin-point preci- 
sion. Handsome Christmas gift 
for a special someone. 3V2" h.; 
2V2" dia. $12.95 plus $1 post- 
age. J. Carlton's Inc., Dept. F175, 
176 Madison Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 10016. 

FIGHTING COCK 
Handsome cock in full plumage 
guards hearth and home from all 
foe. Wall plaque is 18" high, 
sculpted of hand-hammered cop- 
per with concealed mounting. 
Professionally finished in drama- 
tic 22k gold leaf, antique green 
or matte black. $70 ppd. J. W. 
Fiske Architectural Metals, Inc., 
HG10, 115 Pennsylvania Ave., 
Paterson, N. J. 07503. 

PINK AND PETITE 
Adorable tiny mouse is ready to 
be stitched in hot pink yarns on 
a rich brown cotton cloth. He 
nestles in a field of flowers in 
orange, yellow, blue and green 
with white. Finished, he's 8" by 
10". Needle, instructions in- 
cluded with design, yarns. $2.95 
plus 25c post. The Stitchery, 
HG10, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 
02181. 

THE FAMILY NAME 
The Institute of Heraldry pre- 
pares a report on the family and 
coat of arms of any name of Eu- 
ropean origin. They illustrate the 
coat of arms in full color on an- 
tiqued paper and frame it in 
glass. Sources are also given. 
$4.95 ppd. Institute of Heraldry, 
HG10, 1855 Imperial Ave., New 
Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040. 

j^> 

END   SHIRT 
COLLAR"SQUEEZE" 
Co I la r-Exten de r button 
"loosens" tight shirt collars. 
Ends all-day tugging. Expands 
collar up to 'A size larger for 
that "just right" feeling. In- 
visible behind tie. Can be 
transferred from shirt to shirt 
in seconds. Set of 4. 

COLLAR EXTENDERS 
ST.00 + 15c Mailing 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St., Dept. HG-100 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

BEAUTY   VM» 

nil    BLEACH 

tali   this,  but  a  fact! 
blems fade \. ith Joli n < Ireme 

Bleach   .   .   .   the   fabulous   new 
cosmetic that bleaches superfluous 
hair on face, arms and legs. Like 

 in .ill d Jolen 
turns   dark   hair   pale   blond   to 
blend with your own skin tones. 
Be a beauty . . . try JCB now! 

JOLEN 
Box 561, 1110. Fairfield, Com.. 06430 

Name   _ 

Address 

City  

_□  $2.20 Reg. Size 

_□  $5.50 Giant Economy Size 

_Zone_ .State 
No C.O.D.'s/Price incl. pp./Money back guarantee 

diking Jetoelrp 

Childs chair $9.98 ppd. Childs rocking chair (avail- 
able $11 99) ppd. Pag'oda hamper $10.99 ppd. (25" 
high   x   15"  wide).   Wastebasket   $6.99  ppd.   Tissue 
$3.99   ppd.    Lamp   $16.99 ppd. (also comes 

hanging lamp with 
bracket) $16.99 ppd. 
(DEDUCT $1.00 FOR 
ANY ITEM UNDECO- 
RATED) 

Decorator colors: White. 
Black, Gold, Royal Blue, 
Light Blue, Avocado, 
Lime, Kelly, Red, Rasp- 
berry, Orange, Hot Pink, 
Light Pink, Brown, Mus- 
tard, Yellow, Purple, 
Turquoise,  Lilac. 

62 page catalogue and 
color  chart  $1.00. 

JOAN C. LUCHS 

fl<. »l    . 'Jl< </>,</ f/lf fjj 

Here is an item crafted in the true Old World 
tradition by Norwegian tradesmen. Eacf 
an exact replica of the symbolic jewelry worn by 
the Vikings centuries ago, yet they are still beau- 
tiful enough for today's fashions. Made of genuine 
pewter and imported from Norway these arc- 
available at: 

#7.95 for the pendants 

#6.95  for the earrings 

Discoveries Dept. HG10—P.O. Box 88 

West Nyack, N.Y. 10994 

)     FEET 
% HURT? 

Elegant Crystal Lamps 
WITH ITALIAN MARBLE BASES 

The richness of the-e handcrafted Rogers gold fin- 
ished castings and imported Italian marble bases 
combined with hand cut crystal blocks with imported 
crystal pendants, sparkling like dew drops is unbe- 
lievable at this price. The perfect decorator touch 
fur buffet, mantel, piano or bureau, they are remi- 

i f an elegant age. Completely electrified, 
they are IS" high. 
Pair    %^A   95        Sorry        SHIPPED   EXPRESS 
only    ^O^f Xo COD'S   CHARGES  COLLECT 

MATCHING  CENTERPIECE  AVAILABLE  S29.95 
I',!, lies,   \<hl >■>'<   Sal-es Tax • Send 10c foi catalog 

LUIG! CRYSTAL 
Dept. HGIu-u, 7332 Frankford Ave.. Phila., Pa. 19136 

Shock absorbing in- 
soles are cushion 

molded to the con- 
tours of the feet! 

Now you can enjoy 
walking again be- 

cause we guarantee 
relief for aching feet 
or your money back! 

Thousands of satis- 
fied customers gladly 

re-order. You will too! 
We ship promptly 

$3.50 
ppd. residents 
2 pr. add 
S6.50 sales tax 
ppd. 

PEDI-MOLO, of New York, 

565 5th Ave. (9 E. 46) N.Y. 10017 

PEDI-MOLD of New York, Dept.   HG-100 
| 565  Fifth Ave.  (9E. 46th St.). New York 10017 I 

■  I   enclose  $ Please  send   me pair ■ 

| size   width   for Women □ Men D | 

|  Mr.   Miss/Mrs  

Address  

City State  Zip J 
'CTOBER,  1970 229 



BEAUTIFUL ITALIAH CHAII        rra r.anc ca-ver. 

available   witr encii - 
mnriL ml tone whicr 
Dienos witr Ones flee 
orator colo-. -   cataioj 

W 24          B H 45 
Shipping   cna'g?:   collect: In    '   '   :              3D   Ins. 

: : -S55.0D 
Price in heav* hoiiai 

SISB.5D    Pair S375.D0 

JSrymi Robeson 
Itrpl. HG3 
nsitiiM 1, vc . 

-    :   :£=- = 
NEW BEAUTY FOR OLD SILVER 

For more than three-i : f a 
century, our : 
stored fine silver to its original 
beauty. Flawlss si E : -r3vy 
coating: pol- 

: -   -ig and thoroug- or 
.  acement of knife blades, ~ 1 

rors, ot" E 

: -   : 
FREE   ILLUSTRATED   BOOKLET. 

INCLUDES PRICES. 

'ITER 
PL.      "G cax 

409 Whitehall Street. S.W.   Dept   - 1 
Atlanta. Georgia 3D3D3 
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NO IDENTITY PROBLEM 

Silver-plated globe luggage tags 
offer immediate recognition for 
the baggage claiming traveler. 
The perfect bon voyage or Christ- 
mas gift! Each tag carries two or 
three lines of engraving with 
leather straps attached. l5/a" by 
l5/a". $4.95 ppd. Jay-Cee Enter- 
prises, Dept. G-100, 75 Brock- 
meyer Dr., Massapequa, N. Y. 
11758. 

MANY HAPPY RETURNS 

Your treasured books will be re- 
turned to you it you use per- 
sonalized book plates. Your name 
printed on finest gummed paper 
in dark brown ink, they're attrac- 
tive, practical! Specify name to 
be imprinted. 100, $2.50; 200, 
$4; 500, $7. Ppd. Order lots from 
Handy Labels, HG10, Box 2667, 
Culver City, Cal. 90231. 

TREE TWINKLERS 

Gold-plated stars with boy and 
girl deer with names hang from 
chains ready to trim Xmas tree. 
Fun for family and friends at the 
annual tree-trimming party. Fun 
to use year after year. In order, 
specify first name and boy or girl. 
$1 ea.; six for $5 plus 25c post. 
Lillian Vernon, Dept. G01, 560 
So. Third Ave., Mount Vernon, 
N.Y.10550. 

EARLY AMERICAN  LAMP 

Native hardwood lamp is wired, 
ready to finish. Use lacquer or 
wood stain to compliment the 
decor or try decoupage. White or 
beige shantung, oyster or brown 
burlap shade. 24" tall, three-way 
switch; 8' cord. $12.95 ppd. Add 
50c post, west of Rockies. Free 
brochure of unfinished lamps. 
Baxwood Crafters, PHG10, Box 
7012, Lexington, Ky. 40502. 

ZINGY ZINNIAS 

Needlepoint zinnia pin cushion 
to work in no time and the yarn 
colors are great: red, hot pink 
and gold on white. Kit includes 
hand-painted No. 12 canvas, in- 
structions, needle, velvet for 
backing. Finished, 5" by 5". Or- 
der now for Christmas. $6.40 
ppd. Peacock Alley, HG10, 650 
Croswell St. S.E., Grand Rapids, 
Mich. 49506. 

LITERALLY YOURS 

At Christmas send your own 
handwritten or typed message 
with any picture to relatives and 
friends. Skillfully reproduced 
on choice of 38 varied-in-design 
letterheads. Send 10c for kit, 
sample, instructions. 100 letters 
and matching envelopes, $15; 
with pictures, $19. Ppd. Christ- 
mas Letters, 2919-E Pearl St., 
Boulder, Colo. 80302. 

BIG REALLY 
TOUGH 

We lake  the fine*!, toughest U.S. Govt. Spec, canvas, carefully cut and sew it, to 
build these handy canvas bags. Then we sell them to you at i, cost hard to match. 

BIG CARRY-ALL 
Three big sizes (or heavy 
duty hauling. 21-oz. can- 
vas throughout. Note the 
handles: they go all the 
way into the double bot- 
tom. Easily carries hun- 
dreds of pounds. Use it lor 
carrying groceries, beach 
gear, books, even baby! 
7 in. wide, 14 in deep; 
order by length: 24-inch @ 
$7.95, 21-in. @ $6.95, 18- 
in. @ $5.95. 

^ 
<4s^ 

DELUXE  TOTE BAG 
Hard worker in well-tai- 
lored guise, lor shopping, 
beach, picnic, school. 21- 
oz duck, double bottom, 
rain flap. Colorfast red 
canvas bottom and edging; 
blue for handles and 
pocket. Plenty of carrying 
capacity: 12 x 18 in   $8 95 

^ 

SHOULDER   BAG 
Can be used as a purse, 
for travel articles,or baby's 
bag. Heavy, strong duck 
but beautifully finished 
Simple closure. 12 x 13 * 
4 in white with blue trim 
$7.95. 

We guarantee our products. If you don't like what you've 
bought, send it back in 10 days for a full refund. 

Mail with check or money order (No COD.) to Bags & Bags Dept. HG 10, Roanoke, Ala. 36274 
Please Rush the Following items 

QUANTITY ITEM EACH TOTAL Enclosed Check/M. O. for $                           | 
(    ) 24' ' Carry -All $7 95 
(    ) 21' Carry All 695  . Name 

(    ) 
(    ) 

18" Carry 
Tote Bag 
Shoulder 

-All 

Bag 

5.95 
8 95 
7 95 

Address 

City State 7ip                     1 

COBBLER'S 
BENCH 

PLANTER 

i 
i' 

A unique planter box? Yes, unique and antique 
looking cobbler's bench that all homeowners 
would love to have. This cobbler's bench plant 
er is bench made of solid core fir. . . . Length 
32 inches. . . . Width 16 inches. . . . Planter is 
12 inches high. ... 14 inch legs. Can be 
natural finished or in colors. Mahogany, red, 
green, white, or black showing all natural grain 
without inking. Please specify color or finish. 
Only $29.95. Freight collect. 

J. K.  PLANTER COMPANY 
Route 1 

Oneida, Tenn. 37841 

The Amazing 
Folding Chair 

Here's our Italian Folding Chair with caned 
seat . . . amazing because it is so com- 
fortable (perfect for an all-day bridge ses- 
sion), unbelievable because it's so good- 
looking and priced so low. Choose white, 
blue or red enamel with natural cane seat. 
Dimensions: 31"h., 17W'w., 18"d., 17" 
seat H. Amazing $16.95 or $30 the pair. 
No C.O.D.'s, express charges collect. 

25c   brings   our   cofc/og.   o   sfore/touse 
of   furnishing   ideas! 

storehouse, inc 
1923   PEACHTREE   HD.,   ATLANTA,   GA.   30309 

ELEGANCE 
YOU  CAN  AFFORD 
Send 25c lor 68 PACE 11.1 US 
TRATED CATALOGUE. Chande- 
liers, sconces and candelabra of im- 
ported crystal. Incomparable in de- 
sign and quality. Pewter and carl) 
American brass. §50.00 to S1250.00. 
Shipped prepaid, insured in U.S. V 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. In business 
for over a quarter of a century. 

KINGS CHANDELIER COMPANY 
Dept. G-41 

Eden (Leaksville). North Carolina 27288 

ZODIACS ARE THE  NOW 
HEAVENLY THING 

For the age of AQUARIUS.  GEMINI or SCOR- 
PIO—CHUM' your  galaxy with  a   Kold   ri 
sterling   silver   Zodiac   charm   necklace 
Your  first   nan 
gold   filled   or   sterling   silver   nun larni 
individually   soldered   link   chain. 
Semi S5.00 plin 30c postage and hand] 
for the set.  Please Indli ate gold Itlli d 01 
silver—also  print  rirsl   nai  
of birth. 
Free catalogue available upon r«' 

342 Wesl Peac1-: 
Atlanta. Georq.. 

JRN  PAGE FOR  MORE  SHOPPING AROUND  EARLY  FOR  CHRISTMAS 



FROM FACTORY TO YOU- 

EARLY AMERICAN 
KITCHEN CHAIR! 
Native 

Hardwood 

Height 35" 

Weight  10  lbs. 

As versatile as at- 
tractive! Shown 
with colonial 
handwoven cane 
. . . add $1 to 
prices below for 
handwoven fiber 
rush seat. 

Unfinished $5.95 Sanded 

Wood finish $8.95 Walnut, 
Maple, Pine 

In Colors $9.95 Black, Green, 
Red, White 

Send Check or Money Order—Express Collect 

MARION TRAVIS 
P. 0. Box 292, Dept. HG 10, Statesville, N. C. 28677 

VIRGINIA MOUNTAIN CRAFTS 
v lion Add Colonial CI,aim t, 

Some "i tin authentic reproductions by Vir- 
ginia Mountain Craftsmen are shown in thi> 
bedroom at Rosemont, home of Laura Copen- 
haver Industries. On the lied is a handsome 
blue and rust "Whig Rose" Coverlet. Hand- 
tied Canopj has Double Diamond Point de- 

Hand-Hooked Rug is in "Cift of Love" 
pattern. Curtains with hand-tied fringe. Hand- 
made quilts. Hand-made furniture includes 
"Ciow's Nest" table, coffee table, candle- 
stands, beds, chests of drawers. 
Many   other  authentic  designs,  patterns  and 
Colors   offered. 

Write us lor personalized attention. 
Si nd 25c for illustrated booklet 

Laura H. Copenhaver 
'ROSEMONT"—MARION, VA.  24354 

MOUNTAIN 
HANDCRAFTS 

for Christmas 

lUMTOCWm Send for 
this 

catalog! 

Giving is 
an art and a pleasure with the 
aid of this unique selection of 
handcrafted Americana. Pick 
the perfect Christmas gift for 
every special person on your 
list. Send 25<t for this beauti- 
fully illustrated catalog to: 

HOUSE OF 

CREATIVE CRAFTS 
DEPT. 398 / RT. NO. 1, BOX  101-C 
BLOWING ROCK.   N.C.   2860S 

Also visit our shops at: 
• CHEROKEE. N.  C. • BE ECH MTN..N.C. 
• THE LOST SEA. SWEETWATER. TENN. 

iiiiiisnns NTIII hIV.N 
"Ready Stuffed" 

UNIQUE AND  ATTRACTIVE 
Two Sixes Two Prices 

10" for ages 0-4        9.95 
19" for ages 5-12   19.95 

Individually stjffed with appealing, different 
items, selected for boys and girls of specific 
age groups. Give exact age and sex when order 
ing . . . Guaranteed to please! 

Order now! 
Include postage $1.25 per stocking. 

THE STOCKING SHOP 
216   Avery   Avenue 

Morganton,    North   Carolina   28655 

ANTIQUED LEATHER 
"COACHING BOX" 

12"x8"x5l/2" $37.50 ppaid 

Lined with authentic aged handwritten docu- 
ments (newsprint, ledger paper, etc.) dated in 
the  1800's—or with velvet,   it you prefer. 

Uniquely made of sturdy wood, this decorative 
box is covered with genuine leather, crafted 
entirely by hand. Brass studs and handle com- 
plete this little masterpiece .... no two alike! 

Use it as a different jewel box for her, a dis- 
tinctive jewelry case for him .... display the 
"Coaching Box" as a conversation piece on 
your coffee table! 

Send   for   unusual   Accessory   Catalogue.   10c. 

THE IRONGATE 
DEPT. HG 10 

P.O. BOX 408,  EXPERIMENT, GA. 30212 

-Craftsmen in Charm- 

Wqt "gnureuj" 
Singly or in pairs, the Andrew is ,i handsome, 
luxurious addition to any home. The zippered. 
reversible, latex rubber dacron seat and back 
offer comfort and durability; skirt is lined. 
Constructed of native hardwoods and uphol- 
stered in varied fine fabrics. H. 31"; W. 31"; 
Seat H. 17"; Seat D. 23". $110.00 ea.. 
5215.00 pr. Ship. Wt., 80 lbs. Express 
Charges Collect. No C.O.D. Send $1.00 for 
our latest 1970 40-page Furniture Catalogue 
and Fabric Samples. 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed  or  Money   Refunded 

HUNT GALLERIES,  ING. 
2920 N. Center St.. HG10. Hickory. N.C. 28601 

^^^•Craftsmen in Charm <^— 

SHOPPING AROUND 

DECORATIONS TO MAKE 
New book of wall and door dec- 
orations to make using dried fol- 
iage, pine cones, fruit, feathers 
and ribbon has nearly 40 differ- 
ent ideas with easy instructions. 
Start now to create wreaths for 
Christmas, garlands for Thanks- 
giving. How-to book is $1.10 ppd. 
Boycan's Floral Arts, HG10, 1052 
E. State St., Sharon, Pa. 16146. 

PHOTO STATIONERY 
For last word in personalized sta- 
tionery a favorite photo of you, 
your new home, a prized pet re- 
produced in sepia along with 
name, address, zip code on 60 
5V2" by 8V2" sheets of Hamilton 
bond. 50 plain envelopes includ- 
ed. Send 2" by 3" snap of any 
subject, print information. $3.95 
ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond 
St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901. 

MAKE MERRY MAILBOX 
Needlepoint your way to Christ- 
mas and come on strong with an 
astonishingly festive basket for 
holiday mail. Mantel's the place 
for it; later, in the kitchen for a 
hot pad mitten. Kit includes straw 
and canvas; red, green, gold 
tapestry wool; instructions. 9" 
by 5" by 6". $3.50 plus 50c post. 
What's New Shop, 12H Water St., 
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

Early For CHRISTMAS 
SUPER SMOCK 
Honey of a smock to wear for 
painting class, to slip on while 
preparing for a holiday gala. 
Washable blend of silk and rayon 
with contrasting piping, ties at 
the back. Lime, yellow, hot pink 
or turquoise. $5 plus 75c post. 
Three letter monogram (under- 
line last letter) please add $3. 
The Talbots, Dept. MA, Hingham, 
Mass. 02043. 

COOL AND SAFE 
Wonder-plug for Christmas tree 
lights handles 100 bulbs on the 
tree and lasts for years at half- 
current operation. Light is soft, 
cool and safe. Set of 20 bulbs in 
white, amber, red, blue, green or 
all one color, $3.50; extra sets, 
$3 ea. Ppd. Solid Electric Corp., 
HG10, Box 646, Norwalk, Conn. 
06852. 

ANGELS OF LIGHT 
Bohemian glass kneeling angels 
sit on stars with candle holders 
in their arms. Heavenly on a 
holiday table with red or green 
candles, pine boughs and holly. 
Large, 5" h.; 4" dia., $3.50 a 
pr. Small, 2%" h., 21/4" dia., 
$2.25 a pr. Add 50c a pr. post. 
Clymer's of Bucks County, HG10, 
Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

PROPER COOLING 
So essential for best results in 
cake baking! 12" metal cake 
cooling rack allows air to cir- 
culate all around, prevents sog- 
giness. Special circular design 
with eight spokes for support and 
durability. Set of two, $1.98 plus 
25c post. The Country Gourmet, 
Dept. GS, 545 Fourth Ave., Mt. 
Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

MUSHROOM MARKERS 
Giant brightly colored mushroom 
thumbtacks are merry attention 
getters for notes on a family bul- 
letin board. Leave the marketing 
list for sister, a memo for Dad 
or a reminder for brother that the 
coconut cake is for the bridge 
club! Two boxes of four each, 
$1.50 ppd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, 
HG10,  Northport,  N. Y.   11768. 

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY 
White ceramic tile bears a mes- 
sage that keeps tempers in check 
in these hectic times, "May the 
Good Lord take a liking to you— 
but not too soon." Hung on the 
wall by a breakfast table, it's a 
great family soother. 6" sq. $2.98 
plus 40c postage each tile. Order 
from Anthony Enterprises, HG10, 
585 Market St., San Francisco, 
Cal. 94105. 

FOUR-WAY FIND 
Smart stoneware casserole goes 
from stove top to freezer to oven 
to table. It's highly fired, made 
for durability. Smart enough for 
company meals, useful for fam- 
ily dinners. Flame Chef two- 
quart casserole with chrome 
steel stand, $15.95 plus $1 post. 
Morlyn, Inc., Dept. G-100, 350 
So. County Rd., Palm Beach, Fla. 
33480. 

FREE FORM 
We're happy to report on a splen- 
did table whose solid support is 
designed to slide under a chair 
for buffet use, letter writing and 
the like. Pull-up lap piece has a 
walnut finish fiberesin top that's 
stain and heat-resistant. 15" by 
23y2", 24" h. $18.95 ea. plus 
$1.75 post. Camalier & Buckley, 
HG10, 1141 Connecticut Ave., 
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036. 

TEDDY BYE BABYDOLL 
Consider all the little ones who 
could love and cherish this cha- 
rismatic twosome. Ready-for-bed, 
hooded doll's soft and cuddly, 
ditto beguiling Teddy bear. Fall's 
here, Christmas near—no better 
time to pick and choose presents 
for the youngest generation. IVz" 
long. Pastel pair $2.25; two for 
$4.35. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 1410, 
Evanston, III. 60204. 

ill-   Good 

lord ^fc 

take a liking to 

but not too 

Mr      C   M'»- . 

S '  "'we 

... |jja,ii D.   Harris 

22 Ballard R°ad 

leCf   Washington 
9 H 3 2 5 

•N,r' Vfi . George M»"■ 
2344 Alan. 

Christine Ddvid 
i} 233 Flower Terrace 

Midland, Wisconsin 
54201 

ADDRESS   LABELS  with   NICE   DESIGNS 
Any Initial, American Flag. Pine, Gull, Palm, Roadrunner, Saguaro, Rose. (Also available 
are Texas Flag, Maple Tree, Treble Clef, and Palelte.) Up to 20 letters per line, 4 lines. 
Printed in black on white or gold gummed labels V/2 x '/]". Packed in neat plastic box. 
500 on white or 250 on gold for $2 ppd. Or on DELUXE size, 1% x %" for S3 ppd. Specify 
Initial or Design desired Via air, add 30c per order. Bruce Bolind, 210-L Bolind Bldg., 
Boulder, Colo. 80302. Thank you kindlyl 

DECORATORS:  Please  Note! 

OpaniSh       PLANTER 
The elegance and gay charm of old Spain is 
captured in this striking planter. Made of 
sturdy wrought iron in black, gold, decorator 
white or green antique (specify), it makes a 
fine beauty spot for your prized flowers and 
greens, tresh or fake. No shrinking violet, this 
is a good 18" high. 13" wide. 
5' /' deep with removable insert 
tray at the bottom. An outstand- 
ing value at this tiny price. 

MONEY     BACK    GUARANTEE 

$619 

rnnPFD'Q  Dept'Gl0- 7R4° Ru»by Bidg.. 
lUUrr.no     Philadelphia.   Pa.   19150 

For Those Who Insist 
On The Greatest Cup 
Of Coffee In The World f THE TODDY 
GOLD WATER I 
COFFEE MAKER 
At last—coffee with no bitter after taste, no 
rancid oils to steal flavor. Just clear, pure, 
wonderful coffee in a concentrate you make 
yourself with cold water and your favorite 
coffee brand. Only $13.50. Includes coffee 
hopper, decanter, filter, and full instructions. 

If you don't agree it's the best cup of cof- 
fee you've ever tasted, send the whole thing 
back and we'll gladly refund your money. 

Gourmet Gifts 
1220 Durham    Houston, Texas 77007 

Please send me Toddy 
Cold Water Coffee Maker @ $13.50 
2-week delivery 

Name  
Address  
City  

LAMP 
Now, as a result of our new 
forming technique, it i-, fun and easj 
for you to assemble this i hoii e I 
decorator lamp. Everything is included 
in the kit but the two hours of your 
time necessary for completion. The re- 
surgent interest in this lamp style 
makes this true 22 inch diameter tif- 
fany lamp, with electrical component--, 
an unheard of value. Hard acrylic 
base undistinguishable      4$ 142 95 

J0c torpostagt 
from glass. 

Box 577-P, WILMINGTON, CALIFORNIA 90744 

_State_ -Zip. 

OTH 
LOSE UP TO 

i  5 POUNDS 
OVERNIGHT! 
Learn the secret of T.V.'s fan- 
tastic No-Pill, No-Exercise, 1 
day interim reducing formula! 
Eat plenty! Go to sleep! Wake 

-up! and you have lost Pounds 
and Pounds. Amazing? Sure! But 
guaranteed  to work  or YOUR 
MONEY BACK! Send only $1.00 
today and also get Free Mainte- 

0NLY|   nance Diet- No C.O.D.'s. 
MR. & MRS. ASSOCIATES, Dept. A-269-D 

276 Park Ave. So., New York, N.Y. 10010 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

DESK PLUS 
This 1970-new smartly styled and well 
designed desk will serve as a student 
desk, sewing table, home office desk, 
receptionist's desk, dressing table, or 
will do double duty as a combination. 
Solid wood top has durable, clear glaze; 
drawers and front panel in satin walnut 
finish are contained by sturdy ebony 
legs. 39' 2" x 20" x 29" high. A best buy 
at $59 exp. charges collect. Money back 
guarantee. Free brochure. Selling de- 
pendable merchandise since 1900. 

^^Design Fair 
Dept.   G100,  287  Bloomfield  Ave.,   Verona,  N.   J.   07044 

IN THE MOORISH TRADITION 
Our slender ceiling fixture is reminiscent 
of a graceful past. Fixture measures 24 
inches by 8 inches across, weighs approxi- 
mately 7 pounds. Handmade in Mexico of 
heavy wrought iron with amber glass in- 
serts. It is wired and comes with 2 feet 
of chain. Add $1.95 packing CI CDC 
and postage. JBIDISJO 
Send 250 for our complete catalog. 

JT1EXIC0 HOUSE 
7742  Herschel.  La Jolla,  California 92037 

Plant 
Now! 

g&    , Grows 
I   >'   During 

Winter! 
Spreading 

EVERGREEN 
only 

$2-oo 
3 for S 4.00 
6 for S 7.00 

12 for SI 3.00 

One plant will cover 4-6 ft. with 
5-10" tall  EVERGREEN beauty. 
Handsome texture and year round 
color  in this  hardy drought re 
sistant ground cover. Grows well 
in sun or partial shade in well 
drained soil.   Satisfaction guar 
anteed—or RETURN SHIPPING LABEL ONLY for 
refund. ORDER NOW and we'll pay the postage. 
Illinois residents please add 5% sales tax. 
 — — —PI rase Print Plainly—— ^^ — 
HOUSE OF WESLEY, Nursery Division 
R.R.  1, Dept. 3327-38, Bloomington,  Illinois 61701 

Please send .. Spreading Evergreen. S.... enclosed. 
(III. res. Please add 5% sales tax) 

Address. 

City.... .State. .Zip. 

in an heirloom tradition 
An exact replica of a famous old sterling 
pattern, with graceful pistol hollow 
handled knives, 3 tined forks and rat- 
tailed spoons. In heavy, hand-forged (these 
are not stamped) satin finished stainless. 
Service for eight includes 8 dinner forks, 
8 dinner knives. 8 salad forks. 8 soup 
spoons. 16 teaspoons, plus 2 serving spoons. 

50-piece service for    8 S29.95 
75-piece service for  12 44.95 

Steak Set. 8-piece pistol handles (not 
shown). Gift boxed. S16.95 

OPEN STOCK AVAILABLE 
Also  available:   BETSY   ROSS   FIDDLE 
BACK     stainless     steel.     Complete     50- 
piece    service    for    8.    $29.95.    75-piece 
service   for   12.   $44.95.   .1//   prices   t>i»l. 

SETH™JED 
Dept.   HG-100.   Great   Barrington.   Mass. 01230 J 

...makes it easy to be your 
own Interior Decorator! 
AVOID COSTLY DECORATING MISTAKES.Create 
miniature settings for every room in your 
house before spending a cent for a piece of 
furniture, a yard of fabric, a roll of wall- 
paper, or a bucket of paint. Think how much 
you can save if you really plan before you 
buy. Over 150 different furniture combina- 
tions for every room. Sofas, chairs, sec- 
tionals, tables, chests, beds, piano, fireplace, 
etc. Decorate furniture pieces, walls, with 
actual fabric and paint samples. Includes: 
3-D miniature furniture of Dylite styrene. 
Graph Board, Walls, Windows, Doors, all to 
exact 1/2" scale. Design and instruction book 
included. Created by professional decorator 
NS ID. Guaranteed. Only $7.98 (we pay postagei. 

Plan-lt-Kit, IflC.Dept   HGlO,Box429,Westporf,Conn. 

Send for 
FREE 
STYLE 
BOOK! 

your old fur 
coat into a 

lovely cape, 
jacket 

or 
stole 

I. R. Fox, New York's greatest fur remodel- 
ing specialist, restyles your old worn fur 
coat into a glamorous fur cape, stole or 
jacket. Our low remodeling price includes 
cleaning, glazing, repairing, new lining, in- 
terlining, monograms. Dozens of styles at 
$34.95 (mink, beaver, extras add'l.) Ship- 
ping carton supplied free of charge. We've 
already thrilled and delighted thousands of 
discriminating customers. Write for FREE 
STYLE BOOK — 40 New Styles! 
We are Bonded Furriers! 

Dept. C-8 
46 W. 29th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10001 I.R.F0X, 

BEAR THIS GIFT 
Cobalt blue on shimmering white 
comprises the North Country col- 
or clarity of a 1970 limited edi- 
tion of Porsgrund porcelain from 
Norway. "On the Road to Bethle- 
hem" plate could be the one suit- 
able present this year for all 
friends of good will. Underside's 
pierced for hanging a fascinating 
form of art. 7". $10 ppd. Downs, 
Dept. 1410, Evanston, III. 60204. 

HELP A FOOT 
Orthopedic pad helps straighten 
out crooked toes that cause pain 
and embarrassment to the bare- 
foot set. Unique wedge does the 
job—even toe tip corns disap- 
pear. Elastic yarn slips over toe. 
Washable. Specify shoe size. 
$2.49 pr. plus 15c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG10, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

BRING ON THE BACON 
Just the way your family likes it! 
With the new Baconer by West- 
inghouse bacon cooks itself. All 
you have to do is drape bacon 
strips over Teflon surface, shut 
flap and dial desired crispness., 
Easy to clean, fun to use. $19.95 
plus $1 postage. Order from J. 
Carlton's Inc., Dept. F173, 176 
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 
10016. 

AMAZING MAZIE 
Strip of pliable, but sturdy mesh 
shapes easily to containers for 
all sorts of flower arrangements. 
Mazie comes with a suction cup 
and peg to hold any bouquet 
firmly in place. Great for dried 
flowers, fall leaves and berries. 
2" by 24" extended. $2 plus 15c 
post. Leon Duquette. HG100, 76 
Payson, Fitchburg, Mass. 01420. 

ROLLING PLANT STAND 
Eliminates lifting, pulling, straining— 

Ball-bearings roll heavy plants with ease 
New Plant Caddy protects 1 

and carpets from inda 
tions, scratches, dirt and w 
spots. Permits you to simply 
plant to sink for watering. You 
rotate plant for equal light dr 
bution to assure even growth, C 
orative platform with sturdy b 
bearing casters, measures 
across, 3" high. Has a stain d 
tant walnut wood-grain top. $4 
c  JS 70c postage. 

THE  FERRY  HOUSI 
Dept. G-100, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10 

i'i 111 mini; mmimii 
of $22 Per carat 

Luxurious simulated DIAMONDS—man made, in 
credibly like the real thing in beauty, brilliance 
whiteness and hardness, at a fraction of the cost 
The VEGA is UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEEI 
FOR LIFE not to scratch, break, chip, dim or discolor 
or »ill be replaced at NO COST. Cut and polishei 
on diamond wheel by experts to full 58 facets for maxi 
mum brilliance. Cost, not thousands, just S22 a carat 
EASY PAYMENTS. Sold on 10 day MONEY BACr 
GUARANTEE. 
Foi   FREE  CATALOG  ol tlyla ttt  in   I'.K irhile o 

fel  men antl iromen, trritc: 

VEGA Co. Dept.  HG-10,  Box 465, 

Radio City Sta.. New York, N. Y.  10019 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
GROS POINT PLEASURE 
Lady—or lad—couldn't help but 
work with love and gusto to finish 
in gros point (5 mesh to the inch) 
these original hand painted de- 
signs. Daisy or columbine pillow 
kit includes: better white double 
canvas, pat-rug yarns brilliantly 
hued, colorfast and mothproofed. 
18" by 20". $30 ppd. Creative 
Crafts, Dept. 394, Rte. 1, Box 
101C, Blowing Rock, N. C. 28605. 

GUYS AND DOLLS APRONS 
Fun aprons for fall entertain- 
ments. His, 22" by 30" yellow 
cotton, offers bed, board and 
fringe benefits in bold black let- 
ters. Hers, 18" by 18" is lime 
green with Latin whimsy also in 
black. $3.98 each plus 25c post, 
or order the pair at $7.98 ppd. 
Taylor Gifts, HG10, 211 Cones- 
toga Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087. 

CARGO SPACE GALORE 
Natural cotton canvas swingalong 
bag personalized with two black 
stenciled initials adjusts for 
over-shoulder or over-arm with 
tough webbing strap. Snap clos- 
ing, zipped compartment on flap, 
pocket 'neath flap. Roomy lOVfe" 
by 13V2" by 3%". $5.98 plus 
35c post. Lillian Vernon, G01, 
560 So. Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
N. Y. 10550. 

FRENCH PROVISIONS 
It's the way of the French house- 
wife to keep vegetables fresh, un- 
spoiled and close at hand in 
draw-string sacks of sturdy, 
woven cloth. Order two or more: 
deep navy blue, 18" by IIV4" 
dresses onions; bright cherry red, 
14" by 2VA" for potatoes. $3.98 
ea. plus 50c postage. Maison 
Michel, HG10, Michel Building, 
Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

Marglo 
MARBLE  STAIN   REMOVER 

and POLISHING KIT 
Stains, rings—yes, even discolorations on ANY mar- 
ble surface can now be easily cleaned and repol- 
ished like new with MARGLO—the only complete 
ma-ble care kit! Contains a generous supply of 
marble stain remover, marble polishing powder, 
sturdy applicator and 2-year supply of MARGLO 
MARBLE SEALER WAX that gives protection and 
shining beauty to your marble. No C.O.D.'s, please. 

Complete Marglo $ C95 Marble Sealer      $ 095 
V Aline (postpaid) • Kit  (postpaid) 

MARGLO   CO. 
P.O. Box 114, Dept. HG-100, Niles. Illinois 60648 

FURS ... FLUFFY FURS 
SOFT, LUXURIOUS LONGHAIRED SHEEPSKIN ... 

WHAT COULD BE A BETTER FALL IDEA? 
ICELANDIC  SHEEPSKIN.   IDEAL  FOR  USE AS 
SCATTER RUG OR THROW c,, oq ppn 
7-8  SQ.   FT.  APPROX. *"T' rru" 
MATCH IT WITH THE ■'DARLING" OF PILLOWS 
—YOU'LL  REALLY  WANT C1 , Qc ppn 
TO CUDDLE IT! *"'"rru' 
ALSO FREEFORM AREA RUGS C1,0 or- ppn 
4'x 6'APPROX. >i«.«rru. 

ALL ABOVE AVAILABLE  IN  WHITE AND 
WHITE TIP-DYED WITH   BLACK. 

Sorry, No C.O.D.'s—Satisfaction Guaranteed 

THE   BEST   IDEA   CO. 
P.O. BOX 4275, SUNNYSIDE STA., NY 11104 

Enjoy buying choice-quality shoes by mail from our 

world-famous catalog showing the enormous variety 

of smart styles you'll find for every occasion. 

And our vast range of sizes insures you of 

perfect fit — or your money refunded! 

your feetJ 

*■ 
*' 

Shown: FLYIE 
Sizes 2Vi to 13, for widths AAAA to EE 

(D and EE to size 12) 

In grain calf with smooth calf trim: deep-beige 
with otter; bone with malt; navy with Wedgwood; 
teak brown; all-black; all-white. Zig-zag rubber 
sole, 1V4" wedge heel. Sizes Vh to 10 $19.95: 

Wh to 12 $20.95; 12'/J and 13 $21.95 

Add 75c first pair, 25c each additional 
pair for postage, please Phone 617-338-8019 

45 Winter Street (Dept. 6R } Boston. Mass. 02108 

vjin 

BEAUTY   IN   THE   BALANCE  ...  The 
luxury of an Italian villa is personified 
in this impressive scale in metal with 
antique gold finish. Exquisitely crafted 
with crystal trays hanging from golden 
chains, and bordered by shimmering 
prism drops. The rich Italian white 
marble base completes this elegant 
import. 20V2" high. $24.95 plus J1.50 
postage & handling. Sorry no C.O.D.'s. 

Morlyn, JHC. »*« 
350 So. County Rd. Palm Beach, Fla 33480 

mm® 

B 
"Cover Your Walls 

With . . . 

URLAP 
IWe'll Tell  You  HowU 

Also decor-perfect for draper- 
ies, curtains. Fine for apparel, 
accents,  arts,  crafts! 

50 COLOR  SWATCH'N PA  u 
FACT FOLDER      DU p 

ORDER  AT  ONCE! 

Just send color sample for 
matching from our 50 shades. 
Satisfaction   assured! 

36   widths 
51   widths 

69c yd. 
99c yd. 

N.  V.   residents add applicable tax. 

ERIE   PRODUCTS 
2410 Erie Blvd., E. (Dept. HG-10 

Syracuse, New York 13224 

JJirMtMrM^^ 

BLOW YOURSELF UP 
TO POSTER SIZE 

2x3!is3S0 
3 x4Ft.—S7.50 

li/2„2 Ft— S2.50 

Send any black and 
white or color photo, 
Polaroid print or maga- 
zine photo. A great gift 
idea ... a splendid 
gag . . . ideal room 
decoration . . . perfect 
for parties. Black-and- 
white poster rolled and mailed  In sturdy tube. 

Giant Photo    & 
Greeting Cards 

2 x 3 Ft.—$4.50 

1 x 11/2 Ft.—S3.50 

The best and most spectacu- 
lar way to say Happy Birth- 
day, Merry Christmas & 
Happy New Year, Happy An- 
niversary or I Love You. 
Your original photo greatly 
blown up, becomes part of 
a beautifully designed, personalized giant greeting 
card. 1 x IV2 ft. card mounted and easeled, 2 x 3 ft. 
card sent unmounted, in tube. Specify occasion de- 
sired.  Shipped first class mail. 

Your original returned undamaged. Add 50c for post- 
age and handling for EACH item ordered. Send check 
or M.0. No C.O.D. 

Phnfn Pntfpr Dept-HG_107' 21°E-23 St- muiu ruMci   Mew yor((( N. Y. 10010 

i 

Six German & six Austrian scenes of 

picturesque cities I villages by Jan 

Korthals, one of Europe's finest artists. 

The originals cost $150 apiece! So perfect 

are these reproductions, only an expert 

can   tell   the   difference.   We   guarantee 

your satisfaction. 
$4.95/set + 20c post, (specify country) 
Both sets $9.50 + 35c post. Each print 
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HERE 
ARE OUR 
OGTORER 

SPECIALS 

A, 
B 

Mm B 
Cheese 
Treasure 
Chest 

Glace Fruit 
Snack Tray 

Appetizing cheese and gourmet treats 
in authentic wooden treasure chest 
imported from Mexico. Perfect for a 
party ... a present... or great 
jewelry box. It's this Fall's find1 

Only S9.95. Delivered. 

Delicious fruit delights. Early American 
earthenware snack dish to please any 
guest. Bright and colorful, packed with 
fruit glace goodies... a fresh Giftique 
idea. Just S3.95. Delivered. 

Send for our colorful 
catalog of year 'round 
Giftique International 
gourmet ideas. 

State  

I NTERNATTONAL 
Dept. EG10, Box 66. Miami. Florida 33147 

As Seen In 
HOUSE & GARDENS 
New feature Column 

PLEASE 
TELL ME... 
Do you know where 
I can buy discontinued 
silver patterns? 
I recently inherited some silver and 
wonder if I might add to the set. I 
do not know the name of my pattern. 

Jean*s Silversmith's. Inc.. carries 
hundreds of old and discontinued 
American sterling patterns. 

Just send a snapshot or Zerox 
of the pattern you wish to add to. 
with a description of any identify 
ing marks. Jean's can identify pat- 
terns from tissue-paper rubbings. 

Largest Selection of New & 
Estate Silver in America. 

I rill IP   II it s silver you want 

JtflPI 0 SILVERSMITH'S INC. 
16 W. 45th St., N.Y. 36, N.Y. 

212 OX 7-0367 

■•%« 

WIDTHS 6A's to B~" 
SIZES 6 to 13* 

Fitting the Narrow Heel 

ORDER 
BY MAIL 

SHOPPING AROUND 

BIG TOP 
S28.00 

plus $1 pp. 
The new lower look boot 
for the midis. Knit-lined, 
inside zipper, mini-ripple 
sole. Black or Brown 
cape glove leather. 
Width S, size 6 to 
12, width N.M 
size 9Vi to 12. 

No extra charge for larger sizes 
N.Y. Residents, add proper Sales Tax 

*Send for FREE catalog HGIO 
10 Day Money Back Guarantee 

mooney ■> gilbert — 
31 West 57th St., New York, N. Y. 10019 

5th Floor — Sohmer Building 

MELODP-' 
FOSTF 

OLD TIME 
MELODRAMA POSTERS 

Reproductions of rare theatrical posters from 
The-Turn-Of-The-Century by exclusive arrange 
ment with the Museum of City of New York 
In size (smallest: 8»/2" x 19"—largest: 16" x 
22") suitable for framing, using heavy vellum 
paper and dramatic color. Perfect decoration 
for recreation room or den, and they're real 
memory joggers as gifts! 

Set of 6: S4.00  2 sets: S7.50 ppd. 
(Ohio residents add 4% sales tax.) 

CALLANAN  ENTERPRISES 
Dept. HGIO 

2827 126th Street,Toledo, Ohio 46311 

llfl 
TO 

PAINT YOUR OWN WALL MURAL! 
■! c beauty, creative satlsfai tion ol 

ins a lovely 5 to It ft. «i<lc mural dire 
your wall! New   "paint-by ■ - ethod is 

im rcdii.ly easy.  Take; 
\' charge   up   to   ?350;   wallpaper 

cost  $100  and more.  Our complete kits, :■ 
Many   exquisite   modern,   provincial,   oriental, 
etc  designs.  A  stui 
for .  .  . 

FREE! BRAND NEW COLOR CATALOG 
. . . over 25% New Designs! 

ng  new   36-page  full  color  catalog 
1   g choice of de 

color combina , y 'How to" details. 
ALSO FREE I OPT: "Romance of the Murals", 
(cncl. 10c for postage, hand:,: 

MURAL ART CENTER 
14713 Keswick 

Dept. HG5, Van Nuys, Cal. 91405 

DON'T GET STUCK 
A new miracle agent for stuck 
zippers! One drop of Zipper-Eze 
on stubborn zipper of dress, 
pants, boots, sleeping bag, even 
convertible top, a push or two 
back and forth, and it proceeds 
on its merry way. A non-stain 
lubricant, guaranteed to work. 
200-drop bottle, $1 ppd. Werley 
Chemical & Supply, Dept. P, 1505 
B'way, Cleveland, O. 44115. 

HELLO CENTRAL 
Unique replica of an old fash- 
ioned wall telephone conceals a 
1970 transistor radio. An amus- 
ing switch for young and old. 
Cabinet is hardwood finished in 
antique maple. Fittings are brass. 
Bells select stations, control vol- 
ume. 8" by 8" by 20" h. $29.95 
plus $1.50 postage. Graham's, 
Box 23000HG, Ft. Lauderdale, 
Fla. 33307. 

CHINA ROSES 
A rose is forever fresh when it's 
fine English bone china. Flowers, 
leaves, stems and vase—artistic 
arrangements in nature colors 
from iridescent reds to palest 
pinks. Three-rose cluster, $3.95 
ppd. Five-rose arrangement, 
$7.75; nine-rose arrangement, 
$12. Add $1 post. World Art 
Group, HGIO, 2 First St., E. Nor- 
walk, Conn. 06855. 

PRETTY AS A PICTURE 
Wow! Wallet-size color photo- 
graphs made from a favorite 
Polaroid print, color negative or 
slide. Super enclosure for holi- 
day cards or gifts. Twenty 2Y2" 
by 3V2" color prints for only $2 
plus 35c post. Your original is re- 
turned unharmed. Roy Photo 
Service. Dept. ED, GPO Box 6%44, 
New York, N. Y. 10001. 

on  heirloom of tomorrow . . . 

Collector's Ornament 
First of a new dated, yearly series! 1970 moti 
is "Going to Church**; V/2" circle is hand cut 0 
gleaming jeweler's brass, slim, unbreakable 
non-tarnish. Created for heirloom delight b 
West German artists ... to swing airily fron 
a holiday tree or wreath in delicate goldei 
beauty.  With   hanging   cord.   Order   now! 
No. 7352 S3.50, 2 for S6.85 ppd 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

**f   \ Please, your zip code is required. 

l/c 'Ou/rtS D 
EVANSTON. ILL. 60204 

DOG DROPPINGS GONE 
WITH "DOGGIE DOOLEY" 
All metal Doggie Dooley works like a miniature septic tank 
utilizing enzyme and bacteria action to automatically reduce 
dog waste to ground absorbing liquid. It's neat, fast, clean, 
sanitary, convenient, inconspicuous, odorless, insect free 
and ends annoying nuisance of stool burying or other dis- 
posal. Harmless to pets, lawns, shrubbery. To use simply 
install in ground; put in dog stools with shovel provided: 
occasionally sprinkle in enzymes and it works 24 hours a 
day year around to handle waste of 1 to 3 dogs. 14%" x 
ll'/i" with lid, shovel. 6 mo. supply of enzymes only $9.95 
ppd. Extra 6 mos enzymes $2.00 ppd. Add {1.00 west of 
Mississippi River. 

DOGGIE DOOLEY 
Manufacturei by Huron Products Co. 

Dept. HG10, P.O. Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811 
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iniA BAG 
Cork handbag is the thinking gal's 
bag. Use it for memos, to work 
out a design or fashion layout. 
Carry along a box of push-pins to 
add more. 6%" long by 4" wide 

by 4V2" deep, it is made like a 
file box with wooden top, casual 
rope handle, metal hasp. $9.25 
plus $1.25 post. Craig Evan 
Assoc, HG10, Box 471, Wood- 

side, N. Y. 11377. 

PLAY-AND-LEARN 

Educational toy appears in the 
form of a doll dressed up in 
clothes that unbutton, unzip, un- 
buckle, snap up, tuck in, untie. 
For a tot at an age to dress and 
undress himself, "Lil Buttons" 
is the present perfect. Hand 

washable, 16" tall. $6.95 plus 
75c post. Order from Creative 

House, HG10, 221 W. 9th St., 
Kansas City, Mo. 64105. 

BAKE A TREE 
Set of three graduated pans and 
a pedestal stand are ready for 
baking a Christmas tree cake. 

The three pans turn out a cake 
that serves nine generously. Set 
includes recipes for all-occasion 
cakes and icings. Aluminum, 3" 
to 6" dia. $1.25 ppd. Artisan Gal- 
leries, HG10, 2100 No. Haskell 
Ave., Dallas. Tex. 75204. 

POPPY  PILLOW .   .. 

Big, beautiful poppies bloom in 
bright shades of yellow and 
orange and green and white as 
needlepoint is worked in Persian 
wools. Kit for 14" square pillow 
includes hand-painted design on 
canvas, four colors of wool, need- 
le, instructions. $45 ppd. Color 
catalogue, $2. Haystack Ltd., 
HG10. 240 So. Beverly Dr., Bev- 
erly Hills, Cal. 90212. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

I'll w 

V 

s> 

5<^^w IMPORTED 

FROM 

Wonderful, washable, r 
BATISTE. Embroidered 
72" wide cafes 24" long 

30" 
36" 
45" 

Valance   72  x   12" 
Color: white. Swatch 35c. 
A lovely 52 page curtain catalog 65c. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

M/</< </«,</<'> v 
Dept. 200 

597   Farmington   Avenue 
Hartford,   Ct.   06105 

iron,  polyester 
with    applique 
$12.50 pair 

13.50 
14.50 
16.50 

6.95 each 

.4       ^ I 
V «•       --K:, 

4 
4.V4 ** 

THE CONSTELLATIONS 
Beasts, birds, fish, insects, the whole fabled 

menagerie with which the ancient mariners tilled 

the heavens are here in fascinating detail along 

with the earths orbit for every month of the year. 

Six decorative antique navigational charts are 

reproduced from originals of 1865 from the col- 

lection of Robert Barker. On heavy textured 

stock, 14x16V2, ready to frame. Unusual, educa- 

tional, authentic. Order now for yourself; for gifts. 

Complete set of six, post paid Sg50 

BOREALIS PRODUCTIONS 

Montclair Station, Box 13211, Oakland. Ca. 94611 

HOMESPUN IIOI Si;—CUSTOM DRAPERIES 
W II HOI T SEAMS! 

Woven 10 ft. \\ ide to 
"upend" —only $3.98 yd! 

Decorators "up end" one piece to di 
widest window floor-to-ceiling - no scar' 
or show. Airy open weaves. Sturdy | 
cottons that launder, fluff dry, never ironed. 
Smart, too, for slipcovers, bedspreads, table- 
cloths. Natural, white or color-mate he! 
yard   and   up    Just   arrived 100%   imported 
polyester (voile or batiste), 118" wide, 19 dec- 
orator colors, 55.98 & 56 25 yd. 

New "Kan Pleating" 
Where space is a problem! Unlike anything you've 
ever seen, stacks luxurious 2Vi fullness into less 
than half the rod space required for our pinch 
pleating. Compare and choose the one best for you1 

Pinch Pleating 
Your choice of yardape, doit yourself, pleating 
materials—or complete, made to measure draperies 
(handsomer at low, low cost because they're seam 
less!). Factory direct prices Money-back guarantee. 
For brochure & swatches, send 25c (or $1.00 for 
all  3 catalogs w 86 swatches). 

Visit our NEW Showrooms in 
San Diego, Calif. & Northfield, III. 

HOMESPUN HOUSE 
Our 17th Year 

9026 Lindblade Street 
Culver City, Calif. 90230 

ANKH. SYMBOL OF LIFE 

About 2000 B.C , during the 
11th Dynasty, Egyptian art, 
which had been deteriorating 
for some time due to civil 
strife, reappeared in all its 
splendor in a n naissance 
that lasted for over 1200 
years Polytheistic Egyptians 
worshipped many deities, 
among them the sun's disc 
Aten. Uniquely, Aten was 
not depicted in either human 
or animal form. Rather it 
was pictured as a solar disc, 
whose rays terminated in the 
form of human hands, holding 
out the ANKH, ancient sym- 
bol of life, thus symbolizing 
the sun's gift of life to 
the world. 

Now you can own an ac- 
curate reproduction of the 
ANKH, crafted in the unique 
style of these ancient arti- 
sans, in exquisitely textured 
SOLID 18 KARAT YELLOW 
GOLD, two millimeters thick, 
2 inches long exclusive of chain 
and   both   connecting   links. 

As shown with 0.07 ct. full cut diamond 
and 20" gold chain $66.50 

without chain   61.50 

Without diamond (plain or to take 
up to 0.15 ct. diamond)    46.50 

without chain   41.50 
Price  includes postage and handling 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
Send check or money order to: 

TOREUTIC   ARTS 
1530 No-  Federal  Hway      Suite 2F 

Pompano Beach.   Fla.   33062 
Florida residents add   ; ',   State tax 

YOU NEVER HAD HELPERS LIKE THESE! 

DUMBO 

NNIE 

PLUTO 

s Wall Disney Prod. 
Mickey, Minnie. Pluto and Dumbo ... to bag 
a  shoe,  tote the   laundry,   store  pajamas and 
even   collect   autographs.   Favorite   friends   to 
I'ghten a youngster's tasks. 
MICKEY  MOUSE 

Shoe Bag $6.00 
Autograph Pal   $5.00 

MINNIE  MOUSE 
Autograph Pal   $5.00 

PLUTO 
Shoe Bag $6.00 
Autograph Pal   $5.00 

D'JMBO 
Shoe Bag $7.00 
Autograph Pal   $5.00 

\<l'i .',0r  postage  tor each 
agt -   Checks 

Pajama Bag 
Laundry Bag 

$5.00 
$6.00 

Pajama Bag     $5.00 

Pajama Bag 
Laundry Bag 

$5.00 
$6.00 

Pajama Bag      $5.50 

JAY-CEE ENTERPRISES Dept G-IOO 
Brcckmejer  Dr Massapequa,  New York  11758 

D00R-H0ME INTERCOM 

NEXT  TIME  YOUR  DOORBELL 
RINGS,  ANSWER  IT  FROM  ANY 

ROOM   IN  YOUR  HOME! 

This self-contained versatile intercom set 
serves as your doorman 24 hrs. a day! 

Crystal clear reception, so sensitive that it 
picks up sound from yards away. Operates for 
months on one 9v battery. Jack plugs on wire 
cable enables unit to plug into each other, no 
complicated wiring. Installs in minutes! 

Use as door answering device: room to room 
intercom for home, office or factory; as a 
babysitter to monitor child's room. For burg- 
lary protection leave unit on at night. 

Complete with 66 ft. wire and battery 

TP-502B S14.95 

FRANKLIN   HOUSE 
P. O. Bo« 282, Somerset, N. J. 08873 

Here's the Coffee-lover's delight 

ALADDIN SERVER 
Keeps Coffee Hot for 8 full hours 
Have you ever wondered why your second cup 
just didn't taste as good as the first? Reheating 
coffee burns it and makes it taste bitter. The 
Aladdin Server keeps 
coffee piping hot—re- 
taining all the rich 
aromatic flavor for 8 
hours—without reheat- 
ing—and the last cup 
tastes as good, stays a? 
fresh as if you had just 
made it. Yes. now you 
can serve the coffee you 
made in the morning 
all day long. Sounds 
like Magic? Well, the 
Aladdin houses 2 genii 
—a seamless g I a si 
thermos filter and a 
uniquely designed, in- 
sulated "float closure." 
The beverage stays hot 
because you never re- 
move the lid to pour. 
Handsome slim design 
holds a full quart of 
either hot or cold bev- 
erages at their original 
temperature. Attractive 
2-tone Beige goes with 
any color scheme. 

ALADDIN   SERVER 

S6.95 postpaid 
2 for$12.95 

Mai I orders filled promptly. Money back guarantee. 

^ 

>£39§ m 
K) 

COLONIAL 
GARDEN m& 

270 W. Merrick Rd.. Dept. HG-10 
Valley Stream. NY. 11582 
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"PERSONALIZED 
MONOGRAMMED PIN" 

Triple initial monogrammed pin in gleaming 
24K gold plated. Adds a personal fashion touch 
to your dress, scart, or handbag. Order one for 
yourself. Send us your three (3) initials tor 
each pin. and we will custom make your orders. 
All initials except Q, X, Y or Z. 

One pin $ 6.00 ppd 
Two pins 11.50 ppd 
Three pins 16.50 ppd 

CRAIG EVAN ASSOCIATES 
P. O. Box 471, Dept. HG10 
Woodside. New York 11377 

IMPORT FROM DENMARK 
A glass top table for any room, and pur- 
pose. 20" x 20" x 15" high with an easy 
to assemble base in Teak or Rosewood. 

Shipped prepaid, insured 
Allow 4-6 weeks. 

Teak #49.50    2 or more #47 each 
Rosewood  #65.50     2 or more #63 each 

Send check or money order to: 

Copenhagen Imports, Inc. 
Box 363, Moorestown, New Jersey 08057 

Early American Stencil Kit 
Beautifies Your Furniture 

EASY TO DO AND INEXPENSIVE 
Cut hundreds of dollars from your 

decorating budget 
Famous Bishop & Lord Kits dramatically re- 
vive the Authentic Early American Craft of 
stenciling. Now you can transform any piece 
of furniture to suit your own individuality 
and taste. You can decorate chairs, cup- 
boards, chests in traditional colorful motifs 
by just following simple instructions. No 
special skills are required and results are 
immediate. Stenciling combines economy 
with fun and creativity in a quick and inex- 
pensive way. Kit contains 5 stencil designs, 
6 paints, brush, plus all necessary materials. 

Kit No. EA-2 only $6.95. Please add 75c postage 
Sorry, no C.0.0. • Full refund it not delighted 

AMERICAN DECORATIVE ARTS INC. 
Box 117*1. Dorset, Vermont 05251 

PROVINCIAL 
SWITCHPLATES 

Switch  to  beauty  in your home  with  little cost 
with our golden brass-plated switchplates.  Non- 
tarnish finish,  screws included. Also  in antique 
white. 
SINGLE—3" X 5"   SI .00 each 

3 FOR S2.95 
DOUBLE—4'/2" x 5"  SI.50 each 

3 FOR S3.95 
TWIN OUTLET—3" x 5"     SI.50 each 
TRIPLE—6" x 5" S2.95 each 
COMBINATION—5" x 5" SI.95 each 
DOOR  KNOB w/spindle & rosette     SI .95 each 

PLUS 45c POSTAGE &  HANDLING 
Pa. Res. Add r,', Sales Tax. Sorry St, ecu's 

THE ADDED TOUCH 
12-H Water St., Bryn Mawr.  Po.  19010 

Make The  Most Beautiful 
Candles You've Ever Seen! 

SECRETS  OF 
CANDLE 
DIPPING 
$1.50 

ppd. 

New Book Revives 
Fascinating Lost Art 

Make your own unusu- 
al, beautiful candles 
for holidays, special 
occasions, gifts! Excit- 
ing new book tells how 
with new, easy tech- 
niques to dip multi- 
colored, striped, flat, textured, spiral 
and "Christmas Candy" candles, all 
sizes. Fully illustrated. Step by step de- 
scription of new methods, including 
colors, equipment, material, found no- 
where else. Order your copy today. 
Money back if not delighted. Free 
catalog with each book. 

Village Candle Store 
Dept. H-10 

P.  0.  Box 486 Marshfield. Wis. 54449 

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN 
Lock out disturbing noise that robs you of 
refreshing sleep . . . even snoring! Ear-Drum 
Silencers designed by a sound engineer. 
Medically accepted. Soft, pliable, with 
easy-to-grasp safety flange. 

EAR-DRUM SILENCERS 
SI.49 + 15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5°0 sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-IOO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

SHOPPING AROUND 
MAGIC EYE 
Screw magic eye into any stan- 
dard outdoor socket and it turns 
on light at dusk and off at day- 
break. It is weather-resistant and 
guaranteed. Great protection for 
winter vacationers, late home- 
comers, those who live alone. A 
lighted porch helps prevent bur- 
glary. $5.98; two, $11.85. Ppd. 
Collier's, GE107, Box 585, Skokie, 
111.60076. 

NEEDLEPOINT ARTISTRY 
Exquisite petit point "paintings" 
done by craftswomen in Austria, 
framed in gold and ready to hang 
in a special niche or as accents 
on a picture wall. The roses are 
soft reds on a black background. 
Using easei attachment, they 
stand on desk, table or shelf. 
4VA" sq. $5.98 a pair plus 25c 
post. Shenandoah House, Dept. 
G, Dayton, Va. 22821. 

USA TRAVEL RIGHT 
Navy denim duffel bag. sports a 
flag in all its red. white and blue 
glory. Roomy enough to hold 
books, sports clothes, packages 
or a family picnic. Shiny grom- 
mets and handy rope for carry- 
ing. 17" h. Priced right, too, at 
$1.98 plus 25c postage. Lillian 
Vernon, Dept. G01, 560 So. Third 
Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

TINKLING TONES 
Soothing way to start the day! 
Pre-set miniature grandfather 
clock at bedtime, wake to melo- 
dious alarm. Made in German 
Black Forest with floral-decorated 
ivory poly case, antique gold out- 
line on Roman numerals, lumi- 
nous dial, Swiss movement. 5" 
tall. $14.99 plus $1 post. Breck's 
of Boston, W75 Breck Bldg., Bos- 
ton, Mass. 02210. * 

FASCINATING DESIGNS 
Choice of sterling silver or solid copper in 
either bracelet. Non-tarnish finish. 

a    3> Specify A or B in copper $2.75 or in sterli 
silver $12.90 each ppd. 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Send for free catalogs 

Discovery House 
P.O.  Box  11561,  Albuquerque,   N.M.  87112 

THE MAGIC OF HAINES 
Hand-Carved Sculptured Art  Work 

Remember the Haines Marionettes, which are soc 
to be on permanent display at the Smithsonian I: 
stitute. Thetr creator Frank Haines is the artist i 
this unique offer. Working from your personal ph< 
tographs. Mr. Haines captures his subjects personal 
tv in Hand-Carved Sculptured bas-relief portrait 
This treasured addition to your home is incorporate 
on a circular plaque, 9" in diameter with a wire loc 
suitable for hanging. Surprise a loved one with th 
once in a lifetime offer. 

Available in white $150, or a choice of decorator 
wedgewood color backgrounds (light blue; lilac; green; 
yellow; terracotta) $175 

THE HAINES 
106 Montgomery Avenue, Erdenheim, Philadelphia, Pa. 191' 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

CLOSET GOLD 
A touch of Midas to tone up any 
closet or coat rack. Gold plated 
%" wrought aluminum hangers 
for visiting minks, Dad's favorite 
sports jacket or Mom's stunning 
micli lengths. Plate lasts and 
lasts. Single hanger, $1.25; set 
of six hangers, $6.95. Ppd. Order 
from Johnny Appleseed's, Box 
700, Beverly, Mass. 01915. 

REFRESHERS 
China drinking horns ready to fill 
with foaming draughts of that 
golden thirst-quenching brew— 
Tuborg Danish beer. Horns are 
fashioned with a stand to set on 
a table or show-off shelf for dis- 
play. Bone white or Copenhagen 
blue. $5 ppd. for two (one color 
per set). Viking China Co., HG10, 
Box 626,  Elmira,  N. Y.   14902. 

PAPOOSE POSE 
Go-girls cheer the hip seat for 
babies between four and eigh- 
teen months. Sling adjusts admi- 
rably to Mommy's size, then folds 
up to fit her pocket or handbag, 
be it ever so small. Carrier's 
made of extra strength one hun- 
dred percent cotton twill in dark 
blue. $2.98; two for $5.75. Ppd. 
Clymer's of Bucks County, HG10, 
Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

LITTLE LOVE .   .. 
Loveseat isn't so little, at that— 
62" long, 22" deep; seat is 18" 
from the floor. Frame, native 
hardwood; cushions are latex 
foam and dacron-filled. Fully 
lined skirt. $219 each; $430 
pair. Exp. coll. Shipping wt. 125 
lbs. Send $1 for furniture cata- 
logue, fabric samples. Hunt Gal- 
leries, Inc., HG10, 2920 No. 
Center St., Hickory, N. C. 28601. 

O 

*■:' 

THE FAMILY TREE BOOK 
"The Record of My Ancestry** 

BAILEY'S PHOTO RECORD WITH 
THE FAMOUS CUT-OUT WINDOWS 

I tic expert's way of. preserving your famil} records. 
Endorsed bj leading genealogists everywhere. Your 
famil} hifttorj' is seen at a glance through the windows 
of I III-: RECORD (H MY ANCESTRY. For be- 
ginners  or  experts- -compact,  complete, easj   to  use. 
Full instructions with each 1 k. In use over SIXTY 
YEARS now in it- SIXTH EDITION, enlarged 
.n"l improved. The lifetime Christmas gift. Write for 
FREE illustrated brochure. 

FREDERIC  S.  BAILEY,  Publisher 
Dcpt. <;\.22. Box   I.".. Chestnut Hill. Mass. (12167 

ORDER   NOW!  120  pages   10 x   11 
i: i   in   beautiful 

FABRIKOIO    Binding $20.00 
CLOTH   Binding SI 5.00 
GENUINE   LEATHER $30.00 

Postpaid.   C.O.D.'s  accepted. 

WINE/BRANDY SERVER 
Cool nights and warm friends 

make this baroque wine or 

brandy server a must for the 

gracious Hostess. This ele- 

gant 11" high tarnish-resist- 

ant silverplate server comes 

complete with six 6 ounce 

cut glass snifters. A beautiful 

accessory for your home or 

office. Just right for holiday 

entertaining or as a distinc- 

tive gift. Only $29.95 post- 

paid. Money back guaran- 

tee 

Mail check or money order to 

BEEVINWOOD ■>*,.« 
R.R. 2, ARCANUM, OHIO 45304 

ALLOW  FOUR   WEEKS  FOR  DELIVERY 

YOUR BEST BUY $4995 

» »   .   «.    -i rt-rrt Reg. Price 
Expires Oct. 31.1970 $'9_?5 

• Mod. B50F electric fountain. Highly decorative for 
home and business. 20" shatterproof fluorescent green 
plexiglass bowl. Rotates six different colors auto- 
matically with impressive color projection. Supplied 
with four interchangeable nozzles. Just add water and 
plug in. Water recirculates. Portable. No splash. 
Quiet. Shipped postpaid and insured from overseas 
for LOW PRICE comparable to $75-$80 retail value. 
Delivery 6-8 weeks. By air—4 weeks—add S20. You 
pay mailman nominal customs duty. 
• Mod. M35L illuminated $19.95 ppd. & ins. from 
overseas. 14" fluorescent green bowl with one ring, 
as pictured above, adjustable water display. By air 
add S'0. Send check M.0. Ten day money back guar- 
antee.  Six  month factory guarantee and we service 
them     Positively   satisfaction   guaranteed     hid  
fountain   catalog   $1.   Prices  up   to   20»o  off. 

ALDOCRAFT CO. oept. HG-IO 

210 Fifth Ave.. New York 10010 

SPOTTED CARPETS? Have Baseboard to Baseboard Clean 

Carpets   Every   Day.   Restores   Many   You   Think   Are   Hopeless! 

ARGOSHEEN CARPET CLEANER dissolves the heaviest stains gently while the ARG0 
Rug Mop blots up the soil and deepest stains. A mere sweeping motion will clean the 
remainder of most carpets. 
Guaranteed harmless no matter how you use it. Guaranteed to delight you when used 
as we suggest. The life of your carpet can be multiplied by actually removing soil instead 
of scrubbing it into the base of the carpet. You'll also like ARGOSHEEN for cleaning up- 
holstery (including the new suede) and vinyl. 
Write for information including tests which allow you to prove to yourself that cleaners 
cannot mix with the soil and dry to a powder which can be vacuumed away; how to prove 
whether a cleaner is safe before using it; and how to avoid rapid resoiling. Also included 
are special instructions for cleaning some of the new carpets with severe soil-release 
problems. 
ARGOSHEEN and this method have been used by 17 airlines and by leading hotels, res- 
taurants and hospitals up to 17 years. 
Two quarts of ARGOSHEEN with its all-purpose spotters will clean more carpets than a 
gallon of any other known carpet cleaner. For guaranteed to please prepaird shipment send 
check with order Gallon ARGOSHEEN S7.98, Quart S3.00, 20-oz. Aerosol S3.SO, ARGO 
Rug Mop (with free tub) S4.50—or Special 2 Quarts, Mop & Tub $10.00. Dept. HG-10. 
ARGO   &   COMPANY.   INC..   P.O.   Drawer  2747,   182  Ezell,  Spartanburg,  S.   C.   29302 

New Trim Black & White 

complete with envelopes 
Only 25 to a customer at this 
price. Additional cards 50 
each. Send negative. Add 75( 
if photo is sent. Beautiful De- 
Luxe Heavyweight Jumbo 
cards. Size VA x 5. 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money ba; 

PHILIPS FOTO CO. 

Christmas Cards 
New Trim Color 

25,?350 
Add 50* Postage A Handling 
complete with envelopes 

Only 25 to a customer at this 
price. Additional cards 16C 
each. Made from your favor- 
ite square color negative. 
From slide add 50C From 
color photo add $1.50. Sam- 
ple card 25«. Size 3! 2x5. 

,. Ha C.O.D.'s. Sead check, cash, M.0. 

C 
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A GAL'S BEST FRIEND 
Sculptured nylon  n 
pri itecti 
onto bra or slip st rap*   11 
or other valuables.   Pla ti 

Hide It  SI.98   -     15c Moiling Each 

Calif, residents add .V \ -ah-s tax. 
Satisfaction gttaran teed. 

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-IOO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

DEPT HGoELMSFORD.N.Y. 10523 

FREE SAMPLE, if you're interested in 

ANTIQUES 
Fascinating new newspaper devoted to Antiques 
is chock-full of  interesting  items for collectors 

Al last, America has U> own uprightly, wide 
awake newspaper devoted to Antiques. Edited 
with skill and knowledge. This in- 3 
newspaper i-- full ol uood readin; 
interested by the hour! Oversized, clear picture: 
. . . with color features. Authoritative article? 
by   experts.   Collectors   intert'sted   in   fun 

glass,   [Tin! -.   -11\ er    etc    .  .   .   write  us: 
"Your newspaper i -- the best  thin 
Also,   up-to-the-iniinne   new     about   shov 
hiblts,  forums,  hi rtorh     iti   .   I'lu-   a delightful 
classified section,  where  the bargain 

X'i>r   we   want   von   to   tnjoy   iintiqm   M 
without   riskim H ■   I 
current    big "    paid,   FREE.    So 
further  obligation    Fill   in  coupon   ■ ■■•    get   set 
f"t lots of reading enjoyment. 

FREE   SAMPLE   OFFER: 

Antique Monthly. Dwr. 2. Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401 
( ) Send me free sample copy, your issue No. 
G-100. ( ) Send me full 12-months' subscrip- 
tion at special reduced price of 53.99. Bill me 
later. (Your money refunded after 30-day trial, 
if not pleased) 

Name        

Address             

Zip 
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Fastest, Easiest Way to 
RAISE 50 TO 

$5000 OR MORE! 

Need Band Uniforms'' "Enclosed is our check 
for $10,451 . . . "writes high sclioolers from a 
medium-sized town. They made a recent Bowl 
Game trip in style! CASE UISTOR Y NO. 309. 
"We made $1,806. 76 ... for camp scholar 
ships! Initial order gone in two days. Repeat 
sales fantastic. "CASE HISTORY NO. 7003. 

>L"V- 

proven f 
way to 

finance 
your club 
projects | 

Fastest, Easiest Way to 
RAISE 50 TO 

5000 OR MORE! 
If you belong to an established club 
or organization that needs money to 
finance activities, here's the answer: 
raise $50, $100, $1000 or more this 
easy way. 

Our "old-fashioned" Kathryn Beich 
Candies have been used by thou- 
sands of schools, churches, clubs and 
other organizations to sup- 
port projects. Choose from 
13 different candies. Send I 
coupon now for this FREE 
catalog and planning guide. 

kjxt&/u^n) SeJudh Gondii^ 
Dept. 40P6   Bloomington, III. 61701 
□ Our group is interested. Send full details.  I 

Organization. 

Send to  

Address  

City  

Phone  

.St.. 

.Zip. 

World's Masterpieces in Replica 

PRE-HOLIDAY SALE 

at this special price 

Famous sculpture for your 
own home or as a gift of 
distinction 

(     ) F807—DAVID by 
Michelangelo. Original 
in Florence. Antiqued 
bronze finish. Height 
14". Reg. $13.95. 

THIS   MONTH   ONLY 

$6 .97 

10-Day money-hack guarantee 
■■< k or St.O. or chars 

your Diner;' i lull or Ameri- 
can Exp. am. 

.       c«EE catalog Send lo'F"*; oHi-r. 
lplc& code no) 

WYNN'S 
FINE   ARTS   STUDIOS 
Dept.    L-100,    Lawrence 
Road, Kings Park, N. Y. 

11754 

SHOPPING AROUND 

ANTIQUE SLIDE 
STICKPIN   BRACELET 

Exquisite jeweled bracelet in an 
antique' gold look setting. Repro- 
ductions of 14 stickpins with a 
variet) of replica gems—garnet. 
amethyst, diamond, coral, emer- 
ald, pearl, turquoise, lapis lazuli. 
Antique bracelet, postpaid. 

Style IOOB    $5.98 
Send 25c for new Antique Jewelry Catalog. 

BONNIE-SUE GIFTS 
Dept. HG-100, PO Box 253, Oceanside, N.Y.I 5572 

OLD SILVERPLATE 
Discontinued silverplate pat- 
terns do not stop THE SILVER 
CHEST! This unique service 
specializes in matching, locat- 
ing, repairing and restoring 
discontinued patterns of silver- 
plate flatware. Send the name 
of your pattern or if unknown 
a tissue rubhing to help identi- 
fy the design. Want lists main- 
tained. THE SILVER CHEST, 
Box 20072, Denver, Colo. 80220. 

A Battle Creek Bisolar? sunlamp will keep 
the whole family tanned and healthy-look- 
ing. Best sunlamp made for home use: has 
3 bulbs (2 for tanning, 1 for heat). Tans your 
entire body at once. Ten-day home trial 
available. Write for free information. 

M BATTLE CREEK Equipment Co. 
307 W. Jackson St, Battle Creek. Michigan 49016 

. BATTLE CREEK Equipment Co. 
I Dept. 499    307 W. Jackson St. 
1 Battle Creek, Michigan 49016 
I Send free information on Bisolar sunlamp. 

I Name  

L City_ -ZIP- 

SCROLLED ESPAGNOL 
From Spain a black wrought iror 
rack in scrolled design shows of. 
cooking tools, pot holders. In the 
bath, it takes mini guest towels 
9V2" by 6" rack with five hooks, 
$5.95 plus $1 post. Three fringed 
potholders in red, olive, mustard, 
turquoise, orange or black, $2.25 
ppd. Henry R. Smith Studios,' 
Dept. HG100, 39 Crestline Rd., 
Wayne, Pa. 19087. 

STACKS OF STAMPS 
Collection of 30 different genuine 
postage stamps color-crafted in 
gold or silver from Pitcairn, Cay- 
man and Cook Islands! Unique 
designs of priceless paintings, 
3000-year-old Queen, stamp on 
stamp, wild animals, scarce 
round Tonga silver coin stamp. 
Special introductory offer, only 
10c. Write H. E. Harris, Dept. 
D407, Boston, Mass. 02117. 

GRAND EXIT FOR PETS 
Quality-built for long- service, 
two-way pet door automatically 
closes by patented magnetic de- 
vice. Looks good, too! Has nylon 
lock with weathertight, either 
side lock-up. Easy installation 
with furnished kit. 11" by 13", 
13" by 15%" overall. $16.95 
ppd. Plaza Enterprises, P.O. Box 
411-H-10, LaCygne, Kans. 66040. 

SPARKLING GRACE 
Elegant ring design is an ara- 
besque of Strongite stones set in 
14k white gold. The brilliant dia- 
mond-like stones neither scratch 
or chip and their beauty endures 
through the years. 12 Strongite 
stone design, $54 ppd. Free cata- 
logue of men's and women's 
jewelry. Strongite Co., HG10, 2 
W. 47 St., New York, N. Y. 
10036. ' 

NEW! touw Clock 
A Bright New Idea in home decorating! 

This truly unique walnut toned, cordless electric clock is 
the perfect addition to any home in which it is displayed. 
Each and every mechanism is engineered to perfection at 
the Citation factory and is guaranteed for 12 months! 
This Corner Clock will give you many years of accurate 
and timely service and add distinction to any home. 

21,x8i/2"x4V2" deep $29.95   ppd 
III. Res. add 5% tax-sorry, no C.O.D.s 

CITATION   CLOCK  COMPANY 
131 South Northwest Highway 

Park Ridge, Illinois 60068 

xotoH. WALLET PHOTOS I 
20 FOR ONLY $2.00 0*36 IUCK I WHITE $1.00 

Our new equipment gives you amazingly beautiful TWENTY 
V,2"iV,2" Wallet Photos <n vivid COLOR ... from your Polaroid 
color print, color photo (5" x 7" or smaller), negative or slide. 
A swell gift, or exchange with friends, classmates or relatives. 
ONLY S2. ($6. Value), or 36 Black & White Wallet Photos, 
Only S1. Send negative or photo. Your original returned un- 
harmed. FULLY GUARANTEED! 

Add 35( per order for postage & handling. 

ROXANNE STUDIOS,Box1012,LonglslandCity,N.Y.11101 Dept.C-11 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

HUMMINGBIRD PILLOW 
Enchanting tiny hummingbird is 
perched on a twig ready to sip 
his fill. Embroidery kit includes 
natural linen 12" by 12", yarns 
in greens, yellow, white and red; 
green cording; zipper. The de- 
sign is planned for beginners to 
work up in jig time. $2.95 plus 
35c post. The Stitchery, HG10, 
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181. 

WELL-PRICED ART 
A remarkably varied selection of 
large original oil paintings signed 
by the artist offers bound-to- 
please subjects from landscapes 
and seascapes to colorful floral 
and fruit arrangements. Canvas 
mounted on wood stretcher 
frame. A generous 16" by 20" 
size. $5.95 plus 75c post. Order 
from World Art, HG10, Westport, 
Conn. 06855. 

FOREVER PRESERVED 
Three-dimensional wall plaque of 
antique finished walnut wood 
holds irreplaceable wedding in- 
vitations, birth announcements, 
diplomas, special awards with 
original document permanently 
bonded. Wall hanger on back. Up 
to 9" by 12" size. $5.95 plus 45c 
post. Nel-King, Dept. HG-JOWP, 
811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 
64105. 

TWENTY PENNY NAIL 
Sterling silver beauty 4" long. At 
the turn of the century, nails of 
this size were actually sold 20 for 
a penny! Silver replica makes a 
dandy stirrer for drinks, pick for 
olives or shrimp—even a hook to 
hang a hat on. $8.50 ppd. Gift 
boxed for the guy or gal who has 
everything. Windfall, HG10, Main 
St., Sharon Springs, N. Y. 13459. 

SUPER-GRIPDOUBLEFACE 
tflNYL.CARPET&POOLTAPE 
A) Double face vinyl tape that 
holds heavy pictures, tools and 
mirrors to any surface: metal, 
tile, wood or plaster. 75"x1" Roll. 
B) Carpet tape—tacks unnecessary. 
Be your own carpet installer. Holds 
all types of indoor and outdoor 
csrpets — even cushion-back lin- 
oleum and tiles. Jumbo 1'/»"x42'. 
$2.25  ea.   Three   for   $6.00 
C) Underwater Pool tape repairs 
plastic pool liners or any inflatable 
plastic. Self stick — no peel. 
6   -   3"x7"   Patches,   $2.25 

Dee-Bar Corp.   P.O. Box 794 
Clark, N.J., 07066 

'CTOBER,  1970 

imported from Spain 
hand crafted  •  hand embossed 

Leather Bottles 
To the manor born . . . hand crafted, hand em- 
bossed leather bottles to serve with splendor! 
Rich, distinguished accessories that make any 
gathering an elegant occasion! All have a 1 pint 
glass bottle inside, come in Deep Red, Forest 
Green, Burnished Gold. Impressive, unusual 
gifts! 
A. "Cortez",8'i"high C."Antique Map",8' ;"higti 
B."Don Quixote",9"high D."Don Marco",lu"high 

81 «>.50each, plus 75c l«r postage 
-1—        & handling 

"Don Marco" has a Matching Tray and 6 Cut 
Crystal, leather covered glasses. $12.50 

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s 

Granada Imports, Inc. 
Dept. G 100 

485 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016 

TEAK 

NEST 

$33  ppd. 

(In Mel., D.C and Va. 
add sale    fa* 

Suporb value. Fine Danish workmanship in Bangkok teak. Richly grained 
veneered top, solid wood edged. Handrubbed oil finish. Corner braced in 
metal.    23'.i x 15'.i x 20"H.    Shipped   K.D.   for  easy  assembly. 

SCAN . . . largest retailer ol Scandinavian furnishings in the U.S. . . . empha- 
sizes fine design and quality at low direct-import prices. There are five 
beautiful stores in metropolitan Washington, others in Baltimore, Md. and 
Newport  News, Va.    II  these  are  not  on  your  itinerary, send 50c  lor  catalog. 
You'll he pleased. 

SCAN 
Box HG, 11310 Frederick Avenue, Beltsville,  Md. 20705 

contemporary 
furniture 

Compares to others for $139 or more 

House of Renaissance 
8426 Melrose Avenue HG-10 

Los Angeles. Calif. 90069 

Swan 
SOLID BRASS FAUCETS 

For Bath and Powder Room 
Reflecting the golden elegance of a 
Queen's bath . . . custom designed and 
exquisitely detailed. Matching tub and 
shower sets available; also accessories 

from $1.95: coat hooks, soap dishes, towel bars 
and   rings,   and   etc.   Faucet   sets   in   24   kt.   gold   plate. 
Verde green, pewter, old iron, satin chrome, etc., add $15. 
All sets inct. basic plumbing. 
Write for free brochure. 

ORDER NOW! BRASS SWAN SET. $79.95 ppd. 
DOLPHIN XlOO BRASS SET $69.95 ppd. 
MELON X5QO BRASS SET S49.95 ppd. 

NO W! Improved and Patented rj& 

RUPTURE-EASER 
(A PIPER BRACE PRODUCT) 

NO LACES-INSTANT ^ 
PULL-STRAP ADJUSTMENTM 

MAKES LIFE 
WORTH LIVING 

Right or left 

No Fitting 
Required 

Enjoy    new   freedom    to    run. 
swim, dance. Work, play, sleep, 

CC   Ql% even  bathe wearing your 
^3 RUPTURE-EASER.    Soft,    flat 

groin pad holds reducible in- 
guinal rupture without steel or 
leather bands' No laces. Snaps 
in front. Comfort back flap. Ad- 
justable leg strap. For men, 
women, children. Give measure- 
ment around lowest part of ab- 
domen, state right, left side or 
double. Delay may be dangerous! 
Order today! Enclose 45c post- 
age and handling. 

Millions ol Grateful Users! 

PIPER BRACE COMPANY 
811 Wyandotte      Dept. HG-J0      Kansas City, Mo. 64105 

DOUBLE $ti.95 

EASY  PUSH 
SNOW  SHOVEL 

Walk and Push it with one hand or use 
it as a light weight conventional alumi- 
num snow shovel. With its new extra 
long (1") Angled Glide wearstrip, 
you can control digging in or binding 
. . . effective on snow covered gravel, 
sod, or paved surfaces. Save shoveling 
time and money. $6.49 ea. ppd. Send 
payment with order to: 

SNOW GLIDER oept.HGio 
Box 566. Willoughby. Ohio 44094 

PERSONALIZED RED & GREEN XMAS LABELS $1.50 
Your Gifts, packages and cards are 
brighter and more personal, with these 
beautiful RED & GREEN XMAS Labels! 
You get 300 labels with Christmas Tree 
and words "Season's Greetings" printed 
in green, your name and address (limit 3 
lines) printed in Xmas red on finest super 
glossy gummed paper. Your copy up to 3 
lines of type as illustrated. 

300 for $1.50—500 for S2.00 all same 
copy on each order. Calif, res. 5% tax. 

HANDY LABELS 1011A Jasperson Bldg., Culver City, Cailf. 90230 
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SHARPEN YOUR PUTTING! LOWER 
YOUR SCORE! Keep your eye on the 
ball right at home or office with this 
handsome Cordless Electric Automatic 
Putting Set. Ball returns to you, auto- 
matically, in seconds! Contains every- 
thing you need for an impromptu golf 
game — telescoping putter, golf ball, 
automatic putting cup with battery. 
Gift boxed, for every golf buff. $19.95 
plus $1.00 postage and handling. 
Sorry no C.O.D.'s 

MOrlljH,    JnC.      Dept. G-100 
350 So. County Rd. Palm Beach,Fla. 33480 

Colorful Decorator 
Air-Freshener 

/\ 

Choose from six beautiful colors: 
Rose Pink. Cerise Red, Gay Peach. 
Sunset Oranpe, Golden Ycilow and 
Violet Blue. Air-freshener adds the 
sweet scent of Empress Roses to your 
home with life-like flowers in a 
sparkling glass decanter. Replace- 
able magic-scent capsule emits 
fragrance for many months. Makes 
excellent gift. Only $2.50 postpaid. 

Specify color desired when ordering. 
Send check or money-order today. 

Money-Back (iuarantee. 

PETERS PRODUCTS CO. 
103 Peters Building 

40 Samantha Way, Buffalo, New York  14227 

STORK SCISSORS 

. 

Petite, only 31\ inches long, yet practical and 
useful. These Stork scissors are ideally de- 
signed for use in embroidery and other needle- 
work. They are Silver and Gold and the eye of 
the Stork Is Blue. This unique gift item is im- 
ported from Germany and made of fine steel. 
These Stork scissors will be cherished always 
by their recipient and the donor will be remem- 
bered with each use. Present this unique gift to 
someone dear and order one for yourself. 

ARCADE CO., Box 7008-B 
Belle View Blvd. 
Alexandria,  Virginia  22307 

Please send   pairs of your beautiful Stork 
Scissors. Enclosed is S3.98 per pair plus $.30 
shipping charges for each pair. 

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 
(Street) (City)       (State)       (Zip) 

THE PERFECT 
"ANIMAL 

GROOMER" 
STOPS THE MESS 
OF FLYING HAIRS 
IDEAL GIFT 

FOR PET OWNER 
The New and Improved 
"ANIMAL GftuTjMER" is 
one of the best Grooming 
Tools, tt is the only or\e 
permitting grooming of an 
animal inside the house 
without the mess of flying 
hairs. Dust and loose hair 
are sucked by the comb. 
The use of this vacuum 
comb will keep the coat of 
your animal healthy and 
glossy and eliminate the 
necessity of frequent bath 
ings. It is used like an 
ordinary attachment and 
fits all vacuum cleaners. 
Check   for   dog   or   cat. 

Price $5.95 Postpaid 
Send Check or 
Money Order 

ANIMAL 
GROOMER CORP. 

Box 539 G 
Sag  Harbor.  N.Y.   11965 

(HE COFFEE COOLER SPOON 
"TEMP" SPOON 

A unique spoon for busy people who 
do not have time to sip their beverages 
piping hot. This solid, yet petite, lighf 
weight satin gold finished spoon cools 
coffee, tea, cocoa, soup, or any other 
hot beverage by absorbing the heat 
quickly, without diluting it. Both useful 
and needed, its ideal, and very practi- 
cal for almost any gift-giving occasion. 
We Guarantee your Satisfaction! Or- 
der today—Only S5.00 each ppd. 
Send Cash or Money Order, (Sorry no 
C.O.D.'s). 

CONRAD ENTERPRISES 
P.O.   Bon   369,   Reseda,   California  91335 

SIMULATED DIAMONDS 
Diamond prices are ridiculous. 
What we're offering is a new gem 
that sparkles like a diamond and 
is almost as hard as a diamond. 
They are called Caribbean Gems, 
andsellforafraction of what real 
diamonds cost. Only a trained 
jeweler will be able to tell them 
from the real thing. All Carib- 
bean Gems are set in 14 Kt. gold. 

S< nil 25c for our catalog. 

CARIBBEAN GEM COMPANY 
HG-10, IS West 47th St. 
New   York    N.Y    10036 

SHOPPING AROUND 

YOU ARE 
PARKED HERE 

ILLEGALLY 

NEVER AGAIN! 
Slap an illegally parked stich 
on the windshield of the intruc 
on reserved or private areas! 
takes a lot of peeling to get it o 
Puts an end to nuisance parkiT 
with its bold red letters on whi 
coated stock. 10" by 8". Pac 
age of 50, $6.98 plus 75c po: 
A Man's World, Dept. HG-1 
EngelSt., Hicksville, N.Y. 1180 

WINTER SNOWFLAKES 
Sapphire blue homespun ar 
crewel yarns combine to mal< 
this enchanting snowflake di 
sign. The kit includes: homi 
spun; yarns in show white, misl 
yellow and blue-green; needl 
and directions. The complete 
picture is 22" by 29". $8.95 plu 
50c post. The Stitchery, HGK 
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181. 

POLISH PERFECTION 
Simichrome is a paste polish t 
gladden the heart of all house 
wives. It works like a charm o 
brass, copper, pewter, silvei 
even protects acrylic plastic sua 
faces. In short, it works on an 
metal that needs polishing plu 
protection from scratches. 8 02 
can, $3.75 ppd. Casual Living 
HG10, Rte. 6, Bethel, Conr 
06801. 

THE GOOD OLD DAYS 
Imagine a mans hand-wovei 
Madras shirt for 42c, a girdle fo 
50c, a regulation baseball for 2c 
Miniature replica of a 1900 Sear 
catalogue is 388 5V4" by 7" page 
of such bargains of our Americai 
past. There are many illustration: 
and a cover in full color. $1.9! 
plus 25c post. Hobi, HG10,"Enge 
St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS, age.0id  pattens 
that blend so perfectly with modern decor. Transform any drab 
area into a charmingly elegant setting. Ideal for living room, 
dining room, bedroom, den, office or showroom, or as accent 
rugs over carpeting. Enchanting harmony of colors. Exquisitely 
beautiful designs painstakingly woven into the back out of 
natural yarns only. Will last longer than most rugs you have 
ever had, due to their sturdy construction, yet are soft and 
cozy under your feet. Require very little cleaning. Hide all 
spots and stains. Guaranteed imported. Make ideal X-mas gifts. 
Cost?—The last truly great home furnishing bargain in America 
today. But you must act now. AS LONG AS SUPPLY LASTS: 
approx. 4' x 6' size S17.95 ppd.; 6' x '9' $33.05 ppd.; 9' x 12' 
$59.95; 9' x 15' $89.95; 12' x 15' 5129.95. Specify j-ed, ivory, 
Wedgwood blue or green background. Prompt deliveries. Our 
33rd  year  of  proven  reliability. 

INTERNATIONAL   RUG   CO. 
360 Amsterdam Avenue New York, N.Y. 10024 

CLASSICS ELEGANTE 

interiors by Prances P.O. Box 128. Oius Branch. 
Dept. F7, Miami. Florida 33163 

Add the elegance and splendor of a rlecc 
touch to your living room, foyer, dining, 
any room, with these beautiful hand craft 
accessories. 

701 SHADOW BOX Frame 9"x 10"; beai 
sculptured deep relief; gold leaf finish sur 
either full-color linen reproduction or 
$9.50 ea. or 3 museum reproductions ' 
, 103V ARES and 102V PAN Grecian P 
7VS"x 10". Antique gold finished frame. 1 
in ivory or gold relief mounted on vel 
choice of green, avocado, purple, dk. 
It. blue. gold. red. black or orange. 58. 
Set  of  2,   $17.00.   2-piece   plaque   sel 

701 print $25.00. All items add 75c sh 
cost ea. Send check or money order. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

FORTUNE HUNTER 
If predicting the future's your 
cup of tea, try your talents on a 
3" "crystal" ball. It rests mysteri- 
ously on a hardwood pedestal. 
Even if your incantations don't 
summon up a sight into the fu- 
ture, it's fun to flaunt on your 
coffee table or desk. $6.95 plus 
50c post. World Arts, HG10, Box 
577, Wilmington, Calif. 90744. 

SPEEDY KETTLE 
Stainless steel electric kettle 
boils 2Vi quarts in minutes. An 
award winning design, it has an 
automatic shut-off, cool black 
plastic handle and a built-in cord. 
Grand for instant beverages, 
water for gelatins, frozen vege- 
tables. 110 V. U.A.L. approved. 
$13.95 ppd. John Hardy, HG10, 
Box 1596. Carmel, Cal. 93921. 

FORMAL FINERY 
Sized with White House dinners 
in mind, a tablecloth in white or 
natural cotton/dacron, exquisite 
Sardinian pattern. 63" by 83", 
72" round, or 72" by 90" sq. or 
oval, $29.95. 72" by 108" sq. or 
oval, $44.95. 72" by 126", 
$54.95. 72" by 144", $69.95. 
Add $1 post. Catalogue, 55c. 
Hildegarde's, HG-10, 597 Farm- 
ington,  Hartford,  Conn.  06105. 

FACT AND FANCY 
Built-in folklore accompanies the 
gleaming beauty of an authentic 
Turtle Bay pure copper bracelet. 
Ancient Egyptians and today's 
swingers agree it banishes aches 
and pains. A real status symbol, 
it's handmade virgin copper, with 
"Turtle Bay" engraved to prove 
it's chic. Ladies', $6; men's, $8. 
Ppd. Turtle Bay, Ltd., HG10, Box 
25, Annapolis, Md. 21404. 

SPACEMAKER CANISTER SET 
Turn waste space into storage place 

CREATE UNDER-CABINET SPACE! . . . with 
three canisters that individually glide out, 
tilt down, and the air tight lid slides back 
automatically. You can store flour, sugar, 
coffee ... all dry foods at finger tip con- 
venience. White canister set matches 
kitchen decor with trim strips in avocado, 
gold and woodgrain. Easy to Install! 

Chnni%)use 
|95. 10L-pp* 

135 S. Morgan, Dept. HG-3, Tampa, Florida 33602 

0 70* 

CHRISTMAS PLATE 
by Royal Copenhagen 

This year's collector's plate in the famous 
series begun in 1908 depicts the Christmas 
Rose and the Cat. 7" plate in blue under- 
glaze. $10 ppd. surface mail, $12 by airmail. 
Other 1970 Christmas Plates available in- 
clude Wedgwood at $15 ppd. ($17 by air- 
mail) and Bing & Grondahl at $10.50 ppd. 
($13 by airmail). 

mulberry  hall 
(Specialists in collectors' china) 

Dept. HG, YORK YOl 2AV, ENGLAND 

HV 1 ^ 
SAFELY 

REMOVES 

UNWANTED 

HAIR 

FOREVER 

^ 

■ 
PERMA TWEEZ—Revolutionary 'one-step' home electrolysis device safely and 
permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. This is the 
only instrument with special U.S. patented safety feature that destroys the hair 
root without puncturing slcin. Automatic 'tweezer-like action gives safe and per- 
manent results. Professionally endorsed. 14  ^)*i 

postage  paid 
Send check or M.O. 

APPEARS IN  VARIOUS  MEDICAL JOURNALS 

14  DAY 
MONEY  BACK 
GUARANTEE 

GENERAL  MEDICAL  COMPANY.  Department  HG-93 
I   5701 West Adams Boulevard. Los Angeles, California 90016   ! 
I 
I   Name   
I  Address ■ 
I   City  State Zip 

CHRISTMAS PHOTO LETTERS 
Delight your friends with d newsy and per- 

sonal holiday message. Photo-lithographed 

from your handwritten or typed original 

with photos of your family, home, etc.). 

Choice of 38 Christmas letterhead, card 

and French-fold designs- 100 letters, enve- 

lopes $15.00; with photos, $19.00. Postpaid, 

guaranteed. Send 10c for kit, sample, and 

directions to CHRISTMAS LETTERS, 2919 

Pearl,   Boulder,  Colorado  80302. 

PROTECT CARPETS 
from damaging 
dog stains 
with 
TRAIN -0- 
MAT® 

Chemically odorized, sanitary 
mat attracts dog at "comfort" 
time. Instinct tells "this is the 
spot." Train-o-Mat housebreaks 
pet easily, surely, effortlessly. 
Attractive 18 x 18" washable 
holder. Kennel-tested. Money- 
back   guarantee. 

Holder with 2 mos. supply of mats . $4.98 ppd. 
Holder with 6 mos. supply of mats . $6.98 ppd. 
Attachable  12"  pole for male dogs .  . add 500 

G & G RESEARCH 
P. 0. Box 8395-88 Dallas, Texas 75206 

Memories of 

shipped direct to you 
from romantic 
Old Hetde) berg - Germany 

This beautiful colored master' 
piece BEERSTBN. Truly a 
collectors item Richly deco- 
rated with the romantic rum 
ot the HEIDELBERG CASTLE 
the world famous GREAT 
BARRELand PERKEO 
(the well known court Jester) 
8,5 inches high 

and an authentic reproduction 
ol the superb antique copperplate 
engraving by Marthaus Merian 
1622, HeidelbergCastlebndge 
and town   5,5 ■ 16.5 inches 

You pay only US S 12.50 for both items Please add 
2,50 S tor all shipping, insurance and packing charges 
and pay bv cheque or international money order. 
AIR MAIL your order DIRECT to 
Or Treptau Schloss-Wolfsbr\innen68(Castte) 
69 HEIDELBERG GERMANY 

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" 
Water plants while you're away. 
Amazing wicks teed moisture to 
plants for up to 8 weeks. One end 
inserted In water, other end in soil. 
Will not rot or mildew. Set of 4. 

NURSEMAIDS 
SI.98 - 15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5°o sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Oept. HG-100 

San Francisto. Calif. 94105 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

COACHMAN LANTERN LAMP Decora- 
tive black cast aluminum lantern with 
clear hammered shatter resistant pan- 
els. A touch of warmth and traditional 
charm in any decor. 6Vs" wide, UV2" 
high, extends 6W. Guaranteed rust 
free, $15.95 plus $1.00 postage & han- 
dling. 
Sorry no C.O.D.'s 

Morlyn, JHC. D.,*.*™ 
350 So. County Rd.Palm Beach, Fla. 33480 

ARE YOUR KITCHEN TOOLS SCATTERED 
AND    NEVER   TO    BE    FOUND   WHEN    YOU 

NEED  THEM? 
Solve   this   frustrating   problem   with   our   fan- 
tastic 10 piece Stainless steel Kitchen Tool Set 

Here's the hest part—They are mounted on a 
rack that yon can locate where the tools will be 
handy.  All the tools y leed—Draining Spoon, 
Fork. Spatula. Ladle, Plat Turner, Potato 
Masher within your reach Graceful Blue Wil- 
low  design  elamine handles all mounted on 

1 1 ' rack. Makes a wonderful gift <>r maybe you 
would   like  to organize  your own  kitchen. 

ONLY $6.98 plus 45c postage 

SEND CHECK  OR  MONEY ORDER  TO 

SHENANDOAH  HOUSE 
DEPT.  H2 

DAYTON.   VIRGINIA   22821 
Va. residents <:<!<l ',-,   sales tax 

FREE FABULOUS CATALOG FEATURING 275 GIFTS 

We'd like to 

BLOW 
YOU UP 

INTO A 

GIANT 
2 FT. x 3 FT. 

POSTER 2 ft. X 3 ft.  $3.50 
20 in. x 24 in. $2.50 
3 ft. x 4 ft.  $7.50 

sSOcet stagi 
n   no COD's. I 
iranteed. 

.handlinir. Yes, we will blow 
up anyone you 
want . . . your- 
self, wife, friend, family or your favorite snap 
shot . . . into a GIANT black and white POSTER 
2 feet by 3 feet. Great for gift giving . . . 
great for surprise parties! Send us any original 
black & white or color photo up to 8" x 10" for 
best results (no negatives). Original returned 
unharmed with poster. Shipped in self storing 
tube. Send check or money order. For prompt 
delivery, put name and address on back of 
photo. 

I  
|  The Blow Yourself Up Co., Dept. HG 100 
|   663 Fifth Avenue, New York 10022 
■   Please  send  me   .   .   .   posters  □  @   S3.50  □  @ 
I   S2.50 □  @  S7.50 plus 50c ea. for postage & hdlg. 

I   Address 

City 
I. 

State Zip 

ORIENTAL POPPIES 
Pretty orange oriental poppies grace- 
fully arranged on a beige linen back- 
ground. Kit includes tagged crewel 
yarn, needle, backing, instructions and 
cording, for a 14" square pillow. 

K-55 Oriental Poppies—$7.95 prepaid 

Florida residents add 4% 

Color  brochure  of additional kits  SI.00 

THE NEEDLEWORK STUDIO 
G1070, P.O. Box 1754 

Pompano Beach, Florida, 33061 

h 
The 

SAFE 
. 2-Way 

V* PET 

DOOR 
Much safer than 
any solid hinged 
type panel door. 
Your i" i is '-"in 
pleU /,'/ proU ■:!. ■!. 
He cannot >>• 
trapped ot cholct •■' 
or Havt his tail 
stu   ■ < >/ off. 

FlexPort 
Why be a doorman for your pet? FlexPort 
ends scratched doors and whining. Keeps 
out flies, wind, rain. Gives 
you and pet complete 
freedom. Soft plastic tri- 
angles close gently and 
tightly. Easily installed. 
Send  for free folder. 

TUREN, Inc., Dept. HG-10 
2 Cottage Ave., 

Danvtrs. Mass. 01923 

adjustable 

Hi-Low 
T.V.  POLE 

STAND 
For the bedroom, living 
oom, kitchen, family 

room, porch . . . 
o matter where 

3^nH you're viewing this 
smart new T.V. 
Pole Stand holds 
your portable at 
the level and 

place best suited for com- 
fort . . . without taking up 
valuable floor or table- 
top space. Takes any 
width, up to 14" front to 
back, up to 17" top to 
bottom. Easy to install and 
move, black decorator 
pole has spring tension 
rod at top to adjust to 
your ceiling height, can 
be set up in Hi or Low 
position. Hi position is 
great for reclining watch- 
ers. Made in USA. 

$] J .95-pdii 

We ship In 24 hra. 
Write tor FREE catalog of gifts. 

Holiday fiiifts ,„„:<,,.* 
7047 Pecos St?. Denver, Colorado 80221 

how to slenderize 

HEAVY LEGS 
ft He* Horn Socntmc 

Helta! 

BEDSPREAD TUCKAWAY 
Bed-making simplified! Convei 
ient caddy with automatic leg 
swings from beneath mattres' 
for placement of bedspread ; 
night, holds it ready for eas 
make-up by day. For Hollywoo 
beds or low foot-boards. Orde 
two for king-sized beds. Gok 
flecked. $6.98; two for $12.9? 
Ppd. Garrett's, HG10, Box 841E 
Dallas, Tex. 75205. 

WELLINGTON BOOTS 
Big and little puddle jumper 
splash through the raindrop 
smartly shod in imported Wei 
ington boots. Shiny black rubbe 
with nonslip soles and cotton fei 
lining for wear without shoe; 
Sizes 12-3, $6; 4-10, $8. Add 75 
postage. Send for free catalogue 
Write to The Talbots, Dept. Mh 
Hingham, Mass. 02043. 

LITHE LEGS 
There's just one trouble to look 
ing wonderful in pants—heav 
legs. You can easily acquire th 
slim shape; only 15 minutes dail 
will do it. Book, "How to Slendei 
ize Heavy Legs" shows the way t 
take inches off hips, thigh; 
knees and legs. Pictures accorr 
pany text. $1.98 ppd. Nu-Finc 
HGH-10, Box 205, Church 1 
Sta., New York, N. Y. 10008. 

CAREFREE PRETTIES 
What looks fresher at a windo\ 
than eyelet curtains with 7" rul 
fles? A permanent press blend c 
cotton and polyester batiste. Mc 
chine washable and tumble drj 
never needs ironing. 84" wide 
45" or 54" long, $16; 63" c 
72", $19; 81", $22. Add $1 pos 
per pr. Old Colony Curtains 
HG10E, Box 232, Westfield, N. J 
07090. 

RED, WHITE AND BLUE 
Nautical welcome mat for cruij 
er, summer cottage or even 
sunporch is made of handsome 
almost indestructible Goodricl 
vinyl in red/white/blue. Fade 
sun and waterproof and ridge 
scrape dirt, mud, leaves ol 
shoes. 17" by 30". $9.95 plu 
95c post. Postamatic Co., HG 
1070, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444 

a 

9 
.   «~ 

J 

EASY TO  REMEMBER  WITH 

FORGET - IT - NOT" 
GAILY COLORED FLOWER TO MATCH I 
KITCHEN HAS ALL THOSE NEEDS YOU DC 
HAVE TIME TO JOT DOWN. AS YOU TH 
OF IT, STICK A PIN IN IT. 9%" x W. C 
ORED PINS INCLUDED. HANGS ANYWH 

. . NO NAILS . . ADHERES TO ANY H, 
SURFACE. 
GIVE AS A GIFT—IT WONT BE FORGOTT 

ONE—ONLY $1.00—ADD 25c FOR HANDL 
FOUR—ONLY $3.00—ADD 50c FOR HANDLI 

MONEY   BACK   GUARANTEE 
ORDER   SHIPPED   IN   48   HRS. 

INFINITY   ENTERPRISES 
DEPT.   A 

FOX   RIVER   GROVE,   ILL.   60021 
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3EWTER PEPPER 
3lus a salt shaker are Italian im 

Sorts. Classic simplicity of the 
design makes an elegant addi- 
ion to any table. The pepper 

mill's grinding parts are preci- 
sion steel and the grind is adjust- 
able. 3'/4" high. $7.98 the pair 
olus 75c post. Dione Lucas Gour- 
met Center, Inc., HG10, 226 E. 
51 St., New York, N. Y.  10022. 

KEEP THE KIDS HAPPY 

With a well-filled cookie jar ever- 
ready for sweet snacks, special 
treats! Cookie-making is simpli- 
fied when you use a cast alumi- 
num cookie maker designed like 
an old-fashioned waffle iron. 

IZW by 15V2". All you have to 
do is pour batter into it to get 
delicious, paper-thin cookies! 
$6.50 ppd. Moultrie Mfg. Co., 
HG10, Moultrie, Ga. 31768. 

TURN A DAISY 

And the water comes bubbling 
forth to fill tub or basin. Colorful 
enamel over cast iron, fixtures 
fit over any standard ones. Soap 
dish, 4%" dia. Choose blue petals 
with green centers, green with 
yellow or pink with orange. Faucet 

handles are 2V2" dia., pr., $7.95; 
dish, $3.95. Ppd. Fifer House, 
Dept. 114, 3118 Martinique Way, 
Orlando, Fla. 32805. 

PALOMA OF PEACE 

The dove, ancient symbol of ten- 
derness and peace rests within 
a slender circle of sterling silver 
or 14k gold. Screw-back or 

pierced-ear earrings, sterling, $6, 
14k gold, $25. Charm, 1" dia. 
on 18" chain, $6.50 in silver; 
$28 in gold. Add 50c post, per 
order. The Western General 

Store, HG10, 9818 S. 213 Place, 
Kent, Wash. 98031. 

SUPER  SEAT 

Buoyant and beautiful, the Avant- 
Garde inflatable sculpture seat 
brings a contemporary look to the 
indoor or outdoor scene. A note- 
worthy novelty, it is made of 
triple-laminated vinyl in red, 
yellow, orange, blue, white or 
black. $9.95 plus 85c post. 
Please specify color. The Avant 
Garde Emporium, HG10, 110 W. 
40 St., New York, N. Y.  10018. 

MAGIC   MENDING 
Miracle crystal clear Liquid 
Glass creates a permanent, 
washable, heat-or-cold proof, 
iron-bond for mending glass, 
china, crockery, ceramics and 
porcelain. If not completely 
satisfied we'll refund double 
purchase price. 

LIQUID   GLASS 
SI.49    ■    15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5<TC sales tax. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-100 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

ADD THIS AUTHENTIC TOUCH 
TO YOUR KITCHEN. TOO 
"Country Charm"   Range 
Authentic cost iron reproduction from 
original pottcrns (not enomeli d itcel). 
Combined with the Early American charm 
of this handsome antique is the conven- 
ience of easy care porcelain top and 
fully automatic oven and burner control. 
Fits modern range space. $QQC 
Prices  start  . ^OuO  FOB. 

CAST  IRON  WALL OVEN 
(insert). Front is cast iron with beautiful 
scroll design. Fully insulated and porce- 
lain lined 18" oven. Hearth door con- 
ceals all controls and timers. Available 
in   right   or   left  hand  door   models 

begin at    ^fctl FOB 

All prices F.O.B. Rogers   Quality  backed 

by 35 years of skilled craftsmanship. 

MADE   AND   SOLD   ONLY   BY 

THE E0U:E CF WEBSTER 
Old  F.ishtoned  Gifts' 

BOX    1070-HG     ROGERS.   ARK    72756 

fR EE "Country Charm' 

Appliance Folder 

Upon Request 

Georgeous old-fashioned 1880 Victorian Christ 
mas cards authentically reproduced in full 
colors! Each lovely 5" x 7" card complete with 
envelopes. Available for the first time in almost 
100 years' Delightful designs' Exquisite' S1.?5 
for   10 cards  10 envelopes. 

Only S1.25 per pack 

* 
^    4 

#160 
Same type of wonderful 1880 Victorian Christ- 
mas cards but smaller in size, about 4 x 5. 
Different designs in full cot or. 15 attractive 
cards with envelopes. First time anywhere. 
Sure to surprise and please your friends this 
holiday.   15  cards  and   15 envelopes,  $1.25 ppd. 

Postcards ^Box .U7-BM      ScabtdokJNffl. 03874 

PORCELAIN DRAWER PULLS 
An antique look with a new twist! Our white 
china knobs create unusual decorative 
drama on a chest, a hi-fi built-in or a 
shuttered door. The round pulls are V/2" in 
diameter and come with stylized mushroom 
or flower motif in full color. No two alike. 
And what a way to give fresh interest to 
kitchen   cabinets—even   your  canister  tops! 

THE BOOZE BOOK 
Keeps you laughing while you learn 
how to brew the very finest whiskey, 
brandies, liquers for less than $1 a 
quart Make wine and beer, too! And 
it all can be legal! Also fascinat- 
ing history of liquor and modern 
methods. This '"How To" book is the 
author's own (hie) personal research. 
An unforgettable gilt! Be a lovable 
old booze maker! $2.98 and 12C 
postage or 36C for First Class Mail. 

WEST-BERG ENTERPRISES. LTD. 

Dept. 210   2842   E.   Serendipity  Cr. 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80917 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afford 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value VA to lA higher. 

Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG. 

EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP.,  Dept. 12 

Empire State Bldg.   New York, N. Y. 10001 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

  ZIP  
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CURTAIN CHARM 
With  Ruffled 

Unbleached Muslin 
Tieback 
45", 34", 63", 
72" long 5.00 pr. 

long       5.50 pr. 
Tiers 
211". 25", 30", 
36", 10" long 

3.50 pr. 
2 pairs to win- 
dow as shown 

7.00 
Both types 70" 
wide per pair 
Matching 
Valance 
ll"x70"    1.75 
Please add  50e to 

For years, New England housewives have 
made these charming UNBLEACHED 
MUSLIN curtains for every room in the 
house. Now you can buy them direct with 
all the original simplicity, warmth and 
handmade look. Practical, long-wearing, 
these unusually attractive curtains of off- 
white muslin retain their crisp appearance 
with a minimum of care. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. Cheek >>> money order. 
No colt's please Write for brochuu showing 
lull lim „i curtains in many styles and talirics 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
At the Red Lion Inn 

DEPT.     103,    STOCKBRIOGE. MASS.    0I2C.2 

BEAUTIFUL CENTERPIECE 
FOR YOUR 

CHRISTMAS TABLE 
This magnificent Can- 
dle is a full 12" high, 
in White with Gold 
trim. The outside is 
texturized with an 
overlay of extra hard 
wax to act as a drip 
guard and resist fin- 
germarks. The Candle 
is the subject of nine 
patents and represents 
the epitome of the 
Candle Makers Art. 
Exact centering of the 
wick assures even 
burning, in excess of 
160 hours. The flat 
bottom is designed to 
accommodate a can- 
dle holder and will 
keep the Candle up- 
right. 

Delicately scented, 
this center piece 
makes a delightful 
gift.     Boxed,     ready 
for  mailing. 

Choice of  Gold  Rings 
(illus.) or plain White Candle. Choice of Gold Floral 
Wreath for all occasions, or traditional Red and 
Green  for the Christmas Season, (specify) 

Money   back   if  not  completely  satisfied. 

$7-50    t   75c postage 

$13.50 per pair -f- $1.50 postage 

Arizona /.'- s. Add   1' >   Tax 

WESTERN SALES COMPANY 
2314   E.   Earll   Drive.   Phoenix.   Arizona   850IG 

7%Ml/eabgeMd 
YULECARDS 

THE ORIGINAL 
PHOTO CHRISTMAS CARD 
Greatest style selection anywhere 

A TREASURE 
to own 

and 

arming 

PHOTO-PENCIL-HOLDER 
Here is a unique pencil-holder that is first 
glorified with an exquisitely handcrafted Floren- 
tine design and can then be personalized with 
photos of your loved ones. What a glorious desk 
ornament for yourself or as a gift! It is em- 
bossed in tarnish-resistant silver plate to last a 
long time. 8'A" high x 3" triangle. Only $7.00. 
Add 50c for postage and handling. 

ROBERT'S OF ROCKAWAY D«t. HG 
758 Caffrey Ave.. Far Rockaway. N.Y. 11691 

SHOPPING AROUND 

$1 .49 PERSONALIZED 
NAMEPLATES—only 

Embossed  with  the  name  or 
slogan  of your choice 

Perfect gift for anyone with a desk— 
or use them for special guests at dinners, 
gatherings, birthday parties, etc. Hand- 
some 8!-i" frame with raised letters on 
rich walnut WOODGRAIN back- 
ground and gold trim. #1.4° each, 6 to 
12 $1.29 ea. . . . Airmail service 25c 
additional per nameplate. . . . Clubs and 
organizations write for quantity prices. 
. . . Maximum 17 letters and spaces. 
Please print names or slogans to appear 
on nameplates. 

"Satisfaction Guaranteed—We've pleased 
our customers for years" 

Calif, residents add 5'\ sales tax 

M/W SPECIALTY CO. 
Suite 516 

121 E. Broadway, San Diego, Calif. 92101 

An Qstdrtz Greenhouse 
your "Garden Under Glass" 

New adventure in gardening.. .an 
Everlite Aluminum Greenhouse. 
-k Wide selection of lean-to or 
free-standing models. * Com- 
pletely prefabricated. ^ Easy to 
install.* Easy to maintain if 
Full line of accessories. 

Live with flowers the year 'round. 
Write tor colorful brochure and 

Price List HG-100 

14615 Lorain Ave. • Cleveland, O. 441 11 

r~   - > 

m   n 
fc>5# 

NEW TACK FOR TACOS 
Your guests will say you have a 
knack for taco-making when you 
use Tac-O-Qik. In five minutes or 
less it turns a half-dozen canned 
or frozen tortillas into crispy 
shells for beef, sausage, bean 
tacos. All metal. 5W long. Six 
shells, $3.98 plus 50c post. 
Dione Lucas Gourmet Center, 
Inc., Dept. HG10, 226 E. 51st 
St., N. Y., N. Y. 10022. 

ECONOMY OF SPACE 
Easily accomplished with wood- 
grain looking four-drawer chest! 
Front framed in wood, its non- 
stick heavy fibreboard drawers 
have triple-thick fronts and 
backs. Brass plated knobs. 
A roomy 28" h.t 12" w., 12" d. 
Each, $7.50; two for $14. Add 
$1.50 ea. post. J. W. Hoist. Inc., 
Dept. HGA-10, 1005 E. Bay St., 
East Tawas, Mich. 48730. 

TOSSERS' TREASURE 
Blue Willow ceramic and wood 
set for those who pride them- 
selves on salad tossing. Wooden 
shelf 8V2" wide, salt and pepper 
shakers 6" high, fork and spoon 
11" long. Hang the set in the 
kitchen or by the dining table. A 
decorative touch wherever! $3.98 
plus 25c post. Colonial Studios, 
GWE-7, 20 Bank St., White Plains, 
N. Y. 10606. 

VANITY  FAIR 
A soft light on a night table, in 
the dressing room, captured in 
Dresden-like china, of the era of 
formal French. Delicate pastel 
colors the graceful mademoiselle 
on the French Provincial settee; 
a few drops of perfume on her 
bouquet scents the air. 6" I., 
4V2" h. $12 ppd. Morlyn, Inc., 
Dept. G-100, 350 So. CountytRd., 
Palm Beach, Fla. 33480. 

CULTURED 
MARBLE  CUBES 

18" cubes finest quality cultured marble slabs 
prefitted to join without visible seams. Appear 
to be solid marble blocks. 

VU'-'UUJ Used as side; 
end; snack; or 
coffee tables. 
Also for sturdy 
seating. 

Kit contains 5 
slabs and all sup- 
plies needed for 
neat, easy, 15 
min. assembly. 

Available in 
White on White 
(Mother of Pearl); 
White with Brown 
and Gold Veining. 

Each  Kit 19.95 
Shpg. Wt. 21=   Cash With Order 

Color Catalogue Available 

SQUARE WARE 
19109 Ross Rood 

Bothell, Washington 

DRI-GUARD for "No Control" 
(for male or female) 

Go  Places!  Sit with  Confidenc 
Unique "Moisture-Guards" enclosing 
sorbent liners in vinyl holder prevent 
seepage. COMPLETELY EFFECTIVE; Lie 
cool, undetectable under clothing. E 
change, only 4 snaps. Holds up to 4 lin 
for 10 hours sleep without changing. I 
chine wash dry. Thousands of users nati 
wide say it is the safe, sure way to meet 
problem of "No Control." Child's 1 
Guard can be changed without remov 
orthopedic braces. 

Complete w 2 launderable liners $! 
Package of 2 extra liners 1 
Box of 50 disposable liners i 
Child's Dri-Guard (waist 20"-26") 5 

Money-back guar. All postpaid 

GIVE WAIST SIZE {Sizes thru 56") 

DRI-GUARD,   Dept.  226 

982 Ectopia St. Orange, Calif. 926 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

PAISLEY TEAKETTLE 
Pretty paisley print on ceramic 
porcelain bonded to extra-heavy 
steel for a long and useful life on 
the range. Avocado green on 
white Two-qt. capacity. Easy to 
clean and dishwasher proof! 
Won't chip or wear off. $9.95 
plus $1 post. Order from J. Carl- 
ton's Inc., Dept. F172, 176 Madi- 
son Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

BLACK BEAUTY 
French purse of genuine Morocco 
leather carries cash and credit 
cards in handsome fashion. Un- 
snaps to reveal folder for 10 
cards or photos, pocket for bills, 
smaller pocket for change. Brass 
snap frame keeps all secure. 3 
gold initials if desired. $3.98 plus 
25c post. World Co., HG10, 1 
Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 
10016. 

SONGBIRDS IN PAIRS 
Porcelain tea plates have golden 
rims. Each plate is hand-deco- 
rated with a pair of birds in 
glorious natural color perched 
in their natural surroundings. 
Plates are 6" in diameter, have 
cords for wall display. Set of four 
gift boxed, $2.99 plus 60c post. 
Breck's of Boston, W76 Breck 
Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210. 

LAZYBONES POCKET 
Glamorous satin pocket tucks in 
to provide fingertip convenience 
for lazy mornings in bed. Com- 
partments for reading matter, 
tissues, pen and pencil, comb. 
Black, white, pink, blue, lilac, 
gold, mint or red. It's washable, 
too. $3.98; for contrasting initial 
monogram, add 75c. Ppd. Scin- 
tilla, HG10, 4802 No. Broadway, 
Chicago, III. 60640. 

Ml 

REMODELED 
BECOME    PRIZED 

OLD   TRUNKS 
TREASURES 

 —  All 

across Ihe country, these trunks are emerging 
from attics and basements to be transformed 

[into lovely and useful blanket chests, toy boxes, hope 
I chests, etc. Be the first in your neighborhood to enjoy and 
profit from this exciting new hobby. This one-of-a-kind, 

I illustrated booklet, "Trunks to Treasures," gives complete 
step-by-step instructions and ideas for decorating. ONLY 
$2 POST-PAID; two copies for $3.00 Keep one; give one! 

"Includes our decoupage plaque instructions" 

FLAIR —CRAFT 
P.O. BOX 4607-D • TULSA, OKLA. 74104 

DECORATE 
TRUNKS 

for fun and profit 

REPAIR EYEGLASSES 
This   handy   kit   is   invaluable 
whenever   glasses   come   apart, 
at home,  at the office or when 
traveling.  Kit includes an opti- 
cal  screwdriver  and  an  assort- 
ment of hinge  screws. 

GLASSES  KIT 

SI. 19 + 15e Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-100 

San Francisco. Calif. 04105 

SHEDINCHES 
LOOK YEARS YOUNGER! 

Amazing Waist, Hip and Thigh Reducers 
Strip Away Fat Without Weights, 

Exercises, or Crash Dieting! 
Why look older than you are! Slim down to a trimmer, more 
youthful you this quick, easy, way. Wear our soft, pliable SLIM- 
QUICK anywhere invisibly under your clothes. As you move 
about, your SLIM-QUICK gently massages; holds body heat; and 
multiplies perspiration How. Inches tall away In days! Molded 
rubber lined with s-t-r-e-t-c-h nylon lets you wear it in complete 
comfort. Heavy-duty zipper tor getting in and out of easily. 
Especially effective when worn while walking, jogging, bowling, 
golfing, etc., relieves back and waist tension, too! For men and 
women of all ages. Order now. Wear regularly and see results 
within days or your money back! 

SHOWN Combination waist hip & thigh reducer for men and 
women, only $ 18.95 ppd. 

Send waist and hip measurements. 
SHOWN    Belt—Send waist measurement only $9.95 ppd. 

NOT   SHOWN:   THIGH   REDUCER—Send   upper  thigh   measure- 
ment—Pair only $13.95 ppd. 

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER, NO COD (Fla. orders add 4', Tax) 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
FREE   with   all   orders   "A   DOCTORS   QUICK   WEIGHT   LOSS 

PLAN"   booklet  to  help you  get even  faster results. 

CROSAR  PRODUCTS, Dept. HG-IO, BOX 1813, Hialeah, Florida 33011 

1 8th Century Romance Returns 
in these 7" porcelain china crescent-shape 
dishes with a Boucher reproduction framed 
tn gold on backgrounds of blue, pink, and 
ivory assorted in the set of six. These ele- 
gant LEFTON imports will cause talk 
wherever you use them—at place settings 
for side-dishes, nuts, candy, ash trays or 
bones. Individually for guest soap, calling 
cards, or on the dresser. For gifts that say 
"thank you" fill one with samples of your 
cookies. Ideal for the out-going board, the 
steno pool, or any worthy group. Set of six, 
^4249, $9.95 ppd. 

35c   Color  brochure  free   with   order 

IMRE   BAN   STUDIO 
3950   Lake   Shore   Drive—Dept.   HG1070 

Chicago,   III.  60613 

"Wild Animal" Skins Look 

Dangerously Real 

Save $2500 I Skip the safari this year. Yet 
your friends will never guess that you 
.iren't just back from Kenya when they 
see your pelts. For no one would ever 
dream that these are calfskins. They're 
tanned just like expensive furs to stay 
silky soft and clean. Authentically simu- 
lated to look unbelievably real. Approxi- 
mately .V _ x 2y> feet. Specify Leopard, 
Jaguar, Tiger, Zebra, or Cheetah. 
Enthusiastic satisfaction guaranteed. Free 
folder. Only $24.95 postpaid. Order now ! 

SAFARI Miens om 
Dept. H 

P. O. Box 4156    •    San  Rafael. Calif. 94903 

3  TROPICAL 
PALM TREES  $3 

These lush "Butterfly Palms" are available only 
through this ad. They're featured in HOME and 
GARDEN Magazines—favored by top land- 
scapes and interior decorators. Specimens can 
sell for up to $10. They thrive in sun or shade. 
indoors or out. with little care. Grow up to (» 
feet tall. Shipped direct from the Caribbean 
with simple instructions. Guaranteed to arrive 
in   perfect  condition  or money  back. 

<;*-t :t PALMS in ;>  pol  for S3  ppd. 
6 PALMS—2  pot jus! 85  ppd. 
9 PALM: :t p«>i ouK  S7  ppd. 

I nconditional   30  day   mom >   ha< k 

PALM  NURSERY SALES 
Dept.   HGIO.   Box   383.   Westport.   Conn.   06880 

PIANO 
ROLLS 

FIT ALL PLAYER  PIANOS 

Which Way You Gom' Billy? □ Aquarius 
P A Song Of Joy Let The Sunshine In 
r Everything Is Beautilul Born Free 
i    Daughter 01 Darkness '    Sugar Sugar 
I ] Let It Be |    Windmills OfYour Mind 

Budge Over Troubled Water       L   Jet Plane 
Come Saturday Morning '_ Hey Jude 

:    Raindrops Keep Fallin' Bill Bailey 
Midnight Cowboy Everybody's Talkin' 
It's A Small World Games People Play 

D It's Not Unusual i_ 0b La Di Ob La D3 
T Is That All There Is'   ~ Hello. Dolly1 

[   Jean r_ By The Time I Get To Phoenix 
A Boy Named Sue P Second Hand Rose 

|  i Good Morning Starshine i    Alley Cat 
I II Never Fall In Love Again Cabaret 
Spinning Wheel '    Somewhere My Love 

I ] The Boxer p Strangers In The Night 
Hair p I Left My Heart In San Francisco 

r Romeo And Juliet .(j Little Green Apples 
i    Those Were The Days P Georgy Girl 

Harper Valley P T A :    Mrs Robinson 
P Gentle On My Mind       H Impossible Dream 

Winchester Cathedral i_ Beer Barrel Polka 
[    Tijuana Taxi p Old Piano Roll Blues 

Postpaid P 5 Rolls $7 95 p 10 Rolls $14.95 
SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED 

Check selections and send ad to: 
EARTHQUAKE CITY  MUSIC CO. 
Box 500. Tiburon, Calif. 94920 
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Governor  Bradford 

Colonial... 
to mix or match! 

At home in any home, Colonial 
is properly a decorator's delight. 

And you are so decorator-right 
if your chair is Nichols & Stone! 

In popular finishes, at better 
furniture and department stores. 

MicUjffc^ 
The Home of Windsor Chairs 

LOOK FOR THIS TAG WHEN YOU BUY 
It's your Kimrantce of the authenticity of 

*-i(rn, sturdiness of structure and fine 
lish   thnt   have made   Nichols & Stone 

chairs   famous  for mor<- than 100 yearn. 

SEND  FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE 

'   Nicholt & Stone, Box   108, Gard ler M alt 01441   ! 

1  Enclosed is 250 in coin fo r your 38 pa Re xioklet   | 
1         "How o Chonve 1 he H ghlCo Ion ia] Ch air"          | 

1   Nome 

1   Citv Zo i« Stl le 
1 

Gardener's 
notes 

BY JAMES  FA»I> 

BE M'IM»I 111(11 I  WITH SPBIX. BULBS. Now tl 

the fall catalogues have arrived with their promise of n 

year's flowering, keep in mind that all of the loveh firstlii 

show to best advantage in substantial clumps and masses, 

dozen of any one variety is about the smallest number wo: 

bothering with. The smaller 1 

plant, the greater the number 

takes to make a showing. In c 

garden we know, over 100 bulbs 

Anemone blanda were planted 

make a carpet studded with Gre 

hybrid tulips in clusters of ab< 

twenty bulbs each. In anoth 

stripes of Muscari and solid-co 

bands of early double tulips served as pigments for a fantastic floral painting. Hundreds of bulbs w< 

used, planted as closely together as they would be in pots for forcing. Tulips, again, en masse piovi 

color relief in an expanse of paving, above right. Topsoil-filled gaps among the cement slabs will 

filled with annuals for summer-long color after the tulips fade. Most of the spring bulbs thrive in t 

shade of deciduous trees. Even in a spot too shady for anything but moss to grow as ground cov 

daffodils, above left, will flower and mature their leaves before the tree foliage cuts off the lig 

WHICH ABE THE HIM NEW Tl EII»S? It would take a foolhardy soul 
even to attempt an answer, since every one of the hundreds of new 

varieties has something to recommend it. The following brief list, then, in- 

cludes just one gardener's favorites, chosen to represent various 

tulip types, rather than by any abstract standards of excellence. 

All are available from mail-order houses and at garden-sales centers 

this fall. . . Orange Favorite, right, is a parrot tulip with fantastically 

slashed and fringed petals, bright orange and long lasting. The fully 

opened petals spread a good 6 inches. . . . Cape Cod, a Greigi hy- 

brid, is also orange, but with a darker centerline through each petal. 

Like all of its type, Cape Cod has the remarkable quality of growing 

taller as it ages: Flowers open when they are barely above ground, will be 

a foot high by the time they are fully developed. Greigi leaves, incidentally 

are a favorite food for rabbits, so beware the little nibblers. ... If size is what you're looking f 

in tulips, Renown has it. It also has a fine silvery rose color and the perfect wine-glass shape we 

sociate with the best cottage tulips. . . . Dutch Princess, an amber and orange triumph type, stan 

regally upright, with strong stems, uniform in height and flower size. . . . Another royal beauty 

Prince Charles, typically Darwin in form, with cup shaped flowers of violet-purple and a silvery shee 

Once considered at the very pinnacle of tulipdom, the Darwins have lost a little of their popularity 

recent  years,   but   Prince  Charles  and   several   other   new   ones   continue  the   glory   of   the   nanr 

A.\ IBIS FANCIER was complaining not long ago that his neighbor had uprooted all tl 
multiflora roses from his back lot. The complaint nas astonishing, since Rosa multifloi 
is usually counted as a number one pest. The iris man went on to explain that he teas a 
noyed because the local population of rose chafers, deprived of tvhat had been their f 
vorite feeding ground, had shifted their attention to his precious iris, with dire resuU 
So the old saying is true: You can't please everybody, particularly gardeners. 
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SITING THE GREENHOUSE READY FOR WINTER ia something everybody who 

is one at least begins to think ahont in October. To help with tin- thinking (all 

>ar round, of course, as well as in October) the Lord ami Burnham people 

iblish a bimonthly magazine about everything to <l<t with greenhouses, from 

ants to tin- latest thing in glazing materials, i subscription is just $2 from 

ml ami Burnham, P.O. Box II /, Irvington, N.Y., 10533 

l.vi'EH is CREEPING UP. The Gravel) peo- 

c have known all along it would happen ami are 

p» offei ing their Smm blower attachment lor an) 

i<- "I the powerful Gravel) tractors. \\ iili fins i<> 

ii into head-high drills, the Snowblower can 

mdle almost an) amount of the while stuff, toss- 

g il (nil ul a side chute that  mat   be adjusted 

make a windrow wherever you choose. The 26- 

ich size (foi the walking tractor) right, costs 

)out $288 plus $60 lor the power takeoff Itrae- 

r ilsell not included I. Larger size for riding trac- 

r is also available from Graveh  dealers. 

LAWN sriKIX; i5 a prime requirement for 

healthy turf, and the only satisfactory way of 

doing the job is with equipment designed to jiull 

plugs of earth out of the lawn so thai air and 

water can really penetrate. The H est Point 

Aerifier does just that, attaches easily to any 

riding tractor. Manufactured by Hahn-Eclipse 

Co.. 1625 N. Garvin St.. Evansville, Ind.. 

17717. this West Point PM-5 Aerifier is juiced 

at about S220. A self-powered model is availa- 

ble for about s2(>0. 

GREATEST  WRIST  SAVER 

ince wrists were invented is the 

)isston cordless electric grass 

hear. Weighing a mere 28 ounc- 

es, with Teflon-coated blades 

hat cut at the rate of 2,000 

■trokes a minute, the Disston 

I :ordless recharges in a few hours 

Tom any power outlet. The 

cord in the drawing, ooove, is 

part of the recharging unit, un- 

plugs when the shear is being 

used. Disston shear is a product 

of the H. K. Porter Co., Inc., 

and is available at garden and 

hardware shops for approxi- 

mately $35. 

VO MOKE PUTT-PUTT, a war cry of those who consider 

noise a pollutant as noxious as any chemical, has been 

taken np by the strong voire of general Flrelrie. Elertrak. 

f.E's new garden tractor, is powered by a storage battery 

that recharges by being plugged into the house current 

overnight, above. The power cord is removable: it does 

not follow the tractor around. Handy plug-in attachments 

(saw. drill, sprayer, etc.) run off the same battery, may 

be used wherever the tractor may be driven. Several 

models, beginning at about * I .'MM» are available from 

(peneral Electric dealers everywhere. 

Mistletoe: 
ILL 

of the 
TttTi 

Put that extra sparkle 
in your holiday home decor 
with Bluegate's new 
Mistletoe Candles. Brightest 
of green, crispest of scent, 
these handsome Mistletoes 
are available in all sizes 
and shapes at stores where 
only fine candles are sold. 

Bluegate C andle Cc 
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STEREOPHONIC 

HIGH-FIDELITY 

CREDENZA 

Available for your own components or complete with Embassy 
Mouse stereo hi-fi. At leading stores. Permanent displays may 
be seen through your dealer or decorator at 964- Third Ave . New 
York City • Merchandise Mart. Chicago • Furniture Industries Mart. 
Philadelphia • 9000  Beverly Blvd..  Los Angeles. 

Send 75 cents to Department B for booklet. 
UNION-NATIONAL,   INC.      •       JAMESTOWN.   N . Y.  14701 

GENUINE 
AMERICAN WALNUT 

12" CANDLE HOLDERS 

$9.95 POSTPAID 

Send Ck. or M.O. no COD 

Add 25 cents W. Miss. 

RICH HAND RUBBED FINISH 

HIGHLAND ARTS • SUPPLY 
P.O. Box 582   Bristol, Va.   24201 

^■s your- 
toilet 
trying 

to tell you 
something 

That nagging, telltale gurgle you keep 
hearing is a sure sign you're wasting 
water. You can silence your toilet's 
complaints and get a tight seal with a 
Sexauer Blue Spot Tank Ball. There 
are types and sizes to fit every tank, 
all made with a special Golden Com- 
pound for long life under water. Be- 
ware, too, of silent "sneak" leaks... 
even if there's not a murmur from your 
toilet, you may be losing costly water. 
Be sure . . . get the right Blue Spot 
Tank Ball from your nearby Sexauer 
Authorized Quality Plumber. Or write 
for his name: 

J. A. SEXAUER MFG. CO., INC. 
DEPT. HG-10 

10 HAMILTON AVENUE 
WHITE PLAINS. NY. 10601 

WORLDS   LEADING   SPECIALISTS   IN 
PLUMBING  AND  HEATING  REPAIR  PARTS 

LOOSENS  RUSTED  BOLTS. 
NUTS,   SCREWS   &   PARTS. 

itomatically changing color display 
rcelain fountain statue! Changeable 

nozzles with 26 36 48 or 50 outlet holes 
Models from S 17.25. Write for free color catalogue 

Garvens OHG, 3251 Aerzen, Dept.16 West Germany 

Star-spangled key 
to a home of your own 

Buy 
United States Savings Bonds 

Rust Proof 
Patio Furniture 
In Seconds. 
Add years of use and good looks to 
metal furniture. When - the 
winter, rub down with 3-IN-ONE 
Household Oil and block out the 
dampness, rust and cor- 
rosion that devour 
metal. But be sure you 
get genuine 3-IN-ONE 
— the blend of 3 oils 
that protects 3 ways. 
Shields. Cleans. Lubri- 
cates. Wherever hard- 
ware is sold. 

3-IN-ONE 
HOUSEHOLD OIL 

A GARDENER SPEAKS HER MIND 

continued from page 30 

very worthwhile plants. They're bought in bulk, 

and anything that has survived in such places 

is tough. Some of the big markets even provide 

orchids at a price you can"t get at a specialist. 

But watch out for the crocking, the interior 

drainage. This is sometimes left out bv the 

wholesalers for labor-saving reasons. Put a pen- 

cil up the drainage end. I've used the ends of mv 

eyeglasses occasionalK. If \ou don't hit some 

shards or pebbles, tell the man why you're not 

Inning the plant. If the root system is wander- 

ing out of the pot. don't bu\ it either. It's been 

standing about too long and won't recover. 

W hm about the •wii7 iimi buy for hou »<• plants? There 

is nothing wrong with most commercially available potting 

soil except that for a mature plant, it is like baby food. It 

has to be coarsened up. I mix soils with coarse wet peat 

moss, sand if I can get it. I dislike the color of perlite. though 

it does serve as a good sand substitute. Shops have their 

problems, but on the whole the plants are set in soil that will 

suit them for a considerable time. I think beginners should 

keep their hands off fertilizer. If a plant is ailing, a shot of 

fertilizer is like broiled lobster for a convalescent. 

.1(11/ odrii-e iihinii trateriny house plants? \ou can 

only tell when to water by looking at the soil 

and feeling the surface. The difficulty is educat- 

ing people into realizing that plants do not 

wish to be drowned. If a plant is in a plastic 

pot. it will need onl\ about half as much water 

as in a clay pot. If you have hanging pots, thev 

may need water more often because of the ris- 

ing hot air. If you don't like water dripping 

down your sleeve, put ice cubes in the hanging 

pot. It w orks like a charm. 

W hat (/<» you do about your himse plants u hm you 

travel? If I leave them with a '"sitter"' they sometimes have 

In swim for it. For short trips I find it best to water them 

well and put them under thin plastic. Bags from the dr\ 

cleaners will do for big ones. Prop the plastic with stakes 

stuck at an angle just inside the rim. Tie the bag at the top 

and mo\e the plants awa\ from windows. Anything under 

plastic simpl) boils in the sun. The water recycles and drips 

down and ma\ rot the petals of something like African vio- 

lets or gloxinia, although it won't hurt the plant. People 

who travel a great deal ought to grow more of what I call 

the neglectables. the succulents. By that I don't mean cacti. 

Echeveria, sempervivums, sedums, plants of the kind you 

can neglect for a long time to their advantage! 

twi>   uou   more   your  house  plants   outdoors  for  the 

summer? 1 think you've got to get them out 

in vour Harden if vou can. Not for decoration: 
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for rest. 15m there are iu<> things people <I"M I 

understand aboul moving plants outdoors. Far 

too man) think \<>u mean lake them out of 

their puis! Once out, they'll nevei nam back 

in again. The other ihinu people don't under- 

stand is how sensitive plants are to outdooi 

light. Even if the) have been in a sunns win- 

dow, put them in deep shade- -artificial shade 

if  neccssai \ .   \hisl   house   plants  need   dappled 

shade eventually. The onlj thing I give full sun 

to—other than cuttings like chrysanthemums, 
which I'm ver) anxious to make people under- 

stand do not require a greenhouse—is my aza- 

lea-. I give them full sun in September to set 

the buds. If you can't move your plants out- 

doors, do group them away from hot sunnj 

w indows. 

MWti   I/WII   move   your  plants  around   much   indoors'/ 

Generally. I don't think it's a good idea to he constantly 

moving jour plants. Some 1 can't. I have a hideous Mon- 

stera in a very dark coiner—the remnant, the great-grand- 

child I think, of one of the first plants I ever had. If I were 

to move it to brighter light, it would probably collapse. 01 

course if an African violet is getting pingly, there's nothing 

to do but move it. or give it artificial light to revive it. I think 

we ought to encourage people to use more artificial lights. I 

use them to raise all my seeds. The fluorescent light units 

are so easy and cost about what one big philodendron costs. 

A. north window, particularly in New ^ ork where v ou have 

less light, would be enormously benefited by extra lighting. 

You could also put a small floodlight in the top of a window 

so it spreads in a widish cone. If you place it high enough, 

it won't burn the plants and will make an enormous differ- 

ence. I use spots all over the lot because I can't bear that 

tube lighting by night, but I use fluorescent liuhl l>v day. 

Plants indoors need a lot of light, even shade lovers. 

two yon use any insecticides? I am not entirely an or- 

ganic gardener, so I do use some chemical con- 

trols on my trees. But I very much disapprove 

of people using a spray in the house. It can 

make y ou feel ill, and it occasionally kills the 

plants. In the greenhouse I do use, with enor- 

mous caution, a vaporous hanging strip that 

is effective against white flies. In general, I 

agree with the organic gardeners that really 

healthy plants don't get pests. If they won't 

respond to simple home remedies like a hard 

spray of cold water, infected house plants 

should be thrown out. Outdoor chemical 

sprays, used with great care, have a place, but 

should be handled only by professionals and 

then only in emergency situations and under 

close supervision. 

<^ Louis has brought 6384 
breakfasts -in-bed, 

but youd never 
^ guess yours is his 
L*       6,385th. 

4L 

^5f,;        We do 
^   V L; everything so 

v ^ ^/^ personally at 
Delmonico's 

Louis is just one of our personal people. When you wish to reserve your 
cheerfully decorated, air-conditioned room or suite, our telephone lady 
Mrs. Jacques will put you right through to our receptionist Mr.     Patrick. 
He'll take care of everything for you..  personally. 

Please call (212) EL 5-2500. 

HOTEL 
PARK AVENUE AT 59TH STREET NEW YORK, N.Y.  10022 

CABLE: ELECANCE, NEW YORK 

MOVI/yG? 
Please notify HOUSE & GARDEN 

and the Post Office when you 
move and be sure to fill out the 

form below. 
For   FASTEST   service   on   address   change, 
missing copies, etc., attach old mailing label 
in first space below. Otherwise please print | 
clearly your address as we now have it. 

IN FULL COLOR 

OLD ADDRESS 
(Attach old label here. 

NEW ADDRESS 
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NEW WOOD F0LDIN6 DOOR IDEAS 
Before you build, buy or remodel, 
send for this helpful Brochure. 
Shows  how  to  stretch  space  for 
family living . . . divide it fc 
precious privacy . . . hide wori 
storage and utility 
areas decoratively. 
Do it with the nat- r / 
ural beauty of gen- I W00D FQL0|NG 

uine wood. Mail » -,-..-,.-.,- 
coupon  today. 

THIS  COUPON  ANSWERED WITHIN 24  HOURS 
ROLSCREEN COMPANY, Dept. WC-57 
PELLA,  IOWA 50219 

Please   send   me   FREE   full-color 
PELLA  Folding  Doors  Idea   Brochure. 

House&Garden 
BOX 5202 

BOULDER, COLORADO 80302 
Please a I low 6 weeks for change to take effect. 

ADDRESS 

CITY   ft   STATE ZIP 

PELLA MAKES QUALITY WOOD WINDOWS, 
WOOD   FOLDING   DOORS   &   PARTITIONS   AND 

WOOD  SLIDING  GLASS  DOORS 
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iiife 
The same craftsmen who created the famous Boone 
Trail Collection now present Additional TRADI- 
TIONAL ... an understatement of yesterday's charm. 
Every sofa and chair features all-over cushioning, fine 
fabrics, deep-seated comfort, and eight-way hand-tied, 
double-cone coil spring construction. Maxwell Royal's 
TRADITIONAL ... an original at the price of a copy. 
Designed and scaled ALSO for apartment living. Send 
25* for set of TRADITIONAL brochures and name of 
your nearest Maxwell Royal Dealer. 

#$ 
MAXWELL ROYAL CHAIR CO. 

P. 0. Box 579, Hickory, N. C. 28601 

PANSIES...Flower-fresh. Mad with 
color. Just marvelous. A new vinyl 
wallcovering in four colorways. 

979 Third Avenue, New York 10022 
COMPANY, INC.       Merchandise Mart, Chicago 60654 

1025 Battery St., San Francisco, Cal. 94133 
Los Angeles • Boston • Seattle • Philadelphia • Dallas • Atlanta • Canada 

BEST IN 

BOOKLETS 
Because House & Garden uishes to fill your booklet requests 
promptly, arrangements have been made for you to order di- 
rectly from us. Fill in the coupon below, circling the number 
of each booklet desired. If remittance is required other titan 
the 25c charge for postage and handling that must accompany 
each coupon, it nill be indicated next to the booklet number. 
Enclose remittance in the form of coin, check, or money order 
only. Please do not send stamps. House & Garden will do 
all it can to see your requests are filled as rapidly as possible. 

SCANDINAVIA 

1. ENTERTAINING IN THE 

DANISH MANNER is described 

in a colorful booklet from the 

makers of Cherry Heering. It's 

filled with imaginative food and 

drink recipes and suggestions for 

table  settings and  decorations. 

2. SUPERB   STAINLESS   by 

Gense is pictured in an outstand- 

ing collection of hollowware that 

requires a minimum amount of 

care—you can put Gense in the 

dishwasher. 

3. TAILORED WALL FURNI- 

TURE l)> Royal System gives you 

limitless possibilities for beauti- 

ful and personal furnishing. Two 

booklets display this elegant and 

functional furniture, designed l>\ 

Poul Cadovius. 10c. 

4. "THE COUNTDOWN COL- 

LECTION '70"—A magnificent 

array of 100 percent cotton 

screen-printed fabrics, especially 

designed for Heal by qualified 

textile designers, is shown in a 

colorful brochure. 

5. UNIQUE FUNCTIONAL 

LIGHTING designed In the most 

outstanding Scandinavian archi- 

tects and designers is introduced 

in a full-color catalogue from 

Louis Poulsen Risom Lighting, 

Inc. 10c. 

6. HAND-BLOWN     GLASS, 

fashioned to reflect toda\'s world 

is displayed in an attractive book- 

let that describes the Iittala ap- 
proach to glassmaking.  10c. 

7. RYA RUGS are a Scandina- 

vian tradition. A magnificent col- 
lection of these high-pile rugs is 

presented in an opulent four-color 

booklet. Choose your favorite de- 
sign from wall and floor styles. $2. 

8. SEE SCANDINAVIA! SAS 

offers an attractive package of 

travel brochures that give- in- 

formation about tours to Scandi- 

navia and the rest of Europe. 

EATING AND 
ENTERTAINING 

9. IT'S THE NUTS. ... In a 

unique recipe book that's tilled 

with tempting hors d'oeuvresj 

main dishes, and desserts that 

are made with nuts. Walnut 

soup, anyone? 

10. GREAT WINES DESERVE 

GREAT CLASSES. World-re- 

nowned wine connoisseur, Frank 
Schoonmaker has written a help- 

fullj illustrated booklet that in- 

cludes the four most important 

rules of wine service and the sev- 

en recommended glasses for the 

seven classifications <>f wiite/ 
brandy. Seneca Glass. 10c. 

DECORATING 

11. THE BEST FROM OLD & 

NEW—great designs that have 

endured plus space-age tech- 

niques and handcraft specialties 

—goes into Globe furniture. Illus- 

trated, catalogue- carries styles 

inspired by fabled cabinet and 

furniture makers of Europe, si. 

12. "VERY MUCH TODAY',' 

describes two new furniture col- 

lections from Williams—"Apollo" 
and "Gallerj Twent) One." Illus- 

trated brochures gi\e details 

about models and specifications. 
20c 

13. SOME   SOUND  ADVICE 

about shopping for furniture and 

carpeting is offered in two help- 

ful brochures from the Latex 
Foam Rubber Council. 
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L4. GET ON GOOD FOOTING 
with Downs Carpets, Two bro 
chures carr) attrai tive lno.nl 
loom and indoor outdooi --i\ Irs 
[or evei j i oom in youi home. 

15. IT'S  A  CLASSIC—In,, 
collection of Parsons tables in six 
House & Garden colors plus tor- 
toise shell and two walnut veneer 
versions. Illustrated folder car- 
ries all eleven vai iations. 

16. MAKE DHAIt WINDOWS 
BEAUTIFUL with Levolor 
blinds and shades. Twenty-three- 
page lunik (il ideas shows you the 
man) possibilities for attractive 
and tasteful decor that windows 
Can provide. 25c. 

BUILDING AND 
REMODELING 

17. ADD LOVELINESS TO 
YOUR GARDEN. Follow Sak- 
rite's step-by-step instructions on 
how to build planters, decorative 
screen block walls, flower bed 
edging, patio floors, seating walls, 
barbecues, i Is. steps and walks 
with Sakrete Concrete and Mor- 
tal  Mixes. 15c. 

18. "CITYPROOF" YOUR 
HOME with a Steel Glide cus- 
tom-design window system. Lit- 
erature describes how these win- 
dows protect your home and 
family. 

19. HOME IMPROVEMENT 
HELP is offered in a thirty-five- 
page booklet from the American 

Plj u I     Vssocial      ( ,',,i.,,,i 
lots "l valuable idea-- and project) 
fur adding new rooms, construe 
ling biiilt-ins, etc. 25c. 

POTPOURRI 

20. GLEAN CHANDELIERS 
EASIIA with Kellum's I r) tal 
Clean. Informative brochure de- 
scribes bow this liquid cleaner 
drips dr) so no wiping or polish- 
ing is necessary. 

21. GIFTS, GIFTS, GIFTS fill 
a mail-order catalogue from 
Adam Fox. Inc. Take your pick 
from an impressive array of 
clocks,  desk   accessories,   radios, 
gadgets, etc. 

22. MAGIC DOES IT. A collec- 
tion of aerosol products from the 
Magic American Chemical Corp. 
sprays away your housecleaning 
problems. A little folder tells all. 

23. A VARIETY VACATION- 
LAND—North Carolina is rep 
resented in a lovely thirty-eight- 
page, four-color brochure pre- 
pared by the North Carolina Dept. 
of Conservation & Development. 
Included is an official highway 
map of the state. 

FAMILY MATTERS 

24. WHAT TO DO IN TIME 
OF BEREAVEMENT—Letters 
of sympathy, poems, what to do 
when others turn to you in grief— 
from   the  Clark  Vault  Company. 

r ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS— 
October,  1970 

Circle the number of each booklet \ou want, and en- 
close check, money order, or currency in amount in- 
dicated for those requiring payment. Add 25c for 
postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four 
v,eeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #10 

Box 3579, Grand Central Station 

New York. N. Y.. 10017 
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put color in your life with white 
White has all you need to color 
up your decorating. An array of 
the most stunning color finishes 
you can imagine. Rich, 
enchanting colors that enliven 
any room. The Lorraine IV 
Collection —including bedroom, 
dining room, and occasional 
pieces—is offered in your choice 

of 14 different custom finishes. 
To see the complete collection, 
send fifty cents for a brochure to 
White of Mebane, Dept. HG-10, 
Mebane, North Carolina 27302. 

^*of Mebane 

How to make beautiful 
^ninyour windows. happei 

We have a book for you—full of 
beautiful (and helpful) ideas on what to 
do with windows. Compiled by top 
decorators, it tells all: about measuring, 
lighting, blinds, valances, drapes, 
colorful shades—and our spectacular 
new 1 -inch Riviera blinds. It's all there. 
Send for your copy today. 

/7REE?ROM LEVOLOR 

I 
i.i i HG-irjl Levolor-lorentzen Inc. 
720 Monroe St., Hoboken, NJ. 07030 

Please send me a copy of your idea book, 
"Window Magic". I enclose 25{ for 
handling and mailing 

Name  

Address, 

City. 

,_J    State. .Zip. 

f 
\ 
\ 
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Armstrong presents the magnificent flooi 
Let your imagination run wild. 

Create a dramatic Excelon Tile floor 
and install it yourself for less than $60. 

This is decorating in the Seventie 
Each room becomes a canvas < 
which to express your creativit 
Anything goes. Nothing is tabo 
Start with an exciting, new Arr 
strong Excelon Tile floor. 

You can probably do the who 
job from start to finish over a wee 
end. Your only cost is for the ti 
and   adhesive.   And  that  comes 



I ■■■ 

FOUNDERS  FURNITURE  FROM   ARMSTRONG. 

hat comes out of a box. 
;s than $60 for a room 10' x 15'. 
The beautiful Excelon Tile shown 
re is called Topiary. It comes in 
'e colors. Pick two, three, or all 
'e, and design your own  pattern. 
eate a floor as unique as you are. 
Or choose from one of the doz- 

is of other Excelon designs and 
)lors. You can give any room the 
ok of scattered pebbles, polished 

marble, wood parquet, a brick court- 
yard. Even a Spanish patio. 

Open a few boxes of Excelon 
(vinyl-asbestos) Tile this weekend. 
Then go wild. You can't go wrong. 

See all the floors Armstrong makes 
in our free booklet "Brighten Your 
World". It's full of decorating ideas, 
too. Write Armstrong, 7010 Maple 
Ave., Lancaster, Pa. 17604. 

VINYL FLOORS BY 

Ahn strong 
CREATORS OF THE INDOOR WORLD 



Armstrong's new carpet tiles save time. And we 
Now installing wall-to-wall carpet 
is child's play. An afternoon is all 
the time you need with Armstrong's 
new Wearathon® carpet tiles. You just 
place a 12" x 12" carpet tile on the 
floor and press. It's that easy with 
Armstrong's exclusive Handy-stik™ 
back—a self-sticking back that holds 
the tile in place. Even tough corners 
aren't a problem. Just cut the tile 
to fit with ordinary scissors. And the 

rich   tweedy  texture   makes   seams 
between tiles almost disappear. 

These Armstrong tiles are made 
with the same type of fiber as the 
original Wearathon Indoor/Outdoor 
Carpet. So they'll take a lot of use . . . 
and abuse. And you'll be surprised 
how little it will cost to carpet a whole 
room. See Armstrong carpet tiles in 
a wide variety of exciting patterns and 
colors at your Armstrong dealer. 

17-jewel Convertible Sports W 
Suggested retail price, $33. 

Your price, only $14.95. 



lp you get the watch to prove it. 
you buy as little as eight square 
of Wearathon carpet tile you 

it in on a very special offer from 
trong — a Buren Convertible 
5 Watch by Hamilton (suggested 
price, $33.95) for only $14.95. 

> handsome 17-jewel all-sports 
is shock resistant, has adjusta- 

md, and comes with four inter- 
table rims. One rim measures 
-d time, another converts the 

watch into a tachometer, a third 
shows the international time zones, 
and the fourth is an elegant dress 
rim. The watch is offered in a choice 
of three color combinations. 

Get all the details from the Armstrong 
Wearathon carpet dealer nearest you. 
For his name, address, and telephone 
number, call this special toll-free num- 
ber: (800) 243-6000. In Connecticut 
(800) 942-0655. 

Carpet tiles are ready to install as they come out of 
the carton. If you install a tile improperly, just peel it 
up. reposition it, and press in place. It's child's play. 

s -v CARPET  BY 

(Armstrong 
CREATORS OF THE INDOOR WORLD 



Jeeves No. I 
Imported Mozambique wood. 

The top splits in half 
and slides so you 

can open it when loaded. 

Founders' 
solution to the 

holiday 
servant problem. 

FOUNDERS FURNITURE FROM   AVlTIStrOng    CREATORS OF I       I THE INDOORWORLD 
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Henredorfs Folioler 

Italy in the Renaissance, England in the 18th Century, 
France at the height of its Empire and today's style of living 
... these are some of the sources for Henredon s new 
Folio Ten. And from them, Henredon has selected the most 
exquisite. Folio Ten is, in fact, a compilation of exciting 
pieces that become the focal point of every room. And each 
has practicality as well as beauty. Nothing demonstrates 

this more perfectly than the triple bookcase which, 
while bringing pure architecture into your living room, 
also provides the most elegant setting for your most prizei 
possessions. Another example is the wall unit, whose 
deck accommodates glasses and decanters while the chesl 
holds linen. The drop-front desk inspires you to catch 
up on correspondence and keeps your personal effects 



.a collection of classics. 

filed. The two-drawer commodes are always at 
/vherever they're placed. And, of course, all of Folio Ten 
s match in mood and scale in the Upholstered 
Jre Collection. For brochures showing both, send 
toHenredon,Dept.HG 11-70, 
inton. North Carolina 28655. Henredon 
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DOUBLE 
ENTENDRE EYE 

Ail exciting col lection of new concepts in eye make-up 
thai suggests, in its own fashionable way, 

I here's more to beauty than meets the eye. 
The Double Entendre Eye Shadow Compact 
)ouble cakes of silky shadows in colors that hint of wild- 

lowers. One, a fresh, vibrant pastel to sweep on over and 

mder the eye. Its companion, a misty iridescent to use as a 

lighlight over the cheekbone, under the brow, wherever you 

The Double Entendre Liner Compact 
V case of two tone-on-tone pastels. On one side, a quiet under- 

iner. On the other, a more intense hue to line the upper lid 

ir shade the hollow of the eye. 

The Nature Lashes 

\> "au naturel" a> a lash can look. A set of silky, spikey upper 

and lower lashes, meticulously trimmed in artful little 

clusters, that look to all the world like nature's own. 

The Geminesse Eye Make-up Collection 
All it takes to see eye to eye with fashion. Including other 

colorful interpretations of the Double Entendre Eye in Gem- 

inesse Eye Shadow Cream and Liquid Liner. Here, at last, are 

totally new concepts in color... to give a glorious new defini- 
tion to your eyes. 

GEMINESSE 
MAX FACTOR 

MRS. WILLIAM A. TISHMAN 

f©    1970   MAX   FACTOR   &   CO.  AVAILABLE   IN   CANADA. 



House & Garden 
INCORPORATING LIVING FOR YOUNG HOMEMAKERS 

I.S.V.-PATCEVITCH, CHAIRMAN PERRY  L.  RUSTON,   PRESIDENT .iwt ALEXANDER LIBERMAN,  EDITORIAL DIRECTOR 

On the cover: In Mr. and Mrs. 

Stephane Groueff's small house, this 
guest bedroom often doubles as a sitting 
room for family and friends. A charm- 
ing mixture of old possessions—"a flow- 
ered rug from Paris, a bed from another 
country house, and a bamboo table that 
has been in storage for years"—is 
revived with terra-cotta walls and fresh 
blue fabrics. For more on the Groueffs' 
versatile house and refreshing ideas for 
entertaining,   please   turn   to   page   82. 
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Entertaining 

Thoughts for the hostess by Mary Moon Hemingway 26 
82 
88 

90 

96 
126 

127 

The personal approach to entertaining 
Two great ways to give a good party 

by Dorothy Rodgers and her daughter Mary 
The very personal garden and house of 

Mrs. Quaintance Mason 
An environment to stimulate talk and new ide< 
Corkscrew: Unusual party drinks from 

a great party giver 
House & Garden Cook Book: Secrets of 

a great party giver—Milton Williams 

Decorating 

18     A decorator speaks his mind: Living with the 
pictures you love by William Baldwin 

96     An environment to stimulate talk and new ideas 

Architecture  and   Building 

82     Small barn full of ideas for living 
90    The very personal house of Mrs. Quaintance Mason 

114 "A house must make people feel good": An interview 
with architect I. M. Pei 

115 A great house for two or two hundred 
146     Building facts 

Christmas   Presents 

68     Books about your house and garden by Jay Herbert 
100     How to find the perfect Christmas present 

for everyone on your list 
100     Flowering plants to order for Christmas 
102     Presents for the cook, the collector, the nature lover, 

the luxury lover, the gardener, the arts buff, 
the indoor woman, the outdoor man, child's play, 
the party giver, the furniture collector 

139 Great house gifts 
140 Great house gifts under $1 5 

Kitchens  and   Housekeeping 

38    Notes of a happy housekeeper 
by Mary Elizabeth Falter 

Gardening 

56    A wildflower expert speaks his mind: An interview 
with Senator George D. Aiken 

90     The very personal garden of Mrs. Quaintance Mason: 
A miniature orchard 

246    Gardener's notes by James Fanning 

Beauty and Health 
32     Some notes on good looks and good health 

by Rebecca Warfield 

Features 
60 Questions & answers: Antiques by Louise Ade Soger 
76 Please tell me 
81 What people are doing (Editorial) 

124 Editors'eye on people and things 

Reader's  Service 
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Jens Quistgaard gives crystal the 
heft of a tankard, the grace of a chalice. 

No wispy stems, no lifted pinkies. 
Instead, a hand-sized handhold on fac- 

eted or Doric-columned crystal. 
This pure lead crystal comes in six 
Quistgaard patterns, each in three 

sizes. It's all part of the new tabletop 
architecture in our current color 
brochure. To get 576 more-or-less 
monumental ideas of this kind 
send a thin dime to Dansk Designs Ltd., 
Dept. Z, Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 10549. 

DANSK DESIGNS LTD. 

Put fine wine on a pedestal. 
Ws good for your skol. 
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Whether you're beautifying a 
total living area with Pavana 
Vinyl Asbestos Tile-or just 
a cozy den-one thing you 
can relax about is the do-it- 
yourself cost. Luxurious as 
Pavana vinyl looks, you can 
do any 10'xl5' area for about 
$50. And, with those big 

u«?9l» iriviiu. uiu ucw x avaiia vut^i M.±%J\JX. 

12"xl2" tiles to work with, 
the job goes amazingly fast 
and easy. When you're done, 
you'll have the satisfaction of 
owning a Kentile® quality 
floor that's long on-wear, 
heaven to walk on, delight- 
fully easy to clean. Pavana 

-has a contemporary yet time- 
less styling that enhances any 
decor. And notice below how 
each Pavana™ tile blends 

perfectly into the next, 
creating a floor of seemingly 
seamless beauty. Ideal even 
for kitchens because its tough, 
non-porous surface locks out 
grease, stains, scuffs, and 
moisture. Five decorator 
colors. Pavana vinyl tile is at 
your Kentile Dealer's now. 
Look him up in the Yellow 
Pages under "Floors." 

BROOKLYN, N.Y.lia 



YVES SAINT LAURENT: 
his new collection for bed and bath. 

Permanent-press sheets and pillowcases,        ' 
sheared woven towels (as shown) and bath 

sheets, printed towels, quilted bedspreads, 
sculptured blankets, tufted bathrugs 

(as shown), see-through shower curtains. 
Ebony/Spanish Straw, Bristol Blue/Verdian 
Green, Loganberry/Cardinal. Sheets from 

$6.50; bath towels from $5.00. 
At the stores you love most. 

£yteldwe&t 
A Division of Fieldcrest Mills, Inc., 

60 West 40th Street, New York, NY. 10018. 

S* A 

<m 
Y/es Saint Laurent's latest originals/Only Fieldcrest does it like this. 
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PURE WOOL PILE 
The Woolmark is your 
assurance of quality tested 
carpets made of pure wool 
pile. 

Once Bill Blass discovered Philadelphia's pure 
wool carpet, there was no stopping him 

Philadelphia's "Barclay Arms" carpet may not give you the irre- 
pressible urge for shoulder-to-shoulder carpeting. That's for the 
genius of fashion designer Bill Blass. But it will give your decorat- 
ing the same fresh zest. "Barclay Arms" has a flair for stimulating 
your creativity, and the character to put it over. Rich, deep-plush 
texture. The stamina and easy care of permanently mothproof 
pure wool pile. And 15 inspiring colors (French Gold shown.) 
Proudly carries the Woolmark. 

PHILADELPHIA Carpet Company 
Carpet sho« Since 1846, the quality of elegance underfoot 

PHILADELPHIA'S'BARCLAY ARMS' CARPET (12 & 15 FT. WIDTHS) ABOUT 516.95 SQ. YD. (slightly higher west of Rockies) PHILADELPHIA CARPET CO.. CARTERSVILLE. GA  30120 

8 HOUSE & GARDI 
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rls who like Grande Baroque sterling, 
ystal chandeliers and Louis XV armoires 
in now have a Baroque tea party. 

1 
—»U—  

It                 j |JB. 1 

'"' 

You'd never be happy with just a piece 
of furniture. That's why you prefer an- 
tiques. You love every curve and grace- 
ful line of this armoire. And the rich 
ornate carving. Because you're all for 
elegance. Particularly, in your silver. 

•■ 

^5 
% 

Everything that describes Grande 
Baroque sterling flatware is also 
true of this Baroque silverplated 
tea set. Because the same elegant, 
lavish look has been captured. 
Imagine how beautiful your table 
will look with Grande Baroque 
flatware and this matching Baroque tea set 
Wallace dealer soon. That's where tea is being served. 

\V Wallace 
Silversmiths 

Wallingford. Conn. 06492 

You know Grande Baroque sterling flat- 
ware. It's by Wallace. Timeless. A sculp- 
ture in sterling. No wonder it's one of 
America's best loved patterns. 

i 



86 Proof Blended Scotch Whisky. Poddington Corp , NY. 10020 

J&B Rare pours more pleasure. 

10 HOUSE & GARDI 



Learn the facts of life 
about family room furniture. 

There's a difference in living 
room and family room furniture. 
Because you use the two rooms 
differently. Overstuffed uphol- 
stered pieces are fine in a formal 
room. But they can't take family 
room punishment. 

You need: 
1. Reversible, zippered cush- 

ions. When one is worn or dirty 
flip it over. If it wears out you can 
get a whole new set for a Howard 
chair for under $20. 

2. Big, comfortable foam 
cushions, nestled in soft Fortrel. 
Deep down comfort for the man in 
your life. 

3. Solid oak furniture. 

Without overstuffed arms. If our 
arm pads wear out take them off. 
There's a warm deep-rubbed oak 
arm underneath. And new arm 
pads are less than $12. 

4 HERCULON' olefin 
fiber fabrics that outwear wool 
seven times. With stain release 
built in ... not added on. 

Howard goes where you really 
live. Whatever you call the room. 
And that's a fact. 

HOWARD 
family room furniture 
Starkville, Mississippi 39759 'Registered trad rporated, Wilmington, Delaware, for its olefin fiber. 



'Electronically re-channeled to simulate stereo CHOOSE YOUR FIRST SELECT 
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New members of 
Capitol Record Club can take this 

superb Longines Symphonette 

You can actually own this superb Component Stereo Phonograph 
for just $19.98! Engineered by the famed Longines Symphonette, 
this stereo phonograph features complete solid-state design . . . 
two full-range bass-reflex speakers . . . separate tone controls . . . 
diamond stylus . . . ceramic cartridge . . . wood-grain enclosures .. . 
plus a host of other features you'd expect only in a stereo costing 
up to $80! Yet it is yours for just $19.98 with new membership in 
Capitol Record Club. (Stereo headphones—just $4.98 additional.) 

You receive FREE each month the Club's full-sized, full-color mag- 
azine, KEYNOTES. Each issue takes you inside the exciting world 
of records and recording stars, in addition to offering literally 
hundreds of top albums. If you want only the regular selection of 
your musical division as shown in KEYNOTES, you need do nothing 
—it will be shipped automatically. Or you may order any other 
records offered ... or take no record at all . . . just by returning the 
convenient selection notice by the date specified. 

STEREf 
PHONO 

Choose from over 400 records a month from all the top label 
stars. Enjoy albums by headliners like Tom Jones . . . The L 
men ... Engelbert Humperdinck ... The Beatles ... Merle Hai 
... Glen Campbell... Johnny Cash ... and hundreds more! 

Immediate charge privileges! Never pay for Club purchases 
after you receive and enjoy them. If every album does not 
your highest expectations simply return it for full credit. Alsc 
advantage of special Club sales on records and electronic 6 
ment at truly bargain prices. 

Receive FREE records! Once you complete trial membership 
one record FREE (just 250 shipping-handling) for every oni 
buy. That's nearly a 50% discount for the rest of yourjife! 
delay! Enjoy all these Club benefits . . . plus your own Comp 
Stereo Phonograph for just $19.98! Fill in and mail the attc 
order card today! 

IF ORDER CARD IS MISSING-MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! 

CAPITOL RECORD CLUB Stereo Phonograph Division 
Thousand Oaks, California 91360 

Please accept me as a member of Capitol Record Club. I've indicated my first record 
purchase for which you will bill me just $4.98 plus small shipping-handling charge. Also 
bill me just $19.98 plus shipping-handling and send my Deluxe Model Component Stereo 
Phonograph. During the next 12 months I agree to buy just 12 more records at regular 
Club price of only $4.98 plus shipping-handling (occasional special albums priced 
slightly higher) . . . and I may resign any time thereafter. If I continue I am to receive 
one record FREE (just 25C shipping-handling) for every additional selection I accept. All 
records will be shipped in stereo, also guaranteed playable on most mono phonographs. 
All orders subject to acceptance at Club headquarters. 
D Check here for optional stereo headphones-just $4.98 

extra. 
IMPORTANT: The music I like best isfcheck one): 

□ Easy Listening   □ Popular Vocalist    □ Classical 
□ Movies & Shows    □ Country Sound    □ Jazz   □ Now Sound 

DMr. 
D Mrs  
□ Miss 

Send me this 
selection as my 
first purchase 

(write number here) 

Arirlrp<;<; 

Citv                                                                         State  7ip 

APO, FPO addresses, please write for additional information. ED3A ED3B 

ENJOY THESE 
OUTSTANDING FEATURES 

• Solid-state circuitry for 
instant-on cool performance 

• Two full-range bass-reflex 
speakers 

• Diamond stylus: ceramic cartridge 
• BSR automatic record changer 
• Multi-speed turntable; 

separate tone controls 
• High-impact protective 

enclosures 
• Sleek, transparent dust cover 

J 



!l )M THESE TOP HITS I 
THE BEST Of 

PETER PAUL& MARY | 
II I HAM IHflWMf H 

nn;HOC* AwyjiiiLMlJsit | 

I MOUNTAIN HIGH 

MY MELANCHOLY 
BABY 

931-96 

KENNY ROGERS 
ANOTHE FIRST EDITION 
Swntlhing'j Burning-^ 

WAITINGViiP  /.' Iw 

FIVIRA / 

931-66 

U'VEMADEME 
rVDrYHAPPT 

wRAWLS- 

BOBBI MARTIN 
| For The Love Of Him 

GIVE A 
WOMAN LOVE 

EASY COME 
EASY GO 

932-00 

^       MIDNIGHT 
\{-*)        COWBOY 
V     EVERVBOOVSi 
^ ^        TAtKHf 

2E 

931-63 932-83 

Mama Told 
Me Not 
To Come 

J THE SHEIK 
HQF YOUR , 

[HEPRISI 

932-11 931-04 

U-* AT m ^ UgbtllyRri^-X §    £Bk 
9   ■LjOLDWflRDJ 

mJJ      HAROLD 
j^[ FAT ALBERTJ 

6od Knows 
I Low Too 

I [WAR 

920-40 916-69 
NER BROS   7 ARTS 

917-72 

' *    NANCY 
^£L      IN A LONG 

r   WHITE ROOM 

^         ONLY LOVE 
LOOKING BACK 

HANK WILLIAMS Jr.l 
GREATEST HITS | 

CAJWIUY 

1 213                      (0K| 

1-48                     931-90 n PHASM^^,^ra.l 

JACKSON 
*    IN PERSON;' 
.     LET'S HAVE 1 

■**-*   ROOF 
1$     -"ROBOT 

3-45                      930-20 

r only 

$79.98 
value 

When you agree to buy just one 
record now and as few as 12 
more in the next 12 months. 

^^mK^m^mmmmaB^mmmm 
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Enter, the natural beauty of 
Bruce Plank Floors with accent rugs 
The word is out; natural is in. Nine out 
of every ten interior designers recently 
surveyed said they want freedom in 
floor decor. Freedom to uncover the 
natural beauty of wood floors here and 
there. No more room-by-room, wall-to- 
wall sameness throughout. 

Now Bruce Oak Plank lets you fol- 
low their lead with floors you're proud 
to show off. Above, there's Bruce Cathe- 
dral Plank: wide, bevel-edged planks, 

in random-widths, accented with wal- 
nut pegs, available in either the dark 
or a medium finish. Bruce Old English 
Plank, grain-embellished and finished 
to a deep, dark richness, then set with 
wrought-head nails. And Bruce Pro- 
vincial Plank, finished to your color 
preference when installed. 

All three high-fashion, random-width 
Oak floorings by Bruce. Too beautiful 
to cover up! Send for idea booklet. 

"~l 
f™| E. L. Bruce Co. 
««■§■ Division of Cook Industries, Inc. 
1908 Thomas Street 

Memphis, Tennessee 38101 

MAIL FOR FREE PLANK FLOOR BOOKLET 

-Zip- 
._l 



A   DFtOllATOIt   SPEAKS   HIS   M1XD 

6. One of life's 
great pleasures is 

living with 

thepictures 
von love. J 

BvMillinin Bnhh\in 

/t has been said that Billy Baldwin lias die worst paintings 

in New \ ork. From an art critie"s viewpoint. I suppose 

it's true. My pictures are curiosities rather than great art. 

\ et each one means something special to me. And I love them. 

There's no denying that very good pic- 

tures are symbols of status and often wise 

investments as well. I know of one draw- 

ing h\ Matisse that was bought for $850 

in 1949 and sold this \ear for (15,000. 

\o one has a   W hat other investment in the world could 

right to a   Qet    i]lat    profit?    But    when    someone 
paintinq lit -iii w        quicklv shows you a paintmu s signature 

</<>< 'ii t lore . 
and tells \ ou how  much it's worth, you 

know he hasn't much feeling for the 

painting itself. And I don't think any- 

one has the right to possess a painting 

he doesn't love. 

J would never insist that a client buy a certain picture 

just because I liked it. an\ more than 1 would gi\e 41 

picture, sight unseen, as a present. A painting is a wonderful 

gift as long as the person ha> seen it and is d\ ing to own it. 

But I have seen people give paintings to 

suit no one's taste but their own. The) 

think they're generous. 1 think they're 

insulting and intrusive and should be 

severelj punished. Even if \ou fall head 

A painting over heels for a painting, remember that 
makesarery   loye   aJ   tu>,   sii,,u   does   ,10,   necessarjl3 

mean love forever. A beautiful painting 

hanging in the gallerj ma\ look entire!) 

different once you get it home. Even the 

gallery owner knows \ou must live with 

it for a while before making a decision. 

personal 
present 

T 
Diece of Waterford crystal is a signed work of art.  Rosslare. S8.50. 

Write for brochure to Waterford, 225 Fifth Avenue, New York 10010. 

be wonderful thing about buying pictures today is that 

you can get good art at affordable prices. I love people 

who buy different kinds of pictures by unknown artists. As 

the) grow more knowledgeable and discriminating, they 

weed out earlier purchases and develop greater sensitivit)   to 

HOUSE & GARDI 



quality. And there's ih<- delightful bonus <>f chancing to liii 

on a real winner, delightful no! because of the financial rewards 

—you probabl) wouldn't want i<> pari with the painting any- 

way    luii because you've recognized lasting worth. 

No work of ait should ever l><- regarded 

.1- (lecoi alion. \\ IHTI you trj to hi a pic- 

11111• into a room l>\ color 01 subject, you 

reduce it to the level of a chair or wall- 

paper. When you trj toglorifj a painting 

you love In contriving a whole room 

around it, you often suffocate ii instead. 

I tried ii once, taking as my color cue a 

verj pleasant picture of a young girl iii 

lo\el\ shades ol apricot, pink, and blue. 

\\ e coxcred w alls, furniture, and Moor in 

the same warm glowing colors. Itul when 

we hung the picture, it counted for ab- 

solutely nothing. The room drained it of 

all its life. It can happen, of course, that 

a painting you love is l>\ chance in the 

same colors as the room where you plan 

to hang it. I once did a room the color 

of raspberry ice with flowered chintz of 

pinks, oranges, and yellows, then found, 

by sheer luck, a huge abstract by Stamos 

in exactly the same colors. For another 

room, a town house guest room wall- 

papered with Nantucket wildflowers, my 

client found a perfectly beautiful still life 

of fruit by Bonnard that picked up ever) 

tone in the wallpaper. No one will believe 

the roams.came well before the paintings. 

Yet if you think about it, you see that 

probably we would never have chosen 

those room colors if we had had the 

paintings to start with. 

I'ainlinas are 
not decoration 

71 you really love a painting, you can usually find a place 

for it—hut maybe not the one you had in mind. Several 

years ago I worked on a monochromatic room completely 

steeped in shades of icy blue—walls, fabrics, rugs, everything. 

One day the owners called me to see a new picture they'd put 

over the mantel. My reaction was instant shock. There before 

me was a rare Rembrandt—a very dark and somber portrait 

of a miserable looking old man. It had profound power, but 

the atmospheric quality of the blue room made it look almost 

frightening. It looked as though we had kicked a hole in the 

wall and there was a dungeon next door. I persuaded my clients 

to move the Rembrandt to their wood-paneled library, where 

surrounded by books and dark leathers it was absolutely 

glorious. 

There is a fashion today for having a 

great many pictures all over the walls. 

I have found that some rooms do indeed 

Von can fall in   look wonderful with lots of pictures, but 

love with space   there  are still  one-great-picture  rooms. 

Sometimes it's best to leave a wall en- 

tirely blank. Many young people with no 

pictures to start with find it a great temp- 

Continued on the next page 

fg&®r1fe®^*&&^ '     ■■ !    3^4. 

<_d'ew ilrinr/S c.tVr/'eli indietdrtalilif and la sic 4c a ell 

ai ienSilivevu ac&iancd and alilneear/• /ely era I led 

Irrrdrlit■ /rat1Jrrr/irlaee—Mrcli a± l//r ,/Jalcj' (' Mr/<eJican 

and (jnalrilt collection*. (iaen liiece IraS lie arrllre/i = 

licilii, excellence and endatdna a/dual <>J a rrnre/rre 

eclleele/d Hem. .J'o>' a Arc view, if nd$5.60 let- /lie 

c/ilfreli/ new ^/jaler ,^Occl. 
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811   MILLING   K'OAIJ,   HOLLAND.  MICHIGAN  4»4^a 

NEW   YORK   •    CHICAGO    •    LOS   ANGELES   •    PHILADELPHIA   •   CLEVELAND 

SAN    FRANCISCO     -     ST.    LOUIS     •     DALLAS     •     ATLANTA     •     GRAND    RAPIDS 
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P#$£€^ $)ivi*ion </ dJL^ //„,/,,«,ex ((,<>>,/,«,,,, 6fc}b*&r&$f 

FOR   THE   FINEST   CARE   OF   YOUR   FINEST   FURNITURE.   USE  SAINT'S  SATIN   WAX. 

■C EMBER,  1970 19 



A D&CCRA'CR SPEAKS HIS MIND ;~: -_ec  '.~ z.sg* IB 

tation to fill every space at once. I always 

tell them to wait until just the perfect 

pictures come along. Then too. you can 
fall in . ne of my clients did, 

will. - : ive Tears after working on 
her  living room  I  discovered  what I 

thought would be the ptifoct picture for 
over the sofa. But she wouldn't hear of it. 

■   .   _     . ".   ..: 

nhen I'm rehanging a client's collection of pictu:  - 

aim - return them to their original places. TK •:■ 
that might have been rooms apart often take on new vitality 

when hung side by side. Pictures scattered about the old rooms 

sometimes look more connected in a single grouping. Or one 
small one from an old group could be a IrtL- n a 

space alone. I have also found that pictures moved from 

a large house to a much smaller apartment often look friendlier 
and more relaxed in their reduced circumstances. Moving day. 

bv th - a good time to reassess the value of your pictures. 
- no reason to keep a painting you've outgrown, or 

reallv don't care for anymore. But don't make the mistake of 

sweeping t<x i :>ur pictures a - _ - .  part of your 

life than most people realize. More than anything else in your 

- feel instandv at home. 

a typical over-the-sofa painting and hang- 

ing it out in the hall, where you can get 

up and go see it rather than sit in its 
shadow all the time. I love to see little 

pictures hanging on bookcase dividers, 

or standing on the shelves alongside the 
books. In one room I backed a picture 
with plywood for protection and stood it 
in a window. In my own apartment. I 

have a painting on a floor-standing brass 

easeL And of course there are those beau- 
tiful tiny pictures on easels to stand on 

tables all around the room. Photographs 
look wonderful stacked and plastered all 
over -r-all  personal  rooms.   Not 

brides nor Sunday-best studio portraits, 
please, but snapshots of houses you've 

lived in or of the kids rambling over a 
haystack. It's rather like leaving the fam- 

ily album open for everyone to see—and 
just as charming. One of the most beau- 
tiful arrangements of pictures I've ever 
seen is a collection of Bonnards hung on 

the wall of a stairwell. They had been 
removed from their heavy gilt frames and 
hung utterly unadorned against a back- 

ground of mushroom-colored toile de 
Jouy—just the way Bonnard himself 

often hung them in his own studio. 

Where I* 
hang pirimre* 

It gives you the late show, the latest hits 
and tells you how late it really is. 
We call it the 'Triple Play"—a combination 9"(diag.) 
TV, FM/AM radio, and digital clock, all wrapped 
up in an incredibly portable, award-winning design. 
Comes with ear plug, Daylight Picture Booster, 
even a switch that lets you shut off the radio or TV 
automatically for up to three hours after you 
set it If s built right and backed in writing with the 
RCA Purchaser Satisfaction program covering 
both parts and labor. The Triple Play: 
if you're going to stay 
up late, do it with 
something beautiful. 
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The Short Drapery 
and how it grew to be 
beautiful and protective. 

Short draperies seldom see any 
company. They hang in rooms 
that the family frequents—the 
playroom, the den, the children's 
rooms—which may be why they've 
never been as nice as the long 
draperies that hang in the 
living room. 

As of now, were putting an 
end to the drapery double 
standard. For the first time 
Burlington House ismakingshort 
draperies, and we're making them 
as beautiful as anything long 
and in the living room. 

We've woven special fabrics 
of Avisco* rayon and cotton, 
and we've dyed them good 
decorator colors. 

We've backed the fabrics with 
the protective, marshmallow 
white acrylic that keeps out cold 
in winter and heat in summer. It 
also breaks sound. (How have 
your playroom and your children's 
rooms ever gotten along 
without it?) 

And we've made them with 
our usual custom details—deep 
pleats, 3-inch hems, invisible 
stitching, and mitred corners. 

Our new shorties wash in a 
machine, tumble dry, need no 
ironing. They come in 30 and 36 
(with matching rings), 45, 54. 
and 63-inch lengths, single width, 
width and one-half, and double 
width panels. Matching valances 
and tie-backs are available. They 
cost from about 58 to Si 2 for a 
single width pair. 

So now, dear reader, you know 
how short draperies finally grew 
to be beautiful and protective. 

We made them that way. 

Burlington S House 
a Division of Burlington Industries, 

1345 Ave.of the Americas.N.Y.. N.Y. 10019 
(To find where you can buy Burlington House draperies, 
call 800-243-6000-inConacall 800-942-0655 Both calls free.) 

'EMBER.  1970 21 



Eloquence speaks for itself. 
And speaks in glowing phases of you. 
Your taste.Your sense of tradition. 
Yourappreci-ation.and knowledge 
of craftmanship and design. 
Onyourtable, Eloquence honors your 
guests and enriches the occasion. 
Eloquence. 
The ultimate word 
in Sterling. 

ELOQUENCE in four place setting pieces 

LUNT STERLING 
Fur information write: hunt Silversmiths, Dept. HG-3, Greenfield, Mass. 

22 HOUSE & GARDE 
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HE $250 DIFFERENCE 

w- 

you take a close look at this Heritage sofa, you will see that 
ie pattern flows all over it No interruptions. Those flowers climb 
t>m the front skirt, over the cushions, up to the back border, 
il the delicate leaves and stalks matching. That's because the 
leritage cutter works on each sofa one at a time, choosing the best 
Lsplay of pattern for the cushions, then—allowing for seams and 
retch — matching up all the many other pieces required, 
fo machine can make a perfect match like this. Only a practiced 
ye and patient hand can do it. 

Jid only more money can buy it 

The $250 difference between our sofa and anyone else's, can be seen quite 
plainly. And eveiy other piece of Heritage furniture also gets its share of patient, 
personal work, though it may not always show up on the outside. The interior 
of each drawer is sanded and sealed so there won't be any splinters to snag 
clothes or fingers. Dressers have the extra support of hidden turnbuckles, so they 
keep their true lines no matter how much you may load them up. Upholstered 
pieces are shaped, layer by layer, around sturdy frames-not just bulged out 
with padding. Whenever Heritage costs you more, y   y r^ r-\ l'~T^A S~^ V** 
it's because you're getting more. I—I h" py I   I /\ (   -r F 

A division of Drexel Enterprises 

>la designed by Ruth Clark Kith chief stylist Marion Pratt. For our color catalog and helpful room planning kit, send $2 to Dept.HG 11-70. Heritage Furniture Company, High Point, N.C. 27261. 



The lady with a green thumb—now she 
can make freshness bloom indoors too. With 
Heavenly Daisy throughout her bedroom 
and bath. 

As full of life as the real thing. Plus 
something dreamlike and altogether disarming. 

Bedspread, soft all-cotton towels and crisp 
no-iron sheets of 50% cotton, 50% polyester. 

From the Cannon Royal Family collection 
so you know they stay heavenly. 

CANNON 

ROYAL FAMILY 
Cannon * Heavenly Daisy in pink, blue. gold. At fine department stores. Cannon Mills, Inc., New York 10020. 



CUSTOM WALL OF LIBRARY SHELVES 
COMPLETE THREE-SECTION 

UNIT SHOWN ABOVE-$49.95 
The warmth of walnut wood ... the richness of pewter. 

Interior decorators do wonders with a 
wall of shelves like this .. .you can arrange 
them to fit your own needs. They solve 
your storage and decorating problems. 
These super strong shelves hold an incred- 
ible amount without ever looking crowded 
or messy. You can easily put all of your 
books on these shelves (holds 12 complete 
sets of encyclopedias), stoi'e your record 
collection, component stereo equipment, 
portable TV. Highlight your trophies and 
figurines ... they will never look more 
magnificent than they do when displayed 
on the Library Shelves. A great place to 
store games and toys to get at them easily. 
Mom can use the space as a great place 
to store...and show off...her fine china. 
Indeed these shelves can be used in any 
room ... even in the basement or garage 
to hold tools, equipment, garden supplies, 
etc. In the office, they hold supplies, re- 
search books and displays. 

A TRIUMPH OF DESIGN 
A unique stain and scratch resistant 
walnut wood-grain pebbled finish that is 
almost impossible to tell from solid hand- 
rubbed walnut except that it is so easy to 
keep looking like new. All solid steel that 
J. Carlton's  Inc.,   176 Madison Avenue,  New York, New York 10016 

MEMBER,   1970 

won't sag, sway, bend or dent. The up- 
right round steel post is cast in a special 
satin pewter-tone finish for smart 
contrast. Exclusive new construction 
conceals screw holes. All hardware is 
completely hidden. 

QUICK AND EASY TO ASSEMBLE 
All you need is a screwdriver. We really 
mean it... it just takes minutes to put up 
your Library Wall shelves. 

YOU DESIGN YOUR OWN ARRANGEMENT 
TO  FIT YOUR  WALL...YOUR  NEEDS 

We assembled the unit in this picture so 
that it is 90" wide and 60" high at the 
highest point. Each shelf is a full 12" 
deep. But don't think this is the only way 
you can assemble the shelves... the com- 
binations are limited only by your imagi- 
nation. You can raise and lower each indi- 
vidual shelf... combine heights and widths. 

SPECIAL J. CARLTON VALUE 
This Library Shelf unit...when installed 
...will look like custom units costing $100 
to $200...or even more. Due to modern 
production advancements ... nobody but 
you will ever know...even guess...that 
you paid so little for so much. 

FREE TEN-DAY TRIAL 
Assemble these shelves in your home or office. 
See if you aren't absolutely delighted with the 
rich decorator look...and surprised with the 
incredible strength and rigidity. See if any one 
of your friends ever guesses that you paid 1£ 
less than $100 for such a deluxe, superior unit. 
If you aren't delighted in every way...just 
return for full refund or credit. 

#1173 Wall of Shelves 
We pay shipping charges. 
Additional freight charges on all orders 
outside Continental U.S. (incl. Alaska). 

$4Q95 

— MAIL THIS COUPON—SATISFACTION GUARANTEED- 

J.CARLTON'S   Dept  FD12 
176 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016 
Dear Mr. Carlton: 
Please   send   me   #1173   Custom   Wall   Of   Library 
Shelves  at  only  $49.95  shipping  charges  prepaid.  I 
understand   that   if  I   am   not  completely   satisfied. 
I may return for a full refund. 
Enclosed is $    (Check or M.O.) 
Charge my: □ Diners Club 

Acct.  #. 

□ American  Express 
n Master Charge 

Name  

Street  

City State _ 
N.Y.  residents add sales tax. 

.Zip. 

25 



Mail me. 
r 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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Conn Organ Corporation HG- 
616 Enterprise Drive 
Oak Brook, 111.60521 

Please send me your free record that demonstrates the fun and 
sounds that even a beginner can get out of a Con,n.£r§lude; plus 
literature on how to choose an organ; plus the name and address o 
the nearest studio where I can have a free first lesson. 

Name. 

Address. 

City. .State. _Zip_ 

Play me* 

l 
I 
i 
I 
I 

J 

It's almost that easy—and lots 
more fun—to learn to play a 
Conn Organ. Just mail in the 
coupon, and you'll get a free 
demonstration record, free 
literature, and the name and 
address of your nearest 
Conn dealer. 

He'll set up a free first 
lesson.Within 5 minutes, 
you'll probably be playing 
your first song. 

That's because Conn is the 
professional organ designed 
with special aids for the 
beginner. Our Show-Chord 

guides your left hand into 
place. Min-O-Matic sets up 
your choice of basic rhythm, 
automatically. 

There are many more 
features that make learning 
fun. Like the Conn Cassette 
program, a self-instruction 
course that lets you set your 
own learning pace. But we're 
getting ahead of ourselves. 

Send in the coupon first. 
Today! And we'll help you 
bring out the musician that's 
always been inside you. 

Conn Organ 

THOUGHTS FOR 

THE HOSTESS 
BY   MARY   MOO\   HEMINGWAY 

Most of the year party giving is an individual affair, to be 

scheduled when and where you like. But for a few months 

hence, hospitality becomes ubiquitous beginning with Ameri- 

ca's national dinner party, Thanksgiving, and spreading 

around the world with Christmas and New Year fetes. Every- 

one who can will be giving or going to a party. I thought it 

might be fitting this holiday season to give a kind of United 

Nations cocktail party with appetizers and drinks from all 

over. I am planning to make a Greek dip, a French Pate de 

Champagne Bleu, and Bo Bo. 

The Greek dip is simple and you can make it in advance. 

Whir in a blender until creamy: one jar of tarama (found in 

Greek grocery stores and gourmet shops), the juice of ten 

lemons, the crumbled white of a 2-pound loaf of bread, and 

a chopped onion, adding plenty of olive oil as you go along. 

This is perfect served with thin rounds of French bread. 

The French pate is made, surprisingly enough, of 1] L> 

pounds of sweet Italian sausage meat, 1 pound of chicken 

livers, and V2 pound of shredded French bread, the whole 

seasoned to taste with tarragon, parsley, and sauteed scallions 

and moistened with a quarter of a bottle of champagne and 

1 tablespoon of brandy. You mash the raw livers until you 

get rid of all the connective tissue. Then combine them with 

the sausage and bread and seasonings plus the liquors. Mix 

very well and bake in a heat proof china or glass dish cov- 

ered with foil for an hour and a half. Traditionally the pate 

is decorated with rounds of hearts of palm. 

Bo Bo—spiced meatballs fried in a batter—have a 

Malaysian tang. In your electric mixer at low7 speed, mix ' 2 

pound of ground pork, V2 CUP OJ bread crumbs, 2 tablespoons 

of sugar, a dash of salt, and \'\ teaspoon of ground ginger 

until thoroughly melded. For the batter, sift together :<4 cup* 

of flour, 2 tablespoons of sugar, 1 teaspoon of baking soda 

and a pinch of salt, then beat with 1 ,12 cup of water and one 

egg. Dip meatballs in this, fry in deep fat for about 5 minutes, 

then drain. Sweet and sour sauce and Chinese mustard may 

be served with them for dunking. 

Less work, but nevertheless foreign and fun are fried 

shrimp chips and fried pappadums, that marvelous In- 

dian bread that comes in tins ready to be cooked. To dip them 

in, I like a mixture of chutney, curry powder, sour cream, and 

cream cheese. Twice-cooked tea eggs, a subtle Chinese del- 

icacy, are startling looking but delicious. They are simpl) 

hard-cooked eggs, shelled and recooked in green tea until 

well flavored. Those marvelous Puff Cracknels, bubble-light 

fat crackers can be split, buttered, and topped with anything 

from shrimps on cucumber slices to eggs and anchovies. An 

especially good cheese I have newly discovered is Nippican 

from Canada—the name describes the taste. Guacamole 

with tortilla chips and empanadas (small meat or seafood 

turnovers)  will be suitable South American bocaditos. And 

Continued on page 30 
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Go Girl! Do your thing with crunchy onion chunks and 
rings. Real onion. French fried golden crisp. It's there for 
the now chicks with more imagination than time. For 
your free recipe book, ^^ @ 

write: Durkee, Box 6955, VJ&JPRP^    ggffc 
Cleveland, Ohio 44101.   *^^"  i\££V 

OUR HE E FAMOUS EOOOS 
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"Let's hear it forWolfschmidt Vodka. 
It's won 33 medals!" 

in 

*" Rah. Rah. Let's have the 
r winner in for a drink!" 
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Wtolfschmidt. 
The genuine vodka with all the medals. 
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The Treatment Shampoo 

Kisby's renowned salon formula. Compounded of egg, 
castor oil and rum. 11 , o/. plastu bottle (10 doses) Y">. 

Aura Patchouli 

Caswell-Massev's newest fragrance is already orbiting oil 
our shelves. A militant, earthy, grassy scent \vhi< li 
has won the approval of the "now" generation. .'$ oz. §4; 
8 oz. §8.75; 16 oz.(crystal-stoppered decanter) $16. 

/ 

\alda Pastilles 

Cooling menthol and soothing Km.th pi us 
m a vegetable base. Box ol 24 pastilles: ()()<• 

Our Own Luxurious 

Hand-drawn, silky fibre bristles over 2 in< lies long. 
Set in satin-smooth, unvarnished wood bloi k 
6 x Hi/, inches with canvas loop strap. §9.50 
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CASWTaLMASSEY, AMERICA'S OLDEST 

Item#_ 5ize:_ Qty 

Name: _ 

Address: 

City:_ 

State:. Zip: 
HG-4 

SQUARE STATION,NEW YORK.N.Y 10010 

SOME   \OIIN   OX 

GOOD LOOKS 
& GOOD HEALTH 

BY REBECCA WARFIELB 

WHAT'S SO BAD ABOUT FEELING GOOD 
AND LOOKING GBEAT? 

Nothing. And plenty. You can't knock rude health, fierce 

energy, complexion-perfection, a figure as lithe as a panther 

when it all springs as naturally as the flowers of the forest. 

But Getting That Way is the miserable part. What's wrong 

—now that Health is so hip—is a suffocating Dreariness 

about eating (certainly brown rice is a smaller taste thrill 

than Lobster Fra Diavolo I. A lack of Ease and Charm about 

all the routines we have to follow. Mirthlessness land some 

of it is funny—ever watched the Jogging Scene?!. Parahz- 

ing Boredom. But maybe Health—when it's capitalized—has 

always been a drag ... it was the awareness that Feeling \^ ell 

doesn't always lead to Living Well, which forced Charles 

Lamb to cry out to William W ordsworth. "W hat have I gained 

by Health? Intolerable Dullness. What by early rising and 

moderate eating? A total blank." But since unhealthy is un- 

becoming, uncomfortable, inelegant, couldn't we turn the 

whole thing around and make Health a hotter ticket at the 

box office? Maybe by making it a little less Real, a little more 

Escapist, and a whole lot easier. By developing a listening 

ear for ways to detour some famous diet (God knows every- 

body talks Diet) and a seeing eye for Things and Methods 

and Ideas that lend some Fantasy or Luxury or brand-new 

interest to Getting There. . . . 

LET'S HEAR ONE FOR WATER ... Back in 1609, the Brit- 

ish apparently already knew the value of the light- 

hearted approach. A volume called The Englishman's 

Doctor advised "Use three physicians still. Dr. Quiet, 

then Dr. Merry, and finally Dr. Diet." So when for 

reasons of esthetics or health many of us have turned 

finally to Diet, it often turns out oddly enough to he 

The Doctor's Quick Weight Loss. Prohahly hecause 

this crash course is so easy, almost painless, and con- 

sists of lean meat, fish, eggs, cottage cheese, and that 

hard hurdle—eight ohligatory glasses of water a day. 

So thinking it through—instead of choking them 

down, gagging over them maybe, taking the pot luck 

that comes out of the faucet, you might switch to some 

dazzlingly fresh, delicious pure spring water, l ou 

could order up a case of water that has a witty name 

—Branch—a witty description "clear as a lookout's 

eye" and is pleasantly bottled in big clear plastic jugs. 

(You can find this at Altman's.) And you can make 

a Ceremony of drinking it stylishly in a large wine 

gohlet one time, on the rocks in a big bar glass anoth- 

er, and sometimes in a tall frosty tumbler. It all helps 

you wrap your mind around this practice, a good one 

to write into your lifetime script.     Continued on page 34 
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Now for every woman: 
thelm€(wmdld@(Dd&iMmf 

you may need whether you 
Unow it or not. 

Norforms," 
the I internal I deodorant., 

stop feminine odor 
where it starts. 

Sure, your underarm deodorant protects you. Under your arms. 
But what about an even more serious odor problem—internal femin- 

ine odor? For that you need Xorforms, the second deodorant1". 
It's every woman's worry... 
Germs inside you every day cause internal odor—an odor different 

from the one on the outer vaginal area. So even regular bathing or fem- 
inine sprays won't solve the problem. They can't get inside to give pro- 
tection internally where this problem starts. And many doctors say you 
shouldn't douche daily. 

Is there any solution? 
Yes. Norforms... the internal deodorant. Just insert! These tiny sup- 

positories spread an antiseptic germ-killing film to stop odor internally 
where it starts. And they're so safe, you can use Norforms as often as 
necessary to feel fresh and secure. 

Make your second deodorant, Norforms, the internal deodorant. 

Norforms arc 
so small and 
easy to use. 

FREE •• • 12-page booklet. "Answers to Questions Women Ask Most 
Often." Send coupon to: The Norwich Pharmacal Company, Dept. 
HG-11, Norwich. New York 13815. 

Name. 

Street. 

City_ 

State. 
Don't forget to use your zip code. 

The Norwich Pharmacal Company 

.Zip. 

GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH continued from page 32 

REAL FAKE ROSES. Everyone knows that jogging around the 

block before breakfast will paint roses in your cheeks and 

*~that-the roses that come out of a box are no real substitute. 

However, now through a quirk of fate there is something that 

can produce authentic health while it's faking roses. No one 

was more surprised at the way things worked out than Charles 

of the Ritz who lately flooded their famous Revenescence 

moisturizer with rosy colors to use—as always—as an under 

make-up helper. Then they discovered that the shades and the 

texture are perfect to give the current Look of Color beneath 

and around the eyes. And Revenescence Moisture Glow glides 

across lines instead of into them, works against these very lines 

being there at all. That's jackpot. 

HAVE YOUR CAKE RUT CHEW IT TOO. . . . Many young 

Romantics turned on by macrobiotics are into the 

Broun Rice Diet either on a permanent or ten-day 

basis—this program not only strips away pounds and 

does over a figure, but it is said to change the inner 

life, improve judgment, and smooth out the disposi- 

tion. However, since not everyone is valiant enough 

to stay the course, there is an essential trick taken 

from it that can be applied to one of the most permis- 

sive of all diets called simply. Halving. The basis of 

Halving is clear as glass—you simply eat one half of 

what has been normal for you—and you don't cheat 

—you cut that potato in half, leave half the eclair on 

your plate for Miss Manners and half the drink in 

the glass. Not enough will pouer? Try a substitute. 

Try the chewing bit as in Brown Rice where every 

mouthful must be chewed—and as much as fifty times 

—because rice is digested entirely in the mouth. 

You'll find that if you make chewing an unbreakable 

habit, it will slow down your intake astonishingly, and 

happily fill you up fast. Another help is to drink un- 

sweetened tea with all meals as the Chinese do. which 

also gives you pause and less inclination to reach for 

that fork. Both of these endeavors really curb the \ 

appetite. No mean achievement as Charles Dickens 

tvell knew. "''Subdue your appetite." he wrote, "and 

you've conquered human nature." 

CLEAN SLATE . . . Nobody doesn't know that the first rule 

for a perfect skin is Cleanliness. But slopping on the same 

old cleanser all the time is apt to bore you so much that, in 

spite til \ ourseif. 5 ou can grow careless and grow blackheads. 

This is the point to stop and start over again with one of the 

new super-personalit) cleansers that \ou just can't take for 

granted, will have pleasure in using. You might start In pil- 

ing on some pale yellow gel that looks like jellied consomme, 

smells marvelousl) like a bowl of lemons, and comes out of 

a tube that sa\s Medicated Angel Face Cleanser lit leaves 

your whole face lemom I. Or if you prefer oranges-—there 

seems to be a grove of them in a big jar of gel flavored like 

orange marmalade except that its not stick) hut cool as ice 

—Germaine Monteil's new Regime Gentle Acting Gel Cleans- 

er .. . This next one has a dramatic new effect: it's called 

Wash-Away and is brought right into your house on a call 
Continued on page 36 
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FOR EVERY ROLE IN YOUR LIFE... 
between the Hello and Goodbye of your every exciting en< ountei and 

emotional response... there's a change-of-lash by ANDREA to mat< h youi mood oi the moment. 
From natural to sophistic ated, sportive to pensive, viva< ious to mysterious, 

domestic to romantic, serious to flirtatious, submissive  to spitfire, < asual to elegant... 
let your personal ANDREA eyedressei pul you in the mood! 

GENEVIEVI   CILLES   lovely star of 20th Century-Fox's    HELLO-COODBYE," 
shows you how to steal every s( ene     with stellar supporting performan< es from 

ANDREA'S "HELLO-GOODBYE'' Lash Wardrobe The world's greatest custom collet I 
>f-a kind looks      tor .ill the women you are ... at the very best cosmetics counters 

100% European Hair Real Lashes 
for the Real Woman M970, Andrea Raab Corp. 
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NOTES OF A HAPPY 

HOUSEKEEPER 
1IY   MAIIV   I 1.1/ AIM  I !l   FALTER 

It's impossible to have loo many mixing boivls, and a wide 

range of sizes is a must, so I'm always on.thgjookout for good 

ones. My latest find was a set of three nested Rubbermaid 

bowls that step up from 1 quart to 2% and are deep enough 

to be good for mixing with a hand beater. They have broad 

pouring spouts that eliminate spills and drips and also serve 

as handles. Made of plastic, lightweight but dishwasher proof. 

For some years we've debated installing humidifiers to help 

keep the air fresh and moist when the furnace is running con- 

stantly. This year we finally got not one, but two standard 

West Bend models—one for upstairs and one for downstairs. 

Now that the weather has turned cold, we're reaping the re- 

sults. That dry stuffy nose feeling is gone for all of us. Our 

furnace heat is much more efficient because the temperature 

stays more even and we're comfortable at a lower temperature 

than before. I'm sure the extra humidity will be good for our 

furniture, piano, and paintings. And the house plants are 

really flourishing. 

The other day we turned around the hall rugs to even the wear 

and tear, and naturally they were left with deep dents where 

the furniture had stood. I asked the man who did the job what 

he recommended for removing the dents, and he told me 

just what to do. Dip a stiff nailbrush in a deep bowl full of 

steaming hot water and brush each mark until the tufts of the 

carpet stand up again. The idea is to steam them into place 

so you have to be careful not to use too much water. 

My newest kitchen organizer is an Artwire paper caddy. It 
has four compartments—racks really—for packaged rolls of 

plastic wrap, plastic bags, aluminum foil or waxed paper, and 

a large pocketlike compartment behind them for paper bags 

and such. 1 ou can hang the caddy vertically on the wall or lay 

it flat on a counter or shelf. We stood ours up against the end 

of the shelf in the cabinet where we keep the paper napkins 

and fixed it in place with a couple of screws. Now when I'm 

making school lunches all I have to do is reach up for whatever 

wrapping I need. 

Bobby Greene gave me a great idea for a way to glamorize 

an open fire and give it a special fragrance. She hunts 

through the kitchen for stale herbs that still have some scent 

left but are beyond the peak of flavor and combines them with 

a few strips of orange peel. Everything goes into a tightly 

closed paper sandwich bag and when this is tossed onto the 

embers of a fire, the fragrance is delightful and mysterious. 

A nice ploy when you're expecting dinner guests. 

Jenny has found a newr way to remove uneven wax and 

marks from tabletops and other fine wood furniture. First, 

she wipes the surface with a clean soft cloth to remove any film 
Continued on page 58 

The Ronson Can-Do:, 
the only 
can opener 
that mixes 
scrambles 
blends 
mashes 
whips 
sharpens. 

How's that for openers? 

Deluxe model comes with whipp 
masher, knife sharpener, coil c< 
ing brush and wood wall rack. 
Standard model comes with be 
sharpener and wall rack. 

RONSC 
DIFFERENT BY DESIGN AND BETTER BEl 

Ronson Corp Woodbridge.N.J., U.S.A. Avail. 
All prices suggested retail. 



For our turret room 
we used Weldwood's newest: 

Estate". Specially priced 

: 

t 

u don't have to pay a fortune to get genuine 
^Idwood paneling. Or settle for a choice between 
rk walnut and light walnut. 
New Estate ($5.49 for 5/32" panel), a dramatic, tex- 
ed lauan available in six handsome colors, is just 
e of thirty-three Weldwood panels priced under 
1.95. You can make your selection from a wide va- 
ty of woods, and finishes from the darkest tones to 
3 very lightest-to match any decorating style. 

Whether your problem is a big house or a small 
budget (or both), the name to remember is Weldwood. 

See your local lumber or building supply retailer. Or 
your Weldwood Headquarters Dealer, listed in the Yel- 
low Pages under Plywood. 

Make your move to WELDWOOD PANELING 
U.S. Plywood 
A Division of US Plywood-Champion Papers Inc. 

J 
Panel prices are the manufacturer's suggested retail prices and do not include installation. 



Which rooms areright for carpeting, and which aren't? 

I love kelly green. Would it be awful to have it in my bedroom? 

Wall-to-wall is a bit rich for my blood right now. Should I wait? 

We have 4 boys, 2 dogs, and a muddy front yard. Should I forget 
about carpeting the hall? 

When you have two small rugs in a room, should they match? 

We live in the Midwest. If I buy indoor-outdoor carpeting, how many 
months can I leave it down outdoors? 

When you start on a whole new color scheme, what comes first—the 
walls, the drapes, the carpet, or what? 

All my furniture is begged, borrowed, or inherited. Nothing goes with 
anything else. What kind of a carpet would help me most? 

I'm utterly confused about fibers. How do I decide whether I want 
wool or nylon or acrylic or polyester or whatever? 

Do light colors show dirt more than dark ones? Or is it the other 
way around? 

LEES CARPETS 
GIVES YOU 

THE ANSWERS 
THE BOOKLET 

THAT FOLLOWS. 
IF SOMEONE'S "BORROWED" IT, GET ANOTHER COPY OF "HOW TO DECIDE ON A CARPET WITHOUT LYING AWAKE NIGHTS" 
FROM YOUR NEAREST LEES DEALER. YOU CAN GET HIS NAME BY PHONING 800-243-6000 FREE OF CHARGE ANYTIME. IN 
CONNECTICUT CALL 800-942-0655. 
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Our 
Christmas   - 

collectioriof 
outstaqdii\g books -. 

So easy to give, 
SO happily received 

VOGIES 
ETIQI ETTE 
\N I l <  .'   i« II >   \1 \NNI   US 

vo(,iirsBooK()i t nourTTR 
AND COOD MANNfRS 

An invaluable a d r< liable 
guide to good taste in modern 
living. I ram simple, everyday 
situations to the most formal 
occasions, all your questions 
are answered, Already <i < lassie, 
here is one book no home 
should be without. 

Regular Edition:   $   9.95 
l)i- Luxe Edition:  $12.95 

(thumb-index and special binding) 

HOUSE & GARDENS 
NEW COOK BOOK 

A treasury of authentic 
gourmet meals prepared 

and created by world- 
famous chefs detailed and 

illustrated. Over 1,000 
recipes along with the basic 

techniques and tools of 
fine cooking. Truly a 

complete (ourse in 
•gourmet cookery. 

Special price for our 
readers . . . only $9.95 

HOUSE & GARDEN S COMPUTE 
GUIDE TO INTERIOR DECORATION 

A basic book that shows you how to be 
your own decorator. Tells you how to 

handle color, light, space, furniture 
arrangement, antiques—all the ingredients 
that can make your home more attractive, 

more c omlorlable. fully illustrated; 
over 200 color pages. 

Special Pre-Christmas Price:   $14.T 
(After Christmas: $17.">l)) 

INTKKK 
DKCOlU 

?>' 

NEEDLE 
rriNi 
rr*i< s 
iimicioii.il. 

•-SEN 

m* 

^ NEEDLLPOINT DESIGN: 
A House & Garden Book, by Louis |. Gartner, |r. 

The first and only book that shows you how to create 
your own needlepoint designs. Covers everything you 
need to know from basic stitches, selecting the right 
canvas and wool to transfering your own patterns to the 
canvas. A do-it-yourself source book that enables 
beginners and advanced craftsman to save the high cost 
of commercially prepared canvases. Each step is clearly 
illustrated and explained—plus over 100 original 
designs you can adapt directly from the book. 

Special  Pre-Christmas Price: 
(After Christmas: 

Ok 

B\ 

PEOPLE ARE TALKING ABOUT . . . 
PEOPLE AND THINGS IN VOGUE 

Edited by Allene Talmey 

An outstanding collection of the best features (text and 
photographs) from recent issues of VOGUE magazine. 

The classic and the avant-garde among the world's 
creative forces—the people and things you want to 

know more about. Over 40 selections covering a wide 
range of interests from art and music to 

the cinemu and even tulip-growing. 
Unquestionably the finest book of its kind. $16.95 

ptoplt 

Moil 

PEOPLE 
AM) 

THINGS 

\()(il 

IMr.ll,   lu.CMkTU.Vt'> 

-.*—.-•*.-.———-«.——.*«*_ 
Conde Nast Books P.O. Box 3308, Grand Central Station, New Yotk, New York 10017 

lease send me: 

UCUE'S BOOK OF ETIQUETTE . 

OUSE & GARDEN'S COMPLETE 
UIDE TO INTERIOR 
ECORATION 

EEDLEPOINT DESIGN 

OUSE & GARDENS NEW ■ 
DOKBOOK 

lOPLE AND THINGS IN 
DGUE 

-regular editions  at    S9 95 
-de  luxe editions at $12 95 

My check or money order for $ . -payable to Conde 

-copies at $14.95 

-copies at $13.95 

-copies at    $9.95 

-copies at $16.95 

Nast Books 

Name 

is enclosed. (All prices inc ude postage and handling.) 

Address 

Citv 

State Zip 

If you prefer us to mail 
your gifts directly to 
the recipients, please 
type or print their 
names and addresses on 
a separate sheet indicat- 
ing which books they 
are to receive, and how 
you would like us to 
sign the gift card. 

Tl "■■"'" J '■'■' '"'ll • ■  ■ ■ I  I I I ITT 

To insure delivery before Christmas, 
we must receive your order before December 11, 1970 

JU.UIIIIIIIHHIIUJig ■mtrr ■ 1111 n 111 name 
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^i^This is the best iro 
you can buy. 

Even if it didn't ha 
sef spray. 

It's not nice to brag, but. Our GE iron has things theirs hasn't. 
Continuous Power Spray for instance. So you don't have to pump 

can flip from heavy sprays for coarse fabrics to a lighter spray for 
delicate fabrics. It's that easy. 

Take away the Power Spray, and you've still got a super iron. Wit 
magnified water window so you can see when it needs filling up. And 
vents for steam when and where you want it. A fabric guide. A way t( 
put it away nice and neat, called Wrap and Rest. 

You deserve the best. General Electric is where the best irons come 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 



wax eloquent 
... with radiant Inner-Glow Candle* by Gibson 

These totally new, exclusive candle creations by Gibson 
speak in glowing terms of your charm and grace. Soft color 
radiates from within to bathe each room in holiday hues. 
For your home, for gifts... choose from a myriad of styles, 
sizes, shapes and scents. Add bases, holders, bobeches 
for flattering elegance. You will find them all at your favorite 
gift, card shop or department store □ While there, view the 
superb collection of Gibson cards, gift wraps, stationery and 
party coordinates for the holidays. 
Gibson Greeting Cards, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio 45237 

'iosmh candles 

I 

jT 

■ 
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A   WUDFLOWER   EXPERT   SPEAKS   HIS   MIXD 

Introducing Venetian Scroll, $9000. 
Nothing in the world can ever 

match the sheer splendor of this 
creation in 14K gold... 

38-piece service foreight, available on special order 
through leading jewelry and department stores, z 1970 Oneida Ltd. 

c Plants are 
lilte people - 

some greedy. • 
some generous,' 

sai s Senator George I). - iiken 

SEXATOR GEORGE D. AIKEN was a berry and apple 

farmer and a tcildfloicer nurseryman before he became 

] ermont's governor in 1937. then I. S. senator in 1940. 

One of his early books, the nitty and wise Pioneering 

w itk \^ ildflowers has  been  reissued by Prentice-HalL 

.rMany people irho love icildfioirern *ay. "don't 

tourh." Why do you enrourage irild- 

flou-er gardening? Its important to save our 

w ildflowers—many states now have laws pro- 

tecting some of the rarer ones—hut leaving 

them alone doesn't mean leaving them to he 

destroyed by highways or reservoirs or new 

shopping centers. It's important to learn how 

to propagate them, particularly the more un- 

usual one*. To take a wild plant out of its 

natural habitat and watch it die is pathetic. The 

yellow lady's-slipper has been picked so much 

it is not commonly found any more. But if you 

move ferns and flowers in the right manner 

1 better take a ball of earth with them • to the 

right place and don't let them dry out. they will 

usually grow and multiply. I found some Dutch- 

manVbreecb.es in bloom as a boy and carried 
them home: forty, fifty years later, they were 

still grow ing. 

W here nhould gardener* look for irildflotrer* to 

groir at home? Nurseries." construction sites, wher- 

ever a new highway is cutting through a wood. \ou can 

get bog plants where lakes and dams are being built. Ask 

the contractor. A highway through New ^ ork State was 

going to destroy some rare ferns—the climbing fern and 

hart's-tongue—and we saved a lot of them. Of course a 

plant may be rare in one place and rampant in another. 

Goldenrod is common here, yet in Moscow I noticed that 

every flower garden had its special clump. 

X% hat about eollerting irildfloirer *eed*? In the fall 

you can collect w ild seeds and berries and nuts, 

although the chipmunks and squirrels may eat 

them all up as soon as you plant them. Jack-in- 

the-pulpit seeds are easy to grow. Fringed gen- 

tian seeds I'd hold till spring and plant indoors 
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around February. Oi transplant gentian from a 
swamp if you have a swamp) location and lei ii 
seed itself. 

W eren't you tin- lirnt i» nropayate »/•<• fi ailing 

arhutu* ami (rinyed yentian? 1 was till' nrSl to prop- 

agate them commercially, and I Found arbutus could l» 

readil) grown either from seed or cuttings. 

f   an   u-ildtloirern   hi-   iii nil n   as  house  plantH.   lil.f 

ferns? Violets grow indoors, hepaticas, blood- 
UMPI if \(ni get the flesh) root, Dutchman's- 

breeches. Spring flowers as a rule. Then after 

the\ bloom, when it gets to be spring, plant 

them outdoors. The) won't bloom again that 

year, but the next spring, yes. It's very much 

like forcing h\ acinths. 

fin irildiloirers requirt* npeeial rare? Keep the 

plants moist at first, not wet. Good drainage is always 

important. M\ first disaster came transplanting the 

show) lady's-slipper, the most gorgeous of all. I realized 

afterward that even hog plants grow on hummocks where 

roots go down maybe a foot and a half to reach water. 

" Inn nhiuil iranuplantiny irildllouITS train one 

qeoyraphieal area to another? I found 

that most wildflowers of western Georgia and 

the Carolinas would do well in Vermont. I got 

mv original stock of oconee bells and galax 

from North Carolina, my yellow trilliums from 

a lady in Tennessee. And I used to ship wild- 

flowers all over the world. People get homesick 

for flowers, you know. I remember sending 

trailing arbutus to China, and others to a New 

Englander in Israel. Did you know that the 

highly colored phlox of our formal gardens are 

simply wild American phlox that went to Eu- 

rope and got educated and came back with all 

their gay clothes on? 

** hirh SInirIT do you love bent? All of them. All of 

them. People ask me what I'd have for a national flower. 

I couldn't select one because think how badly the others 

would feel. Like choosing a Miss America. 

^\re there any you don't reeommend? Many will be- 

come nuisances if they have the opportunity. 

Just like people, they'll crowd out others. I was 

at a dinner two years ago, and the tables were 

decorated with bunches of beautiful gray ber- 

ries. Somebody asked me, "\X hat are they?" I 

looked at them and said, "Why Uiose are the 

berries of poison ivy. My goodness." And some- 

one else said, "We call them 'northern mistle- 

toe.' " Now that's a plant I don't recommend. 

Yet when I had my nursery, I actually had to 
turn down a call for poison ivy. Somebody 

didn't like his neighbors, I guess. 
*EDITOR'S NOTE: FOR WILDFLOWER NURSERIES WITH CATALOGUES 

INCLUDING THE ONE IN PUTNEY, VT. THAT THE SENATOR STARTED 

BUT NO LONGER OWNS, SEE PAGE 249. BEST SHIPPING AND PLANT- 

ING TIMES ARE OCTOBER-NOVEMBER, MARCH THROUGH EARLY MAY. 

except perhaps our sterling. $476. 

38-piece service for eight, in Oneidas Heirloom8 Sterling. 
At leading jewelry and department stores. © 1970 Oneida Ltd. 
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HAPPY HOUSEKEEPER continued from page 38 

of dust. Then she makes a paste of good old Bon Ami powder 

using just enough water to hold it together. Gently and lightly 

she rubs the paste into the bad places, working with the grain 

of the wood. She lets it dry until it's powdery, then wipes it off 

first with a dry cloth, then with a slightly damp cloth. After tba*^. 

surface is completely dry, she applies wax or a good polish. 

Bon Ami acts much the way rottenstone does, and it's a sure 

cure for that stick} build-up that sometimes comes from too 

much polish. Also good for surface stains like the rings from 

wet glasses. 

I've long since learned never to lacquer anything metal. 

People v\ ill tell you it's the easy way to keep brass and silver 

shiny, but this is manifestly not true. Even though lacquered 

metal will not actually tarnish, it will grow dark and streak 

and ob\ iously it can never be polished again until the lacquer 

is completely removed. Much to my chagrin, our beautiful old 

brass student lamp got lacquered by mistake. I had taken it 

to a lamp shop for a minor repair and the man who did the 

work thought I wanted it lacquered too. As time went by the 

lamp got duller and duller, until last summer it looked almost 

brown. So this time I took it to an expert craftsman who took 

the lamp all apart and carefully removed all the lacquer. A 

good buffing on the wheel brought back all the shine and luster 

and now the lamp is its gleaming self again. When the time 

comes. I will be delighted to spend the twenty minutes or so 

it takes to clean and polish the brass. 

After many years we've finally discovered what to do with 

those big wheels of superexcellent cheese that occasion- 

ally arrive on the doorstep from a well-meaning friend. A few 

weeks ago we received a big Wisconsin Blue Cheese, and I 

was determined to make good use of every shred of it. The 

last one we had presented a few disadvantages such as the 

very cheesy odor it spread around the refrigerator and the 

fact that it was practically impossible to enjoy it all at its 

prime. This time we cut the whole cheese up into half-pound 

wedges, wrapped them in both foil and plastic freezer wrap, 

and put them in the freezer. The cheese froze beautifully, and 

as an added bonus we found it crumbled very easily while 

frozen, which made it just right to use for salads. I've since 

tried freezing Cheddar cheese for cooking and, just as I had 

hoped, that eliminated the need for grating—when it came 

out of the freezer I was able to shred it with a fork. 

Lee does so much sewing I bought her a pair of electric 

scissors the other day to help speed up the job of cutting 

out patterns. She was just about to take off on some sunsuits 

for the baby and a few summer dresses for herself, so she w as 

delighted. Found the scissors cut so easily, they didn't tire 

her hand as regular scissors do. In fact, she was able to cut 

out three fabrics at once, which meant she didn't have to get 

out her big folding cutting table so many times. The scissors 

are made by the Dynamic Industries Corporation and come 

equipped with something called a Safe-T-Plug, which is 

larger than an ordinary plug and converts regular household 

AC current to DC current, the better to operate them. 

Your Great- 
great-great- 
grandchildrei 
will love you 
for it. 

When you choose a Ridgeway 
floor clock as a gift, you're givinc 
more than just a beautiful time- 
piece. You're giving generations 
of pleasure to your family. 

Choose from one of the 34 
designs, three sizes and three 
melodious chimes. Decide on 
one of six magnificent wood 
finishes or six decorator colors   . 
that is right for your time. It will 
sound its own century in perfect 
taste. 

FREE: Write for our colorful 
free brochure, complete with 
decorating tips and list of dealers 
in your area. 

Ridgeway Clocks Division, 
Gravely Furniture Co., Inc., 
Department B-703, Ridgeway, Virginia 24148. 
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\bu spend over a $1,000 a year 
not to get bored with your face. 

Can you afford to get bored 
with your carpet? 

verytime you're bored with 
part of your face, all you 
t to do is do something 
at it. 
ike: 
iored being a blond? 
2.50 and you're a brunette, 
ored with short eye lashes? 

>4.50 buys you longer ones, 
tared with straight hair? 
i20 buys you waves, 
iored with small eyes? 
i 1.98 draws you bigger ones. 

t» . see what a little money 
':a do. 
n   Sored today gone tomorrow, 

^ow let's drop five feet from 
r face to your floor where 
carpet is. 
Pry getting bored with your 
)et. 
t's just too expensive, 
vlake a mistake buying the 
>ng carpet to go with your 
liture, and you're in for a lot 
>oring days. 
The trick is not to make a 
take. 
The fact is, there are a lot of 

en living with these 
takes today. 

:> 

Instant Decorating the mistake-proof way to buy carpet. 

But that doesn't mean you 
have to. 

You see one carpet company, 
out of all the hundreds, came up 
with a mistake-proof way to 
buy carpet. 

The carpet company is Magee. 
The mistake-proof-way is 

their Instant Decorating. 
Magee says there are four 

basic ways to decorate, then they 
made groups of carpets to match. 

So all you have to do is pick 
out the way you're decorating, 
then match: 

Early American—The Flair of 
1776. 

Traditional—The Splendid. 
Modern—The Freeway. 
Mediterranean—The del Sol. 

Simple...all you do is pick and 
match, and only Magee has it. 

With Magee Instant Decorat- 
ing you won't make a mistake 
with the carpet. 

With Magee you won't make 
a mistake with the quality. Now 
isn't life too short to be bored? 

caRPeT BY 

MaGee 

IE CARPET COMPANY, 919 THIRO AVE. ,  NEW YORK CITY.   MILLS IN  BLOOM SBURO PA.,  PERRY GA. 
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PomonaStone 
for the most beautifully designed floors... 
PomonaStone's glazed, rippling, flowing texture adds a 
dimension of elegance to the dramatic entry hall, a 
sweep of warmth to the expanse of a living area, and 
practicality to a beautiful kitchen. And the beauty lasts, 
with a bare minimum of upkeep — just a whisk of damp 
mopping, and it looks like new again. Six rich, warm, 
earthy colors, in four light-catching textures — and now, 
two smart, new low-relief patterns. 

Want 
more 

ideas? 
Write for the 
PomonaStone 

brochure. 

Pomona Tile Co. 
216 So. Reservoir St., Pomona, Calif. 91766 

Phase send me the PomonaStone brochure showing 
applications, <wilh all the PomonaStone tiles. I enclose 
10$ to cover handling. 

NAME. 

STREET. 

CITY  

STATE. -ZIP. 

1 

Pomona Tile PfE 
A DIVISION OF AMERICAN OLEAN I      1 

P.O. Box 2249-PS-1/ Pomona, Calif. 91766 

QUESTIONS 
& ANSWERS 

ANTIQUE S 
KY   I Ol IM     IDE   ROGER 

SECOND EMPIRE 

WRITING TABLE 

My desk has Sevres por- 

celain medallions. In the 

drawer is a porcelain label 

reading: James School- 

bred & Co., Tottenham 

House, Tottenham Court 

Road, London. If hat can 
you tell me about it? 

B.F.—Williamson, W. Va. 

Your writing table with its recessed superstructure is Second 
French Empire (1852-1870) and in the revived Louis XVI style. 
Its distinctive richness and brilliance, which we associate with 
the Second Empire style, offsets its imitative design. The School- 
bred Company is not listed in London directories today. 

REGENCY STYLE CHAIR 

N ill you help me identify this 

chair'/' Due to its webbing, a deal- 
er thought it was probably French. 
It has brass medallions, and I 

think it was lacquered originally, 

but now it looks like mahogany. 
C.H.D.—Roanoke, Va. 

Your chair is not French but is in 
the English Regency (1800.182/1) 
style. The characteristic curves, 
derived from the classical Greek 
chairs, present a very graceful line 
and are especially pleasing when 
seen in profile. 

^ 

60 

PEWTER COFFEEPOT 

My pewter coffeepot is about 1 foot 
high and is marked "Roswell Glea- 
son" on the bottom. We saw a similar 

one in a restored historic house in 
Maine. Can you give me some infor- 

mation about the maker? 
G.A.Y.—Simsbury, Conn. 

Roswell Gleason, who made your coffeepot, was first listed as a 
pewterer about 1830 at Dorchester, Mass. He was noted for the 
fine quality of his work. Your coffeepot dates between 1830 and 
1850. In time, the business started by Gleason became one of the 
largest and most important in Dorchester. After 1850 its products 
were mostly silver plate. The firm closed in 1871. 

Continued on page 64 
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tor people 
yho are not ashamed 
f having brains. 
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Great Books are published by Encyclopaedia Britannica in collaboration with the University of Chicago. 

rj is the most superb home 
nl'y ever assembled— 
& t Books 

not be popular to admit it, but all 
aren't created equal. And the longer 
re (and learn), the less equal they get. 
were probably born with a bigger 

>f intelligence than most of your fel- 
n . . . and taught how to use it. And 
>preciate the difference. You aren't 
ed of having brains. You enjoy 
hem. 
:'s why Great Books belong in your 
There are the writings of Plato, 

, Cervantes, Tolstoy, Freud, Rabe- 
lakespeare, and many more. They 
1 just about every important thought 
tern Man for the past 3,000 years! 
>f 54 beautifully bound volumes con- 

taining 443 masterpieces by 74 of history's 
greatest geniuses. 

The $1,000,000 Syntopicon 
Included with Great Books (and available 
only with Great Books) is a unique refer- 
ence work called the Syntopicon. An amaz- 
ing index that required 8 years and cost 
more than $1,000,000 just to write. 

Unlike a dictionary that indexes words, 
or an encyclopaedia which indexes facts, 
the Syntopicon indexes ideas—every one 
of the thousands of topics and subtopics 
within the Great Books. 

In minutes, the Syntopicon enables you 
to look up any idea in the Great Books 
and find what each of the great thinkers 
thought about it. 

Also available with Great Books are the 
handsome 10-volume reading plans. And 
you may also get a remarkable 10-volume 
set. Gateway to the Great Books. 

Certainly, the Great Books belong in the 
home of every thinking person. May we 
suggest that you send for more facts today ? 

Send for this FREE Booklet 
To learn more, just fill out and mail the 
attached card. If card is missing, write to 
Great Books, 425 
A. Michigan Ave., 
Dept. 801 -P, 
Chicago, Illinois 
60611. You will 
receive a full-color, 
16-page booklet de- 
scribing the Great 
Books in detail. 

There is no cost 
or obligation. You 
don't even need a stamp. Do 

GREAT BOOKS 



Lamps of Elegance 

nil 

Frederick 

COOPER 
LAMPS  • CHANDELIERS  .  DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES 

THROUGH INTERIOR DESIGNERS AND FINE STORES EVERYWHERE. 
FREDERICK COOPER • 2545 WEST DIVERSEY AVENUE • CHICAGO.  ILLINOIS 60647 

Comfort. 
An incidental thing. 

Above all else ... beauty. Then quality ... 
the indelible imprint of things beautiful. Finally, 

the delightful surprise of luxurious comfort. 
From an exquisite collection of fine cabinets and 

upholstered pieces. 
By Hickory Chair. 

ANTIQUES continued from page 60 

FRENCH CLOCK 

How old is this clock? On brass, behind 

the bell, is "A. Brocot, Paris'' and "Me- 
daille d~ Argent." 

C.P.—North Haven, Conn. 

Your clock dates about 1850 and is in 
the classical style. Achille Brocot (1817- 
1878) was an eminent French clockmak- 
er. He developed a type of escapement 
known by his name and widely used by 
his contemporaries. 

STAFFORDSHIRE BOWL 

This bowl is about 

8 inches in diam- 
eter. The people 

who gate it to me said it is over 
100 -years old. Do you knoiv any- 

thing at all about its maker? 
J.K.—Friendship, II is. 

James Edward1-, a Staffordshire potter, operated ihe Dale Hall 
pottery at Burslem from 1842 to 1851. According to the mark, the 
pattern for your bowl was registered on  September 30,  1847. 

COFFIN END SERVING SPOON 

My coin silver serving spoon has the initials "I.G." 
on the back. It has been in my family for genera- 
tions and I have not been able to identify the silver- 

smith mark. R.D.—New York, N.Y. 

The distinguishing initials "I.G." were used by 
several American silversmiths. However, as the 
coffin-end spoon was not introduced until about 
1800, your spoon dates between 1800 and 1810. It 
was made by Philadelphia silversmith John D. 
Germon, who was active in Philadelphia from 1782 
until at least 1816. 

WALL FOUNTAIN 

AND LAVABO 

n 

HICKORY CH/\IF\, 
HICKORY CHAIR COMPANY   •    HICKORY,  NORTH CAROLINA 28601 

/ bought this lavabo in Suitzer- 
land. The shopkeeper could give 
me no clue to its origin or approx- 
imate age. It is pewter and in ex- 
cellent condition. The pencil rub- 
bings are of the stampings on the 
back of the water tank. I will ap- 
preciate an) information. 

M.G.—A.P.O., New York 

The marks indicate your wall fountain and lavabo (or wash basin) 
are nineteenth-century German. The wall fountain with lavabo 
beneath was always a distinctive decorative accessory, found 
chiefly in the dining room and used for washing cutlery during 
dinner—a practice that persisted well into the nineteenth century. 

Continued on page 66 
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'* ...for timeless distinction. 

Through interior designers and at the finest stores. 
F. Schumacher & Co. '939 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y 10022 



ANTIQUES continued from page 64 

GIRAFFE PIANO 

/ know my piano is called a giraffe 

piano and that it was made in Am- 

sterdam about 1800. U'hat else can 
you tell me about this kind of instru- 

ment:'      R.S.—San Francisco, Calif. 

The giraffe, a kind of upright pianoforte, enjoyed a certain 
popularity especially in Germany and Austria in the early nine- 

teenth century. The case stood on the ground and the upper part 
of the case followed the natural curve of the strings. The action 
was below the keyboard. Your piano is Biedermeier in style. 

BISQUE CANDELABRA 

The base and candle holders 

of my candelabra are porce- 
lain, the figures are bisque 

done in pastel, and some 

gold leaf still outlines part 

of the base molding. There 
are no marks anywhere, so 

can you identify them? 

B.D.P.—Elizabethton, Tenn. 

Judging from the snapshots and your description, your candelabra 
are of continental, probably French, origin dating about the 
third quarter of the nineteenth century, since the practice of 
painting biscuit or unglazed porcelain figures dates about mid- 
century. This medium was to become increasingly popular for 
less costly figure work in the latter part of the century. 

CONSOLE TABLE 

In our home, this table ivas in 
the reception hall, but I use it 

as a dressing table. It is made 
of mahogany. Is there any sig- 

nificance to the mirror beneath 
the table top? I would appreci- 
ate anything you can tell me 

about it.A.CM.—Evanston, III. 

Your console table is in the Victorian Classical style, dating 
from the 1840s and manufactured in America. In the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the console table was 
sometimes provided with a looking glass under the tabletop at 
the rear of the table, extending its entire length. 

CLOISONNE VASE 

There is no mark on my beautiful cloi- 
sonne, 5-foot-tall vase. It has been in my 
home for thirty-fire years. Can you give 
me any idea of its origin? 

W.LM.—Los Angeles, Calif. 

Most likely your vase is of Japanese manufacture dating around 
the late 1890s or early 1900s. Cloisonne enamel, in which Japan 
excels above all other Far Eastern countries, was perfected by 
Kaji Tsunekichi about 1838. 

Gorham's Fleurs des Siecles... 
flowers of the Centuries 

byJaneHutcheson 
are offered by all these fine stores: 

ALABAMA 
Birmingham    Bromberg's 

ALASKA 
Anchorage  . .        Design Crafts Ltd. 

ARIZONA 
Phoenix Goldwaters 
Phoenix    Grunwald  & Adams 
Scottsdale   Cache Pot 

CALIFORNIA 
Bakersfield New Horizons 
Burbank Rancho Flowers & Gifts 
Burlingame Rorke's 
Fresno  . Gottschalk's 
Laguna Beach Guglielmo Cini, Inc. 
Los Angeles . . Bullock's Wilshire 
Palm Desert Walter Dunivant Studio 
Pasadena J. Herbert Hall Jewelers 
Pasadena B. D. Howes & Son 
Sacramento    Grebitus & Son 
San Diego J. Jessop & Sons 
San Francisco Shreve & Co 
Santa Monica Gifts Unlimited 

COLORADO 
Denver       Neustetter's 

CONNECTICUT 
Greenwich 

Hoagland's at Mary Barlint 
Hartford Lane and Lenge Florists 
New Canaan The Whitney Shop 
Westbrook    Westbrook   Inn 
Westport  Cook's Corner 

DELAWARE 
Rehoboth Beach 

Stuart Kingston Co. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Washington D.C. 

Julius Garfinckel & Co. 

FLORIDA 
Boca Raton The Pink Pony 
Ft. Lauderdale Anita Kott 
Key Biscayne   . Elouise Wright,  Inc. 
Miami          ..Burdine's 
Orlando Home & Hobby House 
Palm Beach Au Bon Gout 
Sarasota The Yankee Traveler 

GEORGIA 
Albany       The Carriage Trade 
Atlanta    Arthur Cobb, Inc. 
Atlanta    Charles Willis,  Inc. 

HAWAII 
.Hawaii  Blossoms Ltd. Honolulu 

ILLINOIS 
Barrington       .Wenzel Jewelers, Inc. 
Chicago CD. Peacock Jewelers 
Elgin     Kolberg's 
Oak Park     Paul Marhoul's Fashions 
Springfield Bressmer's 

INDIANA 
Elkhart The 812 Shop 
Fort Wayne  .... Koerber's Jewelers 
Indianapolis L. S. Ayres & Co. 

KANSAS 
Topeka    Vivian's 

KENTUCKY 
Hopkinsville Gordon Cayce, Inc. 
Lexington      The Lafayette Galleries 
Louisville     Dolfinger's,   Inc. 
Louisville       C. H. R. Lyon 
Owensboro   ...Milne's  Greenhouse 
Shelbyville 

Wakefield-Scearce Gallery 

LOUISIANA 
New Orleans 

Coleman E. Adler & Sons, Inc. 

MAINE 
Ogunquit  . . . .The Whistling Oyster 

MARYLAND 
Baltimore AH. Fetting Co. 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston Shreve, Crump & Low 
Longmeadow Longmeadow Flowers 

MICHIGAN 
Ann Arbor 
Birmingham 
Dearborn 
Detroit      Char 
Grand Rapids 
Grosse Pointe 
Grosse Pointe 
Jackson 
Kalamazoo  . G 
Lansing     

Jacobson Stores 
Jacobson Stores 
Jacobson Stores 

les W. Warren & Co.* 
. E. A. Rood & Co. 

Jacobson Stores 
Sign of the Mermaid 

Jacobson Stores 
Van Bochove & Bro. 
 Liebermann's 

MINNESOTA 
Minneapolis J. B. Hudson Co. 
St. Paul Nakashian-O'Neil, Inc. 
Wayzata Marion  Nellermoe 

MISSISSIPPI 
Greenwood Stein's Jewelry 
Hattiesburg The Brass Key 

MISSOURI 
Clayton Byron Cade, Inc. 
Columbia     . .J. A. Buchroeder & Co. 
Kansas City Hall's 
Kansas City    Jaccard's 
St. Louis 

Henderson Florist & Antiques 
St. Louis Schirmer Gifts 

NEBRASKA 
Lincoln Howland Swanson 
Omaha       Fran's 
Omaha J. B. Hudson Co. 

NEVADA 
Las Vegas Bertha's 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Portsmouth Foye's Gift Center 

NEW JERSEY 
Absecon  . .   Sea View Country Club 
Brielle     Brielle China & Gifts 
Millville       .     The Decorator Studio 
Morristown M. Epstein, Inc. 
Princeton La Vake Jewelers 
Westfield    Jane Smith 

NEW YORK 
Albany    The   Mayfair 
Amherst Jenss Dept. Store 
Mamaroneck Topkapi 
New York City W & J Sloane, Inc. 
Syracuse       .   E. W. Edwards & Son 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Durham    Jones & Frasier 
Gastonia    ..Luxury  Crafts 
Greensboro .Handicraft House, Inc. 

OHIO 
Cincinnati . . .A. B. Closson, Jr. Co. 
Cleveland H. M. Bailey Co. 
Cleveland The Higbee Co. 
Columbus The Maramor 
Dayton Ray's- Far Hills 
Toledo . . Max Davis Jewelers 
Youngstown        Strouss' 

OKLAHOMA 
Oklahoma  City    Hightower 
Tulsa Miss Jackson 

OREGON 
Portland    Kathleen   Rockwell 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Allentown    Appel  Jewelers 
Philadelphia J. E. Caldwell Co. 
Philadelphia . . John Wanama^cer 
Pittsburgh Kaufmann's (Vendome) 
Williamsport 

Ralph B. Grammer Jeweler, Inc. 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
Sioux Falls  . .   Akers China & Gifts 

TENNESSEE 
Knoxville    Miller's,   Inc. 
Knoxville Andrew Morton 
Memphis 

Robert Crump's Hancock House 

TEXAS 
Austin Scarbroughs 
Dallas Carl Wright Ltd. 
Houston Sakowitz Bros.* 
San Antonio Frost Brothers 

UTAH 
Salt Lake City Z C  M   I 

VIRGINIA 
Norfolk     Marjorie Malbon 
Richmond    Miller & Rhoads 

WASHINGTON 
Bellevue       Nordstrom-Best 
Spokane Dodson Jewelry 

WISCONSIN 
Milwaukee Kunzelmann-Esser 
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*Also at Branch Stores 

Exclusive wholesale distribution 
VINCENT LIPPE CORPORATION 
225 Fifth Avenue, New York 
Merchandise Mart, Chicago 
520 W. Seventh St. Los Angeles 
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Fleurs des Siecles by Gorham 
Exquisite arrangements created of enameled and 
jeweled metal flowers, designed for Gorham 
by the brilliant American artist Jane Hutcheson. 
Taking inspiration from 17th century Vincennes 

Porcelaine floral treasures. Each leaf and flower is 
hand-enameled over 24K gold plate, and artistically 
arranged by hand. Every bouquet eternally fresh, 
to grow more precious with time. 

Shown above, 103/4" high, $200. Below left to right: 6%" high, $150; 81/2" high, $140; 7Vz" high, $160 (also in orange); 9" high, $180 (also in blue). 
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Before you build, buy or remodel, send 
for this helpful book. See how to elimin- 
ate storm window and screen chores . . . 
what windows best suit the design of 
your home . . . and why PELLA WOOD 
WINDOWS protect best against winter 
cold and summer heat. Available in 
Canada. Send for your FREE copy today. 
This coupon answered within 24 hours. 
ROLSCREEN CO. Dept. WC-61, Pella.  Iowa 50219 

YES, send me your FREE book, i plan to build □. remodel □• 

FREE! 
24 Page 

WINDOW 
IDEAS 

Name 

Address 

City & State Zip 
PEUA MAKES QUALITY WOOD WINDOWS. W0O0 FOLDING DOORS ft PARTITIONS AND WOOD SLIDING GLASS DOORS 

We think everybody ought to 
have music in his soul. It 
could make quite a difference. 
Oh, we don't claim it would 
save the world or feed the 
hungry masses. But it could 
make life a lot more pleasant 
in the face of all the problems 
we have to live with. And it's 
available to anyone who'll try 

We don't expect everyone to 
become a concert artist. But 
we do believe that everyone 
can learn to make music. 

We'd rather you buy 
another brand of piano 
than no piano at all. 

Especially on a piano. That's 
the best place to begin. It's 
the foundation instrument, 
embodying all the theory, all 
the beauty of music. Our 
piano. Anybody's piano. 

Ask about the Yamaha School of Music, a uniquely rich educational experience tor young children 4-8 years 

ooksabout 
your house and garden 

BY JAY III lilll II I 

Here are some recent books about houses, decorating, gardens, 

architecture, total environment that we think you might like to 

add to your own library or, for Christmas, give to friends 

with similar interests. 

Our choice for the Christmas present of the year is, quite 

naturally, the new House & Garden's Complete Guide to 
Deeoration (Simon and Schuster, $14.95 pre-Christmas, 

then $17.50). We created it and we're proud of it. Our gift to 

you: Over 320 pages, 200 of them in color, containing not 

only beautiful rooms and innovative decorating ideas that 

House & Garden has featured, but also new material especially 

prepared. The book has hundreds of imaginative suggestions 

to bring new life to your rooms and a Dictionary of Design 

covering four centuries of period furniture including the 

latest in twentieth-century design. 

If you w ish to order the book directly from House & Gar- 

den, you can do so by filling out the coupon on page 201, or 

you can buy it at your favorite bookstore in early November. 

WHAT   IS   THE   WORLD   COMI.\G   TO? 

A most perceptive, intelligent, witty, vitriolic, and won- 

derfullv entertaining book of architectural criticism \^ ill 
They Ever Finish Bruckner Boulevard? (Macmillan, 

$7.95 I is b\ Ada Louise Huxtable, architecture critic of the 

New York Times and 1070 Pulitzer Prize winner for dis- 

tinguished criticism (the first ever in this category). This is 

a collection of some of Mrs. Huxtable's Times pieces—short, 

to the point, devastating. She has a way with words—sh^ 

calls Columbia University's attempt to build a gymnasium 

in a public park "Gym Crow," labels the Rayburn Building 

in W ashington, D. C, a "Star-spangled blunder." Mrs. Hux- 

table, who, I suspect, writes with a scalpel rather than a pen, 

dissects many examples of contemporary architecture in 

this stimulating, disturbing, important book. 

Furnishing the City by Harold Lewis Malt (McGraw- 

Hill, $16,501 deals with the artifacts that help improve or 

ruin the looks of a city street—traffic signs, street lights, phone 

booths, trash cans, fire hydrants, ever) thing in fact that either 

makes streets attractive or visual pollutants. Illustrations of 

the bad—and good—add to the impact. 

W hat the world needs now—a whole series of books on 

ecoloiiv. Most of them warn us that we are ruining the uni- 

verse, despoiling our natural resources, killing off our wildlife. 

and polluting our atmosphere. Take your choice: Before 
Nature Dies b\ Jean Dorst (Houghton Mifflin, $8.95). Mr. 

Dorst. a zoologist, is most concerned with how our weapons, 

our pesticides, our land-grabbing is destroying wildlife. The 
Conservation Fraud by Charles Zurhorst (Cowles. $4.95) 

Continued on page 72 
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Hoi n to rule, the I eo 
woman possesses regal 
beauty. So does Margate, 
the ( arpel she was born to owi 
Nothing timid aboul the hand 
(ral led look ol its i i< h 

textures, three patterns, and 
30 colors in 100% Bigelow 
Approved Wool I a< e 
Tweed and Shepherds Plait 
in color combinations as 
authoritative as 1 eo herself 
The new Moorish (Irille patterr 
boldly rclli'i I', (he proud, sunny 
countries where it was born. 

I hei e an  Bi  i [< i\\    i   1, . foi .ill 
Zodiai personalitii     ! 
the one that's i L>-lit I.M vou  . .ill us 
lOl I   I Kl I   ,;nV    ,,; .,, ,0 ,01 ,|„. 
name oi your nearest Bigelow dealer. 
In Iowa, call (319) 2 12  1867 collect. 
In Canada write: Bigelow-Canada, Ltd., 
4 Westmount Square, Montreal 216, Quebec 



The baking pan has leftover meat loaf The Angel Food tin looks like the devil. The pie plate has its crust. 

Your pan handling days are over. 
If you get a KitchenAid dishwasher with the automatic Soak Cycle! 

It soaks pots and pans automatically, 
and keeps them out of the sink and your 

hands out of the soapsuds. 
Load it up with pots, pans, / ^"^ 

dishes, glasses, silverware. Fill  ^r > ^^&^St )f 
both sides of the dual detergent   * 9)& 

dispenser, and push the Soak 
Cycle button. Everything will sit 

and soak, and then get washed, 
rinsed and dried automatically. 

'KV- 

You'd never know you had eggs for 
breakfast, spaghetti for dinner and Angel 
Food cake for dessert. 

Not if you call your KitchenAid 
dealer. He's in the Yellow Pages. 
Or write us for more information: 

KitchenAid Dishwashers, 
Dept.ODA-H.TheHobart 
Manufacturing Company, 

Troy, Ohio 45373. 

KitchenAid 
Dishwashers and Disposers 

By the makers of Hobart commercial dishwashers and disposers. 

70 
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I     Even Scrooge would 

hove been hoppy in o 

LAHZHBO~ 
LA-Z-LOUNGER* 

SOIL.     STAIN   REPELLER 

When you want STYLE and COMFORT... it's LA-Z-BOY 
If the LA-Z-BOY* LA-Z-LOUNGEFF were available back in Charles 
Dickens' time, Scrooge's life would have been more comfortable. This 
Christmas, take advantage of what Scrooge missed ... and enjoy the 
style and comfort of the new LA-Z-LOUNGER6'. 

Selecting your style will be a shopping pleasure. There are numerous 
LA-Z-LOUNGERs styles to fit any decor. LA-Z-BOY9 chairs are avail- 
able in a breath-taking array of decorative colors and fabrics featuring 
DuPont ZePel Soil and Stain Repeller. DEMAND A GENUINE LA-Z-BOY". 
There are many imitations, but only ONE LA-Z-BOY.8 See your author- 
ized LA-Z-BOYsl dealer today! His wide selection will accommodate 
your every comfort wish. 

© 1970 LA-Z-BOY CHAIR CC 

LA-Z-BOY' CHAIR COMPANY 
Dept. HG-L70-7, Monroe, Mich. 48161 

Please send me FREE color literature. 

ADDRESS 
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exposes the ineptness of most conservation programs, the 

danger presented by special interest groups despoiling the 

land for their own vested interests or political pain. Since 
Silent Spring bv Frank Graham. Jr. I Houghton Mifflin. 

:ells what has and has not been done about pesticides 

since Rachel Carson starded the world, and what absolutely 

must still be done. America's Changing Environment 
edited by Roger Revelle and Hans H. Landsberg Houghton 

Mifflin. $6.95 i —twenty economists, political scientists, city 

planners, and conservationists discussing the by-no* -familiar 

problems. Earth Day—The Beginning * Bantam. SI .25 i. 

subtitled "A Guide for Survival," is a series of articles b\ con- 

cerned and articulate people warning of the damage we are 

doing and offering plans for remedy. Among the writers: 

Margaret Mead. Marya Mannes. John Lindsay. Walter J. 

Hickel. Eric Sevareid. Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. Over fifty contribu- 

tors in all. and a bargain. Ecology" Coloring Book by John 

Clift i American Heritage Press. $2.95), a grimly humorous 

parody of a child's coloring book with numerals indicating 

what color to use. Example: A drawing of a city landscape has 

these instructions " 12 i Color smog yellow over soot black. 

Power company officials will appreciate this one. as will city 

councilmen up for reelection." Thirty-two pictures to color the 

proper polluted shades, perforated to tear out and send—with 

mabce aforethought—to the deserving recipient. 

CREATING   YOIR   OWN   HEAITY 

A piece of hand-embroidery is a thing of beauty  forever, if 

well done, and vou—ves vou. almost-all thumbs or not—can 

do your ow n. according to Embroidery by Cecile Dreesmann 

i Macmillan. $4.95 i. Little in size, but most comprehensive 

and easy to follow, the book covers techniques, materials, 

tools. 100 basic stitches (with line drawings showing how to 

do them and photographs of completed work), and 100 de- 

signs to embroider. An unusual craft to try your hand at is 

working with beads. Bead Design by Ruth Waslev and Edith 

Harris | Crown. $6.95) tells—with copious step-by-step il- 

lustrations—how to duplicate all sorts of flowers in beads— 

bougainvillaea, camellia, asters, begonia—how to reproduce 

fruits, butterflies: how to make baskets, jewelry of all sorts. 

Nothing is left to the imagination, the instructions are easy to 

follow, the results most satisfying. 

HOW   DOES   VOIR   GARDEN   GROW? 

A perceptive book about garden design. Room Outside by 

John Brookes I Viking. $6.95 i. relates the history of enclosed 

gardens, and then presents plans, illustrations, and directions 

for staking out interesting, eye-catching, and above-all ap- 

propriate gardens for mam situations. 

Ann Leighton's Early American Gardens. "For 

Meate or Medicine" I Houghton Mifflin. 810 i. is an off-beat 

charmer, a thoroughly delightful discussion of the gardens of 

Colonial America, how the\ developed, what thev looked like, 

what they grew for food and for medicinal purposes. Worth 

the price alone—a dictionary of so-called medicinal plants 

widi a fascinating discussion of the supposed curative powers 

of each. 

Home-grown and freshly picked foods have a wonderful 

THERE GO THI! 

€ 
Mildew germs 
LYS0L Brand Spray Disinfectant stops mold 
and mildew and the odors they cause. Spray   Fill VITUS 
around shower and tub, under sink, on finished 
surfaces in damp places all around the house Kills staph and strep germs -e* 

virus on household surfaces. Us 
bathroom, nursery. aH over th 

LYSOL Spr 



taste not easilj duplicated by "store bought," and Jacqueline 

Heriteau in The How to Grow and (look It Book I Haw« 

thorn, ST.").") i giws instructions for growing seventy vege- 

tables, ten herbs, fifteen fruiis. nine nuts. Mi>- Heriteau pre* 

sents 300 recipes and also supplies directions for harvesting, 

storing, freezing, and pi<-<i \ in- \ our home-growns. 

COLLECTIONS   I'OII   COLLECTORS 

And still the) arrive, the volumes for collectors and lovers 

of antiques of all descriptions. Some new additions: A Col- 

lector's History of English Pottery by Griselda Lewis 

(Viking, sl2l everything \<>u may want to know about 

English pottery from the Stone Age through Wedgwood and 

Spode to today's factory-made pottery. Numerous illustra- 

tions, not nearly enough in color. The Collector's Hook of 

Boxes by Marian Klamkin ( Dodd, Mead, $5.95)—hundreds 

of them. Japanese lacquer, papier-mache, canisters, chests, 

tea caddies, Faberge boxes, Shaker boxes, American store and 

country boxes. Also information on the care and repair of 

old boxes, where to hunt for collectible boxes. The American 

Heritage Guide to Antiques by Mary Durant (American 

Heritage Press, $6.95)—more than 800 entries from Colo- 

nial Americana to Art Nouveau with delicate, handsome line 

drawings. Especially helpful: style charts (Jacobean, East- 

lake, American Empire and the like) with drawings of rep- 

resentative furniture and accessories. A Guide to the Arti- 

facts of Colonial America by Ivor Noel Hume (Knopf, 

$10)—Mr. Hume is director of the Department of Archaeol- 

ogy at Colonial Williamsburg, so  who should know more 

about the Bubject? Bells, bottles, buckles, through the alphabet 

to wig curlers   lots of information, lots of pictures. 

THOUGHT   i on   FOOD 

Master-chef Michael I i,-U\ hue-t hook All Manner of Food 

(Knopf. $8.95) i- as mouth-watering to read as it is a delight 

to cook I \. i See Jul) Hon-.- & Garden for some of \li, I ield's 

kitchen secrets, a mi nu he planned, and a complete recipe.) 

In addition to his usual collection of tempting recipes- BUC- 

cinct, easy-to-follow, reasonably foolproof—Mr. Fields opens 

each chapter with a dissertation on a particular food <■■ 
gai lie, cheese, chocolate. Anyone can have a veritable "Field" 

day with this hook and it earns its place on any cookery shelf. 

Some unusual recipes, many an interesting change from 

the more ornate foreign cuisine, are in The Best of Shaker 

Cooking by Amy Bess Miller and Persis Fuller I Macmillan, 

$10). along with lots of fascinating facts about the Shaker 

sect. Examples: Shaker Pease Porridge. Shaker Mountain 

Blueberry Pudding, Sister Susan's Cream Layer Cake, 

Brother Ricardo's Favorite Chicken Pudding. Amelia's Grape 

Catsup. Not a basic cook book by any means, not exactly 

gourmet, but fun for offbeat ideas, a change of pace, and 

good old American specialties. 

WHAT YOU SIMM I O KNOW ABOUT DECORATING 

Just when you think you're pretty knowledgeable about some- 

thing, along comes a book that reveals how much more there 

Continued on page 142 

ERMS...AND •HI RS 
Mb 

dir germs 
g -ns that cause odors 
garbage can, diaper 

ldry hamper. 

Kitchen odors 
It seeks out and eliminates odors in 
the air-doesn't just cover them 
like perfumy sprays. 

Bathroom 
OOOrS It cleans the air. 
Has a fresh, clean scent-but 
never leaves a telltale odor of its 

Smoke odors 
Cleans smoke clean out of the air 
-and takes stale tobacco odors 
out of drapes, upholstery. Freshens 
shoes, clothing, bedding. 

own. 

r pure freshness. 
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I^frtt Jfrnwrn I  ^W MICROWAVE/O 

bakes a potato in 4 pimteaoo^s 
in 60 seconds and a 5 lb roasx 

. .__   ~*A rloan the 

,OVEN 

a hamburge 
35 minutes! 

Cooking with the Radarangem.crowave oven 

is a totally naw way c. prepanng foc^The 

oven and your kitchen stay cool   Only the 
Ld gets hot. Cooks most everythmg m one- 

fourth the time you're used to. 
Completely portable (measures 15   h,gh 

23,4" wide and 17%" deep), the Radarange ,s 

m „ enough for a counter top. Pedec, ,0 

kitchens, patios, boa, galleys-any place 

there's ordinary household current. 

,eady in a jiffy. Cleanups a snap, too. You 

cook on paper, glass or china, and clean the 

nven with a damp cloth. 
Make, ha greatest cookingdiscovery, nee 

flrenow...a.yourAmanadea,^-- 

Ann  MacGregor,  Dept.  126, Ama 

52203 for literature. 

EASY-SET A TIMER- 

PUSH A BUTTON 

Ann 
3 To check food just 
open door. Unit shuts 

off automatically. 
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KodeTfiberfilI brings puffed luxury 
to this Bloomcraft bedspread. 

There's luxury throughout this sunny "Bridget" 
bedroom ensemble. The elegant quilted spread 
is puffed high with 100% Kodel polyester fiberfill. 
And the springy puff is consistent all the way through. 
Lustrous print fabric is 100% Estron® acetate in lemon, 
parrot, blaze. Complete range of sizes. Spreads, 
draperies and val swirls at popular prices. At fine 
stores including: Macy's New York; Woodward & 
Lothrop, Washington and branches; Rich's, Atlanta 
and branches,-Stewart's, Louisville and branches; 
John A. Brown & Co., Oklahoma City and branches. 

I CHEMICAL PRODUCTS. INC.. subsidiary o! Eastman Kodak Company. 1133 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS. NEW YORK. N.Y. 10036. Kodel and Estron are Eastman fiber trademarks. Eastman makes only the (ibers. not fabrics or ensembles 
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Engjlands first family of fine cleaners, waxes and polishes has come 
to America. 

Just spray it on and 
brush aivay the spot. 

•Y JtPKMNTMENT TO N U QUEEN EUMBETH 
THE QUEEN MOTHER    SUffLIEnS OF OUT CLE** 

J.GOO0*RD. SONS. LTD. 

J. Goddard &Sonst Ltd. 
Frimley Green, Surrey, England 

For a free brochure on all Goddard's Products and uhtrre to buy them, 
write J. Goddard & Sons, Box 710, Racine, Wisconsin 53401 

Goddard's 4 Goddard's Dry Clean arc Trademarks ©1970 J. Goddard & Sons. Ltd., Frimley Green, Surrey, England. All Rights Reserved. 
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PLEASE 
TELL ME... 

Who does old-fashioned caning and rush seating 

nowadays? I have an old parlor chair that needs a new 

caned seat and a kitchen chair needing rushes. 

The Blind Industrial Workers Association of New York 

State. Inc.. 1072 Bergen Street, Brooklyn, N. Y., 11216, 

will pick up your chairs for a small charge, or you can 

bring them in yourself. The minimum charge for a small 

hand-caning job is $10. machine caning, $8.50. The Vet- 

erans Caning Shop, 550 West Thirty-fifth Street, New 

York, N. Y., 10001. will also pick up, repair, and deliver. 

Bressler Chair Caning Co., 1268 St. Nicholas Avenue, 

New York, N. Y., 10033, will pick up and deliver in the 

metropolitan area only. Their minimum charge for hand 

caning is $25 and machine caning, $15. Bressler also 

does work with rush. In other sections of the U. S., consult 

your classified directory under ""Chair Caning." 

Where might I get some sort of room arrange- 
ment and space-planning guide? We are moving and 

I need help deciding what furniture to take and hotv to 

arrange it. 

A 3-D furniture-arranging kit with over 150 different 

pieces of furniture, all scaled * ■_> inch to the foot, and 

durable graph paper to position it on can be had from 

the Plan-It-Kit Company. Walls, windows, and doors are 

included in the kit. as is an eight-page illustrated instruc- 

tion booklet. To order, send $7.89 to Plan-It-Kit Co., 

Colonial Green. Box 429, Westport. Conn., 06880. 

Hotv do we go about building a deck? My husband 

is a good carpenter and icould like to build a wooden 

one on our summer house. 

You can order three do-it-yourself wood deck plans from 

Western Wood Products Association, Department 513-L. 

700 Yeon Building. Portland. Ore., 97204. at 10c apiece. 

These should help you plan and build your own. 

Who will bind and restore fine old books? My great- 

uncle left me some valuable volumes but they are badly 

in need of repair. 

An excellent job of restoring and rebinding is done by 

James F. Rigg, 26 Handson Drive, North Kingstown, R. I., 

02852: Monastery Hill Bindery la 100-year-old com- 
pany). 1751 West Belmont Avenue, Chicago, 111., 60657; 

James MacDonald Company. 13 West Sixty-first Street, 

New York, N. Y., 10023: The Book Binding Shop. Co- 

lonial Williamsburg, Williamsburg, Va.. 28185. The Rare 

Book Department of Brentano's. 586 Fifth Avenue. New- 

York, N. Y., 10036, will replace leather bindings only. 

HOUSE & GARD 



II /•<• will repair a broken pane in a stained glass 
iltntr sash? 

Designing and repairing leaded glass and Tiffany lamps 

are specialties of Alliance Art Glass, H>'» East Eighty- 

eighth Street, New York, N. Y.. L0028. I! you live in the 

metropolitan area, the) will come i<> your house i<» make 

an estimate. From greater distances, sou would have to 

bring the sash in. Westminster Studios, '>212 White 

Plains Road, Bronx, N. Y., 10167, and 21 Allen Road, 

Brewster, IN. Y., 10509, prefer thai you bring the object 

to them. The minimum charge for a 3-by-3-inch pane is 

about $10. Glass Masters, P.O. Box 272, New York, N. Y., 

lOOO'). also docs expert work. If these places are notcon- 

venient for you. consult your classified directory under 

"Class-Stained & Leaded." 

How do you gel a rug hung on a wall? We have a 

handmade rug, beautifully designed and executed, that 

would make a terrific hanging. 

Am good upholsterer in your city should be able to un- 

dertake this job for you. However, it is (mite possible to 

do it yourself. Sew curtain rings on the back of the rug 

about 2 inches apart all along the edge or near the edge 

on the top side. The rings must be close together in order 

to support the rug evenly. Then run a light metal bar 

through the rings and fasten to the wall by hooks. 

H here ran I buy a special pan for making those 

delicious small Swedish pancakes? 

An authentic Swedish cast-iron Plattpanna (pancake 

iron) may be ordered by mail from Nyborg & Nelson, 

321 White Plains Road, Eastchester, N.Y., 10709, for $4 

plus postage. You can buy the irons for somewhat less at 

the Nyborg & Nelson store at 937 Second Avenue, New 

York. N. Y., 10017. Olson's Delicatessen, 5660 West 

Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif., 90019. has a cast- 

iron Plattpanna for $3.75 plus postage. Seabon Scandi- 

navian Imports, 54 East Fifty-fourth Street, New York, 

N. Y., 10022, carries crepe pans from Denmark, color- 

fully enameled in yellow, blue, orange, or avocado at 

$8 plus postage. And Williams-Sonoma, 576 Sutter 

Street, San Francisco, Calif., 94102, has a cast-iron crepe 

pan for $2.95 plus postage. 

How can I locate a good photographer near my in- 

/oio's ante-bellum home? We are having a family re- 

union and I would like pictures of the family, house, and 

grounds for gift albums. 

You might write for a free directory of photographers 

who are members of the Professional Photographers of 

America, Inc. Admitted only after their work is judged 

for competence and artistry, members are listed by state 

and town, and individual specialties indicated. The ad- 

dress: 1090 Executive Way, Des Plaines, 111., 60018. 

Chippendale, Hepplewhite, Sheraton. England's greatest cabinet makers used 
beeswax to enhance and protect the beauty of their classic works. Now the beeswax 
formulas of the masters have been refined in Goddard's Beeswax Cabinet Maker's 
Polish. To give you the hard, lasting shine of a wax, with the convenience of an 
aerosol. To clean deeper than paste wax, and leave a clear finish that lets all 
the natural beauty of your wood grain glow with new lustre. We trust you'll find 
England's finest beeswax furniture polish satisfactory for your fine furniture. 

Englands first family of fine cleaners, waxes and polishes has come to America. 

I. GODDARDft SONS. L 

J. Goddard &Sonst Ltd. 
Frimley Green, Surrey, England 

For a free brochure on all Goddard's Products and where to buy them, 
write J. Goddard & Sons, Box 710, Racine, Wisconsin 53401 

Goddard i Goddard's Cabinet Maker's Polish are trademarks O 1970 J. Goddard & Sons, Ltd., Frimley Green, Surrey, England. All Rights Reserved 
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ALVIN 

m 

Complements your cherished 

china and crystal, caresses 

your treasured linens! 

Ten great de 

each the ulti 

example of the 

silversmith's, 

Let Alvin speak 

of your 

infallible 
good taste 

... in beauti- 

ful accents. 

» 

^LVIN 
RLING 

SINCE   1886 

PROViDENCE • RHODE IS- AND 

• 02907 

© 1970 Alvin 

travelog 
GEORGIA 

SEA I»L\ND 

Ask ahoitt our golf holiday. Cloister Hotel. 
Sea Island. Ga. 31561 (912-638-3611). Or 

H arner's or travel agent. Homesite*. ren:at>. 

D. \ on have a ' 'dream of a vacation" 

in mind ... a place where you can 

re! ax, have fun and treat yourself to 

the finest '  Read Travelog and 

make that drr-a m come true. 

NEW JERSEY 

LAN TIC CITY 

NOV.    DEC. 
VACATION . . . 
in the sunny autumn, over a long Than Its - 
gtving weekend, for the Christmas holidays. 
Completely modern with original charm 
Adults* and children's game rooms, ocean 
front decks, fashionable Edwardian Cocktail 
Lounge, famous food, renowned Trio, planned 
entertainment. Write for color brochure and 
rates. 

& ^M 

nnarlbcrougb^Icnbcim 
-e Ocean ■ 

Atlantic City 08404 
67 Years WNte Family Ownership Management 

Elliot S   Ryan   General Manager 

VIRGINIA 

' WILLI VMSBURG 

Flan ahead 
for a lovely vacation 

in the past. 

Let us send you this beautifully illustrated 
booklet on what to see and enjoy in 
historic Williamsburg. The Governor's 
Palace by candlelight. Old colonial 
homes which have survived all change 
of fashion. Bustling taverns and quiet 
gardens. And little craft shops along 
the way. Williamsburg is an experience 
you'll never forget. Not in 200 years. 

For your free, 12-page color folder 
write H. A. Wright, Goodwin 
Building, Williamsburg, Va. 23185. 

Name- 

Address- 

City-  State. -Zip. 

BARBADOS 

5T. JAMES BEACH 

Stay   at   1:   enjoy resorts 5     James 
Bi^ach.    Colony    Club.    DiscoTer?    Bay.    Coconut 

dining.   Air   cond.   Holland   & 
s.   Rep.  or   your  travel  agent. 

BERMUDA 

SANDYS PARISH 
LANTVNA  COLONY CLl'B. Bermuda-* exquisite 
little jewel. Lazy, lovely, nncliehe living in - i 
cottage*.   See   your   travel   agent   or   Leonard   P. 
Bricket- 

MEXICO 

When you drive to Mexico, you'll need spec 

MEXICAN AUTC 
HJJ if i     W 

Insure with the leaders—Sanborn's! Reliable: 
erage in Mexico's top companies. And oily I 
bom's gives you those tremendously helpful Me< 
Travelogs—mile-by-mile road directions all 
Mexico, plus best info on hotels/motels/re: 
rants/resorts, and up-to-date highway bullet - 
Service offices at all border gateways. P 
claims. Write for free Mexico Trip-Planner 
sample "Travelogs." 

SANBORNt 
2005 S. 10TH ST., McALLEN, TEXAS 785 

Ha* House & Gardei 

Travelog helped yoJ 

in deciding where 

your vacation or holi-i 

dav will be spent/ If. 

>o. when writing to the 

hotels or resorts for 

literature, or when 

making your reserva-l 

tion. inquiriesmen- 

tioning House & Car- J 

Mfii will he given spell 
M 

cial consideration. 

BUY 

UNITED STATES 

SAVINGS BONDS 
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You don't have to be 
Edwardian 

to sleep like one. 
Tonight, sleep seventy years ago. Make your bed of English 

porcelaine ... and a profusion of flowers. 
And pretend you are a Forsyte. 
Porcelaine Bouquet by Burlington House. Never Never Iron 

percale sheets in 50% combed cotton/50% Kodel® polyester. In 
blue (shown). Also, Gold. At leading retail stores. 

Burlington House 69 
Burlington Domestics, a Division of Burlington Industries, New York 10019 KODEL* AN EASTMAN FIBEF 



SMMIIIKHMI 

This is my home. 
I built it of redwood. 

Drive four miles due west of town. Take a left just before the old 

white barn. And there it is. 

The Balogh home. A warm and inviting retreat nestled deep in 

the Michigan woods. The simple lines, gently defined 

texture, and rich color of its redwood exterior blending 

perfectly with this quiet land. 

Why did this architect choose redwood? It was more than beautv. 

Michigan Residence of Tivadar Balogh, AIA 

He wanted redwood's natural resistance to the bite of winter, 

the heat of summer, and to the insects and decay organisms tli 

have no special season for destruction. 

Could he have selected another building material? 

Of course. But he's an architect. And this is his home. 

So there was only one real choice: redwood. 

CALIFORNIA 
REDWOOD 
ASSOCIATION 
617 Montgomery Street. San Francisco, California 94111 • For a free booklet "Redwood Homes." write Department TB. MEMBER MILLS: Areata Redwood Company • 
Cascade Corporation • Georgia-Pacific Corporation • Miller Redwood Company • Simpson Timber Company • The Pacific Lumber Company • \\ illits Redwood Prodm 



r 1 hut people 
are doing.... 
About fall and winter entertaining.... Mrs. T. Townsend 

Hoen of Cockeysville, Md., is collecting the place cards for 

her next dinner party —autumn leaves, the real thing, one 

kind for the women, another for the men, the names to be 

written in yellow with a felt-tipped marker.... Instead of 

place cards, designer Jean-Francois Daigre for his 

recent party in Paris had his guests' names embroidered on 

the napkins—white on green. ...In New York, Mrs. Norbert 

McKenna is planning another of her after-theatre hit- 

the-spot "sausage suppers." To be set out on the buffet: 

trays of oysters on the half shell with mignonette sauce; thin, 

thin sandwiches of rye bread and sweet butter; four kinds 

of unsliced sausages — Genoa salami, Hungarian cervelat, 

veal sausage, a fine liverwurst; French bread and black 

bread; a crock of sweet butter; a tray of mixed cheeses,- a 

dish of raw hot peppers and raw cauliflowerets,- apples, 

pears, grapes,- half-gallons of Chianti. ... Mrs. William 

N. L. Hutchinson, Jr., introduced a new kind of party 

before the recent opening of the San Francisco opera. Not 

dinner, not supper, just a little something to tide her guests 

over until the sit-down supper at the opera ball, which was 

held this year in the opera house itself after the performance. 

She invited twelve guests for 6:30, served them champagne, 

oysters on the half shell, and hot cheese tarts all of which 

they could consume without gulping and still make the 8 

o'clock curtain. . . .The Stephane Grooeffs who week- 

end the year round in their house on Long Island (see page 

82) hope to have ten or so friends for lunch "to meet the 

victor" on the Saturday of the local paddle tennis finals. 

...Mrs. Thomas G. Hardie of ThornhilI Farm, Butler, 

Md., is about to unpack her holiday tablecloths: patchwork 

quilts for Thanksgiving,- a 150-year-old "turkey red" damask 

cloth for Christmas. For January she is planning a safari 

luncheon as a send-off for a friend leaving for Kenya. Invi- 

tations will be shaped like little carpetbags, covered with 

leopard-prmted cotton, tied with red tape. Same leopard- 

printed cotton will make the tablecloth. ... Other Mary- 

landers, the Allen Hopkinses, have circled New Year's 

Day when they usually invite friends, neighbors, and friends' 

and neighbors' children to an open house. Traditionally 

served with the drinks: a variety of stick-to-the-ribs hors 

d'oeuvres plus, always, black-eyed peas. Eating black-eyed 

peas on New Year's Day brings good luck, they say in the 

South Interior designer Langdon Gaiser, who admits 

he's  "very old-fashioned about Christmas," always gives 

his biggest party of the year during the holiday week —a 

not st. A  1. \ltoi\, VOVEMBER, l»70 

four-generation party that includes "the biggest variety of 

people I can get, from my fa <;nds to some of my 

own friends' grandchildren." The party spreads over two 

floors of his New York town house, and \\ an abun- 

dance of food as varied as the guests' ages. But "the real 

catalyst," he says, ij the very large, very old-fashioned 

Christmas tree that brushes the ceiling of his downstairs 

sitting room. "In the middle of the party I've run down there 

and found a dozen people from eight to eighty all sitting 

around on the floor eying that tree.".. .When it comes to 

holiday party decorations, San Franciscans like to vary the 

traditional with ideas of their own: Mrs. Charles Fay 

plans a repeat of the dinner party centerpiece she conjured 

up last year —a Christmas tree made of raw mushrooms and 

Brussels sprouts. The trick is to get vegetables that are very, 

very fresh, says Mrs. Fay, and not to wash them or even 

get them wet before you anchor them with toothpicks to a 

tree-shaped Styrofoam base.... Designer Robert Blair 

swags the walls of his rooms with garlands of fir studded with 

yellow-berried holly that he orders specially from Oregon. 

He feels the bright saffron yellow does more than red would 

to brighten his rooms, which are furnished mostly with 

antiques and soft neutral colors. For lighting, he uses bees- 

wax candles Mrs. John Minor Wisdom has begun 

arrangements for the breakfast dance she gives every year 

in the big double parlors of her house in New Orleans' 

Garden District. As guests arrive, they are met by butlers 

bearing trays of absinthe frappe and Bloody Marys. Danc- 

ing starts at l l :30 A. M. Food is served at l -.00. On the din- 

ing room buffet: grillades and baked grits,- little sausages and 

scrambled eggs; baked ham,- hot biscuits,- bananas flambe. 

No mistaking you're in New Orleans.... Not long ago 

Edwin A. Daniels invited friends to the newly built Dan- 

iels house in Baltimore "to dance away the evening" with 

his wife on her birthday. "It was a marvelous party," says 

Mrs. Daniels; "I had absolutely nothing to do with it. We 

don't have any furniture yet for the living room, so it made 

a great place for dancing.".. .The Charles David Tandys 

expect a hundred guests Christmas night for dinner and 

dancing in the garden room of their new house in Texas (see 

page 116). Mrs. Tandy, as she usually does, will start "at 

least three days ahead," setting up tables for two, four, and 

siv "so people can sit as they like, in twosomes or a crowd" 

— then choosing the linens and flowers. "This house eats 

flowers." She has the food cooked the day before. "Every- 

body adores my Tennessee ham. I soak it for hours and boil 

it for hours. Then roast it in the oven with apricot or peach 

sauce. I never cut it, always tear it, and serve it with a mustard 

sauce.".. .What people are doing, from New York to San 

Francisco is giving the kind of parties they most enjoy them- 

selves. They are serving the kind of food they do best, offer- 

ing the amusement they know their friends delight in The 

contemporary approach to entertaining is a very personal 

approach, as you will learn from the next eighteen pages. 





HEPEBSONAL 
APPBOACHTO 

ENTEBTAIMNG 
The Stephane Groueffs'small barn full of ideas 

In the Stephane Groueffs' small inviting house, possessions are casually arranged for easv entertaining. 

Each room in their barn-shaped home is built for double duty. Always changing—the informal liv- 

ing room, left and above, is constantly reorganized for small dinner parties and family gatherings. 

"I never stop experimenting," sa\s Lillian Groueff. "Many of my best design and partv ideas have 

come from combining unexpected items." For instance, she puts blue and white tile around a fire- 

place that has been stripped and rubbed a nutmeg brown, paints walls a warm brown, and places a 

bold flowered rug in the center of the room. The offbeat mixture of flowered fabrics, formal English 

furniture, and casual v\icker chairs is all pulled together with a subtle pink and brown color 

scheme. "The rooms have simply grown—most things come from past houses, second-hand stores, 

and trips we've taken." A round English table, usually piled with flowers and boxes, often shifts 

into other contexts—"moved near the fireplace for simple dinners or used at large dinner parties." 

"The thing room is never static- 
were always shifting furniture to suit the party" 
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"Thews n 
great deal of 
informality and 
practicality 
in the way 

»we entertain" 

PERSONAL \rnio.\rn TO E\TEIITUMIA 

his house was designed for easv entertaining and nH 

nance," says Mrs. Groueff, seated on a pink sofa, pr( Ij 

with patchwork and needlepoint pillows, left. A cH 

separates the kitchen from the flexible living-dining area. Sin 

stripped-down wood doors can be closed while the food is preH 

then opened when the buffet is arranged on the counter. MealsH 

rotate around condiments in an heirloom Spode lazy Susan, 6efl 

"the most impressive piece in a collection of blue and white cflj 
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prefer to give parties for about four to sixteen people. I 

feel that I have more contact with small groups of people," 

says Mrs. Groueff, "but my parties are as simple and prac- 

s possible. When I have more than six people, I usually pre- 

buffet because it eliminates extra plates and serving prob- 

A buffet lunch of vegetable erudite, glazed ham, striped 

i basket of breads,. Rhine \N ine, and lemon mousse is in- 

lly served on a variety of blue and white china from the 

i counter. The rest of her blue and white china collection— 

y English and Chinese pieces found on our trips"—is stored 

orner hutch or scattered among fresh bouquets on tables. 

"Menus are 
simple now 
because most 
people iwe 
eating less 
and meals are 
easier to serve! 



m a the Groueffs' compact house, above, quaint bedrooms also 

m function as sitting rooms. Downstairs, a terra-cotta and blue 

* - guest room, top left and also on the cover, is "really my every- 

thing room. It's a bedroom for guests and a reading room for the 

family. When I have parties, the room becomes a sitting room where 

I serve drinks or a cardroom after a luncheon." A room of great 

charm with an extraneous collection of furniture and a pretty blue 

patterned fabric on chairs, windows, and piles of pillows. Upstairs, 

Mr. and Mrs. Groueff's bedroom is also a sitting room, right and 

above right. "I wanted a flowery bedroom where I could have visitors. 

During some of our parties, the ladies will congregate upstairs in the 

bedroom." Juggling patterns as well as furniture, Mrs. Groueff 

creates a warm atmosphere around a fireplace with an old-fashioned 

grate. Using four different fabrics, she curtains the bed with a 

rambling rose design, lines the headboards and baseboards with tiny 

yellow and white flowers, spreads a patchwork quilt over the mattress 

and heaps on plain and flowered pillows. "It's all quite simple to 

make. The canopy is constructed of just shirred curtains and valances 

hung from a wood frame that's fastened to the ceiling. I got the idea 

from a picture of Horst's bed in an old issue of House & Garden." 

"Our bedroom is also 
a sitting room 
whore the family gathers 
for Sunday coffee 
and newspapers" 
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i always clipping pictures oul of magazines. That's where I gel a lot of m\ <l<^i-'n ideas. I take an 

•a and change ii to lii in\ needs," says Mis. Groueff. "Use whatevei you can find is my theory." \\ ith 
i'» simple materials, sin- changed a small back porch into anothei useful dining area. A banquette, 
in wood boards wedged in a corner and cushioned in blue duck, forms the majoi -<■ ■ 11in;- in 111i — sunn) 
expensive wood chairs and a bleached pine table found in a second hand stem- complete the dining 
ie wraparound  windows open  up a  view   of the gardens and lake. "We u^e lliis -iinn\   loom  foi   larml\ 

s and luncheons. \\ hen I have a small luncheon, I often use this room and Berve a simple meal of lamb 
■els with a tarragon dressing, salad, and fruit to my weight-conscious friends." The food, placed on a 
lion of flowered blue and  while china, i-* alwa\s surrounded h\   fresh llowei-. "I  love to bring in\   flow 

I is inside. The seerel of Mower arranging is to put in one flower at a time carefully, flower arranging i- 

a room with lots of patterns. You starl with one shape then you slowly mix the patterns and colors." 

"\Wvc turned the 
sunny back porch 
into a place 
for break fast 
or lunch" 
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PERSO\AL APPROACH TO EXTERTAiNiXG 

TWO GEE AT WAYS 
TO GBTJA GOOD PARTY 

byDorothyBodgers 

CLAUDE PICASSO 

Mrs. Richard Rodgers, wife of the com- 

poser, has been an interior designer for the 

past thirty-five years, is also the author of 

My Favorite Things and The House in My 

Head. This two-part article was adapted 

from the book, A Word to the Wives," a 

mother-and-daughter dialogue about to be 

published by Alfred A. Knopf. 

hat makes a party suc- 

cessful? People, people, peo- 

ple. I can't emphasize that too 

strongly. It's lovely to have good 

food and attractive, comfortable surround- 

ings, but unless you start with people who 

will be interested in meeting each other and 

talking together, it can be a deadly evening. 

As Dick and I learned years ago on the 

Coast when Hollywood was a one-industry 

town, one of the surest ways to produce a 

truly dull party is to limit it to couples whose 

husbands are all in the same business. 

\\ hether they're lawyers or doctors or brok- 

ers, show business or movie moguls, the re- 

sult is always the same. Even in Hollywood, 

with the room full of gorgeous women, the 

men would congregate in a tight little knot 

at one end of the room to talk pictures. Mix- 

ing different interests and age groups, as 

well as new friends and old, makes for a 

better party. 

'COPYRIGHT© 19 70 BY DOROTHY RODGERSAND MARY RODGERS 

Since almost everyone has to give a 

large party at some point, I'd like to recom- 

mend an after-dinner party as a possible al- 

ternative to the cocktail party. For one 

thing, it's a party that stands on its own as 

opposed to the cocktail party, where every- 

one is on his way from or to something 

else. Guests who are invited to a party "after 

nine-thirty" will probably expect to spend 

the evening and will be generally more re- 

laxed. The food can be even simpler to pre- 

pare and serve than cocktail canapes. Plan 

to serve it around ten-thirty or eleven, as 

people will already have had their dinner 

and won't be hungry too early. Cold ham, 

salad, cheese, coffee, and cake won't win 

you a prize for originality, but it's certainly 

easy to do. Put everything out on the dining 

table, use an automatic coffee maker that 

will keep the coffee hot, and let the guests 

serve themselves. 

Do you need part-time help? How 

much and what kind do you want? For a 

large or small party, the answer will depend 

"Aii after-dinner 
part} is 
my favorite 

alternate for the 
cocktail part}:' 

not only on your needs, what you can get, 

and what you can afford, but also on what 

will give you the most comfort. For my 

money, the best extra help is the lady who 

comes in to do the things you hate to do. 

Make your invitation specific as to 

time, place, and dress. When you really 

mean cocktails (no buffet), it's a good idea 

to suggest how long you expect the party 

to last—5 to 7 or 6 to 8 gives guests a clue 

about what dinner plans they should make. 

"Cocktails and Buffet" can mean anjJ 

from olives, salted nuts, and dr ied-up i. 

wiches to a gloriously elaborate smo 

bord, so it might help to indicate thai 

will  In- served  b\   saying,  "Cocktail | 

Buffet from 7 on" without suggesting] 

the party should end. Some people sej I 

enjo)   long cocktail hours  (and I do|| 

hours)   before dinner.  But for thos 

don't (like me), it is thoughtful whenI 

having a large group for dinner to it 

both the cocktail and the dinner time 

invitation so that guests have the of 

arriving a little late without upsettir 

one's plans. 

The more important the party, the \ 

Her your invitations should be sent— 

cially during a holiday season. Other 

three weeks' advance notice is consic i 

about right. 

The way food looks matters enorn i 

ly. Cold poached bass looks infinitely) p 

tempting surrounded by tomatoes or sh 

and served with a green sauce than it 

with  plain  mayonnaise.  Lemon  wate/ 

is immediately more attractive with I 

Bing cherries.  Chopped  parsley* or cl 

sprinkled on a bland-colored dish is cer ~ 

ly a help. And crisp parsley or watercn 

indispensable to me for garnishing a pi; 

The actual preparation of food foi 

ner guests shouldn't be a problem for 

one who lives in a big city. In the sub 

good catering services are harder to 

by. Frequently, there is a Woman's 

change where cakes or pies will answer 

dessert needs—and that is about it. B 

every community, there are women whc 

to cook and are good at it. The chance j 

that one of them could be persuaded tc 

pare party dishes or even entire meals i 

house for you to serve in yours. Moth> 

teen-agers might very well find they 

time to cook (and add to the family inc 

while their children are in school. 

Another solu- (Continued on page 



dher daughter Mary 

ry Rodgers, who wrote The Rotten Book 

children, composed the music for Once 

on a Mattress and The Mad Show. In pri- 

e life. Mrs. Henry Guettel and mother of 

'., she says, uVve been surrounded by 

\ldren for eighteen years and with a two 

r old in the nursery, the end isnt even 

tight." 

r"^J"^^here are three kinds of enter- 

M      'taining:  formal, informal,  and 

M      what I call Having a Bunch of 

People Over. Now, Having a Bunch 

People Over is, I suppose, a form of in- 

mal entertaining, but if you're the kind of 

son who has a fit at the thought of any 

i d of entertaining at all, it's better for the 

. ves if you can trick yourself by calling it 

\ lething else. I am that kind of person. 

When, if ever, is the right time to have 

unch of about sixteen or twenty people 

r for dinner? When you and your hus- 

l;id have run into at least three of your 

\ mite couples, all of whom act surprised 

I JII you tell them how old your children 

I. now; now is the time to see them again 

Ivou will lose them altogether. 

Sit down with your husband and make 

I ice list, which includes the three surprised 

I pies, a couple of other couples who also 

I ong in this category, and about four peo- 

I   & GARDEN, NOVEMBER, 1970 

pie you think you ought to have. Include the 

boss and his wife, who will enjoy being 

around the younger set. 

At least six times a year, you probably 

go to a dinner party where you meet a mar- 

velous couple; they like you and your hus- 

band, you like them, and all four of you go 

through that familiar dance of promising to 

call each other up and get together for din- 

ner, and then nobody does anything because 

nobody remembers anybody's name two 

months later. There is a very simple solution 

to this problem, however. If, as soon as you 

get home, you write down the names of these 

people, what they do (John Doe, lawyer, 

Margery Doe, teaches at Head Start), and 

"Why not have 
a bunch 

of people over 
for supper? 

where they live so you can look them up in 

the phone book, you will remember them 

two months later, and they'll be delighted to 

come to your party. 

You now have a list of nineteen or 

twenty people. The very next morning be- 

fore panic has a chance to set in and far 

enough in advance to deceive yourself into 

thinking it's never going to happen at all 

(about three weeks), start calling up your 

friends and inviting them to your party. 

Phone calls are perfectly acceptable, but if 

you prefer writing ten invitations, go right 

ahead and send them; you won't get your 

answers as quickly that way, though, and 

since anything written seems more formal 

than a phone call, you might frighten your- 

self needlessly. 

Once the nineteen or twenty friends 

have accepted, you are trapped. You can al- 

ways pray for a serious family illness (hope- 

fully your own) or a fire in the house, but 

those are last-minute excuses and you caul 

use them yetan\wa\. Besides, you still haw- 

loads of time left in which to get organized. 

Check your basic equipment now, be- 

cause if \ou wait until the last minute, jou 

ma\ find yourself lacking something too 

heav) lo lug home. ^ ou will need the follow- 

ing: two big oven-proof casseroles or one 

big oven-proof casserole and one huge serv- 

ing platter, a large salad bowl, a 40-cup elec- 

tric coffee percolator, a couple of bread 

baskets, four sets of serving spoons and 

forks, two dozen dinner plates, two dozen 

salad plates, two dozen dessert plates, two 

dozen coffee cups (some of them can be 

demitasse), two dozen wine glasses, two 

dozen drinking glasses (most people drink 

things on the rocks these days so old-fash- 

ioned glasses are the best, but you might 

have a few martini glasses and highball 

glasses just in case), forks and spoons, large 

paper dinner napkins (the expensive, soft 

kind I. small paper cocktail napkins, paper 

guest towels, a mammoth double boiler for 

heating up mammoth amounts of something 

or other, and a nest of little tables. ( Most of 

your guests will fit themselves around your 

coffee table or eat on their laps, but collapsi- 

ble tray tables are a handy investment, and 

you can store them in a closet when you're 

not using them. I 

Oh, by the way, when I say two dozen 

of something, I don't necessarily mean two 

matching dozen. If you find you have only 

thirteen "good" dinner plates left, go out 

and bu\ a dozen plain white ones as my 

mother suggests. Or borrow some plates 

from a friend. \ our guests are not going to 

care what they're eating from, in fact they 

probably won't even notice. By the same 

token, they also won't mind using paper 

napkins, they won't mind your not having 

any flowers around if you decide not to 

bother, and they {Continued on page 145) 
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ftflfTllVfX*. 1 h(>\ vr\ piTs<)n;ili><ir<l( v/ mid house of Mrs. Qiuunhmce Mason 
. m UliE OBCHABD 

Dwari Iniit trees flourish in wooden boxes in ;i garden protected 

^   Jjy farm buildings and fields. \\ hen the trees are bare in 

jr    April, the meadow is bright with daffodils. B) May, treed 

area cloud of white, below. From June to frost, garderi 

yields luscious jraises de.s hois, 

raspberries, peaches, apples, pears, 

^^o delight Mrs. Mason's guests. 
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PERSONAL APPROACH 
TO EKTERTAiNiNG "1 have always wanted 

a fruit garden, a smallone lo enjoy 
willi In mils nnd frit mds" 
Mrs. Mason likes io ciiiii tain i In r dining table is always sel for sis i. to garden, to build—and she does 

these things i<» perfection. New friends are staggered when the) learn thai until four years ago hei 

house, with its entrancing places for guests to gathei oi be alone was ,i cluster of barns, sheep pens, 

sheds, pom stalls, ami kennel foi fort) gre) hounds. She remodeled this group of old buildings in Cross 

River, New York, jnsi as she designed her garden, with a fine remembrance of things past and a firm 

sense of the practical. Even v\ilh grown children home for the holidays, weekend guests, dogs, caged 

birds, and pots and flats of all sorts of grow ing things, she finds her house with its Hag-lone floors and 

handsome luil sturd) Louis Mil furniture easy to maintain. Her garden stems from childhood holidays: 

"I grew up in Paris, and every summer we went lo the country where even the great houses always had 

intimate gardens." 1, The entrance is a graveled courtyard with a very old sugar maple in the 

center, enclosed by fieldstone walls and buildings with half-timbered stucco facades. On the main 

barn is a large collection of old French firebacks and cast-iron animal heads. 2, Mirror and part of a 

collection of brass boxes and candlesticks. 3, Guest room, once a pigeon loft, has walls and ceiling cov- 

ered with black and white toile de Jouy. 1, Remodeled marble-top console in bathroom is now a wash 

basin and dressing table. 5, Espaliered trees in fruit garden grow under balcony of one-time hayloft. 

6, Fresh from the garden, a feast of strawberries. 7, A canary sings on back terrace overlooking or- 

chard with its straw beehive from Belgium. 8, Raised beds of strawberries and herbs make weeding and 

picking easier. 9, Wisteria trees shade herb bed. 10, Dining table in main room is set with old pewter 

and silver. 11, A driveway crosses stream and bridge into back courtyard. 12, Box-stall master bed- 

room has crewel-curtained bed, Chinese lacquer pagoda for Pekingese. 13, A glassed and latticed din- 

ing porch, in stable now a house for Mrs. Mason's married daughter. 14, Clipped yew hedge and sheep- 

hurdle fence frame flagstone flooring of terrace. 15, A terrace view of espaliered trees and fruit 

baskets filled with petunias. 16, Fruit garden sheltered on three sides is open to meadow on the south. 

AN ORCHARD DESIGNED FOR EASY CARE 
Large boxes, open at the bottom, hold sixteen dwarf apple, peach, pear, and crab apple trees. (Two crab 

apple trees provided thirty-six glasses of jelly this fall.) Espaliered trees at each end of the graveled 

garden are Yellow Delicious apples flanked by Bartlett pears. The boxes double as beds for Charles V 

and Catherine the Great (raises des bois, woodland strawberries that fruit all summer. Low wood- 

framed beds near the doorway are for herbs—old-fashioned woolly apple mint by the dovecote, left, 

Italian parsley, curly parsley, tarragon, basil, sage, sweet marjoram, dill, rosemary, and thyme, right. 

Raspberries of the Indian summer variety grow in long boxes between trees to form hedge separating 

garden and meadow. Mrs. Mason does her own pruning and spraying, lets guests help harvest. 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY BEADLE,  PLAN  BY BROTMAN 
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PERSONAL APPROACH TO ENTERTAiNBNG 

"Hike to entertain ] 
guests in my kitchen 

and use herbs from 
my window garden.7 

In Mrs. Mason's circular kitchen, the shingled hood 

over a stove resembles the conical roof of the kitchen 

tower itself, left. The kitchen's silo-like design was 

inspired by turrets in a French village painted in the 

seventeenth century on the linen tapestry cartoon, 

above buffet, right. The passageway linking barn and 

kitchen is a laundry room in pretty disguise, opposite 

page. Culinary herbs grow in its window all year 

round. Appliances covered in wood with butcher-block 

tops double as a flower arranging center. Hunting 

gear is also stashed here, and garden books, wine, and 

wine books. In a narrow corner, five Gro-Lux light 

boxes attached to the bottoms of standing shelves give 

flats of herbs and flower seedlings a preseason start. 
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rf v tl. APPRO u u 
•Kirriivive 

A mi EXYIKOMIEVI 
IX) STIMULATE TALK 

D NEW IDEAS 
Quasar Khanh designs lor his own family. 
i. m , 

Ik 

uasar Khanh is fascinated with the whole motion of life —how people relate to rooms, clothes, 
the ears they drive. He regularly amazes ns with his range of inventions... inflatable furniture, 
glass mini-cars, plastic clothing, and, this fall, two all-foam rooms exhibited at the Louvre. 
The gleaming apartment he lives in, furnished in foam with shiny vinyl walls reflecting endless 
patterns of light, is just as astonishing. Outside, the Paris town house he shares with his wife, 
Emmannelle the fashion designer and their children,Othello and Atlantique, above right, is for- 

mal and nineteenth century. Inside, the mood is up to the minute and totally exhilarating. All the interior 
walls are padded with foam, covered with shimmering plastic—white in the living room, above; red in the 
entrance hall, apposite page, bottom left, where the doorway is lined with Pirelli tire rubber; and blue up- 
stairs. Furniture is simply foam, cut in different densities. Tables, chairs, the wall-to-wall couch, even the 
stair railing, top left, are foam, sometimes left natural, sometimes coated with vinyl. Beautiful-objects like 
the chess set, Mr. Khanh ehooses very carefully...**we should collect just a few lovely things to admire.*' 
Talented friends are constantly in and out of the duplex, often gathered around discussing intriguing pic- 
tures the Khanhs project on one living room wall. Good conversation effortlessly takes off from there. 
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™Rl™MTA™mciC" QIMIWII* KluHih shapes a oiie-eoior em ii-oiiiiient 10 
make people Hie bright, important ek^njeiit^^^^^^ 

The living room, both pages (actually two big room* merged Into one), really has everything 
the Khan lis need for living. "Yon just don't immediately see it all.** The low, notched shapes 
are actually Mr. Khanh's new all-foam "'Cube" chairs, which friends find splendidly comfort- 
able and informal. These lightweight chairs, some covered in white vinyl, are ent to have lots 
of give... they flatten and one half becomes a backrest. Pnsh buttons control almost all else 

in the room... overhead spotlights, the radio-stereo system (speakers are concealed in the acrylic linen- 
covered celling), light dimmers, and white shades that can be raised or lowered over windows and the tele- 
vision screen. The bar is behind a wall panel in one corner. Sir. Khanh believes even walls should relate 
to what people are thinking about..."If yon are in the mood for a Picasso or a racing car on the wall, yon 
should have ft.** So he uses the black projector box suspended from the celling to show paintings, animals, 
films... anything he and visitors feel like seeing. As the Kfaanhs and articulate friends debate how to design 
a light racing car to win next year's "Le Mans competition (a model sits between the ''Cube" chairs), the 
perfect stimulus is to project a champion Ferrari on the wall simultaneously, opposite page* bottom left. 



How to find 
the perfect 
hrislin;is 
present 

for everyone 
on your list 

A delightful game is Christmas shopping if you throw your 

heart into it and play by the rules. The object: to see if you can 

hit upon exactly the right present every time (no fair giving 

things that suit only your own taste). To score: one sugarplum 

for each delighted squeal; a lump of coal for polite thank-yous. 

Pointers to improve your aim: Indulge weaknesses like a 

passion for painted furniture or a particular shade of blue. 

Add a little comfort for someone who spends most of his time 

in one place—the garden, a library, an airplane. Fill out a 

collection, or begin a new one. Relieve a tiresome chore by 

slipping in a pretty tool, a time-chopper, or music to be busy 

by. Listen for wistful sighs that suggest the sigher would 

never dream of buying some wondrous treasure for himself. 

Give a child something beautiful to grow on. On the pages that 

follow, a Santa's sackful of presents that practically give the 

game away, and starting on page 139, presents for the house 

including a wide range under $15. Each of them is designed to 

surprise, dazzle, tickle, or touch the heart of everyone you love. 

1^1 J^ltJT^lJt^l^     X« Cyclamen, a bouquet that 
1A "f f fj It Il\ VW    blooms all winter long, $10 or 

1*1    \ ^1 '      4W   less at local florists; at Irene Hayes in Man- 

___ —^      -~ __ _^ __-_».      „       hattan.   2.   Daffodil 

TO ORDER FOR ^ *.m,w 
*H¥ ¥¥> mrlTf "1 % £1 winter gold, $13 air freight 
V I lit 1^ £ Itlx mjS ppd. from Terrestris. 3. Pa- 
phiopedilum orchid, a frolicking green slipper for a shaded window, 

$10 air freight ppd. from Rod McLellan. 4. Phalaenopsis orchid, a 

spray of butterflies at home anywhere, $10 air freight ppd. from Rod 

McLellan. 5. Eustis Limequat, a joyous blend of lime and kumquat, 

3 feet tall and bare rooted for indoor potting, $13 air freight ppd. from 

Four Winds Growers. 6. A glint of spring in winter's eye, the John 

100 PHOTOGRAPHS BY HORST,   BEADLE 
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■ vereaux's living room with white hyacinths in a terra- 

■ iket, forced forsythia, tulips, and calendulas: interior 

Gilman and Brown. 7. Hyacinths, potted and ready 

into fragrant bloom, $13 air freight ppd. from Ter- 

p.  Vuylstekeara orchid,  with velvety petals, $18 air 

pd. from Rod McLellan. 9. Hibiscus, sundoving shrub, 

q lift with blossoms. $10 or less at local florists: at Ter- 

i Manhattan. $30 air freight ppd. East of the Mississip- 

West. 10. Hybrid cattleya. Paprika, $18 air freight 

im Rod McLellan.  11.  Primula, spring's beguiling 

1- or con slip, $10 or less at local florists;  at Irene 

|n   Manhattan.   12.   Lily-of-the-valley,   a   dozen   pips 

[in a wink in quarter-peck of fiber, $10.50 from 

lower Farm. 13. Amaryllis, a crowd of multiple 

I on stately stalk, huge potted bulb, $11.50 from 

ower Farm. 14. Tulips, spring's crisp promise in a 

air freight ppd. from Terrestris. 15. Cattleya or- 

w in sunlight, $12 from Rod McLellan. 

:TIONS ON  HOW TO CARE  FOR  PLANTS,  SEE PAGE  2 08. 

• DDRESSES, SEE PAGE   148. ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE. 

12 
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1)1 ft |7 ^17 VrP^   I Y ll{   L No-nonsense cooksl nirjc^rj^ i ci r wit honed lo a kecn highj 
TI K C yOOK "teel edge'B> J'A'Henckeb TNsii1 

Largest.   12   inches  long.  S14  at 

Knives. 2. Orange reamer of stoneware. hand* rafted h\   Lois  Bine 

~*eche> across. $9 at La Cocina. 3. Cast aluminum omelette pan with 

handle. 12-inch diameter. B\ Gourmet. Ltd. 830 at Altman's. 4. Bee* 

tools that mash, drain, pound, and ladle. By Mort Marton. 830 at All 

5. Water purifier that gets the bugs (and chemicals!  out of drinkinfl 

BY  Pollution  Control  Industries,  $70.  At Macy's.  6.  Black and 1 

steel beauty of a range that cooks with gas on six burners. Continuous 

ing oven below, broiler above. Garland b\ Welbilt. >7oU at Mazer Store 

ment 7. Circular tiers of extra counter space—the uppermost a chB 

block—suspended in a tall chrome utensil ra 

Medallion. $575 at BloomingdaleV. 8. Cast aluni 

meat   cleaver   with   ridged   and   smooth   profiM. 

pounding. 84 at Bazaar de la Cuisine. 9. Port all 

with retractable feet. By RCA. $100 at LiberrjM 

10. Countertop broiler and rotisserie that clean™ 

as it sizzles your steak on both sides at once. Brol 

by International Appliance. $75 at Macy's. 11. 

casserole of white porcelainized enamel decorate* 

drawings of succulent vegetables. By Hamilton Beaca 

at Macy's. 12. Family of strainers in stainless steeLl | 

size. 61 2 inches long. $10 at Hammacher Schlemmer. 13. , 

ey table of stainless, scorchless melamine w ith a sheH \ 

-wings up to double top surface. S135 at Hammacher Siu 

mer. 14. Sound receiver that picks up the message of VH1 ' 

LHF TV. AM and FM radio. By RCA. $80 at Liberty M , 

15. The life of a party in this Portland. Ore. kitchen, desi 

bj   Kichard  Nelson,  is  a  round-table electric   range  with 

burners to cook the buffet, a stainless steel surface to warmp 



CKTIII 
LLECTOR 
collectors like Mr. and Mrs. 

)erfner, the beauty of blue and 

ucelain can inspire an entire 

om. Interior design by Angelo 

of Burge-Donghia. 2. Ster- 

er cordial cups, just 2 inches high, that can 

enterpiece between toasts. By Gorham. About 

a at Hall 's. 3. Clear Lucite and polished chrome 

12 inches high, to fill with your most beautiful 

Is, $75 ppd. With stock of shells and their I.D. 

175 ppd. At Stix Shell Gallery. 4. Bone china des- 

es with eight different flowers hand painted by Cath 

. Fell. Ten-set limited edition. By Royal Crown 

Set of eight, about .$500 at Plummer McCutcheon 

! House luncheon plates, reproductions of those used 

ham and Mary Todd Lincoln in 1861. First in a Iimited-edi- 

es of Presidential china by Haviland. Each, $100 at Hall's, 

•ellied woodpecker and a rufous-sided towhee, each singing 

y on his own 9-inch bone china plate. American Songbird 

t Plates designed by Ray Harm for Spode. Limited edition, 

lir, at Shreve, Crump & Low. 7. The red hind, a small sea 

m the West Indies, immortalized in porcelain by sculptor 

Van Ruyckevelt for Royal Worcester's tropical fish series, 

edition, $ 100 at Reese Palley. 8. Enameled flowers on gold- 

, encrusted with jewels and arranged in a porcelain compote. 

1 by Jane Hutcheson for Gorham. Limited edition, $1000 

e & Company. 9. Stereo speakers, tuner, turntable, and space 

Ics of records in a handsome tower of natural walnut. En- 

nt I Audio System by Electrohome. $500 at Bloomingdale's. 

ian leather foam-filled "pachyderm chair." At Probber.* 
APPROXIMATE,  ALL  PLUS  POSTAGE  (UNLESS  OTHERWISE  NOTED).  FOR  RETAIL  STORE AD- 

D  DECORATORS'   SOURCES,  SEE  PAGE   I 4 8.  "THROUGH   DECORATORS. 
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PKESEX1 S FOR 
S4   at   Bloomin; 

2. Polished chrome chair from Italy, slung with brown leather. By F 

Carleton, $800.'"' 3. For reading under a tree, a flowerpot lamp with) 

colored  enamel  shades.   By   Louis  Poulsen  for  Risom  Lighting. 

Gimbel's. 4. Mini cassette with automatic leveler, for taping visitinj 

birds. By Superscope. About $100 at Lafayette. 5. Two little garden! 

for harvesting tomatoes or marigolds. Larger, 81 ,4-inch square, $2 < 

Place. 6. Flowering plates of French faience in the "Capucines" j 

packed in a cheese box. Set of six different varieties, $25 at Far C* 

7. For the look of beekeeping (without troubling with actual bees),'i 

made of woven straw, insulated with Cuprinol. 17 inches high, $20 at. 

land Herb Farm. 8. Cabbages and parsley mingle merrily with the 
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in Richard Nease's Pennsylvania garden. On a bench at re; 

basket beehives. 9. Blue and white ceramic garden stoo 

inches high. $250 at W & J Sloane. 10. Tiny golden beehb 

\\\ inches high for saccharin, salt, or a bunch of forget-K 

Each about $9 at The Very Thing. 11. Hand-painted bli 

white porcelain vases from Holland, by Royal Delft. Talle 

inches high, $14: smallest. 3} \ inches hi 

All at Tiffany & Company. 12. The pa 

and his pear tree designed in copper am 

on a silver-plated Damascene Christina? 

Bv Reed & Barton. Limited edition, 

Gump's. 13. Little blossom of a table 

melting flower colors or, if you wish, da 

nut. Bv Medallion. About $95 at W & J 

11 

IT 
12 

PRICES APPROXIMATE, PLUS POSTAGE (UNLESS NOTED). STOR 

ES AND DECORATORS' SOURCES, PAGE   141.  'THROUGH DE 
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jail ngs in Mr. and 

HMexer Zeiler's California living room. Interior design by Jay Steffy; 

ling above chairs by Edward Avedisian. 2. The Trova Index:  forty 

Mples of art-world madness—from Tom Mix cards to a wrist watch—in 

Jfejzlas boxes. B\  Ernest Trova. $1500 each at Pace Graphics. 3. Sculp- 

rJhat works: a sweep of stainless steel encircling a desk top. Designed 

laria Pergay. At Harvey Probber."  4. To 

tpj it an art book, a clear Plexiglas lectern by 

Billion. $300 at Bloomingdale's.  5.  Lamps 

Mexiglas and aluminum.  8%  inches high. 

JQach at Bonniers. 6. Concert organ of wal- 

Jt md   ebony.   By   Hammond.   $11,000   at 

Ian  Pianos.  7.   Pecan  writing  table  wide 

tot, h to slip over a twin bed. By Tomlinson, 

13 at Vanleigh." 8. Plastic dome illuminated 

9 t iv lights. 15 inches high. $200 at Lord & 

r. 9. King-sized playing cards designed by 

Dubuffet.  $205 a set at  Editions  Alecto 

10. Handwoven tapestry, a 

>n h\ Alexander Calder 

long. At Harmony." 

•tereo tuner, cassette 

ler.  in   rosewood 

hrome console. Di- 

ia III by RCA. With 

ers, $700 at Liberty 



PRESENTS 1.  For wayfa 

biers, a clear fl 

I- fl   life r     restaurant with separH 

I\ATURE LOVER " 
designed for hungry squirrels. From  Dilley. abont 

2. White velvet lounge chair with safari spots. Bj 

steel, about SI70. At T-Mark Furniture. 3. Chrp 

Lucite stand to show off your tiniest shells, o inc 

$35. Shell-studded, S85. At Stix Shell Gallery, 

straw throw pillow by Sarina. Largest. 16 inches! 

about $55. At John Mascheroni.* 5. Turtle tureen 

jottery  with  a  piggy-backing  tiny  turtle  for a] 

About $60 at Mavhew. 6. Amusing little silver eagM j 

dappled  shells  for  pinfeathers.  At  Chodoff.  each 

7. Oak and cane deck chair like the Cunard ones, 

$140. At Hammacher Schlemmer. Beneath it. a fri 

fur-lined leather throw, about $900. At BendeFs. fl 

up ice cube of solid glass 6 inches square. $90 at BOB 

9. The orchid room in author Jack Kramer's Calil > 

\ 

house, w herehe gro 

flowers he writes! 

10.   Stereo  phono 

plus AM FM FMS 

in   a   Plexiglas   bubbh 

Electrohome.   $260   at   Blooming" 

11. Fern-printed  sheets  in   perca 

Wamsutta. Twin, $7. At Blooming' 

12. Glass-lined silver-plated coaste | 

Wallace,  $7 each  at John • 

Co.  13.  Choctaw   Indian 1' 

$90 at Terrestris. Ostrich 

$15   each    at    Hunting   } 

14. Antler-backed side chaii 

at  D.  Barrett.   15.  Mirror - 

with shells. $50 at Bergdorf Go( I 
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' ^I^V^I^t! 1- Luxury, 
iBI^A IB to Mr. and 
) TWSM ■■? Mrs. Henry Shalom. 
r     ™  ^ MM .J means a serene ele- 

LURY LOVER 
like their New Jersey summer living room. 

omfortable places to relax. Interior design by 

lghia of Burge-Donghia. 2. To make music 

h. a mail-order kit that contains parts and direc- 

iilding your own spinet harpsichord. Birch or 

ut $275 at Zuckermann Harpsichords. 3. Lucite 

to sprout on a tabletop. $200 at Obelisk. 4. Black 

ime cube with a light-up glass chessboard that. 

', turns to solid amber. 2 feet high. S225 at W & J 

meaning ladders and disappearing stairs printed 

le-eye ceiling-high screen by Fornasetti. $750 

aylor. 6. Stereo jukebox in black glass framed 

with remote control record selector, cassette 

AM/FM radio, and storage for fifty albums. 

$2000 at Wallich's Music. 7. From Italy, free- 

n topped with brown and white cowhide, filled 

thane foam. .^6.30. at Directional.""" 8. Leather ice 

'rly 2 feet high, lined with metal, lidded with glass. 

pimacher Schlemmer. 9. Tester bed plated with 

• ed chrome. Bedcover fabric from Far Eastern. 

| ans for Directional. Queen size, $1800 at Van- 

li. 10. Little do-it-yourself sculptures and mul- 

iemble, manipulate, and play with light. Bv ar- 

i Stein, W illi Gutmann, Les Levine, and Charles 

rtmongers. $8 to $23 at Bonniers.  11. Three- 

that shows all the action, switches sound by re- 

il. 11-inch screens. By Sony, $700 at Liberty. 
PRCES APPROXIMATE,   PLUS  POSTAGE.  STORE  ADDRESSES.   PAGE   MS. 
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PRESENTS LMta»fa 

FOR THE 
crisscross   i 

in convex mirrorei 

10 12 

INDOOR WOMAI 
20 inches square, $85 at Reflectibles. 2. St I 

sette changer with automatic tape circulator til 

play  all   day   without  repeating  itself.   By 

about $290 at Liberty Music. 3. Ruffly prii 

pillows to pamper an elbow. 15 inches Ion 

Boutique de la Cuisine. 4. Bedside cozy mat. 

YOU Good Night or Good Morning. About \ 

Very Thing. 5. Crystal ball that always knows what 

Battery powered. By Daum. about $210 at Cartier. 

ess Margaret Willaumez turned her bedroom i 

hour retreat by filling it with all the things she lov< 

books, and a whole garden of fabric flowers. 7. V< 

chaise  framed  with  imported  plastic,  snuggled   H 

Acrilan pile. By Selig. About $200 at Gimbel's. 

towels and quilted bath mat. all edged w 

scallops. Mat, about $22. bath  towe 

Porthault. 9. Dainty Victorian veto 

completely encrusted with sea shells, lined with brass. 

pair, at Belgravia House. 10. To grow a garden indo 

dian mother nature can in broad daylight, a controllec 

ment chamber. 10 inches long. Plntarium by Environn 

$1060. The roll-about plant stand, about $27 

Hammacher Schlemmer. 11. Octagonal te£ 

bamboo-turned wood, with top and flip-dov 

shelves of woven rattan. 29 inches high. By ] 

$325 at W & J Sloane. 12. Porcelain flanj 

ported from England, printed with its very 

for French Apple Flan. $13 at Hammacher ! 

PRICES  APPROXIMATE  PLUS  POSTAGE.  STORE ADDRESSES   PAGE 

» 



I^SII^ V^l1^ l* Cowhide tool case, lined withplas 
lie and lillril with hammers, screw 

)| | l-L drivers, and lots of othei gadgets designed 

likikiii^ mi % mil0delight*eheartof 

I  I   I It II IK   itlAilJ ;l  handyman, 
tony. 2. Butcher-block table 10 inches thick, with .1 separate 

eight knives. Bj J & I) Brauner, $110 with rack. 3. Leathe 
lair with matching ottoman. I!\ Selig. Chair. $410; ottoman, 

toth at \\   & J Sloane.   1,  Digital alarm clock with light-up 
Is. in brass and acrylic. !!'•_• inches wide. Chronoscan 

eral Electric, $250.   \t Marshall Field. f>. Handsome 

thermos jug striped with red leather. 860 at Bergdorf 
J in. 6. Waist-high scale of hiush.il chrome. About $95 

macher Schlemmer. 7. Guillermo Aguilera's countr) 

illed with wildlife books and animal sculptures.  In- 

esign bj Keith Irvine and Thomas Fleming. 8. Combi- 

assette tape recorder and AM   FM radio that can re- 

own music as well as your live performances. 12 inches 

\ Norelco, about $120 at Liberty Music. 9. St. Bernard 

in white painted wood. 3 feet long from nose to tail. 

David Barrett. 10. 16-inch automatic chain saw that 

in at just over 7 pounds. By McCulloch, about $160. 

eech owl with scolding chickadees, 

ed in bisque porcelain by Gunther 

t for Lorenz Hutschenreuther. ]()' L» 

t| Limited edition, $2025 at Altman's. 

keep cigars and vintage wines at 

■ eak,  a 6-foot lockable walnut cab- 

' I it maintains the  right  climate.  By 

in. $1000 at Hammacher Schlemme 
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PRESENTS FOR 
CHILD'S V\A\ 
Mrs. Edwin Stern Ill's play in a pint-sized parac 

Godsend for mother: places for everything in cases by 

William Accorsi, practical and pretty stenciled floor by Cile Lord. 

Interior designers. Zajac and Callahan. 2. Curves and troughs of 

sturdy fiberglass that become broad deserts and inland waterways, 

to use indoors or out. Trough, 5 feet long, $145 by Playground 

Corporation of America. 3. Fit together play cubes of bright plastic, 

largest 24 inches square. Set of three, $15 at F.A.O. Schwarz. 

4. Funny little chair stacked on a storage bin, from a series of 

circular stackables in molded plastic. By Founders. Chair and stool, 

$1 10  at   Bloomingdale's.   5.   For  stashing  toys,  a black enamel 

steamer   trunk  silk-screened  in  red,  bordered  with  brass tacks. 

38 inches. By Lane, $130 at Abraham & Straus. 6. Personable 

vinyl bean-bag animals—squooshy seats as well as devoted 

pals. Each $100 at Bloomingdale's. 7. To keep cold 

milk hand) for lea parties, a 2.3-cubic-foot refrigera- 

tor in white or copper-tone enamel. Juliette Com-       > 

pact by Topp. $90 at Macy's. 8. The stuff that heir- 

looms are made of: exquisite appliqued tapestry. Each one" 

is handmade from a unique design by Dorothy Weatherford. 

To order from Mountain Artisans. 9. Fanciful pink herring 

fish to rock on a make-believe sea. About $115 at The Tickle 

Tree. 10. Sleepy turtle on a turtly green pillow case by J. P. 

Stevens.  $3 at  Airman's.  11. Campaign chest whose drawers 

contain   stereo   phonograph,   speakers,   and   AM  FM  FMS 

radio.   By   Electrohome,   about   $320   at   Bloomingdale's. 



IMHWl 

IESENTS FOR 
in ■ ■: PARTY GIVER 

•ial j i i_" - - * *' *- of sterling silver | >l 11 - .1 dash of perk) flowers: plate-side 

■is for a special-occasion dining table. Jiggers, - inches hi] h. B) 

itional Silver, about $6 al Shreve Si ' '■<>. 2. Clear glass ice bucket 

lid i> reall) a squal rider jug. 15 inches high. I'>\ Etco 

i>. about $20 at  Bergdori ( Iman. 3< Triple-tiered 

g carl in House & Garden Azalea that rolls wherever the 

ri is. ,')2 inches square. I designed l>\ Roger Rougier. \I•• >i11 

I) 1  Wilbur Wi-ik  Interiors.   t.  Patterned circles patch- 

d mi blue and white luncheon plates made in Japan foi 

\. Each, s<>. 5. To keep a good part) rolling in ice, an 

ai 'I and stainless steel ice maker that keeps its cool through 

ra\ s-worth of ice cubes a da). B) Scotsman, about $300 

('.. Stripling. 6. Convention of the jolliest teakwood 

r mills thai ever spiced a vichyssoise. Tallest. 9 inches 

B) Dansk, about $16 each at Wilburt. 7. Sterling silver 

ler  with  separate  glass  liner,  to  use   for  a  salad  or  a 

piece. 10' L> inches across. $250 at Carrier. 8. Fingertip 

i for part)  guests    hath size for you)  all with I i I tie em- 

•red chains. B\ Springmaid. Fingertip size, about $2 at 

0 1 ner McCulcheon. 9. Silver-plate cups for drinks on lh< 

-or nosegays on the party  table. 2'L>  inches high.  B; 

Silversmiths, about $6 each al Rich's.  10. Copper tul 

njied with brass that keeps three big copper pots comfortabl 

in a hot-water bath. Buffet Bain Marie. slot) at Bazaar d 

isine. 11. Cooktop dining table of 

.shere six guests can watch  the 

iroduce his delectables, then get 

while they're hot. Can be perma- 

connected to a gas line, or used 

bottled    gas.    By    Benihana    of 

), $650. Matching chairs. s 10 each 

H DECORATORS ONLY. 

ES  APPROXIMATE,  ALL PLUS  POSTAGE  (UNLESS 

ISE NOTED). FOR  RETAIL STORE ADDRESSES 

;ORATORS'   SOURCES,   SEE   PAGE   148. 
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1^1¥ 17 ^J 17"%T^T^^J As  a  special  present   for  someone 

1™ IJ^'IJil   M   k/ uhose greatest pleasure is exquisite 

17^ ^1^   ^I^W      M-^    painted furniture, only the most beauti- 

ful specimens of design and workman- 

w?i |{ \T IrP| |{ K ship wil1 do- To help you find 

them, here is a gathering of 

1 ■ II I 1^1 I 1 Fll cabinets, tables, chests, and 

chairs built by some of the finest cabinetmakers in America, each 

an authentic replica of a great European antique. Even their colored 

finishes are applied using age-old techniques. Lacquer colors are 

brushed on as they were in eighteenth-century English japanning, then 

softened with hand-rubbed overglazes to a mellowed patina. Painted 

colors are either poster-bright and dazzled with gilt, or subtle trans- 

parent washes that reveal the wood's own beautiful pattern. All pro- 

duced by Baker to capture a furniture lover's heart. 1. Black lacquer 

cocktail table whose apron and legs form a gilt-edged frame for an 

expansive recessed brass tray. In the manner of Thomas Chippendale, 

ciica 1750. From Baker's Vintage collection. 49 inches across, about 

$1945. 2. Handsome bonnet-topped secretary in black lacquer em- 

blazoned with a relief of gold chinoiserie. An exact replica of a secre- 

tary commissioned in the early 1700s by Queen Anne's Duke of Marl- 

borough for the Churchill family's Blenheim Palace. From the Bri- 

tannia Collection, 89Vi> inches tall, about $4510. 3. The magnificent 

Louis XV writing desk of red lacquer inlaid with desk-top panels of 

dark green leather inspired all the warm colors and graceful forms in 

this sitting-room library from the sunny-colored Austrian curtains to 

the tall screen covered with printed wool from 1920 Paris. Interior de- 

sign by John Braden, desk from the A La Carte Collection, 68 inches 

wide, $1600. 4. William and Mary block-front chest burnished to a rich 

warm red lacquer finish and glowing with gold. An early eighteenth- 

century design from the collection of Albert Amor, royal British an- 

tiquary. From the Britannia Collection, 32 inches high, about $1555. 

5. Little gem of a bench painted cerulean blue, with feet like a horse 

on a merry-go-round. A Georgian design, circa 1725. From the Vin- 

tage Collection, 21 inches high, about $424. 6. Country commode, a 

Louis XVI reproduction, in hushed tones of green and yellow done in 

an old French water-color technique that lets the wood's beautiful 

grain show subtly through. From the Museum Collection, 47 inches 

wide, about $700. 7. Venetian chest painted poster yellow, outlined 

in black, chinoiseried in gold, with a top shaped to follow its graceful 

silhouette. From the A La Carte Collection, 38 inches wide, about MS&SCL 

12 



II .0. 8. Pale-blue painted Venetian 

Hpt with garlands of painted flowers 

a   a niaibleized terra-cotta colored 

typical of mid-eighteenth-century 

liture from Venice or Lombard). 

m tbe A La Carte Collection, 56 

les wide, $1500. 9. Little red lac- 

r canterbury with gold chinoiserie ' 

•s and cabriole legs. A George II 

oduction.   From  the  A  La  Carte 

ection, 25 inches long. $355. 10. For 

head of the table or beside a desk, a 

en Anne dining armchair lacquered 

deep bronzed red, touched with just 

upcon of gold. From the Britannia 

tion.  42  inches high,  $425.  All 

iture available through decorators 

it these stores:  Altman's, W & J 

ne. Cannell and Chaffin, Hudson's. 

3UGH  DECORATORS ONLY 

RICES  APPROXIMATE,   ALL  PLUS   POSTAGE 

SS  OTHERWISE  NOTED). 

ETAIL  STORE  ADDRESSES  AND 

GATORS'  SOURCES,  SEE  PAGE   148. 
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*A HOUSE MUST 
MAKE PEOPLE 
FEEL GOOD.'' 

•architect LM.Pci 
EDITOR'S NOTE: I.M. Pei, who has designed so many famous public 

buildings, recently completed his first private house for Mr. and Mrs. 

Charles David Tandy in Texas. It took two years to design and three 

to build. Interviewed here about this experience, he gives his ideas about 

what a house can be. His city architecture includes the Kennedy Center 

for the Performing Arts, Boston; Society Hill, Philadelphia; Cleveland 

Park Washington; The Everson Museum of Art and The S. I. Newhouse 

Communications Center, Syracuse; Kips Bay Plaza, New York. 

"A house shoutd 
reflect the owner." 

When I started designing this house, I 

gave a lot of thought to the owner's way 

of life. Mrs. Tandy loves parties and she 

gives them very often, so she wanted lots 

of space. She needed a house that would be comfortable for two people 

— or two or three hundred. I've always been impressed by the Gardner 

Museum in Boston. I could live in that place by myself and not feel lost, 

but at the same time I've been to concerts there. I arrived at a garden 

room for Mrs. Tandy because when you are in it by yourself, it's like 

being outdoors —and you're never alone in the outdoors. A garden 

room can be big and empty and still feel friendly and comfortable. And it 

doesn't need furniture. I wanted to avoid the large space filled with lots 

of furniture. It's fine when the party's going on, but when you stand there 

alone, you feel as if you're in a department store furniture showroom. 

CLAUDE PICASSO 

||B f"\ature is important 
in a house." 

| I've always loved the houses around the 

Mediterranean and North Africa with 

their courtyards and the play of the 

trees' shadows on the ground, and the 

wonderful scent of orange trees and the sound of water. Nature is very 

important to me in a house and this is what I was thinking about 

when I designed this house. We shall have to wait for nature, though, 

to make it perfect! Some of the trees should be much larger. The one in 

the garden room should be like an umbrella. The one outside the front 

door should be three times the size. Eventually in five or ten years' time, 

the whole courtyard will always be in shade. 

*'Patios give privacy and break the monotony.'9 

Mrs. Tandy is very close to her neighbors on one side so this is why we 

built the driveway wall and then planted a semicircle of live oaks in 

114 

the court. In time, she will have a very good screen on that side. A11B 

walled patios and terraces—there are six outdoor living spaces altogetH 

— came about because of this need for privacy and to break the monH 

ony of a large house all on one level. This is also why we played wfl 

the roof. Variety is important. Now I think the only way someone cofl 

look into the house would be to fly over in a helicopter. 

"M house today has to 
he maintenance free." 

One of the big considerations today when desl 

ing a house is that it must be as maintena 

free as possible. It's difficult enough now to I 

people to help take care of a house, but it's gd 

to be more of a problem in the future, 

means you must choose durable, servicea 

materials, all as permanent as you can find —concrete and glass, mar! 

and teak (or floors. If you have exposed concrete walls inside the hou 

too, this cuts down on maintenance. When there are no painted surfal 

there are no expensive repainting jobs. This house is also without 

dow frames, so we eliminated something else that needs looking af 

It's an air-conditioned house and there are plenty of doors, so it was 

necessary for the windows to open. It was quite a feat inserting la 

sheets of glass into concrete and took much time and effort. Simplif 

tion always takes more time. But not having the intermediary 

window frames also gives the illusion of transparency, so you feel I 

rooms are open. Actually this was the best concrete job we have 

done. Mrs. Tandy was there all the time and so the job had a lofl 

personal attention. The aggregate took a year to choose. It's a pir 

brown. Warm, like Mrs. Tandy. I chose it for her, because it's like] 

I do feel that a house should reflect the owner. (Continued on page. 

AGREATHOlSli 
FOK TWO OH I 
TWO 111X1)1$ED 
The dinner table glows with candlelight; a marble floor shimmersH 

dancing. A party is about to begin in the spectacular house designeJM 

I.M. Pei, opposite page. The house continues on the next eight pagj!- 

EZRA STOijt 
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THE HOUSE DESIGNED BY I.M. PEI 
FOR MR. AND MRS.CHARLES DAVID TANDY 

A GREAT HOUSE 
FOR TWO OR 
TWO HUNDRED 

i 

^tot 

W!t.M "is 

_S   &! 

his house loves people 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles David Tandy's house sits on a hill 

like a massive piece of modern sculpture. The great sloping roof, < 

glass, above, is latticed with a wooden sun screen inside, shading the glare 

and creating marvelous patterns over the garden room's concrete walls, opposite page. A fo 

and pool slice into theywhite, marble-paved floor, which stretches from the front doors all 

the way to the great wide windows at the other end—a natural ballroom. 

When the Tandys entertain, tables for six are set up around the sides and a baiid plays under the tree. 

Brilliant in sunshine, the room is equally spectacular at night under stars. 
/ 
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I t's really four houses in one. 
// 

lecause the bouse had to be all <>n one level, I. M. Pel "played with the nmf" repeating the triangular elope of the garden room 
11 four smaller angled peaks al othei points in the building. These "li^ht grabbers" with north-facing glass panels make light-catching 

Icoves for Mrs. Tand) a paintings in the large dining and living rooms the master bedroom, and the guesl sitting room. Although the 
louse is large, most of the space goes into entertaining rooms (see plan, belou I. Wide galleries connect the foui majoi sections    the part) area, 

.lr. and Mrs. Tand) 's private rooms, il>< pool and pavilion for more informal groups, and the guesthouse, which has its own private entrance 
>n the driveway, opposite page, top. This entrance is also used 1>\ Mr. and Mrs. Tand) when they're not entertaining and the part) area is 

ompletel) closed off. A kitchen in the pavilion then provides the famil) meals. All the concrete walls, warmed uiih pink feldspai 
ind shimmering w ith white quartz, are fluted w it li special hammering to soften the surfaces. At the back of the house, w lure tin- Hooi level rises 

!() feet above the ground, space beneath is for air conditioning and other mechanical equipment, storage, and a garage. Stairways and 

amps lead down into the surrounding garden, which Mrs. Tandy wants to keep "as natural as possible." 
OR MATERIALS AND  EQUIPMENT USED IN THIS HOUSE,  SEE PAGE   I4i. PHOTOGRAPHS BY EZRA STOLLER. 
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L n this house you teei tne garaen an arouna you. 
he garden room are two living rooms and two dining rooms, all flow ing into one another, making one grand party space. Mrs. Tandy 

ed the spaces to work for small family groups, too. "And they do." A dinner party for six is served in the little dining room between the 

lal one, opposite page, and the kitchen. Guests then move to the small living room, where Mrs. Tandy is sitting, opposite page, top. "I get a big 

out of this house," she says, "because it really works like a charm." Benjamin Baldwin, the interior designer, skillfully mixed Mrs. Tandy's 

iture and art objects with some modern pieces, like Ward Bennett's steel and cane chairs circling the antique lable in the garden room. 
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very room 
has a door 

to the outdoors." 

From her own rooms, Mrs. Tandy can * 

step straight out to the pool, see the 

sculpture garden, above, from her bathroom 

window (it has a one-way view from the 

inside), or breakfast on her 

south-facing private balcony beyond, 

which has a marvelous view of surrounding 

countryside. The bedroom, opposite page, 

designed by Benjamin Baldwin, is in 

her favorite yellow and red, and it's very 

much of an office, too, where she 

runs her house and many other outside 

interests. As an art collector, she prefers 

Impressionist and contemporary paintings 

diat "leave something to the imagination." 

The one facing the desk is by Georgia 

O'Keeffe. The library where Mr. and Mrs. 

Tandy spend quiet evenings, left, is soft 

and glowing, filled with antiques and 

little things from all over the world.        123 
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An ,-vr on young designers and pacesetters from all ovei the world. 

People who are experimenting with new ways ol living wiili light, 

furniture, art. People making tomorrow's news now. 

1. \ new approach to the bedroom: white, bright   simple, withoul 

things. "It's foi   ver)  creative people," Bays the designei   Ettore 

Sottsass, "who don'l need to be told whal to do." The furniture 

lights up, doing awa) with separate lamp-. Two blue electric "eyes 

glow   ovei   bed,   mirroi   has   illuminated   frame.   B)   Poltronova. 

2. A movable light that curls in .1 heap  wraps around furniture, 01 

hangs from the ceiling. The Boalum's transparenl plastic -kin 

bulbs ever)  few indies. From Moreddi Imports     870 3. Take-oul 

storage foi people who can't wait for furniture i<> be delivered. 'I he 

system  i-- based on a  white plastic cube iliai  opens diagonally. 

^ on li\ it yourself with slide-in shelving. I!\ Joe Colombo foi Klco, 

coming from Italy soon. 4. This transparenl plastic column with a 

built-in wain fall has -pace for one person inside. Designed b) Sam 

Apple, II.111\  Fischman, Petei  lien, and John Olson for a show at 

the   Museum  of Contemporar)   Crafts,   New   "toil.   "If-  an  en- 

vironment foi contemplation, ver) therapeutic, the sound of watei 

soothes." Onl) a prototype, however, so most ol us will still have to 

do our thinking in the tub. 5. Here's John Harris and his -real bed, 

w ith plastic light boxes around the sides and a silver mirrored dome 

overhead. It turns a bedroom into a li\ ing entertaining area. "W e ve 

got to look at spaces differently. Tin working on lots of hanging 

things, an aquarium, a TV. even a stereo and speakers hanging 

in -lobes from the ceiling." The bed:  $1600 at   Bloomingdale's. 

6. Robert Indiana's Love sculpture i- one of the latest large-scale 

pieces produced at Lippincott's workshop in  North  Haven, Con- 

necticut.  Donald Lippincott, standing  beside  it.  translates ideas. 

models,   or   drawings   into   mammoth   steel   sculptures   for   man) 

artists, invites everyone to his exhibition meadow   "to see how  we 

work, look at the sculptures,  which  are for sale.  We  want more 

people to understand contemporary works of art.'" 7 & 8. A way of 

making a small space more spacious. The super plastic kitchen 

living  room divider   with   everything:   clock,   lights,  stereo,  bar, 

dining table, built in. The center T-shaped section rotates, so when 

you've finished eating, you swing the table and contents back to 

the kitchen. Joe Colombo designed this and also the flexible chair. 

9. A happening by Laurids. Zamp. and Pinter, three young Aus- 

trian designers of the Haus-Rucker team, intrigued by inflatables. 

The blow-up mattress and balloons are "a giant billiard game to 

get   people involved with our designs."  10. Timothy  Tetlow.  of 

P.B. 84, Parke Bernet's exciting small New York gallery   I a col- 

lector  of  antique  wheelbarrows  and   farm  tools  himself)   offers 

an offbeat program of sales. Veteran cars, computers, even but- 

tons have sold at his gallery. "We're thinking about a toy sale, 

maybe   even   another   button   sale.   That   was   very   successful." 

11. Environment all in orange rubber—floors, walls, ceiling, furni- 

ture—in a new restaurant in Italy. In each booth the rubber benches 

and tables for six are all covered in gray cotton. A delicious way 

to dine by Mario Bellini. 12. Very practical, very cozy, and ver) 

exciting, the climate-controlled bed  with plastic tent.  It  has air 

conditioning,  radio, light controlled  by  dimmers, and  the back 

contains storage. Joe Colombo designed it "to hook up to a bath- 

room."'   13.   Blow-up  lighting.  These  inflatable  transparent  and 

opaque plastic cubes go side by side all over a ceiling or on the 

floor. By Quasar Khanh whose foam and vinyl apartment is on 

page 96. 14. Teresa Sevilla's solution for a small apartment. She 

built wooden platforms, covered with carpet for seating, sleeping, 

and storage. Stretch fabric shaped in a funnel makes a room within 

a room for reading and entertaining. "A small place grows larger 

when you don't break it up with a lot of furniture," she says. 
*THROUSH   DECORATORS. PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES,  PAGE   148. 

PHOTOGRAPHS:   BALLO,  COWAN,   FALCHI  8,  SALVADOR,   HELMS,   LUCAS,  MASSEY,   MULAS,   PRICE. 



Outdoor flavor, year round. 
Ducts smoke outdoors... 
no hood needed. 

Exclusive Surface Ventilation. Jenn-Air's unique 
exhaust system is built right into the grill itself 
Snares smoke and odors at their source ... and 
whisks them quietly outdoors. This electric 
grill installs in as little as 18" of counter space 
in your kitchen or rec room. 

Great New Menu Flexibility. You'll use it everyday. Broil 
steaks and chops with authentic outdoor flavor. Grill hot 

ogs and hamburgers for the kids. Or add the accessories: 
A non-stick griddle for bacon and eggs, pancakes. 

An electric rotisserie for roasts, chickens. A shish 
kebab for exotic specialties. 

Range Models Available. For even 
greater cooking flexibility, see the sur- 
face vented four-element ranges and 
range/grill combinations at your nearest 
Jenn-Air dealer. You'll find his name in the 
yellow pages. Or write today for a free catalog 
illustrating the complete Jenn-Air line of fine N 
cooking appliances. 

UENISIAIR 
GOF=tF>OF»/\TI   O   N 

3035 SHADELAND • DEPT. H . INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46226 

CORKSCREW 

\^ymisunlpnrt} (hum 
from n greatpints -give 

Milton Williams says: "It is an imposition for a gues 

ask for a 'Pink Lady' or other fancy drink at a cocktail pa 

If the bar is stocked with scotch, vodka, bourbon, gin. she j 

Dubonnet, and all their accompaniments, you can be sur I 

please almost everyone. But if you're going to serve ca? 

offer iced Polish vodka. Or if it's a Spanish party, have a bs 

of sangria: for a Mexican part). Margaritas." For a n 

festive party, here are some special drinks from Mr. Willia 

Prick a little snow peach with a fork and drop it in a gjl 
of champagne. 

Whirl  Sabra   (chocolate  liqueur I.   vanilla   ice  cream, 

orange zesi in a blender to taste. Pour into a stemmed gf 

and grate a little bitter chocolate on top. 

Blend gin or vodka with ice cream and freshly grated leu] 

zest. Pour into a fluted glass and decorate with a sprig of ml 

For a "'pink" part)  or a woman's luncheon, blend toga 

Y2 package frozen sliced strawberries. 2 cups crushed icf 

jigger lime juice, and 1 L> jigger simple syrup ll cup w£j 

boiled with 1 cup sugar). Slide into a champagne glass and| 
with a stemmed strawberry. Makes 10. 

Fill blender half full with crushed ice. Add mixture of yk 

creme de noyau, white creme de cacao, and half-and-half 

blender is :; 1  full. W hirl. Serve in stemmed cocktail ulas9 
Continued on page M 

OPPOSITE PAGE: Milton Williams, 1, sets up several buffets j 

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cold's 200-guest supper. _'. Main bu[ 

(30 feet long) is draped with olive linen and decorated iff. 

massed red roses set in Georgian silver urns or attached 

silver candlesticks. "1 don't like a party to look too regd 

says Mr. Williams, who adds a bistro touch with baskets pi 

it itfi oranges and figs anil clay pots planted iiith grissi, 

3. Stacked napkins of olive and gold are topped 11 ith a jesti 

sprig of holly. 4. Dessert table holds coffee urn and an asso 

ment of yuletide pastries. 5. An island buffet holds the St 

food bar. a huge Lucitc bowl studded with a brilliant desi 

of shrimp, clams, lobster, and crab. 6. Far end of buff' 

set with huge bonis of strawberries, raspberries, grapes, 

peaches.   More dazzle comes from  shiny apples and holt 

26 HOUSE & GARf. 
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HOI S/Jii a UIDKX ( OOK BOOK 

party giver Mitonwmimi^ 
"If you appeal to the eye first, and then the palate, you've got a good 

party," says Milton Williams, for seventeen years the name behind 

many of Hollywood's most spectacular parties. And when Mr. Wil- 

liams creates a party, such as those shown here, it is his production 

entirely, a service that, despite his unlisted number, keeps him con- 

stantly party planning for Los Angeles's hostesses. "I think the most 

important ingredient for any party is quality," he says. "If you offer 

only one thing it should be the best—and it doesn't have to be fresh 

Iranian caviar; it can be stew and be great." A champion of the cock- 

tail party, he feels its failure is often due to too much emphasis on 

the bar and not enough on the food. "Guests get dressed up for a 

cocktail party, timed from say 5-7, but they seldom leave on time, and 

there should be food for those who linger." Avoid an ambitious menu, 

lie adxiscs. and <lon'i he afraid to cook one dish at the table. "I ve 

given a black tie party where we fried trout at the table: it was fabu- 

lous!" enthuses Mr. Williams. He recommends omelettes with 

several fillings as good buffet fare; crepes, too, even for dinner, with 

a choice of fillings; or rijsttafel, a curry table. "You can invite more 

people [he feels sixty is a good number] and have more fun at a 

buffet party." Sit-down dinners for more than six or eight he thinks a 

bore. To encourage guests to mingle, he suggests restricting the num- 

ber of tables to prevent shy or lazy guests from hiding in a corner alll 

night. Mr. Williams often sets up party fare on several buffet islands. 

For Mrs. Charles Gold's party (pictured on cook book cover I guestsl 

circulated freely around tempting islands that offered liors d'oeuvresj 

seafood, entrees, and desserts. The decorations for a part\. he main-ll 

tains, set the stage and let the guests know you're prepared for them. IH 

"Decorations can be very simple; I've taken as little as two rose- and 

a dollar bud vase, placed this in the center of the table, and circled it 

with votive lights," he says. Fresh fruit and vegetables gi\e him end-It! 

less ideas for table or buffet decorations. He's tried:  a basket of 

cherries scattered with wildflowers or grapes wired to hang from a   . 

compote   full  of  flowers—tangerines  mixed   with   dark   greens    a 

mound of eggplants—carrots mixed with turnips—curly Savoy eabU 

bage, green apples and Bibb lettuce set on a white organza cloth. HeB 

is a strong supporter of the "off day" (Mondays and Thursday i fori 

weddings and parties rather than weekends when so main  people go 

away. "If you want your guests to behave, make it black tie," advises 

Mr. Williams, but a costume party, he feels, guarantees a livelier time: 

"The best parties," he feels from his lengthy experience, "are when 

the bar is going, the food is going, the music is going, and nobod) i 

regimented. A potpourri of people of all kinds, several generations." 

LUNCHEON PARTY FOII 
EIGHT 

Mis. Chester Firestein's luncheon party for 

eight friends was held in her elegant dining 

room with luncheon served, buffet style. 

* JELLIED CONSOMME WITH CAVIAR, 
SOUR CREAM, AND MELON BALLS 

CUCUMBER SANDWICHES 

CHICKEN STUFFED WITH NOODLES 
CHICKEN LIVERS, EGGS, AND MUSHROOMS 

LIMESTONE LETTUCE SALAD 

ROLLS, CROISSANTS 

IMPORTED CHEESES FRUIT 

::HOT BROWNIE PUDDING 

VANILLA SAUCE 

COFFEE TEA SANKA 

\VINE:DOMAINE DE CAILLAT 

•ICIIMMI i oiiKOiiniM' willi 
Mrlon, Sour Cream. 

and Caviar 

For each set ring: 

() Cranshaw or cantaloupe melon balls 

Sherry 

Jellied beef consomme 

1 tablespoon sour cream 

1 teaspoon jresh cat iai 

Chopped chit es 

128 

Marinate the melon balls in sherry in the re- 

frigerator for 1 hour. Put in the bottom of 

a chilled consomme bowl and spoon jellied 

consomme on top. Top with the sour cream, 

then the caviar, and sprinkle chopped chives 

on top. Serve with cucumber sandwiches or 

cheese sticks. 

Hoi Brownie ENnMieiu 

1 box chocolate pudding cake mix 

1 6-ouncc package chopped pecans 

or walnuts 

1 teaspoon powdered instant coffi e 

Vanilla Sauce I see recipe below) 

Follow directions on box for preparing cake 

mix, and add pecans and instant toffee. 

Mix pudding mix and hot water as directed 

on package and hake. Serve hot with Vanilla 

Sauce. 

Vniiillii Sauce 

1 package instant vanilla pudding 

l1/^ cups cold half-and-half 

-/4 cup di i vermouth 

2 tablespoons bourbon 

Finely grated lemon zest 

Beat the pudding mix and half-and-half to- 

gether until smooth. Let set for 5 minutes. 

Beat in vermouth and bourbon, and flavor 

with a little grated lemon zest. 

OPPOSITE PACE: 

1. For Mrs. Chester Firestein's buffet lunch- 

eon for eight, the first course of jellied con- 

somme   with   caviar  is  set  on   the  table in 

crystal   bowls,   the   entree   and   dessert   arc 

served buffet st\le. Simple potted cyclamem 

strawberries  piled  in   a  straw   basket,  and 

grapes spilling over a silver sugar bowk gin' 

color to the table. 2. Tables for Miss Laurie 

Salvatori and  Thomas    I.  Mulatesta s small 

patio wedding with eleven guests are drapM 

in white silk topped with Swiss eyelet lace in 

a basket-weave design. Each table is set inth 

a Lalique basket of lil\   of the  valley.  Th< 

buffet  behind is massed with  white hutterfl 

roses.  3.  Fire-tiered  wedding cake, abloom 

with lily of the rallcx. is iced in an echoing 

basket-weave design. 4. Young guests at 

Roller's Oriental party slip into straw sh 

pers OS  they enter.   >.   The Japanese the 

inspired by the screen at far end of room, 

canied   through    with    low   tables,   lacqu 

blight  leather  cushions and centerpieces of , 

Japanese maple that rise from massed < a in el- \ 

lias and   violets and support a lantern. Japa-n 

nese dolls, chopsticks, a meandering river o/jj 

sand and sugar cubes carry out the theme. 

Guests'   place   cards   are   attached   to   little I 

favors—brass boxes filled  with  wildflowers. | 
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SECRETS OF A  PARTY GIVER  continued 

COCKTAU. PARTY FOR 
EIGHTY 

Mrs. Ethel Rosenberg gave this cocktail 

party for eighty in her apartment. Party 

food, including crepes, is set on the dining 

tabic, desserts and coffee, on the buffet. 

' 

OYSTERS, HORSERADISH SAUCE 

•CURRIED RANANAS AND RACON 

CHEESE ROLLS 

MINIATURE RACON, TOMATO, AND 
TILLAMOOK CHEESE SANDWICHES 

PIROSHKI 
(recipe in House & Garden Cook Booh) 

PELMENI 
::HOT SCALLOPS 

CREPES WITH FILLINGS: 
"SHRIMP AND DILL 
LORSTER, CHICKEN 

FRESH CAVIAR WITH CAPERS, ONION, 
LEMON, AND SOUR CREAM 

: STEAK TARTARE 

FRIED CHICKEN LEGS 

BANANA AND APPLE FRITTERS 

(.KOOl'EMBOVCHE 
(recipe in House & Garden Cook Bool, I 

COOKIES 

BRIE FRUIT 

WINE: RADACSONYI 

At Mrs. Ethel Rosenberg's cocktail party for 

eighty, crepes were served, ABOVE, with a 

choice of fillings: chicken, lobster, and 

shrimp and dill. Sideboard of coffee and 

pastries. ABOVE LEFT, includes handsome 

croquembouche. Oysters served in tiny sake 

cups, LEFT, are topped with horseradish sauce. 

lurried Kananas and Bacon 
fur < ucktails 

Bananas 

Curry ponder 

Lemon juice 

Bacon, sliced wafer thin 

Chutney, chopped 

Cut bananas into pieces the width of a strip 

of bacon. Roll in curry powder and a little 

lemon juice and wrap n/2 slice of bacon 

around banana, attaching with a toothpick. 

Bake on a rack in a 375° oven until the bacon 

is almost cooked. Dip in chutney, return to 

oven for 5 to 10 minutes. Serve immediately. 

IVIiiM'iii 

1 boiled potato 

2 cups all-purpose flour 

1 teaspoon salt 

2 eggs 

y2 cup water 

2 tablespoons butter 

"/4 pound lean ground beef 
a/4 pound ground pork sausage 

y± onion, finely chopped 

Y? teaspoon freshly ground black pepper 

Oil for deep frying 

1 pint sour cream 

1 tablespoon prepared white horseradish 

A little grated onion 

Vi teaspoon salt 

First make the dough: Mash the potato on ; 

bread board. Work in 1 cup flour and 1 '■> tea 

spoon salt. Form into a mound, make a wel 

in the center, and break in the egg- am 

water, working with your hands. Add % ti 

1 cup more flour and knead on a Hourei 

board until the dough is smooth and elastic 

Sprinkle a little flour on top and allow ti 

rest on the board. 

Make the filling: Melt the butter in . 

skillet and add the ground beef, sausage] 

onion, a4 teaspoon salt, and pepper. Cook fo 

3 or 4 minutes and set aside. 

Roll out the dough on a floured boart 

until very thin, lifting it occasionally am 

sprinkling flour underneath to prevent dougl 

from slicking to board. Cut in rounds with | 

3-inch cookie cutter. Put 1 teaspoon of fillinj 

in the center, fold dough over, and pres 

edges together with a fork. Fold into cresceni 

shapes and sprinkle with flour. Freeze. 

Just before serving deep fry until guide] 

brown, about 4 minutes or until the l'elme 

rise to the top and stop bubbling. Drain oi 

paper a few minutes. 

Mix together sour cream,  horseradfl 

grated   onion,  and   ^4   teaspoon   salt.   Sen! 

Pelmeni around a bowl of this mixture. 

These are also very good boiled in sake! 

water and drained. Put melted butter on t 

and serve with sour cream, or add to hot d 

soup. Makes 60. 

Hoi Scallops 

1 quart scallops 

Water 

1 tablespoon butter 

1 tablespoon flour 

1 cup chicken broth 

Juice of 1 L> lemon 

Salt and cayenne pepper % 

4 egg yolks 

1 cup heavy cream 

Vi pound Tillamook cheese or sharp Cheddar 

cheese, grated 

Chopped parsley 

Chopped pimientos 

' 

Blanch   the  scallops   in   water   for  about J 

minutes, or until tender. Drain and put intl I 

a baking disk. 

Melt the butter and stir in the Hour. Mil 

in the chicken broth and when well cookei j 

and smooth, season with the lemon juice anJ j 

salt and  cayenne pepper to taste.  Mix thj 

egg yolks and cream and add very slowly tl 

the sauce, stirring all the time. Cook, stirring 

until the sauce i> thickened and smooth. Pou 

over the scallops. Sprinkle the grated cheesM 

on top. Heat in a 350° oven until hot and ihj 

cheese   has   melted,   Garnish   with   chopped 

parsley and pimientos and serve. Serves H 
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b live on. 
They're Masland's "Accent West" and "Audition" 

sculptured pile carpets of Kodel® polyester fiber 

You can roll on them, bounce on them 
and even walk on them —a lot. 

Because they're soft and springy and very tough 

If fun's happening, there's usually 
a Masland Carpet beneath it all. 
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SECRETS  OF A  PARTY GIVER  continued 

Sliriiiip and Hill 

V2 pound butter 
1 1 teaspoon cayenne pepper 
1 2 teaspoon salt 

1 teaspoon grated onion 
1 ■_, cup sherry 

L/2 teaspoons dill weed 

Juice of 1 lemon 

(i egg yolks 

I' 2 cups heavy cream 

2 pounds Eureka or bay shrimp, boiled 

and peeled 

Melt llie butter in a heavy skillet. Add pepper, 

salt, and onion and cook about 5 minutes. 

Add sherry, dill weed, and lemon juice and 

rook 2-3 minutes. In a bowl beat egg yolks 

and cream well, and add slowly to hot mix- 

lure. Stir over low heat until thickened, about 

3 minutes. Add the shrimp and heat through. 

Serve as a filling for crepes or over rice. 

Serves 8 for dinner, 16 as appetizers. 

Mciik Tartars 
2 pounds lean top sirloin (have butcher put 

it through line grinder 3 times) 

1 tube anchovy paste 

3 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce 

Dash of Tabasco sauce 

2 teaspoons capers 

3 tablespoons India relish 
1 ■_■ medium onion, grated 

V2 teaspoon dry mustard 

2 tablespoons A-\ Sauce 

2 eggs 
J nice of \ 2 lemon 

Mix the ground beef, anchovy paste, Wor- 

cestershire sauce, Tabasco sauce, lemon juice, 

capers, India relish, onion, mustard, and 

A-l Sauce well. Form mound, make a well in 

it, and break in eggs. Mix thoroughly. Pat 

down in a bowl and chill 1 hour. Serve 

with hoi toast and butter, or cocktail breads. 

TEEN-AGE PANT}   FOIl 
FORTY 

Elizabeth Kotler's sixteenth birthday party 

was celebrated in Oriental style in the home 

ol  her parents Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Roller. 

SHRIMP ROLLS 

PORK ROLLS 

LOBSTER ROLLS 

EGG ROLLS 

BEEFTERIYAKI 

CHINESE VEGETABLES        'ORIENTAL RICE 

MANDARIN ORANGE, BAY 
SHRIMP, AND ROMAINE SALAD 

TART DRESSING 

FRESH FRUIT ON ICE: 
TEMPLE ORANGES, PINEAPPLE, 

STRAWBERRIES, PAPAYA, MANGO, 
AND GRATED COCONUT 

JAPANESE GARDEN BIRTHDAY CAKE 

GREEN TEA WATER ICE AND 
ICE CREAM SERVED IN COCONUT HALVES 

FRUIT PUNCH 

Lobster It oils 

J/4 pound butter 

4 ounces water chestnuts, coarsely chopped 

1 pound bean sprouts, washed and dried 

1 small can bamboo shoots, sliced 
]4 onion, finely chopped 
]/4 green pepper, finely chopped 
1 2 teaspoon minced fresh ginger root 

3 stalks celery, finely chopped 

14 cup soy sauce 

\ tablespoon cornstan h 

Y> cup beef or chicken stock 

Salt, freshly ground pepper 

2 pounds cooked lobster tails, chopped 

Thin pancakes (see recipe below) 

Oil, butter 

Melt butter in a heavy skillet. Add water 

chestnuts, bean sprouts, bamboo shoots, 

onion, green pepper, ginger root, celery, and 

soy sauce and cook very fast over high heat 

for about 6-8 minutes. Mix the cornstarch and 

slock. Make a well in the center of the vege- 

tables and pour in cornstarch mixture. Stir 

in the well until thickened, then mix with 

vegetables. Add salt and pepper to taste. Add 

chopped lobster and cool. 

Put some filling in the center of each 

pancake. Fold in sides and roll. Just before 

serving fry in V2 oil and 1/2 butter on each 

side until brown, or brush with butter and 

bake in hot oven until golden. Serve hot. 

Makes 24. 

Thin Pancakes 

4 eggs, well beaten 

1 cup flour 

1 teaspoon salt 

V2 C"P milk 
r/-2, cup water 

Beat all the ingredients with an egg beater 

until smooth. 

Heat a 6-inch skillet until very hot and 

brush very lightly with oil. Spoon in enough 

bailer to cover the bottom of skillet, tipping 

skillet from side to side. Cook on one side 

only, until bubbles form. Turn onto a board 

or plate and repeat until all the batter is 

used, stacking pancakes with a piece of wax 

paper between each one. Makes about 24. 

Heel* or Chicken Tcriyaki 

4 pounds fillet of beef or boned chicken 

breasts 

1 cup soy sauce 

1 cup brown sugar 
a/4 cup dry sherry 

1 teaspoon dry mustard 

2 teaspoons onion juice 

2 tablespoons vegetable oil 

Cut the beef or chicken into 2-inch cubes. 

Mix  together  the  soy   sauce,  brown  sugar. 

sherry, mustard, oil, and onion juice and 

marinate the meat for 1 hour. Arrange on 

bamboo skewers and broil over hot coals for 

about 3-5 minutes, turning 1 or 2 times. 

Oriental Rice 

% pound butter 

% cup soy sauce 

#2 can water chestnuts, sliced 
3/2 cup pine nuts, 

browned in butter or oil 

1 bunch green onions, minced 

Small far pi/nientos. finely chopped 

V2 green pepper, finely chopped 

2 cups rice, steamed 

Salt, freshly ground pepper 

Mix the butter, soy sauce, water chestnuts, 

pine nuts, green onions, pimientos, and green 

pepper into hot rice with a fork. Season t: 

taste with salt and pepper (remember soy 

sauce is salty). Cover. Just before serving 

heat over a low heat, or pack into a buttered 

mold, cover with aluminum foil, and heat 

in a pan of water in a 350° oven until warmed 

through. Run knife around edge to loosen and 

unmold carefully. Serves 6-8. 

ltoniainc Salad with 
Mandarin Orange* and 

Bay Shrimp 

Romaine, washed and chilled 

Tart Dressing (see recipe below) 

Chilled Mandarin oranges, drained 

Fresh bay shrimp 

(or small imported shrimp) 

Line a salad bowl or deep bowl with several 

whole romaine leaves. Tear remaining ro- 

maine into bite-size pieces. Toss the torn ro- 

maine with some dressing, and put the tossed 

greens in the center of the bowl. Arrange a 

generous amount of Mandarin oranges and 

bay shrimp on top, pour a little more dress- 

ing over, and serve immediately. 

Tart Dressing 

Juice of 1 lemon 

5 tablespoons olive oil 

3 tablespoons red nine vinegar 

2 tablespoons chopped chives 

2 tablespoons chopped parsley 

1 shallot, minced 

2 tablespoons sugar 

1 tablespoon hot mustard 

V-> teaspoon freshly ground pepper 

1 teaspoon salt 

1 teaspoon Accent 

Put all the ingredients in a jar and shake 

vigorously. Let stand for about 1 hour in the 

refrigerator. Makes about % cup. 
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TheHoover 
Hectricibndue Set 

We call it a set because it's more than just a fondue. 
The fondue pot doubles as a chafing dish. And the heating unit is a mini fry pan. 

The fry pan is perfect for an egg or two. With bacon, naturally. 
Automatic controls keep fondue, or any dish, piping hot. 

And no sticking, either. The pot is Teflon* lined. 
You also get separate lids for pot and fry pan, 

and you get six fondue forks. 
It's the fondue set you won't just use when 

company comes.   /tff^^\ 

%m) 
'DuPont's registered trademark for its TFE non-stick finish. 
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How about a nice 
Hawaiian porch? 
This is Scroll's new indoor-outdoor solid aluminum furniture 
with a Hawaiian flavor. It's called Marco Polo, one of ten 
designs in solid aluminum furniture from Scroll, and is available 
in tables, chairs, ottomans, carts, and so on. Ask your interior 
decorator about Scroll. Or see the Scroll collections at fine stores. 
Or write for free color brochure: , - 
SCROLL, INC., L *?», 
800 N.W. 166th St., Miami,Fla. 
A Keller Industries subsidiary. 

Get this exciting book 
of tables and chairs to 
treasure and cherish 

Address 

110 pages, over 250 illustrations Name, 
of beautiful tables, consoles, com- 
modes, cabinets, desks and custom 
chairs. A treasure house of fur- 
nishing ideas ... all popular style 
trends . . . unusual hand finishes. 
All available through your nearby 
Hekman Dealer. Please send $2.00.     State 

City_ 

Zip. 

HEKMAN 
FURNITURE  COMPANY  •  GRAND   RAPIDS,  MICHIGAN  49502 

SECRETS OF A  PARTY GIVER  continued 

WEDDING PARTY FOR 
ELEVEN 

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Salvatori held the wedding party for their 

daughter Laurie and Thomas A. Malatesta on their own romantic 

patio. Eleven guests attended the wedding luncheon, planned hy 

Mr. Williams around a color theme of white and leafy greens. 

1 

BREAST OF CAPON, ARTICHOKE HEARTS, 
AND MUSHROOMS 

*NOODLE SOUFFLE 

WATERCRESS AND BELGIAN 
ENDIVE SALAD 

CROISSANTS 

WEDDING CAKE 

COFFEE 

WINE: CHAMPAGNE 

Itrcast of Capon with 
Artichoke Hearts and Mushrooms 

1 quart water 

4 large capon breasts 

2 stalks celery 

1 small onion, quartered 

Salt, 

a/2 cup dry sherry 

2 teaspoons cornstarch 

1 cup heavy cream 

Seasoning salt 

1 teaspoon chicken stock base 

freshly ground white pepper J s teaspoon dill weed 

16 large brown mushrooms        Ys teaspoon dry mustard 

2 tablespoons butter 2 No. 2 cans small artichoke hearts 

y± onion, grated Chopped parsley. 

Juice of 1 lemon chives, or paprika 

Put the water, capon breasts, celery, onion, 2 teaspoons salt, and 

y% teaspoon white pepper in a large saucepan and bring to a boil. 

Reduce heat, cover, and simmer for about 25 minutes or until the 

capon is tender. Strain the broth, cool, and reserve. Skin and 

hone the breasts and when cool, cut each into 8 slices. 

Wash and slice the whole mushrooms horizontally into 

round slices. Saute in the butter, and add the grated onion and 

lemon juice. Add P/2 cups of the strained broth and the sherry 

and simmer for 5 minutes. Mix the cornstarch and cream and 

>tir into the simmering broth mixture. Continue stirring until it 

thickens to consistency of a thin gravy. Add seasoning salt and 

pepper to taste, chicken stock base, dill weed, and dry mustard. 

Drain the artichoke hearts. Just before serving, add the arti- 

choke hearts and capon slices to the sauce just long enough to 

heat through. Garnish with chopped parsley, chives, or paprika. 

Serve with noodles, almonds, and poppy seeds, or Noodle Souffle. 

or rice. Serves 8. ' 

Noodle Souffle 

4 eggs 
\y~2 quarts water 

1 teaspoon salt 

8 ounces broad noodles 

Butter 

Yi pound unsalted butter 

1 pint sour cream 

Juice of 1 lemon 

3-ounce package cream cheese 

3 tablespoons sugar 

Beat butter, sour cream, lemon juice, cream cheese, sugar, and 

eggs in an electric mixer, starting at medium speed and tben turn- 

ing to high speed when the ingredients are well mixed. 

Bring the water and salt to a boil and cook the noodles for 

6 to 8 minutes. Drain and fold into the beaten mixture. Butter a 

iy2 quart souffle dish or Pyrex bowl and pour in the noodle mix- 

ture. Bake in a 350° oven for 1 hour, until golden brown on top. 

Serve immediately. Serves 8. 
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I 
new lappan lommuous i/iean uven Keeps use IT ciean—wnne you Dane. 

■k Take one Tappan Continuous Clean range. Prepare your fav- 
orite recipe and put it in the oven. What happens? Your food 
turns out great. And your oven turns out presentably clean. 

You never have to worry about spills and spatters. They disappear from 
oven walls and bottom as you bake or broil. Your oven stays presentably 
clean all the time. So you never have to scrape or scour. See your Tappan 
dealer now and get a Continuous Clean range in your choice of gas or electric. 

7 cups ground cooked ham 
1 pound veal shoulder ground 
1 pound beef, round, ground 
4 cups day old bread crumbs 

\'2 teaspoon poultry seasoning 
1 teaspoon salt 

Y2 teaspoon pepper 
2 eggs, slightly beaten 

Upside Down 
Pineapple Ham Loaf 

V4 cup catsup 
4 medium celery stalks, finely chopped 

1 Vi cups milk 
2 medium onions, finely chopped (34 cup) 

Vt cup chopped parsley 
x/z cup brown sugar, packed 

5 canned pineapple slices and 
maraschino cherries 

Combine all ingredients in mixing bowl except brown sugar, pine- 
apple and cherries. Sprinkle brown sugar in bottom of 10" angel 
food cake pan. Arrange cherries and pineapple on top of sugar. 
Press meat mixture around pineapple, th< n pat remainder on top. 
Bake at 350° for l'/i hours. When done, pour off and save drippings. 
Invert on platter, pineapple side up. Lift off pan. Spoon drippings 
over top. Servt s 12 to 16. Tappan, 250 Wayne St., Mansfield, Ohio 44902 



We made our first 
bottle of Brolio around 
the turn of the century. 

The tenth century. 

cjt^Ktiio  ur   M   ran; IT   ijivtrc   continued 

BUFFET PARTY FOR TWO 
HUNDRED 

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cold held this buffet supper for 200 in their 

garden. Buffet tables were set up under a large white marquee. 

Not only is Brolio nearly a thou- 
sand years old, but it's the world's 
original Chianti wine. 

Chianti made now, as it was then, 
from the choicest grapes of the ''class- 
ico" district. At Castle Brolio. In the 
very heart of the Chianti country. 

And it's here that all the accumu- 
lated knowledge of ten centuries goes 
into our every bottle. To make the 
Chianti that is Brolio. Deep garnet in 
color. Velvety. Full-bodied. 

Today, we no longer have the orig- 
inal Chianti bottle. But we can still 
give you the original Chianti. 

Brolio Chianti 
IMPORTED BY GENERAL WINE & SPIRITS CO.. INC.. NEW YORK. N.Y. 
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SHRIMP CRAB LEGS LOBSTER 

OYSTERS ON HALF SHELL 

MUSTARD SAUCE 

DILL SAUCE 

RED SAUCE 

SHRIMP WRAPPED IN BACON, 

SWEET AND SOUR SAUCE 

::BURRITOS 

TAQUITOS, GUACAMOLE SAUCE 

SMOKED NOVA SCOTIA SALMON 
BLACK BREAD. CAPERS, CREAM CHEESE, 

THINLY SLICED ONION RINGS, 
CRACKED BLACK PEPPER 

B VKED HAM, HOT MUSTARD 

STUFFED CHERRY TOMATOES 

COSTELLO CHEESE    DANISH BLUE CHEESE 
IMPORTED BRIE 

BRIOCHE, BLACK. AND RYE BREADS 

BONED SMOKED TL RKEY 

TOMATOES 

WHITE  XSPARAGUS VINAIGRETTE 

CHICKEN ALMOND 

ORIENTAL RICE 

HOT BRANDIED PEACHES 

< II KRCOAL BROILED FILLETS OF BEEF 

BELGIAN ENDIVE SALAD 

LIMPA SWEDISH RYE BREAD WITH ANISE 

: CHRISTMAS FRUIT BREAD 

CHEESES: 
LE SANGLIER. PONT-L'EV EQUE, 

<\MEMBERT 

SESAME CRACKERS 

FRUIT: 
FRESH PINEAPPLE, STRAWBERRIES, 

RASPBERRIES. LADY APPLES 

WINES: 
CHAMPAGNE ALMADEN  (BLANC DE 

BLANCS) CHATEAU MARGAl\. 
MONDAVI H ME BLANC 

BADACSONYI, LIQUEURS 

LEMON SCHUMN TORTES 

: YULE LOGS 

MINIATURE CHEESECAKES 

OATMEAL COOKIES 

CHOCOLATE TORTE. SOUR CHERRIES 

HAZELNUT TORTE 

LINGONBERRY FRUIT TARTS 

COFFEE TEA SANKA 

llnrrilos 

1 medium onion, finely chopped 1 8 ounce can red kidney 

1 ., green hell pepper, grated beans, drained 

2 tablespoons shortening or olive oil 1 small can tomato sauce 

2 pounds lean ground beef Salt and freshly ground pepper 

3 teaspoons chili ponder 12 flour tortillas 

1 teaspoon cumin ponder 2 pounds Monterey Jack or Wuenstci 

2 dashes Tabasco sauce grated cheese 

2 dashes  1-1 sauce 1 small can green chilis, cut in strips 
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for •'! minutes. Add ground beel and continue to cook r> minutes. 

Add chili powder, ground cumin, Tabasco auci \ I Bauce, 

kidney beans, tomato Bauce, and Ball and peppei to taste. Covei 

and cook ovei a lovt heal l"i aboul 30 minuti Heal eai h tortilla 

in a dry, Imi iron skillel until il begins lo puff. Remove to a plate 

in board. Pul a large spoonful id the filling in the center, ami 

sprinkle with grated cheese and green chili strips. Fold the ide 

edges inii) the middle and mil up. Serve immediately. 

I UB im ' nil' d I'lith i 

I' . < ups < mi i'' tioni 
1 . /. aspoon i an ill a e ilract 

J teaspoon pou dercd 

ant ' offcc 

< s, sepai ah il 
1 . i up granulatt d sugar 

['■j cup brown sugar 

'■'' i i a/i toasted In rut/ 

in zwiebai /. a umbs 

I teaspoon baking powder 

1 cup grated seraisu e< t 

baking chocolate 

I cup almonds, gt att a 

I teaspoon i anilla e Uract 

I ii aspoon allspii e 

Buttei 

Filling (sec recipe below) 

Chocolate u afers 

Red i herries       Holly leaves 

Confectioners sugar 

Cream I thei  buttei  and    u   n  and vanilla. Add egg yolks 1 

al a time and blend well, then mix in coffee. 

Christmas ■■"■-■■ ii ltr<»;i<l 

2 cakes yeast I teaspoon nutmeg 

(in 11 in elopes) up i ininuts 

1 pint null,, st aided ■ p u hite raisins 

and cooled to lukewarm   I cup chopped almonds 

2 pounds sifted flour I cup chopped mixed candied fruits 
1 i < up brandy 

Melted butter 

1 cup i mil' i done) s sugar 

• 2 teaspoon nutmeg 

I'iin ho) 

\ j cup II Uli l 

J i ///. butter 

I cup sugar 

U egg \till i 

Grated zest t>j i lemon 

I teaspoon salt 

\ 2 teaspoon cinnamon 

Mix egg vulks and sugars and beat lightly. Hlrnd in crumbs and 

baking powder, then chocolate, almonds, vanilla, and allspice. 

Heal egg whites until Mill and told into egg yolk mixture. Butter 

a slii'i'i pan and lint- ii with wax paper. Buttei the paper. Spread 

mixture on paper, bake al 325° for about 45 minutes. 

(Jii into 3 lengthwise snips, spread the layers with filling, 

ami stack; or trim whole cake into a rectangle, spread Idling, 

and loll up while still warm, using the wax paper as a guide and 

peeling ii oil as you roll. Save enough filling for top and sides. 

II you have stacked the log in layers, trim corners to give 

it a rounded look before icing top and sides. Spread rilling on 

top and sides. Seme with Imk to make a design like tree bark, 

making 1 or 2 knots. Crush a few chocolate wafers with a rolling 

pin and sprinkle lightly all ovei log. Garnish with cherries and 

holly leaves. Refrigerate. Dust with confectioners sugar. 

Dissolve yeasl in milk and siir in 1 cup flour. Cover with a towel 

ami allow to rise. Cream butter and sugar and add egg \olks, 

lemon zest, sail, cinnamon, and nutmeg. Heal well. Add yeasl 

mixture and all bul I cup oi the flour. Knead dough until smooth 

and elastic, loss remaining (lour with currants, raisins, almond-. 

and mixed candied fruits. Add to dough with brandy. Brush with 

melted butter, cover and allow to rise until doubled in size. 

I'ui on a floured board and divide into 2 parts. Roll oul each 

pari slightly ami brush with melted butter. .Make a deep indenta- 

tion lengthwise along center and fold dough in half. Brush again 

with melted butter, cover, and allow to rise until doubled. Put on 

baking sheet in a 350    oven for 45-50 minutes. 

Mix thoroughly the confectioners sugar, nutmeg, salt, and 

water. Brush cooled tops with this glaze. 

How to for a man 
You've got recipes he'd like all right. Cut from old magazines and stacked in the closet 

And someday you mean to sort them out. If you could just find time. Well, Birds 
Eye has time.   .^ ^r^l And tjie time's tight now. To give you a man's recipe 

that you don't n^=^J^sSittHN^ 
ill .JP^~ 

ve to burrow through a    -...    ^^^^^^^^ 
»set to find. We call it ^        * - vw "i., 
>rk Perfect. Cook i package of Birds Eye Mixed 
getables with Onion Sauce. All your favorite veg- 
ibles in a smooth rich sauce. (It's one of 18 Birds 

Vegetables.) Pour them over 
4 baked pork chops 

which are sitting 
in a shallow baking 

pan. Sprinkle with y2 cup 
buttered bread crumbs and 

brown 5 minutes under the broiler. A man's recipe. From Birds Eye. 

Serves i-c 



UNION-NATIONAL 

VENEZIANA 

fine  bedroom,   dining  room  and  occasional  furniture 

At leading stores everywhere. Permanent displays may be 
seen through your dealer or decorator at 964 Third Ave.. 
New York City. Merchandise Mart, Chicago Furniture Indus- 
tries   Mart,   Philadelphia    9000   Beverly   Blvd..   Los   Angeles. 
Send 75 cenfs to Department G tor brochure. "Furniture tor Gracious Living" 

UNION-NATIONAL,    INC. 
JAMESTOWN,     NEW    YORK     1 4701 

Fair and functional... 
Gloriously comfortable chair earns its salt while sitting 
pretty. Easy rolling ball casters permit quick moving to 
other parts of the room if needed. Sleek chairside com- 
mode conceals living room potpourri behind two doors. 
Both are so right for the not-so-large room where double 
duty is virtue. Write for brochure of Hammary furniture 
. . . style with imagination. 500 please. Hammary Furniture 
Division U. S. Industries, Dept 3, Lenoir, N. C. 28645 
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SECRETS OF A  PARTY GIVER  continued 

Miniature Cheesecakes 

Graham cracker crust 

1 pound cream cheese 

6 eggs 

Juice of 1 lemon 

Finely grated zest of x/o lemon 

2 teaspoons vanilla extract 

% cup sugar 

1 pint sour cream 

2 tablespoons sugar 

Graham cracker crumbs or ground 

toasted almonds f optional) 

Holly sprigs 

Follow directions on package to prepare and line muffin tins (or 

a 9-inch pie plate) with graham cracker crust. Melt cream cheese 

in top of double boiler and add eggs, lemon juice, lemon zest, 1 

teaspoon vanilla extract, sugar, and beat with a rotary beater 

until smooth. 

Spoon into crusts about 34 full. Bake in a 350° oven for 30-40 

minutes, until firm in center. While they are baking, make the 

topping: Blend well the sour cream, remaining teaspoon of vanilla 

extract, and sugar. Remove cheesecakes from oven and spread 

with the topping. Sprinkle a few cracker crumbs or ground toasted 

almonds on top. if desired. Return to oven for 10-15 minutes, until 

cream sets. Cool or refrigerate 2 hours before serving. Lift out 

carefully from tins with a table knife. Garnish with a sprig of 

holly. Makes 24 individual bite-sized pieces or one 10" pie. 

UNUSUAL DRINKS continued from page 126 

FESTIVE CHRISTMAS PUNCH 

10-pound piece of ice 

1 pint apricot brandy 

1 pint 100-proof light rum 

1 cup orange juice 

1 cup lemon juice 

1 cup sugar 

2 quarts club soda 

1 quart 7-Up 

1/2 cup grenadine 

1/2 cup Rose's lime juice 

1 lemon, lime, and orange 

Cinnamon sticks 

4 bottles California champagne (Almaden Blanc de 

Blancs, Schramsberg Blanc de Blancs) 

Put the ice in a punch bowl and pour the apricot brandy and 

rum over it. Boil the orange juice, lemon juice, and sugar to- 

gether and pour over ice. Add the soda, 7-Up, grenadine, and 

lime juice. Slice the lemon, lime, and orange very thinly 

and add to punch. Let sit several hours to ripen. (If your 

guests are coming at 7. make the punch at 3. so that it will 

ripen fully.) Just before serving, pour in the champagne. 

Serve the drink with a cinnamon stick in each cup. Makes 

about 2 gallons. 

PINEAPPLE LICHEE CUP 

juice of 2 limes 1 cup crushed ice 

1 pint pineapple sherbet Lichee nuts 

1 jiggers green creme de menthe 

1 jigger Cointreau 

Autmeg 

Whirl the lime juice, pineapple sherbet, creme de menthe, 

Cointreau, and crushed ice in a blender. Pour into large coupe 

champagne glasses. Top with a lichee nut and a small dash of 

nutmeg. Serves 8. (Continued on page 143) 
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S APPROXIMATE. 

\Gl ADDITIONAL. 

.TOPE ADDRESSES 

AGE   I-(8. 

GIFTS 
To delight an entire family (short of presenting each member 

v\ilh a Faberge egg I, why not one wonderful big gift the whole 

clan can enjoy? Something full of gleam, for example, like a pair of chrome 

sawhorses, 1, to hold a tabletop (glass or wood, you supply ill perfect for 

buffet, games, sewing. Streamlined, 28 inches high, under $50 for the team at 

Frank Brothers. Or a table, 2, that literally tells the time: a black-faced clock is 

walled in with five layers of red, white, and blue clear plastic. 22 inches scjuare, 

$350 at Breuner's. Or, since music can fill a house with perpetual welcome, the best 

in stereo sound from two wood speakers, 3, space-age in their design, radiant in a variety 

of colors. 40 inches high, $450 the pair at Stuart's Audio. For backgammon buffs who never put 

the game away, a set, 4, in red, yellow, blue, and green to keep about like a supine abstract paint- 

ing. Designed by George Ortman, $32.50 at Georg Jensen. Z, the alphabet's most swashbuck- 

ling letter, can now be sat on in the form of a chrome zigzag, 5. comfortable as a hammock with 

its vinyl seat. 31 inches high, under $40 at Frank Brothers. Cooks will take to a cast-iron meat 

cooker, 6, designed for barbecue or range burner. It fits both like a glove. $9.50 at Hammacher 

Schlemmer. For a very special family, a fiberglass cocktail table, 7, that lives up to its name 

with a transparent orange well for bottles. 18 inches high, by Turner-T. $395 through decora- 

tors. Know a family of six? Triangular glass and chrome tables, 8, work alone or cluster into a 

familial hexagon. 18 inches high, $165 for six at Frank Brothers. Not seen here, but bright 

ideas: For snail fanciers, an escargot set with six napkins, 8Vii-inch oven-proof porcelain plates, 

stainless pincers and forks. $60 at Bergdorf Goodman. And for cooking on the spot—kitchen 

counter, terrace table—a microwave oven that cooks in a flash. By Toshiba, $400 at Korvetle"s. 



Fresh, squeezed juice and fresh, ground coffee cannot be dupli- 
cated. Nor can the Braun appliances that make them. 

The Citrus juicer, for example, automatically starts when you 
press the fruit on the cone and stops when you lift it off. Won't 
rock, or tip, or splatter, either. Comes with 2 cones. $19.95* 

The Mini Coffee Grinder, grinds enough beans for 6-8 cups in 
less than 10 seconds. And, grinds the beans evenly and exactly 
as you like them. Only 6V2" tall, in white, or black with chrome. 
$14.95. •Manufacturer's suggested retail price. 

Accept no imitations 

LET 
THERE 

BE 
STIFFEL 

Classical Georgian design, 
plus Stiffel craftsmanship, 

make this a lamp 
to see you through the years. 

Height 39ya". 
About $99.50. For a brochure 

send 25C to The Stiffel Company 
Chicago 60610. 

FROM THE 

STIFFEL 
COLLECTION 

PRICE MAY BE HIGHER IN THE WEST. 

great 
1 HOUSE GIFTS 

under$11 
Nothing is as satisfying as finding exactly the right present 

for a hobbyist friend—particularly when the price tag doesn't 

make you gulp. Herewith, a pleasant, inexpensive sampling. 

For the collector: At the Metropolitan Museum of Art I mu- 

seum shops are great hunting grounds). a "flip" glass, so 

named because around 1820 it was used for a spicv rum con- 

coction called a Flip. Of deep blue glass, 6 inches high, the 

tumbler is decorated with bands and diamonds of vertical 

ribbing. Yours for $7.50. At the Brooklyn Museum, little 

hand-painted wood birds from Austria to be strung on a 

string, as in flight, or perched on a shelf, as in roosting. $2 

each. At the Whitney Museum of American Art, excellent 

color reproductions of paintings such as Charles Burchfield's 

"Ice Glare" (18% by 15 inches! or John Marin's lovely 

"Sunset, 1914" (1734 by 15 inches). $6 each. Almost a mu- 

seum, Shreve, Crump and Low in Boston offers its May- 

flower mug, engraved to commemorate the 350lh anniversai \ 

of the Pilgrim Fathers sighting Plymouth Rock. $12.50. Com- 

memorating nothing, but very pretty, swirled glass peacock 

eggs by John Lewis are $12.50 each at Environmental Ce- 

ramics. For the cook: From Denmark, to really light up a 

kitchen, melamine bowls in orange, purple, red, or avocado. 

Three-quart, $2.50; four-quart, $3. At Altman's. To crush 

anything from herbs to peppercorns, a mortar and pestle of 

Brazilian walnut, about 4 inches high, costs $8 at La Cocina. 

At the same shop, and also of Brazilian walnut, a round cut- 

ting board, 2 inches thick. 8 inches across (big enough for 

a melon, not too big for lemons I sits on three stuhb\ legs. 

Price tag, $9.50. At Bazaar de la Cuisine, an individual cop- 

per coffee filter that snuggles into a glass, $7, and three clas- 

sical!) simple, copper shakers for salt, pepper, and sugar. 

$10. For the cook caught in the rage for Chinese cooking, a 

wok 16 inches in diameter (to us, a wok is a round-bottomed 

pan) and a 6-inch bamboo skimmer. $10.50 and $5, respec- 

tively, at Geary's. For the hostess: Cigarettes, whether am - 

one smokes them or not, look rather splendid in beveled-mir* 

ror boxes lined in velvety red felt. 4V-> by 4 inches, $5.50 the 

box at Lord & Taylor. For the dexterous, silver-plated chop- 

sticks can be found at Bergdorf Goodman for *7.50 the brace. 

To sip iced tea, or know the euphoria of a mint julep, sterling 

silver sippers by Stieff are $3.50 each at Tilghman's. And 

any oenologist-collector will take to the heart a charcoal gnu 

rack for six bottles thai can grow into as big a honeycomb 

as space allows. 12 by 12 by 8 inches, each unit is $1 1.95 at 

Bon Marche. For the craftsman: A decoupage tyro could 

make no better start than with The Trinket Box. a plastic 

tube holding a box, brushes, paint, glue, and mushroom or 

flower motifs to make the box something pretty special. $10 

at Henri Bendel. Needlepointers who work on planes and 

trains will appreciate a razor-sharp folding scissors, com- 

pact,   nonpuncturing.   $5.25   at   Nantucket   Needlevvorkers. 
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^HOUSE GIFTS 
from$15to$50 

For anyone mad about shells, three not mad-at-all sug 

gestions: \ terra-cotta garden stool (jusi as picturesque in- 

doors) with its sides decorated with the repeated imprint of 

a lliiicd. fan-shaped shell. L5 inclics lii^ii, $•"> L at (\>unir\ 

Floors. A clutch of translucent sea shells, mounted like jewels 

on a Lucite easel. |!\ Philip Borden, $30 from Vernissagi al 

Henri Bendel. Delicious in a different \\a\. coquilles St. 

Jacques frozen in lluled hall shells. Pop them in the oven, 

serve them and save the shells. 822 a do/en al Hammachei 

Schlemmer. For a cook with a sense of display: \ beau- 

tifull) embossed, 5-quarl ela\ cooking pol called "Romertopf" 

because id iis similarity to the porous <la\ pots used by an- 

cient Romans for cooking whatever they called a casserole. 

$20 at Paprikas \\ eiss. A wood mold for shortbread, hand- 

carved, very nice on the wall on nonslioi thread days. 820 al 

La Cuisiniere. For a stage-setting hostess: A white ceramic 

SOUp tureen with a hlaek-e\ed. w illow \ -necked swan for a lid. 

'Phis elegant bird holds three quarts. $30 at Bergdorl Good- 

man. Limited edition plates, practically works of art: deep 

blue plates from fiance with I nicorn Tapestry scenes as or- 

namentation. $85 a unicorn at C. D. Peacock. Equally beau- 

tiful, gold-edged plates painted with wood thrushes by the 

late great naturalist. Edward M. Boehm. By Lenox, $85 a 

plate at Bonwit Teller, and an ornithologist's steal. To lend a 

lovely light, white ceramic candlesticks from Italy with a line 

of blue circling the base, then swirling upward. ')'-j inches 

high. $22 a pair at Tiffany's. Outrageously wonderful wine- 

cooler—a metal "hatbox," hand-painted in red and yellow 

patchwork. A quilt with a kick. $40 at Tablerie. For hot drinks 

like mulled wine or cold ones like Black Velvet, a silver-plated, 

vacuum-lined carafe, $47.50, with partnering tankards, $12.50 

each. Woodward & Lothrop. For busy hands: A candle- 

making set, based on an 1880s design, with wax in Colonial 

Williamsburg colors, wicks, and scents. This useful amuse- 

ment turns out six 10l/>-inch tapers at one sitting. $16.50 at 

Altaian's. Knitters with expertise will relish a kit with nine 

pairs of knitting needle tops, sizes 6 to 15, that can be inter- 

changeably attached to nylon knitting cables. $17 worth of 

technology at Marshall Field's. For a child: The Play-All, a 

blue, orange, and green plastic toy that changes shape as a 

chameleon changes color. Its three, 21-inch curved strips in- 

terlock to form a slide, a hoop to roll inside of, a seesaw, a 

rocker. Junior can ask no more. $24 at F.A.O. Schwarz. For 

seers, ISostradamiis-type: A tabletop astrology computer 

called Aquarius 2000, programmed to answer—on cards— 

what lies in your stars, day by day, throughout the year. $30 

at Brentano's. And for anyone at all on a lallygag day: 

The last word in lazy luxury—a hammock, handwoven in cot- 

ton rope, 13 feet long, big enough for you and two hound 

dogs. $18.75 from The Hammock Shop. 

PRICES APPROXIMATE,   PLUS POSTAGE. STORE ADDRESSES,   PAGE   14 8. 

16 keep it torrid or icy...for hours 
Double-walled, thermal insulation to keep things hot or 
cold; encased in Gorham's heavy silverplate. King-size 
mug holds 12 oz. ol coffee, toddies, beer or whatever, 
$20. Beverage server doubles as desk-top carafe; 8-cup 
capacity, $29.95. Ice bucket holds a full gallon of ice 
cubes, $39.95. (Also serves as wine cooler.) 
At finest jewelry stores and silverware departments. 

Do you own a Gorham Original? 

Show how clever you are. 
Play Cardino. 

It's new. It's exciting. It's a strategy game and it's 
sociable. All the play's in the open. On a board. What 
you do is deploy your card tiles to pick up points. 
But your opponents do, too. So the minute you de- 
vise a strategy you have to revise it. Think fast. It's 
furious fun. For two or three or four. The more you 
play Cardino, the more you want to play it some 
more. So be clever. Show your friends a good time 
with Cardino by Milton Bradley. 

Milton Bradley makes the best games in the world. 

MB Milton Bradley Company, Springfield, Mass. 01101 

G^FRCDifsj 
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More Americans Collect  \Vy 
"HUMMEQ' Figurines    \^ 

Than Any Other Art Form 

" I '    ■ lx!  W  Ormjny Sold nationally in fine stores. 

Don't blow Christmas. 
Chopin did. He just couldn't get into 
the Christmas spirit. No. wonder. 
He didn't have any West Virginia 
Candlelight Crystal around. No candle- 
light flickering from delicate, sparkling 
handcrafted crystal. No candlelight 
enhanced by subtle, elegant designs. 
No Christmas spirit. No Christmas carol. 

Surround yourself with the Christmas 
spirit. With Candlelight Crystal by 
West Virginia Glass. Who knows? 
You might write a Christmas carol. 

For where to buy the Candlelight 
Crystal and our Party Smarty booklet, 
send 250 to Dept. HGF, Box 187, 
Parkersburg, W.Va. 26101. 

ny. \Afatory§^t Virginia. 

A DECORATOR SPEAKS HIS MIND 
continued from page 20 

There was a time when all the paintings in a room had to 

be framed exactly alike—in those very heavilv carved 

gilded wood Barbizon frames. Today each picture is framed— 

or not framed—according to its individual personality. There 

is no reason, for instance, to keep a frame around a picture 

just because the artist—even an old master—put it there. 

\ en likely if the artist were alive today he'd change it him- 

self. In general I like less frame rather than more. I have an 

enormous pastel of a lion in very dark brown and tawny beige, 

so yawning and wild that it would be inhuman to trap it in a 

frame. Another of my paintings—a small old Dutch oil— 

needs its broad dark wood molding almost for protection. 

W hen it comes to lighting a picture. I ad- 

vise you to forget all the silly rules people 

have devised about always lighting from 

above, or always from below. Lighting, 

like framing, depends on the picture. 

Sometimes just a table lamp placed near- 

by is enough. Some pictures need up- 

Lighiing should M11- others can't stand anything but 
be Mitbtie daylight. The most expensive lighting for 

paintings is a tiny pinpoint in the ceiling, 

far enough away and carefully masked 

so the softest light exactly frames the pic- 

ture. But no matter what kind of illumina- 

tion \ ou use, the final goal is always the 

same: light so subtle that the painting 

seems to alow on its own. 

BOOKS ABOUT YOUR HOUSE 
continued from page 73 

is to know. In this case the subject is interior design: the 

book Decorating Defined by Jose W ilson and Arthur Lea- 

man i Simon and Schuster. $9.95), with hundreds of terms 

used in decorating and design, from antiques to inflatables. 

In dictionary form, from Aalto. Alvar i the Finnish architect 

and designer I to Zw iebelmuster (pronounced, the authors 

assure us TSVEE-b'1-moos-tehr, German for the "onion" pat- 

tern introduced In the Meissen porcelain factor) I. The book 

is easy to read, copiously illustrated, handy for reference. 

Another work about interior design and called (what 

else? I Interior Design bj \rnold Friedmann. John F. Pile, 

and Forrest Wilson (American Elsevier, $14) is neither a 

how-to book nor a popularization, but rather a serious and 

(mite academic discussion of both interior and exterior de- 

sign theorv. Not for leisurely bedtime browsing, perhaps, but 

a thorough and stimulating discussion for the serious student. 

Manuscripts 

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited 
manuscripts, photographs, drawings or house plans. 

All material must be accompanied by postage tor return. 
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UNUSUAL PARTY DRINKS 

i ontinued from page 138 

< II IMPAGNE PI  M IM l P 

"\ good after-dinner drink ii takes awa) ihe richness <>f 

dinner, and I Imd H en often likr a drink Buch as thi^ before 

lunch," -a\ s Milton \\ illiams. 

2 packages fro en sliced peaches 

Juice oj ' ■ lemon 

2 jiggers simple syrup | I cupwatei boiled 

II  I ill    I    <   II j>   Sll-lll   ) 

2 cups crushed ice 

I pint champagne 

Peach slices foi g<u nish 

Whirl all the ingredients except the peach slices foi garnish 

together in a blender. Poui into champagne flutes and garnish 

with peach slices. Serve with demitasse spoon. 

SPICED COFFEE 

Into a small coffeepol (to l>e used for serving) |>ul 2 heaping 

teaspoons of strong instanl coffee, 1 ball (the size of a melon 

ball) unsalted butter, a dash of cinnamon. 2 jiggers Kahlua, 

and pieces of orange rind studded with cloves. Add 2 regulai 

coffee « ui>~ ol boiling water, stir, and pour immediately into 

I demitasse cups. Spoon unflavored whipped cream on top. 

Top with curls of bittersweet chocolate. 

UMUCOT TEA 

Make a strong tea, such as Earl Grey, and steep it in the pot. 

I'OIII the tea into a saucepan with lemon and orange zest and 

canned Blenheim apricots (drained and seeds removed I, and 

Ileal. Serve in a howl and ladle the tea into Russian tea glasses, 

with an apricot in each. Mr. Williams serves this tea with a 

silver tra\ of liqueurs and adds creme de menthe, creme de 

cassis, Cointreau, kirsch, apricot brandy, etc., to the tea, ac- 

cording to his guests' desires. 

SANGRIA 

Mr. Williams serves the sangria in a covered crystal punch 

bowl, placed as the centerpiece for a small gathering sur- 

rounded with colored glasses and candles. Tiny nosegays of 

tea roses and bouvardia are tucked into the women's napkins. 
1 o gallon Ruffino Chianti 

1 lemon, thinly sliced 

1 lime, thinly sliced 

1 nectarine, thinly sliced 

1 apple, thinly sliced 

Tiny champagne grapes 

1 cup green Thompson seedless grapes 

2 jiggers vodka 

l/o cup sugar 

1 tray ice cubes 

1 quart 7-Up 

Combine all the ingredients except the 7-TJp and let the mix- 

ture stand in the refrigerator for 2 hours. Just before serving, 

pour in the 7-Up. The sangria should be icy cold. 

WE MAKE THE MOST OF TIME. 
Ten companies in America make grandfather 
clock cases. Only Herschcdc makes grandfather 
clocks. Because only we make the movement that 
makes the case a clock. For a color brochure of 
America's finest clocks (with prices) write to 
Herschede Hall Clock Co.,Starkville, Miss. 39759. 

■ 

BARWARE and SERVING ACCESSORIES 
Elegant — Non-Tarnishing — Easy to Clean 

Adds sparkle to your party m\\vm 

Bar   and   Serving  Accessories   are   truly  welcome  gifts. 
They are always  appropriate   .   .   .    always distinctive. 

"GO-GO GOLDEN "T    GIFTWARE 

exquisite examples   tto-GoGbto'i 
of fine American 

tPUinware products are made 
of the finest quality materials 
combined with expert work- 
manship . . . and offer gleam- 
ing beauty ... for countless 
years of satisfying service, 
with a minimum of care! 

craftsmanship . 
unmatched in 
quality, beauty 
and styling. 

•-U-L- 

l TAGGED FOR YOUR PROTECTION' 

At gift and department 
stores, everywhere! 

irumware 
Long Island City. N.Y. 11103 
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DOROTHY RODGERS continued from page 88 

tion might be a professional chef 
whose style of cooking you like. 
You might pay him lor her) to 
work in your kitchen for a whole 
day every month, or however 
often your needs and budget 
allow. Let him cook up a storm 
(verj low in calories I. then 
package, label, and stack every- 
thing in the freezer. 

All women who like to cook 
want to develop their own tricks 
and specialties. Greek lemon 
soup is high on my list of favor- 
ites. It's delicious and very easy 
to do. Canned chicken broth, 
lemon juice, rice, and a whole 
egg with some extra egg whites 
beaten into it at the last moment 
makes the soup incredibly light 
and frothy. 

Artichokes, hearts of palm, 
asparagus, and leeks make rath- 
er unusual first courses. All of 
them ma) be served hot with 
hollandaise sauce or cold with 
vinaigrette. Fresh asparagus 
earlj in the season are particu- 
lar!) good, but I'm also partial 
to the fat white ones that come 
in jars. 

I  stole an  idea  for  fixin" 

vegetables from one of New 
York's best restaurants, and 
w henever we serve it. friends are 
both puzzled and delighted. It's a 
puree of several kinds of cooked 
vegetables. Blending carrots, 
peas, string beans, and broccoli 
brings out a whole new flavor. 
The texture should resemble 
that of mashed potatoes and the 
color is mostly green. 

One wine is enough for 
anything but a very formal din- 
ner, but make sure there is 
enough of ftT^Two bottles should 
serve four wine lovers generous- 
ly. If there'll be eight or more 
for dinner, ask whether the wine 
you've chosen comes in mag- 
nums. The big bottles look very 
festive and experts agree that 
wine bottled this way actually is 
likely to taste better since it ages 
more slowly. 

You will also need Scotch, 
a blended rye, bourbon, gin. 
and vodka, plus dry vermouth 
for martinis (if you are going to 
use it by the drop, get a half bot- 
tle ), dry sherry, or an aperitif 
like Dubonnet or both for peo- 
ple who prefer something light. 

Being one of these myself, right 
here I w ould like to enter a pas- 
sionate plea. Fortified wines, 
which include vermouths, aperi- 
tifs, sherries, ports, and madeira 
do turn to vinegar just like their 
untreated relatives, but thev do 
it more slowly. And while they 
may be left open and taste quite 
fine for some time, after weeks 
or months of sitting around. 
they change color and taste vile. 
I've been poured mahogany- 
colored dry vermouth (in its 
ideal state, it is almost color- 
less ) in the homes of some of 
the most particular hostesses I 
know. Literal!). it's a very bitter 
experience. So I beg you. when 
it's your house, look and taste 
before you serve. 

I nless you give big parties 
often. I think renting extra 
china, glasses, etc., makes more 
sense than buying or trying to 
squeak by with a scrounged as- 
sortment. However, you might 
well decide to invest in extra 
flatware, or dinner plates like 
the quite plain white ones that 
cost no more to buy than thev 
would to rent a couple of times. 

Before a big party, I can 
be found prowling through the 
house stealing things from other 
rooms—boxes, ornaments, bits 
of china—to make my tables 
prettier. Having matching sets 
of everything is not only not 
necessary, it can be verj dull. 
Plain and patterned china can 
be mixed, and if you happen to 
have two odd lots of three or 
four plates, you can alternate 
them around a table. 

\\ hen it comes to table dec- 
orations. I learned the hard way 
not to get too creative. Years 
ago when Billv Rose, the pro- 
ducer, was married to Fannv 
Brice. he brought her to lunch 
at our house in Beverly Hills. 
Inspired by the fact that Billv 
had a revue called Corned Beef 
and Koses touring the country, 
I rushed out and bought a nice 
big chunk of corned beef, sur- 
rounded it with roses on a silver 
platter, and used it as a center- 
piece on the table. W e went in 
to lunch, and for what seemed 
like ages, no one said a thing. It 
Was as though raw meat and 
flowers were an everyday table 

Times have 
changed. 

So have music and styling. And RCA has brought 
them all together in clock radios that are more than 
clock radios. They're almost works of art. 

A white sculptured look. An AM goblet radio with 
a bright blue face. A slim AM table model with 
colorful accents and a removable stand so it can 
hang on a wall. 

Or a high-rise look. With FM/AM and all those 
wake-up features. 

Like all our radios, each decorator model has its 
speaker and cabinet acoustically matched for the 
best possible sound. 

We've made some changes, all right. See for 
yourself at your RCA dealer. There are a lot more 
More Than Radio Radios where these came from. 

New vibrations from an old master. 
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More Than Radio Radios. 
For your nearest RCA dealer, call this special number toll free 800-243-6000. (In Conn.. 800-942-0655) 
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decoration. Finall). I tick's i "I 
laborator, Larrj II.ni. did a 

double lake and said, "What's 
that?" I could have kissed him 
I answered, < !oi ned beef and 
roses," and gol ni\ laugh. But 
the fun was losl in iin- effort. 

I wouldn't h \ thai hard again. 
Because  I   lliink  youi   im- 

pressi( I h&\ ing had .1 • I 
or a not so-good time al .1 partj 
depends s ich upon the peo- 
ple j ou sit w iili ai dinner, I pa) 

special attention ii> seating plans 
and il there'll be more than 
eight of us to place cards. If 
\ ou're stuck w iili boring neigh- 
bors, the evening is a torture no 
matter how greal the food. I'm 
the first one to admit that no 
hostess can make all her guests 
happ) <>n both sides 1(H) percent 
of the lime. But she ran go a 
long ua\ toward pleasing a lot 

ol them In actuall) picturing 
them talking to one another, In 
pairing talkers and listeners 
I two listeners side In  side don't 

do much for the action I. and In 
separating too-good friends and 
practiced  antagonists. 

\l our house at the end of 
the meal, we have coffee served 

at the table because ivhi n gue 1 
.in' happilj involved in talk, ii 
seems too bad to disturb them 
Hut mau\ people like to have 
coffee in the li\ ing 100m, which 
m.n well lie the most considei- 
ate il 5 on have people waiting 
to cleat. clean up, ami gel home. 
<)n    the   question    ol    nun    .mil 
women separating after dinner. 
I   suppose   I   Stand   on    die   dim 

side id die genei ation gap. I u.1- 
brought up in the tradition of 
ladies withdrawing usuall) to 

the hostess's bedroom while 
the men remained al the table or 
adjoin ned in the li\ ing 100m or 

den for brand) and cigars. I 1 "in 
die point of \ iew ol "man" oi 

"woman" talk, I don't think 
there s an) reason for ritual 

withdrawing today, and it would 
lie silly to make a point ol il. 
On the oilier hand, women usu- 

all) like to fix their make-up and 
hair during the evening, and it 
is often pleasant and eas) to do 
it just after leaving llie table. 

\\ hat happens after din- 
ner? Should there l>e games, 
dancing, entertainment? Gener- 
ally, 1 don't lliink so. Once upon 

a time we were great name fans, 

.mil w e had lot- "f clevei frii nd 
n In. loved them and wei< d 
al  them.   \nd  I  d" lliink an e\e- 
 ■■ "I' hai nil- and puzzli 
In inn \ elous when 5 ou ha\ e the 
11 Li people. Urn ii does take an 
enoi mous amount "l advam e 
work on the hostess 5 part, \n«l 
-mmshow. today, ilii- kind of en- 
lei 1.1111111< 111 seems ten ibl) con- 

trived ralhei 1 - il you 
afraid thai youi guests will be 
bored and have nothing i" sa) 
to   eaeli   oilier.    Al    ll ose   "wild 

Hollyw I   parties,"   screening 
a film after dinner was almost 
standard procedure 1 before you 
made    1.m-lie    comments.    N()U 

had i" be vei 5 sure that the man 
nexl to you was not the pro- 
ducer's father I. This, 1 think, 
H as because people u ere bored ; 
il was such a homogeneous, in- 

bred group that people really 
had run out of things to sa\ to 
each other. I think all thai has 
changed now : everywhere, par- 
lie- mix all sorts of people with 
different talents, income levels. 

backgrounds, opinions, and 
ages. And without the benefit of 
-.mies or screenings, talk is bel- 
ter than ever. 

MARY  RODGERS  continued from page 89 

won't mind putting their coats 
on your bed. (On a rainy niuht, 
you can hang up some of the 
really wet ones on a shower 
rod. I 

If you have a small child 
who is going to get in your way 
on the day or night of the party, 
now is the time to hire a baby- 
sitter to keep him occupied. Bet- 
ter \ et, ship him off to a friend's 
house for the night and use his 
bed for the coats. 

Unless you just happen to 
have a nice dinner for twenty in 
)our freezer or a reliable cook 
who will come in on the day of 
the part\ to produce a culinary 
masterpiece without any help 
from you. the food department 
is your next big headache. Don't 
worry, just keep it very simple. 
For instance: 
1. Hors d'oeuvres—no last-min- 
ute hot ones. They'll be cold and 
greasy and. besides that, you'll 
be too busy when the guests ar- 
rive lo run in and out of the 
kitchen. 
2. The main course—a nice, big 
casserole of something (pre- 
pared the day before) that will 
stay  warm in your oven  until 

you're good and ready to put it 
on the buffet table. Avoid serv- 
ing anything that needs to be 
cut. People simply cannot man- 
age tricky knife work when their 
plates are balanced on their laps, 
and no matter how many coffee 
tables and tray tables you pro- 
vide, there will still be a few peo- 
ple who have to do the balancing 
act. At other people's houses, 
my solution is to hunch over on 
the floor, but I happen to be par- 
ticularly limber; not everybody 
is. 

As for the rest of the main 
course, some kind of pasta, 
salad, and cheese, and wine to 
go with it. Oh, and bread or rolls 
if you want, but I've been to 
houses where the hostess didn't 
bother and I never missed them. 
3. Dessert—another warning: 
nothing sloppy or juicy, unless 
you plan to serve it in soup 
bowls. Actually, just some 
brownies, or cake, or some 
home-baked cookies (from your 
local bakery) will do nicely. 
Most people seem to be on diets 
these days, and I've discovered 
that unless you literally force 
them to get up and serve them- 

sehes,  they seem to  forget all 
about dessert. 
4, Coffee. 

That's it for food—a primi- 
tive plan, I admit, but the more 
primitive the better, because if 
you're the nervous type, you 
don't want to cope with lots of 
little side dishes and sauces and 
dribbly extras that no one really 
cares about anyway. And now 
that you have your basic equip- 
ment and your menu organized, 
there are still two weeks left dur- 
ing which you can go back to 
pretending that you're not Hav- 
ing a Bunch of People Over, or 
praying for the disaster. 

I have a pet theory on the 
subject of outside help. I happen 
to think that when you're just 
Having a Bunch of People Over 
for dinner, visible outside help 
is a mistake. The minute a uni- 
formed person shows up in your 
living room, you have somehow 
injected a formal note into your 
nice, informal group. People 
will now expect fancier food; 
they may even wonder why 
you're using paper napkins! 

Continued on the next page 

Mistletoe: 
scent 
of the 
i-^-M'h 

Put that extra sparkle 
in your holiday home decor 
with Bluegate's new 
Mistletoe Candles. Brightest 
of green, crispest of scent, 
these handsome Mistletoes 
are available in all sizes 
and shapes at stores where 
only fine candles are sold. 

IJBlue gate Candle Co. 
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MARY RODGERS continued from page 145 

Send money. 

Nothing big, you understand. For just 
50 cents, we'll reciprocate with lots and 
lots of our new color brochures, fea- 
turing our many exciting thru-the-home 
furniture collections. (For example, this 
Foyer Commode is from our Royal Tri- 
bune grouping.) The address: Carolyn 
Langley, Dept. HC-1170, American of 
Martinsville, Martinsville, Va.  24112. 

"~AMERl'CAN OF MARTINSVILLE . 

JLH]T§ 
Brilliantly beautiful Gense 18-8 
stainless from Sweden, carefully 
hand-worked to complement tra- 
ditional and contemporary table 
appointments. Discover how little 
it costs to have the best. Send 25c 
for 36-page catalogue. GENSE. 
Northvale, New Jersey 07647. 

And most important of all, 
they'll no longer feel free to help 
themselves to another drink, or 
to more food, which means that 
they can't circulate as freely 
around the room. You can't 
circulate as freely either, be- 

cause if someone else is empty- 
ing   the   ashtrays,   you   haven't 

any excuse to get up. Of course, 
maybe this is just my own 
weirdo point of view, but I real- 
ly like running around at my 
own parties. And I feel the need 
to create for my guests the same 
atmosphere, or approximately 
the same atmosphere, in which 

ue   ordinarily   live,   and   that 

■   - 

doesn't include uniformed ash- 
tray emptiers and drink makers. 

Well, I guess that's about it 
for Having a Bunch of Sixteen 

or Twenty People Over for Din- 
ner. It's never as bad as you 
think. In fact, it often turns out 
to be more fun than going to 
other people's houses. 

MATERIALS 

VXD   EQUIPMENT 

USED   IN    I HI 

TANDY   HOI SE 

(pages 115-123) 

ARCHITECTS: I. M. Pei & Partners 
I>KOJKCT DIRECTOR: James Nash 

INTERIOR DESIGNER: 

Benjamin Baldwin 

CONTRACTOR: 

Childs Construction Co. 

STRUCTURE 

Foundation: Drilled concrete 

piers and concrete basement slab 

on ground. 
Framing: Poured concrete bear- 

ing walls; precast concrete joists 
supporting first floor, steel beams 

and steel bar joists supporting 
roofs. 

EXTERIOR OF HOUSE 

Exterior walls: Poured concrete 

with aggregate of Colorado pink 
feldspar and quartz. Wall surfaces 
bushhammered in fluted pattern. 
Concrete trim and fascias sand- 

blasted. 
Roof: Poured gypsum roof topped 
by built-up roofing in layers of bi- 

tuminous coated material. In gar- 
den room, steel frame sloping 
glass roof in ten sections. 
Insulation: On root, rigid insu- 

lating board; in walls, batts of 
glass fiber behind acoustical wall 

panels. 
Windows: Fixed plate-glass pan- 

els and sliding plate-glass panels. 
In bathroom, two-way reflecting 

glass panel. 
Doors: Entrance doors, plate 

glass in metal frame withwrought- 
iron grille and double wood plank 
doors. Other exterior doors of 
glass with metal frame. Interior 

doors of flush wood. 
Exterior paints: White paint on 

door frames, black paint on orna- 

mental entrance door grilles and 

gates. 

INTERIOR OF HOUSE 

Walls:  In garden room and pic- 
ture    gallery    alcove,    bushham- 

mered concrete in fluted textural 
pattern.  In  major rooms,  fahric- 

covered   plaster.   In   bathrooms, 
marble and tile. 
Ceilings: Plaster. 
Interior   finishes:   On   walls   and 

ceilings, paint. On doors and trim, 
laccpier finish. 
Floors:   In   garden   room,   living 

GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH  continued from page 36 

things she can't put into 
words, and one of them is 
"Remember me." She is 
most aware of sexual attrac- 
tion in herself and others, 
is intense, involved with 
people in many emotional 
ways ami remembers every- 

subject (her Stock Market 
Horoscope for 1971 is due 
this month in hardcover). 

Miss Kaye believes that the 

Scorpio woman (October 

21 to November 21) is an ab- 

solute natural for perfume, 

needs it actually to say many 

thing, the, good deeds and 

the sbivs, so she makes a 

good friend and a bad ene- 

my. Miss Kaye, sniffing per- 

fume bottles, picked Ca- 

pucci's Graffiti for Scorpio 

at once. "It's sexy but subtle 

and  you  won't  forget   that 

and dining rooms, and picture gal- 
lery, white marble scpiares and 
rectangles. In bedrooms, Burmese 
teak: in bathrooms and pavilion, 
ceramic tile: in kitchen and pan- 

try, off-white vinyl tile. 
Lighting fixtures: In garden 

room, 18 spotlights attached to 
sun screen: in other major rooms, 
recessed cylindrical ceiling fix- 

tures, accent lights, and wall 
washers. Dimmer controls in ma- 
jor rooms. 
Hardware: In major rooms, cus- 

tom-made decorative hardware. 
In service areas, standard manu- 
facturer's hardware. 
Music system: In all major rooms 

and on swimming pool terrace, 
built-in wall and ceiling speakers. 
Kitchen cabinets: .Standard metal 

cabinets with wire mesh doors and 
glass doors. 
Countertops: In kitchens, stain- 

less steel, white plastic laminate, 

wood block, and marble: in bath- 
rooms, marble. 
Plumbing* fixtures: In kitchen, 

stainless steel sink-: in bath- 

rooms, white lavatories, tubs, and 
toilets. 

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
AND APPLIANCES 

Appliances: In kitchen, two ovens, 
stainless steel, six-burner range, 
six unit restaurant type refrigera- 
tor and small refrigerator. In pan- * 
try, freezer and ice-cube maker. 
In bar, small refrigerator. 
Heating-cooling system: Zoned 

heating and cooling installation 
with thermostatic controls. 
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easily." Eetee Lauder's Est£e 
is more forthright, but Miss 
Kaye picked thai too. "It's 
direct l»m incensy, and 
there's ;• quality of move* 
iiK-iii there, pulling two peo- 
ple together." For another 
time, another man. Miss 
Kaye UTIH thai a Scorpio 
woman could operate verj 
well within the emotional 
aura of Givenchy's open- 
hearted L'Interdit. 

NEW  THIS  MONTH 
AT THE STORES 

( ii \ MEL: A new extension of 

greatness is Eau de Chanel No. 
">. perfectlj true to the perfume, 
clear, ringing, and lasting. 3 
ounces for $10 at Blooming- 
dale's; Rich's; I. Magnin. 
CLAliiOL: In a surprise move, 
Clairol lias thought up Kindness 

Underarm  Shaver  for   v\ :n. 

It's .1 real fooler, looks like a 
slim "<>ld pi-i fume bottle. In 

Bide, thei e a .i whirl) de\ ice ol 
little Belf-shai pening blades thai 
opei ales mi a battel j .Hid now 
nomen can ju^i foigel all about 
i.I/in blades forever. In a match' 
ing golden bottle, Kindness ( on 
.hi i..inn" I leodorant. $ I 1 for 

both ai Abraham Si Sti.ms: John 
\\ auamakei s:    Sli\.    Itaer   and 

Fuller. 
REVLON : The Fragrance things 
thai men who wear I'.li! Blass 
doilies have been waiting for 
... a scent with a \\ ii and si\ [e, 
distinctive l»ui diplomatic. There 
are fifteen \\a\s lo have it, rang- 

ing from the 100-proof Cologne 
and the 80-proof After Shave 
Lotion through the Bill Blass 
Great Hunk of Soap, all the way 
to the Kill Blass Wrinkle Slick, 
from $3.75 to $10 at Bonwit 
Teller; I. Magnin; Carson, Pirie 

Scott. 

AN  INTERVIEW WITH  I. M. PEI continued from page 114 

""A lions*' hns to meet 
all the turner's 
requirements," 

A house is not easy. The detail 

work is always time consuming. 

For instance, after we had chosen 

the aggregate for the concrete, it 

look us a long time to find the 

compatible marble for the floors. 

Finally we found it in Portugal 

and then we discovered that this 

marble had lots of variations in 

the veins, from pink to brown. 

James Nash, the project archi- 

tecl went to Portugal three times 

to see this. Even then, the foun- 

tain and pool arrived in the 

wrong color. One of the most im- 

portant points about this house 

is that it divides in two, and one 

half—the entertaining area—can 

be completely shut off from the 

other half where Mr. and Mrs. 

Tandy live. A house has to meet 

all the owner's requirements, and 

again, this was done partly be- 

cause of the maintenance prob- 

lem. Mrs. Tandy wanted to be 

sure she could live there without 

am help at all. if necessary. So 

this is why we have a kitchen in 

the pavilion and made space for 

another kitchen off the guest liv- 

ing room. The family can live in 

the hack of the house very com- 

fortably, without ever going into 

the large entertaining area. 

"A house must muhe 
people ieel good."" 

I gave a lot of thought, too. to 

how the house would look at 

night. This was essential because 

of all the entertaining. The light- 

ing, which was designed by Edi- 

son Price, in the garden room is 

quite ingenious. Lights are on 

the overhang of the roof outside 

and the light shoots upward, so 

the whole roof has a luminous 

quality. Mrs. Tandy chose cham- 

pagne reflectors in the down 

lights. She thought it was most 

important that people look good 

and feel good in the house. One 

of the best times to see this house 

is at night when it's filled with 

people in evening clothes. 

HUNGER 
+ +*  IS ALL 

SHE HAS 
v EVER 

^ 

Margaret was found in a back 
lane of Calcutta, lying in her door- 
way, unconscious from hunger. In- 
side, her mother had just died in 
childbirth. 

You can see from the expression 
on Margaret's face that she doesn't 
understand why her mother can't 
get up, or why her father doesn't 
come home, or why the dull throb 
in her stomach won't go away. 

What you can't see is that Mar- 
garet is dying of malnutrition. She 
has periods of fainting, her eyes 
are strangely glazed. Next will 
come a bloated stomach, falling 
hair, parched skin. And finally 
death from malnutrition, a killer 
that claims 10,000 lives every day. 

Meanwhile, in America we eat 
4.66 pounds of food a day per per- 
son, then throw away enough gar- 
bage to feed a family of six in 
India. In fact, the average dog in 
America has a higher protein diet 
than Margaret! 

If you were to suddenly join the 
ranks of Wi billion people who 
are forever hungry, your next 
meal would be a bowl of rice, day 
after tomorrow a piece of fish the 

size of a silver dollar, later in the 
week more rice—maybe. 

Hard-pressed by the natural dis- 
asters and phenomenal birth rate, 
the Indian government is valiantly 
trying to curb what Mahatma 
Gandhi called "The Eternal Com- 
pulsory Fast." 

But Margaret's story can have a 
happy ending, because she has a 
CCF sponsor now. And for only 
$12 a month you can also sponsor 
a child like Margaret and help 
provide food, clothing, shelter— 
and love. 

You will receive the child's pic- 
ture, personal history, and the op- 
portunity to exchange letters. 
Christmas cards — and priceless 
friendship. 

Since 1938, American sponsors 
have found this to be an intimate, 
person-to-person way of sharing 
their blessings with youngsters 
around the world. 

So won't you help? Today? 
Sponsors urgently needed this month 

for children in: India, Brazil, Taiwan 
(Formosa) and Hong Kong. (Or 
let us select a child for you from 
our emergency list.) 

Write today: Verent J. Mills 

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc. 
Box 511, Richmond, Va. 23204 

I wish to sponsor aQ boyn girl in 
(Country)  
□ Choose a child who needs me 
most. 
I will pay $12 a month. I enclose 
first payment of $  
Send me child's name, story, ad- 
dress and picture. 
I cannot sponsor a child but want 
to give $ □ Please send 

<v_me more information. 

Name 

Address 

City   

State Zip 
Registered   (VFA-080)   with   the   U.   S. 
Government's   Advisory   Committee   on 
Voluntary   Foreign   Aid.   Gifts   are   tax 
deductible. Canadians: Write 1407 Yonge, 
Toronto 7 HG36X0 \j 
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tore directory 
ADDRESSES   FOK   THE   SOURCES 

OE   THE   CHRISTMAS   PRESENTS   AND   OTHER   MERCHANDISE 
THROUGHOUT   THE   ISSUE 

VBRAHAM & STRAUS, 420 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y., 11201 

AEOLIAN PIANOS, 33 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y.. 10019 

ALTMAN'S, Fifth Ave. at 34th St., New York. N. Y., fo0i6 

BACCARAT, 55 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10022™" 

BAZAAR DE LA CUISINE, 160 E. 55th St., New York. N. Y., 10022 

BELGRAVIA HOUSE, 227 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10022 

BENDEL'S, 10 W. 57th St.. New York. N. Y., 10019 

BENIHANA OF TOKYO, 120 E. 56th St., New York, N. Y., 10022 

BERGDORF GOODMAN, 754 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., 10019 

BLOOMINGDALE'S, Lexington Ave. at 59th St.. New York, N. Y., 10022 

BON MARCHE, 74 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.. 10011 

BONNIERS, 605 Madison Ave.. New York, N. Y., 10022 

BONWIT TELLER. Fifth Ave. at 56th St., New York. N. Y., 10022 

BOUTIQUE DE LA CUISINE, 33V2 E. 68th St., New York, N. Y., 10021 

BRENTANO'S, 586 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., 10036 

BREUNER'S, 571 Sutter St., San Francisco, Calif., 94102 

BULLOCK'S, Seventh & Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif., 90055 

THE BUTCHER BLOCK (J & D Brainier ). 298 Bowery, New York, 

N. Y., 10002 

c. u. PEACOCK, 101 S. State St., Chicago, 111., 60603 

CANNELL & CHAFFIN, LOS Angeles, Calif. 

CAPRILAND HERB FARM, Silver St., Coventry, Conn., 06238 

CARTIER, Fifth Ave. at 52nd St., New York, N. Y., 10022 

COUNTRY FLOORS, 300 E. 61st St., New York, N. Y., 10021 

DAVID BARRET, 24 E. 54th St., New York, N. Y., 10022 

DELBON KNIVES, 121 W. 30th St., New York, N. Y.. 10001 

DILLEY MFR. co., 17805 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, 44112 

EDITIONS ALECTO, 276 Park Ave. S., New York, N. Y., 10010 

ENVIRONMENTAL CERAMICS, 651 Howard St., San Francisco, Calif., 

94105 

F.A.O. SCHWARZ, 745 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022 

FAR CORNERS, 531 Lake St., St. James, Long Island, 11780 

FOUR WINDS GROWERS, 42186 Palm Ave., Box 3538. Mission San Jose 

District, Fremont, Calif., 94538 

FRANK BROTHERS, 2400 Long Beach Blvd., Long Beach, Calif., 90806 

CARFINCKEL'S, 14th & F Sts., N.W., Washington, D. C, 20004 

GEARY'S, 351 N. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif., 90210 

GEORG JENSEN, 601 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022 

GIMBELS, Broadway at 33rd St., New York, N. Y., 10001 

CINORI FIFTH AVENUE, 711 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022 

GUMP'S, 250 Post St., San Francisco, Calif., 94108 

II VLLE BROS., 1228 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, 44115 

HALL'S, 211 Nichols Rd., Kansas City, Mo., 64112 

HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER, 145 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10022 

THE HAMMOCK SHOP, P.O. Box 308. Pawley's Island, S. C, 29585 

HUDSON'S, 1206 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich., 48226 

Hi) NTING WORLD, 16 E. 53rd St., New York, N. Y., 10022 

IRF.NF. HAYES WADLEY & SMYTHE INC., 420 Park Ave., New York, 

N. Y., 10022 

JOHN GERBER Co.. 25-31 N. Main St.. Memphis. Tenn., 38101 

KORVETTE'S, 575 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., 10017 

LA COCINA, 5808 Kennett Pike, Centerville, Wilmington, Del, 19807 

LA CUISINIERE, 903 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10021 

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS, 71 W. 45th St., New York. N. Y., 10036 

LIBERTY MUSIC, 450 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022 

LORD & TAYLOR. 424 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., 10018 

MACY'S, Herald Square, New York, N. Y., 10001 

M VRSHALL FIELD, 111 N. State St., Chicago, 111.. 60602 

MAYHEW, 509 Park Ave., New York. N. Y., 10022 

MAZER STORE EQUIPMENT, 207 Bowery, New York, N. Y.. 10002 

NANTUCKET NEEDLEWORKS, Nantucket Island. Mass., 02554 

NEIMAN-MARCUS, Main & Ervay Sts., Dallas, Tex., 75201 

OBELISK, 133 E. 56th St., New York, N. Y., 10022 

PACE GRAPHICS, 32 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y.. 10022 

PAPRIKAS WEISS, 1546 Second Ave., New York, N. Y.. 10028 

PARK PLACE, 254 Park St., New Haven, Conn., 06513 

PLUMMER MCCUTCHEON. 145 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10022 

PORTHAULT, 55 E. 57th St., New York. N. Y.. 10022 

REESE PALLEY. 1911 Boardwalk. Atlantic City, N. J., 08401 

REFLECTIBLES, 32 E. 10th St.. New York, N. Y., 10003 

R. HARRIS, 11th & F Sts.. Washington, D. C, 20013 

RICH'S, Broad & Alabama Sts.. P. O. Box 4539, Atlanta. Ga., 30302 

ROD MCLELLAN CO., 1450 El Camino Real, S. San Francisco, Calif., 

94080 

SHREVE & CO., Post St. & Grand Ave.. San Francisco, Calif.. 94108 

SHREVE CRUMP & LOW, Boylston at Arlington St., Boston. Mass., 02116 

STIX, 13 Vandam St., New York, N. Y., 10013 

STI ART'S AUDIO, 544 North Ave. E., Westfield, N. J., 07090 

TABLERIE, 1033 Third Ave., New York, N. Y., 10021 

T. ANTHONY, 772 Madison Ave., New York. N. Y., 10021 

TERRESTRIS. 767 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022 

TERRESTRIS GREENHOUSES INC., 409 E. 60th St., New York, N. Y., 10022 

i II i   i ICKLF. TREE. 283 W. 11th St., New York, N. Y.. 10014 

TIFFANY & co., 727 Fifth Ave.. New York, N. Y., 10022 * 

TILGHMAN'S, Annapolis, Md. 

T-MARK FURNITURE, 145 Sawmill River Rd., Yonkers, N. Y., 10701 

VANLEIGH FURNITURE, 323 E. 44th St., New York, N. Y.. 10017 

VANLEIGH, 4100 N.E. Second Ave., Miami, Fla., 33137 

THE VERY THING, 149 E. 72nd St., New York, N. Y.. 10021 

WALLICHS MUSIC, Sunset & Vine, Los Angeles, Calif, 

w. c. STRIPLING, 201 Houston St., Fort Worth, Tex., 76102 

WHITE FLOWER FARM. Litchfield, Conn., 06759 

WILBI. RT. INC.. 194 Third Ave., New York. N..Y.. 10003 

WILBUR WEIK INTERIORS, Cumberland St., Lebanon, Pa.. 17042 

w & j SLOANE, 414 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.. 10018 

WOODWARD & LOTHROP, 11th & F Sts., Washington, D. C, 20013 

ZUCKERMANN HARPSICHORDS, 115 Christopher St., New York, N. Y., 

10014 
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NOW THE NEWEST SENSATION IN TOTAL SLENDERIZING  FROM SAUNA BELT INC. 

The Fabulous New 

- 

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED TO TAKE A TOTAL OF 
FR0M5T09INCHES0FFY00RWAIST,TUMMY,HIPSAND 
THIGHS IN JUST 3 DAYS OR YOOR MONEY REFUNDED 

This new principle is so tremendously effective that usjrs are actually achieving these results —a total of from 
S to 9 inches or more off their waist, tummy, hips and thighs —in Just ONE day! Here are some of the remarkable 

results recorded by a recent control group using this sensational new method: 

Miss S.C. lost IV2 inches /ram her waist, 2 inches Irom her tummy, 3 inches from her hips, 2 inches from each thigh for a 
total loss ot IOV2 inches in just 40 minutes. 
Mrs. J.J. lost 1 inch from her waist, 1 inch trom her tummy, 2V2 inches from her hips, 3 inches Irom each thigh tor a total loss 

ot IOV2 inches in just 40 minutes. 
Miss G.I. lost IV2 inches Irom her waist, V/2 inches from her tummy, 1 inch from her hips, 2 inches from each thigh for a total 

loss o/10 inches in just 40 minutes. 

These are the results of just a few of those who were part of the control group. All of the participants in the group achieved 
substantial inch losses and the very, very exciting thing about all of these inch losses is that they were achieved with just 
one short session with this amazing method. No wonder we feel justified in offering our unconditional money back guar- 
antee—the most revolutionary guarantee in slenderizing history —that you must lose a total of from 5 to 9 inches from your 
waist, tummy, hips and thighs in just 3 days or your money will be refunded. 

WHAT MAKES  SUCH   REMARKABLE  RESULTS  POSSIBLE? Sauna  Belt  Inc.  was the  inventor of 
inflatable slenderizing aids, was the first to offer them to the public and is number one in advanc- 
ing the latest techniques to provide you with the finest, most sensationally effective slenderizing 
products you can buy. The New Sauna Belt trim-jeans are a marvel of ease, comfort and efficiency. 
They are made of a unique lightweight, non-porous plastic material. You simply slip them on as 
you would a regular pair of jeans or shorts, quickly inflate them with the handy pump provided 
and you are ready for the most astounding experience in rapid slenderizing you have ever known. 
You will note the remarkably snug and cozy fit, the pleasant feeling of warmth and support from 
thigh to waist. Only the Sauna Belt trim-jeans have the unique design and engineering features — 
including the exclusive sauna-lock that permits the constant snug fit and solid support in all four 
areas —waist, tummy, hips and thighs —without which truly sensational results are not possible. 
Once you have your trim-jeans on and inflated, you will spend just 8 to 10 minutes performing the 
very,   very   effective   'Magic  Torso'   movements —an   exercise   program  specially   designed  for the 
Sauna Belt trim-jeans to produce the ultimate inch loss in the shortest possible time. After com- 

pleting this brief and delightful program, you will feel pleasantly relaxed and you will simply continue 
to   relax —standing,   sitting   or   lying   down,  whichever  you   choose —for another 20  minutes  or so 
while leaving the Sauna Belt trim-jeans on. That is absolutely all there is to it. Now slip the trim-jeans off and see if your 

waist, your tummy, your hips and your thighs aren't already beginning to feel firmer, tighter and trimmer. 

WILL I SEE IMMEDIATE RESULTS WITH THE NEW SAUNA BELT TRIM-JEANS? Many users of this fabulous new method have 
obtained 'instant reducing'—are inches slimmer,  inches trimmer after just one session-as witness the results of the control 

group  reported above. As results can vary with  individuals, your total results will depend on your goals, on how many inches 
you need to lose and on your particular metabolism and body response. The recommended program is to use the trim-jeans a 
few minutes each day for 3 days in a row when you first receive them and then several times a week until you have achieved your 

maximum potential for inch loss. After that, for maintenance you can use the trrm-jeans about twice a month or as often as you 
feel the need.  Note again the control group results. Users have lost as much as a total of 10V2 inches from their waist, tummy, 
hips and thighs in just one session with this sensational new method. This principle produces really fantastic results. Not every- 
one will lose as much as IOV2 inches in just one 
session but remember this: Man or woman, no mat- 
ter what speed or degree of inch loss your particu- 
lar. metabolism  allows you,  if you  do  not  lose  a 
total of from 5 to 9 inches from your waist, tummy, 
hips and thighs in just 3 days, you may return the 
trim-jeans and your entire purchase price will be 
immediately refunded. 

THE SAUNA BELT TRIM-JEANS COME IN 2 STYLES: 
1—The full high-rise Sauna Belt trim-jeans (includ- 
ing the exclusive sauna-lock waistband) for total 
slenderizing effect on the waistline, tummy, hips 
and thighs. 2—The low-rider Sauna Belt trim-jeans 
for those who need slimming on their hips and 
thighs only. The price of the high-rise Sauna Belt 
trim-jeans is only $12.95. The price of the low-rider 
Sauna Belt trim-jeans is only $9.95 and each carries 
a FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. Here is the 
ultimate answer for total inch loss —the slenderizer 
supreme Sauna Belt trim-Jeans —which we believe 
to be the easiest, fastest, the most convenient, com- 
fortable, the most sensationally effective waist, 
tummy, hip and thigh reducer ever discovered and 
each pair accompanied by the most revolutionary 
guarantee  in  slenderizing  history. So  if you want 

-, sleeker, slimmer, trimmer waist, tummy, hips and 
thighs and you want them now — send for your 
Sauna  Belt trim-jeans today for the best  invest- 

       ment in your appearance you will ever make. 

©Sauna Belt Inc. 1970, P.O. Box 3984, San Francisco. CA 94119 / Pats. Pend. 
r r 
I      SAUNA BELT INC., P. O. BOX 3984, Dept. HG-9, San Francisco, CA 94119 ( 

I      Please send me Sauna Belt waistline reducers along with complete easy to     | 
use instructions, including the two 'magic' reducing exercises. I understand that if I 

Also Available: 

SAUNA BELT WAISTLINE REDUCER 
GUARANTEED TO TAKE FROM 1 TO 3 INCHES OFF YOUR 
WAISTLINE IN JUST 3 DAYS OR YOUR  MONEY REFUNDED 

1. Slip the belt around 
your waist—inflate—and 
you are ready to do 
your two 'magic' waist 
reducing exercises: 5 
to 10 minutes. 

2. After your exercises, 
you simply relax for 
about 20 minutes while 
keeping the belt around 
your waist. 

3. Then remove the 
belt. Your waist will al- 
ready feel tighter and 
trimmer. Many have lost 
an inch or more the 
very first day. 

Each person's body make-up is different, therefore the degree of loss can vary 
with individuals but if your waist Is not 1 to 3 Inches smaller in just 3 days, 
you may return the belt for a complete refund. 

SAUNA BELT INC., P. O. BOX 3984. Dept. HG-9A, San Francisco, CA 94119 
Please send me high-rise Sauna Belt trim-jeans and_ low-rider 

do not lose from 1 to 3 inches from my waistline in just 3 days I can return the belt to 
Sauna Belt  Inc.. and receive my money back. 
For each Sauna Belt waistline reducer and complete instructions I enclose $9.95. 

□ Cash □ Check □ Money Order (No COD's) 

If you desire RUSH Air Mail, add 80(2 (per belt) for additional postage. 

Woman: Waist size. .Man: Waist size. 

Sauna Beit trim-jeans along with complete easy to use instructions, including the 
'Magic Torso' Exercise Program. I understand that if I do not lose from 5 to 9 inches 
or more off my waist, tummy, hips and thighs in just 3 days I can return the trim- 
jeans to Sauna Belt Inc. and receive my money back. 
For each high-rise Sauna Belt trim-jeans and complete instructions I enclose $12.95. 
For each low-rider Sauna Belt trim-jeans and complete instructions I enclose $9 95 

□ Cash               □ Check               fj Money Order               (No COD's) 
If you desire RUSH Air Mail, add $1.25 (for each trim-jeans) for additional postage. 

Woman: Waist size Thigh size_ Man: Waist size Thigh size  

Name. 

Address. 

City. .State. -Zip. 

Address. 

City  .State. -Zip. 
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Personalized Tree Twinkles! 
TO   START   A   WARM   FAMILY   TRADITION! 

■ :.i   time i-; family time    and whal :i gala part 
of  the tree-trimming  when  everyone  hangs  his own 
engraved twinkle! Wafer-thin 3*metal swingers, Gold 
plated   to  dance  with  highlights—and  unbreakable, 
so  even   Mi<*   littlest   angel  can   join   the  festivities! 
--1056—Herald Angel, with name engraved 
# 1044   star, with name engraved 
~1007— Girl Reindeer, with name engraved 
~I005    Boy Reindeer, with name engraved 
z 1071—Snowflake, engraved "1970" < no name) 
^1070— Bell, with name engraved 

$1.00 each, 3 for $2.75 
PRINT names, add 25c postage >tn<l handling 

LILLIAN VERNON Dept. GNI. 560S.3rd Ave. 
Mt. Vernon. N.Y. 10550 

Authentic 
JACK DANIEL 

CENTENNIAL 
WHISKEY GLASSES 

Six sturdy 12-ounce 
tumblers. Raised 
lettering reads:"Jack 
Daniel's Centennial 
Whiskey." Sold 
exclusively through 
Lynchburg Hardware 
and General Store. 
$6.00 per set. Postpaid. 

Made-to ordei 

LEATHER VEST 
Handmade in Ten- 
nessee in natural 
leather. Double- 
breasted, western style, 
with lull rayon lining. 
$28 00. postpaid. 
Check one: D Black 
Q Brown. Indicate 
suit size (36-46). Sizes 
over 46: $33.00. Please 
indicate chest and 
waist sizes. 

Check or Money Order only 
(Tennessee residents add 3% sales tax.) 

For a catalog full of old Tennessee items just 
\like these, send 25i to above address. • 

•high 
ball 

For over the shoulder 
lighting. 
In orange orange, lemon 
yellow, lime green, 
caviar black and polished 
chrome or satin finishes. 
The height is 51 inches. 
And the price is only 
$26.98. 
Our 1970 catalog is $1. 
Write for it. 

Georgetown 
Lamp 
Gallery 
3103 M Street. N W. 
Washington. DC. 20007 
Express Charges Collect 

Oriental Teakwood 
Dinner Plates 

(make even tv dinners taste 
like gourmet meals!) 

These unique, dramatic platters are delicately 
made by old world men from selected heart- 
woods ot the Teak trees. Teakwood, the world's 
most expensive wood, is known for its extreme 
durability, and its essential oils. This natural 
built-in "shield'' makes it impervious to water, 
to stains. It is completely non-absorbent, unaf- 
fected by food or liquids, preserves rather than 
affects  taste   and   aroma,   lets  hidden  flavor 
come through deliciously. Elegant, practical- 
age only enhances its beauty!  10" diameter. 
Set ol 4 (#5383)-for only $4.96 ppd. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Send check or money order—no CO.D.'s 

N.Y. residents add sales tax 
Send for FREE gourmet catalog 

DIONK LUCAS 
GOURMET CENTER, INC. 
Dept. G-110, 226 East 51 si St., 
New York. N.Y. 10022 

YANKEE DOODLE DANCER 
. . . popular during colonial days 
has now been rediscovered. The 
Dancer is a bouncy jointed figure 
that dances and taps its feet when 
you rhythmically tap the paddle. 
He will put on a rousing, spirited 
performance which will delight 
everyone. With a few minutes prac- 
tice you can make this new rhythm 
toy dance to any tune. Beautifully 
carved in hardwood with pole and 
paddle. Guaranteed. Only $5.95 ppd. 

PLAN IT-KIT. INC. 
Dept. HG-11, Box 429-Y, Westport, Conn. 
**•* *••• •••• ••• * 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

WITH BETTY FAGAN 

ORDER MERCHANDISE BY WRITING DIRECTLY 

TO SHOPS.  ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. 
ADD SALES TAX WHERE APPLICABLE. 

ANY UNUSED ITEM (NOT PERSONALIZED) MAY BE 

RETURNED BY INSURED MAIL FOR  REFUND. 

PLEASE INCLUDE ZIP CODE. 

A KIT 

DID IT 

Fringe   and 
suede are in. Both 

combine 
smartly in a chestnut 

brown shoulder 
bag that you make from 

a   complete   kit 
suede leather cut exact size 

with holes punched 
for   stitching,   waxed   thread. 

needle, ring and rivets. IOV2" 
by 14"; 38" long adjustable strap. 

$8.70 ppd. Catalogue, 25c. 
F. A. O. Schwarz, Dept. 050, 

745 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 10022. 

SPANISH 

SPLENDOR 

Deft design, adapted from a Mediterranean 
dining hall. Simple sconce for many a 
wall—entry, fireplace, patio or garden 
room. Wrought iron in matte black, 
7" by SVz" h., extends 6". $3.95; 
pair, $5.95. Add 65c post. Catalogue, 25c. 
Mexico House, HG11, 7742 
Herschel Ave., La Jolla, Cal. 92037. 

BUTTERFLY BEAUTIES 

Giant spread-winged Hestia Clara 
butterfly in clear lucite box. 

Spectacular color spot on a lady's 
desk. Dramatic in a wall grouping; 

no two alike. 5" by 4" by 2" deep. 
119.98 ppd. Hobi, HG11, Engel St., 

Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

W 
SWEDISH SANTAS 

Deck the tree with wooden 
ornaments, carved in Sweden 
and painted bright red, of 
course. St. Nick, himself, in 
silhouette measures 3V2" 
tall. Delightful package trims, 
too. Set of four, $3.95 
postpaid. Order yours from 
Shopping International, Inc., 
485 Shopping International 
Bldg., Norwich, Vt. 05055. 
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Ilearly an extravagance but 
it i [real gift foi the cognac 
onnoisseur! Hand blown by 
European irtist, the crystal 
ndy pipe improves the flavor 
he liqueur. Carefully packed 
in .in antiqued wood chest. 

15 ppd. Downs, Dept Mil, 
Evanston, III. 60204. 

iff 

Jri. 

"Merry Christmas" in red or white 
on a fine Irish linen handkerchief. 
Lavished with lace, French, of 
course, it has a lovely open work 
design. 13" square. $3.50 each; 
three, $9.50. Ppd. Villari 
Handkerchief, HG11, 30 W. 54 St. 
New York, N. Y. 10019. 

•-...- 

PERFECT 

PAIR 

"he merry mins- 
trel and his lady 
fair are embroi- 

dery   kits.   Grey- 
blue linen back- 

ground with tur- 
quoise,  plum, 

green, yellow and 
brown yarn. 10" 

jy 16V2". $17.50 
ea.; $32.95 pair. 
od. 40-page catalogue,  $2  (refundable from $25 order). Skbn 
mbroideries, HG11, 55 Lambert Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y. 10804. 

FLAG GARLANDS 

Ring the tree with a 40 ft. garland 
of colorful fabric flags. You'll feel as if 

you're joining in the cele- 
bration of this special  holiday with 

people the world  over.  There 
are  104  international  flags,  each  2'' 

by 3". Why not order one 
for   your   Christmas  tree   and 
another for a pre-Christ- 

mas gift to a special friend. 
$3.50 ppd. Attractive 
catalogue—a  refundable  25c. 
Merri  Makers,  HG11, 
502 Broad St., Thomas- 
ville, Ga. 31792. 

POCKET DOLLS 

A  pair of charmers  in- 
spired by Joan 

Walsh Anglund's en- 
chanting   book, 

"Christmas is a Time of 
Giving."  Soft, 

stocking   pocket   dolls 
with white yarn hair. Little lass has red velvet dress, 

carries sprig of mistletoe; lad has matching jacket, totes tiny pack- 
age. 7" h. $4.95 ea.; book, $2.95. Ppd. New 32-page cata- 
logue, 25c. The Enchanted Doll House, HG11, Manchester 

Depot, Vt. 05256. 

i 

Magnificent 
Old Fashioned 
Colored Glass 
Collector's    ^ 
Ink 
Wells 

ONLY 50c 
Colorful replicas ol original hand blown inkwells 
prized by i ollectors Pert« I u i enl foi lable de»K 
,1,.,, i (, King designs in collection include; W it ning 
Well  Seh \udilor. Mri  Browning. With 
I,,,,    u ■„,}„•   \;.    From Ihe Wheaton Glasa 
Collection whose limited CIIIIM.IIM sell for up to 
$25 md more—Ihe 6 designs in tins ...ll.siion lire 
among the mosl wanted bv collectors, decorators. 
Now yours .it low price of only oOc ea Order sev- 
erol lets lor Kill Riving while limited supply lasts. 
Each colorful inkwell in 8-sided translucent gla.ss 
,. approx 3" S.-I of 6 only VI 95 plus 50c parcel 
posl  mil  handling   Satisfaction Gunninlecd 

World Ari Group   Dfpl    UUO 
606 Posl Road, WV.ii.ori   ' oni 

[ ) Set of 6 only $2 95 plus 50c parcel post 
.,,,.1 handling 

□ Goosefeather Quill  Tens only $1 IX) ea. 

Name .  
Address 

City State. .Zip- 

( ]  SAVE  2  set of  six only V>   Ipost  paid). 
Kxtra  set makes exciting gift. 

HAND EMBOSSER 
For Personalized Stationery 
Emboss your own personal stationery for a life* 
tin'e by just pressing a handle. Makes expensive 
looking raised letter impressions of any 3 line 
name & address on PAPER & EN VELOPES (re- 
versinle). Requires no inks, accessories, service or 
m.ontenance. Ideal lor adults, teenaqers, home or of- 
flee, clubs, etc. Print clearly 3 lines »ft QC 
desired. No more than 24 characters per JA.7J 
line.   For  I   to 3 lines T* 
For 4 lines add $1.00. ™s"g/a' 
EXTRA  PLATE ALONE  (no frame) S7.50 

TREE   POSTAL   SCALE   INCLUDED   WITH 
ORDERS OF 2 OR MORE  EMBOSSERS 

Send 10c lor catalog • )'". res. <«l<l 6< . sales tax 
Sorry No C.O.D.-s 

POSTAMATIC   CO.  Lafayette Hill,' Pa. 19444 

TULIP FOUNTAIN 
Complete with recirculating pump. Pompeian 
Green or white finish. Overall height 23". 
Tulips in lead and copper. Bowl in heavy cast 
aluminum 23" diameter $375.00 F.O.B. N.Y.C. 
Crating charged at cost. 

Visit our Galleries soon or send 50%) for our 
40 page Catalogue illustrating many other 

Garden Figures and Fountain Ensembles. 

LORENTINE 
CRAFTSMEN, 
650654 FIRST AVE (37th St.) NEW YORK. NY 10016 

Phone LExtngton 2 3926 

PILLOW PUNCH 
Wallc on the wild side with plump 
white pillows bearing jungle designs. 
Choose a tiger, lion or zebra. Each 
measures a handy 17" x 17" just for 
throwing, to make a big impression on 
a sofa, chair or bed. In super smart 
black on white. 

JO. 7 J plus 75c postage. 

ELIZABETH  McCAFFREY 
Dept. HG-11 

Northport, New York 11768 

Foley Measuring Scoops 
Something's wrong with measur- 
ing cups—they're round! Only a 
flat-tip scoop can fill itself along 
the bottoms or in the corners of 
your canisters. Set of 4 heavy- 
duty plastic scoops measures out 
•1. 3, i, and 1 cup, wet or dry. 
With 10" polished aluminum 
rack, too. Shipped postpaid. 
7481-6-Scoops .... 1 set, 98c 
7484-6-Scoops with Rack, $1.49 

FREE! Our New 196-page Catalog of 
i Gifts, Gadgets, Housewares! 

J Miles Kimball 
329 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901 
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Which of theselUNK" items 

could bring you $3,500 

if you 

find it? 
And which can net you $75 . . . $350 . .. and $575*—for just a few minutes' work, and the inside 

information given you below! 

Welcome to the world of the "Collectables"! 
Where old "Junk" turns into cash! And your neigbhors' 

attics may be worth $500 a visit to you! 
Yes, this advertisement is your introduction to a brand-new 

world of fun money-making! A world where every Saturday 
afternoon—every free evening can be turned into a gold mine 
for you! Where the tools you need are a sharp eye ... a few 
dollars to scoop up unrecognized bargains . . . and the "true 
value and re-sale information" we send you to prove to your- 
self without risking a penny! 

You see, the entire idea is based on one simple fact—a 
fact unknown today to 99% of all American men and women! 
The fact that a whole new market has sprung up in this 
country in the last ten years! And average men and women 
like yourself are making a sparetime fortune in it—with no 
risk—simply by recognizing it exists! 

You already know, of course, how incredibly valuable 
antiques are. Everyone does. You have probably heard dozens 
of stories about how $50 or $100, spent for an old chair, a 
clock, or lamp turned into $1,000 to $5,000 in a single month. 

But antiques are only the beginning! Only a fraction of the 
true "fortunes-in-junkpiles" market in this country! 

Even more important—because there are a thousand times 
as many of them still lying around undiscovered—are the 
"Collector's Items"! The toys, bottles, pottery, guns, watches, 
lamps, cards, magazines, tools, dishes, fairly new furniture 
and what-have-you—that most people look on as plain ordi- 
narv junk! BUT THAT SOME OF THE COUNTRY S 
RICHEST COLLECTORS ARE WILLING TO PAY AL- 
MOST ANY PRICE FOR! 

Why? Because these Collector's Items are odd, or funny, or 
fairly rare, or possess some strange beauty in the collector's 
eye, or remind him of an important period in American his- 
tory, or just plain fit in to the kind of collection he's putting 
together. 

, MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY  

INFORMATION, INCORPORATED, Dept.HG-5 
200 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016 

Gentlemen: Please rush me a copy of THE OFFI- 
CIAL GUIDE TO POPULAR ANTIQUES AND 
CURIOS—THE   PRICE  TO   BUY   AND   SELL!   I 
understand the book is mine for only $5.98 complete. 
I may examine it a full 30 days at your risk or money 
back. 

I 
I 

□ Payment enclosed □ Please charge my credit card 

I 
|   Signature  
| □ American Express □ Bank Americard □ Diners Club 

I 
I 

Account No.. 

Name 

(Please print) 
Address 

City 

State Zip 

© Information Incorporated, 1970 

In America today, there are literally lens of thousands of 
these collectors! They spent millions upon millions of dollars 
every year! A whole industry of dealers have sprung up to 
service them! 

And these dealers are desperate for new items to sell to 
these collectors! But they can't possibly have enough time to 
go out and search the thousands of places where they are 
hidden! 

So this is where YOU come in! It's still a new field! Only 
the surface has so far been scratched! Prices are still spurt- 
ing, despite the recession! And all you have to do to cash in 
on it is this: 

Everything you need in one great guide! 
Nothing to read! Nothing to learn! You simply 

look up the piece you've just found-and learn 
exactly how much you can make on the spot 

Our proposition is simple: We want to send you—at our 
risk—the OFFICIAL GUIDE TO POPULAR ANTIQUES 
AND CURIOS . . . THE RIGHT PRICE TO BUY AND 
SELL! 

This complete, authentic, up-to-the-minute goldmine-be- 
tween-covers gives you everything you need. The average buy- 
ing price for every item, what a dealer will pay you, plus its 
standard retail price. Exactly what to look for in every type 
of Collector's Item. Exactly how to judge its true condition. 
How to avoid reproductions. And how to instantly recognize 
and scoop up dozens of instant-resale bargains like these: 

Almanacs worth as much as $21. 
Jugs that could bring you up to $140. Coffee mills up to 

$50 each! 
Old Cars that sell today for as much as $2,930. 
Mechanical banks that go all the way up to $1,000 each. 

With over fifty other varieties that bring in over $100 each. 
$70 for an old bell. (There are thousands of them lying 

around every part of the country.) 
Hundreds of bottles, that are worth up to $900 to you 

apiece. With dozens of them over $100 apiece. 
Old brass items—many of them now lying in junk heaps— 

that can be worth up to $40 to you when you pick them out. 
Clocks and watches: there's real money here! $750 . . . $850 

. . . $950 . . . $1,150 each! 
Almost anything from the Civil War is worth money. Bay- 

onets bring up to $12. Cartridge pouches up to $30. Swords 
up to $55. Even old war bonds and currency as much as $30 
each. 

Old dolls are golden. They can give you up to $375 each. 
Fireplace equipment brings in up to $40. And even old 

fruit jars can be worth up to $20. 

How about $300 for an old tool! 
That the owner may even give to you for 
nothing, just to cart it out of his garage! 

And here is a complete guide to unknown treasures in not- 
so-antique furniture. Chairs that can bring you up to $270 

READ WHAT THE NEW YORK TIMES SAYS 
ABOUT THE "NOSTALGIC JUNK BOOM!" 

. . . Such items, pieces of salvage that a few years 
ago would have been prime candidates for a junk- 
man's cart—have quietly become big business . . . 

From Bath, N.C., where a nineteen-twenties Pepsi- 
Cola bottle costs $12.50, to Los Angeles, where 
wheezy old gumball machines fetch up to $200, Amer- 
icans have suddenly discovered America . . . and ap- 
pear increasingly willing to pay good money for a 
dog-eared piece of it . . . 

Chicago alone now has some 200 shops specializing 
or dealing heavily in junk . . . 

Nationwide Craze 
The buyers? "People from all walks of life, all 

ages, and from all sections of the city . . ." 
In many areas, the "garage sale"—cleaning out the 

attic and spreading it on tables for public sale—is 
cutting into the sales of the shops ... a good sale 
typically grosses about $400, some of them up to 
$1,000 . . . 

Prices of "Junk" Items Shown Above 
Lock  and   Key—French English   Toby  Jug  5 

Shape $75, Popeye Pocket Watch  $350 
Lamp $3,500, Mechanical Bank $575. 

Heart 
Tiffany Table 

each. Chests up to $1,000 each. Desks up to $100. Love seats 
up to $150. Sofas up to $600. 

Plus a complete guide to glass. Exactly what to look for to 
pull in up to $900 each for a bowl. $200 for a pitcher. $1,200 
for Burmese glass. $900 for cut glass. Up to $1,000 for an old 
paper weight. $1,500 for Tiffany. Even $150 for an old flask. 

(And they don't have to be too old! That's the startling sur- 
prise! For example, do you know that a certain type of bottle 
made in the early 1950's can bring you anywhere from $50 to 
$1,000 each!) 

In this kind of market, old andirons can bring you up to 
$100. Locks can go as high as $80 or $90 each. Pipes can 
bring you in $20. Music boxes can go all the way to $750., 
And pottery runs all the way up to $150 each. 

What about those old magazines collecting dust *every- 
where? Would you accept $12 . . . $17 ... $20 for each one 
of them? 

And an old movie poster could be worth $25 to you! 
And don't forget weathervanes and whirligigs—up to $200 

to $300 each. And political campaign items—the hottest newj 
market  in  America  today—up to  $100 per  item.  And,  of 
course. Currier and Ives prints  (a compiete listing of over. 
3,000 prints is given you) that go from $20 to $5,000. 

And even tin cans! Yes. even old tin cans are worth money 
today! How much? Up to $90 apiece! 

So why not start turning your spare 
hours into fun-and a small fortune- 

today! Send for this great guide at our risk! 
If there's an easier—or a more enjoyable and educational 

way than this to make big-money fast, then we don't know it! 
As we've said, it's still new—still relatively untapped! So why 
not cut yourself in for a slice of it today! 

THE OFFICIAL GUIDE TO POPULAR ANTIQUES 
AND CURIOS—THE PRICE TO BUY AND THE PRICE 
TO SELL—is yours for only $5.98 complete! It comes with 
this unconditional guarantee! It must pay for itself in the first 
week or it costs you nothing. Simply return it for every cent 
of your money back! 

You have nothing to lose! As much as $1,000 from a single 
find to gain! Why not send for it—at our risk—today! 

INFORMATION, INCORPORATED • 200 Madison Ave.,New York, N.Y. 10016 
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Glamorize your home with these famous Audubon Game Birds engraved in full 
color on fine bone china. Each piece is a decorating masterpiece. These plates/ 
plaques are seen in the wealthiest homes, prized by collectors who know. Each 
magnificent piece is hand made in translucent bone china with fluted edge by 
proud artisans with amazing skill. Display them as dessert, nut dishes, ash trays, 
plaques for hanging. 

They add irresistible charm and beauty to any decor. You cannot appreciate 
the beautiful colors and craftsmanship from the small black and white illustra- 
tions. See the beauty and charm in your own home on our amazing no-risk offer. 

SUPPLY VERY LIMITED! These valuable bone china plates are hand 
made so supply is limited, and we urge you to order now. Each plate is about 10 
square inches, engraved in exquisite full color. Each piece is only $1.50 (see 
coupon for quantity savings). Satisfaction Guaranteed if not delighted. Come in 
or mail order. 

NOVEMBER,  1970 

WORLD ART GROUP, Dept. l iHG 
2 First Street, East Norwalk, Connecticut 06880 

Please rush me the complete set of 6 Engraved Game 
Bird Plaques/Plates in translucent English Bone China 
at S8.95 on full-money-back guarantee if not delighted. 

Please add 25* for safe postage and handling. 
I enclose $  

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

□ SAVE! Order 2 complete sets for $17 (save $2) 
Extra sets make lovely gifts. 
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Owl Prints 
The delightful four. . . . Screech Owl, Barn Owl, Greac Horned Owl. Short 
Eared Owl . . . make a delightful portfolio! Ebb Pate's bi'.iimful pen and ink 
drawings are original lithographs printed on extra fine paper. 8"xl0" J-.00. 
each, and personally signed. Stunning, these hooters, the set for -^ 

Mushroom Prints 
Everything's coming up mushrooms . . . .but nothing's come up to our stun- 
ning set of mushroom lithographs! These are original lithographs by Ebb 
Pate. Each is 8"xl0", printed on excellent paper and personally signed §^.00. 
by the artist. The set of 4 in portfolio is an upshoot  for -^ 

Fern   Prints 
Ah. the delicate, airy, Hghthearted ferns .... captured in full color! Ebb 
Pate's original lithographs have a breath of naturalness ... a delightfulness 
.... a merriness! This set of 2 larger prints <10"xl2") comes in a port- 
folio, personally signed by the artist, printed on heavy fine paper. §- 
The set of 2, a natural for 

Butterfly Prints 
On the wing .... a stunning set of 4 original lithographs of magnificent 
butterflies. Ebb Pate's fabulous detail combined with excellent reproduction 
on fine paper will make your heart flutter with joy! Each is per- $C.00. 
sonally signed, each 8"xl0" and in portfolio .... a fanciful flight for    5 

Give Merri Maker originals 

for the merriest Christmas of 

them all! We ship immediate- 

ly and guarantee your joyous 

satisfaction. Just send us your 

Christmas list—we will gift 

box, wrap, and enclose your 

card. All prices include post- 

age, but please add #1 for 

each gift wrap. 

Turtle Box 
Terrific turtle boxes are the perfect 
hiding caches for all ages . . . 
holding favorite little objects, 
goodies, jewelry, etc. Our papier 
mache box is 5" long in earthtones 
for a crawl of a price . .  .   $ ^.00 MERRI CHRISTMAS! 

CMERRI (MAKERS 
502 SOUTH BROAD STREET THOMASVILLE , GEORGIA 31792 

SHOPPING AROUND 

1  ■ jt 

REMEMBER  

TODAY IS THE FIRST 

DAY OF THE REST OF 

YOUR LIFE® 

BUOYANT BATH SEAT 
Tub seat complete with back and 
sides plus safety strap is a boon 
to live-aloners and the elderly. 
Suction cups hold firmly to the 
tub, but disengage to lift seat 
and sitter out of the tub. Over- 
flow drain cover included allows 
extra inches of soaking water. In 
white vinyl. $7.98 ppd. Better 
Sleep, Inc., HG11, New Provi- 
dence, N. J. 07974. 

SCRIMSHAW FOR HIM 
Man with news of nations in his 
walk probably would be the first 
fellow to adopt the new tie bar. 
Ivory and gold-plated accessory's 
made for the wider ties, hand- 
engraved with an illustration of 
ye old whaling ship. Gift boxed 
with legend of scrimshaw. $8.95 
ppd. Francis-Morris, HG11, Box 
1270, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11202. 

A  NEW  DAY 
Never too late to change the 
course of your life! Inspirational 
plaque says, "Remember ... To- 
day is the first day of the rest of 
your life." Lettered in black on a 
golden plate mounted on a pine- 
finished plaque. With hanging 
ring on back. 4" by 5". $1.98 
plus 20c post. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG11, 585 Market St., 
San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

COMMUNICATIVE ART 
What appears to be shell-like 
sculpture, springs open to an all- 
in-one phone that fits in the palm 
of the hand. Winner of the fa- 
mous European Design Award! 
Jet dial; cushioned base. Bisque 
white. 6%" long by 2%" high. 
$59.95 plus $1.50 post. Metro- 
politan Teletronics, HG11. 35 W. 
35th St., New York, N. Y. 10001. 

ATTENTION!        CLOWN  LOVERS 
Beautiful Handpainted Watercolor Originals 
All tin' world loves a clown.  Now  foi the first 
    we an   offering these rour charming liand- 
palnted  clown   prints,   completely   framed  in   a 
lovely   16"  by  20"  high  quality  pebble  grained 
white runt.   Perfecl  for any  room.  You'll want 
extras tor gifts too! Order today. 

ONLY $5.50 EA. OR 2 FOR $9.95 PPD. 
©PORTFOLIO   OF   4   UNMATTEO  S15.00 

The  Earth  Company 
Madison Square Station 

P.O. Box 741. New York. N.Y. 10010 

BUY 

HITED 

SAWS 
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E GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION IN EVERY RESPECT...OR YOUR MONEY BACK! 

e 

h after month, a parade of hand- 
e gift boxes, each with your 
tings and all announced by a 
ficate of Membership inscribed 
ou direct. These famous Clubs 
you in warm, friendly contact 

people important to you or your 
less. The proved perfect family 
for over 30 years.  Sent direct 
the orchard . . . the savings are 

s! Ideal for business associates, 
ds, kinfolk and you! 

( CLUB: Surprise   them   with   gorgeous   gift 
for Christmas, January and February! 

Gift No. Ill, only . . . $1695   delvd 

( CLUB: Keeps coming and coming!  Christ- 
lanuary. February, May and September. 

Gift No. 141, only . . .  $2695  delvd 

K CLUB: Delight them to pieces again and 
Christmas. January, February, May, August, 

mber, October and November. 

Gift No. 151, only . . .  $4295  delvd 

JX CLUB: Flabbergasting!   A   gorgeous   gift 
single month of the year. 

Gift No. 201, only . . . $6595   delvd 

«J*» 
ROYAL RIVIERA ■   PEARS 
America's  rarest  and  finest 
fruit.   So  big  and  juicy  you 
eat 'em with a spoon. 
Net weight 6% lbs. 

Apd   i 
HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLES 
Two hulapaloozers. Fully- 
ripened the way mainlanders 
hardly ever taste 'em. 
Net weight 9 lbs. 

EXOTIC NECTARINES 
Plum peachy. Big and blush- 
ing. A sure-fire summer sen- 
sation. Net weight 5'/i lbs. 

CRISP MOUNTAIN APPLES 
Huge,   red   rascals.   Really 
fresh  and  snappy  from  the 
cold mountain country. 
Net weight 7% lbs. 

WILD 'N RARE * PRESERVES 
Old-fashioned pure fruit 
preserves no preserva 
tives added. Four y3 lb. jars. 
Net weight 2 'A lbs. 

OREGOLD"PEACHES 
Family and friends'll never 
forget these huge Oregon 
beauties.   Net weight 7 lbs. 

ROYAL GRAPEFRUIT 
Bigg.M'n grade A ostrich 
eggs. Juicy as Oregon rain- 
clouds.  Not woight 10 lbs. 

J mi 
HOME-CANNED FRUIT 
Uncanny! Orchard fresh, in 
extra-heavy syrup. Baked 
Pears, Summer Delight 
Pears and Oregold Peaches. 
No. 2% cans. Net wt. 5'/J lbs. 

ALPHONSE 
LAVALLE GRAPES 
Big, velvety-black Belgian 
hothouse type. Used to grow 
only for Royalty. 
Net weight 4'/i lbs. 

ROYAL ORANGES 
Rare sunshiney surprises 
from the pirate coast. Sweet 
and tempting. 
Net weight 6% lbs. 

Juii 
6 

GIANT KIWI-BERRIES 
Amazing NEW fruit from New 
Zealand.   Sorta   watermelon 
strawberry flavor. 
Net weight 2/i lbs. 

NWbAi Vu 
SPANISH MELONS 
From   Valencia   in   sunny 
Spain. Exotic and juicy with 
the limes we include. 
Net weight 6V4 lbs. 

bwer of Treats 
/E gorgeous gifts in one! Done up in sparkling red and white, topped 
h a cloud of satin ribbon. Royal Riviera Pears, Crisp Mountain 
pies, Rich Butter Toffee, Creamy Chocolates, French Plums. 41/2 
jnds of really Christmasy gift-giving. Mighty impressive under the 
e — prime family gift — in superb taste for business associates, 
ployees, friends, relatives . . . and you! 

der Gift 
>. 50 . . . 
)95 delv'd 

EASY TO ORDER: Just send us 

your list. Enclose check or money 

order (no COD's, please). Tell us how 
to sign your greetings for each gift. 
All prices include delivery. 

^8{PBJHHJr^*end your orders to: 

pfK^ ' BOX 
T   W^ MEDFORD, ORI 

'ovta 
BOX K200 

RD, OREGON 

97501 

Royal Gift Baskets 
For very special people and occasions — handwoven, reusable baskets 
are brimming with Royal Riviera Pears, Apples, Preserves, chocolates, 
nuts, cheese, tea, clever candy doo-dads — and more! Your gift is the 
center of attraction  — an amazing value! 

GUARANTEED TO ARRIVE PERFECT 
Basket No. 6 (shown) (9Vi lbs. net). .$1595 deiv'd 
Basket No. 7 (13 lbs. net) $1995 deiv'd 

Basket No. 8 (16 lbs. net) $2695 de'v'd 

WANT OUR FREE BOOKLET? IT'S DELICIOUS. See 
more of our farm-fresh Christmas Gifts and Fruit-of-the- 
Month Clubs in honest-to-gosh full color. Just send off the 
coupon right away. 

ncwuf and % ]OAnd BOX K200, MEDFORD, OREGON 97501 

PLEASE SEND FREE BOOKLET TO: 

Name  

Street. 

City_ .State. .Zip. 
©1970, H&D (cut out and  mail) 
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Authentic Reptdductions of Old Fashiot\ed ^mas Cards 

W%m 

#150 Deluxe Jumbo 
Victorian Xmas L 

Georgeous old-fashioned 1880 Victorian Christ- 
mas cards authentically reproduced in full 
colors! Each lovely 5" x 7" card complete with 
envelopes. Available for the first time in almost 
100 years! Delightful designs! Exquisite! $1.25 
for   10 cards  10 envelopes. 

#170 Deluxe Verses 

An assortment of lovely 
poetical Christmas sen 
timents fashioned in 
handsome scripts with 
gay colors decorative 

irishi     —__^_u 

#160 Deluxe Victorian Xmas Cards 
Same type of wonderful 1880 Victorian Christ- 
mas cards but smaller in size, about 4 x 5. 
Different designs in full color. 15 attractive 
cards with envelopes. F irst time anywhere. 
Sure to surprise and please your friends this 
holiday.   15  cards  and   15 envelopes, $1.25 ppd 

#10 
General Xmas 
colorfully 

illustrated Christmas messages 
space for notes address on back 

#20 
General Xmas 
variety of 

antique replicas 
of full color picture postcards 

JUST $1.25— per 24 card assorted package POSTPAID! 
ft 30 Religious Xmas   Write for wholesale prices on larger quantities! 

IF 

A  collection of reverent ooservations and full 
color illustrations of holy holiday commerations. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Jolly old-fashioned Christmas postcards 
with a merry flair and flavor for the 
Yuletide season.      # 40 Comic Xmas 

Price:  lpkg.-$1.25 • 3pks.-£2.75 • 6-£5.00 • 12-$12.00 
<Xmas Cards    cBox428kS    Seabtook^NFH. 03874 

ELECTRIC FOOTBALL CLOCK 

Approved by the NFL and the AFL—Select 
from either Desk or Wall Models. Beautifully 
detailed in simulated leather to look like Of- 
ficial Pro Balls. Each has easy-to-read numer- 
als with red sweep second hand. Special 
pocket conceals excess cord. 10" long x 7V2" 
high, comes with adhesive backed sheets 
containing the name of your favorite team. 
Perfect for  Den,  Office,  Bedroom  or  Dorms. 

DESK CLOCK $12.95 
(add 1.00 P.P.) 

WALL CLOCK 9.95 
(add 1.00 P.P.) 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
GIFT CATALOG 25c P.P. 

PEGASUS,  DEPT.HGll 
1855 IMPERIAL AVE. 

NEW HYDE PARK, N.Y. 11040 

M. 
AUTHENTIC 

HUMMEL NATIVITY SET 
Your precious possession for a lifetime, in 
limited quantities, 11-pc. Handpainted with 
26" x 14" x 12" wood stable $147.50, with 
electric light $153.50. $3.75 insured mail on 
complete sets. 3-pc. Holy Family Hand- 
painted $35, white $20, ins. mail 75c. Lay- 
away plan. CATALOG 95c, showing Hum- 
mels, gifts and music boxes. A MUST— 
"HERALD ANGEL" shown on gable in 
color $10, white $5.00. If bought separate 
65c mail. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

llll IMS, Alt IIP"*    HG Dept.  HUM 
597 Farmington Ave. 

Hartford, Conn. 06105 

Church Christmas Plates 
Collector's items! 1970 porcelain plate is third 
of a limited yearly series of famous Danish 
churches; shows marble church of King Frederic 
V., in Copenhagen, c. 1749. Fine imported 
underglaze, midnight blue and white. 7%", 
pierced   for  hanging.   Order  today! 

7310 1970 Plate  $12.00 ppd. 
6790 1969 Plate (RibeCathedral) 15.00 ppd. 
6606 1968 Plate (Roskilde)      25.00 ppd. 
6974 Walnut Plate Holder       2.50 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
-""y   \ Please, your zio code is required. 

/y/7sjM4CDEPJ 1411"N 
U^(SlASr I O   EVANSTON,ILL.60204 
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KIT FOR CRAZIES 
Don't worry, whittle: advice from 
the Lynchburg champion, Conner 
Motlow: Actually calms frazzled 
nerves, does wonders for a 
psyche. Kit: steel Schrade Wal- 
den knife, oilstone, two sticks of 
red cedar wood, how-to instruc- 
tions. Be an expert at the art. $10 
ppd. Free catalogue. Lynchburg 
Hardware and General Store, Box 
239F, Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352. 

A STITCH IN TIME 
First aid sewing kit in gold-fin- 
ished metal case carries three 
colors of thread, pins, needles 
and thimble: ring carries keys. 
Slip the dainty kit in pocket or 
handbag and be prepared for 
emergencies. Marvelous stocking 
stuffer for girls of all ages. $1 
each, six, $5 ppd. The Ferry 
House, Inc., HG11, Dobbs Ferry, 
N. Y. 10522. 

BEAUTY FOR THE BAR 
Bride and groom or established 
couple find this 5-piece bar set a 
handsome compliment to enter- 
taining. Rosewood tray is fitted 
with a ceramic tile for cutting 
with a spoon, tongs, knife, bottle 
opener and corkscrew. It's an 
entertaining "natural." $9.95 
plus 75c post. Bon-A-Fide.+HGll, 
1  Park Ave.,  New York  10016. 

CHARMING IDEA 
When words alone aren't enough, 
say thanks with this gold or silver 
charm that's engraved with 
"Merci ... a million thanks . . . 
for a million things." %" disc in 
sterling, $4.50; 1" $5.50; 14k 
gold %" $9.50; 1" $13.50. Ppd. 
Engraving on back 10c a letter. 
The Jamaica Silversmith, HG11, 
407 Rockaway Ave., Valley 
Stream, N.Y. 11581. 

FOOT-LOOSE AND FREE 
Support for the bedtime sheets 
and blankets takes a load off your 
feet. Remarkable invention lifts 
the covers and holds them up; 
fits every size from the contoured 
sheet to the electric blanket. 
Arms fold down neatly. From 
here on, feel free to sleep. $6.49 
postpaid. Better Sleep, HG11, 
New Providence, N. J. 07974. 

ELIMINATE  WET  FLOORS 
No more shower curtain blowing 
and chilly drafts. Plastic Snap On 
Magnetic Shower Curtain Holders 
hold shower curtain tight to tub 
or metal shower stall. Permanent- 
ly magnetized. Will not rust or mar 
any surface. Set of 3 

Shower Curtain Holders 

$1.29 +  15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add .5<", sal,- tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St..  Dept.  HG-IIO 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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your product This Sauna Shorts' Inches Oft Program is based on sound scientific principles. 
It's sensible and it works-a rare combination! I plan to recommend it 
to all my patients who want to take off inches. Yours very truly, Anita 
Sharpe, Registered Physiotherapist, Los Angeles, Calif. ■ "Gentlemen: 
I feel I simply must write to tell you how happy I am with the results of 
your Sauna Shorts. I lost 5 inches in the very first week-2 inches from 
my waist and 3 inches from my hips. You can believe me when I say I'll 
make sure they don't come back! I wear my Sauna Shorts once a week 
now to keep my great new shape. My friends keep telling me how great 
1 look and they, too, are interested in purchasing your Sauna Shorts. 
Sincerely, Mrs. Ina Ann Debs, Chicago, Illinois ■ Dear Sirs: Thanks to 
Sauna Shorts and an easy to follow exercise plan, I've lost 2 inches from my waist and 
2 inches from my hips. Barbara McArdle, Inglewood, Calif. 

Anita Sharpe 

"...it works!"says Anita Sharpe 
REGISTERED PHYSIOTHERAPIST 

Now you can join the thousands who 
enjoy this amazing "Inches Off" discovery for 

HIPS, THIGHS and WAISTLINE. 

Be fully satisfied in 1 week or your money back. 
Since Sauna Shorts were first developed and put on the market, numerous letters 
have indicated that the Sauna Shorts "Inches-Off" Program is not only an effective 
approach to removing unwanted inches from hips, thighs and waistline, but also a 
very simple and pleasant way to obtain those lovely results. All it takes is thirty 
minutes a day with your regular or long-line Sauna Shorts and within a week you will 
be totally amazed and satisfied or we will cheerfully refund your money. 

HOW DO SAUNA SHORTS WORK THEIR WONDERS? 

Following your 3-step exercise plan, just slip into your Sauna Shorts as you would any 
shorts and inflate them with the detachable air pump we provide you. You'll enjoy 
the warm, gently "massaging" action of Sauna Shorts' many air pockets, snuggling 
up to you tighter and tighter. Now you're ready to put the air pump aside while your 
Sauna Shorts go to work creating a Finnish Sauna-like warmth. This is your Sauna 
Shorts rest period, preceded by the 3-step exercise plan which was designed to pin- 
point "inches removal" from your hips, thighs and waistline. While you relax and go 
about your regular routine, you'll feel your Sauna Shorts doing their part—silently, 
comfortably, and with no further effort on your part. 

CHOOSE REGULAR OR LONG-LINE SAUNA SHORTS-BOTH INCREDIBLE BARGAINS! 

The regular Sauna Shorts and 3-step exercise plan for reducing hips and thigh measure- 
ments are priced at a low $9.95. For hips, thighs and waistline reduction, select the 
long-line Sauna Shorts...only $14.95. The long-line Sauna Shorts extend above the 
waist with vertical air pocket sauna strips, to help work off "lower midriff bulge" too. 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE-If for any reason, whatsoever, you are not 100% satis- 
fied with your Sauna Shorts Inches-Off Program, please return your Sauna Shorts for 
a prompt, total refund, no questions asked. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

SAUNA SHORTS, INC. Dept. SH- 203    P.O. Box 7777, Van Nuys, Calif. 91409 
Please send  me SAUNA SHORTS with complete, easy to understand instructions 
and quick 3-step exercise plans. I understand that I may use my sauna shorts for one full 
week and if I'm not 100% satisfied for any reason, I may return the sauna shorts and handy 
air pump for a full refund. 

□ Mens 
Q Ladies ■:: 

am enclosing $9 95 (of each 
egular-line Sauna Shorts. 

H Mens   ( I am enclosing J14 95 for each 
□ Ladies) long-line Sauna Shorts. 

□ Cash       □ Check 
O Money Order (no C O.D.'s) 

Women's 
regular 
Sauna Shorts, 
for hips 
and thighs, 

I Women's 
long-line      {. 
Sauna Shorts, 
for hips, thighs 
and waist, 

Men's 
Sauna Shorts, 
available in 
regular                             ~,Wp 
or long-line, 

$995 
/ 

$1495 *995or*1495 

Name- 

City— 

-Address. 

_State  -Zip- 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

  Woman: Waist size    Mam Waist size  

Copyright 1970. Sauna Shorts. Inc  Patent Pending. 
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The Mysterious 
COPPER BRACELET 
Does It Really Work? 

(#6985) 

(#6986) 

■   We're nut making any claims, 
but it's a fact that scores of athletes, 
golfers, tennis players and 
celebrities wear these 100%  copper 
bracelets for their legendary powers. 
Fit all men and women. 
Available in the following styles 
and prices: 
Vt" Polished Copper Band 

Bracelet     $1.00 ppd. 
V-z" Antique Copper Finish 

Band Bracelet       $2.00 ppd. 
1" Antique Copper Finish 

Band Bracelet $3.00 ppd. 
Deluxe Link Bracelet (specify 

men's or J^omen's)     .  $3.00 ppd. 

10-Day Money Back Guarantee 
C.O.D.—N:Y. residents adyl tax. 

No 

ALEXANDER SALES CORP. 
HG-1170, 26 South 6th Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10551 

23 KT. GOLD-PLATED FLATWARE 
50-PC  SERVICE  FOR 8 

SALE   29.95   reg. 59.95 
plUS $2  pOSt. 

There is nothing more elegant than this gold 
flatware, guaranteed dishwasher safe, and 
never needs polishing. This special offer may 
never be repeated as it is bound to start a 
"gold rush," in that it's so incredibly low- 
priced! Send for Free Catalogue. 
Individual 6-piece place settings $5.95 ppd. 
Matching 4pc serving Hostess set $9.95 ppd. 

GRAHAM'S 
Dept. HG11, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33307 

SHOPPING AROUND 

adjustable 

Hi-Low 
T.V.  POLE 

STAND 
For   the   bedroom,   living 
room,   kitchen,   family 

room,  porch  .  .  . 
no   matter   where 
you're viewing this 
smart    new    T.V. 
Pole   Stand   holds 
your   portable   at 
the   level   and 

place best suited for com- 
fort . . . without taking up 
valuable   floor   or   table- 
top   space.   Takes   any 
width,  up to  14" front to 
back,   up   to   17"   top   to 
bottom. Easy to install and 
move,     black     decorator 
pole   has   spring   tension 
rod   at  top  to   adjust  to 
your   ceiling   height,   can 
be  set  up  in   Hi   or   Low 
position.    Hi    position    is 
great for reclining watch- 
ers. Made in USA. 

$11-95 ppd. 

We Ship tn 24 Ins. 

Write for FREE catalog of gifts. 

Holiday Gifts ,..,..<!<*. 
7047 Pecos S*. Denver. Colorado 80221 

ONLY 

$24-98 
comparable 
value $50.00 

Genuine Leather 
Swivel-Back 

British Officer's Chair 
Distinctive in bearing, distinguished in breed- 
ing, a chair for an officer ami a gentleman— 
inmr gentleman. Unique swivel-back conforms to 
his every movement, provides never-before com- 
fort guaranteed to turn lion into lamb. Built to 
last a lifetime of soft, supple, nailhead-decorated 
black   leather   cowhide   with   hands e   natural 
beechwood frame Reinforced with belted leather 
back,   silvertone  buckle.   Will  bring  Importance 
ami comfort to office, den, family r  bachelor 
quarters, any room. Assembles in minutes easa 
Instructions,   When  limited   shipment   >      om 
price    due    tO    rise.    Order   today!    Only    $24.98 
(Add $1 00 shipping I   - #2636) 

IVriti i<„ FREE catalog of toilgm gifts. 
Send check or money order — No C O.D.'s 

srHOBi^-.no 
Engel St , Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 

Div. of Bevis Industries, Inc. 

An Heirloom Coverlet. . . The Lovers' Knot 
The Lovers' Knot is a double weave—in reality, two 
coverlets in one. This bold, beautiful colonial design 
(traditional Pine Tree Border), in bright and glowing 
colors is correct and lovely to mix or match with any 
type decor. Of purest wool and cotton, one color on 
white—Colonial Red, Indigo or Delft Blue, Cabin Rose. 
Settlers' Sun, Pine Green, Rifle Rust, Walnut Brown. 
Double only (90" x 108"), $65.00. Check or Money 
Order. No C.O.D. Postpaid. 
V T t? r, 

Satisfaction  Guaranteed—Send  25c  for  literature 
fe> — w im 

Dilworth Station, Charlotte. N. C. 28203 

4 
4^ 

/. 

JINGLE BELL 
Christmas red velour bell con- 
tains a hidden Swiss movement 
that plays Jingle Bells when you 
pull its cord. Bell hangs in or out- 
side and is decorated with holly, 
gold braid and scarlet ribbon to 
complete the festive look. Meas- 
ures IIV2" high. $4.95 plus 50c 
post. Chrono-Control, HG11, 200 
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 
10016. 

DELIGHTFUL DURERS 
The famous animal drawings 
done by Albrecht Durer in the 
16th century are reproduced in 
warm woodsy tones for all to 
enjoy. Beveled-edge frames fin- 
ished in gold 4V2" by 5" approxi- 
mate. Choose the lively hare, 
brooding owl or nibbling squir- 
rels. $2.75 each ppd. Miles Kim- 
ball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 
54901. 

NO-SHINE DISCOVERY 
Simple cotton cover for steam 
irons is the solution for ironing 
serge, gabardine, dull-surfaced 
silks, woolens and knits. Permits 
a smooth shaping or blocking job 
without any ugly shiny areas. 
Slips on with elastic to hold in 
place. Two for $1 plus 15c post- 
age. Anthony Enterprises, HG11, 
585 Market St., San Francisco, 
Cal. 94105. 

DREAM BOAT 
Whether he's a yachtsman or a 
would-be, assembling Donald Mc- 
Kay's Flying Cloud is a labor of 
love. Finished model 13V2" by 
9". Detailed plans make it easy. 
Complete kit—wood hull and 
masts, rigging, pedestals and 
mounting board. $9.95 plus 75c 
post. 128-page catalogue, 25c. 
Preston's, 101-A Main St., Wharf, 
Greenport, N. Y. 11944. 

SUIT YOUR SANTA 
If he tends towards today, a dash- 
ing duet of abstract design. 
For his desk in black, white or 
orange moulded plastic. One 
unit doubles as a paperweight, 
spare coin holder; in the other, 
writing gearfinds its niche. $5.25 
ppd. Catalogue of exceptional gift 
deas free. Environmental De- 

sign, Dept. G-110, 10 W. Ford- 
ham Rd., New York, N. Y. 10468. 

LUSH VIOLETS 
Rich cluster of African violets 
are already done in needlepoint. 
The tone,s are violets, gold, green 
and brown. Choose ivory or pink 
for the background to be worked 
on 15" by 18" canvas for a pillow 
top, handbag, footstool or pic- 
ture. $6.95 plus 55c post. Ada 
$3.50 for ivory or pink back- 
ground yarn. The Stitchery, HG11, 
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181. 
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RADITION'S FINERY 
.atest accessory in the Western 
/orld comes from the wedding 
iel1 of a Punjabi maiden: orna- 
nental ends of filigree bells, 
whose thirty hanging beads make 
nusic, double as an enchanting 
lecklace, 48" long. Golden ver- 
sion is $8.95; in silver it's $7.95. 
3pd. Shopping International, 
HG11, 459 Shopping Intl. Bldg., 
Norwich, Vt. 05055. 

CHRISTMAS PLATE 
Direct from Holland by air to 
you comes the first in a new se- 
ries of genuine Delft designs. 
With prestige mark on back a 
Delft Christmas plate depicts a 
typical scene—a drawbridge to 
the entrance of the Hague. 6V2" 
wide. A collector's item to be 
cherished! Each $12 ppd. by air. 
Postamatic Co., HG1170, Lafay- 
ette Hill, Pa. 19444. 

JEWEL BOX? GUESS AGAIN 
A telephone that looks like a 
jewel box and sounds like a bird. 
What could be more fitting for 
milady's boudoir? Handset cord 
disappears when not in use. 
Ready to use immediately. Yel- 
low, blue, green, ivory or red with 
jewel contrast. $59.95 plus $1.50 
post. Metropolitan Teletronics 
Corp., HG11, 35 W. 35th St., 
New York, N. Y. 10001. 

PAST PERFECTED 
The old-time desk has a tambour 
that rolls to reveal a built-in light 
bringing it up to date. Each 
pedestal has a file drawer and 
two small drawers with brass 
bail pulls. Top has drawers and 
pigeonholes. 54" w., 26" d., 50" 
h. Solid maple, $295; pine, $275.- 
Exp. coll. Catalogue, 25c. Ephra- 
im Marsh, Dept. 794, Box 266, 
Concord, N. C. 28025. 

ZANY ZODIAC 
If you gravitate toward horo- 
scopes—yours or anyone's else 
—prepare for fun and games 
with a variation on the theme of 
reading the stars. "Your lucky 
number's 34419985564423. 
Watch for it." Game Room guaran- 
tees guests will laugh all the way 
home. $1.95 ppd. The Game 
Room, HG11, Box 1816, Wash- 
ington, D. C. 20013. 

TWO TO SHOW 
Any time after dark's the right 
time for a couple of star candle 
holders. Pair from Denmark ap- 
pears in prism-cut lucite to adorn 
a table mat or cloth whose color 
shows through for an entrancing 
effect. It would be hard to imag- 
ine anyone who wouldn't wel- 
come this Christmas gift. Set, $2; 
two sets, $3.85. Ppd. Downs, 
Dept. 1411, Evanston, III. 60204. 

" 
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402-A DRAKE BUILDING, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80901 

f 3r 
MERRY CHRISTMASI 
>""i  ii.  Smith 
'I II  BOUUl   "ml   u.-. 
Colorado Spring!, < nir>. 80901 

SEASON'S CREET.NGS. 

■,■„.. Robert \   Brolttw 

gM«B£&  s# 
RED & GREEN CHRISTMAS LABELS 
Gummed labels (or Christmas cards and correspond' 
ence! Red and green holly design with choice o( "Merry 
Christmas'' or "Season's Greetings'' plus 3 line name 
and address in red. 500 labels in handy box. 
X762 Christmas Labels  $1 

PERSONALIZED VINYL DOOR MAT 
For your own home and for gilts' Tough, springy vinyl 
tips trap sand, grass, dirt Sell draining Name is molded 
in wnite letters (max. ]/) on blue, green, red, brown or 
black 19" x 30" mat. Specify color 2 4 weeks delivery. 
D7053 Door Mat       $6.98 

\ 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
AND 
ZIP CODE 
HERE 

PERSONAL STATIONERY SETS 
Smooth white vellum, with your name, address, zip code 
beautifully printed in rich midnight blue ink. Perfect for 
all your correspondence-convenient too! Sheets approx. 
5'/;" x 7". Any name & address up to 4 lines. 
P3002 125 sheets, 50 env $ 1.98 

PERSONALIZED 

CALENDAR 

TOWEL 
Genuine linen towel with 
Currier & Ives winter scene 
printed in lovely colors. 
Any last name embroid- 
ered below picture. 16" x 
27"; wood rod, tasseled 
cord for hanging in kitchen, 
den or family room. 

12 PERSONALIZED PENCILS 69<t 
Any first and last name you want, beautifully imprinted 
in gold letters on high quality Venus pencils. Great for 
school, home, business. Kids love 'em because they are 
personalized. Full size, No. 2 lead. 
S854 Set of 1 2 Pencils 69< 

P6007 Calendar Towel $1.49 

1000 RETURN ADDRESS LABELS $1 
Quick, easy way to put your name and address on let- 
ters, records, books. Any name, address & Zip code up to 
4 lines beautifully printed in black ink on white gummed 
labels; rich gold trim. Free handy box. 
S716 1000 Labels    $1 

SELF-STICK 
*       NO 

MOISTENING v< 
SELF-STICK GOLD FOIL LABELS 75 BILL-PAYING ENVEL0PES$1 

Gleaming gold foil labels stick anywhere-a smart touch 
to personalize letters, books, cameras, briefcases, rec- 
ords, etc. Classic border, handsome black printing. 1" x 
\%". Up to 4 lines, 27 letters and spaces per line. 
P4010 250 Gold Foil Labels $1.98 

Why scramble for envelopes at bill paying time, or break 
up good stationery sets? Mail checks, orders, etc. in 
these 6V2" crisp white envelopes made for this job! Re- 
turn shows name, address, Zip code. 
P3003 75 Envelopes $1 

MNT 
2-FT. x 3-FT. POSTER 

Send in any picture, document, marriage license, birth 
certificate, wedding invitation, black and white or color 
snapshot (no negatives)... or a 35mm color slide .. . 
and have it enlarged into a giant 2-ft. x 3-ft. black and 
white poster. Comes rolled in a mailing tube to prevent 
creasing. Your original returned safe and sound. A real 
conversation piece for any room or office! 
D5009 Giant Photo (from photo) .... $3.98 
D5010 Giant Photo (from slide) $4.50 

I  
Walter Drake & Sons 

402-A Drake Building 

.Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901 

FAST SERVICE 

I    SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

6 5 Charge to my 
INTERBANK 

MASTER CHARGE 
account number: 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK! We ship POSTPAID! 

NAME  

ADDRESS. 

CITY & STATE . 
ITEM NO     HOW MANV NAME OF ITEM 

Colorado residents add 3% tax.    TOTAL ENCLOSED (or charged) 

Print the 4 numbers and letter D.ILIK NA 
from the lower left corner ol card DHrm "" 
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RELAXO  BAK 
GOT A BAD BACK? TRY A RELAXO BAK 
A thin form-fitting auxiliary seat, Contoured 
for better weight distribution and greater 
comfort    . .   cupped   to   shield   the   sensitive 
areo at the base of the spine from bumps 
and pressures of over-soft seats. Designed to 
reduce sitting fotigue. Can be used in the 
home or office. DON'T FORGET ONE FOR THE 
LONG AUTO TRIP. #40 $3.95 2 for $7.50 
Post.   &   hondlgSl  00 Add   tax    in    Calif. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

PERSONALIZED   SWISS 
KEY CHAIN TIMER 
A remarkably accurate pocket sized SWISS 
TIMER Will remind you of appointments, wake 
you from naps or remind of expired parking 
meters. Can set timer for anytime up to 2 hours 
and gentle buzzer will sound at the end of 
period A great excuse to depart for that im- 
portant appointment? Give us 2 initials ond 
we'll personolize free Guaranteed to please or 
your money bock. ~32 $5.95 2 for $11 00 
4 for $21.00 12 for $60 00 
Post.   &   hondlg   50c      add   Tax   m  Calif. 

BEAUTY IN THE BALANCE ... The 
luxury of an Italian villa is personified 
in this impressive scale in metal with 
antique gold finish. Exquisitely crafted 
with crystal trays hanging from golden 
chains, and bordered by shimmering 
prism drops. The rich Italian white 
marble base completes this elegant 
import. 2OV2" high. $24.95 plus $1.50 
postage & handling. Sorry no C.O.D.'s. 

Morlyn, JHC. t^mm 
350 So. County Rd. Palm Beach, Fla 33480 

CREATIVE CREWEL! 
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS. AVAILABLE 

ONLY FROM CREWEL WORLD! 

ROCK POLISHER 
Marvelous new Thumlers Tumbler polishes rock 
to a fine glistening finish. A fine educational 
hobby which leads to new creative opportunities 
and exciting discoveries Satisfying experience 
for the owner and fun for the whole family. 
Polisher is well engineered and guaranteed for 
one  veor      ^23   Polisher   as   illustrated       $19.95 

2   sets   of   abrasives   and   ponsh 
Pair   of   tumbler   liners 
Victor's   Tumbling    Manual 
Complete   pockoge 
Add   $2.00   for   postage     Add tox 

2.95 
1.00 
2.00 

$25.90 
Calif 

E.  L.   RUSSELL CO. 
Dept. HG 

1920   Monty   Court Stockton,   Colif    95207 

FINISHED 
OR IN KIT TABL.ES 

SEASHELl PlllOW: A stylized design of shells 
and sea fern, done m heavy yarns of white, 
beige and cocoa on luscious tangerine fabric, 
edged with cocoa cording Kit contains: Stamped 
fabric for complete knife edge pillow, yarn, 
cording, needle & complete instructions finished 
s.ze:    10'x 16".    Kit   S-501-S5.9S   plus   60c   pstg 

Send check or money order only. No COD'S 
Pa.   residents   add  6%   sales  tax   to  kit  prices. 

G^ieWorld 
BOX 303, DEPT HG110 

HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA. 19006 
chure.    Free with  order 

NOW IN 
TWO SIZES 

The   loveliest,   most 
roMlllll'lelv USCfU] 
[able in a. It- Hand- 
some -whel eorroe 
I able holds books, 
records, magazines- all neatly arranged, titles 
clearly visible, accessible from any scat. Crafted of 
nine with rugged steel ball bearing swivel. In honey 
linn' pine or maple, antique pine ur walnut finish, 
lioth   Hi1, "ll.   book  area   !-"-."ll    3G"dia.   (holds 
nil)    books)     S41.50:    -' 1". i t a     (holds     In    I i 
$31.50.   COMPLETE   KITS:   K„r   quick   as emblj 
and    finish.    Simple    instr.    :»;"—$29.95:    24"— 

$19.95. Exp. Chg. Col. 

BEAUTIFUL  NEW FREE CATALOG —lOOO PIECES 
of Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine. 

Dept.  GII-0 
North Conway. N. H. 03860 

\ 

/ 
A GAL'S BEST FRIEND 

Bosom money cache is your best protection 
against purse snatchers. Snaps onto bra or 
slip straps. Holds folding money or other 
valuables. Plastic lined with fold-over flap. 

BOSOM   MONEY   HOLDER 
$1.98 + 15c Mailing 

Calif, residents ml.I .5^ sales tax. 
Satisfaction gtiaran teed. 

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-IIO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

NEAT SEAT 
Fit for a king and all his sub- 
jects, native hardwood stool ful- 
fills the need for a seat at the 
bar or in the kitchen. Hand-wov- 
en fibre rush seat. Unfinished 
30" high. $7.95; natural $8.95, 
wood $9.95, color $10.95; 24" 
unfinished $7.45, $8.45, $9.45, 
$10.45; 18" $7, $8, $9, $10. 
Marion Travis, HG11, P. 0. Box 
292, Statesville, N. C. 28677. 

BOTTLE BABIES 
Hang these in a window or on a 
wall and watch the sunbeams 
dance in multicolor. Corked 
miniature reproductions of an- 
tiques created when the world 
took time. 3V2" h. Set of 12, 
$3.95 plus 80c post. With two- 
tier hanging shelf $8.95 plus 
$1.10 postage. Artisan Galleries, 
HG11, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., 
Dallas, Tex. 75204. 

TASSELLED TIEBACKS 
Unbleached muslin curtains are 
our particular favorites with 
their fresh country look. These 
are tassel-fringed. Dry clean or 
hand wash allowing one inch per 
yd. shrinkage. All 80" wide per 
pair. 45", 54", 63", 72" long, 
$10.50 a pair; 81", 90" long, 
$12.50 plus 50c post. Country 
Curtains, HG11, Stockbridge, 
Mass. 01262. 

PERUVIAN PRIZES 
Lusciously thick all alpaca is 
woven into stunning accent rugs 
in natural brown, beige and ivory 
tones. Alpaca wool is grown, 
spun and woven in Peru's An- 
dean mountains. 4' by 6' rugs 
are fully lined. Exciting sunburst 
or 3-D design, $151.20 each ppd. 
Excalibur, HG11, Box 26, Man- 
hasset, N. Y. 11030. 

EASY DOES IT 
The home passenger elevator is 
a superb aid in households where 
an occupant is suffering from 
heart trouble, arthritis or rheu- 
matism. It requires no special 
wiring and installs in two hours, 
plugs in and leaves stairs free to 
use. Rental or purchase plan. 
American Stair-Glide, EHG, 201 
W. 80th Terr., Kansas City, Mo. 
64114. 

CRYSTAL FESTOONS 
Double festoons of crystal beads 
drop gracefully from chandelier 
that is aglow with fire and ice 
when the two rows of tapers are 
lighted. Georgian design, 32" 
high and 22" in diameter is ele- 
gant for dining room or center 
hall. $340 ppd. Catalogue, 25c. 
King's Chandelier Co., HG10 
Eden, N. C. 27288. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

SHAPING UP 
Exerciser is it for a firm and 
shapely figure. A pair of decora- 
tive wooden squares, 12" sq. on 
wheels joined by strong elastic 
cord. Exercises are outlined in 
a folder; eight routines. Standard 
eight routine model, $14.95; 
deluxe, 15-routine, $19.95. Ppd. 
Walter Drake, HG84 Drake Bldg., 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901. 

REDOUBTABLE WILLOW 
We admire willow for storage of 
toys and trousseaus to games and 
galoshes. Hinged lids, handles in 
natural color. 20" by 14" by 14", 
$12.50 plus $1 post.; 24" by 16" 
by 16", $13.95 plus $1.25; 28" 
by 17" by 17", $15.95 plus 
$1.50; 30" by 18" by 18", 
$17.50 plus $2. Catalogue, 25c. 
Fran's Basket House, HG11, 89 
Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

STILL OF THE NIGHT 
Blissful quiet maintains when 
the anti-snore mask goes on. The 
mask with adjustable plastic 
bands breaks the snoring habit 
and stops talking in one's sleep. 
It re-educates jaw muscles. Many 
doctors recommend it. Washable 
nylon. $2.98 plus 20c post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG11, 585 
Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
94105. 

TRENCHERMEN'S TREAT 
Sturdy trestle table, of solid oak, 
is made for those who take din- 
ing seriously. Splendid, too, for 
buffet service. Top is 1%" thick. 
60" by 30", $243; 60" by 36", 
$259.50; 72" by 30", $259.50; 
72" by 36", $279. Exp. chgs. 
coll. New 52-page catalogue, 50c. 
J & D Brauner, 298 Bowery, New 
York, N. Y. 10012. 

BERTH OF BEAUTY 
Credit goes to hand-embroidered 
crewel for spreading its talent 
for good taste in choice of multi- 
color, black, gold, natural or avo- 
cado on natural backgrounds. 
Single bedspread, 80" by 115", 
$50; full size, 94" by 115", $60; 
king size, 120" by 120", $80. 
Ppd. Gurian Fabrics Inc., HG11, 
11 E. 33 St., New York, N. Y. 
10016. 

SPICE LABELS 
Add some spice to your kitchen 
life with rich gold labels. Boldly 
printed in black and handsomely 
decorated with illustrations taken 
from an old calligraphy book. 
Spice labels (Parsley, Sage, Rose- 
mary, Thyme) are self-stick. 50, 
all different. Each 1" by 1V2" in 
5" long plastic box. $2 ppd. Via 
air mail, add 40c. Bruce Bolind, 
HG11, Boulder, Colo. 80302. 
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« The Country Gourmet CHEF'S SPECIALS 

GIANT ROAST FORKS Set ol 2 $1.49   PERSONALIZED COASTERS Set ot 6 $4.98 
No more perl lout juggling acts! Giant forki llfl 
and turn heavy roast a with •■•■■<■ Heavy iteel, spe- 
a.iiiv constructed to grip leeurely, specially designed 

Elegant  miniatures of classic  Georgian  trays,  (lowing 
script   initials!   Jeweler's   metal,   plated   in   Rhodium 
Silver or  I8K   Gold. 4" sue holds any pla 
6.       (077—1   Sit   S4.98,   2   Sets  $9.50. 

BUFFET SILVERWARE STACKERS       Set of 2 $1.29 
Pretty ceramic holders for knives, forks and spoons, 
to keep your buffet table clutter-free and give you 
more serving space. Imported white china, glinted 
with golden fleur-de-lis. Each 2'/2" x 4'A". Nice 
gifts! Set of 2. ^6226       I Set Si .29. 2 Sets $2.29. 

THE SOLID COPPER BRACELET! 
Today's most talked-about accessory! Ancient men 
wore them to ward off evil spirits. As for today's 
claims, our only claim is that they're beautiful! '■," 
wide, richly polished. =4131—Plain Copper Brace- 
let    $1.00 :    "1004—Personalized    Bracelet   $1.98. 

VICTORIAN NAPKIN RINGS Set Of 4 $2.98   PERSONALIZED  SCISSORS $1.25 
Pr Gleaming   Gold   plate,   hand   polished   perfection   for 
~ someone   special—grand   gift   for   teacher's   desk   or 

'Ccgifc'i « milady's  sewing   basket.   6"  long,   name  or  initials 

' S£ach 75? custom engraved. =1142—Each $1.25. 5 for $5.00. 

(£0- * t       N ' 

|.r r    k 
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PERSONALIZED DOOR KNOCKER       $2.98    ANTIQUE GOLD PLATED SWITCH PLATES 
Pure classic beauty and a triumph of craftsmanship! Flowing fluted scrolls, a design of enduring charm! 
8" knocker of sturdy solid metal, heavily antiqued |°',d ™*ta'\ ""''J"' 9°n

d p'i^'3
h,'„0a

r screvvsfncl 
for  dramatic   depth   of   design,   lacquered   to   resist     -'i",/, SfnniV "switch' rn°  »P v'i  ' «l  0<L 
the  elements.   Solid   brass   plate   is  custom   engraved     Z    |£ B.HWt sSttSl "4 xV)"": 1   MB 
with   any   name.   Mounting   screws   included.   -143.     r 1387 Triple Switch (6 x 5") S2.98 

= 1386 Twin Outlet (3'/2 x 5")      SI.25 

«g SUPER-WOK     and doSme"lid     $3.98 

^    The  fabulous  Chinese   Wok—now  better  than  ever! 
J     Deep    dome    lid    assures    proper    saute-and-steam 

^•^    method   for  delectable   dishes—the  stand   holds  pan 
steady and  secure,   guarantees even  heat.  Authentic 
centuries-old design is the secret of cooking  mouth- 
watering Oriental delights at home—AND the secret 
of low-calorie results, because you use mere drops of 

I    oil or water.  12" steel  pan. recipes included.  =6389 

WHY THE RAGE FOR CHINESE COOKERY? 

Because women have learned it's economical (tasty 
meals with little meat) and healthful (low choles- 
terol). Grace Zia Chu's 192-pg. cookbook tells all! 
= 6498   "The Pleasures of Chinese Cookery"    SI .00 

v   . PLEASE ADD  50c   POSTAGE  AND   HANDLING 

iflf   The COUntry GOUrmet Inc.     Dept. GN. 545 Fourth Ave.. Mt. Vernon. N. Y. 10530 
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ready-to-finish 
hardwood furniture 

Quality chests, 
bookcases 

Send for free catalog of 
over 500 pieces of furniture 
made and sold only by us. 

Shown here is a three 
drawer chest 36" wide, 
16" deep and 29" high. 
In ready-to-finish 
solid poplar $49.00 
In ready-to-oil 
solid walnut $98.00 

Fortune Telling 
Cards 

Now, for the first time in history, you can tell Tor- 
lunes with the ancient TAROT cards, without study- 
ing the hook of Tarot. Nothing to memorize—the 
signification nf the 78 Tarot cards are printed right 
on the cards. These fortune telling cards are actually 
four different decks in one. The most amusing and 
amazing fortune telling game of the &*\r\r 
century. Book of instruction in- ,J> %/J 
eluded. *} ppd. 

/ ret Quality Gift Catalog On Request 

^r SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
3023 Crane Drive. Dept. GII-0 

Falls Church. Va. 22042 

fashionable   comfort 

APACHE BOOTS 
Smoothly styled of glove-soft Genuine 
Deerskin with molded genuine rawhide 
leather sole and contour heel. Rugged 
and sturdy for outdoor wear and a trim 
footnote to slim pants and sheer bliss 
after skiing. Loden Green, Natural, 
Rust or Black. Full and half-sizes 

4-10 M, 5-10 N. $12-95 

plus 75c post. 

Satisf. Guar. S5. deposit for COD's 

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS, "IIR, 
' Tucson, Ariz. 85716 

the 
"Continental" 
ROBE 

For the 
hostess or 
glamorous 
home- 
body. 
Wrap- 
around style 
with Obi sash. 

In washable 
Avril & cotton; 
border print in 
Maroon/Gold, 
Royal/Yellow. 

Sizes 10-20. 
$13.00 

Plus 75c post. 
$5 deposit for COD 

Satisf. Guar. 

VICKI WAYNE 
Box 6305 HNR 
Tucson, Ariz. 85710 

SHOPPING AROUND 
:us 

<*\ 

(P^^'^MUGS 

LOVING EST CUP a fond grand- 
parent ever had—in 8-oz. mugs 
printed with "I Love" message 
(that looks like tot's own scrib- 
bling) above hearts & smiling faces. 
With blue for grandma, brown for 
grandpa. Print 1st name. 
Pers. Mugs: 5516C Grandma. 
55210 Grandpa. Each. 1.00 

Please add 29£ for postage 

■D"D f/Tf'C!   Of   BOSTON 
C£i£jL'i\.   D   SINCE    1818 

L07 BRECK  8L0C,  BOSTON,  MASS.  02710 

THE MYSTERIOUS CROCU 
Blooms without sun, soil or water 
and whether or not you have a 
green thumb. Mysteria bulbs 
(Crocus Zonata) produce up to 
six blooms from every bulb— 
glorious big blossoms in lilac, 
blue and purple. Puts a touch of 
Spring on bookshelf or table. Five 
for $1, 12 for $2, 30 for $4. Ppd. 
House of Wesley, Dept. 3575-38, 
Bloomington, III. 61701. 

ETERNAL STRUGGLE 
Man's unending struggle cap- 
tured forever in a solid lead pa 
perweight or a pair of bookends 
which are 24k gold plated. 3" h., 
6V2" I. Ideal to anchor his papers 
boost his spirits. Bright note for 
desk or library shelves. Weight, 
$7.50; bookends, $15. Add 85c 
post. Camalier & Buckley, HG11, 
1141 Connecticut Ave. N.W., 
Washington. D. C. 20036. 

STANDING ORDER 
Beautiful rosewood stands, hand- 
carved in century-old Oriental 
patterns are superb show-off 
spots. Decorative to display a 
treasured figure, a flowering 
plant. Shown is the low base 
model at $2.50 and the footed 
version at $6.75. Both are 4" in 
dia. Ppd. Other sizes. A.-C. Gifts, 
HG11, 2642 Central Ave., Yon- 
kers, N. Y. 10710. 

FORMAL FINERY 
Sized with White House dinners 
in mind, a tablecloth in white or 
natural cotton/dacron, exquisite 
Sardinian pattern. 63" by 83", 
72" round, or 72" by 90" sq. or 
oval, $29.95. 72" by 108" sq. or 
oval, $44.95. 72" by 126", 
$54.95. 72" by 144", $69.95. 
$1 post. Catalogue, 55c. Hilde- 
garde's, HG11, 597 Farmington 
Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105. 

NEW ENGLAND REVISITED 
Black and white lithographs of 
Gloucester and Rockport on 
heavy art paper 16" by 20", 
ready to frame. Scenes deltght 
New Englanders in general and 
sailors in particular. One set, 
$4.95; each (specify sailboat or 
harbor), $2.95; two sets, $8.95. 
Add 55c post. Maqua Co., Fine 
Arts, Dept. HGE, 450 Duane Ave., 
Schenectady, N. Y. 12301. 

MADE FOR A MAN 
By man: Strongite stone (pure 
white,gem that neither chips nor 
scratches) shows up with excep- 
tional brilliance in a 14k. Flor- 
entine-type gold setting; side 
stone's a somewhat smaller ver- 
sion of the Strongite. $58 ppd. 
Free jewelry catalogue's avail- 
able for both the sexes. The 
Strongite Co., HG11, 2 W. 47th 
St., New York, N. Y. 10036. 
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.IGHT THE WAY 
)hairside lamp keeps an eye on 
•our vision with up to five times 
he power of ordinaries for read- 
ing, knitting, sewing, TV or at 

he game table. 36" high, it ad- 
usts up to 48" high. Brass, 
$60, or brass with black, white 
■>r avocado, $44.50; polished 
;hrome, $70. Ppd. Lightcrafters, 
HG11, 10 Lexington Ave., Green- 
wich, Conn. 06830. 

SECRET ANTENNA 

Power plug attaches to rear of 
TV set and into any AC/ DC outlet 
to bring marvelously crisp, clear 
pictures and eliminate all man- 
ner of ghosts and electronic 
gremlins. Unseen antenna elimi- 
nates need for ugly roof equip- 
ment or old-fashioned rabbit ears. 
$2.98 plus 15c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG11, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

HOT CAT? COLD DOG? 

Now your pet is cooler in sum- 
mer, warmer in winter. Portable 
pet bed has a liner to fill with 
hot or cold water or ice. Foam 
mattress gives year 'round com- 
fort. Washable vinyl cover. Three 
sizes: 12" by 16" $12.95, 16" 
by 24" $15.95, 20" by 40" 
$19.95. Ppd. Franzen Gifts, Inc., 
Dept. HG11. 110 Franzen Bldg., 
Flanagan, III. 61740. 

DATE SWITCH 

Calendar dispenser to carry in 

full view or attach to watchband. 
Includes golden mesh keychain 
to keep dates at hand. Calehdar 
is reversible gold or silver. De- 
signed for men or women. Twelve 

metal calendars, dispenser, keyT, 
chain, $2 plus 35c post, per or- 
der. Handy Calendar, HG11, 
Handy Bldg., Scott City, Kans. 
67871. 

DOCTOR/DENTIST 
Is apt for wood carvings of a den- 
tist holding a tooth and bespec- 
tacled M.D. Carvings are in full 
color—the dentist is blood-spat- 
tered! Mottoes on the pedestal 
bear the cheery punch lines 
which certainly evoke laughs. 6" 
high. $4.98 ea. plus 65c post. 
Harriet Carter, HG11, Plymouth 
Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

CAT KIT 

Needlework turns up a Bengal 
tiger to be worked out on 14 
count hand-painted mono canvas 
with vividly colored Persian yarns 
on a black background, tapestry 
needles, instructions. Cheetah 
pillows also available. 14" by 14" 
$40 ea. plus $1.50 post. Cata- 
logue of 150 designs $1.50. Nee- 
dle Nuts, HG11, 3302 Mercer, 
Houston, Tex. 77027. 
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MYTRUE 
_OVEG?AVE 
T0ME.. 
Beautifully done 6" tiles in polished 
gold and dull gold on white 
immortalize the famous "partridge- 
in-a-pear-tree" carol in this 
imaginative "12 Days of Christmas" 
series. Felt-backed; ring hanger; 
card attached for written message. 
A new tile is added ".very year; 
first 11 now available. Please specify 
Postpaid: each, $2.75; four, $9.50 

;,,■.!..,.. / 

numbers desired. 
;six, $13.50; eleven, $23.50 

IMMORTAL WORDS, 1776 
The Declaration of Independence is 
flanked by steel engravings and 
biographies of its signers in this 
distinguished collage. Quill pen of 
type used by the signers is mounted 
on antiqued reproduction of the 
original document. <T 1 "7 Cf\ 
17"x24". ppd.   vpl/.OU 

OUR GREAT GARDENS 
Sixty full color plates and 240 
photos vividly recreate 38 of Amer- 
ica's finest gardens from Georgia to 
California in one stun- <roo nr\ 
ning volume. ppd. 4>ZZ.OU 

MONEY MAGNET 
Permanent magnet in one half of 
this unique soft calfskin clip and 
metal in the other keep your bills 
safely sandwiched in between. 
Suede lining. Brown, black or red. 
Print initials. •*/-»  i-,-^ 

ppd. $6.50 

GOLFER'S WASTEBASKET 
From the world's largest manufac- 
turer of golf bags comes this scaled- 
down 19" model with magazine 
pocket. Called the Den Caddy, it 
has a 9" diameter removable recep- 
tacle. In green, bteck <TQI nr\ 
or tan. ppd. $01. DU 

GREAT BALLS OF FIRE 
Easiest, safest, fastest way to start 
a fire without paper or kindling: put 
two or three cottony, odorless Fire 
Balls under charcoal or logs and 
ignite. Each produces 11" flame for 
5 to 10 minutes. Can of 60 makes 
season's supply. Q-Q  -yp- 

ppd. 4>0. / 0 

KINETIC SCULPTURE 
Powerful magnet on top holds con- 
centric rings in mid-air. Flick inner 
one and it spins; middle ring turns 
in opposite direction. Great tranquil- 
izer, toy, centerpiece. <r -i -i r\r\ 
11" high. ppd. 4)1 l.UU 

CASUAL 
STONY HILL LIVING 
BETHEL, CONN. 06801, Dept. G 
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after dinner surprise 

FOUR-IN-ONE 
CORDIAL DECANTER 

The final fillip to your next dinner 
party . . . four different liqueurs all 
served and poured with gracious ease 
from this lovely, imported crystal de- 
canter. A delightful bridal or hostess 
gift, too. 12" Tiigh overall. $6.95 plus 
$1.00 postage & handling. 
2 for $12.95 Sorry no C.O.D.'s 

MorlyH, Jnc. 
Dept. G-110 350 So. County Rd. 

Palm Beach, Florida 33480 

Collector's 

1970 Delft 
Christmas 

Spoon 
First of a new 

series! Hand enam- 

eled bowl d esig n 

shows "Binnenhof," 

the Hague, Hol- 

land; ''Merry 

Christmas'' and 

pine branches on 

star sprinkled 

handle. For pretty 

use, for a collec- 

tor's gem. Matches 

the 1970 Delft Tile   ($4.50)   and  Plate 

($10.00), too. 

No. 7603 Delft Spoon     $6.00 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

""y   ")  Please, your zip code is required. 

\S*SCrC(/rC^>  EVANSTON.ILL.60204 

$199.95 

Romantic Victorian 
solid mahogany, hand-carved furniture! 

New way to save on finest quality furniture. 
Shipped direct from factory to your home (plus 
small freight). All tables have marble tops 
from Italy. Large choice of sofas, chairs, lamps, 
bedroom, dining room. Superb workmanship 
at modest prices. America's largest selection 
here. And,  costly fabric cuttings are sent free! 

Magnolia Hall, 726 Andover Atlanta. Ga. 30327 

To get big catalog B-IIO and costly fabric cut- 
tings, send just $1. We will refund with 
certificate   good   for   $2   on   your  first   purchase. 

1 
 Zif 

Ga 
1 

Magnolia Hall. 726 Andover/Atlanta. 30327 J 

NEW! SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL'S 
56-page Fall Magazine-Catalog 

Over GOO 
Gifts from 
30 Countries 

NOW . . ,2 
pages in glon 
ous   Full   Colo 

Take a fasci- 
nating around* 
the-world tour 
—from the lei- 
surely comfort 
of your home 
—and see the 
finest handi- 
crafts of the 
world. 
This fal 
take a trip to 
Kashmir for 
papier mache, 
walnut wood 
and crewel em- 
broidery. Then 
shop India for its brass, ivory and exotic jewelry. 
Select your Christmas gifts from Germany. 
Scandinavia and Italy. On to Mexico for a 
fiesta of colorful tin. Unusual selections from 
Japan. Hong Kong and Taiwan also await you. 
Each item is a ma«igrpjece of craftsmanship in 
the tradition of its country. 

SHOPPING 
INTER NATIONAL. 

'fc. 

- 

Rjjis^tf 

T-o take this tour tend   25c for 
56-page catalog   v ith 

hundrec s     of     nei v     handle 
ite -ns  f om   SI   to SIOO. 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

460 Shopping International Bldg. 
Norwich, Vermont 05055 

CLEANED 
*S> SPIHH     NO **<" 

CHANDELIER   SPRAY 
Just -pray it on and allow t.i dry. Your 
crystal chandeliers will sparkle in a blaze 
of glory. 7-oz. spray can protects and pre- 
-.1 rves .ill surfaces with an invisible coat 
iny of miracle silicone. 

CHANDELIER  SPRAY 
$1.98   -    30c  Mailing  Each 

Calif,  residents add 5»b sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-IIU 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

PLAYHOUSE.... 
OVER 5 FEET TALL 

FUN  FOR  INDOORS  OR  OUT 
Big enough for a jr. size family of four, this 
luxurious WALK-In Playhouse is decorated in 
FOUR GAY COLORS on white. 
Measures 63" x 48" x 45", ha; windows on 3 
sides. Constructed of reinforced Rigid fiber- 
board, goes together in minutes with exclusive 
interlocking assembly. Abounds with Play fun. 
Guaranteed to remain a treasured gift for years. 

SPECIALLY PRICED AT   $14.95 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED      (add   1 00 P.P.) 

GIFT CATALOG 25c 

PEGASUS   Dept. HG-11 
1855 Imperial Ave., New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040 

SHOPPING AROUND 
AURA OF AN ERA 
A goodly number of screens have 
come our way but none so star- 
tlingly sophisticated as these an- 
tique Italian maps reproduced 
and laminated on panels. Framed 
in hardwood, they look like heir- 
looms. Reversible hinges fold 
either way. Three-panel $85; 
four-panel $110. Ppd. Mode Mer- 
chandise Co., HG11. 1607 Sum- 
mer St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103. 

WILLY NILLY 
Put the playmates on the tree— 
right up front. Or, place them 
on the mantel to galvanize the 
guests. Willy and his close-up 
friend appear in red, white and 
black wood—a classy Christ- 
mas ornament handcrafted and 
painted with tender care and ex- 
pertise. 4%" h. $4.75 ppd. Emgee 
Corp., HG11, 3210 Koapaka St., 
Honolulu,  Hawaii 96819. 

WARM FANTASTICS 
You'll tiptoe through winter with 
cozy ankle warmers between you 
and drafty floors. Of sueded 
lambskin, these are soft and sup- 
ple with sheared wool lining 
heavenly for toes. Red, blue or 
brown with white. M, L, XL for 
sizes 5V2 to 10. $15 plus 75c 
postage. The Talbots, Dept MJ, 
Hingham, Mass. 02043. 

GLORIOUS GLEAMING 
Enhance the dignity and status 
of your home with a European 
imported chandelier. It is a real 
beauty created in bronze and 
crystal with brilliant effect. 20" 
width, 16" height plus 15" of 
chain. $45 exp. charges coll. 52- 
page full-color catalogue, $1. 
Artistic Lighting Products, HG11, 
Bex 86 Homecrest Sta., Brook- 
lyn, N. Y. 11229. 

WALL COINS 
The BIG idea? Mad money—opt 
for a wall! Pick heads or tails: 
Lincoln or Indian Head Penny, 
11%" dia., Mercury Dime, 10%" 
$8.95; Indian Head Nickel, 13* 
$9.95; Washington Head Quar- 
ter, 15" $10.95; Kennedy Half 
Dollar, 18%" $14.95. With 
mounting. Add 85c post. each. 
Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG11, 3023 
Crane, Falls Church, Va. 22042. 

JUST YOUR DISH 
When you share a treasured reci- 
pe with a friend make sure your 
cuisine gets proper credit. Per- 
sonalized 3" by 5" cards printed 
in red with your name in bold 
black type insure immortality for 
your cookery. Welcome gift for a 
bride. 100 for $2.75; 200 for $5. 
Without name, 100 for $1. Ppd. 
Bruce Bolind, HG11, Boulder, 
Colo. 80302. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

ESCUE—POCKET SIZE 
tainless steel screwdriver is only 
no inches long, fits on your key 
lain, Its many uses include fix- 

iig cigarette lighters, small mo 
prs, lawn mowers, radios and TV. 
wo initials engraved at no extra 
tiarge. Super Christmas stock- 
ig stuffer! $3 each ppd. Elgin 
ngraving Co., HG11, 614 South 
It., Dundee, III. 60118. 

WITCHED ON ART 
f you're long on art, switch- 
olates offer new area and just 
;hild high. Full-color reproduc- 
ions of the old masters on ornate 
jntiqued gold. Washable invisible 
elastic coating keeps them clean. 
Mo two alike. Single switchplate 
$2.75, three for $7.50; doubles, 
$3.98. Add 35c post, per order. 
Harriet Carter, HG11, Plymouth 
Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

BRIGHT NEATH THE TREE 
Gay steel-based Christmas tree 
stand decorated with full color 
Santa, fawn and clown to make 
the tree support as gay as the 
holiday pine. Stand is 19%"; 
takes a trunk up to 4" dia. At- 
tached bowl holds water to keep 
tree green, fresh. $4.95 plus 80c 
post. Artisan Galleries, HG11, 
2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, 
Tex. 75204. 

BRILLIANT! 
Kenya gems are man-made jew- 
els to rival the beauty of the finest 
sparklers. Available in 14k gold 
his and hers settings or as stones 
in all shapes and sizes to fit your 
own, match you best. At only 
$45 per carat with payment plans 
optional, they could be a man's: 

best friend! 25c catalogue in- 
cludes testimonials. Kenya Gem, 
HG11, Philadelphia, Pa.  19122. 

FUN TO RAISE $$ 
Here's a sweet way to take the 
chore out of soliciting money. 
Free planning guide explains how 
clubs and organizations can raise 
funds without investment and 
with dignity. Wide selection of 
candy combinations, all color- 
fully packaged. Order now to 
raise $50, $200, $1000 or more. 
Kathryn Beich Candies, Dept. 
40PE7, Bloomington, III. 61701. 

TIMESAVING TOTALIZER 
Ever lost count in the middle of 
wrapping coins after a church ba- 
zaar or PTA cookie sale? Conve- 
nient coin counting tray makes it 
easy to sort, count, wrap in sec- 
onds. Four marked slots for quar- 
ters, dimes, nickels and pennies 
let the treasurer do it in jig time. 
$1.98 plus 30c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG11, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

.«. SP*° 

1000 CHAR MS  IN THIS 

FREE 
CATALOG   ~ 

SANTA   IN   i.HI .1. 

14K      Siji.d      Gold •I .1 •,■• 
Silv.r    |  | 

14K 
SOLID GOLD 

and STERLING 
SILVER 

CHARMS 
At Direct- 

To-You-Prices 

To have and to hold "those precious 
moments" are now at hand, brought to 
mind by cherished charms and minia- 
tures that tell a story all your own. 

4K      Solid      Gold 
10 ••-.     starling 
.Ivcr  yj at 

HRII   WII   HtLLS 
UBl    .III.I i ir 

J5H5      SI. fling 
irrW.SO. 

VIRGIN     MARY 
'. CHILD 

i Ion.  14K solid  _. 

ANGEL    OR    DEVIL—Proh- 
ably . i.it of both! Two 
tirst n:imes engraved on 
back. Sterling: 3 „» $2.90, 
1 $3 SO, 14K 3/4" $9.35, 
1"   $13.35. 

PRAYING HANDS Charm or Pocketpiece 
IV a" 522.95: 1 $19.95; 3/4" $9.95. Ste 
11 a"   $3.95;   1"   $2.9S;   IV   $2.25. 

I R T H - 
CHURCH WITH DAY CAKE- 
VIEW— hn.k in- opens and 
sideand see the has candle 
Lord's Piayer. niMde. 
14K Solid Gold 14K Solid 
S13.9S. Ster- Gold $11 95. 
ling Silver Sterling Sil- 
53-95. ver $4.50. 

C^^d3Mr^,&r I /i£OAuML~««-e 
I    Dept.  HG-IIO.  72 Bowery.  New  York.  New York 

10013 
I I enclose check or money order for the total S | 

n or stamps for handling of i I Please enclose 10c 
FREE   CATALOG 

NAME. 
I 

SPECIAL   OFFER! 
Send only SI   in cash or 

stamps and you'll  receive 
the huge. 0x12,   160 page, 
all   inclusive 8SOO charm 

catalog- A must for all 
collectors of charms. 

□ be-WITCH-ing 
Only the two of you 
know what's what. 
11 16" 512 in 14K; 
$2.50 in sterling. 
'»" $13 50 in 14K; 
$3.00 in sterling. 
Ha" $25 in UK; 
$3.50     in    sterling. 

ADDRESS      

■ WRITE  MR.  JOHN  LAPORTE  ABOUT  BECOM- 
llNG   OUR   REPRESENTATIVE. 
I Engr 
I Pleas 
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SALE 
ELECTRONIC PHONE 

AMPLIFIER 
Never hold a phone again! Simply    p        «JJ Q* 
rest phone receiver on our telephone    ncg. v> I 1."0 
amplifier and you can hear &. speak 
from anywhere in the room. Permits NOW 
2 way conversation with everyone 
present. Ideal for business confer- 
ences, family gatherings, impaired 
hearing, arthritics. No installation. 
Uses standard battery (included). 
Has volume control. 

Same Day Shipment 
MONEY  BACK  IF  NOT  DELIGHTED 

Oept. HG-1 170. 
Plymouth Meeting, 

Pa. 19462 ttaMiefc&tte, 

Silver Plated Floor Mode! 

CHAMPAGNE COOLER 

YS 

Wine service 
to perfection 
in this ex- 
quisite set, 
so heavily 
silver 
plated 
on copper it's 
guaranteed 
against wear for 
life. Use the 11" 
tall cooler alone 
on the table, or 
on its 16 floor stand. 
A family possession to 
grace important func- 
tions all through the 
years. Cooler $33.50; 
Stand $40.50; tjath for 
$67.95. All postpaid. 
Money back -gte. From 
loan Cook, 
Dept. Gil, 
1241 N.E. 8th 
Ave., Ft. Lau- 
derdale, Fla. 
33304. Phone 
305-523-0171 
for immediate 
COD  delivery. 

a 
f^fS 

SHOPPING AROUND 

"Window Bubble77 

KEEPS OUT RAIN. SNOW. LEAVES. MICE. SNAKES 
. . . but lets in light. Clear, heavy, rigid Acrylic will 
not buckle under snow loads or storms. Practically 
indestructible and invisible. Covers semi-crrcular 
wells up to 40" L, 12" H, with 16" projection. Com- 
plete  with  metal  stakes. 

SHIPPING  CHARGES COLLECT 
$| 5-95    No  CODs 

Pie 
For RECTANGULAR 
wells  and   special   sizes 
write    for    information. 
COMPLETE  SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED 

Thousands of buyers tell us they are 
delighted with our Window Bubbles! 

DILWORTH   MANUFACTURING 
Box 21, HG11-0, Edgemont. Pa. 19028 

LITTLE   LUMPSIE 
The Fasten-Ating Family Doll 

A bright new educational toy, actually 
five dolls in one, each nested inside the 
other, each outfitted with a different basic 
fastener 'zipper, snaps, buttons and 
bows). The need to learn and the need to 
love are neatly wrapped up in one happy 
doll family designed tc meet the basic 
need of children 2 to 5. 

Choose from today's col- 
or-keyed combinations of 
pink/magenta   and    blue/ 

$7-95 
~"      set 

CREATIVE HOUSE 
Dept. HG-110 • 221 W. 9th St. • Kansas City, Mo. 64105 

the proven two way pet door 
PETS  LIKE  IT!   PETS  USE  IT! 

Besl  in design—smart appearance—quality built fur 
l< Vutomatically closes by Patented Mag- 
netic Device    STylon   ocks allow   locking from 

weather tight. Ea y installation with fun 
kit, 11" x 13" opening accommodates most pet sizes. 
<13"   x   15%"   overall    size.)    Immediate   Attention 
Given to Orders and   Inquiries. 

piaza enterprises 169S 

P.O. Box 411-H-9, La Cygne, Kansas 66040 
ENGLISH   "WALLCOTT"   CAT   DOOR   10.9= 

Above: Clipper Ship Cutty Sark: 23" L. x 15" 
H. Complete kit uith carved uood bull, sail 
materials, all fittings and mounting board. 
$1^.95 plus 7}<* shipping. 

Ship Models 
Ships played a part in the family his- 

tory of most of us. Perhaps that's why 
a ship model is so warming to have and 
so lovely to look at. 

Our new fully illustrated 128 page 
catalog shows over 40 Historic Sailing 
Ships — all available in kit form and 
some as finished models. Also shown 
are more than 100 pictures of Ships and 
Sea — figureheads. Brass Cannons, and 
decorative marine items by the score. 
Catalog 25«. Send check or M.O. to: 

PRESTON'S 
101Y Main St.Wharf. Creenport. N. Y.11944 

SATISFACTION  OR MONEY  BACK 

[23  '* < * 
Lord ^fc 

/.<  a Itl me ti 

CHAIR WITH FLAIR 
Authentic Italian provincial styl- 
ing adds elegance to any corner. 
Ideal for dining. Handsomely 
carved in walnut with natural 
rush seat. 40"h. by 23"w. by 
19"d. Seat height 17Y2". $66 ex- 
press charges collect. Catalogue, 
25c. Order from Storehouse, Inc ' 
HG11, 1923 Peachtree Rd.. At- 
lanta, Ga. 30309. 

WALL WISDOM 
Hammered iron owls perch on a' 
branch to hang wisely and well 
on the wall. Feathered plumage 
is done with craftsmanship. Each 
owl is 12" high and 10" wide. 
Finished in metallic blue/green 
with gold. $3.98 pair; two pair, 
$6.95. Ppd. Order from Colonial 
Studios, Dept. HO-42, 20 Bank 
St., White Plains,  N. Y.  10606. 

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY 
White ceramic tile bears a mes- 
sage that keeps tempers in check 
in these hectic times, "May the 
Good Lord take a liking to you  
but not too soon." Hung on the 
wall by a breakfast table, it's a 
great family soother. 6" sq. $3.98 
plus 40c postage each tile. Order 
from Anthony Enterprises. HG11, 
585 Market St., San Francisco! 
Cal. 94105. 

SOFT TOUCH 

There's no place like home for- 
the holidays—on frosty nights 
snuggled into a warm, pure wool 
afghan. Star plaid in black and 
white, or red, indigo or delft blue, 
rose, gold, pine, rust, walnut on 
black/white or on white. 54" by 
72" with fringe. $24 ppd. Litera- 
ture 25c. Virginia Goodwin, 
HG11, Dilworth Sta., Charlotte! 
N. C. 28203. 

TINY TABLE SPRUCES 
Real Christmas trees kept fresh 
in pots are nursery-grown. Six to 
twelve inches high, perfect for 
holiday tables. Well-rooted trees 
are ready to transplant and groV 
Free 5-year replacement if tree 
doesn't grow outside. Idea for 
Christmas and years ahead. Two, 
$1; six, $2.50. Add 35c post'. 
Michigan Bulb. Dept. EX-1478, 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502. 

THE COSTUME LOOK 
Harem pants, gypsy skirts, pea- 
cock earrings, mosaic sandals, 
jeweled breastplates—exactly 
right for today's fashions and so 
becoming too. Catalogue pictures 
over 100 imports—many in color 
—irresistible as gifts and a treat 
for you. Free! Maharani Crea- 
tions, HG11, 8 W. 5th Ave., 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 85251. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
SNAG A BAG 

For use In the washing machine 
—nylon zippered bag protects 
the dozen or so pairs of stockings 
and/or lingerie therein. Practi- 
cally a guarantee against runs 
and snags; hence, no fur I! HI 

need to launder by hand. Wel- 

come good news, all ye haus- 
fraus. 20" by 9". $1.95 

Holiday Gifts, 311 F, 7047 Pecos 
St., Denver, Colo. 80221. 

MODERN SPATTERWARE 
Metalware, so popular in the last 
century, goes contemporary in 
English ironstone of white with 
blue rim and mottling of blues 
and greens. Eight dinners, bread 
and butters, soups, cups, sauc- 
ers. 12" platter, round server, 
cream-and-sugar. 45 pes., $47.50 
ppd. Add $2.50 W. of Miss. Seth 
& Jed, Dept. G110, Great Bar- 
rington, Mass. 01230. 

POLISHING MIRACLE 

Cream liquid silver polish is man- 
ufactured by a firm with 79 

years of experience in repairing 
silverware. Works beautifully on 
brass and copper, serves, also, 
as a tarnish preventive. 8 oz., 

$2.25; 16 oz., $3.50; 32 oz., 

$5.75. Ppd. Simmons Silver 
Plating Co., Inc., HG11, 409 
Whitehall St., S.W., Atlanta, Ga. 
30303. 

MICKEY MOUSE LIVES! 

Lovable little fellow again crops 
up out of American genre. This 

time he captures attention, just 
for the fun of it, in bold black and 

red playfully splashed across a 
white cotton knit lisle drip-dry 
shirt. For he and she Disney 

buffs, S,M,L. $3.50 plus 25c-po3t. 
Old Pueblo Traders, HNM, 600 
So. Country Club, Tucson, Ariz. 
85716. 

LITHE LEGS 

There's just one trouble to look- 
ing wonderful in pants—heavy 

legs. You can easily acquire the 

slim shape; only 15 minutes daily 
will do it. Book, "How to Slender- 
ize Heavy Legs" shows the way to 

take inches off hips, thighs, 
knees and legs. Pictures accom- 
pany text. $1.98 ppd. Nu-Find, 

HGH-11, Box 205, Church St. 
Sta., New York, N. Y. 10008. 

EASY ELEGANCE 

When a tablecloth is as easy to 
care for as it is to look at, that's 
for us! No-iron polyester batiste, 
Swiss embroidery. 70" round, 

$40; 70" by 90" oblong or oval, 

$50; 70" by 108", $60; 70" by 
126", $70; 70" by 144", $90. 
Six 21" by 21" napkins, $15.95; 
12, $30. Add $1 post. Hilde- 
garde's, HG11. 597 Farmington 

Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105. 

how to slenderize 

HEAVY LEGS 
A He* Home Scientific 

Method 

Kesry A»U«a* 

extraordinary collection of 

W*^   IMPORTS <m 
If you enjoy fine, unusual playtoys, check these. There's some- 

thing to make everyone merry. See our catalog offer below— 

COLLECTORS   MINIATURE 
SWINGING  PENDULUM  CRADLE 

Exact replied of the 
"Amorictiri'i in 
tique original. 
Handcrafted cherry- 
wood with padded 
mattress. H.ind 
rubbed finish and a 
simply magnificent 
piece. V/2" high, 

1 ; tong. For doll 
house, etc. See cata- 
log  infor.  below. 

3921 $5.50 

OLD   FASHIONED 

"TIDDLYWINKS" 

Pop off the cover and 
'it tiddlying. Instruc- 

t on-, and all tiddlics 
self contained under 
cover of 2'/?" toadstool. 
For all ages. Safe, 
sturdy  plastic. 

3387 Sl.OOea. 

3 for $2.50     6 for $4.00 

MINIATURE   PORCELAIN   BATHROOM   SET 

For doll house or separate play. Creamy white porce- 
lain, 5'A" tub, V/%" toilet bowl with lid, 2'/2" sink. Some 
of our friends use  'em  for ash trays! 

3875 $3.00 set 

KATE  GREENAWAYS   MOTHER 

GOOSE 

BOOK  & f\ 

DOLL SET 

Our lovely 
handmade, 
hand dressed 9" 
Milk Maid Doll 
plus the charm- 
ingly illustrated 
classic hardcov- 
er 4'/2" x 6'/2" 
book from Eng- 
land. 

4376      $6.00 set. 2 sets $11.00 

"PUT  DOWN" 
MECHANICAL  MOTOR 
What a fascinating gismo! 3" powerful clock- 
work motor with visible gear section. Won't 
go until you 
put it down. 
Smooth, safe 
metal, key at- 
tached. For all 
ages. Race 
'em in groups 
for extra fun. 
Great for 
hobbyists, 
gad geteers, 
etc. 

4715      $1.00ea. 
6 for $5.00—1 2 for $9.00 

MECHANICAL HUNGRY WHALE 
4"   metal   whale   chases,   catches   and 
gobbles  up in  a  gulp a  3" fish.  A  riot     .«<*'•* 
to   watch.   Nothing   unpleasant;   they're   , c,        *"*\ 
actually   playing  with  each  other. ^Tr^-y^ 

3391   $1.50    2 for $2.75 

ANTIQUE  FRENCH   DOLL  & 
COSTUME CUT-OUT BOOK 
Exact   replica   of   turn-of-the-century    French 
paper  dolls  in   full   color.   8   pages,   front  & 
rear views. 4 different dolls with  resplendent 
period costume. Love- 
ly   nostalgic   gift   for 
collectors,    doll    fan- 
ciers,   etc.   Attractive 
enough to frame! k[/i" 
A r. 
3684 $1.50 

3 for $3.50. 
6 for $6.50 

CAN  OF SURPRISE TOYS 
Child opens 4%" x 4" can and gadzooks! A 
treasure trove of over 12 different games & 
toys to enchant and delight. For girls or boys. 

1724      $1.75. 

3 for $4.50 

HANDFASHIONED  GRANDMA 
DOLL 
Exact replica of the an- 
tique original. Hand 
embroidered face, soft 
body, charming lace- 
trimmed calico cos- 
tume. 8'/z". For collec- 
tors,   girls,   etc. 

3032 $5.00. 
2 for $9.00 

ANTIQUE  BYELO  BABY 
Our version and a perfect replica. Just like 
a newborn baby! Col- 
lectors will pay $200 if 
they can find what was 
once a best seller. Soft 
musfin body, composi- 
tion head. 13", cuddly, 
lovable,   unique. 

4760      $5.50. 
2 for $10.00 

In lavishly lace-trimmed 
costume, 

4763      $8.50, 
2 for $16.00 

•  FREE CATALOGS with order from this ad 

36 poc/ps of handcrafted cherrywood doll house furniture & accessories. Superb qual- 
ity, finest collection, lowest prices. 

Also available: 44 full color pages of old fashioned hard to find mini-toys, puzzles, 
games, dolls (including antique replicas in bisque, wood and cloth), etc. Without 
order, enclose 25c for each. 

We   pay   postage.   Satisfaction   Guaranteed.    No   C.O.D.'s. 
Minimum  Order $5.00.  NYC residents add  6%  tax;   N.Y. State 2% 

FEDERAL SMALLWARES 
Dept.  13,  366  Fifth  Avenue,   New  York,   N.Y.  10001 
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Cafe TZoyole Spootis 

jf^J     SS^ 

SHOPPING AROUND 

$0.50  Each— The    famous    New    Orleans 
£.   Silverplated after-dinner  drink.   Cafe' 

"^~ Royale   (brandy  and  coffee) 
Set of 4 $10 >s made with this ingenious 
Set of 6 $15 spoon. Place a lump of sugar 
Set of 8 $20 in spoon, and Ml spoon with 
Set of 12 $30 brandy, then ignite. When 

Sterling Silver.... $9.50 each flame burns out.  pour con- 
Add 35* tor Postage tentS lnt° black (;<>nee- 

and Insurance _   ,   .    . 
Exclusively at 

ADLER'S 
722 CANAL ST., NEW ORLEANS,  LA. 70130 

CEDAR LOG CABIN & FORT 
Kids Love 'em Both 

Lasts from Generation-to-Generation 

ft 

Used  Outdoors 
ALL WOOD 

Sturdy,    all    weath 

ame wood as log cabi 
.5 ft. high. Will star 

up in all weather. Includes bloc 
house, firing platform. Ladde 
and swinging gate. Shipped 
preassembled sections. 
Can be set up in minutes. 

Satisfaction gun,an 

CEDAR  PRODUCTS, 

S34-95 
:ed. 

Dept 

With < 
All pi 
S.Y. S 

HG-11, 

together   in   minutes.   CAN   Q 
ALSO   BE   USED   AS   UTIL 
ITY   SHED   AND   CABANA 

6'2' h.gS JS2.95 
ersand door $82.95 
FOB.    Camdei 

Box  64,   N.   Baldwin,   N 

Mirrored Ornaments 
Enchanting small ornaments from India en- 
crusted with slivers of sparkling mirror and 
tiny, bright beads. Hang them where they will 
catch the light or keep them for your Christmas 
tree. Approximately 1%" in diameter. Hangers 
are attached. Three for S3.25; six for S6.25; 
both plus 30c postage. 
N. V. State Residents >i>l'! Statt  ana loca\ I■" 

lAJiMUUAiOL Dept. G-100 
Main   Street.   Sharon   Springs,   N.   Y.   13459 

V.I.P. 
Your Name Clock 

Made especially for you as the letters of your 
name form the numbers of the clock. Genuine 
hand rubbed American walnut case with 3 
dimensional Gold finished numerals and hands. 
The graceful motion of its authentic swinging 
pendulum will operate for a year on a single 
"D" cell flashlight battery. 15" x 15" x I1 

Allow 3 weeks for delivery. 

$49.95       Add  $1.00 postage  &  handling 

Free Quality Gift Catalog <>» Request 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
3023 Crane Drive. Dept. GII-0 
Falls Church. Virginia 22042 

Experience Satin Sheets. 
Once your grateful body touches satin, 
you'll know who the Beautiful People are. 
Exquisite, washable acetate satin in all 
your colors: Gold, Black, Pink, White, Red, 
Orchid, Blue, Olive, Orange, Mint or Bronze. 

SHEET SETS (2 straight sheets, 2 cases) 
Double Set $17.58 Queen Set $20.49 
Twin Set        17.25      King Set 23.99 

3 letter monogram on cases $1.50 
For fitted bottom sheet, add $2.00 to double 
or twin price; $2.50 to queen price; $3.00 
to king price. Send check or money order. 
50% deposit on C.O.D.'s. 

SCINTILLA,"  INC. 
4802 N. Broadway—GO II 

Chicago, III. 60640 
"All Things Exotic in Satin' 

S DAYS 

fe 

LILY OF THE VALLEY 
It's only from Holland that you 
can come by two-year-old bulbs 
that grow more than an inch over- 
night; in 21 days they're in full 
bloom—many white flowers on 
each stalk, 8" h. Add water for 
enjoyment all winter. Five pip 
planter $1.98; 10 in two planters 
$3.75. Add 40c post. Michigan 
Bulb, Dept. LV-1478, Grand Rap- 
ids, Mich. 49502. 

STAND-UP ASHTRAY 
Is he an ash dropper? Are you 
short on end-table space? A 
chairside smoker is the decora- 
tive and practical answer. Ash- 
tray in smoke or clear crystal 
rests on Italian marble base. 
Hand-antiqued stand is 29" h. 
by 8V2" w. $32 ppd. Fairyland 
Decorators, HG11, 89 Bergen, 
Jersey City, N. J. 07306. 

SAFETY ALWAYS 
Stainless steel Medical ID tag 
imprinted with information on 
health problems to alert doctors 
and first aiders. Up to five lines 
and maximum of 18 letters and 
spaces per line. Specify neck 
chain or bracelet. $2 each ppd. 
Two to four weeks delivery. 
Walter Drake, HG82 Drake Bldg., 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901. 

WICKER WINNER 
Relax a little in an arm chair and 
sofa hand-woven of natural blond 
willow with protective varnish fin- 
ish. Chair, 38" h., 25" w., seat, 
15" h., $24.95. Corduroy on 
foam seat and back cushions, 
avocado, black, gold or tangerine, 
$8.50 set. Exp. charges coll. Cat- 
alogue, 25c. Fran's Basket 
House, HG11. 89 W. Main St., 
Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

GROOM THE BATH 
No need to have ugly cracks and 
openings around tub, sink or ba- 
sin marring the beauty of your 
bathroom. Seal them up 
self-sticking tape, 
tape on clean, dry surface and 
the job is done. 11 foot roll. $1.98 
plus 25c postage. Order from 
Anthony Enterprises, Dept. HG- 
11, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 

with 
Merely  press 

LIKE THE REAL THING 
Vega is one of the brightest stars 
shining in the heavens and the 
Vega man-made gem is pure 
white brilliance. Each crystalline 
stone with 58 facets expertly cut 
and polished. Won't scratch, chip 
or discolor. $22 per carat. Free 
booklet includes styles for men 
and women. Vega Co., HGE11, 
Box 465, Radio City Sta., New 
York, N. Y. 10019. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
8TH CENTURY BEAUTY 

iandle stand, reproduced from 
n original in New York's Metro 
)olitan Museum of Art, has a 

naple top, hardwood pedestal, 
formes in a kit ready to assem- 

>le; 25" high, 13" across. Per- 
>ect size for tea cup and a sand- 
vich plate or a book and ashtray. 
il 1.95 ppd. Cohasset Colonials, 
HOI 1 240 Ship St., Cohasset, 

\/lass. 02025. 

2RAZY QUILT 

Quaint calico sets the scene for 
HI informal table. Potpourri of 

luilted patches in what-not com 
Dination is made of wipe-off vi- 
nyl for easy clean-ups. In the 
traditional mix of blue, red, 
green, yellow and white. 52" sq. 
$3.98, 52" by 70" $5.98, 70" 
round $8.98. Add 75c postage. 
Ordsr from The Ferry House, 
HG11, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522. 

SANTA'S HELPERS 

Completely stuffed Christmas 
stockings individually filled for 
boys or girls. All Santa has to do 

is drink his milk. Give exact age 
and sex in order and stockings 

are appropriately filled. Baby to 
four, 10", $9.95; five to 12, 19", 
$19.95. Add $1.25 ea. post. The 
Stocking Shop, HG11, 216 Avery 
Ave.,  Morganton,  N.  C.  28655. 

TORN? REBORN! 

Vinyl ripped? Don't throw it out. 
Mend it as professionals do. 
Easy-to-mix liquid solidifies and 
mends upholstery, luggage, kitch- 
en chairs, handbags or any leath- 
er-like plastics. Matches any col- 
or and grain. Ready to use again 

in minutes. $7.98 for kit plus 50c 
postage. Hobi, Dept. HG11, En- 

gel St., Hicksville, N. Y.  10802. 

PAPERWEIGHT SEAL 

For Civil War buffs—the great 
seal of the Confederacy adopted 
Feb. 1862. Here is George Wash- 
ington on a horse centered in a 
wreath of Southern crops. Vir- 
ginia Metalcrafters reproduces it 
in gleaming brass adding the 
stars and bars and three army 
symbols. 5" in dia. $5.50 ppd. 
Casual Living, HG11, Route 6, 
Bethel, Conn. 06801. 

COLLECTOR'S ITEM 

Danish stoneware jug is first in 
a new marine series of dated 
pieces. Ship is the Danmark, a 
three-master loaned to the U.S. 
as a training ship during World 
War II. Reverse side bears a com- 
plete history of the ship. 9V2" h.; 
matching cork-based stopper. 
$15 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1411, 
Evanston, III. 60204. 
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SAVE MONEY EACH MONTH! 

Vrendline PHONE 
Be first with the newest trend in phone 
elegance without adding to your phone bill! 
Cradles in your palm for easy dialing, talk- 
ing and listening. Nothing to install; just plug 
into phone jack and use 

Illuminate  dial   with 
mini transformer   (w  J2.99 add'l. 

Colors:-White,  green,   blue,  beige, pink, 
turqu' red. 

W.lhr Infer, dial     $£Q95 
.d fcplg w 

** 

MODERN COLOR 
FASHION 

j   PHONE 

^199; 

Luxurious styling to accent a conversa- 
tion piece. Highlight your room with an 
extra convenient phone. Colors to fit your 
decorating creativity: beige, green, red, 
blue, black, white, ivory, pink, grey, yel- 

BATHROOM 
EXTENSION PHONE 

$1995 Complete %ith roil cord. 
p'... & riblf. 

Be the person to have every- 
thing! Here is comfort-plus! 
No need to step out of the 
shower when the phone rings. 
Colors: beige, white, black, 
red, grey. 

SCULPTURE 
PHONE 

1 Pltt"E/2 POSITION 

$1095 !39 
With plot, dn 

and cable. 

Swedish beauty winner of ultra contem- 
porary design, stands like a statue; rests 
horizontally for easy dialing. Coordinate 
color: white, green, blue, red, ivory, yel- 
low, pink. (Buzzer, if needed @ $10 add'l.) 

I   25 FT PHONE EXTENSION CORD 

$0 99 w,lh4.p,.„,plu,      ^ 
Cm   uch It |a<k attached 

lenjth I * 

Add60cpstK^hdlg f 

Full 25 foot extension makes your phone 
reach to any part of the room. Saves 
steps and energy. 

V* 

95 

/^»1T      "SPEA 

1     *39 

Decorator's   choice. 

"SPEAK-EASY" PHONE 

Complete with 
dial. buiiM, 
plut.ii cable 

As famous as raccoon coats and the roar- 
ing '20 s. But more functional. Stands 
12" high and is crafted with dial in the 
base. Black. Available in old-fashioned 
brass finish (a   $10 add'l. 

FRENCH 
CRADLE 
PHONE 

49 95 
Complete with 

g    ringer, decoraled 
dial, plug & fable. 

Truly authentic in style and performance! 
Here is genuine elegance! 

Ready for use. Gold & ivory,- gold & black; 
all gold. 

CINDERELLA PHONE 

W-- 

29 95 Complete with 
dial, plug oc cable 

Styled low and sleek for today's fashion- 
able decor. Lightweight and graceful. 
Have the convenience of another phone 
without increasing your phone bill. Colors: 
white, beige, grey, blue, green, pink. 

Ringer Box if needed fa  $6.95 add'l. 

With dial, pluf, <J 
fineer and cable. 

DESK DIAL PHONE 

8 95 

ASSORTED STYLES 

Regulation phone for the home at a bud- 
get price! Enjoy the comfort and conven- 
ience of an additional phone without in- 
creasing the cost on your monthly phone 
bill. Black. Fully equipped and ready to 
plug in and use. 

 •  USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM •  
Send check or money order for prompt delivery. Add proper sales tax. 

METROPOLITAN TELETRONICS CORP. 
Dept.HG 11,35   WEST   35th   ST.,   NEW  YORK,   N.Y.   10001   •   Phone:   LW   4-4030 

Please spnd the following items: Add $1.50 pstg 
and hdlg charge 

  for each phone 
ordered. 

Be sure to add 
  proper Sales Tax. 

(Indicate 2nd choice 
when specifying color) 

Am't enclosed: 

, (—1 MAIL $1 FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG. 
>—' FULL REFUND WITH FIRST ORDER. 

NAME 

ADORESS. 

CITY STATE 



Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops Orchestra have created 
a brand new album filled with all the songs that make Christmas, 

Christmas. Deluxe packaging on embossed silver foil. 

If not available at vour dealer send check or money order for $5 98 to: 

Poly dor Inc. 
k 1700 Broadway, New York. New York 10019 , 

SHRINKS  STOMACH 
Feel  muscles tighten  and see stomach shrink 
from   first   day.   A   few   rolls   back   and   forth 
with    Wonder    Wheel 
equals 100 sit-ups. 
Single Wonder Wheel 

Dual  Wonder Wheel 

from     knee     position 

$3.98 
Mailing 75c 

$5.98 
ng 9Sc 

Calif, residents add 5°;, sales tax 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-IIO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

REFERENCE 
\ STAND 

Now—Enjoy 
Your Large 

Reference 
itions With- 
out Problems 
of Handling! 

Our    superb 
book    stand 
holds the big 
hooks on top. 
ope n—f o r 
ready    refer- 
ence.   Over- 

size volumes fit comfort- 
ably    below,    ready    for 
use.    Handsome   enough 
to    enhance    the    finest 
library!      Beautifully 

rafted of knotty pine, 
in    honey   tone   pine 

maple,   antique 
ine   or   walnut 
finish.   39"H. 

23"W.      I5"D. 
Storage area 

I 2"H.) — 
$29.95. 

COMPLETE KIT: Ready for in- 
stant assembly and finish. Simple 
instructions. Only $18.95. Both 
Postpaid. Add $1.50 Ea. West of 
Miss. 

Beautiful New Free Catalog—1000 Pieces 
Finished and Kit Furniture ill Friendly Pine 

Early American Stencil Kit 
Beautifies Your Furniture 

EASY TO DO AND INEXPENSIVE 
Cut hundreds of dollars from your 

decorating budget 
Famous Bishop & Lord Kits dramatically re- 
vive the Authentic Early American Craft of 
stenciling. Now you can transform any piece 
of furniture to suit your own individuality 
and taste. You can decorate chairs, cup- 
boards, chests in traditional colorful motifs 
by just following simple instructions. No 
special skills are required and results are 
immediate. Stenciling combines economy 
with fun and creativity in a quick and inex- 
pensive way. Kit contains 5 stencil designs, 
6 paints, brush, plus all necessary materials. 

Kit No. EA 2 only $6.95. Please add 75c postage 
Sorry, no C.O.D. • Full refund if not delighted 

AMERICAN DECORATIVE ARTS IMC. 
Box 117-0. Dorset. Vermont 05251 

STERLING THIMBLE 

Pretty little thimble is a sterling find, 

all dressed up in delicate hearts and 

flowers. Makes an elegant Christmas 

gift for every lady who embroiders, 

sews or does crewel work. Sterling sil- 

ver with antique finish. 1" deep. Im- 

ported from Mexico. 

$2 .98 each 
2 for $ 5.75 
4 for $11.00 Postpaid 

THE  FERRY HOUSE 
Dept. HG-110 

Dobbs Ferry. N. Y. 10522 

SHOPPING AROUND 
HANG IN ON A DATE 
Since Santa's day is coming up 
right soon, how about a fancy 
calendar for a persnickety pal? 
Golden felt's the serviceable stuff 
it's made of, each month of the 
year printed thereon in French; 
numerals are white, border blue 
fleur de lis. Hangs by a gold silk 
cord replete with brass knots. 
$5.50 ppd. Casual Living, HG11, 
Rte. 6, Bethel, Conn. 06801. 

SHOP EARLY—AT HOME 
Gifts and gadgets galore in a 64- 
page catalogue hot off the press. 
Unique but not impractical ideas 
include the latest Scandinavian 
cookware, bird feeder stations, 
native wild rice—articles you'd 
never find or never think to give. 
Send 25c to Suburbia, Dept. 
GE11, 366 Wacouta, St. Paul, 
Minn. 55101. 

SHOW STOPPER 
Look how much you can have for 
little more than a pull on the 
purse strings! Impressive sun- 
burst of fake diamonds is set in 
adjustable silver plate; shows up 
big and beautiful for girl's real 
looking ring to wear to holiday 
revels. Adjustable. $5 ppd. House 
of Camelot, HG11, 38 Carroll 
Court, Greenlawn, N. Y. 11740. 

FLYTES FORECAST 
Zigzag rubber soled Flytes pre- 
dict a walking-on-the-clouds feel- 
ing. Bone/malt; navy/light blue; 
beige/otter; teak brown; all 
black or all white. 2V2 to 13, 
AAAAtoEE (DandEEto 12 only). 
2Vz to 10, $19.95; 10V2 to 12, 
$20.95; 12V2 and 13, $21.95. 
Add 75c post. Free catalogue. 
Solby Bayes, HG11, 45 Winter 
St., Boston, Mass. 02108. 

ANTIQUE MONTHLY 
If you're an antiquer, you'll love 
every page of the current hap- 
penings in the antiques world. 
Up-to-date information on shows, 
exhibits—many photos in fujl 
color and lots of black and white 
illustrations, too. 36 to 44 pages. 
Special offer: 12 issues for $3.99 
ppd. Antique Monthly, HG11, 
P. O. Drawer 2, Tuscaloosa, Ala. 
35401. 

LONDON REVISITED 
All who love the historied city 
on the Thames are enchanted by 
excellent reproductions of water- 
colors by Jan Korthals. Scenes 
include Houses of Parliament, 
Tower Bridge, St. Pauls and the 
Abbey. Each is 12" by 16" ready 
for framing. Set of six, $5; two 
sets, $9.50. Ppd. House of Good- 
speed, HG11, Fed'l. Sq. Bldg., 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502. 
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WORK  PAD 
Big breakthrough for scribblers: 
pad's chunky enough to last a 
good long while in a familiar 
place next to the telephone. 
Shiny black and white vinyl com- 
prises the cover, spruced up with 
a daisy or mushroom. 4V2" by 
r " by 4'/z" thick. $1.65 each; 

two tor $3. Add 50c post. Eliza- 
beth McCaffrey, HG11, N01 
port, N. Y. 11768. 

MANICURE MINIATURES 
Petite filigree golden metal case 
holds tiny metal file, cuticle 
pusher and nail cleaner. Case is 
adorned with a gay silk tassel 
and is ideally sized to slip in 
handbag or cosmetic kit. 2%" 
long. Fun Christmas stocking 
present or table favor for the la- 
dies. $2 each; six for $11. Ppd. 
Downs, Dept. 1411, Evanston, III. 
60204. 

FINE FRENCH HAND 
If you want nutritious delicious 
vegetables, do it the French way: 
folding basket keeps sprouts, 
beans or whatever above the wa- 
ter in any saucepan—makes like 
a double boiler. Imported steam- 
ing device measures 6" across 
all sides up, 9" closed. $3.98 
plus 40c postage each. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG11, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

GRACEFUL PIECE 
Addition to a place where space 
is at a premium: magazine rack 
that attaches to a wall or stands 
free. Made of wrought iron, in 
avocado, black or white; useful 
with telephone tomes encased. 
20" by 14" by 8" $8.95. Black 
or white with gold 75c extra. Add. 
$1 post. Henry R. Smith Studios, 
HG-110, 39 Crestline Rd., Wayne, 
Pa. 19087. 

NOTABLE NOTES 
Christmas folding notes sealed 
with gold initial designed for 
handwritten Christmas mes- 
sages. Lovely enclosures in 
cards or gifts. All initials except 
I, Q, U, X. Notes fold to 3Vz" by 
5". "A Christmas Note" printed 
in raised gold. 25 notes and seals, 
$1.45 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 
Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901. 

LIGHT  PAIR 
Pretty bisque china flowers on 
the pair of handled candlesticks 
stay fresh and pretty. Cloud 
white with gold trim, pastel blos- 
soms. Charming touch in a guest 
bedroom, on a prettily feminine 
dressing table or night stand. 
4V2" high. Pair, $5.95 ppd. Imre 
Ban, HG11, Dept. 4745. 3950 
Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, III. 
60613. 

Marvelous Gift Idea! 

House-Plant-a-Month Plan 
Stretch Your Christmas 

through the Whole Year 

with a Delightful Plant 

Each Month 
'Satisfaction 
Guaranteed immi r-.•Jf.iifmfi 

Christmas Selection 

is GLASS GARDEN 
Carefree Miniature Landscape 

of Six Woodland Plants 

Here is a gift that will reflect in a special way your thoughtfulness as well as your 
love of growing things—a perfect gift for relatives, friends, business associates, 
shut-ins, and you! Each month an unusual interesting plant, already growing and 
healthy, will be sent as a reminder of your friendship. Complete instructions and 
fascinating history are included with each plant. A colorful Christmas letter will 
announce the membership. On or around December 20th the first gift plant, pack- 
aged in a bright box, will be shipped for arrival during the holiday season. The 
Christmas selection, the Glass Garden plants, is a packet of six woodland plants 
ready to be planted in any gallon-size container for an enchanting garden in 
miniature. Each of the other, monthly selections will arrive growing and lovely in 
plastic pots. Carefully chosen selections for the House Plant Plans include Trailing 
Gardenia, Ivy Geranium, Queen's Tears, Lipstick Vine, Venus' Fly Trap, Royal 
Plush,  Coffee Tree, and   Ming  Tree.  Choose  from  the  3   plans  described   below. 

3   MONTH   PLAN   Long-lasting   thoughtful 
ness   with   gift   plants   in   Dec. 
Jan., and Feb. $4.98 
6   MONTH   PLAN   Six   gifts   in   one—lovely 
hardy plants from Dec. through 
May $8.98 
12 MONTH PLAN A delightful plant every 
month of the year. A connois- *4P AA 

seur's collection. «J>1»),\70 

Satisfaction and Pleasure Guaranteed! 
Each healthy, carefully chosen plant is covered with Plantron's full guarantee. Plan members 
not completely satisfied with a plant need only to return the shipping label for a prompt 
replacement. 

Just use the coupon below to order exciting 
for yourself—we'll take care of the rest. You 
pay our invoice in January. Or—include 
payment with your order (thus saving us 
bookkeeping expenses) and we'll send you 
2 easy-to-grow Miniature Orchid bulbs (a 
reg. $1.50 value) absolutely free! Please add 
5% sales fax for plans to be sent to Illinois 
residents. (We must receive Christmas or- 
ders by Dec. 15th.) Order gift plans for 
other special days by indicating on the 
coupon the occasion and the month to 
begin 

House-Plant plans for those on your gift list and 

cpiqntt&ii, C^I\P- 
2207 E. Oakland Ave., 
Bloomington, III. 61701 

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ ™ ™ ■ Please   Print   Plainly ■■ ■■ ■■ ■■ 

PLANTRON, INC. House-Plant-a-Month Plan 
Dept. 302-38 

2207 E. Oakland Ave., Bloomington, Illinois 61701 

Here is my gift iist. Please send the plans indicated. 

Send a      ....      Month Plan to 

Name  

Address       ,.,,  

City 

State     Zip  

Send a      ....      Month Plan to 

Name  

Address           

City      

State     Zip 

Sign   gift  cards 

□ Additional list attached. 

Send a 

Name 

Mo ith Plan to 

City             

State    .... 

send rr^e 3 

Zip 

Month □ Please Plan. 

I enclose $ payment for my plans. 
(5% sales tax added for plans to III. resi- 
dents.) Please send me 2 Miniature Orchid 
bulbs. 

I] Please bill me for the indicated plans. 

Name   

Address   

City   

State    . .    Zip 

Did you include everyone's zip code?B BaBHBBBJ 
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JLady^ save your husband! 
For his heart's sake, he 
should be jogging . . . on a 
regular schedule. 

A HEALTH WALKER* is the 
answer. With a Health Walk- 
er, he can jog indoors, any 
time. No weather worries, no 
special clothes. Just 15 min- 
utes a day relaxes, revitalizes 
and shapes up today's over- 
tensed, underexercised 
man. 

Health Walker's inclined 
track multiplies effort four 
times: 15 minutes on a 
Health Walker equals an 
hour on level ground. 

Small, compact —even 
folds to store. Precision- 
made by 83-year-old firm 
that makes equipment for 
gyms and YMCAs. 

He can try it for himself on 
10-day money-back trial 
plan. Send coupon for de- 
tails. No obligation; no sales- 
man will call. This could literally be a hfesaver 

for your husband (and it can do 
great things for your figure, too!) 

■L^l BATTLE CREEK EQUIPMENT CO. 
Z4fcS  Depl   519.307W   Jackson St., Battle Creek, Michigan 49016 

Rush free information on Health Walker to: 

.STATE_ _ZIP_ 

TABLE TOP   $ 
OIL PAINTINGS 2 

2 for $5.75 

3 for $8.45 

Genuine full color oil paintings 
on canvas are mounted on a 
wood frame and come with a 6" 
bamboo easel. Each is an origi- 
nal work of art by a talented but 
as yet unknown artist. Choose 
floral, still life or landscape. An 
exceptional    value!    6"    x    41/2"- 

MONEY   BACK   IF   NOT   DELIGHTED 
Same  Day Shipment 

U.       • -L P  J,       °ept HG,17°- 

BATH-TIME COMFORT 
Relax and discover the refreshed, revived 
feeling that only comes from bathing with 
this DeLuxe, super size 16" by 20" Fleur- 
de-Lis Bath Pillow. 4 suction cups hold it 
securely in any position to cradle and sup- 
port both the head and back in cloud soft 
comfort. Wet proof to keep hair dry. Gaily 
hand decorated in gold Fleur-de-Lis pat- 
tern on White or Pink background, makes 
a beautiful gift of comfort. We pay post- 
age, ship in 6 hours & mail gifts direct for 
only $3.97. Air Mail, if desired, 50c extra. 

Jrffoi Shyr (KC. BOX GL 

New Providence. New Jersey 07974 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE = 

UWA 

ERUDITE   EUPHUISM 

TAYLOR GIFTS 

TRANQUILIZING 

Latin Plaque 
... loosely translated, says "Don't let 
the B— wear you down". It's all 
in fun, especially hanging in your 
office, den or game room. Mom might 
appreciate it in the kitchen, too. An- 
tique pine with gold <r i| AA 
lettering is decora- ^/l,u 

five. 7" x 12". ■ 
Please . Idd 7 5c I 

Pa. /.',      idd 6i .   i •'• 
\0 COD'S 

SHOPPING AROUND 
STACK 'EM NEATLY 
You can "file" 75 magazines— 
all shapes and sizes—in this 
compact holder. Handsome for 
living room or office. Honey-toned 
pine or maple, antique pine or 
walnut finish all hand rubbed to 
a satin sheen. Hardwood spin- 
dles. 12"w by 13"d by 30"h. 
$18.75, kit $12.50. Ppd. Add 
80c W. of Miss. Yield House, 
HG11, No. Conway, N. H. 03860. 

SPEEDY  KETTLE 
Stainless steel electric kettle 
boils 2V2 quarts in minutes. An 
award winning design, it is ther- 
mostatically controlled with 
automatic shut-off, cool black 
plastic handle and a built-in cord. 
Grand for instant beverages, 
water for gelatins, frozen vege- 
tables. 110 V. U.A.L. approved. 
$13.95 ppd. John Hardy, HG11, 
Box  1595, Carmel, Cal. 93921. 

ST-R-ETCH  TO  FIT 
Apply liquid leather stretch to 
tight-fitting shoes and it makes 
even suede and patent conform 
to the foot as you walk. A real 
boon for corn and bunion suffer- 
ers. Simple to apply and relief is 
almost instantaneous. $1.29 plus 
15c postage. Order from Anthony 
Enterprises, HG11, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

1970 JUBILEE PLATE 
To commemorate all Christmas 
plates, Bing & Grondahl creates 
one every five years since 1915. 
This year's is most impressive. 
Blue and white Copenhagen 
porcelain 9" dia. Back holes 
for hanging. $25 ppd. and value 
increases quickly. Older issues 
available. Viking Import House, 
Inc. HG11, 412 S.E. 6th St., Ft. 
Lauderdale, Fla. 33301. 

ODDS BODKINS BOX 
What a convenience to have on 
hand for every occasion: a box of 
greeting cards. Welcome an un- 
usual batch whose messages 
come straight out of the master's 
writings, Shakespeare himself— 
apt quotations from his plays 
and colorful illustrations. 3%" by 
8%". Asst. of 10 with envelopes, 
$2 ppd. Miles Kimball Co., 100 
Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901. 

i 

• SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG 
Dept. 2. 226 W. Wayne Ave., Wayne. Pa. 19087 

Official Levi's Notebook 
Real, authorized Levi-bound binder has au- 
thentic tab and pocket complete with famous 
white stitching! Standard size 3-ring notebook 
boasts a neat, stay-clean blue denim cover, 
real-red lining; pocket is handy for pens, pen- 
cils, ruler, comb, compass, notes. I'/i" rings 
for extra capacity. For any age student or 
note-taker! 
No. 7087 $3.98. 2 for $7.85 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
—y   \ Please, your zip code is required. 

ZA 'ou/nsv-"-™* EVANSTON.ILL.40204 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
||R THE SOCK 

sr anklets serve a number of 
ises: for a cat like walk in 
ark, drafty house; stn 

pair  appears  In  brightly 
d   acrylic   whose   leathei 

(     >ind heels are padded for 
i < omfoi I  md a good bil o1 

Washable. One size fits all. 
) plus 29c post. Breck's of 
HI, L32 Breck Bldg., Boston, 

A   . 02210. 

JEYCOMB HOMESPUN 
nost satisfactory place mats 
iapkins any linen chest could 
—woven honeycomb cotton 

itural, red, green, yellow or 
n.   Washable.   Place   mats, 
by 18", $1.25 each; six, 

5; napkins, 12" sq., 55c ea. 
$1.00 post. Illustrated book- 
25c. Laura G. Copenhaver, 
1, "Rosemont", Box 149, 
on, Va. 24354. 

NISH SETTING 
tin meal is more so when the 
ssories shout "016!" Cruet 
s surely in the Spanish mood, 
IOV2" I. wooden base carved 

1 D'Aliso wood, looped over 
wrought iron chain handle, 
ind vinegar bottles of an- 

ed amber glass. $9.50 plus 
postage. Standard American, 
t. HG11. 1 Park Ave., New 
;, N. Y. 10016. 

E SET 
nmel ceramic figures. Holy 
lily, hand-painted $35; white, 
. 75c post. Herald angel, col- 
£10; white, $5. 65c post. Na- 
y color set with 11 figures, 
stable, $128.50, $1.75 post. 
n stable, $147.50, $3.75 post, 
i stable and light, $153.50, 
75 post. Catalogue. 95c. Hil- 
.arde's, HG11, 597 Farming- 
Ave., Hartford. Conn. 06105. 

RINGER 
>ple are talking about a pre- 
JS stone that man has made 
look and blaze like the real 
rkler. 7-carat round Tiffany 
lliante. $221; 5-carat pear, 
58; 6-carat emerald cut, $195; 
arat marquise, $115; set in 
<; white gold. Free catalogue 
i size chart. Regent Lapidary 

, HGP11, 511 E. 12th St., New 
k. N. Y. 10009. 

RSONALIZED RED & GREEN XMAS LABELS $1.50 
Gifts, packages and cards are 
sr and more personal, with these 
ful RED & GREEN XMAS Labels! 
et 300 labels with Christmas Tree 
ords "Season's Greetings" printed 
en, your name and address (limit 3 
printed in Xmas red on finest super 
gummed paper. Your copy up to 3 

>f type as illustrated. 

it $1.50—500 for $2.00 all same 
3n each order. Calif, res. 5% tax. 

HANDY LABELS 1111  Jasperson Bldg., Culver City, Calif. 90230 
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BUY FROM FACTORY 

WE HONOR 
MASTER CHARGE 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

OR YOUR 
MONEY BACK 

ORDER BY NOV. 23 
& GET GREEN 
STAMPS & $2 
CHRISTMAS 

GIFT CERTIFICATE 
WE SHIP IN 48 HOURS 

SHOW YOUR NAME ON DM-n;°W®^ 
AMERICAS MOST POPULAR HOME MARKERS 

(HOUSE & GARDEN READERS HAVE PURCHASED OVER 250,000) 
Provides attractive identification for millions of homes. Your name shines ill lights at night and 
with distinction identifies your home to callers—Day and Night. Your wording < ustom cmlxjsscd 
in solid aluminum plates. Long plates (\H"x2'/i") can have 17 letters and numbers; short plates 
(7"x2'/2") can have 6 letters and numbers. Same both sides. White reflector-beaded headlight 
bright letters on black baked enameled aluminum. Scrolls and frames also aluminum—rustproof. 
Installs in a jiffy.   Order today and sec why Day-n-Night are America's most popular markers. 

STYLES INCLUDE YOUR CHOICE OF WORDING-NAMES, NUMBERS, ETC. 

MAILBOX (FITS ANY MAILBOX) 

STYLE NM $6.95        STYLEOM$7.95 STYLE EOM $9.95   STYLE NOM $1 0.95 

LAWN & HANGING 

STYLE EL$6.95 

4 

o- -^ 

STYLENL$7.95 STYLE NH $6.95 

LAMP POST & WALL 

STYLE BR$4.95      STYLE EB$6.95 STYLE NB$7.95       STYLE OB$9.95 Ml 

SHOW YOUR NAME ON AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR DESK MARKERS 
(GM, GE, IBM AND MANY OTHERS USE THEM FOR EMPLOYEE ID, SALES PROM., & BUS. GIFTS.) 

GOLD-n-WALNUT-Beautiful 24K Gold-engraved BRASS-n-WALNUT-Handsome engraved solid 
in solid American Walnut; oil-rubbed finish. brass plate on oil-rubbed solid American Walnut. 
8'/2"x2". Order Style KG4, Marker with name 8'/2"x2". Order Style DEB, Marker with name 
(as shown), $3.95; Name and title, $4.95. only, $5.95; Name and title (as shown), $6.95. 

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL— BUSINESS GIFT BUYERS, WRITE FOR YOUR DISCOUNT 

FILL IN BELOW ALL THE 

NUMBERS FROM YOUR 

MASTER CHARGE CARD 

THE 3 BOXES ABOVE ARE FOR YOUR MASTER CHARGE NUMBERS 

WE GIVE 
STYLE 

FREE GIFT 
CARD 

On request, we in- 
scribe your name    ORDERED  BY  
on   the   (oid   and 
send   if   with   the    ADDRESS   
marker, to any ad- 
dress you specify.    CITY»  STATE,  ZIP_ 

SATISFACTION   GUARANTEED  OR   YOUR  MONEY   BACK 

• OUR 22ND YEAR* WE SHIP IN 48 HOURS 
-EWGWEER/NG COMPANY    - 

5029 Spear Building, Colorado Springs, Colo 80907 

X 
< 
UJ 
CxL 

o z 
a. 

i— 
en 

of 
3 
o 
>■ 
UJ 
I— 

I 

ANY WORDING YOU WANT ON ANY STYLE MARKER 

I 
o 
o 
I— 

I 

^j9+futy 

GIFT ORDERS (WE WILL SHIP TO YOU OR ANY ADDRESS) 
□ SHIP MARKERS & CARDS TO ME. 
□ SIGN CARDS & SHIP TO ADDRESSES LISTED ON ATTACHED MEMO. 

PRICE 

PIUS POSTAGE 
& HANDLING \45 



2 NEW Ideas to attract songbirds 
for family fun 

PENNYFEATHER 
DOUBLE 

SURFACED 
SUET 

FEEDER 

Attractive 
in Bayberry Green. 

Easy to fill or clean. 
Holds large supply. 

Years of service. The 
inexpensive, different 

gift that will please so many 
friends for so long. 

Postpaid $2.25. 
With squirrel guard $4.75 

SQUELL-SQUIRREL 
REPELLENT    For pole mounted 

feeders. Non poisonous—highly 
effective. One tube—1  fl. oz.—should 

last 6 months. Postpaid $2.00. 

PENNYFEATHER 
BACON 

DRIPPINGS 
GRAIN CUP 

BRACKETS 

A simple easy way to use your waste 
bacon and roasting fats to bring 
more songbirds to your home. Pour the 
melted dripping-s^ciiar the crushed grains. 
Horizontal brackets for tree trunk, post or 
window sill. New hanging bracket expands 
to hold your used food containers. 
A—Hanging bracket (alone) $2.00 
B—With squirrel guard (as shown) $4.50. 
C—Horizontal bracket $2.00 
D—12 grain filled cups $3.75, all postpaid. 

PENNYFEATHER CORP. • BOX H3861 • GREENVILLE, DEL. 19807 

MATTERHORN  HAT 
Comfortable, Tyrolean-style aW-weather hat for 
men. Quilted Nylon sheds water. Pull-down 
earflaps for warmth. For sport & casual wear. 
Color choice: Red, Olive, Gold, Navy. Sizes: 
S. M,  L, XL. 

$7.95  ppd. 

MEN'S RELAXIN' SLIPPERS 
Step into these and a new world of luxury. Natu- 
ral color deerskin with sturdy, flexible sole and 
high collar. Feet and ankles are cradled in the 
softness and warmth of the lush Orion Acrylic 
pile lining. Great after skiing. Whole sizes 6-13. 

$1 0-00 (add 35c handling charge). 

RED GLOVES 
Heavy-duty   red   deerskin   uffiti&ia^**'    ^****(1(Si-  
suede with thermal k 
lining . . . warm, sn 
in sub-zero weather. Me 
sizes:  S,   M,   L. 

$4-95 
PPd. 

>\)/i// Free Catalog 

DEERSKIN 
TRADING  POST 

PHOTO-GO-ROUND 

Take treasured snapshots out of hiding. Display 
them in this revolving photo file! No gluing! No 
mounting! Simply slip photos up to V 2" x 5'2" 
into the protective transparent windows sus- 
pended on the sturdy wooden base. Envelopes for 
160 pictures are included. $10.95 plus 85c 
postage. Deluxe model (not shown) has round 
wooden base. 2" wooden turning knobs. Plexiglas 
frame, envelopes for 240 pictures. 517.95 plus 
85c postage. Both models will hold up to 600 
photos. Envelopes for each additional 32 photos 
are $1.00. 

FERRY    HOUSE      Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 

Rt. r latI14G,Dai 

Zip Code Required! 

NEWEST CONCEPT-real furniture, 
filled with air. Tough, lasting vinylette is 
fade and fire proof, pre-tested and guar- 
anteed. Inflates in minutes, and folds 
away to store in drawer—great for stu- 
dents. Decorator colors of black, white, 
or sun yellow to mix or match. Mod 
lounge (31 x 28) 15.95 PPD, Foot Rest 
(15 x 10) $4.45 PPD, Foot Pump $2.45 
PPD, get both for $19.45 plus free 
pump. 

New 64 page gift catalog—25c 

Suburbia, inc. 
Mail Shopping Service 

366 Wacouta, Dept. Gil, St. Paul, Minn. 55101 
* 4 

SHOPPING AROUND 

H mm; 

SKI  RING 
Bright touch for the skiers on a 
Christmas list is a leather ski 
boot key chain on a buckled 
leather thong. Boot is natural 
leather color with 2" sole. Expert 
schussers use the boot as a zip- 
per pull; it's a dandy import from 
Italy. $1.75 each ppd. Clymer's 
of Bucks County, HG11, Point 
Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

HELP A FOOT 
Orthopedic pad helps straighten 
out crooked toes that cause pain 
and embarrassment to the bare- 
foot set. Unique wedge does the 
job—even toe tip corns disap- 
pear. Elastic yarn slips over toe. 
Washable. Specify shoe size. 
$2.49 pr. plus 15c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG11, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

CUP THAT CHEERS 
The marriage cup, that is, for a 
couple to drink from at their 
wedding reception in order to 
seal the pledge of allegiance. 
Wouldn't you know the polished 
silver-plated loving cup comes 
from Italy? Relative or close 
friend, give it to your favorite 
bride and groom. 4V2" by 3" 
high. $12.50 ppd. Downs, Dept. 
1411, Evanston, III. 60204. 

NICER SLICER 
Holiday serving takes half the 
time with a safe, handy slicer for 
vegetables, meats, fruits. Adjust- 
able side gauge sets the thick- 
ness, sharp metal blade is ser- 
rated. Sanitary high-impact plas- 
tic with non-skid rubber feet. 
Base measures &A" by 5", 2V2" 
high. $3 plus 50c post. Pegasus, 
Dept. HG11, 1855 Imperial Ave., 
New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040. 

WALLET PHOTOS 
This season, send a photo with 
your greeting card. Twenty color 
prints can be made from a pola- 
roid print, photo 5" by 7" or 
smaller, negative or slide. Each 
in the handy 2V2" by 3V2" wallet 
size, 20 in color plus one free 
photo in plastic, $2. Black and 
white, 36 for $1. Add 35c post. 
Roxanne Studios, C12, Box 1012, 
Long Island City, N. Y. 11101. 

f rom l^V^^jvth lyve_^ 

Made in Italy, for your comfort and style. Hand ' 
woven in the softest leathers imaginable for 
'year round fun fashions.' All leather with a flat 
stacked heel, you will capture the "in" look at 
tremendous savings. The smart girl will order 
several in black, moss green, dark brown, bone, 
taupe and white. 5-10 medium, 6-10 narrow, 
7-10 slim $12.95 ppd. additional pairs $11.00. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Send money order or check to: 

SPORTIVA IMPORTS 
P 0. BOX 4292, DEPT. Gil, NORMANDY, MIAMI BEACH, FLA. 33J 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
CARRY ON 
Not every day does a sensation 
come along for the pleasure of 
all fashion purists. Black and 
white canvas tote makes the 
scene with wildlife on the dec- 
orative side: pairs of lions, tigers, 
giraffes; 14" by 11", 7" wide 
handles—better to carry with. 
$6.95 plus 75c post. Elizabeth 
McCaffrey, HG11, Northporl 
N. Y.  11768. 

ROUGH HEWN BEAUTIES 
The Moorish influence on Spanish 
craftsmanship is revealed in the 
design of these mortars and pes- 
tles of D'Aliso wood. So useful 
for crushing herb leaves and a 
charming decorative note for 
spice or whatnot shelf. 5" by 
AVz", $8 plus 75c post. 3V2" by 
2V2", $3.50 plus 30c post. Bon- 
A-Fide, HG11, 1 Park Ave., New 
York, N. Y. 10016. 

SWITCH TO SPANISH 
Mediterranean and Spanish are 
in with decorators more than 
ever before. Switch plates are 
right in accessorizing a room 
with a Mediterranean feeling. 
Verdigris or black. Single, $1.25; 
double, $2.50; three, $3.50; sin- 
gle toggle, double outlet, $2.50; 
double outlet, $1.25. Postpaid. 
Creative House, HG11, 221 W. 9 
St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105. 

SPOT A TREND 
Pendant necklace should be 
headed for a happy future: rep- 
lica of $10,000 coin from a 
Spanish treasure ship sunk off 
the Florida coast in 1715; double 
linked chain's gold filled. Nota- 
rized documentation comes with 
this handsome Royal doubloon 
necklace. $24.95 ppd. Free cat- 
alogue. Crosar Products, HG11, 
Box 1813, Hialeah, Fla. 33011. 

PRIVACY IN BRASS 
The ultimate in privacy in a home 
might be the brass nameplate on 
the door of a bedroom or study. 
Handsome plate is 1" by 4" with 
one or two lines of engraving. As 
a mark of home privilege it's spe- 
cial. $4.95 plus 45c post. Great 
gift for a teenager! Spear Engi- 
neering Co., 3024 Spear Bldg., 
Colorado Springs,  Colo. 80907. 

EXOTIC 

afari Glasses 
•ving drinks to your guests with 
se "fabulous" glasses is almost 
exciting as actually being on a 
fari. Available in Hiball or Exe- 
ive-shaped Double Old Fash- 
eds (please specify), with full 
or decorations of African Wild 
me with their young. We repeat, 
y're  "fabulous"! 

Camalier 
5 &Bucldey<± 

COLORFUL 
COASTERS 

you |iitl embroider the 
floral design, snap it 
under the waterproof 
glass and these charm- 
ing coasters are ready 
for use In your home 
or as gilts. Kit con- 
tains   two   non-tarnlsh 

coasters (or ashtrays), design on linen embroidery yarn in shades of blue, rose, yellow and green. 
easy-to-follow instructions. Set ot two only $3.95 plus 35c pstg. 

"BITTERSWEET" TO STITCH 
The striking picture at right li handsome In either a 
contemporary or traditional room. Kit includes design 
on 17" x 28" parchment homespun; crewel and heavy- 
weight yarns in bright shades of orange, red, gold and 
green with rust, brown and black; needle and direc- 

tions. Only 
$7.95 
plus 50c 
pstg. 

SUNFLOWERS 
Big stitches speed you on your way to these beautiful, 
fast blooming sunflowers. Kit includes design on 22" 
x 56" parchment homespun; crewel and heavyweight 
yarns in golds, orange and reddish browns; needle and 
directions. Only $9.95 plus 75c pstg. 

SEND   25c   FOR   NEXT   3   ISSUES   OF 

OUR   ART   NEEDLECRAFT   CATALOG 

The Stitchery 
Dept.   HG711A.   204   Worcester   Turnpike 

Wellesley   Hills,   Mass.   02181 

AFRICAN JEWELRY DISCOVERY 

Set (6) Hiballs $13.50    Set (6) DOF $13.50 
Please add 95c pot 

Sorry Xo coir* 
SEND FOR GIFT CATALOG 
Dept.   H li t I - li    1141   Conn.  Ave..   N.W..  Washington.   DC.  20036 

Exotic Cowarie seashells have been painstakingly 
hand strung and tied by Native Africans, to form 
these unique necklaces. Naturally lustrous double 
strand necklaces available in large or small shells 
as shown $5.95 for 1, $11 for 2 shipped postpaid. 
N.Y.S. res. add tax. 

Discoveries /'»>„<. ?i«:,<„</ //,<• 
Box 88, Dept. HG 110, West Nyack. N. Y. 10994 

CURTAIN CHARM 
With Ball Fringe 

On Unbleached Muslin 

20".   25".   30".   36". 

40" long 4.00 „r. 

2 pairs to window 
as shown  8.00 

45".   54".   63". 

72" long 5.50 pr. 

81". 90" long 7.00 pr. 

All pairs 80" wide 

MATCHING 
VALANCE 

9" x 80" 1 .75 

det tor handling. 

For years. New England housewives have 
made these charming UNBLEACHED MUS- 
LIN curtains for every room in the house. 
Now you can buy them direct with all the 
original simplicity, warmth and handmade 
look. Practical, long-wearing, these un- 
usually attractive curtains of off-white mus- 
lin with matching color ball fringe retain 
their crisp appearance with a minimum of 
care. Also available in bleached white mus- 
lin for $1 more per pair. Valance .50 more. 

Satisfaction guaranteed check or money order. 
\o r<ii>s please. Write for brochure shouting 
full line o/ curtains in  many styles and I 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
At the Red Lion Inn 

STOCKBRIDGE. MASS.  01262 DEPT.  113 
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3Ftn* iEttgltnlj ^oap 
South Audley is a superb quality 
English Soap at an amazingly low 
price. - triple hard milled, luxuriously 
lathering, long lasting, mildly scented • 
Rose (Pink), Lavender (Blue), Verbena 
(Yellow), Forest Fern (Green), Cold / 
Cream (White) - in three sizes. / 

MAMMOTH SIZE-11 ounces / 
3 cakes par box 
BATH SIZE - 5% ounces 
5 cakes per box .... 
HAND SIZE- 3 ounces 
9 cakes par box 

Attractively boxed for home use and for gifts. 
Truly a great consumer value. 

A BONUS! We pay the postage. The minimum     • 
order is 2 boxes. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED  NO C.O.D. PLEASE 

South Audley Inc. PLEASE     PRINT 
380 Lafayette Street      BOXES SIZE      COLOR 
New York, N.Y. 10003 

t£OQ 

Please send me: 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

CITY  STATE, ZIP 

N.Y. State residents add applicable sales tax 

KEEP 
YOUTH 

IN YOUR 
MARRIAGE 

Magnify your love and marital joy with 
every passing year! Discover mutual de- 
light and increased physical compatibility 
through use of the Compat-A-Pillow. De- 
signed in accord with Marriage Counselors 
—religious and medical. This new inflatable 
marital cushion provides unique resiliency, 
adjustable elevation, more sensitive align- 
ment and better pelvic support. Pink satin 
zipper cover. Includes concise text by John 
Baird, M D . for improved communications. 

60 Day Money Back Guarantee 
Send check for 57.00 to 

^ftf-i cTrkf IttJC. 
Box GV,  New Providence. New Jersey 07974 

for collectors? 

Danish 
Christmas 

Spoons 
Dated and different each 
year to please the collector! 
Handles have hand enameled 
motif, dated on back. Rich 
gilt finish on silverplate; 
designer. Falle UIdaII. Old- 
er ones are getting scarce 
so order early! Lovely for 
gifts, your own collection. 
Prepaid. 41/4". 

$Q.5Q 

7540 1970 Xmas Dove 
7539 1969 Xmas Bells 
7538 1968 Three Kings 
7537 1967 Xmas Angel 
7536 1966 Xmas Tree 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
'   y   \  Please, your zip code is required 
/y/i/j/v? C°EPT. 14H-J 

(—/-(/tV/^fO  EVANSTON, ILL. 60204 

DENIM 
in  the 
Western 
manner 
You're dressed 
in a jiffy looking 
fresh and pretty 
for day-long ac- 
tivities in our 
COFFEE COAT 
of cotton denim 
with carry-all 
pockets, roll-up 
sleeves. Blu3 or 
Red with white 
monogram. 
Sizes 10-20 and 
38-44. 

(Specify initial.) 

SQ9S 

plus 50c post. 
Send cash, check or MO. 

Satisl   Guai 
$5 deposit lot con 

VICKI WAYNE 
610-HND-So. Country Club 

Tucson, Arizona 85716 

DINGY TEETH made 
RADIANT WHITE 

inrtnntli/l Llke a Movie-Star smile 
iflSTCinriy • with new Cosmetic Enamel! 
Are you smile shy because of discolored, 
dull and unattractive teeth ? Then try 
WYTEN, a marvelous new "Dental Cos- 
metic" for an attractive new glamorous look. 
Just brush on and instantly you transform 
discolored, yellow and dingy teeth into a 
sparkling white finish that appears so pearl- 
like and natural. WYTEN is used by thou- 
sands of women and theatrical folks to cover 
up stains, blemishes and even gold fillings. 
Dental formula is completely safe and 
harmless for natural as well as false teeth. 

SEND NO MONEY! Free 10 Day Trial) 
Pay postman on delivery $1.98 plus postage 
for a 3-4 months supply LAB. TESTED. Or send 
only $1.98 with order and we pay postage. 
(2 Wyten $3.50. 3 Wyten $5.00) 10 day trial 
must satisfy or money will be refunded. 

NU-FIND   PRODUCTS   CO.,   Dept.T557 
Box 205 Church St., New York, N. Y. 10008 

SHOPPING AROUND 

,5*C^' 

LOVE LURE 
Mid East tradition comes up with 
four interlocking bands—a very 
pretty puzzlement until you and 
your girl figure out how to make 
the single, beauteous ring out 
of four intricately connecting 
shapes. Legend and instructions 
enclosed. Specify ring size. In 
sterling silver, $3.95; 14k gold, 
$35. Ppd. Postamatic, HG1170, 
Layfayette Hill, Pa. 19444. 

CLASSIC ACCENT 
Decorate the windows for Christ- 
mas with an enchanting diver- 
sionary dimension. Birds and but- 
terfly pair in brilliant coloration 
have the look of ancient stained 
glass. Use them as pretty shade 
pulls all year round. 6" by 4". 
Bluebird or goldfinch, $1 ea.; 

pair butterflies, $1.50. Add 25c 
post. Harriet Carter, HG11, Plym- 
outh Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

PUTTER WITH CLUTTER 
Constructively! Keep desk in or- 
der by filing it all away in a Multi- 
File, handsome four-compart- 
ment units, used vertically, hori- 
zontally, singly or in groups. Of 
heavy bookbinders board, kid- 
grained leatherette covered. 9" 
by 12!/2" by 13" high. Red, blue 
or black. $7.95 ppd. Art Guild, 
HG11. Box 23201, Minneapolis, 
Minn. 55423. 

PRIZED POSSESSIONS 
Color catalogue is 20 pages of 
unique showcases for displaying 
and preserving personal collec- 
tions: medals, spoons, watches, 
coins, antiques, trophies, diplo- 
mas. Christmas orders guaran- 
teed delivery. Send $1 (refunded 
with first order). Award Maker, 
HG11. 12495 N. E. 8th Ave., No. 
Miami, Fla. 33161. 

INVITATION BOX 
Like to know what's particularly 
well suited to a newlywed's apart- 
ment? Consider the newest idea: 
beautiful, gold-plated metal box 
whose hinged lid displays the 
wedding invitation; base is cov- 
ered in red velvet. For cigarettes, 
jewels, cards. 6" by AW by 2". 
$4.98 plus 25c post. Lillian Ver- 
non, GN1. 560 So. Third Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

Sleepy Hollow 

Reftorations 

"Renal Holland'" Pewter 
Here  presented   are   authentic   repn 
ductions   and   adaptations   from   Va 
Cortland  Manor, owned by the Va 
Cortlandt family from the  17th Cet 
tury until a few years ago. This h< 
been called "The most authentic re:l I 
toration in America". 

#70 Complete 4 piece set #125.00 j 
#15 Tray with German silver bottor 

and pewter rim 15" $42.50      • 
#19 Tray, same as above—19" $57.5| 

Pewter Catalogue 75c 

tlftt'/f/eafl'ltie  &   GP. 597 Farming ton Avenue. Hartford. Conn. 06101 
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SHOPPING AROUND A************************************************ 

STOOP STOPPER 
Sagging shoulders RCI a lovely 
lit! witli the Pi Peer shouM.n 
brace, a lightweight device thai 
puts posture on the straight and 
narrow. Three ply ventilated ma 
terial with softly-padded invisible 
arm bands. Men measure around 
chest; women below bust. $5.95 
plus 45c post. Piper Brace, Dept. 
HG-KOSH, 811 Wyandotte, K in 
sasCity, Mo. 64105. 

DON'T BE A BO-PEEP 
And lose your dog, cat, parrot or 
what have you. Safeguard your 
pet with a stainless steel identifi- 
cation tag engraved free with his 
name, address and your phone 
number. Steel hook for easy at- 
tachment to pet's collar. Guaran- 
teed for life of pet. $1 ppd. West- 
Berg Enterprises, Dept. HG11, 
Box 4177, Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 80909. 

OFF, OFF AND AWAY 
Sturdy green plastic sleeve dis- 
tributes rain water away from the 
down-spout evenly across lawn 
or shrubbery. Sleeve stays rolled 
up until it rains then unrolls as 
water flows and spreads through 
sprinkler holes. 9' long. $1 plus 
15c post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG11, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 

KEYED FOR KEEPS 
Sterling silver for the keeper of 
keys, hunted down in time for 
Christmas. Dangling dandy of the 
old-fashioned split-ring variety, a 
tastefully monogramed silver 
disc, (shown) $6 or heart, $8 dis- 
tinguishes its purpose. Ppd. Un- 
derline last initial; allow two 
weeks delivery. Sleepy Hollow 
Gifts, HG11, 3023 Crane Dr., 
Falls Church, Va. 22042. 

HEADS  UP 
Or feet up, whichever you choose 
—either way, sleeping comfort's 
assured with the buoyant Foam- 
Slant. Head and shoulders are 
raised without piles of pillows; 
aching legs get relief. 27" i. with 
washable white cover. 4" h., $10; 
IV2" h., $12; 10" h., $15; \2Vz" 
h., $18. Ppd. Better Sleep, Inc., 
Dept. HG11, New Providence, 
N.J. 07974. 

CHAIR CANING KITS 
Now anyone can restore his fa- 
vorite antique and heirloom chairs 
easily and inexpensively with a 
NEWELL CANING KIT. Tools, 
natural cane, and "easy-to-follow" 
instructions, all postpaid for only 
$2.50. Illinois residents, please add 
5%  sales tax. 

(Extra cane $1.25 chair-lot.) 
THE  NEWELL WORKSHOP 

(Dept.  S-4),   19   Blaine   Avenue 
HINSDALE,   ILLINOIS   60521 

Distinctive Gifts for Gracious Livin 

MEISSEN   BLUE   ONION   STAFFORDSHIRE 
From England 

Dinner at eight—polished mahogany 
and fine linen—needi this lovely "Blue 
Onion" ware from England to com- 
plete tho picture. Service for eight in- 
cludes: 8 dinner plarcs, 8 salads' 
desserts, 8 soup bowls. 8 cups and sau- 
cers. 8 fruit dishes vegetable 
platter, sugar and creamer. Also avail- 
able in Old Red or Green. Complete 
53-piece set, $39.95 ppd. Complete 55- 
piece set, including coffee pot and cov- 
er,  $42.50 ppd. 

0&t D(r>//tf,,/ 

J,l,r>,  .■/>n,t   /A\i/</ .W„>ir//<t/ ./(<„,■,/    >)<,t<//,/ .'/a/ui   .'l/ahi/<U 

Now you can dine like BritUh Royalty with this perfect replica 
of our famous English flatware featuring the fascinating pistol- 
handled knives, graceful 3-tined forks and rattailed spoons. 
Full-size pieces unbelievably priced in our 52-piece service for 
8, consisting of eight 5-piece place settings (dinner knife, din- 
ner fork, salad-dessert fork, soup-dessert spoon, teaspoon) plus 
8 extra teaspoons, 1 butter knife, 1 sugar spoon and 2 table- 
spoons. Available with a full complement of extra accessory 
pieces including the unique hollow-handled, pistol-grip, ser- 
rated edge steak knife and pistol-handled cake or pie server. 
Also available with a bright polished finish. Imported from 
Japan. 

Complete 52-piece service for 8, S35.95 postpaid 
Complete 74-piece service for 12, S49.95 postpaid 

Please specify Bright or Satin finish 
Open Stock Accessory Pieces Available 

OLD FASHIONED 
HOME SPUN 
TABLECLOTHS 
Loomed  in  the  Ap- 

I a n    M o u n - 
(aini oy mountain weavers, a skill handed down 
by their forefathers.  Real homespun cotton in a 
host    of    marvelous    sunny   colors,    these    self- 
fringed  table  cloths  are  reversible  for  double 
wear, washable, never touches an iron. In gold, 
red.  blue, olive and  brown. 
52" x 52" 
52" x 72" 
42" x 90" 
42" x 108" 

BARRINGTON,  MASS.  01230 *      JPeWgfeP    <^t#€l4e  DEPT. G-110, GREAT 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LUXURIOUS 

r\eci ^uecie 

\pper5 

Appearance . . . bright; 
comfort   .   .   .   right! 
You'll be delighted with 

these wonderful red lounging slippers. Uppers 
are of soft suede lined with imported natural 
lamb's wool; soles of durable cowhide. You've 
never seen anything so beautiful; never owned 
anything so comfortable. And the red is a real 
Christmas red—iust as cheerful as holly berries. 
Men's sizes 7-13 $12.95  ppd. 

Women's sizes 4-10    $12.50  ppd. 
Free Catalog on Request 

Johnny Appleseed's 
Box 700. Beverly, Mass. 01915 

Zip number required! 

n  r* 

Country Kittens 
Hand Knit of Wool 

Just about every little boy or girl will 
want one. And no wonder! Kittens are 
hand knit of washable wool yarn, stand 
10" high, are most cuddly, colorful in 
their checked gingham dress and pants. 
And, they have a tail too! Choose boy or 
girl kitten. 

$5.75 
each 

Add 50c for postage. 

New Hampton General Store6 
1149 Main St., Hampton, N.J. 08827    ^ 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Prompt Delivery. 
fc 4 

Whither the Zither 
Since we heard the "Third Man" theme, we've been 
enchant-d with the zither. Now you can play without 
knowing a note of music—printed song charts cor- 
respond to strings. Just pluck and play. Fascinating 
for children or adults. Gray metal 14" x 8". 

$10-95 Add 75c postage Each 

SEND   FOR   FREE CATALOG     •     No COD's PleaM 

Camalier 
=> &>Buckleyz 

Dept. HGII-0. 1141 Conn. Av.. N.W., Wash.. D.C. 20036 

Imported 
from Italy 
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SPECIAL SALE o^J998 
(Reg. $30.00) 

If these genuine 
Portuguese cork 
tiles had cement 
backing, you'd pay 
$1.00 per sq. ft! 

vaK SUPER-BARGAIN 
PRICE IS LESS THAN . 
I -miii this bargain and save! These are 
the ' il thing—genuine decorator acoustical 
cork tiles imported from Portugal. If we 
precemented them, you'd have to pay over 
8100 more (compare!). Instead, buy a can of 
contact - emenl and take -i tew seconds to apply. 
So easy, a woman can do it ! Fast; simpje; 
•vis • i mint. Can readily be trimmed with 
razor blade. Elegant -mi ml-proofing! 48 
natural   tawny   brown-flecked   Portuguese   cork 

74 / 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Send check or money order — No C.O.D.'s 

SATISFACTION "W T/W1T DEPT. Gil 

GUARANTEED 

PER SQ. FT!—Vi" THICK 
tiles, each 1 ft."xii^ift. \ li inch thick, 144 
sq. ft. in all, enough to beauty-tile complete 
8' x 18' wall „4 . . or to provide countless 
dramatic accents for home. offit^L-. "Leftovers" 
make handsome hot plates, bulletin boards! 
Limited   quantities—order   today!   (#1505) 
Total Bargain Price, Box of 48, $19.98 

(express charges collect) 
Write for  FREE Color Catalog of unique gifts. 

HOBI Engel St., Hicksville, NY. 11802 
Div. of Bevis Industries, Inc. 

UNIQUE ALARM CLOCK 
PROJECTS TIME 

ON CEILING! 
Watch the minutes tick by on fhe ceiling! 
Go back to sleep without turning on a light 
or counting sheep. A delight to those who 
like the unusual or "have everything". 
ONLY electrical clock that shows time on 
ceiling. 7" high, 5" wide, beige case with 
interchangeable walnut or brocade trim. 
1 yr. guarantee. 

$29.98 
no C.O.D.'s, please 

Dept. G-117 

Box 585 

Skokie, III. 60076 

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS 
at a price he can afford 

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from 
one of America's well known dia- 
mond cutters. Pay only actual mar- 
ket price. We refund all monies 
unless your own appraisal shows 
value Vi to Vz higher. 

Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000 

Send for FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG. 

EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP.,  Dept. 12 

Empire State Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10001 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

 ZIP  

Fiske 
WEATHER VANES 

and Cupolas 
Original Designs 

AMERICA'S FINEST 
FOR 100 YEARS 

Established 1858 
Fiske originals have 
topped homes for 100 
years. Time does not 
dim their beauty or 
reliability. All are of 
hand-hammered cop- 
per, finished with 22k 
gold leaf. All are fur- 
nished complete with 
the four points of the 
compass. 

Fiske offers a wide range of hand- 
some ready-built cupolas. Write 
for catalog. 

Vane   illustrated   .   .   .   =131 
ARROW,   2<T   long.    Price   S49. 

-200 ETHAN ALLEN, Jr. 
HORSE % full-bodied. 
26" long.  Price S105. 

55 EAGLE 
WITH ARROW 

Full-bodied. 
20" wing 

spread. 
Price $116. 

= 332  ROOSTER,  3/4 
full-bodied, 13" high. 
Price $54. 

Prices F.O.B. point of shipment 
Write  for Complete Weather Vane and  Cupola  Catalog. 

J. W. FISKE ARCHITECTURAL METALS,  INC. 
113 Pennsylvania Ave., Paterson 3, N.J. 

Dog Bed; "Snoopy" The Pup 
At last, a bed worthy of man's best friend. 

29" x 27" x 18" hardwood dog-bed has 

ruffle canopy, Polyfoam washable mat- 

tress. Plush "Snoopy" (by Determined 

Products) is 19" tall, will captivate the 

youngster in the family. Dog-bed $50.00 

ppd.; Snoopy $11.95 ppd. 

Free Catalog 

Johnny Applesee&'s 
Box 700, Beverly, Mass. 01915 

Zip   Code   Required! 

HONORABLE ANCESTRY 
Fan chart printed on antique 
parchment paper has spaces for 
511 ancestors arranged in se- 
quence through eight genera- 
tions. Chart, 21" by 34" comes 
in a storage tube for permanent 
protection. YQU fjj| jn paternal 
fifid maternal ancestry. $2 plus 
30c post. Formco, HG11, Box 
3828, Long Beach, Cal. 90803. 

ON  KEY 
Music box key ring hath charms. 
Plays "Somewhere My Love," 
"More," "Edelweiss," or "Strang- 
ers in the Night," when you press 
button. Slide cover allows for pho- 
to insert; precision Swiss minia- 
ture music works show up under 
plexiglas. $11.95 ppd. Catalogue 
50c. Hildegarde's, HG11, 597 
Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 
06105. 

BUY GINGER 
Or buy candy, tea or flowers and 
this copy of a Rose Medallion gin- 
ger jar becomes useful as well 
as elegant. Delicately hand 
painted and gold touched on 
pure white porcelain. Alternate 
panels show flowers and Oriental 
figures. 5%" high $12. 3%" 
dia. carved rosewood base $3. 
Ppd. Downs, Dept. 1411, Evans- 
ton, III. 60204. 

FOR STOCK WATCHERS! 
You're an automatic expert with 
this handy stock market calcu- 
lator. A fast flip of the dial tells 
total price, profit or loss, com- 
mission, break even cost. For any 
stock from $1 to $100 in share 
units 5 to 500. Outmodes pencil 
figuring, prevents errors. $3.98 
plus 35c post. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG11. 585 Market St., 
San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

PURELY PRIVATE 
Kitty's litter is constantly dried 
by screen filtration and ventila- 
tion. To prevent odor and keep 
litter fresh give an occasional 
whoosh with the generous supply 
of special spray included. 20" 
by 14" by 6" non-corrosive box 
is cleaned with wide scoop. $7.95 
plus $1 post. Special Products 
Co., HG11, Box 861, Traverse 
City, Mich. 49684. 

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" 
Water plants while you're away. 
Amazing wicks feed moisture to 

. plants for up to 8 weeks. Insert 
one end of wick in soil, other end in 
water. Will not rot or mildew. Set of 
4. 

Plant Nursemaids 

SI.98 - 20c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 3°^ sate* tax. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585   Market  St..   Dept.   HG-II0 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
/1ARK THE DAY 
f the man wants to give his bride 

right-on present, a reproduc- 
lon of the wedding uivtt.ition in 
.terling silver or in yellow gold. 
or this undiluted charm, he 

>ends the original; or a license, 
innouncement, score card, di- 
)loma (returned with order), 
sterling $12; 14k gold $30. Ppd. 
Holiday Gifts, 31 IE, 7047 Pecos 
St., Denver, Colo. 80221. 

SHOW ROOM 
Display a collection of spoons to 
their best advantage. There's 
space for 18 in this deftly-de- 
signed two-shelved rack that is 
pretty enough to hang alone. 
Satin smooth colonial brown pine 
with a carved angel furbelow, it's 
a handsome show-off. 13" by 
14". $6.95 ppd. Art Guild Enter- 
prises, HG11, Box 23201, Minne- 
apolis, Minn. 55423. 

NO PLACE LIKE HOME 
For drinks! Modish bar's making 
a strong bid for attention—and 
getting it—among cliff dwellers. 
Fine piece of pecan and oak 
wood-finished furniture doubles 
as a commode: top's a window 
panelled shelf; bottle rack's built 
in, serving area's stain proof. 
Just one of many new ideas in a 
catalogue, $1. Bar Mart, HG11, 
123 Bowery, N. Y. 10012. 

GLEAMING CRYSTAL 
A lovely pair of crystal lamps sets 
a mood of elegance with its show- 
er of imported crystal prisms 
combined with intricate Rogers 
gold-plated castings. In shining 
glory they cast radiant rays for 
special lighting effects. 17V2" 
high, 9" wide. Pair, $34.95. Exp. 
chgs. coll. Catalogue, 10c. Luigi 
Crystal, Dept. G-ll, 7332 Frank- 
ford Ave., Phila., Pa. 19136. 

TINY MASTERPIECES 
Famous oil paintings by such 
masters as Gainsborough, Degas, 
Whistler and Millet are copied 
and reproduced in full color in 
miniatures. The copies are in an- 
tiqued gold-tone frames, 6%" by 
53A" with glass and hanging 
hook. Order by artist not subject. 
$1.25 ea. plus 25c post. World 
Art Group, Studio HG11, West- 
port. Conn. 06855. 

1   *^ 

h 
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WONDERFUL WILLOW 
—Imported  From  Europe 

FLOOR STAND—Versatile! Attractive! Has 
three shelves for cosmetics, towels, books etc. 
Handwoven, finished in its own natural rich 
willow color, 13"xl3"x30" high. $11.95 plus 
$2.00 postage. Painted add $2.50. 
WILLOW ON THE WALL—Use it in so many 
ways in the kitchen, bath or foyer. Stands 
alone or hangs on wall, 18"x6"x20" high. 
$7.95 plus $1.00 postage. Painted add $2.00. 
WICKER IN HOUSE & GARDEN COLORS— 
Professionally spray painted in: Pineapple 
Yellow, Parrot Green, Space Blue, Aza 
lea,   Bittersweet,   Black or White. Fran' 

Send 25c for catalog 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

N. .1. Ros. add 5<%> sales tax. 
VISIT   OUR   WAREHOUSE   SHOWROOM. 

l/T>fVy\y\AAAA 

d$CL6&<L£   yfcrUAe. 

I 
The Bates table. 

Nice 
undressed. 

Sets up c;isy, "travels" anywhere 
in the house—foyer, den, patio, 
bedside. Woodgrain finish. 
Sturdy—holds up to 60 lbs. 
20" diameter, 26" high. Only $5. 

Even nicer dressed. Any?rround] 
Tablefashion® will fit! Select from 

our many decorator fashions! 
All carefree—washer to dryer to 

table without ironing. All 
affordable... at your favorite store. 

'< 

Iljilis Fabrics,Inc. 
>T-P.O. Box 576, 

i Station, New York, N.Y. 10018 
y &   Dept. HGD1 
i  ,T  Midtown Sta 

} al* Please send r me Hates tables at $5 each. 
Enclosed is check (or money order) pay- 
able to Bates Fabrics. 

Name , , 
(Please Print) 

Address_ 

City  _State_ _Zip_ 

Send 

for 

:|  beauty.   A  real  doll,   she  is gl 
tor's ball in elegant lifiht blue i 
imed   with   layers   ..i 
nantilla is elegantly draped fro 

Dept 
Albuq 

-38.  P. O.   Box 11114 
New Mexico 87112 

Master the art 
of Southern 
cooking 

700 FAMOUS 
RECIPES ONLY 

Delightful gift for Christmas, bridal shower, 
housewarming, or bread-and-butter. We will 
gift wrap and mail with your card. $3.50 covers 
all costs. Send check or money order with 
order to: 

THE JUNIOR LEAGUE OF MEMPHIS 
2715 Union Ext., Memphis,Tenn. 38112,Dept. HG 1170 

NATURE PINS 
Lovely and colorful with a Robin 
and nest, or Mushrooms as the 
theme. Done on Porcelain in nat- 
ural colors; from original paint- 
ings by L. Hager of Bucks County. 
Gold tone setting with safety 
clasp, size: 17/g" 

" XKl Di!?rfnt    EACH 
and beautiful. 

r«. Ilis. Add «'•;  Tax • No con 

SEND 10c FOR GIFT CATALOG 

$4-25 

Specify ROBIN or MUSHROOM Design 
Clytner* S Of Bucks County     Dept. HG11-0, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950 
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NEW 
< A I A MM, 
FREE! Just send name 
and address! It's brimfu 
of gifts, decorator items 
and famous Yield House 
country pine furnishings. 

The 
i.ld 
t(ip 
desl 

4 OKM-It   LIBRARY 
epitome of charm,  usefulness and creative Yield HouSe design—and a real 

fash 'I value.  Holds 50 reference books  (lower shelf holds to lO'A" books, 
In "" |    f£as  over   _|  square   feet of  work area.   Spacious drawer and top hold 

tools t"i   maximum efficiency, hits flush to wall, even with baseboard. Hand 
crafted of pine in honey tone or maple antique pine 
or walnut finish. 24^"D front to back—27" along 
wall. 34J^"H—writinR surface 28>^"H 38'/>"W. 
$49.95. COMPLETE KIT: All parts and instructions 
included. $34.95. Both Exp. Chg. Col. 

Money Back Guarantee—Not Sold In Stores 
Include Zip Code 

>o >, 5 s 
»IK  * 13, '3 ,i * 3 

IS 

QUICK ... Whafs The Date? 
BUY A HANDY WATCHBAND CALENDAR 
and you'll know the date anytime, any- 
where. Buy for your friends and relatives, 
too . . . great for gifts. Runs for full 12 
months. Easy to attach and remove. No 
Messy Stick-Ons. Champagne color matches 
all color bands. Jewelry type finish. Start 
Any Month. 12 Metal Calendars Gift Pack- 
aged—$1.00/Set—2 or more 75c Set (any 
quantity). Add .35 postage & handling per 
order   (we  ship  1st  class). 

HANDY  CALENDAR CO. 
Handy Bldg., Dept. HG200 

Scott City, Kansas 67871 
Imprinted Packaging IvaUable lor Business 
(.ills or Fund Raising. Write For l.am. Low 
Quailing  Prices 

Choose from 
three sizes— 

are you a number 

Every day it seems another number is 
assigned to you. Soon you'll hardly need 
a name. Tired of being numenzed, 
computerized, and depersonalized? 
Retaliate softly —with your personal Coat 
of Arms, hand-painted on an intricately 
carved walnut-tone finished plaque for 
only $33.75. Just send us your family 
name for our FREE research service, and 
we'll let you know if a Coat of Arms is 
recorded for your name in the heraldic 
archives. Send no money, but write 
today. 

HALBERTB DEPT. HG-117 
3687  IRA  ROAD,  BATH.  OHIO 44210 

Protect your treasured silver with 
Tarnish-Proof Pacific Silvercloth 
Drawer Pads made by oQoi/Uim 

l-TIE HANGER 
Made of solid walnut with beautiful hand 
rubbed finish, complemented with brass 
lioolv ami cross bar. Gold plastic remov- 
able riders for individual hanging (ex- 
tras incl.)  are designed tor wide ties. 

6". 25 tie size $5.50 • 10". 50 tie size $7.50 
16", 100 tie size $9.50 ppd. 

Free Quality Gift Catalog on  Request 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
3023 Crane Drive, Gll-0 
Falls Church, Va. 22042 

Here's fhe safe, practical way to keep your 
stiver neat, bright and ready for use. 

Prevents tarnish and scratching. 
So convenient to use. 
Provides ready access to your tableware. 

Pads convert an ordinary drawer into a sil- 
ver chest. 
SIZE: llVx 15" xVh" ffc or 

holds over 100 pieces *3>'3 

SIZE: 17l/j" x 13%" x 2'/2" ,  Qr 
holds over 125 pieces O.T3 

ADD 50c FOR PACKING «. POSTAGE 

BARRINGTON  SPECIALTIES 
P. O. Box 154-G, Barrington, R. I. 02806 

SHOPPING AROUND 

DISPENSER OF SPIRITS 

KARMA* GWXmTT 

inniontctHii jut^i* 
ftjbit inlccotJnctd 
cjuo inruxak nunc 
t?»Ct ntuntv vO'».x. 

FJS£ »Wm ex 

P ".N  . Vn. ., 
It D.'       dit C  WfU 

AN OPEN SESAME 
Found a terrific present for a 
the G.l.'s on the list: Letter opei 
er's sword shape has decorative 
mother-of-pearlish handle; dam 
ascene work ornaments the leath 
er sheaf. 8V2". $5.95. Special 
join their Club and receive 84 pg 
catalogue, brochures, discounts 
on exclusive boutique items. $2 
a year. Artesania, HG11. P.O. Bo: 
333. Skokie, III. 60076. 

SIGN OF THE TIMES 
What Jim Dandy wouldn't wel- 
come an admirable adjunct to the 
bar! Especially when it's all col 
ored up in white, red, blue, yel 
low and ochre on a dark green 
background; and the message 
thereon is the medium: Fully 
Licensed. For getting personal 
specify name. Two wk. del 
$15.75 ppd. Casual Living, HG11 
Rte. 6, Bethel, Conn. 06801. 

PUFFER'S PAIR 
Dashing pipe dreams for dash 
ing pipe types. Rich red suede 
leather-bound pipe, 5V2" long 
imported from France, made 
from French briar. $9.95. Hand 
some companion is the match- 
ing suede pouch. It rolls flat to fit 
his pocket. Lined to keep his to- 
bacco mixture extra-fresh. $6.95 
Ppd. Johnny Appleseed's. Box 
701, Beverly, Mass. 01915. 

BOOTS ARE BEST! 
Sleek boots with smart buckled 
instep strap are terrific with 
tweeds, stretch pants or pants- 
suits. Genuine cowhide with 
sturdy sole and heel. White, black 
or bone leather, or natural deer- 
skin. Sizes 4 to 10 M and N; half 
sizes, too. $9.50 plus 60c post. 
Old Pueblo Traders, Box 6305 
HNB, Tucson, Ariz. 85716. 

VENERABLE BEETHOVEN 
Genius composer is given greater 
glorification in fine examples of 
rare antique European music 
scrolls. Made entirely by hand in 
vibrant colors on rich parchment, 
each is 40" by 60". Dramatic 
display in any room in a group 
wall arrangement or solo. $3.95 
ppd. World Art Group, HG11. 2 
First St., E. IMorwalk, Conn. 
06880. 

30 to 100 Year Old U.S. Coins! Includes GOLD! 

Coins by Me POUND! 
L    \l\Wl   III////,,/        W 

Sacks & sacks from  our coin vaults'  You g&  g*    ■■ 
may find  Indian cents;  2c pes;  silver dol ^h T     W 
lars from the 1800's. etc. and we'll ADD a *r ^ ^ 
gold piece of the world to each 1 pounder 
or more! Hours of fun sorting & cataloging! (A. One Poult 

■/   "         Copper, silver & gold! plus GOLD.'.' 

y B. Half-A-Pound D. 5 Pounds 
sample group—S8       plus GOLD—$60 

C. 2 Pounds E. 10 Pound Bonk 
plus GOLD—S27.50       SocA (2 gold pes)—Si 

HOBBIEsTTKlLirVIITED, Box 5490, Sherman Oaks, Cal. 91413 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

SILVERY SERVICE! 
A silver-plated serving piece to 
help out at Christmas dinner with 
such goodies as berries, jams, 
turkey stuffing, dressings. For 
a Yuletide bride, your holiday 
hostess, it's elegantly carved in 
a classic pattern eclectic to 
match her best. 9" I., $6 ppd. 
Edith Chapman, HG11, Route 
303, Blauvelt, N. Y. 10913. 

ATTENTION! 
"I know you believe you under- 
stand what you think I said, but 
I am not sure you realize that 
what you heard is not what I 
meant." Great gift guaranteed 
to improve communications. 
Black letters on golden plate in 
pine-finish plaque, 4" by 5". 
$1.98 plus 20c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG11, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

A TREE FOR ALL SEASONS 
Paint a tree on wood and change 
it with the seasons after gay 
Christmas balls add dimension 
to your holidays. Abstract design 
is easy to follow, combines the 
new with the old. 11" by 15" 
wood panel, $3.95. Plexiglass 
easel kit, $4. Add 95c post. New 
catalogue 25c. Decorative Ad- 
ventures, Dept. G-ll, P.O. Box 
228, Abington, Pa. 19001. 

GRAND EXIT FOR PETS 
Quality-built for long service, 
two-way pet door automatically 
closes by patented magnetic de- 
vice. Looks good, too! Has nylon 
lock with weathertight, either 
side lock-up. Easy installation 
with furnished kit. 11" by 13", 
13" by 15%" overall. $16.95 
ppd. Plaza Enterprises, P.O. Box 
411-H-l 1, LaCygne, Kans. 66040. 

PEACE DOVES 
Exquisitely detailed doves in 
matte finished fine porcelain 
perch on leafy green pedestals. 
Each dove is approximately 4V2" 
high, a lovely size for mantel or 
buffet table during the holiday 
season when they are especially 
symbolic. $4.95 pair, ppd. Colo- 
nial Studios, Dept. ID-6, 20 Bank 
St., White Plains, N. Y.  10606. 

I KNOW YOU BELIEVE YOU 

UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU THINK 

I SAID, BUT I AM NOT SURE YOU 

REALIZE THAT WHAT YOU HEARD 

IS NOT WHAT I MEANT. * 

Scan-O-Matic $11-35 
COIN VIEWER n Add 32c 

Postage 

,i   i    i    ,■"  can  io« your com* clearly, 
AtiCAlly.   Feed   a   -.tack   of   coin*   into   th<-   vnw<- 

undei t'x  powerful, lighted magmfla 
., .1. I. . I thO I M.,11.- 1 -,,.,. U ,r..,s. Wh 
hod with on. ildo. th<> coin is autom 

of   the   oth 
,. i tod  and 
liMly.   M.iili- 

othe 
u S.A. 

J to 

lly  flipped 
It    I 

atically  takes   its   place  for 
/are of  inferior   imports. 

MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED 
Same Day Shipment 

TWI^CA 
Dc-pf.  HC-1170, 
Plymouth Meeting, 
Pa.   19462 

NOW A LEVI'S PLACEMAT 
Beautifully red bordered blue denim 
complete with the famous imprinted 
leather LEVI'S patch to serve as a 
coaster. The 18" square red bandanna 
cloth napkin is smartly tucked into the 
LEVI'S pocket creating a rich Western 
atmosphere around the eating area, at 
home or cookouts. The little cowboys 
and cowgirls will need no coaxing 
when meals are served. 

^F   each postpaid. 
/ 3 Set of A only $10.50. 

We ship promptly end 
guarantee satisfaction 

Mi <> 
MC-47 
MC48 

MILITARY SHOWCASES 
Solid walnut or maple frame Also black, antique 
gold or antique white, hand-rubbed finish. Velvet 
lining in black or any military color. Dustproof. 
Special hangers easily install case on wall. Hinged 
glass door, with lock. Name, rank, branch, 
dates, service number, and history, school & 
sport —any inscription engraved on brass plate 
at bottom, only 8c per letter. Insignia of ARMY. 
NAVY. USAF. USMC. USCG. all branches & corps 
engraved. $2.50 ea.: 2 for $4. Models MC and CC 
are delivered ready to hang horizontally or verti- 
cally. Shipped with special devices to hang items. 
Inside mounting depth—2'/i". Christmas delivery 
guaranteed on orders received up to Dec. 18. 
All shipped colled loi etpress charges  Please send check with your 01 

AWARD MAKER ,2«95 N E 8,h *»■ Dept   780 

card numbe 

Fla  33161 

New   "C"   shaped   Satin  Beauty  Pillow  is the 
most comfortable pillow you'll ever use. We 
guarantee it or your money back! Plus it keeps 
your coiffure salon-fresh .... lets you sleep 
even with rollers .... eliminates sleep- 
impressed facial wrinkles .... avoids round 
shoulders and double chins. The secret is in its 
petite size—17 x 9", smooth satin covers and 
unique blend of air and foam. There's no other 
pillow like it. Arthritis and whiplash sufferers 
love it too. With 2 acetate satin zipper covers— 
$5.98. We pay postage, ship in 6 hours. N.J. 
residents   add   5%   tax.    Send,   check   to: 

Jefl&t 5ittp" (ne.   B
O

X
 

GC 

New Providence. New Jersey 07974 
= MONEY BACK GUARANTEE = 

MAGAZINE FILES 
C AFT storage (or valuable baclt-issuest Keep 
** your favorite magazines like new; protected from 
dust, wear, disorder; neatly filed for fact reference. 
Custom made for any standard publication you name. 
Titles are embossed in 23 K gold. Covered with rich 
library-colored Leathertex to resemble finely bound 
books. Each hold a year's supply of monthlies. Also 
medical 6- legal journals. $3.95 ea. ppd. 

ART  BEAM-LITE 
^ EE your pictures Framed-In-Light. French made 
*^ for Louvre-Like lighting. Small, compact, hand- 
some fixture provides concentrated light to enhance 
the beauty of your paintings, sculptures, objets d'art. 
Easily adjustable; projects round or rectangular beam 
up to 20-ft.; simple multi-size focus. Attach to wall, 
ceiling. Used in fine homes, museums, galleries. 5" 
unit complete with bulb, 8-ft. cord.   $19.95 ppd. 

HI-FILE CASES 
DE LUXE storage for your records! These dust- 

proof cases will hold 20 of your 12" LP's in their 
original jackets. Rich library binding in Brown or Blue 
simulated levant leather. Deeply embossed; tooled in 
23 K gold. Center divider aids filing by style, artist, 
or composer. Open back enables easy reading of the 
titles on spine of albums for faster record selection. 
Specify color choice. $4.95 ea. ppd. 

BOOKEND POSTS 
^1 OW you can end unsightly shelves! A sensible, 
" ^ decorative way to support books, magazines, file 
folders, catalogs, &■ save valuable space. An internal 
spring-tension adjusts automatically between shelves. 
Protective rubber tips. No slip or slide when a book 
is removed. Made in U.S. of highest quality anodized 
aluminum in Brass or Silver finish. 

Small- fit shelves 6 to 9", Set of 6, $2.95 
Regular- fit shelves 9 to 14", Set of 6, $3.95 
King- fit shelves 14 to 17", Set of 6, $4.95 

ART     GUILD   P-O. Bo. 23201- AD 
Minneapolis, 

enterprises Minnesota 55423 
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I   YOU'LL LOVE THESE UNUSUAL BOUTIQUES! 
J Exquisite 
* Napoleon 
|    Design 
% 3-PIECE SET 
♦ 
•>of Paper Clip, 
•{•Desk Magnifier 
yand Letter Open 
Ver, all in An- 
Vtiqued 24 Karat 
•♦•Gold Plate. To 
•♦'see it is to love 
•♦•it. Gift boxed. 
••'Magnificent gifts, 
Vonly $9. Com- 
Vplete Set. 

II MVJ  f-U   1WUIMU 

Gorgeous SOAP DISH & CHERUB 
with plastic lin- 
er. Antiqued fili 
gree Gold Plate, 
to charm any 
hostess. Only $3. 

10 DAY 

MONEY-BACK 

GUARANTEE 

ELEGANT CANDY 
I DISH OR ASH TRAY 
I to enhance any setting. An- 
I tiqued 24 Kt.  Gold  Plate. A 

beautiful gift, only $3. 

JADELL CO., 
ON ALL ITEMS! J | 

Send check or money order to: 
Box 18, 401   Kinderkamack Rd.. Oradell. N 07649.  Dept. B 

PentoKot PHOTO 

FULL COLOR 
79 

20-2 
Black & W 

20-1 

PLUS 
35( 
POST 

PLUS 
35C 
POST. 

Send  square  color  negative    *0gfl,^ 

for full  color glossy  3V2X5"  /^v***'^. 

cards   made   on   genuine paSJTijw'i 
Kodak paper. (For new color       »«•»»■!• 

negative from slide add 50£,   \fJS8SSfJ 
from   color  photo  or  color        '"■■^£^ 

Polaroid add  $1.25).  For        """ 
black   &   white   mail   square SATISFACTION 

B&W  negative.   (If   no   B&W  GU
0

A
R

RYO'URED 

negative, send photo and MONEY BACK 

750).  Envelopes included.       OUR 52ND YEAR 

KEYSTONE PHOTO SERVICE, Dept. C20 
(mail to post office nearest your home) 

G.P.O. Box 1766, New York, N.Y. 10001 
G.P.O. Box 8408. Chicago, III. 60680 
Box 22067, Terminal Annex, Dallas, Tex. 75222 
P.O. Box 2203, Atlanta, Ga. 30301 
P.O. Box 60887,Terminal Annex,LA,Cal. 90060 

Converts InQtenflyt 
Your typewriter and writing material 

concealed in 19" x 20" x 25V2" high con- 
sole. Spring operated. French Provincial 
shown, also Early American, Oriental. 
Italian Provincial or Contemporary. 
$119.95 and up for portables. Matching 
File. WRITE FOR  INFORMATION. 

Ask about models for standard type- 
writers. Also the "Little Home Theatre" 
console for movie and slide projectors. 

little home office® 
1566 Fisk Rd., S. E. Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 

New Way 
To Sleep! 
Tee-PJ's resemble a 
T-shirt, but are over 
a foot longer. Rib- 
knit, soft combed 
cotton. Gives when 
you move, eases up 
when you relax. No 
bind, no bunch, no 
chafe, no buttons, 
no ironing! If not 
most comfortable 
sleeper you've ever 
worn, return within 
7 days for full re- 
fund and we send 
you regular T-shirt 
FREE! S (34), M (36- 
38), L (40-42), XL 
(44-44, for weight 
over 180 lbs. and/or 
over 6 ft.). 

$2.60 ea. 
3 for $7.00 

NOW! Tee-PJ's 
available in long 
sleeves with knit 
wristlets for colder 
weather comfort. 

$3.60 ea. 3 for 
$9.50 

All postpaid. 

WITTMANN TEXTILES 
6787 Southboro Sta. 

TIFFANY L/\iW KIT 
Now, as a result of our new novel 
forming technique, il is fun and easj 
for you to assemble this choice tiffany 
decorator lamp. Everything is included 
in the kit but the two hours of your 
time necessary for completion. The re- 
surgent interest in this lamp style 
makes this true 22 inch diameter tif- 
fany lamp, with electrical components, 
an unheard of value. Hard acrylic 
base undistinguishable      S I 4* *#"» 

Enclose SOc for pontage 
from glass. 

Box 577-V, WILMINGTON, CALIFORNIA 90744 

SAFETY FIRST 
Keep those dangling electrical 
cords off the floor and out of the 
way with cord shortener that 
holds up to three feet of cord. 
Just wind excess cord around 
shortener and hook the cord in 
slots at each end of the short- 
ener. Only 98c for six plus 15c 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG11, 
585 Market St., San Francisco, 
Cal. 94105. 

MONDRIAN DECOR 
Art is not just something to hang 
on a wall. Today we live more 
closely with it as this original 
table clearly shows. 20" by 20" 
by 15" with easily assembled 
base and stain-proof glass top. 
Teak, $49.50, two or more, $47. 
Rosewood $65.50, two or more 
$63. Ppd. Copenhagen Imports, 
Inc., HG11, Box 363, Moores- 
town, N.J. 08057. 

ARRANGER'S DELIGHT 
What fun to make flower arrange- 
ments in a shadow box! Kit incl.: 
assortment of wildflowers from 
England, treated to last, velours 
in five colors, mat back, frame, 
clear glass, wall hanger. 9V2" by 
12V2" gilded frame, $16.95; 
small, 6" by 7V2", $12.95. Ppd. 
Discoveries from Around the 
Globe, HG11, Box 88, West 
Nyack, N. Y. 10994. 

COLLECTORS CASE 
Case in solid walnut, maple or 
other finishes. Velvet lining in 
wide choice of colors. Hinged 
glass door with lock. Special dis- 
play hangers. Many sizes & 
styles; spoons, watches, an- 
tiques. Christmas orders guaran- 
teed delivery. 20-page color cata- 
logue $1, refunded with order. 
Award Meter, nGll, 12495 N. E. 
8th Ave., No. Miami, Fla. 33161. 

SCATTER THE SYMBOL 
And don't pass the ammunition! 
Finesse appears in an apt peace- 
on-earth present this year: scat- 
ter rug shows up beautifully in 
the bedroom, bathroom—even 
in the kitchen since it's made of 
cotton pile. Peace symbols 
screen-printed in a blue and 
white pattern. 24" by 36". $4.69 
ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., 
Oshkosh, Wis. 54901. 

"A Rose Is A Rose Is A Rose" 
SO  SAID  GERTRUDE  STEIN 

But. even that sardonic poetress would have reverted to 
volumes ol ecsUsi had she seen these magnificent Gold or 
Silver Roses. A royally elegant gift to add radiative to 
any setting' And, so decnraihelj serucealile! 1J" tall 
Rose sel in block of gloss? Mack marblesque lucite; use 
as paper-weight or simply elegant table decoration. 
Cigarette Boi with gold-leal base, glossy black lid top; 
with bloom of same Gold or Silver Rose. Then, lour 
drawers of gold-tipped matches topped with black luiite 
and matching glorious Rose bloom. Available, Gold-like 
Jl karel metal, or Silver-like pewter. Matches: $4 00. 
Cigarette Box $7.50. Stand-up Hose: $5.00. Set of 3: 
$15.00 plus $1.00 postage. 

James Allen Reid—Designer 
136 W. 71st Street New York.  New York 10023 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
TATUS SYMBOL 
ake a name for yourself with a 
0" hand knotted rope of 8mm 
saris from Majorca: superb 
olor and super size should en- 
lrall the modish madame. Pre- 
ious strand nestles in a many 
olored leather and suede pouch 
lade in Spain. A bargain in any- 
ne's book. $12 ppd. American 
nage Corp., HG11, 276 Park 
,ve. So., New York, N. Y. 10010. 

JP AND COMING 
ilack leather ornamented with 
:opper makes the scene as the 
)ig fashion change in bracelets. 
Handcrafted in New Mexico it 
:ould be the one Christmas pres- 
et for your glamour girl. Send 
vrist size. $9.95 ppd. Free cat- 
ilogue. Discovery House, Dept. 
I1A, 8218 San Juan, N.E., Albu- 
querque, N. M. 87108. 

TWO-WAY AUTOMATIC 
New cordless electric Mix 'n 
Pour-O-Matic lets you mix, then 
pour cocktails automatically. In 
seconds it blends drink perfectly. 
Colorful container decorations 
list 12 all-time favorite drink 
recipes. Works on two standard 
batteries. $9.95 plus $2 post. 
World Co., Dept. HG11, 2 First 
St., E. Norwalk, Conn. 06880. 

SIT DOWN FOR THIS 
If you shop and compare like we 
did you'll find this is half the 
price for the quality and design. 
Scotchguarded velvet in 13 H&G 
colors, loose reversible cushion, 
ambertone finish on finest beech 
wood, 23" w,, 26" d., 45" h. $99 
exp. chgs. coll. Ship. wgt. 44 lbs. 
Swatches and photo, 50c. Furni- 
ture Imports, HG11, Box 965, 
Drexel, N. C. 28619. 

GILDING THE SEASHELL 
Straight out of nature's wonder- 
land come these intricate sea- 
shells. Plated with silver and 
perched on crystal-clear acrylic 
stands, they're sensational for 
nature lovers, artists. No two 
alike, 5" to 6" high with stand. 
Gift boxed for only $4.95 plus 
75c post. Elizabeth McCaffrey, 
HG11,  Northport,  N. Y.  11768. 

CORDLESS  CLOSET  LIGHT 
urns on powerful twin beams when 

ou open the door. Installs in min- 

tes with two screws right above 

he closet door. Battery-powered 

'earns adjust to cover a wide area. 

Has on/off switch, but you'll want 

o keep it on automatic. For ga- 

ages, boats, too. 4 "D" cell bat- 

eries  (not included). $5.98 

2/$11.85 

Dept. 117-G 
Box 585 
Skokie. III.. 60076 
i no GOD'8, please) 

"Woil d 

 Lover 

 Grandfather 

 Grandmother 

 Li.ir 

 Son 

 Driver 

 Movie Star Fan 

 Teacher 

 Mothor 

 Dancer 

 Actor 

 Actress 

 Golfer 

 Mothor in-Law 

 Sports Fan 

 Bowler 

 Littlo Loaguor 

 Boss 

 Bartender 

 Doctor 

 Fisherm.m 

 Football Player 

 Hunter 

 Lawyer 

 Salesman 

 Tennis Pluyer 

 Dentist 

 Bar-B-O Chef 

 Business Man 

 Dice Player 

 Pilot 

 Photo-Bug 

 Skier 

 Musician 

 Barber 

 Baseball Player 

 Drinker 

 Sweetheart 

 Beau 

 Navigator 

 Muscleman 

 Basketball 

Player 

TROPHY      CUPS 

Miniature, gold plated styrene Trophy Cups, 
beautii'jlly  engraved  with  the  tities  listed. 
4" » 1V. Walnut Base. 

$1.29 Each. Add 15c postage per cup. 

MISCELLANEOUS TITLES: 

 I Love You  Blank Plaques 

 You're A First Class Goldbrick 

 7th Vice President 

 World's Greatest 

 You've Got A Heart Of Gold 

 The Hostess with the Mostest 

 It's a Boy  It's a Girl 

 World's Worst Fisherman 

 World's Worst Golfer 

 World's Worst Bowler 

 World's Cutest Baby 

 World's Most Patient Husband 

 World's Most Patient Wife 

 World's Worst Card Player 

 World's Worst Driver 

 Hero Driver  Second Prize 

 First Prize  Third Prize 

"World's  Greatest" 

 Daughter 

 Card Player 

 Friend 
 Nurse 

 Record Collector 

 Father-in-Law 

 Bachelor 

 Gambler 

 Big Shot 

 TV Fan 

 Husband 

 Wife 

 Brother 

 Sister 

 Dad 

 Mom 

 Couple 

 Guy 
 Fink 

 Rockhound 

 Hair Stylist 

 Genius 

 Secretary 

 Coin Collector 

 Host 

 Waitress 

 Cook 

 Bridge Player 

 Father 

 Numismatist 

 Beer Drinker 

 Scotch Drinker 

 Bourbon Drinker 

 Martini Drinker 

 Surfer 

 Sailor 

 Soldier 

 Marine 

 Airman 

 Kibitzer 

 Smoocher 

 Grouch 

 Dope 

Include I■'"• postaoc pet i < i "" guaranteed. Calif. residents add 

Anthony   Enterprises    Dept. HG110, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

Musical 
COFFIN CIGARETTE 

BOX 
Press a button and open the lid of this minia- 
ture casket. The death march starts playing 
and slowly a cigarette rises until it is upright. 
Each press of the button repeats the cycle. A 
macabre reminder for those trying to "kick 
the habit". Solid mahogany with 
brass fittings. 9%" x 4%". Will 
hold any size cigarettes. 

PLUS 85c POSTAGE 
MONEY   BACK   IF  NOT  DELIGHTED 

$9.98 

iJdJildet CoA 
Dept. HG-II70. 

Plymouth Meeting, 

Pa. 19462 

no two exactly alike . .. 

French Crystal Trees 
Evergreen contoured, stunning and majestic in 
ice-crystal splendor! Lead crystal beauties are 
hand formed by French artists so, as in nature, 
each is slightly different. Glistening trees pick 
up natural lights from any room, reflect colored 
under and backlighting beautifully. Handsome 
for year 'round use! Tallest weighs 5 lbs. You'll 
never see lovelier! 

7013 Crystal Tree. 5"     SI 5.00 ppd. 

7014 Crystal Tree, 8V2"       25.00 ppd. 

7015 Crystal Tree, 9%"       37.50 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

"■" /     )    Please, your zip code is required. 

(sCi/rl^,    EVANSTON, 40204 

FRONT PAGE 
GLASSES 

Provocative, amusing headlines 
are PERSONALIZED with any 
first and last name in bold news 
type. Up to 26 letters. Great to 
give. Specify headline: I. mixes 
best drinks in town. 2. serves the 
finest people 3. welcomes VIP's 
to bar 4. goes on drinking man's 
diet 5. auditions for lead in 
"Hair" 6. writes memoirs ... 2 
pages 7. loses caddy in rough 8. 
acclaimed no. I host 9. father— 
10.    golfer—    II.    bowler—    12. 

SEND    10c    FOR   CATALOG 

hunter— 13. fisherman of the 
year 14. sex symbol for senior citi- 
zens 15. celebrates birthday. 

Pa.  res. add i °o tax. No COO 

POSTAMATIC    COMPANY    Dept. HG1170 Lafayette Hill, Pennsylvania 19444 

Dishwasher safe. Set of 8 glasses, 
12 oz.. II 02.. 14 oz. (tall) $12.50. 
Set of 4 Mugs $12.00. Add $1.50 
postage each set. Custom, add $6.00 
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PLAY SKITTLE! -Holiday Fun for Family and Friends 
Thrilling excitement in the home, church or club. May ba-ysed on our convenient, 
matching folding stand or any level table. 

Full Siie: 46" x I8V2" x 5Vi"—Hardwood    • 
Walnut—$42.50 Blonde—$32.50 

Matching Stand—$22.50 
All prices F.O.B., Berea, Kentucky 

BEREA COLLEGE STUDENT CRAFT  INDUSTRIES 
Berea.  Kentucky 40403 

New complete gift catalogue 25c prepaid 
Telephone 606-986-4181 

Over 400 patterns 
Buschemeyer and Co.r 

currently has in stock 
over 400 active, inactive 
and obsolete patterns of 
sterling flatware. 

Immediate delivery. 
Your inquiry is invited. 

Buschemeyer & Co. 
669 South Fourth, HG-11 

Louisville, Ky. 40202 
Send your silver plating and 
repairing to Box 4214, Louis- 
ville,   Ky. 40204. 

ii"l- 

^TRAVEL, Dept. HG-1170 >v 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601 
Please send Kentucky travel 
information. 

Namc_ 

Address. 

City  

■    Slate- -Zip_ 

Southern Cooking For Everyday 
Living is a must for every new 
bride or for the woman that 
does not have a lot of time to 
spend preparing meals, yet who 
truly enjoys delicious food pre- 
pared with simplicity, yet fi- 
nesse, savory recipes which will 
prove to be as gratifying to the 
eye as they are to the palate. 
Send $4.00 plus 25c postage to 

SOUTHERN COOKING 
1911 Crossgate Lane 

Louisville, Kentucky 40222 

J 

OWL and BEE HOOKED RUGS 
Made of heavy wool. Hand hooked on 
strong monk's cloth backing. Made in the 
hills of Kentucky. Backs are treated with 
latex to  prevent  slipping. 

The two owls are 
brown, cream and 
tan against a light 
mottled yellow 
moon background. 
25 inches in diam- 
eter. $50.00 plus 
$2.00 shipping 
charges. 

The honey bee is in 
shades of yellow on 
a cream back- 
ground, scattered 
blue flower blos- 
soms in background, 
narrow blue and 
cream border. Oval 
is 26 by 17 inches. 
$36.00 plus $2.00 
shipping charges. 

SIGN of the PINE TREE 
301 W. Broadway 

Louisville, Kentucky 40202 

SHOPPIN 
AROUN 

FOR REAL $$$$ 
Not so long ago silver dollars 
were said to roll in the streets of 
Nevada. Now one is a rare treas- 
ure! This numismatic company 
has a supply of the remaining 
ones of mixed dates. $2.50 each, 
$2,350 for a bag of 1,000; $3 
(uncirculated), $2,750for 1,000. 
Add 10c post, per coin. Busche- 
meyer, HG11, 669 So. 4th St., 
Louisville, Ky. 40202. 

LIKE LOUIS PHILLIPE 
Remembrance of things past ii 
this hand-crafted wood chest- 
an almost replica of a 19th 
tury antique: patina's embellished 
with the Partridge in the Pear 
Tree. Felt lined interior's the per- 
fect place for letters, photos et 
al. 14" by 12" by 3". $19.95 
plus $1 post. The Plumlea Ped- 
dler, HG11, P. O. Box 22232, 
Lyndon, Ky. 40222. 

TURN OF LIGHT 
Hardwood lamp with graceful 
turnings is sanded smooth and 
ready to finish with stain, lacquer 
or decoupage. 27" tall. Shade in 
white or beige shantung, oyster 
or brown burlap. Eight-foot cord, 
three-way switch. $12.95 ppd. 
Add 50c W. of Rockies. Free bro- 
chure. Baxwood Crafters, PHG11, 
Box 7012, Lexington, Ky. 40502. 

BABY'S SWEET SLEEP 
Beribboned satin-covered music 
box plays Brahms' lullaby to lull 
baby into a gentle nap. Hang the 
music box on baby's crib and 
go about housework as the «box 
plays its always soothing tune. 
2%" by 3VA" covered in pink, 
blue or yellow satin with contrast- 
ing ribbon. $6.50 plus 50c post. 
Maud Hundley, HG11, Anchor- 
age, Ky. 40223. 
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MY OLD KENTUCKY HOMF 
BARDSTOWN 

KENTUCKY 
POODLE RUG 
Kentucky bred, handsome hand- 
hooked rug of heavy wool on 
monk's cloth backing. Poodle pat- 
tern is black and gray on cream 
with contrasting border. 16" by 
3IV2". $45 ppd. Lion, bee, 
mouse, cow, owl, turtle, cardinal, 
quails and hound dog. Request 
prices. Sign of the Pine Tree, 
HG11. 301 W. Broadway, Louis- 
ville, Ky. 40202. 

&s 

LITTLE DARLING 
Tiny treasure of a table, perfectly 
sized for a coffee cup and ash 
tray is just 18" high with top 9" 
by 13". Handcrafted in Ken- 
tucky of finest solid African ma- 
hogany with hand-rubbed finish. 
No veneers! A masterful copy of 
an 18th century butler's tray, it 
has heirloom quality. $27.50 
ppd. Wakefield-Scearce Galleries, 
HG11, Shelbyville, Ky. 40065. 

LATEST DEVELOPMENT 
The thriftiest way we know of get- 
ting 126 Kodacolor film devel- 
oped, fast, too—your finished 
prints are mailed first class with- 
in one day of order receipt! Send 
$2 for a 12 exposure roll, $3 for 
a 20 roll. Add 25c post, or send 
letter for free mailing envelopes. 
BlueGrassMail Photo, HG11, P.O. 
Box 478, Lexington, Ky. 40501. 

REDISCOVER KENTUCKY 
Visit "My Old Kentucky Home," 
inspiration of Stephen Foster's 
classic, Churchill Downs, the 
Bluegrass Country. Send for a 
colorful brochure just full of pho- 
tos and information on Kentucky's 
historic landmarks and natural 
beauty plus fascinating details on 
over 40 State and National Parks. 
It's free! Write Travel Kentucky, 
HG1170,  Frankfort,  Ky. 40601. 

4Mm 
criV I ^ 

ct> 

AND NOW THERE ARE FOUR! 
Kentucky's only AUTHENTIC julep cup, 
our famous handmade STERLING SIL- 
VER cup now has three ma'chinq com- 
panions! All four items *re heavy gauge 
silver and have hand beading at top 
and bottom. All bear our traditional 
presidential markings, which date them 
for posterity. Start a set TODAY . . . 
and pass them on to future generations 
with great pride! Use them for water, 
milk, cokes ... or whatever you wisb! 
They make excellent business or presen- 
tation awards. 

From left: 
Nin Cup," 

1%'tall $14.50 
"B.iliy Julfp." 
2'«" tall 524.50 
"Regular Julep." 
1   1   tall S36.50 
"Double Jigger," 

tall $18.50    .„ 
lure <>■ ■' 

Postpaid     anywhere      in      went authorized 
the     U.S.A.      Hand     en-     «f/.-/if,i     for    DOUffht 
graved   monogram  53.50      Bochm    Bird*     .     .     .    Visit 
extra,  .f dnirpd. wht ■■ 

WAKEFIELD-SCEARCE GALLERIES 
Dept. H.G., Shelbyville, Kentucky 40065 

EDUCATIONAL GAME 
does wonders for 

pre-schoof children 

This game is a great aid in preparing 
children ages 4 to 7 to be good stu- 
dents. It teaches in an entertaining 
way and gains children's interest. Par- 
ents will be pleased with their child's 
progress as they learn to follow direc- 
tions, count, recognize money, learn 
numbers, colors, identify animals, ob- 
jects etc. Ideal as a Christmas gift. 
Only $4.98 sent ppd. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

SPARKS GAME & TOY CO., INC. 
Dept. H, Pikeville, Ky. 41 501 * 

FROM OUR KENTUCKY 
CABBAGE   PATCH! 

From  our  collection 
of casual dlnnerware 
... The Cabbage Leaf 
pattern from Portugal. 
The complete service 
is available in Canary 
Yellow or Leaf Green. 
$9.50 for a 5 piece 
place setting consist- 

ing of a cup and saucer, bread and butter, 
salad and dinner piate. The individual casse- 
role or covered soup is 12 oz. and $4.00 
each or set of 8 for $29.50 ppd. 
The 3 qt. Tureen also available in yellow or 
green has a matching 
ladle. $13.50. Per- 
fect for chowder, stew, 
hot cereal or could be 
a salad bowl. The soup 
bowls   are   $2.50 
each    or    8    for 
$18.50  ppd.  Com- 
plete price list avail- 
able. 

Set A Delightful Table from 

Eire Villager 
E.    STEPHEN    HEIN 

Gardenside  Plaza Lexington,   Ky. 40504 
Send for our Christmas catalogue 

HAVE A REAL 
FAMILY HEIRLOOM! 

YOUR OWN 
HOME 

IN 
NEEDLEPOINT 

From your own photo and description, let well-known authority, Maud 
Hundley, help you create a needlepoint portrait for framing of your 
own home. Or you may prefer it as a tapestry or a sofa pillow. Here 
is not only an accent piece of subtle elegance, but a cherished 
memory for generations to come. 

Send photo and complete description of all colors and details for 
estimate—Remember, the more complete the description, the more 
faithful the reproduction. 

MAUD  HUNDLEY  STUDIO 
U. S. 60, Old Shelbyville Rd., Anchorage, Ky. 40223 

Send 10c for catalog of creative needlepoint ideas. 
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DECORATOR'S CHOICE! 

$13.75 each 
(Add 50c per lamp 
West of Rockies) 

The Wickford 
Candlestick Lamp 
is a decorator's 
delight! Hand- 
crafted from se- 
lect native hard- 
wood, it is sanded 
satin-smooth, 
fully wired and 
ready for you to 
finish. It's so easy 
to create an ac- 
cent color, stain 
a wood tone, an- 
tique or decou- 
page! Each lamp 
stands a stately 
30" tall, has a 3- 
way switch and 
an 8-foot cord. 
Specify Choice ol 
Shades in white 
or beige Textured 
Shantung; oyster 
or natural Burlap. 
Satisfaction as- 
sured . . . Price 
postpaid! 

FREE COLOR BROCHURE or unfinished lamps 

Haxronofc (UraftprH 
Dept.   HG 11,   Box   7012,   Lexington,   Ky.   40502 

A SPLENDID PRINT 
A MEMORABLE GIFT 

Here art- three outstanding lithograph 
action prints—The Chase (shown), 
The  Charge, and  Dawn   Patrol— 
each 19%" x 27%" overall—three au- 
thentic Civil War scenes, complete 
with legend, by artist James OHIO- 

hundro. Signed and numbered at 
$12.50 each ppd. Handsome accents 
for library, den or young man's room. 
Also available—6 handgun black-and- 
white portrayals in fine detail. Au- 
thentic weapons of the Civil War era 
—each 11" x 14", at $5 set ppd. 
Write for other versatile offerings by 
American   Heritage  Prints  artists. 

AMERICAN HERITAGE PRINTS INC. 
1517 South Limestone, Lexington, Ken. 40503 

APPALACHIAN WREATHS 
Decorate your home this Christmas with wreaths 
made of pine and hemlock cones, hickory nuts and 
various seed pods gathered from the Appalachian 
Mountains. Each is individually wired to a frame. 
These beautiful circles in muted browns will last 
for years and make wonderful gifts. 

Size Price 
22" 
18" 
12" 

$15.00 
$10.00 
$ 5.00 

Send check or money order to: 

Appalach an Fireside Crafts 
Box 276 Boonevtlle, Kentucky 41314 
(Please   add   $1.50   sh 
charges.) 

pping,   packaging   and    insurance 

Key Chain Fun Kentucky- 
crafted wooden key chains make 

excellent gifts for all the girls. Col- 

orfully haacUpainted and finished on 

both sides. Four styles: Flower Girl, 

Owl, Af5ple Tree and Poppy. Specify 

style. $2.25 each ppd. Any 2, $4.00 

ppd. Any 4, $7.50 ppd. 

/rfr\$%k    The Plumlea Peddler 

PEW    
P

- °- Box 22232G 
Lyndon, Ky. 40222 

SHOPPING AROUND Kentucky 

f 

IS IN 
YOUR 
CAMERA? 

IF IT'S 126 
KODACOLOR here's what 
we will do for you ! 

We specialize in developing and printing 
126 KODACOLOR film. We guarantee 
finest quality and fastest service—your 
finished prints mailed first class within 
one day after order received. Look at 
the special prices we offer you! 

126 KODACOLOR—12 Exposures $2 
126 KODACOLOR—20 Exposures $3 

Add 25c for handling. Kentucky residents 
add 5% sales tax. You save more than 
enough to buy your new film. Act now! 
Wrap film carefully, enclose money and 
mail to us. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

BLUE GRASS MAIL PHOTO 
P. O. Box 478 Lexington, Ky. 40501 

*fc     * 

YOICKS! 
The short of it is a 2-oz. jigget 
the long 8-oz. cup. Jaunty jigge 
also dispenses cordials in apprc 
priate amounts. For mint juleps 
try a frosted fox-head in th 
larger size. Heavy silver plate o 
pewter. Cup, silver plate $13.50 
pewter, $10.50; jigger, $9.50i 
$6.50. Ppd. Free catalogue. Tht 
Villager, HG11, Gardenside Plaza 
Lexington, Ky. 40504. 

BUSY PORT WORKER 
Hard-working tugboat, the work- 
horse of the harbor fleet, is de- 
picted in a four-color lithograph 
by Sciallo, a California artist. The 
11" by 16" print is ready to be 
framed. $3 ppd. Write for infor- 
mation on other artists. American 
Heritage Prints, Inc., HG11, 1517 
So. Limestone, Lexington, Ky. 
40503. 

>*        k- 

FINE FRUIT CAKE 
Students at Berea College are na- 
tionally known for their crafts, 
and when they turn to baking, the 
results are just as excellent: light 
and lovely fruit cakes filled with 
fruit and nuts. Each two-pound 
cake hand-decorated and packed 
in reusable metal container. 
Dark, $5.95; light, $6.95. Ppd. 
Berea College Student .Craft In- 
dustries. HG 11, Berea, Ky. 40403. 

TOTS' DELIGHT 
New game for pre-school and 
first grade children has won 
praise from educators. Included 
are: game board; spinner; 16 
"men"; four each of four colors; 
four sets of educational cards: 
animals; money; objects; colors. 
Fun for ages four to six. $4.98 
ea.; two sets, $9. Ppd. Sparks 
Game & Toy Co., HG11, Box 
2361, Pikesville, Ky. 41501. 

a a i 
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Worth Looking Into ... 
Ever considered selling your particular product or 

service by mail? 

Write us for complete information on how you can sell 

profitably, here, in House & Garden's Shopping 

Around   Section—America's   favorite   shop-by-mail- 

center. 

House & Garden's 
SHOPPING  AROUND 

420  Lexington  Avenue 

New York,  N. Y. 10017 
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JSTIC STASH 
urdy table with turned birch 
gs holds a mass of magazines 
id newspapers on three i iiweled 
lelves, a Ian I 6" by 18" 
p. Top shelf takes books up to 
' h. Finished in honey or an- 
^ue pine, maple or walnut. 24" 

. 2IV2" w., 15" d. Finished, 
26.95. Exp. coll. Easy kit, 
20.25 ppd. Yield House, HG11, 
orth Conway, N   il  03860. 

vj FULL SWING 
eautiful people returning from 
urope with continental tele- 
hones! Save yourself a trip 
irough Customs and savor this 

Itunner: top's genuine onyx, 
I old engraved base bespeaks old 
/orld craftsmanship; working 
iarts are brand new, ready to 
ilug into jack and dial. $120 Exp. 
oil. Edith Chapman, HG11, 
toute 303, Blauvelt. N. Y. 10913. 

FOLDED GLASS 
[Handsome American Eagle glass 
)late made from the original 
nold in traditional amber or 
azure blue. The eagle is sur- 
'ounded by 13 stars. Perfect 
size, 9VA" dia., for display, tea 
or salad. $3.35 ea.; two, $6. Ppd. 
rree 1,000 item catalogue with 
order, otherwise, 25c. Sturbridge 
Yankee Workshop, HG11, Stur- 
bridge, Mass. 01566. 

WIDTHS OF BEAUTY 
It is possible to save up to 50 per 
cent on fabric by using Home- 
spun's 118" wide widths. These 
come in cottons, open weaves 
and polyester sheers. The fab- 
rics are $3.98 per yard up. Cus- 
tom draperies are done to or- 
der. Send $1 for 80 swatches; 
three brochures ppd. Homespun 
House, HG11, 9028 Lindblade, 
Culver City, Cal. 90230. 

BREWS AND POTIONS 
Hilarious handbook of ancient 
remedies, spells, elixirs and 
aphrodisiacs. Weird ingredients 
like an eel's bile are hilarious 
and old wood cuts add charm. 
For the guest room bookshelf, a 
happy hypochondriac. $1.95 
plus 20c postage. Harriet Carter, 
Dept. HG11, Plymouth Meeting, 
Pa. 19462. 

DUFFLE TOTE 
Jnique over-the-shoulder all purpose tote bag—made 

>f durable plastic-lined canvas with drawstring cord. 

8" high. Use it as a beach bag, gym bag, hiking bag, 

;tc. Suitable tor boys as well as girls. Choose from 

hree rich colors: Navy, Dark Green, and Burgundy. 

Dniy $3.95 each  postpaid.  Ideal  Gift.  Specify Color. 

DONEY   ENTERPRISES 
320 South St., 1 2M, Morristown, New Jersey 07960 

REAL FUR RUGS! 
THE  NEW SENSATION. 

Imagine a luminous, tyed sheen^i", ~j {;-, 
!rr,f Of Jfflur fireplace, In the living room, at 
your bedside or your den Its thick, tull coat is 
cuddly and furry and suitable as an affectionate 
covering for a child's room. Each Is approxi- 
mately 2',. leet by V/2 feet and Is available in 
20 colors to match every decor and mood. Ex- 
pertly tanned, they are available at $29 95 ppd. 
each and $49.95 ppd. for two. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! Use coupon to 
order, and be sure to :heck desired color. 

Enclosed is □ check    □ money order 

Name 

Address 

City Slate Zip 
White □ Leopard Print 

n Bei(;e □ Zebra Print 
□ Dark Brown □ Light Blue 
□ Light Brown I     riectric Blue 

No C O.D.s. D Black n Purple 

□ Kelly Green □ Lilac 

Cril/AH     C A I   E*C D Fern Green tisia 
btlVAU      OALtO □ Light Yellow | j Pink 

Post Office Box 164 D Gold D Red 
Amityville. N. Y.  11701 □ Peacock Blue f] Flame 

UNIQUE  TWISTY  KEY  RING 
No links to loosen ... no chains to break. In- 
triguing twist lock opens easily—stays closed. 
Holds 25 keys. Withstands pull of 150 lbs. 
Made of aircraft cable in smart gold finish. 
Refund double purchase price if not satisfied. 

KEY RING SI.25 +   15c Mailing Each 
Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-MO 
585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

FROM AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND 

<JAost Ql/eficome Qijt 

Help stamp 
out soft 
crackers 

ELECTRIC 

:-K I Keeps crisp foods dry and 
[®oven-fresh indefinitely, 

en in the most soggy at- 
mospheric conditions. The only appliance of its 
kind, the Electric Brisker applies the principle of 
dehumidificatii ;i to protect the flavor and ensp- 
ness of such foods as crackers, potato chips, 
cereals, nuts and pretzels. Keeps salt shakers 
free-flowing. It's the "in" thing ... a welcome 
asset in any home, boat or camper. U.L. ap* 
proved; 115 volt AC for home; 6. 12 and 32 
volt DC for boats and campers. 18'//' x 11" x 
11". Polished chrome or satin copper finishes. 
At fine gift shops and hardware 
stores, or order now by mail. 
Literature free on request. NX'rite: 

24 95 rnt 
POSTPAID 

2338 Gilbert Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45206 

Unique IMPORTS—KOALA BEARS 

either 3>/2" $3.50 or 10" $11.25. 
BOOMERANGS   in   wood   12"   with 

etched aboriginal motifs $3.50. 

CLOTHES  BRUSH  of  Kangaroo skin 

S7.00. 

More wonderful ideas in our unique CATALOGUE—it 
contains short histories of Australia and New Zea- 
land and has hand drawn illustrations of all items. 
Send 25c which is refundable with a purchase or 
ORDER one of the above and receive it free. Please 
use zip codes. 

WABBA PTY, LTD. 
Dept. N, P. O. Box 267 

Gernardsville,  New Jersey 07924 

ADDED COMFORT 

HAND CRAFTED COLONIAL FOOT STOOL 
Why just admire a beautiful piece of furniture. 
With this decorative colonial trestle foot stool 
you can add elegance as well as comfort to a 
special chair, sofa or rocker. Each foot stool is 
constructed of warm colonial pine, hand fin- 
ished in a rich honey brown color. Pamper your- 
self with the luxurious 2" thick foam rubber 
top. Colonial print design fabric is available in 
red, gold, med. blue and avocado to comple- 
ment any decor. Stool measures ll1/?" high x 
15" long x ll1/?" wide. 

Order today for Christmas only $23.95. Post- 
paid,  No COD. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

BOYD WOODCRAFTING 
Rd. =2 Oak Shade Road 

Tabernacle, New Jersey 08088 
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A CERAMIC 'MASTERPIECE' 
FROM  YOUR  CHILD'S  ARTWORK 

Delight Family And Friends With A Gift Designed Just For Them! 

Even  the tiniest dauber's artwork takes on the  importance  of a  masterpiece 
when reproduced in FULL COLOR on our fine quality ceramics. Just fold and*" 
send any size drawing. REPRODUCTIONS ARE IN MEDIUM OF ORIGINAL, 
UNDERGLAZE AND GUARANTEED PERMANENT! You'll have a masterpiece 
you wouldn't trade for any  priceless treasure in the world! 

(left) 7" Sq. Ashtray or dish $5.95 (right} fc^Sq. Ashtray $5.25 
(center) 4'/j" tile-topped solid American walnut box—5" x 5" x l^/i". Cork- 
lined interior and base. Beautiful rich wood tones Wend with any decor $7.95 
(not illus)  6" x l^/i" solid American walnut pen holder w/41/j" tile insert and 
Florentine gold swivel-pen. Cork-lined base 
6" Sq. or 6" round tile—cork-base . . $4.75 4I/4" tile 

write for FREE  BROCHURES We pay postage 
to one address 

NANCY  RESETAR »**--H«™ 

$6.95 
$4.25 

Allow  us 
10 days 

P.O. Box 781. Port Chester. New York 10573 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Send Today for FREE 
64 page Shoe Booklet H 
See how easy it is to be fit- 
ted Direct via Mail in Shoe- 
craft Famed Fifth Avenue 
Shoes. Great values now 
at Low Money Saving Prices. 

NO   RISK TO  YOU! 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

or Your Money Back. 

SAVE MORE MONEY! 
No Extra Charge for 
Any Sizes 9 to 13 

MUSTANG  $36.00 
This "well bred" boot of 
butter-soft calf . . . will win 
by a length this Winter. It's 
got unfair advantage ... like 
a gore that "gives" ... a 
generous zipper to count on. 
We think it's the kind of 
look that makes midis what 
they are . . . make it your 
look in pitch black or brown. 

SHOECRAFT 603  FIFTH  AVE. 
NEW YORK 10017 

DOQ 

WASH. 
D.C. 

Lena . . . the new look in Bent- 
woods. A broad, comfortable, 
sturdy seat. A little more so- 
phisticated in approach. Mat 
red, navy blue, forest green, 
white or black. $25 each. 4 for 
$88. Exp. Chg. Col. No COD'S. 
56-page catalog, $1. 

DOOR STORE of Washington, D.C. 
3140   M   St.   N.W.   (HG11)   Wash.,   D.C.   20007 

I 

EXCITING NEW IDEA 
IN HANDBAGS! 

A compliment to your dress or casual wardrobe 
these 97?" by 13" multi-colored vinyl tote bags 
will make the scene anywhere you go. Display 
ing seven swinging stripes of green, tan, ivory, 
black, gold, orange and brown; and a choice 
of border trim in black, ivory, green, tan or 
brown. Vinyl lined interior equipped with two 
spacious pockets for your convenience. Vertical 
stripes the same on all bags. Complete with 
zipper across top. A perfect gift item. 

$6.95 Ppd. 10c For Brochure 

SKYLINE  ENTERPRISES 
BOX 265, HG 40, TUPELO, MISS. 38801 

&/,e ^,taf SCRIMSHAW 
The An of Scrimshaw developed on the rolling 
ships of old New Bedford has almost disap- 
peared. Only a few men still follow in the foot- 
steps of seamen who painstakingly and with 
great delicacy engraved the ivory from the 
whales they captured. 

Our authentic work is done in this ancient 
tradition, in New Bedford, entirely by 
hand. Do not be misled by inexpensive 
copies. 

Gold-Plated   Mountings 

(not shown) 

We pay postage. Money back guarantee. 

^mm - WtfWiiA DEPT.  HGI I 

BOX   l?70.   BROOKLYN.   N.Y.   11202 

w 

DANISH DOINGS 
Teak turtle should be a treat ir 
any man's book: its stainless 
steel trap opens the bottle cap 
No feet of clay has he; his ar< 
made of rubber; 4" long, 2Vfe* 
wide. It isn't every day, deai 
Reader, that you can find such i 
valuable contribution to his dig; 
for a mere $2.95 ppd. Shopping 
International, 457 Shopping Intl. 
Bldg., Norwich, Vt. 05055. 

SHEEP SOCKS 
Pair to warm the tootsies wherev- 
er a sports enthusiast roams this- 
winter. Socks are the hand knit 
variety in white vicuna, charcoal 
and malt—all native colors ol 
Icelandic polar sheep wool. Con- 
sider for after ski time at home 
or on the road. 16" length, one 
size fits all. $7.50 pair ppd. 
Clymer's of Bucks County, HG11,. 
Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

PETIT POINT WATCH 
Florentine gold-rimmed bracelet 
is a beauty with a double duty: it 
opens to show a watch face with 
clear golden numerals. Bracelet's 
floral design is petit-point bead 
work in pastels against white. Ex- 
pert movement inside combines 
delicacy and dependability. 
$19.98 plus 50c post. Order 
from Harriet Carter, HG11, 
Plymouth Meeting, Pa.  19462. 

DELICIOUS PILLOW 
Luscious red strawberries, shad- 
ed green leaves, white flowers 
with yellow centers, already 
worked for you on 14" by 14" 
canvas. The ivory wool for back- 
ground and edging, pre-worked 
design on canvas, linen for back- 
ing and directions, $12.95 plus 
65c post. The Stitchery, HG11, 
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181. 

HIDEAWAY HELP 
Is there anyone in this popu- 
lous world who doesn't desire 
extra shelf room? Here you can 
have in golden aluminum a two- 
shelf unit, 12" high for $3.25; 
4 shelves, 25" high, $6.2*5; 5 
shelves, 32" high, $7.25. (Ex- 
pands sideways from 12" to 21", 
3W deep.) Add $1 post. ea. 
House of Minnel, HG1170E, 
Deerpath Rd., Batavia, III. 60510. 

SOUVENIR RECORD ol NIAGARA FALLS » 

NIAGARA  FALLS SYMPHONETFE 

[III  IIIKT[I  MFC  ORCAA 

4H MUSICAL  TAVOIIITCS 

HERE'S A MEMORABLE GIFT! 
Enjoy the might and the many moods ot Niagara Fa 
in this LP. Century 12" Recorded Symphonette on t 
versatile Wurlltzer Theater Organ. Carlton Finch ca 
tures the roar ot the talis, the spin ol the whirlpc 
and the myriad softer sounds of mighty Niagara in tt 
first musical interpretation ot its kind ever made. Yoi 
in colorful photographic framable album. Side 2—6 po 
ular favorites; specify stereo or mono. $3.95 postpal 

CARLTON   FINCH 
266 Sweeney St., North Tonawondo, N. Y. 141: 

HOUSE & GARL 

  



SHOPPING AROUND 
HIDDEN ASSETS 
Adjustable money belt is worn 
under clothing around waist. In- 
ner pockets hold folded bills or 
important papers. For men to 
wear under business suits, ladies 
might conceal it beneath darl 
slacks. Slim construction makes 
it virtually invisible. $2.98 plus 
15c post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG11, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 

BEFORE BOTTLES 
Jack Daniel's stoneware jug's re- 
plete with the 100-year-old fa- 
mous name inscribed thereon. 
Container keeps liquid pleasantly 
cool—at drinking temperature. 
Trick's to place it in a shady nook 
or in water. Veritable boon on 
the farm. Vz gal., $5; 1 gal. $7. 
Ppd. Free catalogue. Lynchburg 
Hardware & General Store, Box 
239F, Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352. 

ROADSIDE RHYME 
Remember the good old Burma 
Shave signs? In long ago pre-TV 
days they were the real fun com- 
mercials. Here are all 600 verses 
in a hard-bound book. "Verse by 
the Side of the Road" is a neat 
bit of nostalgia for anyone who 
fondly recalls those once familiar 
red and white signs. $4.75 ppd. 
Sleepy Hollow, HGI1, 3023 Crane 
Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22042. 

WIDE TIE SLIDE 
For he who sports the latest wide 
tie fashions—a gift befitting the 
broader outlook! Nothing short 
of sterling silver and since it's 
personalized, so much the bet- 
ter! Please underline last initial. 
3" wide by %" high, $10 post- 
paid. Allow two weeks for deliv- 
ery. Casual Living, HG11, Route 
6, Bethel, Conn. 06801. 

ALL RUFFLED UP 
Colonial frame ruffle Cape Cod 
curtains in white Perma-press 
Dacron and cotton; machine 
wash, tumble dry. No ironing! 
Hang as tiers, cottage, or full 
length tie backs. 76" w. per pr. 
Lengths: 24" $5; 30" $5.50; 36" 
$6; 45" $6.75; 54" $7.50; 63" 
or 72" $8; valance $2.75. Add 
50c post. Old Colony, HG-11E, 
Box 232, Westfield, N. J. 07090. 

UHOODS U IRJl 
PKJCI,, 

LKM Mi 

'JKCHKI 

SIDE OF JUL 

JEM-ROUND FLOWERS 
Beautiful, hand-made (lowers imported from 

Mexico! Made of permanent, dried natural 

materials ... on long wire stems. (Flowers 

3" to 5" in diameter.) They're a year-round 

conversation piece! You receive 12 assorted 

flowers, complete with arranging instruc- 

tions. Mail check for #6.95 to Helen's Hut. 

605 East Park, Barberton. Ohio. 44203. 

Post paid anywhere in U.S.A. 

•     o 

These are the 
Worlds Most Perfect 

Counterfeit Diamonds 
(PRICED FROM $40 A CARAT) 

The im redible WELLINGTON counterfeit is virtually indistinguishable 
from a genuine diamond. It actually defies detection. Brilliant. Flawless. 
Fiery. Expertly cut on a diamond wheel. So utterly believable, few would 
dare to question it. Even expert jewelers have mistaken them for diamonds. 
Caution: do not confuse the fabulous WELLINGTON with other "simu 
lated" diamonds such as spinel, rutile, titania, etc, It is entirely different. 
Excites admiration wherever it is worn. We fashion the WELLINGTON in 
men's and women's rings, earrings, etc. One to 50 carat solitaires exquisitely 
set in 14K solid gold mountings. Priced from $40 a Carat, Sold on approval 
—no risk. Mail coupon today for free brochure. (Or visit our retail stores 
in Wash.. D.C.j Philadelphia or Toronto.) 

WELLINGTON JEWELS, 11.50 Conn. Ave., Wash., D.C. 20036 

Please send your free brochure. 

1970 «■ llington lewels 

Beautiful Painted Wicker Witchery in Lamps 
Gives   direct   light   to   work   or   play   areas. 
Comes  electrified   &   with  bracket. 

(i ft. of chain 
LOTUS LAMP & BRACKET 

$10.50 ppd. 
PAGODA LAMP & BRACKET 

$9.99 ppd. 
DECORATOR COLORS 

White, Black, Gold, Royal  Blue,  Light  Blue, 
Avocado.     Lime.     Kelly.     Red,     Raspberry, 
Orange,    Hoi    Pink,    LiKht    Pink,    Brown, 
Mustard,   Yellow,   Purple,   Turquoise,   Lilac, 
Natural. 

62 page catalog and color chart $1.00. 

JOANC. LUCHS 
8010 Old York Road, Dept. HG-8 

Elkins Park. Pa. 19117 

World's Masterpieces in Replica 

Vi PRICE SALE 
Pre-holiday sale 
of famous sculp- 
ture for your own 
home or as a gift 
of distinction. 

□   R-804.  THE 
KISS by Aug 

rr   Paris.  E 
. Artsfone 

- h. Height 
9". 

Reg. $18.95. 
THIS MONTH 

ONLY 

$9-47 
Add S2 OO 

send*?./Sonus 0«- 
0-day money back  I to? pSase .<«»ulU' 

guarantee.        \ i,M- \,„'<u.u-.' 
Send Check or M0 
or charge your Din- 
ers' Club or Amer- 
ican Exp. acct. 

FINE ARTS STUDIOS 
WYNN'S      Dept. L-110, Lawrence Road. 
ww  IIWIW   j      Kings Park, N. Y. 11754 

Locking—Rolling— j)r 
Fold-up Bar Holds 40 Bottles—4 Doi. Glasses 
Now—a bar for the biggest party—or cozy twosome 
This charming little giant .s the most completely 
versatile bar ever. Use it 3 ways: locked, as liquor 

self-service:    rolled    out   from   the 

to 
ned nd.   fo 
reveal   20   bottles   of   liquor.   20   bottles   of 
rly   4   doz.   assorted   glasses,   and   all   bar   ac- 
.   Adjustable  shelves,   brass  guard   rails  and 
Simple,    compact,    fits    smartly    into    home. 

W.    19"   D  .    36-    H —open 
tty   pine.    In   honey   tone   or 

itant   fin- 

cesso 
fittinc 
apt.,   office,   cott 
38'   w     Crafted 
maple,   antique 

ishes. S57.95. Ship. Chgs 
IN    EASY    HOME    KIT.    Louvered    aoors 

etc.,   re?."ly   ror  anisbn t 
simple Instructions. S39.95. Ship. Chgs 

Beautiful Free Catalog—1000 Pieces—Complete or Kits 

Dept. Gll-0 
rNorthConway, N. H. 03840 
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An out-of-the-ordinary gift for 
your very special friends 

House & Garden 
the Christmas present that delivers pleasure all year 
To give House & Garden, simply mail the order form today. We'll do 
the rest: sign gift cards for you, and send them to your friends' homes 
just before Christmas. Every month during the coming year, we'll 
deliver another of your House & Garden presents. 

190 HOUSE & GARDE 



SHOPPING AROUr II I 
Ml! A  I'I NAT A 
Id Nn i> is lull oi Christmas goi 11 

and happily waiting foi   mall 
ilid i    pari    i     Real Mexican 

in iii     in   f| ",ta   colors   con 
.hi. idi r'iit wiih little 

ivors.   Hang   gaily   decomi 
.mi.i with his speci.il wire, 20" 
ill   wnii party  plans, $5. Add 
5c post. Merri Maker:,, HG1 I. 
•02 So. Broad St., Thomasvillr. 

i   11792. 

JAINF.D GLASS COLOR 
)rnaments in stained glass col- 
>rs with "leading" are actually a 
luality plastic. Ornaments are 5" 
ong on a gold cord to hang on 
he Christmas tree or in a window 
o capture sunlight. Angel, tree, 
Dell and star. Set of twelve, as- 
sorted designs and colors, $2.50; 
wo sets, $4.50. Ppd. The Ferry 
House, Inc., HG11, Dobbs Ferry, 
M.Y. 10522. 

A FINE TRIBUTE 
For a child to present to a fa- 
vorite teacher. Hand decorated 
goid lettering. Eternal flame of 
knowledge in golden brass metal 
on a walnut finished plaque. A 
nice way to say "thank you" to 
one who deserves thanks. Can 
be hung or stand on a desk. 6" 
by 4", gift boxed. $2.98 ppd. 
Cooper's, HG11, 7840 Rugby 
St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19150. 

MAGAZINE MOVE 
Pine rack provides plenty of on- 
the-wall magazine storage—a 
smart move away from coffee 
table clutter. Hand-rubbed finish 
and Early American styling are 
the beauty points matching its 
ample 12V2" width and 15W 
length. Rack stands on its own, 
too. $11.95 ppd. Art Guild, HG11, 
Box 23201, Minneapolis, Minn. 
55423. 

PEACE BY PICASSO 
"Dance of Peace" is one of the 
Master's gayest yet most mean- 
ingful works. A carousel of color 
silk-screened on white artist can- 
vas, it's appropriate anywhere 
from baby's room to den. Great 
change of pace for office decor, 
too. 20" by 26" and only $5.95 
plus 45c post. Lambert Studios, 
Dept. 125, 910 No. La Cienega 
Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. 90069. 

^A 
l MaSed 

fM 
* 

* 

REPAIR EYEGLASSES 
This    handy    kit    is    invaluable 
whenever   glasses   come   apart, 
at home,  at the office or when 
traveling.  Kit includes an opti- 
cal  screwdriver  and  an  assort- 
ment of hinge  screws. 

GLASSES  KIT 
SI .19 + 15e Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St., Dept. HGIIO 

San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

I  HUM the \\ '•> Id "I   I •• 
i •, the Win Id ni I leaul ■ 

M \(.MI It EN I    IMI'ON I III 

BISQUE FINISH 
MUSK! BOX 

i'i ,.   Hi.  Award '*.'•• innn, 

"RAINDROPS FALLING 
ON MY HEAD" 

i  

"BUTCH C ISSIDY Wl» 
THE SIM) \\( i: KID" 

( i ilng si,urn iii ■ ( aptun the 
Beaut]   nl   U 01 hi   I .iiiii.i,     I i -mini's 

i     ill,    rollicking    ind   often   heai i 
■ ,i null" in.,-.,.   thai  i 1    n i In mil 
in      i i   the  ni" i 
populai   in     ■ 1111,II    li   sun 
<lii ill.   I    to   lli,     .,. I   . n'  .! ■       ' !    ii..     two 
delightful ii       i     ith 
[ona nostalgia this melod     i     t conn 
tinkling   oul   "I   this   el  
box.   V i   a!  i  hear  the ei 
ol ih, i ii,i We i i optured b . a ho i ol 

,,,       i  I,I |,1 pianoi 
ell-.II  note     te thi    happj  tl  

i reated with an heii loom tone, deli- 
cate in 'in'' inn Ii.  here i    a colli 
treasure  thai   I le    a cla    ii   deco 
rating piece wherevei il is di played 
Of cum ie  ii   is  literally  impossible  to 
even re telj  capture the sofl  bisque 
colorations and workmanship from the 
small black and •■•■ hite illu 11 al ion hei e 
Only when you yoursell daydream to 
the delightful melody and see the con 
summate beauty of the work will you 
fully appreciate the charm ."i'i appeal 
it will bring to your home. 

OFFER WILL NOT BE REPEATED 
THIS SEASON 

We firmly believe thai these exquisite 
music boxes with their old world charm 
will soon become hard-to-get collectors' 
items you will treasure forever. There 
fore, we urge you to order now while 
our specially imported supply lasts. 
Each full color, bisque finish finely 
glazed ceramic music box is 7" x \" 
wide, and is yours for only S4.98 on 
full money back guarantee if you are 
not absolutely delighted with the joy 
and beauty it brings into your home 
and the pleasure it will give as a gift. 
But hurry, order now, this offer will not 
be repeated this season in this magazine. 

COLONIAL STUDIOS,  OEPT.   FD-I2 
20 Bank Street, White Plains, N. Y. lOCOfi 

Please end me tin- ceramic music box thai 
plays "Raindrops falling on My Head" for 
only $4.98 on full money back guarantee if 
I  am not absolutely delighted.  Add 25$ for 
postage  and   handling. 

Enclosed is $   (Prinl Clearly) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY .STATE .....   ZIP 

SAVE!   SPECIAL   OFFER:    Order   two 
music   boxes  for only  $8.05. 

FROM FACTORY TO YOU— 

COLONIAL 
LADDERBACK 

Native Hardwood 
Height 42" 

Seat 17l/2" x 14" 

Weight 10 lbs. 

Fiber Rush Seat. All 

Woven By Hand— 
Old Fashioned? 
Sure! Economical ? 
You Bet. 

Unfinished—$8.95 
Nat. finish—$9.95 

Wood finish—511.95 
White & Colors—$12.95 

Send check or money order 
No C.O.D.—Express Collect 

MARION TRAVIS 
P. O.  Box 292 Statesville,  N. C. 28677 

nature under glass . . . 

Dandelion Paperweight 
We've taken a real dandelion's gossa- 

mer-light seed puff ... so fragile it 

falls apart when you breathe on it . . . 

embodied it in heavy, clear-as-glass 

polyester plastic. Delicate puff is mag- 

nified into wonderful detail, makes a 

conversation piece for home or office 

—a true collector's item! Polished 

base;  3'/j" diameter. 

5580 $5.00 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
**"" *     \ Please, your zip code is required. 

/y/i/j u/t r DEPT. 1411-c 
C^^ ISIV r (, O   EVANST0N, ILL. 60204 

"Simply 
Delicious" 

Huntsville Heritage Cookbook is 416 pages of 1065 proven 
simple recipes in a hardback cover. There are 14 Chapters of 
recipes including recipes for watercress and foreign foods. The 
book is illustrated with 14 historical drawings of Huntsville. 
S4.80 postpaid — all proceeds from sale of book go to charity. 
Send cash, check or money order to 

HERITAGE COOKBOOK 
Post Office Box 816, Huntsville, Alabama 35804 
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Prices shown are to] 4-piece plate setting and may 
change to conform with nationally advertised prices 

HG   1170 

HERE 
ISOUR 

SPECIAL 

-^ SPIECK 

Handsome five-piece bar set 
combines good design with fine 

workmanship. This special introductory 
price is so low you can afford 

several sets for perfect 
gifts. Set includes a mixing spoon, corkscrew, 

combination bottle-can opener, ice tongs, 
and fruit knife. Ideal for use in 

kitchen, patio or bar. All are smart stainless 
steel with Danish Modern rosewood handles. 

Priced at a low $3.95 delivered. 
Florida residents include 16c sales tax. 

Send for our colorful 
catalog of year 'round 
Giftique International 
gourmet ideas. 

I 

Name. 

Address. 

I NTERNATTONAL 
Dept. EG11, Box 66, Miami, Florida 33147 

192 

SHOPPING AROUND 

DISPLAY YOUR TREASURES 
Here is a deep display case to hold treasures or 
awards in a handsome wall decor unit. The kit 
includes: a velvet-lined box (in classic red) a 
walnut-finished gilt-edged deep frame, glass 
front, mounting adhesive and instructions. Pic- 
tured is the 8" X 10" case, at S6.95. Also 
available in 16" X 20" size, at SH.95. Cases 
will take any item up to one inch in thickness 
and are ideal for awards, medals, pins, spoons, 
coins, charms, glasses, antique jewelry, or any 
memorabilia. Please include $.50 postage. 

WORLD ARTS 
Box 577X 

Wilmington, California 90744 

ELEGANT PARFAIT GLASSES 
IMPORTED FROM ITALY 

Put an extra touch of 
ing with our crystal 
Italy and etched with 
they add to the good 
serve desserts. Taller, 
ient to use than most 
63/4" high, 2" across 
boxed, they make a g 
and quality. 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

beauty in your entertain 
parfait glasses. Made in 

a lovely foliage design, 
taste of your freeze-and 
larger and more conven 
parfait glasses, they are 
at top. Beautifully gift- 

ift of exceptional beauty 

Set of six $5-'5 

plus 95c postage 
NoC.O.D.'s 

Artisan kgi Galleries 
2100  B-ll   No.   Haskell  •   Dallas.  Texas 75204 

• 

IIJ* 
! *^^ 
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SKIMMER WINNER 
Tall girls seem to have all thi 

luck these days, thanks to Shoe 

craft: the skimmer shows up ii 

black velvet brocaded in blacl 
and gold, white and gold, red ant 
gold. Could any chick ask fa 

more chic? 9 to 12; narrow, me 

dium, wide. $11 ppd. (For kicks 

a 64-page catalogue free.) Shoe 
craft Inc., HG11, 603 Fifth Ave, 
New York, N. Y. 10017. 

WHAT'S YOUR MILEAGE? 
Via your feet, that is. Precision- 
made pedometer keeps track o 

the tracks you've been makin; 
Set it for your stride, hang it from 

belt. It measures your every step 

registers up to 100 miles. Fo 

convalescents, hikers, house 
wives. $7.98 plus 30c postage 
Anthony Enterprises, HG11. 585 

Market St., San Francisco, Cal 
94105. 

SERVICE FOR SILVER 
Pamper your silver. Gorham 
does. Store it in this tarnish- 

proof, Pacific silvercloth pad. 

Converts drawer to silver chest. 

11%" by 15" by 2V2", holds over 

100 pieces, $5.95. 17V2" by 
13%" by 2V2", over 125 pieces, 

$6.95. Add 50c post. Order from 
Barrington Specialties, BG11, Box 
154-G, Barrington, R. I. 02806. 

ON THE HOME FRONT 
Natural soapstone griddle turns 
up the perfect pancake (eggs, 

burgers, too). Tip off's the "no fat 
needed." Healthful Vermont pan 

(first used by American Indians) 
has non-stick properties of the 
scratchable synthetic kind. Rins- 
es clean in hot water. 10" dia. 
$13.98 plus 75c post. Dione 
Lucas Gourmet Center, HG11, 
226 E. 51st St.. New York 10022. 

FRAMED COLLEGE SCENE 
Paintings of more than 500 large 
and small colleges in the United 
States done on reverse glass in 
subtle colorings. Each scene 
from the early days of the college 
is 14V2" by 9V2" and set in a gold 
bordered antiqued frame. Allow 

14 days for delivery. $22 ea. plus 
75c post. Camalier & Buckley, 
HG11, 1141 Connecticut Ave., 
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036. 

'}■: 

1 

Give SUNKEN TREASURE 
The Romance of the 18th century Spanish' 
Main in replica GOLD DOUBLOONS orl 
SILVER PIECES-OF-EIGHT, inscribed with! 
ship's name and date of sinking, ONYX 
desk SHEAFFER PEN set . . .$27.95 ppdj 
ONYX coin PAPER WEIGHT . . .$4.95 ppd' 
or both for only $29.95 ppd Gift boxed.I 
Specify gold or silver coins. Fla. ordei addl 
4%tax or write for FREE 4 color catalogue. 
CROSAR PRODUCTS, HG 6, Box 18131 
Hialeah, Florida 33011 

HOUSE & GARDEI* 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
l/ICTORIAN BEAUTIES 
Plan's and lady's chairs are true 
:opies of cherished Vn ti H Ian 
)ieces. Hand carved solid ma- 
logany frames with rose and leaf 
iesign. Man's, 26" w., 45" h., 
16" d lady's, 27" w , 41" h\, 
31'/2" d. $129.95 ea. Exp. coll. 
Big catalogue of Victorian de 
;igns Willi fabric samples, $1. 
vlagnolia Hall, HG11, 726 An 
dover, Atlanta, Ga. 30327. 

ALL TIED  UP 
Hail these graceful knotted ac- 
essories: wear the belt and 

choker now with any one of your 
dozen dresses, midi or other- 
wise. Terry Hanson's original 
knottings, handmade in white, 
brown, red, yellow, navy or pur- 
ple, look absolutely great in these 
colors. 45" belt $4, 22" choker 
$2.50. Ppd. Merri Makers, HG11, 
Thomasville, Ga. 31792. 

FOR CAT PEOPLE 
If she stops to admire every cat 
she sees, watch what happens 
when she sees this quintet! Of 
genuine bone china, they run the 
color gamut from Siamese to 
tiger each in a different playful 
pose. No age limit on this gift! 
$2.98 the set of five plus 25c 
post. Lillian Vernon, GN1, 560 
Third Ave., ML Vernon, N. Y. 
10550. 

IN CASE OF FIRE 
Store heavy-duty steel and alumi- 
num ladder close to window. Fits 
any style window; supports 1000 
lbs.; won't rust, burn, deteriorate. 
Special design keeps ladder away 
from wall. 15' (two stories), 
$14.95 plus $2 post. 25' (three 
stories), $21.95 plus $3 post.: 
Alexander Sales, HG11, 26 So. 
6th Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 
10551. 

LEST YOU FORGET 
Amidst all the welter of bells and 
Christmas cheer, let us remem- 
ber ourselves and our friends 
with a statue of Mary. Stately 
Madonna appears in symbolic 
posture in translucent frosted 
crystal—looks like the costly 
French glass. A graceful 9" tall. 
$8.50 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1411, 
Evanston, III. 60204. 

ed Suede  Pipe 
nd Tobacco  Pouch 
custom-made briar pipe from France in the SV2" 

jlldog  model,  leather-bound  in hollvberry red suede. Roll-up 
d  suede  tobacco  pouch  is  lined.  Handsome,  good-smoking,  unique for men.  Pipe  S9.95 

^Johnny Appleseed's 
Box 700, Beverly. Mass. 01915 

ppd.;   Pouch  S6.95  ppd. 

Free Catalog on Request 

Zip Code Required.' 

CERAMIC   TILES 

LOUIS   XVI   CLOCK 
i M   > LMiulll red 
rojilti .1 "i  u roi owned 

ontoi     Fn del li 
Of On 

In      i     . |   | . 
mi',. ho lied II 

n ,1 moral ,v  beam I full} flnl l""l in 
i' 

in   ■ ,i for - vn,. i-" ii. x s" VV. x 1" deep. 
With electric movement $33.50 
With II d;iy front wind movement 534.95 

With  battery  movement  S38.50.   (Operate!   I   year 
on changenhle fi.ishhg.ht battery.) 

i,/,/ $ i .so pontage 
MONEY   BACK    IF 
NOT    DELIGHTED IfaMletwfek 

Dept.  HO-II70,  PLYMOUTH   MEETING.  PA.  I94H2 

Plush imported LAMBSKIN RUGS 
Captivating,   furry,   deep   pile   imports  enrich   any 
setting. 

Left: ICELANDIC LAMBSKIN, 2Vz' x 4>/2' in white, 
beige, or white with black frosting. $31.50. 

Also   available   in   4'   *   6'   free   form   white   only 
$189.00.   And   rectangular   4'   x   6',   white   only 
$220.00. 

Right: Genuine natural SOUTH AMERICAN free- 
form LAMBSKINS. Shown is 2' x 4' in white, black, 
red, champagne, beige, gold, blue or avocado. 
$22.05. 

Also available in fully felt lined 4' x 6' rectangular 
in white, gold, red or black. $115.50. 

All shipping, handling charges and taxes included. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or MONEY BACK. 
Send   25c   for   illustrated   catalog   of   44   items. 

EXCALIBUR IMPORTS/EXPORTS. INC. 
P.O. ROX 26 MANHASSET. N.Y. 11030 

BUFFET  PLATES 
Our  collection   of  wild   creatures,   gi- 

raffes, lions, tigers, zebras, to decorate 

your buffet table. Black and white ce- 

ramic plates are 8'/2" diameter. 

$6.95 set of four,  plus $1.30 postage. 

Matching   mugs  with   bamboo  design   han- 
dles, same price. 

ELIZABETH  McCAFFREY 
Dept. HG IIP 

Northport, New York 11768 

^".> 

-^U*Vqranfmfc#C 

to accti>t the thingo 
L,JIL cannot- change, 

vj^ouraqe to chamjfc 
^hcfhirujojl^ can,A 

«^rio^Jir>^om. to r% 
know the oifference 

SERENITY   PRAYER 

SSW' -'*'-'*' A«;V*%>:*V,# 

mi i i.u< KOl 

The i Inch of life is " "a"'/ but 
And "  

To (ell just when tin- handt will stop 
At l'ii'' or earl) how 

Nou it I'O onl) lime '."« on 1 
/./..', I'n e toil with i 

Place in faith in  'tomorrou ' !■■< 
Tlu ,!"tl: m,r, then   - 

CLOCK   OF   LIFE 

av you be in 
"heaven  *SJ£ 

a half hour before 
HM Devil 

j   knows vou're dead. 

IRISH   TOAST 

pay the roads rise- 
]    with you,%|i 

Ind the wind be atwavs> 
at your back; 

Ind may the If ord hotd0 
Jyou in me hollow of rns" 
,hand." 

GAELIC   ROAD 

fi Irishman is never drunk 
ona, a* he can hold on to 

one blade of a/ass and not fall 
off the face of the earth. 

IRISH   TIPPLER 
White Ceramic Tiles used as wall plaques 
or trivets. Cork base with hanger, 6x6". 
Designs will not wash of?. 

S3.98 each — 40c Mailing Each 
Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-MO 
58S Market St.. San Francisco, Calif. 94105 
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ADDRESS  LABELS with  NICE  DESIGNS 
Any Inilial, American Flag, Pine, Gull, Palm, Roadrunner, Saguaro, Rose. {Also available 
are Texas Flag, Maple Tree, Treble Clef, and Palette.) Up to 20 letters per line, 4 lines. 
Printed in black on white or gold gummed labels I'/j x W- Packed in neat plastic box. 
500 on white or 250 on gold for $2 ppd. Or on DELUXE size, 1% x s/6" for $3 ppd. Specify 
Initial or Design desired. Via air, add 30c per order. Bruce Bolind, 211-L Bolind Bldg., 
Boulder, Colo. 80302. Thank you kindly! 

Exotic Tropical 
Dragon Tree 

The ''Dragon 
Tree" (D. Mnr- 
ginata) is one 
ni the world's 
most distinc- 
tive and beau- 
tiful house 
plants. You've 
seen it featured 
in leading mag- 
azines — and 
used by famous 
interior decora- 
tors to add 
tropical glam- 
our to any room 
setting. In 
spring and sum- 
mer, it makes 
an exciting pat- 
io or porch dis- 
play,      tt     has 
giant, spear-like leaves jungle green at the 
center and fantastic deep red at the border. 
As it matures, the branches twist and turn for 
a spectacular bonsai effect on a grand scale. 
Yet with its rare beauty, it thrives anywhere 
in your home—even in shady spots—and grows 
up to (> ft. tall. Order now and get sturdy, well 
rooted   plants   shipped   direct   from   the   tropics. 

2  Dragon Trees  only  $4.   ppd. 

4  Dragon  Trees  just $7.   ppd. 

Unconditional SO day Money buck guarantee. 

Caribbean Nursery Sales 
Div. of Briskin Ind.—Dept.  HG-IIA 

55 W. 55th St.. New York, N. Y. 10019 

CREWEL BEASTIES 
Embroider one of these enchanting creatures in less 
than three hours. Enlivens any room. Each kit is 
complete and includes design stamped on colorful 
Belgian linen, tapestry wool in vibrant colors, Eng- 
lish embroidery needle, wood mounting plaque, 
brass hanging ring, stitch diagram, and easy-to- 
follow instructions. Size: 10" x 6". 

Mouse on Green  (shown)   $1.95 
Moose on Turquoise  (shown)   $1.95 
Turtle on Yellow   $1.95 
Bee on Orange $1.95 
Porcupine on  Red   $1.95 
Fox on Gold  $1.95 

PLUS 35c  POSTAGE &  HANDLING 

Pa. ties. Add 6% Sales Tax. Sorry No COD's 

VICTORIA GIFTS 
12- H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010 

SHOPPING AROUND 

ORANGE FLOWERS AT NIGHT Le curieux 
Original color lithojrraph by French artisl ).<■ Curi- 
eux, winner of Gold ami Silver Medals. The edition 
i- limited ir» 120 originals, each hand-signed and 
numbered by the artist. Luminous orange flowers in 
blue-green vase against lighi and dark blue and green 
background. Picture size 8 \ *.'. At $23 (please add 
one dollar for insured shipping), this original color 
Lithograph is an exceptional value, Libels to increase 
manj times in value ovei the years. Orders rilled 
while edition lasts. Guaranteed refund unless de- 
lighted. American Kxpress eiedii card holders, give 
number. Order today from ART OF ALL NATIONS. 
INC.. Studio HG3, Croton-on-Hudson, New York 
10520. 

To receive brochures of original art 
as issued during year, send $1. 

SPRAY THE EASY WAY 
Re-decorate your home and s c 
up to $500 with push-but I 
paint sprayer. Viscometer lit 
adjusts for thin, medium ; <j 
thick sprays; paints twice as f; I 
gives smoother professional a :- 
ing from any angle. No skippi I 
clogging with jewel noz;;. 
$12.98; two for $25. Add $1 ) 
post. World Co., Dept. HG11 1 
Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 100 . 

PIN  HER 
For Christmas with a symbc: 
golden   rose  whose   story's  < - 
closed with it in the pretty gj 
box. Legendary flower's so w I 
designed and executed it loc; 
for real—real rose, real golde 
Just in time to make that son 
one happy. Pin $3; earrings 3 
set $5.50. Add  50c  post. Jo 
Cook Co., HG11,  1241 N.E. £ 
Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 333C 

INSTANT DESK 
Lap desk rests securely on ch; 
arms and is perfect for writin 
keeping books off aching knee 
cards, needlework. Top is birc 
sliding leg, pine with screws 
adjust for comfortable heigf 
Folds to 32" by 24" by 2". Han 
finished in honey or maple, a 
tique pine or walnut. $20.25 pp 
Yield House, HG11, No. Conwa 
N. H.03860. 

EX  LIBRIS 
Handsome bookplates with ha'nc 
some coat of arms personalize 
with owner's name in black le 
ters on heavy gummed papei 
Plates indicate pride of ownei 
ship as well as insuring the retur 
of your books. In ordering, pleas' 
print name clearly. Set of 101 
2Yz" by 3Vz" plates, $5.98 ppd 
Taylor Gifts, HG11, 211 Con 
estoga Rd., Wayne,  Pa.  19087 

SPARKLING YARD LIGHTS 
FOR PARTIES AND HOLIDAYS 

Make your yard glow with sparkling light 
to welcome holiday or party guests. Just 
fill the pretty perforated paper bags half 
full of sand or dirt, plant them with can- 
dles, and line your driveway, walk, porch 
or patio with exciting light. Wind won't 
unseat them. Sparkle Sacks are weather- 
resistant, 10" high, come in white or green. 
NoC.O.D.'s. 

12  Sparkle  Sacks   $1 .25 

With Candles $2-25 

Plus 50c postage 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

m Artisan |J£j Galleries 
2100  B-ll   No.   Haskell  •   Dallas.  Texas 75204 

FAT   FREE   BROIL I 
Heavy cast iron pan broils on ■ 
of stove, steaks, fish or chic I 
without grease. Heat pan and pV 
meat on ribbed bottom. Dripp s 
dram away—flavor sealed in.     ' 

BROILER, 9 inch *        $(| 
Mailing   SI,; 

BROILER, 11 inch $7 
Mailing  Si 

Calif, residents add 5% sales t I 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprise 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-II f 

San Francisco. Calit. 94105 

BELT that BREATHE; 
Comfortable, flexible, fine leather FLE 
O-BELT expands when you breathe, e; 
move, etc! Made of imported leather, lor 
lasting stretch material on sides, attracti 
buckle, money back guarantee. GRAI 
COWHIDE (black or brown) each $6.95 p| 
Genuine SHELL CORDOVAN (B&W) ea. 
$7.95 ppd select SNAKE SKIN (black ai 
maroon), each $9.95 ppd. Specify si 
(32-42), color & material, Fla. order ai 
4% sales tax. CROSAR PRODUCT 

HG-7. Box 1813 Hialeah, Fla. 330' 
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:' bill 

teri 

RE TRIVETS 
mong   the   in 
pemselvi irourcon- 
enience   at   homo, 
omes close to heading 
et  of  three  here  in  spai I lii 

■lass wi ndersid 
lassy with owner's cut  mono- 
ram (underline the lasl Initial) 
I", 6", 7". Set (.1 three, 1.16.95 
ipd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, IK, I I, 
Jorthport, N. Y. 11768. 

5EM OF A PUMP 
iently rounded toe, heel of medi- 
an height and skins with gently- 
caled matching add up to ele- 
;ant balance. Baby lizard in 
irown, black or bone. New size 
ange: sizes: 6 to 13; widths: A, 
B, 2A's to 6A's. Gold metal half 
rame around buckle. l%" heel. 
P41 plus $1 post. Free catalogue. 
\/looney & Gilbert, HG11, 21 W. 
57th St., New York, N. Y. 10019. 

DUFFEL ID 
Drder a dozen duffels for even 
-eluctant   scholars,   for   laundry 
aags,    shopping   totes.    Sturdy 
denim in nautical navy, 17" tall. 
Any name or initials in bright red 
felt. Remember these for small 

[sailors   and   their   dads!   $1.98 
f aach plus 25c post. Good solution 
nor lots of Xmas problems! Lillian 
[Vernon,  GN1,   560  Third  Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

TALL TALE 
Stirring story of America's free- 
dom is told in these extra-tall ink 
prints. Painted on heavy parch- 
ment by famed art historian Ed- 
ward Colrus. Limited edition, not 
sold in stores. 25" by 9". In- 
cluded are Spirit of '76, George 
Washington, Betsy Ross and Paul 
Revere. The set of four is $2 ppd. 
World Art Group, HG11, West- 
port, Conn. 06855. 

' T If )| 'I If ]< , Al {( )l Jf Jl ) 

"***••. 

Marglo 
MARBLE  STAIN   REMOVER 

and POLISHING KIT 
::ains, rings—yes, even discolorations on ANY mar- 

ice can now be easily cleaned and repol- 
led like new with MARGLO—the only complete 
arble care kit! Contains a generous supply of 
arble stain remover, marble polishing powder, 
jrdy applicator and 2-year supply of MARGLO 
ARBLE SEALER WAX that gives protection and 
ining beauty to your marble. No C.O.D.'s, please. 
mnlete Marglo $ C95 Marble Sealer      $ 095 

V Alone (postpaid)        £* (postpaid) 

MARGLO   CO. 
P.O. Box 114, Oepf. HG-110, Niles, Illinois 60648 

)00  NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1 
est quality name & address labels hand- 
ily printed. 1000 for $1.00. Gummed De- 
i Gold Labels 2x-V. 250 with 125 Match- 
Self Adhesive Initials—set $3.00. QUIK- 

1K Self Adhesive Labels 500 for $2.00. De- 
li size 2x34", 300 for $2.50. Homespun Lab- 

printed with beautiful colored borders 
for $2.  Inc.  10c postage  & 5%  Calif. 

.  \\ rite  for  money  raising plan.  Write 
catalogue   of   personalized    items    and 

istmas ideas. 

Mr. & Mrs. A. K. Johnson 
1934 Marlin Avenue 

Martindale, Calif. 93107 ; 

1NDY    LABELS     llll Jasperson Bldg., Culver City, Calif. 90230 

The original Bruce Chop Block- 
nearly a million sold. An ideal gift. 
Makes it oasy to slice or chop 
vegetables, meats, fruits, cheeses. 
Built like a butcher's b'ock with 
interjoined pieces of tough end- 
grained Beech. 11 Vi " square, 1%" 
thick, on carved feet. Overall 
height: 2%". Money-back guaran- 
tee. Send check or money order. 
No C.O.D.'s. 

PQ      plus 80e postage 

BRUCE CHOP BLOCK 
Box 397-A, Memphis, Tenn. 38101 

NEW SMARTY TABLE 
SPECIAL $5.95 plus 1.00 

for postage and handling 

Why spend a lot of money to cover an ex- 
pensive table. Use SMARTY, the original col- 
lapsible corrugated table used in department 
stores and homes around the world. Paint it, 
paper it or cover it with a 72" round cloth. 
Use for end/corner table, buffets, game 
table. 20" Round Top-27y2" high. Satis- 
faction guaranteed. No C.O.D.'s.   Dept. H11. 

SMARTY PAPER"PRODUCTS, INC. 
75 Colonial Road, New Canaan, Conn. 06840 

l^lLz>o~t~<s 

Swiss Velours. Our velvety pullover of 
pure cotton imported by Hooper washes 
like a dream. Cowl collar, back zipper 
and long raglan sleeves. Ruby, jade, apri- 
cot, beaver, navy, celery, aqua, peony, or 
azure. Sizes S,M,L $18.00. Add 75? for 
postage.   Send for free catalog. 

THE TALBOTS 
DEPT    CP   •   HINCHAM,  MASS   02043 

Branches-  Duxbury, Lenox, Mass , 
Mt   Carmel, Conn 

SPLIT MIZPAH COIN SET 
■  coin yi ■ 

YOUR PET IN BRONZE 

50.95. 

SHALOM!    SHALOM' 

be II,. 
Ilo HI. 

Mark Memorable 
OCCASIONS 

• i    i 

i      . 

. . mi    di   ijfn,    The    X H" 

S5.   In   I IK   Bold   SI'. 
.,„ hack  10< 

UT. A heautiful or 1 
kcychi  

I     lac   S6:   mil    III 
$16.    1  IK   gold   S12;   S3S. 

'.In the 
■pi 

..I- 
or  "i   the  in" 
be   hand   sel   i ark 
    date,    l IK    Gold 
Calendar   charm   $15; 
Sterlins     Sliver     $8 

I IK    Gold    Til 
$24;     Sterling     S12. 
I IK      Gold      < ulllinks '-. !'• I. :■       $14 

Gold 
■  i  . $8. El 
erravinK   on   thi    ba I 
10c a lettei. 

1 —^ 
HBAN 

ll 
1516171319 

193831       t ̂  

Family Tree 
For doti ng  grandma ■,  a 
monogrammed    heirloom 
brooch   with   silhouettes 
engraved with  the name 
and   birthdatt 
grandchild     Additional 
■ head "  [to i ■ 
added a ■  the fai 
i rea ->■ .     Foi 
too!   Sterling 
hrooi h. S5 plus SI.50 for 
each silhouette ... UK 
gold  SI8 plus  $5.50 for 
each silhoui tte. 

JEWELRY  FOR THE  EQUESTRIENNE, 
particularly   nice   gift   for   a   teen-ager.   Han I 
horse pins and bracelet lo accent a casual shirtwaist 
dress,   a   suit   or  a   skirt   and  sweater outfit.  Nicely 
finished in heavy silver plate with darkened detail*. 
Set of 2 pins and bracelet. $4.75. 

CHARM OF LOVE 
LOVE    IS   THE    ANSWER 

* J e i en . 

50.000,000 Frenchmen, and 
' 'in'hier. moins que de- 
main." "I love you more 
than yesterday, less than 
tomorrow." Radiantly em- 
l> ssed with immortal lines 
from Rosamonde Rostand's 
great love sonnet. In ster- 
ling 3/4" S4: 1" S5; l i 's» 
$6. In 14K gold S14; $18: 
$25.OO. Inscription on back 

letter.   With   diamond 
cente 

S' 

add $9 

SENTIMENTAL RINGS 

vomen. Right— 
>anil around 
vhich is carved 

V 
Vt, 

SM%' 
2 

— C ha in-1 
s y m bo] i z 

long life and eternal love. Tokens of de\ 
cherished keepsakes for always. Sterling $10-00 
any two $18.00. 14K Gold S30.00 ea., any 
S50.0O. two 

THE JAMAICA SILVERSMITH 
407    ROCKAWAY   AVE. 

VALLEY   STREAM,    N.    Y.    11581    DEPT.    HG-11 
Orders Shipped Promptly. In town? 

Visit Us! Members of Jewelers Institute. 
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TEAK 

NEST 

$33  ppd. 

(In Md., DC. and Va. 
add sales tax) 

Superb value. Fine Danish workmanship in Bangkok teak. Richly grained 

veneered top, solid wood edged. Handrubbed oil finish. Corner braced in 

metal.   23'/2 x 153.i x 20' H.    Shipped   K.D.  for  easy  assembly. 

SCAN . . . largest retailer of Scandinavian furnishin'CfSi-4n-lhe U.S. . . . empha- 

sizes fine design and quality at low direct-import prices. There are five 

beautiful stores in metropolitan Washington, others in Baltimore, Md. and 

Newport News, Va. If these are not on your itinerary, send 50c for catalog. 

You'll be pleased. 

contemporary 

furniture SCAN 
Box HG, 11310 Frederick Avenue,  Beltsville, Md. 20705 

SHOPPING AROUND 

WORLD'S FIRST INDOOR 
PINE TREE 

This uniquely 
gracefuI "Nor- 
folk Pine" ac- 
tually thrives in- 
doors—even in 
shady spots— 
with minimum 
care. So you can 
enjoy its rare sub- 
tropical beauty 
for the holiday 
season and then 
all year 'round. 
Prized by leading 
interior decora- 
tors, its distinc- 
t i ve green to 
chartreuse colora- 
tion adds warmth 
and glamour to 
any room. It 
blends well with 
other indoor va- 
rieties—and is a 
real  conversation 
piece when set off by itself. And it is an ideal patio 
plant in good weather. These lush and lovely "Nor- 
folk Pines" now up to a foot tall grow up to about 
5 feet high with a spread of some 4 feet across. 
Shipped to you in attractive pots and with simple 
instructions direct from the Florida nursery. 

1 Indoor  Pine  Tree  only $3  ppd. 

2 Indoor  Pine Trees just $5  ppd. 

3 Indoor  Pine  Trees  for  $7  ppd. 

nal 30 daj ■ bark gu 

TROPICAL NURSERY ASSOCIATES 
Dent.  HG-II. 55 W. 55 St.,  N. Y.   10019 

$108.00 
EXPRESS 
COLLECT 

Handsome reproductions, molded (three 
dimensional). More sturdy than the orig- 
inals, looks like leaded glass. Colors are 
exceptionally brilliant. Made in 10 de- 
signs. Write tor color photo. Priced $85 
to SI 55. Express Collect. 

Cottage Clock 
No. 214. Mellow 
pine case with 
hand - painted 
dial. 18 in. H. x 
11 % in. W. x 5'/; 
in. D. With chimes 
that strike hour 
and half hour $80. 
Pendulum move- 
ment $45.00. 
No. 219 SHELF 

$18.00 

Postage Extra 
SEND 
25c 
For 

196   Page 
CATALOG 

RANCOCAS WOODS,  NEW JERSEY 08060 

NEW SOUTH 
MAIL BOX STAND 
Different and distinctive to accent today's 
architectural style of home. The little house 
contains a standard rural style mailbox and 
also space to keep the largest newspaper 
dry. Mailbox, nameplate and stand com- 
plete as illustrated. 8" wide, 10" high, and 
20" deep. Send for free catalog of alumi- 
num products for the home and *AQ QC 
garden. >*»V.Y5 

ppd. 

Moultrie Manufacturing Co. 
MOULTRIE. GA. 31768 

REFLECTED GLORY 
Delicate hand embroidery and tiny 
mirrors reflect your good taste 
in this special quality 100% cotton 
imported Pakistani shift. Available 
in Red, Purple, Pink, Blue, Green, 
Brown, Black or Yellow. 
Sizes S-M-L. $17.95 ppd. 

Box HG-11.415 Fifth Ave., NYC 10016 
Add Tax Where Applicable 

TRIMMED YULE TREE 
Enchanting Christmas tree charm 
trimmed with enameled baubles 
and has a tiny snowman guard- 
ing its base. What a lovely treas- 
ure to find on or under the tree 
on Christmas morning. %" dia. 
In 14k gold, $15; sterling silver, 
$4. Catalogue of charms, jew- 
elry, $1. Charm & Treasure, 
HG11, 1201 Avenue of the Amer- 
icas, N. Y. 10036. 

HIDDEN  KEY 
Pull-apart key chain permits 
leaving one key with the parking 
lot attendant or mechanic while 
taking other keys with you. Key 
slips in oblong with monogram 
in script, block or old English let- 
tering. Golden or silver plated. 
$3 plus 30c post. Ruth Travis & 
Associates. HG11.342W. Peach- 
tree St., N.W., Atlanta, Ga 
30308. 

YOUNG PIONEER 
Just like Daniel Boone or Davy 
Crockett, a real fur hat! Warm 
and cozy on icy winter days in 
the great outdoors. Rabbit fur 
with a real raccoon tail for that 
adventurous look. S, 20"; M, 
21"; L 22" or XL, 23". Lucky 
rabbit's foot included with every 
hat. $5.95 ppd. Deerskin Trading 
Post, HG11, Rte. 1 at 114, Dan- 
vers, Mass. 01923. 

WHALING SHIPS 
Exquisite woodcut of the barks,- 
Platina and Sunbeam built at 
Mattapoisett, Mass. in 1841 and 
1856 are hand silk-screened on 
heavy paper 17" by 21" and 
ready to frame. Three other black 
and white prints by Robert Arnold 
show other famous whalers. Set 
of four, $1 plus 25c post. World 
Art Group, HG11. 606 Post Rd., 
Westport, Conn. 06855. 

^ct*tge*&uit{ IMPORTED 

FROM 

Wonderful, washable,  no iron,  polyestel 
BATISTE.    Embroidered   with   apphquej 
72" wide cafes 24" long    $12.50 pair 

30" 13.50 
36" 14 50 
45" 16.5T) 1 

Valance   72  x   12" 6.95 each , 
Color: white. Swatch 35c. \ 
A lovely 52 page curtain catalog 65c.   jl 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

,w/f/< </««/<> :> m 
Dept. 200 

597   Farmington   Awenue 
Hartford,   Ct.   06105 

1970 Carnival Glass 

Christmas Plate 
Tomorrow's heirloom in Carnival Glass, first in 
a Christmas in America series. Embossed design 
of "Little Brown Church in the Vale," title and 
"Christmas 1970." Back has verse, author, Wil- 
liam S. Pitts, 1865, Bradford, Iowa. Hand made 
in original carnival glass formula by Fenton; dark,1 

glass flowing with rainbow hues. 8" dia. Holder! 
included. 

No. 7605 $12.50 ppd. 
Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

—/   ) Please, your zip code is required. 

\^/6H4/yt<>  EVANSTON,ILL.60204 
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3E A REAL BLOND 
Cosmetics circles are agog over 
ashion's newcreme that bleaches 
lair on face, arms, legs in a few 
minutes. Safely! Dermatologists 

:^ive the green light to Jolem 
ightens dark hair so it's barely 
visible as pale blond. Packaged 
with spatula. Great big economy 
size is the surprise you'll get for 
$5.50 ppd. Jolen, HG11, Fair- 
field, Conn. 06430. 

INVESTMENT IN ART 
Original oil portrait of a beloved 
member of the family or yourself 
can be the fascinating focal point 
in a drawing room. Famous Eu- 
ropean and American painters 
execute a perfect likeness in full 
color from a photograph. Best 
buy in art (12" by 16" to 30" by 
40") $79.50 to $795. Ppd. Cata- 
logue, 25c. Van Dyke Ltd., HG11, 
153 E. 57th St., New York 10022. 

DAISIES DO TELL 
Plant a note under one of these 
daisies and it is sure to get atten- 
tion. Crisp petals of easy-to-wash 
plastic hide a magnet that ad- 
heres to any steel surface. Like 
having a bulletin board in every 
room. Colorful set of 12 for $1 
or three sets for $2. Add 10c 
post. Colonial Studios, Dept. 
DME-2,20BankSt. White Plains, 
N. Y. 10606. 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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TRAINING SECRETS 
Whether your dog is your first or 
fifth, pedigreed or an adorable 
mutt, he deserves wise training. 
"The Koehler Method of Dog 
Training" was written by the 
trainer of Big Red in the Walt 
Disney film. Here he reveals his 
professional secrets and hints 
for "problem" dogs. $5.95 ppd. 
Turen, HG11, Box 225, Danvers, 
Mass. 01923. 

Countryf £ountry 
ilnns fc Uftn 

and 
i Back 
I Roads 

CGDK 
iBCDK 

$2.45 

Irder Together $4.25 
postpaid 

VO LOVELY BOOKS: (1) A happy, personal 

' irrative of recent visits to 65 American coun- 

y Inns, (a useful guide); (2) Carefully 

larded recipes from these same inns. A happy 

iliday pair. 

JHerkstyrt traveller! 
TOCKBRIDGE, MASS'tts   01262  Qjl 

BOX 214 

An assortment of beautifully hand- 

crafted, wooden Christmas tree or- 

naments—Admired for their detail— 

treasured for their humor—collected 

for their originality. 

Cofor catalog of over 300 items 

$1.00 

Smaee CORP. 

3210 Koapaka Street, Honolulu. Hawaii 96819 

"Matador" or "Cortina" 
Solid stainless steel tableware patterns 
that will harmonize gracefully with any 
table setting. Sculptured relief designs 
and lasting mirror finish. Never need 
polishing! 
SO-Piece Service 74-Piece Service 

for 8 $29.95 f0M2$44.95 
Service for 8 includes: 8 dinner forks, 
8   dinner   knives,   8   soup   spoons,   8 
salad forks, 16 teaspoons and 2 serv- 
ing pieces. 
FREE:  with everyl 
order   —   4-Piece 
HOSTESS    SET 
Order today. 
Quantity limited. 
All prices postpaid. 
Sorry no C.O.D's. 

Morlyn, JHC.  DePt 
350 So. County Rd. Palm Beach, Fla. 33480 

HUMMEL MUSIC BOX 
from Switzerland 

A favorite design of Berta Hummel's, "Children 

in the Rain" decks this charming natural wood 

music box. Opened, hear the beautiful "Edel- 

weiss" flow from fine Swiss movement, visible 

under glass. 4'/„" x 3'/," x 2'/,".    ^"7 gtj 7 
age catalog of 600 

ppd 

Wcllvslcy,    Ma 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

461 Shopping International Bldg 
NORWICH. VERMONT 05055 

DANISH STYLE 
FOLDING ROPE CHAIR 

European imported solid hardwood, walnut 
finish, folding chair. Heavy woven rope seat 
.itnI back. Full size chair, for use as dining 
room chair, as bridge chair, or for extra seating 
in any room. Folds away for easy storage. 33" 
high.   171/2"   seat width,   161/2" seat  height. 

$12.50   each  6   for   $69.95 
Mill, order two. Sfipg. Send 25c for complete 
chgs.   col.   So  COD'S.     Danish furniture catalog 

GENADA IMPORTS 
Dept. Gil. P.O. Box 204, Teaneck, N.J   07666 

.V.J. residents add 5V0 sales tax 

Me and 143 other cushions, 
hangings, pictures, handbags, 
and spectacle cases, 40 pages 
in full color of exquisite Swedish 
designs. Everything will be 
available for years. Send *$2 to: 
^^l^-^y ■-* 55 Lambert Lane 
oKOll New Rochelle, N.Y. 
EMBROIDERIES       10804 Dept.  HG11 

'Merchandise certificate worth $2 on pur 
chase of $25 or more comes with catalog. 

FLAMENCO: flaming red orange. 
One simple stitch makes these 
pre-started wool rya wallhangings, 
rugs or cushions. Kits imported from 
Sweden feature lustrous rug wools, 
easy to follow color charts and English 
directions. Send $1. for new color 
catalog of award winning designs. 

53 Lambert Lane 
New Rochelle, N.Y. 

RUG CRAFTS 10804 Dept. HG11 

vaiaiug ui avvaiu 1 
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HUMOROUS 
DESK PLAQUES 

It's hard i<> be 
humble when you're 

as greal as I am 

Gold-colored metal Desk Plaques in black let- 
tering on stained wooden stand, 21/2" x 4". 

Titles: 
 It's hard to be humble when you're 

as great as I am 
Nobody's Perfect but me 
Sales Mangier 
Silence! Genius at work 

 Stupidvisor 
 Ulcer Dept. 
 Order Mistaker 
 Big Boss 
 Chairman of the Bored 
 Off Duty 
 Please! I'd rather you did it yourself 
 Temporarily out of service 
 I'm new here myself 
 What makes you think I work here 
 No Spika Da Inglish 
 Inquire next Desk Please 
 I'm Still on my lunch hour 
 1 never get lost, everyone fells 

me where fo go 
 Tell it to my Psychiatrist He gets 

paid to listen 
 This Section Closed 
 Be reasonable—Do It my way 

$1.98 each + 25c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 

Anthony Enterprises 
Dept. HG-110 

585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94J05 

We'd like to 

BLOW 
YOU UP 

INTO  A 

GIANT 
2 FT. x 3 FT. 

DACTCD     2 «. x 3 ft. $3.50 
I UalClf       20 in- x 24 in. $2.50 

(bigger than I', 2 x 2 ft.) 
„ ... . , 3 ft. x 4 ft.  $7.50 
Yes, we will blow      ,    „ 

|i.ll Mr ,..!     II, .'   (.1 VI',     I.MI'I     I II' 
up   anyone  you    *,„, ,',i,      ..,,,.,.„,  
want . . . your- Guaranteed. 
self, wife, friend, family or your favorite snap 
shot . . . into a GIANT black and white POSTER 
2 feet by 3 feet. Great for gift giving . . . 
great for surprise parties! Send us any original 
black & white or color photo up to 8" x 10" for 
best results (no negatives). Original returned 
unharmed with poster. Shipped in self storing 
tube. Send check or money order. For prompt 
delivery, put name and address on back of 
photo. 
 1 

The Blow Yourself Up Co.,Dept. HG 110 
663 Fifth Avenue, New York 10022 
Please send me .   .   .  posters □ @  $3.50 □  t<u 
$2.50 □ @ $7.50 plus 50c ea. for postage & hdlg. 

Name   

Address     

City  State Zip.. 

MEET THE BUNCH! 
From our Young Ideas collection 
exciting new 16 inch "bunching" ta- 
bles that are vivid, versatile, expensive- 
looking, but so very low in price that 
you'll want 2 or 3. Use 'em togeth£f 
as a colorful cocktail table, singly for 
snack tables or seats. Of Fabulous 
Polyform by Monsanto this 1970-new 
design with no-seam construction can't 
be matched for durability, color or 
cost; is wsehable, carefree, sturdy 
weatherproof, and impact-resistant' 
Beautiful with contemporary mixe-: 
elegantly with traditional ... for ca~ 
sual or formal schemes. In 6 House & 
Garden colors: Parrot Green, Sun Yel- 
low, Tangerine (red), Bittersweet (or- 
ange), Black, White. 16" x 16" x 16" 
$15.95 ea. Prepaid. Money back guar- 
antee. Brochure 

^j^Desigri Fair 
Dept.   G110,   287   Bloomfield  Ave.,  Vercna,   N.   J    c;c« 

COLLECTOR'S 
ITEMS 

FOR  CHRISTMAS 
GIVING 

A. Michelsen's 1970 Christmas spoon, 
"Mr. Snowman's Christmas Tree" is 

sterling silver, gold plated and decorated with four 
colors of enamel. SZ4.00 ppd. Matching dessert fork, 
also $24.00 ppd. 
Bing & Grondahl 1970 Jubilee Plate (top right), "The 
Royal Palace" and Royal Copenhagen 1970 Piatt 
(lower right), "The Christmas Rose and Cat", are 
available at $25.00 for the Jubilee Plate and $14.50 
for the Royal Copenhagen Plate ppd. Other selections 
available are the Bing & Grondahl 1970 Plate $14.50 
ppd., Roistrand 1970 Christmas Plate $14.50 ppd., 
Bareuther 1970 Christmas Plate $12.50 ppd., and the 
Porsgrund  1970 Christmas  Plate $10.00 ppd. 

Write today for our complete list 
of Collector's Items. 

Viking  Import House,   Inc. 
Dept. G-2 

412 S. E. 6th Street, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301 

Smashing Smock with your name or monogram 
makes an endlessly useful coverup. Made of a 
washable silk and rayon blend, it has Ihree- 
quarter  sleeves, patch pockets with 
contrasting binding to match the   monogram, 
and   it   ties   in   the   back 
Marvelous for giving or 
owning.  Lime,  turquoise, 
yellow, or hot pink. 
One size fits all. $5.00 
Monogram or 
name, $3.00. 
Add 75f for postage. 

J ls»cT"s 
DEPT.CN • HINCHAM, MASS. 02043 

Branches: Duxbury,  Lenox, Mast , 
Mt.  Carmel, Conn. 

SHOPPING AROUND 
SAILORS WIFE 
That's what an old salt we kno 
calls this stitcher designed t 
mend sail canvas or leather. Th 
handle holds spool of thread the 
feeds a big-eyed steel needle. E; 
cellent for repairing leather jacl 
ets, briefcases and canvas cove: 
alls. too. Three extra needles ir 
eluded. $1.97 plus 35c postage 
World Co., HG11. 1 Park Ave 
New York, N. Y. 10016. 

FAMILY AFFAIR 
Coat-of-arms is hand-carved an. 
painted on a 16" by 13" shieh 
or family crest is hand-engravei 
on a ring. Send drawing or phot 
of coat-of-arms or crest if avail 
able. Toledo swords on shield 
$60; without swords, $45; silve 
ring, $38; 18k gold, $95; witl 
precious stones, $135. Ppd. Fre< 
catalogue. Heraldica Imports 
HG14, 4 W. 40 St., N. Y. 10018 

ANTIQUE MAPS 
Remarkable reproductions frorr 
originals created centuries ago 
Heavy vellum stock, ready tc 
frame. Twin hemisphere map o' 
the world, also America, Europe 
and Africa. Full color 17" by 21": 
wide borders. 75c each; set of 
four, $3; two sets, $5.50. Ppd 
Free bonus 17" by 21" parch- 
ment of sailing vessels. World Art 
HG11,  Westport,  Conn.  06880 

CLASSIC CROSSES 
Old interpretations of the Chris- 
tian symbol reproduced by hand 
in sterling silver to capture all the 
delicate detail of the originals. 
A, Florentine; B, English; C, 
French; D, Cellini. With sterling 
silver chain, $5.50 ea., four for 
$20. 14k gold, $30 ea. Ppd. The 
Jamaica Silversmith HG11, 407 
Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, 
N. Y. 11581. 

SHEEPSKINS! 

THE   BEST   IDEA   CO. 
P. 0. BOX 4267 
SUNNYSIDE  STATION,  N.  V.   11104 

Soft printed Sheepskins, imitation Ocelot (right). Ze|| 
(left), Leopard and Tiger (not shown). Ideal for use' 
scatter rug or throw! Size: 30" x 40" approx. 

$24.95 ppd. 
N.Y.   State  Residents Please Add  Sales Tax. 

THE MAGIC OF HAINES 
Hand-Carved Sculptured Art  Work 

Remember the Haines Marionettes, which are sot 
to he on permanent display at the Smith>onian I 
stitute. Their creator Frank Haines is the artist 
this unique offer. Working from your personal ph 
tographs, Mr. Haines captures his subjects persona 
ty in Hand-Carved Sculptured bas-relief portrail 
This treasured addition to your home is incorporat 
on a circular plaque. 9" in diameter with a wire lo< 
suitable for hanging. Surprise a loved one with tr 
once in a lifetime offer. 

Available in white S150, or a choice of decorator, 
wedgewood color backgrounds (light blue; lilac; green; 
yellow; terracotta) $175 

THE HAINES 
'106 Montgomery Avenue, Erdenheim, Philadelphia, Pa. \9U 
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CHARMING SANTA 
II '.in w an a charm bracelet 
what better stocking staffer? 
Jolly Santa with his pai I full 01 
goodies makes this Christmas 
lorever memorable. %" high, he's 
$8 in 14k gold or $3 in sterling 
silver. Ppd. Big color catalogue, 
$1. Charm & Treasure, lit. i 
1201 Ave. of the Americas, New 
York. N. Y. 10036. 

A HINT OF SPRING 
Start Dutch hyacinths in clear 
see-through bowls now and bring 
early spring to the house. All you 
do is place bulb in bowl and add 
water and then watch as plants 
develop. Choose golden, pink, 
blue or white. 2 bulbs and 2 
bowls, $1; 6 bulbs, 6 bowls, 
$2.85. Add 35c post. Michigan 
Bulb Co., DH-1478, Grand Rap- 
ids, Mich. 49502. 

DISPOSABLE BLANKET 
Utility blanket is insulated and 
disposable. Keep it in carport or 
garage to protect motor from 
1rost; spread it on the ground at 
an outing, then gather trash for 
deposit in litter basket or dump. 
Use it as a poncho. 40" by 79". 
$1.98 plus 25c post. Standard 
American, HG11, 1 Park Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 10016. 

FERNERY 
Needlepoint design of feathery 
ferns in yellow greens and blue 
greens is ready to be stitched on 
snow white background. Pillow 
or picture kit: 10" by 11" design 
on 18" by 18" mono canvas, 
tapestry yarns, needle, instruc- 
tions. $7.95. Add 65c post. $2.40 
extra for ivory or pale green 
ground. The Stitchery, HG11, 
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181. 

GOURMET 
HERB GARDEN I ESS! ROLL OF 

COLOR FILM 
instamatic or others 

I For Gardeners and Good Cooks Alike 
Start your fresh Herb Garden with a seed starter 

j kit. Includes 24 Jiffy-Peat Pots, Jiffy-Mix plant- 
i ing medium, plastic growing trays, seed germi 

nating bags, 8 varieties of herb seeds including 
'■ Dill,   Parsley,   Chives,   Oregano,   Basil,   Marjo 

ram, Thyme, Sage. 

$5.95 per kit. 3 kits $16.50. 
12 kits $65.00. All prices ppd. 

PAPRIKAS WEISS IMPORTER 
Dept. HG11 

1546 Second Avenue       New York, N.Y. 10028 

No obligation to buy. Just mail this ad (with 
your name and address). Free catalog also, 
listing gift items like the one below. 

INFLATABLE CLOWN  CHAIR 
Kids will be delighted to sit in the clown's 
lap and hear him squeak. They'll think they 
are on cloud number 9. Sleek, rugged red 
plastic can easily be deflated for storage. 
Is 22" high $5.98 

Add 45c for shipping. 
N.Y. ret. add applicable so/es tax. 

THE  CARLYLE  CO., Dept HG 
G.P.O. Box 1913 

New York, N. Y. 10001 

What little 
girl 

wouldn't 
want 

Cinderella? 
Two of the most enchanting dolls we've seen. Keepsakes, 

the kind a child will cherish for years. Their features are 
exquisitely sculptured, their clothes beautifully made. By 
Madame Alexander whom we believe is America's finest 
dollmaker. 14 inches tall. 

Poor Cinderella 826-035 in brown, orange and green 
cotton scullery clothes. $8.95 plus tax. 

Cinderella at the Ball 826-082 in pink and silver lace 
bouffant gown. $15.95. 

Add $1 for shipping. Free in New York UPS zone. 

F.A.o.Schwarz 
Fifth Avenue and 58 Street, New York 10022. (212) MU 8-2200. And branches. 

Send for Schwarz 
new Christmas 
Catalogue, 25c 

146 pages, 2000 items. 

Snowbird Quartet 
From the factory that makes the famous "Hummel" 
figurines. Charming little birds are lifelike and ap- 
pealing in their alert, pert poses, seem to have just 
alighted on your home windowsill, table or mantel. 
In true color glazed ceramic and about 4": trade- 
marked. Set of 4, each a different pose. 
No. 6458 1  Set, $8.98 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
-~~~y   } Please, your zip code is required. 

/ y/l/sM4CD£P1 1411D 
U/ryWAtO   EVANSTON,ILL.60204 

grip toter >v. 

"^^SSW 
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Lightweight, completely collapsible 
luggage carrier. A practical aid for the 
frequent iraveler. 
Gold anodized aluminum ... a quality 
product designed for maximum strength 
at minimum weights. Free wheeling as- 
sured with ball-bearing wheels. Two 
sizes: 5 lbs., 24 inches long $32.50 
and 7 lbs., 26 inches long $42.50 

GRIP TOTER 
12221 S. Indiana Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60628 
Phone (312) 264-5300 

cocktail 
lovers! 

lemon 
OIL FROM THE RIND OF LEMON 

One spray over cocktail is all 
it takes. No more dried up 
lemons. Always on hand. Not 
lemon juice. No alcohol used 
to dilute contents. Use in 
Martinis. Bourbon, Scotch, 

Manhattans, or Old 
Fash ioneds. 

GIVE  DAD THE  GIFT THAT WILL 
MAKE HIM THE TALK OF THE PARTY. 

502 KING SIZE TWIST-O-LEMON. Ideol 
for fomily bar. atomizer sproy too. $5.95 
(Refills for King Size 4.95 Atomizer  1.45) 

524 2 JUNIOR SIZE TWIST-OIEMON. 
Metered spray containers, ideal for carry- 
ing in pocket or travel case. $4.95 
501 BAR SIZE TWIST-O-LEMON 
Bar size aerosol metered spray container, 
ideal for home or bor. Perfect gift. $4.95 
513 BAR and JUNIOR TWISTOLEMON. 
Aerosol metered spray containers, ideal 
both or home bar and travel case. $6.95 

Charge to your Diners Club^r or send 
Check or MO. — Postage Handling 

40c extra for each box. (Illinois res. inc. 5% tax). 
REVORD JAMES t CO.. Golf. III. 60029 Dept. HG 11 

£*\ 
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c 5 5 SHOPPING AROUND 

A collection of small bionics 
executed by J  Sharkey Thomas 

is now offered in limited edition. 
Each signed piece, accompanied 

by a walnut pedestal, is tastefully 
gift-boxed with certificate enclosed. 

The study shown   AUREOLE 
antique patina finish 

$129.50 
ready tor immediate delivery 

All shipping ami importation charges arc prepaid. 
Sorry, no COD 

Ontario residents add 5"o sales tax 
Illustrated folio ol companion pieces on request. 

Y)eppep-^House 
Dept .c 11-12 fine Arts 

Box549 • iVIanotick    Ontario    Canada 

SPANISH COCKTAIL PICKS 

■ .-> ~$;  it. "^^ 

The elegant way to serve snacks 

Exact replicas o* ancient swords, a re- 
markable example of the famous dam- 
askeen work for which Toledo artisans 
are famous the world over. Use these 
beautifully engraved 3" steel swords 
for hors d'oeuvres, olives, snacks,  etc. 

THE   LOWEST  PRICE   EVER 
One holder with six swords $5.50 ppd. 
One holder with twelve swords $9.00 ppd. 
One holder with eighteen swords $12.00 ppd. 
One holder with twenty four swords $18.00 ppd. 

Satisfaction guaranteed 
ORDER NOW. Sund check or money order. 

No COD   s please. 

HERALDICA IMPORTS 
4 West 40th St. 

Dept. G5 
10018 

Fred 
the 

Nutcracker 
from Germany 
A major addition 
to your holiday 
accessories. Fred 
erick the Great 
is colorfully 
garbed in his tra- 
ditional 18th 
century uniform 
in red, white and 
gold. He crack? 
nuts in his mighty 
jaws—all you do 
is pull the hidden 
handle on his 
back. 9%" high. 

,.95 
ppd. 

Si nd 2  ■   for 
56-pg. catalog of 
uoo imports. 

\isil otn stort 8 I 
■ 01 u U n, Vt. an 
Wellesley, Mass 

$6 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
402 Shopping International Bldg. 

Norwich, Vermont 05055 

Send us your tired, 
your soiled, 
your wrinkled 
kid, suede or 
leather gloves 
yearning to 
be cleaned. 
Let Glove-Pros restore all 
the original beauty, color 
and suppleness to your kid, 
suede, or leather gloves. 
Mail your gloves or write 
today for free, convenient 
mailing envelope. Your 
gloves cleaned and return- 
mailed within 24 hours. 
Satisfaction guaranteed or 
your money back. 

Any Size    $1   50 
or Length 

Qlove-^Pros 
101-113 Cranston Street 

Providence, R. 1.02907 
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FAMILY ZODIAC 
An artist has interpreted the 12 
signs of the Zodiac and hand silk 
screened them on parchment 
The family names and birth rec- 
ords are to be filled in down the 
center panel. Colorful decoration 
ready to frame, $1; with IOV2" 
by 26x/4" black and gold frame, 
$2.50 ea. Add 30c post. World 
Art Group Studio, HG11, 606 Post 
Rd., Westport, Conn. 06855. 

LOUDLY SING, "CUCKOO" 
The unbearable suspense of wait- 
ing for the cuckoo to fly out of 
his clock was a childhood delight. 
Black Forest cuckoo appears 
every quarter hour to sing from 
his perch atop the hand-carved, 
walnut-finished clock. 14" h. 
Pine cone pendulum. $7.95 plus 
75c post. Graham's of Florida, 
Box 23000-HG, Ft. Lauderdale, 
Fla. 33307. 

TO HAVE AND TO FOLD 
Space saving table made in 
Europe of solid beechwood and 
finished with oiled walnut veneer. 
Closed, 9" by 30"; one side up, 
37" by 30"; fully opened. 65" 
by 30" and it seats eight. 30" 
high. Perfect for apartments. 
$47.95 exp. coll. Shipped assem- 
bled. Danish catalogue. 25c. 
Genada Imports, HG11. Box 204, 
Teaneck, N. J. 07666. 

FACETED CRYSTAL 
Cut crystal table lighter and ash- 
tray highlight appointments on 
a party dining table. Handsome 
and handy accessories for a game 
table, too! The lighter is 3V2" 
high; the ashtray, 4Vf" in diam- 
eter. The stunning crystal set is 
$8.50 plus $1 post. Morlyn, Inc. 
Dept. G-l 10, 350 So. County Rd., 
Palm Beach, Fla. 33480. 

100    Pedigree   Charts 
Sheets only for stand- 

Compile your own ard binder. 
Family Genealogy, 
CHARTS TELL  HOW 

FAMILY   HISTORY 
ICE I OICD 

With these pedigree charts and the easy to 
understand instructions, the amateur or profes 
sional can trace and compile a family history to be 
treasured throughout the years to come. Punched 
for 3 ring binder, this 100 page set contains 6- 
generation ancestral charts, pedigree forms, bio- 
graphical data sheets, family history forms, plus 
space for notes and photographs. 

Immediate shipment via 3rd Class Mail @ $3.95 
ppd. or via Air Mail @ $4.75 ppd. Send check or 
money order. Ten day refund if not completely 
satisfied. 

*u>»*l* 
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A GIFT EACH DAY FOR 
THE 12 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS 

Santa's Elves wear rings on their fingers for tying on gifts .... 
open one each day for the 12 days til Christmas. 

Colorful wallhanging kit 18" x 30": Gay felt cutouts to gfte on 
Decorator Burlap. Even the children can make it. cirunot tnciudefl 

$5.95 + 50c mailing chg. 

Send $5.00 extra for  12  (or $10.00 for 24)  all different,  unique 
imported gifts, suitable any age. 

THE   CACTUS   PATCH 
Box 26482. El Paso. Texas 79926 

.4n Ideal Gilt lor Ft Family 
Order From 

< III s< o  COMPANY 
Dept. HG7 

P.O. Box 533. 346 Maple Ave.. Westbury. NY. II 

JIFFY CAR PARKER 

Ends guesswork, frayed nerves 
and   scraped   fenders.   Makes 
parking    easy—even    in    the 
tightest spots.  Park  perfectly 
the    first    time—every    time! 
Used by many driving schools. 

CAR PARKER 
SI  98 -f 15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5°0 sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market'St.. Dept. HG-l 10 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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BIRTHDAY BOUQUET 
Exquisitely dainty Happ) Birthday 
charm to gifl  in ,   harm bracelel 
owner bears a basket of tiny jew 
eled blossoms to last through 
years. Circle is %" in di imeti I 
in i-ik gol ■ terlingsilver, 
$3. Ppd. ( atalogue ol i hums, 
jewelry, $1. Charm & Treasure, 
HG11. 1201 Sixth Ave., New 
York. N. Y. 10036. 

MING RING TREE 
Exquisitely designed tree holds 
fingers full of rings on its 18 
branches. Decorative dressing 
table accessory in these days 
when we all wear so many rings 
at one time. 3VA" high on a fili- 
gree base in antiqued 24k gold 
plate. $3 ppd. Jadell Co., Dept. 
B-2, Box 18, 401 Kinderkamack 
Rd., Oradell, N. J. 07649. 

SHIPS A-SAIL 
Three famous sailing ships are 
mounted on antiqued shingles to 
add a note of nautical decor on 
the wall of a family room or den. 
Replicas are labeled: Sea Witch; 
Flying Fish and Whaler. Shingles, 
9Vz" by 5" come with chains for 
hanging. Set of three, $9.95 plus 
45c post. Shenandoah House, 
HG11, Dayton, Va. 22821. 

MAN, IT'S GREAT! 
Real tiger stuff. Tom Cat toiletries 
in 12 fine products. Handsome- 
ly boxed. Four ounce cologne, 
$6. Deodorant shower bar with 
wrist-length rope, ¥3 pound of 
superb soap, $2.25. Creamy-rich 
shave foam, 5V2 ounces, $2. 4-oz. 
after shave, $5. Minimum $5.: 
Ppd. Free brochure. Tom Cat 
Products, Inc., HG11. 22 E. 17th 
St., N. Y. 10003. 

m\s»M\»s& 
Just in time for Christmas. The 
world's most complete catalog 
of products specially designed 
for the lefty in your life. 

Send $1.00* Plus Name & Address To: 

Dept. HGN 145 E. 27th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10016 

•Your dollar will be credited to 
your first order of $5.00  or   more. 

LUCITE FRAMES 
simple • handsome • self-standing 

size postpaid 
5"x7" ..$2.00 
8"x 10". $4.00 

11"x14". $6.00 
specify vertical or horizontal 

Sam Milstein«Photographer 
852 Lake Ave. 
Clark, New Jersey 07066 

HOUSE & GARDEN RFMODEl ING GUIDE TO 

HOME IMPROVEMENT 
100 PAGFS Of CITY & R0UN1RY HOMFS: BF.f OH: 
NIWSPACI  (ROM ADDITIONS       ATTICS       BASI MINIS       CIOSIIS 
M-AH1MINI 10! AS       IACAOIS I HAT OIVI  A WHOI I   Nl W I UOK 
KITCHENS * BATHS       SPTCIAI    DIG! ST Of BASIC HI MOTH I INO TIPS 

S1.35 

A HANDY GUIDE 

TO HELP YOU 

YOUR HOME 
Wondering "what to do with that corner"? Here are 
answers to the problems every home owner has encoun- 
tered! Families with added interests need room for expan- 
sion, storage, hobbies, privacy. Are you really using your 
home? Discover simple, modern, effective methods and 
materials for the changes you want in 

HOUSE & GARDEN REMODELING GUIDE TO 
HOME IMPROVEMENT 

$0ol3§ ©LTD §(S0® DD®\Y7 
If you are unable to obtain a copy at your favorite newsstand, you 
may send check or money order for $1.35, payable to HOUSE & 
GARDEN REMODELING GUIDE TO HOME IMPROVEMENT, to the 
following address: 

HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. HGHI 
P.O. Box 1910, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017 
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TEXAS RED GRAPEFRUIT! 
The Best — From the Lush Rio Grande Valley 

Y2-bu. Grapefruit  $7.50   Full bu. G.F. & Ors...$10.95 
Carton of 12 G.F $5.70   y2-bu. G.F. & Ors. in 
Full bushel G.F $10.90   Mex. bamboo basket....$8.50 
Carton of 6 G.F $3.95   Full bu. G.F. & Ors. in 
Y2-bu. G.F. & oranges..$7.60   Mex. bamboo basket $12.50 

All   are   delivered   prices  —  Write for free illustrated folder. 

Other citrus   packs  and   also  pecans,  rare    honeys,   fruit   cakes   and    cheese. 

WE TRUST YOU!   Send your gift list now and pay our invoice in January. 

Established 1926—This is Our 45th Year 

PITTMAN & DAVIS, Inc.,    223 Eye St., HARLINGEN, TEXAS 78550 

(fatden TKtrfde "paxm 
PURE MAPLE SYRUP FROM YOUR OWN TREES 

TREE 
TAPPING 

If you live between Maine and Virginia, you have    l^ITT 
a FREE, lifetime supply of pure maple syrup and   |\| I / 
sugar in, your own back yard. Kit contains drill bit, 
taps, sap bags, thermometer, and instructions. 
Easy to use for natural maple syrup like 
Grandma served. Can't damage your trees. 
Unique, clear vinyl sap bag keeps out dust and 
water, protects against spoilage while 
the sap is being gathered. $16.95 ppd. 
Check or Money Order only. 
Money-back guarantee. 

GOLDEN MAPLE FARM 
Dept. 2, P.O. Box 96, Oakland, N.J. 07436 

:•;" \ 

ONE OF THE WORLD'S MOST UNIQUE FOODS! 

From the Land of the 
Pennsylvania Dutch 

WEAR'S 
famous wood smoked 

LEBANON 
BOLOGNA M?  
100% 
PURE 

NO FILLERS!   . 
NO ADDITIVES! 

Made by Weaver's since 1885.' 
Prized by gourmets around the world!   Sensational 
as    an    hors    d'oeuvre.    TV    snack,    brunch    or 
luncheon   treat!    One   of   the   most   unique   and 
flavorful  foods you  have  ever tasted  .   .   .  and  its 
high  nutritional  value  makes it wonderful  for the 
entire    family!    Made    of    government    inspected 
100%   pure   beef  blended   with  tangy  spices  and 
precisely    cured    in    old-fashoned    smokehouses! 

Send for yours today!—Money back guarantee! 
3'/2-lb.   smoked   roll   $6 50   ppd. 

Check    or    money   order    •    No.    COD. 

P O. BOX 525-D 
LEBANON, PA. 17042 WEAR'S 

SEA SALT GRINDER 
& matching pepper mill 

Now you can grind your own Maldon sea 
salt crystals like the French gourmet 
cooks. Works like the matching pepper 
mill to release the full savor of every 
salty crystal, adds zest to meats, sea- 
food, vegetables. Fashioned of solid wal- 
nut and stainless steel. 8" tall. The ideal 
gift! $18.00 set ppd. Maldon English salt 
crystals, "panned" from sea water. $1.95 
lb., ppd. Mail orders filled promptly. 
Money-back guarantee. 

REM IMPORTS 
P.O. Box 184 • Dept. HG-110 

Monroeville, Pa. 15146 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

FOR 
GOURME 

GIFTS 
FABULOUS FRUITCAKE 

Once   again   from 
the famous Texas bakery, 
superb fruitcake, the 
Original DeLuxe baked fresh, 
perfectly   flavored 

and    filled    with    imported 
fruits, rich pecans. Holi- 

day packed with gift card. 2-lb., 
$4.55;   3-lb.,   $6.25;   5-lb.,   $9.95. 

Collin St. Bakery, Box 124, Corsicana, Tex. 75110. 
Pf 

STEAKS SUPREME 

Four6oz. prime 
filet mignons, two 12 

oz.   boneless 
strip steaks, four 8 oz. 

chopped sirloin v 

steaks—from Pfaelzer, 
the magnificent 

meat  merchants. You're 
not likely to find this 

quality   locally,   so   order   this 
Variety Assortment for $26 

ppd.  from   Pfaelzer   Bros.,   Dept. 
LEN, 4501 W. District Blvd . 

Chicago, III. 60632. 

-\ 
■) 

&* 

CAFE D'ORLEANS 

French drip coffee maker of 
porcelain enamel is easy to clean, 
lasts for ages. Daffodil, sapphire or 
white. 2-cup biggin, $8.95; 4-cup, 
$10.95; 6-cup, $12.95. With Mb. 
cafe and recipes for cafe au lait 
and cafe Creole. Ppd. Creole      * 
Delicacies, HG11, Box 51042, 
New Orleans, La. 70150. 

HICKORY HAM 

Smoked Virginia ham, 
aged for nearly a year 
and baked in wine for 
great flavor. Shipped 
in smokehouse chest 

ready to serve hot or 
cold. Boneless, 6-8 lbs., 

$3.39 per lb.; bone-in, 9-15 lbs., $2.19 per lb. Add $1.50 post. 
E. of Miss.; $3 W. of Miss. Jordan's Old Virginia Smokehouse, 

HG11, 1511 W. Overbrook Rd., Richmond, Va. 23202. 
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RAH 

jurmet hangup, a hand-finished wood rack with heavily 
wed iron "chuck" hooks for pots, pans and such. With rugged 
g bolts and washers for easy mounting. 39" by 5", shown, 
4»/2' by 2%'. $14.95 each. Add 75c postage. Whetstone, HG11, 

56 Third Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022. 

GOOD COOKERY 

1,000 menus and recipes 
from Nashville's famous 
hostesses. 368 pages in a 
handsome blue spiral cover. 
Everything from al fresco 
luncheon ideas to elegant 
cocktail suppers. Thorough 
instructions for beginners and 
pros!  $4.25 ppd.  Nashville 
Seasons, HG11, 3850 
Green  Hills Village  Dr., 
Nashville, Tenn. 37215. 

GRATE GIFT 

Swiss ingenuity produced 
this simple cheese mill. Steel 

blades grate a wedge of 
Parmesan, also grind pecans, choc- 

olate,   spices.   You   adjust   for   desired 
coarseness. Easy to clean! Just $3.50 ppd. Fountain of Gifts, Box 

3954 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III. 60654. 

BELUGA'S  BEST 

Black pearls of the Caspian 
—Beluga caviar, the 
gourmet gift supreme. 
Romanoff's the famous 
name and even the gift 
box is special! Two 2-oz. 
jars of lightly salted giant 
grain caviar, $15.50 ppd. 
Omaha Steaks International, 
HG11, 4400 So. 96th St., 
Omaha, Neb. 68127. 

SUPER  BOWL 

Big beauty of na- 
tive    Muhumu    wood, 

handsomely hand 
carved and interestingly 

grained. Serving bowl 
is    14";    four    indivic 

bowls, 8" each, 
fork and spoon have jungle animals 

carved on each handle. 7-piece set, $19.95. Extra bowls, 
two for $4.95. Ppd. Discoveries from Around the Globe, HG11, 
Box 88, West Nyack, N. Y. 10994. 

Here's the gift in perfect taste. 
Sharp aged Cheddar. 

First Borden selects the finest Wisconsin Ched- 
dar. Cured for over one year in wooden kegs. And wax coated to 
protect its full sharp flavor. Then Borden trademarks it "Pippin" 
signifying it's prime. Uniformly perfect. Superb for gifts, par- 
ties and cookery. 
Every wheel weighs approximately 5 pounds. And comes handsomely 
gift boxed. With a greeting card inside (if you so specify). All orders 
received by December 1, 1970 will arrive before Christmas. 
$6.95 postage paid. Continental U.S.A. only. 

Send orders with names, addresses and check or money order to: 

Borden, Inc., Foods Division, Box #231, Plymouth, Wisconsin 6J073. 

Dessert your friends for the Holidays. 
The cake served in leading New York 

restaurants and made with rich cream cheese 
and fresh eggs. Eat it plain or with fruit 
topping. Or freeze it for a special occasion. 
It's one gift that's remembered! 

And we guarantee bakery-fresh, speedy 
delivery. Anywhere. 

Just try us! Order your own cake now or 
send your entire gift list. Be different this 
year—gift your friends with a delightful taste 
experience. 

4 I 2 lb. Cake. Serves to 16. $8.75. West of 
Mississippi add $2.50. Send delivery 
instructions and Check or M.O. to: 

New York Cheesecake 
P.O. Box 498 
Lenox Hill Station 
New York, New York   10021 

Send them a genuine New York cheesecake. 

r fcs ENGLISH 
DOUBLE 

fl   EGG 
POACHER 

In England, the preparation of 
poached eggs has been recognized as an art. 
The measure of a fine cook is the ability to 
serve a perfect poached egg—for poached 
egg on toast is one of the country's most 
popular teatime menus. Now the English have 
consented to show us their secret of success. 
This English poacher consists of a rack that 
stands level in the boiling water, and two 
extra deep poaching cups that set into the 
rack. The result is beautifully rounded, per- 
fectly poached eggs that glorify everything 
from hash to schnitzel a la Holstein to plain 
toast. Of flexible vinyl, 6" wide. $1.29 ea. 
2 for $2.49. 

Mail orders filled promptly. 
Money back guarantee. 

COLONIAL 

GARDEN 

V De 
m&> 

Dept. HG-I I. 270 W. Merrick Road 

Valley Stream. N.Y. 11582 

MAIL-ORDER SHALLOTS 
Personal Use or Gift Subscriptions 

The shallot is treasured by good chefs the 
world over for its ability to impart a subtle, 
delicately mellow, oniony flavor to all kinds 
of food. 
If you are a shallot user you already appreciate 
their value in quality cooking. Why not share 
your secret with someone who also appreciates 
fine food? A shallot subscription is an excel- 
lent and unusual gift for any occasion. Gift 
cards are included with gift subscriptions. 
Suggested orders: 
'.4   lb.   monthly  for  6  mo.—S3.25  ppd.,   12 mo.— 

S5.95 ppd. 
Vt   lb.   monthly  for  6  mo.—S4.50  ppd.,   12  mo.— 

$8.25 ppd. 
Other quantities available; '/,   lb. sample—60e. 

G. N. L. Shallot Distributors HGII. 
SI D'Shibe Terrace. Vineland, New Jersey 08360 
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Baked to Order for You and Friends 

'that   famous   Corsicana,   Texas 
Fruit Cake," since   1896 

Serve and give the only 
fruit cake ever to win the 

I   New York Gourmet Society | 
Award  for Excellence 

COLLIN STREET BAKERY 
P.O. Box 123, Corsicana, Texas 75110 

Please ship:  2 1b.;  3 1b.;  51b. 
□ Ship to me. 
□ Attached   list   shows  addresses,   sizes,   de 

livery date    Payment enclosed 

MY NAME_ 

ADDRESS. 

CITY_ 

STATE. ZIP_ 

Here's the remarkable Christmas 
cake that earned its fame through- 
out America and in more than 148 
foreign lands. Favored by hostesses 
for 73 years, the DeLuxe is custom- 
baked for you and mailed straight 
from our kitchens. Filled with 
juiciest imported fruits and rich 
Texas pecans — flavor so perfect we 
guarantee it the best you've ever 
bought, baked, or eaten, or money 
promptly refunded. 

ORDER NOW . . . SEND LIST AND CHECK OR 
MONEY ORDER. Holiday packed, cake's color- 
ful history enclosed. Tell us how to sign gift 
cards. Postpaid: 2 lb.. $4.55; 31b.. $6.25; 
51b.,  $9.95.   Discount on  25 cakes or  more. 

SHOPPING AROUND For  Gourmet Gifts 

HOME COOKED CREOLE DELICACIES 
FROM  OLD  NEW ORLEANS 

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES 
Fral.se <le la Louisiane, sun- 
ripened whole fruit in ;■ pure 
preserve of incomparable fla- 
vor. Reusable Family size 
white pine pail or brass- 
banded redwood plantei Lot - 
of good eating.  Postpaid, 

2«/a lb. Pine Pail $7-25 

2'2 lb. Redwood Planter  $8-25 

FREE CATALOG 
Beautiful natural color photos 24 pages As- 
sortments from $8.00 to $1000.00. You owe 
yourself the experience of Omaha Steaks, 
tender-as-butter, inimitable corn-fed flavor. 
From the beef center of the world, each steak 
is aged, skillfully trimmed, individually 
wrapped, flash frozen. Gift-packed in a re- 
usable picnic cooler. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

f frnaha Steaks 

Dept. All, 4400 So. 96 St., Omaha, Nebraska 68127 

CREOLE SOUPS 
ulinary secrets of genera- 
ons of French chefs are 
i these delicious New Or- 
is ns seafoods. Guoi bo 

crayfish bisque, turtle soup. 
s]iriin i> creole.  Postpaid. 
6 10 oz. Cans $6-95 

12 10 oz. Cans $12-25 

PECAN PRALINES 
Delectable,   creamy, 
plantal Ion-style pei an 
confect Ion made fresh 
to order,  Postpaid. 

I lb. box of 10 
$3-35 

VI rite  for list of Gift Packages of famous DOVUt Mix, 
French Pastries, Hickory Smoked Hams, Fruit Cakes, 

Sauces, Soups, and other creole delicacU • 

CREOLE DELICACIES CO., INC. 
533-H Saint Ann St.. New Orleans. Louisiana 701IG 

More than 25 Years of Quality and Service 

EIGHT FOR DINNER 
Distinctive eight-sided dinner ser- 
vice to set your table apart. 
White English Ironstone in clas- 
sic Heritage pattern. 42-pc. ser- 
vice for eight—dinner plates, 
bread-and-butters, soup bowls, 
cups, saucers, small platter, 
vegetable server. $34.95 ppd. 
Add $2.50 west of Miss. Jenifer 
House, Dept. G-110, Great Bar- 
rington, Mass. 01230. 

THAI BRONZE 
Bronze, fashioned according to 
an ancient Siamese process, re 
sembles 14k gold. Handcrafted 
and hand-polished, six steak 
knives, $11.95; serving fork 
spoon and ladle, $10.95; carving 
fork and two knives, $12.95; ex- 
tra steak knives, $2.50 ea 
spoons. $3.95 ea. Ppd. Lotus & 
Gold, Imports, HG11, Box 631, 
Morris Heights, N. Y. 10453. 

SWEET AS HONEY 
Whoever invented this syrup dis- 
penser deserves pancakes every 
morning. One touch of a thumb 
and the leak-proof valve gives 
exactly the amount you want— 
not a drop or drip more. Honey- 
comb design of clear glass with 
cup to sit in. $8.95 ppd. Write 
New York Originals, Dept. G-110, 
454 Westchester Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 10455. 

FRUIT  FAIR 
Goldmine of goodies in a color- 
splashed catalogue from famous 
Harry & David, Fruit-of-the-Month 
Club creators. Free Christmas 
book of the perfect Christmas gift 
—fruits, preserves, candies, nuts, 
even special meats and cheeses. 
Harry and David. Box K1020, 
Bear Creek Orchards, Medford, 
Ore. 97501. 

HOT POT? NO PROBLEM 
Here's a gift for a holiday hostess 
to put to use the second she un- 
wraps it. Clever double-mitt pot 
holder with connecting band 
helps hold any hot pot safely. 
Ideal for handleless casseroles. 
Quilted, well padded, washable. 
$2.98 plus 25c post. From The 
Country Gourmet, Dept. GN, 545 
Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 
10550. 

LEMON  BIRD 
At last a way to enjoy fresh 
lemon juice with ease. Just press 
the lever and out pours juice- 
no seeds. Set this whimsical bi^d 
on table or bar to accompany 
beverages, salads, fish, veal, fruit 
desserts. $3.95 plus 50c post. 
Order from New Hampton Gen- 
eral Store, 1149 King St., Hamp- 
ton, N. J. 08827. 
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CUTS  ['IMF, TOO 
.'nil don i w i iti  tune slicing and 
tilling before they arrive with 

i - hopping block pretty enough 
11   i ml   before   guests.   Smoky 
opaz plexiglass, it doubles as a 
i i ver for cheese, hors d'oeuvres. 

Dishwasher safe. 8" by 12" plus 
I" ihonged handle. $5.95 ppd. 
olonial Garden, Country Kill h 

in, HGE-11, 270 W Merrii k Rd., 
Valley Stream, N. Y. 11582. 

CROCKED MARMALADE 
Brandied marmalade from Eng- 
land makes a gourmet gift they 
won't waste on toast and the 
memory lingers on in the smart 
Staffordshire crock. Black on 
white 3Vz"h. by ZVz" diameter 
jar is reusable. $4.50 ppd. for 
the 1-lb. size. Order several for 
yourself and gifts from Casual 
Living, HG11, Rte. 6, Bethel, 
Conn. 06801. 

FRENCH PROVISIONS 
It's the way of the French house- 
wife to keep vegetables fresh, un- 
spoiled and close at hand in 
draw-string sacks of sturdy, 
woven cloth. Order two or more: 
deep navy blue, 18" by WVA" 

dresses onions; cherry red, 14" 
by 211V for potatoes. $3.98 ea. 
plus 50c post. Dione Lucas Gour- 
met Center, HG11, 226 E. 51st 
St., New York, N. Y. 10022. 

GOLDEN TOUCH 
All set for holiday festivities is 
a handsome two-toned hardwood 
tray on turned legs with three 
gold-toned metal dishes and la- 
dles. Super for fondue parties, 
cocktail dips, salad dressings. 9" 
in diameter; over 8" high. $4 
plus 25c packing and postage. 
Colonial Studios, Dept. HCE-6, 
20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 
10606. 

TWO KINDS OF DIETERS? 
Leave it to the French. They've 
even got an answer to Jack Sprat 
dining. Graceful imported gravy 
boat serves fat-free from the bot- 
tom of one side, with full calorie 
count from the top of the other 
side. White porcelain. $2.98 plus 
25c post. Imported from France 
by Country Gourmet. GN, 545 
Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 
10550. 

GORGEOUS GRAPEFRUIT 
Luscious red grapefruit from the 
Rio Grande Valley individually 
selected and packed. Juicy or- 
anges are included if specified. 
Fruit guaranteed. Great choice 
for fruit lovers and weight wor- 
riers. Half bushel, $7.50; bushel, 
$10.90. Ppd. Order now, pay in- 
voice Jan. '71. Pittman & Davis, 
Inc., HG11, 225 Eye St., Harlin- 
gen,Tex. 78550. 

GIFTS OF GOOD TASTE 

PECANS 
FRESFi NEW CROP SHIPPED 

DIRECT FROM MY GROVE 

You just can't find pecans like these in 
a store—big, fresh, crunchy and deli- 
cious—each one selected and graded 
eight times. Order now for your fa- 
vorite customers, friends, relatives, and 
yourself! 

Pecans in the Shell—Extra Large, Fancy 
No. 20—5 lb. Paper Shell Schleys ... S6.45 
No. 21-3 lb. Paper Shell Schleys .... $4.35 
No. 98—2%   lb.   Schleys   in   Fireside 

Barrel with nutcracker, picks S6.45 
No. 25—4l/4 lb. big, flavorful Stuarts 54.95 

Mammoth Halves—Plain 
No. 12—1 lb. 13 oz. gift box   $5.35 
No.  14—2 lb.  13 oz. home box $6.95 
No.  15—5 lb. home box    ...............       511.45 

Mammoth Halves—Toasted & Salted 
No. 94—2 lb. 3 oz. in Christmas tin ..   S7.75 
No. 62—2 lb. 5 oz. in gift box S6.95 
No. 63—3 lb. home box 57.95 
No. 84—2    lb.   5   oz.    half   sugared, 

half toasted  57.25 

Pecan Fruit Cake—Exceptionally Good 
No. 95—2'/.   lb.      S5.45 
Broken Pecan Meats 
Same  guality  as our  halves,  but  broken  in 
shelling, great for cooking. 
No. 51—2 lb. 13 oz       56.45 
No. 52-5 lb       510.95 
No. 53—10  lb. 519.95 

Prices include postage (west of Denver, 
incl. Montana, add 10c per lb.) I guarantee 
your satisfaction or shipment will be re- 
placed   or   money   refunded   as  you   prefer. 

Write for my FREE catalog.        ^^^^^ 
HARRY WILLSON'S M/KfKQk 

Sunnyland   £ \ 
farms 

Route 1, Box 906 
Albany, Georgia 31701 

FOR 

SALE: 
Only 

40,000 lbs. of 

The   original   source    of 
shallots by  mail  since  1957. 

54   lb.   sample box $1.00.   Monthly   34  lb. 
shipment  for one vear $11.(JO. 

Plus over 500 items in gourmet foods 

at very REASONABLE prices: 

Caviar, Truffles, Snails, dragees, marrons 
glaci s, conscous. bulgur, fondue, shark fin 
soup, foie gras, vintage brandy orange 
marmalade, wildboar, kangaroo, faisan, 
venison, haggis, polenta, krupuk undang, 
kejap benteng, flageolets, lychees, lox, 
cherries in brandy, tripes, etc. 

I OMPARE OUR PRICES  BY  SEND- 
ING   2hz   FOR   OUR   4S   PAGE 

CATALOGUE. 

*^e4 ScfaUottet 
Box   245,    Ramsey.   N.   J.   07446 

A rare and lovely 
(leli<a,> IRISH 
SMOKED 

SALMON 

e^ '•v r 
Jetted from Ireland, 

ready to slice and serve. 
This lovely salmon is 
fished from the cool, 
clear lough waters of the 
West of Ireland—then 
given a mild, delicate 
cure. Individually wrap- 
ped, for direct shipment. 
Sides run 2-21/4- pounds 
@ $14.50 per side, post 
and duty paid. Makes a 
wonderful gift. 

1 r SALTWATER FARM. INC. 
Snell Cove 
Damariscotta, Maine 04543 

Please send me  sides of 
Smoked   Irish   Salmon 
@ $14.50 per side, post and 
duty paid. (2 sides to same 
address: $27.75). 

Name  

Address- 

City  

State. -Zip. 

COMICE PEARS 
FoitChristmas 
Giving C*p 

^X^^n DELIVERY 
PREPAID 

Medford, Oregon 
Luscious, large Cornice Pears, creamy in tex- 
ture, rich in juicy flavor, make unusual and 
appreciated gifts for family, friends and busi- 
ness associates. These world-famous pears are 
grown in our own orchards, carefully selected 
—individually wrapped. Delivered PREPAID 
in colorful gift boxes to any point iu 48 states. 
Write for Alaskan and Hawaiian prices. Pack- 
ages are guaranteed. Your greetings enclosed. 
Send list, we do the rest. 
No. 1—Deluxe Box 

(8 to 16 pears, pictured above) S6.00* 
No. 2 Deluxe Box (16 to 20 pears) S7.55* 

*EARLY BIRD PRICE. If order for 
Christmas delivery complete with 
names and addresses is air 
mailed on or before Nov. 25, 
1970. Reg. price =1 Box S6.25. 
£2 Box S7.80. 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

PINNACLE ORCHARDS 
412 Fir St. ' Medford, Ore. 97501 
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LOWEST PRICE EVER! 

"RAINY DAY" $^98 
BARGAIN PRICE ONL™ 

Add 50( for p.ug. & handling 

SHOPPING AROUND 

"THUMBRELLA" 
IT FOLDS INTO WORLD'S SMALLEST UMBRELLA 

This spunky little 10-inch wonder originally 
sold for $7.98 so you pay S3.00 less than thou- 
sands oi others have paid. A special purchase 
nt .1 complete factory output makes this bar- 
gain possible. They make marvelous gifts... 
stock up now at this low, low price. 

This is the famed 10"-!ong umbrella that folds 
to skinny banana size, fits coat pocket, attache 
case, fliyht bag, lady's purse, desk drawer, 
glove compartment, or tucks neatly behind 
car visor. 

Opens smoothly with push button ease to big 
32" 10-ribbed, never-failed rain shield. Unique 

rib snap-locks prevent collapses, rips. Stur- 
dily constructed ol 100%, quick-dry DuPont 
nylon with heavyThrome telescoping shaft. 
SPECIFY: MEN'S (black only), LADIES' 
(black. rcd,-honey). Seaboard Case included. 
(Add 50( for pslg. & handling) 

Write for FREE catalogue of unique gifts 
Send check or money order—No C.O.D.'s 

N.Y. residents add sales tax 
SATISFACTION QAPT 
GUARANTEED    JMLV/tSJL DEPT. G-110, 

Engel St , Hicksville, N.Y. 11802 
Div. ol Bevis Industries, Inc. 

STACKABLES 
for neat sto rage 

only $4"95 

PER  SET OF 3  CUBES 
Ideal where hazards or economy prevent use of costly 
furniture. Designed of RIGID FIBERB0ARD on 
basic 12-inch or 14-inch Cube. Set Cubes side by side 
or on top one another to form room divider, wall or 
section for storage of books, toys, clothing, radio, 
documents, knitting—anything! Great for playroom, 
den, basement, attic. In Oyster White for use as is or 
decorate to taste. Set of three 12-inch Cubes S4.95 
plus SI postage. 3 Sets (9 Cubes) S14.95 postpaid. Set 
of three 14-inch Cubes S6.50 plus $1 postage. 3 Sets 
(9 Cubes) $18.75 postpaid 

PEGASUS Dept. HG-ll 
1855 Imperial Ave., New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040 

Early American Stencil Kit 
for Boxes and Tinware 

MAKE ODDS AND ENDS INTO KEEPSAKES 
• Decorate Your Home   • Gifts for Friends 
• Sell to Gift Shops and Make Extra Money 

Now you can bring the Authentic Early Ameri- 
can craft of stenciling into your home with 
famous Bishop & Lord kits. Charming tradi- 
tional designs will transform small wooden 
and tinware boxes, baskets, trays, cannisters, 
tea caddies into genuine conversation pieces. 
You need no special talent or experience. 
Just follow simple instructions. Kit contains 
8 stencil designs, 6 paints, brush, plus all 
necessary materials. 
Kit No. EA-1 only $6.95. Please add 75c postage 

Sorry, no C.O.D. • Full refund it not delighted 

AMERICAN DECORATIVE ARTS, INC. 
Box II7-M. Dorset, Vermont 05251 

IF IT'S WORTH  ACHIEVING— 

IT'S   WORTH   MAKING   PERMANENT 

Whether it's a diploma, a certificate, a 
letter, a clipping or even a color photo 
... It can be priceless to you and your 
heirs. And therefore, it's worth preserv- 
ing fore\cr with a Lifetime Plaque. 
And you can do it for far less money 
than you would e\er think possible. In- 
clude 25c for handling. Y'ou will receive 
a free catalogue and a return mailing 
tube plus a free $2 certificate with youi 
first order  if you mail  today.  Mail  to: 

LIFETIME   PLAQUES 

P. O. Box 2029 

Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35401 

Dept. HG-11 

25 LIVE PET 
SEAHORSES 

FREE  SEASHELLS WITH  CORAL 
You receive a free kit with shells of the world 
collections, beautiful coral for bowl decoration, 
food, and simple instructions for keeping these 
amazing pets in a simple fishbowl or jar. See 
the father (male) of this beautiful species give 
birth to cute babies. Fascinating ;.nd education- 
al hobby for the entire family. SPECIAL OF- 
FER—order two mated parrs and rective FREE 
a PREGNANT MALE who wrll give birth to 20 
babies (total 25 seahorses) for only $2.25. LIVE 
DELIVERY   GUARANTEED. 

AQUALAND  PET CENTER 
Box  130. Shenandoah Station.  Dept.  m.   h. 

Miami, Fla. 33145 

YARDS OF COLOR 
Just in time for fall and winter 
sewing is this offer of 100 spools^ 
of mercerized cotton in 30 foot 
spools. 50 colors including white, 
black and all popular shades. 
Keep them handy by the sewing 
machine and mending box for 
buttons, hems. $2.98 plus 60c 
post. Greenland Studios, 7269 
Greenland Bldg.. Miami, Fla. 
33054. 

TILE TALE 

All aglow with color, terrific triv- 
ets come in four Early American 
motifs: Kettle and Cup, Welcome 
Sign, American Rooster, Dutch 
Colonial Birds in avocado green, 
sunshine orange, turquoise blue 
and Colonial red. 6" sq. Cast iron 
with rubber legs. $1.98; four for 
$7.50. Add 35c post. World Co., 
HG11, 1 Park Ave., New York, 
N.Y. 10016. 

HEAVENLY MUSICIANS 
An orchestra of angels come to 
make your Christmas lovelier. 
With arching wings and swirling 
skirts they add whimsy and 
charm to centerpieces, mantels, 
under the tree. Each plays a dif- 
ferent instrument and they're fin- 
ished in soft gold color, 2V2" h. 
Set of six, $1.25 plus 25c post. 
Lillian Vernon, GN1. 560 Third 
Ave.,  Mt. Vernon,  N. Y.  10550. 

HANG THAT TIGER! 
If you're too late to get her a fur 
coat, show the intent with a work' 
of art and for much, much less. 
Lithograph on artist canvas in 
rich yellows, browns and blues 
on striking .red background. By 
Hug, 22" by 28" and pure pow! 
$5.95 plus 45c post. Lambert 
Studios, Dept. 123, 910 No. La 
Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. 
90069. 

STYLED FOR THE SWINGING 70s 
Indian MOCCASINS of luxurious suede leather 
with comfortable cushioned insole. Order your 
regular sho3 size in brown, pinon (gray-tan) or 
beige. Wear them with our popular pouch PURSE 
in   matching  colors. 

MOCCASINS—size 4-10  S8.75 
POUCH PURSE—8" x 8"  £8.75 

Add 75c postage 

Dept. HG-17. Box 11114 
AI    C^      Albuquerque. N.M. 87112 

Send for FREE catalog 

CHRISTMAS PHOTO LETTERS 
Delight your friends with a newsy and pe' 

sonal holiday message. Photo-lithographed 

from your handwritten or typed original 

(with photos of your family, home, etc.). 

Choice of 38 Christmas letterhead, card 

and French-fold designs. 100 letters, enve- 

lopes $15.00; with photos, S19.00. Postpaid, 

guaranteed. Send 10c for kit, sample, and 

directions to CHRISTMAS LETTERS, 2919 

Pearl,   Boulder,  Colorado  80302. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

LOVING MESSAGE 
fell the girl you married thai 
ovc tfrows each year by gifting 
her with an anniversary charm 
will: joyous bells. Happy annivrr 
sary charm is %" diameter In 
14k gold, $8; in sterling silver, 
$3. Ppd. Color catalogue ol 
charms, $1. Charm & Treasure, 
HG11, 1201 Ave. ol Americas, 
New York, N. Y. 10036. 

STRICTLY FOR TREES 
Somewhere in Denmark, some 
creative brain fashioned charm- 
ers for Christmas: wee birdies 
made by hand out of real pine 
cones. Painted in beguiling col- 
ors, trimmings can be used the 
year round on table—wired for 
the purpose. 2W. Six for $2.50 
plus 50c post. Artisan Galleries, 
HG11, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., 
Dallas, Tex. 75204. 

FOREVER BEAUTIFUL 
Long stemmed roses fashioned 
of silk have a delicate fragrance 
that lasts. 16" long, a perfect 
size to use in a variety of ar- 
rangements for table or mantel- 
piece. American beauties in red, 
of course! Six in a box, $9; 12, 
$15. Ppd. Flower Style Originals, 
Inc., HG11, 30 W. 26th St., New 
York, N. Y. 10010. 

BACKGROUND TO STITCH 
Telephone book cover with de- 
sign worked in needlepoint. You 
complete the background. 
Choose blues/soft green; reds/ 
black; deep green/ scarlet; golds/ 
beige. Kit includes 15" by 17" 
canvas, yarns, mounting board, 
faille lining, needle, assembly di- 
rections. $19.95 plus $1 post. 
The Stitchery, HG11, Wellesley 
Hills, Mass. 02181. 

KING ARTHUR'S KNIGHTS 
These 4 handsomely executed knights are King 
Arthur's most famous foursome. These statu- 
ettes are exact replicas of the huge statues found 
in the Winchester Castle of England where King 
Arthur and his knights dined at the famous 
round table. The knights from left to right are 
Lancelot (the greatest of them all), Galahad 
(the most pure in heart), Gawaine and Tristram. 
Each figure is approx. 7" tall and mounted on 
a 23,i" wide solid walnut base. Made of pewter 
finished rhodium with touches of black antiqu- 
ing.   The   unique   gift  for the   discriminating. 

SET  OF  FOUR.     $£.99    plus 89c Pstg. 

MONEY    BACK    GUARANTEE 
Pa. Residents add 6' ,  Sales Tax 

PnnDCD'C Dept. Gil. 7840 Rugby Bldg. 
UUUrLH O Philadelphia. Pa. 19150 

END   SHIRT 
COLLAR "SQUEEZE" 
Co I la r- Exten d e r button 
"loosens" tight shirt collars. 
Ends all-day tugging. Expands 
collar up to '/j size larger for 
that "just right" feeling. In- 
visible behind tie. Can be 
transferred from shirt to shirt 
in seconds. Set of 4. 

COLLAR EXTENDERS 
$1.00  +  15c Mailing 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.,  Dept.  Hi: -III: 

San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Centennial Celebration Posters © SET 

OF 5 
$20. 

86 GORKY-New York Painting 90  NICHOLAS OF VERDUN- 
and Sculpture: 1940-1970 The Year 1200 
Red, blue, yellow, green, Gold, blue, umber, 
orange. 36x24". $5. black. 36x24". $5. 

Before Cortes: Sculpture 
of Middle Ages 
Silver, blue, maroon. 
36x24". $5. 

87. JOHNSON — 19th Century America 
Red, blue, yellow, green, black. 24x36". $5. 

89. SASETTA— Masterpieces of Fifty Centuries 
Reds, blues, browns, ochre, black. 24x36". $5. 

POSTER ORIGINALS, LTD 

Check for $_ 

Name- 

City- 

16 East 78 Street, New York, N. Y. 10021 Add 75v for shipping, " 
50( for each addition- l 

enclosed, for poster numbers .  al poster, $2. for the i 
set of five. N.Y. resi- I 

 Address  dents   add   applicable i 
sales tax. Send $1. for I 

  color catalog. I -State- -Zip- 

Swiss Embroidery Notes 
Each has colorful "picture" of nature's own 
birds, flowers and butterflies, hand loomed in 
Switzerland in garden-bright daintiness. Third 
page is blank for personal messages, notes or 
congratulations. Quality white card stock with 
embossed border, folded to 53/e x 3%"; 
matching envelopes. Adorable for framing, 
too!  Box of 6,  assorted  "pictures." 

Order No. 7613 $3.50 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

^"""'yi   Please, your zip code is required. 

M 'OUMS™ EVANSTON, ILL. 60204 

'm® 

WIDTHS 6A's to B 
SIZES 6 to 13* 

Fitting the Narrow Hee_ 

ORDER 
BY  MAIL 

GAUCHO 
35.00 

plus $1 pp. 
Belted and buckled knee-high 
boot, with spectator details. 
Pile-lined, ribbed rubber sole, 
inside zipper. 1V4" stacked 
heel. Antique Russet or Black. 
Width S, sizes 6 to 12, widths 
N,M sizes iVi to 12. 

No extra charge 
for larger sizes. 

N.Y. Residents, add proper Sales Tax 
*Send for FREE catalog HG11 
10 Day Money Back Guarantee 

ixC mooneye gilbert 
31 West 57th St., New York, N. Y. 10019 

5th Floor — Sohmer Building 

GOLDILOCKS 
and 3 BEARS 6 .98 

Set 

Add 85c Post. 

These stuffed fairy tale favorites will de- 
light any child. Goldilocks is a big 21" 
tall and is gayly dressed in full skirt, jacket 
& bonnet. Bears have moving eyes, are 
colorfully clothed in yellow and black 
Scotch plaid and red corduroy. Poppa 
Bear 21" tall, Momma Bear 16" tall. Baby 
Bear 9" tall. Set includes all 4 dolls. 

MONEY BACK  IF NOT DELIGHTED 
Some Day Shipment 

Dept. HG-1170, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462 
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Knittery 
Knittery 
Knittery 

I 
The Knittery 

Original Needlepoint Designs, 
Stitchery & Needlework. 

Be original, be creative - you will be 
proud to show your very own original 
needlepoint in beautiful color. 

Beginner's Kits also available. 
Send for full color illustrated catalog, 
only $1.00. 

2040 Union St. ■ San Francisco 

HURRICANE CHIMNEY 
DISTINCTIVE TABLE ACCESSORY 

Our hand blown crystal import is 20" 
high with 7" dia. openings at top and 
bottom. Perfaci for buffets, as a cen- 
terpiece or filled with holiday decora- 
tions. - , 
A versatile and distinguished gift 

$11.50 Postage Paid 

RONALD JAMES 
300 Sutter Street 

San Francisco. California 94108 

r 

v 

all 'season' elegance 
6-5° ppd. 
This charming salt-pepper-spice cruet 
is handcrafted in fine silverplate! An 
authentic reproduction of an early con- 
tinental silversmith. Tarnish-proof. 3" 
crystal containers, 6" cruet. Choice of 
silver or crown gold. Sorry no C.O.D.*s. 

2000 Broadway • Oakland, California 94612 

A 

J 

Glassware in Handcrafted Leather 
Alcohol resistant and beautifully finished heavy leather holders 
slip onto the glasses. On-the-rocks size has black and cordovan 
stripes. Big hi-ball or beer size is black with tobacco panel and 
copper rivets. Glasses included. 

6 ai. in clear or amber: 6 for $18.00—8 for $22.00 
u oz. clear glass only: 6 for $24.00   8 for $28.00 

Prices include postage and insurance. 

This Tamarind Tree exclusive solves your search for a unique 
gift of quality materials and workmanship. 

THE  TAMARIND  TREE 
35 Miller Ave., Mill Valley, Calif. 94941 

i PLAY the 
GUITAR in 
2 weeks! 

It's EASY 
when: 

We furnish a beautiful guitar, a self- 
teach course, pitch pipe for perfect 
tuning, chord finder wheel and song- 
book. 

ORDER NOW and receive extra— 
neck strap, picks, and capo (to play 
in other keys). 

A $60.00 value, now for only $39.95. 
Money back guarantee. Add $1.00 for 
frt. 

Send check or money order fo: 

BRUCE STEWARTS 
HOUSE OF MUSIC 

306 Baldwin Ave., San Mateo. Calif. 94401 

We're guitar specialists. 

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN 
Lock out disturbing noise that robs you of 
refreshing sleep . . . even snoring! Ear-Drum 
Silencers designed by a sound engineer. 
Medically accepted. Soft, pliable, with 
easy-to-grasp safety flange. 

EAR-DRUM SILENCERS 
$1.49 + 15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add  5°o sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-IIO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

SAN FRANCISO 
AND 

THE BAY AREA 
COLLAR THOSE DRINKS! 

Hand-crafted  leather, alcohol- 
proof, of course, and handsomely 
finished in shaded stripes. Amber 
or clear glasses with leather trim. 
Set of six 8-oz. for highballs, 
iced tea. Six 6-oz. for all on-the- 
rocks drinks. $18. Set of eight 
either size, $22. Ppd. The Tamarind 
Tree, HG11, 35 Miller Ave., 
Mill Valley, Cal. 94941. 

ON THE WILD SIDE 
For all the jungle like real leopard, 

jaguar, tiger, zebra or cheetah. Calf- 
skins made to look like wild animals 

you bagged on safari. Expertly 
tanned and surprisingly soft—the tex- 

ture you might expect of expensive 
furs. 3' by 2W. $24.95 ppd. Send 

for free folder. Safari Skins, Ltd., 
HG11, Box 4156, San Rafael, 

Cal. 94903. 

NEAT 
NEEDLERY 

We wish you could see the enchanting boutique where 
we found this blue onion design needlepoint canvas. 
It's in a Victorian house! Superb shop prides itself on original 
hand-painted designs. And they'll produce your ideas. 
14" sq. $40; frame, $15. Ppd. The Knittery, HG11, 2040 
Union St., San Francisco, Cal. 94123. 

SHOWER STYLE 
Instant decorative dash for 

the bath! Smart swag gathers 
over your shower curtain. 

Satin-finish rayon in antique 
gold, white, black, hot 

or light pink, moss green, 
dark blue. Six foot swag, 

$4.98; tie back, $1.75. 
Postpaid.   Bath   Bazaar, 

HG11, 1330 Polk St., 
San Francisco, Cal. 94109. 

Al 
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All the males in our menage hate 
to go to the barbers. Since we've 

discovered  rrim Kite, everybody's 
li Ml',   And we save money 

as well as tempers! Greal foi 
the gals, tOO, Sturdy plastll  with 

metal blade. $1.25 ppd. 
The Mail Shop, HG11, 245 Molino 

Ave., Mill Valley, Cal. 94941. 

A 

ma 

Really personalized! Your picture 
on your paper. Send any glossy 
photo, even Polaroid (it's 
returned). A sharp reproduction 
appears with your name, 
address, zip, printed on fine 
quality bond paper. 50 sheets 
with 25 envelopes. $6.95 ppd. 
Perfect present for student, 
new home owner, you. Write 
Bruce Stewart's House of Music, 
HG11, 306 Baldwin Ave., 
San Mateo, Cal. 94401. 

CHAMPA JTES 

Savvy Europeans have 
enjoyed these classic 

glasses for centuries. 
Their American cousins are 

just becoming aware of 
hem for serving the bubbly. 

Hand-blown beauties, 
they  hold  six sparkling 

ounces,  stand  8V2"  tall. 
Set of six, $10.50 ppd. Great connoisseur's Christmas gift! 

Safe arrival guaranteed. Free catalogue of other wine glasses. 
Wine Glasses, HG11, Box 732, Sausalito, Cal. 94965. 

PENS AND  POS 

Write idea—pick a pen from a flower- 
filled silvery horn. It comes with 
its own pen aboard and you supply 
the greenery. Gleaming silver plate 
with delicate flower design. 
4V2" by 4V2". Fine and fair for the 
feminine writing desk. $7 ppd. 
The Gray Shop, HG11, 2000 
Broadway, Oakland, Cal. 94612. 

Truly fine crystal, hand-blown and imported from Germany. 
The one all-purpose wine glass holds a generous 16 ounces. 
We like to think of it brimming with our favorite burgundy 
but it's fine for any still or sparkling wine. Set of six, $19.50 plus 
$1.50 post. Ronald James, HG11, 300 Sutter St., 
San Francisco, Cal. 94108. 

REAI 
FIOWER 
TmvETS 

By Jeanne Ocker 

Carmel, California Only $10 plus postage 

The color and beauty ol fresh-cut California flowers are captured forever 
in these crystal clear resin trivets, designed to glamorize your table setting. 
Sold exclusively in Carmel and Palo Alto for the past ten years, they are 
now available to you for gift giving. Tempered crystal-clear surface with- 
stands hot serving dishes, beverages. When not in use as a trivet, display 
as a wall plaque or in your curio cabinet. 
Jeanne Ocker uses home-grown flowers in designing these original trivet 
arrangements —a variety of color-coordinated selections such as: Pelar- 
goniums, Coreopsis, Calendula, Marigolds, Daisies, Poppies. A great gift 
idea. Quality guaranteed. 
Trivets are $10.00 each plus $1.40 for shipping. California residents add 
55* sales tax. List your 1st and 2nd choices as to predominant color 
preference (choices are: Yellow-Orange • Pink (Pelargoniums) ■ Multi- 
colored (Field Flowers) ■ White (Daisies) • California Poppy ■ Blue. Send 
with name, address, zip and check or money order to: 
WILLIAM OBER CO., 1515 El Camino, Palo Alto, Calif. 94306 

TJ** 
I:II. s111 mum lines !:■:■;;;, 
One of these big beauties will really be the pride 
of your family room or den! Black & white or 
brown & white (specify); tanned just 
like furs—won't shed. Stay luxuriously 
soft and clean. $^.Q95 ■»# i 

^     SILKY CALFSKIN RUGS 
ppd. 

Beautiful calfskin tanned just like furs to stay soft and clean. Smart 
accent for  fireplace, den—on wall  or  floor. Specify black & white or mnr 

brown & white. Won't shed; sueded backs. Approx. 8V2 sq. ft., $|^95 
Also  10  sq.  ft., $17.95 ppd. ppd. 

Enthusiastic satisfaction guaranteed 
All orders shipped immediately post- 
paid. Free folder. Order NOW! 

WESTERN CALFSKIN PRODUCTS 
P.O. Box 4156S • San Rafael, Calif. 94903 

Bath Tub Tray Splendid Gift Idea 
Our own English import holds everything for luxurious bathi 
Made  of rust  resistant chrome.  Soap holders are white  plas 
trimmed  in  black.   Expands  to  fit tubs 21"  to 25". Only $11.95   1330 Polk St 
postage paid. San Francisco. Cal. 94109 

11 gi;    1330 Pnlk St J 

HYOROMATIC ES- 

PRESSO, 110 V. for 
foaming coffee same 
as Coffee Houses, 
with Cappuccino 
Steam Valve $98.50 
plus Ex. Chgs. For 
connections to water 
system and continu- 
ous operation $130.00 
plus Ex. Chgs. 

ATOMIC  ESPRESSO, 
79 Demi. 110 V. 
with Steam Valve for 
Cappuccino. Recipes, 
incl. famous S.F. 
Choc. Cappuccino, 
Irish Coffee etc. 
$42.50 del. Calif, res. 
5'/2%  Sales Tax. 

French Kiichenware Catalog. Send .25 

THOMAS   CARA,   Ltd. 
517 Pacific Ave. (Jackson Square) 

San Francisco, Ca. 94133 

Classic Glasses for Wine 
This 9-oz. tulip-shaped glass is ap- 
proved by wine authorities every- 
where for serving any type of wine. 
Hand blown, heat tempered, and 
dishwasher safe. The European-style 
carafe is pleasant and practical for 
table service. Holds 28 02. 

. ALL PURPOSE GLASS   $7.50 
set of 6 postpaid 

•  CARAFE    $5.50 
each, postpaid 

Many other traditional wine glasses 
in stock. Send for free catalogue. 

Send check or money order to: 

WINE GLASSES 
Box  732 Sausalito,  CA    94965 
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Enchanting music boxes. Imported 
from Europe. Made of wood, hand- 
painted. All liave Swiss precision 
movements. Lovely 41 PAGE music 
box Catalog 50c showing music 
boxes from $8 to $50(1. Figurine 
Tops Revolve as music plays. 

HiO "Wonder Bar" 
5" high—18-notes 

$14.95 

£500 
"Tiny Bubbles" 

A lovely Hawaiian 
song made famous by 

Don Ho. 18-notes 

S20.00 

#70 "Somewhere My 
Love" 

6" high—28-notes 

S34.95 

MUSICAL KEY RING 
Goldplated case w. slide cover for 
inserting your favorite photo, 
Available Tunes : "Stranger in the 
Night," "More." "Edelweiss" or 
"Somewhere Mv Love." 1 '4 by 
4y," lg., 18 Notes, $11.95 ppd. 
Every music box is inspected and 
oiled before shipped parcel post, in- 
sured to you. Add 75c insured mail. 
Satis, "iiar. 

4 

#80 "Let Me Call You 
Sweetheart" 

5" high—18-notes 
£14.95 

GM, 597 Farminqton Avenue, Hartford, Conn. 06105 

&S3 
ORDER   NO.   117DS. 

10" 
10" 
10" 
10" 
12" 
13" 

6" 
6" 
7" 
7" 
8" 
9" 
II" 
8" 

10" 
12" 
14" 

8" 
II" 
8" 

10" 
12" 
15" 
18" 
20" 
24" 
12" 
15" 
18" 
20" 
16" 
27" 

$ 7.75 
8.00 
8.25 

10.00 
10.50 
11.50 
11.50 
12.75 
14.50 
18.75 
20.25 
16.75 
18.75 
18.25 
21.50 
29.25 
34.00 
36.50 
41.75 
54.00 
34.50 
38.75 
44.00 
51.50 
49 7 i 
92.50 

GLASS DISPLAY 

DOMES 
Will keep and protect 
your valuable treas- 
ures For clocks, fig- 
urines, objets d'art, 
wedding cake orna- 
ments. Choice of Ma- 
hogany. Walnut or 
Black wood bases. 
Please give base col- 
or, clonic size. Sizes 
are inside measure- 
ments. All shipp 
postpaid. 

The 
SAFE 
2-Way 

PET 
DOOR 

til,: aaler 
loltil Kinged 
pam I that 
pi I is ram 

i'i< i-In protected 
lt< cannot /.< 
11 appt (1 oi  cliolt U 

'Proteeto'' 
Watch    Domes    with 
hook, walnut base. 
4398—3x4'/„" .. S2.98 

6220—4x6", re- 
movable hook    S5.98 

slicuri d off. 
hi,I 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

/    J Please, your lip code is required. 

ZStWrtSi EPT.  1411-A 
EVANST0N, ILL. 60204 

FlexPort 
Why  be  a doorman for your pet?  FlexPort 
ends  scratched   doors  and   whining.   Keep; 
out flies, wind, rain. Gives 
you    and    pet    complete  ! 
freedom.  Soft  plastic tri- 
angles   close   gently   and 
tightly.    Easily    installed 
Send  for free folder. 

TUREN, Inc., Dept. HG-11 

SHOPPING AROUND 

PET CARE RECORDS 

I &+PP)HtrrrEI ****& BIRDS 
1* 

r 

teach children to care for pets 

the easy, fun way , 
Exciting learn-by-listening 12 minute 
recordings. In enchanting story form 
with original music, talking animals 
and fascinating sound effects. For a 
happy, healthy, well-trained pet. Rec- 
ommended by leading veterinarians 
and child educators. $1.50 ea., ppd. 
Check or money order. No COD's. 

Pet Productions, Inc., Dept. 202 
1101 State Road,  Princeton,  N.J. 08540 
Send me the following 45 rpm extended 
play Pet Care  Records from your Fun 
and Care Series: 

Puppy 
□ Gerbil 
□ Birds 
□ Guinea Pigs 

& Hamsters 

□ Kitten 
□ Goldfish 
Z Tropical Fish 
~; Training your 

Dog 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Meet "Toby 

the Tiger".. .    -^s| 
best friend a mother ever had! 

He's colorful and entertaining and tough 
enough to ride . . . and has a big appetite 
_ for toys. Toby stands 13" high, 14" 

wide and 25" long ... is made of 
reinforced corrugated fiber- 

board that's plastic coated 
so smudges and writing 
wipe right off his orange 
and black stripes. Here's 
one pet that doesn't make 

a lot of noise or track in mud 
either. Assembles easily without tools. Order Toby 
Tiger Model 11409. Money Back Guarantee 

Tie StorQgeT{ou$e 
A Division of Fidelity File Box, Inc.    Dept. HG 203 
709 Pennsylvania Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn. 55426 

SAUNA  SUIT 
Before you start that Fall house- 
cleaning, put on this two-piece 
rubberized exercise suit. When 
the house is clean, you'll be slim- 
mer! Lose from two to 20 lbs. in 
from one to 10 weeks. Acts like 
a portable steam bath. S 30-34, 
M 36-40, L 42-44, XL 46-48, XXL 
50-56. $9.95 plus $1 post. Slim- 
Ez, Inc., HG11. 54 Shallowford 
Rd., Chattanooga, Tenn. 37404. 

EASY ROLLER 
Remembrance of things past a 
roll-top stationery cabinet like 
the old-fashioned desks. Mahog- 
any stained walnut, it is 12" by 
HV2" by 4"; two separate trays 
for paper, envelopes, compart- 
ments for pencils, scissors, clips, 
stamps. $9.98 plus 75c post. 
The Game Room, HG11, Box 
1816, Washington,  D.C. 20013. 

WATER PUMP 
Simple syphon principle makes 
this little pump operate quickly 
and efficiently without gasoline 
or electricity. Empties up to 360 
gallons per hour from flooded 
cellars, swimming pools, boats. 
Attaches to faucet. $3.98 plus 
25c post. Order now from Anthony 
Enterprises, HG11, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

THE WORKS 
They don't tell the time any more, 
but they are original and elegant 
cuff links and tie clip. Swiss watch 
movements, gold plated, for the 
fussiest male you know who al- 
ready has everything else you 
would like to surprise him with 
this Christmas. $8.95 per set plus 
50c post. Heritage House, HG11, 
Chadds Ford, Pa. 19317. 

VIET ART 
Beautiful original color litho- 
graph by Vietnamese artist Tarn 
is entitled "Les Gazelles". Edition 
limited to 120 originals Ach 
hand-signed and numbered by 
the artist. Picture size 8" by 8". 
$22 ppd. Refundable. One year 
subscription to catalogue $1. Art 
of all Nations, Studio HG4, Cro- 
ton-on-Hudson, N. Y. 10520. 

MAGIC   MENDING 
Miracle crystal clear Liquic 
Glass creates a permanent, 
washable, heat-or-cold proof, 
iron-bond for mending glass, 
china, crockery, ceramics and 
porcelain. If not completely 
satisfied we'll refund double 
purchase price. 

LIQUID  GLASS 
SI.59  -•   15c Mailing Each 

Calif, resident! add 5<"c sa/,.s lax. I 

Anthony Enterprises 
585   Market  St..   Dept.   HG-II0 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
SLACK SPACE 
Closets give you twice as much 
space when you roll a handy slack 
rack under hanging jackets or 
blouses. Holds eight slacks, skirts 
or shorts. Brass-plate with tubing 
covered in walnut vinyl Ribbed 
plastic on rods holds securely. 
$7.99 ea.; two or more, $6.99 ea. 
Add $1 ea. post. Storage Barn, 
HG11, 4382 Mayfield Rd., South 
Euclid, Ohio 44121. 

RIGHT FROM THE HEART 
What a gift tor new mothers, a 
special girl, glowing grandmoth- 
ers. A loved one's picture 
mounted in a heart-shaped charm 
on a distinctive bracelet. Send 
photo; negative is best and it is 
returned. Silvery rhodium or 22k 
gold-plate finish. $8.95. Charm 
alone $6.95. Ppd. Photo Charm, 
HG11, 32451 Briarcrest Knoll, 
Farmington, Mich. 48024. 

TAKE A FIRM STAND 
And place a telephone on it! 
Functional telephone stand re- 
quires only about one foot of 
space. In walnut, mahogany, 
ebony, brown mahogany, French 
provincial (birch), off-white, pep- 
permint pink, celery, aquama- 
rine blue or gold. $20 plus $1.50 
post. Arlington Barn, HG11, P.O. 
Box 277, Arlington, Tenn. 38002. 

THREE-WAY REDUCER 
It's a waist whittler, a hip slim- 
mer and a thigh reducer. Your 
own body heat plus the gentle 
massaging action takes off inches 
without effort, melting off un- 
wanted pounds. Money back guar- 
antee. $18.95 ppd. plus "Dr.'s- 
quick weight loss plan" booklet. 
Send waist and hip measure- 
ments. Crosar Products, HG11, 
Box 1813, Hialeah, Fla. 33011. 

WINDOW SAFETY 
Aluminum window lock provides 
ventilation because it locks in 
any position. Keyless, it works 
with single-hung or sliding win- 
dows. Locks with a twist of the 
fingers, can't be pried or jimmied 
when window is closed. Padded 
to prevent frame marring. $1.50 
ppd. West-Berg Enterprises, HG- 
11, Box 4177, Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 80909. 

/THFTAMILY TREE BOOK 
"The Record of My Ancestry" 

BAILEY'S PHOTO RECORD WITH 
THE FAMOUS CUT-OUT WINDOWS 

Tlie expert's waj of preserving your family records. 
Endorsed by leading genealogists everywhere. Your 
family history is seen at a glance through the windows 
Of THE RECORD OK MY ANCESTRY. For be- 
ginners or experts —compact, complete, easy to use. 
Full instructions with each book. Tn use over SIXTY 
YEARS—now in it- SIXTH EDITION, enlarged 
and improved. The lifetime Christmas gift. Write for 
FREE illustrated brochure. 

FREDERIC  S.  BAILEY. Publisher 
D.-pt. CN-23, Box 15, Chestnut Hill. Mass. 02167 

f. 
1 

ORDER NOW! 120 pa, 
inches. Bound in heai 
FABRIKOIO Binding 
CLOTH Binding 
GENUINE LEATHER 

Postpaid.   t'.O.D.'s 

:es 10 x 14 
nhil 

$20.00 
$15.00 
$30.00 

iccepted. 

BUILD 
these Beautiful 

CLOCKS 
Now at big savings! Send just 
$1 for plans & instructions to 
build choice of: (A) Grand- 
father (B) Banjo (C) Steeple 
(D) Grandmother plus infor- 
mation-packed catalog of 
movements, dials, parts & kits 
to build these & 15 other fine 
clocks. All 4 plans $3.50. 
Catalog alone—25c. 

MASON & SULLIVAN CO. 
Dept. HG, Osterville, Mass. 02655 

PERFECT PITCHER 
Handsome crystal pitcher, handmade in 
Europe in the lovely Paul Revere tankard 
shape. Holds 48 ounces of milk, juice, iced 
tea, or water. Use it for stirring martinis 
or to hold a flower arrangement. Wonderful 
hostess or shower gift at a piggy bank price. 

Crystal Pitcher $3.95 
PLUS 50c  POSTAGE   EACH 

Pa. lies   Add G% Sales Tax. Sorry No COD's. 

THE ADDED TOUCH 
12-H Water St.. Bryn Mawr,  Pa.  19010 

prints/ 
Delightfully designed hand silk-screened 
fabrics. All you do is stitch edges and 
monogram. No pattern needed. Kits 
include alphabet transfers and gros 
grain ribbon for monogramming, em- 
broidery thread, needle and complete 
instructions. 

For the Lilliputian 
members      «t 
of your 
family. % 

v       Reindeer 
print 

Christmas 
stocking. Red 

^ifS or green on 
white, with white 

Only $7.95. 

Daisy 
print rac 

quet cover. 
Bright Greens 

on White or Red 
and White on Blue. 

Only $5.95. 

Send check or money order plus 50c 
postage. 

dano^uoru^ 
Dept.   HG-1   P.   O.   Box   15299 
New Orleans,  Louisiana 70115 

Send for free brochure. 
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I he novel 
new holiday 
decoration 
you can eat 

led 
pepper 
Christmas 
Wreath 
What a wonderful change of pace from the ordinary holy wreath and mistletoe. 

You and your friends will be charmed by this wreath of real chile pepper pods 
ripened to a beautiful copper red. And when the wreath comes down, you can eat it! 
Favorite chile recipes come free with each. Wreath is a large 14 inches in diameter 
and has about 130 chile peppers. You'll be the only one in town to have this bright 
and colorful holiday decoration. Only $7.98 plus 75* post. 

GREENLAND STUDIOS, 4040 Greenland Building, Miami, Florida 33054 

VV^r     FAVORITE 
CASUAL 

in 

velvety soft 

CORDUROY 

You'll love its 
styling with easy 
4-gore skirt, ac- 

tion back and 
snap-up front. In 

washable Cord- 
uroy; colors: 

• Cold 
• Desert Tan 
• Moss Green 
• Liberty- 

Blue 
• Geranium- 

Pink 
Sizes 
10-44, 
12%-24% 

$16.95 
plus 75c post. 

Satis. Guar. ($5 deposit for COD) 

OLD PUEBLOTRADERS 
600-HNC-So. Country Club, 

Tucson. Ariz. 85716 

GAZE  INTO THE FUTURE? 
Here is a "crystal" ball, complete with 
pedestal that makes an interesting con- 
versation piece for office or home. 
Give him the future for his desk. Ball 
is three inches in diameter and is sup- 
ported on a hardwood pedestal. $A.95 

WORLD ARTS 
Box   577-W,   Wilmington,   California   90744 

Brass Travel-Tote 
THE HANGER'S HANGER 
Hand contoured grip lets you carry up to 100 lbs. 
of clothing comfortably and conveniently . . . with- 
out gouging or pinching fingers. Genuine leather 
thong . . . lifetime quality throughout. A unique 
gift for plane, boat or car travelers. Eliminates 
packing and pressing. Gift boxed, $9.95 post- 
paid. For engraved name, add $2.00. 

Heritage House 
Dept. HG11-0, Chadds Ford. Penna. 19317 

in an heirloom tradition 
An exact replica of a famous old sterling 
pattern, with graceful pistol hollow 
handled knives, 3 tined forks and rat- 
tailed spoons. In heavy, hand-forged (these 
are not stamped) satin finished stainless. 
Service for eight includes 8 dinner forks, 
8 dinner knives, 8 salad forks. 8 soup 
spoons, 16 teaspoons, plus 2 serving spoons. 

50-picce service for    8 
75-piece service for  12 

S29.95 
44.95 

Steak   Set.   8-piece   pistol   handles    (not 
shown). Gift boxed. S16.95 

OPEN STOCK AVAILABLE 

Also   available:   BETSY   ROSS   FIDDLE 
BACK     stainless    steel.     Complete    50- 
piece    service    for    8.    $29.95.    75-piece 
service   for   12.   $44.95.   All   prices   ppd 

SETH^JED 
Dept.   HG-II0.   Great  Barrington,   Mass.  01230 

v—>i    IV-^I    I    II \IV_J   I—w   IV 

•-5*»*" 

EAST MEETS WEST 
When the sun goes down, it': 
dress up time. Entertain at homt 
or lounge lazily in a bewitching 
Daharra from Morocco. Shimmer- 
ing, silky white cotton with 
dramatic black stripes lavishec 
with hand embroidery. One size 
fits all—washable, wrinkle-resis 
tant. $19.98 plus 75c postage 
Imported by Hobi, Inc., HG11, 35 
Engel St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

WALK TO VIGOR 
Walker lets you walk, jog or run 
at home regardless of weather. 
Excellent way to get in shape and 
stay fit. Charts show calories 
burned up by exercise. Steel 
frame slants upward duplicating 
moderate hill. Belt for support. 
Free informative folder. Write 
Battle Creek Equipment Co., 
HG11, Battle Creek, Mich. 49016. 

COMFORTER REFRESHER 
Old comforters with tired covers 
can be made like new and ready 
for winter's icy blasts. Extra fill- 
ing is added and entire comforter 
is fluffed in a patented sterilized 
process. Stitching is guaranteed 
for life. Send 35c for fabric 
swatches, folder and ordering di- 
rections. J. Schachter Corp., HG- 
110, 115 Allen St., New York, 
N. Y. 10002. 

TWIN BED BRIDGE 
Polyurethane foam bridge fits' 
atop the mattresses of twin beds, 
fills space between and turns the 
twins into a generous king size. 
Standard size sheets may be used 
over the bridge. When not in use, 
roll up or lie flat in a drawer for 
storage. $6.95 ppd. Toni Stern, 
HG11, 54 W. So. Orange Ave., 
South Orange, N. J. 07079. 

FLEMISH TAPESTRY 
Tapestry scene of the "pecheurs" 
or fisherfolk is woven in Belgium 
of 100 per cent cotton in rich 
tones of blue, gold, claret and 
brown. Belgium is known through 
centuries for its weaving. 20" by 
20". $5 plus 75c post. Color bro- 
chure of tapestries, 60c. Lovelia 
Enterprises, Inc., Box 1845HG, 
New York, N. Y. 10017. 

i i HI wiirn; liiiiiimu: 
at  $22 Per carat 

Luxurious simulated DIAMONDS—m.m made, in- 
credibly like the real thing in beauty, brilliance, 
whiteness and .hardness, at a fraction of the cost. 
The VEGA is UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED 
FOR LIFE not to scratch, break, chip, dim or discolor, 
or will be replaced at NO COST. Cut and polished 
on diamond wheel by experts to full 58 facets for maxi- 
mum brilliance. Cost, not thousands, just S22 a carat! 
EASY PAYMENTS. Sold on 10 day MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 
For FREE CATALOG 0/ ttylei set in l',K whitt or 
yellow gold, foi men and women, «srile: 

VLuA    vOa      Dept. HG-11. Box 465. 
Radio City Sta.. New York. N. Y.  10019 
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,WI1 I I6'S ROSE 
iweet 16 as the saying got."., from 
he top ol her head to the tip o! 
ler toes, with i i eled > louble 
judded rose on her special 
:harm. The jewels are tiny ame- 
hysts. I " dia   Mk gold, 

P8; sterlinp, silver, $3. Pp.]   I   il 
slogue of charms and jewels, $1. 
:harm & Treasure, HG11, 1201 
JixthAve . New York, N.Y. 10036. 

INDIAN DOLLS 
Iriginal Tewa dolls, with move- 

able arms, eyes and heads, stand 
7Vi" or 11" tall, each on its own 
base. American Indians made 
dresses and bead work by hand. 
Navajo girl or boy, squaw and 
Brave. 7Vz" $2.50 ea.; 11" $4.50 
each. Ppd. Brave, 7'/2" only. Free 
I catalogue. Desert House, HG40, 

P.O. Box 11114, Albuquerque, 
N  M.87112. 

WORLD-WIDE WISH 
Poster with the message, Peace 
on Earth, printed in seven lan- 
guages on weatherproof fiber 
paper for outdoor display. Dove 
is white with dark background. 
Sized for front door, 3' by 6'; 
it may be trimmed. Beautiful 
poster for beautiful people every- 
where. $3.98 ppd. Miles Kimball, 
100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 
54901. 

LOTS OF PHOTOS 
No matter how big the supply, 
photos seem to disappear quick- 
ly. Stock up with wallet photos 
done in studio-quality styling. For 
color, send color slide, photo or 
negative; 16, $1.98; 32, $2.98. 
For black and white, send photo 
or negative; 36, $1; 76, $2. Add 
25c postage for each order. 
Philips Foto Co., Dept. 11HG, 
Elmsford, N. Y. 10523. 

JOCKO LIVES HERE 
For the dog who has everything. 
Give him a real sense of security 
with his very own dog house 
name plate. Of rust-proof alumi- 
num 7" by 2V2", it's easy to read 
day or night. $2.95 a pair—for 
front and back, natch'—plus 45c 
post. Specify pet's name. Spear 
Engineering Co., 3022 Spear 
Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
80907. 

bHUKKINb AMUUINU 

' 

*1 

V - 

Be creative! Paint authentic 
PRIMITIVES ON WOOD 
Colonial group of red barn 12" x 15", 
flowers 15" x 8", pears and strawber- 
ries 12" x 8" ea. on %" white pine. 
All materials supplied plus easy to 
follow instructions. Kit 608 $19.95 + 
950 post. & hdlg.      Pa. res. add 6% S.T. 

FOR 24-PAGE CATALOG OF PAINT- 
ING KITS, STITCHERY AND WOOD- 
CRAFT SEND 250. 

P. O. BOX 228-G11, ABINGTON, PA. 19001 
dECORATLVE 

rtdVENTURES 

WICKEF NDERLAND 

American 
FLAG STICKERS 

Show your flan ci letters, cards, packages, adver 
tisements,   coat   lapel,   windows,   car,   school   book 
covers,   business  mailings.   Use them at  partial 
clubs,   schools,   colleges   ...   at  any   gathi 
1  x  I1   " self adhesive sticker  has red, white  and 
hi,ic Ha;;, says: BE PROUD OF AMERICA—WE ARE. 

ROLL or 300 STICKERS $2.95 PPO. 
ROLL of 500 STICKERS $4.75 PPD. 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
3023 Crane Drive. GII-0 

Falls Church, Va. 22042 

PEWTER DISCOVERY 

4AM 

Centuries old models have been carefully copied to 
bring this original pewter jewelry to you. Norwegian 
artesans have lovingly cratted each piece by hand. 
Any pendent and chain unbelievably yours tor $7.95, 
earrings $6.95 shipped postpaid N.Y.S. res. add 
tax. 

kl,,J. !.!!»»■ 

Box 88. Dept. HG 110. West Nyack, N. Y. 10994 

NEW   YORK   •   LONDON 

PORTRAIT 
IN  OILS 

Magnificently 

painted on canvas 
from old or new 
photos, by outstand- 
ing European ^nd 
American portrait 
painters. A supe i b 
living likeness in full 
color is executed in 
rich oils. 
12"xl6" to 30"x40". THE PERFECT GIFT 
Our portraits in oil are TRUE WORKS OF ART, 
painted on pure linen canvas from your photo- 
graph and NOT painted on top of an enlarge- 
ment of your photo, as is the method of other 
commercial portrait services. No longer need 
you envy those fortunate enough to own a 
family oil portrait. Have you a photo of some 
loved one whose memory you wish to perpetu- 
ate? Compare our works of art with others sell- 
ing up to $2,000. "Living Likeness Guaranteed." 

fc   UNBELIEVABLE  WORKS  OF   ART 
•  AT   UNBELIEVABLE   LOW   PRICES 

FROM S7950 TO S79500 

Benulifully     Illustrated     Catalog     and 
Book -How To Order An Oil Portrait". 25c 

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd. 
DEPT. R, 153 EAST 57 ST., N.Y.. N.Y. 10022 

targes/ in the field of oil portraiture" 

MASTER   CHARGE  CREDIT  PLAN  AVAILABLE 

HANDWOVEN   WILLOW   OTTOMAN— lm- 
porti d   h i     I    mirvefoui   loi   n itlni 
••■Hi fell DI  foi •'>' '   '.iiing   Beit *iii   HI,iM.it 
a  inn i niln    . i    il,..     it    high. $11.95 plui 
S2.00  P0tt«g«,  Corduroy eii.l    IV   ill      to  HI 
on   e 'i   S2.95 (gold   ivi.,.i lath ... 

WASTE 

BASKET — 
An accent plan 
lor boudoir or 
I. .. t li h a il d - 
woven of n.ttu- 
r.,i rattan, n" 
ih.i x III" high. 

S3.95 Plus Mtc 
postage. Paint- 

ed   add   SI.00. 

eautifully hand woven 
ted (rom Hong Kong 
lephant  hecomes excel* 

ELEPHANT   TABLE 
of natural ratf; 
When tray is r 
lent seat. 
U nusu a I 
conversa- 
tion piece 
of furniture 
for your 
Western 
homes, 25" 
x 17" x 24" 
high. 
S 2 7.95 
plus S2.00 
postage. 
Painted 
i lil S4.00. 

LOTUS 
LAMP — A 
rattan hang- 
ing light adds 
a touch of the 
unusual to 
your special 
scenic 
scheme. Com- 
pletely wired 
with easily 
reached on oft 
switch. U.L. 
approved. U 
ft rattan 
chain and 
bracket. 
shade is 9" 
dia. x 7", 
§8.45 Plus 
SI.00 post, 
age. Painted 
add   $1.00. 

WICKER    IN    HOUSE    &   GARDEN    COLORS-IT.,- 
fessionally   spray-painted   in   Pinea e   Yellow. 
I'an.il   Green.   Space   Blue.   Azalea,   mint ■■.■... 
Black ...   While. 

Send 25c ror catalog. 
Satisfai fioti Guaranteed. 

v  i   /,■■      add   ■   ■   sales uir 
VISIT   "II!   WAREHOUSE   SHOWROOM 

FRAN'S 
dlcjyidi   9(&UAtL 

W. Main St., Dept.  HG11, Rockaway, N.J. 07866 

REMOVABLE SILVER TRAY, resistant to alcohol 
and stains, never needs polishing. A piece of 
furniture unlike your neighbors! Beautiful today 
and an heirloom to-morrow. 

Finish is soft fruitwood. Rolling Tea Cart and 
Bunching Tables available in same style. 

H 22"    W 26"    D 20"    Wt. 60 lbs. 
Shipping Charges Collect. No COD 

Price S129.00 
Send 25c for catalogue. 

JSr^an Robeson 
Dept.   HG5 
Hickory,   N.C.  2H601 
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VI ( 9"xl2' 
V3 (12 "x16- 

V5 (U -X20' 
V7(21"x28' 

Vertical Models: 
) lor   1-7 Medals $15 95 
)"   3 20 Medals S19 95 
) " 10-50 Medals $27.95 

" 15-70 Medals $35 95 

MEDALS SHOWCASES FOR THE ACHIEVERS 
In homes and offices everywhere, THE ACHIEVERS proudly display 
their medals in our elegant SHOWCASES. Solid walnut or maple 
case, also black, antique gold or antique white, hand rubbed 
finish. Plush velvet lining in black or any military or school 
color. Glass front. Stands and hangs. Medals showcases become 
heirlooms Name, rank, branch, dates, service number and 
history, school & sport, etc., beautifully engraved—only 8c 
per letter. INSIGNIA of Army, Navy. USAF, USMC. all branches 
and corps engraved—$2.50 each or 2 for $4.00. 20-page, color 
catalog available. Send $1 (refunded with your first order). 

Movable space bars are an outstanding feature. You can make 
dozens ot different, attractive arrangements of your medals, simply 
and easily by moving the brass space bars from side to side, up and 
down  (Space bars and engraving plate are removable, it desired ) 

Christmas  delivery guaranteed  on  all  orders 
received up to Dec. 18. Fla. and S. East—Dec. 20. 

• All Showcases add $1.50 Shipping Cost • 
You must he DELIGHTED, or your money back. 
Please send check with order or charge to your 
BankAmencard or American Express number. 

□ □ 
Tall Models T6 & T9 

Hor 
HI (12"x 9 
H3 (16"x12 
H5 (20"xl7 
H7 (2B"x21 

izontal Models: 
for   1-7 Medals S15 95 
"   3-20 Medals $19 95 
" 10 50 Medals S27 95 
" 15-70 Medals $35.95 

u showcase 
UIIU The special case 
for his special medal. 
J2 (6V4" x 9") $11.95 

AWARD MAKER 
Dept. 780   12495N. E 8ttlA»e. 

North Miami, Florida 33161 
T6 or W6 (12"x26") for   5-30*Medals $26 95    • 
T9 or W9 (12"x32") for 10-60 Medals $32.95 
Wide Models W6 & W9 

00QQQBDQQ 
BQOOBBDOR 

on 
mm 

SHOPPING AROUND 

First Rojiip 
A new original, solid walnut sculpture. Delight 

ful in action and rich in its sense of beauty and 

detail. Probably one of my finest to date. Oval 

base. Size 6" x 10", $125.00 ppd. Signed. 

Horse and Dog portrait sculptures from client 

photos. Send photos for exact quotations. 

Catalog of other sculptures $1.00. 

Also: Rex Brasher's original water color copies 

of his masterpiece paintings of American birds 

(22i/2"x 31"). 

M. E. BRASHER D 
FR-3 

Chickadee Valley, Kent, Conn. 06757 

The NOW Shirts! 
New! Italian styling in 
assorted multi-colored 
geometric Puccinni 
prints, nylon-tricot, 
button front. 
Tapered fit. 
S, M, L, XL - $15.95 

Snakeskin Shirt. 
In wash and weai 
nylon tricot, 
button front, . . . 
a tapered turn on 
in python (grey/ 
blk) or cobra 
(tan/dark brown). 
S, M, L. XL - 
$15,95 

Snakeskin Brief. 
Nylon tricot, 
elastic waist and 
legs, in python or 
cobra. 
S, M, L, XL-S3.50 

New! Send 25C for 
our new catalog. 
No C.O.D's, 
please. 
Add 50C postage. 

AH MEN 
Ishop For Min 

Dept. HG-11     »H 
8933 Santa Monica Blvd 
Hollywood, Calif 90069 

Parents 

Creed 
EACH 

$0,30 
%J PPD 

Two for 
S£_45 

This is a formula for parents on how and how 
not to act in front of their young 'uns. What the 
child sees and learns in his formative years can 
affect his entire life. This Creed, if followed 
faithfully by Ma and Pa, cant help but make 
better men and women out of the young peo- 
ple. Written by Dorothy Law Nolte, printed in 
black and tan on white felt, 2Sl/2" long x 14" 
with tan wood top and bottom for easier 
hanging. 

l'n. BBS. Add <;';   Tax • Sorry No COD'S 
SEND    10c    FOR    GIFT   CATALOG 

Clymer's of Bucks County 
Dept. HG11-0. Point Pleasant. Pa. 1S950 

SILVER WINE 

BOTTLE COASTER 

Bring the wine bottle to the table in great 
style with our elegant wine bottle coaster. 
It's an authentic copy of an antique and 
made of heavy, non-tarnish sllverplate 
deeply embossed in the grape leaf and 
cluster design. The coaster is V/2" in di- 
ameter; V/i" high (large enough to hold 
any liquor bottle) and has a moisture proof 
liner in the bottom and a felted base. 
A great gift! 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

$4-95 
plus 80c postage 

No C.O.D.'s 

Artisan |££j Galleries i,»^?'l |agaj| 
2100  B-ll   No.   Haskell  •   Dallas.  Texas 75204 

SLEEK AND SHINY 
Just the right shoe for a femrr 
in pants or sporting the contn 
versial midi (like it or not, lot 
gueur's in). Mandalay's made ( 
lustrous python under glas 
(wow!) in black or brown. 1V2 

heel. 6 to 12, widths 5A and AP 
9V2 to 12, 3A, 2A, A, B; 7V2 to 12 
6A. $24 plus $1 post. Free ca' 
alogue. Mooney & Gilbert, HG11 
31 W. 57th St., N. Y. 10019. 

EARRING MART 
Antiques, English bone china 
carved ivories, exotic woods- 
over 2,000 styles for piercec 
ears. In 14k white and yellov 
gold—after all you won't lose 
them—with savings to 60% ovei 
retail. Pendants, rings, too 
Shown actual size in color. 25c 
for catalogue. Adco Gold Prod- 
ucts, Dept. HG11, Box 3046, 
Sarasota, Fla. 33578. 

LAND AND SEA TOY 
On land it's a car and in the bath- 
tub it's a propeller-driven motor 
boat. Goes forward and in re- 
verse and the headlights really 
shine. Hardtop comes off for a 
sporty convertible look. Rust- 
proof metal parts, sturdy poly- 
styrene body. 11" long. $4.98 
ppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. 
WCE-6, 20 Bank St., White 
Plains, N. Y. 10606. 

FLOCK OF FRIENDS 
Now there are plenty of birds 
around—usually in trees or flit- 
ting hither and yon way up there. 
But hand carved (wood) crea- 
tures? Right here, hand painted 
in natural hues, each charmer's 
mounted on real driftwood, 5" 
high. $2.98 ea.; three assorted 
$7.98; six, $14.98 plus 50c post, 
per order. Harriet Carter. HG11, 
Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

PLANT AHEAD 
Spring will seem a bit closer if 
you plan your garden now. Free 
40-page spring 1971 catalogue 
pictures award-winning rbses 
along with berries, vegetables, 
fruit trees and garden accesso- 
ries. Lovely full-color and they 
really grow that way! Jackson & 
Perkins Co., HG11, 34-B Rose 
Lane, Medford, Ore. 97501. 

'LETHIAV 
BQARDiNGflraSE 
tz-^Pail^Rates^Q 
ROOM   II        M 
^ WATER CLOSET 65»i 

IVITTLES 30' 
PARLOUR RIGHTS 1 
«u SETTEE , 1 
PICTURE BOX   1 1 

I WASHING t    f2 
I IRONING 

SPITTOON 

YOUR NAME 
HERE 

HAND   LETTERED 

on this antique styled 

BOARDING HOUSE WOODEN SIGf 
For  kitchen,   den.   rec   room,   hideaway,   cabin,   etc. 
If your house is overrun with kids, relatives, friends, boarders. 
neighbors and  others,  you need this sign! 
Ready  to   hang.   Sturdy  V*"  thick  wood.   9( 2"  x   16". 
Background   has   old   greyish   weathered   look. 

SPECIFY NAME S5.98    -    .85 post. No C.O.D.'s 

For the man who   Same size and 
has everything!    style as above. S5.98 + .85 post. 

OLDE   TYME   SYNE 
> 

OCdAt, 
Aeed 

LCVE 
too 

Box 6 Dept.  HG10 Eaton Rapids. Mich. 48827 
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HOE BUZ 
Good news for a (ravelling man— 
rib-knit coverall with elastic at 
each end to keep his footwear 
dustprool ind in pi.ice. Protector 
gloves h ive buill in stretch fab- 
ric; hence, they fil m, size shoe, 
his or the girl's. Four pairs $2; 12 
pairs $5. Ppd. Wlttman Textiles, 
HG11, 6787 Southboro Sta., 
West  Palm  Beach,  Fla.  33405. 

TWO FOR ONE 
Handsomely crafted pine beni h 
does double duty as a laundry 
hamper and bench in bath or 
bedroom. Two removable hamper 
bins. Finished in antique or 
honey pine, walnut or maple. 
Brown vinyl foam cushion. 33%" 
w., 12" d., 223/4" h. $46.50 un- 
finished; $49.95 fin. Exp. coll. 
Yield House, HG11, North Con- 
way, N. H. 03860. 

TRANSISTOR ON A WALL 
Printed circuit of a true transistor 
radio is mounted on a kelly green 
board and framed in 11" by 14" 
frame finished in black walnut. 
The speaker is a bright red spot 
of color and the whole is marvel- 
ous op art. Operates on 9V bat- 
tery with 8 transistors. $29.98 
plus $1 post. J. P. Darby, Inc., 
HG11, 35 Engcl St., Hicksville, 
N. Y. 11802. 

FUN  HOUSE 
Bright dream house 63" by 48" 
by 45" has windows on three 
sides. Perfect outdoors in mild 
weather; then move it indoors 
when icy winds blow. Reinforced 
solid fiber board that interlocks 
for easy assembly. Playmates 
flock to play in this gay hideaway. - 
$14.95 plus $1.50 post. Pegasus, 
Dept. HG11, 1855 Imperial Ave., 
New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040. 

COMFORT NOW 
You'll be walking on air with Pedi- 
Mold insoles that add spring to 
every step. Foam rubber and 
leather mold is comfortable and 
good for you—your feet get fa- 
tigue-chasing support. Specify 
flat or high heels; men or women, 
shoe size and width. Pair, $3.50; 
two pairs, $6.50. Ppd. Pedi-Mold 
of New York, Gil, 9 E. 46th St., 
New York, N. Y. 10017. 

ig Money for Your Child's Photo! 
National Advertisers pay BIG MONEY for 
photos of children to sell their products! 
Ages 1 mo. to 18 yrs. Send 1 photo for our 
approval. Photo Returned! ABSOLUTELY 
NO OBLIGATION! MONTHLY AWARD! 

ADVERTISERS PHOTOS, Dept. H 23 
5437 Laurel Canyon, North Hollywood, Calif. 91607 

Capital idea! A dollar spent now, 

nets a dollar gain plus Bonwit's 

'70 Christmas Catalog 

Invest a dollar now with Bonwit Toller 

and get our great return ... The 1970 

BT Christmas Catalog 

plus a dollar note which 

you may use toward 

the purchase of any gift. 

Take stock now and write to: 

Bonwit Teller 

RO. Box 569    F.D.R. Station, 

New York, N.Y 10022 

PROVINCIAL 
SWITCHPLATES 

Swilrh  to  beauty  in your  home  with  little cost 
with our golden brass-plated switch|il;<tes.  Non- 
tarnish  finish,  screws  included.  Also  in  antique 
white. 
SINGLE—3" x 5" SI.00 each 

3 FOR S2.95 
DOUBLE— 4','2" x 5" SI.50 each 

3 FOR S3.95 
TWIN OUTLET—V x 5" SI.50 each 
TRIPLE— 6- x 5" S2.95 each 
COMBINATION—5" x 5" SI .95 each 
DOOR   KNOB w  s,)indle 6. rosette     SI .95 each 

PLUS 45c POSTAGE & HANDLING 
I'u   lies. AildC/t  Sales Tax  Snrrii Xo ((ill's 

THE ADDED TOUCH 
12-H Water St.,  Bryn  Mawr.  Pa.   19010 

"By Candlelight" a  tit, I, it 
yourself u i ft! 
All the glow, the joy, the beauty of Christma 
captured in tins superb green cottcn homespun pic- 
ture, all ready for simple embroidery. Kit includes 
stamped picture, approximately 22"x29", crewel yarn, 
and l00°o cotton embroidery thread, in blue, red 
and yellow; needle and complete easy instructions 
and diagram of most popular stitches. Instructions for 
stretching also included Quick, easy, fun . . . will 
add holiday cheer to your home all year long. 

S —.*>.> 
\., OllOmih        i 

rOM9 F/0 Wa'nut frame with gold and black  trim 
S14.95 plus 85c postage. 
Sorry, no C.O.D.'s Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Agar House DePt. HG-H 
179   Saw   Mill   River   Road,   Yonkers,   N.   Y    10701 

WOODEN 
MUSHROOMS 

Knock on wood! Here's our trio of wooden 
mushrooms ... the perfect gift for mush 
room, wood and nature lovers! Our set of 
three is handcarved from Appalachian wood 
by Appalachian wood carvers and range 
from l''?"-23/i" tall. These little woodies 
are $5 for the set  -f-  35c postage. 

25c brings our catalog, c storehouse 
of  other  furnishing  ideas! 

storehouse, inc. 
1923 PEACHTREE RO . ATLANTA. GA. 30309 

Delicate 
Dogwood 
Design 
ETCHED IN 
ICED 
CRYSTAL 
8" GLOBE 
Fashioned by Old 
World Craftsmen 
to give new light 
to any decorating 
scheme. Three 
charming enchan- 
tresses of Rogers 
gold circle base 
of imported Ital- 
ian marble, show- 
ered with hand 
cut Imported cry: 
fal pendants. 
Completely elec- 
trified. Ov 
height   26".   An 

1   $39.95 

J 

piece. 
Xo con's 

LUIGI CRYSTAL 
Dept. Gll-O. 7332 
Frankford Avenue 
Phila.. Pa. I9I3C 
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for the 1970 Christmas Season from 

SHENANDOAH  HOUSE 
The people who promise to 

satisfy you or return your money 

IT'S A  FAKE 

BUT  SUCH  A  BEAUTIFUL  FAKE 

Magnificent Imitation "Leopard" on one 
side and on the other stunning plaid. The 
edge \<- neatly bordered in black. So big, 
51" x 61", we call it the "wrapper." This 
all cotton robe is completely hand washable 
in cold water. Made for you in Western 
Germany. Use it as a throw for a bed or 
couch, at home or to liven up that dorm. 
Great for rec room or den. Makes a super 
gift, Christmas or for other occasions. 
Our price, only $6.98 or 2 for $13.85 

&X%X xm ».   A^jkwB 

Another fine gift! A spice rack styled as a 
wine rack. It expands to lHY' wide by 
81 2" high. It comes to you with 10 jars and 
24 labels ready for you to label your favor- 
ite spices. What a wonderful idea to orga- 
nize your spices and decorate your kitchen 
all at the same time. I'll bet you know 
someone who would like to have this as a 
gift. By the way, why not order one for 
yourself—SHENANDOAH HOUSE 
price $3.00. 

We saved the best 
for last! A decora- 
tors delight. I know 
you can imagine the 
perfect place to 
hang this real pew- 
ter finish kerosene 
lamp A full 12' 2" 
high. This is one of 
our finest gifts and 
will add authentic- 
ity to any decor. 
SHENANDOAH 
HOUSE 
price $5.98 

Give a SHENANDOAH HOUSE gift this 

year, add 25c to each gift ordered, 

send a check or money order to 

SHENANDOAH HOUSE 
DEPT. H3 

DAYTON. VIRGINIA 22821 

Va. Residents add 4% Soles Tax 

EMBROIDERY     RYA 

the Hobby 
of the 70 '• 
Send $1.00 for both 
Rya Rug and Embroidery 
brochures. The CUM 
prize winning Kits 
are complete with 
instructions. All orders 
guaranteed. 

TILLALLAINC.B0X4840ep,t 
New York, N.Y. 10021 

Name_ 

Address- 

City  s  .State. .Zip. 

JEWELS ABOVE! Glamorous jewelea 
ceiling fixture for luxury beyond words. 
Shimmering plastic prisms and cut 
crystal are accented by a chrome re- 
flector, polished brass embossed ring. 
83,£" diam. Takes two 60 watt clear 
bulbs (bulbs not included) $19.95 plus 
$1.50 postage & handling. Also avail- 
able 103/4" diam., 8" high. Takes two 
75 watt clear bulbs (bulbs not in- 
cluded). $25.95 plus $1.50 postage & 
handling. Sorry no C.O.D.'s 

Morlyn, Jnc.  DePt 
350 So. County Rd. Palm Beach,Fla. 33480 

THE 

O] 
THING 

Pop the top! Lift the lid! 

Bottle, Jar or Thing-a-ma-jig 

Easy, Swift, A twist of the wrist, 

It Really Works, That's the gist. 

No moving parts, Steel strong, 

No Need to squeeze, Can't go wrong. 

Arthritic? Looking for a Gift? 

GET the OFF Thing for a REAL LIFT! 

$2 25 POSTPAID. 
J Add 25<- for gift packaging. 

IN  ARIZ.   ADD 12 CENTS  TAX. 

THE COPPINS CO. Dept. HG-112 
Box 211, Scottsdale, Ariz. 85252 

J 

GLOVE 
CLEANING 

BY MAIL 
We offer you a fast, inexpensive way 
to clean and restore your leather 
gloves to their original beauty. Mail 
your gloves today or write for con- 
venient mailing envelopes. Gloves 
promptly returned 24 hours after we 
receive them. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

length       li5U 

Dept. H11, 451 East 167 St., Bronx, N.Y. 10456 

FURRY LITTLE ANIMAL 
Want something new in a gif 
for baby? Or her big sister? Thi« 
adorable Koala puts teddy bean 
in the shade. Imported from Aus 
tralia, it's made of soft wallaby 
and kangaroo furs in real Koalj 
colors. With a music box thai 
plays "Waltzing Matilda". 8V2" 
tall. $20 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1411 
Evanston, III. 60204. 

STOCKING SPRAY 
Whether they be nylon panty hose 
or stockings, the spray way pre- 
vents runs; one whoosh of a 
freshly scented preparation does 
the trick of making hose last in- 
definitely. Power to the people 
who thought up this one. Girls, 
stack up on Nine Lives for $2.75 
the can plus 25c post. Craig 
Evan Associates, HG11, P. 0. 
Box 471, Woodside, N. Y. 11377. 

COMMEMORATIVE CASE 
Hand-made cabinets display 
treasured items of the military 
man. Case in solid walnut, maple 
or other finishes. Velvet lining in 
black or military colors. Hinged 
glass door with lock, inscription 
engraving. 20-page color cata- 
logue. $1 (refunded with order). 
Award Maker, HG11, 12495 No. 
E. 8th Ave., No. Miami, Fla. 
33161. 

SCROLL MONOGRAM 
Initial pin plated in 18k gold is 
about 2" by 2". Perfect on pants 
suits, fabric bags, floppy felts, 
chic designer-name scarves. Pin 
has a secure safety catch. List 
three initials, underlining the last 
one to be centered. $3.98 plus 
25c post. Lillian Vernon. Dept. 
GN1, 560 Third Ave., Mount Ver- 
non, N. Y. 10550. 

omsi 
«aQl3| 

SWIMHUT 
START  SUMMER  SWIMMING  EARLY! 

Enjoy your pool year round in the new 

space-age enclosure. Solar-heated by day, 

holds in and utilizes pool heat by night. 

Swim in real comfort. 

Patented water border perimeter seals 

airtite to pool deck; filtered fresh air with- 

in keeps pool sparkling, keeps out leaves, 

wind, dirt, animals and insects. 

Vinyl top appears as stained glass roof, 

with window clear sides nylon stabilizers. 

Durable and lightweight, can be quickly 

erected or removed as desired by home 

owner. Low cost is fractional of permanent 

structures. Swimhut will repay in pool 

pleasure and care, 

free brochure on request. 

AQUAGARD  POOL COVERS 
2801   SAN   FERNANDO  RD. 

LOS ANGELES,   CALIF.  90065 

a most delightful pel, 
C 

1    . 

As a child's pet . . . ior your own 
amusement ... or just for instance . . . 
we can suggest nothing more suitable 
than a miniature donkey to ride—to 
drive—or simply to love. Supply lim- 
ited. Order now fcr Spring or Christ- 
mas. 

WRITE TODAY 
...  for information about this rare and 
delightful animal. 

MINIATURE DONKEY REGISTRY 
OF THE UNITED   STATES 

1108 Jackson Street • Dept. HG-II 

Omaha. Nebraska 68102 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

a;   .IIGHT OWI 
o groping for the lighl wheti the 
vitchpl.iii  Is ; N\ whose eyes 
low in the dai \   Ideal for the 

4t athroom, greal fun fi n i hlld' 
iom. Eai h child will w ml om I 
olorful pla itii 6! ." by 4" with 
lised outline that creates thn e 
imensional effect. $1.2'. 
eon Duquette, HG110, 76 Pay- 
On St., Fitchburg, Mass. 01420. 

:,( 

*Yrr\ 

ART BY THE HANDICAPPED 
I aintings made by mouth or foot? 
Inbelievable. Beautiful 1971 
alendar has 27 full-color repro- 
uctions by artists who can't 
old a brush. Spiral bound, easel 
>ack, space for notes, three-year 
alendar attached. $3 ppd. 
vssoc. of Handicapped Artists, 
ic, HG11, 2101 Rand Bldg., 
iuffalo, N. Y. 14203. 

!ODIAC CLOCK KIT 
teady for wool crewel stitchery. 
Battery clock movement operates 
)n flash battery. Cabinet frame, 
ace stamped on linen, wools in 
eds, blues, greens, and yellow, 
nounting board, clock, instruc- 
ions. $27.50. Electric, $19.75. 
\dd 85c postage. Order from 
\gar House, HGE11, 179 Saw 
vlill Rd., Yonkers, N. Y. 10701. 

HANDY HIDEAWAY 
<\dd a new facet to a cabinet 
with a cushion-coated steel plat- 
ter rack that utilizes space under 
a shelf to hold any platter secure- 
ly. A functional device to give 
extra storage space, make those 
platters more accessible! White. 
10" by 9%" $1.39 each; three 
for $3.98. Add 25c post. The 
Country Gourmet, GN, 545 4th 
Ave.,  Mt. Vernon,  N. Y.  10550. 

CULTURED 
1ARBLE  CUBES 

1 cubes finest quality cultured marble slabs 
Fl Jted to join without visible seams. Appear 
t e solid marble blocks. 

GOLFER'S   FRIEND 

Mable in 
te on White 
ther of Pearl); 
:te with Brown 
Gold Veining. 

Each  Kit  19.95 
Shpg. Wt. 21#. Cash With Order 

Color Catalogue Available 

SQUARE WARE 
19109 Ross Road 

Bothell, Washington 

EXECUTIVE   ASHTRAY 
Genuine walnut ashtray with ball point pen in 
a hand cast putter head. Remove amber tinted 
crystal tray, place on carpet and you can prac- 
tice putting as the cut-out is size of regulation 
golf hole. 6' 2 in. X 6 in. Gift 
boxed. 

plus 75c mailing 

Fla. res. add 32c sales tax 
Your zip code please 

$7.95 

FIFER   HOUSE 
Oept.  116. 3118 Martinique Way 

Orlando. Fla. 32805 

WRITE FOR 

FREE 
GIFT 

CATALOG 

Authentic scale replicas of the 
world's fastest clipper ship, 
vintage 1868. Prefabricated 
kits include curved wood hull, 
cast metal fittings, cloth sails, 
mounting stand and step t-y 
step assembly plans. A ,hip> 
model "masterpiece" ar.yone 
can easily build. 

MODEL $18.95 24" 
15" MODEL 9.95 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
At toy and hobby stores or by 
mail add 50c. Outside U.S.A. 
add  $1.00  Color catalog 25c. 

GOLDEN HIND $21.95 
Galleon 

20" Model 

CONSTITUTION $9.95 
"Old Ironsides" 

14" Model 

SCIENTIFIC MODELS, INC. 98-cs Monroe St., Newark, N.J. 07105 

Genuine Jade 
BRACELET WATCH 

Genuine jade chips rimmed by golden metal make an 
iiiiLisu.il bracelet. But the accessory is even more 
unique when it springs back to reveal a quality watch. 
Bracelet conceals watch completely yet opens easily 
when desired. Jeweled movement is guaranteed for 2 
years. Gift Boxed. A gift supreme for a woman who 
enjoys the finest. 

Same Da>t Shipment $21-50 
Add i5c Postage 

MONEY  BACK  IF NOT  DELIGHTED 

Dept. HG-II70. 
Plymouth Meeting 
Penna. 19462 WOMA&CJA 

LONG  LINE  SWEATER  VESTEE 
Fashionable longer sweater is ideal over 
skirts and slacks for gals of all ages. 
Ribbed trim vestee has wood-like buttons, 
generous pockets, and is knit of 100% Or- 
ion Acrylic for complete washability. 
Choose Beige, Copen Blue, Bright Gold or 
Kelly   Green.    Sizes   S    (8-10);    M    (12-14); 

L (14-18). $8.98 postpaid 

The Ferry House 
Dept. SV. Dobbs Ferry. New York 10522 

QUEEN  ANNE WING CHAIR 
For your library or fireside, a lush wing chair re 
produced from one of museum quality. Mahogany 
legs and stretchers are beautifully shaped. Web base 
with Dacron foam reversible cushion. Size 37" 
wide, 34" deep, 47" high. Wt. 75 lbs., shipping 
charges collect. No C. 0. D 

$189.95  each.   Custom  covered  (send 
7>/2  yds.  54" fabric) $169.95 

Send 25c u>r 1971 catalog. 
Dept.  793,  Boi 266,  Concord,  N.  C.  28025 

mw 

SWEATER   CHEST 
The first of its kind! This lovely, slim chest stores 
16 to 20 sweaters in full view for quick selection. 
Keeps all sizes, even bulky knits, in perfect shape. 
Fragrant cedar shelves slide out for easy access— 
give year 'round protection to precious woolens. 
Stores blouses, shirts, slacks, too. Remove some 
shelves for blankets, etc. Hand crafted in rich pine 
with cedar interior. In satin patina honey tone 
pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. 32'H. 

26"W. I4"D. S59.95 
EASY  KIT:    Ready for quick  assembly and  finish. 

Simple instructions. S39.95 
Both Exp. Chgs. Col. 

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—1000 PCS. 
Finished  and   Kit   Furniture  in   Friendly  Pine 

• EMBER,   1970 

Dept. Gll-0 
North Conway, N.H. 03860 
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It's a Joy . . . 
and so easy to make these 

BEADED FLOWERS 
You'll be pleasantly surprised to learn how easy and 
gratifying it is to make these exquisite hand-made 
(lowers. NOW AVAILABLE Complete Kits containing 
everything you need with full instructions (except 
flower pots). It's the current rage—and the gorgeous 
finished flowers give you a wonderful sense of enjoy- 
ment and accomplishment. They make the most 
thoughtful and appreciated gifts. Why not start a 
profitable business of your own . . . or donate the fin- 
ished arrangements to your favorite charity? No spe- 

cial training needed. In- 
structions are easy to 
follow. 

-.-4055—Day     Lillies,     Thistles,    Wild 
Flowers,   Daisies,   in  orange,   red 
and yellow. Only 

B4054—Country Charmer 
Miniature, in white, yel- 
low and blue. Only $4. 

10-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE! 

Add St. per kit for Postage, Handling 

& Insurance. 

SAVE  POSTAGE! 
Order all 3 kits for $15. No COD'S. 

LEE MAR PRODUCTS 

#4051—Rose Bouquet 
(Red Roses). Only   »# 

1300 Midland Ave., Yonkers, N.Y. 10704 

Brig  TOPAZ 
Built in Newburyport, Mass., 1807; a 
typical " 'round the Horn'' trading 
vessel of her day. 17%" long and 14" 
high; hull is black with yellow sheer 
stripe; antique copper bottom. Fully \ 
assembled on maple base with name 
plate. Historical folder included. 

$30.00    Plus  $1.50  Postage 
Mass. Residents Add 3?'o Tax. 

Satisfaction   guaranteed   or   money   refunded. 

Send for FREE illustrated catalog show- 
ing other models from $25.00 to $150.00. 

PIEL CRAFTSMEN 
NEWBURYPORT.   MASS. 01950 

MOIST HEAT ^ 

RELIEVES PAIN. 
The principle isn't new. Your grand- 
mother dipped towels in boiling water, 
applied them to painful areas—and they 
worked. The THERMOPHORE* uses 
same principle without hot towels, 
scalding water. Large 27"x13" electric 
unit generates its own moisture, pro- 
vides intense moist heat, relieves pain 
of arthritis, rheumatism, bursitis, muscle 
soreness  .  .  .  relieves misery of colds 
and    flu.    Two    thermostats uniform 
heat distribution. Automatic turn-off. 15 
DAY FREE TRIAL. MAIL THIS COUPON, 
READ WHAT DOCTORS AND USERS SAY. 

BATTLE CREEK 
EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
BATTLE CREEK,  MICHIGAN S 

BATTLE CREEK Equipment Company 
Dept.501, 307 West Jackson. Battle Creek, Mich. 49016 
Please rush information on THERMOPHORE. 

Narnn 

Address  
City State Zip  

CHRISTMAS TREE CAKE PANS 
Now you can bake a Christmas tree cake 
for your holiday table! Set of 3 aluminum 
pans graduated from 3" to 6" in diameter 
makes layers to stack on the pedestal 
stand. Just frost and trim with garlands 
of icing and candies. One tree serves 9 
generously. Set includes pedestal stand 
plus recipes for cake made with or without 
prepared mixes. Use pans the year round 
for exciting birthday desserts and other 
festive occasions. 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG $1 -50 postpaid 

No C.O.D.s 

Artisan l£ffl Galleries 
2100 B-ll No. Haskell. Dallas, Texas 75204 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Corn Husk 

Madonna 
For creche 

or collector! 

A     sweet     and     very 
young      Madonna      is 
made     of     real     corn 
husks,   hand   fashioned 
by talented  fingers of 
Taiwan.   Face   is   hand 
painted on wood head 
with gracefully draped 
hood;   robe  is formed 
by ingeniously rolled lengths of husk, gold 
trimmed. Natural husk colors vary. About 
8"  tall,   perfect  for  mantel   or  Christmas 
display, to please a traveler or a collector! 

No. 7047 $2.00. 2 for $3.85 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
*»" jT \   Please, your lip code is required. 

•S^y^Ci/ycS EVANSTON, ILL. 60204 

THE DESK DEAL 
Three things comprise one da 
piece of equipment for total c 
venience at a desk: stylish bl. 
and white tensor light, an elec 
pencil   sharpener,   a   ball   pc 
pen in holder. Lucky is the but 
er,   the   baker,   the  candlest 
maker who gets this for Xm 
$9.98; two for $19.75. Add i 
post.   Collier's,    117-GE,   99 
Lawler Ave., Skokie, III. 600'. 

JRIta 

Fund 
skills 
joarC 

[OlOfl 

jWltC 

come 

EBE 

HI HO TIGER 
Made for riding and stashir 
toy's educationally oriented; 
stuffs the tiger (instead of littil 
ing the floor) with his merchc| 
dise. Plastic-coated fiberboarc 
full with wild tiger-color markin, I 
and stripes of orange and blac| 
smudges wipe off. 25" by 1^ 
by 13" h. $5.95 plus 70c po: 
Storage Barn, HG11, 4382 Ma 
field Rd., So. Euclid, Ohio 4412 

SET THE TONE 
For the glamour side, concet 
trate on sophisticated jewelry- 
like, say, the finger flatterin 
dome ring, basket weave patterr 
in 14k gold plate or in sterling si 
ver. $5. Pair of matching earring 
$5. Set, $9. For further invest 
ment, consider ring in real 141 
gold. $33 plus 40c post. Vick 
Wayne, HNW, Box 6305, Tucson 
Ariz. 85716. 

EAT! AND ENJOY 
Problem eaters take interest ir 
mealtime when cavorting clowns 
prance on the plates. Matching 
glass comes with any name. 7" 
dia. plate, 6" cereal bowl, 10- 
oz. tumbler. White with perma- 
nent colors. Unbreakable Mel- 
mac for throwers and droppers. 
Dishwasher safe. $3.98 ppd. 
Chrono-Control, HG11, 200 Madi- 
son Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

PROTECT YOUR NECKTIES 

TIE GARD TM 

The stain repel- 
ler you spray on 
today's new ties 
to protect them 
from oil, water 
or  grease  stains. 

Keeps new ties 
looking new. 

Tie Gard will not 
affect appear- 
ance, color, por- 
osity or texture. 

INVEST $3.00 

(plus 50$ for hdlg. & postage) 

for TIE GARD Protection 

ORDER BY MAIL 

ROBERTS PRODUCTS 
P. O. Box 8861 

Philadelphia, Pa. 19117 

QUEEN 
SIZE 
PANTY 
HOSE 
only $2.4 
THEY FIT 
PERFECTLY 
N o w c v e r 
woman Cf 
enjoy the frei 
domandwais 
to-toe heaul 

of parity hose! No bind, no garte 
pull when you sit or walk, no stocl 
ing-top gap below your girdle. Rui 
resistant nylon gives twice the wet 
Double panel pantyback style 
stretch-knit to fit hips to 56" si 
any weight from 175 to 240 pound 
Beautiful Beige shade. Please staj 
your height. Queen-size Panty Hoi 
$2.49 postpaid, 3 pairs only $5.0 
You must be pleased or your mom 
back! Order by mail from: 
Sunset House, 443 Sunset Buildin( 

Beverly Hills, California 90213. 
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*IGHT AND GLOWING 
in for ( hlldren h uning manual 
ills is the elei trie mosaic peg- 
lard   Insei I i or more ol thi 
ilorful pegs in a hole, turn the 
vit< h and wati h II rjow as it 
imcs to lively color. Big AV/' hy 
" board foi jusl $ ! 18 plus 25c 
astage. Colonial Studios, Dept. 
BE-2, 20 Bank St., White PI lins, 

Y   10606. 

1AKE WINE AT HOME 
ere are three kits to make you a 
ntner plus a booklet of recipes 
)r all-season wines from cider, 
ozen fruit juices, dried raisins 

s well as grapes. Kit has water- 
eal valves, saccharometer, reus- 
ble tanks. Standard kit makes 
0 bottles. $6.98. Master's kit, 
5, $9.98. Citation kit, 75. 
12.98. Ppcl. Vino, HG11, Box 
885,  Rochester,  N.  Y.   14606. 

MINE AS YOU GO 
there's a traveling salesman 

In the house or Jr. is dating, a 
lual-purpose automatic polisher 
s mighty useful. Big lambswool 
buffer for the car, small size and 
)olish brush for shoes. 18-ft. 
:ord plugs into car lighter. 
Smart black alligator-grain vinyl 

l;ase.    $3.95    plus    75c    post. 
Israham's of Florida,  HG11,  Ft. 
■ .auderdale, Fla. 33307. 

I-OR ARTS SAKE 
Times have so changed in decor 
and desires that Jeredith Manor 
las taken the Sunburst all the 
way from the boudoir to the kitch- 
en. Useful semi-circular rug dou- 
bles a girl's pleasure, contributes 
to her sole comfort. Nylon/poly- 
ester/rayon. 35Yz" by 20". Yel- 
low and orange. $7 ppd. Jeredith 
Manor, HG11, P.O. Box 130, 
Nyack, N. Y. 10960. 

IIFTS FROM THE SEA 
IANT CLAM 
■ LL. Unbelievable 

e. I'M- for con- 
■1 or tossed salads, 
d'oeuvres, nul s, 

[—lovely for inui 
Bower arrange 

ts. Shell polished, 
coated.  Surface i> 
stant   i"  I )   al ll, and ii aretti 

. Wash with soap 
ater. '"i" x 7" 

f li. $7.00 each. 

INCH BAKING 
ELLS. A most 

'nil   unbreakable 

T individual serv- 
;. 1001 uses such 
sll tray, soap dish, 
in rest, etc. \\ ash 
i soap and water 
use in er and over. 
X 1> 

10 for 4. 
D. 

RAL. At long last 
sale. Magnificent 

\\y white skeleton oj 
sea I -e in flower, 

arjgements, aquari 
s, paper weights, 
le decorations or use 
object of art mounted 
velvet. :." X 1" X 
' 11. $3.50 each. 

All items prepaid. 

THE CANE PATCH 
''.0     Box   1382,   Myrtle   Beach,   S.C.   29577 

SEE Before You Buy! 

FREE! 
Sample 
Black & White 

Christmas 

Send BtW neg. 
(75C with photo) 
Free Sample offer 
eipires Nov. 20th. 

HOLIDAY WISHES COME TO LIFE WITH 

Personal Photo Christmas Cards 
New Trim Black & White 

Add 50c Postage & Handling 

complete with envelopes 
Only 25 to a customer at this 
price. Additional cards 5( 
each. Send negative. Add 75 C 
if photo is sent. Beautiful De- 
Luxe Heavyweight Jumbo 
cards. Size314x5. 

Satisfaction guaranteed or money bac- 

nc n   Mini l>uiui 

:>o 
ndlinE 

complete with envelopes 
Only 25 to a customer at this 
price. Additional cards 16C 
each. Made from your favor- 
ite square color negative. 
From slide add 50C. From 
color photo add $1.50. Sam- 
ple card 250. Size 3Vi x 5. 

k. No C.O.D.'s. Send check, cash, M 0 

Up lO Ddt6 Semaphore type desk top 
perpetual calendar. Grey smoke plastic base 
with easy to read lettering. It's tun to flip 
the new date over every morning An unusual 
gilt, You will be remembered tor many years. 
4'," high. Only S5.75 postpaid. N. Y. resi- 
dents, add sales tax. Send for our brochure. 
Merchandise selected for people who like 
good design. 

10 WEST FORDHAM ROAD 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10468 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
DESIGN 

CHAFING DISH   TRAY 

The elegance of gracious Irving is expressed in 
this beautiful 2'/> qt. chafing dish with ad 
justable Sterno unit and matching 14" mahog 
any finished tray. This magnificent ensemble io 
made of FJuenilum and requires only soap and 
water to maintain its silver like luster. A dis- 
tinctive accessory for your home and an ideal 
gift Complete ensemble, chafing dish tray 
only $31.95 postpaid; chafing dish alone 
$26.95 postpaid. (Sterno included.) Money 
back guarantee. Prompt shipment. 
Mail check or money order to 

BEEVINWOOD DEPT. H 
R.R     2.   ARCANUM.    OHIO   45304 

Rare 1904 Cookbook! 

DELICIOUS 
MEMORIES 

FULL-COLOR COVER—FRAME IT! 
least your eyes on this authentic repli- 
ca of original 190 i Cold Medal flour 
cookbook. Real curio, replete with 
recipes Betty Crocker never tested—like 
Farina Soup, Ox-Eyes, Giffles . . . even 
rheumatism remedies! DECORATIVE 
—display in Early American kitchen, 
or accent the Modern! GIET IDEA! 
8 x 1 1", 72 pp., $2.00, 3 for $5. Hurry 
— mail check now to: 

Collector's Cookbook 
Box 60-1 5 7, Mpls., Minn. 5 5 460 

PHILIPS FOTO CO. IDEPTHGNELMSFORO.N.Y. 10523 

Delft Birth Plate 
WILL   BE   CHERISHED   for   a   LIFETIME 
The perfect commemoration for a new born 
child or a birthday—will arrive in less than 3 
weeks by air, direct from Royal Delft factories 
in Holland. Give FULL NAME, TIME OF BIRTH 
(designated by clock hands), A.M. or P.M., 
WEIGHT (designated on child stork is carry- 
ing), DATE OF BIRTH and 
PLACE OF BIRTH. Be sure to tiLIA O^ 
include all information for this ^IHiTJ 
handpainted plate. PPD 

Pa. Res. Add 6r c  Tar • Sorry So COD'S 
Send 10c fur catalog 

POSTAMATIC COMPANY 
Dept. HG1170, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444 

BED-SPREAD  «'ADDY 
SAVES  TIME,  TUGGING 

Simplify your bed-making . . . and stop 
n'ghtly tugging or folding away 
heavy spread. Just pull hidden caddy 
from beneath mattress and lay 
bed-spread across, ready for easy 
make-up in the morning. Legs swing 
automatically into position. 
Handsome, gold-flecked caddy 
glides effortlessly out of sight during 
day. Ideal for Hollywood beds or low 
foot-boards. For king-sized beds, 
order two. 

$6.98 ppd. two for S12.98 ppd. 

GARRETT'S Dept 89 
P.O. Box 8415 Dallas, Texas 75205 
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c^Arfhetale 
This season discover the warm beauty and patina of antique Pew- 
ter, recaptured in the original creation of the Armetale line. Hand 
cast, and hand finished, Armetale is heavier and more durable 
than Pewter It won't dent, leak or tarnish. When chilled it 
becomes incredibly cold e/c*ettent for enjoying cold beverages1 

In fact, whether chilled or heated, Armetale keeps food and 
drink cold and hot respectively for long periods of time. Anci we 
have mugs, sconces, tableware - alt sorts*of useful, decorative 
items - and all available to you through our catalog. It's free, so 
send for it today, and enter the exciting world of Armetale. 
All  prices ppd. * "V Money refunded 

, O "' if not delighted 

sagittariusfBF^cnterprises 
2405 Spruce St.,   Philadelphia, Pennsylvania   19103 

YOUR    CHILD'S    OWN    FACE 

On Big or Little Sister 

PHOTOGRAPHIC DOLL 
S3.98 each ppd.; Both $7-50 

Chandeliers Drip-Dry 
with Crystal Clean! 

Cleans  Artificial Flowers,  too 
Use this amazing, new miracle cleaner that 
sprays crystal chandeliers to sparkling bright- 
ness in a jiffy. No need to take down, disas- 
semble, remove or polish parts and pendants. 
Grease, grime, dust, etc., disappear when 
you use this finger tip spray on the large, 16 
oz. plastic bottle, $4.75. Order now to make 
your home sparkle. No COD's please. Cal. 
res. add 5% tax. 

Kellum's CRYSTAL CLEAN 
Dept. HG-11 

652 Lighthouse, Monterey, Calif. 93940 

A Living Doll! Lovely stand- 
up  paperboard  dolls with 
your   child's   face   hand- 
colored    in    oils:    8    pc. 
wardrobe    copies   of 

newest outfits from Saks 
5th    Ave.    for    either 

big or little sister (we 
use head only), 8 pc. 
coloring   se; 
lovely  new  brio el 
set.   Send   check 
or     M.O.     with 

jj\    JJ?      clear     picture 
(will    be    re- 
turned). 
State size, 
color    of 
hair   and 

eyes. 

Over 6 yrs. 

91/2" tall 

Under 6 yrs. 
8l/2" tall 

nni IDACI/       Dept. G-l 10. 60 Jane 
UULLfAltl,   st.t    N.Y.c.     10014 

BE1ITY   AND 

THE   Itl I  \< II 

No fairy talc this, but a fact! 

Problems jade with Jolcn Ctcnie 

Bleach . . . the fabulous new 

cosmetic that bleaches superfluous 

hair on face, arms and legs. Like 

magic, medically approved Jolcn 

turns dark hair pale blond to 

blend with your own skin tones. 

Be a beauty . . . try JCB now! 

JOLEN 

Box 561, Hll, Fairfield, Conn. 06430 

Addrr>«                                                                                                        1 

c;ty 7one Stat* 

□ $2.20 Reg. Size 

□ $5.50 Giant Economy Size 

No C.O.D.'s/Price incl. pp./Money back guarantee 

MAGNIFICATION 
Non-glass, distortion-free m 
nifying lens IVz" in dia. It pres 
on any dressing table or cabi 
mirror. Lens eliminates smeai 
mascara, is a perfect aid wf 
applying lipstick. Great help 
men for shaving. $9.98 plus 7 
postage. J. Carlton's, Inc., De 
F180, 176 Madison Ave., N 
York, N. Y. 10016. 

MEET HELOISE 
She's the famed syndicated nev 
paper columnist who has t 
cure-alls for household have 
Save money, time and ener 
with "Heloise All Around tl 
House," "Heloise's Housekeepii 
Hints," and "Heloise's Kitchf 
Hints." Three books $2.98 pli 
35c post. Great bridal showi 
choice! Wales, HG117. Box 28 
Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530. 

CUT A CARPET 
Lusciously  thick   100  per  cer 
nylon carpet with IV2" shag pil 
is delightful underfoot in bath c 
bedroom.  Featherweight to us 
as   a   bed   throw.   Soft,   strong 
homespun  backing.  With adhe, 
sive   for   corners.   80c   sq.   ft. 
$6.95 a sq. yd. Send 25c for eas; 
instructions,     colors,     sample 
Calvin   Carpets,   HG11.   2123c 
Summit,  Topanga,  Cal.  90290 

fo@afieServer 
One of the most unusual, 
beautiful and useful buffet 
punch services ever. Hands 
30 piece milk glass set inci 
large bowl with separate fo 
12 cups, 12 cup hooks, ser ,i 
platter, sculptured plastic i i 
fork, spoon, ladle. Mttlti-ci 1 
gift/storage box. BOX US . 
200 Top Value Stamps pli 
FREE delivery. Xo COD's 

$19.1 

Arjay Trading Company 
#j     Drawn S19 
^g     Grtentburo, Pennsylvania lib   ; 

: 

HAPPY ENDING . . . 
your own private flap service. The 

smart, easy way to moisten envelope 

flaps. A gentle rubbing of the sealer 

against gummed surface produces the 

proper amount of moisture. You just fill 

it with water. Our sealer is all sterling 

silver, too. $6.00 includes mailing. 

Add 50c if sen/ os o giff. 

r. 
|<]('     Edith Chapman 

V'J,J Dept. 21  •  Route 303 

li... kl.,,..l   County.   H1.IH..1I.   \.   Y.    10913 

THE BOOZE BOOK 
Keeps you laughing while you leai 
how to brew the very finest whiske: 
brandies, liquers for less than $1 
quart Make wine and beer, too! An 
it all can be legal! Also fascinat 
ing 'history of liquor and moder 
methods. This "How To" book is tt 
author's own (hie) personal researcl 
An unforgettable gift! Be a lovable 
old booze maker! $2.98 and 12 
postage or 36C for First ClasT Mail 
WESTBERO ENTERPRINEH. LTD 

Dept.  211    2842   E.   Serendipity  C 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80917 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

Pr( 

JRE SERVICE 
lat party giver wouldn't give 
ni,  ol  thanks foi  a present 
good looking   monogrammed 

Ssses to set out at dunk time. 
'eat bargain here Iro ludes5oz., 
oz,, 11 oz., roly poly with 5 oz. 
am jui( e; / oz, old fashioned; 
!   oz.   sham   highball.   Set   of 

■.hi, $6.50 ppd. Reizenstein's, 
|311, Rm. 260-M, 300 Sixth Ave. 

1      Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222. 

1 >NEY IS TIME 
t you have seen the original 
|)in-faced watches you realize 
• hat a bargain these counter- 
Bits are. Accurate Swiss-made 
Hiovements with stars to mark 

e hours. Hers with Miss Lib- 
ty, his with the American eagle. 
lack suede-look straps. $10.98 

;ach plus 25c post. Lillian Ver- 
on, GN1, 560 Third Ave., Mount 
ernon, N. Y. 10550. 

:REWEL SHOCK 
mazingly easy stitches make the 
mbroidery on shock of wheat 
lesign go quickly. The design is 
irinted on brown homespun, 22" 
jy 29", a nice size to frame. 
Crewel yarns are mellow golds, 
;reens and white. A note of se- 
enity to hang in any room. $7.95 
)lus 50c post. The Stitchery, 
HG11, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 
32181. 

IIANT 
LECTRIC 

"PLAY   INSIDE" 

DOLL HOUSE 
eight room, 2 story doll house fully 30"x34"x36" 

s{ gs wide open for easy entry. There is also a 33 piece 
)f furniture and a 5 piece doll family all scaled to 
nterior is lit with safe battery power to add comfort 
reality. Comes at the low price of $5.98; add 79c 
he doll family and $1.00 for the furniture. Order 
attractive gift now. Please add 75c for postage and 

filing. For COD enclose $1.00 deposit and pay po'st- 
balance on delivery plus COD and shipping charges. 

IOR HOUSE  PROD..  CORP. 

T.   15GH71    LYNBROOK,  N.Y.  11563 

$5.98 ONLY 
5 Pc.   Doll  Family 79c 
House Full of Furniture $1.00 

CHRISTMAS GIFT 
snd a box of sunshine in FLORI- 
A ORANGES AND GRAPE- 
RUIT. Beautifully packed. 54 
■ars experience shipping prime 
lorida citrus. 
IFT CERTIFICATES ALSO 
VAIL ABLE. Guaranteed excel- 
nce and delivery. Write real 
ton for free colorful folder and 
rices in your area. 

WAVERLY   GROWERS,   Dept.   H 

Waverly, Florida 33877 

Ph. (813) 676-3403 

DOLL HOUSE ANTIQUES 
Thrill youngsters (and collectors alike) with 

these delightful pieces of antique doll furni- 

ture. Bed and chest are scale models of real 

period pieces, handcrafted and carefully de- 

tailed. Old-fashioned brass bed is 6V2" long, 

complete with foam rubber mattress in blue and 

white ticking. Matching 5-drawer chest stands 

4' _." high, has brass ring pulls and drawers 

that really open to hold minithings! No C.O.D.'s. 

Bed        S4.95 

Chest $4.50 

Set S8.95 
plus 80c postage 

ISEND F0R*FREE 
I'GIFT CATALOG 

I Artisan Iflfl Galleries 
12100  B-ll   No.   Haskell  •   Dallas,  Texas 75204 1 

STEREO 
TAPE 

SUSANS 

r (i 
7  INCH 
TAPES 

FOR 
4 INCH 
TAPES 

Our handsome luiani hold <ill size tapes neatly and 
compactly   In   I?  compartments.   Crafted  of  pine  in 
I rtoitfl  or  rnajile,   antique  pine  or  walnut  finish. 
Hiilden h.iil bearing swivel. Portal).e—brass carry 
ring, for cartridges. 22'H lO'/t'to. $18.50. End 
1.iiih for reels. I7"H IG'VSq. 522.50. Casseite. 
exactly like portable, for 21/2x4* tapes. IfTH 8%"sq. 
$17 95 EASY KITS: Ready for assembly and fin- 
ish Portable. S12.50: End Tahle $15.50: Cassette 
S12.35. All Piiil Add 80e each W. of Ml 
BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—10(10 PIECES 

Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine 

Zip Mo. 
N..1 Sold 

1,1 Stores. 
1 1.      'JCftlJ'iJr Dept. Gl 1-0 

North Conway, N.H. 03660 

1     • 
^■aitta? 

FIREPLACE CRANE & BARBECUE GRILL 
installs in seconds! 
Pressure mounted in your fireplace, no drilling', 
[ron Crane adjustable in height and width. Brackets 
swing in and <>ut easily, prill raises and lowers. 

• till .nut firebowl removable from brackets. Fire- 
bowl is 1H" in diameter, and made for real use. 
P01 24" firebowl and grill to fit add 510.00 to 
price below. 
Please give Height of Fireplace When Ordering! 
NO.   CR  24 
Crane only with top bracket to hang 

pot or kettle $14.50 
2 Qt.  Old-fashioned Pot $   7.50 
3 Qt.    Old-fashioned   Tot $   8.50 
<$1.00 extra for lid on 3 Qt. Pot) 
Crane Firebowl &. Grill, less top bracket 

and Pot $27.50 
Crane complete as shown, 2 Qt. Pot $37.50 
Crane complete as shown, 3 Qt. Pot $39.50 
Hundreds Of other items. 

Prices postpaid in U.S. if check 
cir money order accompanies order. 

MALONE'S   METALCRAFT 
H.G.   1013 8ih Ave. S. Nashville, Tenn. 37203 

SIMULATED DIAMONDS 
Diamond prices are ridiculous. 
What we're offering is a new gem 
that sparkles like a diamond and 
is almost as hard as a diamond. 
They are called Caribbean Gems, 
and sell for a fraction of what real 
diamonds cost. Only a trained 
jeweler will be able to tell them 
from the real thing. All Carib- 
bean Gems are set in 14 Kt. gold. 
Varied selection of men's & wom- 
en's rings, pendants, earrings & 
tietacks. 

Send 25c for our catalog. 

CARIBBEAN GEM COMPANY 
HG-11, 15 West 47th St. 
New  York,   N.Y.   10036 

CHILD'S  FIRST   FRIENDS   MEAN  THE  MOST! 

And  Th<   -   An I    '       that  is.   Three  fabulous 
teaeh-and-learn do I It. Your child will learn Mrhlla n»- 
[Hays! Choose Li'l Lucy Mac for girls—Lil Button I 
(ni boyi—or Busy Busier, an old fashioned teddy 
bear. Teaches grooming, manual dexterity, primary 
colors. All three dressed in the brightest primary 
color costumes. ALL NEW MATERIALS. And. my 
son Charlie'* LaPetite Cradle for baby s restful 
slumber. Baby Charlie lOVM Ml all. So will your 
child. 

LI'L LUCY MAE AND LIL BUTTONS 

Loveable kid sister and clown brother. Everything to 
help your child to learn. Interesting and fun! TeaetlC 
child to button, buckle, zip. tie. dress and much 
more. LI'L LUCY MAE comes in dress with head 
scarf, hair clip, mirror, apron, wristwatch. zipper 
pocket, comb. LI'L BUTTONS comes with jacket to 
button, belt to buckle, vest to zip. trousers to snap, 
shirt to tuck in. pocket watch, bow tie. Both dolls 
have genuine Icelandic sheepskin hair, and shoes that 
tie and lace. ALL NEW MATERIALS. Complete in 
special Rocking Chair Packages. $6.99 ea.. 2 or more 
for $5.99 ea.  Add $1.25 postage cost  per doll. 

BUSY BUSTER 
An old fashioned bear in soft, soft Beslon Plush with 
movable arms. legs, and head. "This old fashioned 
teddy bear will teach your child new tricks"! Bright- 
ly colored zip-up costume to dress and undress, shoes 
to buckle, lace and tie, pockets, buttons, snap fasten- 
er. ALL NEW MATERIALS. Stresses primary color 
recognition, teaches left from right, how to measure 
with a folding ruler, and most important gives love. 
Packaged in gift box, $8.99 ea. Add $1.25 postage 
cost per bear. 

CHARLIE'S LAPETITE CRADLE 

Washable, sturdy flberboard 26%* % 23" w. x 12" h. 
For real babies or your, little girl's favorite doll. 
Foam waterproof mattress included. Front and back 
hand holes for carrying. Cradle mailed k.d.. $8.00 
each. Add $1.75 postage cost per cradle. Three week 
delivery on all items. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send 
25c for catalog.  (Sorry, Baby Charlie not availablcJ.) 

Only $12-95. 
4 cube  set 

A Storage Barn 

mail order exclusive 

Even "Squares" Love SUPER-CUBES! 
New. inexpensive storage of records, magazines, toys, 
clothes, Hi Fi. yarns, notions, etc. Set includes four 
13" x 13" x 13" cubes. 4 shelves. 2 doors (I shown* 
in red. white, blue or black. Note: One color choice 
per set. All interiors white with black plastic trim. 
Soap washable solid fibreboard. Connectible horizon- 
tally and or vertically. One set SI2.95 ea.; 2 or more 
sets $12.00 ea. Mailed flat from our store, add $2.00 
ea.  (14  lbs.) 3 wk. del. 

SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED. 

Festive 

I   Candle Stand 

with 

12Candles 

$0.98 
■^   ea. set L 'Jilt I    Picture the breathtak- 

M III  III ^^^H    ing beauty of tnese 12 

lU Afc tiny,     starrybrigbt 
iC^-St, lights   from   a   dozen 

12    inch    long.    slim, 
tapered  candles  extending  from  a  single  holder on 
your table.  For dining, parties, cocktails, all festive 
occasions. Use in pairs on mantle or buffet. Holder in 
smoothly finished black cast metal. 4" dia. base.  In- 
cludes a dozen 12 inch avocado green candles. One set 

!  (holder with 12 candles) in a box. 52.98 ea. Add 50c 
I for postage. Extra 12-candle set. in carton, $1.25 ea.. 
| add  25c postage cost.  Great gift ideas. Satisfaction 
; guaranteed. 

STORAGE BARN 
4382 Mayfielu Rd, South Euclid, Ohio 44121 
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• A GREAT GIFT 
• BEAUTIFULLY BOXED 
• CHOICE OF 3 SIZES £ FREE! Gift List Service ... we will 

Gift Wrap your order, on request, 
and enclose a beautiful gift card, 
for any occasion you specify, and 
send if anywhere in the USA, AT NO 
EXTRA CHARGE! Delivery Guar- 
anteed before Christmas, (proof of 
shipment  will be sent  to  you) 

new ... 

improved 

TIE-DEE HANGER 
Hand rubbed solid Walnut, now with new, im- 

proved brass hook and cross bar. New, double 

slotted gold plastic tie holders can hold 1 or 2 

regular or wide ties each. (Extras sent F.R££ 

at anytime on request.) 

Regular size—holds 25 to 50 ties $5.50 postpaid 

Medium size—holds 50 to 100 ties $7.50 postpaid 

l^^^PfL.si£^Z^L<ilf'i_l£0_*2.???_*!fL.^.^.^_^. $9.50 postpaid 
HILLTOP   HOUSE   CO. P 0.  BOX F,  LEONIA,  NEW JERSEY 07605 DEPT. H 
Enclosed check or MO   $ please rush following TIE-DEE HANGERS: 

Reg.   @ $5.50 ea. Medium  @ $7.50 ea. Super @ $9.50 ea 
(send to) Gift wrap & enclose card from: 

NAME     

STREET   

CITY   

STATE ZIP   
 Send for our FREE gift catalogue.  

WEATHERGLASS    \f  fa Mmyf -\ 

9 

Hand blown replica of the Weather Glass used 
aboard sailing ships in the romantic days of 
"iron men and wooden ships." Made by Amer 
ican craftsmen, it will forecast weather changes 
8 to 12 hours in advance. A useful and decora 
tive item for any room. Complete with wall 
bracket and instructions, $6 ppd. 50c for cata 
log of unusual nautical gifts, accessories and 
hobbies. 

ANCHORS AWEIGHoept HG i 
629  E.   State  St..   Westport,  Conn.  06880 

magically refreshes every room! 
Just fill the decorative, PERM-ASCENT wall 
vase with Etlco fragrance and a delightful, deli- 
cate fragrance replaces all stale odors and 
mustiness! ONE FILLING LASTS SEVERAL 
WEEKS. Use in living room, bedroom, nursery, 
closets, bathroom, basement, recreation room. 
kitchen, etc. Ribbed or floral vase plus bottle of 
liquid (12 weeks' normal supply) of •'out-of- 
doors'* BLUE SPRUCE or   'spicy'TRE FLE. 

REFILLS    AVAILABLE 
Satisfaction guaranteed 

Catalog Available 

53.95 

EDCO FRAGRANCE   ...... HG4> 
17-30 166 ST., WHITESTONE 57, N.Y. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

If,,.) 

6&U ft. Wc&tcmd 

PROUD     OF     YOUR     DOOR?     Let     us 
beautify anil identify your cluui'bell or 
door win. this impressive solid brass 
...■in.. |.l.i.e. Your name smartly engraved 
in script. Solid brass screws Included. 3 
inch plate $2.00. large 5 inch plate $4.00. 

614-F SOUTH ST.. DUNDEE. ILLINOIS G0II8 
• Encirav.ntj Specialists 
• Money back if not delighted 
• We pay postage, ship in 48 hours 
• Prices include engraving 

GOLD    BOOKMARKS 
So elegant to clip to 
the page where you 
stopped    reading.    Any 
2    "i     3    leltei     m - 

rtly 

LIFETIME POCKET SCREWDRIVER 
Handiest gadget ever! Only 2 in. long, tits on 
bis or her keychain . . . ready to open lids & 
lighters, l'.\ motors .\- lawnmowers, etc. 1001 
..sis' We smartly engrave owner's initials. 
Guaranteed forever, made of solid gleaming 
Stainless Steel. $3.00 each. 

LUCKY   IS  THE  GOLFER 

wbo has a four leaf clo- 
ver (instead of a coin) to 
mark bis place on the 
green. Brings a Lucky putt! 
With any 2 or 3 letter 
monogram. Silver marker 
$2.00. 21k Cold Plate $3.00 

pet i ect   to 
.1 e C '. r a t e 
any   blouse 
or   sweater. 
We beauti- 
fully en- 
grave a n.i 
2 ..1 :: let- 
ter mono- 
gram. Two 
i n c I. e s 
long. $2.50 
per pin. 

PETITE PIANOS 
Upright—on a small scale- 
polished hardwood for doll hoi 
owners or mini collectors. 
Cherrywood player piano I 
sliding doors, rotating cylind 
and a song to sing—in its o 
little way—as a long-play 
music box. 5" w., 4" h. Matchi | 
benches. $11.50. Ppd. Fede 
Smallwares Corp., HG11, 3 
Fifth Ave., N. Y. 10001. 

KITTEN QUARTET 
Four felines from a group of : 
enchanting cats engraved 
English bone china. In color, ha 
pily, for enchanting wall dec( 
dessert service. Masterfully pr 
duced by fine craftsmen on trar 
lucent china. 10" square. $1.J 
each; two for $2.75; three, 3 
or all six for $7.75. Ppd. Wor 
Art Group, HG11, 2 First St., 
Norwalk, Conn. 06855. 

LADY IS A LAMP 
To the house: handpainted chir 
lamp whose lady wears a she« 
four tier robe de style in nylor 
the useful fabric that is foreve 
wearable, forever washable 
shade employs the same sophii 
ticated stuff. 28" tall from tip t 
toe. In white or pink. $22.50 ppc 
Morlyn, Inc., Dept. G-110, 35i 
South County Road, Palm Bead" 
Fla. 33480. 

PILLOW TALK! 
Wooly-white woven fabric pillow top, 

x 14". Royal velvef binding and back. Do> 

lambs wool yarn from Persia in unbelieva 

stained glass colors. Instr., needle and 3 

per included. Blue/green, magenta/pi 

gold/orange (Specify). 

.95  plus 75c post. 

IRENES KNIT SHOP 

CONTEMPORARY  TABLE 

IN  THE CLASSIC  STYLE 

■ CUBE       19" "luore bY 16' 2" hi9h 

Graceful and durable, the Classic Cube is made 
of gleaming plastic panels, with sturdy tops 
and shelves in matching colors. Unique pat 
ented construction provides unusual strength 
It will support 450 pounds easily. 

High lustre opaque colors are Chinese Red 
Bright Yellow, Meadow Green, Navy Blue, Black 
and White. Transparent colors are Wild Honey 
(brown) and Crystal (with white top and shelves) 
Exciting new look for any home or apartment 

$39.00 each. Postage Paid. Money Back Guar 
antee. Send check or money order to: 

Paul Flum Oijl*1 inc. 
1635 Washington Ave.. St. Louis. Missouri 63103 

•   S3 

SCULPTURED WEEDPOTS 
IN BEAUTIFULLY GRAINED HARDWOOD 

They are sculptures in their own right nr I 
them to display that Interesting plant life y. 
have  discovered,   llamlrrafteil  >>.v Joseph  Drli 
A. 6" Tall walnut      $2.95 pp 
B. Light oak, small     3.45 
C. Wide,   low walnut        5.95   " 
D. Sculptured,  mahogany 4.95 

Discovery House 
82IB San Juan N.E. 

Dept.  MB Albuquerque, New Mexico 8711 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
JO   IWO ALIKE 
.Iways bullish on  baubles,  we 
heer new arrivals on the scene: 
lass pears whose leaves spread 
irth  as  gold   Foil;   In! Id    the 
harming I hi   imas tree orna- 
nents are a fisl  lull <>l colorful 
lass beads. From W. Gen n m\ 
lOUth blown as in the good old 

lays,   abOUl   5'/<i"   tall.   $3   ea.; 
wo for $5.85. Ppd. Down'.. Depl 

111, Evanston, III. 60204. 

iAFE ELECTROLYSIS 
Vhat with all the emphasis on a 
lawless skin, be sure to remove 
my hair from face, arms, legs. 
Jse Perma Tweez with ease: 
safely destroys roots with tweez- 
ir-like action; does not puncture 
)r irritate skin. $14.95 ppd. 
A/rite today to General Medical 
:o., HGE-19, 5701 W. Adams, 
os Angeles, Cal. 90016. 

vllLADY'S GLOVES 
*\ lady, our mother taught us, 
always is gloved when she goes 
jut1 We remember especially at 
the approaching holiday season. 
Shorties in a blend of nylon and 
Spandex come in white or black; 
one size fits all. Washable, they 
dry in minutes. $8 plus 50c post. 
J. Carlton's, Inc., Dept. F-179, 
176 Madison Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 10016. 

Howie Knife 
) inctive gift for the outdoorsman. An authen 
■ iree quarter scale reproduction of 
B'amous fighting' knife of Colone 
■ es Bowie. Functional stainless 
H  blade and durable wood han- 
I Length, 14%". Bowie Knife 
ir .1" walnut finished plaque, 
■ >">. Sharpened if requested. 
I yland residents add A',', sales tax. 
I y no C.O.D.'s. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

lie Knife Shop 
I: 139. Marion Station,   Maryland 21838 

^ 

Cowhide slippers with 
stitched-OD full leather soles. 
Scuffs take little space, 
weigh only 10 ounces, pack 
flat for travel. Tan. hlaek or 
red for women. Tan, brown 
or hlaek for men. Men's sizes 
6 to 13% women's sizes 4 to 9. 

Whole sizes only. 

$4-95 Postpaid 

•For size 73 add SI.00 

If ADM VC124 St. Charles Street 
nUKm  O New Orleans, la. 70130 

Engraved "Christmas 1970" 
A gift to treasure, bright silver 
bells (by Reed & Barton) add 
charm and elegance to Christmas 
trees. Start with one or more and 
add to them each year. Bells are 
3V2" high and gift boxed. Plain, 
$5.95 (ten for $55.00). Engraved 
$6.95 (ten for $65.00). Price in- 
cludes Postage and all Sales Tax. 

SPERTNER JEWELERS 
SINCE  1879 

Dept. A, P. O. Box 9811 
Norfolk, Virginia 23505 

PUTS IT ALL Av| 
TOGETHER % 

ALMOST ANYTHING THAT TAKES RIVETS, SCREWS, BOLTS AND 
NUTS   CAN   BE   JOINED   OR   SECURED   BY   RADFAST   FASTENERS. 

Get the ■nn.i/ing new thermoplastic "with a memory" that expands under 
heat to its original size and shape, creating tough rivets, plugs, all kinds of 
fastening devices. Radfast comes in flexible rods of modified polyethylene 
in a range of diameters, is easily cut to any desired insert length. No tool 
except a common heat source is needed ... a soldering iron, hot air gun, 
cigarette lighter, even a match will do. Join metals and other materials sim- 
ply l>y heating one end to form a fastener head, insert the other rod end, snip 
and reapply heat. Radfast quickly expands in place to a tight, self-lubricating, 
non-corroding and noiseless fastener with a 3500 psi shear strength! 
Form threaded inserts by heat-expanding into tapped holes, make fasteners 
with spacers or create your own custom "Radfasteners." 

You'll want Radfast rods on hand in your home workshop, office, auto glove 
compartment, tool and tackle box, boat, just about everywhere. They're ideal 
for hobbycrafts, everyday fixing jobs, all kinds of unexpected emergency re- 
pairs. In fact, with only a little imagination you'll find endless new uses and 
ways to "Radfasten." For your get-acguamted Radfast starter kit, mail S1 50 
today. Kits with detailed working instructions contain 18" of rod material in 
1 /8", 3/16" and 1 /4" diameters, enough for dozens of jobs. 

Radiation Technology, Inc. 
Department HG11, Box 41, Hibernia, New Jersey   07842 

Enclosed is $. 

Name  

*for_ Radfast Starter Kit(s) 

Address . 
City  State. 

*S1.50 per kit, ppd. 
Zip  

Radfast™Fasteners - Patents Pending/Distributor inquiries invited. 

DOG DROPPINGS GONE 
WITH "DOGGIE DOOLEY" 
All metal Doggie Dooley works like a miniature septic tank 
utilizing enzyme and bacteria action to automatically reduce 
dog waste to ground absorbing liquid. It's neat, fast, clean, 
sanitary, convenient, inconspicuous, odorless, insect free 
and ends annoying nuisance of stool burying or other dis- 
posal. Harmless to pets, lawns, shrubbery. To use simply 
install in ground; put in dog stools with shovel provided; 
occasionally sprinkle in enzymes and it works 24 hours a 
day year around to handle waste of 1 to 3 dogs. 14Vi" x 
IIV2" with lid. shovel. 6 mo. supply of enzymes only $9.95 
ppd. Extra 6 mos. enzymes $2.00 ppd. Add $1.00 west of 
MississiODi River. 

DOGGIE DOOLEY 
Manufactured by Huron Products Co. 

Dept. HG11, P.O. Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811 

*fc- 
On Chte Day 

nr^ml i ifuAfr«l. %«7ch ewl a fertjolt»n fr#*d- 
t)..mm** eu*p»eren. and rcjttae* tt will- tto»t. U4 rH« a 

i Li Kt S.Vm o.n* trcHun. 0 >vc a nfl awvuur. 

V,T»^>u'"s>/* y«>utV. O^amfe*' u*m leqjlly in a uw«l »r 
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"K-«p .i pr«mit,-  t (tid i«a t'loj   EjMgt fi gradgc 

' .j^iuf «r> «n«tnj)   L r«Tvn   fl uMdJIM *f I •.■■" KMN 

uwauj-'Crtl I* UTnijt»ta»J   F,l*ut *n«*iv6_.»amln«]j#u» 

Atmmnjt <m •Unw.^hiwK fW rf ****** «1« 
HT".    ii;   ^;  'iini   K   .i.— 1';   Xr JUtlK n hi He  n»r« 

IJ MM .'^    .-iJtJo»..-   C ji>iiif amt» 4^*rr>»l mslice. 

ycu>G*d. CjadJ«n \kt Jwact »f«ct*ild. C ak« pksiaf« m 

Ik* kjauly jnd ipeWffT at |IM *arl!- s*g«l* y«"* '•>-1*- 
'SjJOh it t9tm S ri;W .1 tt,l! again 5 pa,k ,1 itifl cm« 

SLai 
Neck 

"ON THIS DAY, Mend a quarrel. 
Search out a forgotten friend , . ."— 
modern golden rules which lend daily 
strength and inspiration, despite 
todays' hectic world. Lovely natural 
linen hanger with stained pine top 
and bottom—chain hanger. 14"xl8". 
Only   $2.98   ppd.   2   for   $5.75   ppd. 

Mass. lies, add 3r£ sales tax. 

^■FREE CATALOG 
THE COUNTRY STOR] 

The 
ancient 
sign of the 
zodiac in its 
ultimate 20th cen- 
tury expression, 
our exclusive 
gold finish, hand- 
crafted, choker. 

I House of 

£0 

^~1 House of m J Camelol 

Dept. Centerville.    Cape    Cod.    Mass.    02632 

38 Carrol Court, Greenlaw 
Send for free full-color rin 

Send birth 
date and only 
$2. Matching 

bracelet 
only $1.50, 

J.Y. 11740 
irochure 
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ADD THIS AUTHENTIC TOUCH 
TO YOUR KITCHEN, TOO... 
"Country Charm"  Range 
Authentic cost iron reproduction from 
original patterns (not enameled steel). 
Combined with the Early American chorm 
of this handsome antique is the conven- 
ience of easy care porcelain top and 
fully automatic oven and burner control. 
Fits modern range space. $QQC 
Prices  start        OVD  F-O.B. 

CAST IRON WALL OVEN 
(insert). Front is cost iron with beautiful 
scroll design. Fully insulated and porce- 
lain lined 18" oven. Hearth door con- 
ceals all controls and timers. Available 
in  right  or  left hand  door models. 

EST., $24750 ,o. 
All prices F.O.B. Rogers. Quality backed 

by 35 years of skilled craftsmanship. 

i     feS*3~^- MADE AND S010 0NLY BY rnrr 
Jfimg.     THE   HOUSE   OF   WEBSTER  FR"    Country Chorm 
"'     '      ■■'-       -old Fashione„ c,f,s Appl.once Folder 

Box 1170-HG ROGERS,  ARK    7J7S6 UP°"   Request 

IMPORTED EXCALIBUR 
LETTER OPENER-PAPERWEIGHT 

A Legendary Gift 
According to ancient legend, the magic 
sword of Excalibur could only be drawn 
from the rock in which is was im- 
bedded by its rightful owner, King 
Arthur of Round Table fame. Rock of 
sparkling faceted crystal and sword of 
decorative steel and brass make a 
letter opener and paperweight of out- 
standing and provocative beauty. 
Sword is 8" long; rock 4" x 3" x 2Vz". 
Weighs 2V2 lbs. A perfect gift for home 
or office! $9.95 plus $1.00 postage and 
handling. 2 for $17.50 

Morlyn, Jnc. DePt.G.no 
350 So. County Rd. Palm Beach,Fla. 33480 

SHOPPING AROUND 

SPANISH PROVINCIAL CHAIRS, which suggest 
the antique but blend perfectly with classic 
modem interiors. Made by hand in Mexico, they 
have traditional Spanish peasant carving, seat 
and hack of handwoven rush; frame of sturdy 
Mexican wood. 37" h.: seal IS" w., IT" from 
Ho,, Choice of: Antique < harcoal Stain. $28,oo 
pair. Unfinished Wood Frame. S26.00 pair, Lac- 
quered frame, $32.OO pair (lime, lemon, black, 
olive and white). SPECIAL OFFER: Deduct 1"'< 
on 4 or more chairs. (Express charges collect.) 
JTNU354. 

ELIZABETH    McCAFFREY 
Department   HG   1 l     Northport.   New   York   11768 

Elegant Needlework 
K-49 SUNFLOWERS Big bold modernistic sun- 

flowers in beautiful golds and yellows with olive 

green leaves, on beige Belgium linen. Pillow size 

12"x1 8".  Complete  kit;  $9.50  prepaid. 

K-62 PHEASANTS This brace of pheasants in 

naturalistic colors make a beautiful picture for 

your wall. On beige Belgium linen, 19"x28" com- 

plete kit; $10.95  prepaid. 

K-65 FALLING LEAVES Richly worked in authen- 

tic autumn colors just as though they were falling 

from the trees. A variety of many interesting 

stitches to make a pillow 12"x18". Complete kit; 

$8.95 prepaid. 

All kits include tagged crewel yarn, backing and cording for 
pillows, and instructions. Color brochure of additional kits . . . 
$2.00. Fla. residents add 4% sales tax to orders. 

THE NEEDLEWORK STUDIO  P.O. BOX 1754, Dept. G1170, Pompano Beach, Florida 33061 

I W 

ANTIQUE JEWELS 
Fascinating dog collar fashionei 
from jeweled antique stickpin: 
attached to a mesh throat banc 
finished in gold. Stick pins in 
elude simulated cameo, tur 
quoise, pearl, garnet and emer 
aid. An every age, no size gift 
solution! $5.50 ppd. New antique 
jewelry catalogue, 25c. Bonnie 
Sue Gifts, HG11, Box 253, Ocean- 
side, N. Y. 11572. 

COMFORT A-FOOT 
Holly berry red suede slippers 
lined with imported natural 
lamb's wool make a luxurious 
gift. In men's and women's sizes, 
they are wonderfully warm and 
handsome. Treated to resist soil. 
Soles are leather. Men's: 7 to 13, 
$12.95; women's: 5 to 10, 
$12.50. Ppd. Johnny Apple- 
seed's, Box 701, Beverly, Mass. 
01915. 

MEXICAN ART 
Not prints or reproductions, these 
—they're the real thing. Discov- 
ered in Mexico, they're oil paint- 
ings on hand-pressed bark, in the 
flamboyant colors the Aztecs of 
centuries ago made famous. Each   . 
14" by 17" painting is mounted,  . 
mat framed; adds gusto to any 3 
wall. $2.95 each plus 25c post. 
World Art Group, HG11, 2 .First   . 
St.,   E.   Norwalk,  Conn.  06855.    - 

FACE SAVER 
Glamorous jeweled mask stops 
breathing in of hair spray, keeps 
hair spray out of eyes, and leaves 
make-up untouched. Furthermore, 
the clear plastic lets you see what 
you're doing. Triangle shape 
forms a cone over your face. 

Hair Spray Mask 
SI.29 + 15e Mailing Each 

Calif, residents niiil r, n  s<tlcs lnM.} 
-  ;,.' rrfion guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-110    . 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

TAPESTRIES 
FROM   BELGIUM  &  FRANCE 

mMt arc & 

*:•*; 

■—TS 

^208-B   Espagnol—20"  x 20": $5.00 

BUY DIRECT FROM IMPORTER 
—Save 80 °o to 90 % — 

Tapestries have been admired in Europe 
for centuries. At these very low prices, 
you'll want several. Authentic replicas, 
woven   of   100%   cofton—will   not   fade. 

SIZES & SCENES TO FIT ANY DECOR. 
Send  60c for color brochure 

LOVELIA  ENTERPRISES.  INC. 
Box 1845HG, Grand Central Station 

New York. N. Y. 10017 

SAY IT WITH SOAP 
2 Large bars of beautifully dec- 
orative cream soap personalized 
with your choice of name or mes- 
sage (Max. 15 Itrs.) embodied 
in the soap itself that won't wash 
off. Ideal for displaying in guest 
bathroom or as a unique gift. 
Women love them at first sight! 
Just send $2.00 to Yours Truly 
byJO-BARENTERPRISES.INC, 
6922 Hollywood Blvd., Suite 804, 
Hollywood, Calif. 90028. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
OUCHABLE TOAD 
ut of "The Wind and the WM 

iws"   comes   Thaddeus   Toad, 
, el I known i harai tei Beguiling 
eanbag's for pulling, streti hlng 

tito shapes of all kinds—cute 
nd crazy. Just in time for the 
ngle bell set and parenl I n'l it 
fact that Dad takes over on the 
ight before? $4 ppd. Merri Mak- 
rs, HG11, 502 So. Broad St., 
homasville, Ga. 31792. 

'HOTO  PLAY 
ielf-mounting album takes the 
vork out of organizing photos by 
)anishing paste and corner tabs. 
5lace photos on page, cover with 
icetate film, and photos are se- 
:ure. Hard-cover album opens 
lat with spiral binding; 9V2" by 
L1V2", 20 pages. Available per- 
sonalized (specify). $5.95 plus 
35c post. World Co., HG11, 1 Park 
\we., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

ANGLER'S PAL 
Combining 15 tools in one neat 
package, this wizard does every- 
thing but catch the fish. There's 
a hook disgorger, fish scaler, line 
cutter, shot splitter, can opener, 
screw driver in smart leather case 
stamped in gold. Loop to hang on 
belt. Send initials. $8.95 plus 50c 
post. What's New Shop, 12H 
Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

I EW! Boot Buddies FOR CHILDREN AND TEENS 
delightful INFLATABLE Shoe Trees for BOOTS 

(        hi 

« I 

11   anil   Teens   will   be   dc- 
with   these   adorable   floppy 

w   ups.   Slip   them   deflated 
ly   size   boots,   high   or   low       ^)  \. 
hen.  2 easy puffs and  boots   . ^-^V 
k  in shape,  stand by them-   r ■""/ 
dry   fast   and   wrinkle   free  V  

■s care and neatness in a 
#ay. Groovey beagle face 
out over boot tops. Made 
dy vinyl with easy hang 

b. Gay package. Boot 
;>s are great pooch pals 
th and bed play and so 
for bed or room decora- 
r*ou'll want several extra 
;tr  'round   gifts. 

it's a play pal too! 

FREE Christmas Offer! 
We will gift wrap & en- 
close a card with your 
name of no extra charge. 
Just give us instructions. 
(proof of shipment will be 
sent to you) 

CHOICE  OF  2 SIZES   (be sure and specify) 
Size A fits all children up to size 3 adult. 
Size B fits all other sizes up to size 8 adult. 

HILLTOP   HOUSE   CO. 
P.O.  BOX   F 

LEONIA.   NEW  JERSEY  07605 

only  $3.  a pair (add 25c a pr. for Post. & Hndlg.) 

last here's news for all the devotees of 
anish-influenced decor. These custom ordered 
:essories are made with colorful hand deco 
ed ceramic tile in magnificent Iberian color 
tterns are burn and acid proof. Made from 
juisite hardwood and handstained in tradi 
ional Castilian dark finish by "Pepito" 
ister artisan  from  Seville,  Spain. 

4" w x 7l/i" h x 18" I. paper towel rack 5.95 

x 9" x 1" h. hot plate 4.25 

i4" x 5'/2" x 20" multiple purpose shelf 4.25 

ite for illustrated brochure of artistic tile in- 
d furniture and accessories. 

MADRID'S CRAFTS 
1307 Sanborn Ave. 

Los Angeles, California 90027 

"Everyone is Beautiful'1 kit of genuine leather, 
wood and hessien fabric contains everything 
needed to make and bang 11x18 original multi- 
color scroll of "Sweetie." "Stinky." Sweetie's 
impish hoy friend alsu available . . . as a kit 
$8.95; completed for you $12.95; postpaid. 
N.Y.S. res. add tax. 

Discoveries IBjB^EBI 
Box 88, Dept. HG 110, 

West Nyock. N.Y. 10994 

1114'    Offi<*4'    1.11(1 

Table »<-*k 

A Do-.k   End Table 
And File—In One! 

SEND 

FOR 

FREE 

^      1971 CATALOG 

Our i' 
Into II 
for ,i 
Rtaiuln 
feel  ts 
is  tile   
aiitlqui 

u   \\ 
srliihl.v 

mnrl able roll about typewriter end tnbli  opi 
full fled ■ >i portabli  liome office. Drop leal 
large writing surface. Top drawer store    in 
ril portable typewriter, rolls out and up to pi i 
i..11.■ height. Middle drawer i      ore  i     bottom 
Iruwer (legal size sideways), And all rolls on 
led casters. Of pine, In honey lone or mapli 

pine or walnut finish. 2»"H 23VB"D  I-   , "W 
leaf  up).  $69.95.  EASY   KIT:   For  fast   as- 
nnd finishing. $47.95. Exp. Chg. Col. 

Wrought Iron 

PRETTY 
PLANTER 

$9.95 
plus $1.00 Post. 

For those who appre- 

ciate the finest. A 

decorator piece with 

charm. Adjusts to any 

height from 32" to 

46". Top is 12" dia. 

Base 9". Pot not incl. 

Black, Avac a d o, 

White I White with 

Gold, or Black with 

Gold $1.00 extra I. 

Monev hurl, guarantee 
SEND  FOR  FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

3£cnrp &. 
gnnittj 
^>tubtos 
Dept. GNO 
39 Crestline Rd. 
Wayne, Pa. 19087 

1 

CRYSTAL 

PIPERESTS/PAPER WEIGHTS 

Handsome French imports have a jewel-like 
quality to please any pipe-smoker. An elephant 
tor a political friend, an owl for a wise one, a 
bull for a stock market pal, they provide a handy 
spot for his briar or Meerschaum. Double as 
ashtrays or paperweights. 

Elephant, 41
2" long 

Owl, 41/2" high  
$  6.95 
$ 9.50 

Bull, V/n" long (not shown) $10.95 

//'/. residents add 5% tax. Free brochure. 

FOUNTAIN  OF  GIFTS 
P. O. Box 3954        (G110) 

Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois 60654 

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVER 

v^ 

SAFELY 

REMOVES 

UNWANTED 

HAIR 

FOREVER 
PERMA TWEEZ—revolutionary 'one-step' home electrolysis device safely and 

permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. This is 

the only instrument with special U. S. patented safety feature that destroys the 

hair root without puncturing skin. Automatic 'tweezer-like' action gives safe and 

permanent results. Appears in medical journals.  Professionally endorsed. 

$14.95 
Send check or M. O. 

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

r FREE   GIFT! 

Nationally advertised foaming 

skin cleanser—4 ounces regu- 

larly $3.50—sent with each 

order of Perma Tweei with 

coupon. 

GENERAL MEDICAL CO., Dept. HG 94 

5701 W. Adams Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90016 

Name              

Address  

City/State     Zip    .... 
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Most Iti'iiulifiil 

I'llrisl 111 us Balls 
play Santa! 

make these yourself! 

Christmas becomes more meaningful 
when you create your own tree orna 
ments. These dazzling beauties won't 
take much of your precious time, yet add 
that custom made, personal touch! Just 
pin spangles, sequins and beads on white 
foam balls and add the filigree ornaments 
with a long pin. Everything you need to 
go creative is in the kit. Each is 3" dian^ 

A. "Jewelled Queen" 
.#,111110   White satin vvilh red trim. 

B. "Glitter & Glisten" 
#3173B  Blue and G n 

S^Tantalizer" 
#3172B   A dizzying array of colors! 

i 

3 for     $4.45     plus 35c for postage 

6 for    Spo.4-0    plus 60c for postage 

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

AGAR HOUSE 
Dept. HG-11 
179 Saw Mill Ri cr Road.  Yoiikers. N. Y.  10701 

Spanish Sabeifs 

Exact replicas of the sabers used by the Spa 

buccaneers. Gold plated. Steel Colorfully enameled 

and decoratn/ely correct Three inches long Just 

right for continental "sabering" olives, onions, 

cherries, and canapes Buy Spanish Sabers lor home 

or give as anyoccasion gilts at a New Low Price! 

Complete with holder. Authentic in every detail 

One holder and six sabers   7.95 PPO 

Two holders and 12 sabers 14.95 PPD 

One holder and 18 sabers 18.95 PPD 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Send check or M 0. No C 0 D.'s please. 

GREAT LAKES TRADING CO. 
529 South 6th Avenue. Dept 15B 

West Bend, Wis. 53095 

SHOPPING AROUND 

NEW SLEEP COMFORT 
Raise the full width of your mattress for more 
healthful, restful sleep. Just place NU-SLANT 
under your mattress at either head or foot of 
bed. 7-adjustable positions allow you to pre- 
determine the height from 5 to 14". Better than 
extra pillows. Folds invisibly flat when bed is 
made. Customer approved for 12 years. Ply- 
wood construction. Head Elevation comforts 
diaphragm hernia, hypertension, acid regurgi- 
tation; bronchial, breathing and heart ailments. 
Leg Elevation eases varicose, circulatory and 
swelling leg discomforts. Twin Bed Size S13.98; 
Double Bed Size $15.98. We pay postage, ship 
in 6 hours. N.J. residents add 5% tax. Send 
check to: 

$rffoi Ship IKJZ. BOX   GJ 

New Providence, New Jersey 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

I 
07974jl 

Jady be good to your feet 
Enjoy buying our very choice 
quality shoes by mail from our 
world-famous catalog showing 
huge array of smart styles for 
every occasion — and our vast 
range of sizes insures you 
perfect fit — or your     : 
money refunded! 

45 Winter Street (Dept. GR) Boston, Mass. 02108 

E-X-T-E-N-S-l-O-N 
Bra extender enlarges the too- 
small bra or makes an in-between 
size fit properly. No sewing re- 
quired. Hook to both ends of bra 
and find out how much easier it 
is to play tennis, golf or garden 
with a good-fitting bra. Specify 
two or three hooks. Set of two. $1 
plus 15c post. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG11, 585 Market St., 
San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

BELGIAN TAPESTRY 
For home decor extraordinaire! 
A Belgian woven tapestry called 
"Paysaneries" makes a hand- 
some asset for your living room 
since it measures 20" high and 
40" long. Of 100% fine cotton 
with muted blues, greens, golds 
and claret predominant. $10 ppd. 
Color brochure 50c. Lovelia En- 
terprises, Inc., HG11, P. 0. Box 
1845,  New York,  N.  Y.   10017. 

DIFFERENT CATEGORY 
You don't have to be a cat lover 
to appreciate "The Cat." Hug has 
captured all the nuances of the 
Siamese and this lithograph on 
artist canvas reproduces the gold- 
en shades of brown, tan and yel- 
low perfectly. 22" by 28" it's a 
rare find for $5.95 plus 45c post. 
Lambert Studios, Dept. 124, 910 
No. La Cienega Blvd., Los An- 
geles, Cal. 90069. 

CANDELABRUM & 
SWIVEL MIRROR 

From quaint Old Mexico shops come thest 
beautifully turned, handcarved and stainec ' 
wood accessories. The swivel mirror serve* 
as that added touch to living room, dining 
room, or bedroom. Use more functionally te 
magnify the beauty of a drab bathroom State- 
ly candelabrum will be the conversation piece 
of small and intimate gatherings. Both mir* 
ror and candelabrum make the perfect inex- 
pensive Christmas gift. Your choice at S13.50 
each or order the set. Please add 95c for each 
item to cover packing and shipping. 
Colonial candelabrum measures 12" across x 
11" high and holds five candles. Colonial 
swivel mirror measures 11" wide x 14" high. 
Avoid the Christmas rush. Order today. 

LEWIS IMPORT MART HQ-II 
125 Somerset Street 

No. Plainfield. New Jersey 07060 

Hand crafted, heavy gauged, beautifully de- 
signed functional kitchen accessories. Enhances 
your kitchen decor with individuality and ap- 
peal. 

A—Skillfully crafted 15" wrought iron SPICE 
RACK, $4.95 plus 95c postage. Available with 
set of jars and labels, $5.95 plus 95c postage 

B—Graceful, highly functional wrought iron 
6"x8" iron NAPKIN HOLDER, $4.95 plus 95c 
postage. 

C—Hand   forged   wrought    iron    14"    PAPER 
TOWEL HOLDER, $4.95 plus 95c postage. 

Available in decorator colors—black, tangerine, 
blue, mustard and avocado. 

Bonus any three sent postpaid. 

Also, catalog available for 25c which is appli 
cable   towards   purchase.   Send   your  check  or 
money order to: 

peppi-gee co. 
75   Main   Street 

West  Sayuille,   New  York   11796 

UNBREAKABLE 
INSULATED TUMBLERS 

s 

The   New   Tervis  Tumblers  ere  guar 

unbreakable and dishwasher safe, 

from    many    designs    —    fish    fly,     19th 

hole,    naval    insignias,    life    bouy,    gome 

fish,    game    birds,    or    tennis      n     1 4    CZ 

double old  fashioned size. Sealed doublel 

walled    —   drink    stays    cold    for    I curs 

$15.00   per   set   of   four   plus   St  CJ   fort 

postage.   Con  be  personalized  witl 

name   or   owners   im'ials   at   $20.00   per 

set  of  four.   Satisfaction   guaranteed 

TERVIS TUMBLER  CO. 
P.   O.  BOX   578  HG10  *  OSPREY  FLORIDA 
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D SFAT OR SERVI 
iy w.iy you look at it, this pine 
t stacks up as a multl purpose 
arvel! With reinforced tops, 
ey seat extra guests, serve as 
iack tables, iv trays Hand fin 
led in honey-tone or maple, an- 

nue or walnut. l&W h., 15" w. 
7.50 ea.; add 50c w. of Miss, 
si of three, $19.95. Ppd Add 
1. w. of Miss. Yield House, 
G II, No. Conway, N. H. 03860. 

1ADRID CITYSCAPES 
mited edition prints of pen and 
ik drawings by Rivas, famous 
panish artist, 9" by 26" and 
vid enough to evoke a walk 
irough the lively Old World 
apital with its many narrow 
.reets and twisting ways. Set of 
)ur prints ready for framing. 
1.98 plus 25c post. World Art 
tudio, HG11, Westport, Conn. 
16855. 

PET  REST 
or cats or dogs, a cozy house 
ashioned   from   with-it   willow. 

[strong on the outside, soft and 
;nug on the inside via a cedar- 
reated cushion.   17Vfe"  h.,   18" 

Mia. Easily cleaned by just spray- 
ng it now and then with water. 
bl 1.95 plus $2 post. Catalogue, 
25c. Fran's Basket House, HG11, 
39  Main   St.,   Rockaway,   N.  J. 
D7866. 

;ntic American Bald 
beautifully carved of 

wood by Ecuadorian 
nrfen whose skill and 
ng dates from the ear- 
days of the Spanish 
est. No two alike, 
y is limited. An ideal 
Etnas gift for den, rec- 
n room or office. Can 
ed outside as an en- 

decoration. Unique 
tmas gift for favored 
•ss clients. Satis, guar. 

Imports of 

Distinction 

HANDCARVED EAGLE 

32' 29 
THE WINDJAMMER Box 15715—Dept. 115 

Columbus, Ohio 43215 

) a sculptor., 
1AKE A DON QUIXOTE! 

If you can 
end a piece 
f wire or roll 

i sheet of paper 
ou can make this 
andsome decoro- 
or      piece the 
>asy        Bandoform 
/ay. Everything you 

ieed is included in the 
jolden Treasures kit with 

. iasy to follow instructions. 
Complete kit price in- 

luding postage & handling 
jnly '6.95. Ask for o free illustrat- 
ed brochure on other Golden 
Treasures kits. 

Send Check or Money Order to 
>       GOLDEN TREASURES 

P.O. BOX 43341 
ATLANTA. GA. 30336 

Your child's drawing reproduced in origi- 
nal colors for you to gros-point. Hand 
painted canvas 14"x14", wool yarn, needle, 
and instructions. 

Send drawing, or any bold fabric or wall- 
paper (will be returned). 

A very personal gift as a kit to work, or 
made into a pillow or wallhanging. 

$16.50 prepaid 

P« ri 
Box 33, Larchmont, N. Y. 10538 

I 

PERSONALIZED   COASTERS      Elagant   pel 
sonalized coasters with a classic grape and 
wreath design are certain to please the rnost 
discriminating. Spacious 4" coasters are 
beautifully plated in gold or silver. Engraved 
with any 2 or 3 initials. 4 for S3.98 8 for 
SA.98     12  for  S9.98 

THE P=WTER LOOK in our Mount Vernon 
stainless. Traditional Early American design 
includes 8 salad forks, 8 dinner forks, 8 soup 
spoons, 8 pistol handled knives, 16 teaspoons 
and 2 serving pieces. Never needs polishing 
and absolutely dishwasher proof. 50 piece 

for 8—S27.98 74 piece service for 
12—$41.98 

ENGRAVED CRYSTAL PLATES The classic 
design of these crystal plates makes it a per- 
fect table accessory. Versatile 8" size is great 
for salads and desserts. Also available in 6" 
bread and butter size. Hand engraved with 
any 2 or 3 initials. Set of 8-8" plates S8.98 
Set of 8-6" plates S8.98 

i// prl#i 

Wales. 
Dept. HC117 
Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530 

Windsor Castle, Big Ben, Tower 
Bridge, St. Pauls, Westminster 
& Trafalgar Square. 
Exquisite reproductions by Jan Korthals, 
one of Europe's leading artists. Painted 
in delicate pastel shades. Here is a collec- 
tion of fine art which is indeed a rare 
find! Ready to frame—Satisfaction 
guaranteed or your money refunded. 
ALL   SIX   ONLY Eoch print   Also   Germany. 
$4.95  +  20c postage 12" x 16"      Austria,   Italy 
Two sets $9.50 same  price 
+ 35c post. I 
send today ~    house of goodspeed 
Dept. 18-L —  
ltd.  Square Bldg.,  Grand Rapids.   Mich. 

EXQUISITELY CRAFTED 
SPANISH QUEEN 

STORES A BOTTLE OF WINE OR LIQUOR 

The warmth and rich 
ness of hand carved 
wood as originally 
created by Old World 
craftsmanship is mas 
terfully captured in 
this magnificent 
Spanish Queen sculp- 
ture. With a flip of a 
finger, the inside re- 
veals a hidden stor- 
age compartment for 
your favorite 4 5 or 
one quart liquor or 
wine bottle. This re 
markable conversation 
piece is hand rubbed 
finish in antique wal 
nut and stands an im- 
pressive 14" high. 
Only $11.95 plus 85c 
post & hdlg. 

Dept. 110A 
37 Candlewyck Way, Cherry Hill, N. J. 08034 

REALLY 
TOUGH 

We take the finest, toughest U.S. Govt. Spec, canvas, carefully cut and sew it, to 
build these handy canvas bags. Then we sell them to you at a cost hard to match. 

BIG CARRY-ALL 
Three big sizes for heavy 
duty hauling. 21-oz. canvas 
throughout. Note the han- 
dles: they go all the way 
into the double bottom. Use 
it for carrying groceries, 
beach ge-\r, books, even 
baby! 7 inches wide, 14 
inches deep: order by 
length: 24-inch @ $7.95, 
21-inch @ $6.95, 18-inch 
@ $5.95. White with Red 
or Blue Trim. 
Mail with check or money order (No COD.) to Bags & Bags, Dept. HG-11, Roanoke, Ala. 36274 

DELUXE TOTE BAG 
Hard worker in well-tai- 
lored guise, for shopping, 
beach, picnic, school. 21- 
oz. duck, double bottom, 
rain flap. 12 x 18 in. $8.95. 
White with Red or Blue 
Trim. 

SHOULDER BAG 
Can be used as a purse, 
for travel articles, or baby's 
bag. Heavy, strong duck, 
but beautifully finished. 
Simple closure, 12 x 13 x 
4 inches.White with red or 
blue trim, $7.95. 

NEW FALL COLORS: Specify Harvest Brown, Evergreen. 
Navy, Cranberry, Purple, or Black, $1 additional. 
We guarantee our products. If you don't like what you've 
bought, send it back in 10 days for a full refund. 

QUAN.      ITEM 
(    ) 24" Carry-All 
(    ) 21" Carry-All 
(    )  18" Carry-All 
(   ) Tote Bag 
(    ) Shoulder Bag 

COLOR EACH 
$7.95 

6.95 
5.95 
8.95 
7.95 

TOTAL    Enclosed Check/M. O for $_ 

Name- 

Address- 

City  _State_ -Zip_ 
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A PRECISION KNITTING RING 
for all knitting and crocheting 

Automatic tension 
insureseven knitting! 
Protects your tension 
finger from tiring! 
Greatly increases 
your speed! 

• Workswith all regular Yarn 
• You'll revel in a new 

enjoyment of knitting 
with ease and relaxation! 

$ 
ONLY 200 

The greatest knitting invention ever! Goodbye to 
uneven, sloppy stitches! So easy to use—so re- 
laxing  you'll   be  delighted! 

BULKINIT e 
The precision knitting 
ring lor all Bulky, Angora   * 
and Sport Yarns       ONLY 

R1BB0NIT© 
You must have this Ring 
when you knit Ribbon 
garments. Brings ribbon   $ 

200 

flat to needlepoint ONLY 

I KOI s| It   \\I> 
SKIRT RACKS 
H an dsome 
new space- 
savers roll in 
and out of clos- 
ets—roll any- 
where on free 
wheeling cast- 
ers. Spiraled 
rods let you slip 
garments on or 
off with ease— 
will hold all 
trousers or 
slacks neatly 
and securely. 
27"H I 8"W 
I3"D. $15.95. 
SKIRT RACK 
—looks identi- 
cal to men's 
trouser rack 
(shown) —has 
metal clips to 
hold 12 skirts, 
any style, wrin- 
kle-free. 32" H 
I8"W. I5"D. 
$19.25. Both 
beautifully 
hand crafted "of select knotty pine in honeytone or 
maple, antique pine or walnut finish. COMPLETE 
KITS: Ready for fast assembly and finish. Step-by- 
step instructions included. Trouser rack $11.75. 
Skirt rack $14.75. All Ppd. Add $1.00 w   of Miss. 

LARGE    NEW   FREE   CATALOG—1000    PIECES— 
Finished and  Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine. 

COMPLETE 
OR   IN 

KIT 

i$PW DeP*- Gll-0 
-* North Conway, N.H. 03860 

KNIT 2 COLORS  AT  ONE  TIME! 
New "Double" rings now available to carry 2 colors 
of yarn at the same time - under constant tension. 
It is no longer necessary to rehandle yarn when 
changing colors. All other features are the same as 
the "Single" rings. 

Evenit-Double Bulkinit-Double Ribbonit-Double 

250 each 

Be the FIRST in your area to use this amazing ring! 

ARDSLEY HOUSE 
BOX  115 -  Dept. 900 

$ enclosed 

ARDSLEY. N.Y.  10502 

Bing & Grondahl 1970 Christmas plate titled 
"PHEASANTS IN THE SNOW AT CHRISTMAS" 
Royal Copenhagen 1970 Christmas plate titled 

"CHRISTMAS ROSE and CAT" 
Hand-painted design on the famous, deep blue 
porcelain. A Collector's Item. 

$14.50 each plus S.50 post. 
Add 6% sales tax 
for Penna. 
deliveries 

REIZENSTEIN'S 
300-6fh Avenue Bldg. Room 260-M 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222 

Reg. 
$59.95 

LHfY0UR BEST BUY Hic 

• Mod. B50F electric fountain. Highly decorative 
for home and business. 20" shatterproof fluorescent 
green plexiglass bowl. Four interchangeable nozzles. 
Rotates six different colors automatically with im- 
pressive color projection. Made of the finest quality 
materials. Water recirculates. Portable. No splash. 
Quiet. Shipped postpaid and insured from overseas for 
LOW PRICE comparable to $75-$80 retail value. De- 
livery 6-8 weeks. By air—4 weeks—add $20. You pay 
mailman nominal customs duty. 
• Mod. M35L—$19.95 ppd. & ins. from overseas. 
By air add $10. Illuminated with three interchange- 
able color caps (red, amber and green). 14" fluorescent 
green bowl with one ring water display as pictured 
above. 
• Send check/M.O. Ten day money back guarantee. 
Six month factory guarantee and we service them. 
Positively satisfaction  guaranteed. 

Indoor   Fountains   Cat.   $1.   22 
up    to   20°b    OFF.    Two   weeks 

New York against bank che 

models.    Pri« 
del.very    fr 

ck or M.O. 
£ 

ALDOCRAFT   CO.   Dept. noil 
210 Fifth Ave., New York 10010 

Revolving Desk Organizer with Drawers 
<TQ QQ      A place for almost everything on 

8 your desk in a single, compact 
ea. unit. Completely revolves so what- 

ever you want is right in front of you when you 
want it. Handsomely finished wooden desk organizer 
revolves on ball-bearing base. Measures 11% x 
11% x 55/8 inches. Large compartment has 2 
metal divider rods for file folders, stationery, mag- 
azines. Other compartment for dictionary, address 
book, ledger, notebooks, etc., two drawers with 
brass knobs, plus 8-hole pen, pencil well included. 
Kit comes In box, ready for easy assembly, $8.99 
ea. Add SI.50 postage cost per set. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. 

STORAGE BARN 
4382 Mayfield Rd„ South Euclid, Ohio 44121 

SHOPPING AROUND 

* I 

YOGA w   ^ 

1 

m i   * JC 

WONDROUS GIFT 
Nativity scene in miniature is 
produced in rich color unde ; 

plastic    dome.    Swiss    musi | 
movement concealed in the b, 
plays "Silent  Night". Winds 
rotating the dome. 9" h.; 7V2" 
Scene   shows   Infant   Jesus 
manger,    Mary,   Joseph,   shi 
herds,   kings,   lambs.   $3   pi 
Miles Kimball. 100 Bond St., 0: 
kosh, Wis. 54901. 

TWO SQUARES 
New notions pillow on the squat 
kit includes tops and backs f 
crewel stitchers, along with nyl< 
piping, zippers, 100% wool yar 
Fits 12" pillow form (not i 
eluded). Or materials may t 
used to make a pair of picture 
Red, yellow, green, lavende 
$5.95 plus 45c post. Agar Hous< 
HGE11, 179 Saw Mill Roac 
Yonkers, N. Y. 10701. 

YOGA TWO WAYS 
For your up-tight friends or ti 
keep slim, trim and limber Yog; 
teacher Eve Diskin gives instruc 
tions step by step. Hi-fi long-plaj 
record album has 15 minutes 0 
exercise on each side with sooth- 
ing music. Illustrated and ex- 
plained. Album, $5; book, $2. 
Add 35c post. Vicki Wayne, HNY, 
Box 6305, Tucson, Ar. 85716. 

REAL REAL REAL 
Ruby, emerald, sapphire rings 
whose fifty-seven precious stones 
in each one are hand set by oh, 
so skilled Thai craftsmen, in an 
intricate eye-catching gold dome 
setting. Jewels' slight imperfec- 
tions account for fantastically 
low tariff. $59.98 each, ppd. (In- 
dicate ring size.) Hobi, HG11, 
Engel St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. ■ 

MAKE MERRY MAILBOX 
Needlepoint your way to Christ- 
mas and come on strong with an 
astonishingly festive basket for 
holiday mail. Hang it on ma/itle 
or door. Kit includes straw and 
canvas; red, green, gold tapestry 
wool; instructions. 9" by 5" by 
6". Also with replica of air mail 
envelope. $3.50 ea. plus 50c 
post. What's New Shop, 12H 
Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

Hummel  Calendar  for   1971 
A gift to enjoy for 365 days, and more! Delightfully 
Illustrated with 13 full-color pictures of the famous 
Berta Hummel figurines, spiral bound for wall hang- 
ing. Each is printed on quality glossy paper, suitable 
for framing later. Il'/i" x 81

4". Order early for 
gifts . . . every Hummel collector should have onel 

No. 7428 $2.00. 3 for $5.85 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
■~    M     \ Please, your zip code is required. 

y^SCsOt/rl^i EVANSTON, ILL. 40204 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

IVEL RING SET 
I news for d6coupage fans. 

/e found those  hard to find 
s   to   hang   the   de Pipage 
lues you've been doing v HI 

Hobbyi t i ii mi ludes foui 
ten 11". Five : " rings, .ill In 

;usable poly bag. Bonus is a 
:hically illustrated decoupage 
:hure. $1.98 ppd. Flair (MH 

, P. 0. Drawer 4G07 D, Tulsa, 
3. 74104. 

E LONG AND SHORT 
satile drop-leaf in fine rope-leg 
ign is hand-crafted by moun- 

|| i woodworkers with a tradition 
If quality as old as the style it- 

. Solid cherry with two big 
vers,   wood   knobs.   29"h., 
w.. 17"l., with leaves down, 
I. open. $79.50, two for $150. 
. chgs. coll. Creative Crafts, 
t.   396,   Rt.   1,   Box   101C, 

I wing Rock, N. C. 28605. 

LDED LABELS 
rsonalized  gold  self-adhesive 
)eis for the wine cellar are 2" 
3". Assortment of 12: scotch; 

urbon;   whiskey;   gin;   vodka; 
TI;  brandy and wine.  Twelve 

[rsonalized one-line, 20-charac- 
r labels such as: The Joneses 

Ted   and   Alice.   24   pieces, 
1.95 ppd. Handy Gifts, HG11, 

11   Jasperson   Bldg.,   Culver 
ty, Cal. 90230. 

SWITCHING BOOK 
jt don't read it when the moon 

full! "The Encyclopedia of 
itchcraft and Demonology" in 
ardcover by Russell Hope Rob- 
ns, a Fellow of the Royal So- 
ety of Literature. 570 pages of 
Berets to make your hair stand 
p! From barbarous tortures and 
ampires to poltergeists. $7.50 
pd. J. P. Darby, HG11, 35 Engel 
t., Hicksville, IM. Y. 11802. 

:HIC CURE-ALL 
he ancient Romans wore copper 
racelets for aches and pains, 
oday's "beautiful people" revive 
he fad. One sure thing—it's a 
tatus symbol, particularly these 
•ngraved "Turtle Bay." Pure vir- 
gin copper. Ladies $6; men's $8. 
3pd. Order from Turtle Bay, Ltd., 
HG11, Box 25, Annapolis, Md. 
£1404. 

... A  NEW CONCEPT  IN 

CONTEMPORARY TABLES 
\(|\|JflL?       Smartly styled panels of lustrous plas- 

•*" tic form showcase tables to fit any decor. 
19" square by 161/?" high. Available in transparent 
Crystal, Smoke Glass, Amber (orange), Sapphire (blue). 
Topaz (yellow), and Rose Quartz . . . and in opaque 
Black or White. Top and floor have beautiful rugged 
white finish. 
Supports 450 pounds.   Resists alcohol  and scratching. 
An accent table . . . and a showcase! 
$33.95  each.   Postage  Paid.   Money   Back  Guarantee. 
Send check or money order to: 

PAUL FLUM IDEAS. INC. 
1635 Washington Ave. St. Louis, Missouri 63103 

"PERSONALIZED 
MONOGRAMMED PIN" 

Triple initial monogrammed pin in gleaming 
24K gold plated. Adils a personal fashion touch 
to your dress, scar!, or handbag. Order one for 
yourself. Send us your t>ree (3) Initials for 
each pin, and we will custom make your orders. 
All initials except Q, X, Y or Z. 

One pin $ 6.00 ppd. 
Two pins 11.50 ppd. 
Three pins 16.50 ppd. 

CRAIG EVAN ASSOCIATES 
P. O.  Box 471,  Dept.  HG11 
Woodside, New York 11377 

This  sporty ONE 
ARMED  BANKER 
holds   $200    in 
dimes,   actually 
works and pays on 
winning combinations just 
like its big brothers in Las 
Vegas   Ideal for home 
bar or office. Size 10x6x5 
inches, weight 4'/2 lbs. 
Comes in blue. American 
made. Guaranteed.  Not a g 
device. 

mm 
Money 

ORDER NOW AND MAKE YOOR FRIENDS GREEN WITH 
ENVY. $34.95 PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE. (ILLIN- 
OIS CUSTOMERS PLEASE INCLUDE $1.75 SALES TAX). 

H. L. LaSOTA, DEPT HG ii 
611 HIRSCH AVE.. CALUMET CITY, ILL. 60409 

BUY 

UNITED 

STATES 

SAVINGS 

BONDS 

unusual gins from 
The Gourmet Shop 

v~ ) 

A RUMPOT. Rum and fruit combined to 
create a superb taste treat Irom Germany 
Delicious with champagne . . . perfect for 
dessert . . . surprising as a meat condi- 
ment. Comes in charming decorator 
crocks. Brighten up your table and your 
palate 17 oz. pot only J5.95 

B FIRE CHERRIES. Another North Ger- 
many gourmet tempter. A generous crock 
of flavortul cherries preserved in brandy. 
A 17 oz. bargain for just J7.00 

C. ELSENHAM LIQUEURED PRE- 
SERVES. Gift pack of 4 famous English 
conserves with jam server included. Apri- 
cot, Almonds & sherry—Cherry. Almonds 
& brandy— Raspberry. Lemon & sherry- 
Strawberry, Orange & curacao. All for 
only $4.95 

THE GOURMET SHOP 
Oept. HG Langhorne, Penna. 19047 

PpCC   Write for our catalog of over 
ri»L.C   500 items you can order by mail. 

ZODIACS ARE THE NOW 
HEAVENLY THING 

For the age of AQUARIUS. GEMINI or SCOR- 
PIO—Cruise your galaxy with a gold tilled or 
sterling silver Zodiac (harm necklace. . 
Your first name engraved free! Set on an 18" 
gold tilled or sterling silver non-tarnishable, 
individually  soldered  link  chain. 
Send $5.00 plus 30c postage and handling charge 
for the set. Please indicate gold filled or sterling 
silver—also print first name, month, and date 
of birth. 
Free catalogue available upon request. 

342 West Peachtree Street. NW 

Atlanta. Georgia 30308 
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"A great invention. I use 
it every day, take it on 
trips with me and would 
not be without it." Mrs. 
Lucien O. Crockett, Tulsa, 
Okla. 
"I love the pillow and 
would like to buy a few 
more lor gilts." Mrs. Jen- 
nie Strechroth, Dearborn, 
Mich. 
"This pillow is the most 
wonderful  thing going   for 
women  like  me  who like 
their   hair  perfect   but  d»*rtr 
not  have  the  time  or pa- 
tience to fuss with it every 
day." Mrs. Stanley Kroczek, 
N. Tonowanda, N. V. 

r or    yourself   and    someone    dear,    the    luxurious,    revolutio»a«y 
Coiffure Pillowelle that  lets you wake up  lovely each  morning.  The 
gift   that   says,   "with   love,"   in   its   luxurious   appointments— pretty 
satin and Viennese lace, pop-off, washable top over no-slip corduroy bottom. And "It Works!" 
Unique, contoured, layered-structure comfortably supports head completely below any length 
hairstyle. Lets you slumber sweetly side, back or tummy and awake fresh and unmussed because 
your hair touches nothing (great for rollers also). Shipped (same day) anywhere in U. S. in attrac- 
tive gold appointed box for only 4.95 ppd. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Deluxe   gift   wrap   and 
personalized  card  50? Jfr S/v/tf/r/d (r/. 3009 Knox St., Dept. Gil 

Dallas, Texas 75205 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Early American Stencil Kit 
for Walls and Borders 

NEW BEAUTY FOR YOUR HOME 
Now save hundreds of decorating dollars 
with this authentic Early American Craft 

With this famous 
Bishop & Lord 

Stenciling kit you 
can now create the 

same traditional 
designs that grace 
some of America's 

foremost homes. 
Now you can add an 

attractive frieze 
around a ceiling 

... a colonial border 
around a floor 

... a custom dec- 
orator touch to any 
wall area. It's easy 

and inexpensive. No 
special talent re- 

»>    iH'MiJa     i > quired. Kit contains 
7 stencil designs, 

6 paints, brush, all 
necessary materials. 

Kit No. EA-3 only $6.95. Please add 75c postage 
Sorry, no CO.D. • Fun refund It not delighted 

AMEIUCAN DECORATIVE ARTS INC. 
Box 117-P, Dorset, Vermont 05251 

AUSTRALIAN DELIGHTS!!! 

ELECTRIC MEMO PAD! 
225 FEET OF MEMO PAPER at your 
fingertip! Instant one-hand opera- 
tion (great when you're on the 
phone.) Simply touch the starter 
bar and paper glides out automat- 
ically until bar is released. Quality 
engineered for smooth, trouble- 
free operation. Holds a standard 
3'/2" roll of adding machine tape. 
Beautifully finished in walnut-grain 
and beige with nickel trim. Extra- 
long operation on two "C" batter- 
ies (not included.) 

$9.95 ppd. 

John Lyons 
5200 Grayton, Detroit, Mich. 48224 

ANKH, SYMBOL OF LIFE 

A wonderful concoction of nuts and flavorings 
from Down-Under. From sunlit Australia comes 
an old recipe with a tantalizing, delicious flavor 
sure to tempt the palate for encores. A homemade 
confection with none but the finest ingredients— 
will keep for several weeks—no preservatives 
added, and savour our Ginger Spice Bars: one of 
the most delectable treats imaginable with after 
dinner demi-tasse, or with afternoon tea individ- 
ually wrapped. Offered in handsome lacquer tray, 
rich in design and color—the perfect gift for 
friend or relative for the holiday season. $9.50 
Plus $1  postage. 

SCARBOROUGH FAIR 
189   Connecticut   Ave.,   South   Norwalk,   Ct.   06854 

About 2000 B.C., during the 
11th Dynasty, Egyptian art, 
which had been deteriorating 
for some time due to civil 
strife, reappeared in all its 
splendor in a renaissance 
that lasted for over 1200 
years. Polytheistic Egyptians 
worshipped many deities, 
among them the sun's disc 
Aten. Uniquely, Aten was 
not depicted in either human 
or animal form. Rather it 
was pictured as a solar disc, 
whose rays terminated in the 
form of human hands, holding 
out the ANKH, ancient sym- 
bol of life, thus symbolizing 
the sun's gift of life to 
the world. 

Now you can own an ac- 
curate reproduction of the 
ANKH, crafted in the unique 
style of these ancient arti- 
sans, in exquisitely textured 
SOLID 18 KARAT YELLOW 
GOLD, two millimeters thick, 
2 inches longexclusiveof chain 
and   both   connecting   links. 

As shown with 0.07 ct. full-cut diamond 
and 20" gold chain $66.50 

without chain   61.50 

Without diamond (plain or to take 
up to 0.15 ct. diamond)   46.50 

without chain   41.50 
Price includes postage and handling 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
Send check or money order to: 

TOREUTIC   ARTS 
1530 No. Federal H'way     Suite 2F 

Pompano Beach,  Fla.  33062 
Florida residents add 4% State tax 

,.b  £f •     f> 

BENDING BEAUTY 
Caning and bentwood combine | 
make an elegant chair to graci 
contemporary or period room: 
with a casual or formal air. Cam 
is in natural color and bentwoo< 
frame. Arm chair, $36; sidt 
chair, $29. Exp. coll. Send $1 fo. 
56-page catalogue. Door Store o 
Washington, HG11, 3140 M St 
N.W., Washington, D. C. 20007 

FEATHERY CARDINALS 
So lifelike you expect them tc 
fly away, flocked red cardinals 
sprout real-feather wings, tail 
and a crest. Wire on each foot 
lets you perch them on plants, 
trees, floral and driftwood ar- 
rangements. Cheery on packages, 
too! 3VA" long. Set of 12 $1.50; 
two sets $2.85. Ppd. Downs, 
Dept. 1411, Evanston, III. 60204. 

PRUSSIAN GERMAN HELMET 
A great conversation piece when 
placed on the mantel is this Prus- 
sian helmet to assemble your- 
self. Kit includes brass, spike, 
ornamentation leather strap— 
everything for easy assembly. 
Full sized replica of Prussian de- 
sign is made of simulated leath- 
er. $9.95 plus 50c postage. World 
Arts, HG11, Box 577, Wilming- 
ton, Cal. 90744. 

LUCKY PUTT MARKER 
A four leaf clover stymie marker 
is almost a guarantee of a perfect 
putt and this in silver or gold 
plate has space for two or three 
letter monogram. For a favorite 
golfer or members of his four- 
some. Specify initials. Silver, $2; 
24k gold plate, $3. Ppd. Elgin 
Engraving Co., HG11. 614 South 
St., Dundee, III. 60118. 

OLD OLD GLORY 
Start them collecting stamps with 
this meaningful set of 25 U.S. 
flag stamps. The Bunker Hill flag, 
original Stars and Stripes, many 
more. Given to introduce stamp 
hobby and approval service of 
world-wide stamp selections. No 
obligation to buy more; cancel at 
anytime. 10c. Kenmore, FS-641, 
Milford, N. H. 03055. 

Delightful Manger Scene adorns the bo» 
of our 1970 Christmas Spoon in gloriou 
full color enamel. Excellent detail. "1970 
inscribed under fired enamel. Handl- 
sculptured with cluster of glowing candle 
nestled among spray of pine branches 
5V4"*long imported spoon with non-tarn 
ish silvery finish. Individually gift boxed 

#E-70 $4.00   each    No   COO 

also available: 

1968 Xmas Spoon   rE-68 $6.00 eacl 
1969 Xmas Spoon   rE-69 $5.00 eacl 

add 50C for shipping & handling 
Calif, residents add 5V4% sales tax 

ENTERPRISES, INC. Dept  HG-1170 

P.O. BOX 3036, VAN NUYS, CALIF. 9140'. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
ILEAN GLOVES! 
his smart miss sent her elegant 

[mite kid gloves to Glove Mas- 
iBrs.  And  masters  thej   are   il 
leaning  and   restoring   leather 
iloves to their original bi auty 
Send gloves or write for special 
hailing envelopes. Service is un- 
believable—-gloves   returned   In 

11 i i  ! AM. length   1-1.50 ppd. 
Hove Masters, HG11, 451 E. 
167 St., Bronx, N. Y. 10456. 

fHREE FOR THEDA 
Did movie seats from the time of 
emptress Theda Bara and brave 
William Hart. Trio of seats is in 
:ast iron recovered in leather- 
ike red, gold or black and 60" I., 
26" d., 30" h. Sensational for 
family room or den. Thickly cush- 
oned backs and seats. $79.50. 
Exp. chgs. coll. Wgt. 100 lbs. Ivy 
House, Dept. ED107, 210 E. 23 
SI . New York, N. Y. 10010. 

HOLLY TIME'S HERE! 
English Holly—what better way 
to send Holiday Greetings? Each 
package contains generous sprays 

dolled up with rich, red ber- 
ries, a sprig of mistletoe and gift 
cards. Armload, H-2, $4.25; via 
air, $4.95; Whopping armload 
(sprays to 22" I.) $6.95; via air 
$8.10. Ppd. Northwest Corner 
Store, HG11, Longview 21, Wash. 
98632. 

FELINE FANCIERS' NEWS 
Cats Magazine is a monthly that 
enthusiasts find a joy to receive. 
It has features, news and pictures 
about all kinds of cats from do- 
mestic darlings to panthers and 
pumas. There are poems and fac- 
tual articles on the care and feed- 
ing of felines. 75c a copy, $6 
a year. Cats Magazine, HG11, 10 
California Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
15202. 

ANTIQUE DOLL KIT 
Porcelain doll head straight out 
of the 1870 period is a replica of 
an English doll. The three-inch 
head comes in a kit with two 
arms and slippered legs, muslin 
fabric to cover the body, pattern 
plus easy-to-follow directions for 
making. $3.50 ppd. Federal 
Smallwares Corp., 366 5th Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 10001. 

fe,>* 
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TERRY BATH RABBIT 
Children will love this com- 

bination puppet - washcloth. 

Chenille tuft nose and eyes. 

Pastel shades. Makes won- 

derful gift. $1.75 plus 25c 

post. & hdlg. 

Leon Duquette 
Dept.   HG110, 

76   Payson   St., 

Fitchburg,   Ma.   01420. 

CHILDREN'S 
DRESSES 
TO 
EMBROIDER 

Simple    embroidery ^^~ 
and a monogram make 
these reversible dresses a very special gift to wear the year around. Beetle design (left) is 
embroidered in red, black and white on marine blue dress which reverses to red. Floral 
design (right) is embroidered in yellow, blue, pink on Spring green dress which reverses to 
yellow. Each kit includes design stamped on permanent press dress fabric, embroidery 
thread, 4 pearl buttons and easy instructions for assembling and embroidering. Available 
in 3 sizes: small (1-2), medium (3-4), large (5-6). Only $6.50 each, two for $11.95. Add 75c 
pstg. each. 

The Stitchery, oeP*. HGTUB, W ellcsley  Hills,  Mass.  02181 

golden touch 

MONOGRAMMED FINGERTIP TOWELS 
Soft, luxurious, kind to-the-touch white velvet 

towels, graced with a gold initial and scroll. 

Adds an air of elegance to your bathroom, 

makes an impressive gift for a shower, your 

holiday hostess. All letters except I, 0, Q, U, 

V, X, Y, Z. 

$2.50 each 3 for $6.95 ppd. 
Satisfacti Guaranteed. Sorry no CO.D.'s 

N. .1. residents add :>'/, sales lax 

Uttlp things 
Box 4000, Tenafly, N. J. 07670 

KIDI-PFLIP-IT 
For Children 

Z 

At last a light switch adapter for kids (P/2 old 
and up) allows them to turn the lights on and off 
for themselves. Attaches over existing light plate 
in a jiffy. Beautifully designed to be decorative 
in any room especially good for child's bedroom, 
bathroom and hallway conies in attractive colors 
of ivory, pink, blue. Tough and strong, built to 
last for years. Makes a great gift for Christmas, 
birthday, etc. Guaranteed in every way. This un- 
usual creation can be yours for only $1.95 post- 
paid. Send check or money order to 

PRACTICAL CREATIONS 
8442  Leawood  Blvd.,  Houston,  Texas 77072 

WINE 
IN   THE 

WILLOW 
Handcrafted 
portable bar 
caddy for easy 
entertain- 
ment. import- 
ed from Eu- 
rope. Corn- 
pa rtmented 
to hold ne- 
cessitiesfirm- 
ly in place, 
has three solid 
shelves for 
bottles, glass- 
es, liar tools. 
fruits, etc. 
33"   high   by 
12"   diameter. 
Finished in 
its own nat- 
ural rich col- 
or. $11.95 
Plus $2.00 
postage. 

ORDER 
EARLY 

FOR    XIWAS 

/<»< catalog 

S> i salts ta < 

VISIT OUR 
WAREHOUSE 
SHOWROOM. 

Fran's 

BASKET 
HOUSE 

89W.MainSt., 
Dept. HG11 
Rockaway, 
N.J. 07866 

DINING TABLE 

Genuine Butcher 
Block, 2" thick on a 
cast iron scroll base 
in a matte black 
finish. 

THE 

BUTCHER BLOCK 
30" diameter, 

42" diameter, 

54"   diameter. 

^^^ 298   I 

$110.90; 36" diameter. $125.90 
$145.90; 48" diameter, $200.90 
$240.90;   60"   diameter,   $270.90 

Order direct. 
Check or M.O. 

only. No CO.D.'s Express 
charges collect. NYC. 6% 

tax. Elsewhere taxes 
applicable. Catalog, 50$. 

J & D BRAUNER, INC. 
Bowery,  N.Y.,  N.Y.  (HG11) GR 7-2830 
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WINE/BRANDY SERVER 
Cool nights and warm friends 

make this baroque wine or 

brandy server a must for the 

gracious hostess. This ele- 

gant 11" high tarnish-resist- 

ant silverplate server comes 

complete with six 6 ounce 

cut glass snifters. A beautiful 

accessory for your home or 

office. Just right for holiday 

entertaining or as a distinc- 

tive gift. Only $29.95 post- 

paid. Money back guaran- 

tee. 

r - 

Mail check or money order to 

BEEVINWOOD„EP,H 
R.R. 2, ARCANUM. OHIO 45304 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Look Like Lace 
Table mats that you have to feel 
to be sure they are not real lace. 
They are vinyl adapted from an 
old lace design. Easy to care for 
and very effective. Each one is 
13 x 19". Set of six for $7.00 ppd. 

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s 

JEREDITH MANOR 
Dept. 11 

P.O.  Box   130,  Nyaik,  N.Y.  10960 

THE LOOK OF PEWTER 
The ancient art of sandcasting—using a new 
alloy—produces individually unique pieces with 
the beauty of old pewter, but with the durability 
necessary to be used as the utensils of today 
and retained as the heirlooms of tomorrow. 

□ PLATE—lettered with the perfect wish: 
"Health, Love and Wealth and Time to Enjoy 
Them." 
Size—9" dia. Wt. 20 oz. $10.75 ppd 

EARLY AMERICAN MEASURES—set of 3 
□ Cap. 2 oz., 4 oz., 8 oz. $11.75 ppd 

□ 1 oz. (not shown) 1.75 ppd. 

GRIND YOUR OWN SPICES—Mortar &  Pestle 
□ Wt. 1 lb., 1 oz. $6.75 ppd. 

(all items range and oven proof) 

SEND  CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

ROYCE CONRAD STUDIOS 
29400 Northwestern Highway 
Southfield, Michigan 48075 

MAKE WINE 
AT HOME! 

Federal law permits heads of households to produce, 
tax free, up to 200 gallons of wine annually tor] 
home use. 
All new VINO KITS include complete equipment for | 
easier-than-ever wine making . . . reuseable fer- 
mentmg/aging tanks, compact water-seal valves, 
and a saccharometer to scientifically measure sugar | 
content for finest wines every lime. 
23-page booklet with all-season recipes provides I 
practical instruction for year 'round enjoyment of 
this fascinating hobby! Satisfaction guaranteed if | 
used as directed. 
Standard Kit (Reuseable, 10-bottle capacity) $6.981 
Master's Kit (Reuseable, 35-bottle capacity) $9.98 
Citation Kit (Reuseable, 75-bottle capacity) $12.98 

POST PAID (No C.O.D.'s)] 

VlIlO CORPORATION 
Box 7885-BY. Rochester, N. Y. 14606 

HENLEY'S 
20th  Century  Book  of  10,000 

Recipes, Formulas & Processes 

Hi re is a wealth of 
practical, accurate 
and clear Information 
and Instruction that 
can save you thou- 
sands, or make you 
a tintuiic : Housewives, 
manufacturers, farm- 
ers, handymen, home 
experimenters, electri- 
cians, chemists, people 
in every walk of life, 
refer to Henley's daily. 
In this gold-mine of a 

book, you too will find formulas and re- 
cipes for almost everything used in the 
home, farm, workshop or industry nis- 
cover the trade secrets nf" thousands of 
commercial products—learn new money 
savings and exciting ways of doing things. 
As indispensable as a dictionary, satis- 
faction guaranteed. 900 pages hard cover 
cloth   binding.   Only   $6.95   postpaid. 

SEND  CHECK  OR  MO.  TO: 

EMBASSY SALES 
Dept. HG-17 

Box 67, Eost Elmhurst. N.Y. 11369 
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OUTSIDE STORY 
Read the temperature outsic 
from inside! Indoor-outdoor the 
mometer 9" high has black pla: 
tic case with polished met; 
scale. Two heavy magnifyin 
thermometer tubes are easy t 
read. Hardware and hanging d 
rections included plus four fee 
of capillary tubing. $5.98 ppc 
Downs, Dept. 1411, Evanston 
III. 60204. 

YELLOW BRICK ROAD 
Here they are—all the unforget 
table characters from "The Wiz- 
ard of Oz" revolving over the 
yellow brick road as the ceramic 
music box plays "Over the Rain- 
bow". Dorothy, Toto, Straw Man, 
Tin Man, the Lion delight all ages. 
5%" by 4". $5.95 plus 55c post. 
Alexander Sales, HG11, 26 So. 
6th Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10551. 

TURTLE TIME 
No slow motion character this 
timely turtle alarm clock in an- 
tique gold or white carries a 30- 
hour alarm that hides away un- 
der a snap-back top. To pack 
along or as a paperweight, tur- 
tle's 4%" long. Antique gold-tone 
metal $12.98. Add 75c post. Free 
gift catalogue. Fifer House, Dept. 
117, 3118 Martinique Way, 
Orlando, Fla. 32805. 

ONE FOR ALL 
Sensible Swiss see to it that their 
famous Alpine hat's the one for 
all citizens who cotton to some- 
thing warm and wonderful in 
town and country: made of Alpa- 
ca in that unique Loden (green- 
brown) and black. Specify men, 
women, children's sizes, color. 
Price is right low for all. $7.98 
ppd. Hobi, Dept. HG11, Engel 
St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

POP-UP TOOTHPASTE 
Handle of the toothbrush con- 
tains a cartridge of foamy tooth- 
paste that pops onto the bristles 
at the press of a button. One 
cartridge lasts for approximately 
90 brushings. $5.98 plus 60c 
post.; refill cartridge, $1.50 each 
plus 30c post. J. Carlton's, Inc. 
Dept. F188, 176 Madison Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 10016. 

OAK TREE WISDOM 
It's a wise gal who puts her hot 
plates on a ceramic tile backed 
with cork. The tile is six inches 
square and has a hanger to use 
when it isn't protecting precious 
tables from heat. Owl with a wink 
sits on an oak tree branch above 
a printed adage below. $3.98 plus 
40c post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG11, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 
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V1AGNIHC EN1   MIDGETS 
Sturdy metali .11 with on-ofl mo 
toi i ontrol has i In ulai winding 

■(•v. two and a-hah ini lies long. 
lis key is p srmanently attai hed 

■    never   gets    lost.    Ladybug 
rawls up to six feet; work'. I . 

id and forth on flooi 
..i . ,       .    :.',    i  i    ;,••   ppd 
Free toy catalogue. Federal 
Smallwares Corp., in , I I, 366 
I ifth Ave., N. Y. 10001. 

TAKE ONE GIANT STEP 
Oul of the tub or shower and 
I.mil on .) lush ,ii rylu rue in Hi 

shape of a huge footstep. Moth 

proof, mildew-resistant, color- 
i.r.i, it is ideal in a bathroom, 

fun beside the bed. 22" by 44" 
in hot pink, orange, avocado or 
royal blue. Skid-resistant back. 
$4.95 ppd. Miles Kimball Co., 
100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 

54901. 

REVIVE A LOST ART 
The candlelight you dine by can 
be your own. New book gives 

step-by-step instructions for 
beautiful candles for the holidays 

and gifts. Diagrams many styles 
—tapers, multicolors, "Christ- 
mas Candy". $1.50 ppd. Free 
catalogue with each book. Village 
Candle Store, HG11, P.O. Box 486, 
Marshfield, Wis. 54449. 

COUTURIER FASHIONS 
Virgin wool knit sweater de- 
signed to fit all breeds. Beret 
knitted to match. Red, green, 

electric blue, hot pink, or gold. 
Sweater sizes: 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 

16, 18 and 20. The sweater,. 
$4.98; matching beret, $2.98. 
Ppd. Free catalogue. Du Say's, 
Dept. PB-11, Box 24407, New 
Orleans, La. 70124. 

SYMBOL OF PEACE 
The universal symbol of peace 
is the smart design for key chain 
(shown), and earrings, pin or 
neck chain in 18k gold plate. 
Wear or carry everywhere to let 
others know your true feelings. 
$1 each plus 25c postage; all 
four, $4 plus 50c postage. Order 
from Peace, HG11, 55 W. 55th 
St., New York, N. Y. 10019. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

*** 
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\  sfCRers 

DON'T   PULL   HAIR 
FROM   NOSE! 

Why risk infection? Unsightly 
hair can be trimmed easily 
and safely with "Groomette." 
Merely insert in nostril and twist 
knob. Hair is snipped off pain- 
lessly and neatly. Fine surgical 
steel. Use it to remove hair 
from ears, too. 

GROOMETTE 
SI .49 -f 15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% saies tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585  Market St..  Dept.  HG-110 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

Mvrlw.;jHc. 

Graceful Figurine 
Dresden-Like Lamps 

Decorated colorful marble china lamps 
[ shed the softest glow for vanity and 

nite table or wherever a touch of light 
is needed. Add a drop of perfume and 
they will scent the air when light is 
on. All with on-off switch, bulb, cord. 
GIRL AT GRAND PIANO, TW long, 5" 
wide, 51/4" high. Pastel colors. 

$15.00 ppd. 2 for $27.50 
MADONNA LAMP, 6V2" high, 41/2" wide. 

$8.50 ppd. 2 for $15.95 
LADY  ON  A  LOVESEAT, 6"  long, 41/2" 
high. Pastel colors. 

$12.00 2 for $22.95 

Dept. G-110, 350 So. County Rd., Palm Beach, Fla. 33480 

mim HI sir 111:11; 
Hand inlaid wooden table from Sorrento, Italy. 

Finest European quality and craftsmanship. 11" 

xl5"xl7' ■" high. Top opens into a storage area 

and music box. Select fir it and second choice of 

"Laura's Theme,'" "Fascination" or "Santa 

Lucia." 

#25.95 
insured and postpaid 

Sharpc Things 
45} Tannahill, Dearborn. Michigan 48124 

\l».ll SI Altl.l 
l»l.AXT 
STAND 

A "decorator conscious" 
showcase for plants and 
flowers '  (i  ;i djitsta Me 
pine shell es spiral crace- 
fnllj    about    a    lovely 
birch   turnlus     Brass 
(Miry    riii;;.    S!I"H.    Ill 
honey tone or maple, an- 
tique pine or walnut fin- 
ish.    Mailed    flat    for 
economy.   Instant   iis- 

s e ni b 1 y . 
$26.50    Post- 
paid.     Add 
$ 1.00 West of 
Miss. 

Dept. Gl 1-0 
North Conway, N.H. 03860 

Here's a toy kit for dad and child to 
really enjoy together. So easy to as- 
semble, all they'll need is time togeth- 
er. In minutes they'll have this unique 
antique PANEL truck completed. A 
rugged educational hardwood toy so 
striking it will also glorify your man- 
tel. Overall size: 12" long, 7%" wide 
by 7'/}" high. The price for this fine all 
wooden toy is $5.95 ppd. 

AMERICAN  TOY  CRAFT  LTD. 
DIVISION OF BUILD A-TOY CORPORATION 

Post Office Boi 312,  Smithtown,  N.Y.  11787 

1^' .J 

DIAMONDS APE 
A   MAN'S    BEST   FRIEND! 

At these unbelievable, low prices! 
CUFF   LINKS     2   genuine   diamonds   in   14K 
solid gold setting on 24K gold plate S14.50 
TIE  BAR:  genuine diamond in 14K solid gold 
setting on 24K gold plate S9.50 
TIE TAC: genuine diamond on 14K solid gold 
disc                            $9 50 
add   S.50 for mailing. Check or money order. 
No C.O.D. Fla. orders add 4% tax. Money-back 
guarantee.   GEMLINE,   LTD   P.O.  BOX 606 
Miami, Florida 33101 
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HOMESPUN HOUSE—CUSTOM DRAPERIES 
WITHOUT SEAMS! 

Woven 10 ft. wide to 
"upend" —only $3.98 yd! 

Decorators "up end" one piece to drape the 
widest window floor-to-ceiling—no seams to sew 
or show. Airy open weaves. Sturdy primitive 
cottons that launder, fluff dry, never ironed. 
Smart, too, for slip-covers, bedspreads, table- 
cloths. Natural, white or color-matched, $3.98 a 
yard and up. Just arrived - 100% imported 
polyester (voile or batiste). 118" wide, 19 dec- 
orator colors, $5.98 & $6.25 yd. 

New "Fan Pleating" 
Where space is a problem! Unlike anything youW» 
ever seen, stacks luxurious 21: fullness into less 
than half the rod space required for our pinch 
pleating. Compare and choose the one best for you1 

 1~ 

HOMESPUN HOUSE 
Our 17th Year 

9026 Lindblade Street 
Culver City, Calif. 90230 

PinCh Pleating 
Your choice of yardage, do^t yourself, pleating 
materials—or complete, made to measure draperies 
(handsomer at low, low cost because they're seam 
less!). Factory direct prices Money-back guarantee. 
For brochure & swatches, send 25c (or $1.00 for 
all  3 catalogs w, 86 swatches.. 

Visit our NEW Showrooms in 
San Diego, Calif. & Northfield, III. 

BIG DECORATIVE 
WEATHERCOCK 

r1^ 
NEVER   BEFORE  AT THIS 

LOW,  LOW  PRICE! 
Great decorator item and conversation piece! 
Show this big, smartly designed black weather- 
cock (1534" x 17'V) on garage or house—in 
lawn or garden, or on patio. Also handsome 
decor addition to den or rec room. Mounts 
easily and securely on broom han- 
dle or pole. Turns with breeze- 
indicating wind direction. 
Completely weather proof . 
Will never rust or corrode. 
No maintenance. Colorful 
gift  box. 

TOBI   HOUSE 
P.O.Box  No. 97   .   Northfield,  III. 60093 

V Dept. HG11 J 

&* 

For Each Day 
from [lie great minds 
down through the ages 

Record your own thoughts 
on the appointment calendar 

A lasting gift that will really 
he appreciated. 

White with gold 
Hand tied bow or 
plastic spiral binding 

please ;pei  Fy) 

Postage prepaid $4.95 
add Jil.00 for name personalized in ^oM 

Classic Arts 
531 W. Grand View Ave. 

Sierra Madre, Calif. 91024 

vole for fashion . . 
the   "eves"   have  ill 

HALF   I 15 \>ll 
iti \IM\4. I,I..\SSI:S 

MAKES EVEN THE FINEST PRINT LEGIBLE 

Read menus, stock quotations, etc., 

with ease. Halt Frames are styled so 

you may see "over the top" without 

removing the glasses. Available in 

Plain or Rhinestone Decorafed Amber 

or Block. Specify men's or ladies' sizes. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed (Not sold in New York) 

FREE plclin      *5-'5   plus 50c post. 

cose included Rhinestone Decorated $0.93 pud 

HERMAN  OPTICAL 
164-Gll  Clymer St.     Bklyn, N. Y.  11211 

Decorator 

Designed 

Wall Pin- 

up Lamp 
This interesting 
fruitwood finished 
lamp with 3-way 
switch will en- 
hance the decor 
of any room. Its 
unusual hexagon 
shape is topped 
by a warm, nat- 
ural burlap shade 
9" in dia. Lamp 
and shade is 25" 
high overall. Buy 
them singly or in pairs for a double dra- 
matic effect. Order for yourself . . . gifts 
for  showers,   weddings,   anniversaries. 

$14-95    P'us SI-50 each lamp, 
postage & handling 
<S2 W. of Miss.) 

Spei iiv strei I ad Ires   for prompt d< livery 

s.H i ■ faei ion ' iui;rnntecd 
Si nd loc for iUu&tr< trti ■ • 
>, iid chech or mom v o\ di r only to: 

EASTCHESTER  LIGHTING 
HG-110. 288Columuus Ave.. Tuckahoe. NY. 10707 

SHOPPING AROUND 

MY DICIIIOM li HAYtl 

\  AND THAT'S FINAL! 

OKI I THOUGHT I WA* WONG 

BUT ....I WAS MISTAKEN! 

BE REASONABLE 
DO IT MY WAT 

*WrWr< • 

ARMS AND THE FAMILY 
Comprehensive book. "Fami, 
Records," a reprint of Burke 
1897 compilation, describe 
thousands of family names, i 
illustrated with hundreds of coat. 
of arms. A treasure to have ii 
the family to trace its origins am 
branches. Cloth bound. 72} 
pages. $14.98 ppd. J. P. Darb 
Inc., HG11. 35 Engel St., Hicks 
ville. N. Y. 11802. 

1970 DELFT DELIGHT 
The 1970 Delft silver-plate Christ 
mas spoon. No mere curio cab 
inet stowaway, but the start ol 
a new series likely to convert you 
into a collector. Fluted bowl 
bears hand-enamelled illustra- 
tion of "Binnenhof" in Holland's 
capital, the Hague; gracefully 
shaped stem with "Merry Christ- 
mas." 5" I., $6 ppd. Downs, Dept. 
1411, Evanston, III. 60204. 

STYLED FOR SMILES 
Everyone loves the clever "Gems 
of Whizdom" and what more sub- 
tle don't-take-offense way to make 
a point with a co-worker? 8V2" 
by 2" in oil-rubbed solid walnut 
with gleaming long-lasting 24k 
gold lettering. $1.95 each plus 
45c post. Spear Engineering Co., 
3023 Spear Bldg., Colorado 
Springs. Colo. 80907. 

RATTAN WITH ELAN 
Bring the gaiety of color into your 
bath with an Oriental rattan bas- 
ket. Choose from a spectrum of 
H & G colors: pineapple yellow, 
parrot green, space blue, azalea, 
bittersweet, black or white. 11" 
dia. by 10" high. $4.95 plus 50c 
post. Deduct $1 for natural. New 
catalogue 25c. Fran's Basket 
House, HG11, 89 W. Main St., 
Rockaway, N.J. 07866. 

r\ m 
French Crystal Bells 
Ring out the bell, and delight in the lovely, crystal- 
clear sound! Hand made of sparkling lead crystal;? 
dainty clapper is a crystal bead on fine mesh chain. 
Beautifully executed in assorted patterns (sorry, no 
choice); about 61'?" tall. Worthy of a collectors shelf,, 
for an invalid's or child's call bell, for mealtime sum-,, 
mons. 

No. 7266 $6.00, 2 for $11.85 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

'"/   \  Please, your zip code is required. 

Z/iJWrtSl EPT.   1111-L 
VANSTON.ILL 60204 

Send cash, check or money order to: 

Illuminated Fountains 
Beautify your home with our indoor-model: 

'ROMA' 
Improves healfh by 

cleansing and humidifying the air! 
Requiri     no  pluniblns    portable!  .Tu-i I 
and plug  in.  1 '.inn--   MI   1 M   \ ol     n I' -    111«»-■ 

1 l)j  15 u an hulbs. Powerful COIIII 
0 in      .     1-' nozzle and (asiailc  ilisphij !  The 15, 
Ini h dian i  ■'   l»a in  Is  a* unable in   ;reei 

uniber or rei 
shipped   by   Air   direct   from   West   German   factory 

only SI9.95 (postage and handling included) 
It-ed 01 lull refund! 

H.   F.   LUEBCKE   &   CO. 
(Dept. 321), P.O. Boi 2865 

6 Frankfurt, M. 1, West Germany 
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fiRFECT PARSON 
irsons table is sized righl to 
ick a sofa, use as a writing 
,ble or buffel 44" by 26" by 
I" li In Monsanto's ABS seam- 
iss plastic, impact resistant and 
urcly. H&G colors: parrot green, 
ngerine, bittersweet, sun yellow, 
ack or white. $49.95 exp. chgs. 
ill. Design Fair, G110, 287 
loomfield Ave., Verona, N. J. 
7044. 

v DOG'S WORLD 
og Fancy magazine is chock 
JII of warm, lively stories to de- 
ght dog owners, fanciers. FuII- 
olor, with photographs, helpful 
ints, tips on care, breeding, 
lus news of dog shows every- 
here. One-year (6 issues) sub- 

I— cription, $3.50; two years, $6; 
iree years, $8. Ppd. Dog Fancy, 
1G-11, P.O. Box 460, Neptune, 
I J. 07753. 

JOOTS, BOOTS, BOOTS 
Bronze saddle leather shearling 
ined boots from L. L. Bean's 
designed for guys and gals. Mar- 
'elous in the country, great for 
:ity streets on icy days. Molded 
ubber outsole. Gals, 7" h., size 

5 to 10; guys, 8" h., size 7 to 13. 
■■Mo half sizes. Gals, $23.50; guys, 
24.50. Ppd. L. L. Bean, Inc., 
IG11, Freeport, Me. 04032. 

HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
furrier & Ives presents the New 
Year on a linen towel with a win- 
ter scene, captured for year 
round enjoyment in hand- 
screened, colorfast dye. Any 
name embroidered as "Smith," 
or "The Smiths"—just say the 
word! Jiffy, 48-hour service. 16" 
by 27". $1.49 ppd. Walter Drake, 
HG95, Drake Bldg., Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 80901. 

imported from Spain 
land crafted • hand embossed 

Leather Bottles 
the manor born . . . hand crafted, hand em- 
sed leather bottles to serve with splendor! 
h, distinguished accessories that make any 
hering an elegant occasion! All have a 1 pint 
ss bottle inside, come in Deep Red, Forest 
■en,   Burnished   Gold.   Impressive,   unusual 

'Cortez",8'yhigh       C. "Antique Map", 8"2"high 
'DonQuixote",9"high D."Don Marco", 10"high 

],luS 75c for postage 

ion Marco"  has a Matching Tray and 6 Cut 
'Stal,  leather covered glasses. $12.50 

il  O...0, a, I, 
X^ & ha. 

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s 

Granada Imports, Inc. 
Dept. G-110 

485 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016 

*vy*cv 

*'•"'" *..* 

zCraftsmen in Charm- 

m 

Decorate to suit your fancy with a Velvet 
Table Cover in any of our 28 beautiful colors 
of spot resistant, 100') cotton velvet (also 
available in crushed velvet or varied other 
fine fabrics). Diameter 72" including fringe; 
£38.00 ea. Sturdy Hardwood Table will hold 
over 300 lbs. Legs finished in Fruitwood. Ma- 
hogany, or Antique White. H. 27", D. 22". 
Ship. wt.. 20 lbs.; 310.00 ea. No C.O.D. 
Express Charges Collect. Satisfaction Guaran- 
teed. Send 31-00 for our latest 1970 40-page 
Furniture Catalogue and Fabric Samples. 

HUNT GALLERIES,  INC. 
2920 N. Center St., HG11, Hickory, N.C. 2S601 

^Craftsmen in Charm— — 

K.EINYA.   GEM   CORP.   Division   HG-110   / Philadelphia, Pa. 19122 

Patented FOLDING 
BABY POTTEE SEAT 
It's New—It's Portable—It's Patented 
—Folds to fit in purse or car glove 
compartment. Sets on any adult-size 
seat. Washable, sanitary, safe. IDEAL 
GIFT. Only $2.98 plus 45£ postage, 
travel case included. Indicate color 
choice—blue or pink. Guaranteed to 
please or money back if returned post- 
paid in 30 days. 
Nel-King Products, Dept. HG-K0FT 
811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105 

Indian Coaster Set 
Elegant Coasters, handicrafted of sheesham- 
wood in far away India. On top a ring of hand- 
carved leaves ... in the center carved petal 
leaves in contrasting white inlay. Enhances any 
table setting. A memorable gift (for yourself, 
too). 

Set of 8 includes attractive rack $5.50 ppd. 
3 sets $14.50 ppd. 

ROBERT T. ALLEN & CO., INC. 
HG 11, P.O. Box 407. Plainfield, N. J. 07061 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

OFFICIAL NFLT.V. CHAIR 
Now from Jensen Lewis—our famous Director's 
Chair with seat and back in your favorite NFL 
team's colors plus their official insignia on the 
back. Chair frame in white only. $19.95 each. 
Buy 4 and save 5% on the total price. Express 
charges collect. No C.O.D.'s.      Write for catalog. 

JenSeilJ§WiS Dept. H11, 156 7th Avenue, 
New York, New York 10011. Tel. (212) WA 9-4880 

No 

NEW!! 
.   Oil   Pain 

EXCITING!! 
magnificently   reproduce 

UNIQUE!! 
1   on   authentic   a 

'*   Large ( 22" x 2S") size 
**   New "True Color" process unbelievably 

faitbful to the priceless originals 
" *   Varnished and hand-mounted on custom 

crafted wood stretchers 
**   Ready for immediate hanging in home or offire 

Done in soft, appealing pastels,  this charming portrait will give you 
a lifetime of lasting pleasure. 
ORDER IT TODAT! Send only $8.95 plus 95c postage and handling 

THE   COLLECTOR 
Dept.  HG10.  Box  161  Tuxedo Park,  New York  10987 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

PORTRAIT  OF   LITTLE 
GIRL/Guerrin 

Send 25c for your beautifully 
illustrated full-color brochure 
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PINE CONE PROJECTS 
Fun for young and old alike! Fab- 
ulous new book has terrific vari- 
ety of projects including wreaths, 
trees, corsages, centerpieces, 
funny little animals. All can be 
made with small, medium, or 
large pine cones. 37 projects in 
all! Limitless fun! Order now and 
get started on those great deco- 
rations and favors for parties or 
holidays. Only $1.00 ppd. 

HOUSE OF RENEE, Dept. HG 
1421 Niles Ave. .-. 

Berrien Springs, Mich. 49103 I 

<i 

FIGHTING 
ROYAL ELEPHANTS 

A symbol of prosperity and a master 

piece of traditional hand carving off* 

rosewood, come with real ivory tusks. 

A lifetime oriental gift to decorate any 

room. A well known collector's item. 

Imported from India each elephant is 

5" high. U.S. retail price $14.95; 

costs you $9.95 plus' $1.00 postage. 

Limited  stock. 

JDS  PRODUCTS 
P.O.  Box 35 

Buffalo,  N.Y. 14209 

SHOPPING AROUND 

SUPERB  MINIATURE  PORTRAIT 
AN ORIGINAL WORK OF ART magnificently 
drawn in delicate sepia tones, or painted in rich 
oils from your favorite photograph with unbe- 
lievable detail. You and your loved ones will 
treasure the exact likeness captured in the dra- 
matic and expressive style of Joseph DiVerde. 
THE IDEAL GIFT—Original, personal, unique 
and long lasting . . . Will be enjoyed for gen- 
erations. 5" x 7" ready for framing. 
SEPIA TONE PORTRAIT (shown above) 

$19.95 ppd. 
OIL PORTRAIT painted on canvas 
in FULL COLOR $39.95 ppd 

(Send photo, color of eyes, hair, and complexion) 
Exact likeness guaranteed *» your money back, 

) ill' are the sole judge. 

JOSEPH  DiVERDE 
1017   Rice  Ave.               •                Bellwood.   Ill   (J0I04 
 THE   FINEST   IN   PORTRAITURE  

// CORD "CADDY 
j The   perfect   an- 
I*    k swer    to    those 

A        dangling     cords 
^ j on electric shav- 

"j^tmi ers'   toothbrush 
ijO^ es,    lamps    and 

other small ap- 
pliances. Push 
the button and 
cord rolls back 
into this attrac- 
tive case with 
wall plug. Ends 
the danger and 

annoyance of excessive cord. Leaves 
free only what you need. A different 
gift for the man or anyone. 

Rolocord $2.95 
3 for $7.50 plus 25c ea. post. 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax 

Rolocord Co. 
P.O. Box 3091 

Van Nuys, Calif. 91407 
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Ideal gift for the young generation. A 
unique throw rug, suitable for bed- 
rooms, baths, & accent over carpet. 
Warms a dorm room; a handsome 
wall hanging. A full 30"x50" that fits 
anywhere. Heavy colorfast washable 
rayon. Peace sign 27" dia. x2'j" over- 
tuft with heavy waffled non-skid back, 
$9.95 plus .75 postage. Cash, check, 
money order or BankAmericard num- 
ber. Blue w. White, Orange w. Brown, 
Avocado w. Gold. 

PEACE, INC. 
ii. iii H 

P.O.  Box  2056.  Akron,  Ohio   11311 

CHILDREN'S  BOOKENDS 
A pair of pensive pussy cats for girls 
(#578), and football, baseball and 
catcher's mit for boys (#067) are 
LEFTON inspirations for drawing a 
child's attention to books. Made of 
earthenware, and felt base, these book- 
ends make great gifts at $5.00 a pair, 
ppd. 35c color brochure free with or- 
der. 

IMRE   BAN   STUDIO 
3950 Lake Shore Drive, Dept. HG-1170 

Chicago, 111.60613 

' FOURCASf 
4  GAMES OF DESTINY 

TREE TREATS 
You don't have to go to Europ 
to get hand-painted tree orn; 
ments. These by Magda are mac 
ly gay and beautifully practica 
Executed in wood and differer 
on each side, they're somethin 
special to hand down to childrei 
and grandchildren. Set of thre' 
butterflies and three flower 
$8.25 ppd. Windfall, HG11, Main 
St., Sharon Springs, N. Y. 13459 

ORACLE, ANYONE? 
The occult is "in" and Fourcasl 
with four games of destiny is the 
game for adult gifts. Astrology, 
Tarot Reading, Numerology and 
Question Oracle—all are fully ex- 
plained and easy to learn. In- 
cluded 42-card antique Tarot 
deck for only $2.98 plus 30c 
post. Leon Duquette, HG100, 76 
Payson, Fitchburg, Mass. 01420. 

SNACKS AT BRIDGE 
Monkey pod wood from a tree 
that grows on the islands of the 
Pacific is hand carved into dia- 
mond, club, heart and spade 
shapes. Perfect size for serving 
nuts, crackers, candies at the 
card table. Approximately 7" by 
7". The set of four, $4.98 plus 
75c post. Harriet Carter, HG11, 
Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

ITS THE NUTS! 
And bolts too. They're both em- 
bedded within the 3" lucite cube. 
A natural for your favorite ty- 
coon's office where he gets down 
to the nuts and bolts of business. 
Clearly an interesting addition to 
any paperweight collection. $15 
plus $1 postage. Order from 
Postamatic Co., HG1170, Lafay- 
ette Hill, Pa. 19444. 

NEW-WILD GAME 
COOK BOOK 

More than 350 exciting recipes how to 

change wild game and wild fowl into 

tempting dishes. Also secrets of barbe- 

cue, stuffings, gravies, sauces, dressing 

game. Only $2.95. 

PIONEER  PRESS 
Dept. HG, Harriman, Tennessee 

POSTERS OF THE PAST 
Excellent decorations for home, office 

or schools. Reproduced in limited edi- 

tions, some posters are extremely rare. 

Over 1000 listed in catalogue shewing 

political and social history of the US 

until 1900. From 10c to $1.00 each. 

Send  25c for complete catalogue to: 

PIONEER HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
Dept. HG Harriman, Tennessee 37748 

1964—LAST SILVER 
U. S. COIN SET—$3 

1 Special—10 sets—S28) 

1964 mint set includes the ONLY Kennedy 
half with full silver content! Earlier silver 
coin sets also a terrific investment: 
196   P $4.00        1959P $6.25 
1962P   $4.45        1958D  $6.85 
1961P $5.25        1957D $1.00 
1960P $5.85        1956P $9.00 

(All 9 yrs— S50; 1960 thru 44—S22) 
< Calif retidi nta    /''■•■■>. add •; '_■ '.   Tax) 

CENTRE  COIN   CO. Box 5490, Dept. G-l 1 
Sherman Oaks, Cal. 91413 

HOUSE & GARDEI^ 
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ilLVER SPARKLERS 
vlagic leaf goes in the dishpan 
o   keep   silver   shining   brlghl 
mil  tarnlsh-free   II  i leans en- 
iraved and . mhossed surfaces 

Use II 
iefore the next partj  n i I li 
/oui guesl    odorless. On    leal 
181   nil     i ■■   pi   I    Anthony En- 
erprises, HG11   585 M i I 
San Francisco, Cal 9 1105. 

/EAR OF THE Bl I I 
tell boutique: double row of 

pVi" squares in antique leather 
fringed with suede; replicas of 
Roman coins (gold or silver) on 
leather; gold or silver mylai cir- 
cles, peace symbols on reverse; 
flowers in gold or silver; white 
posies on reverse. Give waist size. 
$6.95 ea. ppd. James Allen Reid, 
HG11, 136 W. 71 St., New York, 
N. Y. 10023. 

CANDltD WISDOM 
Or, it's a wise hostess who puts 
holiday sweetmeats in a "car- 
amel slag" glass jar. The swirling 
technique of "caramel slag" was 
popular at the turn of the cen- 
tury with its browns, tans, blues 
and white. From original mold, 
6V2" high, owl liddsd jar, $5.95 
plus 95c post. Artisan Galleries, 
HG11, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., 
Dallas, Tex. 75204. 

BLOW  UP 
Greetings from your own sweet 
self of giant proportions to the 
certain someone. Happy Birth- 
day, Happy Anniversary, I Love 
You or Merry Christmas & Happy 
New Year. Send any photo (will 
return) and specify. 1 ft. by IV2 
ft. mounted, easeled, $3.95; 2 ft. 
by 3 ft. in mailing tube, $4.95. 
Ppd. Photo Poster, Dept. ED 118, 
210 E. 23rd St., New York 10010. 

^ -<2L 
'*< 
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ID YOUR BEST FOOD BUY AT A GLANCE 

iw instantly the price savings between 17 oz. for 95c and 
DZ. for 75c. This easy to use slide scale fits into pocket or 
se for instant savings whenever you shop. Lowers your 
j costs  by helping you  to select the  most economical 

III duct and size for your family. No shopper should be with- 
>   one. Save on your next shopping trip. 

- 
lily Price Decider $1.00 ppd. 

FRE-BORN   ENTERPRISES 
P.O.  Box 3301,  Dept.  HG 
Inglewood, Calif. 90304 

ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS. age.oId  Pdtterns 
it blend so perfectly with modern decor. Transform any drab 
aa   into   a   charmingly   elegant   setting.   Ideal   for  your   living 
om,   dining   room,   bedroom,   den,   office  or  showroom,  or as 
cent  rugs over carpeting.  Enchanting  harmony of colors.  Ex- 
I site I y   beautiful   designs   woven   through-to-the-back   out   of 

I tural  yarns  only.  Will   last  longer  than   most  rugs  you  have 
' er had, due to their sturdy construction, yet are soft and cozy 

der your feet. Hide all spots and scuff marks and reguire very 
tie   cleaning.    Guaranteed    imported.    Specially   priced   for 

I nited  time   only:   approx.  4'   x  6'   size  SI 7.95   ppd.;   6'   x  9' 
!3.95 ppd.; 8" x 10' $49.95; 9' x 12' $59.95; 9' x 15' $89.95; 

x 15' $129.95. Specify red, ivory, Wedgewood blue or green 
ickground.  Make ideal  X-mas gifts.  Order now for early de- 
aries.  Our 33rd  year of  satisfying  service  and  proven  relia- 
lity. 

INTERNATIONAL   RUG   CO. 
>0  Amsterdam  Avenue New  York,  N.Y.   10024 

BOOKMARKS of 1880s 

Series No. 1 
For   Your 

Cat-Owning     Friends 

The perfect gift is colorful CATS Magazine— 
Each month it's filled with news, stories, 

lul articles on caro and hoalth, pooms, 
pictures ... all about all kinds of cats. It 

wi'l please every cat lover twelve timos in 

tli" yr;ar. Send only $6.00 for the first one 

year subscription, only $4.00 for each ad- 

ditional, including your own if desired, 75c 

sample copies. Gift card and December 

issue will be sent to arrive just before 

Christmas. 

v   - 

■:• 

Series No. 2 

CATS 
10-D    California    Av Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15202 

Wf 

SEE MIRACLE OF BIRTH 
<T yM 00      POST PAID  WITH 
■P^jlJU      six   QUAIL   EGGS 

f" (S3.25 Without Eggs) 
\IIU get the new clear plastic 
dome CHICK-BATOR with 6 
Bobwhitc Quail Eggs (avail- 
able year-round) and Egg 
Hatchers Guide Book. Com- 
plete—nothing else to buy. 
Semi cheek or Money Older 
today. St-iul 25£ for catalogue 
of larger models for home, 
■ lassroom and di>play. Also 
quail breeding equipment and 
how to produce and sell 
quail  year-round. 
G.Q.F.   MFG.  CO..   DEPT.  CG 

BOX   152.   SAVANNAH.   GA.   31402 

^^.^■■SB^ft 

REVOLVING PHOTO FILE: l!^^ 
storage. Instantly show up to 500 snapshots in this hand- 
some revolving photo file. No gluing or mounting! Just slip 
snapshots, up to 3J"x5", into protective see-thru pockets. 
Sturdy brown Styrene base. 80 pockets for 160 photos incl. 
$5.98 plus 50* post. With wood base, $10.95 plus 75c 
post. Wood base Luxury File (200 pockets) $25.95 ppd. 
Extra pockets for 32 photos, $1.00. Money back guarantee. 

Write for Free Catalog of Unique Gifts 

FRANZEN GIFTS, Dept HG ii 
110 Framen Bldg , Flanagan, III. 61740 

Old-time bookmarks, once used as 
advertisements, are faithfully re- 
produced in color. Great hostess- 
gifts or stocking stuffers. Two 
different series of five available. 
$1 .OOeach ppd. Special priceforsix 
packages, three each, $5.00 ppd. 

CREATIVE  ASSOCIATES 
Suite 4-5 — 20 East Cedar St. 

Chicago, Illinois 60611 

»i *.\      torn 
y.. . mc StfS 

|.indlxi»h I-amls infeh in PariytliwWl! 
SJBOaMilt'l ii«!nin33! 

VP P will 
II M: 

DATED 
NEWSPAPER  COPY 

Find out what happened the day you 

were born—or any other special date. 

You pick the date—any time from Jan. 

1, 1900 through Dec. 31, 1964; you'll 

get the front page copy of the New 

York Herald Tribune for that day. 

Please specify exact dates. $1.50 Ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of gifts. 

Ilolidav (sifts DePt.3n.c 
7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colorado 80221 

sa 
HAND EMBROIDERED 
CREWEL   from   INDIA 

In stock for immediate delivery. 
Multicolored floral pattern delicately hand 
embroidered in wool on natural hand-woven 
Indian cotton from Kashmir. Ideal for 
elegant draperies, upholstery, bedspreads, 
pillows, etc. Available by the yard in 
50" width—only S9.95 per yard,  post paid. 

CREWEL   PILLOW   COVERS 
121.2" sq. or rd. $5.00 ea. ppd. 
NEW   COLOR   CATALOG   AND 

SAMPLE  CUTTING,  SOc   IN   COIN 
FEATURING NUNDAH  RUGS & CREWEL PRODUCTS 

GURIAN'S 
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WASTE! A\   I ItOLI B 1 
Air wastccans a problem in your pretty kitch- 
n: Now keep them oul of sighl and still 

within easy reach! Our ingenious uncler-cab- 
incl "trolley" 1ii■ 1< s them undei the sink— 
in any cabinet - Imt you'll never have to reach 
for them! Attaches in minutes (detaches 
easily ) holds any vi/<- wastecan (not inch) — 

li'l- - .nit in meet > mi as door opi ns, disap 
pears like magic a- dooi closes! Nov\ you can 
liave ivastecaus wherever you need them with- 
"MI offense! In honey tone pint stain finish. 
I6"L I2"W S5.50 Postpaid 
BEAUTIFUL   NEW   FREE   CATALOG—1000   PIECES 

Finished and  Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine 

PROTECT  EYES  FROM  GLARE 
Now you can enjoy comfortable vision in strong 
sunlight while playing tennis, sailing, golfing, 
motoring, reading on the beach. Adjustable 
dark green plastic shield slips on your specs 
in a jiffy. 

SPORT VISOR 
SI 49   :   15c Mailing Each 

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-MO 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

TOOTHPASTE 
SQUEE-ZEE 

SAVES   MONEY   AND   MESS. 

No more bent, cracked, leaky tubes of 
toothpaste! Ingenious plastic jacket fits' 
all standard size tubes. Neatly controls 
quantity dispensed. Especially good 
for children to use. Can save 20% and 
more of you/^Joothpaste costs in a 
year. Reusable. Satisfaction guaran- 
teed. 

Two For $1.00 

Six For $2.50 

Postage Paid 

SQUEE-ZEE  COMPANY 
P.O.  Box 5788 Cleveland,  O. 44101 

ONLY PER CARAT 

FINE CUT 
^ 58 FACETS 

PURE   WHITE • FLAWLESS 

STRONGITE is a remark- 
able, hard and brilliant syn- 
thetic stone the most con- 
vincing labuiatory-made 
product, at the fraction of 
the cost of a diamond. 

STRONGITE S amazing 
hardness enables us to offer 
you an UNCONDITIONAL 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE in 
writing against scratching, 
chipping or loss of brilliance. 
Available in every popular 
gem shape, up to 20 carat 
diamond size, and larger. 
Sold on our easy payment 
plan and a MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE within 10 
days. You take no risk! 

SEND NO MONEY. 
Just write for FREE BRO- 
CHURE showing a wide va- 
riety of settings for men and 
women. 

THE STRONGITE co. 
DEPT. 99G.  2  WEST  47TH   ST. 

NEW  YORK, N. Y.  10030 

SHUmNU AHUUNU 

"EXCITING  NEW   FIXTURES" 
ENHANCES ANY  DECOR! 

"NEW DELUXE COLORFUL CATALOGUE" 
Imported European; Provincial, Trad., Early 

American, Spanish, Medit., Contemp. 
r>2    l';i^-.s:     Elegant     Style    Chandeliers, 
Lanterns,   Brackets,   Baskets.   In   Crystal, 
Bronze,  W.I.,   ISia>s.   From  SIS  t..  $500 

SKM)   81.01)   I -"(lit   I   VI \1 <M;I E. 

lit I I Mlfl)    \\ I I'll    OltPKIt. 

ARTISTIC LIGHTING PRODUCTS 
DEPT. HG, BOX 86. HOMECREST STA. 

BROOKLYN,  N. Y. 11229 

Cordless Electric 
GRASS SHEAR by Disston 

• Push-button trimming • Trims your lawn 
in 1/3 the time without recharging • 6000 
cuts    per    minute    •    Cordless    convenience 
• Light compact-28 ozs. • Durable construc- 
tion • Permanent type batteries-recharge 
overnight • Non-stick Teflon-S self-sharpen- 
ing blades. 
Includes   UL   Approved   recharger   and   wall 
brocket — 90 day guarantee — Shipped with- 
in 24 hours. 

$29.95   P'us $1 *or postage and insurance 

ASHBY DEAN LTD. 
289 Thayer Street, Providence, R. I. 02906 

Colorful 
Art 

Calendar 

MAKES 
UNIQUE 

GIFT 

Beautiful 1971 calendar has 27 pages 
of colorful reproductions of original 
paintings by the Mouth and Foot 
Painting Artists. Each work of art 
identified with artist's name and title 
of painting. Three-year calendar on 
back page. Spiral bound, easel back, 
high quality paper. Hang on wall or 
use with easel on desk. Space for your 
important notes. Your friends will 
appreciate receiving gift copies. 

Postage Paid-Only s3 
Money Hack Guarantee 

Ass'n. of Handicapped Artists, Inc. 
2701 Rand Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y. 14203 

EYESIGHT SAVER 
Boon for all sewers who find the 
eyes of needles grow smaller and 
hands less steady. Needle 
threader consists of a plastic 
funnel into which the needle is 
dropped, a spindle to transfer 
thread to needle, a blade to cut 
the thread. Done! $1 plus 15c 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG11, 
585 Market St., San Francisco, 
Cal. 94105. 

STORM BOOTS 
Pile-lined suede storm boots to 
wear over your shoes keep toes 
and ankles warm and toasty no 
matter how far the thermometer 
plunges. Crepe rubber soles hold 
you upright on icy steps and 
roads. Black or brown with leath- 
er trim. Full sizes 5 to 10; specify 
shoe size. $21 plus 75c post. 
Free catalogue. The Talbots, Dept. 
MB,    Hingham,    Mass.    02043. 

PEARLY WHITE TEETH 
Wyten is a remarkable formula 
developed by dentists to cover 
discolorations and fillings. Ac- 
tresses use it to keep their teeth 
sparkling and white. The formula 
may be used on false teeth as 
well as your own. Just brush on 
Wyten and smile. 3 to 4 months' 
supply. $1.98; 2, $3.50; 3, $5. 
Ppd. NuFind, HGW-11, Box 205, 
Church St., New York 10008, 

DECORATING PLANS 
Three-dimensional room planning 
kit with Styrofoam forms that can 
represent over 150 different 
pieces of furniture scaled Yz" to 
a foot. Shapes may be covered 
with fabric, painted. Arrange 
as many as three rooms on graph 
paper equivalent to 27' by 44'. 
Walls, windows, doors, too. $7.98 
ppd. Plan-It-Kit, Inc., HG11, Box 
429, Westport, Conn. 06880. 

Qfarcti-ffcnffers 
MADE OF HEAVY 

•G.NO-BENC 

A welcome gift for the man— 
for the home-^g^W/ 
You've seen them in club and 
restaurant checkrooms — the hanger 
that's-ten times stronger—no sag... 
no bend! Ideal for home wardrobe 
closets and Christmas 
gifts. Package of ten 
de luxe standard size 
copper finish $5.00; 
nickel finish $4.75. 
Postpaid. Appliance 
Products, Dept. 204, Box 
3035, Madison, Wisconsin 53704. 
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SHOPPING Al i( )l JND 
I OOD CALI! 

i >.iJ11ii.   Hindi   i   pistol       r< 
Diiin linn M| iin   rowi i  i. 

I in be fired    if you < an find a 
gad ball, flint and biai V powdi i' 

BVi", with solid bra;.'   trim  it 
eighs  a   hefti   three   pi 
iO.   Sure fin    decoi 
ilh its 8" by 3VA" powde:i flask 
ompanion, $10.75. Ppd William 
oencer, HG11, Rancocas Wi 
. J. 08060. 

ANL CHARM I R 
legant chair with a look of Reg- 
ncy has a hardwood 11.IIiH    im 
orted cane back. Cushion rever- 
ble over attached inner cush 
)n.  28V2"  h.,  25"  w.,  25"  d. 
62.95;  pair,  $119.50. Add $5 
)r velvet;  $10 crushed velvet, 
ruitwood finish. Antique white, 
dd $5. Exp. coll. Catalogue, 25c. 
ryan Robeson, HG6, Box 757, 
ickory, N. C. 28601. 

.PORTIN' LIFE 
he sporting man in a lady's life 
/ill bless her forever if she or- 
lers him a head-hugging pigskin 
uede cap. Trouble is, it will prob- 
ibly last and last! For driving, 
mnting, golf, gardening. Lined 
:ap, treated to withstand weath- 
•r, in green or brown. 6% to 7% 
Isend head size) $4.95 ppd. Deer- 

kin Trading Post. HG11, Rt. 1 at 
14. Danvers. Mass. 01923. 

ET'S GO.  PETS 
Do charming things for your ani- 
nal loving friends. Give them a 
:harm that's their favorite dog, 
at or bird, and have his name 

engraved on back!  Tabby,  Per 
ian, Siamese, Angora; Parakeet, 
lanary; any breed Dog, Sterling 

VA" $3.50; 1" $4.50. 14k gold: 
511;  $15.  Ppd. Jamaica Silver- 
mith, HG11. 407 Rockaway 

Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581. 

TELE-VISION 
LAMP CLOCK 

"Time at a Glance" 
f-starting electric clock with inde- 
ident light relieves TV eye strain, 
feet night light for nursery, hall or 
Ifoom, Convenient 4" x 7" size fits 
where. Beautiful walnut or white 

e with gold trim. UL & CSA ap- 
ived motor and cord. One year guar- 
ee. 
ORDER  SEVERAL   FOR  GIFTS. 
#17.00 plus $1.75 pst. &. hdg. 

Calif, res. add ;',   tales tax 

L. G. STULTZ 
Dept. HG 11 

6329 Colbath Avenue 
VanNuys, Calif. 91401 

Imported 

"Leopard" Robe 
A fake it Is, but you'll be surprised how 
like the real thing. Speculation will run 
high when you use it in car, den or dorm, 
en bed or couch, as to whether it's "real". 
All-cotton cover is realistically printed on 
both sides, neatly tape bound; hand wash- 
able. About 51 x 61". Our own import from 
West Germany. 

No. 6490. S6.98 eoch. 2 for SI 3.85 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

-""■" *    \     Please, your zip code is required. 

YlsjH4CDEP1- 1411B 

(Sisi/rC^   EVANSTON,ILL.60204 IA 
V 

/ \<\utsii<\\ Designed 

Crystal 

ishtra)  and Lighter 
• l.ach piece is hand finished and 

hand polished, antiqued brass plate 
• Choice of Clear Crystal or Smoked Crystal 
• Italian Marble Base, 4" square 
• Perfuct gifts for the bride, favorite 

hostess or your man's desk 

Ashtray high;   8"  square *8'00 

i ighter,   8" high $11-00 
■ion ■■ .... C.O.D 

llll   I,t. i inn I illl i I 

Fairy 
891    Bergen   Awe 

md Decorators [JTio 
Jersey   City,   N.J.   07306 

Colorful Decorator 
Air-Freshener 

Choose   from   six   beautiful   colors: 
Rose Pink. Corisc Red, Gay Peach. 
Sunset Orange, Golden Yeilow and 
Violet Blue. Air-freshener adds the 
sweet scent of Empress Roses to your 
home with  life-like flowers  in a 
sparkling glass decanter.  Replace- 
able   magic-scent  capsule   emits 
fragrance for many months. Makes 
excellent gift. Only $2.50 postpaid. 

Specify color desired when ordering. 
Send duck or money-order today. 

Money-Hack Guarantee. 

PETERS PRODUCTS CO. 
104 Peters Building 

40 Samantha Way, Buffalo, New York  14227 

IK'S IRY 
NiEBifiPaiNl 

t you or someone you know have been wanting 
to try needlepoint, or if you are looking foi an 
unusual gift, our beginner kit is complete with 
handpainted canvas, needle, step by step 
instructions, and plenty of Persian wool All 
this comes smartly packaged in your own con 
venient to carry Busy Work Bag Can be 
finished as a pincushion or framed Choose 
from orange olive, aqua/avocado, blue yellow, 
hot pink/orange, green lime, red/pink $5 50 
inclu postage. Sorry no COD. s Allow 3 
weeks for delivery. Our new catalog has 140 
exclusive simple and intricate designs. Send 
SI 25   Ariz, residents add 4% sales tai 

\wmm 
«0IM7 STUDIOS 

SNAP-ON 
OWEL BAR 

d'V 
REPLACEMENT TOWEL BAR 

Now replace a chipped, discolored or broken 
lowel bar in minutes with this new bar that 
eliminates the need to remove the brackets. 
Spring loaded end caps make it easy to in- 
stall and hold (irmly in place in standard 
ceramic or metal brackets. 24" long, made 
of Polystyrene and can be cut to length. 
Solid white or crystal clear. S2.95 ppd 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

WEST-HERO ENTERPRISES. I/II>. 

Dept. 211 , 2842 E. Serendipity Cr. 
Colorado Springs. Colorado 80917 

Thimble full 
of Pins 

Five   jeweled 
antique    replica 
stickpins    in 
magnificently 
detailed   gold   finish 
sewing   thimble    Reminiscent   of 
the one grandma used to sew with 
Thimble full of pins, postpaid 

Style   508 $5.00 
Send 25C for new Antique Jewelry Catalog 

'me Jue 
Dept. HG-110, P.O. Box 253 
Oceanside, New York 11572 

INTERIOR 
DECORATION 

For a Satisfying Hobby or Rewarding Career 
Famous HOME STUDY course. Individual pro- 
gram prepared and supervisee] by prominent N.Y. 
decorators on faculty of lone established reputa- 
ble school with successful craduates all over the 
world. Lessons cover Textiles; Furnishinqs; Room 
Arrangement; Color Harmony; Period and Mod- 
ern Furniture; Antiques; Rugs and Floor Cover- 
ings; Wall Treatments; Wall Papers; Draperies; 
Lighting; Pottery; Porcelain; Glass; Accessories. 
Details on how to set up your own business or 
start a career. Illustrated lessons, complete with 
samples of fabrics, colors, etc. 
Certificate awarded. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL 
OF INTERIOR DESIGN 
155 East 56th St., New York 10022 ft 

New York School of Interior Design 
155 East 56th St.. New York 10022 
Please send me  (no obligation)   Catalog       >'-! 

address    

.city  slate zip 
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Collector's 

1970 
"™ Christmas 

Spoon 
Fourth of a series! Beau- 
tiful,    full-color    enam- 
eled  bowl  has a  grace- 
ful  scene of the  Nativi- 

^M     ty,    date.    Handle    has 
"Frohe    Weihnachten," 
tapers      and       pine 
branches.      5 '/2"     long, 

!fc^Jffif£ffi, *Je^   I      non-tarnish    silvery    fin- 
\«>  -Jrr^L%■T A       ish   Each is a collector's 

y/~  ,^B      joy,    heirlooms    of    to- 
morrow!    Prepaid. 

7357 1970 Nativity Scene  S4.00 

6780 1969 Musicians       4.50 

6365 1968 Silent  Night Chapel     5.00 

6015 1967 Madonna     5.50 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
*~~f    \     Please, your zip code is required. 

\^SCfC(/rl<l    EVANST0N,  ILL. 60204 

CATALOG 

SNOW 

SUIT 

Tames Winter! 

Keeps your doggie toasty warm on icy, windy 
days! Made of gay red orlon pile with knitted, 
adjustable cuffs. Detachable hood. Full length 
zippers down back and under chest for easy- 
on, easy-off! Measure pet from base of neck 
to tail. Satisfaction assured! 

SIZES 70 thru 76, ppd. $9-95 
SIZES 18 and 20, ppd. S12.95 

* EVERYTHING FOR PAMPERED PETS! 
Write for FREE 1970 catalog of the latest in 
pet wearing apparel, pet gift ideas, groom- 
ing needs, fancy collars, treats and many 

other new and unusual acces- 
sories. 

- Famous /.., p, 
Fitntishinffs 
SitlCC V.HX ) 

DEPT. B-ll, P. 0. Box 24407, 
NEW    ORLEANS,    LA.    70124 DU-SAY'S 

Early American New England 
Farm House ROCKER 

There is nostalgia and colonial tradition in every line of this 
authentic reproduction of an Early American Farm House 
Rocker. Choose it in maple or antique pine finish with 
tailored corduroy cushions in red, avocado, or gold. Height 
371/2"; depth 17'/2"; width 24". Wt. 39 lbs. Complete with 
pad $95. Without pad $75. Express collect 

Send check ur Conn, resident* add 5% tax. 

'    I WON, CONNECTICUT 06001 flVUW,   LII.NLNLLIILUI    llljlltll 
Early  American  Reproductions, Glass, China, Pottery, Antiques, 

i 
WALL  &  DOOR 

DECORATION 

PROJECTS 

V 
WE PRINT 

ANYTHING 

CUSTOM PRINTED  SHIRTS 
The    latest    craze'—you   thirlc    of   ihs 
sl< qan  and  we'll   print  it!  Any  slogan 

ur team . . . ca  didate . . . club 
. . . your favorite hobby ... or what- 

Up to 30 letters printed en these 
hirts or T shirts. 

Mach'ne washable ra'nt "/ill not run or 
fade. Colors—powder blue, or navy 
blue. Size S, M, L, XL. Specify size 
a   d c jlor. Add $1 .00 exlra for printing 

:h sides. We shio in 48 hours! 
Sweatshirt       $3.95 -f 50c hdlg. 
T shirt     $2.95 + 25c hdlg. 

Holiday 
7047    Pecos    St.,    Denver, 

Gifts   D*« 
Colo. 

3II-B 
«U22I 

nWALL&DOOR 
DECORATION 

PROJECTS 
39 Projects for Christmas, 
Fall, summer & spring. Make 
wreaths, plaques, mats, 
frames, etc. using dried toll- 
fruit, ribbon, feathers, etc. 

Easy Instructions, photos. 
ages,  pine cones 
Beautiful, different 
$1.10 ppd. 

□ BOOK OF PINE CONE CREATIONS & FOLI- 
AGE ARRANGEMENTS. 36 creations. Make pix- 
ies, snoman, santas, people, scenes, trees, 
wreaths, arrangements and novelties, plus pine 
cone identification and beautiful foliage ar 
rangements. $1.10 ppd 

□ BOOK OF CHRISTMAS PROJECTS and how 
to make them. Wreaths, mats, arrangements, 
corsages, trees, door pieces of feathers, styro- 
foam, poinsettias, holly, leaves, etc. $1.10 
ppd. 

□ DECORATING STYROFOAM CHRISTMAS 
BALLS. Trim with pearls, beads, sequins, rib- 
bon, braid, glitter, spangles, holly. 30 photos, 
instructions on balls, eggs, bells.        69c ppd. 

□ HANDICRAFT CATALOG. Buy Direct! 
76 pages, wholesale discounts 

(send for your books or catalog today) 

BOYCAN'S FLORAL ARTS 
Dept. HG 11, Sharon, Pa. 16146 

IMPORTED  FROM  SWEDEN 

FASHION  RIGHT 

WOODEN  SHOES 

Enjoy the comfort that won the hearts of 
women the world over. Rubber tread, con- 
toured wooden platform makes standing, 
walking a delight. Orlhopedic. firms leg 
muscles. Perforated or plain leather tops 
in red. white or navy. Si2es 4'^ to ll'/fc 
med. width. Send size or foot outline. 

$13.50  ppd. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

4 
% 

i "W 

GOLDEN  FILIGREE 

SWITCHPLATES 
Add a touch of charm to your home at little 
co.r with our golden sw'tchplates. Brass- 
plated, antique non-tarnish finish, screws in- 
cluded. Also available in wrought-iron black. 
SINGLE.—3" x 4' /' SI.00 each 

3 for S2.95 
DOUBLc-l1/ i 4':" $1.50 each 
TWIN  OUTLET—3" X 4' i"         SI.00 each 

3 tor S2.95 
TRIPLE—6!V x 4vj"      $2.95 each 
COMBINATION— 4' _"   x   4'/*" SI..")0 each 
QUADRUPLE— 8    x  4' _." $3.95 each 

PLUS 45c  POSTAGE &  HANDLING 

JOLLY ST. NICK 
That jolly old fellow in the red 
suit has a pack so full, he's hav- 
ing a tough time making it down 
the chimney. A merry charm to 
find under the tree Christmas 
morning. Enamel trim on 14k 
gold, $15; or sterling silver, $4. 
Ppd. Color catalogue of charms, 
jewelry $1. Charm & Treasure, 
HG11, 1201 Ave. of Americas, 
N. Y. 10036. 

GIANT MAGNIFIER 
Want to read the stock market 
quotations and get the entire pic- 
ture at a glance? Use the page 
magnifier, a 7" by 10" magnify- 
ing sheet. It is great for tele- 
phone directory or legal docu 
ments and maps. The broad view 
makes reading fine print a pleas- 
ure. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG11, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

BRIGHT BY NIGHT 
Wee ones fall asleep easily with 
a reassuring night light. This 
"100-year Nite Lite" stays cool 
so there's no danger to people 
or pets. Ebony plastic case with 
golden trim, white GE bulbs. 
Costs 2c in electricity per week. 
4" by 1" by IV2". $1.25 each; 
three, $3.49; 12, $13.50. Ppd. 
Solid Electric Corp., HG11, Box 
646, Norwalk, Conn. 06852. 

CRYSTAL BRILLIANCE 
Spray any hanging crystal chan- 
delier with Crystal Clean and it 
drip dries to original luster elim- 
inating tedious wiping and polish- 
ing. No need to remove prisms 
and reassemble. Atomizer nozzle 
comes with spray can of liquid 
cleaner. 16-ounces, $4.75 ppd. 
Kellum's Crystal Clean, HG11, 
652 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, » 
Cal. 93940. 

- 
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EASY  PUSH 
SNOW  SHOVEL 

Walk and Push it with one hand or use 
it as a light weight conventional alumi- 
num snow shovel. With its new extra 
long (1") Angled Glide wears+rip, 
you can control digging in or binding 
. . . effective on snow covered gravel, 
sod, or paved surfaces. Save shoveling 
time and money. $6.49 eo. Plus $1 
Shipping. Send payment with order to: 



SHOPPING AROUND 
PEN PAL 
Personalized stationery is a 
thoughtful gift and at this price 
you can think of everyone. Light 
blue with old-world border and 
script printing in dark blue. 75 
sheets (25 not printed) and 50 
personalized envelopes $1.98 
ppd. 48 hour service. Print name, 
address, zip. Walter Drake, HG- 
88 Drake Building, Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 80901. 

DISPLAY PLATE 
What about this work of art? 
Americana series issued for the 
bicentennial decade emblazons 
the great seal of the U.S.A. in 
china on each plate. Artisans 
mold each one by hand; hence, 
no two alike. Armetale looks 
and feels like pewter. 11" dia. 
$15.95 ppd. Casual Living, HG11, 
Rte. 6, Bethel, Conn. 06801. 

MIGHTY MIDGET 
One little machine only 5V2" by 
5" by 3V2" adds, subtracts and 
multiplies up to 1,000,000. A 
mere flick of the finger does the 
work; all it needs is the figures 
and the answer is visible in the 
big windows. A mere $5.95 plus 
35c postage. Write to World Co., 
HG11, 1 Park Ave., New York, 
N. Y. 10016. 

SERENE SCENE 
Bobbing Queen Anne's lace in a 
midsummer field makes a pleas- 
ant crewel project during mid- 
winter or any time! Yarns in many 
colors for design against black; 
finished size is 20" by 24". Kit 
includes stamped fabric, dia- 
gram, instructions; frame not 
incl. $7.95 plus 80c post. Crewel 
World, HG11, P.O. Box 303, 
Huntingdon  Valley,   Pa.   19006. 

PEWTER NIIMTI RES 
\utlit'iitic replicas of Early American 

' Vv.terware handcrafted by artisans 
rom Holland. Intricate, delicate sen- 

; itively created miniatures in genuine 
pewter. Twelve pieces with two Colo- 
■lial racks. $19.00. One rack with 6 
pieces, $10.00. Four pieces without 

This cuddly, cozy Green 'Gator with his gaping 
red mouth and white rick-rack teeth is pure de- 
light for sub-teens as well as teens to nestle in 
for T. V. watching, slumber parties or bunking 
down. Quilted acrylic-pile outer fabric with a 
super-sott batting fill, and heavy duty 2-way 
zipper. Washable. 75" L & 26" W. An Animal 
Fair product that makes an excellent gift. 

$24.95 plus si.so P&H 

///. Res. odd 5% tax. Gift Catalog  25c 

I.OIIIM. 
MIOI 
■ 114 H 

Complete 
Hr ;,ls 24 Pmrs w  .. Shoo £^ 0r I" 
-mi lo 20 Pans Men'i Shoei »^ 

—and    All    Cleaning    Gear— 
w. . (i   out   the   shoe   lunglc   in  your closets with  th 
pr.ictic.il.   versatile   rollm.,   ihoc.   r.ick     Its  .1   ht.s.ivi 
for families that are shoo and slippoi icatteron    Ro 

lund  mi   larfjc,  free-wheeling  castcrf  Inr n qui< 
sight   under   short   >|.i 

Holds ■ I..,. 
roll     i 

i   it   out   of 
the.  closet,   pull   out 

ho of III 
"/,':: slant 

.in  styles 
win- 

n/l.lli*.'.    p.ih    Inn.| 
III and   no 

_.    22 "W. 
1P"D ,  2GJ yH.  Of  knotty pine  in  honiytonc pine or 
'      antique pine or wjlniit finish. Only     $34.95. 

Express Charges Collect. 
EASY HOME KIT   Simple assembly. Precision cut. 
prc-fitted,   diillrd.   sanded,   etc..   ready  for   finish.no. 
Complete w.lli ci.sliis and fittings. Simple directions. 

Only     $24.95.   Express Charges Collect. 
BEAUTIFUL   NEW   FREE   CATALOG- lOOO   PIECES 
of   Finished   and   Kit   Furniture   in   Friendly   Pine. 

Dept. Gl 1-0 
North Conway, N. H. 03860 

Dutch Jewelry 
sent directly from Holland with foreign stamps 

Windmills and wooden shoes in sterling silver 
and 14 caret gold, make delightful gifts at 
small prices. Buy several and save. 
1. Sterling   Stiver   Delft   Windmill   Brace- 

lil $4.00 
2. Little Girls Sterling Silver Wooden 

Shoe  Bracelet 5.00 
3. Child's bracelet with three charms, in- 

cluding windmill with turning arms. 
Sterling   Silver 3.00 

4. 14 Caret Gold Windmill Charm with 
turning  arms—apprnx 8.50 

In Sterling Silver 3.00 
5. 14 Caret  Gold  Wooden  Shoes  (2) 8.50 

Oeduct 50c for two. 75c for 3. $1.25 for 4. 
Please send order airmail and allow four weeks 
for delivery. Checks and money orders accepted. 
We pay all postage. DUTY FREE. Folder 25c. 
For airmail add $1.00. 

HOLLAND   HANDICRAFTS 
PRUIMENDIJK   24        RIJSOORO.   HOLLAND 

Holiday Nut Selection 
From the decorative holiday sprig to the 

reusable apothecary jar, this selection of 

fresh, extra large cashews, pecans, filberts, 

Brazil nuts and almonds is an uncommonly 

distinctive gift. No peanuts! Two sizes: A— 

1 lb. 6 oz. of nuts, $3.75 + 50c post.; B— 

2 lb. 6 oz. of nuts, $4.95 + 75c post. 

KOEZE   NUT   HOUSE 
P.O. Box 901 5, 

Grand Rapids, Mich. 49509 

DECORATIVE STOOL 

Ideal for bar, den, 
kitchen. Sturdy 
naugahyd in choice 
of yellow, red, ava- 
cado, black or white. 
Steel base, in white, 
gold or black baked 
enamel finish, swiv- 
els 360°. Plastic 
glides for easy 
movement. Seat 
30" or 24" hg. 
Weights 27# 

$29.95 frt. digs, rolled 

2-$59.50,  3-$88.95,  4-$l 17.95 

Specify seat hgt. color & base finish 

No C.O.D.'s 
Ca'if. res. add 5<5i  sales tax 

Mr. Jim's Bars & Stools 
706 No. Tustin 

Orange, Calif. 91667 

HiJ GENUINE PHOTO 
CHRISTMAS  CARDS 

Your Name Printed  FREE on each 
40 ENVELOPES 
INCLUDED 

Simply send us 
your favorite snapshot, 
picture, print. We will photograph 
it and make 40 Genuine Photo Christmas cards 
and print your name or ANY name FREE on each 
card. We repeat: 40 Genuine Photo Christmas 
cards on glossy rich stock! And 40 matching 
envelopes are included FREE. We don't even 
need your negative. We prefer picture, print or 
snapshot. This is the greatest photo Christmas 
card offer ever. Don't confuse this with cheap 
printing-press reproductions. These are genuine 
photographs! Order NOW! Send your favorite 
photo-any size, along with $1.00 plus 35v for 
postage and handling for each set. Prompt serv- 
ice sincerely promised but orders must reach us 
by December 12, 1970. Complete money-back 
guarantee if not delighted. Sorry, no COD's. 
Photo-King, 1199 Broadway, Dept. D-15, N.Y., 
N.Y.   10001. 

CLASSICS ELEGANTE 
Add the elegance and splendor of a 
decorator's touch to your living room, 
foyer, dining, bath or any room, with these 
beautiful hand crafted wall accessories. 

■7017 RENAISSANCE Frame 11 "x 13". Beautifully 
carved and finished in antique gold, surrounds 
your choice of 4"x6" color linen print or mirror. 
$9.50 ea.: 3 reproductions $27.00. 

#916 ANTIQUE BOOK 12"x8". Hand sculptured, 
in deep gold relief finish with  full-color linen 



Full color, antique calendars 1971 dates 

DICKENS CALENDAR reproduced from the 70 year 
old original based on illustrations from the great 
novelist s works. A monochrome scene for each month 
Full color. 1971 dates. Size 8" x 11' Ideal gift for the 
Dickens devotee.        SI.00 each, 3 for $2.50. 6 for S4 50 

y row D BE ~ 
WDRf D'S        « 
SMALLEST; l 

ANTIOUE 
TAJ ENDAR'.' 
Real conversation piece, yet so 
practical. 24 pages reproduced 
in full color from the 65 year 
old original. Carry in pocket or 
pocket book for reference and 

amusement. Good   for  gift   giving  or   party   favors 

Just $1.00 each, 3 for $2.50, 6 for $4.50 
CALENDARS     BOX 412 A     DAN VERS, MASS. 01923 

FREE!" 
JEWELRY 
CATALOG 
176 PAGES 
IN FULL COLOR 
INCLUDING PHOTOGRAPHY SECTION 

NOW YOU CAN BUY BRAND 
NAME MERCHANDISE AT LOW- 
EST DISCOUNT PRICES WITH 
COMPLETE CHARGE ACCOUNT 
PRIVILEGES. FULL DETAILS IN 
CATALOG. 

PARKER 
DISTRIBUTORS (HG117) 
40 INDUSTRIAL PLACE 
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. 10805 

FROM THIS 

All 
Paints Premised 

THE ORIGINAL PORTRAIT KIT 
We. the originators (if oil-portrait numl ■• 

n ibled thousand   i I  people with no prior 
experience  to  paint   quality   portraits  of   loved 

Our exclusive Bystem  gives you the finest 
at   the   lowest   possible   prici     No 

i ..    !   From  your photo or color 
[any size)  every brush stroke area  i 

lined and numbered on a fine mounted 16"      '"' 
canva 3    (standard    portrait   size).   Twenty - four 
cups   of   individually-mixed   artist's  oil   paint! 
marked for the numbered areas are provided with 

■ ap   lids   to pi ■■'■-■.   \ he  i.i i 
also  includes:  an artist's  palette,  fine  I i 
brush   'leaner.   Please   Indicate   hair   and   eye 
coloring.  All photos returned unharmed. 

Send Only $14-95 
Include $.50 lor postage 

PORTRAIT PRAFT BOX 577.Y rumnHII   bnHrl   Wilmington, Calif. 90744 

^-—fCoat a Armar—\ 

| 
_j 
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HUMOROUS 
COAT-OF-ARMS 

Now anyone can proudly display a coat-of- 
arms. regardless of ancestry. Use in recrea- 
tion room, office or den. Printed in black 
and bright red. Size 7" x 9". Please print 
name desired. All orders mailed within 48 
hours.  You may enclose gift card. 

Unframed   $2.00   Postpaid 
Framed       $3.00 

SYLVAN  STUDIO 
P.  O.  Box  59  H,  Sylvania,  Ohio 43560 

PIANO 
ROLLS 

FIT ALL PLAYER PIANOS 
] Close To You C. Harper Valley P T A 

_] Which Way You Goin' Billy? I Aquarius 
J A Song Of Joy G Old Piano Roll Blues 
] Everything Is Beautiful ... (J Bill Bailey 
j Daughter Of Darkness . G Mrs Robinson 
J Sugar Sugar G Winchester Cathedral 
J Raindrops Keep Fallin' _r   Georgy Girl 
G Somewhere My Love [ . Tiny Bubbles 
G Those Were The Days .. G Spinning Wheel 
G Little Green Apples. G Midnight Cowboy 
G Hello. Dolly! \_   Let The Sunshine In 
G Let It Be ,. G Windmills Of Your Mind 
G Alley Cat G Bridge Over Troubled Water 
G Beer Barrel Polka . G Gentle On My Mind 
Q Green Green Grass Of Home G Hey Jude 
(J I Left My Heart In San Francisco G Jean 
G Romeo And Juliet Impossible Dream 
G By The Time I Get To Phoenix [_ Mame 
I  | I'll Never Fall In Love Again G Cabaret 
i ) Born Free G Come Saturday Morning 
1    White Christmas G Winter Wonderland 
G Silver Bells G Twleve Days Of Christmas 
i ] Little Drummer Boy ,Q Silent Night 
G Jingle Bells G Frosty The Snowman 
G Chestnuts Roasting G Auld Lang Syne 

Postpaid G 5 Rolls $7.95 G 10 Rolls $14 95 
D 15 Rolls $21 95 Q 20 Rolls $28 95 

SATISFACTION  GUARANTEED 
Check selections and send ad to: 
EARTHQUAKE  CITY   MUSIC  CO. 
Box 500, Tiburon, Calif. 94920 

SHIPPED 

DIRECT FROM 

GERMANY 

DUTY FREE 

Cuckoos Every Half Hour 

Imported Cuckoo Clock $9.95 

Genuine German Cuckoo Clock with 

weight and pendulum movement. Cuck- 

oos cheerily every half hour. Excellent 

timekeeper. HAND CARVED by the 

famous Black Forest woodcarvers. An- 

tique walnut finish. Shipped direct duty 

free from West Germany. Order now 

in time for Christmas. Each clock or- 

dered will be shipped direct. Send 

$9.95 for each. Calif, residents add 55c 

sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed or 

money back. The Mail Shoppe, Dept. 

6B, P.O. Box 91161, Los Angeles, Cali- 

fornia 90009. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

GALA SPECTRUM 
Can be seen with prism made of 
optical glass that bends light 
rays of shorter wave length at a 
sharper angle than those of long- 
er wave length. Fine introduction 
to theory of electromagnetic 
waves, whole science of color. 
$1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG11, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

MUSIC MECHANICS 
Beautiful tune, beautiful box in 
time for Christmas. As the nostal- 
gic strains of Dr. Zhivago's theme 
song "Somewhere My Love" fills 
the air (Swiss movement, 18 
notes), enchanting scene re- 
volves. Italian hand painted, 5" 
h. Music box, $14.95 plus 75c 
post. Catalogue 50c. Hildegarde's, 
HG11, 597 Farmington Ave., 
Hartford, Conn. 06105. 

CALLING CARD CLIP 
His business card, company 
trademark, logo or lodge em- 
blem finely etched in miniature 
on a heavy sterling money clip. 
Send actual card or design and 
lettering as it should appear on 
clip. A distinctive gift for that 
special man. $15 ppd. Order 
from Holiday Gifts, 311-D, 7047 
Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221. 

SUPER  SEAT 
Buoyant and beautiful, the Avant- 
Garde inflatable sculpture seat 
brings a contemporary look to the 
indoor or outdoor scene. A note- 
worthy novelty, it is made of 
triple-laminated vinyl in red, 
yellow, orange, blue, white or 
black. $9.95 plus 85c post. 
Please specify color. The Avant 
Garde Emporium, HG11, 110 W. 
40 St., New York, N. Y. 10018. 

Mushroom 
Collectors 

Add these 4 Beautiful Prints to your Collection. 

Attention! 

Here for the first time are these very attractive 
prints of four mushroom varieties. Painted by the 
talented artist, Ruane Manning, each print is done 
in shades of bronze and tan. This collection would 
make an ideal wall decor in living room, dining 
room or kitchen. Ready to frame—Satisfaction 
Guaranteed.  Each  print tJ/2" x 8'/2"• 

ONLY        s,.,„i todaj = ■ ___^ 
S5.00 set      Dept. i6>i   "     house of goodspeed 
01" tWO SetS • Federal Square Bid-.. 

$9.50 pOStpaid Grand Rapids. Mich.  19S02 

UNIQUE ART OF INDIA 
PERSONAL PORTRAIT PAINTED FROM YOUR PHOTOGRAPH ON 
SKELETON PIPAL LEAF 

Send app'Oi  Sue 9'»6"  color  o> black  b white  photograph 
specifying shade ot skin hair eyes etc and our artist will portray 
vou realistically in oil colors on a treated leal from the Sacred 
P'pal tree ot India Ready tV learning (mount sue 12' * 8'| 

Send 'lb 00 (inclusive ot an postage! by check or International 
Money Order 

Also available Irom ready slock PIPAL OIL PAINTINGS portraying 
Indian liguies from temples monuments Mythological Gods.nativt 
men b women etc etc Also biblical characters 

1 3 bO lor one   5 9 00 tor three  MS 00 tor sn Inclusive ol air 
postage) 

Enquiries invited 'o< personali/ed p'pal painting greeting cards 
and all kinds ol handictalts 

INDIA EXPORT SERVICES 
39  BLUi   HAVEN    MOUNT PLEASANT ROAD   MALABAfl  HILL   BOMBAY t MB   II 

242 HOUSE & GARDEN 



SHOPPING AROUND 
GRANDEE OF TIME 
Noble in stature, o!d-tyme replica 
of a Grandfather Clock is a 
guaranteed precision electric 
timepiece. With embossed gold- 
en dial, matching swinging pen- 
dulum, crystal protected. I8V2" 
high, 7" wide by 3V2" deep. 
Stand on table or hang on wall. 
$12.98 plus $1 postage. World 
Art Group, HG11, 2 First St., 
East Norwalk, Conn. 06855. 

FINGERTIP SERVICE 
Clipmaster with magnetic top 
shakes out paperclips from its 
reservoir every time. Durable 
plastic in clean, simple design. 
Trim and tidy for the desk, it 
holds a box of No. 1 clips. Handy 
on desk or work table. $2 plus 
45c post, with supply of clips. 
Robert's of Rockaway, HG11, 
758 Caffrey Ave., Far Rockaway, 
N. Y. 11691. 

WINTER STROLLER 
Beloved sandal with comfortable 
P/4" wedge heel, zigzag rubber 
sole. AAAA-EE, 2v'2 to 13; D and 
EE to 12. Grain calf with smooth 
calf trim. Deep beige with otter, 
bone with malt; navy with It. 
blue; white; black. 2V2-IO, $20.95; 
10V2-12, $21.95; 12V2-13, $22.95. 
50c post. Free catalogue. Solby 
Bayes, HG11, 45 Winter St., Bos- 
ton, Mass. 02108. 

FLOWER PICTURES 
Creative stitchery in posy pic- 
tures. Exquisite floral designed 
kit includes homespun material, 
gay-colored wool, floss, needle, 
simple directions. 12" by 15" 
white molded frame. Daisy on 
blue, Queen Anne's lace on gold, 
black-eyed Susan on olive. Each 
$3.50 plus 45c post. The Added 
Touch, 12H Water Street, Bryn 
Mawr, Pa. 19010. 
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EASY  TO  REMEMBER  WITH 

"FORGET - IT - NOT" 
GAILY COLORED FLOWER TO MATCH ANY 
KITCHEN HAS ALL THOSE NEEDS YOU DON'T 
HAVE TIME TO JOT DOWN. AS YOU THINK 
OF IT, STICK A PIN IN IT. 9%" x W. COL- 
ORED PINS INCLUDED. HANGS ANYWHERE 
... NO NAILS . . ADHERES TO ANY HARD 
SURFACE. 
GIVE AS A GIFT—IT WON'T BE FORGOTTEN. 

ONE—ONLY $1.00—ADD 25c FOR HANDLING 
FOUR—ONLY $3.00—ADD 50c FOR HANDLING 

MONEY   BACK   GUARANTEE 
ORDER   SHIPPED   IN   48   HRS. 

INFINITY   ENTERPRISES 
DEPT.   A 

FOX   RIVER   GROVE,    ILL.   60021 

MEDIEVAL MOOD 
Create an old world setting in a den, library or living 

room with this unique, decorative knight in armor. En- 

hance your fireplace with this 27" tall warrior created in 

Mexico, hand painted in antique colors. No two pieces 

are exactly the same due to the tree-hand wrought 

metal work. 

$21.95 + SI.75 post, and hdlg. 

DEL   MUNDO   IMPORTS 
Box 4285 Overland Park, Kan. 66204 

GIVE HIM THE GIFT HE'LL 
USE EVERYDAY . . . 
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PREMIER  WRIST CALENDARS 
These are the original, patented' metal 
wrist calendars. They feature large, easy- 
to-read wear proof numbers. Reversible 
gold-silver color to match his watch. Cur- 
rent month fits on all regular watchbands 
and is easily changed monthly. Curves to 
fit the wrist. Will not catch or wear-out 
cuffs Inexpensive, handsome 12 month set 
comes in leather-grained vinyl pocket case. 
Specify starting month. Give the gift that's 
used everyday of the yearl You know you're 
buying the best. I'll. S Patent No. 3,340,- 
630). 1 Set $2, 3 Sets $5.50, 6 Sets $9 
(Postpaid). 

Martens-Becker Co., Box  1008 G, 
Willows, Cal. 95986 

t>California residents add 5% sales tax. 

GAME CONSERVATION 
Our wild zebra in nature's colors is ir- 

resistible on his very own gilt edged 

box. Perfect for cigarettes or odds and 

ends—it's a "must" for holiday gift 

giving. Museum print on fine wood, 

well hinged cover. 3yV' x 5y8". $6.95 

postpaid. 

CORNUCOPIA GIFTS 
Dept. HG11 

55 Prince St., New York, N. Y.  10012 

NEVER BEFORE OFFERED! 

"TRIM-A-TREE" 
CHRISTMAS  LADDERS 

Beautifully decorated with luxurious red or 
green fabric, foam-padded steps. Choice 
of glittering gold bows and braid trim; 
"Part ridge-in-a-Pear-Tree", or Christmas 
flower pot designs. Strong, completely use- 
able—and gorgeous! Will delight any wom- 
an who loves elegance combined with 
uniqueness. 
Ladders also created to match any decor 
upon   request. 

$17.95 
Postpaid. 

BARBARA BAXTER GIFTS 
1727 Highland Oaks Drive 
Arcadia, California 91006 

BLOW YOURSELF UP 
TO POSTER SIZE 

Zx3 for 3 
Ft SQ.50 

x*J for 
3 x4 Ft.—S7.50 

1'/2x2 Ft.- $2 50 

or   color   photo. 
If',6 

in sturdy tube 

Giant Photo 

Greeting Cards 

2)<3 Ft—S4.50 

1 x T/2 Ft.—$3.50 
The best and 
lar way to say Happy Birth- 
day, Merry Christmas & 
Happy New Year, Happy An- 

or I Love You. 
Your original photo 
blown up, becomes part of 
a beautifully designed, personalized giant greeting 
card, l x IV? ft. card mounted and easeled, 2 x 3 ft 
card sent unmounted, in tube. Specify occasion de- 
sired.  Shipped first class mail. 

Your original returned undamaged. Add 50c for post- 
age and handling for EACH item ordered. Send check 
or  M 0. No COD. 

Phnfn PrKtpr    Dept HG-117'210E- °st., illUlU   lUMCI       |\]ew York,  N.  Y.   10010 
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A   DIFFERENT 
INTERNATIONAL 

ENGLISH-LANGUAGE 
NEWSPAPER 

EVERY FORTNIGHT! 
Here's the next  best thing to a trip around  the 
world—a fascinating  gift—a great  way ot keep- 
ing informed! One year's subscription  gives you 
assortment   of   famous  newspapers   from  all  over 
the tree world, mailed direct from its own coun- 
try on date of issue, every other wt-ek throughout 
the year. Such papers as Borneo Bulletin. Saigon 
Post    Irish Times.   Manchester Guardian.  Bagh- 
dad News. Calcutta Statesman. 
Specially selected, informative issues.  Invaluable 
for school children, exciting for entire family: 2ti 
newspapers. Gift card sent air mail if you wish 

Only  $9.98 
Satisfaction guar ant * rd 

Send check or money order, (no CO D.'s) 

READERS WORLD PRESS CLUB 
Dept. G-110. Engel St.. Hicksville. N. Y. 11802 

Div. of Bevis Industries. Inc. 

STORK SCISSORS 

. 

Petite, only 31
2 inches long, yet practical and 

useful. These Stork scissors are ideally de- 
signed tor use in embroidery and other needle- 
work. They are Silver and Gold and the eye ot 
the Stork is Blue. This unique gift item is im- 
ported from Germany and made of fine steel. 
These Stork scissors will be cherished always 
by their recipient and the donor will be remem- 
bered with each use. Present this unique gift to 
someone dear and order one for yourself. 

ARCADE CO.,  Box 7008-B 
Belle View Blvd. 
Alexandria.  Virginia  22307 

Please send .. pairs of your beautiful Stork 
Scissors. Enclosed is S3.98 per pair plus $.30 
shipping charges for each pair. 

NAME: 

ADDRESS:     
(Street) (City)       (State)       (Zin) 

JOVEMBER,   1970 



SHOPPING AROUND 

PAINT YOUR OWN WALL MURAL! 
ICnjoy the beauty, creative satisfaction of paint- 
ing a lovely ."> to 14 ft. wide mural directly on 
your wall! New "paint-by-numbcrs" met hod is 
urn incredibly easy Take- Jusi ?> 10 .". hours. 
\ r -i i ■ ih.ir.r un in S3."i0 \\s\ 111 m i icr scenic? 

cost 5100 and more, our complete kit-. $12.95 
Up!   Also   fabuloife   "Black   l.i^ln"   mural   kit-. 
Many   exquisite   i lern,   provincial,   oriental, 
eic.   designs.   A  stunning prestige  touch!   Send 

FREE! BRAND NEW COLOR CATALOG 
. . . over 25°0 New Designs! 

ICxciling neu 36-page full color catalog shows 
dozens new designs and big choice of decorator 
[•dor combinations, plus e;isy "How to" details. 
ALSO FREE COPY: •'Romance of the Murals", 
tencl. 10c for postage, handling.) 

MURAL ART CENTER 
14713 Keswick 

Dept. HG11, Van Nuys, Cal. 91405 

A MOST UNUSUAL CLOCK 

with a see-thru face framed in walnut. 
Beautifully hand-carved, handpainted birds 
in their original colors replaces the num- 
erals. Selections are upland, decoy or song- 
birds. Battery operated. Conies in two sizes 
63

4 x 8. 47.50 and 9x11, 62.50. ppd., 
1 year warranty. About 3 week delivery. 

Koppen's of Lake Forest 
222 E. Westminster 

Lake Forest, III. 60045 

Butcher 
the one tested, 

trusted body creme 
that contains a full 
60,000* units of 
ESTROGENIC HORMONES 
If you believe, as so many 
beauty experts do, that your 
silhouette is the true key to 
feminine allure—then the one name you should re 
member from now on is LA VIVE . . . because La 
Vive Body Creme has helped thousands for more 
than ten years! This superior formula features 
20,000 units of natural estrons and estrogenic 
hormones per jar plus additional beneficial oils. No 
wonder so many grateful women have expressed 
their thanks in enthusiastic letters of praise to our 
beauty advisors! Stop envying others! Instead, try 
the 60 day supply of La Vive Hormone Creme with 
out risking a penny. It's guaranteed—you must be 
absolutely thrilled with results or simply return the 
jar for money back without questions! 60-day supply 
(mailed in plain wrapper) only $1.98". Special: 
Triple supply only $5.00 postpaid 
FREE! Act now and receive with your order our ex- 
clusive beauty booklet that reveals the coveted 
glamour secrets of facial and body allure known to 
the world's loveliest women! This valuable guide is 
yours free—send today! 

AMERICAN   IMAGE   COR?.,   Dept.   L 269 E 
276 Park Avenue So., New York, N.Y.  10010 

34" high work table 
36" x 24", $79.50 
48" x 24", $89.50 

60" x 30", $114.50 
or choose 30" dining 

height table at 
same prices. 

Locking Shepherd 
Casters, 

$15 additional 

Two-inch thick maple butcher block top, 
durable bench-construction frame. Sent 
express collect. In Illinois, add applic- 
able taxes. Send check or money order, 
no C.O.D.'s please. 

For complete catalog of exciting butcher 
block furniture, send 50c to: 

the 

butcher block people 
The Schoenheit Company 

Dept. 110A, 1660 S. Clinton, Chicago 60616 

"Especially For You 
Hong=&temmeb &tlfe 

American jPeautp Rosses 
With long Lasting Natural Fragrance 

Gift for Holidays and all  Occasions. 
Satisfaction GUARANTEED or money back! 

FLOWER  STYLE ORIGINALS.   Inc.  Dept   HG • 
30 West 26th St . New York, N   Y. 10010 • 
Please  rush  my  American   Beauty  Roses. ^ 
I  enclose cash, check or money order, and my address. _ 

6 Roses to a box.  S9.00 per boi. g 
j  12 Roses to a box, $15.00 per boi. « 

PROMPT   SHIPMENT.   Posugc  6   handhng   included.   Sorry, no  C 0 0   s     • 

A*. 

Hand Painted Needlepoint 
OBI inspired design. Important chrysan- 
themums in burnt orange and deep pur- 
ple, surrounded by sapphire blue and 
emerald green foliage, and two gold and 
silver butterflies. 13" x 13" pillow or 
folded envelope evening purse. Easy on 
the eyes canvas, yarn, needle, directions 
included. $44.00 prepaid. Allow 2 weeks 
for delivery. Brochure on request 25c. 

Nimble Fingers, Inc. 
Box 381, Back Bay Annex, 

Boston, Mass. 02117 

NATIVITY CHARM 
A tiny stable with the kneeling 
Virgin Mary, miniature swaddled 
Infant. Roof is colorfully enam- 
elled, star is a little make-believe 
emerald. All set in a %" disc with 
Merry Christmas. In 14k gold, 
$10; sterling silver, $3.50. Ppd. 
Giant color charm book, $1. 
Charm & Treasure, HG11, 1201 
Ave. of the Americas, New York 
10036. 

PRINCELY PLAQUE 
Make a man's home his castle 
with the family coat-of-arms on 
display. Embossed copper on 
polished mahogany base, hand- 
painted motto. 8" by 5", $16.95; 
10" by 13", $29.50; two-family 
shield 10" by 12", $34. Add 75c 
post. Send 10c for color card of 
plaques, parchments, emblems, 
etc. "1776" House, G47, 260 
Mass. Ave., Boston. Mass. 02115. 

TIE CADDY 
Tidy, easy-to-get-at arrangement 
with his lordship's four-in-hands 
in tie cabinet with five swing-out 
rods. Holds up to 100 ties 
wrinkle-free! Of knotty pine in 
honey tone or maple, antique 
pine or walnut finish, porcelain 
knobs. 33"h., UVS'w., 4"d. 
$42.75. Kit to assemble and fin- 
ish. $27.50. Ppd. Yield House. 
HG11, No. Conway, N. H. 03860. 

CHRISTMAS ANGEL 
Straight from heaven—in gleam- 
ing gold, of course. Little praying 
angel pin. Florentine-finished 
with mock-sapphire blue eyes. 
Her wings and halo touched with 
glittering rhinestones. WA" high. 
A pretty price too, $3 plus 25c 
postage. Old Pueblo Traders, 
HNA. Box 6305 Country Club 
Rd.. Tucson. Ariz. 85716. 

MINI-HIBACHI 
Unique hors d'oeuvre hibachi used by fa- 

mous hostesses. Great for your parties— 

guests love it! Impress those on your gift 

list with this import from Shopper's Bazaar 

where you get the "thoughtful touch that 

means so much." Complete with skewers, 

grill lift and wooden base. 5" dia. 

CC  05  plus 75c postage. 

SHOPPER'S   BAZAAR 
P.  O.  Box 122,  Owatonna,  Minnesota 55060 

A FINE COOKBOOK ENJOY COUNTRY COOKIN' 

A treasury of old fashioned recipes. All 

in clearest, simplest directions adapted 

for use in the modern home. Just jampacked 

with helpful household hints, valuable 

suggestions & many old timey illustrations. 

Get   several   for   gifts.   S/.95   &   .30   Postage. 

SHADETREE CREATIONS 
305 CHESTER ST., MYRTLE BEACH. S. C. 2957} 
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GRACIOUS QUEEN ANNE 
Eighteenth century beauty gently 
winged in a choice of fine fabrics. 
Frame is sturdy hardwood, 46" 
h., 28" w., seat h., 18>/2", 18" d. 
Latex and dacron filled zippered 
reversible cushion. 12 finishes. 
$94 ea.; $184 pr. Exp. chgs. coll. 
Ship. wgt. 65 lbs. 40-pg. cata 
logue of furniture, fabrics, $1. 
Hunt Galleries, 2920 No. Center, 
HG11, Hickory, N. C. 28601. 

PET PARAPLUIE 
What next? Transparent vinyl 
umbrella has a three-foot han- 
dle with a bend so it attaches to 
a dog's collar, like a leash. Trans- 
parency allows clear vision for 
pet and umbrella holder, while 
keeping pet's coat dry. $14.98 
plus 75c post. J. Carlton's, Inc., 
Dept. F181, 176 Madison Ave., 
New York, N. Y. 10016. 

KITCHEN JET 
Dishwasher that works super fast 
delivers a constant jet stream 
to wash dishes clean in jig time. 
It connects to any faucet and 
has a detergent compartment in 
handle. Requires no special fit- 
tings or installation. A boon for 
rinsing even if you own an elec- 
tric dishwasher. $6.95 ppd. Col- 
lier's, GE-117, P.O. Box 585, Sko- 
kie, III. 60076. 

HIS VEST PART 
If you don't know what to give a 
man high up on your list, how 
about a magnificent satin vest? 
Great look for the dark time of 
day: comes tapered slim and tai- 
lored to a T—colors red or olive. 
Sizes 36 through 46. Low tariff 
for high style $16.50. Monogram 
$2 extra ppd. Scintilla, HG11, 
4802 No. Broadway G, Chicago, 
III. 60640. 

ND BED WETTING and prevent 
embarrassment 

vith 

RI-PANTS 
(patented) 

tr children 
ND ADULTS 
ER BRACE CO. 

I / 

Safe,  sure  24-hour protection 
for    greater    self-confidence. 

A Aids  in training for improved 
' control.  Contour designed  for 

perfect tit. Exclusive cuff fea- 
ture aids in absorption, helps 
prevent    chafing.    Waterproof 
outer   lining.   Double   flannel 

interior   with   additional    soft   quilted    padding. 
Washable.  Order by  waist size:   18"-24".   $4.95, 
2    for    $8.90;    26"-38".    $5.45,    2    for    $9.90; 
40"-44",  $5.95, 2  for $10.70.  Add  45c  post.and 
handling. 

DEPT. HG KOSP • 811 WYANDOTTE . KANSAS CITY, MO. 64105 

■ 

1 

• 

MUSCLE TONER 
Exercising aid made of firm resili- 

ent rubber with space for each 

finger, designed to strengthen 

hand and arm muscles. Also rec 

ommended by doctors for relief 

from arthritic pain, aches and 

stiffness. 

HAND EXERCISER 
SI .49 —  15c Moiling Ecch 

Calif, residents add 0% <ales lax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St..  Dept. HGI10 

San Francisco. Calit. 94105 

11\ c; s 

Style  &   qualitj   in   large   K>"x20" 
paintings, mounted <>n panels with 
ford, read)  to hang. Hand painted 
& personalized an) 3 initials. 

Each $28.50 ppd. 

RICHAKI)  WEST 
BOX 122      ESSEX, CONN. 06426 

TWICE THE SPICE! 

2 in 1  Pepsal Mill 
Double duty pepper and salt shaker in one hand 
some piece to add a touch of graciousness and 
originality. Heirloom quality, kiln dried genuine 
American walnut, treated with a hand rubbed 
oil process to produce a lone lasting finish. Ex 
elusive grinding mechanism is accurately ma 
chined of case hardened steel. Superb gifts for 
any  occasion.   Guaranteed   unconditionally 

6" high; 2'/," diam. $11.25 ppd. 
9" high; 2%" diam. $12.50 ppd. 

N.Y. state residents add 5% so/es tax 

BLOCK HOUSE ENTERPRISES, 8?f{0 
Box  250,   Bellport.   N.   Y.   11713 

From ENGLAND to readers of 'HOUSE & GARDEN' comes 
the unique opportunity to possess this beautiful bust of 
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, literary master of the English lan- 
guage. He stands 18" tall in exqulo.tely detailed marble or 
bronzed finish, an authentic example of English crattsmanship. 
This magnificent piece is the natural addition to the elegant 
home. 

Price $65 inc. post. & packing, plus S6.50 Import Duty pay- 
able on receipt to postman. When ordering state linish re- 
quired, i.e. Bronze or Marble. Send Check or M.O. to: 

MARTIN   WEST  &   CO. 
LLOYDS   BANK,   BRIDGE   STREET, 

STRATFORD   ON   AVON,   WARWICKSHIRE,   ENGLAND 

Allow three weeks for delivery. 

YOUR FAMILY TREE 

FIRST   EASY-TO-USE 
GENEALOGY   CHART 

You owe it to future generations to keep your 
family lineage intact and up-to-date. This beau- 
tiful giant 21" x 34" FAMILY TREE CHART, 
printed on quality heirloom antique parchment, 
makes charting your family pedigree easy and 
fun. Spaces are provided for over 250 names of 
family members arranged in their proper rela- 
tionship3 so that you can see in a glance your 
family tree and all its branches. 
Thi> chart is a most rewarding, interesting, and 
educational hobby that results in an elegant 
document to be passed on and cherished for gen- 
erations.   Perfect  for  framing. 

The ideal gift* 
Only $2.00 (plus 30c post. & hdlg.) 

Comes in its own heavy s'orage tube for 
permanent pro.ection. 

FORMCO 
Box 3828-CC Long Beach. California 90803 

FREE SAMPLE, if you're interested in 

ANTIQUES 
Fascinating new newspaper devoted to Antiques, 
is chock-full of  interesting  items for  collectors 

Al   l.i t,   America  has  ii -  own  spri 
awake   newspaper   devoted   lo   Antique* 
with   skill   and   knowledge.   This   his   : 

newspaper  i     full  "l   ■_■ I  reading,   in  ki 
intere ted hy the hour' Oversized, clear i 
.   .   .   with eolor features,   Authoritative 
I'v   experl -    I'ollecfoi -   intere led   in   fun 
china,   slass,  prints,  silver,  etc.  .  .  .  write us: 
"Your newspaper is the lies!  ihins I've read:", 
Also,   up-!,, the minute   new ■   shorn   shows,   ex- 
hihits,  forums,  historic sites.   1'lu- a delightful 
classified  section,  where  the hargairu   are! 

.V"»'   we   want   you   In   mi.-n    Intiqm    Monthlir, 
without   risking  a   penny    We'll   soul   IIOU   the 
current   big   i.«ii- ,   immune   imbl.   FUKK.    .Vo 
further  obligation.   Fill   in  coupon  ana 
for litis of nailing enjoi/mmt. 

FREE   SAMPLE   OFFER: 

Antique Monthly. Dwr. 2. Tuscaloosa. Ala. 35401 
( ) Send me free sample copy, your issue No. 
G-IIO. ( ) Send me full 12-months' subscrip- 
tion at special reduced price of $3.(J!J. Bill me 
later. (Your money relunded after 30-day trial, 
if not pleased) 

Name 

Address 

Zip 

EXOTIC WINGED 

Pa. Res. Add 6% Tax • Sorry No COD s 

GREGG  LTD. DePt. 

FISH CARVING SET 
Built-in grip designed on knife and fork of seasoned 
Walnut wood with hand rubbed satin finish. Comple- 
mented with brass nose and winged fins. The perfect 
gift. Over 16" Long. $9.95 POSTPAID 

Gil. 2434 77th Avenue, Phila.,  Pa.  19150 
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THE MODERN JAPANESE HOUSE: 
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE 
Edited by Hiroshi Sasaki 

A collection of forty-four outstanding 
residential designs by twenty-seven of 
Japan's leading architects, this volume 
demonstrates the way in which the 
traditional Japanese house, source of 
inspiration to such men as van tier 
Rohe, Gropius and Wright, has been 
adapted to incorporate furnishings 
and equipment from the West with- 
out losing its classic simplicity and 
serenity; an invaluable book for those 
interested in interior design, decora- 
ting and architecture and a lovely gift. 
230 gravure photos, 7 color plates 
cloth binding. $13.50 

Calif,  residents please add 5Vi% tax. 
This book is available at your book 
dealer or 

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS 
--■^  lapan Publications Trading Co., (U.S.A.) Inc. 

H^gD 1255 Howard St . San Francisco, Calif  94103 

Learn cancer's warning 
signals. You'll be in 
good company. 
1. Unusual bleeding or discharge. 
2. A lump or thickening in the 

breast or elsewhere. 
3. A sore that does not heal. 
4. Change in bowel or bladder 

habits. 
5. Hoarseness or cough. 
6. Indigestion or difficulty in 

swallowing. 
7. Change in size or color of 

a wart or mole. 
If a signal lasts longer than two 
weeks, see your doctor without 
delay. 
And be sure to have a health 
checkup once a year, no matter 
how well you may feel. 

Fight Cancer with  a checkup 

and a check 

American Cancer Society f. 

DOG-TEX 
CLEANS AND 
DEODORIZES 
DOG STAINS 
• Removes Spots • Saves Rugs 
• Restores Colors • Cleanses 

Other Floor Areas 
• Aids "Housebreaking" 
• Money-Back Guarantee 
8 oz. 90c, Pt. $1.50, Qt. $2.25, 

Gal. $7.25 

At finest stores or write us 
CONSOLIDATED  CHEMICAL  WORKS 

Send for 
Helpful 

'Housebreaking'117J, 

Gardeners 
notes 

HANGING  PLANTS  ALWAYS   Mill 

SOMETHING   TO   HANG    FROM— 

something handsome and sturdy. 

The redwood-slat hanging hasket, 

right, fills hoth requirements so well 

it should he on the list of Christmas 

presents for anyone who has a pas- 

sion for trailers. Shipped knocked- 

down hy The Manhattan Gardener, 

Ltd., 201 East Seventy-fourth Street, 

New York City, 10021, for $12.50, 

postpaid, the planter may he lined 

with sphagnum moss or plastic and 

filled with potting soil. Or pots may 

he set inside the hasket. The plant 

here is spider plant, an interesting 

and easy-to-grow dangler that pro- 

duces foamy white flowers in addition to the leaf 

hecause dozens of things are called spider plant, 

and is availahle practically everywhere pot plants 

clusters. Be careful ahout names 

This one is Chlorophylum elntum 

are sold. 

THE MINIATURE CONTAINER-GROWN Oll- 

411 AltO in Mrs. Quaintance Mason's garden (see page 

90) began with the boxes in which the trees are planted. 

These are 3 feet square by 2 feet high, and were made 

by nailing 1 -by-4 boards to 4-by-4 uprights. Left bottom- 

less, the boxes were placed on leveled ground where the 

trees were to stand, filled with earth, and planted. As the 

fruit trees develop, their roots will grow into the ground 

beneath the boxes, helping to anchor the trees and to 

find water and nourishment. Redwood is the best lumber 

for this type of box since it lasts a long time without treat- 

ment. Cost for materials would run about $17 per box. 

For spraying her compact orchard, Mrs. Mason uses a 

Heritage House Dual Lawn 'n Garden Gun. This light- 

weight sprayer simply screws onto the garden hose, op- 

erates by water pressure to spray the solution in the 

plastic tank. The Garden Gun sells for $4.95 at garden 

supply shops. Mrs. Mason keeps her window greenhouse 

pest-free by hanging a Shell No Pest Strip inside it. A 

single strip keeps an enclosed area 10 by 12 by 8 feet 

free of white fly, aphids, etc., for about three months. 

These strips are sold in hardware and garden centers. 

But you must keep them away from food areas and 

avoid touching with bare hands. 

THESE I > D ■ A X SI M M I II 

DAYS MM THE TIME I OK A 

LAST  FLING   OF  ACTIVITY 

before the big freeze-up stops qjl. 

Your daffodils are already planted. 

of course, and you're just about 

ready to get started on the tulips. 

but anytime now is right for plant- 

ing all manner of trees and shrubs, 

particularly roses. More and more 

rose growers nowadays are chang- 

ing from the old method of planting 

with the grajt an inch or two below 

ground. Latest idea is to leave the 

graft—or union, if that's what you 

want to call it—completely above the 

soil level. A consensus of knowledge- 

able rosarians has it that the exposed 

joint is less susceptible to disease 

than a buried one, also that more 

flowering shoots are produced. Of 

course the plant should be hilled up 

with soil during the winter, so that 

the graft is protected from freezing. 

BY JAMES   FANNING 
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IOOKS ABOUT PLANTS ARE i in GAIt- 

lENEIl'S GIFT PAH EXCELLENCE (aside 

nun |il;niis themselves), and iliis year's crop 

ias some thai are exceptionall) handsome and 

aformative. 

flowers in History l>\ Peter Coal-.. Garden 

Cditor of British House c« (iardcii I Viking I'I<■--. 

112.50), i> one of those erudite bul entertain- 

ng books that <>nl\ the English seem t<» do reall) 

veil. Beautifull) illustrated and full of odd facts 

iboul gardens and the historj of gardening. 

liis is a book to look at, browse in, learn from, 

•'or the connoisseur ol summer-flowering bulbs, 

)r. John I'liilii) Ihiumgurdt had in mind the 

iceds of amalcur and professional alike wlien 

ie wrote liulbs for Summer liloom (Haw- 

horn, $8.95). Illustrated with color photo- 

graphs and precise drawings by Kathleen 

Jourke, ihis covers everything—hut everything 

—that grows from a bulb outdoors in summer- 

ime, with detailed instructions for cultivating, 

ceding, propagating, and storing the bulbs 

)\er winter. 

harden Ideas .4 to Z by Elvin McDonald 

Doubleday, $7.95) covers the full range of sub- 

ects implied by the title. Whether you're look- 

nil for ideas about some specific aspect of ^al- 

iening or trying to stimulate your own imagina- 

ion, these ideas and the splendid photographs 

hat go with them will do the trick. 

\nyone seriously concerned about environment 

vill surely find plenty of food for thought in 

The   Environmental   Revolution   l>\    Max 

Nicholson i McGraw-Hill, $10). The authoi 

spent a lifetime ol active participation in envi- 

ronmental Causes, and acted  ;i^ he,id  ol   tin-  \.i 

ture Conservancj during its years ol most active 

growth. He concerns himself with all the man) 

facets ol the human environment, moving from 

prehuman histor) to soundl) reasoned propos tls 

for the future. Like mam an excellent book, ilii- 

i>- ,i hit difficult to read hut well worth the effort. 

Keeping informed about what's new in the gar- 

dening world can be a formidable ta-k. what 

with all the research being done b) government 

agencies and industrial laboratories. Realizing 

how difficult this could be for the average gar- 

dener, the editors of The Avanl Hardener 

have taken upon their sturd\ shouldei- the 

work of digesting all the newlj available in- 

formation and presenting it in one terscK writ- 

ten Iwicc-a-month newsletter. Everything, from 

new plant varieties to acceptable methods of dis- 

posing of leftover pesticides, is reported here. 

and for the remarkably low price of V10 a year. 

Subscription orders should be sent to The Avant 

(iardener, Box 1!!9. New York. N. Y.. 1(1(12.'!. A 

Christmas gift card will he sent to any gardener 

you wish to please with a subscription. 

The Language of Floners is a small enough 

hook to be mailed as a Christmas card, and an 

elegant greeting it would he. W ritten and illus- 

trated with obvious loving care hv an anony- 

mous Englishman for his wife's hirthdav in 

1913, and faithfully reproduced, it sells for $5 

(Doubleday).  First-class postage  runs to 30c. 

NO   GARDENER   HAS   EVERYTHING, 

<o why not think about a Christmas 

present of something feiv garden- 

?rs groiv—a plump bulb of clivia, 

for instance. This relative of am- 

iryllis has long-stalked cluster- 

ing flowers in soft shades of yel- 

low, buff, and orange. Sometimes 

thought of as a specialist's plant, 

clivia is really nothing of the sort 

—if takes a long time (two or three *• 

years) to reach blooming size, 

that's all. The long, dark green 

leaves grow practically the whole year, and the plants need only a few weeks 

rest in midwinter. Clivia demands heat and plenty of water when it's growing, 

but can get along on little sunlight. For lazy gardeners, too, since it should be 

repotted only when the pot simply cannot hold any more roots. The plants are 

available from the George W. Park Seed Company, Inc., P. O. Box 31, Green- 

wood, S. C, 29646. 

It's just one short step 
between floors with 

"Elevette"! 
Step into this modern home elevator in- 
stead of climbing up and down the hard 
way. "Elevette" is a life-saver for the 
handicapped or elderly ... is a conveni- 
ence for the whole family. And the variety 
of color-coordina;cd designs includes one 
to complement your decor. 

Write for new color-illustrated catalog- 
free facts on "Elevette"; 
Inclinette, low-cost, sin- 
gle-seat stair lift; IN- 
CLIN-ATOR, stair lift 
for two people. Equip- 
ment is tax deductible 
when recommended by 
doctor. 
INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA 
2300 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa. 17105 

Jt&i 

GENUINE 
AMERICAN WALNUT 

12" CANDLE HOLDERS 

^9.95 

RICH HAND RUBBED FINISH 

HIGHLAND ARTS • SUPPLY 
P.O. Box 582   Bristol, Va.   24201 

Prevent rust 
on mowers, 
garden tools! 
When storing for the winter, get 3 way 
protection in just 3 minutes with 
famous 3-IN-ONE ? Household Oil 
and add years of extra life. A simple 
rub-down with 3-IN-ONE A 
cleans, lubricates, and pro- ^ 
tects against rust. In 
the spring tools and 
mowers work like new. 
But insist on genuine 
3-IN-ONE. Still at the 
same low price, wher- 
ever hardware is sold. 

3-IN-ONE 
HOUSEHOLD OIL 
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j| Theresa right age for everything. 
In Scotch, its Grand Old Ran; 
the deluxe12-year-old. 

86.8 proof Scotch whiskies blended and bottled in Scotland. Imported by Peartree Imports Inc.. New York, NY. 

The perfect accent 

for your home 

1-9030 Ch 

Send 50<* in coin for 
illustrated brochure 
See JD Originals at your favorite store 

Flexibility of design that 
goes beautifully in am  betting 

. . . supremely comfortable 
loose pillow  back chairs with 

hand tufted seats are mas- 
tercrafted   to   stay  beautiful — 

and so modestly priced for 
the tine quality. In a vast col- 

lection of fabrics, from ele- 
gant   silks   to   plushy   veh cts. 

with rich wood finishes in 
satin-walnut  and   antique  cus- 

tom colors, hand rubbed to 
a lustrous patina. 
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HOW TO CARE FOR 
THE I I OW I It ] \ <- PLANTS 

(un pages lOO-lOl) 

"   C YC LAMi:\ 

Location: Bright light but no direct sunlight—ideally close to 

a window glass or where room temperature is a cool 50 at 

night, 60 by day. Soil: Rich garden loam. Watering: Keep 

moist, not soggy. \^ ater at side of pot as cyclamen is suscep- 

tible to crown rot. Never wet leaves. Special care: Feed with 

liquid fertilizer every two weeks during growing season. A 

vigorous bloomer, it is hard to revive for another year. 

Ill  I lis:   DAFFODILS.   HYACINTHS,   Tl UPS 

Location: Full sun for bulbs already chilled and rooted for 

forcing: tempered sunlight once buds begin to open. Tulips 

and daffodils like a cool window sill close to 65 in daytime, 

60° at night. Hyacinths will do well at average house tempera- 

tures. Soil: Good garden loam. Watering: Keep moist, not 

soggy. W ater at edge of pot. be careful not to wet foliage. Do 

not fertilize. Special care: Forced bulbs may be bedded out- 

side after blooming but will not flower again till the second 

spring as they have had their winter and spring advanced. 

ORCHIDS: PAPHIOPEDILl'M   (C YPRIPED1I \>l I. 
I'll \l   \ I VOPSIS.  VI YLSTEKEARA. f ATTLEYA 

Location: Full sun for all but Paphiopedilum. Keep free from 

drafts. Three days after orchid blooms, move it to any spot 

that shows it to advantage. Ideal temperatures are 60° at night 

and high 70s during the day. Exception: Phalaenopsis should 

be kept 53 warmer. Soil: A porous soil such as brown os- 

munda fiber. Watering: \^ ater thoroughly about every five 

clays i orchids like to dry out between waterings i. Exceptions: 

Paphiopedilum needs an abundance of moisture and does not 

mind wet feet. Phalaenopsis requires frequent waterings to 

keep the potting material damp, not dripping. Special care: 

Orchids, potted in bark or other light medium need to be fer- 

tilized once or twice a month. Lse any soluble orchid plant 

food i ask your supplier for suggestions >. After blooming, cut 

flower stem close to leaf and put in bright growing area to 

encourage future blooms. 

EISTIS   M>IE«H AT 

Location: All the sunlight possible. Rotate tree to light. Avoid 

drafts and sudden changes in temperature. Most citrus va- 

rieties will bloom and set fruit with temperatures 60 to 80 . 

Soil: Soil mix should contain 3 parts top soil to 1 part wet peat 

moss. Place tree in container w ith graft well above desired soil 

level. Pack soil around roots, scatter a little fertilizer, and add 

mulch of damp peat moss, shavings, or bark. IT atering: Lea\e 

3 or 4 inches at top of container for water. Check drainage 

holes at bottom. On planting, water thoroughly, then again in 

two davs. then a week later. After that, every week or ten days. 

Do not let the tree dry out. Special care: Fertilize once a 

month. To avoid pests, >pra\ in spring, summer, and fall with 

malathion. Tree can be moved outside in semishade for a 

month or so in summer. 

HIBISCUS 
Location: Needs a minimum of four hours direct sunlight a 

dav. (The more sunlight, the more blooms. > Keep warm, up 

to 85 and awa\ from drafts. Soil: Ordinary garden loam 

with a handful of humus per pot. Watering: Keep moist, not 
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soggy. Be sure some water drains from pot at each watering. 
Empt) excess. Special care: Repol as needed. Properlj cared 
for, hibiscus can be long-lived. 

PRIMULA 

Location: l!iij;lii light, bul no direct sunlight. Thrives ;ii 
normal house temperature. Soil: Ordinary garden loam. // a- 
tering: Keep moist, not soggy. Empt) excess water. Special 
care: Discard after indoor blooming, seldom reblooms. 

I.II.V   01     mi    VALLEY 

Location: \llci |><>lliiiu. |>lacc <cn la ii HI in a < I :i i k |>lace ten 

to fourteen class <>r until plants are ."> in 6 inches tall. K<c|> al 

.)> I.) 60 . Then move into light. Avoid direct sunlight and 

drafts. Best growing temperatures are from .">."> to (>."> . Soil: 

A special potting fiber comes with the pips. To prepare fiber, 

I'm it in a bucket and add water till thoroughlj damp; let 

stand overnight. Prune roots of pips to .'! inches and plant in 

pots with good drainage lioles in the damp fiber. Watering: 

Keep moist, not sogg). Special care: After pips have flowered, 

keep growing till you can plant them outside in a shad) place. 

I >o not try to force them again. 

AMARYLLIS 

Location: Full sun at least 12 hours a day—a south window is 

best. In a spot with less than six hours direct sunlight daily, 

supplement with a 100-watt bulb, 1 feet from plant. Best grow- 

ing temperature is 7(1 . For the first two to three wicks ui\e 

hull) some bottom heat h\ placing pot on radiator with three 

or lour magazines under the pot. Remove from radiator when 

growth starts. Soil: Rich garden soil heavv with humus. Wa- 

tering: Water well, then wait until earth is nearl) dustv on top 

before watering again. Special care: Fertilize with a liquid 

fertilizer at half strength once a month. For indoor bloom next 

winter, allow leaves to grow at least six months after flower- 

ing. Withhold water gradualk for three weeks in autumn, then 

cut wilted leaves 3 inches above neck. Rest hull) in dark for 

one month. Repot and return to 70° location and after three 

weeks start watering. 

( Note: These directions are based on advice from the sup- 

pliers—Terrestris. Rod McLellan. Four }} inds Growers, 

White Floiicr Farm. For their addresses, see page 148.) 

WILDFLOWER NURSERIES 

Sources it here you can buy u ildflouers. Best shipping and planting 

limes are October-November, March  through early May. 

\li\lsTRONG ASSOCIATES. INC., Box 127,        PEARCE   SEED   COMPANY,   MooreStOWIl, 
Basking Ridge. N. J.. 07920 N. J., 08057 

GARDENS OF THE  BLUE RIUCK.  Ashford, PRAIRIE GEM  RANCH SEEDS, Smitllwick, 
McDowell County, N. C, 28603 S. Dak.. 57782 

RUTH   HARDY'S   WILDFLOWER   NURsERY, PUTNEY   NURSERY,   INC..    Putney.   \ I.. 
Falls   Village,   Conn.,   06031    (cata-      05346 
lofllle   , ,,-N  25c I CLYDE   ROBIN,   P.O.   Box   2091,   Castro 
LESLIE'S   WILD   FLOWER   NURSERY.  30      Valley, Calif.. 94546 (catalogue, 50c) 
Summer    Street,    Methuen,    Mass., 
01844  l catalogue costs 25c) 

MIDWEST    WILDFLOWERS,    Box    664, 
Rockton, 111.. 61072 

MIN< i.MOVER'S NURSERY. R. D. 5. Box 
379. Jackson, N. J., 08572 

ORCHID GARDENS, Route 3. Box 221. 
Grand Rapids. Minn.. 55714 

SPERKA's,   Woodland   Acres  Nursery. 
R2. Crivitz. Wis.. 54114 

THE THREE LAURELS,  MadisOU  CoilIlH. 

Marshall, N. C, 28753 

THE WILD GARDEN, Box 487, Bothell, 
Wash., 98011 (catalogue costs 50c) 

MCK'S  WILDCARDENS, INC.,  Box   115. 
Gladwyne, Pa., 19035 

Does The 
Hallmark 
Make It Any Better? 

11 would still be solid brass, hand- 
poured — and specially formu- 
lated to reproduce the mellow 
patina of old brass. It would 
still   be   fashioned   from   the 
original, now in  the  Raleigh 
Tavern in Williamsburg. With 
the Hallmark, though, you know 
it's so. Without it, you don't. 

The Williamsburg Hallmark is reserved for those products that are 
crafted by one of the 17 licensed manufacturers of home furnishings 
and furniture. 

For a colorful 144-page book full of Williamsburg* Reproductions, 
send ^2.50 to Craft House, Dept.G-1, Williamsburg, Virginia 23185. 

IT Identifies trademarks of the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, Reg. U.S. Pat. Of. 

From W. GOEBEL-HUMMELWERK 

\v Chariot Byj's V 8 

"REDHEAD" 

Little Shopper 

with a cheerful air— it's oh so 
adorable in ceramic by W. Goebel, 
West Germany...hand-painted in 
gay red, green and white...over 45 
"Redhead" designs available at 
fine stores nationally. 

4»/2" high...  $15 

® Registered Trademarlc, W. Goete!, W. Germany 

McGUIRE 

For further details, consult any 
McGuire showroom: San Fran- 
cisco, Chicago, Los Angeles, St. 
Louis, Boston, Miami, Atlanta, 
Dallas, Seattle. New New York 
showroom ISO East 58th Street. 

A richly illustrated booklet is 
now available. Send 25 cents 
to McGuire, Jackson Square, 
San Francisco, California 94111. 

ONLY 

McGUIRE 
JOINS RATTAN WITH RAWHIDE 
U.S. PATENTS 2,936,009; 3,237,063; 2,837,142 
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Show how clever you are. 
Play Cardino. 

It's new. It's exciting. It's a strategy game and it's 
sociable. All the play's in the open. On a board. What 
you do is deploy your card tiles to pick up points. 
But your opponents do, too. So the minute you de- 
vise a strategy you have to revise it. Think fast. It's 
furious fun. For two or three or four. The*more you 
play Cardino, the more you want to play it some 
more. So be clever. Show your friends a good time 
with Cardino by Milton Bradley. 

Milton Bradley makes the best games in the world. 

MB Milton Bradley Company, Springfield, Mass. 01101 

CARDINO 

•rxis Aetue ana to Aa/a.   in 
the grand manner of its Italian 
ancestors, this more-than-a-table 
provides elegant storage for cher- 
ished keepsakes. From Brandt's 
new Lorenzo collection...a fresh 
interpretation of Renaissance 
furniture. Tenderly crafted of 
selected cabinet hardwoods with 
warm-toned walnut veneers. Top 
121/2" X 12'/2" Ht. 29'A". At better 
stores everywhere. Send $2.00 
for catalogue of complete line. 
BrandtCabmetWorks, Inc., Dept. 
HG11.P0. Box 949, Hagerstown, 
Maryland 21 740. 

BEST IN 

crafted with care by 

BOOKLETS 
Because House & Garden wishes to fill your booklet requests 
promptly, arrangements have been made for you to order di- 
rectly from us. Fill in the coupon below, circling the number 
of each booklet desired. If remittance is required other than 
the 25c charge for postage and handling that must accompany 
each coupon, it nill be indicated next to the booklet number. 
Enclose remittance in the form of coin, check, or money order 
only. Please do not send stamps. House & Garden will do 
all it can to see your requests are filled as rapidly as possible. 

EATING AND 
ENTERTAINING 

1. A   DELICATE   BOUQUET 
—An exciting group of Grand 
Marnier delights gathered from 
world-renowned   restaurants. 

2. BE A FONDUE HOSTESS. 
96-page booklet from the Hoover 
Co. is full of tantalizing fondue 
recipes. There are hundreds of 
tempting ideas for making every 
meal  a  gourmet delight.  35c. 

3. GETTING INTO THE 
SPIRIT is eas\ to do with a man- 
ual on liqueurs from Leroux Li- 
queurs. Explains the special li- 
queur vocabulary and histories of 
the various liqueurs. Some de- 
lightful recipes are also included. 

4. ENTERTAINING IN THE 
DANISH MANNER is described 
in a colorful booklet from the 
makers of Cherry Heering. It's 
filled with imaginative food and 
drink recipes and suggestions 
for table settings and decorations. 

5. "THE   GOURMET   AGE" 
calls for contemporary entertain- 
ment concepts. Indexed recipe 
book b> Schenlej Industries tells 
how to mix a good drink and pre- 
sents tested food and drink ideas 
for modern-age entertaining. 

DECORATING 

6. HEIRLOOMS OF TOMOR- 
ROW. A lush color brochure 
from the Victorian furniture 
Corp. features traditional furni- 
ture, recreated from all the great 
furniture periods. Included are 
Classical, English, French Court, 
Provincial, Victorian. 81. 

7. ALL   ABOUT   CARPETS. 
Invaluable little guide from the 
Carpet & Rug Institute tells how 
to care for carpets and rugs. Out- 
lined are home cleaning methods, 
professional cleaning, stain and 
spot removal, etc. 

8. YOU CAN HAVE A BATH 
THAT'S DISTINCTIVELY 
YOURS with Romany-Spartan 
Ceramic Tile. 32-page booklet 
shows you just how easily you can 
design the dream bath you've al- 
ways wanted. 25c. 

9. EARLY AMERICAN 
CHARM is depicted in a cdlor- 
fully illustrated brochure of the 
Bennington Solid Pine Collection. 
Furniture designs fen dining and 
bedroom, family and living mom 
are based on Early American 
masterpieces. 25c. 

10. IN AND OUT THE WIN- 
DOW, attractive and fashionable 
window treatments from Kirsch. 
117-page full-color guide also 
contains    man)     other    valuable 
idea-  hum experts. Vol. III. $1. 

11. COLORFUL BRAID RUGS 
b) Capel offer today's consumer a 
touch of 1790 Colonial charm. 
Choose from a large selection of 
colors, styles, and size- presented 
in an attractive catalogue.  10c. 

12. FURNITURE FOR EV- 
ERY ROOM is illustrated in two 
portfolios from Tomlinson Furni- 
ture. Among cabinet pieces shown 
are main multipurpose commodes, 
etageres, and cabinet-. Uphol- 
stered furniture presents many 
custom detailing effects. 83. 

13. UN-ORDINARY WIN- 
DOWS are a specialty with Nor- 
man's of Salisbury. An illu-trated 
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brochure tells how you can design 
a custom window treatment to hi 
the personality ol .1 room. 

I I. S^ MMETRY bj White .. 
collection "l bedroom and dining 
room furniture reflecting .1 l""f. 
of simplicity that complements 
am decor, mi\c"- u iili anj srj !<■ 
ol furniture. Full) illustrated 
booklet tii\< ^ all the specifica- 
tions. 25c. 

15. RECIPES FOR COLOR- 
FlU.  ROOMS  have   been com- 
piled li\   Wunila  \\e\e in a rai pel 

decorating guide. Explains how 
tn mix color, texture, form in 
achieve    a    well-balanced    room 
decor. ..Hi , 

16. A TIME-HONORED TRA- 
DITION goes into the making of 
Harden furniture. A lovely 120 
page booklet is Idled witli tradi- 
tional pieces for ever) room in 
your home. $1. 

17. A TIMELY COLLECTION 
of brochures presents the beauty 
of Kidjiouay floor (docks. Included 

is a history of clocks and useful 

tips on decorating with these dis- 

tinctive  furniture  accessories. 

18. FURNITURE-TO-ORDER 
comes in a 30-page catalogue 

from Door Store. Choose from a 

variety of cabinets, legs, tops, 

liases, drawer units, and hardware- 

hits to build furniture exactly to 

your design. 50c. 

POTPOURRI 

L9. "THE WORLD'S NEW- 
EST JEWEL" the Chatham 
(Ireated Emerald represents an 
outstanding achievement and an 
important discover)   in the world 
of   jewels.   Brochure   features   this 

si    m  mam  attractive settings 
in ici's are listed. 

20. GEORGIA   WELCOMES 
YOU to visit its scenic wonders 

and  historical attractions.  A  fully 

illustrated color brochure from 

Georgia's Dept. of Industry and 
Trade tells where to go and what 

to see in this beautiful state. 

21. ANYWHERE YOU WAN- 
DER you can enjo) the comforts 

of home. The Blue Bird Wander- 

lodge is the perfect family cruiser. 

Illustrated literature gives infor- 

mation about this mobile home. 

22. A   QUIET   RETREAT— 

That's what the Golden Door 

promises. Attractive literature 

describes this small, select spa 

that specializes in making women 

lovely. Facilities for men are also 

available. 

23. ARMCHAIR   SHOPPERS 
will be delighted with Harry & 

David's Christmas Book of Gifts. 

Features Fruit of the Month Club 

plus delicious fruit, food, and gift 

items from around the world. 

-ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS— 

November, 1970 
( in lo trie number (if each booklet \ou want, and en- 
close check, money order, or currency in amount in- 
dicated for those requiring payment. Add 25c for 
postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four 
w eeks for deliv et \. 

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #11 

Box 3579, Grand Central Station 

New York. N. Y., 10017 

1 
9-' 

17 

235C 

10S1 

1850, 

3        4 
rjlO,       12S 

19      20 

5 
13 
21 

6" 
1425c 

22 

7 
1550« 

23 

g25, 

16S1 

I enclose: 

Name 

Address 

Citv  

_ .25 for postage and handling of my request 
for booklets 

_ for booklets circled requiring payment 

_ is my total remittance 

Offer expires 1/15/71 

MR. 
MRS.  
MISS (PLEASE PRINT) 

_State. -Zip #- 

white on white 
What a way to dramatize a dining 
room! A plush white setting 
furnished with pieces from White's 
Lorraine IV Collection. A choice 
of 14 different finish combinations, 
including the most stunning color 
finishes you've ever seen. For a 
complete showing of the Lorraine 
IV Collection, send fifty cents to 

White of Mebane, Dept. HG-11, 
Mebane, North Carolina 27302. 
And start coloring up your 
decorating with White. 

^of Mebane 

High 'n handsome. P-20 etagere. • Low 'n lovely. P-330 chrome party table, P-335 director's chairs. 

High, Low, Silver! 
for the bright world of now. 

Put a lot of silvery sparkle in your life with 
this smart, space-saving table and chair 
grouping, this tall sophisticated etagere. 
Both feature sleek, now-look design... 
the sturdy strength of steel, plated with 
mirror quality chrome... and the soft 
misty grey of solar plate glass. Chairs are 
dramatically accented with lustrous, long- 
lasting black vinyl seats and backs. For 
uptown elegance at downtown prices, look 
for the Bassett Mirror name. • Send 250 
for book, "Instant Decorating Ideas"—30 
pages in color by Pat Guinan, famed dec- 
orating authority. Write Bassett Mirror Co., 
Dept. X, Bassett, Virginia 24055. 
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Armstrong introduces 
a new kind of vinyl floor. 

When it's soft like carpet 
and cleans like vinyl, 

you're on Easy Street. 

Welcome to Easy Street—a new kind ot 
Armstrong floor. Vinyl on top, foam 
cushion underneath. 

Take a walk on Easy Street, and you 
feel softness with every footstep. That 
makes it comfortable when you have to 
stand on it for a long time. (You know 
how much you're on your feet in the 
kitchen.) And it's quiet, too. (Wouldn't 
you like to cut down the clatter in the 
kids' playroom?) 

Armstrong put an extra-soft, extra- 
thick foam-cushion backing on Easy 
Street. When you step down, you can 
feel the "give." When you lift your foot, 
it springs back like carpet. 

But there's a side to Easy Street that no 
carpet can match. 

The top side. 
Easy Street's surface is tough, dur- 

able, nonporous vinyl, and it's as easy 
to keep clean as only vinyl can be. 
When things get out of hand in the 
kitchen (like egg, or grease, or gravy), 
the spill can't soak in and leave a stain. 
A damp sponge or mop is all you need 
to wipe Easy Street sparkling clean. 
You don't have to worry about some of 
the mess hiding down in the fibers, 
because there aren't any fibers. 

If you're wondering about those dirt- 
catchers known as seams, you won't 
find any on Easy Street. This new 
Armstrong floor comes in rolls 12 feet 
wide, so it will fit into practically every 
kitchen in one uninterrupted piece. 

Need we mention that Easy Street is 
easy on the eyes, too? 

The design on the opposite page is 
Dunbarton, and the design on the left 
above is Santa Fe. Each offers a choice 
of four colorings. Virginia Brick, at right 
above, is also available in white. 

To learn all about Easy Street and 
other great Armstrong floors, write for 
a free full-color booklet: Armstrong, 
7011 Maple Ave.. Lancaster. Pa. 17604. 

Better yet. call this toll-free number, 
800-243-6000 (in Conn . 800-942-0655?, 
and ask for the name of a nearby dealer 
who sells Easy Street. He can show you 
what life on Easy Street is really like. 
DUNBAftTON AND SANTA ft FLOO« DESIGNS COPVUlGwTEO B* ARMSTRONG 

s \ VINYL FLOORS BY 

(Armstrong 
CREATORS OF THE INDOOR WORLD 

New from Armstrong 

TM 





Armstrong introduces Adventure Print! 
If you've got the couragt 

we've got the carpel 
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Free decorator door panels when you 
buy a new Amana decorator refrigerator- 
freezer. 

We'll give you your choice of over 329 
designs and wood grains. And if you're 
too busy to decide on a decorating scheme 
between now and Christmas, start enjoy- 
ing the refrigerator now, and pick up the 
panels any time during the next six months'.* 

Your new Amana has a lot of exclusive 
designs inside, as well. Like an automatic 
icemaker that you can add-now, or years 
from now, because Amana makes the only 
one that's easy to  install   in  your home. 

And so the milk isn't frozen just because 
the ice cream is, Amana gives you two 
temperature controls. One for the freezer. 
One for the refrigerator. Setting one won't 

affect the other. 
There's a new fresh fruit bin that you 

can convert to a glide-out shelf. 
There s also a "little refrigerator within 

the big refrigerator," especially for fresh 
meat, with its own temperature control. 
Keeps meat 8 to 1 0 degrees colder, so it 
stays fresh twice as long as an ordinary 
meat keeper. 

All this plus adjustable cantilevered 
shelves on recessed tracks in the refrig- 
erator, that go where you want them. 

Of course there are some things you 
wouldn't want to change. The handsome 
built-in look of our design. Even the big- 
gest side-by-side (25.5 cu. ft.) is only 35%" 
wide. And freezer-at-the-top models, only 
32" wide. 

All of this plus Free O  Frost ... no de- 
frosting ever  in  refrigerator or freezer. 

Hurry to see your 
participating Amana 
dealer. Offer expires 
December 24, 1970. So 
get busy now with 
Amana s designs fon 
your kitchen. 

Is there a decorator1 

in the house? 

f^m ana 
Backed by a century-old tradition of fine craftsmanship. 

AMANA REFRIGERATION, INC., AMANA, IOWA 52203 

SUBSIDIARY OF RAYTHEON COMPANY 

Nobody plays Santa quite like rwmanc 
Amana has a Christmas gift for you. 

B 



Patterns from left to right: Glen Hill, Sycamore, Gloucester, Shape. Byf ield 

! Hall thinks in addition to being functional, a steak knife should be beautiful. 
,o expense to insure each of our blades ends in a beautiful handle. 

■"3 more, we offer something else very rare in a knife handle: Variety, 
extemporary to colonial to traditional designs. 

. also offering you, from now till January 31,1971 another thing you'll like: 

;ain. 
■ send us $3.75 and the coupon, we'll send you the 15" Byf ield Slicer 

. ordi'-'HIy costs $7.50 and looks like it costs even more. 

ve a better opportunity to get your hands on one of our handles. 

Gentlemen: Rush me the Byfield Slicer shown below 

-     ■■■■■ii.i ■  miwiuiiiiBi 

Carvel Hall, Dept.H, 
Crisfield. Maryland 21817. 

I 
I 

I  Name {Please Print), 

Address  

I City  .State. -Zip- 

Enclosed is my DCheck DMoney Order for $3.75. (NoC.O.D.'s) 

Offer expires 32 I ads 4% sates tax 
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PIERRE CARDIN: 
his first collection for bed and bath. 

Permanent-press sheets and pillowcases, 
quilted bedspreads (as shown), sheared 
woven towels with coordinating 
bathrugs and shower curtains, printed 
towels and bath sheets, quilted bed- 
spreads, printed blankets, solid-color 

blankets with embroidered bindings. 
Pink, Blue, Gold. Sheets from 
$6.50; bath towels from $4.00. 

At the stores you love most. 

^Jieldc/iebt 
A Division of Fieldcrest Mills, Inc., 

60 West 40th Street, New York, NY. 10018. 

- 

X 

Mi 

Pierre Cardin designs for the bed/Only Fieldcrest does it like this. 



If you have an eye for beauty 
and an instinct for value... 

/c£fi^ can be 

yours as a gift 
with membership 

in Sculpture Collectors 
and no obligation 

to buy anything now or ever. 

Besides being a fine example of contemporary 
sculpture, Ballerina is a fine example of what 

Sculpture Collectors, Ltd. is all about. It was commis- 
sioned exclusively for members. And created by a 
young sculptor named Anthony Cipriano. 

If you never heard of Anthony Cipriano before, 
that's precisely the point. 

Once a sculptor's fame goes beyond the small circle 
of art experts, the value of his work shoots sky-high. 
For collecting purposes, he becomes the exclusive 
province of the very rich. 

Sculpture Collectors is always on the lookout for 
fine sculptors who haven't yet reached the impossible 
price brackets. Anthony Cipriano is one of them. His 
work has been exhibited in museums. And won a 
number of prizes. But. without Sculpture Collectors, 
you might not even have heard his name until he was 
beyond your reach. 

For people who want to make fine sculpture 
a part of their everyday lives. 

Four times a year. Sculpture Collectors will give you 
the opportunity to purchase new works by upcoming 
artists like Anthony Cipriano. Each work is individu- 
ally signed, then hand-cast in Foundry-Stone (a newly 
developed polyester that permits a wide variety of 
textures, colors and finishes) in an edition sufficient to 
meet the needs of membership. 

As a member, you are never obligated to buy any- 
thing. In fact, when a work does appeal to you, you 
may keep it for 30 days before making up your mind. 
If you decide to purchase it, you will pay between $25 
and $45. Never more. 

Enjoy "Ballerina" for 30 days- 
then decide whether to join. 

Fill out and mail the coupon below, and we'll send 
you Ballerina by Anthony Cipriano. Live with it for 
30 days. At the end of that time, if you want to join 
Sculpture Collectors, simply send us our $10 member- 
ship fee. And keep Ballerina as your free gift for join- 
ing, along with a complimentary subscription to an 
authoritative sculpture journal, The Foundry Mark. 

Sculpture  
Collectors JWSTNS: 

way 
r of Drawing & Painting 
:on University 

igene Clairin Professeur 
tiorale des Beaux Arts 
ance 

I Reinhardt 
Residence 
Illinois University 

:ker 
in Fine Arts 
University 

[ Fawcett 

I England 

10016 

Please enroll me as a member and send me my introduc- 
tory gift of membership, Cipriano's Ballerina, cast in 
Foundry-Stone. If I choose, I may return it within 30 
days, thereby canceling membership. Otherwise. I will 
pay my $10 lifetime dues. I have no obligation to buy 
anything, now or ever. ,-„„ 

lb-UU 

Miss 

Address. 

i please prim) 

City. 

State- .Zip_ 
One membership per family. Offer available only in U.S.A. 
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House & Garden 
INCORPORATING LIVING FOR YOUNG HOMEMAKERS 

I.S.V.-PATCEVITCH, CHAIRMAN PERRY  L.  RUSTON,  PRESIDENT ALEXANDER LIBERMAN,  EDITORIAL DIRECTOR 

On the cover: Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 

Britt's towering tree stands resplendent 

in a corner of the beamed living room 

of their Long Island country house—an 

old barn converted with great originality 

and charm. Their tree-trimming party is 

an annual event the weekend before 

Christmas. Mrs. Britt masses ornaments 

in rush baskets, giving one to each guest. 

We add to the decorations every year," 

she says. "This time we've an extra fifty 

white paper doves." For more of their 

tree-trimming party and how to make 

and decorate many other marvelous 

Christmas trees, please turn to page 40. 
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Never buy a fine French wine by the bottle. 
Buy it by the label. 

B & G. It's the easy way 
to be sure. 

B & G. It's 245 years of 
wine making. The choice 
of the reds and whites from 
the great wine provinces 
of France since 1725. 

B & G. It's this beauti- 
ful wine and 35 others—a 
whole library of fine French 
wines in a two-letter word. 

mm 
*SKB BIG 

1967 
SAINT-LOUIS 

BEAUJOLAIS 
Arjpe' -• - WtfdMl 
'BC3,;£      Oft       T3ANCI 

ON & GUESTKB 
B*RTON &6WESTIEH —  I***61 

"■SSOCIANTS A BEAUKE iCOTE-Oe"1 

B&G. French made easy. 
BARTON & GUESTIER. 36 FINE WINES IN ONE FINE FAMILY. 

Imported by General Wine and Spirits Company, Browne-Vintners Division, NYC. 
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Crane... 
when words alone are not enough 
Crane Greylawn Thin letter paper with hand-brushed ; 

grey borders and personalized with dark blue engraving 
- as always on 100% rag paper. 

A   DK< OltATOH   .SPEAKS   HI.S   MIMI 

• The best decoration 
in tlie world is 

a roomful 
of books./ 

BvM ill mm Baldwin 

■/■ / hen I was young, I used to find great pleasure in 

* * imagining myself sitting at the head of a great hi 

double bed in the middle of a huge room, completely sur 

rounded with books. My real-life room and bed are consider 

ably smaller than 1 used to envision, but the books are there 

Books are my constant companions and my best friends. If 

suddenly came into a lot of money, I think I would spend it on 

travel and books—books I've had my eye on but have con- 

sidered self-indulgent, books to give as presents to my friends, 

and, for my own old favorite books that are dog-eared and 

worn, brand-new bindings. 

The lure 
of 

beautiful 
bindings 

Bindings are a very extravagant luxury, but 

there are some books I am so fond of—deco- 

rating and architecture books and even some 

fiction I've reread several times—that I feel 

they deserve as beautiful a place to live as 1 

can possibly give them. Each binding should 

suit the contents of the book. For instance, I 

see a book on Louis XV decoration in *i ba 

roque color like red or orange, one on Louis 

XVI in a classical green or blue. I have seen 

only one beautiful instance of a collection of 

books bound all alike. A Greek scholar I knew 

had all his old classics rebound in vellum that 

varied in color from pale cream to the amber 

tone of honey. Never, never would I have 

matched bindings by the yard. I hear some 

people even buy their books by the yard, never 

reading a word of them. They might just as 

well put up plywood panels covered with back- 

straps. People who simply do not read should 

fill their apartments not with books, but with 

evidence of their interest in other things. 

iM/My one contribution to the actual design of furniture 

1 v m  was the set of brass bookcases I made for Cole Por- 

ter's apartment, and which I also have at home. Perhaps it is 

significant that I did not design something to sit on, or to have 

dinner at, but something to hold books. Bookshelves should be 

HOUSE & GARC 



i matter oi thought and imagination rather than expense. 01 

course Mm can have brass, glass, or solid oak, bul you can also 

buy shelves l>\ the mile ol plain unfinished pine from the car- 

penter or the department store. \ ou can have them finished in 

am color lacquer, oi covered with leather or rattan, or marble- 

ized. ^ on can paint them yourself, or edge them with tooled 

leather. \l\ one piece of ad\ice: the more the better. I love to 

sec doors and windows complcleK surrounded l>\ bookshelves 

as though someone had cut openings right through the wall of 

hooks. I love to find, every time I \isii a family, a few more 

little bookshelves thai have sprung up since the last time I was 

there. Books will grow in a house like a vine if you just provide 

something to support them. 

Boo liS 
should be 

easy to 
get at 

Breakfronts make beautiful bookcases, espe- 

cially the big ones that look built-in. I know a 

small library on Long Island that was actually 

constructed around two enormous antique ma- 

hogany breakfronts—shelves above, cabinets 

below—that extend almost the entire length of 

two opposite walls. Their fronts are flush with 

the walls, which turns their bulk into great 

depth. What I don't like are books arranged in 

breakfronts with porcelain birds and Lowestoft 

plates. That reduces the books to mere deco- 

rative objects, which I think is criminal. 1 don't 

think bookcases should have glass doors either. 

In a French room I might reluctantly allow 

grillwork, but generally I think you should be 

able to read a title from across the room, and 

take a book down instantly, without the nui- 

sance of opening a door. If the books are old 

and rare and fragile, by all means put them 

behind glass—and keep the door locked. They 

are not reading matter, in this instance, they 

are treasured possessions. 

/love to see books piled on tables, but I don't mean those 

coffee-table books that people get as presents, then go 

mad trying to figure out what to do with them. I've actually 

seen stacks of them used in a living room as tables, complete 

with candles. Imagine what would happen if you wanted to 

take one of those books out and look at it. What I do mean are 

piles of books to read, to use, to refer to—like the ones Pauline 

Rothschild has stacked around her bed. 

To give a 
eharge of 

energy 

How exciting it is to visit someone and find 

the book of the moment—politics, ecology, 

whatever—right there on the living-room table. 

It might be the one open current from the out- 

side world in an otherwise peaceful retreat. But 

Continued on page 10 
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Surprise! It's pure luxurious linen to the eye and touch. But 
75% Dacron® makes it carefree as can be. Permanently 
pressed (no ironing), machine washable, soil releasing, 
elegant beauty with no bother. 

Colors galore, all House & Garden right. A complete range 
of sizes. Mix or match cloths and napkins for exciting com- 
binations. At all fine stores everywhere. 

® Du Pont Registered trade mark 
alk' Designed in 1971 House & Garden Colors , 

your choice of 14 

BARDWIL & CO • NEW YORK • FIFTH AVENUE 

HOUSE & GAR! 



i Proof Blended Scotdi Whri,   Poddinglon Corp, N.Y  10050 

J&B Rare pours more pleasure. 



A DECORATOR SPEAKS HIS MIND 
continued from page 7 

it charges the whole house with energy, and 

makes for instant conversation. You can carry 

even this pleasant idea to extremes, however. 

One brilliant English decorator used to keep a 

basket by the sofa filled with a bargain-base- 

ment pandemonium of the latest books. She 

called it keeping abreast of the times. I call it 

showing off. 

There isn't a room in the house—including the bath- 

room—where books aren't first-class decoration. I can't 

imagine a guest room without at least one small bookcase, 

or if there isn't enough room, shelves built in under the 

windows. Good guest-room books could be volumes of current 

short stories, or best-selling paperbacks you can lend without 

worrying about their return. I never lend hardbound books I 

love unless I'm sure the borrower will treat them with respect 

and be meticulous about returning them. The replacement copy 

of a book that has been lost just isn't the same as that original 

familiar volume. 

Rooms for books aren't pine-paneled dens any 

more, nor need they have dark walnut walls 

like those in traditional town houses. Bedrooms 

and dining rooms are being turned into librar- 

ies. Other people plan serious libraries, with 

walls of books to the ceiling, library steps, and 

a table in the center. And they make sure there 

are enough comfortable chairs to read in—or 

have dinner. I have friends whose large en- 

trance hall stretches to the left and right of the 

front door. They have lined each wing with 

floor-to-ceiling bookshelves and placed a great 

red lacquer table in the middle. 

Rooms 
built tor 

books 

■ /■ / hen you decorate with books, no room color is wrong. 

r r In very small intimate libraries I lean toward the 

deep, rich warm colors. But pale ones are also beautiful, as 

thev are in a summer villa in the sovith of France where the 

library was designed as a cool, quiet room. Its walls are strie 

the color of straw, the furniture is a yellow and green print, 

the windows overlook a grove of olives. I know another library 

—in a Pennsylvania farmhouse—that has pure white walls and 

a Scotch plaid rug, with scarlet furniture and red flannel cur- 

tains. In winter, it's the coziest room in the world. I would 

never have dreamed of a blue library, but in the Chateau 

Mouton-Rothschild the loft) library walls are all painted a deep 

soft blue, the furniture is blue velvet, and the shelf sections are 

divided by vertical beams marbleized in blue. The books—of 

every color imaginable—just sit on their shelves and glow. 

10 HOUSE & GARD 



here are thirty-three 
Veldwood panels under 
B.95. One for every room 
i our castle. 

i 

For our turret room we 
used Weldwood's newest: 
Estate: Specially priced 
at just $5.49. 

v&vm 
You don't have to pay a fortune to get genuine Weldwood 
paneling. Or settle for a choice between dark walnut or 
light walnut. 

New Estate ($5.49 for 5/32" panel), a dramatic, tex- 
tured lauan available in six handsome colors, is just one 
of thirty-three Weldwood panels priced under $8.95. You 
can make your selection from a wide variety of woods, 
and finishes from the darkest tones to the very lightest- 
to match any decorating style. 

Whether your problem is a big house or a small budget 
(or both), the name to remember is Weldwood. 

See your local lumber or building supply retailer. Or 
your Weldwood Headquarters Dealer, listed in the Yellow 
Pages under Plywood. 
Make your move to WELDWOOD PANELING 

U.S. Plywood 
A Division ol US Plywood-Champion Papers In 

Panel prices are the manufacturer's suggested retail prices and do not include installation. 



Ifou're invited to a feast... 
for the eyes. 

Detail from The Wedding of Cana by Paolo Veronese-one 
of the 131 sparkling, full-color illustrations in Louvre/Paris. 



id the 
JJst course 
the Louvre 
Paris... 
vith the Winged Victory of Samoth- 
.•'s over 2,000 years old—but every 

bit as inspiring as the day 
•w/^ she was treated. Move on 

to another famous lady, the 
Mona Lisa; see if you can 
decipher the meaning behind 
her famous, enigmatic smile. 

Then browse through the 
most famous collection of 

Impressionist paintings ever 
assembled, including Monet's 
Rouen Cathedral, awash with 
sunlight... Gauguin's Tahiti, 

th color, contrast and mystery... 
*h's final self-portrait—bright, primi- 
concertingly prophetic, 
nue your tour of the Louvre. Stroll 

the most beautiful corridors and 
i on Earth. Stop and admire the arts 
nt Mesopotamia—there's never been 
g to compare with their fabulous 
rk. Let your eyes roam across the sur- 
i Byzantine Mosaic; can you pick out 
il that delighted ancient emperors? 
you can keep going, as long as you 
There are endless delights in the 
— paintings and sculpture... friezes 
welry... facts and fantasies. They 
nturies and styles, encompassing .the 
t artistic achievements of mankind. 
ruly a visual feast. 
it's only the beginning, since Louvre/ 
the first volume in Newsweek's un- 

ed new art series, Great Museums 
Vorld. 
re/Paris is a giant clothbound book 

31 illustrations—every one painstak- 
?produced in full color. As your intro- 

to this remarkable new series, this 
dous volume can now be yours to in- 
t your own home—free—for ten whole 
thout cost or obligation. 

inprecedented publishing project 

is the Great Museums series? 
a never-before library of art books 
ts you explore the world of great art 
you would if you were taking a per- 

tour:   museum  by  museum.  And  it 
the entire panorama of man's creative 
into your home for you, your family, 

riends to enjoy for years to come. 
quality and scope of the series is un- 

d —with public and critical acclaim 
heard in art circles. Publisher's Weekly 
lers these volumes "superlative". "An 
■rdinary home library of museum expe- 
s" is how The Cleveland Plain Dealer 
bed them. And the reviewer in The 
ington Post's Book World found the 
"very beautiful". 

: color photography—one of the most 
mding features of the books—was all 
illy commissioned by the publisher. A 
of expert Japanese art photographers 

Overall size: 9Vs" x llVs' 

Our introductory offer: This 176-page vol- 
ume—with all 131 illustrations in full color—is 
yours to browse through for 10 days...free. 

was sent to the world's most famous mu- 
seums to capture on film the most important 
and memorable works in each museum. 

They succeeded. The photographs have 
been judged masterpieces in themselves. 

From here, the art historians took over. 
They re-researched every famous work... 
looking at each with an eye to its place in 
art history and the artist's other works. From 
this vantage point, the commentary was 
written—with special attention to the unique 
features of every piece. 

Then finally, the printing. Here, too, 
Newsweek brings you highest quality work- 
manship through the renowned Italian firm 
of Arnoldo Mondadori Editore. 

Every magnificent volume in the series — 
every "tour" you take—is just as exciting as 
Louvre/Paris. From there, your next stop is 
the Vatican Museums/Rome, where you'll 
see the fabulous Papal Collections of Italian 
Renaissance paintings. 

Your tour then takes you to the British 
Museum/London. Here you'll see the incom- 
parable Elgin Marbles ... the fabled treasures 
of the Pharaohs... and the finest collection 
of Egyptian antiquities outside of the East. 
From there, it's on to the National Gallery/ 
Washington ... the Prado/Madrid... the Na- 
tional Museum/Tokyo.. .the UffizilFlorence 
... and many more of the world's most dis- 
tinguished houses of art. 

Comparable to art books twice the price 

The price per volume? Amazingly enough, 
it's only $6.95 (plus a modest shipping and 
handling charge). That's right. Only $6.95 is 
all you pay for each luxurious volume in 

Newsweek's Great Museums series—even 
though the quality of the paper, the color 
reproduction, the binding and the authorita- 
tive text are comparable to that of art vol- 
umes costing more than twice the price. 

Feast your eyes—for ten days —free 

Don't miss this no-risk opportunity to begin 
your collection of these distinctive volumes 
in such a convenient and inexpensive way. 
Our plan, you'll find, is indeed simple: 
1. The reply form will bring your copy of 
Louvre/Paris (176 pages; 9YH" x 11 Vs" over- 
all) to examine at your leisure for ten days— 
without cost or obligation. 
2. At the same time, you may choose—as a 
free gift, to keep—a beautiful 21" x 27" mas- 
terpiece faithfully reproduced in full color 
on canvas. 
3. If you're not thoroughly delighted with 
Louvre/Paris, return it in ten days—and owe 
tiothing. (Your canvas print is yours to keep.) 
4. On the other hand, should you decide to 
keep Louvre/Paris, just send $6.95 (plus the 
small shipping and handling charge). You 
will then receive future volumes of Great 
Museums at regular two-month intervals— 
every one as lavish and dynamic as the first 
...every one with all photographs in dra- 
matic color. 
5. Each volume will be offered on the same 
ten-day free examination basis—at the same 
low price of only $6.95 each, plus shipping 
and handling. 
6. At no time are you under any obligation 
to buy. You accept as few or as many of the 
books as you wish—there's no minimum. 
Build your library at your own pace, accord- 
ing to your own preferences. And you're 
free to cancel whenever you decide. 

No money to send now. 
No obligation ever! 

With nothing to risk, but much to gain— 
don't you agree that it will certainly be worth 
your while just to examine Louvre/Paris for 
ten days... at our expense? 

Send for your first "feast" today. Merely 
fill out and mail the postpaid reply form—and 
be sure to tell us which of the three canvas 
prints you want as your free gift. If the reply 
form is missing, write to: 

NeWSWeek/ Great Museums of the World 
444 Madison Avenue, New York. N. Y. 10022 

Special Deluxe Edition—also available 
If you prefer, you may choose Louvre/Paris — 
and all future volumes in your library—in a spe- 
cial Deluxe Edition. This exquisite binding is 
handsomely tooled in gold, has the look and feel 
of custom-bound leather volumes that would 
cost you as much as $25. Yet, you pay only $2.00 
more per book. There is a special box on the 
reply form; be sure to check it if you wish each 
of your volumes in the Deluxe Edition. 



Now; for every woman: 

you may need whether you 
Unow it or not. 

*H^r^^^:,..,i 

Norforms! 
the I internal I deodorant, 

stop feminine odor 
where it starts. 

Sure, your underarm deodorant protects you. Under your arms. 
But what about an even more serious odor problem—internal femin- 

ine odor? For that you need Norforms, the second deodorant™. 
It's every woman's worry... 
Germs inside you every day cause internal odor—an odor different 

from the one on the outer vaginal area. So even regular bathing or fem- 
inine sprays won't solve the problem. They can't get inside to give pro- 
tection internally where this problem starts. And many doctors say you 
shouldn't douche daily. 

Is there any solution? 
Yes. Norforms... the internal deodorant. Just insert! These tiny sup- 

positories spread an antiseptic germ-killing film to stop odor internally 
where it starts. And they're so safe, you can use Norforms as often as 
necessary to feel fresh and secure. 

Make your second deodorant, Norforms, the internal deodorant. 

Norforms are 
so small and 
easy to use. 

SOME   NOTES   ON 

FREE • • • 12-page booklet, "Answers to Questions Women Ask Most 
Often." Send coupon to: The Norwich Pharmacal Company, Dept. 
HG-12, Norwich, New York 13815. 

Name. 

Street, 

City_ 

State_ 
Don't forget to use your zip code. 

The Norwich Pharmacal Company 

_Zip_ 

7 CI 
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& GOOD HEALTH 

BY   1IEBECC A   WARFIELD 

HOW TO GIVE A GARDEN OF EDEN 

FOR CHRISTMAS THIS YEAR . . . 

It's so much easier when you stop wrecking your brains trying 

to remember what someone once said they thought they liked 

—when YOU stop trying to figure out a person's type I do you 

really know7 any types?) and when you stop wrestling with the 

unknown. It's so much simpler when you do something en- 

tirely different or perfectly natural and just give someone I 

those things that almost all the people on earth know and react 

to instinctively—the tremendous pleasures of flowers or fruits 

and, with them a note saying something enormously flattering 

that you really mean . . . 

APPLES are rarely used in fragrance, but there seems 

to be a whole orchard in Lanvin's winey, racy, Ru- 

meur ($8.50 for a quarter of an ounce). 
CARNATIONS. There's a legend that won't be stilled—though 

scientists say it isn't so—that carnations are aphrodisiac. 

In any case, Mary Chess has a famous Carnation that smells 

like sugar and spice ($6 for a quarter of an ounce) . . . 

Roger & Gallet's Blue Carnation has an Edwardian ele- 

gance ($12 for half an ounce) . . . Oeillet Maritime is a 

delicious wild carnation from France at Caswell-Massey 

($13.50 for an ounce). There are dozens of long-stemmed 

carnations packed into Caron's famous Belodgia ($6 for 

an eighth of an ounce). 

GARDENIAS. Their knockout punch—so right in nature 

—doesn't always survive in fragrance, so you have 
to watch it. However these are very tasty transla- 

tions . . . Mary Chess's Gardenia ($8.50 for a quar- 

ter of an ounce) . . . Chanel's splendid Gardenia 

($8.50 for a quarter of an ounce) . . . and ue all 

know that Elizabeth Taylor adores Tuvache's Jungle 

Gardenia ($12.50 for half an ounce). 
GERANIUMS are a most unusual pleasure in Lanvin's 

bitey, greeney, original Spanish Geraniums ($5 for 

tivo ounces of mist). 
HELIOTROPE is a most remarkably delicious purple flower— 

its uniqueness caught precisely in Caswell-Massey's Helio- 

trope ($25 an ounce). 
HYACINTHS to restore the soul—Ann Havilland's Blue H\ a- 

cinth spray perfume ($3.50 for one quarter of an ounce). 

JASMINE is very intense, transporting and part of the 
magic in most great perfume compositions, but Le 

Callion lets you have it straight ($15 for a half 
ounce) . . . and a sweet, wild jasmine, Jasmin des 
Bois by La Ducale is at Caswell-Massey ($15 for 

an ounce and an eighth). 
LAVENDER is surprisingly full of beans, so why not reverse 

Continued on page 18 
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Tricorn —Jn ^ 

A magnificent gift box, of early 
Colonial design, featuring our 
justly famous Tricorn scent. 
Contains 3 ounces of cologne and 
3 ounces of Shave lotion $8.00 |t)^®)a^@^^/ 

English Pomander Ball 

A whole Seville orange, aromatically 
treated and painstakingly mounted 
with studded cloves. For perfuming 
the linen or clothes closet. Enclosed in 
a gold cardboard box together with 

its romantic story. $4.50 

CM's Giant Size Soap 
a, 

Our celebrated Vegesperm soap suffused 
with our selected distillate of bitter 
sandalwood. Lasts and lasts to the final 
luxurious bubble! Nestled in a metallic 
gold sheathed, sec-through box. $5.00 

CASWELL-MASSEY,AMERICAS OLDEST 

SQUARE STATION,NEWYORK,N.Y 10010 
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GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH continued from page 16 

the  usual   procedure  and  give   lavender  to  that  super- 

swinger  on  your   list  .   .   .  either  the   unbeatable  classi 

English  Lavender by Yardley of  London  ($3.50 for tw> 

and a half ounces) or exotic Lavender-Tabac Eau de Co 

logne  by  Patricia   House  ($5 for one and  three quarter 

ounces) . . . never for your grandmother. 

LEMON is extremely sensuous in a Spray of Nate, bath and 

body perfume by Jean Nate ($3.75 for an ounce) and] 

also Eau de Love by Menley and Charles ($3.75 for two 

ounces) . . . for gentlemen, the best of two fruits in Caswell- 

Massey's Lemony-Lime ($10 for four ounces). 

LILACS can go on breeding "memory and desire" in Mary 

Chess's White Lilacs ($6 for a quarter of an ounce) . . . 

in Lilac Blue by La Ducale ($15 for one and one eighth 

ounces) at Caswell-Massey ... in New York State's own 

Highland Lilac by Lilac-Time of Rochester ($4.50 for an 

ounce of the essence). 

LILY OF THE VALLEY is supposed to bring luck to those who| 

wear it, as it says in the title of Muguets de Bonheur by 

Caron ($8.25 for one quarter of an ounce) . . . and then I 

there's the celebrated Muguet des Bois by Coty, sweet and 

wild ($5 for one fifth of an ounce) and Le Gallion's beau- 

tiful Lily of the Valley ($ 1 8.50 for one and one fifth ounces). 

LIME. A super-cooler, Iced Lime, a man's cologne by At- 

kinson's of London ($4.50 for four ounces) . . . and limes 

by the galore in Royall Lyme—an after-shave lotion for 

gentlemen, a cologne for gentlewomen ($5 for four ounces.) 

MAGNOLIA is the word for romance in the Southern 

states—White Magnolia Ean de Parfnm by Helena 

Rubinstein (S2.75 for two ounces). 

ORANGES. Caswell-Massey's No. 6 Cologne for Men is 
made from orange blossoms ami their new Poman- *i 

der Cologne is pungent with hitter-sweet orange 
peel ($4 for three ounces) . . . Orange Eau de Co- 
logne hy Patrician House ($2.50 for an ounce) and 

miite a hit of Chiaro's charisma is due to the bright 
tang of the orange's skin ($7.50 for three ami three- 

quarter ounces) . . . many oranges stir arouiril in 
Citruswood, Elizabeth Arden's cologne for men 

($5.50 for four ounces). 
PATCHOULI. This strange, strong plant from India, so highly 

prized at present, haunts the jasmine in Kenneth's interest- 

ing perfume Ramu ($18.50 for half an ounce). 

ROSES. Look at all these roses . . . Damask Rose (it's 
a blush-red floiver) by La Ducale at Casuell-Massey 
($15 for one and one eighth ounce) .. . White Rose, 

pure and deep, by Casicell-Massey ($25 an ounce) 

. . . Red Roses by Yardley of London ($2.50 for tivo 

ounces of toilet water) ... La Rose, tender and true, 
by Marcel Rochas ($10 for one quarter of an 

ounce) . . . There are armloads of roses in Caron1 s 
exhilarating Joy. Your note with Joy could read "/ 
knotv this will be a self-fulfilling prophecy"1 ($5 

for one eighth of an ounce). 
TUBEROSES are not roses but small creamy-white flowers of 

the lily family with an intense, passionate fragrance. Not 

everyone can wear them, but when you can, wow. . 

Tuberose by Mary Chess ($10 for half an ounce) . . . and 
Continued on page 109 
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Andrea's new 

EYECOLOGY 
the beginning of a beautiful relationship between your eyes and the rest of your face 

Find your face... Fit the lash! 

TRIANGULAR? 
Play it soft! Choose any personalized 
ANDREA style that concentrates length and 
thickness of lashes at center of eyes, for a 
wide-open, more rounded look. Complete the 
effect with Lower Lid lashes on transparent 
band. 

Natural Medium Flutters 

Starlites Medium Spidery 

SQUARE? 
Play it "way out!" Try some of these 
ANDREA lashes that sweep out long and 
lush at the corners of your eyes, for a look 
that's feline and sexy. Make it a devastating 
double play, by adding Lower Lid lashes. 

Heavy Exotics Heavy Spidery 

OVAL? 
Play the field! Yours is the classic shape that 
other women try to emulate. Every 
ANDREA lash becomes you—so, take your 
choice from these and the many other styles 
in the world's greatest custom collection of 
eye fashions. 

Medium Demi Flutters 

Sultry Points Natural Heavy Flutters 

Show your face to your personal ANDREA eyedresser at a nearby cosmetics counter. 
Whether it's one of these basic types or one of your own, she'll make your eyes shape up. 

100% EUROPEAN HAIR Real Lashes 
FOR THE REAL WOMAN © 1970 Andrea Raab Corp. 



THOUGHTS Yi)\\ 

THE HOSTESS 
BY   MARY   MOOX   HEMINGWAY 

We're told 'tis the season to be jolly. Jolly, perhaps, joyful 

certainly. But when all is said and dune, there's a radiant 

seriousness about Christmas that withstands the most maw- * 
kish assaults, the most shallow sentimentalizing. I'm all for 

celebrating Christmas in all seriousness. For instance, 

when planning your holiday consider bringing a party to 

someone in the hospital or homebound—a party complete 

with tree, trimmings, food, and a few friends. It's well to take 

all ages seriously, too. One of my favorite holiday parties is 

a "/rtrfies' luncheon''' for my eleven-to-thirteen-year- 

old friends. I do it up with all the elegance I can muster, 

palty shells and finger bowls and frills. They love it. 

If you want unhampered jollification, there's nothing 

so refreshing as a children's party even if your own young 

are no longer quite that young. Gather together a bunch of 

kids and let surprise be the keynote. Have them come dressed 

in costume, perhaps as a favorite hero or heroine, as one of 

the saints particular to the twelve days of Christmas, as 

mythical animals, or in ethnic dress. Finger food is recom- 

mended—cold barbecued spareribs, cold fried drumsticks, 

carrot and celery sticks, potato chips, buttered biscuits, lots 

and lots of punch—the wilder the mixture of soda, fruit 

juices, and sherbet, the better. For dessert, a prize cake and 

candied apples. For entertainment, surprise them with a 

spider web and guessing games (identifying objects by taste, 

touch, sight, and smell), and for a finale, a surprise take-home 

package pulled from a fish pond, a Jack Horner pie (made 

from a hatbox), or a piiiata. Just clear one room and let 

the party sw ing. 

To entertain my own peer group during the holidays, I like 

an open-ended branch with drinking before, after, or 

during according to choice. Lots of creamed finnan haddie 

and potatoes diced in cream: paper-thin blueberry and buck- 

wheat pancakes; a variety of muffins, jams and jellies: spiced 

applesauce; fresh pineapple sticks, and a big macedoine of 
fruit as a first or last course depending upon the whim of 
the eater. 

For homesick transplants, for sentimentalists, or just for 
good eating, how about a gift of an old-time New Eng- 

land food: baked beans (the yellow-eyed kind I, brown 

bread with raisins. Indian pudding, corned beef hash, or a 

great group of pickles and relishes—Christmas from Ver- 

mont, as nostalgic as a paisley shawl? Plymouth Products 

of Plymouth, Vt., offers all of these as well as wheels of their 

superlative native cheeses. Country fare with flair. Naturally 

Plymouth has an excellent maple syrup, too. 

A great present for any family, whether they have everything 

or not, is fresh holly flown from Oregon. The Brownells 

of Milwaukie, Ore., have been shipping holly from their hol- 

ly farm in bunches or sprays, arrangements, wreaths, or 

swags for over fifty years. In addition to the usual dark green 

variety, they also have rare silver or gold variegated hollies. 

They even sell holly corsages and holly honey. 

Continued on page 24 

PERSONAL SHOWER 
At last, a shower just for you. It's completely 

controllable. You can hold it in your hand; 
adjust its spray. Or use it as a wall shower at 

any height you prefer. Bathe with complete 
freedom as you have never bathed before. 

Shower without wetting your hair. Pamper 
yourself with soak and spray tub baths for 

that soothing, relaxing satisfaction so 
welcome to your body and nerves. Add an 

Alsons Personal Shower to your bath. 
22 models to select from. Available with 

brush and bidet attachments,wherever 
finer home products and plumbing 

goods are sold. 

alsons 
I  COOPOHATION 

America's freshest 
new bathroom ideas. 

Somerset, Michigan • Covina, California 
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© 1970 LA-Z-BOY CHAIR CO. 

When you want STYLE and COMFORT... it's LA-Z-B0Y1 
Selecting your style will be a shopping pleasure, as there are numerous 
LA-Z-BOY® styles to fit your favorite room decor. LA-Z-BOY® chairs are 
available in a breath-taking array of decorative colors and fabrics 
featuring DuPont ZePel Soil and Stain Repeller. DEMAND A GENUINE 
LA-Z-BOY®. There are many imitations, but only one LA-Z-BOY®. See your 
authorized LA-Z-BOY* dealer today. 

FEATU RING 

NEW TOTAL ACTION 
"HirLTl nEDfiET 

SOIL/STAIN   REPELLER 

LA-Z-BOY® CHAIR COMPANY 
Dept. HG-R70-8, Monroe, Mich. 48161 

Please send me FREE color literature. 

ADDRESS 
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In-'Dee Bardie 

Christmas 
is a glorious gift 

to be shared 
Part cruise director, part Louisa May Al- 

cott, part Saint Bernard is one formula for 

keeping your family in the best of spirits 

over the Christmas holidays. That—and be- 

lieving. 

Believe, and know that Christmas is a 

gift, a glorious gift, a privilege to be shared. 

It's anticipation, participation, a certain 

pride, and certainly no time for prejudices. 

No one is ever too old for Christmas. Where 

can you find a more attractive older man 

than Mr. Claus? 

Tbe most important step is not to ven- 

ture near the market place the week before 

Christmas. Everything should be done. The 

garlands swagged: the wreaths, whether 

they be of wheat or spruce, rounded and 

bowed: the presents wrapped. It's a tinseled 

challenge, but once it's done you're golden. 

It makes it so much easier to follow the star. 

That's the week for traditions to come 

home again. The week to help your younger 

children make those oilcloth cornucopias 

filled with cranberries for the bird tree. The 

week for lingering visits with older aunts 

and uncles you might not see as much as you 

would like other parts of the year. It's a time 

to take your godchild for a soda fling, your 

grandchild to The Nutcracker Suite. It's the 

time to give, rather than give up. 

J"t was the Duchess of Bedford who 

first showed me the light. One Decem- 

ber years ago, when our four young 

children were meant to be napping but were 

probably opening all the windows of the 

\ilvent calendars, I read a magazine article 

telling me how the Duchess prepared for 

Christmas. Over the year she would collect 

treasures and store them in her seventeenth- 

century armoire. Then when the season ar- 

rived, she was ready, she was relaxed. A re- 

laxed mother at Christmas, after all, is one 

of the best spirits of all. 

I still haven't an armoire, and that red 

wagon with "Chieftain" on its side would 

never have squeezed in, but I do gather and 

make gifts throughout the year. Maybe one 

gift will only be a beautiful, long peacock 

feather, but I know just the right person for 

a peacock feather. 

r U ~W his fall, when our orchard was 

m laden, we made apple pie after 

m apple pie with a twist of lemon on 

top, as well as bread with a touch of honey. 

These will come out of the deep freeze the 

week before Christmas, w rapped in lavender 

and white checked gingham, tied with a red 

ribbon and delivered to friends. Once I'm 

ready for Christmas, I'm ready for any- 

thing. As for my husband, his spirits were at 

their peak, he claims, the Christmas Eve he 

discovered I had stopped buying toys to 

assemble. 

With children in the house, Christmas 

spirits are usually so high you don't need 

any extra voltage. You just have to be sure 

they're on the right current and keep them 

generating. 

This year our older son made our 

Christmas card, a photograph of an airy 

blossom of Queen Anne's lace that looks like 

a crystal snowflake. And the minute the 

school holidav begins, the other son can 

hardly wait to start testing those fickle 

Christmas tree lights. The girls' needlepoint 

pillows will be finished, I hope, for the 

needles are big, the pillows small. 

But you mustn't let your expectations 

be too great. The same photographer son 

may decide he would rather sing carols with 

a young lady than with his family on Christ- 

mas Eve. Even traditions sometimes have to 

bow down to another kind of star. 

Still, the sharing of traditions seems to 

be one of the happier ingredients for good 

spirits. It's the service at church, the family 

feast, it's stockings with small presents tied 

on the outside as well as the tangerine in the 

toe, bow Is of apples and w alnuts, the eggnog 

grandfather makes only on Christmas Eve, 

and then only with heavy homemade cream. 

It's the expected and the surprise. And it's 

never  too  late  to  make  a  new   tradition. 

One family had no Christmas at home 

at all last year. Instead they gave the tree, 

decorated; the presents; and the full meal 

to a family who probably never before had 

such a day. Another family gives funny 

presents to each other on Christmas Eve that 

they must wear at Christmas dinner. Last 

year grandmother was splendid in a 

"Snoopy" T-shirt. 

Indeed, there are all sorts of plums to 

pull out of your Christmas pudding to keep 

spirits right over the holiday. As Mr. Dick- 

ens wrote "... it is good to be children some- 

times, and never better than at Christmas." 

Our Christmas is very much a country 

Christmas. So I talked to other women in 

other domains, with children of different 

ages. Here's how they wear Christmas on 

their sleeves, how they keep the candles 

gl owing: 

M . T lizabeth's children, ages four and 

M~~J , six. have a German nurse who 

-J*-—^ brings part of her homeland to 

them every Christmas. "We start thinking 

of Christmas, thanks to Greta, from the first 

Sunday of Advent. \\ hen we open our bed- 

room doors every Sunday morning we find 

a small surprise waiting for us. which she 

made herself. The first Sunday it is the 

Advent wreath: the second, a gingerbread 

man; then a star beautifully cut from golden 

paper: and finally on the fourth Sunday be- 

fore Christmas we'll find our shoes sitting 

there very proud and very polished. Greta's 

thought and kindness make Christmas even 

more special for us." 

Iva, on the other hand, has an elf. "He's 

3 inches tall, lives in the bookcase, and the 

children know he's doing special before- 

Christmas research for Santa. He's a great 

help, although invisible. Then when the 

children get out of school, I let them deco- 

rate their own rooms and we glue and paste 

presents and put braid on everything pos- 

sible and we pop [Continued on page 105) 
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:ENTON ART GLASS COMPANY,  WILLIAMSTOWN,   WEST VIRGINIA 

enton 
FOR  A   COLORFULLY   ILLUSTRATED   BOOKLET   ABOUT 
FENTON,   ITS  ART  AND   HISTORY   1906-1970,   SEND  $1. 
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THOUGHTS FOR THE HOSTESS continued from page 20 

Wildflowers  in  winter.   Wild flowers  wrought  in  iron, 

painted to life, gathered together to form a candlestick or 

larger candelabrum, an enchantment anytime, but even more 

so blooming midwinter on a dining table. A mixture of famil- 

iar blossoms, buttercups, et al., may be set off with live greens 

tucked in and around them for vernal freshness. On a New 

Year's table they would hint at the promis"e"bf spring to come. 

The Mayhew shop "grows" them. * 

Color me red and green and sprinkle me with snow—the 

cliche picture of Christmas. Wouldn't it be just as gratifying 

to color Christmas the way it is wherever you are, using 

local glory rather than the foreign and the exotic? When 

we were living in the tropics, we set a festive table all in 

green—green cloth, green glass plates, masses of green and 

white caladium leaves with limes and smooth-skinned avoca- 

dos heaped high in the center. On the other side of the coin, 

I like to think about the Christmas table when I was a child 

in New England—white damask cloth, polished apples, rose 

hips, bayberry and barberry and fir tips in a pewter bowl, 

all lighted by bayberry candles in pewter stands. In the South- 

west, you might mass small pots of succulents with squatty 

candles, and if you are lucky enough to have one, a santo or 

terra-cotta nacimiento group. Christmas comes in all colors. 

homes to face the future together with the emphasis on quiet 

recreation coupled with haute cuisine. The party starts 

late in the afternoon at one house with high tea, sandwiches 

to cakes, for dinner is late. After a reasonable time, back 

home again for rest and dressing, the group regathers in 

black tie and finery in another house. We round robin the 

locations annually. A slow-paced cocktail hour with a suffi- 

ciency of smoked salmon, caviar, pate, whatever fancy we 

fancy precedes dinner, which is always special—perhaps a 

crown roast of lamb, asparagus, wheat pilaf, and a trium- 

phant dessert. Everyone contributes something so that no 

one is overworked. At the stroke of midnight we toast each 

other and our hopes in champagne, then throw- the dime- 

store glasses in the fireplace. As Pepys would have it, "And 

so to bed." No straining for frantic fun. 

The whoopee enjoined for New Year's Eve pleases me just 

about as much as the canned carols that have assailed my 

ears since Thanksgiving. A pox on forced hilarity. Instead, a 

group of us has gathered for many years in each other's 

Have you ever thought: 

Of "buttering" a steak or baked potato with Bour- 

sin cheese, that subtly herbed, cream-type French cheese? 

Incidentally it may be frozen if wrapped in plastic wrap, 

then in a plastic bag. Thaw it via the refrigerator. 

Of filling fresh or canned \teach halves with chutney, 

baking them, and serving as an accompaniment to turkey? 

Of carillon music on tape or record as background 

music for a holiday open house? 

Of permeating the house with pine scent before 

a tree trimming party to set the mood? 

Of making hollandaise sauce with orange or lime 

juice instead of lemon for an interesting change? 

A bevy of beautiful butane lighters by Ronson ... 
exquisitely decorated, delicately styled. A very feminin 
efficient and attractive    Pfll\JO|"||\| 
way to light your fire. ■lUI^QUI^ 

DIFFERENT •' DESIGN AND BETTER BECAUSE OF IT 

RONSON CORP., WOOOBRIOGE, AOE IN U.S.A.   ALSO AVAILABLE IN CANADA PRICES SHOWN ARE SUGGESTED RE 
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When your family stands up, 
will your dishwasher lie down? 

A dishwasher never gets a holiday, but 
holidays are a lot of extra work. 

There's all the family, and all those dishes. 
For your own peace of mind, get a 

KitchenAid dishwasher. 
It'll take load after load, day after 

day Because it's built better to work 
better and last longer. 

When you're the world's oldest 
and largest maker of commercia 
dishwasners, with over 80 years expe- 
rience,you just can't liedown on the job. 

We test-run every dishwasher 
before it leaves the factory. 

So before the holidaysgettoyou, get to your 
KitchenAid dealer. He's in the Yellow Pages. 
Or send the coupon. 

KitchenAid Dishwasher Division, Dept. ODA-12 
The Hobart Manufacturing Company. 
Troy, Ohio 45373 

Send me free literature on KitchenAid 
dishwashers. 

Name  

Address. 

City- 

state. ■ Zip. -J 

KitchenAid 
Dishwashers and Disposers 

By the makers of Hobart commercial dishwashers and disposers 
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"The 7am 
chair. 

It's a Berkline. 
Wait till they see Floyd. Trouble is he thinks he's a person. 
He doesn't realize how big he is. Or how heavy. But I don't 
mind. That's what I'm here for, I guess. If I'm good enough 
for the rest of them to stretch out and relax in, I'm good 
enough for Floyd. He knows a comfortable chair when he 
sees one. And in case of an accident, I know my Scotchgard® 
protector will save me. 

Be sure to stop in at the Berkline dealer near you. And 
also write for a free brochure. The Berkline Corporation, 
P.O. Box 100 HG-2, Morristown, Tennessee 37814. 

The magnificent impostors, Mayfair by Berkline. 

\ \   ARCHITECT   SPEAKS  HIS   MIM) 

•A weekend 
house 

must be m 
simple to run,/ 

says Christopher Owen 

CHRISTOPHER OWEN, thirty-two, 

ivcts born in New York City, went 

to architectural school at the 

University of Virginia, and did 

postgraduate work at Columbia. 

He started his own architectural 

practice in New York City jour 

years ago and had done office 

projects, brownstone renova- 

tions, and designed several 

houses. "I'm definitely not a 

specialist," he says. His weekend 

house on Block Island, see page 

82, was very much a team effort, 

with his wife, Sylvia, a talented, 

professional interior designer, 

working on the inside. 

How should one go about 

finding land for a weekend 

house? 

I believe people can be divided 

into two types, mountain people 

and sea people. The first thing 

is to decide which type you are. 

Then it's essential for the land 

to be w ithin easy reach of wher- 

ever you're living. It's no good 

if you have a drive of six hours 

or more. I would say look for a 

larger piece of land than you 

actually need, with the idea of 

reselling part of it. With today's 

escalating land prices, this may 

give you land for your house 

at little or no cost, and you 

can also control your neighbors. 

We have done this, in fact, sell- 

ing off three acres of our origi- 

nal six-and-a-half-acre lot. 

lion- important in priraey 

for a weekend house?     \ 

Very important, particularly if 

you want a salable house. We are 

virtually protected on all four 

sides from any building that's 

apt to take place within the next 

few years. On one side there's a 

farm: over the hill, a yacht 

club: and below the land, a tidal 

marsh. We are, in essence, very 

well protected. 

Your house was eompleted 

in six months—even with a 

contractor coming over 

with workmen from the 

mainland and all the prob- 

lems of transporting mate- 

rials. How was this done? 

Continued on page 28 

I 
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Ic Company, Housewares Dlvlalon, Bridgeport  Conn 06602 

oaster you can buy. 
Even if it only toasted bread. 

No, we're not putting you on. It's 
rue. Our toaster does more than 
inybody else's. That's because it's an 
)ven, too. 

We call it Toast-R-Oven*. It bakes 
potatoes, makes a mini-meat loaf, 

pops popovers. top browns cheese 
sandwiches. Does hors d'oeuvres, 
biscuits, croissants, muffins. 

Even if it only toasted bread, this 
Toast-R-Oven still would be great. It 
takes on almost any shape or size 

bread. Even thinks for you. Opens its 
door when the toast is done. 

From General Electric, where else. 
*TM Generol ElecPric Comporv 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 



AN ARCHITECT SPEAKS HIS MIND 
continued from page 26 

^ ell. it's a small house to begin with, but the contractor 

really kept at it. It w as an unusual design and it offered a chal- 

lenge. I might add that most people on the island thought 

it was lunacy to build such a house. They^ think mainly of put- 

ting uj> a prefab in the fastest possible time, but of course, 

this wouldn't have suited our purposes. In fact, it's onlj the 

second contemporary house on Block Island. 

Itoes a < on tern /»<»» 11/1/ house like this nved a lot of 

supervising? 

Not really any more than a conventional house. At the out- 

set I went up once every three or four weeks. Once when the 

foundations were set. then when the framing was one third 

up, and maybe twice more before the house was completely 

framed. ^ ou have to spend more time supervising as w ork 

progresses because so  many  details have  to  be  reviewed. 

ll/u/ did you ehoose red cedar uood for your house? 

\\ ood is good in a salt air climate. Materials that tend to 

rust or need a lot of maintenance in terms of painting don't 

make a great deal of sense. In general, choosing materials 

is a matter of each individual situation, but an excessive 

variety of materials is unfortunate. The\ should be reduced 

to the simplest number. Don't try to overdo it. 

Should a irvet;vml house he desiyued for the future 

or just 11 11I1 toduy's needs in mind? 

We planned our house looking ahead to the future. We have 

no children now. but the house allows for an expansion of our 

family. This is wh\ the guest quarters are on the first floorj 

completely isolated and well away from the bunk rooms at 

the top of the house, which will e\entuallv be children's 

rooms. The children will not disturb the guests. 

loins—in I 

..1      

I on seem to hure so muvh room—four hedrooms—1 

u tiny house, lion   irus this uehiered? 

Cutting down on the bedroom space and making bunk rooms 

was a major factor. The\ are as simple as possible with 

storage drawers under the bunks and hanging space behind 

the doors. \ ou don't need lots of space for things in a week- 

end house. 

M <i« the house designed uitli thouyhls uhout eusy 

maintenance? 

Yes. my wife and I feel that a weekend house must be simpS 

to run. It's no fun if \ou get away to the sea and then find 

you have lots of chores to do. That's why we chose oak floors 

that can be easily vacuumed. The all-electric kitchen has a 

self-cleaning oven, dishwasher, and garbage disposer. There's 

very little exterior paint work to need redoing every year 

Also very little furniture indoors—we tend to loll on the 

floor on cushions and look at the view. And were leaving 

the sarden with wildflowers and no lawn. 

Stop prewashing your dishe 
Finish does it for you. 

^■^M 

Finish* has an extra-active 
chemical to scrub away stuck- 
on food. Even in hardest water. 

Using Finish is like having 
a chemical brush scrubbing 
away in your dishwasher. 

Dishes, glassware come out 
spotlessly clean. Every time. 

Without prewashing. 

Its like having a chemical brush in your dishwasher. 



T 

EXCLUSIVE LIFE-TIME SERVICE 
AND REPLACEMENT WARRANTY 

This Borg scale in normal use will serve you dependably 
for many years. Should at any time your scale not perform 
satisfactorily, just return it postage prepaid! See below 
address. INCLUDE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS. 

If the difficulty is due to faulty materials or workmanship, 
we will repair or replace the scale free of charge and return 
it postpaid. 

If the difficulty results from normal wear after many years 
of use, or is due to abuse, dropping or damage, we will 
repair your scale for a minimum charge of $1.00 plus pos- 
tage up to a maximum charge of $3.00 plus postage. 

Borg-Erickson Corporation 

• Beautiful—twice winner of the 
National Houseware's Design Award. 

• Exclusive mechanism—coined 
beam "first-class lever" system 
found on no other scale. 

• Dependable—every time. Step 
on it twice. Compare the results. 

• Safe—exclusive low-profile 
design and special vinyl "feet" 
prevent tipping and slipping. 

• Warranteed—every BORG 
carries an exclusive written 
lifetime warranty to assure 
complete customers satisfaction. 

BORG Chicago, Illinois 60651 
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the 
start-the-day 

weigh! 

Low sleek lines, graceful shape, gay colors, and a sensible 
out-of-the-way handle. It's the Borg "Fiesta". . . a new idea in 
personal scales that makes fitness fun. Beautiful for the bed- 
room, an attention-getter in the bath. In your choice of colors 
—and for the man, in woodgrain too! $11.00 

ARCHE 

HOOKS   ABOUT   HOUSES   AND   GARDENS 

To my mind, the year's most exquisite book is Imperial ( 

dens of Japan (Walker/Weatherhill, $32.50 pre-Christr 

then S37.50) with its absolutely breath-taking photograph 

Takeji Ivvamiya, many reproduced in superb color, doi 

page-spread size. A large book elegantly bound in purple 

Wild Flowers of the World (Putnam, $15) represer 

really first-rate buy—almost 200 beautiful paintings in c 

by Barbara Everard of more than 1000 wild flowers. Expl 
tory texts by Brian D. Morley. 

Great Historic Houses of America I Cow ard-McC 

$19.95 until Jan. 1: then $22.501 by Phyllis Lee Levin* 

vides a tour of fifty memorable houses spanning some 

years of American history. Treasure Rooms of Ameri 

Mansions, Manors and Houses (Coward-McCann, $1 

until Jan. 1; then $22.50) by Rita Reif describes fifty- 

great showcases spanning more than 250 years. Look I 

over and take your choice. Homeowners or prospective 

will particularly appreciate The Dream House Encj 

perfia (Wyden, $12.50) by Hubbard H. Cobb. The sul 
"Everything you need to know to remodel or fix up fa 

barns, old mansions, vacation cottages, brownstones—or 

house you now have" about sums up the contents. 

TEXTILES.   PORCELAIN,   FURNITURE 

For the already interested layman or someone in search 

new interest: Printed Textiles I Viking, $16.95 I by Floi 

Montgomery describes and illustrates English and Ameii 

cottons and linens from 1700 to 1850. Spotle (Pra<i 

$32.50) by Leonard v\ hiter is a history of the Spode tm 

factory, and wares from 1733 to 1833. The Book of Fan 

ooks and records 
to give for Christmas 

RY   JAY   HERHERT 

For the Christmas season, publishers produce their extrava- 

ganzas—extravagant in size and color and beauty. They are 

as much fun to look at and choose as they are to give. Books 

on special subjects, in particular, make extremely thoughtful 

presents and often open up a whole new field of interest for 

the lucky recipients. 

FOR   THE   ART   LOYEK 

Among the most beautiful are the art books. And of these The 
Great Age of Fresco (Braziller, $30) by Millard Meiss is 

one of the handsomest. Nineteenth Century American 
Painting (Putnam, $17.95 until Jan. 1; then $20) with text 

by James Thomas Flexner offers many not overly familiar 

works. The Adventure of Art (Crown, $20) edited by Felix 

Marti-Ibanez is a history of art. with over 475 illustrations in 

color. The Collector in America (Viking, $15.95) edited 

by Jean Lipman, Anthony Bower, and the staff of Art in 

America consists of articles about important contemporary 

collectors with many reproductions of outstanding works 

from their varied collections. 

yfaceful, easy-to-read... 
a perfect way to keep fit 

The Borg Feminique personal scale is styled as a perfect 
oval . . . smooth and graceful ... it tucks away in the small- 
est corner. The big, oversize, dial makes reading the Fem- 
inique a pleasure. In choice of color with deeply padded 
washable vinyl mat. $12.00 

4 
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He (Tuttle, $25) l»\ George C. Williamson is neithei a bo- 

jjJ'iil textbook nor a French version <>f the Forsythe Saga, 

i,.J;i complete account of the Chinese porcelain made in ttn- 

g Cheng and Ch'ien Lung periods with the rose red color 
(red from a salt ol gold. 

People with a penchant foi antique furniture should 

h Early American Furniture (Knopf, $17.50) l>\ John 

.iik. which tells how t" recognize, evaluate, and care for 

i primitive and sophisticated pieces of Americana. 

I ooi>    BEAUTIFUL   IOOII 

of the inosi encompassing and interesting of the new cook 

ks, An Encyclopedia of Chinese Food ami Cooking 

wn, $14.95 pre-Christmas; then $17.50), hj the Irving 

nps and Austin Kutschers describes the various quite dif- 

ni Chinese cuisines and explains the implements and in- 

lients used in cooking. The book also has over 1000 

pes adapted to American kitchens. There is a list of stores 

iughout the countrj  where ingredients can he obtained. 

A most entertaining hook about food—fact and anec- 

filled—undoubtedl) wins the longest-title-of-the-year 

rd: The Fiirielied, Fortified, Concentrated, Country- 

•sh, Lip-Smacking, Finger-Licking, International, 

expurgated Foodbook (Grossman, $12.50 until Jan. I : 

I $15) h\ James Trager. Just about everything you might 

li to know about food is here—the history of all sorts of 

ads, regional peculiarities, superstitions, controversies 

acrobiotics—good or had? MSG—safe or dangerous?), 

I more. Delightful reading, tremendously informative but 

lemher, it is not a cook book and has no recipes. 

Anyone who owns Volume I of Julia Child's Mustering 

... simply 
BEAUTIFUL! 

„ elegant! The Borg "Virginian." richly finished in brocaded 
vinyl for those who want a touch of splendor while keeping 
fit. A highlight in the most luxurious dressing room or bath— 
in your choice of white, black, avocado, or gold. $13.00 

CEMBER,  1970 

the Art of French Cooking will want Volume II I Knopf. 

$12,501. So will everyone else—and for them you can gel 

both \olumes boxed for $25, a great present for all cooks. 

FOR   CREATIVE   IIAMIS 

We're sure all needlepointers—both veterans and beginners— 

will be enthusiastic about House & Garden's handsome and 

enormously instructive new hook. Needlepoint Design 

(Morrow, $13.95 pre-Christmas, then $15.95). Written by 

our creative crafts editor, Louis J. Gartner, Jr., a master 

needlepointer himself, the book teaches you how to create 

your own designs, and covers everything from basic stitches, 

selecting canvas and wool, to transferring patterns to canvas. 

Bonus: more than 100 of Mr. Gartner's lovely original designs 

that you can adapt directly from the book (for some of them, 
see page 861. 

The Gloria Vanderhilt Book of Collage (Van Nos- 

trand Reinhold, $9.95 until Jan. 1; then $12.95) tells how to 

make a simple and decorative collage out of materials found 

in any household, how to use collage in new and interesting 

ways. (For Miss Vanderbilt's collages applied to gift wrap- 
ping, see page 48.) 

OTHER   TIMES,   OTHER   PLACES 

Looking Forward (American Heritage Press. $14.95 I com- 

piled by Ray Brosseau is off-beat and fun. It is subtitled "Life 

in the twentieth century as predicted in the pages of American 

magazines from 1895 to 1905" and boy were some of these 

predictions on target (see the 1898 cartoon about pollution on 

page 41) ! Particularly amusing are the reproductions of old 

Continued on the next page 
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.. simply 
BEAUTIFUL! 

ml! The Borg "Virginian," richly finished in brocaded 
vinyl for those who want a touch of splendor while keeping 
fit. A highlight in the most luxurious dressing room or bath— 
in your choice of white, black, avocado, or gold. $13.00 

Macy*s 

recording with Martina Arroyo, Placido Domingo, Ru 

Raimondi, conducted by Leonard Bernstein. 

A chance to hear two giants of the music world d 

their work and their lives is offered in two hands 

packaged Columbia albums: Nine Masterpieces 

ducted by the Composer Igor Stravinsky ID5J 

$29.98) is a six-album record. On five of them. Stravinsk 

ducts his own music: the sixth is a recording of Stra\ 

conducting a rehearsal and also reminiscing. Pablo C 

(M5 30069, $29.98) is a five-record, limited edition, 

album with many of the legendary Casals performances, 

available for the first time on LP's. One record is devo 

Casals himself telling about his life in music and his que 

world peace. Both albums contain handsomely pro 

booklets about their subject and complete discographit 

Records of the spoken word make excellent presen' 

the literati among your acquaintances. Caedmon. the 

predominant in the field, has John Steinbeck's The 
Pony  (TC2047, $13)   read by Eli Wallach; English 

mantic Poetry (TC3005, $19.50) read by such stalwa 

the English stage as Claire Bloom, Anthony Quayle, Sir ] 

Richardson. And fun, especially for children, American 
Tales (TC1317 and TCI320, $6.50 each) read by Ed B.; 

An unusual album The Black Experience  I Spoken 

SA3002 $39)  is a six-record set of speeches, songs, pi 

and historic documents tracing the history of the black 

in America. 

And a special Christmas treat for the whole fa 

America's favorite master of light verse reading his 

Yuletime poetry in Christmas with Ogden Nash (• 

mon, TC1323. $6.50). 

BOOKS AND RECORDS FOR CHRISTMAS 

continued from preceding page 

magazine advertisements. The Splendours of Leningrad 
(Cowles, $29.50) presents Leningrad's buildings, parks, 

streets, and—above all—its fabulous art treasures. The photo- 

graphs are stunning and it may be a bit captious of me to 

wish that their captions were right with them rather than in 

the back of the book. But I do. Text by Abraam L. Kaganovich. 

RECORDED   MUSIC  AND   SPOKEN  WORDS 

There is a wide choice of music brilliantly reproduced on 

records to give as Christmas presents. This being the year of 

the Beethoven Bicentennial, there has been a flood of Bee- 

thoven recordings. Here are three worth considering: The 
Complete Piano Trios (Columbia M5 30065, $29.98) with 

the Istomin-Stern-Rose trio; The Five Piano Concertos 

(RCA VCS-6417, $12.98) with Artur Rubinstein; The 
Thirty-Two Piano Sonatas (London, CSP-2, $50) with 

Wilhelm Backhaus. 

For the opera buff: Tchaikovsky's Eugene Onegin 
(Melodiya/Angel, SRCL-4115, $17.98) conducted by Mstislav 

Rostropovich with members of the Bolshoi opera. Bizet's 

Carmen (Angel, SCL-3767, $17.98), the 1875 Opera- 

Comique version with Grace Bumbry, Jon Vickers, Mirella 

Freni. Gluck's Orfeo ed Euridice (London, OSA-1285, 

$11.96) with Marilyn Home, Pilar Lorengar. Meyerbeer's 

Les Huguenots (London, OSA-1437, $24) with Joan Suth- 

erland, Martina Arroyo. And for devotees of sacred music, 

Verdi's Requiem (Columbia M2 30060, $11.98) in a new 

... better than 
a mirror to keep fit! 

Fitness is sweeping the country and the new Borg "Caribbean" 
offers a new concept in keeping accurate care of yourself. The 
soft sculptured lines of the gently foam padded platform add a 
touch of elegance and care to your dressing room or bath. In 
an exquisite selection of popular shades. $16.00 
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OTESOFA HAPPY 

>I\HY   ELIZABETH   I AI.IIH 

're on the final countdown lit Christmas. The pile "I 
ghtly wrapped packages in the sewing room is growing 
lv, and we are all going around with (luck lists in our 
ids. Tom's includes testing llic (!ln istmas lice Mollis before 

e-trimming day, making sun- the tall stepladder is in good 

■air and readily available and that the fire extinguishei is 

rking. Tina and Sails have organized a shopping bag of 

tpping paper and a tra) "I ribbons, tags, marking pens, 

ssors, and Scotch tape. We try to wrap two or three things 

a time as they come from the shops, rather than making a 

; deal of doing everything at once. Then all I have left to 

at the last minute is to stufl the stockings, which for me 

[he real fun. 

M 

ery year we try to add a permanent treasure to our collec- 

n of holida\ decorations. Last Christmas it was a new st.n 

• the top of the tree: and this year it's a hanging mobile 

ndelabriim for the hall—a silvery spiral of matte-finished 

romed steel, about 21 L> feet high. Il has thirty-three arms to 

Id stubby candles, and when they're lighted it's breath- 

ing. Even the gentlest draft keeps it slowly turning. The 

ndles—we have both red and while—are special slow- 

trning ones that will last for a whole long evening. I found 
1 (' e candelabrum at Georg Jensen in New York. 

lavishly luxurious, 
and practical too! 

Exciting is the word for the new Borg Mystique. It's a gor- 
geous blend of rich brocade washable vinyl with gold finish 
trim. Thin, low profile construction with a "sunken" dial. In 
a wide selection of decorator colors. $11.00 

Rhodes 

... your first 
fitness need! 

First things first. . . and your new Borg "Suburban" personal 
scale is your passport to a confident personal care program. 
A wise choice too . . . it's padded, covered in a wide array of 
fashion right colors, and roomy enough for the biggest execu- 
tive or daintiest deb. $14.00 

riNIt STORES 

S=ES 

<3 

This year we're going to have more than a full house lor 

Christmas. We'll set an extra table in the library where I'll 

use my lovely, old, faded, red damask tablecloth. For the 

centerpieces, both there and in the dining loom, we'll start 

with blocks of Styrofoam, cover them with bits of pine, fir, 

holly, and blue spruce, and use them as bases for bayberry 

candles. Then we'll add Scandinavian birds, shellacked tan- 

gerines and lad\ apples, and a few small Christmas tree orna- 

ments, all to be anchored with pieces of wire. And this year, I 

do not plan to spend Christmas day nursing a turkey. \\ ere 

going to have squabs from the poultry  farm in the country. 

Just before Christmas there always seems to be at least one 

extra cleaning job to do. The other day I noticed that some- 

how some nasty sticky spots had developed on the living room 

rug and bloomed all around the coffee table, so 1 decided it 

was time to try a new rug cleaner I'd heard about— 

Johnson's Glory Spot Remover. I applied it directly on the 

spots with its own little sponge applicator, rubbed it in until il 

foamed, then wiped it off. My spots were stubborn, but they 

were improved with one shot of Glory and disappeared com- 

pletely with the second. The small bottle of cleaner holds only 

21 2 fluid ounces, but that goes a Ions;, Ions; way. 

>ECEMBER,  1970 

I've always got a weather eye out for antiques that can be put 

to contemporary use. The other day I picked up a lovely old 

oyster plate that will make a great Christmas present for 

Barbara. 1 plan to fill the oyster wells with desk supplies— 

paper clips, rubber bands, erasers, et al.—because the clear 

Bristol blue border of the dish will look so pretty on the desk 
in her blue and green sitting room. 
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Isn't it time you 
started collecting signed originals 

by Waterford? 

Each piece is an original work of art, made 
wholly by hand, with love, in Ireland. Each 
piece is an investment in beauty that will 
enchant you now and reward you ever after 
as it grows in value. Write for free brochure. 
Waterford Crystal, 225 Fifth Avenue, 
New York 10010. 
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&ANSWERS 

ANTIQUES 
1IY    l.«M  ISi:     till     IMM.i It 

STONEWARE JUG 
This pitcher of heavy pottery be- 

longed to my husband's family in 

England. Each side depicts a 

jousting knight. In script on the 

bottom is "Published by W. Ridg- 

nay. Son & Co., Hanley, Septem- 

ber 1, 1840." I nil I appreciate 

anything you can tell me about it. 

B. T.—New York, N.Y. 

The impressed "Published by" marks indicate the date and by 

whom the design was registered. W. Ridgway, Son & Co. was 

active from 1838 to 1848. Many molded stoneware jugs of this 

type were produced in the 1830s and 1840s. Your design of the 

jousting knight is illustrated in Geoffrey A. Godden's book 

British Pottery and Porcelain. 

SWEDISH SPIRIT CUP My silver "skol" is a family heir- 

loom from Sweden. It is 1% 

in (lies high. On the bottom are 

"ET," a number "03," three cir- 

cles, and a mark that looks like 

a castle. Can you tell me where, 

when, and by whom it was made? 

T. H. P.—Everett. Waih. 

Your silver spirit cup was made by the Swedish silversmith Ernst 

Tengvall, who worked at Halsingborg from 1803 to 1823. 

VICTORIAN 
SETTEE 

// hat is the style and age of this settee? It has five carved faces 

of women, each of them having a different expression, in the 

walnut framework. E. R.—Hartford, Ky. 

Your unusual chair-back settee is in the nineteenth-century Re- 

vived Renaissance style popular about 1860 onward. Your settee 

rather has the look of the Rutherford B. Hayes era, 1877 to 1881. 
Continued on page 36 
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Merry 
Christmas 
bedroom. 

? 

fiiPDNl 

* LUCITE 
ail Paint 

K 

UP      / 

Say Merry Christmas to every room in your 
house with LuciTE®Wall Paint. LUCITE is the paint 
that lets you forget about ghosts of walls and 
ceilings past. Whatever you cover with LUCITE 
wet, will stay covered after it dries. 

LUCITE Wall Paint and LuciTE®lnterior Enamel 
in 26 matching colors make it easy to give your 

place a bright new face for the holidays. 
Get your home ready for the holidays and start 

giving your family a Merry Christmas right now. 
Pssst! Don't forget to spray the decorations, too. 
Do them up proper with fast-drying, easy-to-use 
LuciTE®Spray Paint. Pick the holiday colors you 
want, then just push the LUCITE button. 

SPRAY i 

« :* 

n the Yellow Pages for the LUCITE retailer nearest you. Or call 800-243-6000. Free any time, any day. Dial as you normally dial longdistance (In Conn, call 800-942-06551 



ANTIQUES continued from page 34 

Henredon 
goes to many lengths 

to please you. 
Henredon Upholstered Furniture means grace, comfort, beauty 

— plus something special—value. The sofa shown here, 

for example, can be built to the length you specify. So you can 

select exactly what satisfies your upholstered furniture need. 

The selection of fabrics, the custom look, and the built-in comfort 

and quality (like the dressmaker touches on the chair) will also 
meet your decorating demands. Henredon Upholstered Furniture 

is meant to work for you — graciously — and to blend in 

perfectly with your other furniture. As it does here with Folio Ten, 

Henredon's collection of classics. For brochures showing 

both Henredon Upholstered Furniture and Folio Ten Collections, 

send $1.00 to Henredon, Dept. HG  12-70, 

Morganton, N. C. 28655. 

Henredon 

SWALLOW PLATTER 

ST/l F-fot-li ZHif.t, 

Enclosed is a photograph and an attempt to copy the markings 

on the back of my Swallow platter. I hope you will be able to 

tell me from these hoiv old it is.        W. C. M.—Olympia. Wash. 

The Staffordshire potter James F. Wileman operated the Foley 

China Works at Fenton from 1869 to 1892. According to the 

diamond-shaped registration mark, your pattern, "Swallow," was 

registered at the London Pattern Office on April 23, 1881. 

BELLEEK 

SALT DISH 

/ wonder if YOU can tell 

from this photograph 

hoiv old my salt dish is 

and also explain the 

marking and the name? 

J. M.—Columbus. Ohio 

The Willets Company of Trenton, N.J., was well known for its' 

Belleek wares made during the 1880s and 1890s. Your mark, 

comprising a snake coiled to form a W with "Belleek" above 

and "Willets" below is its characteristic mark. 

PEDESTAL WINE TABLE We inherited this table from 

my husband's family, native 

Bermudians. and uere told 

it is a "gaming" or "hunting" 

table. The top is a soliil piece 

of mahogany. Any facts about 

it will be appreciated. 

R. H. T.St. George's, 

Bermuda 

Tables such as yours are known as "social" or wine tables and 

were introduced in England toward the end of the eighteenth 

century, intended for after-dinner drinking around the fireplace. 

The two ends of the horseshoe-shaped top faced the fireplace. 

Some of these tables had folding screens as protection against 

heat and a network bag stretched across the open portion to hold 

biscuits. The metal coasters sliding in a well held bottles, to 

avoid accidents. Judging from the snapshot, your pedestal wine 

table dates about 1810. 

ENGLISH PLATTER 

•   - 0EW 
X 

1 

These badly uorn marks are on 

the buck of my large pewter plat- 

ter. Are they clear enough for you 

to identify it? 

P. M. E.—Adrian. Mich. 

Richard Goeing (note the "e") of Bristol, England used the Lamb 

and Flag mark with his name from about 1715. He died in 1764, 

so your platter was made sometime within this fifty-year span. 
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What a Christmas gift! For 
the whole family. Years 
and years of cool, clean 
summers. Fresh. Free of 
summer's noise. Summer's 
humidity. 

Why buy now? To have it 
then. But mostly to save! 
Money. Delay. Substitution. 
Indecision. Discomfort. 

It's off-season. So prices 
are lower. The pace slower. 

A small down payment 
now reserves the equipment, 

the installation time, and 
guarantees the price! The 
low, low Christmas price. 

But what do you put under 
the tree this Christmas? 
Your participating Lennox 
dealer has a special symbolic 
gift... one that will delight 
and surprise your family with 
news of the wonderfully 
big gift to come. 

You'll find your nearby 

Lennox dealer in the 
Yellow Pages. Lennox 
Industries Inc., 782 S. 12th 
Avenue, Marshalltown, 
Iowa 50158. 

LENNOX 
AIR  CONDITIONING iEATlNG 

jennox Central Air Conditioning 
MBER,   1970 37 



for o set ol lour DO M   mugs, send $5 to Benedictine, Dept   D   Box 462. Trenton, New Jersey 08603 86 PROOF 
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UOV8B *V GARDEN, DECEMBER, l»7<> 

Whatpeople 
0  0   0 

thou/ Christmas this  year across the country ...Home* 

grown presents    walnuts, rosemary, mint, and thyme, 

pickled tomatoes and apple butter, wrapped in gingham packets 

and hung on a stick, bindle-style. are the Donald Johnstons' way 

oj saying Merry Christmas. Everything is grown and made on 

the Johnston farm in Boonville, California. A presents-for- 

peis party is given each year by a friend of ours for all her 

very young fiends who oicn a dog. a cat, or a bird. Each guest 

is given u little Christmas tree trimmed (according to pet) with 

chew sticks, catnip mice, or packets of birdseed. A raff-doll 

tree draws all the children he knows to Sir David Webster's 

London house on Christmas afternoon. The dolls (the tree's sole 

decoration) come from anywhere they can be found —Portobcllo 

Road, the Victoria and Albert Museum —and each child takes one 

home. A tree trimmed in good spirits —tiny bottles of 

liqueurs hung on ribbons —is wheeled in with coffee by Mary 

Ann Moross after Christmas dinner. There is something espe- 

cially festive about sipping an exotic like creme de violette. 

Spangled tree hung upside down from the 
ceiling is the main attraction in artist Carol Blanchard's 

14-foot-high living room. "It's like a green chandelier." Big 

and hold tissue-paper flowers are the presents Mrs. 

Charles-Louis de Maud'huy makes for her friends each Christ- 

mas. She keys the colors of each bouquet to those of the room 

the flowers are to blaze in. Ycrg personal needlepoint 

cushions are turned out each year by Mrs. Charles Caine for 

friends with country houses ivhere the Caines spend summer 

weekends. Design motifs are thoughtful: a rose borrowed from 

a friend's rug; Japanese irises for a lady who grows and adores 

them; a stitched portrait of a pet dog or cat reproduced from 

a photograph \h\. ('nine has quietly snapped during " visit. 

A Christmas Ere picnic indoors is architect Harry 

Van Dyke's refreshment for guests who drop in at his Hudson 

Valle1) house. A great cook, Mr. Van Dyke fills little baskets with 

a countrj pdte, a tiny (oaf of bread, shrimps remoulade, fruit, 

cheese, and Christmas cookies. People eat when and when tin \ 

like, and the punch bowl is never empty. A supper tor till 

uges to start Christmas early the night before Christmas Eve 

is a tradition at the Ernest //. Martins. Mrs Martin invites all 

her friends and all their children, sets up a buffet with huge 

bowls of chili, salad, and fruit and platters of smoked turkey. 

Swugs of greenery laced with tiny while lights and 

attached to the ceiling or molding with each loop caught with 

a red i el vet bow is designer Julian Tornchin s decoration for a 

room too small for a tree. A children's clay-modeling 

party is Sun Francisco sculptress Ruth Asawa Lanier's holi- 

day salute to the young. The youngsters are given as much 

baker's clay as may appeal to the Rodin in them, plus expert 

instructions for turning a mud pie into pretty tree ornaments. 

Planting a tree for a child for Christmas makes 
a lifelong gift—an idea inspired by actor William Holden's custom 

of planting a tree for his friends children's christening present. 

A tree icicled with mirrors is Mrs. Edgar White's 

Christmas sparkler. She buys tiny mirrors in many shapes from 

a theatrical supply house, pastes them on lengths of thread, 

swathes the tree with them. Caroling on horseback is 

a Christmas Eve sing-out for the Baltimore Green Valley Hunt 

Club. Sung-out, minus fox, they jog back to the club for egg- 

nog and dancing. Caroling on foot begins at Manhattan's 

Brick Church, circles several blocks, and ends with a party. 

The invitation to carol includes a map of the proposed route so 

singers can alert friends. A tree-cutting9 tree-planting 

partg is given the last Sunday before Christmas by the Arch 

Diacks of Portland, Oregon. Guests, cautioned to bring spades 

and axe, drive to the Diacks' country retreat, cut their own 

Christmas trees, and plant new ones to replace them (seedlings 

are supplied by the Oregon Forestry Department); then gather 

around a roaring fire for hot wassail and roasted frankfurters. 

HOW TO CREATE 

^iHBISTMAS 
\U ENCHANTMENT 

Because two hands, a little thought, and love can bring so many Christmas enchantments to life, much of our December 

issue is devoted to this very special kind of magic... trees and glorious ways to trim them, even to make them ... a way 

of wrapping packages that turns them into keepsakes... enticing table settings glowing with hospitality ... light decora- 

tions so dazzling you would never suspect that their makings came from a hardware store... fresh ideas for bouquets 

arranged with wit and charm... food so luscious that, as a present, it could head a Christmas list. Turn the page to 

learn more about the joy of creating holiday enchantment—for your friends, your family, your house, and yourself. 
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HOW TO CREATE CHBISTMAS ENCHANTMENT 

THE 
GLORIOUS 

"Worlds may wither unseen, 
but the Christmas Tree is a tree of fable, 
A phoenix in evergreen, 
And the world cannot change or chill what its 

mysteries mean 
To your hearts and eyes nowV 

—The Christmas Tree by C. Day-Lewis* 

Of course, you'll have a tree, whether it's 20 inches high, or 

20 feet tall. A tree is the Christmas magnet, drawing people 

together. Somehow it activates the holiday air. On the next 

seven pages we show you how to make and decorate many 

different trees, with fruit and nuts, candies and cookies, 

lights, mirrors, herbs and flowers. All of them are invitations 

to display personal ingenuity and talent, to give your friends, 

your house, or your garden a very special Christmas gift. 

o ur tree is our Christmas," 

says Julie Britt, in red, 

opposite page. "We like 

to do something new each year. We 

once had a tree entirely of white 

doves: then there was one that was 

all lemons, which smelled so beau- 

tiful. This year we have an every- 

thing tree. Tom gets up on a ladder 

and starts decorating from the top 

down. You have to with a big tree 

because it's so wide at the bottom. 

We made the star from silver straws 

and silver balls tied together. Our 

friends always come and help. We 

give them a basket of ornaments, 

and   they   do   their   own   thing." 
"COPYRIGHT©    1954    BY    C.    DAY-LEWIS,     REPRINTED    BY 

PERMISSION   OF   THE   HAROLD   MATSON   COMPANY,    INC. 
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/ B great little table tree, left, a bouquet of bri 

^JL ™    French silk anemones, with a plume of red 

ribbon.   At  Ronaldo  Maia.  Tin  chocolate molds  -liine 

a fragrant herb tree, top, made of rosemary tucked in] 

around a topiary wire frame. The base is an Italian ric 

cheese basket. Other small decorative baskets of herbs 

tied mi with raffia. Designed In  DeDe Faye. For the glilH 

mirror tree, above left, cut gauze-backed mirror into triatB 

and snap in two, cover a cardboard cone with cement J 

stick triangles in place, working  from top to  bottom I 

overlapping, for a stacked look. Designed by Yura Chute 

Reflectibles. The marvelous do-it-yourself light string on 

pine tree, above right, is made with 25-watt "wick" lights 

in plastic sockets (here sprayed Sun Yellow). They attacl 

transparent plastic cord with special clip-on adapters. 40 

of cord, 36 bulbs light a 4-foot tree.  By  John Saladi 

HOUSE & GARDEN, DECEMBEI 
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FLOWEBINO TEEES... 
Icedwithdaisies, 

swirled with anemones, 
garnished with herbs 

y 

XXL 
¥    V footb 

ite daisies frost a delightful 3- 

oxwood tree, left. "Scrape the 

daisy stalk," says florist Ronaldo Maia, "slip 

each flower into a watering tube, and poke 

them into the greenery, making garlands as 

you go." Tree at Ronaldo Maia. The delicate 

J s basket of silver plate by Gorham. A tree in 

Mrs. Walter DriscolPs yard, top, w ith strings 

of peanuts and popcorn, bunches of grapes 

and red apples for the birds. Rock candy 

crystal makes an 18-inch tree, above left. 

Candy is glued to a cone. Designed by John 

Cianciolo at Parrish Woodw orth. The 4-foot 

tree, above right, of pine needle sprays, is 

treated with fire-resistant foam, then can- 

dles (waxed to doctor's tongue depressors) 

are wired into the cone. At Ronaldo Maia. 

The punch bowl of silver plate by Towle. 

VAN CUYLENBURG 
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HOW TO CREATE CHRISTMAS ENCHANTMENT 

DELICIOUS TREES... 
Spiced with gingerbread, 

colored with candies, 
fashioned with fruit 

M       Beck the tree with lots 

M   ^p things  to  eat.  "Get  do 

quantity," says Ronaldo Maia, "die 

one has fun doing it." A flourish of h, 

ters over the gingerbread cookie tre 

Ronaldo Maia. An alabaster fruit tre 

sprinkled with festive mini bows, 

pile up plastic fruit, then spray terj 

The central Styrofoam cone should b^ 

with florist's sticky tape so the fruit*] 

place. At Ronaldo Maia. The blue 

tree, above, sits on the mantel in the 

white  living   room  at  the  Villa 

Mine. Manuel de Yturbe's house in 

She made all die elegant ornament 

Angels carry the "Noel" in a Jacob i 

BEADLE HOUSE & GARDEN, DECE 
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f_umdrops, raspberry drops, and sour balls mingle 

with other candies in the delicious 17-inch table 

ight. At Ronaldo Maia. The base, a glistening "Con- 

rary" bowl of sterling silver by Kirk. The little 18-inch 

ion pyramid, above left, is made from four dozen white 

s and three dozen red, set in stripes in a cone of wet 

s foam. At Ronaldo Maia. Fluted bowl of sterling silver 

nt. The apples, above right, are fixed to a Styrofoam 

,ith hairpins. Start from the bottom, alternating a lay-d- 

oles with boxwood. Trim the boxwood with scissors 

crisp finish. "LaPaglia" stemmed compote of sterling 

by International. Mr. William Merrill's Christmas table, 

, is centered with a fruit tree of grapes, love apples, 

jerries, kumquats, and sugar pears. At The Greenery. 
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HOW TO CREATE CHRISTMAS ENCHANTMENT 

FBAGRANT TREES... 
Scented with pomanders, 

wreathed with roses, 
scattered with bouquets 

A n orange and cinnamon tree, left, spreads a wi 

scent. Stick three dozen oranges with cloves i 

different patterns and pile the fruit around a 20-inch Styi 

cone, filling the gaps with cinnamon sticks. At Ronaldo Maia. 

ful '"Mandarin" bowl of silver plate by Reed & Barton. A tre 

window of Mrs. Howell H. Howard's New York house, 

trellised w ith marvelous red silk roses, tiny Christmas ligh^ 

traditional tinsel. On Mr. and Mrs. Mark Hampton's tree, 

the Christmas ornaments are all handmade, symbolizing 11 

figures: the angel fin Si. Matthew, the lion for St. Mark, the lifl 

St. Luke, the eagle for St. John, and the shell for St. James. '" 

cut from shirt cardboard, each about 6 inches high," sa\ f 

Hampton. "\\ e paint them on one side and sprinkle the oth \ 

silver glitter." Added to these are lots of crosses: Maltese. Gre $ 

Christian. And the tree is finished with lights and ropes ol »} 

VAN CUYLENBURG Shopping information. \ 



delicate Brazilian Christmas tree, right, 

L_   hang with iin\  raffia baskets <>l >ilk flow- 

velvel streamered bows, and a bouquet ol --ilk 

i top. At Ronaldo \l.iia. The breadsticks, be- 

ire threaded together with wire, then set in ;i 

talian bread, with a bread figure For fun. At 

Maia. Oval "Baroque" bowl of silver plate !>\ 

Pinecones and dried flowers mix with nuts, 

■jt. They're mounted mi a l()-imli Styrofoam 

ered with sti<k\ florist's tape. Starl from the 

work down. At Ronaldo Maia. The stemmed 

iowl of sterling silver by Stieff. \ tree <>f fes- 

:ages, below right, each wrapped differently, 

.'. feel hifili. The 3-foot plastic evergreen, hot- 

I. decked with handmade animals from Get 

lli 1>\ John Cianciolo at Parrish Woodworth. 

I 
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How to turn out 
your own 
romantic wrappings 
Ideas from Gloria Yanderbilt 
When House & Garden asked Gloria Vanderbilt (Mrs. Wyatt Cooper) if she would wrap 

some Christmas presents for us, she said she would, and found herself "doing five collages at 

the same time. The top of each box and the four sides." Here are four of her fantasies, and 

on the next page Mrs. Cooper will tell you what you need and how to proceed to turn out 

your own romantic wrappings. A painter since she was a child, Mrs. Cooper became inter- 

ested in collage a few years ago and has worked on it so hard that she is now. as a collagist, 

going right to the top of the tree. In her recently published Gloria Vanderbilt Book of Col- 

lage, she quotes her dictionary's definition of the technique as "composing a work of art 

by pasting on a single surface various materials not normally associated with one another." 

Her own definition is "a puzzle with a million answers, all correct." She also feels that com- 

posing a work of art (which she can't help doing) is not nearly so important as the fun in- 

volved. "Anybody can do it, and you're apt to find the necessary materials right on your 

own shelves. At this very moment, I"m impatiently waiting for some sheets with blue and 

red flowers to wear out. The print will be marvelous   in  a  future  collage!"   (Continued \ 

BEADLE 49 
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"In a collage, 
try always 

to include something 
you love.'' 

"Unconsciously, we make collages everyday without knowing it," says 

Gloria Vanderbilt Cooper. "Whenever a woman""gfets a certain look in 

her eye and dashes to a table to rearrange the'objects displayed there, 

it may seem like just puttering to her husband, but she's really mak- 

ing a tabletop collage. That's what collage is—arranging and rearrang- 

ing as your impulses move you. And although wrapping a present in 

the manner of a collage is far simpler than doing an actual picture, the 

basics are the same. So, first of all, gather your materials. I keep an 

arsenal of supplies in my studio—colored papers, fabrics, old lace, 

paper lace, ribbons, photographs, greeting cards, valentines, aluminum 

foil, cutout flowers, what have you. Don't attempt anything until you 

have a stockpile, and try to build it with things that have a special ap- 

peal for you. You'll also need a good pair of scissors, and a white glue. 

I use Sprayment, which works like hair spray. 

"Now, since a Christmas present is so very personal, think of the 

friend you are giving it to before you wrap it. For instance, my oldest 

and best friend is Carol Matthau, Mrs. Walter Matthau. She's a spring- 

time kind of girl, beautiful, sentimental, mad about flowers. Before I 

wrapped her present [page 48], I put together a little assembly of 

things that reminded me of her—apple green tissue, three kinds of 

flowered ribbon, a braid of embroidered silk roses, a band of Spanish 

lace, a marvelous old valentine with a little girl in a pink coat and hat 

edged with ermine, some sprays of paper lilies of the valley, and some 

funny little Victorian paper Christmas trees. I wrapped the box in 

tissue, cut the little girl out of the valentine and mounted her on silver 

lace paper, then experimented with what should go where. Try never 

to glue anything down until you have an arrangement that really 

pleases you. Just move things about until something clicks, and that's 

it. When I had Carol's arrangement the way I wanted it, I glued every- 

thing down, tied on the ribbons, and added a gold paper medallion 

with a written greeting to Carol pasted in its center. Remember, some- 

one else might assemble the same elements in quite another way and 

achieve a totally different effect. That's the wonderful thing about col- 

lage. You have no one to please but yourself, and you can do anything 

at all that gives you the satisfaction of having created something all 

your own. Don't think about it, just do it. 

"Always, I try to include something I am very fond of—a photo- 

graph, a bit of embroidery, perhaps a pressed flower. I find that my 

affection for it influences the form the collage takes, probably because 

personal feelings, for me, are a much stronger guide than any training 

in art. For my husband, for example, I wrapped a present in red tissue 

—he loves red—then framed a favorite photograph of our two little 

boys and me in a white and silver valentine that I mounted on petals 

of green and hot pink tissue. As I always do, I cut out bits of pattern in 

the lace so the colors beneath would glint through, and to let the ele- 

ments breathe. It adds to the delicacy. I tied up the box with a red and 

white stylized ribbon, cherry red and moss green rope vain, and a 

beautiful old black velvet ribbon with purple, orange, and gold flowers. 

It looked as if it had belonged to the Medicis. 

"And now, wrap away. You'll find, as I did, that the more you 

develop your inner response to things, the more your imagination will 

grow, and out of this you will arrive at your own personal style." 

BEADLE 
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Spur-of-the- 
moment 
bouquets 
Fresh for your 
house and 
to give to friends 
At Christmas when the field of wildflowers near her 

house is brown and the garden a ghost of itself, 

Mrs. Gianni Penati bicycles to a local florist to 

gather flowers as much like summer's as possible. 

She improvises her bouquets in improvised 

containers—a breadbasket, a tiny box with a 

saltcellar as liner, a sugar canister enameled a 

wonderful blue, the bright red sand pail of her young 

son Giannotto, right. Friends who come to visit 

often leave with a surprise bouquet. Mrs. Penati is 

a painter—Dabney is her signature—with three 

one-man shows to her young credit. Her 

arrangements are like small paintings, paint-box 

pure and touching in their evanescence. "The baby 

with his shepherd hat and the daisies," her 

photographer-husband  says  of the moment he 

captured, right, "could be one of her paintings. 

I   don't  care   about   flowers   so   much—I 

would just plant cabbage and herbs—but 1 like that 

bouquet, classic and white. 1 like what my wife does 

with   flowers  and   her  sense   of  color." 
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"It is an irresistible thing to do, 

to put lots of colorful flowers 

together. It's hard to stop," says 

Mrs. Penati of the mixed bouquet, 

above. "But in the end I often find 

I like the simple things the best." 

For the arrangement, right, she 

used just red carnations, a red 

flag, and orangy red geraniums, 

"like a spotlight in the bunch," and 

chose her son's red sand bucket 

"because I thought he might enjoy 

seeing flowers in something he is 

familiar with." The nubbin 

potatoes in the wire container, 

far right, are from a farm, 

l as are the pig and rooster in her 

painting behind them. This is a 

composition of textures her 

husband admired, and here 

colors are like winter fields at 

sunrise—earth tones warmed 

with yellows and reds. 

SPUR-OF-THE-MOMENT BOUQUETS continued 

"At Christmas 
use flowers 

in summery colors 
paint-box fresh. 



For her wrapping paper last 

Christmas, Mrs. Penati used 

poster paint arid plain paper 

to copy the pattern of an old 

Red Schoolhouse quilt, above. 

"This is the kind of thing 

that happens when we're out of 

something," she says. Her 

imaginative eye helps her, too, 

in seeing ways to improvise her 

spur-of-the-moment bouquets. 

The flag among the cornflowers, 

left, was borrowed from a ship 

model. The green container is 

a small Tyrolean box w ith its lid 

off. "I often stick flowers in 

something I never use that way 

again. I picked this box for the 

cornflowers because I wanted to 

think of a way to keep that bluest 

of blues, and blue looks wonderf 

with that particular green." 

A touch of anemone red, she felt, 

would also make the blues more 

intense. Mrs. Penati's sensitivity 

to color, by talent and training, 

is apparent throughout her 

house—the placement of a 

shrimp plant near a yellow 

and white striped sofa; an 

apricot, green, and white quilt 

on the living room floor to 

confirm her inspiration that 

the quilt is precisely the 

pattern to copy for a rug. 
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JETOTr TO CREATE CHRISTMAS ENCHAXTMEM 

Inspired by the rooms they're in 

VEBYMEBBY 
CHBISTMAS 
TABLES 
for parties from breakfast to supper 

'"To make your party decorations most effective, take one strong element in your room and mul- 

tiply it," says flower designer Stephen Barany. "It's much more dramatic to emphasize one col- 

or or one material than to mix a lot of unrelated bits and pieces." Working with Tiffany & Co., 

Mr. Barany has created a series of holiday parties that illustrate his maxim. In each case, table 

appointments, all from Tiffany's, and decorations were inspired by the room itself. The party 

tables will be on display at Tiffany's throughout the holidays. 

Christmas morning breakfast in painter Richard Neas's Bucks County house is served on 

a table, left, drawn up in front of the fire in the green and white, flower-sprigged sitting room. 

The table setting, too, is green and white with just enough red to make it Christmas: green and 

white china; a linen square thrown over a green and white checked cloth: a stack of wooden berry 

baskets painted green and heaped with shiny red and green glass currants. Luxurious grace notes: 

a silver reindeer, a silver berry box. As traditional as the room: holly wreaths at die windows, a 

garland of pine and a fat bouquet of poinsettias on the mantel. 

Christmas dinner in the kitchen is another Neas holiday tradition. The whole kitchen, above, 

was decorated with calico, hemmed for napkins, stitched into fruit-shaped beanbags piled in a 

basket to make a centerpiece. For over the fireplace, a pine garland was studded with more bean- 

bass, and even the ribbons were cut from calico. On the table, snnnv. vellow-crla/erl p.nrthpmi-arp 
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Merry 
Christmas 
LcilJlC S continued 
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Supper at midnight—champagJ 

caviar, smoked salmon, and cold lobs^ 

—for a few close friends is the kind ■ 
holiday party Richard Neas likes to grflj 

in his city apartment. The decorations, 1 

silvery and shining, were inspired by tl 

steel and glass dining table, a very mol 

ern element in a basically tradition! 

room. Metallic leaves in a crystal vaJfl 

glow against the warm brown wall, baiflj 

branches sprayed with silver paint anflj 

dusted with glitter sparkle in the centflj 

of the candlelit table. Evervthing on tfl I 

table is either crystal or silver: crystl I 

goblets for water, white wine, and chaJ I 

pagne: bamboo-patterned plates for tfl I 

salmon: silver service plates. champagJ I 

cooler, candlesticks, and a silver shell foBJ 

the caviar. 

An all-afternoon wrapping bee witflj 

plenty of time for tea and talk brings I 

group  of friends  to  the  Peter  Sharp 

library. To let the packages Mrs. Shar 

w raps in the colors of her favorite needl 

point pillow take center stage, only t\v 

kinds   of   ornaments—white   lights   anl 

clusters of tiny, shiny bright red bauble! 

—decorate   the   Scotch   pine   Christma! 

tree.   Refreshments   for   the   wrappers 

traditional tea and sandwiches served ii 

cups and on plates in a traditional Imarl 

design of red. gold, and blue. 

A tree-trimming party at interior de 

signer Stephen Mallory's country hous 

is delicious with an arrangement of eat-j 

ables—some for trimming the tree and] 

others for a late supper. Red taffy apples 

(wonderful fakes) are wound betweenji 

gold tinsel and lights on the tree, still 

rooted in a ball of earth that will be re 

planted after the holidays. (The Mallorys 

have Christmas all the year round.) Foi 

the buffet table, a small stylized tree was 

planted in a Delft vase, decked with more 

apples and a flow of plaid ribbons thai 

reappear as ties for the napkins. A suppei 

of boeuf Bourguignonne, salad, red wine 

and strawberries is spread out on a blue 

and white, pattern-on-pattern table. |» 

"Something as personal as trimming the 

tree is shared with only our closest 

friends," says Stephen Mallory, "and. of t 

course, with our daughter, Brooke, who [ 

always comes down for a quick look." 

Shopping information, page 110. 
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HOW TO CREATE CHRISTMAS ENCHANTMENT 

l>AlfikM\<; 
DECORATIONS 
OF LIGHT 
New designs to make yourself 
from easy-to-find light bulbs 

Lights, however brightly or quietly they shine, are always a magical part 

of Christmas. Lighl bulbs today come in such splendid color-, -uch a 

dazzling range of sizes, and light up in such intriguing ways that your 

Christmas decorations this year may he no farther away than the nearest 

hardware store. To see how these lights can work, shining as centerpieces, 

reflecting in mirrors, or brightening a stairwell, we asked nine designers, 

architects, and artists particularly interested in light to show some of their 

sensational ideas. Lots of their schemes, shown here, look like one-of-a- 

kind light sculptures, but all are made out of just samplings of great elec- 

trical makings you can scoop up in variety and hardware stores and com- 

bine with your own variations. Many of the newest lights the designers 

chose look equally beautiful on or off—big chrome and gold bulbs, which 

mirror everything around them, and whisks of light-conducting fibers, 

which produce a glow like delicate fireworks. Most ingenious are the 

everyday shapes the lights are attached to: a Chinese checkers board, 

plastic funnels, a coil of piano wire, and, straight from the kitchen, muffin 

tins and cake-cooling racks. Directions for eleven ways to create very dif- 

ferent effects with lights are detailed here. Ideas to spark your ideas. 

a spiral of 
shimmering lights ■ 

V 

The feathery centerpiece, left, started with a 

very simple idea . . . what a twist of piano 

wire can do. The wire is coiled in a circle 

and then stretched so it spirals upward like 

a ramp. The lights are added next, little 

strings of miniature bulbs twisted up the length of the coil, their wires concealed 

with white masking tape. The fine, white whisk-broom shapes, producing hundreds 

of little pinpoints of light, are actually bundles of plastic fibers that conduct light 

from bulbs out to the end of their tips. These fiber lights come in sets with caps, 

right, that can fit over standard miniature lights. Adding even more shine to the 

arrangement: some bulbs left uncovered and a tinsel garland wrapped the length 

of the coil. Frances Whitney designed the centerpiece. Particularly known for the 

belts and jewelry she carves out of nickel silver, and ribbon twists of acrylic sculp- 

ture, Mrs. Whitney is intrigued with all the ways you can work with a curlicue. 

DAVID MASSEY £, \ 
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SPARKLING  DECORATIONS OF  LIGHT continued 

ouquet of lights and a muffin tin tree 
Instead of real flowers for the table, a basket .,f flowers made of lighl bulbs . . . 

5-inch ones, little pointed lights, round theatre marquee bulbs. Vrran • them all 

together in the middle of a buffel 01 reflected in a hall mirror. Interioi designei 

John Rieck gol the idea when he was looking al a big baskel of flowers in a 

,, taurant. To make his 30-inch-high bouquel of lights, opposite page, he pul 

bull.- in sockets s|)li-cd onto lamp cords and threaded them around florisl - Btii ks, 

which he wrapped v\ith green florist's tape and Btuck into a pie< e of Styrofoam in 

the basket. Final touches: fake leaves, whisks of lighl fibers. Straight as a tree, 

the column of limits, left, is actually made of muffin tins, bolted togethei in the 

back, with colored and chrome bulbs and sockets set in muffin pockets. Threaded 

together with transparenl electrical cord, the tins hang or stand, can rotate in 

any direction, and \ <>u can add as main units as ) on want. Bright plastic bracelets 

glued around bulbs intensih the lighl colors. Designed by architects Hardy, 

llol/inaii. Pfeiffer. and Michael Ross, this muffin tin •■tree'* could hang anywhere. 
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uying guide to light bulbs 

1. S^s-inch purple Globelite with a crystal finish, $2.50 by Duro-Test. 2. Prism 

bulb with candelabrum base, $1.25 by Vogue. 3. 6-inch Blacklight blue fluorescent 

lamp, $4.75 by Sylvania. 4. Transparent green sign lamp, 51c by General Electric. 

5. 9-watt "flasher bulb," 24c, and clear bulb with intermediate size base, 34c by 

General Electric. 6. 5-inch, 60-watt aluminum "Tovibulb," $5.60 by Tovi and 

Perkins. 7. 50-watt indoor spotlight, $1.49 by General Electric. 8. 5-inch transpar- 

ent blue Globelite, $3.66 by Duro-Test. 9. 25-watt colored opaque bulbs, 42c each 

by General Electric. 10. Assorted clear and opaque replacement bulbs for standard 

size Christmas tree lights, 49c for six by General Electric. 11. Clear 40-watt bulb, 

$1.37 by Duro-Test. 12. 25-watt "Sno Glo" bulb, $2.77 by Duro-Test. 13. Green 

"Merry Midget" 35-light set, $4.95 by General Electric. 14. 5-inch green Globelite, 

$3.66 by Duro-Test. 15. White "Merry Midget" light set, $4.95 by General Electric. 

Fiber-Lite caps, $7.50 set of ten by Poly-Optics. 16. 24-watt Colortone transparent 

bulb. 51c by \v estinahouse. For shonnin" information, please turn to Daae 110. 



SPARKLING DECORATIONS OF LIGHT continued 

S Iver bulbs and mirror towers 
Obelisks covered with mirror, each with a large silvered bulb on top, 

and pyramids surfaced with two-way mirror (each with a bulb inside) 

make splendid lightworks. When the bulb is switched on, the mirror be- 

comes transparent so you see the bulb inside, its image reflected many 

times. Architect-turned-fashion designer Giorgio di Sant' Angelo has 

planned these lights as pointed shapes because "pyramids are an age-old 

religious form. Like trees, they have the true shape and feeling of Christ- 

mas." The base of each of these pyramids (12 to 30 inches high) is a 

plywood box with its sides covered w ith mirror. (A glazier will cut mir- 

ror for you.) The box top, slightly lower than the sides, has a hole cut in 

it to hold the bulb and socket. Strips of wood added just in from the 

edges of the box top make grooves for the four bases of the triangles of 

mirror, and allow them to lean in toward one another. The Tovibulbs, 

below, that sit on the obelisks like finials, are lined inside the globe with 

a thin coating of metal—silver or gold. When they are turned on, their 

filament suddenly visible, the bulbs emit a gentle glow; turned off, they 

look like solid metal orbs—a wonderful solution for any spot requiring 

a "naked" bulb, and perfect as a sculptured topknot for the obelisks. 

Massed on a front-hall table with Christmas presents or in the midst of 

a collection of old silver or arranged on a buffet or by a fire, these 

mirrored lights shed a very special kind of holiday brilliance. Also, 

because of their architectural quality, they need not be classified as strict- 

ly Christmas decorations. They gleam just as effectively in June as in 

December, and are completely amenable to any setting, a totally tradi- 

tional room, right top, or—at the other end of the scale—in the very, 

very   contemporary   apartment,   right,   of   designer   Alain   Lariviere. 

DAVID MASSEY 
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8 5ven more light ideas 
to make yourself 

The electrified checkerboard star, 1, made from a plastic Chinese 

checkers board, and the light cord wreath, 2, are two of many pat- 

terns you can make by inserting miniature jewellike bulbs through any 

surface with small holes in it. The bulbs come in many colors, pull in and 

out of their sockets like penpoints if you want to switch colors. You can 

add a "winker" bulb to each string to program the lights to blink on and 

off. The star and wreath were both designed by architect William Grover, 

who has cast light sculptures inside plastic, programmed fireworks by 
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SPARKLING  DECORATIONS OF LIGHT contii 

computer. The wreath is eight strings (of thirty-five lights each), pm 

into holes drilled in a circular pattern on clear plastic—the cords, del 

ately exposed, are the greenery. You can build a similar light struc 

with any perforated surface—a pegboard, even a sieve or colander, if 

want a dome of blinking lights. The dazzling light board ove: 

fireplace, 3, goes up and comes down like a painting. The base of 

tographer David Massey's design is a 36-by-50-inch piece of pljB 

Then lengths of plug mold (3- or 6-foot strips of electrified track you 

bulbs into I are attached to make the pattern. Next, plastic mirror is c 

cover areas between the lines of plug mold. Five-inch Tovibulbs 

plugged in around the perimeter. The center lines are lit with big blue 

green transparent bulbs. Spaced across the eater-cornered strips—thf 
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green bulbs. Tiers of funnel bells (white plastic kitchen 

i disguise), 4, could make a whole wall of light or a room divider, 

chandelier. Architect Paul Rudolph sliced off the necks of the 

> fit over the sockets of tiny bulbs like ping-pong balls. So his 

1 swing at different heights like wind bells, they are attached to 

allel plastic rods with loops of transparent cord. The top rod is 

1 from the ceiling w ith fish line, which also ties the rods together. 

John Saladino, who designed both the eleetvie wreath, 
te euhe raeli tree* 7, says, "It's exciting to use industrial 

old traditional shapes." The wreath he made of dozens of little 

>rd holders, usually found concealing wires along a baseboard, 

nto circles on a mirror.  (Holders can take paint off a wall, are 

best on mirrors or glass.) Here they hold strings of miniature lights. Ends 

of the light strings are intentionally left on the table—"Celebrate the sim- 

ple materials you use. Don't hide them." The collage of circles over the 

fireplace is composed of cake-cooling racks wired together into a tree 

shape, the top rack hung from a picture hook. Lighting it from underneath 

—baby spotlights in a mantel-top strip of plug mold. The fluoreseent 

tube tree. 6, designer John Harris describes as "a Christmas tree with 

an after effect, its bulbs give it a halo." He constructed it completelv out of 

black light tubes in fluorescent light fixtures (6- to 36-inches long I bolted 

end to end to give the "tree" its shape. For a change of pace, you could 

use different colored tubes or slip tinted plastic sleeves over white ones. 
For shopping information, please turn to page 110. 



WHY 
MAN 
CREATES 

ART 
.AND 
WHY WE 
RESPOND 
TO IT 
A provocative exploration 

introducing the current 

Centennial Exhibition 

"Masterpieces of Fifty Centuries,'" at 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art. 

UNITY IN DIVERSITY 
RY 
KENNETH 
CLARK 

r 

< 

I 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Author of many books and essays on art, most rec 

Civilisation, based on his celebrated television series, Kenneth C 

has been Director of the National Gallery in London; Chairma 

the Arts Council of Great Britain; and Chairman of the Indepen 

Television Authority. He has recently been elevated to a life pe 

with the title, Lord Clark of Saltwood. His essay, "Unity in Diversi 

is the introduction to the volume Masterpieces of Fifty Centuries b 

on a Centennial Exhibition at The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

book is published by E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc. in associt 

with The Metropolitan Museum, $12.50. A soft-cover edition 

sale only at the Museum, $4.95. 

The historian of art is bound by his profession to dwell on divers 

He is trained to distinguish between different schools and succ 

styles; and if he reads the writings of his predecessors, he mus 

surprised, and perhaps depressed, by the diversity of their judgm 

The works of art they admire, and the reasons they give for admi 

them, seem to differ in every decade. He may well feel that the app 

ation of art is merely a matter of fashion, and, as with fashio 

dress, one comes to accept anything; with the difference that tht 

is no unvarying human body under the dress. Students of esthetics, ] 

the other hand, have tended to the opposite extreme. They have taJ 

to find a single cause for the pleasure that we derive from works 

.HI. and have usually been driven back to such vague terms as rhyth I 

harmony, or significant form, which do no more than push the n( , 

for definition one stage further into the penumbra. Neither appro! i 

is satisfactory. The historian loses his sense of values, the esthetici | 

loses touch with direct experience. 

We need a philosophy of art based on experience, but onlv du 

the last fifty years has this become possible. Thanks to photogra 

easy travel, and the liberal policies of museums and galleries, w 

now see and compare the best surviving works of every culture. Fas 

will always play a part in our judgments, but it has become a m 

more superficial part. Fundamentally we are far more inclusive 

can never again be in the position of our ancestors, who beli 

that all medieval art was barbarous and all Chinese art  frivolo ► 
Even the generation before our own thought Byzantine mosaics "stii i 

Berni 

"vulgai 

aiftl Gu  1 

Reni 
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diculous." We can accept them all and respond to them with a deli   • 

that may vary in degree according to our mood or our personal pre! 

ence, but is basically the same. 

This inclusiveness is sometimes taken as a sign that we lack i   1 

real stylistic conviction. I think that this misinterprets an import l<| 

development of our mental outlook. We have lost a great deal in    i 

last fifty years, but one thing we have gained is a wider horizon.   } 

have a belter understanding of the past, a firmer conviction of  | 

unity of mankind, and a realization that the appreciation of art can 

be limited to a small section of society. All these new inclusions 

related to one another. 

One result of our wider horizons is that the line between museu 

and picture galleries has tended to disappear. In the last cent' 

picture galleries still retained the character of salons or academ 

with oil paintings in gold frames packed from floor to ceiling; i 

museums were thought of primarily as collections of historical sp 

mens, amassed and arranged in order to provide information ab 

the past. Under these conditions it was almost impossible to form 

HOUSE & GARDEN, DECEMBER, 



III n! the to talk)  ol human achievement, Tin-  Metropolitan 

nl   \ii has been one <>l the first modern museums In which 

)i can pass easil)  From one epoch to another, from ancient 

Deg i    and   ain thereb) .1 more vivid feeling ol the unifj in 

1 art. 11 is cninel) appropriate that the culminating exhibition 

itennial scar should !><• conceived on these lines, with a I>• >l<I 

ess and a regard for excellence never attempted before. This 

n|il\ an exhibition ol "masterpieces": li is an opportunity to 

d compare the creative powers oi man; and ii is an opportunit) 

ler, from direct experience, what we mean when we use the 

«■ expression "a work of art." 

verj earliest man made objects i<> which one can appl)  the 

1" fall into three categories: There are sculptured figurines; 

• cave paintings ol animals; ami their an- pots or bones dec- 

HM| ith abstract designs. Ultimatel) thej all have the same inten- 

the) in to achieve it In different means. The) want to make 

fs   id still: the) want to give disorder a shape; the) want to make 

lie feeling, born of the recurring seasons and the movements 

■a\enl\ bodies, that there niusi he some pattern in the universe, 

these three modes of art, the first produced the greatest works 

men discovered that  the desire  for  personal  or podlike  im- 

v could he achieved l>\ what we call form. What meaning can 

h to that mysterious word, which is used so blithel) 1>\ critics 

ters on esthetics?  A study of the Metropolitan's exhibition 

help us to decide. An Egyptian portrait, a figure of Gudea, 

of a Greek \outh of the fifth centur)  B.C., and a figure from 

Cathedral or Hheiins. or a fresco  In   Giotto or   Masaccio, 

1 be accepted without argument as showing a sense of form, 

le would be true of Titian's "Man with a Glove" or Cezanne's 

ne Cezanne."' 

these are representations of human beings: and I think it 

e that the sense of form is closely dependent on the intense 

;ss of the living creature, human or animal. At a verv earl)' 

man's development he felt thai the living bod) must be simpli- 

')rder to conform with certain fundamental shapes—the sphere, 

. the pillar, the pyramid—which seemed to him guarantees of 

nd permanence. W e must suppose that this feeling was in- 

e. Certainly it antedates the consciousness of Euclid's geometry 

i been used subsequently by painters and sculptors who have 

vvledge of measurable calculation. We can imagine that the 

ulptor who formed the features of a head conforming to an 

or the body conforming to a column, had a deep satisfaction. 

t looks as if it would last." 

IUS began that interplay between observation and the idea, 

inderlies the greatest art. We may agree that in certain early 

—the figure of Gudea or the Greek Kouros—the idea has too 

ly the upper hand. A head like a melon escapes the triviality of 

m, but it does not interest us as much as a head by Titian. 

uust never entirely lose its original association with the human 

or that alone gives it vitality. As a great modern artist (whose 

> often far from naturalistic I has said, "Each particular carving 

takes on in my mind a human, or occasionally an animal char- 

ind personality, and this personality controls its design and 

qualities." 

) when form moves us most, the idea has been warmed by a 

of our normal human needs. And next to survival, the strongest 

>e needs is the sexual impulse. A narrow ly sexual esthetic is 

jlete. but it seems probable that our feelings of intense satisfac- 

4 GARDEN,  DECEMBER, 1970 

tion when we contemplate certain pieo ol culptun or even pott 

mil plea ure in apprehensible hulk, in smoothnes ol transition, in 

ratios ni -I/I I" i een pheres and cylindei arise from a physical 

cause rathei strongei than the intellectual consolations "I geometry. 

Ruskin said that ultimate!) sculpture derived its powei from "bossim 

in pleasant roundness" one ma) spe< ul ite how fai he \ as aware ol 

the implications ol this phrase, which the conventions ol his time 

did mil allow him in explore. 

II ideal form is vitalized b) oui interest in the body, ii is also 

modified In our interest in the visible imprint ol the mind. The feeling 

of inner life docs not show iiself in the ail ol the IIHIN- and the 

Euphrates, but ii appears earl) enough in the art of the Nile, and 

under Vkhnaten an outburst "I spiritual enlightenment allows a pene- 

tralion into the human psvche a- deep and as disturbing as anv thing 

in ail. We feel that the envelope of flesh has never been thinner, Hou 

strange that the Greeks, who showed in their literature such a profound 

understanding of human emotions, should have allowed so little of 

it to appear in their sculpture. Then, as the Hellenistic authority of 

ideal form declined, in late Roman portraits the <"• interieure appear-. 

Man was in search of a -mil. and after the long eclipse of the Dark 

Ages, he found one. which shines through the heads of the saints 

and the Virgins in Gothic art. They too are subordinate to an ideal 

form, but it has changed from the sphere and cylinder of antiquit) 

to a new shape, which found its greatest expression in the pointed 

arches and vaulls of Gothic architecture. In its simplest form it is the 

shield with its armorial bearings: and the exquisite faces of Gothic 

saints are controlled by the idea of a shield. But they also reveal in 

their movements a quality inherited from the minor arts of Greece, 

the quality we call grace. That word, which can be stretched from 

theology to athletics, always implies some inner certainty, and when 

externalized in the turn of a head or the gesture of a hand, communi- 

cates that certaint) bv a single flowing rhythm. 

In the Renaissance the sphere and the cylinder returned. That 

the classical oval did not necessarily preclude inner life is proved b) 

the marble busts of Florentine ladies, whose sensuality is enhanced 

by the geometrical form in which it is enclosed. The process culminates 

in the Mona Lisa where a head as perfect as a new-laid egg reveals an 

inner life of baffling complexity. 

Given the interest in ourselves, which grew up in the fifteenth 

century, individual likeness was bound sooner or later to supersede 

the ideal. One may say that it began to do so with Jan van Evck and 

the Flemish portrait painters. But even in the apparently impartial 

scrutiny of van der Weyden or Memling the underlving sense of form 

remains. Only, perhaps, in the work of Holbein I who used a mechanical 

aid) are we conscious that description has become more important 

than the idea, although it is description so skillful and economical 

that it still gives us an esthetic shock. 

The portrait is a thorn in the side of the student of esthetics. 

Having established to his satisfaction that art does not consist in 

imitation, he must face the fact that three of the greatest artists that 

ever lived, Titian. Rembrandt, and Velasquez, gave the best of their 

talents to painting portraits, and that in rank only just below them, 

artists like Frans Hals and Houdon did practicallv nothing else. 

It looks as if the old Greek doctrine that art consists in imitation 

is not quite so foolish as it sounds, always allowing that imitation 

means transformation into a medium—paint, terra cotta, stone, or 

bronze—which is in itself an act of self-revelation. It is even possible 

that by giving his whole conscious attention [Continued on page 106) 
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TI20 vory personal 
('< )/loction of Enid. Hanpt 
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I 3 
lessed with a life so full and so busy that ''I have never 

known a moment's boredom."' Enid Haupt is an editor, a 

collector of paintings, and a horticulturist so dedicated 

that her love of nature approaches pantheism. "\1\ 

church," she says, "is under the trees." A gardener of 

enormous expertise, she grows every flower she can coax into life, does her own 

topiary trimming ("I carry my clippers around like some women carry their 

jewels"), and offers her plants the same love and understanding she gives to her 

friends. When asked to name her favorite flower, she could not. "It's simply the 

flower I have in my hand at the moment." Nor can she name her favorite paint- 

ing. "I have never bought a picture I didn't love at first sight, and it has never 

taken me more than fifteen seconds to make a decision. Long before I could 

buy paintings, I haunted museums and galleries, studying, absorbing, and when 

finally I could buy. I knew exactly what I wanted. I also believe that paintings, 

like people, must be surrounded by living, growing things. To me, nature is the 

saving grace of mankind." It is no wonder that, in her New York apartment, Mrs. 

Haupt lives in a picture-hung garden, half of it growing, half of it—thanks to 

painters like Monet—immortal. In the way she complements her paintings with 

flowers of exactly the right color, shape, and character, she is, in her inimi- 

table style, as much of an artist as the great names on her walls, and we can 

think of nothing more inspiring than a little journey through these rooms for any- 

one interested—and who in the world  is not?—in a beautiful way to live. 

TC^^ASSO'S 'Beggar's Breakfast,' there in a corner of the living 

room, is the first painting my husband and I bought together. It ivas 

painted in 1904 during Picasso's Blue Period, and how so young an 

artist could evoke the picture's poignancy, I do not know. Genius, I suppose. But 

I do know how long it took me to grow the topiary azaleas in the dining room. 

Seven years of priming and pleading to coax their pompons all to come out at 

once. There are no curtains in these rooms, only shutters. I try to keep a camellia 

tree in each window whenever I can. They make the nicest curtains I know." 

GR1GSBY / ' 
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Square is what 1 call the bottom of 

the stairwell in the hall. I've b&en 

collecting the sculpture forever, 

and I like iLm a group. The balus- 

trade is Louis XVI, but the com- 

position ivorks. Things of strength 

and beauty always go together. At 

the moment, the floivers are cal- 

ceolarias. Sometimes they're gera- 

niums or begonias, but always in 

rounded shapes, good with the an- 

gularity of Giacometti's sculpture." 
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I-^ / / E I { E \( >I I <   V UDE in the living room is Gabrielle, the model he painted all her life. Here, she is fifteen Gi 

years old, voluptuous, yet so innocent. The blue iris brings a bit of the French sky into the room, and the orchids 

     are almost the color of Gabrielle's skin. They're cymbidiums, fantastic flowers that form their own sculpture."     i 
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-^ Ef£7 i\ /". \ TISSE odalisque in the dining room has only had two homes. Matisse's bedroom and my house. I 

try when I can to have geraniums with it in that extraordinary pink—as though it had spilled out of the painting. 

That, too, is why I keep the porcelain vegetables on the console. I pretend they've fallen out of the picture." 



I ZVAUTUMN, I sometimes fill the stair hall with nothing but white flowers—cyclamen and topiary chrysan- 

themums. The autumnal light makes them seem whiter, like ivory. The pictures are Tiepolo frescoes transferred to 

canvas by an incredibly complicated process. They're two centuries old, but they've lost none of their golden glimmer." 



>:—AT SPFUJSFG, after those months of cold sunlight, I fill the hall with yellow and orange tulips and calceolaria,  GR 

With the sun pouring on them, they make a golden garden, so pretty with the Tiepolos. The lamp in the window is really 

—two lamps, both by Giacometti, that I had laminated together to get the right height. I hope that Alberto forgives me." 



■c, EZAJSTJSTE 

had five sketchbooks. 

One is now in the Louvre, 

two are in Chicago, and 

I have two. I took them 

apart, had them framed, 

and they now fill two 

walls of the library. 

They are almost a his- 

tory of his career, since 

so many of them were 

sketches for future paint- 

ings, with even the colors 

he planned to use written 

in the margins. Re must 

also have been a good 

baby sitter. There are 

five drawings of his son, 

Paul. I like pink with 

them—the rug, camellia 

trees and begonias in the 

windows, and over in the 

corner, one of what I like 

to call my 'toys,' a bon- 

sai   chrysanthemum." 
78 DAVID MASSEY 
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\n eye on people who are changing ili<- patterns of living. People creating in tanl hou ■ 
ing   exciting new environments, future furniture. I. In two hours, this two* 

story prefab wa   • raned into pla< e in the   < ulpture  i "f the Vt hitm j Museum, 

New Yoi k. foi .1 majoi architectural exhibition. Foui 12 bj  I 2 fool module  contain four 

bedroom . one and a hall bathroom    living room, kitchen  and patio. When you want 

more   pace, ju I add a ■ lule.   Il grow    lik<   fop >      a) the architecl   Well    Koetter, 

who designed ii with the General Sheltei Corporation On show now in Baltimore. 

2 Heireal I'otl. .i mind-bending, som< a) therapeutic, to) foi two created b) 

Martin Dean to "increase awai :ness.' Havi it al home, take ii to the beach it Boats 

complete with stereo and two TVs (one foi eeing what's oul ide) 3. Shaping 

furniture for small living spuees. \mw Stubbing has introduced th< 

saw sofa, with a neal surprise. Turned upside down ii becomes a table vvith white plastic 

urface * ylindrical tools pull up foi dining. This and the pod al Maples, London, in ilio 

Daily Telegraph's "Experiments in Living" show. I. Explaining inflaiables. 

"Many new designs not only reflect the compactness in today's living, says Emily Rauh 

curator of the St. Louis Museum, Missouri, "!>ut also impermanence and mobility.'' 

In this all-white room she created with architects Terrence Cashen and David Suttle 

blow-up vinyl walls by Quasar Khanh create ureal atmosphere, (lean and pack easily, 

and can be rehung in a Hash. Wavy foam chairs by Liisi Beckman foi Zanotta, Italy. Both 

in "Product Environment" show, soon in Buffalo. 5. Improving the outdoor 

environment, a park for New York's Wall Street, donated by Robert and Melvyn 

Kaufman because they feel "builders owe something to the community." This tree-filled, 

paved plaza with cafe tables and chairs, -pleads out and around a new office building 

with no lobby, no shops, and no rentals on the ground floor. "People thrive on the street s 

excitement and activity," says Melvyn Kaufman. S. Further street excitement 

with a sidewalk by Alexander Calder, who L better known for his metal sculpture. This 

75-foot stretch of black and white terrazzo runs outside three buildings housing art 

galleries on Madison Avenue. Calder donated the design. "He felt he would like to be 

the first artist to design a sidewalk," says Klaus Perls, whose gallery benefits from this 

breakaway groundwork. 7. With "Fare Coverings,*9 currently at the Museum 

of Contemporary Crafts, Director Paul Smith shows the decorative potential of modern 

masks. Motorcycle and space helmets, fencing and welder's masks mingle among the 

primitives. 8. A new approach to the chair, by Gaetano Pesce of Italy, 

a maxi foot of expanding foam, shown in "New Spaces" at the Louvre. From his UP 

Series of inflatables. At Atelier. 9. Tapestries in focus, from Cloria Ross who 

collaborates with Robert Motherwell, Kenneth Noland, Helen Frankenthaler, and other 

artists. She reproduces limited editions of five tapestries in the same size as the artist's 

original canvas. Here in her studio with Noland's "Every Third" and Frankenthaler's 

"Blue Yellow Screen." In January, her one-man show opens at the Richard Feigen Gallery, 

New York. JO. Sguishy. squashy units by Gaetano Pesce, also at the Louvre, 

forecast a softer look. They're made of foam with lots of deep tufting. J J. Billy 

bieCarty and his white cube, the first piece of plastic furniture to win a Lon- 

don Design Center award. It unscrews for refinishing when scratched. "I like to design 

things that work properly," he says. Cube and his great suede chair at Zarach. London, 

coming here soon. 12. The electric tricycle with city poten- 

tial. Nonpolluting, no maintenance, charges on household electri- 

city. "It's a start in the right direction," 

says the producer William Tise. By Lodestar, 

Available at  Abercrombie &  Fitch. 
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All glass and view and light 

AWEEKEJVD 
HOUSE FOR 

EOTERTMOTNG 

■ 

. 

'. 

I 

M ...,..,. 
for their weekend b 

began in the Hamptons and en 

on Block Island, about fifty n 

across Long Island Sound. I 

they found 6^ acres "with pri 

and within our price range." 1 

wanted a house big enough fo 

tertaining, but there were prob. 

in making it too large. All the 

terials had to be transported f 

the mainland and also the w 

men, since there are no contrac 

on the island. The final desigr 

Christopher Owen, a young a 

tect, is compact, yet actually si 

eight. It's on three levels, extr 

practical (like their plastic Cil 

jeep, above) and was completed I 

great speed. In fact, the first wee i 

end guests were invited six niont " 

after   the   foundations   were   lai * 
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The Owens feel the small dimensions of the 

house have been overcome by being able 

to open one space to another, and by us- 

ing lots of glass, which "extends" the living area 

into the countryside. The salt air climate dictated 

the cedar wood exterior, which sturdily withstands 

Atlantic winter storms, and will eventually weather 

to a good, soft gray. One of the practical points 

in this weekend house is the lack of a garden 

as such. "I was determined not to be a slave to a 

lawn mower on Sundays," says Mr. Owen. "Block 

Island countryside is quite beautiful, with thick 

grass and blackberry bushes, rather like Scotland. 

So we're letting it grow right to the front door. 

We'll probably just plant a small herb garden next 

year." The space beneath the living level, top left, is 

a carport. "To keep the view unspoiled, it seemed 

essential that we place the car well out of sight." 
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A WEEKEND HOUSE continued 

The Owens' three-level house 
is like JI sjimhviHi— 
ihc nuiiii Interest is in Jhc middle 

The main entrance t" the Owens' house i- up an cxterioi Btairwa) t«> tin- second 

floor, this page, center. The living room and the kit* hen are on this level, connected 

to the three bedrooms and bath at the i<>|i of the house and a guest room and bath 

at the bottom bj .1 stairwell in the tower. 

It's a compact design onl) 2!! In 21 feel so most of the span- goes into the 

glass-walled living room, with a ceiling Hi feet high. I pstairs, ceilings are 7 feet. 

"Bedrooms can be small in a weekend house," says Mr. Owen, "because you don't 

spend much time in them." Apart from 1 In- masici bedroom, opposite page, bottom, 

all are hunk rooms. Two have portholes to add a feeling of being on hoard ship, 

below. Floors are of prefinished oak, except in (he bathrooms and kitchen, top, 

which have Italian rubber flooring that Mr. Owen laid himself. "It's soft and 

comfortable to walk on, somewhere between carpet and rigid flooring." Kitchen 

appliances and the heating system are all electric, though the working fireplace in 

the living room adds a friendly blaze on fall weekends. "We like to stay through 

Thanksgiving before closing the house for the winter." 

Mrs. Owen, an interior designer, decided to decorate with white and neutrals, 

introducing color through art—the canvas in the living room, opposite page, top 

right, is by Peter Dechar—and some bright upholstery. "Pale colors are fairly 

easy to maintain on Block Island. Everything's much cleaner, even the sea. It's as 

clear as the Caribbean, quite different from the water off the mainland." Cane 

and steel chairs by Breuer group around a 4-foot-square table designed by S\l\ia 

Owen in the dining area. Other armchairs in the living room are in white canvas 

and steel also by Breuer, set on a rug of white wool from Switzerland. Stereo music 

spills from speakers built into the wall. 

The Owens' activities on weekends are very much outdoors—a picnic lunch 

on the beach, swimming, skin diving, water skiing, fishing, with lobster for dinner 

in the evening. "We are never without guests, but we feel they should do what 

they want to do and not feel that they have to be entertained by us." One of the 

surprises to Mrs. Owen is that she should be enjoying all this so soon. "She was 

quite convinced it would be at least a two-year project," said Mr. Owen, "but we 

put in a lot of work ourselves. It just goes to show what can be done if you try." 

Bedroom 

Uvl 

Master 
bedroom 

Upper part 
living room 

For materials and equipment used 
in this house, turn to page 108. 

TOP LEVEL 

Carport 

GROUND LEVEL 



Kits to buy, designs 
to order or to make yourself 
Tor Christmas 

A gift of   . 
needlepoint 

Any way you work it, needlepoint can be the most personal of gifts. You 

can stitch a design you know will please. Or let the one you hope to 

please have the fun of doing it. Or let the choosing be part of the sur- 

prise and give a gift certificate. To rev your imagination: 1. Needlepoint 

paperweights to make right now for Christmas in patterns adapted from 

a new book, Needlepoint Design. We tell you how below. 2. Enhance 

someone's favorite director's chair with a colorful back and seat, kit 

$127: cantilevered iron chair designed by Girard Goodenow, $225. At 

Suzy Girard. 3. Have a favorite fabric matched on a painted canvas, 

like this scalloped rug Ferris Megarity designed to go with his mother's 

dining room floral print by Brunschwig & Fils. Your order on a 3-by-5- 

foot canvas, $625. At Woolworks. 4. To delight a patient perfectionist, 

Fu Lion playing with yarn, to work from a graph on plain canvas, 18- 

inch pillow kit, $125. At Maggie Lane. 5. For impatient perfectionists, 

quickly done pillows in the Florentine manner, 14-inch kit, $37; tasseled 

17-inch kit, $52. At Suzy Girard. 6. Strictly for armchair safaris, tiger 

wreathed in flowers, 14-inch pillow kit, $56. At Obelisk. 7. To tickle any 

fancy, tuck a needlepoint canvas in an old sewing basket. Standing 

basket with "Toucan Pete" 16-inch pillow kit, $136. At Nina Needle- 

point. 8. Young and stylish patchwork, 18-inch pillow kit $77. At Suzy 

Girard. 9. Canework box cushion, at home anywhere, 12-by-14-inch kit 

$36. At Obelisk. 10. To frame for a flower lover, bouquet-in-a-basket, 

12-by-14-inch kit $36. At Obelisk. 11. To dazzle the luckiest with pre- 

cisely the right pattern, colors, size, and scale, a fabulous rug (or up- 

holstery or what-you-will) painted on canvas by Louis J. Gartner. Gift 

certificates start at $50 for a 12-inch pillow. At Needlepoint. 12. Adapted 

from a painting at the Victoria & Albert Museum, fringed 14-inch pil- 

low kit $125. At Woolworks. Kits are postpaid. Addresses, page 108. 

Nvetllepoini    paperweights    you 
van mah*> in time tor Christinas. 
Marble, basket weave, malachite, zebra, and 

wood-grain needlepoint, right (stitched, then 

glued on 4-inch blocks of wood), are among 

the 100-plus patterns you can copy on canvas 

from a new book, Needlepoint Design, by 

House & Garden s creative crafts editor, Louis 

J. Gartner. The book, left (William Morrow 

and Co., $13.95), tells hoiv to design your own needlepoint or to transfer 

to canvas any pattern from a printed page, fabric, or photograph. The 

author's designs are yours for the borrowing or inspiration. If you de- 

cide to adapt a pattern like one on the right and to cover a 4-inch cube, 

you will need a 16-inch 12 mono canvas (12 stitches to the inch). You 

will complete only five 4-inch adjoining squares in a Greek cross shape. 

To upholster, steam-iron needlepoint on both sides for pliancy and at- 

tach center square to top of cube with white glue. For side pieces, miter 

unstitched canvas under each flap of finished needlepoint before gluing. 

Staple edges to the bottom of the cube and mask with a square of felt. 
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IIoiiM'&Ciardcn 
Christmas 
Present 
Cook Book 
It if Lilly *Moss Mteich 

A box of fresh, sweet-scented Vanilla Crescents wrapped in a cloud of violet tissue I see our 

Cook Book cover) is a mouth-watering thought, and when the cookies are homemade they 

make a particularly delicious Christmas present. Here is a selection of tantalizing pastries, 

cookies, and sweet bits to make in your kitchen at leisure and store until you take or send 

-to friends. Most of them can be made two weeks in advance, although the pastries and one 

or two,cookies call for last minute icing and decorating. The recipes were made up for us by 

photographer Lilly Joss Reich, author of The Viennese Pastry Cool. booh, a lovely collection 

of Austrian pastries that have been handed down through several generations of her family. 

PASTRIES 

i lirislnms   Torte 
(Weihnachtstorte) 

Can lie baked 2-4 days in advance, but must 

be iced on the day of giving. 

x/2 CUP golden raisins 

'2 tablespoons dark rani 

5 eggs 
1/2 cup sugar 

Grated zest of 1 lemon 

I tablespoon lemon juice 

] scant cup sijted flour 

Vi  <UP finely chopped candied lemon peel, 

lightly floured 

Butt fi- 

ll alnut  II hipped Cream Filling (see recipe 

below) 

Punch Icing (see recipe below) 

Green angelica 

II hole cherries from cherry preserves 

Chop raisins, sprinkle with rum, cover tighl- 

ly, and soak overnight. 

Preheat oven to 350°. Whisk eggs and 

sugar together in a saucepan. Beat mixture 

over low heat until a little warmer than luke- 

warm. Remove from heat and beat until Bat- 

tel- is cool and becomes light, fluffy, and thick, 

and volume has risen considerably (re- 

sembling a heavy mousse). While beating 

batter, add lemon zest, then gradually add 

lemon juice. Gently fold in alternately flour, 

candied lemon peel, and rum-soaked raisins. 

Butter generously a 10-inch springform 

pan and pour in batter. Bake for 35-45 min- 

utes. Do nol open oven for the first 15 minutes. 

When brown, tesl for doneness: Insert a 

toothpick near center of torte. If it comes out 

clean, torte is done; if not, bake a few more 

minutes. Cool in pan. 

The next day split torte into 2 layers. 

Spread bottom layer w itli % of the Walnut 

Whipped Cream Filling and sandwich the 

layers together. Keep remaining cream re- 

frigerated to be used for decoration. Return 

filled torte to springform pan and cover well. 
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Keep refrigerated at least 1-2 days so it will 

settle and mellow before the Punch Icing is 

applied. 
Cover top of torte with icing. Allow icing 

to set in the refrigerator. When firm, spread 

remaining Walnut Cream around sides of 

torte and refrigerate. 

To decorate, cut angelica into thin strips. 

Arrange on top of torte to form a long, nar- 

row stem, a few thin branches, and small 

leaves, with whole or half cherries at ends 

of branches. Or decorate instead with stars 

made of sliced angelica. Serves 12 to 14. 

Walnut   Hhi|»|««'«l   (roam   Filling 

2 cups heavy cream 

3-4 tablespoons confectioners sugar 

2I2 cups finely ground walnuts 

2-3 tablespoons dark rum 

Beat cream until it starts to thicken. Grad- 

ually add sugar and whip until stiff. Fold in 

walnuts gently,  and stir in  rum. 

Punch   l<-i 11 ii 

*4 cup water 

Red food coloring 

2 cups confectioners sugar 

3 tablespoons strained lemon juice 

3 tablespoons dark rum 

Boil water and add 3 drops red food coloring. 

Combine sugar, lemon juice, rum, and 1 

tablespoon of the colored boiling water in a 

porcelain or glass bowl. Stir with a wooden-1 

spoon until smooth and shiny. When icing 

coats back of a spoon well, it has the right 

consistency. If too thick, add more colored 1 

boiling water; if too thin, more sugar. 

Filling and icing the Torte: II ith spatula 

pry off bottom of pan. Slice horizontally with 

knife. Put removable pan bottom on top to 

separate holies like opening cymbals. Spread 

filling on bottom half. Starting in center 

pour icing. Rotate so icing covers. Smooth 

it ing with spatula. Use tweezers to decorate 

with angelica and cherry preserves. 

HOUSE & GARDEN, DECEMBE 



Blend apricol buttei with rum or lemon juice. 
Form a deep pocket in prune with finger. Pul a small amount 

of stuffing in pocket, using a demitasse spoon. Put a quartered 
wain ii i on top ol -lulling. Cnai prune with i i in I nuts, 11 de ired. 

Put iii white papei candy cups and covei well with plastic 
wrap. They need no refrigeration si k< |>i in a cool place. 

Walnut Halls 
(Walnuss Kugeln) 

\y» cups lmrl\ ground walnuts    '2 tablespoons cognac or darkrum 
Vi>-~:.<"/' verifine sugar < onfectioners sugar 
1 egg yolk I IISII cdcnvtl cocoa 

Combine ground walnuts and sugar. Put egg yolk in a separate 

bowl, add half the walnut  mixture, and  fold together. (Gradually 

work in remaining walnut mixture, alternately with cognac or 

ruin. Blend well. Allow paste to rest for a short while to mellow. 

Dust hands lightly with confectioners sugar. IJoll a spoonful 

of the mixture between the palms of your hands into a hall. Let 

halls dry for about 1 hour. Put cocoa on wax paper and roll balls 

in it to eoal. Place in papei candy cups. Makes 18. 

Caramel Walnut Medallions 

(Karamel Walnuss Medaillon) 

When lightl) cooled, quickly iu.uk in round around em 
bedded walnut with a L%-inch cookie cutter. When completely 
i <><>' .miI hard, cut out marked rounds once more and lift from the 
pan. Makes about L6. 

Filled limn Balk 
(Gefiillte Rum Kugeln) 

1 '/■> cups finely ground almonds     1 '/L' teaspoons unsalted butter, 
soft 1 j cup i erifine sugar 

(genei ous) 
1 squares ( I ounces) 

sernisu iri chocolate, grated 

1-2 tablespoons dark rum 
2 egg whites 
1 hard-cooked egg yolk 

1-2 tablespoons < on jet tioners 

sugar 

Y2 inch i an ilia bean fo/ttional) 

I teaspoon dark rum 
2-3 tablespoons apru ot butter 
Confectioners sugar 
Chocolate sprinkles 

About 16 walnut halves or 

32 quarters 

'■''l cup sugar 

Vi> teaspoon unsalted butter 

Arrange walnut halves or 2 quarters placed together to form a 

half in a baking pan or fireproof ovenware, leaving 1^-inch 

spaces between them. Put sugar in a small saucepan over low 

heat. Stir continuously. When liquid turns golden and sugar lumps 

have gone, add butler and stir. Spread caramel very quickly and 

evenly over bottom of pan with nuts, tilting pan slightly. 

Combine almonds, sugar, and chocolate in a bowl. Add rum, then 

gradually 1 egg white, and knead ingiedienls until well blended. 

Allow to lest in a cool place while preparing filling. Make the 

filling: Put egg yolk through a food mill or sieve to mash. Mix 

butter and sugar until well blended. Add mashed egg yolk, seeds 

scraped from vanilla bean, and rum, and cream together. Com- 

bine thoroughly with apricot butter. 

Divide chocolate mixture in half. Roll out chocolate mixture 

between 2 pieces of wax papei, which have been dusted with con- 

fectioners sugar, with a rolling pin until it is about Yg inch thick. 

Cut into 1-1 Vii inch squares. Put a dab of filling into center of 

each square. Fold corners over filling with a table knife and roll 

between palms of your hands into small balls ( keep hand - cool I. 

Brush lightly with the remaining egg white and roll the balls 

in chocolate sprinkles. Put in paper candy cups. Store covered in 

cool place; if kept longer than 1 week, refrigerate. Makes 36-40. 

cAwarded 
the Seal 

of Approval 
V, 

Slranaiuloali 
CORNISH GAME HENS 
For your circle of friends, 
your family or yourself, 
nothing beats the 
extraordinary taste and 
flavor of Shenandoah 
Cornish Game Hens... 
the delectable difference 
in dining. Once a 
gourmet-only favorite, 
Shenandoah has made 
the Cornish Hen an 
everyday treat for 
everybody. Each bird is 
U.S.D.A. Grade "A" 
quality and each is 
plump, meaty and bred to 
be small-boned. Extra 
flavorful, everytime! 
At your neighborhood 
food market now. 

f SMENANOOAMX 

FOR FREE DINNER-WINNER POULTRY RECIPES, WRITE: DEPT.HG-12, SHENANDOAH, 510 NORTHERN  BLVD., GREAT NECK,  N. Y.  11021 
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"The Clock." $3400. 

WE MAKE THE MOST OF TIME. 
Ten companies in America make grandfather 
clock cases. Only Herschede makes grandfather 
clocks. Because only we make the movement that 
makes the case a clock. For a color brochure of 
America's finest clocks (with prices) write to 
Herschede Hall Clock Co.,Starkville, Miss. 39759. 

Gold Medal Winning Clocks 
Since 1885 

THE 

William 
Kent 
SECRETARY 

Solid African Mahogany 
with Swirly Crotch and 
Stripe Veneered  fronts. 

The WILLIAM KENT 
Secretary, in traditional 
styling, is one of a va- 
riety of designs available 
to you through your 
dealer from Maddux of 
Jamestown. See your 
dealer. 

MADDOX   TABLE   COMPANY 
101 Harrison Street        Jamestown, N.Y. 14701 
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he living 
Christinas tree 

Bringing an evergreen into the house in winter is an ancient 

custom. Joyfully in leaf when all else seems drab and life- 

less, the evergreen is a natural symbol of hope and of life's 

renewal. There are many ways to decorate a tree at Christmas 

—see the glorious parade of trees starting on page 40. But 

if the idea of greenness and growth, of the tree of life behind 

the symbol, tempts you to go one step farther, you might 

consider an evergreen you can decorate for the holidays, and 

enjoy for years to come—a living Christmas tree. 

A tubbed evergreen can go outdoors after Christmas to 

live on a terrace. Or decorate a houseplant with airy orna- 

ments—a plant like a Norfolk pine, a bonsai, a citrus, or an 

evergreen of the holly persuasion like ardisia. Choose a balled- 

and-burlapped tree destined for your garden, to be planted 

by itself or in a "Christmas grove" added to every year. With 

like-minded neighbors, invest in a living tree to give to a park 

or schoolyard. Some cities have municipal bonfires to get 

rid of cut trees at New Year's Eve. Why not a winter 

Arbor Day instead? 

If you choose a living tree, it must tolerate indoor heat 

I the fewer days indoors the better). Hemlock drops its needles 

indoors. It must also thrive in your climate. In a soot\ city. 

a tubbed black pine or Douglas fir, even a Scotch pine, will 

prove less finicky than most other evergreens. Some trees 

that are excellent for cutting and shipping, like the popular 

balsam fir, need the north woods to grow in. For a garden tree, 

you might make an unconventional choice—a small dark 

yew or a columnar red cedar to start near a doorway, or a 

Colorado blue spruce. In the case of Austrian and Scotch 

pines, make sure they are nursery grown, with good fiber 

roots for still another transplanting. 'Tis the season to be 

chary, and the best plan is to shop early and tag a good 

tree at a good nursery for delivery later. 

Look at the size of the earth ball. You'll want to dig,an 

ample hole while you can still use a shovel instead of a pick. 

Mulch the hole and side heap with leaves, peat moss or ' 

hay to prevent freezing. Vise the size of the earth ball, too, 

as a guideline for picking a container and possibly for pick- 

ing your tree-trimming companions la 5-foot tree with a half 

barrel of soil can weigh 150 pounds). Try a iialvanized 

washtub. or if you lack one big enough, protect the floor 

with foil or plastic and plumb the tree with bricks or blocks 

of wood. Water the tree every three days. 
On vour winter Arbor Day. hope for mild weather. If 

bad weather prevails, move the tree outdoors anyway and 

prop it against a wall out of the wind. Mulch the ball and 

don't let it dry out. As soon as possible, plant firmly with 

peat moss and unfrozen garden loam. W ater but do not 

fertilize. How long \ ou can keep balled and burlapped trees 

unplanted is anybody's guess. Most trees can be kept waiting 

a week or so—and some people have been lucky enough to 

save a tree not planted until an April thaw. With care at 

planting time and extra care through the first spring and 

summer, your Christmas tree should stay green and grow ing. 

HOUSE & GAR 
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GIFTS 
What is a great house gift? Anything, really, that gives pleasure to the whole 

family—dishwasher, a piece of handsome furniture, a beautiful bowl, a 

work of art, a stocking-stuffer gift of a nutmeg grater. Here are some 

house gifts we think everyone will enjoy. Cast-iron Dutch oven 

with black matte finish, from France, 1, where cooking 

is king, is great for stewing, braising, making soups, 

boiling pasta. Holds 4% quarts and has tight-fitting 

lid. $18 at Altman's. . . . For a family of art buffs, bold 

banners emblazoned with contemporary designs. Here a 

giant banner by Robert Indiana. 2, made up of a circle, 

star, pentagon, and numerals on black, white, red, and gray felt. 

1 by 6 feet. $900 at Multiples. . . . Brass-surfaced chests, 3. look 

like a gleaming impressionistic city skyline or a contemporary piece 

of sculpture. Shelves and drawers are black Formica. The five multi- 

leveled pieces range from 1 by 1 by 5 feet up. $1050 each or $4200 

for all, by Directional." . . . Quite literally for the birds—and the little 

ones at that—this brown metal feeder, 4. has a weighted treadlelike ledge 

that seals off the food supply when a squirrel or large bird steps on it. S34 at 

Hylarious. . . . For the ultimate in lounging, a kit for making a needlepoint 

elbow pillow, 5, brightly colored with a Chinese knot to stitch in yellow, 

brown, and pink on a purple ground. 9-inch square. $15 at Sophisti-Kits. . . . 

To top off a formal dinner, a beautiful glass bow 1 embossed with a floral pat- 

tern, 6, that makes any dessert look special. Lovely enough to display on a shelf 

between feasts. 9 inches in diameter and 11% inches high. $75 at Bonniers. 

*THROUGH  DECORATORS ONLY. PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES,   PAGE   108. 



Sterling Snowflake 
Start a Christmas tradition for family or friend. Gorham's 
new tree ornament ... a sparkling snowflake made oj^ 
precious sterling. The back is yearmarked, with room for 
a shining personal inscription. The 3V2 inch heirloom is 
$ 10. At finest jewelry stores and silverware departments. 
GORHAM DIVISION OF TEXTRON, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND 

See our picture show. 

For just 50 cents, we'll boggle your 
imagination with all our latest color 
brochures. The feature attractions? Our 
many exciting thru-the-home collections 
of fine furniture. (The above example 
from our High Rise grouping is but one 
short subject.) The address: Carolyn 
Langley, Dept. HG-1270, American of 
Martinsville, Martinsville, Va. 24112. 

~7\MERiCAN OF MARTINSVILLE 

100 

PIER CABINET WITH COMPLETE 
HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER 

Available for your own compo- 
nents or complete with Gro mm es 
ste reo/monophon ic hi-fi.tape 
and cartridge player, minicamera 
closed circuit TV and Zenith 
color TV. At leading stores. 
Permanent displays may be seen 
through your dealer or decorator 
at 964 Third Ave., New York City 
Merchandise Mart. Chicago • 
Furniture Industries Mart. Phila- 
delphia • 9000 Beverly Blvd.. 
Los Angeles 

Send 75$ to Department G for booklet 

UNION-NATIONAL,  INC. 
JAMESTOWN,   N. Y. 14701 

great 
HOUSE GIFTS 

with a personal touch 
Everyone has special interests, and a present that show s con 

cern and awareness of these interests is a most personal, 

thoughtful gift. For collectors of birds and animals: 

Especially welcome to the Audubon set are limited edition 

plates with bird pictures on them, such as a woodcock and 

ruffed grouse by wildlife artist James Lockhart, on a gold and 

green background. By Pickard, $150 the pair at Garfinckel's 

... or Royal Worcester's porcelain bird sculptures by Doro- 

thy Doughty—the perky little "Redstart Hen on Gorse in 

Spring" is a 7%-inch charmer. $1900 at Bullock's. .. . Animal 

fanciers should flip over the solid bronze polar bear, 13 inches 

long, or the white-tusked elephant, 10 inches long, each $250 

at Belgravia House. For the cook: The chef who likes her 

pots handy and enjoys displaying them will love the straight, 

wrought-iron rack at Bazaar de la Cuisine. It can be attached 

either to wall or ceiling and you can have it custom-made to 

any length you wish. One 4 feet long, $15 plus 25c for each 

hook. . . . For the hostess: A luscious cheese deserves an 

equally luscious cheese plate. Baccarat has one of shimmering 

crystal with a fluted cover. 9 inches in diameter, 6 inches 

high, and $160. . . . The sparkle of champagne is heightened 

by the sparkle of a mirrored cooler to hold it. This cachepot, 

on another occasion, can be filled with flowers. 9 inches high, 

$15 at Reflectibles. . . . No color can sometimes be just the 

right color on a table setting. For this happy change of pace, 

Tiffany has clear glass plates with rocky cut-glass borders. 

10-inch dinner plate, $7.50; 7-inch salad plate, $4. . . . To 

give everyone his just desserts, Royal Worcester's lovely por- 

celain pots de creme with fruit designs on them. To present 

them, a tray decorated with peach-laden branches. $27.50 for 

six pots de creme; $11.50 for the ll1 2-inch tray, at Altaian's. 

For the discriminating puzzle fan: If you have a puzzle- 

hound friend who is also an art buff, you can let him blow 

his cool over the sleek metal, 6-inch-high torso sculpture, 

"Le Mini David" that comes apart in twenty-three pieces to 

be reassembled (there's a diagram for the easily discouraged 

to follow ). 8125 at Bonniers. For the house-proud: Artist 

Muriel King will paint a beautiful likeness of a favorite room 

or garden, complete down to the minutest detail—something 

to treasure always—for about S2500. For the gardener, 

indoors and out: Any window-box Burbank (or budding 

Julia Child) will delight in a set of eight packets of herb 

seeds, with planting chart. $1.50 at Capriland. ... To keep 

flowers and plants always just moist enough: the Haws stan- 

dard Watering Can—a copper waterer from England with two 

nozzles, one regular, one fine. $15 at Wayside Gardens. . . . 

And for the motor-happy men of the house, Jacobsen's snap- 

py, red, 7-horsepower tractor with three attachments—it 

mows, tows, or throws  (snow that is). $1040 at Ronconi. 

HOUSE & GA- 



great 
HOUSE GIFTS 
for last-minute giving 

There are always some presents you have to Inn at the last 

minute and the) can be j11~i as imaginative and ju-1 a> 

thoughtful as the ones you've pondered over for months. 

For flower and nature lovers: \ ou can order rare orchids 

from Hod McLellan, one delivered each month ol the year, 

each one different. $90 for the twelve. . . . Or you can give 

the rose fancier six old-fashioned rose hushes, eacli produc- 

ing bounteous blossoms for years. $18 at Tillotson's Roses 

. . . For a civic-minded friend, you might give a iiift of a tree 

in her name, to be planted where her communit) needs it. For 

approximately $150, you can have your local nurset) do the 

planting—a London plane tree, perhaps, or a ginkgo or a 

hone) locust. For the avid stitcher: Erica \\ ilson has a 

home-correspondence course in crewelwork. The student re- 

ceives a complete kit with wool, designs, instructions and her 

finished work is submitted to Miss \\ ilson for thorough criti- 

cism. Course I. $45. For nostalgia seekers: A delectable 

cook hook Maryland's Way is carried In the Hammond-Har- 

wood House in Annapolis. For $6.30 you get such mouth- 

watering old-time recipes as South River Club Crab Soup or 

Priscilla's Cottage Pudding. All recipes are collected from 

generations-old notebooks. . . . Anyone who likes to sew and 

is intrigued with days-gone-by will love to make the old-fash- 

ioned sampler that is embroidered with a rainbow of thirty- 

eight different \ arris on an Irish linen background and can be 

obtained from the historic restoration in Portsmouth, N. H. 

called Strawberj Banke. Just ask for kit no. 5 and enclose $5. 

For oenologist and gourmet: A bottle is always welcome. 

especial!) a fine red burgundy: a 195° Chambolle-Musigny, 

$11.50: a 1921 Chambolle-Musigny Les Amoureuses, $2-1.65. 

Both are from Dr. Albert Barolets collection of rare wines 

at Shern -Lehmann. . . . Another quick gift—a basket of deli- 

cious cocktail snacks, $25 from Zabar's, brimming with 

cheeses, crackers, nibbles, spreads, and other lip-smackers. 

For the literati: A happy present for a bibliophile is a rare 

cop) of one of his favorite books beautifully bound. A cop) 

of Don Quixote, for instance, illustrated with aquatints and 

hound in lush brown calf with gilt borders is $250 at J. M. 

Bartheld. For the dog otvner with everything else: Jim 

Buck's Dog School and Walking Service (sounds like the 

title of a rock song) in New York will give a two-hour walk 

to any clog plus a "play period," daily from Monday through 

Friday for $21 a week (on weekends you're on your own). 

In other cities you can probably avail yourself of similar serv- 

ices I check your local Yellow Pages I. And. Bnall) . for near- 

sighted calendar natchers or for anyone who wants to 

start the new year in a big way: a 30-by-10-inch whopper of a 

1971 calendar, each sheet a different eye-exploding color, each 

with a different type face. All this for $20 at Henri Bendel. 

PRICES APPROXIMATE. STORE ADDRESSES PAGE   108. 

"glance 
out the 
porthole 
and see 

what time 
it is. 

11,. ( heleea [slander  l' has the 
first battery operated tuning fork 

menl evei pr< tdui ed for 
docl     It's ai i urate to half a 
second per day for a year on a 
single "<    battel.   And it's 
accurate for years. 

I lu   Islander's ( asc is a real brass 
porthole mounted on a cowhide 
base. The 5V2" dial is brushed 
gold. The deep etched roman 
numerals tell you the time at a 
glance. Finer jewelry stores have 
the Islander now. Is there someone 
you know who should? 

Chelsea Clock Company 
440 Everett Ave., Chelsea, Mass. 02150 (617) 884-0250 

The new Braun Table Lighter 
needs no flints, wicks, batteries or wheels. 

That's because it has the world's first miniaturized 
permanent magnetic ignition system. 

Just fill it with butane, once, maybe twice a year 
and it flames on and on at the height you wish. 

And, when you're not lighting up, 
it's an exciting piece of sculpture to look at. 
Red, blue, black or chrome. $24.95* and up. 

BRflun 
Available at fine department and specialty stores everywhere. 

For Information: Braun North America. Dept. L. 235 Wymaji St., Waltham, Mass. 0215 
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%2P*encA, *J('M Ufoe/ay j *Jf</*'o**i Minibombechestbringsthe 
enduring elegance of centuries past into your home. Gracefully 
shaped. Intricately carved. Proportionately scaled. It is from 
Brandt's new Barony group. Inspired by the import collections 
one might find in an 18th Century Baronial mansion. Carefully crafted 
of selected Cherry hardwoods and mellowed cherry veneers. Top 
26" x 13". height 20". At better stores everywhere. Send $2.00 for 
catalogue. BrandtCabinetWorks, Inc. Dept. HG12.Box 949, Hagers- 
town, Maryland 21740. 

crafted with care by 

Show how clever you are. 
Play Cardino. 

It's new. It's exciting. It's a strategy game and it's 
sociable. All the play's in the open. On a board. What 
you do is deploy your card tiles to pick up points. 
But your opponents do, too. So the minute you de- 
vise a strategy you have to revise it. Think fast. It's 
furious fun. For two or three or four. The more you 
play Cardino, the more you want to play it some 
more. So be clever. Show your friends a good time 
with Cardino by Milton Bradley. 

Milton Bradley makes the best games in the world. 

MB Milton Bradley Company, Springfield, Mass. 01101 
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CORKSCREW 

n. X^Jhristmas 
presents 

made with great     ] 
spirits 

Wines and spirits on their own make fine traditional gifts, 

but how exciting to use them in concocting delicious new 

drinks, appetizers, relishes, desserts, or cheeses. Here are 

some marvelous, easy-to-make ideas from wine and food buffs 

who have a reputation for giving delicious gifts. 

APERITIFS AND IKMIHIv 

An aperitif or liqueur you've made yourself makes a very per- 

sonal gift. A delightful RASPBERRY SHADED VODKA, prettily 

decanted is one of designer Ken Scott's favorite gifts. The 

recipe, from the Begum of Hyderabad, calls for 1 quart of red 

raspberries or sour cherries to be steeped in 1 quart vodka 

for a week. Strain and pour back the vodka into a bottle or a 

decanter. Serve over ice or with soda. 

Another white spirit washed with color, STRAWBERRIES 

AND TEQUILA, is a specialty of oenologist Philip Broun. Wash 

and split ripe strawberries and place in a screw-top jar. Cover 

with tequila. Store for 2 weeks. Strain and discard berries. 

Serve as a liqueur. For attractive Christmas presents, Mr. 

Brown decants into hand-blown Mexican bottles. 

SHRUB is a rum liqueur made by author Elisabeth Ortiz 

4 Seville oranges (from 1 cup water 
tropical markets or 1 quart dark, dry 
specialty stores) island rum 

4 ounces granulated sugar i 
With a vegetable peeler, remove the skins from the oranges as ; 

thinly as possible. Boil the sugar and water until the sugar is 

dissolved. Pour out a little of the rum to make room for the 

syrup and orange peel. Recork the rum and leave for two 

weeks. Strain and rebottle, perhaps in attractive, corked 

earthenware bottles. 

ROM POPE is a traditional Mexican drink. Cook book au- 

thor Elena Zelayeta makes this drink of her native country 

and pours it into robust glazed pottery jugs to give to friends. 

Van ilia bea n 12 egg yolks 
V-> to :,i cup sugar % cup cold milk 
1 quart milk Rum or cognac 
Put vanilla bean and sugar in milk.and slowly bring to a boil. J 

Beat egg yolks until thick and light, add the cold milk, then 

gradually beat this into the milk mixture with a wooden spoon 

and cook slowly until liquid thickens and coats spoon. Cool 

and add rum  ("Let your conscience be your guide," says 

Mrs. Zelayeta. but she uses about % cup). Cover with foil or 

wax paper. Keeps indefinitely refrigerated. Yield: 1% quarts. 

COCKTAIL GARFISHES 

A very special little something to pep up a cocktail makes a 

small, witty gift. A super gift for an Old-Fashioned fancier, 

BRANDIED ORANGES is prepared by writer Patricia Brooks. 

Choose great big oranges, cut them into V:>-inch slices, leav- 

ing the skin on. Add % as much sugar as the weight of the 
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oranges, cover with water, and cook verj slowl) until 111«• 

sugai syrup ia iliirk. Cool and add brand) lo taste. Pour into 

.1 sterilized jai the wide mouthed French ones are both at- 

tractive and practical    and add a Few marasi hino cherries 

\n unusual present I <>i; rHE VIARTINI VFICIONADO comes 

from Philadelphia cooking expert Julie Dannenbaum: Drain 

.1 jar "I unstufled <>li\«~ and crush them lightly. Pop them in- 

to an attractive jar and till with drj vermouth. One <>f these 

olives in a glass "I gin makes vermouth redundant. If you 

make them about the first of December, the olives will have 

absorbed the vermouth l>\ Christmas. Vs .1 gift they'd look 

nice packed into an old-fashioned crystal powdei bowl with lid. 

Or you might trj a SUDANESB PREPRANDIAL NIBBLE. 

Maurice Moore-Betty, who run- a cooking school in Manhat- 

tan, takes prett) bottles or screw-top jars, fills them with 

fresh, unsugared dates, and adds pin in cover. Left six week-. 

die dates uill absorb die gin and pull ti|> prettily. 

Fill ITS l\ SPIRITS "It WINE 

There are some quite delicious gifts I" be made from the 

liaison of Fruits with wines and spirits. RUM FRUITS (peaches, 

apricots, plums, strawberries, cherries, nectarines steeped in 

golden rum and sugar 1 as prepared In Mrs. Ortiz make splen- 

did presents. Select ripe l>nt firm fruits and pack light!) into 
a wide-inoutlied crock, about :; 1 full, lor each pound of fruit, 

add 2 cups of rum and I ounces of sugar, making sure the 

fruit is completely covered by rum. ("over lightlj and leave at 

least two months before using. Keeps indefinitely and fruit 

(.111 l«e added from time to time. The fruits may be used as a 

dessert with ice cream 01 pound cake; die rum ai 1 sauce with 

Fruits, served ovei ice cream  "i  strained  ts a liqueur. 

MANDARIN ORANCES IN COCNAI wfth .1 little sugai added 

.or  poured   into  apothecarj   jars  bj   Count nml Countess 

(.'■mill ,/■■ Geoffre, who have just I.HUH lied theii   Henni 

Bras D'Or in the I nited States. 
To   make   PEARS   IN   SAUTERNE   01    PEACHES   IN   RED   BUR- 

1.1 SDV, Mrs. Olio Meyer, wife ol the president "I Paul Vlasson 

\ ineyards, steeps stewed, sweetened, and drained Fruit in the 

wine lo covei and then put- 2 quarts "l dii- nectai in a wine- 

c.ir 1 \ ing basket    a handsome gift. 

\ delectable sauce 01 dessert, 1 HIM NI rs IN < OGNAC, is 

prepared l>\ Philip Brown In cooking I pound chestnuts in a 

simple syrup (2 cups sugar to l1/** cups watei 1 until tender and 

the syrup has taken on color. Cool ii and add I cup cognac. 

Give in screw-top jars or pickle | trs. 

FLAVORINGS 

Good cooks adore pill- foi I lie kitchen, and these lovely flavor- 

ings will be highly prized l>\ any cooking buff. 

A decorative bottle or decanter of COGNA< FLAVORED 

WITH VANILLA BEANS is one of master cook James Heard's 

favorite presents. He sleep- (> beans in 1 pinl oi cognac, ad- 

vises friends to replenish with cognac or beans as necessary 

and use the fragrant cognac for anything requiring vanilla 

flavoring. 

For enthusiasts of the Chinese cuisine. GINGER ROOT IN 

SHERRY is the thing. Artist Dorothy fretis. wife of wine writer 
Continual on the next pag<' 

Stick tern up. 
With wall clock radios that are more than just 

decorator hangups. 
There's a round kitchen radio with push button 

I on/off for the lady in hot water.  , 
A bathroom model, The Big Switch. With a push 

on/off bar for the guy who's in a lather. 
And a decorator piece that makes a wall radio 

more like a Rembrandt. 
Like all our radios, each wall model has its 

speaker and cabinet acoustically matched for the 
best possible sound. 

Clock radios were never like this. See for your- 
self at your RCA dealer. There are a lot more More 

I Than Radio Radios where these came from. 

New vibrations from an old master. 

_ 

More Than Radio Radios 
For your nearest RCA dealer, call this special number toll tree 800-243-6000. (In Conn.,800-942-0655) 
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a OIFT... THAT'S 
"SHEflffDELIGHT 
For the Entire Family 

Trims your lawn in V3 the time; 
more hours for Summer pleasure 
Light and compact, only 28 ounces 
Cordless convenience 
Permanent type batteries recharge overnight 
Non-stick coated, self sharpening blades 

SPECIAL 

$OA9£ 0095  REGULARLY 

Available through local hardware and department stores and garden centers 
or write Disston, Porter Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219 

MONEY   BACK  GUARANTEE   IF  RETURNED  IN  TEN   DAYS 
□ round           rj pear           □ emerald           □ marquise 

Send: carats □ ring; finger size       □ pendant 
□ Enclosed total cost 
□ Enclosed deposit (fifty dollars minimum) 

Balance to postman plus C. O. D. postage 

at $65 per carat $_ 

Name  
Address, 
City  State. _Zip. 

Florpnce Lusliq 
666 Madison Avenue. New York. N. Y. 10021 
100 Sunrise Avenue, Palm Beach, Florida 33480 
2650 East Sunrise Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33304 
1019 Kane Concourse, Bay Harbor Is., Miami Beach, Fla. 33154 
1860 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Florida 33020       DEPT. HG-12 

CORKSCREW continued from preceding page 

William Massee puts fresh ginger root into screw-top jars, 

covers with a medium sherry, such as an amontillado, closes 

tightly. Ginger keeps indefinitely this way. 

An extra-special present is TRUFFLES IN COGNAC. Writer 

Jose Wilson preserves them this way: Strain liquid from small 

can of black truffles. Place truffles in small jar and cover with 

cognac. (The cognac can be drawn off and used for flaming, 

adding tang to sauces. I Replenish cognac as it is used up. 

MARINATED MUSHROOMS, favorite gifts of Mr. and Mrs. 

Otto Meyer, are luscious added to soups and sauces. Take 2 

ounces from a bottle of Madeira. Soak 1 ounce of dried mush- 

rooms (Polish if possible, or Oriental) in warm water just 

long enough to loosen the dirt. Wash, drain, and dice the 

mushrooms; add to Madeira. Bottle prettily and recork. 

RELISHES,   MAYONNAISE,  AND   Ml'STAKD 

Here are some new recipes for original and traditional gifts: 

Bottled in a sherry shaker, PEPPER SHERRY is a treat for 

friends of George Christy, author of "The Los Angeles Un- 

derground Gourmet." Fill the shaker with % cup California 

dry sherry (Mr. Christy says Almaden w orks very well I. 

Slide several dry or fresh red pepper pods into this and let 

stand for three or four days. Mr. Christy suggests adding a 

couple of spicy drops to turtle soup, black bean soup, or 

consomme. 

SHERRY JELLY, presented in sherry glasses is a favorite 

idea of Mrs. Bernard Gurevitz: Mix 4 cups very dry sherry 

with 6 cups granulated sugar in top of double boiler. Place 

over boiling water. Stir until sugar is dissolved. Remove from 

heat and with wooden spoon stir in 1 bottle Certo fruit pectin. 

Pour into glasses. Cover with Vs incn hot paraffin. Press 

Christmas stars into paraffin. 

Presented in a covered lacquer soup bowl, COGNAC MAY- 

ONNAISE, the New York Times food editor Craig Claiborne's 

own creation, makes a mouth-watering gift. Blend '•>,'\ cup 

homemade mayonnaise with 1 teaspoon tomato puree and 1 

teaspoon cognac. Serve it with cold shrimp. 

A HOT MUSTARD in a pot-de-creme is another Patnieia 

Brooks specialty. Mix dry mustard with a touch of turmeric, 

a drop of water, and add stale beer to make a paste. 

SWEET AND SAVORY 

These very special jams, butter, and cheeses make surefire 

seasonal gifts. Kirsch and almond extract added to a good 

commercial apricot preserve make a ZIPPED-UP APRICOT JAM. 

Photographer Ernst Beadle scouts antique shops for old 

china jars, sugar bowls, fills them with jam for friends. 

CUMBERLAND RUM BUTTER is a county specialty in Cum- 

berland, England. Here is how native Jose Wilson prepares it. 

Cream Va CUP unsalted butter and beat in 1 cup light brow n 

sifted sugar until creamy. Mix in 1-2 ounces dark Jamaica 

rum and 1 g teaspoon nutmeg. Makes :{i cup. Keep refriger- 

ated. Serve as hard sauce or spread. Miss Wilson packs the 

butter into tin)   souffle dishes or little earthenware crocks. 

Presented on a handsome wooden cheese board, a RICH 

DESSERT CHEESE is one of Philip Bronn's hostess gifts. Scrape 

the skin off Camembert and marinate in white Burgundy to 

cover for 24 hours. Drain cheese and mash with an equal 

amount of soft butter. Shape into rounds and roll in chopped 

almonds. 
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HRISTMAS IS A GLORIOUS GIFT continued from page 22 

m. A Few nights before, I lei 

em open some MM.ill present, 

\ colored rubber bands. \\ e 

ii u|> the cieche last, which we 

ace and ilic\ ma) pick u|> an) - 

me the) w ant. I don'l w anl an) 

ing untouchable around at 

hristmas." 

Fredericka's children are 

der, thirteen, fourteen, and 

Kteen, and "now I love Christ- 

as." she >a\s. "\\ hen the) 

ere v ounger I would have done 

lything to join that partridge 

i the pear tree. I just couldn'l 

et organized, hut now the) /<■ 
rganized. \n<l thai keeps my 

>irits up. 

"The) choose the tree, 

ecorate, and what's more when 

"s time llic\ take il down and 

ut everything away. The week 

fter Christmas we all go to a 

lav together, or get together a 

roup, all ages, for sledding in 

le park or ice skating on a 

riend's countr) pond where 

here's always a Christmas tree 

n the middle." 

According to Irene, who 

\lio li\es in an old stone house 

11 the countr) and whose chil- 

Iren are grown. "Christmas 

iere isn't that much different 

rom the cit\ now that distances 

ue becoming closer . . . except 

na\ he it's easier to have guinea 

len for breakfast. Friends who 

ive in an apartment always in- 

cite us in and ue all go to Hau- 

lers Messiah together. They in 

turn come sit b) our tires, which 

we keep going all holida) long. 

The\ sing their carols on steps 

with recorders while here 

friends often come l>\ caroling 

on horseback. 

Then there are other magic 

wands that light Christmas holi- 

days on an island. "We feel 'we 

are alone together,' " said June, 

"and so we tr\ to plan more 

family gatherings w ith other 

families. Making cookies in a 

group one day, caroling as 

strolling minstrels with the chil- 

dren playing their guitars, look- 

ing forward to the 'bird count' 

that  the  Audubon  Society   has 

<-\ ri \   \ eai   b i wiin   ( In istmas 

and  the  nTSi of the new   v i.i i . 

"Before Christmas, I give 

the children an empt) BCI apbook 

and all the things the) bring 

home during the year the) don'l 

know I ve kept . . . ma) be an 

especiall) good paper from 

school, a striped straw from a 

marvelous parts. \nd together 

we give .1 lol of though! to where 

we're going to plant our living 

Christmas tree. Indoor- I give 

each child a temporal 5. but logi- 

cal spot where the) can make 

those plastic flowers or whatever 

the) receive. And, always, I keep 

a pot of -pice-, cloves and cin- 

namon mostly, simmering on the 

stove, for all those wonderful 

holida) smells." 

All agreed, but Mary who 

lives iii a suburb said il most 

positively, "No familv is sulli- 

cienl unto itself. And -<> for the 

last ten years we have had a 

scaled dinner for sevent) -two on 

New Year's Kve. We invite the 

couples for their children, and 

our children love it. The thought 

of the part) keep- us all going. 

"1 do get in help for the 

food and think, but the children 

set up the tables, decorate them 

—usuall) something I get on 

sale, such as silver paper with 

nylon lace covers and Mexican 

tin candlesticks. And our 17- 

year-old daughter does the place 

cards. Each adult is placed be- 

tween a child, not his own unless 

the child has to be fed. and an 

adult. The children's ages range 

from 11! months to 21 years. \\ e 

trv to have special food, smoked 

salmon and such, but thank 

heavens James the First gave up 

boar's head and tried turkey. It 

makes it simpler for me." 

After all the planning it 

takes to keep your family in 

good spirits over the holiday, 

sometimes it turns out to be the 

medical student from Pakistan 

that you asked at the last mo- 

ment for dinner that makes a 

certain Christmas most joyful. 

Those are the surprises, the gifts 

of Christmas. Rejoice. 

Manuscripts 

House & Garden assumes no responsibility for unsolicited 

manuscripts, photographs, drawings or house plans. 

All material must be accompanied by postage jor return. 

Oie-$55 

■■v35r 

^■P i*W 

Life's precious mo- 
ments captured in 
glistening underglazed 
■|. 1 '.1 Add to some- 
one's collection Or, 
start one ot your own. 
Write (or full-color 
catalogue "137 Copen- 
hagen Porcelain Figur- 
ines." Send $1 to D 
Stanley Corcoran, 
White Plains, NY 

10604. 

Lifetime guarantee* 
There aren't many guarantees in life, but here's one that's 
ironclad. We'll guarantee there's a lifetime of pleasure in playing 
the piano. 

There's a challenge to it. An intellectual, artistic, even a physical 
challenge that never dims. Whether you are a child seeking a 
set of values to live with or an adult simply looking for relief 
from the prosaic demands of living, that kind of challenge is vital. 
Naturally we hope you buy 
a Yamaha piano. They 
are among the finest, 
richest sounding, 
most responsive in 
the world. 

But we'd rather you 
buy another brand 
of piano than no 
piano at all. 

© YAMAHA 
INTERNATIONAL CORP. MQNTEBELLO. CALIF. 90fc-J0 

Ask abo a School of Music, a uniquely rich 
educational experience (or young children 4-8 years. 
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UNITY IN DIVERSITY  continued from page 69 

to likeness, the artist may liberate 
his unconscious to express itself in 
the manipulation of his medium. 

His fingers are free to be wiser 
than his mind. The actual quality 
of the paint on the head of Rem- 
brandt's "Woman with a Pink" 
gives us the same feeling of rap- 
ture as a lyrical passage in Shake- 
speare, which depends equally on 
its matiere, the sensuous quality 

of words. 
To return to my three sources 

of art: The prehistoric wall paint- 
ings of animals introduce another 
element, the communication of 

energy. They are concerned with 
movement, and were the work of 
people who were themselves in 
movement. The original centers of 
civilization were, or wished to be, 
static. They were the cultures of 
the overflowing rivers, the Nile, 
the Euphrates, the Indus, the 
Hwang Ho. They were, literal- 

ly, stick-in-the-mud cultures that 
aimed above all at avoiding 
change, and in Egypt achieved this 
aim for about 3000 years. These 
cultures produced what we call 
monumental art. But beyond their 
frontiers was the vast, seething 
cauldron of the wandering peo- 
ples, turbulent, aggressive, and 
liable at any moment to boil over 
across the Urals, across the Cau- 
casus, across the Danube, or across 
the Great Wall of China. They 
brought with them the portable 
art', of the weavers and the smith 
in works of magical intensity and 
coiled up energy. Like the prehis- 
toric wall painters they thought of 
movement in terms of animals, 
only the animals had long ago 
changed from snapshots to hiero- 
glyphs and movement was con- 
veyed by flow of line. The wander- 
ing people were hostile to settled 
societies. Tartars, Mongols, Lom- 
bards, Visigoths, Norsemen, they 
came down like wolves on the pas- 
sive sheep who for so long have 
symbolized the congregation of the 
j11>• t (although in fact we keep 
I hern in order that we may eat 
them). But they were not wholly 
destructive, because their power- 
ful rhythms revitalized a wornout 
naturalism. The most obvious ex- 
ample is the style that we call 
Romanesque, in which the ex- 
hausted remnants of antique art 
are revived by both northern and 
Islamic energy. A more mysterious 
interaction of nomadic and es- 
tablished styles had taken place 
two thousand years earlier in the 

ritual bronzes of Shang, ChinaT 
whose monumental forms are cov- 
ered with symbols of movement— 
clouds,' -birds, and fabulous mon- 
sters oi terrifying vitality. 

With these awe-inspiring ob- 

jects we reach the third of my 
original impulses, the need to 
decorate surfaces with patterns 
that should express some belief in 
the magical power of the elements. 
The decorated pots of Egypt or 
Mesopotamia convey a sense of or- 
der through geometry and repe- 

tition. The bronze vessels of early 
China combine symbolism, magic, 

and vitality in a way that makes 
them almost unique among the 
decorated surfaces of the world's 
art, although certain Central Am- 
erican reliefs have a curiously 
similar effect. In the spectrum of 
art, this is the opposite end to 
Egyptian and early Greek. 

As Hellenistic art declined, 
the art of decorated surfaces took 
its place. The Judaic prohibition 
of images was adopted (like so 
much else in Judaism) by Ma- 
homet, but Islam only gave the 
force of arms to a fait accompli. 

Aniconic art had been in the as- 
cendant for over a century. The 
Church of the Holy Wisdom 
in Constantinople originally con- 
tained no representation of living 
things, but abstract designs of con- 
summate beauty. In Islamic art, 

the image was replaced by the 
word, and the Cufic script became 
one of the supreme motifs of dec- 
oration. For 800 years this style 
spread over an area far greater 
than that of the Roman Empire, 
and like the Hellenistic style be- 

fore it, it changed remarkably 
little in time or place. It even 
gained a more exhilarating inven- 
tion of abstract design and a more 
sensuous beauty. Among the less 
orthodox Persians it admitted il- 
lustrations of enchanting delicacy, 
which create a world as polite as 
fifteenth-century Burgundy, but 
remain in the area of surface dec- 
oration. In the Metropolitan's ex- 
hibition, for almost the first time, 
the decorative arts will appear on 
a level with the arts of imitation 
and ideated movement. 

To think of any human acti- 
vity in term-- of its origins is a use- 
ful beginning, but at a certain point 
this line of thought must be aban- 
doned if it is not to become a limi- 
tation. In art we reach this point 
when the relationship of objects or 
figures to each other becomes more 

important than the form of the 
objects themselves. This was sel- 
dom true of ancient Egypt or As- 
syria, but when one comes to the 

three seated figures of the Par- 
thenon gable, one is aware of a 
complex interplay of forms. The 
overworked phrase "it adds a new 
dimension" is literally true: only 
in Greek art the new dimension 

was curiously shallow. No one has 

ever explained satisfactorily why 
the Greeks did not compose in 
depth; perhaps it was because 
their temples had no significant in- 
teriors. At all events, it was after 
the long acceptance of the Gothic 
nave that fifteenth-century Floren- 
tines developed the system known 
as perspective, by which figures in 
space could be shown in measur- 
able relationship to one another. 
From the point of view of realism, 
strict perspective is positively a 
nuisance, but it perfectly ex- 

pressed the philosophy of the time. 
When the enclosed world of early 
humanism was shattered by Lu- 
ther and Copernicus, a new feeling 
for spatial relationships emerged 
that grew into the unifying sweep 
of Baroque. 

Parallel with this penetration 
into space there was developed a 
pictorial science by which figures 
could be so arranged as to give 
the scene a feeling of architectural 
unity and permanence, without 
any lessening of dramatic effect. 

The picture space became like a 
stage scene handled by a master 
director: and in fact many of the 
painters who practiced this art, 
from Masaccio to Poussin, built up 
their compositions with the help 
of miniature models in a toy the- 
atre. It is arguable that the great 
dramatic compositions of Italian 

painting, Giotto's frescoes in the 
Arena Chapel, Masaccio's in the 
Carmine, Raphael's in the Stanze 
of the Vatican, are the summit of 
European art, the point at which 
formal and imaginative power 
have been directed by the highest 
intelligence. In these great works 
the art of picture making is en- 
tirely at one with a passionate in- 
volvement in the subject repre- 
sented, so that a description of the 
subject matter becomes automati- 
cally an exposition of the design. 
The same principles can still be 
seen in Poussin's "Rape of the 
Sabine Women" and David's 
"Death of Socrates," which, al- 
though painted almost 400 years 
later    than     Giotto's    "Entomb- 

ment," is obviously part (and 
may add almost the last part) 
the same tradition. No wonder t 
a mastery of this kind of com 

sition came to be considered 
highest achievement of art, "tl 
Grand Manner of historical pai 
ings." And yet the century of 

phael also produced Hieronym 
Bosch and Pieter Bruegel f< 
whom such massive pictorial ca 
structions were entirely unnec 
sary. The fascination their pai 

ings have for us shows that ho 
ever highly we may rate the clai 
of form, rhythm, and design, the 
is no denying that our attachmen 

to works of art is very largelv du 
to their direct reference to lif 
From the eighth-century B.C. 
ivory of a Nubian slave to an in 
drawing by Rembrandt, it is th 
quality of human pathos that w 
value, and it makes us often loo 
with particular delight at detail 
that play no part in the genera 
design. Students of esthetics wh 
examine their own responses ma 

be dismayed to find how often the 
are narrowed down to a single de 
tail—the turn of a head, a vase 
flowers, or the light falling on 
piece of silk—elements that pla 
no part in the systems of estheti 
philosophy. 

From the sixteenth centur 
onward relationships of form 
supported by relationships of co 
or. Of course there is enchantin 
color in the Sienese painting of th 
preceding century, but it is hide 
pendent of the form. The use of 
color to enhance the impact of 
form was a Venetian discovery, 
and gives to the rare works of 
Titian that are well preserved their 
extraordinary resonance. This 
form-color relationship was car- 
ried to its highest point by Ce- 
zanne. Few painters have had a 
nobler sense of form in the simple 
terms that I described it earlier; 
but he determined to give form an 
even fuller development fsa pleni- 

tude) by rendering it with the 
maximum strength of color. The 
simpler his subjects, the more pro- 
found his effects, and no doubt tin 
effect on our emotions of his pear;- 
and apples is due to very deer 
analogies in human experience. 

There remains one branch o' 
art that seems to be outside tht 
original life-preserving function; 
of form, line, and composition; tht 
art of landscape painting. It was 
the invention of the Chinese (foi 
Hellenistic   landscapes   seem   t( 
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ave been noi e than decoi al ive 
mta9ies) and represents a \\ ords 
01 thian desire to lose the sell in 
ontemplation oi nature, In iln- 

especl the greal Chinese land- 
capes i each a poinl thai \\ estern 
nisis have nevei equaled, because 

hey are noi the resull ol an im- 
iression, !>ui «il prolonged medi- 
ation, in which each objecl is 
houghl of both as a living thing 
in I as a symbol. The richness and 
omplexity ol these works can 
laullv be equaled in Europe, bul 
he nearesl approach to them is 
n the landscapes of Poussin and 
]laude. In both oi them a wealth 
if natural observation is used to 

eate a single mood, or rather, i<> 
llustrate single poetic thought, 

and in both the equivalent of Chi- 
nese symbolism is the memory oi 
(ime antique myth. Poussin's 
houghts dwell more earnestly on 
lie meaning of each legend; 

Claude allows each legend lo sug- 
gest the mood and then abandons 

himself to the rapture of light. 
The landscape of poetry and 

legend was a relatively short epi- 
sode. The landscape of optical ex- 
perience lasted for over 200 years, 
from Ruisdael to Monet, and was 
the form in which the best painters 
of the later nineteenth century 
found their means of expression. 
The Impressionists probably still 
give more pleasure to the average 
man than any other school of 
painting. They have opened our 
eyes to light and atmosphere, and 
in our urbanized society they 
evoke a lost paradise. Their suc- 
cess would have seemed incon- 
ceivable to connoisseurs of the 
seventeenth century, whose theory 
of art was based on the belief that 
the subject of a picture must have 
some historical or ethical signifi- 
cance. Yet these same connoisseurs 
loved the drawings of Claude, 
which show precisely the same 
kind of sensibility as the Impres- 

sionists. 
It is in a painter's drawings 

that he reveals his personality, 
and the fact that for almost 500 
years drawings have been pre- 
served and collected shows how 
great a part this kind of intuition 
and spontaneous self-revelation 
plays in our love of art. Ultimately 
the artist may be reaching toward 
a timeless ideal, but he remains a 
fellow being, and we suddenly find 
ourselves listening to him, as we 
would to some inspired companion. 
Even   the   Egyptian   sculptors  of 

iime del\ in" monuments lefl di aw 
ings as free and personal as Pi- 

casso s. 
Foi in unites; subject di i ides. 

It is ime thai a bad <rreek maible 
ami a bad [mpressionisl landsi ape 
would seem to have nothing in 
common. But as soon as we aie 

aware "l a hand responsive to some 
moving sensuous experience and 
controlled b\ the discipline "I an 
idea, we are back in the realm of 
esthetic expei ience, and this can 
lake place in an) age, any -is le, 
or any medium. The brush strokes 

with which Cezanne conveys his 
feeling for the sky have the same 
vitality as the sy mbolic clouds on 
a fine Chinese bronze. The chief 
artists of our own time base moved 

much less far than was al first sup- 
posed outside the gravitational 
pull of a continuous artistic tra- 

dition. Douanier Rousseau's naive 
remark to Picasso, thai he was the 
greatest living painter in the 
Egyptian style now seems to us an 
obvious truth. Matisse, who was a 
master of classic form, as his early 
drawings and sculpture prove, did 
his finest work after he had ab- 
sorbed the arabesques and flat 
color of Islamic art, the most un- 
classical of all styles. Henry 
Moore, whose early work seemed 
like a deliberate rejection of the 
Renaissance tradition, has ended 
as the disciple of Giovanni Pisano 
and Michelangelo. 

Unity in diversity: those were 
the words in which Winckelmann, 
the first critical art historian, 
summed up his esthetic theory 
of antique sculpture, and the 
Metropolitan's exhibition, "Mas- 
terpieces of Fifty Centuries" will 
be an opportunity to see how far 
this dictum can be applied to the 
art of the whole world. The ways 
in which men have tried to give 
an ideal, time-defying shape to ex- 
perience have varied; but the ex- 
periences, because they are relat- 
ed to basic instincts of human life 
—the instinct to survive, to wor- 
ship, to play, to make love—are 
the same. And the bodily means— 
sharpness of eye, visual memory, 
movement of wrist and finger—are 
the same. So in the end, unity- 
is stronger than diversity, and 
"Masterpieces of Fifty Centuries" 
should confirm our belief that art 
is the one thing, in this distracted 
world, that we all have in common. 
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tore directory 

ADDRESSES   FOR   THE   x«M IH IS   OF  MEKf II \ MUM     I II It <H 4.11 Ol  I    THIS   ISSUE 

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH, Madison Ave. at 45th St., New York, N. Y., 
10017 

ALBRIZZI DESIGNS, 991 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022 
ALTMAN'S, Fifth Ave. at 34th St., New York, N. Y., 10016 
BACCARAT, 55 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10022 
BAZAAR DE LA CUISINE, 160 E. 55th St., New York, N. Y.. 10022 
BELCRAVIA HOUSE, 227 E. 57th St., New York, N. Y.. 10022 
BLOOMINCDALE'S, Lexington Ave. at 59th St., New York, N. Y., 10022 
BONNIERS, 605 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022 
BRENTANO'S, 586 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y., 10036 
BRITE ELECTRIC SALES, 210 E. 45th St., New York, N. Y., 10017 
BULLOCK'S. Seventh & Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif., 90055 
CAI'RILANU HERB FARM. Silver St., Coventry, Conn., 06238 
CARL RONCONI EQUIPMENT CO., Larchmont, N. Y., 10538 
c. D. PEACOCK. 101 S. State St., Chicago, 111., 60603 
DONALDSON'S, 601 Nicollet Mall, Minneapolis. Minn.. 55402 
ERICA WILSON, INC.. Correspondence Courses ( Dept. 78). 40 East End 

Ave., New York, N. Y.. 10028 
GARFINCKEL'S, 14th & F Sts. N.W., Washington, D. C, 20004 
THE GAZEBO, 1369 First Ave., New York, N. Y.. 10021 
CEORG JENSEN, 601 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022 
THE GREENERY, 243 E. 53rd St., New York, N. Y.. 10022 
THE GREENHOUSE, 254 E. 51st St., New York. N. Y.. 10022 
HAMMOND-HARWOOD HOUSE (COOK BOOK), 19 Maryland Ave., 

Annapolis, Md., 21401 
HESS'S, 831 Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa., 18101 
HYLARIOUS, P. 0. Box 8571, White Bear Lake, Minn., 55110 
INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS SUPPLY, 309 Canal St., New York, N. Y., 10013 
JIM BUCK'S DOCS, 45 E. 80th St.. New York, N. Y., 1002 L 
j. N. BARTFIELD, 45 W. 57th St., New York, N. Y., 10019 
LINCOLN LITE. 761 Tenth Ave., New York, N. Y., 10019 

LORD & TAYLOR. 424 Fifth Ave.. New York, N. Y., 10018 
MACY'S, Herald Square, New York. N. Y.. 10001 
MAGGIE LANE, 601 E. 20th St.. New York. N. Y., 10010 
MAYHEW, 509 Park Ave., New York, N. Y., 10022 
MULTIPLES. 929 Madison Ave.. New York. N. Y., 10021 
MURIEL KING. 2 Farnam Hill, Bethel, Conn., 06801 
NEEDLEPOINT. 312 Worth Ave.. Palm Beach. Fla.. 33480 
NINA NEEDLEPOINT, 860 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.. 10021 
OBELISK, 133 E. 56th St., New York, N. Y., 10022 
PARRISH WOODWORTH, 680 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.. 10021 
PL WITC-CR M-"i PRODUCTS. 164 W. Nyack Rd., W. Nyack. N. Y., 10994 
PORTHAULT, 55 E. 57th St.. New 1 ork, N. Y.. 10022 
THE POTTERY BARN, 231 Tenth Ave., New York, N. Y.. 10016 
REFLECTIBLES, 32 E. 10th St., New York. N. Y.. 10003 
ROD MCLELLAN, 1450 El Camino Real. S. San Francisco, Calif., 94080 
RONALDO MAIA, 27 E. 67th St.. New York. N. Y., 10021 
SAMUEL KIRK & SON, Kirk Ave. & 25th St.. Baltimore. Md.. 21218 
SHERRY-LEHMANN, 679 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10021 
SOPrasTi-KiTS, P. 0. Box 5020, Pittsburgh, Pa.. 15206 
STEPHAN BARANY, 149 E. 72nd St., New York, N. Y.. 10021 
STRAWBERY BANKE, Portsmouth. N. H., 03801 
SUNDIAL SHADE & GLASS, 1491 First Ave.. New York. N. Y., 10021 
si i TON ELECTRIC SUPPLY, 221 E. 59th St., New York. N. Y., 10022 
SUZY CIRAKD, 1042 Lexington Ave., New York. N. Y., 10021 
TIFFANY & CO., 727 Fifth Ave., New York. N. Y., 10022 
TILLOTSON'S ROSES, Brown's Valley Rd.. Watsonville, Calif.. 95076 
WALTER'S ELECTRIC, 741 Third Ave., New York. N. Y"., 10017 
WAYSIDE GARDENS, Mentor, Ohio. 44060 
WOODWARD & LOTHROP, 11th & F Sts.. Washington, D. C, 20013 
WOOLWORK'S, 783 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y., 10021 
ZABAR'S, Broadway at 80th St.. New York, N. Y., 10024 

uilding facts 

MATERIALS   AND   EO.HPME.XT   USED   IX   THE   OWENS   HOUSE    (pages   UJ-lir, , 

I i i \ TRACTOR : Sweeten & Sons, Inc. 

SIZE OF HOUSE: 1,500 square feet 

SIZE OF LOT: 61/£ acres 

STRUCTURE 
Foundation: Concrete slab poured 

in place. 
Framing:   Wood   frame   balloon 
wall and roof construction. 

EXTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Exterior walls: Red cedar wood 

siding. 
Exterior finish: White paint by 

Mainline Paints Co. 
Roof: Built-up roofing with five 

layers of bituminous-coated build- 
ing paper on flat roof. 
Insulation: In walls and roof, 
glass fiber batts by Owens-Corning 
Fiberglas Corp. 

Windows: Fixed glass in wood 
frames, awning sash in steel 
frames by Hope's Windows, Inc. 
Skylights: "Wasco sky domes" by 

American Cyanamid Co. 
Doors: Solid core wood exterior 
doors, honeycomb hollow core 
flush wood interior doors by U. S. 
Plywood Corp. and aluminum 
frame sliding glass doors by Ar- 
cadia Metal Products. 

INTERIOR OF HOUSE 
Walls    and    ceilings:    Sheetrock 

gypsum wallboard by U. S. C\|>- 
sum Co. 
Interior   finish:   White   paint   by 

Mainline Paints Co. 
Floors:  In all major rooms, pre- 

finished oak; in kitchen and bath- 

rooms, 39-inch squares of rubber 
flooring by Pirelli of Italy. 
Fireplace: Metal prefabricated 
unit by Manchester Pierce. 
Lighting fixtures: Recessed cy- 

lindrical ceiling fixtures by l.ight- 
olier, Inc. In major rooms, incan- 
descent bulbs on dimmer controls. 
Hardware: Aluminum finish 

"Modric" by Allgood Ltd. of Eng- 
land. 
Music system: Stereo system by 
KLH. 
Kitchen cabinets: Custom-made 

flush door wood cabinets painted 
white. 
Bathroom    medicine    cabinet: 

Hall-Mack Div., Textron, Inc. 
Countertops:   In   kitchen,   maple 
butcher block. 

Plumbing fixtures: In kite! 

stainless steel sink by Ameri( 
Standard. Inc. In bathrooms. I. 
tories by Rheem Mfg. Co.. pre 
ricated glass fiber showers by 
Swan Corp. 

.MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 
AND APPLIANCES 
Appliances:  Under-counter c 
four-burner electric countei 
cooking unit and dishwasher 
Thermador Div. of Norris In< 
tries. Refrigerator by Sub-/ 
Freezer Co., Inc. Ventilating 
baust kitchen by Miami-C; 
Div., Philip Carey Mfg. Co. 
Hot-water heater: 40-gallon i 
Heating system: All electric 

Federal Pacific Electric Co. 
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GOOD LOOKS 4 GOOD HEALTH continued from page 18 

tuberoses are the manipulators in Piquest's complex Fracas 
($6 for an eighth ol an ounce I 

VIOLETS from everywhere thai there's a springtime 
. . . from England, Devon Violet by Lowndes-Pa- 
tenum at Caswell-Massey ($7.50 for three quarters 
ol an ounce) ■ ■ • from Italy. Violetta de Parma hy 
Borsai (#20 for our and two-thirds ounces) . . . 
from France, Violette de Toulouse hy Berdoues at 
Caswell-Massey ($7.50 for two-thirds of an ounce) 
. . . or instead of all this—a charming bouquet of 
mixed flowers, Quelques Fleurs, the peaceful ohl 
favorite of Houbigant that *«> many people find 
themselves returning lo these days. 

NEW THIS MONTH IN THE STORES 

ETHEREA. This super-pure concept leach thing comes sealed 

in its super-puritj i is presenting a new aspect for faces that 

they call Pure Scapism—pure fantasy in a range of smoky, 

pale, and bright effects. Among the six new lip colors are 

interestingly—Sweet Chocolate. Spanish Onion, Ripe Red 

Tomato. These lipsticks are $3.50 each. Some startling pales 

for eyes—Pale Green, Talc Blue, or Pale Lavender eye 

shadows (at $5 each) go with liquid eye-liners in the same 

amusing pastels (also $5 i for a funny new kind of hecoming- 

ness. The face shiners in sticks are—Pink Glaze and Amber 

Glaze ($7.50 each). All at Bonwit Teller: I. Magnin. 

MAX FACTOR. California Fresli Fruit Lip Glosses. A free-form 

lipstick—little pots of fruited color that smell and taste 

hilariously real. Frost-A-Cherry is pale red. Frost-A-Straw- 

berry intense pink. Frost-A-Coebnut pale beige, and Frost-A- 

Pineapple a clear gleam that tastes like Hawaii. $1.25 at 

Bloomingdale's; Joseph Home: J. L. Hudson. 

ESTEE LAUDER. Tender Lip Tints—those weightless wonders 

with, as they sax. '"lip-cling" are newly deepened to a Wine- 

taster's Collection of tawns: Chilled Sherry. Tawny Port, 

Sparkling Burgundy, and Cherry Punch at $3.75 each. Tawny 

nail enamels that match, $3 at Bloomingdale's; Pogues; 

John Wanamaker. ... To make a wild, bright eye that they 

call "The Gaucho Eye" are four new powdered colors: Twi- 

light Blue. Pampas Green, Mahogany Brown, Rancho Rose, 

each $5 at Bonwit Teller: I. Magnin: Famous-Barr. 

NORMAN NORELL. The great Norell-smell in some new trans- 

formations: Perfumed Bathing Oil. $15: Perfumed Body 

Lustre—good for your skin, good for your morale—$8.50; 

Cooling Spray Bath Powder. $6; New Spray Perfume, $22.50. 

At Bonwit Teller; J. W. Robinson: I. Magnin. 

REVLON adds to their lemon grove with: Lemon Bath Oil in a 

wonderful high note of lemon fragrance, $2.50: Lemon 

Cleansing Cream, delicious and highly efficient. $1.75; Lemon 

Conditioner Shampoo, new version of a classic, $1.25. At 

B. Altman & Co.: J. W. Robinson: The May Co. 

MARY QUANT. Her new look in mahogany tones. The lipsticks 

(in those cases that show their colors without having to be 

opened) are in such shades as Grape Crush and Ginger Crush, 

$2. Nail enamels in Grape Puree, a lavender beige, and Hot 

Chili, a burnt, very new-looking red. $1.25. The eye shadows 

she calls Jeepers Peepers come three to a box in such combos 

as Marooned, Earth Bound. Skylark, and are $5. At Bloom- 

ingdale's; The Union, Columbus, Ohio. 

SHE NEEDS YOUR LOVE 
Little Mie-Wen in Formosa already 

knows many things . . . the gnawing 
of hunger ... the shivering of fear 
. . . the misery of being unwanted. 

But she has never known love. 
Her mother died when she was born. 
Her father was poor—and didn't 
want a girl child. So Mie-Wen has 
spent her baby years without the 
affection and security every child 
craves. 

Your love can give Mie-Wen, and 
children just as needy, the privileges 
you would wish for your own child. 

Through Christian Children's Fund 
you can sponsor one of these young- 
sters. We use the word sponsor to 
symbolize the bond of love that exists 
between you and the child. 

The cost? Only $12 a month. Your 
love is demonstrated in a practical 
way because your money helps with 
nourishing meals . . . medical care 
. . . warm clothing . . . education 
. . . understanding housemothers . . . 

And in return you will receive 
your child's personal history, photo- 
graph, plus a description of the 
orphanage where your child lives. 
You can write and send  packages. 

Your child will know who you are 
and will answer your letters. Cor- 
respondence is translated at our over- 
seas offices. 

(If you want your child to have a 
special gift— a pair of shoes, a 
warm jacket, a fuzzy bear—you can 
send your check to our office, and 
the entire amount will be forwarded, 
along with your instructions.) 

Will you help? Requests come 
fxdm orphanages every day. And 
they are urgent. Children wrapping 
rags on their feet, school books years 
out of date, milk supplies exhausted, 
babies abandoned by unwed mothers. 

Since 1938,thousands of American 
sponsors have found this to be an 
intimate person-to-person way of 
sharing their blessings with young- 
sters around the world. 

Little Mie-Wen and children like 
her need your love—won't you help? 
Today? 

Sponsors urgently needed this month 
for children in : India, Brazil, Taiwan 
(Formosa) and Hong Kong. (Or let 
us select a child for you from our 
emercency list.) 

"« Write today: Verent J. Mills I as 

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc. 
Box 511, Richmond, Va. 23204 

I wish to sponsor □ boy □ girl in 
(Country)   
□ Choose a child who needs me 
most. I will pay $12 a month. 
I  enclose  my  first  payment  of 
$ Send me child's name. 
story, address   and picture. 
I cannot sponsor a child but want 
to give $  
□ Please send me more informa- 

.tion. HG40D0 

Name  

Address 

City  

State   Zip 
Registered   (VFA-080)   with  the 
U. S. Government's Advisory Com- 
mittee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. 
Gifts are tax deductible. 
Canadians: Write 1407 Yonge, 
Toronto 7 
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travelog 
GEORGIA 

SEA ISLAND 

Ask about our polf holiday. Cloister Hotel. 

Sea Island. Ga. 31561 (912-638-3611). Or 

B arner's or travel agent. Homesites, rentals. 

BERMUDA 

SANDYS PARISH 

I \\l V\V COLONY CLUB. Bermuda's exquisite 
liulr jewel. Lazy, lovely, uncliche living in privat< 
collages. S<e- your travel ;I^<TII or Leonard P. 
Rrickrtt,   Rep. 

JAMAICA 
NOR III COAS1 lR) V. I ivo new spec ially built 
Villas on Sea. also swimming pool. No housekeep. 
ing worries. Vdults only. Contact 'Resort Villas'*, 
I'll.   Bon  299,   Kingston    I im iii s    \\ .   I. 

MI-AICO 

When you drive to Mexico, you'll need special 

MEXICAN AUTO 
INSURANCE 

Insure with the leaders—Sanborn's! Reliable cov- 
erage in Mexico's top companies. And only San- 
born's gives you those tremendously helpful Mexico 
Travelogs—mile-by-mile road directions all over 
Mexico, plus best info on hotels/motels/restau- 
rants/resorts, and up-to-date highway bulletins. 
Service offices at all border gateways. Prompt 
claims. Write for free Mexico Trip-Planner and 
sample "Travelogs." 

SANBORN'S 
2005 S. 10TH ST., McALLEN, TEXAS 78501 
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hopping 
information 

ALL   PRICES   IMOIIII    I II ItOI «.llol   I    THE   EDITORIAL   V \<.l s 

OF   HOI SE   &   GARDEX   ARE   APPROXIMATE. 

CONSULT   YOUR   EXTERIOR   IHMl.MIt OR   STORE   DECORATING   DEPARTMENT, 

CHRISTMAS  TREES 
Page   42: 

Flower tree, $285 at Ronaldo Maia. 

Mirror tree. $150 at Reflectibles. 

Christmas tree with light-: basket, 

S18 at The Gazebo; lights and acces- 

sories at Walter's Electric. 

Pag.-   13; 

Daisy   tree,  $145  at  Ronaldo   Maia. 

Silver-plate basket by Gorham, $17.50 

at Macy's. 

Rock   candy   tree,   $75   at   Parrish 

Woodworth. 

Candle tree, $300 at Ronaldo Maia. 

"Queen    Anne"    silver-plate    punch 

bowl by Towle, $75 at C. D. Peacock, 

Page    11: 
Gingerbread   tree,  $185  at  Ronaldo 

Maia. 

Fruit tree, $475 at Ronaldo Maia. 

Pase   43: 

Candy tree. $85 at Ronaldo Maia. 

"Contemporary" sterling silver bowl, 

$80 at Samuel Kirk & Son. 

Carnation tree, $85 at Ronaldo Maia. 

"Earl) Dublin" sterling silver bowl 

by Lunt Silversmiths. $175 at Wood- 

ward & Lothrop. 

\pple   tree,   $125   at   Ronaldo   Maia. 

"LaPaglia"   sterling   silver   compote 

by   International   Silver,   $247.50  at 

C. D. Peacock. 

Fruit tree, $150 at The Greenery. 

Page   46: 

Orange pyramid, $235 at Ronaldo 

Maia. "Mandarin" silver-plate bowl 

by Reed & Barton, $25. 

Page   47: 

Brazilian Christmas tree, $375 at 

Ronaldo Maia. Jade box from Higgins 

Cutlers, Ltd. 

Bread arrangement, $115 at Ronaldo 

Maia. '"Baroque" silver-plate bowl 

by Wallace Silversmiths, *:."> at Don- 

aldson's. 

Nut and pine cone pyramid, $100 at 

Ronaldo Maia. "Rose" -inling silver 

b.ml by The Stiefi Co., $1250 at 

Hess's. 

Package tree, $700 at Parrish Wood- 

VVOlth. 

Plastic evergreen tree, $375 at Parrish 

Woodworth. 

TIFFANY   TABLES 

All table settings are available at 

Tiffany & Co. and will be on display 

during the holiday season. Ul center- 

pieces designed bj   Stephen  Barany 

and available by special order. 

Pagt-   56: 

China breakfast set, $140. "Windham" 

sterling silver flatware, 5-piece place 

setting $70. Glass jam pots. $5 each, 

on sterling silver tray, $20. Sterling 

silver toast rack, $58, on sterling sil- 

ver tray, $63. Sterling silver salt 

shaker. $30.50. Sterling silver basket, 

$295. Sterling silver reindeer, $2200~ 

Sterling silver candlesticks (on man- 

tle), $325 pair.- 

Page   57: 

"Yellow   Caughley"  glazed   earthen- 

Sterling silver -alt shaker. $26, ai 

pepper mill, $32. Crystal candleholc 

ers, $87.50 each. Crystal salad bo*, 

$20. Sterling silver coffee set lp< 

sugar, and creamer), $700. Chin, 

cups and saucers (background) 

each. Blue Delft vase. $237.50, 

urns, $237 each. 

( HKISTMAS   LIGHTS 

All lights and accessories shov 

available in electrical supply or im 

ware  stores  except  where  noted. 1 

New York Cit>. Walter's Electric Ai] 

Sutton   Electric  Supply  are  relial 

sources. 

Pag.-   60: 

Fiber Lite set of 20 i#D-512) 

Poly-Optics. $16. 

"Savoy   White"  china  dinner  pi 

ver salt  shaker, $23.50, and  pepper      by  Spode.   s<) each.  "Lismore" 

ware, 5-piece place setting S19.50. 

"Brierley Plain" crystal goblet, $12. 

champagne and claret. $1(1 eae h. "Rat 

Tail" sterling silver flatware. 5-piece 

place setting $83.50. Sterling silver 

candle-ticks, $365 pair.  Sterling sil- 

shaker, $21.50. 

Page   58: 
Top: 

"Bamboo"    sterling     silver     dinner 

plates.    $220    each.    Crystal    salad 

crv-tal goblet- and claret- by Wal 

ford, $8 each. "Windsor" sterling! 

ver flatware  from  Worcester  Si] 

5-piece place setting $130. LinenJ 

blecloth   with   8   matching   napkin- 

plates,   $4  each.  "Bamboo"  sterling      $245 at Porthault 

silver flatware, 5-piece place setting 

$73.50. "Bamboo" crystal stemware 

(goblet, champagne, and claret), 

$7.50 each. "Bamboo" sterling silver 

candle-tick*, si 1(1 pan. Stei ling -il 

ver ashtrays, $7.75 each, and cigarette 

urns, $13.25 each. Sterling silver salt 

and pepper shakers, $22 pair. Ster- 

ling silver compote. S165. "Blue 

Flowers" cups and saucers (back 

ground), $6.50 each. Sterling silver 

coffee pot, $660. 

; 
at. 

:; 
ii ■ 
kin- 

i.u_ 

china    cup--    and    saucers. 

liitttom : 

Inian 

$35.50 each, dessert plates. $27.50 

each, and cake plate, $37.50. Sterling 

silver lint water pot. $875. and teapot, 

$345. Sterling silver creamer, SI 10. 

and -ugar bowl, $61. Sterling silver 

tray, $600. Sterling silver shell, $82 

I includes cover). "Shell & Thread" 

sterling silver teaspoons, $11.50 each. 

Page   59: 
"Beatrix" earthenware dinner plate-. 

$10 each. "Blue Dragon" china soup 

plate-. S65 each. "English King" 

-telling -ilver flatware, 5-piece place 

setting $72.50, and salad server fork 

and   -1 n.   $47   each.   "All   Purpose-" 

crvstal stemware, $5 each. Sterling 

silver tureen, $1725. Sterling -ilvi-r 

wire bread basket, $2650. Sterling 

silver  bowl,  $230,  and  stand,  $375. 

Pae.-.--   64-65: 

Mirropane twowav mirror by Libbp 

Owens-Ford, S3 sq. ft. at Sundia 

Shade- & Glass. 

Page   66: 
T../. lift: 
Lucite Chinese checkers  hoard. 

at Brentano's. * 

Hoit»m left: 

Light Tract  plug  molding. 6' fo: 

and   .','   for   $7.10  at   Brite   Ele. 

Sales. 
Plastic   mirror,   plain.   $3.70   sq.  ft 

and colored, $4.07 >q. ft., at Plastic 

Craft Products. 
Bottom righ t: 

Plastic rods, V \ V \ 18". $2 each 

and plastic funnel-. 35c each, at In 

dustrial Plastics Supply. 

Page   67: 
Top left: 

Obelisks,  $39  each  at  Albrizzi 

signs. 

Right: 

Light Tract  plug molding, 6', $! 

Brite Electric Sales. 

Cake cooling  racks, $1  each at Tir 

Pottery Barn. 

Bottom left: 
Blacklight blue bulbs by Sylvania 

$4.75 t.i $13.80 each, and miniatur 

fluorescent strips, $5.75 to $6.50. Al 

at Lincoln Lite. 

Store directory, page 108 
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"Dear Sirs: I have had an opportunity to use Sauna Shorts primarily for the purpose of 
evaluating its worth in view of the many inquiries that have been made to me relating to 
your product. This Sauna Shorts' Inches Off Program is based on sound scientific principles. 
It's sensible and it works-a rare combination! I plan to recommend it 
to all my patients who want to take off inches. Yours very truly, Anita 
Sharpe, Registered Physiotherapist, Los Angeles, Calif. ■ "Gentlemen: 
I feel I simply must write to tell you how happy I am with the results of 
your Sauna Shorts. I lost 5 inches in the very first week-? inches from 
my waist and 3 inches from my hips. You can believe me when I say I'll 
make sure they don't come back! I wear my Sauna Shorts once a week 
now to keep my great new shape. My friends keep telling me how great 
1 look and they, too, are interested in purchasing your Sauna Shorts. 
Sincerely, Mrs. Ina Ann Debs, Chicago, Illinois ■ Dear Sirs: Thanks to 
Sauna Shorts and an easy to follov, exercise pian, I've lost 2 inches from my waist and 
2 inches from my hips. Barbara McArdle, Inglewood, Calif. 

Anita Sharpe 

"...it works!"says Anita Sharpe 
REGISTERED PHYSIOTHERAPIST 

Now you can join the thousands who 
enjoy this amazing "Inches Off" discovery for 

HIPS, THIGHS and WAISTLINE. 

Be fully satisfied in 1 week or your money back. 
Since Sauna Shorts were first developed and put on the market, numerous letters 
have indicated that the Sauna Shorts "Inches-Off" Program is not only an effective 
approach to removing unwanted inches from hips, thighs and waistline, but also a 
very simple and pleasant way to obtain those lovely results. All it takes is thirty 
minutes a day with your regular or long-line Sauna Shorts and within a week you will 
be totally amazed and satisfied or we will cheerfully refund your money. 

HOW DO SAUNA SHORTS WORK THEIR WONDERS? 

Following your 3-step exercise plan, just slip into your Sauna Shorts as you would any 
shorts and inflate them with the detachable air pump we provide you. You'll enjoy 
the warm, gently "massaging" action of Sauna Shorts' many air pockets, snuggling 
up to you tighter and tighter. Now you're ready to put the air pump aside while your 
Sauna Shorts go to work creating a Finnish Sauna-like warmth. This is your Sauna 
Shorts rest period, preceded by the 3-step exercise plan which was designed to pin- 
point "inches removal" from your hips, thighs and waistline. While you relax and go 
about your regular routine, you'll feel your Sauna Shorts doing their part—silently, 
comfortably, and with no further effort on your part. 

CHOOSE REGULAR OR LONG-LINE SAUNA SHORTS-BOTH INCREDIBLE BARGAINS! 

The regular Sauna Shorts and 3-step exercise plan for reducing hips and thigh measure- 
ments are priced at a low $9.95. For hips, thighs and waistline reduction, select the 
long-line Sauna Shorts...only $14.95. The long-line Sauna Shorts extend above the 
waist with vertical air pocket sauna strips, to help work off "lower midriff bulge" too. 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE-lf for any reason, whatsoever, you are not 100% satis- 
fied with your Sauna Shorts Inches-Off Program, please return your Sauna Shorts for 
a prompt, total refund, no questions asked. 

SAUNA SHORTS, INC. Dept. SH-224   P.O. Box 7777, Van Nuys, Calif. 91409 
Please send me_ I 

ID Mens (I a 
DLadies\res 

_SAUNA SHORTS with complete, easy to understand  instructions 
and quick 3-step exercise plans. I understand that I may use my sauna shorts for one full 
week and if I'm not 100% satisfied for any reason, I may return the sauna shorts and handy 
air pump for a full refund. 

m enclosing J9 95 lor each 
egular-line Sauna Shorts. 

□ Mens   f I am enclosing $14 95 (or each 
□ Ladies) long-line Sauna Shorts. 

□ Cash       □ Check 
□ Money Order (no C.O.D.'s) 

Women's 
regular 
Sauna Shorts, 
for hips 
and thighs, 
5995 

P*L 
Women's 
long-line      1/ 
Sauna Shorts, 
for hips, thighs 
and waist, 

51495 

-u&b3om0-x 
Men's 
Sauna Shorts, 
available in 
regular 
or long-line, 

*995or*1495 

/ I 
I 
I 

Woman: Waist size    Man: Waist size    ■ 

Name_ 

City  

_Address_ 

-State  

Copyright 1970. Sauna Shorts. Inc Patent Pendin*. 
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Two Lovely Wall Pieces-only $4.98 

Antiqued White & Gold Metal Wall Sconces 
Climbing vine triple 
candleholders, amaz- ■ 
ingly priced! A profu- 
sion of flowers and 
leaves on twining 
b**nches. Antiqued 
white, then edged and 
crested with golden 
highlights. Define an 
impressive 4 sq. ft. of 
wall area with the soft 
candle glow of beauty. 
Each sconce has three 
candle holders, is 17" x 
10" Candles are not 
incl. A wonderful buy 
and a wonderful gift, 
they will make any liv- 
ing or dining room 
sparkle. A9742 Sconces 
Set $4.98. (Add 75(£ post.) 

GREENLAND STUDIOS, 4054 Greenland Building, Miami, Florida 33054 

IMPORTED OWL PITCHER 
Our big-eyed owl pitcher is a wise choice 
for a flower container, for serving cold 
drinks, or to add to a collector's shelf. 
Imported from sunny Italy, it Is molded 
of heavy, textured glass in glowing tones 
of amber, blue or green. However you 
use it, this unusual "bird" will bring you 
compliments galore! Stands proudly, 8'/2" 
high, holds 32 oz. 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

$2-95 
plus 80c postage 

No C.O.D.'s 

m Artisan Lfffl Galleries 
2100 B  12 No. Haskell • Dallas. Tex. 75204 

BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME WITH THESE FULL COLOR 

MEXICAN ORIGINALS 

HAND 
BLOWN 

CRYSTAL 

NOT PRINTS. Each is an enchanting colorful 
ORIGINAL on Hand-Pressed Bark! 

Famous   Mexican  ;irti-i-  love doing  these  antique- 
styli   Amatc imrk  paintings jewel-like hand- 
ground colors depicl ancient Aztec themes, Hum' on 
handpressed lucrk in the ancient manner Bach piece 
i- different, fresh and excitingly colorful. Don't tell 
ivhal you i>:iiil . . . jus! i>m them up and have them 
admired.  Each aboul  "•" \ 7" overall . .  . the ideal 

new,  popular  small   groupings 
for   wall   areas   with   other   pieces.        £^   05 $1 Money back if not delighted. Offer is 
limited . . . so order now ! 
Rush me my original Mexican art mounted and ready for 
hanging. I include: □ SI.25 plus 25c pp. and hdlg. Q 2 

for $2.75 ppd.  □ 3 for S3.75  ppd. 

FREE!  FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY 
Act   ..- 
tured   pobbleboard   and elude   hanging  fixtu 

WORLD ART GROUP 
Dept. I2HG. Westport. Conn. 06880 

Send us 
your 

Gift list 

< 

Swan Vases 
1 ru] pair of hand blown crystal vasea i^ a 
completely new concept In home decoration. The male 
swan (left). 13" tall, and female, 8% tall, art de 
signed wiih an opening so thai thej can be filled by 
simplj   mixing  a   few   drops of  I I  coloring  in  16 
imiict's of water and accommodate any type flower. 
The changes you may make in coloring (both water 
and flowers), to compliment your decor, are endless 
and varied. Simple filling instructions Included. A 
unique  and  discriminating   gift   for  your  favorites. 

Pair $498, FOUR for $975 
/•(cn.se add 7 9c Postage 
Shipment •  Honey Back Guarantee 

rnnPFRS"'"'G'2,7840RugbyBidq 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19150 

MAGNIFICENT QUEEN CHAIR, at home in any 
traditional setting. Webb base, coil springs, 
hand tied 8 ways. Scotchguarded fabric, re 
versable poly dacron cushion. 
Self Decking and arm boots included. Other 
fabrics available, or custom covered. 

H 49"    D 32"    W 30"    Wt. 75 lbs. 
Shipping Charges collect.     No COD 

Price as shown $139.50 Pair $265.00 

Send 25c for catalogue. 

JSrj/an Robeson 
Dept. IK.-7     Hux 7.>r 
Hicknry, \. C. 2Hf>Ol 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

WITH BETTY FAGAN 

ORDER MERCHANDISE BY WRITING DIRECTLY 
TO SHOPS. ENCLOSE CHECK OR  MONEY ORDER. 

ADD SALES TAX WHERE APPLICABLE. 
ANY UNUSED ITEM  (NOT PERSONALIZED) MAY BE 

RETURNED BY INSURED MAIL FOR  REFUND. 
PLEASE INCLUDE ZIP CODE. 

PLAIN AND FANCY 

Pretty put-on—14k gold earrings 
with one side in Florentine 

finish, the other bright and shiny 
gold. The pierced earring look yet 

they slip on and stay on. Half-inch 
size, $14; same design slightly 

smaller, $10. Add 50c post. 
Adler's, HG12, 722 Canal St., 

New Orleans, La. 70130. 

BAG OF BELLS 

Golden jingle bells, a generous two 
dozen for tree trimming, gifts, 
garlands. Try a batch tied to your 
door wreath with bright red ribbon: 
they'll jingle gaily as guests gather. 
18k gold-plated metal and all 24 
in a plastic bag for just $1 plus 25c 
post. Lillian Vernon, GDI, 560 
Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

TENNESSEE BORN 

Mr. Willard Walker of Lafayette 
searches out these sturdy walking 

sticks while they're still gnarled 
tree limbs. Lynchburg old-timers 

love them and so do we for 
dog walking. Well  lacquered. 

Specify extra tall or short. $10 
each ppd.  Lynchburg Hardware 

and Gen'l. Store, Box 239F, 
Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352. 

12 

WHITHER THE WIG 

Perhaps old George parked his peruke 
on a solid mahogany stand just like this 
handsome reproduction. If Martha 
didn't appropriate it for a plant stand 
or wine server, that is. Trilateral shelf 
with two drawers; 23" base has turned 
motif and hole for blockhead. 33" h., 
$69.95 exp. coll. Ephraim Marsh, Dept. 
808, Box 266, Concord, N. C. 28025. 

HOUSE & GARDEIjj 
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The pewter look is the right look 

or today's tables. Here hefty 

and handsome service or dinner 

plates with bamboo-design rim. 

ainless steel; dishwasher safe. 

0y2" wide, $10 each. 7" size 

for fruit, dessert or bread and 

butter, $8.50 each. Ppd. 

Wales, HG12, 

Hartsdale, N. Y. 

1      10530. 

"■ 

/ 
y 

BETTER BOOT BUY 

Smart side-laced boot adjusts comfortably 

to the size of your calf. Orion pile 

lining for warmth, sure-grip rubber 

sole for safety on snowy streets. 

lVs" heel. Sizes 5 to 12 for widths B 

through EE. Black or brown glove leather. 

5-10, $30.95; IOV2 to 12, $31.95. 
Add 75c post. Free catalogue. 

Solby Bayes, HG12, 45 Winter St., 

Boston,  Mass. 02108. 

PICASSO 

IN 

PRINT 

No one captures the 

excitement of the bull fight 

like Spain's favorite son. 

lese prints are true Picasso 

—dynamic yet simple— 

and they add a note of 

drama to any setting. 15" by 20" in black and white. 

$3.95 each, two for $7.50. Ppd. House of Goodspeed, 

HG12, Federal Square Bldg., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502. 

HUMMEL NATIVITY 

Christmas creche with inspirational Hummel figures. In color, of course, 

with a lighted stable, 36" by 22" by 23" high. Standing figures are 

11%" high. 17 figures, stable and 28-note music box that plays "Silent 

Night." Lovely for a spacious home or chapel. $700 ppd. Hildegarde 

Studios, HG12, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105. 

Mr.    6 
Robert B 

Mrs. 
Harris 

Ave 1240 liberty ^^ 

lljms William D. 
22 Ballard Road 
lee, Washington 
•) b 3 2 5 

Aianio wy 

Christine David 
233 Flower Terrace 
Midland, Wisconsin 
54201 

ADDRESS   LABELS   with   NICE   DESIGNS 
Any Initial, American Flag, Pine, Gull, Palm, Roadrunner, Saguaro, Rose. (Also available 
are Texas Flag, Maple Tree, Treble Clef, and Palelte.) Up to 20 letters per line, 4 lines. 
Printed in black on white or gold gummed labels V/2 x V2"■ Packed in neat plastic box. 
500 on white or 250 on gold for $2 ppd. Or on DELUXE size, 1% x %" for $3 ppd. Specify 
Initial or Design desired. Via air, add 30c per order. Bruce Bolind, 212-L Bolind Bldg.. 
Boulder, Colo. 80302. Thank you kindly! 

MEISSEN  BLUE ONION STAFFORDSHIRE 
From England 

Dinner at eight—polished mahogany and 
fine linen—needs this lovely "Blue Onion" 
ware from England to complete the pic- 
ture. Service for eight includes: 8 dinner 
plates, 8 salads/desserts, 8 soup bowls, 8 
cups and saucers, 8 fruit dishes, vegetable 
server, platter, sugar and creamer. Also 
available in Old Red or Green. 
Complete 53-piece set, $39.95 ppd. 

Complete  55-Diece  set.   including  coffee  pot  and 
cover. $42.50 ppd-. plus $2.50 W. of Miss. 

At 
,/>        (^~jW catalouue ._e£, 

GREAT BARRINGTON. MASS. 012 30- ~- 

New 

"Group-ables" 
the contemporary 
way to store 
1001 things! 

Complete      $0.98 
set only V# 

Cube units may be used 
in groups or individ- 
ually. They go any- 
where—can be com- 
bined in any design. 
Ideal as storage wall 
and  room  divider! 

Inexpensive and functional yet with the look of 
fine modern furniture, new "Group-aMe>" ean 
solve 1001 storage problems. They tit almost any 
decor—and can be arranged in an almost infinite 
variety of designs. "Group-ables" are perfect 
tor-age units. You'll find these handsome 12>4 

Inch tubes ideal for storing 1001 things. 

"Group-ables" are sturdily constructed of 
pressed, rijiid Fiberboard. Each Cube unit mea- 
sures 12% x 12 x VI inches. They're available in 
MARBELIZED OTSTEB WHITE—or easily 
sprayed a MAHOGANY WOOD-GRAIN Finish. 

Order now and get your home organized! 

Complete Set—3 Cube Units— 
Only    $3.98  plus $1   postage. 

Two Sets—6 Cube  Units— 
Just    $7.50 plus $2 postage. 

Three Sets—9 Cube  Units— 
Only $10.00 plus $3 postage. 

Unconditional 30-day Money Back Guarantee 

NATPfl WARFC    HG12.55 w. 55 St.. 
nHIUU-IYHUCO,     New York. N.Y. 10019 

Hem Without Pins! 

Invented by a Wisconsin house- 
wife who tired of tedious basting 
when sewing hems. Hemming- 
Bird is the answer! It measures 
and holds up to 3", lets you hem 
skirts, dresses, draperies in one 
simple step! Perfect for the new 
adhesive-taped hems, too! The 
aluminum clips are in sets of six. 
Shipped postpaid. 5751-6—Hem- 
ming-Birds,  1  set, $2.98. 

Write For New Free Gift Catalog! 

Miles Kimball 
64 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901 

New! KNIFE REST 
no more messy tablecloths! 
At last! Here's a 0 new. unique table 
accessory from 
Carvel Hall to make ' 
entertaining truly 
more gracious and 
yet protect your 
precious damask! 
Handsome, sparkling 
chrome or 23 Kt 
gold plate ... 
a beautiful 
serving aid 
for formal or 
informal din- 
ners. Perfect 
complement for 
any table setting. Doubles as 
a place card holder, too. 

Gift boxed for every occasion! 
Chrome Gold Plate 

Set Of 6 $5.95 $7.95 
Set of 8 7.50 9.95 
Sorry no C.O.D.'s Add $1.00 for postage & handling 

Fla. residents add 4% sales tax 
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

Morlytf, JHC. 
350 So. County Rd.   Dept. G-120 

Palm Beach, Florida 33480 
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"World's  Greatest" "World's  Greatest" 
 Daughter 
 Card Player  Grandfather 4fc-r. rr2    / 

 Grandmother \ I   /  Friend 
 Liar 1         m /  Nurse 
 Son ms  Record Collector 
 Driver \    ¥/  Father-in-Law *"**r 

 Movie Star Fan yt€  Bachelor 
 Teacher  Gambler 
 Mother  Big Shot 
 Dancer (^^ ^ft--        ~if _  TV Fan 
 Actor BSWB.'  Husband 
 Actress 
 Golfer 

K   V.OWS I        -* 
I      ; || »T£ST I 

_, Wife 
 Brother 

 Mother-in-Law I HUSBAND I  Sister 
 Sports Fan  Dad 
 Bowler  Mom 
 Little Leaguer 
 Boss 
 Bartender 

 Couple 
 Guy 

Fink TROPHY     CUPS 

 Doctor 
 Fisherman 
 Football Player 
 Hunter 
 Lawyer 

Miniature, gold plated styrene Trophy Cups, 
beautifully  engraved  with  the  titles  listed. 
4" x 1%". Walnut Base. 
$1.29 Each.        Add 15c postage per cup. 

 Rockhound 
 Hair Stylist 
 Genius 
 Secretary 
 Coin Collector 

 Salesman 
 Tennis Player MISCELLANEOUS TITLES: 

 Host 
 Waitress 

 Dentist  1 Love You  Blank Plaques  Cook 
 Bar-B-<? Chef  You're A F rst Class Goldbrick  Bridge Player 
 Business Man  7th Vice President  Father 
 Dice Player  World's G eatest  Numismatist 
 Pilot  You've Got A Heart Of Gold  Beer Drinker 
 Photo-Bug  The Hostess with the Mostest  Scotch Drinker 
 Skier  It's a Boy  It's a Girl  Bourbon Drinker 
 Musician  World's W orst Fisherman  Martini Drinker 
 Barber  World's W orst Golfer  Surfer 
 Baseball Player  World's W orst Bowler  Sailor 
 Drinker  World's Ct test Baby  Soldier 
 Sweetheart  World's M 3st Patient Husband  Marine 
 Beau  World's Most Patient Wife  Airman 
 Navigator  World's W orst Card Player  Kibitzer 
 Muscleman  World's W orst Driver  Smoocher 
 Basketball  Hero Driver              Second Prize  Grouch 

Player  First Prize  Third Prize  Dope 

Include ISc postage per cup. Satisfaction guaranteed. Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 

Anthony Entt ?rprises    Dept. HG 120, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

rNow, you can grow these . 
without soil, all year long! 
Graham's Hydroponic method lets you grow this garden in your 
patio, family room or kitchen. You can grow your own tasty to- 
matoes, crisp cucumbers, and a variety of flowers for your table. 
Isn't it wonderful! 
All you need do is add water to your Graham Hydroponic set, 
which contains growing bed and granules,  soluble plant food, 
selected seeds and our easy guide to 
Hydroponic  gardening.   Start  this ex- 
citing project today! 

GRAHAM'S 
Bo« HG-12, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33307 plus 75$ postage 

BRA— 
OR  NO  BRA? 

THAT IS 
THE QUESTION 

NUDE   COLOR 

A, B and C cups. 
Pkg. of 2 
pair only *J 

No bones or wires. 

UPLIFTSand FIRMS 
beautifully. Heavenly 

comfort. Velvety 
soft fabric. 

Pat. No. 2728079 

I   Add 35c Mail. & Hdlg.  | 
BLEUETTE,   INC.| 
509 Fifth Ave. Dept.90B l 

I    New York, N.Y. 10017   ' 

PRINCESS TYPE 
FASHION  PHONE 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Complete »ilh      Add $1.50 
dial, plug & cable,   pstg/hdlg 

Styled low and sleek for today's fashion- 
I able   decor.   Lightweight   and   graceful. 
I  Have the convenience of another phone 

without increasing your phone bill. Colors: 
white,   beige,   ivory,   blue,  green,   pink, 

I yellow, red, grey.      (Indicate 2nd choice) 
Ringer Box if needed (a  $6.95 odd'l. 

■   PHONE EXTENSION CORDS 
$0 99     .iiM.p..n,piu»    QsaHJSMk 

' L 4,.rk.lll.K,d «*< 
I    ea. 25' length Add 60c p9tg /ndlg ^fT 

Make your phone reach to any part of your 
I  room with a 25' extension. 

r-i MAIL Jl FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG 
LJ FUU REFUND WITH FIRST ORDER 

V STATE RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD APPLICABLE SALES TAX 

METROPOLITAN TELETR0NICS CORP. 
Dept. HG12, 35 West 35th Street 

I 
I 
I '   New York, N.Y. 10001 

HOTTER THAN HADES 
Individual coffee cup thermo: 
a simply splendid idea from It, 
The vacuum keeps coffee, tea 
soup on-the-stove hot for hoi 
Commuters take it on the ti 
or bus; salesmen have it fil 
before they start out on the ra 
In appropriate beige tone. $5 
ppd. Casual Living, HG12, Rte.f 
Bethel, Conn. 06801. 

AFOOT 
Desert boot gives individual loo 
to your get-up—and who isn 
for fashion? New approach i 
black or brown nylon suede, w< 
terproofed all through the sole 
with medium-weight fleece 1 ininf 
Sizes: 4 to 11; widths AAA to C 
(4 to 10) $14.95; (11) $15.9J 
Add 75c post. Free catalogue 
Solby Bayes, HG12, 45 Winte 
St., Boston, Mass. 02108. 

REEL NEAT 
End fishing rod clutter with 
handy wall rack that stores up t 
five rods. Of American walnL 
handsomely finished with decor; 
tive whale to make him fe< 
better about the ones that gE 
away. 12" by 4%" by 1%" corr 
plete with counter-set screw; 
$10 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412 
Evanston, III. 60204. 

PLAYSUIT FOR PUP 
When Fou Fou's sniffing about o 
the Avenue, a snappy playsuit i 
printed cotton keeps him warr 
and comfortably clothed. Color' 
mostly blue with white trim, zip 
pered back assures snug fil 
measure from collar to base c 
tail. 8 to 20 $3.98; dachshum 
16 to 20 $4.98. Ppd. Free cat? 
logue. Du-Say's, PB-12, P»0. Bo 
24407, New Orleans, La. 70124 

A GALLON OF COOKIES 
We have a friend who adore 
baking cookies, so we gave her a- 
old fashioned clear glass one gal 
Ion jar to fill with her deliciou 
goodies—and she did! Mason 
type jar is lOVs" high by IVs 
diameter, has sealing ring, wir 
bail to lock it. $4.95 ppd. Mile 
Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosr 
Wis. 54901. 

fc 

OFFICIAL NFLT.V. CHAI 
Now from Jensen Lewis—our famous Directo 
Chair with seat and back in your favorite N 
team's colors plus their official insignia on t 
back. Chair frame in white only. $19.95 eac 
Buy 4 and save 5% on the total price. Expre 
charges collect. No C.O.D.'s.      Write for catai', 

JenSeil]§WiS Dept.H12, 156 7th Avenut 
New York, New York 10011. Tel. (212) WA9- 

II4 HOUSE & GH\ 



ICTORIAN BELLF 
narming loveseat with sweeping 
and-carved top rail is made of 
jlld mahogany. The back and 
des are hand-tufted; fully 
orung base with web bottom. 
■>" l . :>3" d., 33" h. Variety of 
ibrics available. $189.95. Exp. 
oil. Victorian catalogue with 
ibric samples, $1. Magnolia 
fall, HG12, 726 Andover, At- 
inta, Ga. 30327. 

7ROOVY STERLING 
/hat niftier right now than a 
andful of super sterling silver 
ings? How about a with it wide 
and, A, (5-11) for $5.95; girly 
jrquoise (real) B (5-9) $9.95; 
or her pinkie the Slalom (SML), 

$3.75; D, adjustable swirl for 
.4.50. Ppd. Catalogue's free. 
tesert House, HG28, Box 11114, 
jjbuquerque, N.M. 87112. 

OR LIGHT READING 
Vrought iron magazine rack with 

light and airy look. Swirling 
;crolls and leaf design lend 

!>/lediterranean grace and the 
jpenwork sides invite selection, 
n satin black, white or antique 

treen. lOVz" by 8" by 16" high. 
£6.45 plus 99c post. Henry R. 
Smith Studios, Dept. HGDO, 39 
:restline Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087. 

:OLDING ROUND TABLE 
:5turdy foldable table is crafted 
by hand and its 24" diameter top 
is a perfect size beside an easy 
;hair or for evening snacks. The 
height is adjustable to 21", 23" 
or 25". In honey tone, maple, 
antique pine or walnut finish. 
$28.95; in kit form, $18.95. Ppd. 
Add $1 w. of Miss. Yield House, 
HG12, No. Conway, N. H. 03860. 

RETRACTING BRUSH 
Pet brush massages, brushes 
and cleans itself thanks to its 120 
retractable bristles. It works with 
a simple twist to extend bristles, 
another twist retracts them. Fre- 
quent use gives your pet a 
smooth, glossy and healthy coat. 
$1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG12, 585 Market St., 
San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

$* 

QoodiiUftfcU/eoMatoai^^VVsltGr Drake 
402-C  DRAKE  BUILDING,  COLORADO  SPRINGS,  COLORADO  80901 

I<)7I 

PERSONALIZED 

CALENDAR 

TOWEL 

IGenuine liren towel with 
ICuri.er 4 Ives winter scene 
Ipnnted in lovely colors. 
IAny iast name cmbroid 
lered below picture. 16" x 
|27"; wood rod, lasseled 
Icord lor hanging in kitchen, 
I den or family room 

SELF-STICK     V 

MOISTENING 

P6007 Calendar Towel $1.49 

SELF-STICK GOLD FOIL LABELS 
Gleaming gold foil labels stick anywhere-a smart touch 
to personalize letters, books, cameras, briefcases, rec- 
ords, etc. Classic border, handsome black printing 1" * 

■ i' to 4 lines, 27 letters and spaces per line 
P401 0 250 Gold Foil Labels $198 

re Stamp Tumblers 
let of gleaming glasses with famous 

is reproduced  in color.   Detailed de- 
I; ,on on the back. Most valuable stamp, 

itish Guiana one cent piece of 1856 
headlines  recently.   Also   1851   Ha- 

I 1   Missionary,   1855   Sweden,   U.   S. 
ed Jennie. Set of % 1 f) 00 

FOUR    1U 
Plus 85c postage 

PERSONALIZED DESK MEMOS 
For men or ladies with whimsical cartoon in corner. 
Ladies' says, "A short note from" with name; men's says 
"From the desk of" with name. W x 4'/«", in desk tray. 
P701 8 200 Ladies' Memos    $1 
P701 9 200 Men's Memos       $1 

CONTINENTAL 

STYLED HOOD 
frames your face in flatter- 
ing fashion, and keeps your 
head, neck and ears toasty 
warm from cold winter 
winds, sleet and snow. Fits 
comfortably - even over 
bouffant hair styles. Light- 
weight Orion-wool blend 
lersey. Won't slip like a 
scarf-warmer too! Choice 
of red or black. Great idea 

• lor Christmas gifts! 

N7023 Red Hood $2.98 
N7024 Black Hood $2.98 

PERSONALIZED VINYL DOOR MAT 
For your own home and for gifts! Tough, springy vinyl 
tips trap sand, grass, dirt. Self draining. Name is molded 
in white letters (max. 17) on blue, green, red, brown or 
black 19" x 30" mat. Specify color. 2-4 weeks delivery. 
D7053 Door Mat    $6.98 

1000 RETURN ADDRESS LABELS $1 
Quick, easy way to put your name and address on let- 
ters, records, books. Any name, address & Zip code up 
to 4 lines beautifully printed in black ink on white 
gummed labels; rich gold trim. Free handy box. 
S716 1000 Labels $1 

ROTO-PHOTO DISPLAY ALBUM 
Roto-Photo lets you flip to your favorite snapshot 
easily! No gluing or mounting. Just slip photos (up to 
3'i"x5") into protective transparent windows on sturdy 
base. Windows for 160 pictures incl. Holds up to 500. 
S2045 Roto-Photo Album $5.98 

12 PERSONALIZED PENCILS 69<t 
Any first and last name you want, beautifully imprinted 
in gold letters on high quality Venus pencils. Great lor 
school, home, business. Kids love em because they are 
personalized. Full size, No. 2 lead, rubber eraser. 
S854 Set of 12 Pencils 69« 

Walter Drake & Sons 

402-C Drake Building 

Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901 

FAST SERVICE 

Camalier 

EMBER,  1970 

2-FT. x 3-FT. POSTER 
Send in any picture, document, marriage license, birth 
certificate, wedding invitation, black and white or color 
snapshot (no negatives)... or a 35mm color slide ... 
and have it enlarged into a giant 2-lt. x 3ft. black and 
white poster. Comes rolled in a mailing tube to prevent 
creasing. Your original returned safe and sound. A real 
conversation piece for any room or office! 
D5009 Giant Photo (from photo) $3.98 
D5010 Giant Photo (from slide) $4.50 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

Sorry v., COD'$ Please. 

SEND  FOR GIFT CATALOG 

Dept. HGI2-0. 1141 Connecticut Ave. N.W., Washington. D. C. 20036 

Charge !o my 
INTERBANK 

MASTER CHARGE 
account number; 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR  MONEY  BACK!  We ship  POSTPAID! 

NAME  

Colorado residents add 3% tax.    TOTAL ENCLOSED (or ihorged) 

Print the 4 numbers and letter e»»jK un 
from the lower left corner ol card wn* nx> 

I 15 
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EXQUISITELY DETAILED NEEDLEPOINT COVERS add decorative 
charm and elegance —put new life into old dining room chairs! Machine- 
loomed for lasting wear —look every bit as hand-made as the ones grand- 
mother so painstakingly worked. Black, beige or green backgrounds 
frame myriad muted colors of exquisite floral pattern. Foam-backed 
for smooth, wrinkle free fit. Two sizes—cut to fit any shape. 
20" square Foam Padded Seat Covers: 52662 Black. 
52712 Green. 52522 Beige. Each, 2.98; 4/10.98 
23" square Foam Padded Seat Covers: 53892 Black. 
53942 Green. 54072 Beige. Each, 3.98; 4/13.95 

BRECK'S OF  BOSTON 
SINCE  1818 

B95 BRECK  BLDG. 
I BOSTON,  MASS.  02210 j 

THE ULTIMATE IN COMFORT 
In the nether readies of his Imagination, 
every man has a resting place—never clearly 
defined, but so clear in purpose he can feel it 
in his hones. This chair is that feeling : the 
first stretch of morning, the half-nap that fol- 
lows. Wet) base, hand tied coil springs, two 
Dacron back pillows, and luxurious top grain 
leather cover in brown, black, avocado, gold, 
oxblood or red. $319.00 each. W 32 I) 36 H 33 
inches. Matching ottoman, $89.00. Prices for 
other covers in catalog. .Shown in color. 

Send 2.r,c for 1971 catalog. 
Dept. 807, Box 266, Concord, N. C. 28025 

Iphraim Mai»sh 

BY 
FULL 2" 

Tired of being called shorty7 Slip these invisible pads in 
any pair of shoes Nov. step into them and add 2 inches 
in height THE StME HEIGHT INCREASE AS EXPENSIVE 
HEICHI INCREASING SHOES, for a fraction of the cost to 
give you new poise and self confidence-a hey to success 
and romance. No one win suspect that you are wearing 
them. These LIGHTWEIGHT FOAM RUBBER AND CUSHION 
CORK PADS fit securely without gluing and interchange- 
able in any shoes. Scientifically designed for walking 
comfort; aids posture. Worn by thousands. Durable and 
shock absorbing. State Man's or Woman's shoe size 

SEND NO MONEY! Free 10 Day Trial! 
Pay postman on delivery, only St 98 plus postage per 
pair of ' LIFTEE" HEIGHT INCREASE PADS Or send only 
SI.98 with order and we pay postage.(2 prs 53.50,3 prs. 
S5.00.) 10 0A» TRIAL MUST SATISFY OR MONET WILL BE 
REFUNDED. 

The Liftee Co., 
Dept. R803. Box 608, Church St.,NYC 10008 

adjustable 

Hi-Low 
T.V. POLE 

STAND 
For   the   bedroom,   living 

kitchen,    family 
room,   porch  .  .  . 
no   matter   where 
you're viewing this 
smart   new  T.V. 
Pole   Stand   holds 
your   portable   at 
the    level    and 

place best suited for com- 
fort . . . without taking up 
valuable   floor   or   table- 
top   space.   Takes   any 
width,  up to 14"  front  to 
back,   up   to   17"   top   to 
bottom. Easy to install and 
move,     black     decorator 
pole   has   spring    tension 
rod   at  top  to  adjust  to 
your   ceiling   height,   can 
be  set  up  in   Hi  or  Low 
position.    Hi    position    is 
great for reclining watch- 
ers.  Made in  USA. 

$11.95 
ship in 24 hra. 

Ppd. 

Write tor FREE catalog of gifts. 

Holiday Gifts o,,,. ...-.A 
7047 Pecos St*. Denver, Colorado 80221 

w 

MUSHROOMS 
Everything's coming up mushrooms . . . 
but nothing lias conic up to Elili Pate's 
mushroom prints! These are a set of 
4 different, original lithographs—each 
8"xl0" on extra fine quality paper and 
personally signed by the artist. This 
charming set of 4 drawings in portfolio 
S5.00 ppd. ALL OF OUR PRINTS ARE 
SENT IN GIFT PORTFOLIOS BY 

FIRST CLASS RETURN MAIL. 

CMERRI (MAKERS 
502 S.   Broad      Thomasville, Ga.   31792 

SHOPPING AROUND 

6 • 

c 

FOR  DESIRED CHANGES 
Electric   blanket   control   f§ 
of metal clips to bed where 
convenient to reach when reel 
ing. Clips bend easily by hand 
adjust to bed rail. To keep ele 
trie cord off floor, out of way, e 
cess cord can be wound aroui 
holder.   $1.29   plus   20c   post 
Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 58! 
Market St., San Francisco, Cat 
94105. 

STERLING THIMBLE 
Pretty little thimble is a sterlin =• 
find, all dressed up in delicad 
hearts and flowers. Happy choio 
for the lucky lady who embroi 
ders, sews, or does crewel work 
Sterling silver with antique finish 
hand-crafted, 1" deep, and in- 
ported from Mexico. Magnific 
at $2.98 each; two for $5.75 
Ppd. The Ferry House, Inc 
HG12, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522 

COMFORTER REFRESHER 
Old comforters with tired cover 
can be made like new and read 
for winter's icy blasts. Extra fil 
ing is added and entire comforte 
is fluffed in a patented sterilize 
process. Stitching is guarantee 
for life. Send 35c for fabri 
swatches, folder and ordering d 
rections. J. Schachter Corp., HC 
112, 115 Allen St., New Yor, 
N. Y. 10002. 

' TELEPHONE TURF 
Mr. Bell's tel has a special spot- 
a little fringed rug from Austric 
And it's just the thing since 
has occasioned many a nick an 
scratch on the stand. Wool pile i 
pretty pattern of gold, tan, re 
and black. 9" by 12". $4.95; tw 
for $9.50. Add 35c post. Sleep 
Hollow Gifts, HG12, 3023 Cran 
Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22(542. 

POSIED PROTECTION 
Gay quilted plastic covers kee 
kitchen appliances free fror 
dust and grease that harm mecr 
anisms. Gay blue and green flov. 
ers on white. Can opener covei 
9Vz" by 7V*" by 4%"; blendet 
14y2" h., 13" w.; toaster, HV2 
by 11%" by 5ft". Clean wit 
damp cloth. $1 ea. ppd. Walte 
Drake, HG97 Drake Bldg., Co 
orado Springs, Colo. 80901. 

imported mobile ornaments , 

Swinging Stai 
Hand  cut,  in a  tiny German  workshop, fl 
satiny  jeweler's   brass;  each  framing  a 
swinging  star  of  exquisite  design.  2%w < 
so slim they won't disturb the tiniest bran 
unbreakable to  last for a  lifetime  of C| 
mases. With cords, for tree, mantel or 
way. Set of 4, each different. 

No. 5034 1 Set, $5.98, 2 for $11.85 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual i 

"■"" /    \  Please, your zip code is reqt' 

\^*/OW/r7£  EVANSTON.ILL.6i ' ' 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
SIC HATH CHARMS 
acially when it emanates from 
sautiful box of satin finished 
lut with dustproof glass, 
isures 5%" by 3%" by 2%". 
ose your tune: "Somewhere 
Love," "Try to Remember," 

ire," "Moon River," "Shadow 
four Smile," or "Impossible 
am." $25.95 ppd. Hilde- 
de's, HG12, 597 Farmington 

Hartford, Conn. 06105. 

NTER WEAR 
vy boots up to the knee ap- 
r in calfskin lined with tricot 
smooth comfort and warmth; 

\ piece rubber sole and heel 
ure sturdiness under foot. For 
iter's worth order pairs in 
ck, brown or mahogany, full 
es 9 to 13, narrow and medi- 
i. $39 each ppd. Catalogue's 

Shoecraft, Inc., HG12, 603 
h Ave., N. Y. 10017. 

/O  IN  A NUTSHELL 
usual  tree  decorations  from 
ly   to   delight   the   children. 

Bepy and Not-So-Sleepy come 
idled in checked comforters, 
dded in walnut shells—real 
ck-a-bye babies complete with 
nging cords. IV2" high, $1.50 
|)air ppd. Shopping Internation- 

nc, 471 Shopping Interna- 
nal Bldg., Norwich, Vt. 05055. 

ANISH  LEATHER 
•sk    accessories    hand-tooled 
d   hand-embossed   in   Spain. 
le set includes 10" by 15" ink- 
and, blotter and portfolio, 13" 

17" (closed) and 6" by 13" 
11" letter file. In brown. Ele- 

mt choice for a busy desk. $25 
ch ppd. Granada Imports, Inc., 

.120, 485 Fifth Ave., New York, 
Y. 10016. 

ATTAN WITH ELAN 
ring the gaiety of color into your 
ath with an Oriental rattan bas- 
jt. Choose from a spectrum of 
& G colors: pineapple yellow, 

arrot green, space blue, azalea, 
ttersweet, black or white. 11" 
a. by 10" high, $4.95 plus 50c 
ost. Deduct $1 for natural. New 
atalogue 25c. Fran's Basket 
,ouse, HG12, 89 W. Main St., 
ockaway, N. J. 07866. 

I 

"""•Sr 
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Experience Satin Sheets. 
Once your grateful body touches sitin, 
you'll Know who the Beautiful People are. 
Exquisite, washable acetate satin in all 
your colors: Gold, Black, Pink, White, Red, 
Orchid, Blue, Olive, Orange, Mint or Bronze. 

SHEET SETS (2 straight sheets, 2 cases) 
Double Set $17.50 Queen Set $20.49 
Twin Set        17.25      King Set 23.99 

3 letter monogram on.cases $1.50 
For fitted bottom sheet, add $2.00 to double 
or twin price; $2.50 to queen price; $3.00 
to king price. Send check or money order. 
50% deposit on C.O.D.'s. 

SCINTILLA,'  INC. 
4802 N. Broadway GO 12 

Chicago, III. 60640 
"All Things Exotic in Satin' 

1000 CHARMS  IN THIS 

CATALOG 
14K 

SOLID GOLD 
and STERLING 

SILVER 
CHARMS 

At Direct- 
To You Prices 

To have and to hold "those precious 
moments" are now at hand, brought to 
mind by cherished charms and minia- 
tures that tell a story all your own. 

t«NT«   IN   CHIM- 
N I   r 

. ,.,.,,,. I.   1 

I4K       V.i   il       I  
*14 as 
S.lvrr   S3.ft. 

C^4jOL/lm^&-   | /UUL4MAiL^'»e 

-120.   72   Bowery.   New  York.   New  York 

I enclose check or money order for the total 5  | 
1 Please enclose 10c  in coin or stamps for handling of ■ 

FREE   CATALOG 

$3.95 ver S4.50. 

SPECIAL   OFFER! 
Se nd on ly SI  in cash or 

sta id you'll  receive 
the nuge. 0x12.   160 page, 

sive 8SOO charm 
catalog A must for all 

ollect 

|NAME. 

□ be-WITCH-ing 
Only the two of you 
know what's what. 
11 16" S12 in 14K. 
S2.50 in sterling. 
?8" S13 SO .n 14K; 
S3.00 in sterling. 
11 8 52S in 14K; 
S3 50     in    sterling. 

ADDRESS     I 

■ WRITE  MR.  JOHN  LAPORTE ABOUT  BE.COM- I 
llNG   OUR   REPRESENTATIVE. I 
I Engravln 
J Please pr 

' charm—loc per letter 
iption clearly. Enclose 

MBER,  1970 I 17 



Home Office End 
Table Desk 

A Desk, End Table 
And File—In One! 

SEND 
FOR 
FREE 

1971 CATALOG 

Our remarkable roll about typewriter end table opens 
into a full fledged portable home office. Drop leaf lifts 
for a large writing surface. Top drawer stores any 
standard portable typewriter, rolls out and up to per- 
fect typing height. Middle drawer is storage—bottom 
is tile drawer (legal size sideways). And all rolls on 
concealed casters. Of pine, in honey tone or maple. 
antique pine or walnut finish. 2li"H 23%"D 1S%"W 
(36"W leaf up). $65.95. EASY KIT: For fast as- 
sembly  and finishing.  $47.95. Exp. dig. Col. 

Gifts, Decorating 
And Our Own Far 

Country Pine Fur 

SCENTED CANDLES 
SET THE MOOD 

Candlelight takes on a new dimension with 
these individually hand crafted lantern candles. 
So contemporary, yet with the feel of ancient 
stoneware. Perfect for den, patio, bar, office 
or informal table. 

Outer lantern is natural stone color, with cen 
ters that glow in blue, melon, olive, red or 
gold. All are refiliable with small candles, 
and dnpless of course. 

Gift wrapped and mailed direct to friends, if 
desired. 

Fluted lantern $12.49    Postpaid 

Mask lantern $17.49     Insured 

Mushroom lantern $10.95      Prices 

Send 50c for catalog, refundable on 1st order. 

THE CANDLE SHOP 
85 S. Main Street. New Hope. Pa. 18938 

Send Today for FREE 
64 page Shoe Booklet H 
See how easy it is to be fit- 
ted Direct via Mail in Shoe- 
craft Famed Fifth Avenue 
Shoes. Great values now 
at Low Money Saving Prices. 

NO  RISK TO YOU! 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

or Your Money Back. 

SAVE MORE MONEY! 
No Extra Charge for 
Any Sizes 9 to 13 

LAMBIE $9.00 
A Flock of Sheep . .. spares 
some shearling for suede. 
Low-slung and shaped like 
a boot. It's the stieamlined 
shape of the Seventies slip- 
per in champagne or gold. 

\***p%mH,\*v<*i *t&_ 

wis     lui    HE1    IVI Parents 
Creed 

EACH 

$0,30 
^ PPD. 

Two for 

PPD 

This is a formula for parents on how and how 
not to act in front of their young 'uns. What the 
child sees and learns in his formative years can 
affect his entire life. This Creed, if followed 
faithfully by Ma and Pa, cant help but make 
better men and women out of the young peo- 
ple. Written by Dorothy Law Nolte, printed in 
black and tan on white felt, 25I,V' long x 14" 
with tan wood top and bottom for easier 
hanging. 

Pa  Res. Add G%  Tax • Sorry No ion's 
SEND    10c    FOR    GIFT    CATALOG 

Clymer's of Bucks County 
Dept. HG12-0, Point Pleasant. Pa. 18950 

SHOECRAFT 603 FIFTH AVE. 
NEW YORK 10017 

VICTORIAN 
SLIDE 

NECKLACE 

A    beautifully Wf'B 
detailed      re- HJTTJi 
production of Hn     M 
an    heirloom 
piece.   Unusu- .3 w 
al    link   chain 
has slide with 
genuine   cam- BH'fil 
eo.    Remove If| 
spinning     fob 
and     wear 
Grandpa'sold 
watch    on 
chain.     An- 
tique    finish 
gold   plate. 
28" long. 

$5.95 
Add 2 5c post. 

Immediate di in-m, 
Saris/. Guaraii. iZjf 

VICKI  WAYNE 
610-HDN-So. Country Club 

Tucson.  Arizona   85716 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Arcadia 
NEW- IMPROVED 

\ 

/ \^ 

STRETCH 
*tr«tcl»s le«tl»»' 

^veitu ft Destroy* 
Toot Odor* 

^CONDITIONAL ' 
•umourreto 

L ~~~^^—~~ 

I.'£ 
f* ■*K 

HATS OFF! 
There's room for six hats, i 
brellas too on this 71" Bentwoc 
stand, imported from Polani 
Ours stands in the hall of 01 
Brooklyn brownstone but it 
handily at home with any decc 
Red, white, blue or black. $39.$ 
exp. charges coll. 56-page cat 
logue $1. Door Store of Washin 
ton, D. C, HG12, 3140 M S 
N.W., Washington, D. C. 2000 

JACK OF ALL TRADES 
The party jack does everythir 
for a party, but mix the drink 
It opens or perforates tins, is 
bottle opener, cuts foil on neel 
and pulls corks, too. It is all dot 
by the compressed air metho 
A Swiss find to make parti' 
swing. $7.95 plus 85c post. Cat 
alier & Buckley, HG12, 11' 
Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washin 
ton, D.C. 20036. 

UP FROM DOWN UNDER 
An unusual belt for him, a koe 
bear for her. Australia and Nc 
Zealand gift ideas—Maori ble 
kets, boomerangs, gems, Meri 
lamb coats. Catalogue 25c i 
fundable with order, Kangar 
belt, $10.50; alligator, $29.5 
Send waist size. 10" bear $11.2 
3Yz" $3.50. Ppd. Wabba P 
Ltd., Box 267, Dept. D., Bernart 
vihe, N. J. 07924. 

ST-R-ETCH TO FIT 
Apply liquid leather stretch 
tight-fitting shoes and it mak 
even suede and patent confor 
to the foot as you walk. A re 
boon for corn and bunion sufff 
ers. Simple to apply and relief 
almost instantaneous. $1.29 pi 
15c postage. Order from Antho 
Enterprises, HG12, 585» Mark 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

FORMAL FINERY 
Sized with White House dinne 
in mind, a tablecloth in white 
natural cotton/dacron, exquisi 
Sardinian pattern. 63" by 83 
72" round, or 72" by 90" sq. 
oval, $29.95. 72" by 108" sq. 
oval, $44.95. 72" by 126 
$54.95. 72" by 144", $69.9 
$1 post. Catalogue, 55c. HilC 
garde's, HG12, 597 Farmingti 
Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105. 

AMERICA! AMERI 
QUALITY 48" round, handhoofct 
for a colorful love-of-country tou 
where in the house. 

Left: -402— UNITED STATES 
NIA with red. white and blue 
medallion on basic blue backgrount 

Right: r403—LIBERTY BEL 
background with beige border ( 
with brown border. Please specify 
ivory     

i.   We   pay   all   shipping,   handling     I 
ONEV    BACK.   Send   25c   for   44-ttem   brochure. 

EXCALIBUR IMPORTS  EXPORTS, Inc., Dept. HG12, P. 0. Box 26, Manhasset, N. Y. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

HIS RINGS A BELL 
emember when bell-pulls called 
le maid? Few do. But there's 
till a decorative raison d'etre for 
mbroidering this Swedish beau- 
/. Tan linen 7" by 11%" with 
reen, orange, yellow linen yarn, 
old metal yarn, bell and rod. 

■ 13.50 ppd. Catalogue, $2. Skon 
mbroideries, HG12, 55 Lambert 
ane, New Rochelle, N. Y. 10804. 

l^ROOVY  RAIL 
| Vhy should beautiful platters and 

ilates come out of the cupboard 
|nly for company? Solid walnut 
,nl shelf with double groove lets 

I'ou display them properly all 
hear 'round. Holds any size safe- 
ly, even trays. Hardware included. 
Il6" long, 3 deep, $8.50; two for 
IS16.50. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, 
Kvanston, III. 60204. 

HOARDING HOUSE BEAT 
I3ince relatives, friends, kith and 

MM drop in at all hours, post a fun 
Lsign quoting rates. Weathered 
[gray sign, 9V2" by 16", is ready 
lo hang. Just specify name to be 

pand lettered. Hang in second 
home, ski house or lake cabin or 
[wherever the gang gathers. 

. >5.98 plus 85c post. Olde Tyme 
fSyne, HG12, Box 6, Eaton Rapids, 
Mich. 48827. 

SPANISH ACCENT 
Pine-framed mirror is hand 
carved in Spain where wood carv- 
ing is still a fine art. Side figures 
represent crusaders. Outside 
measurements of the 4" frame 

(are: 24" by 32", a fine size to 
hang in a hall. Full color or walnut 

[finish. $65. Exp. coll. Free color 
brochure. Heraldica Imports, 
HG15, 4 W. 40 St., New York, 
N.Y.10018. 

PURELY PRIVATE 
Kitty's litter is constantly dried 
by screen filtration and ventila- 
tion. To prevent odor and keep 
litter fresh give an occasional 
whoosh with the generous supply 
of special spray included. 20" 
by 14" by 6" non-corrosive box 
is cleaned with wide scoop. $7.95 
plus $1 post. Special Products 
Co., HG12, Box 861, Traverse 
City, Mich. 49684. 

J.ETHIAS 
'BOARDltfrfRDUSE 
<   Pailij Rates c?^ 
ROOM 50- 
•aWATTR CIQSET 65< 
VtTIUS 30< 
PARUWR SIGHTS I5< 
«v SETTEE Ifc 
PfCTURE BOA      15' 
WASHING     ar> 
IRONING 25; 
jSprnooN 

ifi advent 

tONT PAGE 
GLASSES 
cative, amusing headlines 
'ERSONALIZED with any 
tnd  last name in bold  news 
Up to 26 letters. Great to 
Specify headline: I, mixes 
Irinks in town. 2. serves the 

people  3.   welcomes   VIP's 
• 4. goes on drinking man's 
5.    auditions   for    lead    in 

, r" 6. writes memoirs ... 2 
7. loses caddy in rough 8. 

med no. I host 9. father— 
golfer— II. bowler— 12. 
:ND  IOC  FOR  CATALOG 

TAMATIC  COMPANY 

f'i-LIE ROBU 
.'SMOST*       *tur »»"•-. 

MES CADDY! 

hunter— 13. fisherman of the 
year 14. sex symbol for senior citi- 
zens   15.   celebrates        birthday. 

Pa.   res. add 6<>o tax.  No COD   s 

Dept. HG1270, Lafayette Hill, Pennsylvania 19444 

Dishwasher safe. Set of 8 glasses, 
12 oz., II oz.. 14 02. (tall) $12.50. 
Set of 4 Mugs $12.00. Add $1.65 
postage each set. Custom, add $6.00. 

CQMFQRT-A Priceless Gift 
..>  • 3   .»». 

X n« "1 

THROW AWAY EXTRA PILLOWS 
Enjoy new comfort with back, shoulders and head gently raised and cushioned on this light, 
buoyant FOAM-SLANT. Provides an even, gradual slope for more restful, healthful sle3p. 
Head Elevation comforts diaphragm hernia, breathing, bronchial and heart ailments. Leg 
Elevation eases varicose and swelling leg discomforts. 27" long. Wdshable Zipper Cover. Avail- 
able in heights most often pre-cribed by doctors. Order 4" high for 2 pillow users at S10.00, 
7'/2" high for 3 pillow users S12.00; or choose extra high 10" dt S15.00 or 121//' at S'B.OO. 
NU-FOAM LEG REST flexes knees to assure fully relaxed, contoured comfort while on side or 
back.   Avoids  sliding   down.  With  washable  cover—$4.99. 

^5 Ciilv 

BATH-TIME COMFORT 
Relax and discover the refreshed, revived feel- 
ing that only comes from bathing with this 
DeLuxe, super size, 16 x 20" FLEUR-de-LIS BATH 
PILLOW. 4-suction cups hold it securely in any 
position to cradle and support your head and 
back in cloud-soft comfort. Keeps hair dry. 
Gaily decorated in gold Fleur-de-Lis pattern 
on White or Pink background. Makes a beauti- 
ful gift of comfort—S3.97. 

BED TOO SHORT? 
Add 6 inches of luxurious sleeping length to 
any bed instantly! BED EXTENDER features 
foam-padded inner spring construction. Adjusts 
to any mattress thickness. Completely hidden 
when bed is made. Provides healthful, roomy 
sleep comfort. Use at home, on vacations, at 
college or for tall guests. Twin Bed Size $10.95; 
Double Bed Size 512.95. Side Rail Extenders 
to  lengthen wood  bed frames 6 Inches.  $7.95. 

A joy for bed readers, a must for convalescents 
and a welcome gift for all. This elegantly 
grained mahogany plywood FOLDING BACK 
REST is super size 16x24" high. Up to 6" higher 
than most back rests. It gives full support to 
head and back for firm sitting-up comfort. 5 
adjustable positions. Elastic cords hold your 
own pillow. Anchored by non-skid base. Con- 
veniently   light,   folds   wafer-thin—$6.98. 

EASY REACH 
Extend your reach 27" without strain or effort. 
MAGNETIC E-Z REACH saves many a stoop, 
stretch or call for help. Scissor-like action with 
non-slip ends takes cans off shelves, far objects 
from tables, holds sponge to mop up spills 
from floor. Magnetic tip picks up pins, clips, 
etc. Ideal for arthritics, convalescents, mothers- 
to-be. Buy several for gifts. Made of sturdy 
5-ply Birch—$4.29. 

FOOT COMFORT As You Sleep 
Want relaxed sleep? Free your feet from the 
weight of sheet and blankets. Folding DeLuxe 
BLANKET SUPPORT tits all beds and lifts 
regular, contoured or electric blankets for 
roomier foot comfort. Holds bedspread and 
extra covers until needed. Beds seem bigger. 
Plastic-coated steel arms fold invisibly flat 
when bed is made. Ideal for restless sleepers, 
arthritics, convalescents—$6.49. 

... In The Morning! Wake up looking great. 
New SATIN BEAUTY PILLOW preserves hair 
style from night 'til morning. No more im- 
pressed facial wrinkles. "C" shape supports 
jaw and temple without pressing against your 
cheek. Marvelously comfortable even with roll- 
ers. Petite, 17 x 9"—large pillows encourage 
round shoulders and double chins. For back, 
side, stomach sleeping. Adjusts for height. With 
2 acetate satin zipper covers—$5.98. 

NJ residents add 5% tax. 

We pay postage, ship in 6 hours & mail gifts direct. Send check or M.O. to: i 

S/tttVt Z?fa&{*' IKC.      BOX GG New Providence. New Jersey 07974 II 
TMONEY BACK GUARANTEE - 
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Butcher 

34" high work table 
36" x 24", $79.50 
48" x 24", $89.50 

60" x 30", $114.50 
or choose 30" dining 

height table at 
same prices. 

Locking Shepherd 
Casters, 

$15 additional 

Two-inch thick maple butcher block top, 
durable bench-construction frame. Sent 
express collect. In Illinois, add applic- 
able taxes. Send check or money order, 
no C.O.D.'s please. 

For complete catalog of exciting butcher 
block furniture, send 50< to: 

the 

butcher block people 
The Schoenhelt Company 

Dept. 120A, 1660 S. Clinton, Chicago 60616 

OUTDOOR MAGIC EYE 
PROTECTS YOUR HOME 

Turns your porch light, or any other 

outside light on at dusk, off at first day- 

light. Screws into standard socket. 

Helps prevent burglary, yandtlism 

around homes, stores, offices. Weather- 

resistant, guaranteed. $5 95 

No C.O.D.s please 

Dept. G-1 27(1 
Box 585 
Skokie, III. 
60076 

COUNT COINS FAST 
Sort, count, wrap pennies, nick 
els, dimes, quarters in seconds 
Simply slide coins into 4 chan 
nels. Shows the total as you go 
No more fumbling with the wrap 
per. Real timesaver for merchants 
cashiers,   clubs,   collectors,   etc. 

Coin Tray 
$1.98   +   30c Mailing Each 

Calif, resident! adit 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises' 
585   Market  St..   Dept.   HG-120 

San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

SHOPPING AROUND 

MOVING? 
PLEASE NOTIFY HOUSE & GARDEN AND THE 

POST OFFICE WHEN YOU MOVE AND BE SURE 

TO FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW. 

For FASTEST service on address change, missing copies, 
etc., attach old mailing label in first space below. Other- 
wise please print clearly your address as we now have it. 

OLD ADDRESS (Attach old label here if available) 

I 

■      NAME 
■ 
1 
1 

■ 
'%   ADDRESS 

1 * 
l 

,*    CITY 
1 
% 

1 

■      STATE 
l 

ZIP CODE 
l ■ ■ 

NEW ADDRESS 

NAME 

DON'T FORGET YOUR ZIP NUMBER: IT'S IMPORTANT! 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE                              ZIP CODE 

MAIL TO House & Garden 
Please allow 6 weeks for change to take effect. 

BOX 5202 
BOULDER 

COLORADO 80302 

THE 

COMPLETE 
PROPHECIES OF 

NOSTRADAMUS 

SLIM PARFAITS 
Clear contemporary Euro 
parfait glasses are hand-decorat 
ed with a pattern ot wheat. Th< 
6V2" tall parfaits double fc 
juice, sours and bloody Marys o 
they look charming with rose 
buds or holly. Set of four, $3.95 
eight, $7.50. Add 50c postagi 
each set. Classic Corner, 12r 
Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19O10 

TWO COLOR BONUS 
Jingle the bells, friends, for 
splendid present to a man abou 
town. Reversible stretch bel 
comes black on one side, browi 
on the other: soft saddle leather 
what's more; square-tonguei 
buckle's the expand and contrac 
part. Waist 30 to 44. $6 plu 
35c post. Old Pueblo Traders 
600-HDB-So. Country Club Rd. 
Tucson, Ariz. 85716. 

A PROPHET AWAITS YOU 
What does Nostradamus have ii 
store for us up to 3797 A.D. 
Read Henry C. Roberts' interpre 
tation of this noted genius' prop!" 
ecies and find out. In the 16tl 
Century he actually predicts 
atomic warfare and war with Ru: 
sia! "The Complete Prophecie 
of Nostradamus," $5.95 plus 25 
post. Embassy, HG15, Box 67 
East Elmhurst, N. Y. 11369. 

OLD VICTORIAN CUSTOrv 
Part of the table etiquette i 
Queen Victoria's day, just a 
pretty and practical today, cry; 
tal knife rests to protect fin 
table linen from greasy spots an 
serving pieces. Made of fine Gei 
man lead crystal, it will not ro 
or slip when knife is on it. Set c 
two, $4.95 plus 50c post. Hoi 
day Gifts, Dept. 312-D 704 
Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221 

COIFFURE PILLOWETTE 
Keeps a lady's hairdo in pristin- 
state while she slumbers: layerei 
pillowette comfortably support 
a freshly coiffed head, whateve 
the style or length, wherever 
side, back, stomach. Washabt 
satin and lace cover slips ove 
non-slip corduroy bottom. $4.9! 
ppd. Gift wrap and card, 50c. Mr 
Umphrey & Co., 3009 Kno 
St.,  HG12,  Dallas, Tex.  75205 

■ • 

REPAIR EYEGLASSE 
This   handy   kit   is   invalu 
whenever   glasses   come   ai 
a\ home, af the office or > 
traveling.  Kit includes an < 
cal  screwdriver  and an as 
ment of hinge  screws. 

GLASSES  KIT 
$1.19 + 15c Mailing Ea 

Calif, residents add 5°o sales 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterpri 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-I 

San Francisco. Calif. 9410 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
:RET ANTENNA 
/er plug attaches to rea. o1 
set and into any AC/ DC ojtlet 
)ring marvelously crisp, clear 
ures and eliminate all man- 

ot ghosts and electronic 
mlins. Unseen antenna elimi- 
es need for ugly roof equip- 
nt or old-fashioned rabbit ears. 
98 plus 15c post. Anthony 
erprises, HG12, 585 Market 
San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

SY READER FILE 
flip file for the gal who 

Jes herself on her cookery, 
tern 1W high holds 3" by 5" 
ds open for easy reading as 
ikery progresses. Walnut fin- 
ed hardwood with rings to 
d cards. Complete with blank 
ds, dividers. $1.98 plus 25c 
;t. J. Carlton's, Inc., Dept. 
34, 176 Madison Ave., New 
k, N. Y. 10016. 

JTE CUTTER 
d mini's equipped to do a big 
at home-, trims paper, opens 

^elopes, crops photographs, 
mes in real handy when a har- 
d housewife least expects it. 
hardwood with a self sharpen- 

; blade of all things. 7" by 4" 
srall scored every &" length 
j width. $2.98 plus 45c post, 
enandoah House, HG12, Day- 
I, Va. 22821. 

Decorating Fun! 
INSTANT FURNITURE. 

Exciting New Decorator 
"PUT ON" 

Removable - Changeable 
Solve your decora'.ing problems fast with these 

fabulous life-size full color furniture designs. So good for 
dorms, apartments, game rooms, ceilings or what have 

you! Stick on everywhere instantly 
for smart colorful fun touches 

that "make" a room yours 
alone. Easily removable, 
changeable etc. The only 
thing smarter than the 
"furniture" are the 
great savings. Be the 
first, mail coupon. 

\ ,G OF TRICKS 
igic's at hand in an expanded 
lyl bag that hides two roomy 
le pockets in its stripings. In- 
le, the lining's 21% vinyl; out- 
ie, the stripes are green, gold, 
>ry, black, orange, beige and 
sset. Measures VVz" x 13". 
th zipper closing, $6.95 ppd. 
ochure 10c. Skyline Enter- 
;ses, Dept. HG42, Box 265, 
pelo, Miss. 38801. 

|\CETED CRYSTAL 
lit crystal table lighter and ash- 
hy highlight appointments on 
l party dining table. Handsome 
I d handy accessories for a game 
,ble, too! The lighter is 3W 
gh; the ashtray, 4V2" in diam- 
er. The stunning crystal set is 
J.50 plus $1 post. Morlyn, Inc., 
tpt. G-121, 350 So. County Rd., 
blm Beach, Fla. 33480. 

2ULPTURED PORTRAIT 
ank Haines, the artist whose 
arionettes are displayed at the 
nithsonian, creates bas relief 
Drtraits from photographs. Pla- 
je is 9" in diameter. Double 
xtrait shown in white is $250; 
ith background in color, $275. 

' ngle subject in white, $150; 
Dior, $175. Write The Haines, 
G12, 106 Montgomery Ave., Er- 
5nheim Philadelphia, Pa. 19118. 

^BER,  1970 

POSTER FRAME 
24"x 30" 

Can be enlarged to desired size! 

O  BRASS HEADBOARD 30" t 48"   @ 5.97 
Q POSTER FRAME (can be enlarged to desired size!) @ 2.97 
□ TIFFANY SHADE 24" x 30" @ 3.97 
□ RING UP TELEPHONE (life-size) <g 1.97 
a  BUBBLE GUM MACHINE 15" x 34" @ 2.97 

Enclosed is $. 

STATE . CITY     
□ SAVE! Compleie ensemble only 16.85 Save SI (plus 90S 

and hdlg.) 
□ SAVE MORE! 2 complete ensembles only 15.35 ea. Save 

$2.50 Total $30.70 (plus $1.50 postage and hdlg.) 

NOW! TRANSFORM YOUR WALL INTO A <*■* "7.95 

6 FT. WIDE ,fita 

GIANT VIEWING SCREEN 
WITH THE AMAZING 

PROJECT-A-THEATRE 
Throw a giant picture of anything on your wall—photo, clipping, map, book page, stamp, coin, 
butterfly, any flat object. American-made patented Project-A-Scope Home Theatre projects 
everything . . . instantly enlarges them up to a giant full 6' wide . . . for their sharp black and T-L «_ l__     .   ' • I      ki.J.      _X     -A... J..      *l       ■ 

WORLD COMPANY, Dept. 12HG, 2 First St., East talk, Conn. 06885 

I2I 



DOQ^ 

Paint me. Stain me. Mix me 
with anything. The solid beech 
frame of our Chinese Chippen- 
dale is ready to finish any way 
you like. Seat is caned. Arm 
chair, $94. Side, $80. Finished, 
add $30. Exp. Chgs. Col. No 
COD'S. 56-page catalog, $1. 
DOOR STORE of Washington, D.C. 
3140 M St. N.W. (HG12) Wash., D.C. 20007 

I 

MONOGRAMMED GLASSWARE 
For company or everyday use. Choose 
5 oz.; 8 oz.; 11 oz. rolypoly with 5 oz. 
sham ]uice; 7 oz. old-fashioned; 12 oz. 
sham highball. 

Set of eight $6-50 ppd. 

Add 6% sales tax 
for Penna. 
deliveries 

REIZENSTEIN'S 
300-6th Avenue B:dg. Room 260-M 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222 

SELF-STICKING 
TUB   TAPE 

Self-adhesive tape seals cracks 
and openings around tub, sink 
or basin. Press self-adhesive 
tape onto clean, dry surface 
and it's ready to work. 11 foot 
roll. 

SI .98 
TUB  TAPE 

•   30c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St., Dept. HG-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

that golden touch! 

Mushroom Salt and Peppers 

Spouting elegance on any table ... a cluster 
of gold finished, richly textured shakers. Salts, 
2'/i" high; Peppers l'/>". Creates a festive at 
mosphere. The perfect gift for Christmas or any 
special occasion. Also available in silver finish. 

2 pair, gift boxed $12.95 

plus 75c postage & handling 

William Crawford 
Box A, Provincetown, Mass. 

HEAVENLY  BODIES 
FOR YOUR WALL OR TABLE 
They do not come much prettier than these 
Lefton angels in white bisque holding 
dainty bouquets ot pastel posies. Their 
serene faces are flesh tone and their wings 
reflect the blue of the sky where they 
await your summons. £i415 has a base 
for resting on your bedside table, or 
wherever you wish to entertain 'angelic 
visitants. ^1417 keeps an ethereal distance 
on your wall as plaques. Both models are 
$7.50 a  pair ppd. 

35 cent color brochure free with order 

IMRE BAN STUDIO, HG12 
3950 Lake Shore Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 

MUSCLE TONER 
Exercising aid made of firm resili- 
ent rubber with space for each 
finger, designed to strengthen 
hand and arm muscles. Also rec 
ommended by doctors for relief 
from arthritic pain, aches and 
stiffness. 

HAND EXERCISER 
SI.49 + 15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-120 

San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

SHOPPING AROUND 
FIREPLACE FLATTERY 
Mesh screen doors designe 
compiiment the fireplace are 
handsome as well as decorative 
Black curtain mesh with bras: 
knobs. Give width and heigh 
fireplace opening. Craftsman 
quote price. Sketch of opei 
is helpful, too. Free literature 
Malone's Metalcraft, 1421 HG 
4th Ave. So., Nashville, T 
37210. 

. 

BLOCK-ON-BLOCK 
Butcher block comes out of thi 
kitchen in a circular table 30' 
dining height. 2" thick top o 
laminated maple hardwoods 
base of laminated oak. 30" die 
is $95.90; 36" dia. $105.90; 42 
dia. $132.90, 48" dia. $157.9C 
Exp. coll. Catalogue 50c in coir 
The Butcher Block People, Dep 
17, 1600 So. Clinton, Chicag< 
III. 60616. 

PUPPETS FOR POPPETS 
A Punch and Judy puppet thea 
complete with stage brings oi 
the acting ability in any chili 
Four gaily dressed 4" finger pu| 
pets including Officer Muldoc 
and a heel-snapping pup add u 
to mischievous imagination. 12 
by 9" by 4" stage folds up fi 
storage. $1.98 plus 45c pos 
Palm Co., 7285 Greenland Bldg 
Miami, Fla. 33054. 

PEACE, ITS WONDERFUL! 
Everyone wants—and needs- 
calm peaceful home. Set the tor 
with a door knocker that come 
right out and says it. Multicc 
ored lettering kiln-fired for dur 
bility gives a "with it" look. Hea\ 
polished bronze. Gift wrappe 
$9 plus 50c post. The Westei 
General Store, HG12, 9818 S 
213th  PL,  Kent,  Wash.*9803 

CROSS SOUND BARRIER 
And save your breath, parent 
with protest posters! Pop poste1 

in pow colors get your messaf 
across visually with such oi 
repeated but usually unheal 
phrases as, "Clean your room 
"Hang up your clothes!" "Ha^ 
you forgotten anything?" \2Y. 
by 19". Set of four, $2.25 pp 
Creative House, HG12, 221 \ 
9th St., Kansas City, Mo. 6410 

ALASKA FUR SALE 
This huge Polar bear rug is just one of * 
species of Alaskan wild game pelts now 
able including Timber Wolf, Black 
Wolverine, Lynx and Arctic Fox. Luxi 
tanned Timber Wolf pelts $175.00 
freight. Other pelts as low as $1 
Quality guaranteed. 

For FREE catalog  write 

Bristol Bay Trading Co. 
Box 482, Anchorage, Alaska 995 
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AFE AND EASY 
■oning board holder hangs over 
loor or mounts on wall in your 
-oning area. Board's stand slips 
iver iwo hooks out of the way. 
Vevents cupboard tangle and ac- 
idents, yet ironing board is al- 

ways handy. $1.29 plus 25c post. 
)rder from Anthony Enterprises, 
-IG12, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
:isco, Cal. 94105. 

EN GARDE! 
^old-plated and brightly enam- 
sled three-inch sabers spear tiny 
ishballs, shrimp or olives and 
)nions in fine fashion from buffet 
able or cocktail tray. Decorative 
addition for holiday festivities. 
Six, $7.95; 18 with holder, 
f 18.95 ppd. Great Lakes Trading 
)o., Dept. 15C, 529 So. 6th Ave., 
A/est Bend, Wis. 53095. 

"JNOWTIME SHOVEL 

iasy Push aluminum shovel has 
an extra long angled glide wear 

fctrip that is effective on snow 
:overed gravel, sod or paved 
surfaces. It is simple to push 
with one hand or to use as a con- 
ventional shovel. Even gals and 
<ids find it easy to maneuver. 
;$6.49 plus $1 post. Snow Glider, 
HG12, Box 566, Willoughby, Ohio 
44094. 

MAN-MADE SNOWFLAKES. 
Stitch them up yourself on quali- 
ty yarn fabric for a knife-edged 
pillow with cerulean blue back- 
ground, snowy fringe. Kit con- 
tains: fabric, stamped design on 
front, white yarn and fringe, 
needle, easy instructions and 
diagram. Finished size, 14" sq. 
$5.95 plus 75c postage. Crewel 
World, HG12, Box 303, Hunting- 
don Valley, Pa. 19006. 

ROUND HONEYCOMB 
Reproduction of honeycomb pat- 
tern is cotton with 4" fringe. 
Cream, pine green, avocado, yel- 

I low, rose, walnut, red, indigo or 
It. blue on white. 48", $15; 54", 
$18.50; 60", $20; 72", $32.75; 
81", $38.50; 90", $42. Napkins, 
$1.10 ea. Ppd. Literature 25c. 
Virginia Goodwin, HG12, Dil- 
worth Sta., Charlotte, N. C. 
28203. 

CIRCA  1880 
La Belle Epoque advertising trade 
cards—1969 Art Nouveau! Re- 
produced on sturdy stock, 8V2" 

\ by 11". Set of five: "I Use Cel- 
luloid Glasses," "Gargling Oil Ro- 

: mance," "A Matter for Divorce," 
"A Risque Bedroom Scene," "A 
Temperance Lesson." $3.95 the 
set. Add 35c handling. Creative 
Associates, Suite 4-E, 20 E. Cedar 
St., Chicago, 111.60611. 

i 
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CANDLESTICKS 
WITH 
CRYSTALIERS 

Now you can add elegance to a plain candle 
st ck. The nine hand cut crystal tflass prisms on 
a brass color metal circle fit over the top of any 
candlestick catching and reflecting the tapers' 
radiance. Enhance any special occasion with 
their brilliance! Order for yourself ... for gift 
giving. $5.95 pair plus 75c postage & handling. 

Fla. residents add 4% sales tax 
Write for Free catalogue 

Morlyn, Juc, & 
Dept. G 120 

350 So. County Road, Palm Beach, Fla. 33480 
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AIM! STAHI.I 
HOOK 

STAND 
Folds For 

E . v 

A auperl 
ciine rit- 

lecture 
Stlillll    lllllt 
adjusts tu 
three posi- 
tions (10 to 
lull). Ele- 
gant f or 
your home 
l i b r ary ! 
Crafted (it 
pine, with 
bea utifully 
i ii r ii !• il 
birch legs, 
hand fin- 
ished i n 
hone]   tone 
or maple, antique pine or wal- 
nut.   Folds compactly  for  stor- 
age when not  in  use to a  mere 
«i ."li. Top is 18y.x24"W with 1" lip. $26.95. 
ONE   HOUR   KIT:   No special  skills or tools 
necessary. $16.95. Both Slip. Chgs. Col: 

SEND FOR FREE  1971  CATALOG—1000 PIECES 
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine 

RAISED SILHOUETTE OF YOUR BOY OR GIRL 
certain   to   please  any   proud    ther   •><   d  I i 

■ | ■ ■    i n iuei i* "t .i boy or 
:-MI   and   any   fir»l   name   and   date   will   he   engraved 
frei    the   back,   in   tttcrling   silver  each  52.00;   In 
I4kt  sold 59.  each.  Specify BOX,  name. date. 

SHALOM!    SHALOM 

!,   II ir 
be i,in   yo 

1   llll 
branch   [symbol 

peace).    In   beautiful   raised 
The    ~ K"   charm    in 

slerlinc   Bilver:   ss.   In   IIK 
Bold       $16.       Knuravn 
back   lOc  :i   letter.   A   beau* 
tirnl    gift   for   Ins   i. 
m   hoi   bracelet. 
I mi  1 ink 512.   I IK S3S 

l i.- Tack 9   s $6,  l IK 116. 

'I LOVE 
YOU" 

She'll gel i he mes- 
sage with - this un- 
usual     ring     thai     tells 
Icttei ing     i romant 
 v 1- lore ilinej.      Ii 
trig! ing fr if n (Is hi 
ring. a     ti- ily     uniqu 
wedd ne    I.. id.    iln.is 

1   IK sold   r >l     $25,    i 
Stcrl ng   silv er  liii   $1( 
Ppd. Send II ig size. 

mm® 
Dept. G12-0 

North Conway, N.H. 03860 

ANTIQUE    IRON   KEYS, 
cleaned and lacquered and 
bunched on a new 4 inch 
ring. Keys vary in size and 
shape up to 6 in. long. 100 
years old. $9.00 bunch 
postage paid. 

ROUNDTINSCONCE 
9% inches in diame- 
ter. An excellent copy 
of a fine old Virginia 
sconce. Specify black 
or antique ti i finish. 
For waxcandle $4.25. 

Electrified $10.00. 
Postage Paid. 

v 

ANTIQUE GROCERY SCALE with brass 
pans. We have refinished them. Sizes and 
shapes vary but they average about 20 
inches wide. 100 years old. Fruit not in- 
cluded. S35.00. 

RANCOCAS    WOODS,    NEW    JERSEY    08060 

JEWELRY FOR THE EQUESTRIENNE, 

Family Tree 

Fur doting grandmas a 
monogrammed heirloom 
brooch with silhouettes 
engraved with the name 
and birthday of each 
grandchild. Additional 
"heads" (to 12) may be 
added as the family in- 
i reases. For mothers, too! 
Sterling silver brooch. 
$5 plus SI.5(1 for each 
silhouette . . . 14K gold. 
$18 plus $5.50 for each 
silhouette. 

MARK  MEMORABLE 
OCCASIONS 

Give a calendar a.s a lastin" 
gift. Specify any date. A 
semiprecious stone in the 
color "I the month will be 
hand set to mark the date. 
14K Gold Calendar charm 
S20: Sterling silver S8. 14K 
Gold Tiecla-p 524: sterling 
S12. 14K Gold Cufflinks 
$35; sterling $14. 14K Gold 
Tie Tac $15: Sterling 58. 
Engraving on the back lOc 
a letter. For diamond to 
mark  date  S!)  extra  ea. 

The Jamaica Silversmith 
407     ROCKAWAY    AVE. 

VALLEY   STREAM.    N.V.    11581    DEPT.    HG12 

Orders Shipped Promptly. In town? 
Visit us! Members of Jewelers Institute. 
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PECIAL 
OFFER! 
Simple elegance in genuine lambskin. 
Soft and fluffy in super realistic 
jungle stripes and vibrant colors; 
zebra, leopard, white and red. 
Hang it on your wall. Drape it over 
your sofa. Cover your desk. 
Decorate the floor. Or even wear it 
as a poncho. Approximate size: 
3' x 3/4'. Supply limited. 
Order today ... we pay postage. 
Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. 

GIFTIQUE GIFT IDEA 

SHOPPING AROUND 

GIFTIiiUE i EXCLUSIVE! 
 ® INTERNA"!" TONAL 

Box 66, Dept. E12 
Miami, Florida 33147 

Luxurious white skin with 
10" peace symbol for only 
$3.00 additional. 

Vest Pocket Pipe 
Fine Italian import for the dedi- 

cated pipe smoker who likes the 

unusual. Beautifully grained Wal- 
nut with finest quality Briar and a 

stem that swivels over the bowl for 
vest-pocket carrying. Makes a per- 

fect gift for your favorite man. 
$5.00 Add 50c for postage. 

New Hampton General Store' 
1276 Main St., Hampton, N.J. 08827    ( 

Write For Free Catalog 
fcs  

4f ♦*♦* * ** 

l i" Marhle-top table 

S19.95 

$199.95 

Romantic Victorian 
solid mahogany, hand-carved furniture! 

New way to save on finest quality furniture. 
Shipped direct from factory to your home (plus 
small freight). All tables have marble tops 
from Italy. Large choice of sofas, chairs, lamps, 
bedroom, dining room. Superb workmanship 
ai modest prices. America's largest selection 
here.  And,  costly fabric cuttings are sent free! 

Magnolia Hall. 726 Andover Atlanta. Ga. 30327 

To get big catalog GI20 and costly fabric cut- 
tings, send just $i. We will refund with 
certificate  good   for  $2  on  your  first   purchase. 
Name  
Address  

..Zip.. 
Magnolia Hall, 726 Andover Atlanta. Ga. 30327 

DECORATOR'S CHOICE! 

$13.95 each 
(Add 50c per lamp 
West of Rockies) 

37 inches high 
and handsome! 
This handcrafted 
lamp is sanded 
satin smooth and 
ready for you to 
finish. Perfect in 
any decor to cre- 
ate an accent 
color, match a 
particular fabric, 
decoupage, or 
simply antique. 
Beautifully pro- 
portioned of na- 
tive hardwood, 
featuring brass 
harp and finial. 
It has a conven- 
ient 3-way switch. 
Specify a tex- 
tured shantung 
(white or beige) 
or burlap fabric 
(oyster or brown) 
shade. Satisfac- 
tion assured. 
Price   postpaid! 

FREE COLOR BROCHURE or unfinished lamps 

(Baxmnnfo (Eraftprs 
Dept. HG-12, Box 7012, Lexington, Ky. 40502 

GUARANTEED 
RUN PROOF 
Flattering seam- 
less Cant rece 
Parity Hose won't 
bind or sag. Cut, 
burn or scratch 
them on a rough 
surface, they just 
won't run! (Money 
back guarantee if 
they ever should 
run.) Sheer nude 
heel, reinforced 
toe in a Suntan 
shade. SMALL 
(5'-5'3"), MEDI- 
UM (5'4"-5'6"), 
LARGE (5 ' 7" - 
5'9"). 
5813 - Panty 

Hose Pr. $2.99 
3 Pairs for 7.99 
Add 25(' lor post- 
age .ind handling. 

Gracious Living 

* 

CHRISTMAS BONUS 
Get everything set for Christm 
with a 10" wreath full of swi 
meats. Two pounds of excell 
hard candy wrapped up in bri 
colored paper for the front d 
or the dining room (attached I 
ribbon   dangles   the   scissor 
What a bountiful display! $4.9! 
plus  50c  post. Joan  Cook Co, 
HG12, 1241 N.E. 8th Ave., Fo 
Lauderdale, Fla. 33304. 

HITCH IN TIME 
A hitching post may not be 
handy today as it once was, b 
it is decorative at the entranc 
to the drive and convenient ft 
leaning a bicycle. Cast aluminu 
in black or white finish. 37" hig 
on IV2" octagonal base that ma 
be set in concrete. $50 ppd. A 
tique finishes 10% extra. Mou 
trie Mfg. Co., HG12, Moultrie, G 
31768. 

COVER WITH COLOR 
Add color and texture to wal 
with decorator burlap. Great for 
small   areas   or   whole   room 
Swatch  'n  Fact folder  include 
swatches in 50 colors, how-to in- 
structions and many other use 
suggestions.   Full   ordering   in 
formation. Just 50c.  Erie Proc 
ucts, HG12, 2410 Erie Blvd. 1 
Syracuse, N. Y. 13224. 

u 

t. 

in 

DANCING LIGHTS 
Soft light glowing through show- 
ers of hand-cut crystal prisms on 
golden branches reflects the 
memories of 18th century draw- 
ing rooms, ball gowns and pow- 
dered wigs. The crowning touch 
to your gleaming silver, elegant 
china, gracious living. 17V2" h. 
$29.95. Exp. charges coll. Luig 
Crystal, HG12. 7332 Frankforc 
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.  19*136. 

LIKE THE REAL THING 
Vega is one of the brightest stars 
shining in the heavens and the 
Vega man-made gem is pure 
white brilliance. Each crystalline 
stone with 58 facets expertly cul 
and polished. Won't scratch, chip 
or discolor. $22 per carat. Free 
booklet includes styles for mer 
and women. Vega Co., HGE12 
Box 465, Radio City Sta., New 
York, N. Y. 10019. 

WICKER   WONDERLAND 
FLOOR STAND—Versatile! Attractive! Has 
three shelves for cosmetics, towels, books etc. 
Handwoven, finished in its own natural rich 
willow color. 13"xl3"x30" high, $11.95 plus 
$2.00 postage. Painted add $2.50. 
WILLOW ON THE WALL—Use it in so many 
ways in the kitchen, bath or foyer. Stands 
alone or hangs on wall, 18"x6"x20" high. 
$8.95 plus $1.00 postage. Painted add $2.00. 

WICKER   IN   HOUSE  &  GARDEN  COLORS— 
Professionally spray-painted in: Pineapple 
yellow,  Parrot Green,  Space Blue, Aia 

JL Mim 

lea.   Bittersweet.   Black or White. 
SAME    DAY    SHIPMENT 

Send 25c for catalog 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

x. J. Res. add "»f i  sales tax. 
. ISIT   OIK   WAREHOUSE    SHOWROOM. 

Fran's „ 

d$cjtJL<d now 
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|\R OUT FUR 
ays are growing colder so it's 
it a second too soon to think 
it mink but sheepskin from 
ghanistan. Collector's coat, but 
r soft on the outside (fawn, 
>ige, brown, olive) lined with its 
vn shaggy fur. Inspired embroi- 
;ry's one-of-a-kind design. S, M, 
$65; matching bag $8.95. Ppd. 

'.uma, HG12, 415 Fifth Ave., 
Y., N. Y. 10016. 

HOUGHT FOR THE DAY 
hite ceramic tile bears a mes- 
ige that keeps tempers in check 

these hectic times, "May the 
ood Lord take a liking to you— 
jt not too soon." Hung on the 

by a breakfast table, it's a 
eat family soother. 6" sq. $3.98 
lus 40c postage each tile. Order 
om Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 
85 Market St., San Francisco, 
al. 94105. 

>NTIQUE MONTHLY 
you're an antiquer, you'll love 

very page of the current hap- 
enings in the antiques world. 
Ip-to-date information on shows, 
xhibits—many photos in full 
olor and lots of black and white 
lustrations, too. 36 to 44 pages, 
pecial offer: 12 issues for $3.99 
pd. Write for free copy. Antique 
lonthly, HG12, P. 0. Drawer 2, 
uscaloosa, Ala. 35401. 

ARLY AMERICAN TURN 
)ld pewter and rich walnut com- 
)ine in a pair of federal candle- 
ticks with handsome turnings 
md graceful proportions. Pair is 
i beauty for any table setting 
vith an American flavor. Eight 
nches tall. Pair, $5.98 plus 50c 
)ost. Order from J. Carlton's, 
nc, Dept. F182, 176 Madison 
We., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

3LATE ON VIEW 
ror the bride and groom, a me- 
nento of sentiment and great 
oeauty: Delft wedding plate to 
iang on the wall, to display in a 
/itrine. Figure three weeks for in- 
scribing the couple's names, 
date, place. Could also be the 
oerfect present for anniversaries 

fet al. 6" dia. $14.95 ppd. Post- 
amatic  Co.,  HG1270,   Lafayette 

.' Hill. Pa. 19444. 

i ,i K >i 1 ir ii i Al li 'i II ii i 
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THE FAMILY TREE BOOK 
"The Record of My Ancestry" 

BAILEY'S PHOTO RECORD WITH 
THE FAMOUS CUT-OUT WINDOWS 

• expert's way of preserving your family records. 
luis,,I  by  leading  genealogists everywhere.  Your 

nilv history is seen at a glance through the windows 
r THE  RECORD  OK  MY  ANCESTRY.  For be- 

ners or experts—compact, complete, easy to use. 
II instructions with each book. In use over SIXTY 
JARS—now   in  its  SIXTH   EDITION',  enlarged 
rl improved. The lifetime Christmas gift. Write for 
{EE illustrated brochure. 

FREDERIC S. BAILEY, Publisher 
D.-pt. (JN-24, Box 15. Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167 

JSfea ■Ss 

ORDER NOW! 120 pa: 
Inches. Round in beat 
FABRIKOID Binding 
CLOTH Binding 
GENUINE LEATHER 

Postpaid.   C.O.D.'s 

cs 10 5 11 
Uful 

$20.00 
$15.00 
$30.00 

iccepted. 

"SoDMM lu-re My 
love" 

r>    high     2fl notri 
#70      *»4.95 

I nchanting   Ml SIC  BOXES,   im 
ported from Europi   Madi ol     I, 
handpaintcd.    \ll  have  Swi 
, i ion movement    I o ■ • I    M P   Gl 
mu i( bo   I   \ rALOG   Oi 
n,-] i,  boxi    fi om ■ 
i in.    i, ,|.    revolvi   a    n  isii   play t, 
ial i Fat iii .n guaranti i d 

^MUSICAL viLARM 
CLOCK 

mu   "W 

''Somewhere My 
Love" 

9" hiKh    28 notes 
60     J39.95 

"Let Me Call You 
Sweetheart" 

5" high     18 notes 
»80     814.95 

Tune "Oh What A Beautiful 
Morning" 

All metal construction. 
1 day movement—four jewels 

Color—Black or ivory 
Sire J"x2"xl'/2"     834.70 

Treasure Chests Velvet-Lined "Wunderbar" 
5" high     18 notes 

#30     814.95 

-#M t 

"Tiny Bubbles 
in the Wine" 

made famous by 
Don Ho    18 notes 

#500     820.00 

SOMEWHERE 
MY LOVE 
18 notes 8x4 Vtxi" 
28 notes 9x5x3'/i" 
50 notes 11 ' _.x8x4' 

819.95 
829.95 
850.00 ''Somewhe 

Love" 
5" high    18 notes 

#20     814.95 

All music boxes are inspected and 

oiled before shipped to you parcel post 

INSURED. Add 75c for insured mail. 

Ulf'Mvafltcfo   &  GM. 597 Farmincjton Avenue. Hartford. Conn. 06105 

Authentic 
JACK DANIEL 

CENTENNIAL 
WHISKEY GLASSES 

Six sturdy 12-ounce 
tumblers. Raised 
lettering reads:"Jack 
Daniel s Centennial 
Whiskey." Sold 
exclusively through 
Lynchburg Hardware 
and General Store. 
$6.00 per set. Postpaid. 

Made-to-order 

LEATHER VEST 
Handmade in Ten- 
nessee in natural 
leather. Doubl e- 
breasted. western style, 
with full rayon lining. 
$28.00, postpaid. 
Check one: □ Black 
D Brown. Indicate 
suit size (36-46). Sizes 
over 46: $33 00. Please 
indicate chest and 
waist sizes. 

Check or Money Order only 
(Tennessee residents add 3% sales tax.) 

For a catalog tull of old Tennessee items just 
\hke these, send 25^ to above address. 

BAROQUE 
WALL $ 
GROUPING 

Set of 5 

2 .98 
Add 50c 

Post. 

Quality, full color prints of famous old masters are 
mounted under glass in ornate baroque frames fin- 
ished in antique gold. Group consists of four 41 '2" * 
3" pictures and one 7" x 4''2" picture. They can be 
arranged in any number of ways to fill large wall 
areas.  A  great value! 

Same Day Shipment. 

MONEY   BACK   IF   NOT   DELIGHTED 

TTOM^Urtfe/ 
Dept. HG-1270. 
Plymouth Meeting, 
Pa. 19462 

Petit Point Thimble 
Gold-plated brass thimble bedecked with 

a petit point band of exquisitely worked 

flowers and leaves carefully crafted by 

Austrian needlewomen. An elegant treasure 

for collectors ... or all who love to do 

needlepoint, crewel and all manner of 

stitchery. 

Order No. 4722 $3.50. 2 for $6.85 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
r   /     \   P'eose, your lip code /s required. 

M '&U/TIS™ EVANSTON, ILL. 40204 
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ii TIMBER TO 
TABLES by DAVIS 

AMERICAN BLACK WALNUT 
(Juglans Nigra) 

THE ARISTOCRAT OF WOOD 
NATIVE ONLY  TO AMERICA 

Here you can find rare, rich grained tables on display in our home shBureom. These 2" thick one-piece 
14" to 33" wide any length are the result of years of selective searching for "Great Walnut Trees." 
10 to 12 feet around (cir.), past their prime, overaged and slagging out. ready for harvest crafted 
"to live again" in nature's own design. 

We make bar tops, coffee, conference, dining, and end tables, 
deep hand-carved wildlife on corners by order. Kiln-dried. Danish- 
oiled, and hand-rubbed finish. Call for appointment to visit our 
showroom or send for color photos. 

Crotched   coffee   fable,   4'/2   feef 
long,  17" high, 20    wide. 

$175. 

BY  DAVIS 
Milford, Conn. 06450 

Tel. 203-874-7184 or 874-1861 

Formal or free form 
dining trestle, 7 feet 
long, 40" wide, 29" 
high, shown. 

$575. 

TABLES 
84 Forest Road 
Conn. Turnpike Exit 39 

HOLDS 1500 LBS. 
OF WOOD 

And all of it neatly stacked in this heavy duty rack. 
No more unsightly log jams in garage or backyard. 
Ynti can store a full half cord of wood in our new 
matte hlack. wrought iron log stand. 4" clearance 
underneath speeds drying, permits easy sweeping, 
keeps mice and termites from invading. And when 
you don't need it. it folds flat for easy storage. At- 
tractive enough for use indoors, rust resistant for use 
outdoors. A huge 4 ft. x 4 ft. x 14" deep. 

MONEY    BACK    IF    NOT    DELIGHTED 

ffaMiet (Me/b KT.5 

$29.98 
Add   $2.75  Post. 

G-1270 
outh Meeting, 
9462 

Converts Instantly! 
Your Typewriter — Manual or Elec- 

tric — and Writing materials concealed 
in a Grand Award winning piece of 
fine Grand Rapids furniture, designed 
especially for the home. 21" x 22" x 
26'/2" high. 

French or Italian Provincial - Early 
American - Far Eastern - Contemporary. 
Spring operated. From 169.95 up. Also 
same styles for standard typewriters. 
Matching Files. Write for free Brochure. 

little home office® 
1566 Fisk Rd.    Grand Rapids, Mich.    49506 

AUTHENTIC 
M. I. HUMMEL NATIVITY SET 
Your precious possession for a lifetime. In 
limited quantities, 11-pc. Handpainfed with 
26" x 14" x 12" wood stable $147.50, with 
electric light $153.50. $3.75 insured mail on 
complete sets. 3-pc. Holy Family Hand- 
painted $35, in White $20, insured mail 75c. 
Lay-away plan. CATALOG 95c, showing 
Hummels, gifts and music boxes. A MUST— 
'HERALD ANGEL", shown on gable 3y4" x 

4", in color $10, white $5. If bought separate 
75c mail. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

y&ldeatifate'b    HG Dept. HUM 

597 Farmington Ave. 
Hartford, Conn. 06105 

Roto- 
Recipe 

File 
holds 

up to 

500 

recipes! 
Compact rotating file holds recipes in see- 
thru picture window pockets, safe from 
flour and batter. Included are 20 dividers 
printed with 32 titles from Appetizers to 
Vegetables, index cards, pockets for 160 
recipes V/2" x 5". Each refill holds 
another 32 favorite recipes. For phone num- 
bers, household notes, too. 71/2" tall. 

6334 Roto-Recipe File   $6.00 ppd 
6335 Refill Binder  S1.00 ppd 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

^ y     \   Please, your lip code is required. 

£/£ '/lssM4CDEPT ]mc 
C/14/rf.<>   EVANSTON, I 

SHOPPING AROUND 

RESCUE—POCKET SIZE 
Stainless steel screwdriver is on 
two inches long, fits on your ke 
chain. Its many uses include fix- 
ing cigarette lighters, small mo- 
tors, lawn mowers, radios and TV 
Two initials engraved at no extra 
charge. Super Christmas stock- 
ing stuffer! $3 each ppd. Elgi 
Engraving Co., HG12, 614 South 
St., Dundee, III. 60118. 

PEACE SHIRT 
New thing on the horizon of fash 
ion for a man (who else?) can 
both express his sentiments and 
give him the look of now. Yellow 
T-shirt's screen print consists of 
the American Eagle over the 
Peace symbol printed in black 
and rust. S, M, L, XL. $3.95 plus 
50c postage. Ah Men, HG12 
8933 S2nta Monica Blvd., West 
Hollywood, Cal. 90069. 

BOUTIQUE BOUQUETS 
It's a European idea and it's 
charming—tiny baskets brim- 
ming with antiqued fruits and 
flowers. Individually arranged 
and hand-painted in harvest 
tones, they add nature's warmth 
to any decor. Alone or grouped 
they're handsome gifts. About 
6" high. $4.95 ea. ppd. Tiffany 
Creations, HG12, P.O. Box 
34712, Los Angeles, Cal. 90034. 

NEW ANGLE 
Comfort for a variety of d/'scom- 
forts comes with head or legs 
elevated. Better than piles of 
pillows, clever plywood Nu-Slant 
adjusts to seven positions from 
5" to 14", yet folds out of sight 
when bed is made. Twin bed size, 
$13.98; double bed size, $15.98. 
Ppd. Better Sleep, Inc., HG12, 
New Providence, N. J. 07974. 

• 

RED BIRDS ON GREENS 
A little different from the Christ- 
mas wreath but still in the beau- 
tiful holiday tradition. Gay red 
birds perch on leafy greens with 
holly berries and pine cones for 
accent. Finest materials im- 
ported from Europe—assemble 
them yourself and save. $9.95 
plus 95c post. Decorative Adven- 
tures, HG-12, 1929 Old York Rd., 
Abington, Pa. 19001. 

■ I 

26 

INSTANT WRIST CALENDAR 
Now  always   have   each  day  of the 
month   at   your   "finger   tips."   12 
monthly    metal    clips    attach    tol 
watch   band.   Reversible   with   gold 
and silver sides to match any watch. 
Set starts with month after order. 

Calendar   Set 
SI.79    ;     15c   Mailing  Each 

Calif, residents add 5°?r tales lax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

HOUSE & GARDEh' 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
BIG CAT 
Caught in a remarkably restful 
pose, "The Leopard" by Hug is 
a striking wall accent. Litho- 
graphed on artist canvas in tans, 
browns and yellow, it is ready to 
frame and measures 22" by 28". 
Truly different for a gift or your- 
self. $5.95 plus 45c post. Order 
from Lambert Studios, Inc., Dept. 
128, 910 No. La Cienega Blvd., 
Los Angeles, Cal. 90069. 

BE A REAL BLOND 
Cosmetics circles are agog over 
fashion's new creme that 
bleaches hair on face, arms, legs 
in a few minutes. Safely! Derma- 
tologists give the green light to 
Jolen: lightens dark hair so it's 
barely visible as pale blond. 
Packaged with spatula. Great 
big economy size is the surprise 
you'll get for $5.50 ppd. Jolen, 
HG12, Fairfield, Conn. 06430. 

LITHE LEGS 
There's just one trouble to look- 
ing wonderful in pants—heavy 
legs. You can easily acquire the 
slim shape; only 15 minutes daily 
will do it. Book, "How to Slender- 
ize Heavy Legs" shows the way 
to take inches off hips, thighs, 
knees and legs. Pictures accom- 
pany text. $1.98 ppd. Nu-Find, 
HGH-12, Box 205, Church St. 
Sta., New York, N. Y. 10008. 

SWIMMER'S SECRET 
Thin, inflatable form made of 
soft, airtight jersey hugs the 
body and supports it in the water 
even if "swimmer" can't swim. 
Invisible under bathing suit. One 
size fits all. Great confidence 
builder for every age novice! 
$6.98 plus 20c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

CANINE ARISTOCRATS 
A pair of handsome whippets is 
magnificently captured in glazed 
ceramic. The serenely posed ani- 
mals seem ready to move and 
run with the wind. Each is about 
8" long. Beautiful additions to a 
collection of animals in general 
and dogs in particular. $4.98 a 
pr. ppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. 
WHE-7, 20 Bank St., White 
Plains, N. Y. 10606. 

SEE-THRU  CANISTERS 
WOOD  TOPS 

Handsome and handy. Tops made 
to our design in New Mexico, 
sturdy glass bowls. We have en- 
joyed them tor years and so will 
you. 

Pair of 1 qt. size $2.95 

Pair of '/j gal. size 3.95 

Add 90c post, per pr. plus 50c 
east of Miss. 

FREE CATALOGUE 

Discovery House 
Dept. 12B, 8218 San Juan N.E. 
Albuquerque, New Mex. 87108 

DECEMBER,  1970 
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HEAVY LEGS 
A He* Home Scientific 

MelM 

Mi*BniJwOi(.){ PM* MH! A<rfei«t 

CREATIVE CREWEL! 
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS   AVAILABLE 

ONLY FROM CREWEL WORLD! 

SNOWFLAKE PILLOW:   A sparkling display of MOwfllkflS 
N ng vtry heavy yafn to stand in strong rehel on a cer 
ulean blue background and edged with a snowy fnngfl 

Kit contains Quality fabric for knife edge pillow, de 
sign stamped on front, white yarn, white fringe and 
needle, plus easy instructions and stitch diagrams 
Finished si*e: 14" square Kit »503. Each Kit J5.95 
plus 60c postage and handling 
Send check or money order only. No CO.D.'s. 
Pa.   residents   add   6%   sales  tax   to   kit   pr.ces. 

G^e^World 
BOX 303, DEPT. HG120 

HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA. 19006 

HOLIDAY CHEST STORES ALL 
YOUR XMAS TREE TRIMMINGS 
At last, a place to store your Christmas decora 
tions so they won't get lost or broken! Our 
holiday chest holds over 100 ornaments in 3 
partitioned trays, with extra space tor garlands 
and strings of lights. Made of sturdy paper 
board, chest is colorfully decorated in gay 
Christmas colors. Use it year after year—com- 
pactly made to save closet space. 283/»" long, 
20   high, 12%' wide. 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

si .95 

plus 95c postage 
No CO.D.'s 

tf Artisan tfJS Galleries 

2100 B-12 No. Haskell. Dallas. Texas 75204 

BENTWOOD   CLASSIC 
This Bentwood beauty is the per- 
fect gift or present to yourself. So 
classic it compliments every decor. 
In satin black or walnut finish with 
natural cane seat. 35"h., 18" seat 
h. Side chair—$17.95, arm chair 
—$28.95. Exp. chgs. coll., no 
CO.D.'s. 

25c   brings   our   catalog. 
of   furnishing   ideas! 

a   storehouse 

storehouse, inc. 
1923 PEACHTREE HO.. ATLANTA. CA. 30109 

A Brilliante is a girl's 
best friend. We can u 
Brilliante^1 because we can't call it a 
diamond. Exquisitely gift boxed. Only you 
and your jeweler will know. The Pendant: 
full one carat diamond-cut pure white 
Brilliante on sterling silver chain, $25. 
Earrings: One-half carat, full diamond-cut 
stones on 14 KT. white gold posts, $23 
pair. Ring: full one carat diamond-cut 
round stone, ring of sterling silver plated 
with 24KT.gold,$25.(Indicate size-S,M,L). 

Personally 
Yours, or anyone you give it to. 3 elegant- 
ly sculptured initials. 24 KT. gold plate. 
Approx. 2"x2". Only $6. Print initials and 
additional monograms on separate sheet, 
underlining last initial. 
Enclose check or money order to House 
of Borvani. Air Mail today, we'll ship 
return Air Mail, ppd. Write Dept. HR-12, 
House of Borvani, 95 Hartford Ave., Prov- 
idence, R.I. 02909 
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PROUD OF YOUR DOOR? Let us 
beautify and identify your doorbell or 
door with this impressive solid brass 
nameplate. Your name smartly engraved 
in script. Solid brass screws included, i! 
inch plate $2.00. large ." inch plate $4.00. 

Order   these   five   products   by   mail   direct   from 

ELGIN ENGRAVING CO. 
liU-F SOUTH ST.. DUNDEE. ILLINOIS 60118 
• Engraving Specialists 
• Money back if not delighted 
• We pay postage, ship in 48 hours 
• Prices include engraving 

GOLD BOOKMARKS 
So eleKant to clip to 
the page where you 
stopped reading. Any 
2 or 3 letter mono- 
gram expertly en- 
graved. Two inches 
long.  $2.00 each. 

LIFETIME POCKET SCREWDRIVER 
Handiest gadget ever ! Only 2 in. long, fits on 
his or her keychain . . . ready to open lids & 
lighters, fix motors & lawnmowers, etc. 1001 
uses! We smartly engrave owner's initials. 
Guaranteed forever, made of solid gleaming 
stainless Steel. $3.00 each. 

LUCKY  IS THE  GOLFER 

who has a four leaf clo- 
ver (instead of a coin) to 
marl; his place on the 
green. Brings a lucky putt ! 
With any 2 or ?. letter 
monogram, silver marker 
$2.00. 21k Gold Plate $3.00 

VERSE BY THE 
SDEOFJHE.. 

RQAD-: 

the 
Story 

of the 
Burma 
Shave 
Signs 

all 600 verses 
(illustrated) 

A humorous way to give your husband a loving jab 
of nostalgia is to give him this book that will take 
him careening back to his courting days. Verse by 
the Side of the Road is a hard-bound 
book. Anyone born in the golden age 
will enjoy this reminiscing. 

Plus 3Sc Po 

Free Quality Gift Catalog on Request 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 

ay 3.     » t i M     ■' • 

'$4^50 
SPANISH PROVINCIAL CHAIRS, which suggest 
the antique but bieini perfectly with classic 
modern interiors. Made by hand  En Mexico, they 

and back ol handwoven rush: frame of sturdy 
Mexican wood. 37" h.: seal is" w.. 17" from 
flooi I holce of: Antique Charcoal Stain. $28.oo 
pair. Unfinished Wood Frame. $26.oo pair, Lac- 
quered Frame, $32.00 pair (lime, lemon, black, 
olive and white), SPECIAL OFFER: Deduct 10' , 
tin 4 or more chairs. (Express charges collect.] 
rM.'tr. -i. 

ELIZABETH    McCAFFREY 
Department  HG-12C,  Northport,   New York  11768 

Chandeliers Drip-Dry 
with Crystal Clean! 

Cleans  Artificial Flowers, too 
Use this amazing, new miracle cleaner that 
sprays crystal chandeliers to sparkling bright 
ness in a jiffy. No need to take down, disas- 
semble, remove or polish parts and pendants. 
Grease, grime, dust, etc., disappear when 
you use this fingertip spray on the large, 16 
oz. plastic bottle, $4.75. Order now to make 
your home sparkle. No COD's please. Cal. 
res. add 5% tax. 

Kellum's CRYSTAL CLEAN 
Dept. HG-12 

652 Lighthouse. Monterey. Calif. 93940 

HAND CARVED 
DOCTOR FIGURES 

$4.98 
I   EACH 

Whimsical wood figures are ex- 
pertly hand carved & painted in 
natural colors. Grim faced physi- 
cian glumly states: "My exami- 
nation reveals you shouldn't even 
be alive." Blood spattered den- 
tist holding tooth & pliers asks: 
"Is this the one that hurt?" 
Great for your favorite doctor's 
desk. 6" tall. 

Same Day Shipment 
MONEY    BACK    IF    NOT   DELIGHTED 

#     m     p Dept. HG-1270. 

Add 65c 
Post, 

per order 

SHOPPING AROUND 
/ 

4? 
PARTY SUGAR SHAKER 
Swedish glass shaker is filled 
with colorful party sugar crystals 
to brighten up a tea or children's 
party table. Sprinkle the sugar 
on cookies or cupcakes for a fes- 
tive look. Shaker holds 8 ozs. of 
crystals and may be refilled 
when supply is gone. $2 ppd. 
Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Osh- 
kosh, Wis. 54901. 

CLIMBING ROSES 
Enameled hammered metal roses 
with twining green leaves and 
stems are ready to climb the 
wall! The roses are in red, yellow 
and aqua for an accent of cheer- 
ful color. 15" high, 10" wide 
$3.98 pair; two pair, $6.98. Add 
25c post. Colonial Studios, Dept. 
ER-20, 20 Bank St., White Plains, 
N. Y. 10606. 

KEEP YOUR COOL 
It's an old Oriental custom for a 
man to fiddle with a bead to keep 
his cool. Genuine jade stone 
serves to curb restlessness, tran- 
quilize nerves. So when you're 
boiling over, reach for a worry 
stone. Yours for $8.50 postpaid 
from Jamaica Silversmith, HG12, 
407 Rockaway Ave., Valley 
Stream, N. Y. 11581. 

BAKED TO ORDER 
Order your Deluxe Fruit Cake 
from Corsicana, Texas, where 
since 1896 they have concocted 
a superb blend of the best fruits, 
nuts and batter. A favorite of 
royalty and celebrities. 2 lbs. 
$4.55; 3 lbs. $6.25; 5 lbs. $9.95. 
Ppd. A.P.O. or F.P.O. delivery 
free of charge. In holiday tin with 
card. Collin St. Bakery, Box 125, 
Corsicana, Tex. 75110. 

PERSONALIZED PLAY 
Handsome decks of cards in red 
and turquoise personalized in 
gold. Choose any three initials 
or two first names or one last 
name, like, "The Fagans." Decks 
come in a gift box ready for 
holiday giving and all for a mere 
$2.50 ppd. Walter Drake, HG92 
Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 80901. 

GORGEOUS GRAPEFRUIT 
Luscious red grapefruit from tne 
Rio Grande Valley individually 
selected and packed. Juicy or- 
anges are included if specified. 
Fruit guaranteed. Great choice 
for fruit lovers and weight wor- 
riers. Half bushel, $7.50; bushel, 
$10.90. Ppd. Order now, pay in- 
voice Jan. 71. Pittman & Davis, 
Inc., HG12, 226 Eye St., Harlin- 
gen, Tex. 78550. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
TRIVET TRIUMPHS 
Spanish rooster and rose in full 
bloom are sturdy trivets to go 
under hot dishes or plants and 
protect wood surfaces.  Master- 

| fully made of metal with the look 
of antique pewter. 6V2" by 6V2". 
We   can't   think   of   any   home 
where they wouldn't be welcome 

I for  holiday  entertaining.  $1.98 
I ea.;   two,   $3.75.   Ppd.   Wales, 

HG12,  Hartsdale,  N. Y.  10530. 

THE BIRTHSTONE BIT 
Nothing is ever quite so personal 
as a birthstone. What is more 
they're "right" with any outfit. As 
a pendant or on a bracelet, 
they're flattering with sweaters 
and skirts, dainty for dress-up. 
Simulated stones handsomely set 
in 14k gold $13. In sterling $3. 
Ppd. Catalogue, $1. Charm & 
Treasure, HG12, 72 Bowery, New 
York, N. Y. 10013. 

SLEEPS AND EATS GOLF? 
Framed and ready to hang, a 
tasteful joke for the serious golf- 
er. If he doesn't put it up his 
"widow" will. 6V2" by 5VA" with 
lettuce green backing and replica 
golf ball dear to his heart. The 
gag gift for every golfer! $1.98 
plus 20c post. Anthony Enter- 
prises, HG12, 585 Market St., 
San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

NIGHT SCENE 
Every bedside table needs a 
gleaming crystal carafe and glass 
for a cool drink during sleepless 
moments. Perfect for nighttime 
medication, too. Hand-engraved 
rose design. 33A" glass fits into 
6V2" pitcher. $5.95 complete set 
ppd. A thoughtful gift for a con- 
valescent friend. Seth & Jed, 
G120, Gt. Barrington, Mass. 
01230. 

CLOVER AND DANDELION 
Are ready to embroider on nat- 
ural homespun. The kit includes 
stamped design on 17" by 23" 
fabric, wool and nylon yarns in 
yellows, greens, pinks, orange 
and white, on ecru background, 
needle, stitch chart and instruc- 
tions. A treasure picture for 
$5.95 plus 45c post. Agar House, 
HGE-12, 179 Saw Mill River Rd., 
Yonkers, N. Y. 10701. 

MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU 
Useful as well as decorative an 
exquisite copy of an Oriental gin- 
ger jar to store candy, cookies, 
tea bags. Or it makes a lovely 
vase. Filled or not, it makes a 
special gift. Orange and gold 
chrysanthemums on pure white 
porcelain. 6" high it's just $3.98; 
two for $7.85. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 
1412, Evanston, III. 60204. 

>VI( Kl It 
IIMM. 

It ASK I I 
CERAMIC   TILES 

(111 1    1,1 11,, , 1., ;1 

I r  A       j 
al rim rmi-1    _■.'.*■ 
ill's   got   : 
1 >' • J_ «■ "app< 

tlte" for WH.sti'paper, .soiled clothlnu, toys, 
kiilttlnu, etc And IH'S 11 dandy companion tor 
nursery, bedroom, bath, kitchen nr den! of 
haiuiwoven natural wicker, with brlithl marble 
eyes,  1 :»"H  10"W. $18.95 Postpaid 

Add r>(ic each Wist .,t Miss. 

SENO FOR FREE 1971 CATALOG—1000 ITEMS 
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine 

waist-nipping 

PAISLEY 
COFFEE 

COAT 

Think Holidays! Pure flattery in our extra- 
full wrap around coat, flared, belted and 
piped in contrast color. 100% polished 
cotton fights wrinkles, welcomes washings. 
Blue or green paisley. Sizes 10-20, 14'/2-W/j. 

$6.95 
Plus 50c postage 

Satisfaction guaranteed 

OLD PUEBLO TRADERS 
Box   6305-HDC.   Tucson,   Ariiona   85716 

Horned Owl 
from Italy 

Our owl looks as if he had dressed himself to 

decorate your shelves. Of finest alabaster, with 

yellow face, his grey "tuxedo" sets off snow) 

white vest. 3V<" high. s 10 25 

Send 25c for our new 
56-page catalog of 600 

ee$ 
\oru-ich,   Vt.   and 
Wellesley,    Mass. 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

473 Shopping International Bldg. 
NORWICH, VERMONT 05055 

to acctat the Hiincjo 
I  *. JJ<> cannot change, 
{fcouraqe to chariot 

' fct'1lii!li,l96'^ can,* 
$H/1"$0i»6t>'ru ro r» 
know the oif ttttnet. 

SERENITY   PRAYER 

2Ad^^*te.**ii<v4 

?L  THECLOCKOF I.IKK £ 

The clock of life >•■ wound '«<' ona 
And w> man hat the power 

To " U just when the hand', will ItOp 
At late or earl) hi,ur 

Nou i\ the only tune you 01/ a, 
IM*>. lot,*, tott with a will. 

I'luiv mi fuith in "tomorrow" for 
The ihjrk tncit then be still 

) 
CLOCK   OF   LIFE 

av vou be in 
"heaven *^£ 

a half hour before 
the Devil 

J   knows- you're dead'. 

IRISH   TOAST 

(ay the roads rise- 
" with you *J^ 

the wind be always* 
at vour back; 

may the "Lord hotdU 
in the hollow oF^isr' 

'hand." 

GAELIC   ROAD 

WA\ Irishman is never drunk 
asioua, a* he can hold on to 
one blade of a/ass at\d not fall 
off the face of the earth. 

IRISH   TIPPLER 
White Ceramic Tiles used as wall plaques 
or trivets. Cork base with hanger, 6x6". 
Designs will not wash off. 

S3.98 each — 40e Mailing Each 
Calif, resiitenls add 59f sales lax. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-120 
585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

WALL   RACK MAGAZINE 
MAGAZINE TABLE 

TREE 

These large, handsome racks and end table prevent "magazine mess". Crafted of knotty pine 
the most practical made. Magazines will not "slouch" or bend. Each is held straight and flat 
is visible for quick, easy selection. Beautiful in the home—perfect in the office and recreation 

Floor rack has convenient carry handle. 

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN COMPLETE KITS 

Completely assembled and Bni lied  In I es tune pine        Easy 1  br. assembly, pre-fitted. drilled 
nr maple,  antique pine nr walnut   finish. etc,,   ready   for   finishing.   Simple   instrt 
Mag.   Tree   1 :T\r;"\::u"l I     holds    75 magazines $18.75 Kit $12.50 l'i 
Wall Rack _'::"v_7'\,"  miu (rated)   holds    30 magazines $21.95    .. Kit $13.25  Pi 
Wall Rack 2:)"xln" (taller than ill.)       holds    1", magazines $29.95        Kit $21.25  Pi 
Wall Rack \;"\r," (double width ill.)  holds    60 magazines $34.50 Kit $22.50  Pi 
Mag.   Table   16"x21"x23"Ii  holds 100 magazines $21.95 Kit $16.95 Pi 

Finished Racks Shipped Express Charges Collect /' \":' 
On Kits add 80c West of .Mississippi ^%» 

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—1000 PIECES 
Finished and Ki* Furniture in Friendly Pine ^'^vt^/ Dept. G12-0 
Money Back Guarantee—Include Zip Code MCSS^-*^ North Conway, N. H. 

they're 
—each 
room. 

sanded, 

Ipaid 
stpaid 
stpald 
stpaid 
Ipaid 

03E60 

1970 Carnival Glass Plate 
First of an annual limited commemorative 
series for collectors, in original Carnival Glass 
formula made famous by Fenton Art Glass. 
Plate honors earliest glass craftsman at James- 
town, 1608, in embossed dark glass flowing with 
rainbow hues; back has embossed legend, hall- 

mark, date of issue (1970). Hand made, 8'/»" dia., 
display   stand   included.   A   collector's  delight! 

Order   No.   7355   $10.00  ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

—/   \  Please, your zip code is required. 

CfC(/rC^>   EVANSTON,III 60204 

CURTAIN CHARM 
with white ruiTlecl 

6.00 pr 

long     6.50 pr. 

Tiers 

20", 25", 30", 
36", 40" long 

4.50 pr 

2 pairs to 
window asshown 

9.00 
All pairs 74" 

^WfW'wide 
MATCHING VALANCE 

11" x74"     2.25 

ch i 

For years. New England housewives have made 
these charming BLEACHED MUSLIN curtains 
for every room in the house. Now ynu can buy 
them direct with all the original simplicity and 
handmade look. Practical, long-wearing, these 
unusually attractive curtains of bleached, pre- 
shrunk muslin retain their crisp appearance with 
a minimum of care. Also available in unbleached 
muslin. 

Satisfaction guaranteed Cheek >-r momu order. 
\<> ((Hi's i>h'!>' [Vritt for hrochury showhifj 
full lint of curtains in many stifles and fabrics 

COUNTRY CURTAINS 
At the Ret! Lion Inn 

Dept. 123, Stockbridge, Mass. 01262 

For   Your 

Cat-Owning     Friends 
The perfect gift is colorful CATS Magazine  

Each month it's filled with news, stories, 

helpful articles on care and health, poems, 

pictures ... all about all kinds of cats. It 

will please every cat lover twelve times in 

the year. Send only $6.00 for the first one 

year subscription, only $4.00 for each ad- 

ditional, including your own if desired, 75c 

sample copies. Gift card and December 

issue will be sent to arrive just before 

Christmas. 

CATS 
10-D    California    Ave.,    Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15202 

PEWTER LOOK 

SOUP TUREEN 
with TRAY ONLY$1298 

Magnificent classic 4'/2-quart Italian import keeps 
"zuppa." stew, baked beans, other foods steam- 
ing hot over 3 hours beautifully—on buffet, table. 
Handsomely crafted from rich pewter-finished 
metal, this commanding beauty has insulated lin- 
ing, tight-fitting cover. Matching 12<A" tray adds 
to elegance, protects table and linens. Just as 
effective for keeping foods icy cold—a perfect ice 
bucket—a unique punch bowl or snack server! 
$12.98 plus 75c postage and handling (#3508). 
N.Y. residents add sales tax. 

Satisfaction guaranteed 
Send check  or money order—no  C.O.D.'s. 

Send for FREE gourmet catalog 

MAJSON oo Michel,  Dept. G-120 
2379 Michel Bldg., Hicksville, N.Y. 11602 

Div   ol Bevis Industries. Inc 
■■■H^Bdaof mtwt rem covmrntrti 

i 

CHARM OF THE MONT 
Did you know there's a flower fi 
every month and a meaning for 
every flower? Charm today's miss 
with ancient flower-power as a 
pendant or bracelet charm. Dainty 
frame encloses dimensional disc. 
Specify month. 14k Gold $7.50, 
sterling $2.50. Ppd. Catalogue, 
$1. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 72 
Bowery, New York, N. Y. 10013. 

DISH  SWISH 
Enjoy a dish-washing spray like 
those on expensive sinks. Handy 
attachment couples to faucet 
with 30" hose. Rugged nylon' 
brush with detergent reservoir 
scrubs pots and dishes fast. 
Spray rinse protects hands. No 
interference with normal faucet 
use. $9.95 plus 50c post. Order' 
from Collier's, GE-127, 9933 
Lawler Ave., Skokie,  III. 60076. 

CRESCENT OF REST 
Relax while traveling with the 
crescent-shaped cushion to sup- 
port the head and cradle the 
neck. Acetate satin cover keeps 
tresses protected from crushing. 
Great at home in bed or while 
watching TV. Folds into purse or 
pocket. $2.98 ppd. Better Sleep, 
Inc., HG12, New Providence, 
N. J. 07974. 

ie 

LACY GRACE 
The look is light and airy but thi 
construction solid and reinforced 
Natural rattan, beautiful as it ii 
or easy to paint. Headboarc 
48"h.: twin 39"w. $16.95; dou- 
ble 54"w. $22.95; queen 60"w 
$25.95; king 78"w. $29.95 
Chair 37"h. with 17"h. seat, 16" 
dia. $16.95. Exp. coll. Catalogue 
25c. Fran's Basket House, HG12, 
Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

i 

2,800 COCKTAILS WORTH 
Give your drinks the gou*rmet 
touch. A spray of Twist-0 lemon 
across the top does more for 
flavor than rind or juice. Choicest 
blends of imported and domestic 
lemon oils—not juice, no alcoho 
—in handy atomizer. Comes 
smartly gift packaged for only 
$5.95 plus 40c postage. Refills 
available. Revord-James & Co., 
HG12, Golf, III. 60029. 

A MATTER OF DEGREES 
If you have occasion to use Cen 
tigrade as well as Fahrenheit tern 
perature readings, a double ther- 
mometer cuts out mathematical 
complications. No hang-up com- 
plications. It's magnetic—just 
place it on any metal surface 
1%" dia. $1.15 ppd. Anthony En- 
terprises, HG12, 585 Market St., 
San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 
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SHOI5PING AROUND 
,HOWY STAND 
-low to make your unique sea- 
.hell, fool's gold or whatever 
■ou've recently uncovered look 
ns treasurable as it really is: col- 
ector's brass stand shows off 
and guards the thing; strategical- 
y placed holders adjust to size 
and shape. 5V2" by 3". $1.98. 
Iwo for $3.85. Add 35c post. 
:>er order. Harriet Carter, HG12, 
3lymouth   Meeting,   Pa.   19462. 

vVHOPPER OF A CHOPPER 
Chopping, mincing and slicing go 
live times faster when you work 
with five blades instead of just 
one. Sturdy plastic holder pro- 
tects fingers from rustproof stain- 
less-steel cutting edges. Easily 

(removed for washing. 5" long, 3" 
deep. $3.98 ppd. Dione Lucas 
Gourmet Center, HG12, 226 E. 
51st St., New York, N. Y. 10022. 

CANNED LIGHT 
'With it" lamps light the scene 
with a minimum of fuss, a maxi- 
mum of chic. 3%" dia. cans 
come in red, blue, black, pink, 
yellow with white globes. Spot 
them around or line them up for 
POW 9V2" h.; 60-watt bulb in- 
cluded. $8.95 ea. ppd. Eastches- 
ter Lighting, HG12, 288 Colum- 
bus Ave., Tuckahoe, N. Y. 10707. 

SOUTHWEST'S BEST 
Free catalogue from Desert 
House offers jewelry, accessories 
and gifts from the Southwest and 
across the border. There are fas- 
cinating dolls from the Indians 
and Mexico, traditional mocca- 
sins and boots, rugs, ponchos, 
jewelry kits for making original 
Christmas decorations. Desert 
House, HG12, Box 11114, Albu- 
querque, N. M. 87112. 

A SCENT OF ROSES 
Potpourri filled with roses and 
specially treated to preserve their 
fragrance. The white china jar 
is painted with colorful birds and 
blossoms. Lift the lid of the jar, 
there's a sweet aroma to per- 
meate the entire room. 16" high. 
Gift-boxed! $2.95 plus 80c post. 
Artisan Galleries, HG12, 2100 No. 
Haskell Ave., Dallas. Tex. 75204. 

TREE TWINKLERS 
Gold-plated stars with boy and 
girl deer with names hang from 
chains ready to trim Xmas tree. 
Fun for family and friends at the 
annual tree-trimming party. Fun 
to use year after year. In order, 
specify first name and boy or girl. 
$1 ea.; six for $5 plus 25c post. 
Lillian Vernon, Dept. GDI, 560 
Third Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y. 
10550. 

6 

Colorful Art 
Needlecraft Kits 

DAISY OWL TO STITCH 
This colorful owl is a delight to embroi- 

der for picture or pillow top. His body is 

worked in bittersweet and yellow. Yellow 

daisies are perched on his head and held 

in hr. claws and his big, black eyes are 

circled with white flowers. Kit includes 

design on 1 5" » 1 7" natural Belgian linen, 

crewel yarns, needle and instructions. 

Only $3.95 plus 35c pstg. 

WOODLAND 
SCENE 
PILLOW 

Pillow cover features 
a rabbit, squirrel, frog, 
snail, butterfly, bee, 
ladybug and flowers. 
Kit includes design on 
natural linen for front 
and back of 14" x 14" 
k nife edge pillow; 
crewel yarns in soft 
green, blues, yellows, 
reds with brown and 
grey; green cording, 
zip, needle, Instruc- 
tions. $5.50 plus 50c 
pstg. 

Send 25c For Next 3 Issues of Our Art Needlecraft Catalog 

)ept. HG71 2, 204 Worcester Turnpike, 

Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181 The Stitchery w
8 

1000  NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1 
Finest quality name & address labels hand- 
somely printed. 1000 for $1.00. Gummed De- 
luxe Gold I .abcls -?\ ■ _'50 with 125 Match- 
ing Self Adhesive Initials set $3.00. < >UIK- 
STIK Sell Adhesive Labels 500 for $2.00. De- 
luxe size -\ ■ ,". 300 fur $2.50. I [omespun Lab- 
els, printed with beautiful colored borders 
300 for $2. Inc. 10c postage & 5'; Calif. 
Tax. Write for money raising plan. Write 
for catalogue of personalized items and 
Christmas ideas. 

Mr. & Mrs. A. K. Johnson 
1934 Marlin Avenue 

Martindale, Calif. 93107 

HANDY    LABELS    1211 Jasperson Bldg., Culver City, Calif. 90230 

QUICK ... What's The Date? 
BUY A HANDY WATCHBAND CALENDAR 

and you'll know the date anytime, any- 

where. Buy for your friends and relatives, 

too . . . great for gifts. Runs for full 12 

months. Easy to attach and remove. No 

Messy Stick-Ons. Champagne color matches 

all color bands. Jewelry type finish. Start 

Any Month. 12 Metal Calendars Gift Pack- 

aged—$1.00/Set—2 or more 75c Set (any 

guantity). Add .35 postage & handling per 

order  (we  ship  1st class). 

HANDY CALENDAR CO. 
Handy Bldg., Dept. HG300 

Scott City, Kansas 67871 

Imprinted   Packaging   Available     For   l: 
Giils    or    I i,ml    Raisins.     Write    lor    low,    Low 
Quantity Pi ... 

New! the "SPREAD-HANGER" 
• HANG  BED- 

SPREADS AT NITE 
• 22" long to hold any 

size 
• Use over door or in 

closet 
• Save Spread-end 

clutter 
• Great tor crowded 

dorms 
• Wonderful gift 

anytime 
• Satisfaction 

guaranteed 

SNAPS OPEN! 

ONLY    J 
in gleaming chrome 

FREE over-the door hook fits 
all doors holds hanger flush. Use 

SPREAD HANGER" to store 
drapes, curtains or keep your best tablecloth 
fresh. 
"Spread-Hanger"   available   only   from   Hilltop 
House. 

HILLTOP HOUSE CO. Send for FREE 
P.O. Box F, Leonia. N. J. 07605    Gift Catalog 

Please rush "Spread-Hangers"   @  S3.95 (plus 

50c for postage and handling).  I enclose S  

Name.. 

Street. 

City... .State Zip. 
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Looking for that last minute personal Christmas Gift? Choose 
this triple initial heirloom script 24KT gold plated pin. Adds 
glamour to your pantsuit, dress, hat, scarf, or purse. Order 
for yourself and others. Custom made. Immediate shipment. 
Specify style: "A" large middle initial.  Style "B" one size 
initials.  Print plainly.  First Middle     _ Last   Last 
initial mounted in center. #1-100. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Bank Americard #  

$6.00 each 
-  2f0r$1pR

5Ep3Af|D$16-50 

CREST HOUSE 1013 PORTAGE TRAIL 
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO 44223 

PEACE RUG 

Ideal gift for the young generation. A 
unique throw rug, suitable for bed- 
rooms, baths, & accent over carpet. 
Warms a dorm room; a handsome 
wall hanging. A full 30"x50" that fits 
anywhere. Heavy colorfast washable 
rayon. Peace sign 27" dia. x 2%" over- 
tuft with heavy waffled non-skid back, 
$9.95 plus .75 postage. Cash, check, 
money order or BankAmericard num- 
ber. Blue w. White, Orange w. Brown, 
Avocado w. Gold. 

PEACE, INC. 
Dcpt. H 

P.O.  Box 2056.  Akron,  Ohio 44311 

in an heirloom tradition 
An exact replica of a famous old sterling 
pattern, with graceful pistol hollow 
handled knives, 3 tined forks and rat- 
tailed spoons. In heavy, hand-forged (these 
are not stamped) satin finished stainless. 
Service for eight includes 8 dinner forks, 
8 dinner knives. 8 salad forks, 8 soup 
spoons, 16 teaspoons, plus 2 serving spoons. 

50-piece service for    8 S29.95 
75-piece service  for  12 44.95 

Steak Set. 8-piece pistol handles (not 
shown). Gift boxed. S16.95 

OPEN STOCK AVAILABLE 
Also   available:   BETSY   ROSS   FIDDLE 
BACK     stainless     steel.     Complete     50- 
piece    service    for    8,    $29.95.    75-piece 
service   for   12.   $44.95.   All   prices   ppd. 

SETK^JED 
LDept.   HG-120,   Great  Barrington,   Mass.  01230 

WHOLESALE 

at low, low prices 
ORIENTAL 

HAND WOVEN TEXTURED 
WALLCOVERINGS 

ORDER NOW 
AND SAVE! 

As low as 
LnY50 

n per 

CiJroll 
• Easy to apply 
• Instructions and tools 

available 
SEND 25d FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES TO: 

ART WALLPAPER CO. 
P. O. Box 7227 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213 

7" Unfinished 
Hardwood Candlesticks 

Ready to oil stain, paint or antique to your 
liking. Retail value finished 85 to $6. [deal 
for Gifts. 

$ZiDU Pi.,   plus 70c shipping. 
No shipping chg. on 2 or more pairs. 

Wiiir   foi   Wholesale   prices  on   quantities   of 
50 or more. 

Conn, residents add 5% tax. 

Send check or money order 

$% ^roniBC ^tjop 
AVON, CONNECTICUT 06001 

Early  American  Reproductions, 
Furniture, Glass, China, Pottery, Antiques, Gifts. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

0> 

'J + 

WHAT'S YOUR MILEAGE? 
Via your feet, that is. Precisio 
made pedometer keeps track 
the tracks you've been makin 
Set it for your stride, hang it froi 
belt. It measures your every step 
registers up to 100 miles. Fo 
convalescents, hikers, house 
wives. $7.98 plus 30c postage 
Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 58£ 
Market St., San Francisco, Cal 
94105. 

FLORAL SWITCH-ON 
Assortment of bright posies on 
wire stems "grow" from a stan 
dard single switchplate. Because ' 
of the wire stems, you bend the 
blossoms in any arrangement 
to suit one's fancy. Gay idea for 
game room or child's room. 
Overall height 10". $1 each plus 
15c post. Leon Duquette, HG120, 
76 Payson St., Fitchburg, Mass. 
01420. 

SAFE ELECTROLYSIS 
What with all the emphasis on a 
flawless skin, be sure to remove 
any hair from face, arms, legs. 
Use Perma Tweez with ease: 
safely destroys roots with tweez- 
er-like action; does not puncture 
or irritate skin. $14.95 ppd. 
Write today to General Medical 
Co., HGE-20, 5701 W. Adams,' 
Los Angeles, Cal. 90016. 

HOW BIG IS A GRAM? 
Measure the grams and ounces 
and watch how fast the pounds 
roll off. Your favorite dieter will 
welcome an accurate diet scale 
complete with tray and measur- 
ing spoon. 4%" by 3%" by 63/4". 
Sturdy metal neatly designed in 
white and walnut grain. $8.89 
ppd. Marriott's, HG12, P.O. Box 
1862, Pompano Beach, Fla. 
33061. 

GOLDEN HIND MODEL » 
Sir Francis Drake's famous flag- 
ship, in which he sailed for Queen 
Elizabeth, comes in a kit com- 
plete to metal fittings, sails and 
display stand. Finished, it's 20" 
by 15". Step-by-step assembly in- 
structions. Sailors love working 
on it. $21.95 plus 50c post. 
Scientific Models, Inc., HG12, 98 
DB Monroe St., Newark, N. J. 
07078. 

NEW SMARTY TABLE 
Some years ago we showed you 
the original collapsible paper 
table. Note the new version you 
can put your feet under! Perfect 
for intimate dinners. Round, flat 
corrugated top holds 200 lbs. 
Cover with 72" felt, paint it, pa- 
per it. 27y2" h. Folds flat. $5.95 
plus $1 post. Smarty Paper Prod- 
ucts, HG12, 75 Colonial Rd., New 
Canaan, Conn. 06840. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

AISE SEA HORSES 
there anything more fascinat- 

g for children or shut-ins than 
atching a male sea horse give 
rth to 20 babies? Kit includes 

ne pregnant male, two mated 
air, lovely sea shells, coral, food 
id instructions. $2.25 ppd. Live 
alivery guaranteed! Aqualand 
bts, HG17, Box 130 Shenandoah 
ta., Miami, Fla. 33145. 

CTURE PLACE 
or his nib's years at school from 
ie first to the twelfth grade! Pic- 
jre album to keep his record 
traight, for parents to enjoy the 
assing show: plastic covered 
/indow takes each year's photo- 
,raph. Album's in color; shows 
hild's development from start to 
;raduation! 10" by 14". $1.98 
)lus 35c. Harriet Carter, HG12, 
Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

SPOTTERS 
ror distinctively marked luggage. 
IV2" by 3" tags with clear vinyl 
'strap, engraved with initials in 
Did English or script on red or 
olack. Three line name and ad- 
dress in gold on white reverse. 
$3.50 each; two, $6; three, 
$7.50. 30c post, for one, 10c ea. 
extra. Ruth Travis & Assoc, 
HG12, 342 W. Peachtree St., 
N.W., Atlanta, Ga. 30308. 

1964 MINT SET 
A complete 1964 set of United 
States coins, including the only 
silver Kennedy half dollar. 1964; 
$3 (10 sets $28.50). 1963; $4. 
1962; $4.45. 1961; $5.25. I960; 
$5.85. 1959; $6.25. 1958; 
$6.85. 1957; $8. 1956; $9. All 
9 yrs.; $50. Centre Coin Co., 
HG12, Box 5490 Sherman Oaks, 
Cal. 91413. 

ALL-MALE FOR ALL MEN 
There's a sensuous look and a 
sybaritic feel to satin boxer shorts 
in bold hues. Add a monogram 
and he'll really flip. Black, gold, 
blue, red, white or olive. Sizes 
30 to 44. $5.98 ppd. $2 extra for 
other sizes—send waist, height, 
weight. Monogram $1.50. Scin- 
tilla, HG12, 4802 No. Broadway 
G, Chicago, III. 60640. 

EGGS A L'ELECTRIQUE 
Electric steam egg cooker shuts 
off automatically when eggs are 
done, ends guesswork! Boils one 
to four eggs, soft, medium or 
hard; makes poached or scram- 
bled eggs, too. In white glazed 
ceramic adorned by farmyard 
fowls. $2.98 plus 75c postage. 
Holiday Gifts, 312-F, 7047 Pecos 
St., Denver, Colo. 80221. 

OTO 
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IMPORTANT AND IMPRESSIVE 
OVAL CENTERPIECE... 

Created in crystal and combined with 
white Italian marble and gold metal 
finish. The delicate lily motif repre- 
sents a rare concept of beauty and 

Fla: residents add 4% sales tax 
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

Morlyn, Jnc. 

Our J916 Warming Tray serves 

in Kitchen, Sickroom, Buffet, Pa- 

tio or as Frozen Food Defroster. 

Size 9 x 19", colors Walnut or 

Avocado, 115 volts AC UL ap- 

proved. One year guarantee by 

Manufacturer. 

$12.00 value shipped ppd. $7.98. 
Sorry No C.O.O.'s. 

Mode Merchandise Co. 
1607 Summer Street 

Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 

Hgrta-BBsk 
*m™$ A real 

"%T77\IT? discovery for 
students. 

fc 

New all-purpose desk lets you study, read 
or write with ease in bed, chair.... any- 
where! Large study area—13x19 inches, 
yet weighs just 4 lbs. Folds for storage. 
Of high density plastic in choice of Wal- 
nut grain or Pumpkin Orange. Just $7.95 
plus 65£ postage. 

New 64 page gift catalog—25c 

Suburbia, inc. 
Mail Shopping Service 

366 Wacouta, Dept. G12 St. Paul, Minn. 55101 

jvwiiyn, /m>«    Dept. G120 
350 So. County Rd.,Dalm Beach, Fla 33480 

HANOWOVFN WILIOW OTTOMAN lm 
ported from Europi li n...cv^i„.i^ foi resting 
wi iry («i i   Bait .ill support 
..   I lOUndtl      '•     tfll      I I     high    Sll   95   pin 
S2.00 i"' ' ill    '   rd 
"til   Mat,   S2.95   'g«ld    avocado    I, I... k   -,r   t.ing.r 

Chr-.U 

in it own natural nrh golden color. 
.'li lung i 14 > u $11.95 nlu. M mi postag.- 
24" long i 16" « lb' $13.95 plus 11.75 postage 
28" long i 17' « 17 $16.95 plus S2.2', postage 
30" long n  IH ■ x  IB   $18.95 plus >2.75 

LOTUS 
LAMP  — 
A rattan hang- 
ing light adds 
a touch nt the 
unusual to your 
special scenic 
scheme. Com- 
pletely wired 
with <l It. rat- 
tan chain and 
bracket. UL. 
approved, 
$8.45 plus 
$1.00 postage. 
Painted   add 
<,\   llll 

WINEIN THE WILLOW 
— Handcratted portable 
bar caddy for easy enter- 
tainment, imported from 
Europe. Compartmented 
to hold necessities firmly 
in place, has three solid 
shelves for bottles, 
glasses, bar tools, fruits. 
etc.. 33' high by 12" 
diameter. Finished in 
its own natural rich col- 
or. $11.95 plus $1.75 
postage. 

SAME    DAY   SHIPMENT 

WICKER IN HOUSE 
& GARDEN COLORS 
—Professionally spray 
pai nted in : Pineapple 
Yellow. Parrot Green. 
Space Blue. Azalea. 
Bittersweet, Black or 
White. 

N      1     llrs. 
add .,'',   salts [ax 

dScUi&ai yfcrii/ie. 
FRANS 

89 W. Main St., Oeot. HG12, Rockavsay, N. J. 07864 

A Battle Creek Bisolar- sunlamp will keep 
the whole family tanned and healthy-look- 
ing. Best sunlamp made for home use: has 
3 bulbs (2 for tanning, 1 for heat). Tans your 
entire body at once. Ten-day home trial 
available. Write for free information. 

M BATTLE CREEK Equipment Co. 
307 W. Jackson St., Battle Creek, Michigan 49016 

. BATTLE CREEK Equipment Co. 
I Dept. 607.   307 W. Jackson St. 
1 Battle Creek, Michigan 49016 

I Send free information on Bisolar sunlamp. 

LC: -Zip_ 
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MATTERHORN  HAT 
Comfortable, Tyrolean-style all-weather hat for 
men. Quilted Nylon sheds water. Pull-down 
earflaps for warmth. For sport & casual wear. 
Color choice: Red, Olive, Gold, Navy. Sizes: 
S, M, L, XL. 

$7-95  ppd. 

MEN'S RELAXIN' SLIPPERS 
Step into these and a new world of luxury. Natu- 
ral color deerskin with sturdy, flexible sole and 
high collar. Feet and ankles are cradled in the 
softness and warmth of the lush Orion Acrylic 
pile lining. Great after skiing. Whole siies 6-13. 

$10-00 (add 35c handling charge). 

RED GLOVES 
Heavy-duty   red   deerskin 

^Ufj 

TRADING  POST 
Rt- r 1 atll4G. Dan vers, Mass. 01923 

Zip Code Required! 

THE NOW 
LOUNGEWEAR 
Judo-Jumper Robe. 
Nylon-tricot, fast-drying 
wash and wear. In 
black, white or nude. 
S,M,L,XL-$16.95 

"Brief-ers" 
Nylon-tricot, (not 
pictured) French 
style underbriefs. 
Black, white, nude. 
S, M, L, XL-$3.00 

New! Send 250 
for our new 
catalog. No 
C.O.D.'s 
please. 
Add 50C 
postage. 

. I \$R 

The NOW 
Shop for Men 

AH MEN 
0ept.HG-12 
8933 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Hollywood, California 90069 

PAMPER  YOUR FEET 

GIVE THEM THE GIFT OF COMFORT 

only $12.95 ppd. 

Finest wooden shoe available. Ortho- 

pedic wooden platforms with rubber 

tread help- ease the tension of tired 

feet and legs. Fashion's newest answer 

to shopping, at home and all casual 

wear. Plain leather: red, white, blue, 

beige, brown and black. Perforated: 

red, white and blue. Contrasting trim. 

Sizes 4 to 10'/2- Send size or foot out- 

line. 

California residents add 5% sales tax 

POSTE  HASTE 
Box 1 011, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91 360 

**^ 

1970 CHRISTMAS PLATES 
Going to Church 

BY BAREUTHER 

The fourth of a new 
series, the Bareuther- 
Bavaria 1970 Christ- 
mas Plate in the fa- 
mous dark blue Porce- 
lain depicts the Family 
and  Children Going to Church on Christ- 
mas Eve amidst the  snow covered trees. 

$8.00 U.S. 

Pheasants 
in the Snow 

ARTIST: "HENRY 
THELANDER" 

The snow covered fields 
and trees of an old 
Danish farm with 
Pheasants in the snow 

is a typical Christmas Scene in Denmark. 
Since 1895 when Bing & Grondahl issued 
the first porcelain Christmas Plate they 
have been sought after by collec- 
tors. $10.00 U. S. 

Please   add   $1.00   for   handling 
and postage for each plate. 
Sorry,   we  do  not  sell  previous 
year   plates,    only   the   current 
year. 

Write for Brochure of Bing & 
Grondahl 1970 and Bavarian 
Xmas plates. 

46 Cote de la Fabrique, Quebec, Canada 

SHOPPING AROUND 

REVOLVING PHOTO FILE: ]Z&'%"« 
storage. Instantly show up to 500 snapshots in this hand- 
some revolving photo file. No gluing or mounting! Just slip 
snapshots, up to 31"x5", into protective see-thru pockets. 
Sturdy brown Styrene base. 80 pockets for 160 photos incl. 
$5.98 plus 50C post. With wood base, $10.95 plus 75£ 
post. Wood base Luxury File (200 pockets) $25.95 ppd. 
Extra pockets for 32 photo* $1.00. Money back guarantee. 

Write for Free Catalog of Unique Gift! 

FRANZEH GIFTS, DeptHG 12 
110 Franzen Bldg., Flanagan, III. 61740 
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E-X-T-E-N-S-l-O-N 
Bra extender enlarges the toe 
small bra or makes an in-betwee 
size fit properly. No sewing rr 
quired. Hook to both ends of br 
and find out how much easier 
is to play tennis, golf or garde 
with a good-fitting bra. Specif 
two or three hooks. Two for $ 
plus 15c post. Anthony Entei 
prises, HG12, 585 Market St 
San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

CLEARLY USEFUL 
Picture a pitcher that holds a bii 
48 ounces for serving a perfectl 
chilled martini!  Picture it again 
chock-full of green leaves on , 
coffee table.  Handmade  in  En 
rope in a  Paul  Revere tankan i 
shape. It's the perfect answer I! 
any  gift  problems.   $4.50  plu 
50c   post.   Added   Touch,   121- 
WaterSt., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 1901C 

CUT CRYSTAL 
Elegant crystal bowl with six crys 
tal drops to catch the lights cl 
candles on the dining table. Ita1 

ian marble with hand-finishei 
base. SVi" dia., 11" high. Fi 
with an arrangement of blossom 
or fruit; grapes are particular! 
suited. $20 ppd. Fairyland Dec 
orators, HG12, 891 Bergen Ave. 
Jersey City, N. J. 07036. 

LEVI'S TOTE 
Durable tote made from the sam< 
material as Levi blue jeans. 14' 
wide, 14V2" h. The handles an 
heavy duty red webbing. Take: 
bundles everywhere and is ma 
chine washable. Carry it fit lee 
with all the Christmas package: 
this year. $5.98 plus 50c post 
J. Carlton's, Inc., F190, 17( 
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y 
10016. 

TAKE-ALONG PUZZLE^ 
Small enough for glove compart 
ment or purse, interesting 
enough to occupy them for ar 
hour. Six colorful miniature 
blocks which combine to create 
six different fairy tale scenes. 
Less than 1" square, the blocks 
nest in a matchbox. Solutions 
too. $1.20, six for $6. Ppd. Post- 
amatic Co., HG1270, Lafayette 
Hill, Pa. 19444. 

WEATHER WISE 
When fair weather is in store the 
children come out, for rain or 
snow it's the old witch. The chalet 
they live in is gingerbready as 
they come, of marble-look plastic 
right for any wall. Fun and so 
useful. Thermometer, too. 5%" 
by4V2" by IY2" deep. $1.98 plus 
20c post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG12, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 
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SHOPI 'INC 5 AR< UNI ) 
VHALE OF A PRINT 
\ new series of four full-color 
vhaling prints records 19th cen- 
ury Americana at its most ex- 
iting. By artist Percy Dalton, 

:ommissioned for Preston's, 
hey're 16" by 20" each. Set of 

our $3.95, ppd. More marine 
jrints, nautical gifts, model ships 

n a 128 page catalogue 25c. 
'reston's, 101-B Main St. Wharf, 
Sreenport, IN. Y. 11944. 

FRIEND IN THE NIGHT 

Give a Kewpie doll night light to 
my child and he'll never be 

afraid of the dark again. Of 
bisque and 6V2" tall, it sits any- 
where—chest, dresser, table. Or 
perch it high on a shelf where his 
quizzical smile is always in view 
to foster sweet dreams. $5.50 

I ppd. Imre Ban Studio, HG12, 
I 3950 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, III. 

60613. 

WELL, WELLS 

Translucent glass inkwells are 
recreated from molds in a well- 
known collection. Various colors; 
six different designs including: 
Wishing Well; Remember Me; 
Mrs. Browning. Lovely with a bud 
or leaf. Set of six, $2.95 plus 50c 
post. World Art Group, HG12, 
2 First St., East Norwalk, Conn. 
06855. 

ALL  IN  ONE 

Shoe chest retrieves sneakers, 
heels, and sandals from under 
beds, out of closets into a chest 
of knotty pine in honey-tone pine 
or maple, antique pine or walnut 
finish. Louvered doors, adjust- 
able rods, chest's 36" h., 29" 
w., 15" d. $42.95. Kit form, 
$29.95. Exp. coll. Yield House, 
HG12, North Conway, N. H. 
03860. 

BE A  PEEPER 

If a stranger rings, you can see 
him without opening the door. 
Safety device consists of three 
mirrors so a person inside com- 
mands the view to the right, left, 
below, but the fella outside can- 
not see him. "Busybody's" for 
every man's house; installation's 
easy. $15 plus $2 post. William 
Spencer, HG12, Woolman Lane, 
Rancocas Woods,  N. J.  08060. 

BAROQUE TRIO 

Oval mirror and a pair of deli- 
cately sculptured sconces are in 
the golden baroque style. A love- 
ly choice to highlight a wall in 
dining room or hallway. The 
sconces and mirror are 10" high. 
The sconces come with perma- 
nent decorator candles. Set, 
$2.98 plus 75c post. Harriet Car- 
ter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, 

Pa. 19462. 

Mupa • ;m 

cJ^ffhetalc 
There's still lime to give a holiday gilt ol the 

warm beauty and patina of antique Pewter, recaptured in the original creation 
ol the Armetale line. Hand cast, and hand finished, Armetale is more durable 
than Pewter and will not tarnish. Give an unusual gilt this Christmas—the look 
and feel of Pewter—at contemporary prices! Send for free catalog. All orders 
received by December 7, are guaranteed delivery belore Christmas. 

Pictured above: A—Zodiac Mug. 4V4" high, 17 oz. capacity; please specily sign, S6.95. 
B or C—12" diameter, Silver Dollar Heads & Tails, a most unusual hotplate . . . comes 
with rubber tipped tripod base, also has attachment lor wall hanging. $11.95 each. D— 
Square Bread Plate with famous motto—6" X 9", $6.95. 

All   item     ppd.  You  must  be 
r  money refunded. 

Sagittarius 
2405 Spruce Street «? enterprises 

Philadelphia, Pa., 19103 

f f- 
X9T- - ) 

ZODIAC   SAMPLERS 
Embroider beautiful Zodiac Snmiilers for living 
room, boy's room. den. or hall, or hang all twelve 
as a group. Each kit includes design printed on 
decorator fabric, colorful wool and metallic 
yarns, needle, and easy-to-follow instructions. 
Framed size 12" x 12". Choose Leo (shown 
above). Virgo. Libra. Scorpio. Sagittarius. 
Capricorn. Aquarius Pisces. Ariev Taurus. 
Gemini, or Cancer, or tell us month and date 
and we'll send proper kit. Frames also available. 

Zodiac Sampler Kit SI.50 
Wood Frame, 12"x12". 

walnut finish SI .75 

PLEASE ADD 35c  POSTAGE & HANDLING 
P     i:       I■ ■• I -■   Soles I'm. Surry ,Yo coirs 

VICTORIA   GIFTS 
12-H  Woter  St.,  Bryn  Mawr,   Pa.   19010 

No 

bounds 

to 

losing 

pounds #^3 
TRIM-EZ 
IN  A 

EXERCISE 
SUIT 

IN KRENE 

Lose 2, 10, 20 pounds in 1, 5 
or 10 weeks with the unique 
TRIM-EZ suit! Acts like a 
"portable steam bath", melts off 
excess pounds safely, easily 
while you exercise. Professional 
models and athletes use 
TRIM-EZ. Now you can! SfflQR 
FOR  MEN yHaJ 

AND WOMEN PRO-MODEL:     %M retail 
S 30-3.1; M 36-40, L 42-44, 
XL 46-48, XXL 50-56 

No CO D.-$1.00 for 
P.P. and handling 

Sold at sporting goods and P X stores 
Or write to: 

CI ||W|_C7 SUIT COMPANY. INC 

'Copyright 1970 
54 Shallowford Road  HG 12 

Chattanooga, Tenn. 37404 

Inspirational Books 
Both exquisitely illustrated with full color paint- 
ings and photographs. Hard bound. "GOD'S 
BEAUTIFUL WORLD" reflects on His handiwork 
in nalure through poetry and <trt. 52 pages. 
5%" « 7'/4" $2.00 plus 25c postage, each 
"DOWN FRIENDSHIP LANE" tells the friend- 
ship story through highly talented artists and 
writers. 64 pages, 8'/2" x 11". $1.75 plus 25c 
postage each. (For & books or more send no 
postage) These heart-warming books are ideal 
for group giving. 

Free Quality Gift Catalog on Request. 

%r SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
j£;l       3023 Crane Drive. Dent. HGI2-0 
BT-!       Falls Church. Va. 22042 

"Wild Animal" Skins Look 
Dangerously Real 

>a\ e §2500 ! Skip the safari this year. Yet 
your friends will never guess that you 
aren't ju^t hack from Kenya when they 
see your pelts. For no one would e\ er 
dream thai these are calfskins. They're 
tanned just like expensive furs to stay 
silky soft anil clean. Authentically simu- 
lated to look unbelievably real. Approxi- 
mately ,V'■ x 2yi feet. Specify Leopard, 
Jaguar, Tiger, Zebra, or Cheetah. 
Enthusi 'action guaranteed. Free 
folder. Only $24.95 postpaid. Order now ! 

SAFARI rSICWSOT). 
P.  0.  Box 4156 

Dept. H 

San  Rafael, Calif. 94903 
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ready-to-finish 
hardwood furniture 

Quality chests, 
bookcases 
shelves, desks 

Send for free catalog of 
over 500 pieces of furniture 
made and sold only by us. 

Shown here is a three 
drawer chest 36" wide, 
16" deep and 29" high. 
In ready-to-finish 
solid poplar $49.00 
In ready-to-oi 
solid walnut $98.00 

EXOTIC  *59S 
plus 60c shipping I 

Frosted   plastic   comes   alive   with   different   colors 
th.it   MOVE  mystically! Turn on the hi-fi and lamp ; 
seems to  flicker,  flash,   pulse   in  time  to  the   music, j 
Take the colored lights into a dark room. 200 feet of 
room   area   dissolve   into   a   panorama  cf   shades  and 
shapes in  WILD  ecstacy.  Stimulates the mind  with 
an endless  pattern.  A  soothing  effect.   12"  high.   5" 
dia. 5' cord and 4 colored bulbs.  Extra Bulbs—8 for 
3.00 Ppd. 

Dept. GDO, 39 Crestline Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087 

Hand crafted, heavy gauged, beautifully de- 
signed functional kitchen accessories. Enhances 
your kitchen decor with individuality and ap 
pea 

A—Skillfully crafted 15" wrought iron SPICE 
RACK, $4.95 plus 95c postage. Available with 
set of jars and labels, $5.95 plus 95c postage. 

Graceful, highly functional wrought iron 
6"x8" iron NAPKIN HOLDER, $4.95 plus 95c 
postage. 

C—Hand   forged   wrought    iron    14"    PAPER 
TOWEL HOLDER, $4.95 plus 95c postage. 

Available in decorator colors—black, tangerine, 
blue, mustard and avocado. 

Bonus any three sent postpaid. 

Also, catalog available for 25c which is applt 
cable   towards   purchase.   Send  your  check  or 
money order to: 

peppi-gee co. 
75   Main   Street 

West  Sayville,   New   York   11796 

DISPLAY YOUR TREASURES 
Here Is a deep display case to hold treasures or 
awards in a handsome wall decor unit. The kit 
includes: a velvet-lined box (in classic red) a 
walnut-finished gilt-edged deep frame, glass 
front, mounting adhesive and instructions. Pic- 
tured is the 8" X 10" case, at S6.95. Also 
available in 16" X 20" size, at $14.95. Cases 
will take any item up to one inch in thickness 
and are ideal for awards, medals, pins, spoons, 
coins, charms, glasses, antique jewelry, or any 
memorabilia. Please include $.50 postage. 

WORLD ARTS 
Box 577F 

Wilmington, California 90744 

THE MOON MOUSE 
Our incredibly appealing friend, a flight of 

the creative imagination of some obviously 

moonstruck folks in New Hampshire, is about 

10" long and 6" high. Made of lamb's wool 

with the cast of golden fleece (inside and 

out) the moon mouse has ears and tail of 

leathery sheepskin, and is easily the cud- 

dliest, friendliest non-stirring creature in 

the house. $7.95, ppd. 

CASUAL LIVING, Route 6, Bethel, Ct. 06801 

SHOPPING AROUND 

ASA Hm'r    -.HA* t« 

SAFETY FIRST 
Keep those dangling electrics 
cords off the floor and out of thi 
way with cord shortener tha 
holds up to three feet of cord 
Just wind excess cord aroum 
shortener and hook the cord ii 
slots at each end of the short 
ener. Only $1.29 for six plus 15t 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12 
585 Market St., San Franciscc 
Cal. 94105. 

THREE-IN-ONE STOVE 
Miniature pot-bellied stove i 
black cast iron—cute as can bt 
on the table where it's also a sal 
and pepper shaker. Top holds th< 
salt and bottom, the pepper. Fill; 
through slots. Stove is 6V2" higt/ 
and the trim is nickel. $3.98 plus 
30c post. J. Carlton's, Inc., Dept 
F176, 176 Madison Ave., Nev 
York, N. Y. 10016. 

SPECIAL SCUFFS 
You can bet your bottom dollat 
on the comfort and style of muleti 
made to look like leopard fur, 
Actually, the stuff of scuff is sof, 
acrylic pile with bubble sole con 
struction: it's non-skid, indoorj 
outdoor Angelite for the dressy, 
stay-at-homes. Sizes 4 to 9V2 fon 
$3.95 plus 50c post. Old Puebk" 
Traders, 600-HDL-So. Country 
Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716 

DAISIES ARE A-LOOMING 
You make the daisies on a loorr 
and in less than a week of long 
winter evenings you're snuggling,* 
up under an afghan like a mid^ I 
summer night's dream. Kit has 
36 oz. American wool in white, 
lemon yellow and avocado, carry-J 
ing case and loom 48" by 62" 
finished.   $14.98  ppd.  Colonial c 
Studios,  Dept. AD-40, 20 Bank 
St., White Plains, N. Y. 10606. 

DAPPER DRIP DRIES! t 

If you notice a slump after the 
first few washings, your drip-dry 
shirts need plastic collar sup-< 
ports. Just fasten under the col- 
lars as you hang them to dry and 
no need to remove until you wear 
the shirt. Wonderful for travel 
too. Set of five, $1. Three sets, 
$2.50. Add 15c post. Handy 
Gifts, HG12, 1211A Jasperson 
Bldg., Culver City, Cal. 90230. 

VEGETABLE  STEAMEI 

1 

■'/•'•■ ^£^1V^EL> 

Now always serve nutritiously i 
licious tender-crisp  perfect ve| 
tables with aluminum french fo 
ing   steam   basket   that   makes 
double boiler. 6    wide with sic 
up,   9     flat.   With   wire   hand 
for lifting.  Will  not tarnish. 

STEAM BASKET 
$3.98 + 40c Mailing Each 

Calif.residenlsaddS^csalestc 

^k ■'■' ■^^Pfl^ Satisfaction guaranteed. 

K 1 
"-:*"-"*i*%''^^^BJK3V5' Anthony Enterprise. 

585 Market St.. Dept. HG-120 
San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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MICH AND STUFF 
ctorian pattern is a rewarding 

[plica of the ante-bellum era, 
[rca 1850. Fetching form 
| inted   in  full   color  on   heavy 
hite muslin. Child or grownup 

nts out on dotted line; stitches, 
Uffs. Stands 18" high and 

Messed  with   goldilocks.   $2.25 
>il    Artisan   Galleries,   HG12, 
100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, 
ex. 75204. 

IMELY TREASURE 
he life of the party arrives on 
ie dot when she wears this 
/atch hidden in a magnificent 
■racelet. Band is gold mesh 
apering from %" to Vz" and ad- 
jsts to fit all wrists. Jeweled 
/atch is concealed under a cover 
tudded with simulated sap- 
)hires and pearls. $21.50 plus 

>;5c post. Harriet Carter, HG12, 
Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

JIRD ON THE WING 
Sandwich glass birds brightly 
lued hand-crafted by famous 
"ape Cod glass makers. A crown- 
ng touch for the tree or mantel 
decoration and lovely all year 
:hrough in a sunny window. 6" to 
7". Twin owls, $10.50; bluebird, 
$6.50; hummingbird, $5.95. Add 
35c each  postage.  Clymer's of 

:Bucks    County,     HG12,     Point 
'Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

PRETTY  PROP 
Rest easy while reading, snack- 
ing, or looking at TV in bed. 
There are 10 adjustable positions 
on this padded foam rubber back 
rest. It can't slip; cushions both 
your back and head. Brass plated 
frame, flowered patterned fabric. 
16" w. by 24" h. Folds flat to 
store. $9.95 ppd. Better Sleep, 
Inc., HG12, New Providence, 
N. J. 07974. 

WISE AND WEIGHTY 
American primitive—an enchant- 
ing little owl, butterfly and mush- 
room already worked on canvas 
in grospoint in soft golds, browns, 
red, green and grey. You com- 
plete the background in ivory or 
forest green wool and what do 
you have?—a doorstop! Kit, ex- 
cept for brick, $6.95 plus 45c 
post. The Stitchery, HG12, 
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

ti     9 
W 

II      II 

LANT OF THE MONTH CLUB 
ique year 'round gift. Each month member receives 
e, unusual plant or bulb sent postpaid. Many Ira- 
led. Complete growing instructions. Replacement 
iranteed if any selection tails to grow. Different 
action each month. Gift card sent in your name, 
mbership includes FREE 64-page Dell Book of 
use Plants. Ten-months $13.95. Five-months 
'.95. The original club; 20 years of satisfaction. 

Write 
'LANT OF THE MONTH CLUB 

Department 107 
546 31st Street. Des Moines,  Iowa 50312 

Baked to Order for You and Friends 

"that   famous   Corsicana,   Texas 
Fruit Cake," since   1896 

COLLIN STREET BAKERY 
P.O. Box 122, Corsicana, Texas 75110 

.21b.; .31b.; .51b. Please ship: 
n Ship to me 
n Attached   list  shows  addresses,   sizes,   de 

liver/ date.   Payment enclosed. 

MY NAME. 

ADDRESS.. 

CITY  

Serve and Rive the only 
fruit cake ever to win the 

\ |   New York Gourmet Society 
Award  for  Excellence 

Here's the remarkable Christmas 
cake that earned its fame through- 
out America and in more than 148 
foreign lands. Favored by hostesses 
for 73 years, the DeLuxe is custom- 
baked for you and mailed straight 
from our kitchens. Filled with 
juiciest imported fruits and rich 
Texas pecans — flavor so perfect we 
guarantee it the best you've ever 
bought, baked, or eaten, or money 
promptly refunded. 

STATE. ZIP- 

ORDER NOW . . . SEND LIST AND CHECK OR 
MONEY ORDER. Holiday-packed, cake's color- 
ful history enclosed. Tell us how to sign gift 
cards. Postpaid: 21b., $4.55; 3-lb.. $6.25; 
5-lb., $9.95.  Discount on 25 cakes or more. 

TITANIA! 
the most BRILLIANT 
JEWEL ON EARTH! 
say s the SHlur.li,% Eve- 
ning Post i. READER'S 
DIGEST 

about this amazing 

MAN MADE MIRACLE! 

SoliU 
I I ki 

ing. 

UM.Y 

Completi 

S36 
I carat"! itania" 
-.1   in  .i   Mascu- 
line box style  > I 
kt.   gold   i i- 

C inletc. 

S44 
OUR 
25TH 

YEAR! 

"   jewels,   1   lo 
brooches, pins 

Write for FREE HANDY RING SIZE CHART & 
120 PAGE FULL COLOR JEWELRY CATALOG. 

LAPIDARY CO., 

Delft Birth Plate 
WILL   BE   CHERISHED   for   a   LIFETIME 
The perfect commemoration for a new born 
child or a birthday—will arrive in less than 3 
weeks by air, direct from Royal Delft factories 
in Holland. Give FULL NAME. TIME OF BIRTH 
(designated by clock hands), A.M. or P.M., 
WEIGHT (designated on child stork is carry- 
ing). DATE OF BIRTH and 
PLACE OF BIRTH. Be sure to til M QK 
include all information for this fltiTJ 
handpainted plate. PRO. 

fa. Res. Add 6'7   Tar  m  >orrt, \o COD'S 
Send 10c for catalog 

DePT. HG-12   POSTAMATIC COMPANY 
II   EAST   12   ST..   NEW   YORK,   N.   Y. Dept. HG1270, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444 
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Every kitchen needs these fabulous tools! 
GIANT FORKS (above le(t)  Set of 2 $1.49 
No more perilous juggling acts! Giant forks lift 
and turn heavy roasts with ease. Heavy steel, spe- 
cially constr*u»*«d~lo grip securely, specially designed 
to allow juices to drain back. 12" long, cool solid 
wood  handles,   leather hanging thongs.     -8118 

FRENCH WHISKS (above right) Set of 3 $1.00 
Prized by gourmet chefs for centuries—nothing like 
them for light and airy whipping. You get 3 sizes— 
8" for fluffy omelets, 10" for velvety sauces. 12" 
for smooth batters and puddings. Heavy tinned 
piano-style   hoops,   hanging   loops.   -8148 

CHEF'S WOODEN TOOLS (at left) .... Set of 5 S1.59 
Fascinating forms and essential utensils—the finest 
chefs wouldn't stir without them! Spoons that get 
into corners, with holes for mixing dough or slots 
for draining, paddle shaped for folding—each differ- 
ent! Natural wood, 9-14" long. r6077 Please add 35c postage 

Vf The Country Gourmet 

I 
Inc.    Dent. GD. 545 Fourth Ave..  Mt. Vernon. N.Y.  10550 

CUTTING 
BOARD 

SLICE. CHOP,  CARVE  ON  IT! 
Can't see it? Well, it's there . . . taking those 
chops and slices and cuts while saving your table 
or counter top. Crystal-clear Lucite lets pretty 
formica or table cloth colors and patterns show 
through. Acts as a protective hot plate, too. 
Unbreakable, heat resistant . . . and so unob- 
trusive, no need to hide it when not in use. 

8" x M" $2.98; 12" x 16" S4.98. 
14" round $6.98- All orders postpaid. 

Mail orders filled promptly. Money back guarantee. 

FOR 

SALE: 

Only 

40,000 lbs. of 

The   original   source   of 
shallots by  mail  since  1957. 

>x  lb. sample box $1.00.  Monthly  'A  lb. 
shipment  for one year $11.00. 

Plus over 500 items in gourmet foods 

at very REASONABLE prices: 

Caviar, Truffles, Snails, dragees, marrons 
glaces, couscous, bulgur, fondue, shark fin 
soup, foie gras. vintage brandy orange 
marmalade, wildboar, kangaroo, faisan, 
venison, haggis, polenta, krupuk undang, 
kejap benteng, flageolets, lychees, lox, 
cherries in brandy, tripes, etc. 

I OMPARE OUR PRICES BY SEND- 
ING   25c   FOR   OUR   48  PAGE 

CATALOGUE. 

^e& £c6tUot€e4 
Box    119.    Ramsey.    N.   J.   07446 

Use as a grinder for chocolates, spices, etc. 
or just to enjoy freshly grated cheese. Great as 
a stocking-stutter for Xmas, a bread and butter 
gift, or just because you feel like giving some- 
thing nice to someone. 

$3.45 Ppd. 
WALKER   PRODUCTS 

P. 0. Box 74 Ozone Park, N. Y. 11417 

FREE CATALOG 
Beautiful natural color photos. 24 pages As- 
sortments from $8.00 to $1000.00 You owe 
yourself the experience of Omaha Steaks, 
tender-as-butter. inimitable corn-fed flavor. 
From the beef center of the world, each steak 
is aged, skillfully trimmed, individually 
wrapped, flash frozen. Gift-packed in a re- 
usable picnic cooler. 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

Dept. A-12. 4400 So. 96 St., Omaha, Nebraska 63127 

SHOPPING 
AROUND 

FOR 
GOURMET 

GIFTS 

TREE TAPPING KIT 
If your property is blessed with 
maple trees, luscious maple 
syrup is yours for the tapping. 
Unique kit gives you the proper 
drill bit, taps and vinyl sap bags 
made to keep out dust and rain. 
Cooking thermometer and in- 
structions incl. Usable as far 
south as Va. $16.95 ppd. Gold- 
en Maple Farm, HG12, Box 96, 
Oakland, N. J. 07436. 

N.Y. CHEESECAKE 
Let's say this is the smoothe: 
cheesecake to come our way in 
month of Sundays: gorgeou 
goodies made with rich crear 
cheese and fresh eggs; it's th 
first choice of fine restaurants i 
New York. Each 4V2 lb. cak 
serves 16. $8.75 ppd. Add $2.5 
W. of Miss. New York Cheesecake 
HG12, Box 498, Lenox Hill Sta 
New York, N. Y. 10021. 

BACHELOR CUPS 
If he prides himself on his cook- 
ing, show him you agree with a 
set of thoroughly masculine 
measuring cups. Miniature tan- 
kards with glass bottoms, they're 
easy-to-clean aluminum in stand- 
ard one-quarter, one-third, one- 
half and one cup measures. 
$3.75 ppd. with hang-up rack. 
Old Guilford Forge, HG12, Guil- 
ford, Conn. 06437. 

DUTCH DELIGHT 
Blended with spices and curei 
in old-fashioned smoke houses 
here's an all-beef bologna yo< 
won't find in stores. An authentii 
Pennsylvania Dutch recipe fron 
1885, it's sensational for hor 
d'oeuvres, holiday brunches am 
bridge party lunches. USDA in 
spected. 3V2 lb. roll $6.50 ppd 
Weaver's, HG12, P.O. Box 525E 
Lebanon, Pa. 17042. 

FRUIT FAIR 
Goldmine of goodies in a color- 
splashed catalogue from famous 
Harry & David, Fruit-of-the-Month 
Club creators. Free Christmas 
book of the perfect Christmas 
gift—fruits, preserves, candies, 
nuts, even special meats an'c 
cheeses. Harry and David, Box 
K-1030, Bear Creek Orchards, 
Medford, Ore. 97501. 
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DOES THE DOUf 

All you mad housewives out there 
—here's heaven sent help with 
bread baking: terrific tray's for 
doing dough. Doesn't stick; users 
swear by it for salad service. 
Practically indestructible, since 
it's constructed of Appalachian 
hardwoods. 10V2" by 16". $8 
plus 50c post. Storehouse, Inc., 
HG12, 1923 Peachtree Rd., At- 
lanta, Ga. 30309. 

CUTTERS OLE 

Stainless steel tortillas cutters 
for tacos are finds for afficiona- 
dos of Mexican delights. One is 
the traditional round and the 
other is the Mexican hexagon. 
Recipes for the dough and fillings 
included in order. $2.98 each; 
set, $5.50. Add 75c post. Beevin- 
wood, HG12, R.R. 2, Arcanum, 
Ohio 45304. 

CAFE STYLE ESPRESSO 

Skiers love espresso and delecta- 
ble cappuccino with brandy lac- 
ing. Hydromatic machine 8" w., 
12" d., 19" h. is chrome-plated 
brass and serves 24 demitasse 
size. With steam valve, $98.50; 
continuous operation connected 
to water system, $130. Exp. coll. 
Catalogue, 25c. Thomas Cara, 
Ltd., HG12, 517 Pacific Ave., San 
Francisco, Cal. 94133. 

SELECT SEAFOOD 

Let's get right to the heart of the 
matter: twelve delicious seafood 
selections hail from their native 
Maine where man can depend on 
produce perfection. All goodies 
are packed in a show-off water- 
tight buoy mooring cask, decora- 
ted with the photogenic whale. 
Great for gay days ahead. $24.95 
ppd. Saltwater Farms, HG12, 
Damariscotta, Maine 04543. 

GRINDER  FIND 

Pepper grinders in pewter are 
not easily come by but here's an 
individual imported piece. Bin- 
type drawer makes filling fast 
and less messy, lets you grind 
rock salt as well. Small size 3" 
high, $8.25, larger size 4" high 
$10.25. Ppd. Kitchen Gadgets, 
HG12, P.O. Box 9083, Houston, 
Texas 77011. 

CULINARY CENTER 

Combination book shelf and two- 
drawer card file organizes cook 
books and recipe file cards in 
one convenient location. Shelf 
holds six or more books and 
1,000 three-inch by five-inch file 
cards. Natural wood finish, 12" 
wide, IOV2" high, 6" deep. $6.98 
ppd. Walter Drake, HG94 Drake 
Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
80901. 

1   iTABLISHED  1840 Al   SMITHFIELD    IORDAN'S«  MriuiNL 

VIRGINIA HAM 
AGED LIKE 
VINTAGE 
WINE 
Christmas Tradition for 300 ) <■< rsl 
Smoked for weeks over hand tended fires, kepi u«inu da) and nighd 
While juices dri|) and pungent hickor)  smoke llawirs (he meal. Ajjed a 

year, thl " baked with wine and Minar. Arrives read)  lo serve doesn't 

even  reed  heating), fir (  lirislmas feasl,  buffet, cocktails, sandwn In 

etc. Traditional!)  sliced paper thin and served cold; yoes a long way; 

easy to keep; a delight to any home maker during busy holidays. 
.'ion years ago Virginia planters tr.nleil 
Lheir hams t<> English sailing masters. 
Soon 1 he old world's epit urea were ij"»i: 
over ilu. in-...  flavor. Virginia Ham he- 
■ mi'   i 11 1   around the world. It still 

1     Each magnificent  ham now li i n 
in   our  aging   rooms   has   been    lowly 
cured, smoked i<» .» rich mahogany hue, 
and aged tin- way tin* colonists did it 
.'IOO years ago. For (here is no short cut 
to such 11.ivor .lust before shipment 
each ham is soaked, simmered, skinned, 
tin- f.ii trimmed, then Bauced with wine 

.mil Bugar, and  baked  in a  sweet  and 
savory feast of flavor unlike any other' 

ted in burgundy  I si urtiy 
(>lil Virginia Smokehouse bo* v. ith carv- 
ing, keeping, erving suggestions en- 

■ lo •'I. hen- is a grand treat lor your 
family ami guests ami a magnificent 
Kift! Our hams arc prepared to 1 
discerning people. We guarantee com- 
plete satisfaction or money refunded. 

11 per lb , net cooked weight plus post- 
age. Sizes: :•• to 15 lbs Please specify if 
wanted now, for Christmas, or other d  '■ 

JORDAN'S OLD VIRGINIA SMOKEHOUSE 
1510 West Ovcrbrook Road • Richmond, Virginia 23220 

Jordan's Bone-In Ham(s), weighing- Please send me 
(9 to 1 5 lb. avg.) ('i    $2.19   per lb., net cooked weight, plus postage: estimated 
at $1.50 per ham East of the Mississippi and $3.00 West of the Mississippi. 

NAME  

STREET 

CITY  STATE _ZIP_ 

(Please Check. Immediate Delivery. 

Other (List Arrival Date 

.Christmas Delivery 

 ) 
Enclose check or money order. In case of a slight weight difference, a refund 
or bill will be sent to you. Use Jordan's free gift mailing service for all your 
holiday gifts. Attach a separate sheet for mailing instructions and personal 
messages which we will include on greeting card. 

TEXAS RED GRAPEFRUIT! 
The Best — From the Lush Rio Grande Valley 

y2-b\s. Grapefruit  $7.50   Full bu. G.F. & Ors... $10.95 
Carton of 12 G.F $5.70   y2-bu. G.F. & Ors. in 
Full bushel G.F $10.90   Mex. bamboo basket....$8.50 
Carton of 6 G.F $3.95   puu bu. G.F. & Ors. in 
%-bu. G.F. & oranges..$7.60   Mex. bamboo basket $12.50 

All   are   delivered   prices — Write for free illustrated folder. 

Other citrus  packs  and  also  pecans,   rare    honeys,   fruit   cakes   and    cheese. 

WE TRUST YOU!   Send your gift list now and pay our invoice in January. 

Established 1926—This is Our 45th Year 

PITTMAN & DAVIS, Inc.,    224 Eye St., HARLINGEN, TEXAS 78550 
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Vertical Models: 
VI ( 9"x12"| for 1-7 Medals SI5 95 
V3(12"x16") " 3-20 Medals $19 95 
V5(17"«20") " 10-50 Medals $27 95 
V7 I21"»28") " 15-70 Medals S35 95 

MEDALS SHOWCASES FOR THE ACHIEVERS 
In homes and offices everywhere. THE ACHIEVERS proudly display 
their medals in our elegant SHOWCASES. Solid walnut or maple 
case; also black, antique gold or antique white, hand rubbed 
finish. Plush velvet lining in black or any military or school 
color. Glass front. Stands and hangs. Medals showcases become 
heirlooms. Name. rank, branch, dates, service number and 
history, school & sport, etc., beautifully engraved—only 8c 
per letter. INSIGNIA of Army. Navy. USAF. USMC. all branches 
and corps, engraved—$2.50 each or 2 for $4 00. 20-page, color 
catalog available. Send $1 (refunded with your first order). 

I Movable space bars are an outstanding feature   You can make 
I - I dozens of different, attractive arrangements of your medals  simply 
[ ■       ■ J and easily by moving the brass space bars from side to side, up ana 
IM^TMJ down. (Space bars and engraving plate are removable   it desired I 

Horizontal Models: 
HI (12"x 9") for   1-7 Medals 515 95 
H3 (16"x12"| "   3-20 Medals S19 95 
H5 |20"x17") " 10-50 Medals S27.95 
H7 (28'»21'( " 15-70 Medals S35.95 

Christmas delivery guaranteed on all orders 
received up to Dec. 18. Fla. and S East—Dec. 20. 

• All Showcases add SI.50 Shipping Cojt Jr> 
You must be DELIGHTED... or your money back. 
Please send check with order or charge to your 
BankAmertcard or American Express number 

AWARD MAKER 
Dept. 790   12495 K. E. 8th Ave. 

North Miami. Florida 33161 
T6 or W6 (12"x26"| for 5 30 Medals S26.95 
T9 or W9 (12"x32") for 10-60 Medals S32.95 
Wide Models W6 & W9 

Tall Models T6 I T9 

Ei showcase 
one The special case 
for his  special  medal. 

M J2 (6/r x 9") $11.95 

TO START A FAMILY TRADITION . . . 

Engraved Tree Twinkles! 
What a warm, wonderful idea! Angel and bell are 
engraved with names—everyone hangs his own at 
tree trim time! Snowflake is engraved "1970" to 
mark the year. Dazzling wafer thin 3" metal 
swingers. Gold plated, unbreakable. 

#1056—Angel Twinkle /      «i AA __CI, 

#1071—Snowflake "1970"    -      "•"ue"" 
2*1070—Bell Twinkle \      3 for $2.75 

PRINT pomes, add 25c posf. & hdlg. 

LILLIAN VERNON jg^SsT^SAST 

The Original 

TWIN   BED  BRIDGE 
protected by U. S. patent #3 157 889 

Makes  a   Comfortable 
King-Size Bed out of Twins! 

• Fills space between beds. 

• Made of soft polyurethane foam. 

• Fits any size twin beds. 

• Uses standard size sheets. 

• Rolls up for easy storage. 

We pay all postage   *0.9«J 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

TONI STERN 
HG-12, 54 So. Orange Ave. 
South Orange. N.J. 07079 

NEEDLEPOINT KITS 
Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand- 
painted in oils complete with Persian 
yarn, needles and instructions. 
Checkbook cover (CK. BK 100)—Purple 
and pink on blue background—#14 
mono canvas T'xTVz"—$15.00 
"LOVE" tennis racquet cover (TR 44)— 
Fun design—red and blue letters on 
gray background. Fits all racquets— 
#10 mono canvas—$30.00 

Order  by  (stock  no)  Add  $1.00  tor 
mailing. 
New NEEDLE NUTS' 20-page catalog 
with over 150 original designs—$1.50 
post. paid. 

Check or money order 

NEEDLE NUTS 
3302 Mercer 

Houston,   Texas  77027 

(Texas  residents add 
local sales tax) 

SHOPPING AROUND 

PROVINCIAL 
SWITCHPLATES 

Switch  to beauty  in your home with  little cost 
with our golden brass-plated switchplates.   Nnn- 
tarnish finish,  screws  included. Also in antique 
white. 
SINGLE—3" X 5"   SI .00 each 

3 FOR S2.95 
DOUBLE—!'/>" x 5"        $1.50 each 

3 FOR S3.95 
TWIN OUTLET—3" x 5" $1.50 each 
TRIPLE—6" x 5" S2.95 each 
COMBINATION—5" x 5" 51.95 each 
DOOR  KNOB w'spindle & rosette     $1.95 each 

PLUS 45c POSTAGE  &  HANDLING 
/>,;. I!:.,. Add <;■.  Sail! 1   i   Sorry No t OD'i 

THE ADDED TOUCH 
12-H  Water  St..  Bryn  Mawr.   Pa.   19010 

f^ 

FROM THE NECK UP 
Apply make-up any time, any- 
where. Handy 5" mirror hangs 
lightly from your neck as well 
as on a wall. Regular on one side, 
magnifying on the other. Sturdy 
steel frame stands on dresser 
too. $1.98 plus 20c post. Order 
from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 
585 Market Street, San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 

TIC-TAC-TOE DISGUISED 
Everybody's favorite game takes 
on new dimension and becomes 
a real challenge when played 
with colored marbles. Line up 
three of the same color and you 
win—but there are only 10 mar- 
bles. 3%" sq. gameboard of 
hand-crafted hardwood doubles 
as the storage box. $1.49 plus 
29c post. Breck's, J07 Breck 
Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210. 

DRAMATIC BACKDROP 
Floor-to-ceiling draperies for 
strikingly effective window cover- 
age. Made to order in sturdy 
primitive cottons, airy open 
weaves, polyester sheers in voile 
or batiste. All 118" wide, no 
seams to show or sew. From 
$3.98 per yd. Send $1 for three 
brochures, swatches. Homespun 
House, Dept. HG12, 9026 Lind- 
blade, Culver City, Cal. 90230. 

ARTISTIC NOTE 
Sculptured book in deep gold re- 
lief is hand crafted and lies on a 
matching easel to stand or hang. 
On its open facing pages are full 
color reproductions of museum 
paintings on linen. 12" sq. Velvet 
book mark in red, black, gold or 
blue. $19.75 plus $1 post. In- 
teriors by Frances, HG12, Box 
128, Ojus Branch, Miami, Fla. 
33163. 

PUT THE SQUEEZE ON 
At last someone has done some- 
thing about the toothpaste tube. 
Handy plastic wrap-around with 
push-up slide moves every drop 
from bottom to top. No need for 
rolling, no splitting or hardening. 
For shaving cream too. Fits all 
standard size tubes. Two for $1, 
six for $2.50. Ppd. Squee-Zee 
Co., HG12, P.O. Box 5788, Cleve- 
land, Ohio 44101. 

THE MAGIC OF HAINES 
Hand-Carved Sculptured Art  Work 

Remember the Haines Marionette^ which are soon 
to be on permanent display at the Smithsonian In- 
stitute. Their creator Frank Haines is the artist in 
tHis unique offer. Working from your personal pho- 
tographs. Mr. Haines captures his subjects personali- 
ty in Hand-Carved Sculptured bas-relief portraits. 
This treasured addition to your home is incorporated 
on a circular plaque, 9" in diameter with a wire loop 
suitable for hanging. Surprise a loved one with this 
once in a lifetime offer. 

Available in white $150, or a choice of decorator 
wedgewood color backgrounds (light blue; lilac; green; 
yellow;  terracotta) $175 

THE HAINES 
106 Montgomery Avenue, Erdenheim, Philadelphia, Pa. 19118'' 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

UCKY FOR BABY 
it last a different gift for r.ew- 
Drns—jaunty duck who takes 
noney seriously. Silver-plate for 
lose who like to give silver, he 
ports a whimsical knit hat and 
carf—pink for girls, blue for 
oys. Opens with key. 5V2" high. 
10 plus 50c post. Crest House, 
101, 1013 Portage Trail, Cuya- 
,oga Falls, Ohio 44223. 

O A KING'S TASTE 
Scenes of King Olaf and ancient 
/iking lore decorate the handles 
)f an unusual cake server and 
:ake knife. Fashioned of pewter 
is only the Norwegians know 
low, with gleaming rust-proof 
stainless steel. Cake server, 
$6.95; cake knife, $8.95. Ppd. 
Catalogue, 25c. Poste Haste, 
HG12, P. 0. Box 1011, Thousand 
Oaks, Cal. 91360. 

MEN OF LA MANCHA 
Charming sculptures cast in 
bronze-like composition right out 
of Don Quixote. Six-inches high 
in antique costumes. Each inter- 
esting figure is on a polished 
hardwood base. Trio on top or 
below, $4.95; all six, $9. Add 25c 
post, per order. World Art Group, 
HG12, 2 First St., East Norwalk, 
Conn. 06855. 

STERLING PAIR 
Mistress Mouse seems danger- 
ously close to her new found 
friend, Sir Cat. Completely com- 
patible on a flowing scarf, a cash- 
mere. Sterling silver cat, 2"; 
mouse, IV2". $9.50 set; one or 
the other, $4.75. Gift boxed. Ppd. 
Order from Legacy Sterling, 
HG12, 999 So. Water St., New 
Bedford, Mass. 02744. 

SEE—BUNNY'S EATING 
Skippety and his friends set a 
good example on a delightful 
colorful three-piece meal set. 
Famous Royal Worcester porce- 
lain goes from oven to table then 
straight to the dishwasher. 8" 
plate, 8 oz. mug and soup or ce- 
real bowl. $15.95 ppd. Jenifer 
House, Dept. G-120, Great Bar- 
rington, Mass. 01230. 

/',.- 

.V 
/ 

f 

£> 

Ct 

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS" 
Water plants while you're away. 
Amazing wicks feed moisture to 
plants for up to 8 weeks. Insert 
one end of wick in soil, other end in 
water. Will not rot or mildew. Set of 
4. 

Plant Nursemaids 

SI.98 -f 20c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585   Market  St..   Dept.   H G-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

\ i: \v 
CATALOG 
FREE! Just send name 
and address! It's brimful 
ol gifts, decorator items 
and famous Yield House 
country pine furnishings. 

CORNER 
n,.   epitome "i charm and usefulncn . thl   original Held House design i 

..hi I., ihloncd mine ! - shelves hold 50 rcfen nee books, i 
Has ovor  l square feel of work area. Spacious drawer ..nil top rack  hold 
tools, statlonerj    Di   I   ills Hush to wall, even with baseboard. Hand 

pine in honey tone or maple, antique pine or walnut 
^•wj finish    |4    "U front to back (27" along wall) 

/^\"L\tJ$\2) 1IB.4MMA4a "'" "HI       ■'   "W.    $49.95.   COM 
/.^k^BHtBHili trnUBrlgsSa*! PLETE   KIT:   All   harts   mill   Instructions   IncliMl.-il. 
jgr»mxkfl»>****7 uwywMfw      $34.95. itoth KMU-.SS rugx. en. 
"ityfiPrfr Dcnl   G Monej  Back Guarantee    Not Sol.I In Stores 
^00r  No  Conway, X II   0 Include Zip 1 odi 

IMIlltAltY   IH-.SK 

&f)e "3enntfer" 
If comfort had arms, this chair would 
reach out to you every time you passed 
by. Hand tufted for beauty; upholstered 
in varied fine fabrics. Foam-rilled back; 
zippered reversible cushion, latex rubber 
and dacron filled for comfort; lined ^kirt. 
H. 28"; W. 30"; Seat H. 17"; Seat D. 
21". $89.00 each; S172.00 pair; ship. 
wt., 55 lbs. No C.O.D. Express Charges 
Collect. Send $1.00 for our latest 1970 
40-page furniture Catalogue and fabric 
samples. 

Satisfaction Gtta ■ Money Refunded 

HUNT GALLERIES,  INC. 
2920 N. Center St., HG12, Hickory, NX. 28601 

Craftsmen in Charm' 

Edelweiss Bell Earrings 
from Austria 

Edelweiss, "noble-white" flower of the Ty- 
rolean Alps, is delicately hand enamelled 
in white and blue onto miniature silver 
bells. Each with a tiny clapper, they tinkle 
as you move. Order pierced or screw type. 
%"  long. Order for yourself .  .  . for gifts. 

$8-50 
Send 25c for our new 
56-page catalog »f HOQ 

Visit OUT stores in 
Norwich, Vt. and 
Wellesley, Mass. 

SHOPPING 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

474 Shopping International Bldg. 
Norwich. Vermont 05055 

PEARL OYSTERS 
A in.i; i nq but true. From the famous pearl beds of 
the Far East come these unopened pearl bearing 
oysters, each unconditionally guaranteed to contain 
one or more genuine cultured pearls—possibly of 
surprising value! Experience the thrill of opening 
an oyster and finding its rare treasure—pearls that 
can inexpensively be sei into rings, pins, earrings, 
pendants. The shells are lined with precious Mother- 
of-Pearl and make unique ashtrays and decorative 
pieces. Pearl Oysters are attractively canned (I per 
can),   perfect for  gifts—useful,  educational. 

3 for $3.60 5 for $5.95 
Add 30c post, per order. 

Money Back ;/ Hot Delight, i 
Samt Day Shipnu nt. 

Dept.   HG-1270,   PLYMOUTH  MEETING,  PA.   19462 

RUN 
FOR 
YOUR 
LIFE! 
Jog every day, 
regardless of 
weather or time 
of day; jog in your own home on 
a Battle Creek Health Walker"'. Unique 
design cuts exercise time up to75%— 
you jog for an hour in just 15 minutes! 
Write for details, including direct-by- 
mail price and 10-day home trial. No 
obligation. 

r^n— 
BATTLE CREEK 
EQUIPMENT COMPANY 

Dept. 608, 307 W. Jackson St. 
Battle Creek. Mich. 49016 
Send free information on Health Walker. 

Name- 

Address- 

I    City. -Zip- 
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BgEEESEE SHOPPING AROUND 
DOOR KNOCKER 

$2.98 
A triumph of craftsmanship! 

knocker of sturdy solid 
metal, brass plated, heavily 
antiqued, and lacquered to 
withstand the elements. The 
solid brass plate is custom 
engraved with family name. 
Screws  included. ^143 

FINE-MIST SPRAYER 
$2.98 

Super-fine mist for plants 
and cut flowers! Solid brass 
sprayer bathes them in gen- 
tlest film of water—they'll 
look and grow better, last I 
longer. Can't injure tender 
seedlings! Great for ironing,-. 
too—dampens evenly. Richly 
lacquered, 7" high.      -6414 

EXQUISITE EGGS. GOLDEN STANDS 
To glamorize a table or shelf, to add decor drama 
anywhere! Gorgeous Italian alabaster. 2t/xt eggs in 
rich assorted colors. Pick from 3 stunning bases of 
gleamy Gold plated metal. r6547—Alabaster Egg, 
$1.50 ea.: -4100—Turtle Stand $1.00: -4102—Bam- 
boo Stand $1.00; r4l03—Sunburst 2-pc. Stand $1.98. 

PRINT s, mill S5c post, ct lulhj. 

LILLIAN VERNON, m^n°„!, 5,J\S: ?od
55r' 

LOW  COST WATER  PUMP 
Why pay a lot of money (or a gasoline or 
electric pump? Your home water pressure 
operates this simple syphon pump, empties 
up to 360 gallons per hour from flooded 
basements, pools, washing machines, boats, 
etc. 

WATER   PUMP 

S3.98        30c Postage 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Oept. HG-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

Collector's 

Moon 
Landing 
Spoon 
Another interesting spoon 
for the collector, second in 
a series of commemoratives. 
4Vz" long in beautifully 
made silverplate for heir 
loom interest. Handle de 
picts moon, Apollo 11 mod 
ule, astronauts, earth with 
words "Moon Landing.' 
Names of Armstrong, Col 
lins, Aldrin and date are 
neatly engraved in bowl 
Imported from Holland. 

7341 Apollo 11 Spoon, ppd 

$2.00,  3 for S5.85 

7038 Apollo 8 Spoon, ppd 

$2.00, 3 for $5.85 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

^*y    \ Please, your zip code is required. 

L/vW/iO  EVANSTON, ILL. 60204 

CHAFING DISH   TRAY 

The elegance of gracious living is expressed in 
this beautiful 2'A Qt chafing dish with ad 
justable Sterno unit and matching 14" mahog 
any finished tray. This magnificent ensemble is 
made of Buenilum and requires only soap and 
water to maintain its silver like luster. A dis 
tinctive accessory for your home and an ideal 
gift. Complete ensemble, chafing dish tray 
only $31.95 postpaid; chafing dish alone 
$26.95 postpaid. (Sterno included.) Money 
back guarantee. Prompt shipment. 

Mail check or money order to 

BEEVINWOOD OEPT. H 
R.R.   2.   ARCANUM.   OHIO   45304 

SHRIEK ALARM 
Personal protection with the 
sound of safety. Shriek Alarm 
emits a piercing shriek so in- 
tense that can be heard by 
Police and neighbors for 
blocks. Keep in purse, pocket 
or at bedside. Only 4" long, 
gold finish. $1.98 plus 15c 
post. & hdlg. Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. 

Leon Duquette 
Dept. HGI20. 76 Payson St.. 

Fitchburg. Ma. 0I42O 

HIDDEN ASSETS 
Adjustable money belt is worn 
under clothing around waist. In- 
ner pockets hold folded bills or 
important papers. For men to 
wear under business suits, ladies 
might conceal it beneath dark 
slacks. Slim construction makes 
it virtually invisible. $2.98 plus 
15c post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG12, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 

ROUND AND BRIGHT 
From Italy comes the happiest 
small chair we've found in a long 
time. Grand for dining, sewing or 
chatting. Cane seat. Mirror gloss 
finish over transparent stain. 
Red, blue, yellow or green; flat 
black or flat white. $39. Exp. 
charges coll. New catalogue, $1. 
Door Store of Washington, D. C, 
HG12, 3140 M St., N.W., Wash- 
ington, D. C. 20007. 

ON  KEY 
Music box key ring hath charms. 
Plays "Somewhere My Love," 
"More," "Edelweiss," or "Strang- 
ers in the Night," when you 
press button. Slide cover allows 
for photo insert; precision Swiss 
miniature music works show up 
under plexiglas. $11.95 ppd. Cat- 
alogue 50c. Hildegarde's, HG12, 
597 Farmington Ave., Hartford,' 
Conn. 06105. 

EARLY AMERICAN LAMP 
Native hardwood lamp is wired, 
ready to finish. Use lacquer or 
wood stain to compliment the 
decor or try decoupage. White or 
beige shantung, oyster or natural 
burlap shade. 24" tall, three-way 
switch; 8' cord. $12.95 ppd. Add 
50c post, west of Rockies. Free 
brochure of unfinished lamps. 
Baxwood Crafters, PHG12, Box 
7012, Lexington, Ky. 40502. 

SWITCHABLE STONES 
Kenya gems are scientific jewels 
of diamond-like brilliance. Fiery 
earrings to wear two ways—drop 
part detaches to wear stud alone. 
Vz carat stone with 1 carat pear 
drops, $175; 1 carat with 2 carat 
pear drops, $275. Shipped reg- 
istered mail. For pierced ears. 
Free booklet. Kenya Gems, HG12, 
1760 No. Howard, Philadelphia, 
Pa. 19122. 

Wwito&Cvifo i 

Ancient Egyptian 

CHESS SET $17.9 
PLUS $1.00 POSTAGE 

This magnificent 32 pc. chess set cc 
sists of chessmen reproduced frc 
2600 year old specimens on display 
the Egyptian antiguities section oft 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts. They a 
made of SOLID HAND CAST STOt 
& RESIN providing fhe heavi 
weighted pieces chess players o 
mand. Kings are 4'/j" tall. Historii 
background of each piece include 

MONEY BACK IF Lapis lazuli blue and bone white. G 
OT  DELIGHTED      boxed with playing board. 

Dept.   HG-1270.   PLYMOUTH   MEETING.   PENNA.   19462 
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MY LENGTH TOWEL BAR 
olystyrene bar to cut any length 
) fit existing ceramic or metal 
rackets in the bathroom. Order 
olid white or crystal clear, 
pring-loaded end cap aids in- 
tallation and holds bar firmly in 

■lace. 24" long, cuts with saw. 
.2.95 ea. ppd. West-Berg Enter- 
prises, HG12, Box 4177, Colo- 
ado Springs, Colo. 80909. 

,PEEDY KETTLE 
stainless steel electric kettle 
)oils 2V2 quarts in minutes. An 
ward winning design, it is ther- 
mostatically controlled with auto- 
matic shut-off, cool black plastic 
nandle and a built-in cord. Grand 
or all instant beverages and 

:cods. 110 V. U.A.L. approved. 
$13.95 ppd. John Hardy, HG12, 
3ox 1598, Carmel, Cal. 93921. 

ARMS AND THE FAMILY 
Family coat-of-arms hand-paint- 
id in full color on a lO'/z" by 16" 

sculptured walnut-tone plaque. 
A handsome and personal me- 
mento to hand down through the 
generations. $33.75 ppd. Send 
family name for verification of 
coat-of-arms, but send no mon- 
ey. The Halberts, HGE1, 3687 
Ira Rd., Bath, Ohio 44210. 

NATURES CREATURES 
Delightful pillow to work in 
needlepoint is hand-painted and 
ready to stitch. The canvas 
makes up in a 16-inch square 
pillow. Kit includes design of 
bees, snail, frog, beetles, im- 
ported Persian wools, needle, in- 
structions, $50 ppd. Send $2 for 
new color catalogue. Haystack, 
Ltd., HG12, 240 So. Beverly Dr., 
Beverly Hills, Cal. 90212. 

BORDEN KNOWS BEST 
Fine company chooses fine Wis- 
consin cheese: lets same age un- 
der controlled conditions for over 
one year. Borden Pippin (prime, 
that is), Cheddar Cheese Wheel, 
as of now, comes gift boxed for 
Christmas. One taste and you'li 
go overboard for it! Approximate- 
ly 5 lbs. $6.95 ppd. Borden, Inc., 
Foods Division, HG12, Box 231, 
Plymouth, Wis. 53073. 

SHOPPING AROUND 
MAZING 

)OG DROPPINGS GONE 
/ITH "DOGGIE DOOLEY" 

metal Doggie Dooley works like a miniature septic tank 
lizing enzyme and bacteria action to automatically reduce 
I waste to ground absorbing liquid. It's neat, fast, clean, 
litary, convenient, inconspicuous, odorless, insect free 
i ends annoying nuisance of stool burying or other dis- 
>al. Harmless to pets, lawns, shrubbery. To use simply 
tall in ground; put in dog stools with shovel provided; 
:asionally sprinkle in enzymes and it works 24 hours a 
y year around to handle waste of 1 to 3 dogs. 14'/»" x 
Vi ' with lid. shovel, 6 mo. supply of enzymes only $9.95 
i. Extra 6 mos. enzymes $2.00 ppd. Add $1.00 west of 
ssissiopi River. 

DOGGIE DOOLEY 
Manufactured by Huron Products Co. 

Dept. HG12, P.O. Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811 

Now!  \|i|'i>  Eye Makeup "Beaut) Salon" Perfect 
( leaner, Smoother, More Evenly rhan Ever Beforel 

M   last!  A liciiiiy .ml  thai  makes sure yon  are 
applying your makeup perfectly unifying 
lens swings u| ii makeup lo 
 while  looking  ihroui I nifying 

i ihe other, rhe gla >i s are de >igncd so 
that the lens "! fai away from the (ace . . . leav- 
ing ,mi|.' I Perfect for every- 
thing from sh mtouring the 
■   i                i ireal (or making sure , i 

cinders, too. < )rdei 
tins marvelous beauty tool now, (oi more I 
in! eyes forever. 
21945   Makeup   Glasses    $595 

plus 50c p.p. & hdlg.*   ' 

J. Carlton's, Dept. FDH 
17(. Madison Aviv, New York, N.Y. 10016 * 

U194 , 
P P- • 

&  hdlg.   on  lu'l   money-bacl , 
lied. , 

Charge my: □ Diners Club # 

D American Express    □ Master Charge , 

Acc'l ~_ 
* I ni losed is $ 
* NAMI 

fCheck or M.O.) • • 
.  ADDRESS 

• 
•  CITY STATE            ZIP 

•m 

WIDTHS 6A's to B 
SIZES 6 to 13* 

ORDER BY 
MAIL 

BUCKINGHAM 
29.00 plus $1 pp. 

Black,  Bone  or White  calfskin with 
huge matching buckle edged in patent. 
2" court heel. 6A width, sizes 7V2 to 
13;     5A,   4A  width,  size  6  to  12. 
3A, 2A, A, B width, size 9V4 to 12. 

No Extra Charge for Larger Sizes 
N. Y. Residents, add proper Sales Tax 

*Send for FREE catalog HG12 
10 Day Money Back Guarantee 

11; mooneye gilbert 
31 West 57th St., New York, N. Y. 10019 

5th Floor — Sohmer Building 

MEET THE BUNCH! 
From our Young Ideas collection . . . 
exciting new 16 inch "bunching" ta- 
bles that are vivid, versatile, expensive- 
looking, but so very low in price that 
you'll want 2 or 3. Use 'em together 
as a colorful cocktail table, singly for 
snack tables or seats. Of Fabulous 
Polyform by Monsanto this 1970-new 
design with no-seam construction can't 
be matched for durability, color, or 
cost; is washable, carefree, sturdy, 
weatherproof, and impact-resistant. 
Beautiful with contemporary . . . mixes 
elegantly with traditional ... for ca- 
sual or formal schemes. In 6 House & 
Garden colors: Parrot Green, Sun Yel- 
low, Tangerine (red), Bittersweet (or- 
ange), Black, White. 16" x 16" x 16". 
$15.95 ea. Prepaid. Money back guar- 
antee. Brochure 

^^Design Fair 
Dept. GI20. 287 Bloomfield Av., Verona. N. J. 07044 

MI-TIE HANGER 
Marie of solid walnut with beautiful hand 
rubbed finish, complemented with brass 
hook and cross bar. Cold plastic remov- 
able riders for individual hanging (ex- 
tras incl.) are designed for wide ties. 
6", 25 tie size $5.50 • 10". 50 tie size $7.50 

16", 100 tie size $9.50 ppd. 
Free Quality Gift Catalog on Request 

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS 
3023 Crane Drive, G12-0 
Falls Church, Va. 22042 

Use Three 
It's  Compact,   Rolls Anywhere,   Locks 

This charming little giant is the most completely 
versatile bar ever. Use it 3 ways: locked, as liquor 
cabinet; open, for self-service: rolled out from the 
wall, turned around, for bartender service. Holds 20 
bottles of liquor, 20 bottles of mix, nearly 4 dozen 
assorted glasses, and all bar accessories. Rolls any- 
where on huge casters. Adjustable shelves, brass 
guard rails and fittings. Simple, compact, fits smartly 
into home, apartment, office, cottage. 21"\\.. 19"D„ 
36"H. Open 3S"\V. Crafted of knotty pine, in honey 
tone or maple, antique pine or walnut liquor-re- 
sistant finishes. 557.95 Shp. Chg. Col, 
IN EASY HOME KIT: Louvered doors complete. 
Prefitled, drilled, sanded, etc. Readv to finish. 
Simple   instructions.   539.95   Shp.   Chg.  Col. 

SEND FOR  FREE  1971  CATALOG—1000 PIECES 

in Stores 
Money-Back 
Guarantee 

Dept. G12-0 
'North Conway, N. H. 03860 
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e 5 5 
A collection of small bronzes 

executed by J Sharkey Thomas 
is now offered in limited edition. 

Each signed piece, accompanied   ' 
by a walnut pedest.il. is tastefully 

gift-boxed with certificate enclosed. 
The study shown   AUREOLE" 

antique patina finish 

$129.50 
ready for immediate delivery. 

All shipping and importation charges arc prepaid. 
Sorry, no COP. 

Ontario residents add 5"* sales lax 
Illustrated folio ol-CfiUjjxinion pieces on request. 

•llll lli'l.llll ' 

peppej^House 
Dcpt. c 11-12 tine Arts 

Box549 • iVLanotick    Ontario    Canada 

CULTURED 
MARBLE CUBES 

18" cubes finest quality cultured marble slabs 
pretitted to join without visible seams. Appear 
to be solid marbie blocks. 

Used as side; 
end; snack; or 
coffee tables. 
Also for sturdy 
seating. 

Kit contains 5 
slabs and all sup- 
plies needed for 
neat, easy, 15 
nun. assembly. 

Available in 
White on White 
(Mother of Pearl); 
White with Brown 
and Gold Veining. 

Each  Kit 19.95 
Shpg. Wt. 21#. Cash With Order 

Color Catalogue Available 

SQUARE WARE 
19109 Ross Road 

Bothell, Washington 

Simple but stately to match the white 
columns of your home. Superbly styled 
for any home from simple bungalow to 
stately mansion. Mailbox, nameplote and 
stand complete as illustrated. $29.95 ppd. 

Send for free catalog of aluminum 
products   for   the  home   and   garden. 

wlottlfoie' tyttamifarfi 'HPtny 

MOULTRIE,   GA. 31768 

jgflttfei. V 
THE RELAXER . . . 

for the rest of your life. This new and 

exciting product is a sturdy plastic and 

foam rubber headrest with compart- 

ments for sunglasses, sun lotion, ciga- 

rettes, and radio. Ideal for beach, boat, 

backyard, patio, hospital, or home use. 

It will make a great gift for any mem- 

ber of the family. 

Send check. $2.98 ppd. to 

KAM  Marketing  Corporation 
Boi   1043,   Paducoh.   Kentucky.   42001 

Ky. residents add 5% tax. 

J|    DRVOHOLM 
CHAIR 

•i 0\ 95        1 Z8'/*"   HIGH 

X^J1  f   25'/2" WIDE 

ALL PURPOSE LOUNGE CHAIR 
Directly imported front Europe, H full 
size lounge chair, made of solid hard- 
woods, walnut finish, with heavy woven 
rope seat and back. Adjustable bach for 
additional comfort. Chair seal 22" deep, 
and 21" wide. Meal for use in liviiigroom, 
bedroom, den, porch or patio. 

Send 25c for complete 
Danish Furniture Catalog. 

shipped    unassembled, .    $1 O 95 
Money   back   guarantee. OBI

» * I "'   ' 
v    1 .o.D.'s, Shpg. Chgs. Col. 

GENADA IMPORTS 
Dept.  GI2.  P.O.  Box 204. Teaneck.  N.J. 07BHH 

SHOPPING AROUND 

GALA SPECTRUM 
Can be seen with prism made of 
optical glass that bends light 
rays of shorter wave length at a 
sharper angle than those of long- 
er wave length. Fine introduction 
to theory of electromagnetic 
waves, whole science of color. 
$1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

CHIC  CLARIFIER 
Neat folding lorgnette has high 
quality magnifying lenses to per- 
mit reading the very finest print. 
Lorgnette folds up into a brocade 
case only 2Vz"  long.  Great for 
traveling, theater-going. In black 
or amber, with or without rhine- 
stones. Case included $6.95; two, • 
$13. Add 50c post. Order from. 
Herman Optical, HG12, 164 Cly- 
merSt., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11211. 

CRUMBS UNDER SILVER 
Elegant way to remove crumbs. 
Silver-plated monogrammed cov- 
er hides a revolving nylon brush 
that picks up like a carpet sweep-' 
er. Rich mahogany base snaps, 
open for cleaning. 3" by 5%". 
With three initials $5.95, two for 
$11.90. Add 50c post. Jay-Cee 
Enterprises, HG12, 75 Brock- 
meyer Dr., Massapequa, N. Y. 
11758. 

LOW END TABLE FILE 
Good-looking end  table,   handy 
file cabinet in one finely crafted 
piece. File drawers hold standard 
folders; table sized to fit by chair j 
or sofa. 16" w., 25" d., 22" h. 
Hand-rubbed honeytoned pine or 
maple,  antique  pine  or walnut 
finish; Chippendale reproduction 
brass pulls. $39.95; kit, $27.95. , 
Exp.  coll.   Yield   House,   HG12, 
North Conway, N. H. 03860. 

STACK 'EM UP 
Ceramic stackers keep knives, 
forks and spoons in pretty order 
on the buffet table. White with 
golden fleur-de-lis to go with any 
color linen and dinnerware. Love- 
ly addition to any buffet service. 
Set of two, $ 1.29; two sets, $2.29. 
Add 25c post. Order from The 
Country Gourmet, GD, 545 4th 
Ave., ML Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

CHEERS! 
Service looks, feels like precious 
pewter; keeps the drinks icy cold 
for indefinite periods. Right 
here's just what a couple of wine 
lovers could use with pleasure. 
5" Armetale wine goblet holds 
5 ozs. $6.95; 7" water goblet 
holds 11 ozs. $7.95. Ppd. Free 
catalogue. Sagittarius Enter- 
prises, HG12, 2405 Spruce St., 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
ACKBOARD LOVE NOTE 

:hool daze ahead. And for the 
ires R's crowd, this darling 
1,11m.     Miniature     blackboard 
th "I love You" in white letters. 
sterling silver, it's just $3; 14k 

)ld, $9. Ppd. Charm brochure, 
Dc. Full-color catalogue of 
larms, bracelets, and other fine 
welry, $1. Charm & Treasure, 
ic, HG12, 72 Bowery, New 
ork, N. Y. 10013. 

EACE AND VICTORY 
and-carved woodsculpturecom- 
ines both the psace and the vic- 
ary signs. It depends on which 
ay the hand faces. Six inches 

h, it doubles as a ring stand, 
lightly polished rich, dark wood. 

nice touch on desk or shelf. 
1.98 plus 35c post. Order from 

Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth 
Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

vlAMMOTH MOVER 
ndian carving celebrates the dig- 
lity of labor with elephant, as- 
sisted by a baby pulling a giant 
og. The wood is richly grained 
rosewood; the tusks are real 
ivory. Carved in India by hand. 
5" high, 12" long. Handsome 
addition to a wildlife collection. 
$10.95 plus $1 post. JDS Prod- 
ucts, HG12, Box 35, Buffalo, N. Y. 
14209. 

REAL FLOWER TRIVET 
Fresh-cut flowers bloom forever 
in crystal-clear resin trivets that 
look lovely on your wall when 
they're not protecting the table. 
Yellow-orange, field flowers, Cali- 
fornia poppy, pink pelargonium, 
white daisy, blue. List first and 
second choices. 8'/4" diameter, 
%" thick. $10 plus $1.40 post. 
William Ober Co., HG12, 1515 El 
Camino, Palo Alto, Cal. 94306. 

COMMUNICATIVE ART 
What appears to be shell-like 
sculpture, springs open to an all- 
in-one phone that fits in the palm 
of the hand. Winner of the fa- 
mous European Design Award! 
Jet dial; cushioned base. Bisque 
white. 6%" long by 2%" high. 
$59.95 plus $1.50 post. Metro- 
politan Teletronics, HG12, 35 W. 
35th St., New York, N. Y. 10001. 

PRECISION MADE 
What man or boy wouldn't be de- 
lighted to receive this handsome 
Swiss type army knife? Its un- 
believable 3V2" handle holds two 
cutting blades, screw driver, cap 
lifter, cork screw, scissor, hole 
punch, nail file, fish scaler, hook 
disgorger, can opener. Stainless 
steel. $4.98 ppd. Chrono Con- 
trol, Dept. HG12,200 Madison 
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016. 

Now it's easy to get your own 
PERSONAL 
RUBBER STAMP 

NICEST RUaBCR STAMP Th« 
handla with stamp m«»»ag« 
raatt on ink pad in the bat*. ■ 
Claan, raady to Ufa. Hollow 
handla ttorat pottaga ttampa, 
labali, paparclipa. butmata 
cardi, you nam* it. 

K ■*£ 

\ 
or please your friends with this very personal gift 

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money promptly refunded 
COMBO STAMP is the nicest way to personalize envelopes, stal oks, 
recon Is.othi 1 personal items Di 1 orator colors complement home, office decor. 
ComplHi' with ink pad in base, tube of ink, & personal rubber stamp mev. 
[_Jl rr:sli Avocado[~lBermui I 1 KlucfJAutumn BrownQWitchint- Black, $3.95 ppd 
FREE BONUS—Order 3 or more and Ret a "Mini File" —just fits storage hai 

CLIP THIS AD... Mail with check or money order to: 
IMPRESSION SALES, 2808 Foshay Tower, Minneapolis, Minn. 55402     ataaaaaaaeaaaawaybalaw. 

M„  
□ s-n-i m» Sump * t  

City, State. Zip FAST XMAS SERVICE ! 

Spanish Sabeifs JU^o"ts 

for 
snacks 

Exact replicas of the sabers used by the Spanish 

buccaneers. Gold plated. Steel. Colorfully enameled 

and decoratively coirect Three inches long Just 

right lor continental "sabering" olives, onions, 

cherries, and canapes Buy Spanish Sabers lor home 

or give as any occasion gifts at a New Low Price! 

Complete with holder. Authentic in every detail 

One holder and six sabers   7.95 PPD 

Two holders and 12 sabers 14.95 PPD 

One holder and 18 sabers 18.95 PPD 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Send check or MO. No C.O.D.'s please. 

GREAT LAKES TRADING CO. 
529 South 6th Avenue, Dept. 15C 

West Bend, Wis. 53095 

•vumt 

y*£&Z 

Tell us what you need 
from the VIKING COUNTRY 

We'll find it for you and 
at Great Savings! 

• Traditional, hand carved, hand painted little 
wooden figures 

• Hand loomed, fringed centerpieces, chair 
backs 

• Owen-to<table stoneware 

• Beautiful hand made Norwegian sweaters— 
knitting skills handed down from generation 
to generation. Intricate patterns—no two 
alike! 

SBn SBctifo/iie fyfritque 
Boi 823,  Stamford,  Conn.  06904 

Storm    Boots.   Snug   and   warm,   these 
sturdy   hard-to-find   favorites    in   suede 
have crepe rubber soles, fleece lining and 
tops,   leather   trim.   May  be  worn   with 
heels or flats. Black or brown. For sizes 
5-10, give shoe size. $21.00. Add 75c for 
postage. Send for free catalog 

THE TALBOTS 
DEPT   CQ • HINCHAM, MASS   02043 

Branches. Duxbury, Lenox, Mass., 
Mt    Carmel, Conn. 

MOIST  HEAT 
RELIEVES PAIN. 

The principle isn't new. Your grand- 
mother dipped towels in boiling water, 
applied them to painful areas—and they 
worked. The THERMOPHORE* uses 
same principle without hot towels, 
scalding water. Large 27"x13" electric 
unit generates its own moisture, pro- 
vides intense moist heat, relieves pain 
of arthritis, rheumatism, bursitis, muscle 
soreness  .  .  .   relieves misery  of colds 
and    flu.    Two    thermostats uniform 
heat distribution. Automatic turn-off. 15 
DAY FREE TRIAL. MAIL THIS COUPON, 
READ WHAT DOCTORS AND USERS SAY. 

BATTLE CREEK 
EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
BATTLE CREEK,  MICHIGAN o 

BATTLE CREEK Equipment Company 
Dept 600, 307 West Jackson, Battle Creek. Mich. 49016 
Please rush information on THERMOPHORE. 

Name __ 

Address :  

City Stal -Zip- 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
!)PtN AND SHUT 
I eals the envelopes you're mail- 
ig and opens the letters you re- 
eive. Handy two-in-one time 
aver by Desco does both jobs 
utomatically and at high speed, 
rees secretarial help for more 
nportant work. Chrome-plated, 
t's a compact 6" by 3V2". One- 
ear guarantee. $13.95 ppd. The 
Jlail Shop, HG12, 245 Molino 
we., Mill Valley, Cal. 94941. 

3RIGHT AT THE BAR 
Rush-topped bar stool is made in 
Mexico to serve handily at the 
}ar whether drinks are malteds 
Dr martinis. 30" high with 13" 
Dy 13" seat. Unfinished, $25 a 
oair. Antique charcoal stain, $27 

pair. In lemon, lime, white, 
olive or black, $28 a pair. Exp. 
COll. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG12, 
Northport, N. Y. 11768. 

SETS THE MOOD 
Filigreed and embossed like ex- 
quisite jewelry, a tiny piano to 
cradle her most valuable valua- 
bles. And as she lifts the lid to 
the red velvety interior, a music 
box plays "Somewhere My Love". 
4V2"I. 3"w. 2V4"-h. in antiqued- 
silver antimony. $5.98 plus 25c 
post. Colonial Studios, Dept. MJ- 
44, 20 Bank St., White Plains, 
N. Y. 10606. 

CHARMS 'N TREASURES 
Looking through the 140-page 
color catalogue took us well over 
an hour and every minute was 
fascinating. There are charms 
galore, including state seals, col- 
lege emblems, zodiac symbols, 
religious, holiday and special oc- 
casions. Pins, necklaces, brace- 
lets, too. $1 ppd. Charm & Treas- 
ure, HG12, 72 Bowery, New York, 
N. Y. 10013. 

ITS A DOG'S WORLD 
Train-O-Mat helps you get 
through those doggy days. It dis- 
penses with the exasperation of 
puppy training. No messy news- 
paper. Train-O-Mat makes clean- 
ing worries vanish. Dogs like it 
too! With two months' supply of 
disposable mats, $4.98; six 
months' $6.98. Pole, add 50c. 
Ppd. G & G Research, HG12, Box 
8395, Dallas, Tex. 75205. 

DOWN COMFORTS 
getuOi^ RE-COVERED 
... in   exquisite  down-proof   satins,  taffetas. 

Wool comforts recovered, too. And. OLD 
FEATHERBEDS converted into cloud-soft, feather- 

fluff, heirloom comforts by ALDEN secret proc- 
<    ess. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 

Mail   Order Only.  No  salesman  will   call! 

AlDcN COMFORT MILLS-HGeBox 6070•Dallas. Texas 

Write rprr samples of coverings, testimonials, and 
for . . ""ntt descriptive folder today. No obligation. 

This is the famous old Pistol-Handled 
"Sterling Silver Flatware Pattern 

beloved in 1776. 
cost of original.. . 
priceless! cost of 
our tabulou* Im- 
ported ttelnlett 
steel replica ... 

on,y$1Q98 19 
complete 48-pc. 

luxury tervlce lor 8 

Plus 2 FREE 
serving spoons! 

Looks I I ikl    tin. .[   .ininiur   Nilvii.   .,. lu.illy   latin fitn'.h.     ti>  hrii'ht.  dl«,hw;i<.her- 
Ufc   St..inks-.   Sire I    [iivinnly   crafted   in   m.inncr   of   F'.iul   Revere!   It't   all   here—Ihe 
sweep. (In   iplendor, the elegant Mmpllcily. the 3 long slender tlne^ on the fork, the extr;i 
deep bowl on the soup spoon, the classic Colonl 'I hollow pistol handle! Complete service 
for 8 includes:  8 dinner forks, 8 dinger knives, 8 salad/lunch forks, 8 soup spoons, 16 
teaspoons   Nut 2 free serving spoons, 50 pieces in all   A luxurious service to enhance 
any lablc! I0-I>a> Free Home Trial—Offer Ends Soon 
Use 10 Full days. If not thrilled, return for full refund; you keep the 2 free pieces! 
limited supplies   Avoid disappointment, order today! Catalog #2191   A  good-old- 
d.iys value! Add $1.00 for postage and handling, each set   Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Send c lii, k . money order, or charge your Dlnen < tub or < urn- lllanche. 
Give in i mini number. No. C.O.D.'s. .Send lor tree gourmet catalog. 

DIONE LU
CAS8E°N

U
T

R
E

M
R
E 

Dept.  G-120, 226 East 51st St., New York, N.Y. 10022 

ET 
INC. 

Be creative! Paint authentic 
PRIMITIVES ON WOOD 
Colonial group of red barn 12" x 15", 
flowers 15" x 8", pears and strawber- 
ries 12" x 8" ea. on %" white pine. 
All materials supplied plus easy to 
follow instructions. Kit 608 $19.95 -f- 
950 post. & hdlg.      Pa. res. add 6% S.T. 

FOR 24-PAGE CATALOG OF PAINT- 

ING KITS, STITCHERY AND WOOD- 

CRAFT SEND 250. 

P. O. BOX 228-G12.ABINGTON, PA. 19001 
decoRAiix/E 

/"IdvErNTURES 

■». .«-,:■■ 
SiHHL$5P£| II fc&il^ 

GOLDEN  FILIGREE 
SWITCHPLATES 

Add a touch of charm to your home at little 
cost with our golden switchplates. Brass- 
plated, antique non-tarnish finish, screws in- 
cluded. Also available in wrought-iron black. 
SINGLE.— 3" x 4' _," SI.00 each 

3 for S2.95 
DOUBLE—I1!- x 41'."            SI.50 each 
TWIN OUTLET—3" x 4'i"     SI.00 each 

3 for S2.95 
TRIPLE— 6'A" x 4' 2"       S2.95 each 
COMBINATION— 4' ,"   x  A\'2" SI.50 each 
QUADRUPLE—8"  x  4' S3.95 each 

PLUS 45c POSTAGE & HANDLING 
/■     ;.•■      1  d 6% Sales Tax. Sorry \o COD's. 

THE  ADDED  TOUCH 
12-H Water St.,  Bryn  Mawr.  Pa.  19010 

PHOTO-GO-ROUND 

Take treasured snapshots nut of hiding. Display 
them in this revolving photo file! No gluing! No 
mounting! Simply slip photos up to 31 / x .V2" 
into the protective transparent windows sus- 
pended on the sturdy wooden base. Envelopes for 
160 pictures are included. $10.95 plus 85c 
postage. Deluxe model (not shown) has round 
wooden base, 2" wooden turning knobs, Plexiglas 
frame, envelopes for 240 pictures. $17.95 plus 
85c postage. Both models will hold up to 600 
photos. Envelopes for each additional 32 photos 
are $1.00. 

FERRY   HOUSE     Dobb's Ferry. N. Y. 

STEAM   IRON 
COVERS 

At last you can iron all hard- 
surfaced fabrics without caus- 
ing shine. Tuts new beauty in 
serges, gabardine, dull-sur- 
faced silks, woolens and knits. 
Simply slip one of these cov- 
ers over your steam iron. Set 
of 2 covers. 

Iron  Covers 
SI.19   -   15c  Moiling   Each 

Calif .resittcntsadd 5% titles tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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liol.l IX.   SHOE   II.M K 
Mysterious, Magical 

COPPER MATCHABLES 

Holds 24 Pairs of Shoes— 
And All Cleaning Gear! 
\\ eed '"it the shoe junfile in youi 

closets  with this versatile rack.  Rolls around easily 
for Quich pick-ups, hides out of sight in closet, pulls 
0111  for Instant   selection    Holds a houseful of shoes 

-;ill   sizes,   all   styles.   Holds   polishing   gear,   too! 
Crafted of pine in hones  tone or maple, antique pine 
.0   walnut  finish.  22"W 16"T> 26%"H.  $34.95. 
EASY KIT: Drilled, sanded—ready to assemble anil 
finisli. Simple directions. $24.95. 

Both Express Charges Collecl 
SEND  FOR   FREE   1971   CATALOG—1000   ITEMS 

HG-34.  P. O. 
lerque,   New  rvl 

You'll love wear- 

ing these beguil- 

ing beauties of 

non-tarnish solid 

copper. E A R - 

RINGS (clip) — 

$1.95; BRACEvi 

LET — $4.95; 

PIN — $3.50; 

Choker NECK- 

LACE — $3.95. 

(not shown) 

All   Postpaid. 

C5CVt>- 
house jr 

,viife.- 
11114 

o 87112 

Send for FREE Catalog 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Crystal Napkin Rings 
Sparkling circles of lead crystal, the party touch 
your guests will remember! 2" diamond-cut rings 
shimmer in the light of candles or chandeliers; 
handsome with white or colored napkins, and very 
festive with reds and greens for the holidays! Cut 
and polished edges; from W. Germany. A gift for 
diners or collectors. Set of 6. 

No. 7604 1  Set, $10.00 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

*~f   "\   Please, your zip code is required. 

ROSEWOOD  STANDS 
for     vases,     statues,     and 
other       decorative       items. 

Your nii>s.i hastily arranged flowers 
will look .is if they just placed 
first in tin1 Garden Club Show. Use 
line for dramatizing a treasured 
figurine. Black rosewood bases are 
hand-carved in traditional Oriental 
motifs. Low base, 4" inside diam., 
$2.50. Fooled base with I" inside 
diam.. ,$6.75. Ppd. Othei sizes avail- 
able. Send for free brochure. 

(Quantity Dlscounl Allowed] 

AC GIFTS New York, INC. 
2b42 CENTRAL AVE. 
YONKERS.  N. Y.  10710 
565 BOSTON  POST ROAD 
PORTCHESTER. N. Y.  10573 

IF IT'S WORTH  ACHIEVING— 
IT'S   WORTH   MAKING   PERMANENT 
Whether  it's a diploma,  a  certificate,  a 
letter, a clipping or even a color  photo 
...   It  can  he  priceless  to  you  and  your 
heirs.   And   therefore,   it's   worth   preserv- 
ing   forever  with   a   Lifetime   Plaque. 
And   you   can   do   it   for   far   less   money 
thin   you   would  ever   think  possible.   In- 
cludc L'.'K  for handling.  You will receive 
a   free   catalogue   ami   a   return   mailing 
tube  plus  a   free $2 certificate  with   your 
lust  order  if you  mail  today.  Mail  to: 

LIFETIME   PLAQUES 
P. O. Box 2029 

Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35401 
Dept. HG-12 

PARSONS TABLES-F0R FLAIR! 
Maple,  ready to  paint, stain,  decal,   paper or 
whatever. 

16"x16"x16" $13.95  ppd. 
20"x20"x20"    14.95 ppd. 
24"x24"x24"    16.95 ft. col. 
30"x30"x30"    19.95 ft. col. 
40"x20"x20"    19.95 ft. col. 

Shipped legs KD, assemble in seconds. 
Ck.orM.O. 

Conway-Cleveland Corp., A12, 
395 54th SW, Grand Rapids, Ml. 49508 

■r-.ilMJMfrifiMWTOm 

THOROUGHBREDS 
Stunning mural full color print of 
horses in a summer meadow is 
40" by 24", or six square feet 
overall. A beauty to hang in any 
room in the house. It fairly vi- 
brates with motion and color. $3 
each; two, $5. Ppd. Order from 
Colonial Studios, Dept. AK-15, 
20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 
10606. 

SUPER  SAW 
Hard-point saw that cuts two 
ways has shark-like teeth with 
four times the cutting life of 
those on an ordinary saw. Nickel- 
chrome Sheffield steel is fused 
on Du Pont Teflon. Push and pull 
blade is 22" long. Perfectly bal- 
anced and lightweight. $9.98 
plus 75c post. J. P. Darby, HG12, 
35 Engel St., Hicksville, N. Y. 
11802. 

rf 
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AUTOMATIC ADDITION 
Automatic machine keeps budget 
within bounds on marketing trips. 
Click buttons add up to $20 auto- 
matically. Handy have-a-long for 
Christmas shopping! Put in chil- 
dren's Santa stocking to let them 
keep track of allowance. $1 plus 
15c post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG12, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 

FIRST-CLASS STEAKS 
A special cut of meat specially 
devised for first-class airline 
flights. Jet steaks make a meal to 
remember. Completely trimmed, 
they're the center of prime sir- 
loin. Here's one gift that can't 
miss! Six 8-oz. steaks $26, twelve ' 
$40. Ppd. Pfaelzer Brothers, 
LEP, 4501 W. District Blvd., 
Chicago, III. 60632. 

PLANT AHEAD » 
Spring will seem a bit closer if 
you plan your garden now. Free 
40-page Spring 1971 catalogue 
pictures award-winning roses 
along with berries, vegetables, 
fruit trees and garden accesso- 
ries. Lovely full-color and they 
really grow that way! Jackson & 
Perkins Co., 34-B Rose Lane, 
Medford, Ore. 97501. 

YOU NAME IT 
Your full name makes a one-of- 
a-kind straw bag and when you 
needlepoint it yourself, it's more 
so. Kit includes 9Vz" by 9V2" by 
4" bag, canvas, needle, instruc- 
tions and chart for names up to 
eight letters. Choose wool in red, 
green, navy, lavender, orange or 
brown. $3.95 plus 50c post. 
Victoria Gifts, 12H Water St., 
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. 
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'RUE OR  FALSE? 
he one thing you miss most in 

irtificial flowers is fragrance. But 
jhese    long-stemmed    beauties 

■mil true essence of roses. For 
;ix months or more! Choice of 

, ed, pink, white, yellow or gold 
vith 2W blossoms, 18" stems. 

■ Dozen, $6.50 ppd. What a gift! 
Peters   Products,   HG12,   Room 
106, 40 Samantha Way, Buffalo, 
VI. Y. 14227. 

MALE SCALE 
Worth its weight in stamps—a 
no-guesswork scale for home or 
.office letters. True-balance—no 
springs to wear out—it comes 
with five brass weights, V2 oz. up 
:o 4 oz., totaling 8 ozs. Solid brass 
with oak base. 8" by 4V2", it's 
$15.95 plus 90c post. Free cata- 
logue. Discovery House, HG12A, 
8218 San Juan, N. E., Albu- 
querque, N. M. 87108. 

PAPOOSE POSE 
Go-girls cheer the hip seat for 
babies between four and eigh- 
teen months. Sling adjusts admi- 
rably to Mommy's size, then folds 
up to fit her pocket or handbag, 
be it ever so small. Carrier's 
made of extra strength one hun- 
dred percent cotton twill in dark 
blue. $2.98; two for $5.75. Ppd. 
Clymer's of Bucks County, HG12, 
Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950. 

RUG RAKE 
Rake especially designed for the 
popular deep-pile shags. Round 
end metal prongs bring up pile- 
that is crushed or matted without 
snagging the thick yarns. Light- 
weight and easy to maneuver 
under heavy furniture. $4.95 plus 
90c post. Rak-a-Shag Eberline 
Products, HG12, Box 205, Tren- 
ton, Mich. 48183. 

FUN TO RAISE $$ 
Here's a sweet way to take the 
chore out of soliciting money. 
Free planning guide explains how 
clubs and organizations can raise 
funds without investment and 
with dignity. Wide selection of 
candy combinations, all color- 
fully packaged. Order now to 
raise $50, $200, $1000 or more. 
Kathryn Beich Candies, Dept. 
40PE7, Bloomington, III. 61701. 

FAMILY ARCHIVES 
A fascinating new volume tells 
how to trace one's own family 
history. It is accompanied by 
simple instructions, 100 pages 
of sheets and forms to help or- 
ganize one's material and record 
it systematically. 8V2" by 11", 
$3.95 ppd.; $4.75 air mail ppd. 
Chesco Co., HG7E, Box 533, 346 
Maple Ave., Westbury, N. Y. 
11590. 

The 
Hoax Diamond Lazy Susan 

,,-r-R Wrm 1^1 1   1 

Diamitc, created for you by expert 
diamond   cutters... with   the   same 
MYSTICAL FIRE and DA//I 1N(, BRIL- 
LIANCE of a perfect nr.tural diamond. 
At only $35 per ct...and only a profes- 
sional jeweler using scientific tests can 
tell the difference. Diamitc is new, and 
is offered to the public only by us, do 
not confuse it with other synthetics you 
may have seen or heard about. 

\\ rite for our free catalog or visit oui 
showr n at  509  Madison   \ve.,  DepL 
IK; 12. N.N. L0022, at 53rd St., Suite 1112. 
Your privacy is assured bj \.mer. Syn. 
Diamond Centers, Inc. j   ivo 

BUTCHER BLOCK 
You've never seen a lazy susan like this one. 
1V2 "-thick Butcher Block, turns quickly and 
easily on ball-bearing base. A handsome re- 
volving cheese board, a great work-and-turn 
cutting board, or a convenient lazy susan for 
your dining  table.   16"  diam.,  $19.90.   18 
diam., $24.50. 

Order direct. Check or Money Order. No C.O.D.'s. 
Express  charges  collect.   NYC,   6%   tax.   Else- 
where in N.Y. State taxes applicable. Catalog, 50e 

J ft 0 BRAUNER. INC. 
298 Bowery, N.Y.,   N.Y. 10012     GR 7-2830 

MAGIC   MENDING 
Miracle crystal clear Liquid 
Glass creates a permanent, 
washable, heat-or-cold proof, 
iron-bond for mending glass, 
china, crockery, ceramics and 
porcelain. If not completely 
satisfied we'll refund double 
purchase, price. 

LIQUID   GLASS 
$1.59 +  15c Mailing Each 

Calif, retldenf add ■><'< talet tax. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-120 

San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

LIFE LONG ID TAG FOR PETS 
Don't worry about your dog or cat 
getting lost. This Identification Tag 
has all the necessary information for 
his safe return — pet's name, your 
name, address and phone number — 
all embossed free. Lifetime polished 
stainless steel, complete with collar 
hook. $1.00 ppd. Your order will be 
sent by FAST FIRST CLASS MAIL 
at no extra charge! 
WEST-BERO ENTERPRISES. L/TD. 

Dept. 212-A, 2842 E. Serendipity Cr. 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80917 

EMBROIDERY     RYA 

the Hobby 
ofthe70's 
Send $1.00 for both 
Rya Rug and Embroidery 
brochures. The CUM 
prize winning Kits 
are complete with 
instructions. All orders 
guaranteed. 

TILLALLAINC.r48 
lew York, N.Y. 10021 

Name  

Address- 
City  _State_ .Zip- 

4> 
FABULOUS-CASCADE-FOUNTAINS 

Elegantly designed fountains create charming and 
romantic effects for Garden Patios, or as Center- 

pieces and Wedding Receptions, or as TV Lamps. 
Unique Gift idea. Multicolored Lighting System 
illuminates cascading water. Choose from 8 Models 

up to 20" in diameter: All with six month written 
guarantee. For our informative color brochure, 

Send Check or Money Order for 25c /o: 

FABULOUS  FOUNTAINS CO. 
P. O. BOX 2312 RENTON HIGHLANDS, WASH. 98055 
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THE PEWTER LOOK 

Our stainless steel flatware authentically repro- 
1uced from an antique English design. Classic 
pistol handle knives. 3 fined forks . . . and a 
mellow pewter look. Dishwasher safe. Service 
for sight includes: 8 dinner forks, 8 dinner 
knives. 8 salad forks, 8 soup spoons, 16 tea- 
spoons and  2   serving   pieces. 
Service for    8 $29.98 
Service for  12 $44.98 

Prices include postage & handling 

Wales, 
Dept. HG-127 

Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530 

Latest eye-glass fashion: 
Jewelled Folding Frames 
with MAGNIFYING LENSES 
Very clever, very fashiopable! "Contessa" 
full-frame magnifying glasses fold up to 
3" x 1V4". Fit handily into a small evening 
bag or clutch purse. Quality optically 
ground lenses make fine print look big, 
bring close details out sharp and clear. 
Beautiful jewelled frames are so deli- 
cately feminine. For those over 40 without 
eye disease or astigmatism who simply 
need magnifying lenses. Or, your own 
prescription can replace the magnifying 
lenses in these magnificentfoldingframes. 
Only $8.98 plus 45c postage and handling. 
Silk brocade carrying case included. State 
age. Nel-King Products • Dept. HG-LOGF 
811 Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105 

JIFFY CAR PARKER 

Ends guesswork, frayed nerves 
and   scraped   fenders.   Makes 
parking    easy—even    in    the 
tightest spots.   Park  perfectly 
the   first    time—every   time! 
Used by many driving schools. 

CAR PARKER 
$1.98 + 20c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585   MarketSt..   Dept.   HG-120 

San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

YANKEE DOODLE DANCER 
. . . popular during colonial days 
has now been rediscovered. The 
Dancer is a bouncy jointed figure 
that dances and taps its feet when 
you rhythmically tap the paddle. 
He will put on a rousing, spirited 
performance which will delight 
everyone. With a few minutes prac- 
tice you can make this new rhythm 
toy dance to any tune. Beautifully 
carved in hardwood with pole and 
paddle. Guaranteed. Only $5.95 ppd. 

PLAN IT-KIT. INC. 
Dept. HG-12. Box 429-Y, Westport, Conn. 
• ••* **•• •••• ••• 

STUDY 
INTERIOR 

DECORATION 
• 4 Month Pratical Training Course 
• 3 Year Course in Interior Design 

• 6 Week Summer Session 

Classes start Sept., Feb. and July 
Approved by Bd. of Regents of the Univ. 

of the State of N.Y. Send for Catalog 11R. 
HOME STUDY COURSE STARTS NOW. 

Catalog n C. 

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF 
INTERIOR DESIGN 

155 East 56th St., N.Y. 10022 

SHOPPING AROUND 

#1.8'/2" 

Original Hand Carvings from Mexico City 
*. By Jose Pinal 

Don Quixote, Sancho Panza & Roci- 
nante sculptured In rich mahogany 
by Mexico's famous artist. 

$9.00   +   1.00 
pst. ea. Money Order 

2 week delivery 

When in Mexico City, visit our re- 
tail store for largest selection of 
hand carved sculptures in the world. 

Arte y Madera 
Londres 106-2, Mexico 6, D.F. Mexico #2, Si/:" #3, 7" 

POP UP PLAYTIME 
Fifty flashes of color involve 
alphabet letters, American coins, 
ten numerals and basic colors. 
These keyboard tabs pop up 
when tot touches same: teach; 

him to recognize, identify and 
remember. Measures 10" by 8". 
$6.95 plus 75c post. Exclusive 
import only at F.A.O. Schwarz, ■ 
Dept. 180, 745 Fifth Ave., New 
York, N. Y. 10022. 

PET-OWNERS AID 
Dispose of animal wastes with a 
mini septic tank that installs into 
the ground and liquefies solid 
animal wastes by enzyme action. 
Metal "Doggie Dooley" is harm- 
less to humans, pets and green- 
ery. With lid, shovel, six months' 
enzyme supply $10.95. Extra 
year's supply, $4.55. Ppd. Huron 
Products Co., HG12, P. O. Box 
346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811. 

SUPER CREWEL 
Sensational looking cushion's the 
type to glorify any sofa; most im- 
portant piece of living room furni- 
ture cries out for more than one 
of a two pheasant-design done in^ 
crewel. Kit includes the works: - 
pattern's on natural linen, yarns 
in red, orange, yellow, green and 
brown.   $5.95   plus   45c   post. , 
From    The    Stitchery,     HG12, 
Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181. 

CHEERFUL CHOPPER 
We are devoted to our chopping 
block made of tough end-grained- 
beech pieces interlocked. An ab- 
solute   wonder   for   slicing   or 
chopping vegetables, meats, fruit'' 
and   cheese.   Block   is   IIVA" ■ 
square,  1%" thick on tiny ball 
feet. Feel like a real pro for $6.95 
plus 80c post. Bruce Chop Block,. 
HG12,    Box   397-A,    Memphis,.' 
Tenn. 38101. 

i 

HORSE SENSE 
A beauty of a buy is a beauty of a 
picture, too. Giant 4' by 2' reprol 
duction is a full-color scene of 
charging horses from the original 
by prize-winning artist Frank 
Folette. "Challenge" is on quality 
stock, ready to frame and hang. ■ 
The price? $3 plus 30c post. 
World Art Group, Studio HG12, 
606 Post Rd., Westport, Conn. 
06855. 

TIMELY DISCOVERY 
Cordless clocks have three-di 
mensional coin replicas mounted 
on a rich walnut background 16" 
square. Clock has transistor 
movement for year 'round accu- 
racy. Choice of the old silver dol- 
lar or the Kennedy half dollar 
(specify). $29.95 postpaid. Order 
from M/W Specialties, HG12, 
121 E. Broadway, Suite 516, San 
Diego, Cal. 92101. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
NSTANT GLAMOUR 

Diamonds are forever but who 
hares when you can set your own 
'hinestones and make any dress 
or accessory more festive. Fast 
riveting machine sets two sizes 

iof rhinestones and half-round 
ipearls permanently. Kit includes 
trial pack of stones. $10.95 ppd. 

jColored stones available, $1.50 
,pkg. Hilltop House Co., HG12, 
P. 0. Box F, Leonia, N. J. 07605. 

FREEZE MUG 
Magic mug turns juices, soft 
drinks and milk concoctions into 
icy froths that kids term slush. 
Fill unbreakable plastic mug 
which has already been "ener- 
gized" by storing in freezer. 
Unique capsule does the trick. 
Liquid is transformed into slush 
in minutes. Reusable. $2.95 plus 
65c post. Harriet Carter, HG12, 
Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462. 

DOING THE SOFT SHOE 
The next softest thing to these 
genuine cowhide leather shoes is 
a downy feather. You won't be- 
lieve such cushiony comfort pos- 
sible. All hand laced with built-in 
arch lift with a crepe sole and 
heel. Sizes 4-10 M and W; 5-10 
N, M, W. White, natural, black. 
$9.95. Add 60c post. Old Pueblo 
Traders, 600-HDG, So. Country 
Club, Tucson, Ariz. 85716. 

AUSTRALIAN SPORT 
The Maori tribesmen in Australia 
used the boomerang as a hunting 
weapon. Now this angled beauty 
is tossed for sport in many parts 
of the world. It soars out for hun- 
dreds of feet and circles back to 
the thrower's hand in miraculous 
fashion. $1.49 plus 15c post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 
Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
94105. 

I 

OUR FAMILY HISTORY 
RECORDED 

FOREVER 

Crite your own life story in words 
nd pictures on these authentic hand 
rawn manuscript pages. Ancestral 
harts, family tree, medical records, 
imily events and 14 other "chapters" 
f precious memories to be read and 
herished now and for generations. 
Quality leather grained binder in rich 
reen, embossed in gold, is multi- 
inged for flexibility and expansion, 
vlso contains 16 rare 19th century 
irints. 

Valuable today, priceless tomorrow. 

#25.00 ppd. 
MOUNTAIN MANOR 

MARKETING 
Box  219,  Steamboat  Springs,  Colo. 

<&*■ 

For Each Day 
from the great minds 
down through the ages 

Record your own thoughts 
on the appointment calendar 

A lasting gift that will really 
be appreciated. 

White with gold 
Hand tied bow or 
plastic spiral binding 
(please specify) 

Postage prepaid $4.95 
add #1.00 for name personalized in gold 

Classic Arts 
531 W. Grand View Ave. 

Sierra Madre. Calif. 91024 

$$p >tiLt 

■mrJL      *^W$ 

V^H          1 

l!l&2h 
CELLIST AND FLUTIST Alvar (Spain) 

i oloi   lithograph by ■ i I ■       ,:.  |    1 Kocl 
i 

yollowii, groom . blue     P         •   8 x Bi/fc. At $'-M 
: ! Id   one   dolloi    roi    i      irod     hlpp 

nn   exceptional   value, 
likely   to   Incream    many   tlnn e  over   thi 
v. ni       ' n.i. ,      win    he   (IIled    while 

■ i  i    refund    unli ■ i   del Ijchtcd.    I >i It 
from    ART   OF    ALL    NATIONS,    INC .    Studio    MG    5, 
Croton-on-Mudson,    New    York    10520.    American    Ex- 

i   i rcdltcard  holdei i,  Rive  numbor 

To receive brochures of originals as issued 
from time to time during year, send $1. 

FROM FACTORY TO YOU— 

JENNYS LADDERBACK 

Native Hardwood— 
Fineit Workmanship— 

Fiber Push Seat— 

Height 42l/2" 

Scat Height 17'/2" 

Weight 10 lbs. 

Unfinished—$17.45 

Wood finishes—$20.45 

Colors—$21.45 

Send Check or Money Order— 
Shipped Express Collect 

Write for Jenny's Arm Chair— 

MARION  TRAVIS 
P. O.  Box 292 Statesville, N.C. 28677 

CATALOG 

d* PUP 

PALACE 

carnival- 
tent doggie 

bed for York- 
is, Schnauiers 

and pets of a simi- 
lar siie. Affords the privacy small pets like. 
It's draft-free, has comfortable, foam filled 
cushion. Sets up with metal rods on a heavy 
duty 18" masonite base. Stands 20" high. 
Choice of red & white or black & white 
stripes. Completely washable  fabric. 

POSTPAID   $14.95 

* EVERYTHING FOR PAMPEREO PETS! 
Write for FREE 1970 catalog of the latest in 
pet wearing apparel, pet gift ideas, groom- 
ing needs, fancy collars, treats and many 

other new and unusual acces- 
sories. 

( Famous lor Pet 
Furnishings 
Since 1928 ) 

DEPT. B-12, P. O. BOX 24407, 
NEW    ORLEANS,    LA.    70124 DU-SAY'S 

ELIMINATE  WET  FLOORS 
No more shower curtain blowing 
and chilly drafts. Plastic Snap On 
Magnetic Shower Curtain Holders 
hold shower curtain tight to tub 
or metal shower stall. Permanent- 
ly magnetized. Will not rust or mar 
any surface. Set of 3 

Shower Curtain Holders 
SI.29        15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add ~*'i tales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed■ 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

STORK SCISSORS 

Petite, only 31
2 inches long, yet practical and 

useful. These Stork scissors are ideally de- 
signed for use in embroidery and other needle- 
work. They are Silver and Gold and the eye of 
the Stork is Blue. This unique gift item is im- 
ported from Germany and made of fine steel. 
These Stork scissors will be cherished always 
by their recipient and the donor will be remem- 
bered with each use. Present this unique gift to 
someone dear and order one for yourself. 

ARCADE CO.. Box 7008-B 
Belle View Blvd. 
Alexandria,  Virginia  22307 

Please send   pairs of your beautiful Stork 
Scissors. Enclosed is $3.98 per pair plus $.30 
shipping charges for each pair. 

NAME: 

ADDRESS:   .... 
(Street) (City)      (State)      (Zip) 

FRENCH COOKING 
Be a fabulous hostess! French cuisine made 

easy by a famed French cooking expert who 

takes you by the hand, step-by-step. Com- 

plete with illustrations and wine selection 

guidance—even a shopping list and time 

table so your 8 o'clock dinner will be perfect 

—proving again, it's the "thoughtful touch 

that means so much". Four lessons for $7.98 

plus 50c postage. 

SHOPPER'S   BAZAAR 
P. O. Box 122, Owatonna, Minnesota 55060 
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FLORAL DISCOVERY 

English wildflowers specially treated 
and brilliantly colored come in these 
kits complete with velour shadow box 
sides, wooden frame, glass front. All 
you need is creativity to make a deco- 
rator piece worth 4 times your cost. 
6Y2 x 7%  $12.95 
9V2 x 12'%  $16.95 
Shipped postpaid. N.Y.S. res. add tax 

Mscovenes /w .?J«,«,«/ //,e 
Dept. HGI2. P.O. Box88. West Nyack. N.Y. 10894 

LAMP DIMMER CONTROL 
Dial the brightness of any lamp to 

suit your mood . . . candle-soft to 

full bright (great for watching TV.) 

0-100°o brightness control with pos- 

itive ON-OFF. Makes 3-way bulbs 

obsolete. Saves current and triples 

bulb life. Takes 5 minutes to install 

in  lamp cord. Guaranteed. 

$5.95 ppd 

John Lyons 
5200 Grayton, Detroit, Mich. 48224 

Red  Suede Pipe 
and Tobacco  Pouch 
A custom-made briar pipe from France in the 5'/z" 
Bulldog model,  leather-bound in hollyberry red suede.  Roll-up 
red  suede  tobacco  pouch  is  lined.  Handsome,  good-smoking,  unigue for men.  Pipe $9.95 

ppd.;  Pouch $6.95  ppd. Johnny Applesee&'s 
Box 702, Beverly, Mass. 01915 Zip Code Required! 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Color it. 
Calendar $3.50 postpaid 
Pen Set (10 colors).. .$2.50 postpaid 

TREND PACIFIC, INC. 
2817 South Hill Street 

Los Angeles, California 90007 

RELIEF  FROM  BENT TOES 
Unique orthopedic pads provide soft, yet ef 
fective toe support which help to strengthen 
and alleviate pain from crooked toes. Even 
toe tip corns disappear. Elastic yarn slips 
over toe. Washable. Specify shoe size. 
Toe Pads $2.79 pr.    '    15c Mailing 

Calif, residents mid .>',   sales tax 
Double  purchase  price  refunded  if  not  satisfied 

Anthony Enterprises  Dept. HG-120 
585   Market  St..   San   Francisco.   Calif.   94105 

STAIRWAY ELEVATOR\ 
SAVES YOUR HEART 

Your STAIR-GLIDE will be shipped to you withm 48 
hours. Installs in less than two hours No special wirinq 
No marring walls or stairway Tax deductible when 
recommended by a physician. GUARANTEED 
Used by thousands: CARDIAC PATIENTS • AR- 
THRITICS • POST OPERATIVES • SENIOR CITIZENS 
• PARALYTICS • RESTRICTED PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES. 
Outdoor model also available. 

Write for tree brochure 

AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE CORP. 
201 West 80th Terrace, Dept. HG-12 
Kansas City, Missouri 64114 . 

DOUBLE DUTCH 
Cookie boards from Holland are 
the real thing. They make deli- 
cious cookies as well as dec- 
orative wall groupings. History 
and recipe incl. Antique brown 
elm wood \5V2" by 2lA". $3 ea.; 
two for $5.50; two pair $10. Ppd. 
Duty free. Order airmail. Four 
wk. delivery. Folder, 25c. Holland 
Handicrafts, HG12, Pruimendijk 
24, Rijsoord, Holland. 

DON'T WORRY. HE WILL 
If you know someone who is a 
chronic worrier, start his New 
Year resolutions off right. Give 
him a Worry Bird. Just the sight 
of that lugubrious face, orange 
ruff and grotesque feet rates a 
chuckle even before you read his 
message. $1.98 plus 25c post. 
Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 
Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 
94105. 

RED PEPPER WREATH 
Exotic Christmas wreath made of 
200 red sun-ripened chili pep- 
pers, a spray of mistletoe, from 
an Indian village, Santo Domingo, 
New Mexico. After the holidays, 
it's bueno for chili and other 
Mexican dishes. Free cook book 
included. Have your holiday 
decor and eat it too! $8.50 ppd. 
The Old Mexico Shop, HG12, 
Patio 2, Santa Fe, N. M. 87501*. ; 

GRAND EXIT FOR PETS 
Quality-built for long service, 
two-way pet door automatically 
closes by patented magnetic de- 
vice. Looks good, too! Has nylon 
lock with weathertight, either 
side lock-up. Easy installation 
with furnished kit. 11" by 13", 
13" by 15%" overall. $16.95 
ppd. Plaza Enterprises, P.O. Box 
411-H-12, LaCygne, Kans. 66040. 

PEARLY WHITE TEETH 
Wyten is a remarkable formula 
developed by dentists to cover 
discolorations and fillings. Ac- 
tresses use it to keep their teeth 
sparkling and white. The formula 
may be used on false teeth as 
well as your own. Just brush on 
Wyten and smile. 3 to 4 months' 
supply. $1.98; 2, $3.50; 3, $5. 
Ppd. NuFind, HGW-12, Box 205, 
Church St., New York 10008. 

RENTAL-PURCHASE 
Plan Available 

Illuminated Fountains 
Beautify your home with our indoor-model: 

'ROMA' 
Improves heolth by 

cleansing and humidifying the air! 
Requires  no plumbing- -portable 
and plus In,  Come 

Send cash, check or money order to: 

.hi i   add ». 
11"  \ ■ i >cles   I 

mnation l>j  15 Watl bulhs. Powerful fountain* 
le,   12  nozzle  :iFI.I  Casi adc  clisplaj !  The 

inili diameter basin  Is  available in green niwi 
cent, amber or red 
shipped   by   Air   direct   from   West   German   fac' 

only $19.95 (postage and handling included) 
Satisfaction guaranteed or full refund! 

H.   F.   LUEBCKE   &   CO. 
(Dept. 322), P.O. Bo« 2865 

6 Frankfurt/M. 1, West Germany 
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HOUSEHOLD MUST 
/e couldn't operate without foam 

'ape. Self-adhesive, we stick it on 
ie base of lamps, around the 
acuum cleaner head to prevent 
umps on walls and furniture, 
iver hangers to keep garments 
'om slipping. It has many uses, 

tlig roll, $1 plus 15c postage, 
n.nthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 
/larket St., San Francisco, Cal. 
14105. 

,'ATCHWORK NEEDLERY 
ilreate old-fashioned patchwork 
n needlepoint using various col- 

i.rs and stitches. 12V2" by 12'/2" 
Design on mesh canvas makes a 
.ampler or pillow. Kit includes: 
:anvas, wool yarns, needle, stitch 
>uide, directions. $42 ppd. Bro- 
chure, 25c. Write to Nimble Fin- 
ders, Inc., HG12, Box 381, Back 
Bay Annex, Boston, Mass. 02117. 

SAUSAGE LOG 
vlarvelous for holiday parties is 
:he pure, lean beef sausage dry- 
;ured in the smokehouse for two 
lays. The three-pound log slices 
jp neatly for snacks and with 
;heese and crackers. Great after 
skiing or skating in cold weather. 
Send for free catalogue of many 
fine meat products. $8.50 ppd. 
Omaha Steaks Int., HG12, 4400 
S. 96th St., Omaha, Neb. 68127. 

HOW TO STOP SMOKING 
Free booklet from The Anti-To- 
bacco Center of America explains 
how 88,648 heavy smokers have 
quit without straining their will 
power. Many physicians are 
among those who stopped. It is 
a booklet youngsters should read 
along with parents. Write The 
Anti-Tobacco Center of America, 
HG12, 276 Park Ave. So., New 
York, N. Y. 10010. 

FOR THE BATH 
Let's give a hand for South Aud- 
ley who's way out front with big 
English bar soap: triple hand 
milled—lasts a long time. Mam- 
moth (11 oz.) 3 cakes per box; 
Bath (5%) 5; Hand (3) 9; blue, 
yellow, green, pink, white. Mini- 
mum order two boxes. $2 a box 
ppd. South Audley, HG12, 380 
Lafayette St., New York, N. Y. 
10003. 

SOUTHERN COOKERY 
Some of the most prominent 
Southern hostesses got together 
with their best recipes, and the 
result is the Memphis Cook Book, 
a collection of over 700 treasured 
recipes, many handed down from 
generation to generation. 261 
pages, $3.50 ppd. Junior League 
of Memphis, HG12, 2711 Union 
Ave. Ext., Memphis, Tenn. 38112. 
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MONK  PAIR 
Hen   i    tha perfect ChrUtmai gill lor h&rd I 
pleail   fnondt rind (tintIVI       Hand carved monks 
done in rich eedar wood hy M ex lean erafl men 

d<  Igned primarily ;is dlatlnettve bookendi. 
HM   ii.   11    tyk and beauty make them excellent 
giIN   to    sinvc ai   itatliettel,    i-nhariciim   living 
 in   timing room, don, loy«r, «tc. Break up the 
s«t to make two gilt*. 

Position 

Kneeling 
Sitting 
Standing 

Sizes 
sm.       Ig. 
6'.r   7>.r 
7>4"     9" 
9"        IP  •" 

Prices 
sm. Ig. 

v». 9       nr       $9.95 pair 
6.95 pair        9.95 pair 
6.95 pair        9.95 pair 

■■  i" i pair 
LEWIS IMPORT MART 

125 Somerset Street.  No.  PlainArld,   N.J. 07000 

Looks Good Enough To Eat 

Charmin , I   ",        pie deli- 
cately handpainttd to tempt chil- 
dren .ind gourmet alika. Designed 
to be used .1*. a paperweight, recipe 
card holder or jutt decorative. A 
lusciout "gift treat" with no calo- 
rie   worries!  6"  hg.   Immediate  de- 

•     ,      !•■.   ■  1    dlgrilihly 
$1.95   to      ! /or  $5.50  ppd 

Tiffany Creations 
Dept. HG. P.O. Box 34712   LA, Calif. 90034 

REMEMBER   

TODAY IS THE FIRST 

DAY OF THE REST OF 

YOUR LIFE® 

A NEW DAY 
Never too late to change the 
course of your life! Inspira- 
tional wall plaque says, "Re 
member . . . Today is the first 
day of the rest of your life." 
Black letters on golden plate in 
pine-finish-plaque. 4x5'. 

FIRST DAY PLAQUE 
$1.98       20c Mailing Each 

tllli/.r,si,l. nlsli.III .','', sal. s tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-120 

San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

cocktail 
overs! 

lemon 
OIL FROM THE RIND OF LEMON 

One spray over cocktail is all 
it takes. No more dried up 
lemons. Always on hand. Not 
lemon juice. No alcohol used 
to dilute contents. Use in 
Martinis. Bourbon. Scotch, 

Manhattans, or Old 
Fash ioneds. 

STEAK KNIVES 
FROM FRANCE 

Colorful, dishwasher safe—enamel-like plas- 
tic handles with brass fittings—stainless 
steel blade has serrated edge—six knives of 
a color per box—available in blue, red, 
orange, green,  black. 

Box of six   «p/.5U 

Add SI for shipping and handling. 

Sorry no c.o.d.'s. 
N.Y.S. residents add appropriate tax. 

ALL SEASONS 
39-26 23rd Street, Long Island City. N.Y. 11102 

GIVE  DAD THE  GIFT THAT WILL 
MAKE HIM THE TALK OF THE PARTY. 

, 502 KING SIZE  TWIST-O-IEMON.   Ideol 
M foi  Famil)  bai    atom zer spras $5 95 

.   Jff\ \   (Refills for King Size 4.95 Atomizer 1.45) 

V-*T   y\»   524  2   JUNIOR   SIZE   TWIST-O-IEMON. 
\  T^ M Metered spray containers,  ideal for carry- 
\        P^*ina  in pocket or travel  case. $4.95 

,2i 501   BAR  SIZE  TWIST-O-LEMON 
Bar size aerosol metered spray container, 
ideol for home or bar. Perfect gift. $4.95 
513 BAR ond JUNIOR TWIST-OLEMON. 
Aerosol metered spray containers, ideal 

»     both or home bar and trovel case. $6.95 

Charge to your Diners Clubrr or send 
Check or M.O. — Postage Handling 

40c extra for each box. (Illinois res. inc. 5% tax). 

REVORD JAMES & CO.. Golf. 60029 Dept. HG-12 

END   SHIRT 
COLLAR "SQUEEZE" 
Co I la r-Ex t en de r button 
"loosens" tight shirt collars. 
Ends all-day tugging. Expands 
collar up to V2 size larger for 
that "just right" feeling. In- 
visible behind tie. Can be 
transferred from shirt to shirt 
in seconds. Set of 4. 

COLLAR EXTENDERS 
SI.00 -  15c Mailing 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthonv Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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Tired of cooking the same old things in the same old way? 

Why not whip up 

QJ omething simply "~ 

Qjcrumptious* 

from 

House&Garden's 
New Cook Book 
Now it's easier than ever to prepare authentic gourmet meals with 
the help of HOUSE & GARDEN'S NEW COOK BOOK. More than 
1.000 recipes—elegant, yet uncomplicated dishes tested and prepared 
by world-famous cooks including Julia Child, James Beard, Dione 
Lucas. Craig Claiborne. All surprisingly inexpensive, and all guaran- 
teed to delight the most discriminating appetites among your family 
and friends. 

'lik Ze       STEAK AUPOIVRE, FLAM BE I 
2 tablespoons coarsely cracked 

peppercorns 

1 porterhouse steak, 2V&"-3" thick 

3 tablespoons butter 

1 tablespoon finely chopped shallots 

1 tablespoon finely chopped parsley 

1 teaspoon salt  •   Va cup bourbon 

Press coarse pepper into steak with the heel 
of the hand. Let it stand for % hour. Heat a 
stainless steel platter until very hot. Melt 
butter on platter. Combine with shallots and 
parsley. 

Broil steak to your favorite state of doneness, 
preferably well-charred outside and rare in- 
side. Salt during cooking. Remove to hot plat- 
ter and turn once. Add heated bourbon and 
blaze. Slice and serve with saute potatoes and 
sauce from the platter. Serves 4. 

And for your next din- 
ner party, try your hand 
at a hearty Boeuf en 
Daube Provencale, or 
Noricegian Lamb Shanks 
icith Sour Cream Sauce 
. . . Lobster Strudel . . . 
Sweet and Sour Duck. 
You'll soon discover 
how simple truly fine 
cooking can be with 
HOUSE & GARDEN'S 
NEW COOK BOOK! 

AT LAST-A COOK BOOK THAT'S MORE THAN A COOK BOOK... 
A COMPLETE HOW-TO COURSE IN GOURMET COOKERY! 

HOUSE & GARDEN'S NEW COOK BOOK is a comprehensive 
course in preparing and cooking food. Techniques of master chefs 
are explained—and simplified in picture performances. 

The correct wine to select . . . evaluation of cooking utensils . . . tips 
on baking, poaching, barbecuing, etc. . . . plus ideas for atmosphere 
and table settings that will enliven every meal and party you plan. 

This treasury of great recipes 
published at $12.50... 
Now for only $995/ 
Simply enclose your check or money order for $9.95, 
and your copy will be shipped promptly—fully post- 
paid. We know you'll love HOUSE & GARDEN'S 
NEW COOK BOOK, but if for any reason you're 
not completely satisfied, return it within 10 days 
and your money will be refunded. 

If you prefer, you may charge your American 
Express or BankAmcricard account. 

Why not order one for a special friend who loves to 
cook ... a new bride ... a career girl setting up her 
first kitchen. They'd love it too! 

r Conde Nast Books, P.O. Box 3308, Grand Central Sta., New York, N.Y. 10017 

1 would like to order. .copies of 
House & Garden's New Cook Book (? 
$9.95. 

□ My check or money order for 
$ . payable to Conde Nast Books, 
is enclosed. 

Please charge my account: 

□ American Express 
□ BankAmericard Exp. date  

Acct. #. 

L: Signature 

My Name 

Addr 

Citv State Zip 

This is a gift order. Send book and card to: 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Card to 
read: 
"From 

~ 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
RIP-DRY ROD 
jrfect    solution    for    drip-dry 
irments,   sheer   curtains   and 

[osiery is the adjustable 25" to 
1",   chrome-finished   bar   that 
ooks over shower rod and locks 
1 place. No screws or adhesive, 
attaches in seconds; garments 

rip in tub. $2.98 plus 30c post. 
nthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 
larket St., San Francisco, Cal. 
4105. 

,PUD PUFFER 
\\\ the world loves a baked po- 
ato and a fluffy one with cheese 
>r sour cream and chives is food 
or the gods! Puffer is a 4V2" 
;adget with aluminum prongs 
0 penetrate skin and sink into 
)otato to open and fluff it for 
cutter or cream. $1.75 ppd. Fifer 
House, Dept. 122, 3118 Marti- 
lique Way, Orlando, Fla. 32805. 

CALCULATED SAVINGS 
3e your own Consumer Counsel. 
Don't be fooled by odd package 
weights, hard-to-figure prices. 
Easy slide-scale does the arith- 
metic for you, tells you the best 
value instantly. Fits pocket or 
purse. Only $1 ppd. and saves 
you money every time you shop. 
Fre-Born Enterprises, Dept. HG- 
12, P.O. Box 3301, Inglewood, 
Cal. 90304. 

GOOD DAY GIFT 
Children-of-the-Week charms for 
a doting grandmother inscribed 
on bracelet charms with first 
name and birth date engraved on 
back. For parent and child in 
sterling %" $3.50; 1" $4.50; 
14k gold %" $9.50; 1" $13.50. 
Specify day. Ppd. Jamaica Silver- 
smith, HG12, 407 Rockaway 
Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581. 

AUTOMATIC NEEDLE THREADER 
time, temper, eyesight. Drop needle into 
, press button, and presto!—it's threaded. 
is all size nee 1 Us quickly and easily. 
in friends, neighbors—they'll be amazed 
■asily It works, ideal fund raisei foi 
;., churches, clubs. Excellent gift or grab 
ize. Send SI.OO for 2 samples; 54.OO per 
$10 80 for 3 dor; $32.40 for 12 do*. 

.1.-    ( ompany;    Dept.    «.<; I - 120;    6800    \. 

Amazing 

PERMANENT 
MATCH 

Lights up to 15.- 
000 timesl Pull 
this metal won- 

of lis 
case. strike on 
side, and presto: 
— it's lit. Amazes 
everyone   who   sees   it.   Grea prizes. 
Ideal foi turn] i.nsinu:. Mrs. D. C-. Wise, showed 
this ingenious invention to the girls at her beau- 
ty shop and sold a dozen in less than 10 minutes 
at 51.00 apiece. You can do the same. Oi-der to- 

1   dOZ.   units   $4.80;   :i 
S 1: IS nple J]. 

ANKH. SYMBOL OF LIFE 

PIPE SMOKER'S DREAM 
Special formulated ceramic pipe, air Insulated 
double wall bowl. REALLY SmOKES COOL! B" 
long with Hat bottom that will not tip when set 
down. Two gold initials are fired Into brown 
glaze, will not lade or scratch out. SMOKES 
CLEAN AND COOL! Ideal Christmas presen; for 
those who want a gift with that personal touch. 
Send S3.95 (Calif, residents add 20c tax) 
along with two (2) initials. 

MISSION  ENTERPRISES 

P.O. Bo* 5334. Santa Ana. Calif. 92704 

BED-SPREAD  CADDY 
SAVES  TIME, TUGGING 
Simplify your bed-making . . . and stop 
n:ghtly tugging or folding away 
heavy spread. Just pull hidden caddy 
from beneath mattress and lay 
bed-spread across, ready for easy 
make-up in the morning. Legs swing 
automatically into position. 
Handsome, gold-flecked caddy 
glides effortlessly out of sight during 
day. Ideal for Hollywood beds or low 
foot-boards. For king-sized beds, 
order two. 

$6.98 ppd       two for $12.98 ppd. 

GARRETT'S 
P.O. Box 8415-90 Dallas, Texas 75205 

rBLOWl 
YOURSELF UP 
TO SIZE POSTER 

Send any black and 
white or color photo, 
polaroid print, cartoon 
or magazine photo. 
A great Gift idea . . . 
a splendid Gag. Ideal 
room decoration . . . 
Perfect for parties. 
B&W posier 
mailed in sturdy tube. 

2FT.x3FT.*3.50 
1 Vi FT. x 2 FT. $2.50 

3 FT. x 4 FT. $7.50    —i 
PHOTO 2x3 ft. Frame $3.50 
POSTER 11/7x2 ft. Frame $3.00 
FRAMES 3x4 ft. Frame $5.50 
Add beauty and sparkle to Blow-Up by setting it 
into  specially selected,  handsome frame. 

Your original returned undamaged. Add 50c for post- 
age and handling for EACH item ordered. Send 
check, or M.O. (No C.O.D.) To: 

Phntn Pnstpr Dept HGI27* ruuiu ruMCi  210 E. 23 ST.. N.Y. 10010 

-   1200 

■ 

the W; 

Now   you   can 

ANKH, 

SOLID 
GOLD, two millimet" 
2 inch' 
and   both   cor i 

As shown with 0.07 ct. full cut diamond 
and 20" Hold chain $66.50 

without chain   61.50 
Without diamond 'plain or to take 

up to 0.15 ct. diamond;   46.50 
without chain   41.50 

Price   include! poit.ifje .ind  handling 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
Send check or monry order to: 

TOREUTIC   ARTS 
1530 No   Federal H'way     Suite 2F 

Pompano B<-,ich.   Fla.   33062 
Florida residents add  ','.',   State tax 

DON'T BE FOOLED BY IMITATIONS! 

This is the original Spiro Agnew 
Watch by The Dirtytime Company. A 
collector's item in three brilliant colors: 
red, white, blue. 

Hands move to denote the time. Swiss 
made. Guaranteed two years. 

$16.95 plus $1 handling charge. 

Send check or money order. No c.o.d. 
N.Y. State Residents please add State and Local Taxes 

DANION  PRODUCTS.  INC. 
Palmer  Lane.   Box 202.  Thornwood,   N.Y.   10594 

Great Gift! 

E-PLANT-A- 
PLAN 

Give    repeated    pleasure    with 
a     House-Plant-A-Month     Plan. 
Choose a 3, 6, or 12 month plan 
and   tell   us  when   to   begin.   A 
gift   letter   will   announce   the   membership 
and   a   handsome   plant  will   be   sent  each 
month.  3  MONTH   PLAN  S4.98 6  MONTH 
PLAN    S8.98    12    MONTH    PLAN    $15.98 
Send  check  or  money order and  complete 
address information 
with      coupon      below. 
(You'll want one, too!)    V 

cpiqntt&ii, lye. 
2207 E. Oakland Ave., 
Blooinington, 111. 61701 

PLANTRON, INC. Dept. 3505-38 
House-Plont-A-Month Plon 
2207 East Oakland Avenue 
Bloomington, Illinois 61701 

□ List attached for gifts. 

Z2 Please send me a       Month Plan 
beginning   in      

S     Payment enclosed. 

Name  

Address   

City  State       Zip   
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ftge as tlte^iniL 

t\epro^uced ^Hreett^on 
\tithvn(lr.\rtin(s'Cnnyns ^ 

Print Size 18" x 24" 
Painted by the famous artist, August Albo, 
this   exciting   art   masterpiece   is   now   re- 
produced directly on artist's canvas. Almost 
like owning the original oil painting. Also 
available, these 10 fantastic selections: 

DRAWBRIDGE AT ARLES. Van Goth HERRING NET, Homer 
BOATING PARTY. Renoir              SUNFLOWERS, Van Gogh 
GOLDEN HELMET. Rembrandt        SEATED HARLEQUIN. Picasso 
BASSIN D'ARGENTEUIL. Monet      UTILE IRENE. Renoir 
Readv to trameSotisfoction THE LOVERS, Picasso 
$4.95 each    Guaranted SPRING BLOSSOMS, Detlefsen 
+ 25c P°» J „^, __ 

$*nd today *"    house of qoodspeed 
Dept. 21CA        *  
Fed. Square Bids,, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

The Gift for All Seasons 

with a Past 
Any season is appropriate to share pride 
in the name which is a family's heritage. 
A beautiful gift to give or receive —your 
personal Coat of Arms, hand-painted on 
an intricately carved walnut-tone fin- 
ished plaque for only $33 75. 

SPECIAL OFFER: Send no money- 
just your family name. We will research 
your name FREE in the heraldic archives, 
and let you know if a Coat of Arms is 
recorded  Write us today. 

HALBERTS DEPT.HG-US 
3687  IRA  ROAD,   BATH,  OHIO 44210 

The proper birthstone 
for your birthday, in 
an elegant 18k 
gold-plated adjust- 
able setting. Specify 

setting, "siyte  *»/«h daJ*Slyle 

*5, only $5.  #120> on|y «■ 

A   dome   of 
Rhinestones, 

on a fully- 
.." adjustable, 
I silver plate 

4~~y HOUH of ym i Camelot 
38 Carrot Court, GrMiilanvn, N.V. 11740 
Send tor free full-color ring brochure 

REMOVES BALL POINT INK 
STAINS LIKE MAGIC! 

At last a ball point ink stain remover that 
works! Some won'! unless the stain is very 
fresh. Marniax removes ball point ink stains 
from hubby's shirt, the kids' clothing, floors, 
walls, even the kids, by unlocking the stain 
so that it can be washed away. This is the 
greatest invention  since the ball point pen. 

nd it's safe for anything that can be washed 
or dry cleaned. 

loz. bottle just S1.00. 2 for S1.79 ppd. Fast 
service. Satisfaction guaranteed or your 
money back. 

SEND FOR FREE  CATALOGUE 

WEST-BERG ENTERPRISES. UFTi. 
2S 12 E. Serendipity Circle. Dept. 212B 

V. Colorado Springs, Colo. K0H17 y 

MEN... WOMEN 

SAUNA SUIT 
MELTS AWAY 
POUNUS & INCHE 
Watch yourself shrink when you wear the 
marvelous new SAUNA SUIT. SLIMS with- 
out appetite-appeasing pills, fad diets 
or strenuous exercise. Lightweight, made 
of durable vinyl; rnvers body, causing it 
to perspire with the slightest exertion. 
Wear it while you relax ... or when 
doing chores around the house. Effort- 
less way for you to look younger and 
feel better. One size fits all. Send only 
$4.95 today! Sorry No C.O.D.'s. 
AMERICAN IMAGE CORP., Dept. H 269 G 
276 Park Avenue South, N.Y., N.Y. 10010 

TS? 

P 

ONIY 
$100 CRASH our 

w^"" LOSE UPTO 5 POUNDS OVERNIGHT! 
Learn the Secret of TV's fantastic No-Pill. No-Exer- 
cise, 1 day interim reducing formula' Eat Plenty1 Go 
to Sleep1 Wake Up1 and you have lost Pounds and 
Pounds. Amazing' Sure1 But guaranteed to work or 
YOUR MONEY BACK1 Send only $1.00 today and also 
get Free Maintenance Diet. (Sorry. No. C.O.D's). 

MR. & MRS. ASSOCIATES, Dept.A 269 G 

276 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10010 

How to Sell Housewares 
by Mail Order Advertising 

Our readers, in furnishing their homes, are shopping for all kinds 

of housewares. To discover how to sell your housewares in Shop- 

ping Around, write: HOUSE & GARDEN, 420 Lexington Ave., 

New York City 10017 

SHOPPING AROUND 

COINS Of THE BIBLE 

/'. 

... 
FIREPLACE FELLOW 
When winter's day is done, hea 
for the fireplace. Tall warric 
could be your work of art there 
Saber bearer hails from Mexic 
where no two pieces of han> 
wrought metal work come alike 
Decorative sculpture's han 
painted in antiqued colors. 27 
tall. $21.95 plus $1.75 post. De 
Mundo Imports, HG12, Box 428 
Overland Park, Kan. 66204. 

SEVEN SHEKELS 
You never can tell. Some da 
these fascinating coins may bi 
priceless. Die struck replicas o 
Herod the Great, the Widow' 
Mite, Tribute Penny, Shekel o 
Tyre, a Pontius Pilate piece—al 
Biblical monies. Attribution b; 
the British Museum. Set of sevei 
(including story) $9 ppd. Centr 
Coin Co., Dept. H12, Box 549C 
Sherman Oaks, Cal. 91413. 

UNI  BUZZ 
Nobody need be at all surprise( 
if the wrist alarm type outsell: 
all others. It's a man-size watcf 
but this fact doesn't exclude wo 
men wearers; fine Swiss move 
ment's for both sexes. Buzze 
never fails; hands, hour dot: 
luminous; numerals faceted 
$14.98 plus 50c post. Order fron 
J. P. Darby, HG12, 35 Engel St. 
Hicksville, N. Y. 11802. 

A BROADER VIEW 
Pen size 8 power telescope anc 
30 power microscope are com 
bined in a lightweight aluminun 
instrument. Pocket clip. Adjust: 
easily for long range. Convert: 
quickly for precision work. Popu 
lar   with    hobbyists,    campers ] 
hikers.   $1.98   plus   15c   post 
Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 58f 
Market St., San Francisco, Cal i 
94105. 

MEMOS MAKE MONEY 
Mod memo minders come 4C 
sheets to a pad and three special- 
ly designed pads to a box. A 
group or organization can make 
45c profit on each colorful box it 
sells. Write for full fund-raising 
details and send $1 for a sample 
box of memo minders. Current, 
Inc., Dept. M13, Box 2020, Col- 
orado Springs, Colo. 80901. 

HANG THAT TIGER! 
If you're too late to get her a fur 
coat, show the intent with a work 
of art and for much, much less. 
Lithograph on artist canvas in 
rich yellows, browns and blues 
on striking red background. By 
Hug, 22" by 28" and pure pow! 
$5.95 plus 45c post. Lambert 
Studios, Dept. 127, 910 No. La 
Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. 
90069. 
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SHOPPING AROUNI ) 

IONORABLE ANCESTRY 
an chart printed on antique 
archment paper has spaces for 
11 ancestors arranged in se- 
uence through eight genera- 
ons. Chart, 21" by 34" comes 
I a storage tube for permanent 
rotection. You fill in paternal 
nd maternal ancestry. $2 plus 
Oc post. Formco, HG12, Box 
828, Long Beach, Cal. 90803. 

)NE-ARMED BANDIT 
imed for fun and frolic during 
ne holidays. Perfect miniature 
lot machine that is even legal, 

lou can trip the jackpot without 
mptying the bank! In durable 
.hrome case, 6" h., 4" w., 3" d. 
5reat for stay-at-home bettors. 
>6.95 plus 75c post. The Game 
?oom, HG11, Box 1816, Washi- 
ngton, D.C. 20013. 

3EACE ON EARTH 
ylose the generation gap. Give 

•3 versatile area rug with the 
jnique peace sign. 30" by 50", 

. t's suitable anywhere—a front- 
door welcome, dorm rug, wall 
Ranging. Heavy-rayon in colorfast 
|:lue/white, orange/ brown, avo- 
cado/gold. Washable with non- 
skid back. $9.95 plus 75c post. 
3eace Inc., Dept. H., P. 0. Box 
2056, Akron, Ohio 44311. 

3IANT MAGNIFIER 
Want to read the stock market 
quotations and get the entire pic- 
ture at a glance? Use the page 
magnifier, a 7" by 10" magnify- 
ing sheet. It is great for tele- 
phone directory or legal docu- 
ments and maps. The broad view 
makes reading fine print a plea- 
sure. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

KIT CATALOGUE 
Catalogue's plumb full—40 color- 
ful pages of Skon's Scandinavian 
embroidery kits: backing, yarn, 
needles, instruction, design on 
fabric. Intriguing collection of 
cushions, runners, pictures, bell 
pulls—well, just about every- 
thing you're looking for. $2 ppd. 
(deductible from $25 order). 
Skon, GE12, 55 Lambert Lane, 
New Rochelle, N. Y. 10804. 

CANVAS CAN-DO 
The tote vote goes to a canvas 
bag with a capacity for heavy 
hauling. Sturdy white cotton can- 
vas bag takes the weight while 
you carry it off neatly to library 
loaded with reading matter. A 
superb shopper. 12" wide, 8V2" 
high. With three initials, specify. 
$2.98 plus 25c post. Lillian 
Vernon, GDI, 560 Third Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550. 

. 

I 

skon embroideries 

, As Seen In HOUSE & GARDENS 
New feature Column 

PLEASE TELL ME...; 
Do you know where I can buy discontinued , 
silver patterns? 

recently inherited some silver and wonder if I might j 
add to the set. I do not know the name of my pattern. | 

Jean's Silversmith's, Inc. carries hundreds of old and 1 
discontinued American Sterling patterns. ; 

Just send a snapshot or Zerox of the pattern you l 
wish to add to, with a description of any identifying* 
marks. Jean's can  identify patterns from tissuepaper I 

jrubbings. *■ 
IF IT'S SILVER YOU WANT 

JEANS SILVERSMITH'S INC. 
16 W. 45th ST., N.Y. 36, N.Y. — OX 7-0367 

BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED HANDBAGS 

:,, Hie    iv 

Oil    MM-    left,    "MllshlOO 

ll.mdpalnK  
in vii i"i -nii> i i 

I li      •   i kground.   S39.00  ppd 
on Hi,- i Ijjhl.  "«••■ IH \\ Idc    I) 
'"    •"     liv       I"        .   UM,     .HI,ill,       I, 
hclehl i   lullv   limited   Hi.in-   « mi  ii 
l"ii   in M    l s   .1 rated.   •! 

' in    hnmes   with   fnreii 
lyinji.s   primed    ■■    i I il..u * 

S29.9S ppd 
Hi.Hi hniultiacs avnilahle In unlmi 
I m-.:,   m-ieail   ..I   uhile   H   you   preiei 

Annie Laurie Original 
1410 10th Street 

Lake Park.  Florida 33403 

- HAND-CARVED - 
-DUCKS OF WOOD- 

"Mallards" and "Wood Ducks". 

Painted in natural colors. Ideal 

Xmas Gift. Size: 3l/2" x 8"— 

$25.00 per pair, Ppd. Please or- 

der early as there may be some 

limit on Pre-Xmas deliveries. 

DICK VOTH 
5051   E.  Lincoln 

Wichita.   Kansas   67218 

IMPORTED SHEESHAMWOOD 

Beautiful hand-carved, hinged chest 
with brass inlay and felt lined, im- 
ported from India. 4"x6" $2.50ppd. 
5"x7" S3.50ppd. 6"xl0" $4.50ppd. 

Grapeleaf motif decorates the finely 
carved collapsible bookends that 
extend to 18" wide. 4'/2" high by 
12" long, $2.50, ppd. 

QQC3EJE5 
Box HG-12, 415 Fifth Ave., NYC 10016 

Add Tax Where Applicable 

SNORE NO MORE 
Scientifically designed anti-snore 
mask insures sound, silent sleep. 
Washable nylon mask fits over 
chin, keeps jaws closed, prevents 
snoring by encouraging proper 
breathing. Adjustable to fit both men 
and women. 

ANTI-SNORE MASK 
S2.98 + 20e Moiling Each 

Calif, residents add 5°i> sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dent. HG-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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TEAK 
NEST 

$33   ppd 

(In Md., DC. and Va. 
add sales ta 

Superb value. Fine Danish workmanship in Bangkok teak.^ Richly grained 
veneered top, solid wood edged. Handrubbed oil finish. Corner braced in 
metal.    2312 x 153ix20'H.    Shipped   K.D.  for   easy  assembly. 

SCAN . . . largest retailer of Scandinavian furnishings in the U.S. . . . empha- 
sizes fine design and quality at low direct-import prices. There are five 
beautiful stores in metropolitan Washington, others in Baltimore, Md. and 
Newport News, Va. If these are not on your itinerary, send 50c for catalog. 
You'll be pleased. 

SCAN 
Box HG, 11310 Frederick Avenue,  Beltsville,  Md. 20705 

confemporary 
furniture 

Carnival Yule Plate 
First in a new Christmas in America series 
. . . hand made dark blue-green glass plate 
with rainbow hues has picture of Little 
Brown Church in the Vale, title and Christ- 
mas 1970 embossed on front. Reverse side 
has verse, author's name, place and date. 
8" dia. Holder is included. 

Order No. 7605 $12.50 ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 
""■y   ~\ Please, your zip code is required. 

l/t '0uMST"-v 
EVANSTON, ILL. 60204 

A SPARKLING 
GIFT IDEA 

THE KENYA GEM 

The brightest jewel 
of an idea for gift giv- 
ing... the only man- 
made gem to rival the 
diamond! Incompar- 
able beauty and j 
prismatic fire. Ring's,   I 
pendants, earrings,       / 
tie-taks. Men's and 
women's rings 
priced from $50. 
Convenient terms. 
Send tor tree Illustrated Booklet. 

M£F*v* 

\ PUT A TOUCH OF CATTLE  < 
COUNTRY IN YOUR HOME 
why nut have your own authentic brand, special- 
ty designed and custom made ju*(  for you! 
A functional piece which car be used as a Are 
plat e H   a unique decorative item for your 
home   < i   bunkhouse. 
A personalized and different gift for those hard 
ti> buy for folks, Design you* own brand and we'll 
build It for you: or, give us some family infor- 
mal Ion and \*< \] design it 
Brands  made of  il.n  black  iron,  32"  In   li n th 

KENYA GEM CORP. 
Division HG-120 / Philadelphia, Pa. 19122 

villi tetters approximately high. 
$10.00 postage prepaid. Sorrv no COD'S  pli   si 

WYOMINC BRANDS 
Box   WB.   Afton    Wyoming 

Elegance at your window with this lovely cot- 

ton Quaker Lace. No stretching, no starching, 

little or no Ironing. Sold by the pair, 90" 
wide, 64" Ig. $12.95 pr., 72" $14.25. 81" 

$16.95, 90" $18.95. 108" Ig. $21.95 pr. 

These curtains will give you many, many years 

of service. Color: White or Shell. Other cur- 

tains available up to 126" long. Swatches 25c, 

Curtain Catalog 65c. 

Dept. HG11 
597 Farmingron Ave., Hartford, Conn. 04105 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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Rush 

n.-Ui hVi 
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Sflid the Sparrow to ihe Robin 

Thftt fHcg hftwr no nVmerdu fntrvr 
Such as cares foi vjou «nd me 

FOR PRETTY FEET 
Unique corn and callus removi 
restores soft beauty and give 
your feet a new lease on lift 
Light weight, easy to use, it's sal 
and painless—no blades. Ju: 
$1.95 ppd.—you'll save that : 

nylons the very first week you us 
it! Write to Rose-Lee, Inc. Der. 
HG12, 5East4thSt., Wilmingto 
Del. 19801. 

COPPER COORDINATES 
Lots of ladies (men, too) ha\ 
taken to wearing copper jewelr i 
not only to beguile and bedizei 
but to ward off arthritic twinge 
From deep in New Mexico, the; 
beauties: necklace $2.75, wit 
road-runner pendant $3; hi 
chain link bracelet $2.75, h 
$3.50. Ppd. Free catalogu 
Desert House, HG29, Box HIT 
Albuquerque, N. M. 87112. 

LORD, DELIVER US 
Beautifully illuminated anciei 
Scottish prayer framed ar 
ready to protect the house "Fror 
ghoulies and ghosties and lom 
legged beasties and things th;! 
go bump in the night. Good Lon 
deliver us." 10" by 13" ebony f 
fruitwood frame. $5 plus 5C 
post. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HGi; 
3023 Crane Dr., Falls Churcl. 
Va. 22042. 

CUTS STERLING SWATH 
Man or woman whose desk seen 
bare and bleak could be pn 
sented this season with a beaut 
ful letter opener, which Artise 
Galleries has on its list for Chris 
mas. Handle's sterling silve 
blade's properly stainless stee 
Desk addendum measures 8 
overall. $3.95 plus 80c post. A 
tisan Galleries, HG12. 2100 N< 
Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 7520' 

the 
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MADE BY MOM 
After laughing all the wa 
through "How to make booze i 
home," she'll brew fine whisky 
wine, beer, brandies, liqueurs fc 
less than $1 a quart. And it's a 
legal! "How to" booklet's author' 
personal research. $2.98 plu 
36c 1st class postage. Free cate j 
logue. West-Berg Enterprises j 
Ltd., HG12, Box 4177, Colorad 
Springs, Colo. 80909. 

BIRD WORDS 
In today's hectic world, thi 
whimsical little poem has mop 
meaning than ever. Especiall 
when it's imprinted on a cheer 
useful ceramic tile. Red am 
black on white to hang on th. 
wall or start the day under th 
coffee pot. 6" sq. $3.98 and 40 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12 
585 Market St., San Franciscc 
Cal. 94105. 
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SHOPPING AROl JND 
TY PREPARATION 
set  for  Santa with  holiday 
tied   clear   plastic   glasses 

matching    napkins.    Red 
berries and greenery plus a 

n   of  cheer  and   two   first 
'es plus family name, if de- 
I. Print names on order. Set 
ght holiday glasses, $1; box 

b napkins, $1.79. Ppd. Miles 
ball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, 

54901. 

SECOND WONDER 
ing water as fast as you set 
the tea bags! Or coffee cups! 
;oup plates! Teflon Insta-Hot 
■s in 90 seconds, holds liq- 

at 100° to 225°. Markings 
six cups. For home or travel. 
:-year guarantee. $11.95 ppd. 
/ 64-page catalogue 25c. Sub- 
la Mail Shopping Service, 
it. GE12, 366 Wacouta St., 
Paul, Minn. 55101. 

,MEL SADDLE SEAT 
easy riding seat to make 

ists sit right down and take 
ice. In ginger, green, black or 

leather with dark brown or 
ck base tellingly decorated 
h brass studs and fittings. 24" 
14" by 16" high. $24.95 plus 
.50 postage. Lewis Import 
rt, HG12, 125 Somerset St., 
rth Plainfield, N. J. 07060. 

NING IN SPAIN 
:gant is the word for furniture 
the Spanish mood. Frames are 
Ided aluminum tubing. Table. 
) of clear or colored Titon, 
onger than glass is 48" dia. 
airs with vinyl straps are 21" 
Finish is baked enamel in 15 

lors. Table and four chairs, 
45 ppd. Mode Merchandise 
., HG12, 1607 Summer St., 
iladelphia, Pa. 19103. 

'RAY CLEAN 
rosol mist cleaner for rugs 
d upholstery penetrates deep 

spots lift up as they are 
Dtted. One 20-ounce can cov- 
s three 9' by 12' rugs or a 
om of spotted upholstered 
3ces. Spray mist on; allow it to 
tnetrate; blot. Can, $3.25 ppd. 
go & Co., Inc., HG12, Drawer 
'47, Spartanburg, S. C. 29302. 

\RTING BLESSING 
iy "farewell" with a split Mizpah 
)in, each part attached to a key 
tain. When together, message 
the Biblical blessing, "The Lord 
atch between me and thee . . " 
erling: 1", $4.50; VA", $5.50; 
/a", $6.50. 14k gold: $24; $34; 
\5. Engraving on back 10c per 
tter. Ppd. The Jamaica Silver- 
nith, HG12, 407 Rockaway 
se., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581. 

IMPROVED* 
Model... 

* ^^^J^ 

HAND EMBOSSER 
For Personalized Stationery 
I mbou  y"iir   own   perionnl   stationery  fur  n   Mr 
Unie   by pn     tig   n handle    Makes expen^ivr 
looking   raised   lei   '      "'    any   3    line 
namt ^    ni,ii.      on   PAPER «. ENVELOPES   (re- 
v. i sihlr i     Requires  tin    ilk        
maintenance Ideal foi adults teenagers tmme or nf- 
dec. clnhs etc. Pnnt clearly :t line CQ nr 
desired. No morn than 2-1 characters per       )A.7J 

.-.. line.   For  I  to   1    
For  ■!   Inns  .i.lil   M  Oil 
EXTRA  PLATE ALONE > S7   50 

FREE   POSTAL   SCALE    INCLUDED   WITH 
ORDERS OF 2 OR MORE   EMBOSSERS 

POSTAMATIC CO. Bo* l0° Dcflt -HGI27( 
Lafayette Hill. Pa. lf)444 

IKjffT^ 
m   \ , 

mk   A f   9 
WW m                   \W 

r ' 'tjl     !%»'>| CHttT 

n^n 
WHOLSTW 

CtEAfffB 

K           > 

HUMOROUS 
COAT-OF-ARMS 

Now anyone can proudly display a coat-of- 
arms, regardless of ancestry. Use in recrea- 
tion room, office or den. Printed in black 
and bright red. She 7" x 9". Please print 
name desired. All orders mailed within 48 
hours. You  may enclose  gift card. 

Unframed   $2.00  Postpaid 
Framed        $3.00 

SYLVAN  STUDIO 
P.   0.   Boi  59  H,   Sylvania,   Ohio 43560 

^          ANTIQUE 
mm      "SAW 

4 i^%.     CLOCK 
™ 

SjJ   authentic   replica   of 
i  i-*^r'^ ir      original    made   in    1750 

^Ll^J       A.D. 
i^toHL^s^K         Unique    30    hour    move- 
^P^^^fr-        ment:    clock            <,lowlv 

'^M                             (weiaht)     driven    down 
^p        solid  brass sow toothed 

'91             BIT        roc'- wn'cn 't is held bv. 
"MM            ^K        A   real   conversation- 

^K        piece! 
-^m                           Baroque  wooden  shield 

K*        comes in antiaue red or 
JmKWW            ^K        areen   tonp   &   is   richly 
'fl           ^Rr        qold   bordered. 

^B>-'       This   decorative   wall 
^Ht        clock     is     exauisltely 

handcrafted    by   expert 
clockmaker of the Black 

s^H                               Forest!   About  74  inrhps 
^BJ        hlqh. Shipped bv Air at 

special    direct-by-mail 
price only $59.95 

(postage, hdlg. &. 
insurance included) 

Satisfaction 
guaranteed 

«4               or full refund'. 

Send check, 
II^^H   w9           cash or MO    to: 

W     H. F. LUEBCKE & CO. 
m^r                    [BePt   422) P.O    Box 2865 
^^^              6 Frankfurt/M. I, West Germany 

HUMOROUS 
DESK  PLAQUES 

lis hard In lie 

humble when you're 
as iirral as I am 

Gold-colored metal Desk Plaques in black let- 
tering on stained wooden stand, V/{ i 4". 

Titles: 
It's hard to be humble when you're 

as great as I am 

Nobody's Perfect but me 

Sales Mangier 

Silence! Genius at work 

Stupidvisor 

Ulcer Oept. 

Order Mistaker 

Big Boss 

Chairman otthe Bored 

Off Duty 

Please! I'd rather you did it yourself 

Temporarily out of service 

 I'm new here myself 

What makes you think I work here 

No Spika Da Inglish 

 Inquire next Desk Please 

 I'nn Still on my lunch hour 

I never get lost, everyone tells 

me where to go 

Tell it to my Psychiatrist He gets 

paid to listen 

 This Section Closed 

 Be reasonable—Do It my way 

51 ,TO each -j- 25c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add r,^ sales rax. 

A nthony Enterprises 
Dept. HG-120 

585 Market St., Son Francisco, Calit. 94105 

PIPER \ tl'hl\ lllll III I! 
Place your paper 
napkins in this 

contemporary  7" x 7" 
black wrought 

iron organizer. Keeps 
napkins orderly and 

always fresh. 
Mail and phone 

orders filled. 

$3.50 Prepaid 

kill TIM lillHiOTN 
Box 9083 

Houston, Texas 77011 
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BEAUTY  AND 
THE  BLEACH 

No fairy tale this, but a fact! 

Problems fade with Jolcn Creme 

Bleach . . . the fabulous new 

cosmetic that bleaches superfluous 

hair on face, arms and legs. Like 

magic, medically approved Jolen 

turns dark hair pale blond to 

blend with your own skin tones. 

Be a beauty ... try JCB now! 

JOLEN 

Box 561, HI2, Fairfield, Conn. 06430 

Name   _ 

Address 

City  

-□ $2.20 Reg. Size 

_□ $5.50 Giant Economy Size 

-State 
No C.O.D.'s/Price incl. pp./Money back guarantee 

SPOON 
SHOWCASE 
SP -25 I7"« 1!" 
SP 26 21i17" 
SP 27 28i22" 
SP2! 34.28' 
10 Spoon hangers with ejth 

Je.ir i hangers 10 ea I 

J19 9S 
S4 9S 
69 9S 
89 95 

showcases tor collectors 
Solid walnut or maple frame. Also black, 
antique gold or antique white hand-rubbed 
finish. Velvet lining backed by foam pad in 
black, red, or color (or send your own fabric). 
Hinged glass door with lock. Dustproof. Spe- 
cial hangers easily install case on wall. Hangs 
horizontally or vertically. Mounting depth 
VA". Engraving—8c per letter, on brass plate 
at bottom. Christmas delivery guaranteed on 
orders received up to Dec. 18. 

AWARD MAKER 

Oept. 790, 12495 N E  Bth Ave . N. Miami. Fla 33161 

CO 15 12 117" 539 95 
CO 16 17' « 21- 54 95 
COW ?? .28" 6995 
III 18 2«' .34" 89 95 
Tell u yo r collection  We'll sen 
specia ■• ices for hangm ■ 

EMBROIDERIES 

MARGIT AND LARS. Big sister and 
little brother tiptoe through the 
sunflowers. This to go on a needy wall. 
Needs nothing but basic embroidery 
stitches. Pink and orange sunflowers. 
Lavender costumes. Blue linen 
ground. 12" x 14". $13.95. Send $2 
for new 40 page color catalog. 

55 Lambert Lane 
New Rochelle, N.Y. 

,ERIES    10804 Dept. GE12 
skon 

FROM THIS 

THE ORIGINAL PORTRAIT KIT 
We, the originators of oil-portrait numher kits, 
have enabled thousands of people with no prior 
experience to paint quality portraits of loved 
ones, iHIT exclusive system gives you the finest 
reproduction at the lowest possible price. No 
misshaped abstracts! From your photo or color 
sink- (any size) every brush stroke area is out- 
lined and numbered on a fine mounted 1(1" x 20" 
canvas (standard portrait size). Twenty-four 
cups of individuallj mixed artist's oil paints 
marked <<" the numbered areas arc provided with 
• crew cap lids to preserve freshness. The kit 
also includes: an artist's palette, fine brushes, 
brush cleaner. Please indicate hair and eye 
coloring. All photos returned unharmed. 

Send Only SI 4-95 
Include $.50 lor postage 

PORTRAIT CRAFT Wilmington. Caiif. 90744 
Brochure on request 

STOP  RAIN  WASHOUTS 

D-Rain Away eliminates washed out 
lawn areas around downspouts. At- 
tach the 9" rolled-up green plastic 
sleeve to downspout. When water (lows 
D-Rain Away unrolls. Sprinkles without 
damage. Wearproof. 

DRAIN   AWAY 
SI.19   -i    15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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NO APRON STRINGS 
Just clip it around your neck ar 
you're covered—a real boon 
you're the type who remembe 
her apron after her hands a 
wet. Durable heavy-gauge vin 
with dainty white lace print. Of 
size fits all. $1.95. Matchii 
child's apron, $1.25. Add 3( 
post. Graham's, HG12, Bi 
23,000, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 
33307. 

PREHISTORIC WEIGHTS 
Fabulous crystalline stone 
called geodes, are splendid p 
per weights, lovely display piece 
Mixed blue, gray and brov 
swirled crystals with explanato 
material. One 4" half or two '; 
mating halves, $4.95, plus 7! 
post. Smaller whole geode 
$1.50 ea.; four, $5.20. Ppd. Pos 
amatic Co., HG-1270, Lafayet 
Hill, Pa. 19444. 

GOLF GAG 
Your golfer friends will get 
chuckle out of this plaque. 6V: 
by 5%". In walnut wood-ton 
it's a fun kind of trophy for tf 
trophy-less. Ready to hang 
playroom or den or keep as 
spoof in clubhouse locker. $1.$ 
plus 25c post. Anthony Ente 
prises, HG12, 585 Market.S 
San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

READERS SECRET 
Want to read "Lady Chatterley 
"Sexual   Politics,"   "The   Sens 
ous Woman"? Here's the "pla 
brown wrapper" if you don't wai 
to be caught. Sized for pape | 
backs 6" to 7" tall and 3Vz" 
4V2" wide, any thickness. Shir: 
brown   plastic,   $1   ppd.   Milt, 
Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosl 
Wis. 54901. 

REINDEER  RUG 
Rugged  and   handsome *accei 
rug, a smart wall  hanging, tr 
reindeer skin. From Lapland. If 
natural silvery gray and white, it I 
luxury at  bedside,  wear-worth i 
enough to  rate a spot  in yoi I 
young son's domain. About 4' 6 
by 5' depending on the availabl 
hides. $39.95 ppd. Western Cal 
skin Products, HG12, 23 Josep 
Ct., San Rafael, Cal. 94903. 

BRIGHT AS PAINT 
Fireside chair in red, whitt 
black, gold, brown, royal blui 
light blue, avocado, lime, kell 
raspberry, orange, hot pinK, ligl 
pink, mustard, yellow, purpli 
turquoise, lilac. Washable co 
duroy cushion in red, chocolati 
orange, gold, royal, avocadi 
$15.50. Natural, $12.50. Pp< 
Joan C. Luchs, HG12, 8010 0 
York, Elkins Park, Pa. 19117. 

HOUSE & S/ijj 



SHOPPING AROUND 

PER SPOON 
ing hot coffee and soups can 
Id your lips and mouth. For 
m is this little satin gold fin 

led spoon that absorbs heat 
ckly, making it possible to en- 

hot beverages without dilu- 
h. Now Poppa can't miss the 
1)2!   $5   ppd.   Conrad   Enter- 
ses,   HG12,   P.O.   Box   369, 
seda.Cal. 91335. 

L IN A ROW 
ary's garden could have used 
lower pot shelf. Easy to reach 
d easy to tend. Hand-crafted 
ne in antique or walnut, honey- 
ne or maple finish. AW dia. 
>les. Three-pot shelf 7" h., 7" 
, 18" I. $10.95; easy kit, $6.75. 
ve-pot 28%" I. $13.35; kit 
'.95. Ppd. Add 35c West of 
iss. Yield House, HG12, North 
jnway, N. H. 03860. 

ISPOSABLE BLANKET 
tility blanket is insulated and 
isposable. Keep it in carport or 
arage to protect motor from 
ost; spread it on the ground at 
n outing, then gather trash for 
eposit in litter basket or dump. 
Jse it as a poncho. 40" by 79". 
1.98 plus 25c post. Standard 
>merican, HG12, 1 Park Ave., 
Jew York, N. Y. 10016. 

'ERFECT PARFAITS 
is a finishing touch for a special 
linner, serve tempting parfaits in 
land-blown crystal goblets. 8". 
ligh including graceful stems, 
heir classic design will comple- 
nent any table setting. Wonder- 
ul for whiskey sours, too. $3.95 
or four. Add 50c postage per set 
)f four. Classic Corner, HG12, 
^2H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 
L9010. 

t'S IN THE CARDS 
larot fortune telling cards, newly 
xinted in Switzerland, come 
vith colorful 14th century illus- 
rations. Authentic, complete set 
)f 78 (22 major Arcana, 56 les- 
ser Arcana) are truly a unique 
ind for card collectors. History, 
nstructions included. $3.95 post- 
Daid. Order from Sleepy Hollow 
Sifts, HG12, 3023 Crane Dr., 
-alls Church, Va. 22042. 

INNOVATION 
You can fool all your friends all 
the time with Bonaire Caribbean 
gem. Pear or assorted shape 
stones are flawless; cut by ex- 
perts, stay brilliant forever. 1 
carat set in 14 kt. gold $90; 2, 
$120; 3, $150; 4, $180; 5, $210; 
6, $240. Catalogue, 25c. Carib- 
bean Gem, HG12,- 15 W. 47th 
St., N. Y. 10036. 

..   --L 

ADD THIS AUTHENTIC TOUCH 
TO YOUR KITCHEN, TOO... 
"Country Charm"   Range 
Authentic    coit    iron n    from 
original patterns (not < namelcd steel). 
Combined with the Eorly American charm 
o\ I'M handsome ontiquc is the conven- 
ience of co'.y care porccloin top and 
fully outomatic oven or, : 
Fits modern tonge space.   $OQC 
Prices start 

CAST  IRON  WALL OVEN 
(insert). Front is cost iron with beautifu 
scroll design. Fully insulated and porce- 
lain lined 18" oven. Heorth door con- 
ceals oil controls and timers. Available 
in right 
Prices 
begin at .. 

left  hand door models. 

$24750, 
All prices F.O.B. Rogers. Quality  bock, cf 

by 35 years of skilled craftsmanship. 

MADE   AND   SOLD   ONLY   BY 

THE HOUSE OF WEBSTER 
Old fjshioned Gilts 

BOX     1270-HG    ROGtRS.   ARK    727S6 
mi'' 

FREE "Country Chorm" 
Appliance Folder 

Upon Request "">. 

ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS, dae old  patt.rni 
that blend so perfectly with modern decor. Transform any drab 
area into a charmingly elegant setting Ideal for living room, 
dining room, bedroom, den, office or showroom, or as accent 
rugs over carpeting. Enchanting harmony of colors. Exquisitely 
beautiful designs painstakingly woven into the back out of 
natural yarns only. Will last longer than most rugs you have 
ever had, due to their sturdy construction, yet are soft and cozy 
under your feet. Require very little cleaning. Hide all spots and 
stains. Guaranteed imported. HOLIDAY SPECIAL: approx. 
4' x 6* size $17.95 ppd.; fc" x 9" $33.95 ppd.; 8' x 10' $49.95; 
r x 12" $59.95; 9* x 15' $89.95; 12' x 15' $129.95. Specify red. 
ivory, Wedgwood blue, or green background. Make ideal 
X-mas gifts. Orders received up to Dec. 20th will be shipped 
before  X-mas.  Our  33rd  year of  proven  reliability. 

INTERNATIONAL   RUG   CO. 
360  Amsterdam  Avenue New  York,  N.Y.  10024 

^Hl 

MINI-TABLE 
. . . with  maxi  uses 

Matte black 
wrought iron. 
Mar-proof, 
heat & stain 
resistant 
laminated top 

Versatile 16" dia. x 16" high table adds 
charm, utility to any room. Durable top 
comes in white matte or black "slate" tex- 
ture, marbled cream or coppery tortoise 
(specify).  Assembles  in  minutes. 

$15.95 each or $31.00 a pair. Add $1.75 
shipping  &  handling.   Check or money order. 

Pa. residents aJ<l 6r,. soles tax. 
So fry no C.O.D.'s 

HARRY HEIM ASSOCIATES, INC. 
Dept    RS-12,   Boi   341,   Milford,   Pa.   18337 

STACKABLES 
for neat storage 

only 
PER SET OP 3 CUBES 

Ideal where hazards or economy prevent use of costly 
furniture. Designed of RIGID FIBERB0ARD on 
basic 12-inch or 14-inch Cube. Set Cubes side by side 
or on top one another to form room divider, wall or 
section for storage of books, toys, clothing, radio, 
documents, knitting—anything! Great for playroom, 
den, basement, attic. In Oyster White for use as is or 
decorate to taste. Set of three 12-inch Cubes S4.95 
plus SI postage. 3 Sets (9 Cubes) $14.95 postpaid. Set 
of three 14-inch Cubes S6.50 plus S' postage. 3 Sets 
(9 Cubes) $18.75 postpaid. 

PEGASUS Dept. HG-12 
175   Lauman   Lane,   Hickwille,   N.   Y.   11801 

CHRISTMAS DELIGHT 
SHIP IN A BOTTLE Construction Kits of beautiful 
scale model ships. Kit is complete, including hand- 
some bottle and molded stand. Can be painted if de- 
sired. Easy to put together, yet mystifying! Everyone 
will admire them. This is the perfect gift, beautifully 
boxed, for children aged 8 to 80. Order now for a gift 
that will be treasured for years to come. Choose Santa 
Maria (illustrated). Three masted Schooner, Chinese 
Junk or The Constitution (Old Ironsides). $2.00 ea. 
including postage or all four for $7.00. Add 15c per 
tube of cement. 

Connect/cut residents add S% tax. 

ANCHORS AWEIGH 
Dept. HG-2, 629 E. State St., Westport, Conn. 06880 
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Jady be good to your feet 
Enjoy buying choice-quality shoes by 
mail from our world-famous catalog 
showing huge variety of smart 
styles for every occasion — 
and our vast size range 
insures perfect fit— 
or your money 
refunded! 

DEBRA shown 
siies 2'/i to 13 

for widths AAAA to EE 
Grain 'n smooth calf; deep-beige/ 
otter; navy/wedgwood; bone/malt, 
black or white. Sizes 2'/2 to 10 $20.95 

10i/2 to 12 $21.95 ... and 12'/2 or 13 $22.95 
Please add 75c first pair, 25c additional pair for postage. 

45 Winter Street (Dept. GR) Boston, Mass. 02108 

FAT  FREE  BROILER 
Heavy cast iron pan broils on top 
of stove, steaks, fish or chicken, 
without grease. Heat pan and place 
meat on ribbed bottom. Drippings 
drain away—flavor sealed in. 
BROILER, 9 inch $6.98 

Mailing   $1.50 

BROILER,  11  inch $8.98 
mailing   $1.85 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

ZODIACS ARE THE NOW 
HEAVENLY THING 

For the age of AQUARIUS. GEMINI or SCOR- 
PIO—Cruise your galaxy with a gold tilled or 
sterling silver Zodiac charm necklace. . . . 
Your first name engraved free! Set on an 18" 
cold filled or sterling silver non-tarnishablc, 
individually  soldered  link  chain. 
Send $5.00 plus 30c postage and handling charge 
for the .set. Please indicate gold filled or sterling 
silver—also print first name, month, and date 
of birth. 
Free catalogue available upon request. 

342 West Peachtree Street, NW 

Atlanta, Georgia 30308 

THE PERFECT 
"ANIMAL 

GROOMER" 
STOPS THE MESS 
OF FLYING HAIRS 
IDEAL GIFT 

FOR PET OWNER 
The   New   and    Improved 
"ANIMAL  GROOMER"   is 
one of the best Grooming 
Tools.   It is the only one 
permitting grooming of an 
animal   inside  the   house 
without the mess of flying 
hairs. Dust and loose hair 
are sucked by the comb. 
The   use  of   this  vacuum 
comb will keep the coat of 
your animal   healthy  and 
glossy and eliminate the 
necessity of frequent bath- 
ings.   It  is  used   like  an 
ordinary   attachment   and 
fits all vacuum cleaners. 
Check   for   dog   or   cat. 

Price $5.95 Postpaid 
Send Check or 
Money Order 

ANIMAL 
GROOMER CORP. 

Boi 539 G 
Sag  Harbor,  N.Y.   11963 

sr' 

Display a Plate ... 
in a wall grouping, hang a collection over the 
buffet! Hanging holder is hand crafted of solid 
American walnut, has V/i" rests to cradle your 
precious plates (like the 1970 Church Plate 
shown). 7%" high, 4'/9" wide, for any size from 
saucer to a 12" antigue. Ideal for collectors! 
Postpaid. 

7073 Hanging Holder $3.50, 2 for S6.85 
7310 Church Plate  $12.00 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

•"""y   ~\ Please, your zip code is required. 

ZA (/lA/rC-^  EVANSTON.ILL.60204 

SHOPPING AROUND 
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WORRY, WORRY, WORR 
Maybe you're a natural worrie 
maybe you're gay and happy ? 
the proverbial lark. Whatevi 
your temperament or that of yoi 
best girl, the worry bird charm 
a wonderfully amusing additic 
to a bracelet. In sterling silve 
$2.95; in 14k gold, $23.95. Ppt 
Color catalogue $1. Charm 
Treasure, HG12, 72 Bowery, Ne 
York, N. Y. 10013. 

LOVE PILLOW 
Edith Chapman's way out frot 
with ideas—one is the Love Pi 
low. Could any true soul mat 
not covet it for her very owr 
Made of cotton whose surfac 
nonetheless feels like velve 
cushion's blended colors emerg 
as greens, mauves, deep ros 
(zipper's concealed). 9" by 13' 
$7.50 ppd. Edith Chapmai 
HG12, Blauvelt, N. Y. 10913. 

DOGGIE DEN 
Wouldn't any dog of the day star- 
out his territory where the Sheik 
tent is pitched? Red and whil 
sailcloth over a sturdy wire frami 
the all purpose floor's of soli 
wood. Comfy foam rubber cusl 
ion covered with washable fal 
ric. $14.95 plus $1.25 post. Gi 
catalogue, 25c. House of Minne 
HG120E, Deerpath Road, Bat, 
via, III. 60510. 

SWEDISH BIRD 
Lovely legend with a hopeful me: 
sage—if you put a bird in a ne: 
on your Christmas tree, a Ne' 
Year of happiness is yours. Brigh 
ly colored bird in golden ne: 
with clip for hanging. Legend it 
eluded. 3" across. $2.50 pli 
25c postage. Order from Wine 
fall, HG12, 185 Adams St., Bee 
ford Hills, N. Y. 10507. 

HORSEY SET » 
A gift to cherish if she cherishe'i 
horses. Magnificent thorough 
breds engraved in full color o 
translucent bone china. To han 
or use for nuts, candy, desser 
or as ashtrays. $1.75 ea. ppe 
Set of four, $6.95; two sets, $12 
Add 60c post. Westport Worh 
Art & Gift Shop, HG12, 606 Pos 
Rd., Westport, Conn. 06880. 

GARDENERS CREED 
There's no more thoughtful gif 
for the green-thumb set than 
ceramic tile with their favoriti 
poem. Green and gold on whiti 
tile, it can hang anywhere or ean 
its keep protecting tables beau 
tifully from hot pots, servini 
dishes and plants, of course. 6 
sq. $3.98 plus 40c post. Anthon 
Enterprises, HG12, 585 Marke 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 9410E 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
iHROOMS A I A M( »DI 

le's something about mush- 
IS that set the imagin.itIon 
. The wood carvers of Ap- 
chia love to whittle them and 
friends with the wit to use 
i in centerpieces and dried 
er arrangements they make 
i gifts. V/2" to2%" h. Three 
;5 plus 35c post. Storehouse, 
HG12, 1923 Peachtree Rd., 

nta, Ga. 30309. 

/1EMBER A  PRESIDENT 
inited edition of commemora- 
i plaques do honor to Dwight 

Eisenhower. Fashioned of 
igwood in traditional blue and 
:e, they feature a border in 
Jasper pattern surrounding 

lised portrait of the late pres- 
ht. $6.95 plus 75c post. The 
:es Store Co., HG12, Main, 
h & Walnut Sts., Kansas City, 
64105. 

T AND SASSY 
)air of owls in stoneware are 

brightest little fellows to 
ve salt and pepper that we've 
[n in a long while. They are 4" 
h and come in earthy shades, 
nderful pair to use on a dining 
ile set with informal pottery 
j homespun linens. $2.95 the 
rppd. Jay Jill, Ltd., Dept.G12, 
jthfield. Mass. 01259. 

IE GOING CLOCK 
rprise him with a reliable 
ck or white Magnaclock for his 
'. Magnetized base adheres to 
/ surface. Suspended on or 
m dashboard it can pivot 
swivel 90°. Attaches to all sur- 
;es. Luminous hands and nu- 
irals. Imported movement 
aranteed. $7.95 plus 75c post. 
G. Stultz. HG12, 6329Colbath 
=., Van Nuys, Cal. 91401. 

tJISTS ARE MADE 
u don't have to be a born ar- 
t to do stenciling. Anyone can 
nsform plain wooden and tin 
xes, trays, cannisters into 
rks of art with easy boxes and 
ware Kit. Contains eight sten- 
designs, brush, six paints, in- 
uctions. Order EA-1 Kit for 
.95 plus 75c post. American 
corative Arts, Inc., HG12, Box 
7, Dorset, Vt. 05251. 

HIPPER TRAY 
jgic Touch ice trays are frustra- 
n free! The chipper tray de- 
ers about two pounds of 
ipped ice for drinks, sea food 
fruit cups. It fits all refrigera- 

's and comes with ice storage 
g. Non-stick finish. $4.98 ppd. 
hn Lyons Co., HG12, 5200 
ayton Rd., Detroit, Mich. 
S224. 

Q& 

SAFELY 

REMOVES >y 

UNWANTED        Z 5 

HAIR J\ 
FOREVER §    ) 

PERMA TWEEZ—revoluho"ary 'one-step' home electrolysis device safely and 
permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. This is 
the only instrument with special U. S. patented safety feature that destroys the 
hair root without puncturing skin. Automatic 'tweezer-like' action gives safe and 
permanent results. Appears in medical journals. Professionally endorsed. 

$14.95 
14  DAY  MONEY  BACK  GUARANTEE c      7,      ,       .,   ,-. 

bend check or M. (J. 

FREE   GIFT! i  
I GENERAL MEDICAL CO.,  Dept.  HG 95 

Nationally   advertised   foaming    . 5701 W. Adams Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90016 

skin    cleanser—regularly    $3.50   i Name   

—sent with each order of Perma    I Addresi 

Tweei with coupon. | City State        Zip       

H JJ 
FLOWER ARRANGING 
SIMPLIFIED 
For the fumble fingered—a 6" sq. 
glass base with removeable lucite 
frog that makes flower arranging 
non-goofable. Absolutely! $13 
Add $1.25 for shipping and han- 
dling. Sorry no C.O.D.'s. N.Y.S. 
residents add appropriate tax. 

ALL  SEASONS 
39-26 23rd Street. Long Island City. N.Y. 11102 

We have a susan for 
your tapes! The Cartridge Susan (with carry 
ring) holds 72 4" tapes—End Table (no ring) 
for 72 7" reels. Third size files 60 2%x4" Cas- 
sette. All swivel for instant selection ! Pine, in 
honey tone or maple, antique pine or walnut 
finish. Or unfinished, in slide-together Kits. 
All Ppd—Add 80c ea. West of -Miss. 
Portable ...,22"H 10V>" sq. $18.50 Kit : $12.50 
End Table 17"H 16V»" Sq. $22.50 Kit: $15.50 
Cassette 16"H 8" s<|. $17.95 Kit : $12.35 

SEND  FOR  FREE  1971  CATALOG—1000   ITEMS 

Dept. G12-0 
North Conway, N.H. 03860 

■ 
Beautiful Painted Wicker Witchery in Lamps 

Civ 
Coi 

direct    lighl    t. 
electrified   & 

r  pla 
cket. with   hn 

6 ft. of chain 
LOTUS LAMP & BRACKET 

SI0.50 ppd. 
PAGODA LAMP & BRACKET 

S9.99 npd. 
DECORATOR COLORS 

White. Black. Gold, Royal Blue, Light Blue. 
Avocado,     Lime.     Kelly.     Bed,     Raspberry, 
Orange,    Hot    Pink.    Light    Tink.    Brown, 
Mustard,   Yellow.   Purple,   Turquoise,   Lilac, 
Natural. 

62 page catalog and color chart $1.00. 

JOAN C. LUCHS 
8010 Old York Road, Dept. HG-9 

Elkins Park. Pa. 19117 
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THE 

COMPLETE 
PROPHECIES OF 

NOSTRADAMUS 

Complete Prophecies 
of NOSTRADAMUS 

Contains over 1,000 predictions extending into 
3797 A.D. This is the only unabridged, defini- 
tive edition of tlie authentic words of Nostra- 
damus since 1672. More amazing and startling 
than science-fiction. Predictions include 
Atomic Warfare, Return of Hitler, Destruction 
of Cities, Wars, etc. Definite dates and cir- 
cumstances given. Hardback, $ 
350 pages. 

Add 50c Post. & handling 
Pn. Res. Arlil 6r>   Tax. • Horry .Vo COIl's 

SEND   FOR   FREE   GIFT  CATALOG 

TAVI nD   PICTC   Dept- 2' 226 w- Wav"e Ave- 
IHILUn   UiriO   Wayne, Penna. 19087 

»5:££ 

QUEEN 
SIZE 

ANTY 
HOSE 
only $2.49 
THEY FIT 
PERFECTLY! 
Now every 
woman can 
enjoy the free- 
dom and waist- 
to-toe beauty 

of panty hose! No bind, no garter- 
pull when you sit or walk, no stock- 
ing-top gap below your girdle. Run- 
resistant nylon gives twice the wear. 
Double panel pantyback style is 
stretch-knit to fit hips to 56" size, 
any weight from 175 to 240 pounds. 
Beautiful Beige shade. Please state 
your height. Queen-size Panty Hose, 
$2.49 postpaid, 3 pairs only $5.98. 
You must be pleased or your money 
back! Order by mail from: 
Sunset House, 446 Sunset Building, 

Beverly Hills, California 90213. 

GENUINE FUR BAG 

MAGNADOR 

IMPORTED 
fjrom Spain 

A beautiful real leather trim pouch bag 
with lots of room insicte. Can be worn over 
the shoulder. The very latest boutique item 
for girls of all ages. 

An attractive accessory to up-date all 
your clothes. 

A useful and wanted gift. Comes in as- 
sorted beiges and browns. Size ll'/V' wide, 
13l/2" high. 

$ J 2-95 add 45c postage 

TRADE ENTERPRISES 
925  Camino Lindo—Goleta,   Calif.  93017 

ONLY 

Plto^ 

\m 

1»=<I 

the proven two way pet door 
PETS  LIKE  IT!  PETS  USE  IT! 

Besl in design—smart appearance—quality built for 
long service. Automatically closes by Patented Mag- 
netic Device—Nylon locks allow locking from either 
side weather tight, Easy installation with furnished 
kit. 11" x 13" opening accommodates most pet sizes, 
(13" x 15%" overall size.) Immediate Attention 
Given to Orders and   Inquiries. 

plaza enterprises 16 
P.O. Box411-H-ll, LaCygne, Kansas 66040 
ENGLISH   "WALLCOTT"  CAT   DOOR   10.95  PP. 
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PER CARAT 

FINE CUT 
* 58 FACETS 

PURE   WHITE •   FLAWLESS 

STRONGITE is a remark- 
able, hard and brilliant syn- 
thetic stone the most con- 
vincing laboratory-made 
product, at the fraction of 
the cost of a diamond. 

STRONGITE'S amazing 
hardness enables us to offer 
you an UNCONDITIONAL 
LIFETIME GUARANTEE in 
writing against scratching, 
chipping or loss of brilliance. 
Available in every popular 
gem shape, up to 20 carat 
diamond size, and larger. 
Sold on our easy payment 
plan and a MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE within 10 
days. You take no risk! 

SEND NO MONEY. 
Just write for FREE BRO- 
CHURE showing a wide va- 
riety of settings for men and 
women. 

THE STRONGITE en 
DEPT. 99G. 2 WEST 47TH ST. 

NEW YORK.  N. Y.  10036 

YOUR    CHILD'S    OWN    FACE 

On Big or Little Sister 

PHOTOGRAPHIC DOLL 
$3-98 each ppd.; Both $7-50 

A Living Doll! Lovely stand- 
up  paperboard  dolls with 
your  child's   face   hand- 

colored  in  oils:  8  pc. 
wardrobe copies of new- 
est outfits  from Saks 
5th Ave. for either big 
or little sister (we 

use head only), 8 
pc.   coloring   set, 

z4~\*   yf> also   lovely   new 
^|H\ bridal set. Send 

t-v- check or M.O. 
\^ with clear pic- 
o?;   ture (will bere- 
MJ turned).  State 

size, color of 
hair and eyes. 

nmiDAri/      Dept. G-lll, 60 Jane 
UULLrAllV,  st.,    N.Y.C.    10014 

SHOPPING AROUND 

fl 

rttle   ; 
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STOCKING STICKER 
Sagging stockings, straying sh 
der straps stay neatly in pi 
with roll-on liquid body adhei 
that works wonders yet was1 

off in water.  Roll on skin 
press garment into place. Grea 
for men's socks, too. 2-oz. bottl 
$2.98  plus   15c  post.  Anth 
Enterprises,  HG12,  585 Marl 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105 

POSTER ART OF TODAY 
Great art and great design con- 
bine in a poster that someda 
may be a collector's item. Taki 
advantage of the fact that trt 
National Gallery's autumn exhibi : 
has just closed yet it's still pos 
sible to get this full-color litho 
graph by Mourlot. 23" by 33' 
and only $6 ppd. Poster Original; 
HG12, 16 E. 78th St., New York 
N.Y.10021. 

APPLE-STACK 
Pick yourself a set of eight crys 
tal apple dishes and you'll fini 
you use them at every meal. Twi 
sizes—4%" by 5" dessert set fo 
jello, puddings, compotes, $4.9E i 
5%"  by  6V2"  soup and  salad I 
doubles for cereal, $5.95. Orde j 
either or both sets of eight. Ppd'. 
Colonial  Garden  Country  Kitcfi I 
en, Dept. HGE12, Valley Strearr j 
N.Y.11582. 

PEACE MESSAGE 
Heavy-polished bronze plaque' 
hand-decorated with kiln-firec 
colors, bears the beautiful words 
"Peace, the tranquility of or 
der." Bronze plaque is 10%" fcr 
5". Hang it over the mantel 0. 
in a youngster's room or famil; 
room. Gift boxed. $10 plus 50< 
post. The Western General Store 
HG12, 9818 So. 213th PL, Kent 
Wash. 98031. 

HANDY HAMPER 
Clothes hamper, with loftverec 
front to give proper aeration, 
serves as a table with drawer for 
soap and supplies, top for per- 
fume and lotions. 30" h., 193/4" 
w., 12" d. Great for bath or bed- 
room. Unfinished, $24.95; fin- 
ished in antique or honey pine, 
walnut, or maple, $27.95. Exp. 
coll. Yield House, HG12, No. 
Conway, N. H. 03860. 

ANGLER'S PAL 
Combining 15 tools in one neat 
package, this wizard does every- 
thing but catch the fish. There's 
a hook disgorger, fish scaler, line 
cutter, shot splitter, can opener, 
screw driver in smart leather case 
stamped in gold. Loop to hang on 
belt. Send initials. $8.95 plus 50c 
post. What's New Shop, 12H 
Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. 

HOUSE & GAF- 



HE GAME IS FASHION 
temember the "slinky" you used 
io play with? The same graceful 

wirling wire now fashions a high- 
ashion necklet with bracelet to 
Kiatch. Gold or silver finish in the 
ow dog-collar style. 1" wide. 

Bracelet completes the look. 
Necklace, $3; bracelet, $2. Ppd. 
House of Camelot, HG12, 38 Car- 
-ol Court, Greenlawn, N. Y. 
11740. 

GUD JULE 1970 
The marvelous Christmas plates 
for 1970 are here. The Bing & 
Grondahl is "Pheasants in the 
Snow at Christmas" and the Royal 
Copenhagen "Christmas rose and 
cat." Both are that jewel like 
deep blue porcelain with the de- 
sign hand-painted. $14.50 ea. 
plus 50c post. Reizenstein's, 
HG12, 300-6th Ave. Bldg., Pitts- 
burgh, Pa. 15222. 

NOW BAG 
What evening on the town 
wouldn't seem more glamorous 
(and we use the word advisedly) 
with this glorious Pakistani bag 
in hand: lovely velvet thing with 
silver or gold appliqued on red, 
green, black, blue or gold. Inside 
zipper. 9V2" by 12". $8.95 plus 
75c postage. Lewis Import Mart, 
HG12, 125 Somerset St., North 
Plainfield, N.J. 07060. 

FELINE FANCIERS' NEWS 
Cats Magazine is a monthly that 
enthusiasts find a joy to receive. 
It has features, news and pic- 
tures about all kinds of cats from 
domestic darlings to panthers 
and pumas. There are poems and 
factual articles on the care and 
feeding of felines. 75c a copy, 
$6 a year. Cats Magazine, HG12, 
10 California Ave., Pittsburgh, 
Pa. 15202. 

BAROMETER OF THE TIMES 
Unusual and unusually practical 
a barometer mounted in a walnut 
shadow box for den or office. 
Choice of two—Jefferson's "I 
am for a government . . ." or 
Paine's "These are the times that 
try men's souls." 11" by 13" 
with touches or white, green and 
gold. $17.95 ppd. Classic Arts, 
HG12, 531 W. Grandview Ave., 
Sierra Madre, Cal. 91024. 

STATUS SYMBOL 
Top-drawer-store Christmas cat- 
alogue for fashion buffs and other 
collectors: just off the press, Bon- 
wit Teller's famous book's ready 
for you now. One dollar brings 
you not only the gift-jammed 
publication but also a dollar cer- 
tificate which you may use for 
purchasing anything. Bonwit 
Teller, HG12, Box 569 F. D. R. 
Station, New York, N. Y. 10022. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

■   ■■.■■.   . 

GIANT "MAGNETIC" 
PHOTO ALBUM 

H 

NO GLUING!  NO CORNERS! 

CHANGE PHOTOS AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE 

20 Huge Self Sticking Pages Hold Up to 200 Pictures! 

Crystal Clear Protective Pages! Spiral Bound! Hard Cover! 

r» 
i 

Ai last I Now you can changi   youi favorite 
OUlll HI MIL;'' tlxiti .■( 

any time      ill without mcwiy gluing orftj 
Willi  I IIIIIISV  i O] ii'i   holdi >        thtfl  )'.i-inl 

Photo Aiinmt thai in iMs up to200pl< lures works 
automatically! Vou Klmply press the crystal 
. l< ii protei live page down on youi photo and 
presto ii stays in plai e until ou ■ mtto move 
H' Youi pictures always look like new nevci 
dog-eared <>J tom < llanl pages open out to .i full 
18 '-i' \ 11' i big enough foi youi largest 
glossies \ real l» aut) handsome lettering 
on outside . richl) padded covei In colorful 
floral pattern fabrii Big spiral binding for eas) 
opening . . lies Hal t"i easy \ lewlng. A real find 
i<>] tin entire famih' 

I G A W SALES CO   Depl   H 10 
! 3222 So 24th SI 
! Omaha. Nebr. 68108 
! i 

Giant Fa mil} Size "Sell J 
j Stli knit;  Photo \\b tpald! 
Jon full mone)  link guarantee ii I am not! 

i ted 

; f n< loscd is s Print* leariy)| 

[Name 

! Iddrcss 

icitj .Zip 

SAVE' SPECIAL OFFER: Order 2 Albums for just S5.50 Extra album nukes J IX-JUIIIUI ui" 

LUXURIOUS 

Appearance . . . bright; 
comfort   .   .   .   right! 
You'll be delighted with 

these wonderful red lounging slippers. Uppers 
are of soft suede lined with imported natural 
lamb's wool; soles of durable cowhide. You've 
never seen anything so beautiful; never owned 
anything so comfortable. And the red is a real 
Christmas red—iust as cheerful as holly berries. 
Men's sizes 7-13    $12.95  cca. 

Women's sizes 4-10 $12.50  ppd. 

Johnny Appleseed's 
Box 702, Beverly, Mass. 01915 

Zip number required! 

\, 

ft 

A GAL'S BEST FRIEND 
Q       J money cache i* your l;est protection 

-i purse snatchers. Snaps onto bra or 
slip straps.  Holds folding money or other 
valuables. Plastic Unci with fold-over flap. 

BOSOM  MONEY  HOLDER 
SI.98 +  15c Mailing 

Calif, residents add 5% tales lax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG.120 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

SWIMHUT 
Enjoy your pool year 'round in the new 
space-age enclosure. Solar-heated by day, 
holds in and utilizes pool heat by night. 
Swim in real comfort. 

Patented water border perimeter seals 
airtite to pool deck; filtered fresh air with 
in keeps pool sparkling, keeps out leaves, 
wind, dirt, animals and insects. 

Vinyl top appears as stained glass roof, 
with window clear sides, nylon stabilizers. 

Durable and lightweight, can be quickly 
erected or removed as desired by home 
owner. Low cost is fractional of permanent 
structures. Swimhut will repay in pool 
pleasure and care. 

Free brochure on request. 

AQUAGARD  POOL  COVERS 
2801   SAN   FERNANDO  RD. 

LOS ANGELES.   CALIF.  90065 

II    II1C\ 

SMOOTHIES"      We call them! 
Made of flesh textured fabric treated 
to adhere  to the skin. 
Moisten HOLLYWOOD WINGS and 
press  over furrows . . . 
Use warm water to remove. 

Theatrical size box, $2.00, ppd. 

NEW BOX. Queen size, $5.00. ppd. 

Wings,   Inc., Box 413,  Trenton,   N.J.  08603 
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YOUR FAMILY TREE 

FIRST   EASY-TO-USE 
GENEALOGY   CHART 

You owe it to future generations to keep your 
family lineage intact and up-to-date. This beau- 
tiful giant 21" x 34" FAMILY TREE CHART. 
printed on quality heirloom antique parchment, 
makes charting your family pedigree easy and 
fun. Spaces are provided for over 250 names of 
family members arranged in their proper rela- 
tionships so that you can see in a glance your 
family tree and all its branches. 
This chart is a most rewarding, interesting, and 
educational hobby that results in an elegant 
document to be passed on and cherished for gen- 
erations.   Perfect  for framing. 

The ideal gift. 
Only $2.00 (plus 30c post. & hdlg.) 

Comes in its own heavy storage tube for 
permanent protection. 

FORMCO 
Box 3828-CC Long Beach. California 90803 

New and Beautiful 
Personal Stationery 

Charming and quaint drawings ofwild 
strawberries and baneberries lend 
elegance to your letters. 1 2 extra large 
deckle edged sheets, six of each design, 
with matching envelopes, gilt-boxed 
for only $3.00, ppd. Choose black 
ink on white paper, orbrown otttvory, 

Tarissa, 134 6th Ave.S., Clinton, fa. 52732 

DON'T   PULL   HAIR 
FROM   NOSE! 

Why risk infection? Unsightly 
hair can be trimmed easily 
and safely with "Groomette." 
Merely insert in nostril and twist 
knob. Hair is snipped off pain- 
lessly and neatly. Fine surgical 
steel. Use it to remove hair 
from ears, too. 

GROOMETTE 
SI.49 + 15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St..  Dept.  HG-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

JEWELRY 
CATALOG 
176 PAGES 
IN FULL COLOR 
INCLUDING PHOTOGRAPHY SECTION 

NOW YOU CAN BUY BRAND 
NAME MERCHANDISE AT LOW- 
EST DISCOUNT PRICES WITH 
COMPLETE CHARGEACCOUNT 
PRIVILEGES. FULL DETAILS IN 
CATALOG. 

DISTRIBUTORS  HG127 
40 INDUSTRIAL PL. NEW R0CHELLE. N.Y. 10805 

The 
SAFE 
2-Way 

PET 
DOOR 

Much safer than 
• inn solid hinged 
type panel door. 
\ inn pet is com- 
pletely protected. 
Hi cannot be 
trapped or choked 
or have his tail 
sheared off. 

FlexPo 
Why  be a doorman for your pet 
ends  scratched   doors  and   whini 
out flies, wind, rain. Gives  \ 
you    and    pet    complete 
freedom.  Soft  plastic tri- 
angles   close   qently   and 
tightly.    Easily    installed. 
Send for free folder. 

TUREN, Inc., Dept. HG-12   ' 
2 Cottage Ave.. 

Danvers. Mass. 01923 I    \ 

SHOPPING AROUND 

Phillip David Robb G. Rensselaer Smith 

Announce       £ 

Decoupage at The Sign of the Monkey 

Illustrated catalogue and brochure on classes in au- 
entic 18th Century Decoupage available December 1. 

Write: Smgerie   El Paseo, Studio B 
813 Anacapa Street, Santa Barbara, California 93101 

/ 
) 
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MIDAS BOWL 
Fit for an emperor or empress i< 
a simple Revere-type bowl elec 
tro-plated in 23k gold. Picture i 
with pale green grapes, a salac 
of artichoke hearts or a fluffy 
lemon snow. IVz" dia.; 3" h 
Dishwasher safe. No polishing— 
tarnish-proof. $11.98 plus $] 
post. J. Carlton's, Inc., Dept 
F185, 176 Madison Ave., New 
York, N. Y. 10016. 

SHAPELY NUMBER 
Particularly appealing if you are 
sensitive to shape and in search 
of the unusual. (Aquarians take 
note.) Imported Exec U Phone in 
diplomatic gray is ready for use, 
has adjustable bell. $29.95 plus 
$1.50 post. Send for free bro- 
chure. Grand Com, Inc., Dept 
HG12, 1152 Sixth Avenue, Ne* 
York, N. Y. 10036. 

PRINCELY PLAQUE 
Make a man's home his castle 
with the family coat-of-arms on 
display. Embossed copper on 
polished mahogany base, hand- 
painted motto. 8" by 5", $16.95; 
10" by 13", $29.50; two-family 
shield 10" by 12", $34. Add 75c 
post. Send 10c for color card of 
plaques, parchments, emblem's, 
etc. "1776" House, G48, 260 
Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115. 

IT'S ALL A SHAM 
Bed pillows take cover in the 
prettiest way under ruffled 
shams of fresh country muslin. 
Charming with Early American, 
French Provincial, Victorian, even 
Spanish decor. A full 18" by 26" 
with two-inch ruffle. Unbleached, 
$3, bleached, $4. Add 50c post- 
age. A buy from Country Cur- 
tains, HG-12, Stockbridge, Mass. 
01262. 

IN CASE OF FIRE 
Store heavy-duty steel and alumi- 
num ladder close to window. Fits 
any style window; supports 1000 
lbs.; won't rust, burn, deterio- 
rate. Special design keeps ladder 
away from wall. 15' (two stories), 
$14.95 plus $2 post. 25' (three 
stories), $21.95 plus $3 post. 
Alexander Sales, HG12, 26 So. 
6th Avenue, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 
10551. 

OAK TREE WISDOM 
It's a wise gal who puts her hot 
plates on a ceramic tile backed 
with cork. The tile is six inches 
square and has a hanger to use 
when it isn't protecting precious 
tables from heat. Owl with a wink 
sits on an oak tree branch above 
a printed adage below. $3.98 plus 
40c post. Anthony Enterprises, 
HG12, 585 Market St., San Fran- 
cisco, Cal. 94105. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 
UCKY DECOR 
jme people we know put crea- 
te talents to work. Why not you? 

lisque porcelain birds in glo- 
|ous colors (painted by hand) 
-e a challenge to play with for 

'urpose of charming decoration, 
orth American game could high- 
ght your man's den. 8" tall, 
air, $4.98 ppd. Colonial Stu- 
ios, Dept. MEE-6, 20 Bank St., 
/hite Plains, N. Y. 10606. 

VATCH THE WORKS 
irst one came along about 1450 

\.D. For our era's pleasure, the 
iwiss have reproduced in exact 
letail the original timepiece 
vhose fascinating clockwork 
novement's visible; gears are 
vooden, one hand is both minute 
ind hour. Do show it off on the 
Ttantel. $70 ppd. Discoveries 
from Around the Globe, P. 0. Box 
38, West Nyack, N. Y. 10994. 

HUSBAND'S HANG-UP 
I Ideal for fastidious husbands or 
[overnight guests, ingenious Wall 
| Valet hangs from wall or door. 
f Opens to provide rod for slacks, 
I hanger for jacket, four pegs and 

. 10" mirror. 22"w., 15"h., 
. 3%"d. Pine in antique or wal- 
nut, honey-tone or maple finish 

I $32.50. Kit $24.25. Add $1 West 
, of Miss. Yield House, HG12, No. 
I Conway, N. H. 03860. 

APRES SKI SPORT 
Ski Gammon is the ticket for fun 
after a hard day on the slopes.. 
Game has board, cards, "mon- 
ey," directions. It involves riding 
a lift, and down mountain trails, 
weather conditions, baffles, such 
as "underwear is binding, return 
to ski shop!" $5 ppd. Miles Kim- 
ball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 
54901. 

SANTA'S A GAY DOG 
Christmas is even more fun 
than usual if your present to the 
family pooch turns him into St. 
Nick. Delightful three-piece cos- 
tume has red Santa hat, floppy 
beard, red and white coat with 
adjustable strap. Soft felt, one 
size fits all. $1 plus 35c post. A 
small price for lots of laughs. 
Greenland Studios, 7286 Green- 
land Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33054. 

FAIR FERNERY 
A delicate, airy fern is the subject 
and his treatment superb in the 
original lithographs by celebrated 
artist, Ebb Pate. Printed in color 
on fine paper, signed by the 
artist and each in its own port- 
folio, set of two is $10 ppd. 10" 
by 12" each. Order from Merri 
Makers, HG12, 5Q2 So. Broad St., 
Thomasville, Ga. 31792. 

HAND  ETCHED 
ZODIAC GLASSES 

Hold them up to the light. Examine the fine 
silhouette detail  and  design.  Each  glass  is 
hand etched. 
A   quality   gift  you   will   be   proud   to   give 
to anyone. Anytime. 
11 oz. size. Set of six glasses display ull 12 
signs of the zodiac. 
$12.50   Two   sets   only   $20.00   ppd.    (No 
C.O.D.). 
Quite   a   buy  when  you   consider   hand   cut 
glasses with this detail run as high as $75 00 
a set. 

LEDGEWARE GLASS. BOX 317 A, 

LEDGEWOOD, N. J. 07852. 

m 
A NEB 
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CHANDELIER   SPRAY 
Just  --|ir."i>   it "ii and allow  to dry.  Your 
crystal chandeliers will sparkle in a blaze 

I pre- 
an  invisibll 

in;; of miracle silii 
CHANDELIER   SPRAY 

$1.98 30c Mailing Each 
Calif,  r,- n^ ..dd S°b Ml*    '" 

Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-120 
585 Market St.. San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

FROM ROGER 
LECL0UTIER 

Gus the Lion, one simple stitch 
makes this superb design. In 
golds with yellow and green 
accents. Kit includes stamped 
beige linen, yarns, needle, easy 
instructions. Design size 26" % 
18". Finished size 30" x 20". 
Guaranteed.    $9.95    postpaid. 

McDONALD-LECLOUTIER 
P  O. Box 2181 

San Francisco, Calif. 94126 

A HOSTESS 
PANT 

APRON 
Finally the ulti- 

mate   touch   tor 

the chic hostess, a 

delightfully    busy    re- 

versible apron made 

especially for pantsuits. 

Made of cotton and 

available in either 

black and white print 

or   multicolored    print. 

Only   $9   ppd.   No 

COD's. 

ARKS 
P.O. Boi 5415 
Grand Central 

Station 
New York, 

N.r. 10017 

IDEAL GIFT FOR 
EVERYONE ON YOUR 

CHRISTMAS LIST 
Beautifully designed desk calendar of gold or 
silver polished aluminum. Easy-to-read remov- 
able strips show three months at a glance and 
can be replaced every year. Free-standing hold- 
er. Available in 6 or 8" lengths. Perfect gift 
for every man, woman or child on your list. An 
elegant and inexpensive way to remember busi- 
ness associates too. COME IN BEAUTIFUL GIFT 
BOX. We pay the postage. Not available in any 
store. 

6" length just $3.00 

8" length just $3.50 

Send cash, check or money order to: 

BARBARA  BAXTER  GIFTS 
P.O.  BOX 581 

ARCADIA,   CALIFORNIA 91006 

OPEN YOUR WALLS—Photograph on Drapery! 
This PINEWOOD scene on white cotton panels 51" 
wide, can be sewn together for a continuous wall or 
patio door cover. The panels are 92" high and have 
an additional 4" of cloth on top and bottom.— 
Sensational—breathtaking—. 
Pinewood scene only. 

Available in black, grey, green or brown. 
519§5 

MM   SHOP 

I DENMARK 
Imported Scandinavian Gifts 

Drapery Dept. 
2606 S Shepherd 
Houston. Texas 77006 

Free catalogue 
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Over 1000 Active, 
Inactive and Obsolete 

Sterling Patterns 
For Immediate Delivery 

We will also give a liberal allow- 
ance on incomplete sets of old 
sterling silverware, diamonds and 
jewelry against the purchase of 
any new, current pattern of silver. 

We specialize in buying for cash 
your diamonds, silver, jewelry 

JULIUS GOODMAN & SON 
1 1 3 MADISON AVE., P.O. BOX 195 

MEMPHIS, TENN. 38101 

Exquisitely Designed 
., Crystal 

Ashtray and Lighter 
• Each piece is hand finished and 

hand polished; antqusd brass plate 

• Choice of Clear Crystal or Smoked Crystal 

• Italian Marble Base, 4" square 

• Perfect gifts for the bride, favorite 

hostess or your man's desk 

Ashtray,   5>/2"  high;  8" square *800 

Lighter,   8"   high *1100 

Wc pay postage. Sorry no C.O.D.'s 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Fairyland Decorators J;'i2o 
891   Bergen   Ave.,   Jersey   City,   N.J.   07306 

SHOPPING AROUND 

From ENGLAND to readers of 'HOUSE & GARDEN' comes 
the unique opportunity to possess this beautiful bust of 
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, literary master of the English lan- 
guage. He stands 16" tall in exquisitely detailed marble or 
bronzed finish, an authentic example of English craftsmanship. 
This magnificent piece is the natural addition to the elegant 
home. 
Price $65 inc. post. & packing, plus $6.50 Import Duty pay- 
able on receipt to postman. When ordering state finish re- 
quired, i.e. Bronze or Marble. Send Check or M.O. to: 

MARTIN   WEST   &   CO. 
LLOYDS   BANK,   BRIDGE   STREET, 

STRATFORD   ON   AVON,   WARWICKSHIRE,   ENGLAND 

Allow three weeks for delivery. 

SHRINKS  STOMACH 
Feel muscles tighten and see stomach shrink 
from first day. A few rolls back and forth 
with Wonder Wheel from knee position 
equals 100 situps. 
Single Wonder Wheel       

Dual Wonder Wheel 

$3.98 
Mailing  75c 

$5.98 
Mailing 95c 

Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises   Dept. HG-120 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

IMPORTED "RAMIE" NAPKINS 
You'll love the casual elegance of Ramie napkins, they have 
the look and feel of fine linen, yet are so easy to care tor, 
machine washable The fabric becomes even more beautiful 
with repeated laundenngs Made from ramie thai grows on 
the Island of Mindanao, "RAMIE" napkins are stronger than 
cotton, softer than linen with a sheen like that of silk If 
after ustng these "RAMIE" napkins you are not fully satis 
fiedwewill refund your money   Dinner napkins |17"x17") 

Delicate appliqued flowers of blue, yellow or red 
on white dinner napkin scalloped edge. 

4 $3.75-8 $7.00 

Hand tailored embroidered flowers of white or on 
white dinner napkin scalloped edge. 

4  $3.95-8  $7.50 
Cocktail   napkins  6"x6"   in   matching   applique   or 
embroidery with scalloped edge 8 for $2.50 
Fringed dinner napkin in white. .4/$2.75-8 $5.00 

Californ.a Residents MM 5% sales tax.   Pnc« Postpaid 

ramie house 
1 Via Hwmou, Ormds. California. 94563 

OEPT MG-12 

A WREATH  OF RED  PEPPERS 
FOR CHRISTMAS 

Tired of holly? Decorate your home this year with a 
wreath of genuine chile pepper pods ripened to ruby 
red in the Southwestern sun. The only Christmas wreath 
you can eat! Free cookbook tells you how to prepare 
best chile and Spanish dishes. No one in your town will 
have a holiday decoration like it. Large wreath (18" 
diameter), with about 150 chile peppers and a generous 
jprig of mistletoe to boot.  Postpaid, with cookbook: 

7/«? 

$8.50 

QLD ^EXBCO §HOP 
Patio 2,  Santa  Fe,  New  Mexico 87501 

L 
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PETITES 
Well, let's go for a knockout tin 
tree present: miniature green an 
gold earrings (V2" square), sty 
ishly gussied up with bits c; 

tinsel, make the holiday seen 
prettier for young and grown-u 
alike. Pierced or screw-bac 
styles. $3 ppd. Order from Jer< 
dith Manor, HG12, Box 13( 
Nyack, N. Y. 10960. 

CANISTER CAROUSEL 
Flour, sugar, tea and coffee ar 
easy to reach on counter c 
shelves. Big cookie contains 
tops it all. Holds 6V2 lbs. floui 
bV2 lbs. sugar, 2 lbs. coffee, 1 It 
tea or 48 tea bags. Choose avc 
cado, gold, flame or fawn t 
match or accent your kitcher 
Durable construction. $10.9 
ppd. Omni House, HG12, 13 
So. Morgan, Tampa, Fla. 33602 

SILVERY MINIS 
Quartet of tiny vases in differen 
shapes is ready to hold one per 
feet bud. The little beauties an 
3lA" high and 3VA" diameter. Ex 
quisite display pieces on a shel 
of treasures, too. Vases are c€ 
ramie with silver plating. $2.5i 
each; set of four, $8.95. Add 75 
post. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG12 
Northport, N. Y. 11768. 

STRAIGHT AND STRONG 
Spring post bookends keep booli 
shelves  neat and  orderly.  Golf I 
anodized   aluminum   encases  . I 
steel   tension   spring.   Poles   fi I 
shelves from 9V2"  to  13V2"  it I 
height and are slim enough to b< 
quite unobtrusive. Great for bis 
art volumes. $1.29 a pr. plus 15c 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12 
585 Market St., San Francisco 
Cal. 94105. 

PET DRINKING FOUNTAIN 
An automatic water supply for the 
family pooch assures him of E 
fresh water supply at all times. II 
adjusts so mighty mastiff or min- 
iature poodle can drink at his owr 
level. With two feet of hose, cou-1 
plings, bracket, pipe, valve and 
bowl. Attaches to any spigot; re- 
fills as your dog drinks. $9.75 
ppd. Turen, Dept. 61, Danvers, 
Mass. 01923. 

FELINE FESTIVAL 
Six beauties of the feline world 
decorate as many placemats. The 
mats, IIY2" by I7V2", are heavy 
plastic laminate with ivory 
scratch-resistant background. 
Among the cats are: Siamese, 
Burmese and Manx as well as 
lovable tabbies. Fun for family 
suppers. Set of six, $9.75 plus 
$1 post. Flavormatics, HG12, 
Box 471, Woodside, N. Y. 11371. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

MIGHTY MINIATURES 
Three clear pressed glass vases 
are replicas of museum pieces 
and only 3Vs" high. Try with nose- 
gays of holly or Christmas red i>, 
sweetheart roses, to hold ciga- 
rettes or striped candy sticks. 
Lovely for dried bouquets, too. 
Each one is different. Set of 
three, $2.50 ppd. Wales, HG12, 
Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530. 

COMFORT A-FOOT 
Holly berry red suede slippers 
lined with imported natural 
lamb's wool make a luxurious 
gift. In men's and women's sizes, 
they are wonderfully warm and 
handsome. Treated to resist soil. 
Soles are leather. Men's: 7 to 13, 
$12.95; women's: 4 to 10, 
$12.50. Ppd. Johnny Apple- 
seed's, Box 701, Beverly, Mass. 
01915. 

JEWEL BOX? GUESS AGAIN 
A telephone that looks like a 
jewel box and sounds like a bird. 
What could be more fitting for 
milady's boudoir? Handset cord 
disappears when not in use. 
Ready to use immediately. Yel- 
low, blue, green or red with 
jewel contrast. $59.95 plus $1.50 
post. Metropolitan Teletronics 
Corp., HG12, 35 W. 35th St., 
New York, N. Y. 10001. 

SPITTOON REVIVAL 
Whether you use it as a planter, 
for fun and games in the game 
room or stash it near the bar,, 
this replica of the old spittoon 
impresses everyone with its good 
old days style. And yours. Solid 
brass with no-polish lacquer fin- 
ish. The 8" size is $12.98, the 
5V2" is $8.50. Ppd. Downs, 
Dept. 1412, Evanston, III. 60204.   I 

GETS OOOHS AND COOS 
The more sophisticated she is, 
the more verbal will be her de- 
light. And of course for toddlers 
he's a natural. Today's favorite 
dog reproduced in fine quality 
acrylic plush—just made for 
cuddling. A big 14" tall, 19" from 
nose to tail. Black and white; red 
goggles. Only $5.88 ppd. The 
Windmill Group, Inc., HG12, Box 
26, Armonk, N. Y. 10504. 

BE ORGANIZED IN 71 
If you're like us, you've resolved 
to do something about your 
Christmas card list before Yule- 
tide '71. To wit: this red, green, 
and white metal file box with 75 
address cards (each 3" by 5" 
holds 10 yr. record and 10 index 
cards). Makes new order out of 
chaos. $1.95; 100 extra address 
cards, $1. Ppd. Bruce Bolind, 
HG12, Boulder, Colo. 80302. 
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NOW PtACTICf PUTTING AT HOMI, OFFICI ANY- 

WHERi  WITH  THi  VERT  IMPORTANT   PUTTER 

VIP MHH   LIATNH   OW   AND At UlN ON  THI 
0010 mciloriATIO JOMffn  CAISON 

mini   HIAD IONIOMI   JHOW 

■ TELESCOPES  FROM   13"  TO  34" 

■ BALANCED I WEIGHTED  ■  GOLD 

GOLF    BALL    ■    GLASS   ASH   TRAY 

■ GENUINE  WALNUT  BASE     ■  FOR 

RIGHT   OR   LEFT   HAND 

/ 

$995 POWfAlO YOUR    NAMI    IMMINMO 
ADO -.Aif. TAX ON   OOIO   ■*» 

WHIII AmiCAtll       IN ONI   UNI   li 10 

^  Unique Cordless 
i    Electrc Letter 

Opener For 
Home-Office 

WHISKS ENVELOPrS THROUGH ITS POWERFUL 

CJTTING BLADES. FULLY AUTOMATIC, NO 

SWITCHES ■ THE ACTION OF THE ENVELOPE 

TOUCHING THE BLADE ACTIVATES THE MOTOR 
ELEGANTLY TRIMMED WITH SIMULATED LEATHER 

WEIGHS 1', LBS. - 6'," LONG. (DOES NOT 
INCLUDE BATTERIES) 

%\f\ 99       ■»«■• 

SWEATER   CHEST 
The fir ' <>1 r» k,nd! This lovely, slim chest htorel 
I1 ' 20 IWMtCI in full view for quick selection. 
Ketp '11 ■'/< • vi-n bulky knits, in perfect shape. 
Fragrant cedar shelves slide out lor eaiy accent— 
BlVI y " round protection to precious woolens, 

laekl too. Remove wme 
shelves tor blanket!, etc. Hand crafted in rich pine 
with cedar interior In satin patina honey tone 
pine or  maple,  antique  pine or walnut finish.  32"H. 

26"W. U"D. $59.95 
EASY   KIT:    Ready for quick  assembly and  finish. 

Simple instructions. $39.95 
;; 'i, i        i ■:,,.   i„[ 

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—1000 PCS. 
n   Friendly  Pine 

10.' tttatcktOHt £ntripzi.ie.\ » 
POSTPAID 

AOD SALES TAX "'< '•» DIPT HO 
WHEM APPLICABLE SMITHTOWN. N. Y 11717 

Dept.  G12-0 
North Conway. N.H. 03860 

WE PRINT 

ANYTHING 

CUSTOM  PRINTED  SHIRTS 
Tli latest craze—you thik of the 

sloqan and v/e'll print it! Any slogan 

for your team . . . candidate . . . club 

. . . your favorite hobby ... or what- 

- Up to 30 letters printed on these 

quality cotton sweatshirts or T shirts. 

Machine washab' 

fade.   Colors—powder   blue,   or   navy 

blue.  Size   S,   M,   L,   XL.   Specify   size 

and color. Add $1.00 extra for p: 

on both sides. We ship in 48 he 
Sweatshirt       S3.95 + 50c hdlg. 

T shirt     S2.95 - 25c hdlg. 

Iloliri.-iv   Gifts   '/;.!"„ 
7U47    Pecos    St.,    Denver,    Colo.    80221 

vP*T 141 • •• 
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Jewel of a crewel Kit! 
** Mediterranean Holiday" 

Create a dazzling picture, brimful 
of sun, fun colors and contempo- 
rary scene. Includes stamped de- 
sign on light blue textured fabric, 
pure wool yarns in yellows, greens, 
blues, black, white, needles; sim- 
ple instructions. 16" x 22". 

^7079 $7.95 
plus 60c postage & handling 

Sorry, no C.O.D. Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Aijar House Dept. HG-12 

SIMULATED DIAMONDS 
Diamond prices are ridiculous. 
What we're offering is a new gem 
that sparkles like a diamond and 
is almost as hard as a diamond. 
They are called Caribbean Gems, 
and sell for a fraction of what real 
diamonds cost. Only a trained 
jeweler will be able to tell them 
from the real thing. All Carib- 
bean Gems are set in 14 Kt. gold. 
Varied selection of men's & wom- 
en's rings, pendants, earrings & 
tietacks. 

Send 25c for our catalog. 

CARIBBEAN GEM COMPANY 
HG-12. 15 West 47th St. 
New   York,   N.Y.   10036 

"EXCITING  NEW   FIXTURES" 
ENHANCES ANY  DECOR! 

"NEW DELUXE COLORFUL CATALOGUE" 
Imported European; Provincial, Trad., Early 

American, Spanish, Medit., Contemp. 
■>2     Paac:     Elegant     Style     Chandeliers, 
Lanterns,   Braekcts.   Baskets.   In   Crystal, 
Bronze.  W.I.,   Brass.   From   S15   to   S500. 

SEM)   S1.00   FOR   CATALOGUE. 

HEU'MIEU   KITH    ORDER. 

ARTISTIC LIGHTISG PRODUCTS', 
DEPT. HG. BOX 86, HOMECREST STA. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 1122? 
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ANTIQUE SLIDE 
STICKPIN BRACELET 

Exquisite jeweled bracelet in an 
antique gold look setting Repro- 
ductions of 14 stickpins with a 
variety of replica gems —garnet, 
amethyst, diamond, coral, emer- 
ald, pearl, turquoise, lapis, lazuli 
Antique bracelet, postpaid 

Style    100B        $5.98 
Send 25C (or new Antigue Jewelry Catalog 

me1jue 
Dept. HG-120, P.O. Box 253 
Oceanside, New York 11572 

THIS COOK BOOK 
IS MORE THAN 

J0STAC00KB00K. 
It's luncheon on the lawn. A gourmet 

club buffet. A cocktail supper. It^s 
1000 recipes and menus gleaned from1 

Nashville's most gracious hostesses. 

And ordered into 368 pages of sim- 
ple, thorough instructions. Plus menu 
suggestions and cooking tips. For begin- 
ners. For cQtvaPisseurs. 

This fifth edition 
of the Nashville Taste 
is $4.25, postage in- 
cluded. And gift- 
wrapped, if desired. 

Nashville Seasons 
is also available na- 
tionwide in fine book- 
stores and gift shops. 

Send your check of 
$4.25 to: 

NASHVILLE SEASONS 
DEPT. H + GD 
3850 GREEN HILLS VILLAGE DRIVE 
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE  37215 

SHOPPING AROUND 

BUTANE CANDLES 
Tall tapers to grace your finest table 
or buffet. SofGlo Butanes burn elegantly 
(3 to 4 hours on one filling) without 
worries of smoke, odor, or bothersome 
drips. Lifetime guarantee. Pair of I2V2" 
aluminum candles and can of refill fuel 
$12.95 ppd. Holders not included. Choice 
of White or Gold. Allow 4 weeks. 
Buckeye Boutique, Box 6400-B, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44101. 

FRESH CHRISTMAS HOLLY 
Deck the Halls with choicest sprays of glossy 
green, rich red berried English Holly, topped 
with Mistletoe. Ideal family, friends and busi- 
ness gifts. Cards enclosed. Money-back guaran- 
tee. All PREPAID. Arrival by parcel post* 
about  Dec.  16: by Airmail, any time requested. 

$4.25* 
by Ai 

An Armload of Holly. 
4.95 

$695* 
by Air 8.10 

$9-50* 

H-3       Whopping Armload 
sprays to 22" long. 

HG-6     Chalet Box. Bounty of holly 
plus aromatic Mt. greens, 
pine cones and Variegated 
holly. 

HG-37   Loads of English plus Var  $14.75* 
legated    holly,    big    pine b   Alt 

cones,     choice     aromatic 22.30 
Mountain greens. 

(AIRMAIL suggested to E. Coast & S.E. States. Via 
Airmail only to Florida, Hawaii & U.S. Possessions.) 
Send   I2c-slampa   for <.,/r  Cat.—Free  with order 

NORTHWEST CORNER STORE 
Longview 2. Wash. 98632 

TURN ON to that Mediterranean test- 
ing with these handsome casl aluminum 
switchplates. Decorators accessorize room 
with this distinctive Spanish look. Specifs 
color, either black or verdigris, triple, 
$3.50; double, $2.50; single toggle, double 
outlet, $2.50; double outlet. $1.25; single 
$1.25. Postpaid. 

free catalog 

CREATIVE MOUSE 
Dept. HG120» 221 W.9th St. • Kansas Lity. Mo.641051 

FACE SAVER 
Glamorous jeweled mask stops 
breathing in of hair spray, keeps 
hair spray out of eyes, and leaves 
make up untouched Furthermore, 
the clear plastic lets you see what 
you're doing. Triangle shape 
forms a  cone over your face. 

Hair Spray Mask 
$1.49 - 15c Mailing Each 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St..  Dept.  HG-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 
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SILVER SPARKLERS 
Magic leaf goes in the dishpan 
to keep silver shining bright 
and tarnish-free. It cleans en- 
graved and embossed surfaces 
or even gold jewelry, too. Use it 
before the next party and im- 
press your guests. Odorless. One 
leaf 98c plus 15c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 

HOW TO WIN FRIENDS 
Remember their names! At your 
next party, write name and 
choice of beverage your guests 
are drinking on these labels that 
stick to glass or plastic. Makes 
a great impression to know you 
haven't forgotten. Ideal hostess 
gift idea, too. Set of 50 for $1; 
three sets for $2.68. Add 15c 
post. Handy Gifts, HG12, Culver 
City, Cal. 90231. 

LUCKY PUTT MARKER 
A four leaf clover stymie marker 
is almost a guarantee of a perfect 
putt and this in silver or gold 
plate has space for two or three 
letter monogram. For a favorite 
golfer or members of his four- 
some. Specify initials. Silver, $2; 
24k gold plate, $3. Ppd. Elgin 
Engraving Co., HG12. 614 South' 
St., Dundee, III. 60118. 

TV TROUBLE-SHOOTER 
Beat the high cost of television 
repairs and the long wait for serv- 
ice Handy chart pictures 37 
ways a picture can go wrong. 
Pick the illustration that dupli- 
cates your trouble and you know 
which tube to replace. 11" dia. 
Black-and-white and color. $2.98 
ppd. Franzen Gifts, HG12, 110 
Franzen Bldg., Flanagan, III. 
61740. 

SPECIAL GREETING 
Merry Christmas tile is snow 
white with red and green angel 
and tree plus personalization 
with For and From. Print any 
two names desired in order. A 
very special "card" for a favorite 
person. Six inches square; tile 
has felt backing. $3 ppd. Miles 
Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, 
Wis. 54901. 

DECORATING PLANS 
Three-dimensional room planning 
kit with Styrofoam forms that can 
represent over 150 different 
pieces of furniture scaled Vz" to 
a foot. Shapes may be covered 
with fabric, painted. Arrange 
as many as three rooms on graph 
paper equivalent to 27' by 44'. 
Walls, windows, doors, too. $7.98 
ppd. Plan-lt-Kit, Inc., HG12, Box 
429, Westport, Conn. 06880. 
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:AMEO TELEPHONE 
. happy blending of the old and 
le new! Grecian cameo design, 
n 18k gold trimmed cradle 
ihone has white figures on beige, 
'II white handset, tilted dial pan- 
il. Complete with plug, ready for 
hstant use. $149.95 plus $2 
iost. Metropolitan Teletronics 
:orp., Dept. PG12, 35 W. 35th 
St., New York, N. Y. 10001. 

ZOUNTRY KITTENS 
"uddly, lovable kittens handknit 
)f  washable   wool   yarns.   They 
tand 10" high and come dressed 
n checked gingham; they have 

I'ovely tails, too. Choose a boy or 
[girl   kitty  for  a  favorite  child's 
Christmas stocking. Specify sex. 
$5.75 each, plus 50c post. New 
Hampton   General   Store,   1276 
King St., Hampton, N. J. 08827. 

WORK OR PLAY GEAR 
Heavy duty gloves for the out- 
door man. Pair shows up in vig- 
orous red suede lined with a 
brand new thermal knit that 
keeps the paws real warm in sub- 
zero weather. Work or play, the 
man will want it in his size: 
small, medium or large. $4.95 
ppd. Deerskin Trading Post, 
HG12, Rt. 1 at 114, Danvers, 
Mass. 01923. 

MAIDS AND MUSIC 
She never outgrows her love for 
music boxes and these are espe- 
cially delightful with an 8Vt" ■ 
porcelain doll in gay painted cos- 
tume to go with the tune: "When 
Irish Eyes Are Smiling," shown 
"Swedish Polka," "Blue Bells of 
Scotland," shown and a Dutch 
"Tiptoe Through the Tulips." 
$7.98 each ppd. Downs, Dept. 
1412, Evanston, III. 60204. 

MAKE A NOTE OF IT 
Tiny memo pads are just right to 
scribble notes during the day. 
Pad of about 20 pages is 2" by 
3" with name imprinted in gold 
on each pad. Pads are in assorted 
cheerful colors. Tuck a pad in 
each purse, one by each phone. 
Send names. Set of 10, $1.50 
ppd. Order from Bruce Bolind, 
HG12, Boulder, Colo. 80302. 

ELEGANT TRADITION 
Natural choice for living room 
or bedroom is the "Hamilton" 
armchair with button tufted back 
and lined skirt. Foam over hard- 
wood frame. 29V2" by 3IV2" h.; 

seat, 19" by 16y2" h. 28 velvets, 
moires, solids. $84 ea.; $164 a 
pr. Catalogue, swatches, $1. Exp. 
charges coll. Hunt Galleries, Inc., 
HG12, 2920 No. Center St., Hick- 
ory, N. C. 28601. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

/^> 7 

TWYCE THE SPICE! 

2 in 1  Pepsal Mill 
Double duty pepper mill and salt shaker in one 
handsome piece to add a touch of Kraciousness 
and originality. Heirloom quality, kiln dried 
genuine American walnut, treated with a hand 
rubbed oil process to produce a long lasting fin 
ish. Exclusive grinding mechanism is accurate 
ly machined of case hardened steel. Superb gifts 
for any occasion.   Guaranteed  unconditionally. 

f.    high; 2%" diam. $11.25 ppd. 
9" high; 2'/," diam. $12.50 ppd. 

NY. sfofe residenti odd 5% so/es tax 

BLOCK HOUSE ENTERPRISES, g!ftb 
Box  2fj0,   Bcllport.   N.   Y.   M7I3 

Making  Pretty  Points 
A nibbling squirrel perched up- 
on a tree branch makes a charm- 
ing subject for engrossing needle- 
point work. Suitable for pillow 
cover or wall hanging, difficult 
parts are hand finished in Ma- 
deira. You simply fill in back- 
ground. Squirrel brown with 
green leaves. 13" sq. $7.50 ppd. 

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s 

JEREDITH MANOR 
Dept. 11 

P.O.  Box  130,  Nyack,  N.Y.  10960 

kat-trene 
A sophisticated enclosure to hide 
unsightly feline litter pans. 
Collects litter spillover/confines 
odors. Thick fiberboard/white/folds. 
Plastic coated inside & out. 

$4.98 postpaid (two for $9501 
(add 50 ea. postage west of Miss.) 
Personalized: $1.00 a word/PRINT 

Kat-trene Dept. HGIO 
P.O. Box 3056/Elmira. N.Y. 14905 

*mm 

BIRD NEST PIN MADE OF 
GEM STONES AND PEARLS 

Our unusual pin holds 3 genuine cultured 
pearl "eggs" in a gold-plated woven nest, 
surrounded by a cluster of 8 genuine tur- 
quoise leaves. Guarding the nest is -j min- 
iature bluebird, handcarved from ivory in 
exquisite detail and handpainted in tones 
of blue. Pin is t'Y' across and makes a 
lovely and unique gift. 

SEND FOR FREE 
GIFT CATALOG 

$7-50 
Postpaid 

No C.O.D.'s 

Artisan y#| Galleries 
2100 B-12 No. Haskell • Dallas. Teias 75204 

MINIATURE 
FIGURINES 

Stone polished pottery from Tonala. (Wire 

clips for hanging.) Decorate Christmas 

trees. Mark place cards, give them as 

party favors or collections for whatnot 

shelves. Size about 2". Decorated by To- 

nala Indian artists in fiesta colors. No two 

are identical but birds, piggies and turtles 

as pictured are typical. Coilection of 10 

pieces: 

$5.00 PP 
7/tfQS.D jtyflEXBCO §HOP 
Patio 1.  SANTA   FE,   NEW  MEXICO  87501 

25c SAMPLE OFFER, if you're interested in 

ANTIQUES 
Fascinating new newspaper devoted to Antiques, 
is chock-full of interesting  items for collectors 

Ar last, America lias its ov\n sprightly, wide- 
awake newspaper devoted to Antiques. Edited 
with skill and knowledge. This big 32 
newspaper is full of good reading, to keep you 
interested by the hour! Oversized, clear pictures 
. . . with color features. Authoritative articles 
by experts. Collectors interested in furniture, 
china, glass, prints, silver, etc. . . . write us: 
"Your newspaper is the best thing I've read!". 
Also, up-to-the-minute news ahout shows, ex- 
hibit-, forums, historic sites. Plus a delightful 
classified section,  where the bargains are! 

Note ice Kant iion to enjoy Antiqiu Monthly, 
for just 25c tu corn- postage ana handling. 
11,7/ send gou the current i.i<r issue, postaffi 
paid. \'o furthei obligation. Fill in coupon mid 
get set for lots of rending enjoyment. 

25c   SAMPLE   OFFER: 

Antique Monthly. Dwr. 2. Tuscaloosa. Ala. 35401 
( ) I enclose 25c. Send me sample copy, your 
issue No. G-120. ( ) Send me full 12- 
months' subscription at special reduced price 
of $3.99. Bill me later. (Your money refunded 
after 30-day trial,  if not pleased) 

Name 

Address 

..Zip.. 
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Recorder Kit 

Instruction Method 
by the TRAPP FAMILY SINGERS 

plus genuine IMPORTED RECORDER 
Complete Instruction Method for Recorders, 
Fingering Chart plus a fine 12V2" Soprano 
Recorder hand-made by famous Johannes 
Adler. An enjoyable and educational musical 
instrument, the recorder is used for solo or 
group playing by persons of all ages. $050 
Same as above with v 

17" Alto Recorder-$18.50 
Add 50i for post. & handling. NY res. add 
6% tax. Calif, res. add 5% tax. 

U. iUnlKMtK     New York 10017, Dept. 10 

NEW  YORK   •   LONDON   •   PARIS  *" MILAN 

PORTRAIT 
IN OILS 

Magnificently 
painted on canvas 
from old or new 
photos, by outstand- 
ing European and 
American portrait 
painters. A superb 
living likeness in full 
color is executed in 
rich oils. 
12"xl6" to 30"x40". 

Our portraits in oil are TRUE WORKS OF ART, 
painted on pure linen canvas from your photo- 
graph and NOT painted on top of an enlarge- 
ment of youp_abato, as is the method of other 
commercial portrait services. No longer need 
you envy those fortunate enough to own a 
family oil p'ortrait. Have you a photo of some 
loved one whose memory you wish to perpetu- 
ate? Compare our works of art with others sell- 
ing up to 52,000. "Living Likeness Guaranteed " 

fc   UNBELIEVABLE  WORKS  OF  ART 
•  AT  UNBELIEVABLE   LOW   PRICES 

FROM 57950 TO 579500 

THE PERFECT GIFT 

Beautifully     Illustrated     Catalog    and 
Book "How To Order An Oil Portrait". 25c 

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd. 
DEPT. R, 153 EAST 57 ST.. N.Y.. N.Y. 10022 

"Largest in the field of oil portraiture' 
MASTER  CHARGE  CREDIT   PLAN   AVAILABLE 

PIKE WHITE BRILLIANCE 
at $22 Per carat 

Luxurious simulated DIAMONDS—man made, in- 
credibly like the real thing in beauty, brilliance, 
whiteness and hardness, at a fraction of the cost. 
The VEGA is UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED 
FOR LIFE not to scratch, break, chip, dim or discolor, 
or will be replaced at NO COST. Cut and polished 
on diamond wheel by experts to full 58 faceti for maxi- 
mum brilliance. Cost, not thousands, just $22 a carat! 
EASY PAYMENTS. Sold on 10 day MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 
For FREE CATALOG of *tulrs set in l',K white or 
yellow gold, for men ami women, writi : 

VtuA    I/O.     Dept. HG-12, Box 465. 
Radio City Sta.. New York. N.  Y.  10019 

PROTECT EYES  FROM  GLARE 
Now you can enjoy comfortable visioo in strong 
sunlight while playing tennis, sailing, golfing, 
motoring, reading on the beach. Adjustable 
dark green plastic shield slips on your specs 
in a jiffy. 

SPORT VISOR 
$1.59   f   15c Moiling Each 

Anthony Enterprises oept. HG-120 
585 Market St., San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

Wedgwood Commemorative 
Plaque. Traditional blue and 
white Wedgwood jasper with a 
raised portrait of the late presi- 
dent, Dwight D. Eisenhower. 
4%-inch diameter. Limited edi- 
tion. 6.95. 
Add 75c postage and handling. 

The Jones Store Co. 
12th and Main 
Kansas City, Mo. 64105 \| 

TIFFANY LAMP KIT 
Now, as a result of our new novel forming 
technique, it is fun and easy for you to as- 
semble this choice tiffany decorator lamp. 
Everything is included in the kit but the two 
hours of your time necessary for completion. 
The resurgent interest in this lamp style makes 
this true 22 inch diameter tiffany lamp, with 
electrical components, an unheard of value. 
Hard acrylic base undistinguishable from 
glass. 

Enclose 50c for postage. 
$1095 

WORLD    ARTS        •       Box 577-G, Wilmington 47. Calif. 90744 

SHOPPING AROUND 

LANZ FOR ALL AGES 
Who but Lanz would make a long 
cotton flannel nightie so becom- 
ing? Dainty red and blue print on 
white with perky eyelet ruffling 
at neck, yoke and cuffs. Chil- 
dren's sizes 4 and 6, $7. 8, 10, 
12, $8. Women's S, M, L, $11. 
Add 75c post. Dreamy mother- 
daughter gifts. Free catalogue. 
The Talbots, Dept. NA, Hingnam,- 
Mass. 02043. 

STRAP SAFETY 
Lingerie guard keeps straps to- 
gether and on your shoulder. Pin 
fastens to dress or blouse, holds 
straps securely. No slipping! Or- 
der several pair so you won't have 
to do a switch each morning. 
Two pair are just $1 plus 15c, 
post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 
585 Market St., San Francisco, 
Cal. 94105. 

BULL SHOTS 
Pictures of the bullfighter and 
the beast glorify six highball 
glasses from Spain. Brand new/ 
to make the scene in the U.S.A., 
motif's baked onto glass for per- 
manency. Verily, a conversation 
starter: what every hostess longs 
for, if the party gets off to a slow 
start. $7.50 ppd. Old MexicoSho'p, 
HG12, Santa Fe, N. M. 87501. 

. . .AND SEW A FINE SEAM 
If your lady love sews, compli- 
ment her with a sewing stand. 
Hinged top has two compart-, 
ments for the needles-and-pins 
jazz, roomy basket for cloth or 
knitting. 16" by lS1^" and 32V2" 
high. Pine finished in antique or 
walnut, honey-tone or maple 
$32.25. Unfinished $27.75. Add 
$1 W. of Miss. Yield House, HG12, 
North Conway, N. H. 03860. 

FOR BEAD BLOOMS , 
Everybody seems to be carrying 
on about the beauty of a beaded 
bouquet. It's the latest craze; as 
usual H&G comes up with the 
bon marche way to go. Kit con- 
tains all you need to make a 
basketful of field flowers in red, 
blue, yellow, white. $6 plus $1 
post. Lee Mar Products, HG12, 
1300 Midland Ave., Yonkers, 
N. Y. 10704. 

PAYROLL DESK 
Authentic copy of payroll desk 
used at Fort Henry is in rich, 
dark solid pine with a lightly dis- 
tressed finish; water and stain- 
resistant. Three large drawers, 
four small. Lower shelf has room 
for reference books. 54" w., 25" 
d., 35" h. $169.50. 37" w. desk. 
$139.50. Exp. coll. Catalogue. 
25c. Bryan Robeson, HG12, Box 
757, Hickory, N. C. 28601. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

SIT IN STYLE 
Tripod sport seat and cane is a 
find for sports followers every- 
where. Use it as a cane when 
folded, then as a seat while ob- 
serving the putts or tee-off. Light- 
weight, sturdy aluminum with 8" 
seat of brown vinyl-covered foam 
rubber. $12.98 ppd. Taylor Gifts, 
HG12, 226 West Wayne Ave., 
Wayne, Pa. 19087. 

HARD TO FIT? 
Distinctive cobra pump comes 
nymph-narrow. Multi-color red 
and beige insets spark your 

i choice of black or brown. Gentle 
rounded toe and 1%" heel. 7Vb 
to 13, width 6A's; 6 to 13, 5A's, 
4A's; 9V2 to 13, 3A's, 2A's, A's, 
B's. $35 plus $1 post. Mooney 
& Gilbert, Inc., HG12, 31 W. 57th 
St., 5th floor Sohmer Bldg., New 
York, N. Y. 10019. 

GYPSY JARGON 
Perfect sign for any decorative 
purpose: Code marks date from 
the 1800's, left by passage of 
persons—gypsies in Europe, ho- 
bos here to indicate the nearest 
free bed and board. Painted on 
old barn wood, carries its mes- 
sage on reverse side. Set of four 
$6 ppd. Catalogue 25c, free with 
order. Lynchburg Hardware, Box 
239F, Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352. 

GIVE A HOOT 
From the world's  most famous 
toy store—a cuddly stuffed Peter 
Hoot Owl soft as a pillow.  16":- 
tall and just as wide, he's cov- 
ered in sturdy stylish fabric. But 
the kicker is the eyes. Of black  1 
and gold felt they're 2V2" set in 
white plush. $18 plus $1 post. 
F.A.O. Schwarz, Dept. 190, 745 
Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022. 

THREES A TEAM 
That comes in mighty handy for 
extra seating, as end tables or to 
rest weary feet. Nesting taborets 
are natural rattan, light but re- 
markably sturdy. Large, 18" h., 
16" dia.; medium, 17" h., 14" 
dia.; small, 16" h., 13" dia. Set 
of three, $24.95 plus $2 post. 
Catalogue, 25c. Fran's Basket 
House, HG12, 89 W. Main St., 
Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

DEVELOP TOT'S DRIVE 
How do do-it-yourselfers start? 
Someone gives them a kit at an 
early age and they put together 
a pick-up truck. Sturdy pre-cut 
parts of solid hardwood need no 
tools—just sandpaper and white 
glue. 12" by 7%" and 7V4" high. 
$5.50 ppd. American Toy Craft 
Ltd., HG12, Box 312, Smithtown, 
N.Y. 11787. 

STORE YOUR 
CHRISTMAS GLITTER 

* 

STORAGE BOX 
KEEPS 

EVERYTHING 
IN ONE 

Heavy duty corrugated kraftboard box holds 
over 100 ornaments In 4 compartmented 
lift out trays with room at lop for lights, 
etc. 26x14x12" compact in closet or attic. 
S5.95. Two tor S10.50 plus 75c postage 
each. 
JOAN COOK, Dept. G-12, 1241 N.E. 8th Ave. 

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33304 

Hcrnlu • tibune KM 
Lindbergh l-amls Sulvh in I'arU^j 
3300-Mile I lij'.i.i in -'tt'liisM* 
Vn, 1.,/.>;*,.,,.      ■     ■      . «  K.VV IfllifII.. Ir ,,'■ '■ JiV    \Jk IX* 

Imported White Doves 
Daint) birds are sweet « opies <>f 
the gentle dove. \\ hite cotton 
bodies have a ''feathery" look 
and feel bend to attach among 
plants, flowers and trees. Nice 
for table decorations and pa< k- 
age "toppers" too. 2''/' bodies 
with •")' •/' wings. Sel of 6. 
2091   1 Set. SI.25. 2 Sets $2.25 ppd 

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. 

•—"/   '\ Please, your zio code is required. 

(ylA/rC^   EVANSTON,ILL.60204 M 
LIMITED  KDITION 

v^ 

DATED 
NEWSPAPER COPY 

Find out what happened the day you 

were born—or any other special date. 

You pick the date—any time from Jan. 

1, 1900 through Dec. 31, 1964; you'll 

get the front page copy of the New 

York Herald Tribune for that day. 

Please specify exact dates. $1.50 Ppd. 

Write for FREE catalog of giffs. 

Holiday Gifts DePt.si2-c 
7047 Pecos St.. Denver. Colorado 80221 

AMERICAN LAFRANCE 
Finest quality full color prints 
F-20 191** American La Frame pumper 

JP_21   1925 American La France pumper 

Size: 12x16 / Postpaid / Satisfaction Guaranteed 

tp4r.t/D unframed   tpcJ.C/O 
Mich. Ties. AM ',% So i 

MODEL 
AST 

prints available 

each 
framed 

FORD 
send for FREE 

catalogue 

X 677 

FRANKLIN VILLAGE. MICHIGAN k 

Boot Scraper 
REAL HORSESHOES with 2 BRUSHES 
Here is a black iron shoe scraper like Grandpa 
used to use—only with improvements. We've added 
a sturdy stiff-bristled brush on each side so the 
sides of your shoes can he cleaned as well as ih< 
soles. No excuse now for tracking mud and dirt iuto 
the house. Better set two—one for &Q.50 
the front and the back. Screws fur- Opius 8Sc 
Dished for mounting.  10" x 6" x 6". Postage 

Pa. Res. Add >•'",  Salts Tax • Sons No COD's 

SEND   10c  FOR  GIFT  CATALOG 

Clyrner's of Bucks County 
Dept.  HG12-0,   Point Pleasant,  Pa.   18950 

PIANO 
ROLLS 

FIT ALL PLAYER PIANOS 

□ Close To You G Somewhere My Love 
□ Raindrops Keep Fallin'     f_j Bill Bailey 
□ Those Were The Days □ Hello, Dolly! 
□ Aquarius. .  □ I'll Never Fall In Love Again 
□ Old Piano Roll Blues □ Tijuana Taxi 
□ Winchester Cathedral.. . □ Spinning Wheel 
□ I Left My Heart In San Francisco. .□ Mame 
Q Tiny Bubbles  G Harper Valley P.T.A. 
G Alley Cat.. G Bridge Over Troubled Watets 
G Little Green Apples... G Impossible Dream 
G Beer Battel Polka . G Gentle On My Mind 
G Cabaret . G By The Time I Get To Phoenix 
G Gteen Green Grass Of Home .    G Hey Jude 
G Everything Is Beautiful G Georgy Girl 
G Second Hand Rose G Romeo and Juliet 
G Let The Sunshine In G MfS- Robinson 
G Born Free G Good Morning Starshine 
Q Let It Be... Q Windmills Of Yout Mind 

Postpaid  G 5 Rolls $7.95 G 10 Rolls $14.95 
Q 15 Rolls $21.95    G 20 Rolls $28.95 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
Check selections and send ad to: 
EARTHQUAKE CITY MUSIC CO. 
Box 500, Tiburon, Calif. 94920 
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Salt and Pepper Shaker Delight.. 
Anodized aluminum combined with solid lucite. 
Will not clog ingredients in any weather. Salt 
shaker V/2" sq. x 2\2" high. Substantial 
craftsmanship. A pleasure to hold and so con- 
venient to refill. Splendid gift box. Only 
S1475 postpaid. N. Y. residents, add sales 
tax. Send for our brochure. Merchandise se- 
lected for people who like good design. 

10 WEST FORDHAM ROAD 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10468 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
DESIGN 

THAT QAUCHO LOOK! 
Friiigril vest to crochet or 

' pullover to knit 
Be a gaucho gal this season! So easy to make 

. . . fun to wear! Send for this kit which con- 

tains IIV2 °zs. of 100% pure virgin wool, 

wooden barrel beads and complete instructions. 

Permanently mothproofed and hand washable. 

Choose #502 White Feather; #503 Moccasin 

Brown or it505 Purple Sage. 

$8.00 plus 95c postage 

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Agar House Dept. HG-U 
179   Saw   Mill   River   Road,   Yonkers,   N.   Y.   10701 

frrom Itafyj^j^th l^ve^ 

Made in Italy, for your comfort and style. Hand 
woven in the softest leathers imaginable for 
'year round fun fashions.' All leather with a flat 
stacked heel, you will capture the "in" look at 
tremendous savings. The smart girl will order 
several in black, moss green, dark brown, bone, 
taupe and white. 5-10 medium, 6-10 narrow, 
7-10 shm $12.95 ppd. additional pairs $11.00. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Send money order or check to: 

SPORTIVA IMPORTS 
P.O. BOX 4292, DEPT. G12, NORMANDY, MIAMI  BEACH, FLA. 33141 

Hand-Carved  Polichromed 
Coat of Arms & 

Family-Crest 
RINGS 

Your own coat of arms hand-carved  in wood 
painted in full color on 16"xl3" wood shield % 45.00 
Same coat of arms with Toledo swords  ....     GO.00 
(other sizes available) 
Your coat of arms hand-engraved on silver, 
framed on velvet, 6"x8" frame from        40.00 

FAMILY  CREST RINGS 
Your coat of arms hand-engraved on silver . .$ 38,00 
hand-engraved on  18k gold        95.00 
hand-engraved on precious stones, 18k gold 
setting (choice of stone: ruby, sapphire, 
topaz,    amethyst,    bloodstone,    onyx,    agate 
or   lapiz   lazuli)       135.00 
ALSO   CUFF-LINKS—PENDANTS- 
TIE  BARS  &  CHARMS 
We also do fire-enameling. 
Also available is a heraldic report painted on parch- 
ment paper for $6.00 (which will be credited in full 
to any subsequent order). 
If you already have a coat of arms, send us a draw- 
ing or description; otherwise we shall do the re- 
search for you. Send for free color catalogue. 

HERALDICA  IMPORTS i>. ,■    
( West 40th St.,  New York,  N.  Y.  10018 

SEE MIRACLE OF BIRTH 
$M 00      POST PAID WITH 

£§■ SIX QUAIL  EGGS 
^ (S3.25 Without Eggs) 

You get the new clear plastic 
dome CHICK-BATOR with 6 
Bobwhite Quail Eggs (avail- 
able year-round) and Egg 
Hatchers Guide Book. Com- 
plete—nothing else to buy. 
Send cheek or Money Order 
today. Send 25£ for catalogue 
of larger models for home, 
classroom and display. Also 
quail bleeding equipment and 
how to produce and sell 
quail  year-round. 
G.Q.F.  MFG.  CO..  DEPT.  CG 

BOX   152.   SAVANNAH.  GA.   31402 

I KNOW YOU BELIEVE YOU 

UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU THINK 

I SAID, BUT I AM NOT SURE YOU 

REALIZE THAT WHAT YOU HEARD 

IS NOT WHAT I MEANT, c 

COMMUNICATION GAP! 
How's that again? A wall plaque 
which will rivet every eye. Makes 
a perfect gift and is guaranteed 
to improve the communication 
gap. Black letters on golden 
plate in pine-finish plaque. 4 x 
5". 

UNDERSTAND  PLAQUE 
$1.98 + 20c Mailing Each 

f alif.residenUaddS% tales lax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises 
585 Market St.. Dept. HG-120 

San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

SHOPPING AROUND 

m 

*J 

A CUPFUL OF SUNSHINE 
Even more cheering than a cup 
of tea—the gaiety of hyacinths 
in winter. Just "plant" bulbs in 
a cup of water. Soon your room 
fills with fragrance and rich 
pastel blooms. Simple instruc- 
tions included. Two for $1, four 
for $1.75, six for $2.50. Ppd. 
House of Wesley, Nursery Div., 
R.R.I, Dept. 3458-38, Blooming- 
ton, III. 61701. 

HYDRANGEAS IN CREWEL 
Elegant pitcherful of blue hy- 
drangeas is ready to embroider 
with yarns that are a blend of 
acrylic, nylon and wool. Kit in- 
cludes ecru linen-like stamped 
fabric for 18" by 24" finished 
picture, yarns, needle and in- 
structions. $9.95 plus 60c post. 
Agar House, HGE-12, 179 Saw 
Mill River Rd., Yonkers, N. Y. 
10701. 

EXPANDING SUBJECT 
Favorite snapshot of bride, beau 
or pup? Blow it up to giant size. 
Best results with original black 
and white or color photo (no neg- 
atives) up to 8" by 10". Shipped 
in self-storing tube. Original 
photo returned unharmed. 20" 
by 24", $2.50; 2'by 3', $3.50; 3' 
by 4', $7.50. Ppd. The Blow Your- 
self Up Co., G-90, 663 Fifth Ave.', 
New York, N. Y. 10022. 

WHAT'S COOKING? 
Easy to hunt up the recipe with 
your favorite cookbooks at hand. 
Stack them neatly in this practi- 
cal rack. In honey tone pine or 
maple, antique pine or walnut 
finish. Hang or stand. 17" h., 13" 
w., 83/4" d. Twin drawers hold 3" 
by 5" index recipe cards incl. 
Finished $15.50; kit $12.25. 
Ppd. Yield House, HG12, No. Con- 
way, N. H. 03860. 

MARBLE MARVEL % 

To banish stains, remove rings 
and discolorations from marble, 
we recommend this Marglo kit. 
Stain remover, polishing powder, 
marble sealer wax, wood and felt 
buffing tool and instructions. 
$5.95. Sealer wax that protects 
and beautifies only $2.95. Ppd. 
A thoughtful gift for marble 
lovers! Marglo, HG120, Box 114, 
Niles, III. 60648. 

FOR   REAL 
If you like to give the girl of your 
dreams a really meaningful pres- 
ent, step right up and consider 
genuine diamond earrings—for 
precious little out of your pocket. 
Starburst cluster of the lovely 
gem shows up brilliantly set in 
14k white gold. For the not-to- 
be-believed price: $9.98 ppd. 
Cooper's, HG12, 7840 Rugby 
Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 19150. 
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SHOPPING AROUND 

T-DOWN CLOWN 
nat child wouldn't adore slt- 
ig in a clown's lap? Vinyl in- 
itable chair in bright red has 
nappy clown's head and a nose 
at squeaks when you tweak it. 
)prox. 23" h. by 18" dia. Light 
id easy to inflate, folds com- 
ic tly for storage or travel to 
andma's. $5.98 ppd. Downs, 
;pt. 1412, Evanston, III. 60204. 

rESIGHT SAVER 
oon for all sewers who find the 
/es of needles grow smaller and 
ands less steady. Needle 
ireader consists of a plastic 
innel into which the needle is 
ropped, a spindle to transfer 
iread to needle, a blade to cut 
le thread. Done! $1 plus 15c 
ost. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 
85 Market St., San Francisco, 
:al. 94105. 

'ARSONS PLOY 
Super space-saver! Dining table 
ir desk with 2" butcher block top 
19" h.: 48" by 24" $138; 48" 
)y 30" or 60" by 24" $147.50; 
50" by 30" $159.50. Coffee table 
17" h.: 48" by 18" $132; 48" 
3y 24" $138; 60" by 18" $140; 
50" by 24" $147.50. Exp. coll. 
*\dd $12 crating. Catalogue, 50c. 
J & D Brauner, HG12, 298 Bow- 
2ry, New York, N. Y. 10012. 

LUXURY LIGHTING 
Wouldn't you know that Artistic 
Lighting would come up with the 
best looking crystal chandelier? 
So, latch onto the five light 
bronze and crystal beauty from 
Europe: 18" wide, 15" high plus 
15" of chain. $40. Exp. coll. De- 
luxe 52-page color catalogue $1. 
Artistic Lighting Products, HG12, 
Box 86, Homecrest Station, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11229. 

'TWAS THE NIGHT . . . 
Everyone's favorite Christmas 
poem is in print again. Exact re- 
production of the original by 
Clement Moore makes a memo- 
rable stocking stuffer for young 
and old with its unique illustra- 
tions of Dancer, Prancer and of 
course Santa. $1, six for $5. Ppd. 
Federal Smallwares Corp., HG12, 
366 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 
10001. 

BRASS REPLICA 
Unique 12th century brass cross 
discovered at Mikkeli, in Finland, 
is reproduced as a two-sided 
pendant on a 26-inch chain. The 
figures represent St. Eric, shown 
here, and the crusaders he led 
into Finland. Pendant is 1%". 
$11.95 ppd. Shopping Interna- 
tional, Inc., 472 Shopping Inter- 
national Bldg., Norwich, Vt. 
05055. 

. 

V 
Elegant Crystal Lamps 

WITH ITALIAN MARBLE BASES 
Tho rli hi i 
i hod   cast i ported   Lallan   marl 
comlilm 'i with hand i ui i <\ tal bloi I 
■ i,  lal  pondanl       parkllnfl  like (low  dropfl In unite 
llcvublo   al   llili   price.   The  perfcel 
for huffel,  mantel   pii  or bureau,  ihey arc reml 
nlsccnl   "f  an  elegant   age.   Completely  i 
they are 18" high. 
Pair   SO/1  9?       s""''        SHIPPED   EXPRESS 
onlv    *j4''J   VnCOn      CHARGES  COLLECT 

MATCHINC CENTERPIECE AVAILABLE 429 95 
/•■    //.      [</</ i,  ,   Salts Tax • Send 10c i 

LUIGI CRYSTAL 
Dent. HGI2-0. 7332 Frankford Ave.. Phila.. Pa. 19136 

sa 
HAND EMBROIDERED 
CREWEL   from   INDIA 

In stock for immediate delivery. 

Multicolored floral pattern delicately hand 
embroidered in wool on natural hand-woven 
Indian cotton from Kashmir. Ideal for 
elegant draperies, upholstery, bedspreads, 
pillows, etc. Available by the yard in 
50" width—only S9.95 per yard, post paid. 

CREWEL   PILLOW   COVERS 
l2'/2" sq. or rd. S5.00 ea. ppd. 
NEW   COLOR   CATALOG   AND 

SAMPLE  CUTTING, 50c   IN  COIN  OR  STAMPS 
FEATURING NUNDAH RUGS & CREWEL PRODUCTS 

GU Rl AN'S 
11  East 33 Street—Oept.  HG-12 

GREAT SERVER! 
Used originally in England for aspics, 

it is the only satisfactory server we've 

seen for molded salads, veal loaf, etc. 

Plus it is a handsome piece of good 

design in English silverplate. Makes an 

original gift, plus a nice item for you 

to own yourself. 8'/2" long. $4.00 in- 
cludes mailing. 

/    ~.        Sorry, no r.o.D.'s. 

■[('■    Edith  Chapman 
X£J Depl. 21    •   Route 303 

IS... kl in,I    County.    Blauvclt.    N.Y.    10913 

ELECTRONIC  PHONE 

AMPLIFIER 
Reg.S11.98 

NOW 

SQ.98 
—  S/WM  45c 
\J Pc 

N ■ vi i hi lil i lit' '■- >fJ.n ii ' Si mply 
M i phonfl receiver on our telephone 
amplifier and you can hear A 
from anywhere in the room. Permits 
2 w;iy conversation with everyone 
in ■■.tut Ideal for business confer - 

tM. family gatherings, impaired 
hearing, arthritics. No installation. 
i) 61 standard battery (included). 
Has volume control. 

I 

MONEY   BACK   IF   NOT   DELIGHTED 

vwd&Cwifa 
Dept.  HG-1270. 

Plymouth Meeting. 
Pa. 19462 

HOURS  OF  FUN   FOR  KIDS 
INDOORS OR OUT . . . 

6 FOOT 
INDIAN 

WIGWAM 
i &WAR 
i  OUTFIT 

• 14 SQUARE FT. OF PLAY AREA 
• INCLUDES RUBBER TOMAHAWK, 

BOW and ARROW and FULL HEADDRESS 
• WASHABLE non-toxic WAR PAINT SET 
The "little chief" in your house will whoop it up 
for hours reenacting the exciting Indian way of life- 
Standing 6 feet tall with 14 sq. ft. of interior play 
area, this delightful toy wigwam offers youngsters 
a chance to enjoy new games especially decorating 
the Wigwam with their own designs. Assembles in 
a jiffy, no nuts, bolts or screws 
required. Hardwood poles are rubber 
capped to protect floors. A safe, 
durable, waterproof and education- 
al   gift.   (Satisfaction   Guaranteed.) 

62c pp. 

ALEXANDER   SALES   CORP. 
HG1270 

26 South 6 Ave. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10551 

ELECTRIC FOOTBALL CLOCK 

Approved by the NFL and the AFL—Select 
from either Desk or Wall Models. Beautifully 
detailed in simulated leather to look like Of- 
ficial Pro Balls. Each has easy-to-read numer. 
als with red sweep second hand. Special 
pocket conceals excess cord. 10" long x 71/2" 
high, comes with adhesive backed sheets 
containing the name of your favorite team. 
Perfect for  Den,  Office,  Bedroom or Dorms. 

DESK CLOCK $12.95 
(add 1.00 P.P.) 

WALL CLOCK 9.95 
(add 1.00 P.P.) 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
GIFT CATALOG 25c P.P. 

PEGASUS, DEPT. HG-12 
175  LAUMAN  LANE 

HICKSVILLE,  N.Y.  11801 

A2L. 



FOR A TRIMMER, SHAPELIER, 
MORE GLAMOROUS AND 

YOUTHFUL NECKLINE 

Here is a fantastic little exerciser that you 
can use for just a few minutes a day in the 
privacy of your own home. Designed to uti- 
lize the only principle that you yourself can 
use to help eliminate wrinkles, lines, sags 
and bags, and shape a lovelier, firm, smooth 
neck and jaw line, patented. 

ONLY $9.95 from 
JAY SHARRON 

PO.BOX 3984,Dept.D-3, SanFranciSCO.CA 94119 A Division of Fidelity File Box, Inc. Dept. HG 402 
© JAY SHARRON 1970 ; 709 Pennsylvania Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn. 55426 

BOOK-STOR 
• Holds up to 150 books- Looks like rich walnut! 
Add a "library" in your office, den or rec room 
for little more than the price of a few paperbacks. 
Top, base and shelves are reinforced with sturdy 
3 16" plywood to prevent sagging—even if loaded 
with textbooks or classics. Heavy-test corrugated 
fiberboard has a handsome walnut wood-gram 
finish. Measures 24" wide, W deep. Stands 27" 
high. Shipped flat, sets up quickly. Order Book- 
Stor Model 12509. <tCQR 
Money Back Guarantee. * Q 

plus $1.00 
post. & hdlg. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

^eStor^eTfouse 

ART IN WAX 
Beautiful long-burning Old World Nativity 
Candles hand made in Austria from Beeswax 
and other fine waxes—light up like lanterns 
while burning. A wonderful lasting gift of 
pleasure for anyone. Artistic styling of these 
candles fit any decor. Small Nativity #855 in 
Beeswax color—2Vi" d., S'/z" h., black iron 
holder included $7.95 postpaid; Large Nativity 
#815K Ivory Jacket with Beeswax color inside 
V/i" d., 7" h., without holder $17.95 postpaid. 
Many other candles and holders available send 
for our free  brochure. 

WREGG   IMPORTS 
Post Office Box 69677, Los Angeles, Cal. 90069 

MUSICAL HUMMEL PICTURE 

What lovelier way to lull your child to 
sleep? After he's tucked in bed, pull the 
cord and the Swiss musical movement plays 
Mozart's Berceuse. Colorful guardian angel 
and child is from Hummelwerk. Ornate gilt 
frame  is 6%"  high. 

$8.25 Ppd. Please no C.O.D.'s. 

ROWAN TRADERS H,. 
P. O. Box 8, Elnora, N. Y. 12065 

ENJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN 
Lock out disturbing noise that robs you of 
refreshing sleep . . . even snoring! Ear-Drum 
Silencers designed by a sound engineer. 
Medically accepted. Soft, pliable, with 
easy-to-grasp safety flange. 

EAR-DRUM SILENCERS 
$1.49   T   15c Mailing Each 

Calif, residents add 5°b sales tax. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-120 
585 Markft St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105 

OWL NITE LITE 
For the night owls in your house. Owl night light in 
translucent quality porcelain bisque glows from 
within to give a soft and comforting light. This bright 
eyed owl with hand set glass eyes will turn nursery 
fraidy cats into sound slumberers. Complete with 
cord, line switch and bulb. 6 inches high. 

$3.95    ea. plus 75c mailing 

2 TOT $©.95    plus 85c mailing 
your zip code please 

FIFER dept.        3118 Martinique Way 

HOUSE 121 Orlando, Fla. 32805 

TOTABLE FOLDABLE 
Whoever conceived this versiot 
of checkers deserves a medal o 
some kind. Pieces appear in tht 
shape of colored cubes, foldinj 
board in colorfully printed cottoi 
duck. The only game you neei 
take on a trip. $4.50 ppd. Fc 
more fun and info, a free bro 
chure. Environmental Design 
HG12, 10 W. Fordham Rd., Nev 
York, N. Y. 10468. 

TOT TILES 
Doesn't everyone have a littlt 
genius at home? Consider hi: 
handiwork for Granny's Christ 
mas: walnut, corklined box (5' 
by 5" by 2V2") whose top's e 
glistening 4W' tile on which the 
small one's drawing (any size 
even if folded) can be reproduce' 
in color. $7.95 ppd. Nancy Rese 
tar, HG127, P. O. Box 781, Por 
Chester, N. Y. 10573. 

REFRESHMENT TIME 
Scandinavian chairs with strap: 
and webbing need replacements 
now and again. Evans supplier 
three styles of rubber straps 
metal clip or metal peg ends 
loop ends to use with dowels 
Specify style and slot-to-slol 
distance. Straps, $1.35 ea.; nai1 

webbing, 50c a foot ppd. E. J 
Evans, HG12, 630 No. Westerr 
Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90004. 

ALL-WEATHER FUN FORT 
Move the cowboys and Indians 
outside with a sturdy all-weather 
real cedar wood fort. Lasts for 
generations! A big 5' by 6' by 5' 
with a swinging gate, firing plat- 
form, blockhouse and ladder. 
Easy assembly. $34.95 F.O.B. 
Camden, N. J. Order from Cedar 
Products, HG12, Box 84, No. 
Baldwin, N. Y. 11510. 

EASY DOES IT 
The home passenger elevator is 
a superb aid in households where 
an occupant is suffering from 
heart trouble, arthritis or rheu- 
matism. It requires no special 
wiring and installs in two hours, 
plugs in and leaves stairs free to 
use. Rental or purchase plan. 
American Stair-Glide, EHG, 201 
W. 80th Terr., Kansas City, Mo. 
641-14. 

FOR STOCK WATCHERS! 
You're an automatic expert with 
this handy stock market calcu- 
lator. A fast flip of the dial tells 
total price, profit or loss, com- 
mission, break even cost. For any 
stock from $1 to $100 in share 
units 5 to 500. Outmodes pen- 
cil figuring, prevents errors. 
$3.95 plus 50c post. Anthony 
Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market 
St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105. 



ASSY CONTRAPTION 
I is loud and clear—he needs 
p. Marion Travis comes to the 
cue with a snappy valet chair: 
ips suit in press, off the floor 
'ing off hours. 47" by 19" by 
", cord seat height 14%". Un- 
ished $17; natural $19; pine, 
Inut, maple $21; antique 
;en, red, white $23. Exp. coll. 
irion Travis, HG12, P. 0. Box 
2, Statesville, N. C. 28677. 

ORNING SONG 
art the day bright with a musi- 

' I alarm that plays Rogers and 
[ammerstein's "Oh What a 
jautiful Morning." Silver and 
ack case is 6V4" by 3lA" by 
VA". The size is perfect for bsd- 
de table or storage headboard, 
egant enough for any room. 
16.95 ppd. Catalogue, 50c. Hil- 
agarde's, HG12, 597 Farming- 
>n Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105. 

AUCET FINERY 
urn-on elegance for your bath! 
ustom-designed, imported cut 
rystal on solid brass handles 
•ith swan spout, pop up. Com- 
lete three pc. set: spout, han- 
les, pop-up, escutcheon, valves, 
nderparts, drain, $99.95. Also 
nyx handles and pop-up with 
wan spout, $125. Ppd. House 
f Renaissance, HG12, 8426 Mel- 
ose,  Los Angeles,  Cal.  90069. 

^IGHT AS ROUND 
3lorious Gurian, fabric experts 
extraordinary in the crewel world, 
introduce an exquisite new tablet 
:loth for round table ralliers. 
White hand-embroidered with 
black and gray or multi, gold, 
natural, black or avocado on na- 
tural. 70", $36; 90", $45. Ppd. 
Gurian Fabrics, Inc., HG12, 11 E. 
33rd St.. New York, N. Y. 10016. 

CARD UP HIS SLEEVE 
Flattering gift for business 
friends—reproduce their cards 
on cuff links or tie clip. For a 
more personal touch, send signa- 
ture from a letter to etch the 
handwriting. Sterling silver cuff 
links $15, clasp $10; in 14K gold, 
links $70, tie clasp $30. Ppd. 
Holiday Gifts, 312E, 7047 Pecos 
St., Denver, Col. 80221. 

MARVELOUS MARIA 
Bohemian crystal chandelier is 
imported from Italy. The five- 
light beauty is called Maria 
Theresa after the Austrian Em- 
press and is an elegant name- 
sake. 22" dia. and 17" high with 
15' of chain and hooks for hang- 
ing and swagging. $99.50 exp. 
coll. Kellum Lighting, HG12, 652 
Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, Cal. 
93940. 

SHOPPING AROUND 

4 ■<' 

BREAKTHROUGH! 
ENDS MUSSED HAIR. 

SLEEP NATUKALLY (side, back or lummy, 
while the luxurious "Coiffure Pillowelte" 
supports    your    held    <omforl.ibly    below 
your hairstyle 
Contoured layer  1 -truclure develo 

eer (2 yi onsumer ti       I (1 yi 
IT'S THE GREATEST GIFT — Pretty satin 
and Viennese Lice pop-off washable lop 
1 IVI r   no slip   < orduroy   bottom    Shipped 

day m gold appointed gifl bo>   I 9 i 
ppd   Deluxe gift wr.ip rM<t     Satisfaction 
guaranteed 

//A   )/,U„A„«    3007 Km Sl,eel Dept' G l2 
y>/r r//////mj?   Danas ,,,,,, TO05 

Miniature Oil  Lamp  &  Bud  Vase 

A miniature collector's prize are these two. 
0:1 Lamp has gold metal fittings, clear glass 
removable chimney, colored glass bowl, and 
Irosted white hobnail removable shade, and 
all only V ■'' high. Bud Vase Is hand-blown 
1" high, comolele with (lowers. Each Is boxed. 
Lamp is S3.60; Vase, Si 95. plus 25c postage. 
\   i / 

Main   Street,   Sharon   Springs,   N.   Y.   13459 

Dept. G-120 

THE  EXTRA  BAG 
FOLDING SUITCASE: So many extras accumu 
lated during your trip and nothing to bring 
them back home in? Now you have! Reach for 
that small oblong roll, pull the protruding tab 
and out slides an extra suitcase eager to stretch 
into a 21" wide x 16" high x 7" deep tote all. 
Has a heavy duty zipper, strong double handles 
and matches its case in handsome black sup 
ported vinyl. An indispensable pre planned or 
emergency item you an'J he will never leave out 
of your travel plans. 

$14.95 plus $1 P&H. III. Res. add 5% tax 
Gift Catalog 25c 

HOUSE OF MINNEL 
Decrpath Rd. 

Dept.  HG-I20A  Batavia.  111.60510 

Let this amazing new 
easy magic guide prove.. 

at home for just pennies! 
A Do-It Yourself | 
Handbook for Sure-Fire 
Popularity with your 
Family & Friends 

PROVEN' TESTED' GUARANTIED 
EVEN IF YOUVE NEVER TRIED 
MAGIC TRICKS 81f ORE' BECOME AN 
IMMEDIATE AMATEUR MAGICIAN1 

Now explore the world of magic 
with chemistry Every age group 
will enjoy houis of safe family fun 
that will amuse as well as educate 
These parlor tricks can be per 
formed with easily available in- 
gredients. You'll mystify everyone 
when you pour water to "ginger 
ale" to "root beer" to "grape 
soda" to "orange juice' to "to 
mato juice"' Astound Ihem by 
changing a white handkerchief to 
a galaxy of colors and back again 
lo white1 A fun for all gilt1 

Society Research International Inc 

IS® 
FIRST TIME 
AVAILABLE! 

Only 

$295 

Save SI 15 
Order 2 for 
only S4 75 
Add 50C tor 
postage 4 
handling 

251 Alhambra Circle. Coral Gables, Fla 33134, Oepl IIG 

*v 
UNIQUE   TWISTY   KEY   RING 
No links to loosen ... no chains to break. In- 
triguing twist-lock opens easily—stays dosed. 
Holds 25 keys. Withstands pull of 150 lbs. 
Made of aircraft cable in smart gold finish. 
Refund double purchase price if not satisfied. 

KEY RING SI.25 -  15e Mailing Each 
Calif, residents add 5% sales tax. 

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-120 
585 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif. 94105 

FLOWER PATCH r^"i "1 
A creative quick point pillow. For a beau-    k Bg>v. 
tiful, truly personal touch in home decora- 1 ■ 
tion.   Pale  contains  everything   needed  to K^.v 
complete—even an extra  piece of canvas    1 B 
& yarn to practice. Blue-gold and green or    1 ■ 
orange-red and yellow. ■B rfJffifc*'4cEH2? 1 

$10.25 postpaid. El»W  " 1 
IRENE'S KNIT SHOP 

■ < rvsi*^ ±M Box 3566, Amarillo, Texas 79106 9K0H 
Please, no C.O.D.'s. 
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24-PAGES 
IN FULL COLOR 

mi ,£$m 
JOSS!* 

ALL NEW WINDOW IDEAS 
Before you build, buy or remodel, 
send for this helpful book. See 
how to eliminate storm window 
and screen chores ... what win- 
dows best suit the design of your 
home . . . and why 
PELLA WOOD WIN- 
DOWS protect best j 
against winter cold I .- „.... 
and summer heat. » 
Send for your free 
copy today. 

THIS   COUPON   ANSWERED  WITHIN   24   HOURS 
ROLSCREEN  COMPANY, Dept. WC 67 
PELLA,  IOWA  50219 

Please   send   FREE   full-color   24-page 
PELLA Window  Idea  Book. 

ADDRESS 

CITY    &    STATE 

PELLA MAKES QUALITY WOOD WINDOWS, 
WOOD   FOLDING   DOORS   &   PARTITIONS   AND 

WOOD  SLIDING  GLASS  DOORS 

NEW-FREE NURSERY CATALOG! 
WRITE TODAY—over 400 varieties of Roses, 
Flowering and shade trees. Fruit trees dwarf 
and regular. Nut trees. Berry Plants, Vines, 
Evergreens, Bulbs and Perennials at prices so 
low it is almost unbelievable. 

VERNON BARNES NURSERY 
P. 0. Box 250-HOU, McMinnville, Tenn. 37110 

LOOSENS  RUSTED  BOLTS, 
NUTS,   SCREWS  &  PARTS. 

^S" AT  HARDWARE AND AUTO 
STORES  EVERYWHERE. 

THOSE HORRID 

AGE SPOTS* 

FADE THEM OUT 
*Weathered brown spots 
on the surface of your 
hands and face tell the world you're 
getting old — perhaps before you 
really are. Fade them away with 
ESOTERICA, that medicated cream 
that breaks up masses of pigment on 
the skin, helps make hands look white 
and young again. Not a cover-up. Acts 
in the skin—not on it. Equally effective 
on the face, neck and arms. Fragrant, 
greaseless base for softening, lubricat- 
ing skin as it clears up those blemishes. 
Distributed by the trustworthy 56-year- 
old Mitchum laboratory. ESOTERICA 
at leading toiletry and drug counters. $2. 

I til FIIIST SNOW 

BRINGS   COLOR 

out in the wintertime 

garden. Near the 

ground, stems of red- 

twig dogwood [Cor- 

nus stolonifera or C. 

alba sibirica I stand 

out brightly, and 

arching stems of Leu- 

eothoe Catesbaei droop their bronzy leaves. Higher up. the twigs c 

black alder  illex vcilicillata)  are crowded with scarlet berr\  clu 

lets, and the scorned but useful privets are hung with clusters of ji 

black fruit, left. Nearer \our windows—if you've planted wisely- 

evergreen English or American holly  will  sparkle with red and green, firethorn will flaunt clustei 

of orange, and fruit-hung branches of crab apple and hawthorn will bend under the weight of snov 

This hawthorn, right, is Crategus phaenopyrum,  the Washington thorn, and one of the ver\   bes 

SEDUCTION THROVE IN THE PALM 

COITKT of every old-time hotel, so did the 

palms. It was the background musie that 

was responsible for both, or so theorizes 

Dr. George Milstein, who has just made a 

recording titled Music to Grow Plants (Pip 

Records, $4.98 including a packet of 

seeds). There is a certain amount of scien- 

tific evidence behind the idea that sound 

waves stimulate the growth of plants, so 

Dr. Milstein recorded a high-pitched tone 

(near the upper limit of human hearing) 

and superimposed a concert of slightly old- 

fashioned jazz. By itself, the shrill plant- 

stimulating sound would be intolerable for 

human ears, but the mask of music makes 

the recording acceptable for a reasonable 

amount of experimentation in any living 

room or home greenhouse. 

,k, 

WINTER   STORM   DAMAGE  TO   I.AIU.I 

TREES can be forestalled by a little wor« 

before the bad weather begins. A \re£ 

crotch that might split under the weigh 

of ice and snow should be bolted o 

cabled. Over-long branches that migh 

snap should be shortened or cabled 

higher, stronger branches. This is really e 

job for the professional tree surgeon.^ 

who would use wire cable and steel bolts* 

but a reasonably good temporary job 

may be done with rope for tying anOj 

poles for support. Any branches that 

break, of course, should be cut off as 

neatly as possible, as quickly as possible. 
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i in i CARSON woi 1.1» HI: 

\/I:II   in  find   herseH   speai 
ding an active ami aggressive 
mm ide movemenl foi  impi o\ 
our em ironment.   \ naturalist 

training and retii ing l>\ disposi 
i. Mi>> (larson \\ as spurred i" 
te Silent Spring  l>\   the threal 
II living tiling    i>li\ ions io her, 
lial lime. Iml to ver)  few others 
mplicil in the »holesale and in- 
criminate use ol pesticides. Soon 
■r publication ol the l>ook. \Iis- 
rson found herseH flooded with 
respondence    pro   and   con 
I all kinds of demands on  her 

le. Shortl)   after her death, h\ 

ich time the Hood had become 

erwhelming, a group of friends 

d   acquaintances   organized   to 

al>li>h the Rachel (iarson   I i usl 

the Living Environment. Work- 

g hard but with little fanfare and 

iny budget, tlie organization dors 

ntinuing research into the effects 

chemicals on  tin- environment 

id   makes   itself   heard   in   high 

uncils of the government. One ol 

e results of these efforts has been 

Itablishment of Hie Rachel ("arson 

ational Wildlife  Refuge, a trad 

f several   thousand  acres  on  the 

aast of Maine. Headquarters of the 

achel Carson Trust for the Living 

(nvironment, Inc., is at 8940 Jones 

till   Road.   Washington.    D.   C. 

0015.   where   inquiries,   and.   ol 

ourse. contributions, are welcome. 

II.i:\ll   nil    DECKS   OF   YOUR    WINDOW-SILL 

GARDEN or greenhouse at the end of the year. Be 

ruthless, get rid of all the ungainly, overgrown, unpro- 

ductive plants that are only taking up space, and 

start over with fresh young plants, maybe even a 

fresh approach to the whole problem. You could, for 

instance, concentrate on cacti. These rewarding and 

not too difficult succulents have an almost infinite 

variety. One or another of them will be in flower 

every day of the year, and the plant forms are end- 

lessly variable. One of the best books for beginner 

or advanced cacti fanciers is The Pocket Encyclo- 

pedia of Cacti by Edgar and Bryan Lamb (Macmillan, 

$4.95). It tells you what to do with your cacti every 

month of the year and has a really encyclopedic sec- 

tion of color photographs. 

All.    GARDENERS    ARE    SIX    WORSHIPPERS    OF 

NECESSITY. SOME CARRY THIS TO THE EXTREME OF 

TRYING TO TELL TIME BY THE SUN, USUALLY WITH 

SMALL SUCCESS BECAUSE THE TRADITIONAL SUNDIAL 

IS A PRETTY INACCURATE AFFAIR. BUT NOW, A REALLY 

ACCURATE DIAL HAS BECOME AVAILABLE. SET UP 

WITH PROPER CARE IT WILL TELL THE TIME WITH ONE- 

MINUTE ACCURACY THE YEAR ROUND. CAST IN 

BRONZE AND DESIGNED FOR EFFICIENCY RATHER 

THAN LOOKS, THE GRYPHON SUNDIAL IS FOR SALE 

BY MAIL FROM THE GRYPHON CORPORATION, 101 

EAST SANTA ANITA AVENUE, BURBANK, CALIF., 91502. 

THE PRICE IS $95, PLUS POSTAGE. 

PLANTS AND HIT in I.OM. I <H.I l III It. There is no better 

illustration than the way in which Mrs. Enid Haupt cow- 

bines greenhouse plants with the art in her apartment, see 

page 70. Although few of us have anything like Mrs. 

Haupt's magnificent collection of painting and sculpture, we 

can follow her lead in providing for a year-long succession of 

plants to go with whatever we may have. Wax begonias, for 

instance, she uses lavishly. As one batch of plants begins to 

show the near of city life it is retired to a greenhouse in the 

country, cut back, and nursed along until ready to be put on 

display once more. Good for only one brief spurt of bloom 

per year are Mrs. Haupt's topiary azaleas, but that one burst 

of glory amply warrants caring for the plants the rest of the 

year. The three-tier azalea soaking up summer sunsfiine in 

prejxtration for next spring's flowering, LEFT, is a single plant 

that took several years of pruning to achieve its present size. 

224 
^        Pages of 

Gardening 
>    Ideas! 

How to have a mote 

Beautiful Garden 
the easy Wayside way 

A beautiful garden can make your home 
more attractive, as well as be a source 
ol pride and enjoyment. All it lakes is a 
little ellort and the unmatched selection 
found in the Wayside Catalog — the one 
book that's a must for beginners and 
experts alike. 
It contains over 1900 lovely and unusual 
garden subjects . . . many available only 
Irom Wayside. Including the world's finest 
selection of perennials . . . flowers that 
bloom automatically year after year. Plus 
prizo roses . . . superb trees and shrubs 
. . . rare bulbs . . . and much more. Our 
224-page Spring 1971 Catalog has hun- 
dreds of true-color photos, fascinating 
clear descriptions of each item, and a 
great deal of helpful gardening informa- 
tion. Everything offered in this magnificent 
catalog has been carefully tested by Way- 
side Gardens, and is shipped with com- 
plete planting instructions. 
Wayside's Catalog Now Costs You Nothing! 
Send only $2.00 deposit, and we'll enclose 

a $2.00 Refund 
Certificate good 
on   your  f i rst   ^J7 
order. Satisfac 

A (qB.rdenj 

America's Home 
tion ,s guaran- Gardeni Head- 
teed—you can t  quarters, Mentor, 
 [°£f! .°.h.l°. 44060  
WAYSIDE  GARDENS 
301 Mentor Avenue, Mentor, Ohio 44060 

Please rush me your hew 197] Spring Catalog. 
I have enclosed a $2.00 deposit which I under- 
stand will be refunded with my first order. 

Print Name  

Address. 

City  .State. -Zip. 

Inside 

THE MODERN JAPANESE HOUSE: 
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE 
Edited by Hiroshi Sasaki 

A collection of forty-four outstanding 
residential designs by twenty-seven of 
Japan's leading architects, this volume 
demonstrates  the  way  in which the 
traditional Japanese house, source of 
inspiration to such men as van der 
Rohe, Gropius and Wright, has been 
adapted   to   incorporate   furnishings 
and equipment from  the West with- 
out losing its classic simplicity  and 
serenity; an invaluable book for those 
interested in interior design, decora- 
ting and architecture and a lovely gift. 
230  gravure  photos. 7  color plates 
cloth  binding. $13.50 

Calif, residents please add 5V4% tax. 
This book is available at your book 
dealer or 

JAPAN PUBLICATIONS 
^^  lapan Publications Trading Co., (U.S.A.) Inc. 

3^JP U5S Howard St., San Francisco, Calif. 94103 
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Wake up your den. 
Decorate your 

entertainment center 
with this timeless 
classic; solid brass 
ring accents your 

choice of fruitwood or 
polished black finish. 

Elegant in its 
simplicity. The 

world's largest mirror 
manufacturer can 

help you wake up any 
wall in your home. 

Write for our 
complete color catalog 

and list of nearby 
dealers. Enclose 50tf. 

Carolina Mirror Corporation 
North Wilkesboro, North Carolina 28659 

Smooth move, Perle 

Think bold colors on lacquered 
checkerboard, keyed-in.lushness on 
sectional seating". Now that you're 

thinking like MILO BAUGHMAN, think how 
on earth you'll get friends to go home 

when they are so comfy cozy. Better yet, 
relax and think "smart me.'! 

When it comes to modern, THAYER COGGIN thinks of everything. 

THAYER COGGIN 
Your move. For brochure packet on all Thayer Coggin furniture groupings 
send $1.00 to  Hilda Lee, THAYER COGGIN, INC.. High Point. N C  27262 

"Cushions filled with Dacron • polyester 

BEST IN 

BOOKLETS 
Because House & Garden tvishes to fill your booklet requests 
promptly, arrangements have been made for you to order di- 
rectly from us. Fill in the coupon below, circling the number 
of each booklet desired. If remittance is required other than 
the 25c charge for postage and handling that must accompany 
each coupon, it will be indicated next to the booklet number. 
Enclose remittance in the form of coin, check, or money order 
only. Please do not send stamps. House & Garden will do 
all it can to see your requests are [died as rapidly as possible. 

EATING AND 
ENTERTAINING 

1. TAKE A CULINARY TOUR 
OF AMERICA with a handy 200- 
page paperback from I. W. Har- 
per Distillers Co. It's a complete 
guide to entertaining American- 
style, with party plans and rec- 
ipes from 16 regions. 

2. DISCOVER   ITALIAN 
WINES through an exciting 
guide to the wines and indigenous 
foods of the Italian provinces 
from Piedmont to Sicily. This vol- 
ume from the Italian Wine Com- 
mission explores the far-reaching 
provinces and examines their pro- 
file, their history, their soil, etc., 
S7.95. 

3. GETTING INTO THE 
SPIRIT is easy to do with a man- 
ual on liqueurs from Leroux. Ex- 
plains the special liqueur vocabu- 
lary and histories of the various 
liqueurs. Some delightful recipes 
are also included. 

4. A GUIDE TO HOME EN- 
TERTAINING—Invaluable 
Heublein handbook contains all 
the essentials of party giving. In- 
formation about inviting guests, 
what to serve, setting up a bar, 
etc., 50c. 

5. ENTERTAINING IN THE 
DANISH MANNER is described 
in a colorful booklet from the 
makers of Cherry Heering. It's 
filled with imaginative food and 
drink recipes and suggestions for 
table  settings and  decorations. 

BUILDING AND 
REMODELING 

6. DO-IT-YOURSELF FLOOR- 
ING—Versatiles are handsome, 
easy to install. Literature from 
the Tile Company of America fea- 

tures this high-fashion flooring in 
many attractive styles. 

7. "10 WAYS TO STORE 
THINGS." Storage systems you 
install yourself with Knape & 
Vogt standards, brackets, and 
shelves are presented in a fully 
illustrated brochure. Specifica- 
tions included. 

8. SHOPPING FOR A RE- 
SILIENT FLOOR? The Arm- 
strong Cork Co. offers valuable 
advice in a 16-page comprehen- 
sive guide to all types of flooring, 
including vinyl, linoleum, tile, 
cushioned materials, and new 
scuff resistant flooring. 

9. FINE HARDWOOD 
FLOORING is shown in a book- 
let from the Harris Mfg. Co. 
Choose from a variety of hand- 
some designs such as parquet, 
basket weave, herringbone to add 
beauty to any room. 10c. 

SOUND 

10. THE ADVANCED ART 
OF CREATING SOUND is a 
way of life at Voice of Music. 
Fully illustrated brochure pre- 
sents a superb line of stereo con- 
soles, systems, portable phono- 
graphs, tape recorders, and stereo 
components. 

11. YOU CAN HAVE A HOME 
ORCHESTRA with a Baldwin 
Home Organ. It's the only musical 
instrument that is whatever you 
want it to be. Full color literature 
shows a style for every home. 

DECORATING 

12. PICK YOUR FAVORITE 
STYLE from a group of furniture 
brochures offered by American of 
Martinsville. Included is distinc- 
tive bedroom, dining room, and 
living room furniture. 50c. 
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13.  THE   1GELESS   <.tc \< l 
OF KVKI N   AMERICA  ia cap 
tun ,1   in   Hi,     i\ ling   oi   tin-   l'..i\ 
I lolon     i tnir   ( ollection.   22 
page < ".In.mi brochure ia filled 
with   photograph    ol   this   hand 
i iililii-il   solid   iock   111.11■ i■    I ,II ni 
hue. 50c. 

I I.    \   (.1 IDE   FOR   WALL- 
WATCHERS bj  a i d experl 
in the home furnishings field tells 
how i" create more excitement 
.mil beauty with attractive wall 
,II rangements.  From Sj roi 

15. NEW  70s EXCITEMENT 
FOR YOUR HOME come* t  
Hammary. A lush, 10-page cata- 
logue presents an exciting collec- 
tion ol tables, occasional pieces, 
and upholster). 50c. 

I<>. EARIA AMERICAN ELE- 
CA1NCK. An attr.h h\e new fold 
, i li\ Temple-Stuart shows the 
entire Pioneer Treasury line of 
dining anil living furniture in the 
new   Rockingham  finish.   10c. 

17. LIGHT UP YOUR  LIFE 
with specially designed lighting 
fixtures from k.inj:'s Chandelier 
Co. Each order is assembled from 
selected parts, according to your 
specifications from designs shown 
in the King catalogue. 25c. 

18. A TIMELESS COLLEC- 
TION   of   traditional   American 

Eurnitun   i    | ti d  in   i  -'"" 
i, i ", treasury from Pi nn l>ania 
I louse. In. luded also i i handy 
Hi mi plan guide and din • tion   foi 
tin mini.   .   ii , 

IM)||»(M K|{| 

L9. LIGHT I I' FOR CHRIS! 
MAS with the help "I an idea- 
filled booklet from General Elec- 
tric. Includes a chei klisl ol basic 
suggestions to help you have more 
attractivi effective, and trouble- 
free decorations. 

20. Nl.W   ROSES  FOR   197] 
from Ja< kson & Perkins are fea 
lined in a full color catalogue. 
Vmong tile main lovely varieties 
shown are the 1971 Rose "I the 
Year and the All-America winner. 

21. BEFORE YOU BUY ANY 
UPHOLSTERED   IT KNI- 
Tl'KE there are certain impor- 
tant questions you ^Itoulil ask. A 
helpful guide from l!iss(|| offers 
tips on liuving upholstered furni- 
ture and discusses the most effec- 
tive methods ol upholstery care. 

22. VOl K NEXT ADVEN- 
TURE? See the States, the world 
in a Cortez motor home. Full- 
color literature describes this 
luxurious mobile home. Specifica- 
tions, standard equipment, op- 
tions are listed. 

--ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS  

December, 1970 

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and en- 
close check, money order, or currency in amount in- 
dicated for those requiring payment. Add 25c for 
postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four 
weeks for delivery. 

MAIL TO: HOCSE & GARDEN, Dept. #12 
L5ox .')579, Grand Central Station 

New York, N. Y.. 10017 

1        2*795   3        45(*     5        6 

9W   10      11       12500   13M<    14** 

172.n.   18$2    19      20      21      22 

7 
15so< 

8 
16i<w 

I enclose: 

.$ .25 for postage and handling of my request 
for booklets 

$ for booklets circled requiring payment 

is my total remittance 

Offer expires 2/15/71 

Nan 

Address. 

City  

MR. 
MRS. 
MISS (PLEASE PRINT) 

.State -Zip #- 

the great occasional look 
Ageless styling. Graceful lines. 
French Provincial lends 
enchantment. Blends beautifully 
with any decor. Consider these 
great occasional pieces in the 
French mood from the Lorraine 
IV Collection. Offered in 
fruitwood and 7 hand 
painted finishes. To see the 

complete collection —58 pieces 
for dining and bedroom —send 
fifty cents to White of Mebane, 
Dept. HG-12, Mebane, 
North Carolina 27302. 

'•'of Mebane 

Show how clever you are. 
Play Cardino. 

It's new. It's exciting. It's a strategy game and it's 
sociable. All the play's in the open. On a board. What 
you do is deploy your card tiles to pick up points. 
But your opponents do, too. So the minute you de- 
vise a strategy you have to revise it. Think fast. It's 
furious fun. For two or three or four. The more you 
play Cardino, the more you want to play it some 
more. So be clever. Show your friends a good time 
with Cardino by Milton Bradley. 

Milton Bradley makes the best games in the world. 

Milton Bradley Company, Springfield, Mass. 01101 
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Armstrong introduces Adventure Prin 
If you've got the courac 

we've got the carp 
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